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CONTEXT A: SMART CITY - NETWORKS, BUILDINGS, AND PEOPLE

SMART CITIES WILL SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
SMART CITY. With the world’s rapidly growing population, urbanization and our increased environmen-
tal impact, the demands on modern cities are increasing. Sustainability and quality of life should go 
hand in hand in a modern city, and thanks to state-of-the-art communication and information technol-
ogy this might become a reality.

The environmental footprint of the modern society is one of our biggest challenges. Pollution and waste 
from cities have increased drastically as the quality of life for its citizens has improved. A development that 
cannot continue. This is where the concept of the Smart City comes in.

The beauty of the Smart City is the way that it both streamlines its use of resources, while at the same time 
tailor-makes its services to suit the needs of its citizens. The Smart City builds upon existing technologies to 
automate the everyday tasks of its residents. Automatic detection and regulation of water contamination will 
be a weapon against chemical terrorism, while at the same time prevent environmental catastrophes due to 
poor water quality. 

Heating and ventilation that varies depending on the amount of people in the room will optimize the ener-
gy-efficiency of both public and private buildings, lessening the environmental impact on a larger scale.

In a functioning society, everyone needs to cooperate. This extends to the separate functions of the Smart 
City. The goal is to transcend the city from simply a collection of systems, to an interconnected web of collab-
orating assets. Not only do they need to work well on their own to ensure the task given to them is done in a 
sustainable and effective manner; they also need to function in a larger network. 

The possibilities of Smart Cities are enormous. Research in the field is huge and in some places the tech-
nology has already been implemented. All signs point towards that the city of the future will help save the 
environment.
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The concept of a Smart City is composed by the 
utilization of information and communication 
systems to automate and develop modern cit-

ies to handle the growing urbanization in the world. 
This concept can be applied on many different appli-
cations within a city and pose a wide range of chal-
lenges. The implementation of these applications 
often involves collecting and analyzing data through 
networks of wireless sensors. By using wireless sen-
sor networks (WSN) Smart Cities aim to tackle these 
challenges and make way for a more energy efficient 
and sustainable society on both a community and 
personal scale.

The building ground for the whole concept of 
Smart Cities are WSN. Without these the entire sys-
tem would collapse, which is why the stability and 
efficiency of such systems is crucial for the concept. 
Project group A2a have looked at optimizing the 
scheduling of data from the sensors to meet the re-
quired time and packet loss constraints in the net-
works. This to minimize the energy consumption of 
the system while still ensuring that crucial informa-
tion reaches the controllers in time. The results con-
sist of a comparison of different forwarding policies 
and proposed application areas. Project group A2b 
looked at the stability of several control strategies 
considering different communication uncertainties 
due to the network. The results consist of a compar-
ison of the closed-loop stability of the control strate-
gies studied and their application areas.

On a community scale, health and safety is one of 
the areas in which the Smart Cities may become the 
most impactful. By providing real time updates and 
tracking of possible danger areas the networks can 
detect potential outbreaks before they occur. A clean 
water supply for example is a necessity for any so-
ciety. If drinking water becomes contaminated, ear-
ly detection may limit the population exposed, and 
possibly save lives. The goal of the A1 project was to 
study contamination event detection and make use of 
optimal sensor placement in networks to minimize 
the demographic consequences of contamination. 
This was achieved using hypothesis testing and im-
plementing a greedy algorithm for optimal sensor 
placement in a real-world water distribution net-
work.

On a personal level, these networks can help to 
improve everyday climate in buildings and living 
spaces. By controlling and automating basic sys-
tems in buildings the networks will save enormous 
amounts of energy as well as improve living condi-
tions for everybody. Lighting, heating, and ventila-
tion of buildings comprise a large part of global en-
ergy consumption. A greater efficiency in the use of 
these building systems can be achieved with the use 
of automatic controllers and WSN. Project group 
A3 has investigated in detail the use of wireless 

PID-controllers in managing the room temperature 
of a building. A general overview of the background 
theory of PID-controllers and wireless data transfer 
has been given within the report, along with several 
simulations of a proposed system. Project group A3a 
has chosen to only simulate the system and A3b went 
beyond simulations and implemented it.

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems 
(HVAC) are some of the systems that these PID-con-
trollers will be used for. The controller will improve 
the energy efficiency in these systems while still re-
taining its reliability and functionality. To do this the 
implementation of reliable occupancy counters is 
a necessity to provide the information needed for a 
smarter regulation of the system. The goal of project 
group A4 was to study different kinds of sensors and 
then propose a solution for a reliable yet inexpensive 
occupancy counter. The solution is meant to be im-
plemented on a simple PID control application that 
will regulate the temperature and ventilation in a 
building according to occupancy.

Further studies within this context could lead to 
discoveries and applications that present great op-
portunities for future cities. The possibility to look at 
more parameters than have been done so far would 
extend the range of most of the projects presented 
here. Multi-parametric sensing through biosensors 
in the water, considering a more general protocol 
structure in the networks and examining further 
ways that occupancy can be detected to the HVAC 
controllers are all possible extensions of the projects 
that would give a deeper understanding of the stud-
ied problems. Finally, to implement the systems on a 
larger scale with other systems running at the same 
time would truly test the results. The most basic idea 
of a Smart City is that systems should work in a sym-
biosis with shared ways of information and commu-
nication. This will be a huge challenge for security, 
sustainability, and robustness of the system. If the 
systems cannot work in connection with each other, 
the whole concept of a Smart City collapses.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
The environmental benefit is the main reason to why 
Smart Cities should be constructed. It is however not 
the sole purpose of these cities. They are also built to 
improve the overall quality of life for the inhabitants. 
The strive for energy efficiency should not go as far 
as to compromise the wellbeing of the city’s inhabit-
ants. Consider, for example, temperature regulators 
such as heaters in buildings. Regulating the temper-
ature to a certain level could be great from an envi-
ronmental aspect but that might not be pleasant for 
the people in the building. If this is the case then the 
regulation should not be done. There needs to be a 
balance between the possible environmental savings 

CONTEXT A: THE SMART CITY - NETWORKS, BUILDINGS, AND PEOPLE
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and the comfort of the people. To get the most out of a 
smart system both aspects need to be taken into con-
sideration. A functioning Smart City will improve 
citizens’ health as well as lower the environmental 
impact of our society. 
 
Privacy has become a serious concern since the use 
of internet has entered our daily lives. Something that 
will become an even bigger concern in Smart Cities 
where large numbers of sensors are spread through-
out the city. Their use leads to a problem in personal 
integrity and privacy since the sensors collect data 
about people living and moving in a city. Thus, sur-
veillance of the population becomes very easy. Who 
should be allowed to use the collected data is a con-
troversial topic. The question arises, who collects all 
this data and can access it? The data should be used 
for control purposes such as regulating building fea-
tures or power distribution in the city and not to spy 
on citizens. Because the networks in Smart Cities 
are wireless it introduces risks concerning personal 
integrity since it is more vulnerable to hacking than 
a wired system. It demands a balance between how 
much information we need for the smart systems to 
work and how much information we can collect be-
fore it becomes a privacy concern.

The economic benefit of the Smart City is realized 
mainly through increased productivity and efficien-
cy. The potential to maintain a healthier population 
by cheaply providing clean water and good indoor 
environments can reduce sick leave and the econom-
ic fallout of unhealthy people. One way to achieve the 
goal of unifying all the separate WSN:s in a Smart 
City is to utilize centralized monopolies which have 
the capability of fully streamlining cities’ processes. 
Implementing a Smart City on an existing infrastruc-
ture could turn out to be difficult and expensive. The 
large investments that are required to implement the 
system may lead to Smart Cities only being realized 
in rich municipalities in first world countries. On 
the other hand, in poorly cities with poor infrastruc-
ture, the realization of smart systems may turn out to 
be both cheaper and give greater relative returns in 
terms of quality of life. Despite the large investments 
required to implement the Smart City it has the po-
tential to pay for itself in short order and lead to sub-
stantial future economic gain.

CONTEXT A: THE SMART CITY - NETWORKS, BUILDINGS, AND PEOPLE
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A1. CONTAMINATION EVENT DETECTION

Contamination Event Detection in Water
Distribution Systems

Matilda Noblı́a and Christian Ryan

Abstract—In any society, making sure that its citizens have
a clean water supply is a fundamental issue. By modernizing
the way water distribution systems (WDSs) are monitored and
controlled, the impact of contamination can be maintained and
minimized. By using sensors that monitor relevant physical
parameters, a system that detects contamination and limits
population exposure can be designed. To achieve this, the work
presented in this report is focused on three main topics.

Firstly, parameters for determining water quality are exam-
ined. This is the basis for choosing relevant sensors. Secondly,
a study of contamination event detection (CED) is presented, in
particular a method to determine whether water is contaminated
or not based on sensor measurements is proposed. This is
completed through the use of binary hypothesis testing as well
as examining existing sensors. Thirdly, the problem of optimal
sensor placement in a WDS is studied. In extension, a greedy
algorithm is implemented to optimally place sensors in a model
of real-world network.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IFE on this planet is unimaginable without water. It
nourishes our crops, cleanses our bodies and is crucial

for our survival. Therefore, shortage or intentional sabotage of
clean water supplies can have dire consequences for a society.
To avoid such calamities, continuous monitoring and control
of water distribution systems (WDSs) is necessary.

By placing sensors in a WDS, contamination can be de-
tected earlier and thus less people would be exposed to
the harmful consequences of consuming contaminated water.
These sensors need to be sensitive enough to detect harmful
levels of different contaminants. In the previous studies of [1],
[2], different contaminants were examined for their ability to
cause water-borne illnesses or other harmful effects to human
health, while sensors that are able to detect these contaminants
are outlined in the EU funded report [3].

The measurements from the water quality sensors in a WDS
need to be analyzed and deemed either clean or contaminated
for a given body of water. For this purpose, binary hypothesis
testing is used. This technique is applied in signal theory to
differentiate between signal-bearing information and noise, ex-
plained in [4]. Statistical means of distinguishing information
from noise in a signal have been used since World War II,
within the study of optimal radar technology [5]. In this report,
binary hypothesis testing in combination with the likelihood
ratio test is used to calculate a certain fixed quality threshold.
If a sensor measurement is above a certain threshold that is
set, the body of water is determined to be contaminated. If not,
it is determined to be uncontaminated. However, as there is
noise and other uncertainties present in sensor measurements,
the possibility of missed or false detection arises [6].

A field within developing water distribution systems is the
study of optimal sensor placement for a given network. By op-
timizing this parameter, monitoring of huge networks becomes
more cost and maintenance effective. If fewer sensors can be
placed in a network without compromising the functionality,
this would be more economically efficient.

The research into the field of optimal sensor placement in
WDSs has not given way to a consensus of how the problem
should be solved. The problem can be viewed in basically
two ways: single and multi-objective approach [7]. It depends
on what objectives are chosen to represent the quality of
the performance of the monitoring system. According to
[8], the four main water quality objectives which need to
be considered when studying contamination event detection
(CED) are given below.

I. Time it takes before a contamination event is detected.
II. Amount of water consumed by humans before detection.

III. Amount of people being potentially affected by the
contamination before detection.

IV. Likelihood of detection in the network.

The goal is to minimize the first three objectives, and max-
imize the fourth. These objectives were proposed by [8],
and the assumption was that all events would eventually be
detected (no false negatives). The impact of missed detections
should however not be ignored, which is acknowledged by [8],
and this fact is considered in this report.

Previous research in the field of optimal placement of
sensors in a network has been determined using heuristic
methods or solving optimization problems [7]. In [9], a control
model is used which bases its method on the results discovered
in the competition Battle of The Water Sensor Networks [8].
It uses dynamical threshold values of chlorine levels in water,
and signals an event if the measured value is lower or higher
than the set threshold. In contrast to this report, which uses
a real-world network, [9] uses a benchmark network given in
[8] to perform simulations, in software provided by the US
environmental protection agency (EPA). Moreover, the Monte
Carlo simulation1 method is used to provide the threshold
values, which are then compared by an event detection logic
to determine whether an event should be reported.

This report is outlined into three main sections. Section II
is about how monitoring of WDSs is achieved and which
parameters are of interest. Section III studies how contami-

1The Monte Carlo simulation method is a process of producing numerical
results using random sampling.
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nation in WDSs is mathematically modelled and determined.
Furthermore, this model is implemented on an existing sensor
to analyze its viability. In Section IV, the issue of optimal sen-
sor placement and the property of submodularity is discussed.
Moreover, a greedy algorithm is implemented to optimally
place sensors in an anonymized part of Stockholm’s WDS.
The report is concluded in Section V and VI by a discussion
of the report’s results and suggestions for further extensions.

II. MONITORING OF WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

For detection of contamination outbreaks in WDSs, several
different parameters are of main interest to ensure safe con-
sumption. These parameters are detailed below and considered
for the choice of relevant sensors in the network.

A. Relevant Physical Parameters

According to [3], [10], [11], water quality parameters for
contamination can be divided into two main groups: funda-
mental physico-chemical and additionally mandated parame-
ters of interest. These can be seen in Table I.

Fundamental physico-chemical parameters are basic indirect
indicators for a wide range of potential contaminations. If, for
example, a chemical outbreak occurs, the temperature or flow
rate of the contaminated water will alter due to the chemical
reaction. By measuring these physical parameters, detection
of many potential outbreaks is possible without knowing the
specific cause. However, there are additional parameters that
are of utmost interest, and mandated on a governmental level
according to [3], due to their severity on human health. These
are detailed in additionally mandated parameters in Table I.

There exists other parameters that render the water con-
sumption harmful, especially biological ones, which are not
included in Table I. However, these are considerably rarer
and usually caused by agricultural runoff and/or wastewater
outfalls. Thus, for analysis of water distribution networks in
the vicinity of such systems, far more parameters should be
considered.

B. Sensors of Relevance

In [11] and [3], multi-purpose sensors are presented with
the capability of detecting the parameters from Table I. In
the United States, sensor YSI 6600 is widely used and is
able to detect most of the physico-chemical parameters. In
the European Union, sensors Kapta™3000 AC4, Kapta™3000
OT3 and Spectro::lyser™ are used. When combined, these
sensors are able to detect all parameters in Table I. This fact
combined with later network analysis on a subsection of a
European WDS is the reason behind the EU-based sensors
being the main focus of this report.

III. CONTAMINATION EVENT DETECTION (CED)
In this section, a method of how to design a system

that determines if water is contaminated or not based on
sensor measurements is examined. Firstly, the problem of
contamination event detection is introduced. This problem is
then modelled using binary hypothesis testing. The section is
concluded with a numerical example.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS RELEVANT FOR WATER CONTAMINATION DETECTION

Fundamental physico-chemical Additionally mandated parameters
Electric Conductivity Chlorine
Flow rate Fluoride
pH Spectral Absorbance
Pressure Nitrate & Nitrite
Temperature Particle Count
Turbidity Total Organic Carbon

A. Missed Detections

In an ideal system, the state of an event not being detected
would mean that the contaminant is not present. However,
in practical applications, this is never the case as noise and
disturbances will interfere with measurements.

Non-detected events are called missed detections. In the
case of CED the consequences of missed detections could
possibly be grave, leading to the consumption of polluted
water. The other situation that may occur is that an event is
detected, although contamination is not present. This is called
a false alarm. The consequences of these false alarms are not
as grave. In WDSs, it could possibly lead to inconvenience
for the consumers if the water is incorrectly determined
undrinkable, as well as economic losses due to unnecessary
decontamination measures. A method of designing detection
systems, based on binary hypothesis testing, is presented in
the following subsection.

B. Binary hypothesis testing

Let a sample of water quality data, y, be collected from an
arbitrary water quality sensor. The data is a sample of one of
the monitoring parameters from Table I. A null hypothesis,
H0, is defined as the case when the sensor measurement is
uncontaminated and only affected by the random variable G,
which is additive Gaussian noise (AGN). As G is Gaussian

R

Rc

Fig. 1. An illustration of the subsets R and Rc. Observations belonging to
Rc will be deemed to be contaminated water.

distributed, y will therefore be an outcome of the stochastic
variable Y , which in turn becomes Gaussian. The second
hypothesis, H1, is defined as the case when the water also
has a contaminant, which will be denoted with x, and will be
modelled as change in the mean value of the distribution of
Y . The hypotheses are defined in Equations (1) and (2).

H0 : Y = G, Y ∈ N (0, σg), (1)

H1 : Y = x+G, Y ∈ N (x, σg), (2)

Based on the data, H0 either gets rejected or accepted. This
decision depends on a rule which maps data on two subsets of
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Fig. 2. Conditional pdfs of decisions, and a representation of the threshold.

the possible observations, R and Rc, illustrated in Figure 1.
If y belongs to R, the water is deemed to be clean, and H0 is
accepted. If y belongs to Rc, the water is deemed contaminated
and H1 is accepted. One way of determining whether or not
y belongs to the subsets R or Rc is by using the likelihood
ratio test. From [4] a decision rule is constructed as

p1(y)

p0(y)
≥ P (H0)

1− P (H0)
, (3)

where p0(y) and p1(y) are the conditional probability density
functions (pdfs) for y under H0 and H1 respectively. P (H0)
is the probability for the null hypothesis. If Equation (3) is
fulfilled, H1 is chosen. This is equivalent to saying that y
belongs to the Rc region in Figure 1.

Given that y is Gaussian distributed according to Equa-
tions (1) and (2), the pdfs are

p0(y) =
1

σg

√
2π

e−y2/2σ2
g

p1(y) =
1

σg

√
2π

e−(y−x)2/2σ2
g

which gives a likelihood ratio

p1(y)

p0(y)
= e(2yx−x2)/2σ2

g ≥ P (H0)

1− P (H0)
, (4)

Solving for y gives,

y ≥ ξ =
1

2x

(
x2 + 2σ2

g ln

[
P (H0)

1− P (H0)

])
, (5)

where σg is the standard deviation for AGN, g. The criterion of
Equation (5) gives the threshold, ξ, which defines the decision
rule. If Equation (5) is fulfilled, H1 will be accepted.

Despite the binary nature of this method of hypothesis
testing, there are in fact four possible outcomes that could
occur. These are stated in Table II, where PD stands for
probability of detection, PC for clean water, PFA for false
alarms and PMD for missed detections. The first two outcomes
in Table II are correct decisions, and the second two are errors.
The probability which needs to be minimized is PMD, i.e. if
a contaminant is present, it needs to be detected with high
probability. Missed detections may lead to a bigger part of the
population being exposed to contaminated water.

Intuitively, the threshold value would be set as low as
possible, to decrease the rate of missed detection, but it will

TABLE II
OUTCOMES OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING

Probability Description
PD = P (y ∈ Rc;H1) Contaminant is present

PC = P (y ∈ R;H0) = 1− PFA Contaminant is not present

PFA = P (y ∈ R;H1) False alarm

PMD = P (y ∈ Rc;H0) = 1− PD Missed detection

also increase the rate of false alarms. This property can be
seen in Figure 2 and in Equation (6). Thus, misses will occur
with a non-zero probability. This trade-off needs to be taken
into considered when choosing the threshold value.

ξ ∝ PMD and ξ ∝ 1

PFA
(6)

The probabilities for detection error are given below.

PFA =

∫ ∞

ξ

p0(y)dy

PMD =

∫ ξ

−∞
p1(y)dy

PD is the probability of detection and is called the power of
the test. The false alarm rate PFA is called the size of the test
[4].

C. Numerical Example

In this subsection, we illustrate the previous discussion on a
practical example. Under the European Union’s seventh frame-
work program (FP7) from 2007-2013, the research project
SecurEau was mandated. SecurEau investigated restoring wa-
ter distribution systems after intentional chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear attacks on water networks. Through
this research project, the sensor Kapta™3000 AC4 was devel-
oped and commercially launched in several different European
drinking water systems. This sensor has the ability of detecting
free chlorine, pressure, temperature and conductivity in water
according to [3]. Chlorine is the main parameter of this report,
as it is a ubiquitous cleaning material with hazardous effects
on human health.

Under the assumption that the sensor maintains a 95%
confidence interval, its noise standard deviation for chlorine,
in [3], is σg = 0.125 mg/L. For a contamination level of
x = 0.1 mg/L chlorine and ranging P (H0), the Kapta™3000
AC4’s performance is illustrated in Figure 3.

As described in Equation (5), varying P (H0) and/or x will
alter the threshold value ξ and thereby increase or decrease
PMD. This is demonstrated in Figure 4 by letting P (H(0)) ∈
{0.98−0.04n | n ∈ N∧n ∈ [1−24]\ [6−16]} and x ∈ [0, 1].

As illustrated in Figure 4, a deviation of x ≥ 0.7 mg/L
has an exceedingly minimal PMD for most P (H0). This
means that the probability of hazardous missed detections
for chlorine, using Kapta™3000 AC4, are virtually zero. This
renders the sensor useful for chlorine detection as the World
Health Organization’s conservative guideline for maximum
free chlorine in drinking water is 5 mg/L according to [12].
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(a) PMD ≈ 7.2% PFA ≈ 74.5%. (b) PMD = PFA ≈ 34.5%.

(c) PMD ≈ 64.6% PFA ≈ 12%. (d) PMD ≈ 91% PFA ≈ 1.6%.

Fig. 3. Probability distributions for three different P (H0). Chlorine deviation is x = 0.1.

(a) Plots are in falling order from 0.98 to 0.78. (b) Plots are in falling order from 0.3 to 0.02.

Fig. 4. Comparison of missed detections for varying P (H0).
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IV. SENSOR PLACEMENT

In this section, the problem of optimal sensor placement
is studied. The goal of optimal sensor placement is to find
the placement of a fixed number of sensors that maximizes a
definitive objective. In this report, the objective is to find the
best arrangement of sensors that minimizes the demographic
impact of contaminated water, i.e. objective III. in Section I.
To achieve this, a greedy algorithm is implemented on a
real-world network to optimally place sensors. The sensors
used in this section are considered ideal, as the results from
Section III-C showed that hazardous missed detections using
the Kapta™3000 AC4 are virtually zero.

A. The Placement Problem

The problem may be illustrated as a maximum coverage
problem. Given a set Ω, and a constraint number k, the
objective is to find a subset of Ω, Ak (|Ak| = k), such that a
maximum number of elements in Ω are covered. In the case
of sensor placement, k is the number of sensors to place, Ω
the number of nodes in the network, and Ak is the subset of
sensors placed in the network.

The problem may be formulated as maximizing a monotone
submodular function [13].
Given a set, Ω, a function f : 2Ω → R, ∀X ⊆ Y ⊆ Ω and
∀z /∈ Y the function f is submodular if,

f(X ∪ {z})− f(X) ≥ f(Y ∪ {z})− f(Y ), (7)

where X and Y are subsets of Ω and z is the sensor to place.
What Equation (7) shows is that more is gained from placing
a sensor, z, in a smaller set, i.e. X , than a larger, i.e. Y .

The problem may be solved using a greedy algorithm as in
[13]. Using a greedy algorithm will not guarantee finding the
global optimal solution. It will however always give a solution
that is 63% of the optimal solution, or better, if the function is
monotonically non-decreasing as well as submodular, proved
in [14]. A monotonically non-decreasing function is defined
as,

∀X ⊆ Y ⊆ Ω, f(X) ≤ f(Y ). (8)

B. Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is the implementation of the sensor placement
method. The inputs are the number of sensors to place, a set of
nodes representing a network, and an objective function which
maps costs to each individual node. The goal of the algorithm
is to place sensors in such a way that the objective function is
maximized. In this report the objective function is given by,

f(A) =

N∑
i=1

ci min(|A ∩ i|, 1) (9)

where N are the number of nodes in the network and ci is the
cost associated with each node. The objective function has a
binary nature due to the factor min(|A ∩ i|, 1). If i is in A,
the function will return ci, else it will return zero.

TABLE III
DEMOGRAPHIC NATURE OF THE NETWORK AREAS

Area Description

I. Several types of schools,
homes for the elderly, residential area.

II. Residential area
III. A hotel, residential area

The objective function in Equation (9) fulfills the criteria for
monotonically non-decreasing submodularity stated in Equa-
tion (7) and (8). The proof of this follows below:

X ⊆ Y ⊆ Ω, ∀z /∈ Y

f(X) =
N∑
i=1

ci min(|X ∩ i|, 1) =

{
ci, if i ∈ X

0 if i /∈ X

f(Y ) =
N∑
i=1

ci min(|Y ∩ i|, 1) =

{
ci, if i ∈ Y

0 if i /∈ Y

f(X ∪ {z}) =
N∑
i=1

ci min(|(X ∪ {z}) ∩ i|, 1) = cz

f(Y ∪ {z}) =
N∑
i=1

ci min(|(Y ∪ {z}) ∩ i|, 1) = cz

⇒ f(X ∪ {z})− f(X) = f(Y ∪ {z})− f(Y ) submodular
⇒ f(X) = f(Y ) non-decreasing and monotone

The proof above shows that the objective function shown in
Equation (9) is a special case of a non-decreasing submodular
function. Implementing Algorithm 1 on this sort of objec-
tive function means that the global optimum will always be
returned. Algorithm 1 places a sensor at the node with the
highest cost attached to it, and removes this node from the
considered set, until there are no more sensors to place.

Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm for sensor placement
Greedy function (Ω, f, k)
Input : A set of sensors Ω, A set function f : 2Ω → R,

Number of sensors to place k
Output: A subset Ak ⊂ Ω of size k, representing where

to place the sensors
A0 ← ∅
For i = 1, . . . , k

1) for x ∈ Ω \Ai−1, set δx ← f(Ai−1 ∪ {x})− f(Ai−1)
2) x∗ ← argmaxx∈Ω\Ai−1

δx
3) Ai ← Ai−1 ∪ {x∗}

C. Demographic Cost Modelling - a Real-world Example

Algorithm 1 was implemented on a model of a real-world
network, shown in Figure 5a. The network is located some-
where in Stockholm, and has been anonymized due to security
reasons. The network provides water to a neighborhood which
includes residential buildings, schools, as well as retirement
communities.
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(a) Real-world network, courtesy of Stockholm Vat-
ten och Avfall

(b) Sensors placed in real-world network after run-
ning Algorithm 1. The sensors are represented by the
bigger circles.

Fig. 5. Overview of the real-world network, before and after sensor placement.

A demographic cost model was implemented. The costs
associated with each node, according to Algorithm 1 are based
on an estimate of how many people are likely to get their water
supply from that node. This demographic cost is added to the
base cost already associated to each node. The base cost is
defined as the number of connections to a given node. The
base cost was added to reflect which nodes are in a central
part of the network, and which ones are on the edge.

The network consists of 184 nodes. Algorithm 1 was run
on the real-world network given in Figure 5a. The algorithm
was given ten sensors to place in the network according to the
demographic cost model. The result is shown in Figure 5b. The
network was divided into areas, seen in Figure 5b. Table III
gives the main demographic nature of the areas. The placement
in Figure 5b is mainly focused around Area. I which includes
schools, homes for the elderly as well as residential buildings.
With the demographic cost function described above, this was
to be expected. The placement of a sensor at the node in the
top left corner of Area. I might seem counter-intuitive, since
it is located so far from the center. However, this node has
a high demographic cost associated with it, which leads to a
high probability of a sensor being placed there.

It is easily noted that this particular implementation of
the greedy algorithm, with the objective function defined by
Equation (9), makes some sensors redundant. In Areas I. and
III. in Figure 5b there are two pairs of sensors that are placed
very close to each other. Since Algorithm 1 does not consider
sensors already placed in the network, the placement becomes
potentially wasteful.

V. DISCUSSION

This section outlines a discussion of the results of the project
as possible improvements are presented.

A. Improvements to the Greedy Algorithm
A natural way to improve the proposed algorithm would be

to take into account the difference in water demand during
a day, as in [13]. This time-varying demand also differs
according to what kind of building is being supplied with
water. If a school is being considered, there is probably no
demand in the evening, while the demand for a domestic
building is highest at that time of day. These aspects would
influence the approach to minimizing the objectives outlined
in Section I, in particular objectives II. and III.

The problem of optimal sensor placement falls under the
category of optimizing submodular functions. This leads to an
inherent difficulty in finding a non-wasteful global optimum by
using a greedy algorithm, as overlapping of sensor coverage
is not considered. As seen in Figure 5b, the most optimal
nodes for sensor placement, for this particular implementation,
are found with respect to population exposure. However, this
naive approach disregards the proximity of nearby sensors and
thus wasteful overlapping occurs. Therefore, a multi-variable
analysis of the network could be a more powerful approach
in finding a non-wasteful optimum of sensor placements.
This is due to the fact that each objective or parameter will
individually have different outcomes for where to place the
sensors in the network.

Algorithm 1 as it is outlined in this report, always returns
the global optimum. This is due to the way function is
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modelled. Since the cost function is held constant throughout
every iteration of the algorithm, sensors are placed at the
best locations, from a global perspective. One way to improve
the algorithm, would be to update the cost function at every
iteration in order to take into consideration the sensors already
placed within the network. A multi-objective approach would
be an excellent extension to this report and could examine the
viability of the suggestions made in this discussion.

The introduction of a multi-variable approach could lead
to a conflict of interests. As suggested, a more powerful
method of CED is the use of multiple parameters, however,
this raises the question of priority of interests. For example,
imagine the scenario of a rural town with powerful agricultural
assets and a functioning water supply network. With the
approach of this report, the CED sensors will mainly be placed
around the town center as that has the highest population
density. However, an additional appropriate objective for this
scenario could be to minimize the water contamination of
the crops as the farming sector is the economic lifeblood of
the town. The question therefore arises regarding designing
the weights of each objective. Is population exposure more
important than economic drawback or vice versa? This trade-
off needs to be considered individually for each network and
enhances the difficulty of the multi-objective approach. Thus,
unfortunately eliminating an unequivocal global optimum for
a multi-parametric approach as it is dependent on the design
of each weight of the system.

B. Determining a Threshold

As described in Section III-B, P (H0) has a direct cor-
relation to the outcome of the likelihood ratio test, i.e. the
choice of the threshold ξ according to Equation (5). This
means that varying P (H0) will alter the choice of ξ and
thus the probability of missed detections as explained in Sec-
tion III-B. By examining all possibilities of P (H0), a worst-
case scenario could be studied. This is, however, a somewhat
cumbersome and redundant approach as P (H0) will not vary
to such a degree proposed in the analysis of Section III-C.
Therefore, studying P (H0) for a specific network prior to
sensor placement could lead to a more streamlined approach
as the threshold ξ will be more real-world appropriate for that
specific network. This could potentially lead to fewer sensors
being needed, which would be more economically efficient.

C. Wireless Sensor Networks

When placing sensors in a water distribution system, a
cyber-physical network is generated. This new network con-
sists of a wireless sensor network (WSN), which monitors and
controls the physical WDS. For a cyber-physical network to be
implemented efficiently, sensors, actuators, etc. must work co-
herently and safely. This means that the information gathered
through the WSN needs to be safe and guarded from potential
unauthorized access, since WDSs are highly attractive targets
for terrorist attacks. Furthermore, as installation processes are
costly, lifetime maximization and thus energy minimization is
of utmost importance for sensors in the WSN. The scope of
this report has not been such as to include these aspects of

cyber-physical networks, but there are studies detailing this
particular phenomenon, in for example [15], [16].

D. Sensors and Scalability

An issue presented in Section II-A is the sheer multitude
of possible pollutants when taking biological contaminants
into account. This multitude places a huge constraint on the
usefulness of current sensors as many pollutants are difficult to
detect even through the use of indirect means, as explained in
Section II-A. This is due to the fact that technical devices
examine a specific known amount of contaminants. New
pollutants may therefore bypass detection and continuously
updating the sensors is technologically, economically and
logistically unsustainable. This constraint has been the focus
of many studies to develop more versatile sensors. In [17],
[18], the viability of using weakly electric fish as biosensors
was examined. As biological systems (e.g. weakly electric fish)
react to contaminants in certain specific manners without the
need of pre-adjustment, their broad spectrum of monitoring
capabilities is of high interest [17]. The use of weakly electric
fish is an indirect monitoring of a multitude of potential
parameters, similar to the physico-chemical parameters in
Table I. Through the use of biosensors instead of traditional
means, up to four million biological pollutants can possibly
be detected, according to [17].

As discussed earlier, further extensions of this project could
be the analysis of a multi-objective approach for sensor place-
ments, as well as the usefulness of biosensors. This should
however also be examined with respect to the scalability of the
network. In this report, a mere subsection of a district’s water
distribution was examined. For a more genuine and real-world
applicable analysis, a network of far greater magnitude should
be analyzed as lonesome networks seldom require advanced
monitoring technology.

VI. SUMMARY

In this report, contamination event detection in WDSs was
analyzed. Three main topics were studied and the following
was achieved:

• A study of contamination event detection theory and the
main parameters for monitoring WDSs.

• A decision rule for determining whether a body of water
is contaminated or not, using binary hypothesis testing
and the likelihood ratio test.

• A greedy algorithm to optimally place sensors in an
anonymized part of Stockholm’s water distribution sys-
tem.
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Energy Optimization of Scheduling and Packet Loss
in Wireless Sensor Networks

Daniel Eriksson and Axel Persson

Abstract—We study the data aggregation of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN). This is done by considering two problem
formulations. The problems examine two different parts of the
networks and their impact on its energy consumption. The first
problem looks at the impact of packet loss and the second
problem on the impact of network scheduling. The reason behind
this is that WSN usually operate on battery power and may be
placed in locations where they are hard to replace. Thus if it
is possible to reduce the energy consumption of a WSN, the
total lifespan of it will be increased. This led to the formulation
of a NP-hard deadline constraint problem that is solved by
simulation. For simulation purposes a fixed tree topology was
used to investigate the impact of packet loss rate. The simulations
of the seven different scheduling policies use the same tree. It
could be concluded from this that an increase in packet loss
by only 12% percent leads to two times as long transmission
time and therefore also twice the energy consumption. For the
second problem the scheduling policies are evaluated by their
speed, reliability and evenness and assigned an index based on
these parameters. Here we could see that clear improvements
could be done to a system depending on which parameters were
prioritized.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSN) are a common
sight in most buildings. Controllers for temperature

and ventilation are implemented and automated in most
buildings through smart sensors and networks. These basic
implementations will soon be joined by a plethora of
new applications. This may include such things as power
consumption, water usage and even take control of your
curtains. The introduction of these sensors leads to new
challenges for the networks in the building. Smart networks
are a thing of the future and predictions have been made that
50 million devices will be connected to them by 2020 [1].
This poses a huge challenge for the networks and a demand
that has never been met before.

Different kinds of sensors work best under different kinds
of networks. In [2], differences between how scheduling
algorithms affect the purpose of a network are discussed
and they conclude it can drastically improve them in one
way at the cost of another. One area in which this is
of great importance is energy consumption. If the power
needed to operate a WSN is decreased it will reduce the
demand of service on the system and thus not only benefit
the environment but also provide cheaper systems. This is
because sensors in a network usually run on battery power
and can be spread out at locations which are hard to reach.
Therefore by optimizing the energy consumption of the
network the lifespan of the WSN is improved.

This is why we study the possibility to decrease energy
consumption of a WSN. It is done by construction of two
problem formulations based on how the data aggregation of
the networks function. The first one is based on how packet
loss in networks affects energy consumption and the second
is how variation in forwarding policies affects transmission
time of packets and thus also the energy.

II. BACKGROUND

Wireless sensor networks were first introduced in the
early 90’s mostly in military applications and have since
then became a standard in consumer as well as industrial
applications. As stated in [3] the prices of sensors have
decreased in the last years and allowed usage in areas that
were not economically viable before. The networks have
become a standard in houses and buildings most commonly in
applications such as temperature control and air conditioning.
Now researchers are working to implement sensors into other
technical solutions including but not limited to water control,
energy control and security. They will use a combination
of sensors, communication networks, cloud services and big
data analytics to fuse the systems of the buildings and will be
called smart buildings [4]. They will contain a local network
of sensors, network managers, network security devices and
routers to automatically control applications in the building.
The networks are wireless and a computer, also called the
sink, collects information from sensors or so called nodes
connected to the network. By assessing the information given
by the nodes the sink can then control applications in the
building. According to a recently released white paper for
this to work the network needs to be reliable, energy efficient
and in some cases fast [3].

The main goal of the project and the reason for it to be
carried out is to examine how packet loss and scheduling
affects a WSN. In this case the main focus is how adapting
the data aggregation of the system affects the systems’
energy. Methods to reduce the networks energy consumption
are found by looking at forwarding scheduling and packet
loss rate of the systems. Energy savings are an important
part of applications as it increases the lifetime of the sensors
and therefore also decreases the need for service on them.
Another benefit of reduced energy consumption is that it is
more environmental friendly. These two factors are the main
reasons to optimize the systems’ packet loss and scheduling.

The most common problem formulation when looking at opti-
mization in WSN are so called Deadline Constraint Problems
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[5]. By formulating a deadline constraint under which packets
must reach the sink and describing the behavior of the network,
parameters can be optimized in the system, in this case this
parameter is the energy. Although as the name states it is
a deadline constraint problem and therefore in this case the
deadline D will have to be linked to the energy of the system
in some way. When this is done the deadline constraint can be
modified to minimize the systems energy to achieve the goal
of this project.

A. Application areas

The application areas for WSN are widespread and rapidly
growing. As the technology gets cheaper it extends to many
new application areas. Researchers constantly work to adapt
the technology for fields that are yet to utilize it. Some of the
most common application areas are listed here:

• HVAC: This is the most common place for sensors
today. HVAC (Heating Ventilation Air Condition) systems
control everything that has to do with the climate in a
building. When regulating these systems the response
time from the sensors does not have to be as fast as
in many other application areas since the climate in
a building changes relatively slowly. When a WSN is
properly implemented in a building it can drastically
reduce its energy consumption by regulating the HVAC
system for example depending on how many people that
are present in a room.

• Security: It is getting increasingly common to have WSN
implemented in security systems. These systems require
short deadlines and real time data from the leafs to reach
the sink reliably. It is important that the information from
the sensors can be processed as soon as possible in order
to prevent security breaches.

• Health Care: In health care WSN can play the role
of monitoring patients and distributing medicine. It can
also help monitor elderly people and alarm the nurses if
they fall or need help. This demands a fast and reliable
network so that patients can trust the systems [6].

• Power Grid: WSN in Power grids monitor the flow of
energy demand and actively steers it in the right direction.
It can also monitor the maintenance of the power grid and
alert operators about necessary repairs to keep the system
running smoothly [7].

• Smart Home: One of the newest areas where WSN
have appeared is so called smart homes. Here WSN will
play a vital role in controlling everything from HVAC to
everyday household equipment. A network in this type of
system will have varying dependencies on deadlines and
stability depending on which application the data comes
from [8].

• Agriculture: WSN in agriculture help farmers monitor
crops and informs them when fertilizer and irrigation
is needed. Thus bringing down over consumption of
fertilizer and water and therefore saving money for the
farmer [9]. These systems often work periodically and
do not have to be active all the time. They might activate
once an hour to measure values or perhaps only once a

day depending on what they monitor. This means that
these applications have very low demand on speed but a
high demand on precision from the sensors.

III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

A. Network layers

In [10] WSN are divided into four different layers. These
are the physical, data link, network and application layers.
Each of these have specific parts of the network function they
define and are specified in the network protocols. The solutions
for how the different layers operate vary between different
protocols and allow for the protocols to be specialized to
optimize the systems in different ways. The layers according
to the OSI model (Open Systems Interconnection Model) is
illustrated in Fig 1. In some cases three more layers are
included in the OSI model but in this case they are considered
to be a part of the application layer.

Figure 1. The four layers of OSI

B. Protocols

1) IEEE 802.15.4: The building ground of most modern
network protocols is called IEEE 802.15.4. Established in
2003 it defines the basis of LR WPAN (Low-Rate Wireless
Personal Area Networks). The protocol defines the physical
and data link layer, also called MAC layer, of a network.
A IEEE 802.15.4 network consists of two types of network
devices, FFD (Full Function Devices) and RFD (Reduced
Function Devices). FFDs can communicate with both other
FFDs and RFDs whereas RFDs can only communicate with
FFDs. A RFD works as nodes which send small pieces of
information to other nodes in the network. FFDs can take
on three different tasks. They can work as a PAN (Personal
Network Coordinator), a simple coordinator or as a simple
device. A PAN node coordinates the whole network and a
simple coordinator a part of the network. A FFD in simple
device mode can be seen as a RFD node. This type of
structure allows for a simple, low energy yet flexible network
[11].

2) ISA 100: This protocol is designed for industrial WSN.
The protocol uses the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for the
physical layer but implements its own data link layer. ISA100
is developed for high data-rate throughput [12].
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3) WirelessHart: The WH (WirelessHart) protocol is based
on the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and they use the same physical
layer structure. WH is a TDMA (Time Division Multiple
Access) network, which means that it can only send one
signal on the network at a time, but it can send this signal
to multiple nodes simultaneously. This structure makes it
ideal for industrial applications where most signals need to
reach multiple points at the same time. To ensure stability the
protocol always allocates double the time slots that a packet
needs in case it needs to resend it. Because of its TDMA
structure it also utilizes the possibility to send packets over
different routes to increase the chance of the packet reaching
the sink. Although this multiple way routing comes at the
cost of higher power consumption.

4) ROLL: ROLL is an abbreviation of Routing Over Low-
power and Lossy-networks. This protocol is as its name
suggests useful in networks which require low power and
contain high information losses. This makes them suitable
for WSN in health care, smart-grids, industrial- and home
automation [13]. ROLL uses DODAG (Destination Oriented
Directed Acyclic Graph) which means that the top node sends
out a message to its children, then the children decide if
they want to be a part of the tree or not. If a child decides
to be a part of the tree it sends the same message to its
children recursively until the message reaches the leaf nodes.
Every message includes the reliability of the link, delays of
packets and energy consumption of the node. The protocol
then minimizes the cost based on the message depending on
how the user wants to weigh the parameters [14].

The main difference between the protocols is not where
they are used but rather what part of the system they focus
on optimizing. The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is aimed at
standardizing how WSN are built physically. By doing this
it aims to assure that the other protocols can be applied on
a higher level on all kinds of sensors that support IEEE
802.15.4. Because it is a basic level building block it has not
got that much in common with the other protocols which
instead focus on optimizing the upper layers of the networks.

The other three protocols are more easily compared. They are
all based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and build upon that
to specialize in one specific area. WH is made to provide a
fairly fast but most importantly stable network. The fact that it
can send packets through multiple ways in the network makes
it unique and nearly guarantees that the packets will reach its
destination. ROLL however is made to give the user power
to change and customize how the network should work. It
focuses on being flexible and can adapt to many situations,
which is why it is used in so many different areas. Lastly ISA
100 is made for systems with large data flow. This makes it
ideal for large industries and can perform in circumstances
that the other two cannot.

C. Topologies
When constructing a WSN different topologies of the network
can be chosen. One example of this is the star topology where

every node is connected directly to the sink. Another one is
the tree topology where every node has a set of children and
one parent. The structure are represented in Fig. 2. The tree
topology is useful when the outermost sensors are placed far
away from the sink. A large distance between nodes requires
more energy to transmit data between them and in some
cases the range of the nodes may be insufficient. In a tree
topology the intermediate nodes between the leaf and the sink
can function as routers and forward data to the sink. The
issue when using a tree structure is that some scheduling is
required for how the nodes should forward data to the sink.
In contrary to a star topology where there is no scheduling
required between nodes because the leaf node only has to
send its data to the sink via one transmission.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of star topology and tree topology

D. Control

The perhaps most important part of the Wireless Sensor
systems is the control part. Here the information collected
by the sensors is processed and then used to regulate a
system that is connected to the network. Without this part
the networks would be pointless as they would not implement
any physical action. The proposed energy minimization would
help these controllers perform their tasks more reliably as more
information would reach them. This could also possibly allow
for control in areas that beforehand have not been possible due
to lack on information. With more information reaching the
controller through optimization of scheduling in the network,
new application areas could be introduced to the technology.

E. Packet loss

Packet loss is going to occur in a WSN since they operate on a
wireless medium. The rate and probability of packet loss varies
between different environments and setups. In some cases the
package loss probability ranges between 4-9% on a distance of
up to 70m between nodes [15]. The probability of packet loss
affects both stability and energy consumption of the network.
When a packet is dropped the node will try to retransmit it and
do so until a successful transmission of the packet is executed.
This can be considered to be a sequence of Bernoulli trials. If
we now let X be a discrete random variable with a geometric
distribution and pmf (probability mass function) defined as:

pX(k) = (1− p)k−1p
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The expected value for X with infinite number of trials is given
by (1) and the expected value of X with a finite number of
trials is given by (2). This equation is useful when investigating
the expectation of the waiting time for the sink when there is
a maximum transmission time.

E[X] =
1

1− p
(1)

E[X] = (1− p)

(
1− pn+1

(1− p)2
− (n+ 1)pn

1− p

)
(2)

1) Proof of (2): The expected value of a discrete random
variable is defined as:

E[X] =
n∑

k=1

kpX(k)

With the pmf of X , this becomes.

E[X] =
n∑

k=1

k(1− p)pk−1

= (1− p)

n∑
k=1

kpk−1

(3)

A geometric series can be expressed as:
n∑

k=1

krk−1 =
1− rn+1

(1− r)2
− (n+ 1)rn

1− r
(4)

Substitution of the sum in (3) with (4) and r with p yields
the expected value of the transmission time when a maximum
transmission time n is set which is the same as (2).

E[X] = (1− p)

(
1− pn+1

(1− p)2
− (n+ 1)pn

1− p

)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section two different problems will be examined and
formulated. The first one is how to optimize the energy in a
WSN by looking at how the packet loss rate correlates with the
total transmission time of the system. In the second problem
we look at how different scheduling policies can affect the
energy consumption in the network.

A. Energy Minimization Problem

To analyze the energy of a network one could look at it from
several different aspects. One possibility is to look at it as a
constraint problem. This implies in our case that the energy
of the system is set to a deadline constraint of the systems
transmission time. When solved it will lead to an optimization
of the energy under the set circumstances. When looking at
this problem data aggregation is assumed in each intermediate
node. This means that each node waits and collects data from
its children nodes. When all the children have sent their data
the node forwards all the data to its parent. In this policy
it is important to note that because of physical restraints of
WSN the children can only send data one at a time to its
parent. This imposes that when one child is sending the other
children have to wait until they can forward the data to its

parent.

The following section explains the deadline constraint problem
and is based on [16]. To minimize the energy of the system
a total energy is defined as Etot. As seen in (5) this consists
of the sum of transmission and reception energy of nodes and
the difference in waiting time for a node wi and its child’s
allocated transmission time tj .

Table I
VARIABLE TABLE

V Set of nodes
S Sink
VL Set of leaf nodes
E Set of links between nodes
Etot Total energy of the system
etr Transmitting and receiving energy
C(i) Set of children for node i
wi Waiting time of node i
tj Allocated transmitting time
tij Transmitting time between node i and j
p Probability of packet loss
D Deadline constraint

Etot = etr +

V∑
i:i∈V

C∑
j:j∈C

(wi − tj) (5)

To minimize (5) the sum term is to be minimized. The param-
eter etr is a linear constant and will not vary. Minimization is
achieved by first introducing a constraint to the energy in the
system, that is (6). Here the energy is expressed as dependant
on the transmission time tj of the node. The parameter tj is
then expressed to always being smaller than or equal to the
waiting time of its parent minus the smallest of the waiting
time of its children. Though wj has to be less than D − 1
which is the deadline constraint. Otherwise there is no point
in sending the packet since it will not reach the sink in time.
This formulation implies that the waiting time of the nodes
in the end will decide the total energy of the system and
will be the parameter that should be minimized. Constraint
(6) is based on the assumption that a node can only receive
packets from one node at a time which is common in most
WSN protocols. This is achieved in the following deadline
constraint formulation by evaluating one node at a time and
then summarizing the results.

min
w

Etot

s.t. For each i ∈ V ∪ S/VL and
for each C ⊆ C(i)∑
j:j∈C

tj ≤ (wi − min
j:j∈C

wj)

wi ∈ {0, 1, .., D − 1} ∀i ∈ V

(6)

From (6) tj is expressed as solely dependant on the waiting
time of a node and its children and the linear constant etr.
To get a more easily manageable expression the dependency
is used to rewrite the expression as a minimization of the
waiting time of the sink ws. When this is done one can easily
see that a minimization of ws will lead to a minimization
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of Etot. This is done while the packet loss pi of the nodes is
also taken into consideration in the formulation since it affects
ws. The inclusion is done because consideration of the packet
loss makes the expression more realistic. When a packet is
lost the assumption is made that the time to send the packet
between two nodes i and j nij increases by nij for each failed
attempt. This then leads to a more general expression of the
transmission time tij between two nodes i and j in (6).

min ws

s.t. nij ∈ {0, 1...| i < j} ∀(i, j) ∈ E

For each i ∈ V ∪ S − VL and
∀C ⊆ {(j, i) : (j, i) ∈ E}∑
j:j∈C

tji ≤ (wi − min
j:j∈C

wj)

tji =




nij with probability 1− pi

2nij with probability pj(1− pi)
...

knij with probability pkj (1− pi)

(7)

By going through each of the nodes V in the tree including
the sink S but excluding the leaf nodes VL and then
combining their tij , minimization of ws can be achieved.
This then directly leads to minimization of Etot according to
(5). Because of these relations Etot in the end depends solely
on pi therefore the formulation boils down to an examination
of ws dependence on the pi in each node of the system.

This optimization problem is NP-hard which means that to
find the answer to the problem by computation is difficult but
once found easy to verify. Since our formulation is based on
the NP-hard problem in [16] our problem is also NP-hard.
Therefore our problem is only solved for a specific tree and
is not a general solution.

B. Scheduling problem

One important part of sensor networks is how data packets
are forwarded in them. Usually a packet that reaches a node
cannot be sent at the instant it arrives. If several packets
arrive in a node in a short amount of time the node has to
store them in a buffer b. Then the node has to decide in which
order to send them from the buffer. This is where scheduling
comes into the picture.

Each packet P has a priority p and deadline constraint D.
The packets also have a transmission time t which is the total
transmission time of the packet from the leaf to the sink.
It is also assigned a waiting time w which is incremented
every time a packet waits in the buffer. The parameter p
describes how important it is for the packet to reach the sink.
The lower the number the higher the priority. The parameter
D describes the deadline constraint of the packet and is an
upper bound limit for when the packet has to have arrived.

The way the node selects which packet to send first can be
crucial for the stability of the entire network. Scheduling
policies can also affect the total transmission time of the
network and thus the energy consumption. Therefore we
study different scheduling policies and their impact on the
network to save energy. The forwarding policies studied are
the following.

Policy 1 First in first out
ai = Time when Pi arrives in b
a = [a1, a2, ..., aN ]
N = Number of packets in b
aj = min a
Send Pj

N = N − 1
Repeat until b is empty

Policy 1 forwards the first packet p to arrive in the node first.
It does not take into consideration any other parameters. This
is the simplest scheduling policy and therefore also the easiest
to implement.

Policy 2 Highest priority first
pi = Priority of Pi in b
p = [p1, p2, ..., pN ]
N = Number of packets in b
pj = min p
Send Pj

N = N − 1
Repeat until b is empty

In Policy 2 the data packet with the highest priority is
forwarded first. This is to ensure that the most important
packets reach the sink and are therefore sent before lower
priority packets.

Policy 3 Highest waiting time first
wi = Waiting time of Pi in b
w = [w1, w2, ..., wN ]
N = Number of packets in b
wj = max w
Send Pj

N = N − 1
Repeat until b is empty

Policy 3 forwards the data packet with the highest waiting
time first. This is a kind of fairness policy and tries to make
the packets wait an equally long time before reaching the sink.

Policy 4 Shortest deadline first
Di = Deadline of Pi in b
D = [D1, D2, ..., DN ]
N = Number of packets in b

1: Dj = min D
2: Send Pj

3: N = N − 1
4: Repeat until b is empty
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In Policy 4, the packet with the shortest deadline constraint
is forwarded first. The purpose off this is to make sure that
packets with a high deadline constraint reaches the sink in
time.
The above scheduling policies excluding first in first out can
be combined in three different ways to take into consideration
more than just one aspect of the packet. Each one of the
possible combinations of two of the above policies have been
used in this project.

Policy 5 Waiting/Priority
pi = Priority of Pi in b
p = [p1, p2, ..., pN ]
wi = Waiting time of Pi in b
w = [w1, w2, ..., wN ]
N = Number of packets in b

1: k = N + 1− p
2: wpj = max (k+w)
3: Send Pj

4: N = N − 1
5: Repeat until b is empty

Policy 6 Priority/Deadline
pi = Priority of Pi in b
p = [p1, p2, ..., pN ]
Di = Deadline of Pi in b
D = [D1, D2, ..., DN ]
N = Number of packets in b

1: Dpj = min(p+D)
2: Send Pj

3: N = N − 1
4: Repeat until b is empty

Policy 7 Waiting/Deadline
Di = Deadline of Pi in b
D = [D1, D2, ..., DN ]
wi = Waiting time of Pi in b
w = [w1, w2, ..., wN ]
N = Number of packets in b

1: k = N + 1− p
2: wDj = max (k+D)
3: Send Pj

4: N = N − 1
5: Repeat until b is empty

For the combined scheduling policies the parameters p, D and
w need to be normalized so that they are equally weighted.
For Policy 5 and 7 the parameters p and D need to be
reversed so that they can be compared with w. The reversion
is executed in the first line of these policies.

Looking at the scheduling of a system one must set rules for
how the system is to operate. The network proposed in this
case follows this set of rules.

• Only one packet can be sent to a node at each time slot
but different nodes can receive packets during the same
time slot.

• If a node contains two packets it can not combine them
and then send them together to the next node. It must
send them as two individual packets.

• The network tree is set with predefined node links.
• Only the leafs of the tree can collect data and generate

packets. The packets are assigned set deadlines and
priorities. During the traversing of the tree packets are
assigned a waiting time each time they have to stop and
wait.

These rules are chosen because they represent the commonly
used TDMA structure in networks. TDMA is used in for
example the WirelessHart protocols. After the rules are set
the deadline, priority and waiting time parameters are used to
set formulations of forwarding schemes to be examined and
compared in the tree. To then formulate the following task.

• Given a network tree with nodes, leafs and a sink.
Examine the impact of different forwarding schemes on
the waiting time of the sink and through that also the
energy consumption. Then compare the differences in
terms of speed, evenness and reliability of the different
schemes.

V. METHOD

A. Network Tree

A setup of a tree, that can be found in Fig. 3 is used to examine
the formulations and perform simulations of the forwarding
policies and energy minimization problem. The tree is built
up from six leaf nodes, five nodes and a sink that were set to
different levels and parts of the tree with the sink as a base.
For this study only data creation in leaf nodes is considered.
The data from the leafs is put into packets that are assigned
a priority and deadline. The priority is assigned randomly
between the packets. The deadlines of the packets are decided
by examining the minimum total transmission time of each
node and the optimal transmission time of the network.
Examination of the tree leads to the conclusion that with no
packet losses the left side of the tree as seen from the sink
has to be at least 9 time slots long and for the right side 12
slots. This minimum time is then considered when the artificial
deadlines are set so that the sum of the deadlines on each side
is greater than this and each packet does not have a deadline
below its’ minimum transmission time. Without this procedure
the simulations are worthless as the packets will be dropped
every time the tree tries to send them.

B. Simulation of Energy Minimization Problem

The first formulation of the problem described in (6) can
be solved in a backward manner. By starting at the leaf
nodes and then manually going through the tree from the
bottom to the top. The total waiting time is then calculated
by examining each packets time waiting in a node.

The second formulation that is described in (7) is also
simulated with the aforementioned tree. Data is forwarded
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Figure 3. Tree used for the simulations of the different scheduling policies

through the tree according to the data aggregation policy
described in section IV-A. Then the waiting time of the
sink is calculated according to (7). The waiting time is
calculated for a probability of packet loss ranging from
0% to 99%. For every percentage the waiting time of the
sink is calculated 1000 times in order to obtain a mean
value of the waiting time. The probability for packet loss
is assumed to be the same in every node though this is not
true in a real world scenario where it may vary between nodes.

Furthermore an investigation of the expectation of the trans-
mission time with an upper bound is simulated. This is done
between two nodes.

C. Simulations of scheduling problem

The different scheduling policies are simulated in Matlab for
the tree given in Fig. 3. From each leaf node in the tree one
packet is sent to the sink. The priority and deadline parameters
of the packets used for the simulations can be found in Table
II. The same tree is used for the different scheduling policies
and three evaluation indexes are calculated for every policy
as seen in table III. The first evaluation index is based on the
total transmission time of every packet and is called the speed
index. It is calculated by adding together w of every packet
and also the time r it would take to resend the packet if it is
dropped.

Is =
∑

i:i∈VL

wi + ri (8)

The second is based on the difference in sending time of the
different packets. It measures how even the transmission times
of the packets in the network are and is called the uniformity
index. This is calculated by first calculating tmean the mean of
the total transmission time for the packets. The index Iu is then
equal to the absolute difference between total transmission
time of packet i ti and tmean. Both the speed and uniformity
indexes are better if a lower index is achieved.

tmean =
1

n

∑
i:i∈VL

ti

Iu =
∑

i:i∈VL

|ti − tmean|
(9)

Finally the third index displays the priority of the dropped
packages. In other words if packet one and three are dropped
the index will show those numbers. One for each of the
dropped packages.

Table II
TABLE OVER PARAMETERS OF THE PACKETS

Leaf Priority Deadline
1 1 3
2 3 6
3 2 4
4 5 5
5 4 10
6 6 3

VI. RESULTS

A. Energy Minimization Problem

The simulation carried out as described for the energy opti-
mization problem gives the plot in Fig. 4. This illustrates the
relation between the probability of a packet being dropped on
its way to the sink and the resulting waiting time of the sink.
Fig. 5 shows a zoomed in view for the probability of packet
loss between 0− 40%.
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Figure 4. The figure shows how the waiting time increases for increasing
probability of packet loss between 0− 99.9%

The expected value of the transmission time between two
nodes in the presence of packet loss and when there is
a maximum transmission time set for the system can be
found in Fig. 6. The range of the maximum transmission
time goes between 0 − 10 time units and the x-axis is in a
logarithmic scale. The time units represent the upper bound of
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Figure 5. The figure shows how the waiting time increases for increasing
probability of packet loss between 0− 40%

the transmission time. The different plots display the expected
transmission time for a given percentage of packet loss.
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risk of packet loss

B. Scheduling Problem

In Fig. 7, and 8 the transmission time of each packet from the
different forwarding policies are shown. If a packet has zero
transmission time it means that the packet does not reach the
sink before the given deadline and thus the packet is dropped.
The x-axis in these figures represents each packet that is sent
from a leaf node to the sink and the y-axis represents the
transmission time for the packet from a leaf to the sink. The
results from the seven different scheduling policies can be
found in table III.

Table III
INDEX TABLE

Policy Speed Index Uniformity Index Dropped Packets
First in first out 18 10.7 6 2
Priority 15 10 6
Waiting time 18 12 6 1
Deadline 16 12 6
Waiting/Priority 13 10 6
Priority/Deadline 17 10 6 2
Waiting/Deadline 19 14 1 6

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Energy Minimization Problem

The results from the simulations shows us that the waiting
time of the sink increases rapidly depending on the packet
loss. We can see from Fig. 5 that an increase in the packet
loss rate from 1% to 12% doubles the waiting time of the
sink and will therefore also double the energy consumption.
This leads to the conclusion that by decreasing the packet
loss, the reliability of the network will be improved and also
reduce the energy consumption.

From Fig. 4 one can then examine further the waiting time
increase of the sink. When the sensors approach a 90%
packet loss the waiting time increases drastically. This is
however not a major concern since it is hard to find a modern
application which has that high of a packet loss rate. A
system like that would simply be worthless as the processing
time of information would become to long because of the
excessive time before the information reaches the sink.

If energy consumption is a big concern of your application
an effort to decrease the packet loss rate would be a possible
way to improve it. By assuring that the packet loss of a
application stays under 5% the energy consumption could be
kept at a reasonable amount.

B. Scheduling Problem

The most important thing we can see from these tests is that
different forwarding schedules are better suited for different
scenarios. Though in our case one of the protocols stands
out, the ”Waiting/Priority” scheduling. This one was not only
the fastest but it was also as stable as the most stable one in
our tree. It also choose to drop the least significant package,
which is to prefer if one packet does have to be dropped.

The two policies in Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 8 (a) have the
same waiting times of the packets but they have different
speed index’s. This may seem strange at first but it can
be explained by the fact that the speed index is also
taking into consideration the time it takes to retransmit a
dropped package. This means that the dropped package in
”Waiting/Priority” is dropped earlier and therefore ends up
adding less waiting time to the total time.

The indexes may depend on how the tree is formed and
different deadlines and priorities of the packet. From this we
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(c) Highest waiting time first
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(d) Shortest deadline first

Figure 7. Transmission time for the 4 basic scheduling policies
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Figure 8. Transmission time for combination of the basic scheduling policies

can see that there is a huge potential in customization of a
network. When these systems are to be implemented on a
larger scale the possibility to optimize parts of it with different
forwarding schemes will become a powerful tool. For example
a temperature system in a building is a process that might not
need to be very fast. Therefore the speed of this system is
not crucial but reliability is so that the temperature system
regulates the temperature correctly. On the contrary an alarm
must detect things instantaneously and send its signals to the
sink with as little delay as possible. With this knowledge of
different parts of the system the methods proposed in this
report may save a lot of energy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

These simulations are done on a tree which can be considered
as small. In a real building there may be a lot more sensors,
especially if we consider a large building complex which
can potentially contain thousands of sensors. In this case
scheduling becomes an even bigger concern since it has a
much greater impact on the total energy consumption of the
network. When there are many different types of sensors in a
network it will be important to customize different parts of it
to keep the system stable and effective. Because one part of
the system may have high deadline constraints and another one
contains important information customization must be done to
fulfill the different demands of the system. This shows how

important and powerful scheduling and packet loss can be to
a WSN.

IX. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

One interesting area that is not examined in this project
is the impact of several systems with different structures
interacting with each other while using the same type of
sensors. Temperature sensors can be used for more than
just HVAC systems. They could possibly be used as heat
detectors to warn for hot areas on for example a stove, and
in this case the temperature detection needs to be faster than
in the HVAC case. Then propose that we want to use the
same sensors for these two applications, to save money. The
question about how one would make sure it works optimally
for both the cases could be an interesting future study.

For the energy minimization problem one possible extension
of it would be to consider the placement of sensors. Because
as stated in [15] the packet loss will differ depending on
the length between the sensors. Thus one could look into
optimizing the energy of a system with respect to packet loss.
Would it be worth to place another node in between two nodes
to reduce the packet loss and therefore also the energy or could
they even be moved further apart. Development of a method to
apply this on sensors would be extremely useful in an attempt
to energy optimize networks.
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1) New application areas: A new possible application area
for WSN could be predicting and planning of city traffic. By
combining sensors distributed in a city and gps trackers in
cars data about traffic could be collected and utilized to try
and predict traffic in cities. This prediction could then be used
to optimize the flow of traffic. If for example there is a traffic
jam if you drive forward in a crossing. These lights could then
stop the traffic in that direction earlier and send it through less
busy roads. If then also directional lights could be placed with
even lengths throughout the city, the network could use them
to direct traffic and completely take away the need for traffic
controllers.
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Stability of Networked Control Systems with
Applications in Smart Buildings

Jorge López Rodrı́guez-Roselló

Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) appeared in the
middle of the last century for military purposes although nowa-
days they are used in multiple areas. This paper focuses on smart
buildings, where WSNs play a key role. The aim of this study
is to obtain and examine the stability conditions of networked
control systems (NCSs). More specifically, the thermal control of
a room is analyzed using classical control- and hybrid- theory.
Communication between system and controller is established with
a not-reliable network, inducing uncertainties. The cases hereby
studied are: i) constant and time-varying delays, ii) data loss in
system’s output; and iii) quantization on system’s measurement.
These three cases are compared with three benchmark control
strategies, namely: PID, state feedback, and time stamp MPC.
In all these systems, the most critical aspect is the temperature
overshoot. This study, by running several simulations, concludes
that time stamp MPC performs, under high probability of data
loss or high delays, better than any other analyzed system.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY consumption in buildings rises strongly every
year. Up to 40% of world energy and resources, and one

third of greenhouse gas emissions are due to buildings, as
mentioned in United Nations environment program report [1].
That’s why the management and use of energy in buildings is
a key matter not only from an economical point of view but
also from a environmental sustainability perspective.

Networked control in smart buildings purpose is to save
energy and simplify inhabitants life with the use of wireless
communications to connect and control the environmental
systems of the building. This concept appeared for the first
time at the end of last century, and is a field of research
nowadays, Ricquebourg et al. [2] develop further the idea of
smart home.

Smart buildings are based on the use of standards-based
WSNs with sensors that are spread out all over the building.
This allows to have a very flexible system that can be used
for a lot of fields. The most important ones for Watteyne et
al. [3] are:

• Home and building automation: surveillance, lighting
control, fire detection, monitoring energy consumption
with the control of heating, ventilation, and air condi-
tioning (HVAC).

• Industrial applications: a whole centralized industrial
system can be decentralized with WNS and using pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLC) or microcontrollers
(MCU).

• Urban applications: pollution control, gathering meteoro-
logical data, traffic monitoring are some examples.

All these control applications can benefit from sensor net-
works. Each specific application needs some network require-

ments such as security, reliability, or interoperability with
wired networks. There are specific standard communication
protocols that fit specific end uses. These available protocols
can be sorted in several ways. The most important classifi-
cation is dividing then by taking into account the different
Area Network, [2]. Ghayum et al. work [4] compares the most
important protocols used in the industry. Focusing on the end-
use application [3] relates the following protocols:

• Home and building automation: protocols such as Zig-
Bee/IEEE 802.15.4, [5], [6], are a really interesting
option, since they use low -cost and -power transmitters,
allowing flexible network topologies that suit a lot of
applications for smart buildings. These protocols are
mainly focused on Personal Area Network (PAN) and
Local Area Network (LAN) as they are used in an indoor
environment. Other protocols for PAN are Bluetooth or
RFID, while for LAN there exist Wifi or HyperLan. All
the protocols mentioned above are wireless.

• Industrial and urban applications: WirelessHART or
ISA100.11a can be used in the industry and are low-
power time-synchronized protocols.

The use of a specific protocol and having all the sensors
spread out over a building adds technical drawbacks that need
to be taken into account or the system could become unstable.
Protocols induce delays in the communications, disordering
or finite precision in the data. Schedulability can be another
problem when several sensors try to communicate at the same
time, since the communication is wireless. Noisy environments
can lead to loosing data during the communication. There exist
works, [7]–[9], that focus on the stabilization of NCS. These
works use hybrid-control theory and linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) to ensure closed-loop stability. Transmission delays are
modeled as constant, time-varying or Markov chains. Some of
these works take also into account data loss, like [10]. This
paper focuses on the stability of NCS. Using as a starting point
Zhang et al. [7].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the
design of the systems that will be used for the simulations of
this study. The first model is based on a room temperature
dynamics. As some of the topics covered here are interesting
for unstable systems and, in addition, the room model is stable,
an unstable and scalar system is also introduced. Section
III presents two conditions for mono-variable control that
ensure closed-loop stability under constant and time-varying
network induced delays. Section IV focuses in state feedback
control and is divided in two parts. The first one develops a
condition of stability when the system input is delayed due
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to the network and there is a probability of losing the state 
measurement due to a not reliable wireless communication 
between the sensor and the controller. The second part is a 
condition of stability when there is a logarithmic quantizer 
in the state measurement. Section V presents an approach of 
time stamp MPC that works in open loop when there is either 
a probability of data loss in the measurement or when there 
are constant or time-varying delays because of forward and 
feedback networks. Section VI reports the results and section 
VIII concludes this study. In section IX there is some proposed 
future work and a new application for NCS in smart buildings 
is suggested.

II. MODELING

In this section a linear, simplified, t ime-invariant (LTI) 
model of room thermal dynamics is designed. Since applying 
some theorems to stable systems is trivial an unstable system 
is introduced.

A. Thermal room dynamics

To obtain the room model the following assumptions are
made:

• Indoor air is fully mixed, so temperature is uniform.
• All physical parameters are temperature independent and

constant.
The modeling of thermal dynamics of the room are based

on heat transfer equations. To obtain linearity and a simple but
accurate model, only unidirectional conduction and convection
phenomena are considered. Since radiation is a nonlinear
process and, under small temperature differences, is negligible,
it is not taken into account. This model is relevant for places
without windows and radiative heating systems.

The room model of Fig. 1 is based on first order network
of R-C using heat balance. Other works [11], [12] have used
similar models and proved the truthfulness of our model under
the assumptions made. Each node represents a temperature
and has assigned a capacitance. Between each node there is
a thermal resistance. The capacitance represents the capacity
of the material to store thermal energy. The thermal resistance
represents the opposition of a material being crossed by a
heat flow, generating a decrease of the temperature between
connected nodes.

The heat balance equation for a node i with temperature Ti,
which is connected to other nodes j with temperatures Tj , has
heating power input Pin and is formally defined as:

Ci
dTi

dt
=

∑
i�=j

Tj − Ti

Rij
+ Pin (1)

Using [13]’s characterization, the parameters of (1) can be
easily estimated from:

Rij =
Rcond

2
+Rconv (2)

Ci = cpimi (3)

The conduction in (2) is modeled with Rcond = e
kcA

, where
e is the thickness of the wall, kc is the constant of conduction

TABLE I
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

cp ( kJ
kgK

) hc (
W

m2K
) kc (

W
mK

) ρ ( kg
m3 )

Air 1.012 10 - 1.2

Wooden walls 1.26 - 0.159 721

of the material of the wall, and A is the area of the wall. The
convection phenomenon in (2) is represented by Rconv = 1

hcA
,

where hc is the convection coefficient and A is the area of the
wall. The ability of a material that stores thermal energy is
represented in (3), where cpi

represents the specific heat of
the material and mi is its mass. It is straightforward from (2)
that wall temperature corresponds to the middle point of the
wall.

It is assumed that all walls of the room are equal and,
also, that floor and ceiling are perfectly insulated. Even if the
walls have a finite thickness, the area of the walls is the same
inside and outside the room. This assumption is valid when the
thickness of the wall is relatively small. Equation (2) implies
that there is no heat transfer in the edges and corners of the
room.

For a one-room model the outdoor temperature is equal for
all walls. This leads to a symmetric problem and thus the
number of equations is reduced to two.

Fig. 1. First order R-C network of the modeling of one single room.

From (1) and (2) the mathematical model of a room with
an outdoor temperature is given as

Ṫ (t) = AT (t) +BPin(t) + ωT0(t) (4)

where T (t) = [T1(t)T2(t)]
T ∈ R2, Pin(t) ∈ R and

T0(t) ∈ R. In this model T1 is the indoor air temperature,
T2 the wall temperature, T0 the outdoor temperature, and Pin

is the controlled heating power of the system.
The room has wood walls with a thickness of 0.2m, a

height of 3m, a length of 6m and a width of 6m. Using
the parameters of Table I from [14], the model obtained is:
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[
Ṫ1(t)

Ṫ2(t)

]
=

[
−5.49 5.49
0.05504 −0.06379

] [
T1(t)
T2(t)

]
+

+

[
0.007625

0

]
Pin(t) +

[
0

0.008751

]
T0(t)

(5)

B. Unstable system

The unstable system to analyze non trivial examples can be
represented by the following scalar system:

ẋ(t) = x(t) + u(t) (6)

III. STABILITY OF MONO-VARIABLE CONTROL UNDER
NETWORKED TIME DELAYS

In this section two conditions that a system needs to fulfill to
ensure the closed-loop stability are shown. The first condition
will be proved and it is applied to constant-time delays; the
second condition is used when there are upper-bounded time-
varying delays in the loop.

A. Constant time delay

Consider the closed-loop structure of Fig. 2, where there is
a feedback and forward network induced delay. The stability
criteria used here is developed by using Bode’s stability cri-
terion. This stability criteria with networked induced constant
time delays is based on closed-loops without delays, to which
it will be referred hereafter unless otherwise stated.

Fig. 2. Closed-loop with the ZOH and the sampler approximated by a delay
of half of the sampling period. In this figure the delays are assumed to be
constant.

Assuming that the sampling time is small enough, the
decrease of the phase margin with respect to the analog
implementation of the controller is φs = ωoh

2
180
π ≤ 5◦. Then

both the Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH) and the sampler effect can
be approximated by a delay of half of the sampling period.
The phase margin of the open-loop is then:

φm = −180− ∠G(ωc) (7)

where G(ω) = C(ω)P (ω). Then the maximum allowable
delay of the open-loop is:

τ =
π

180

φm

ωc
(8)

Given (8), considering the effect of the ZOH and the
sampler and, also, that the system is LTI, then the maximum
delay in the closed-loop due to the network is:

τmaxnet = τ − h

2
(9)

The result obtained in (9) gives the stability limit of the
system. This result can be extrapolated to a closed-loop
system with two networks. The first network is known as a
feedback network that connects the sensor and the input of
the controller; the second is a forward network that connects
the controller with the actuator. Calling the delay between
the sensor and the controller τsc and the delay between the
controller and the actuator τca, then:

Theorem 1: For small-enough sampling periods and net-
works with constant induced delays, with the structure de-
picted in Fig. 2, the closed-loop is asymptotically stable if the
networked delays satisfy:

τsc + τca <
π

180

φm

ωc
− h

2
(10)

where φm = −180 − ∠C(ωc) − ∠P (ωc) and ωc are the
phase margin and the crossover frequency of the open-loop
with no delays, respectively; and h is the sampling time.

B. Upper-bounded time-varying delay

The stability criteria is taken from [15]. Consider that the
sampling time is small enough and the closed-loop without
delay is stable. For the structure of Fig. 3 with a controller
C(z), sampling period h and system P (s), the system will be
stable for any time-varying delay defined by:

v(t− τ(t)), 0 ≤ τ(t) ≤ Nh (11)

where N is an integer.

Fig. 3. Closed-loop with the discrete-time controller and a feedback network
modeled as a upper-bounded time-varying delay.

The theorem from [15] can be reformulated as the following
optimization problem.

min
∥∥∥∥
1 + PZOH(eω)C(eω)

PZOH(eω)C(eω)

∥∥∥∥
1

‖eω − 1‖
s.t. ω ∈ [0, π]

(12)

Denoting the solution of (12) as N̄ , the stability limit is
calculated as:

N = �N̄� (13)

where �·� is the floor function.
Remark 1: This problem can be easily solved graphically

with a Bode plot. It can be interpreted as finding the smaller
integer making the norm of 1

N
1

z−1 is over the closed-loop of
the discrete system without delay.
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Remark 2: This theorem holds for a time-varying upper-
bounded delay that can be anywhere in the closed-loop.

IV. STABILITY OF STATE FEEDBACK CONTROL UNDER
NETWORKED UNCERTAINTIES

In this section the basic equations that model the reference 
tracking problem are introduced, they will be used in the 
following parts. For cases where there is constant time delay 
in the input of the system and data loss in the measurement 
of the state, a stability condition is proposed. Finally, when 
a logarithmic quantizer is used in state measurement, another 
stability condition is introduced.

A. Reference tracking problem

The following parts are based on the control structure of
Fig. 4 that models a reference tracking problem with a state
feedback controller that will be used in the following parts.
The continuous-time plant:

{
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bū(t)
y(t) = x(t)

(14)

can be discretized with a uniform sampling period, a ZOH,
and a sampler this leads to:

{
x[k + 1] = Φx[k] + Γū[k]
y[k] = x[k]

(15)

where x(t), x[k] ∈ Rn and u(t), u[k] ∈ Rm.

Fig. 4. Reference tracking problem with state feedback control

The equilibrium point (x0, u0) is calculated from:

x0 = Φx0 + Γu0 ⇒ (I − Φ)x0 = Γuo (16)

which yields the steady-state condition of the system.
From Fig. 4 the controller equation is:

ū[k] = K(x[k]− x0) + u0 (17)

By considering Fig. 4, the reference tracking error can be
defined as:

E[k] � x[k]− x0 (18)

The closed-loop dynamics of Fig. 4 depends on the tracking
error dynamics:

E[k + 1] = (Φ + ΓK)E[k] (19)

Then the open-loop equation and the controller can be
reformulated as:

{
E[k + 1] = ΦE[k] + Γu[k]
u[k] = KE[k]

(20)

where u[k] = ū[k]− u0.

B. State feedback with delayed input and data loss in the
measurement

Fig. 5 shows the control structure used in this problem. It
can be seen that there is an unknown time-constant delay in
the input of the system; and the ”data loss” block represents
the probability by which the feedback channel successfully
transmits the data from the sensor to the controller.

Fig. 5. Reference tracking problem for state feedback control with input delay
and measurement data loss

The following system will be studied:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bū(t− τ) (21)

The controller has a buffer where the last value of the state,
x̃[k], that has been sent is stored; and in case the next sample
is not received, the state takes the stored value:

x̃[k] =

{
x[k] if data is transmitted
x̃[k − 1] otherwise (22)

The data loss can be modeled as a Bernoulli stochastic
variable Bk with a probability p of not sending the data:

{
P [Bk = 1] = p
P [Bk = 0] = 1− p

(23)

where Bk = 0 implies that the data are received by the
controller; and when Bk = 1, the data are lost due to the
wireless channel, hence the controller receives the last sample
of the state (22).

By defining Ẽ[k] � x̃[k] − x0, where x̃[k] represents the
state received by the controller, then it can be described by:

u[k] = −KẼ[k] (24)

To ensure stability of the closed-loop a modified version of
[7]’s theorem is applied. For this purpose [7]’s terminology
will be used. For the continuous-time system, it is required to
define three system behaviours depending on the value of τ . It
is well-known that if τ = 0 then the solution of the ordinary
differntial equation (ODE) with constant sampling time and
with ZOH is:

E[k + 1] = ΦE[k] + Γu[k] (25)
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where Φ = eAh, Γ =
∫ h

0
eAsBds and k is the sample number.

If τ ∈ (0, h] then the delay shows that between time tk and
tk+1 there will be two different inputs affecting the system,
u[k − 1] and u[k]. Solving ODE (21) again leads to:

E[k + 1] = ΦE[k] + Γ1(τ)u[k − 1] + Γ0(τ)u[k] (26)

where Γ0 =
∫ h−τ

0
eAsBds and Γ1 =

∫ h

h−τ
eAsBds. Defining

the augmented state vector as w[k] = [E[k], u[k − 1]]T , then
(26) can be rewritten as:

w[k + 1] =

[
Φ Γ1(τ)
0 0

]
w[k] +

[
Γ0(τ)
I

]
u[k] (27)

Let’s define l � � τ
h�. So for τ > h the delay satisfies

l−1 < τ
h < l. The newly defined τ∗ � τ−(l−1)h must satisfy

τ∗ ∈ [0, h] and will be used as a new variable of integration.
Solving again ODE (21), it can be seen that the inputs affecting
the system are u[k − l] and u[k − l + 1] giving:

E[k+1] = ΦE[k]+Γ0(τ
∗)u[k− l]+Γ1(τ

∗)u[k− l+1] (28)

If the augmented state vector w[k] = [E[k], u[k− l], u[k−
l + 1], . . . , u[k − 1]]T is defined (28) can be rewritten as:

w[k+ 1] =




Φ Γ1(τ
∗) Γ0(τ

∗) . . . 0
0 0 I . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 . . . I
0 0 0 . . . 0



w[k] +




0
0
...
0
I



u[k]

(29)
Eqs. (25), (27) and (29) capture the three new structures that

the open-loop state matrix, Φ̃, can possibly have, depending
on the value of τ ≥ 0. This can be summarized in:

Φ̃ =




Φ if l = 0[
Φ Γ1(τ)
0 0

]
if l = 1




Φ Γ1(τ
∗) Γ0(τ

∗) . . . 0
0 0 I . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 . . . I
0 0 0 . . . 0




if l ≥ 2
(30)

As the controller is (24), then the closed-loop state matrix,
Φ̃cl, can also have three structures:

Φ̃cl =




Φ− ΓK if l = 0[
Φ− Γ0K Γ1(τ)

−K 0

]
if l = 1




Φ Γ1(τ
∗) Γ0(τ

∗) . . . 0
0 0 I . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 . . . I
−K 0 0 . . . 0




if l ≥ 2

(31)

The main changes in the theorem are that: i) it is applied to
the new open- and closed- loop structures, where a reference
tracking and a delay are included; and ii) it can be derived,
from [7]’s proof, that parameters βi are the norm of the
eigenvalues, something not explicitly stated. Accordingly, [7]’s
theorem can be reformulated as follows:

Theorem 2: Considering both the setup in Fig. 5 and that
the discretized closed-loop model, with constant input delay
of (21) and no data loss, is stable (i.e. Φ̃cl is Schur), let p be
the not successful packet reception rate. Then:

• If the open-loop system (Φ̃) is marginally stable, the
closed-loop system is exponentially stable for all

0 ≤ p < 1 (32)

• If the open-loop system is unstable, the system is expo-
nentially stable for all

0 ≤ p < 1− 1

1− γ1

γ2

(33)

where γ1 = log (‖λmax(Φ̃cl)‖2), γ2 = log (‖λmax(Φ̃)‖2),
λmax(·) is the eigenvalue with the greatest norm, log(·) is the
natural logarithm and, Φ̃ and Φ̃cl have one specific structure,
(30) and (31) respectively, depending on τ .

C. State quantization

Now the stability of the closed-loop system when there is
quantization on the state measurement will be studied. Fig. 6
shows the structure used in this problem. The “A/D converter”
block represents a finite precision sampler that will be modeled
as an infinite precision sampler followed by a quantizer as it
may be seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Structure of closed-loop with the finite precision quantizer

Quantization can be static or dynamic. This case considers
static quantization and, more specifically, logarithmic quanti-
zation. As in [16], a logarithmic quantizer is described by a
nonlinear function:

v = Q(y) (34)

where y, v ∈ R are input and output, respectively. The output
v takes values in the set:

V = {ρiµ0 + x0 | i = 0,±1,±2, . . . } ∪ {x0} (35)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1), µ0 > 0, x0 ∈ R and
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Q(y) =




ρiµ0 + x0 if 1
1+δρ

iµ0 < y − x0 ≤ 1
1−δρ

iµ0,

x0 if y − x0 = 0,
−Q(−y) if y − x0 < 0

(36)
where

δ =
1− ρ

1 + ρ
(37)

An upper-bound of the quantization error e = Q(y)−y can
be calculated and is:

‖e‖ ≤ δ ‖y − x0‖ = δ ‖E‖ (38)

Fig. 7. Modeling of the finite precision A/D converter

The discrete-time system with the ZOH and the infinite
precision sampler is (15). Then the finite precision sampler
of Fig. 7 can be modeled as measurement error:

e[k] = xq[k]− x[k] (39)

where xq[k] is the quantized value of x[k], then xq[k] =
Q(x[k]).

When there is no error the closed-loop dynamics are (19),
resulting in a reference tracking problem. Using (17), (18),
(39) and the same line of thought as in the first section,
then the closed-loop and controller equations with the error
of measurement are respectively:

E[k + 1] = ΦclE[k] + ΓKe[k] (40)
u[k] = K(E[k] + e[k]) (41)

where Φcl = Φ+ ΓK.
First assume that the controller, when there is no quantiza-

tion, stabilizes the closed-loop system (19), which implies:
1) Φcl is Schur
2) V (E) = ETPE is a Lyapunov function for (19) and

then ΦT
clPΦcl − P = −Q where P and Q are positive

definite matrices.
Using the results mentioned above for the closed-loop with

the error (40):

∆V (E) = V (E[k + 1])− V (E[k])

= ET (ΦT
clPΦcl − P )E+

+ 2ET (ΦT
clPΓK)e+ eT ((ΓK)TPΓK)e

(42)

Renaming matrices:

∆V (E) = −ETQE + 2ETMe+ eTNe (43)

As mentioned before, matrices P and Q are symmetric and
positive definite; matrix N is also symmetric, but not positive
definite. The stability of the system can be proved if ∆V (E) <
0.

Using the upper-bounds of quadratic forms, an upper bound
of ∆V (E) can be found:

∆V (E) ≤ −λmin(Q)‖E‖2 + λmax(N)‖e‖2+
+2

√
λmax(MTM) ‖E‖ ‖e‖

(44)

If all assumptions hold, it can be stated that λmin(Q) > 0,
‖M‖ ≥ 0 and λmax(N) ≥ 0. From (44) and (38):

∆V (E)

−‖E‖2 ≥ λmin(Q)− 2
√
λmax(MTM) δ−

−λmax(N) δ2 ≥ 0
(45)

Since this inequality needs to be always negative to ensure
asymptotic stability, the following theorem can be stated:

Theorem 3: Considering the reference tracking problem of
Fig. 6, if a controller (41) that ensures the stability of closed-
loop (40) can be found when there is no quantization in the
state. Then when there is a logarithmic quantizer in the state
measurement, it exists a small enough δ ∈ (0, 1) that satisfies
(46), which will ensure the asymptotic stability of the closed-
loop.

λmin(Q)− 2
√
λmax(MTM) δ − λmax(N) δ2 > 0 (46)

where M = ΦT
clPΓK, N = ((ΓK)TPΓK) and Q,P � 0 are

related to the discrete Lyapunov function V (E) = ETPE.

V. BEHAVIOUR OF MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL UNDER
NETWORKED UNCERTAINTIES

This section introduces an implementation of a MPC when
there is data loss in the state measurement. Then a second
implementation of a time stamp MPC is shown for cases where
there is constant or time-varying delays in the feedback and
forward networks. In both cases the optimal control problem
solved by MPC is:

min ẼT
t+N |tQf Ẽt+N |t+

+
N−1∑
k=0

ẼT
t+k|tQẼt+k|t + uT

t+k|tRut+k|t

s.t.




xt+k+1|t = Φxt+k|t + Γut+k|t, k = 0, . . . , N − 1
xt+k|t ∈ X, xt|t given k = 0, . . . , N
ut+k|t ∈ U, k = 0, . . . , N − 1

(47)
where Ẽt+k|t = x̃t+k|t−x0, ut+k|t = ūt+k|t−u0, Q,Qf � 0
R � 0 and X,U are the constraints on the state and input,
respectively. (x0, u0) solves (16).

A. MPC with data loss in the state measurement

The system behaviour when there is a packet loss in the
measurement of the state, as seen in Fig. 8, is now studied.
Data loss is modeled as a Bernoulli stochastic variable, as in
(23). The input to the controller is x̃k|k, defined only when
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there is a transmission through the wireless channel, as in
equation (48). The packet drop can be modeled as a switch
and, when it is open, there is no transmission. The controller
only calculates the optimal inputs when a new state is received.

Fig. 8. Structure of the closed-loop with MPC and data loss

x̃t|t =

{
xt|t if data is transmitted
� otherwise (48)

The main difference with the previous parts where data loss
was also taken into account is that MPC is solving problem
(47) on-line, implying that the controller calculates a set of
optimal inputs, Ūt|t = {ū∗

t|t, ū
∗
t+1|t, . . . , ū

∗
t+N−1|t} based on

the state xt|t. Now instead of sending only the first optimal
output ūt|t the whole set Ūt|t will be sent and if the there is
no new state update due to the data loss then the following
inputs of Ūt|t will be used. The controller will work in open-
loop until there is a new state received.

If the last received state is at sample t and there is no new
state then for the following samples t + k where k ∈ N the
input used by the system will be:

ū[t+ k] =

{
ū∗
t+k|t if k ≤ N − 1

ū∗
t+N−1|t if k > N − 1

(49)

B. Time stamp MPC with delays in the forward and feedback
networks

The system behaviour when there are unknown delays
between the sensor and the controller τsc(t) and between the
controller and the actuator τca(t) as in Fig. 9, is now studied.

In the next lines it will be shown that the delays need to be
upper-bounded, but firstly let’s to define:

l∗1 � � τsc(t)
h �

l∗2 � � τca(t)
h �

(50)

where h is the sampling time and τsc(t), τca(t) ∈ R+.
The state update received by the MPC is:

x̃t|t =

{
xt−τsc(t)|t if data is updated

� otherwise (51)

The time stamp MPC needs clock synchronization between
the controller, sensor and actuator to work, or at least to have
the same frequency. The sensor will send to the controller
not only the measured state xt|t but also the sample time t.
This will allow to the MPC to know the value of the delay of
the feedback network at sample t once it is received by the
controller. If the data is received at time trx the delay will be

τsc(t) = trx − t. The controller will do the same, but since
there is a forward delay it will send the whole set of optimal
inputs calculated by the controller and the actuator will choose
which input should be used due to the forward delay. If the
actuator receives the data, which was send at time trx , at tru
then τca(trx) = tru − trx .

Fig. 9. Structure of the closed-loop with MPC and networked delays

The problems for constant and time-varying delays will be
introduced separately.

1) Time-constant delay: The networked delays need to be
upper-bounded:

τsc + τca ≤ h(N − 1) (52)

For this case the controller will receive [xt, t] at time t+τsc.
At time t+ l∗1 the inputs of (53) will be sent.

Ūt+l∗1 |t = {ū∗
t|t, . . . , ū

∗
t+l∗1+l∗2 |t

, . . . , ū∗
t+N−1|t} (53)

The actuator will receive [Ūt+l∗1 |t, t] at time t + l∗1 + τca.
Until time t + l∗1 + l∗2 the actuator won’t use the new input,
the (l∗1 + l∗2)th input of the set.

Then the input used at time t by the system will be:

ū[t] = ū∗
t|t−(l∗1+l∗2)

(54)

2) Time-varying delay: Now the condition on the delay is
over the total time from when the sample is measured until
when the input based on that sample it is used by the system.
This leads to a necessary condition that need to be fulfilled
by the time-varying delays:

τsc(t) + τca(t+ l∗1(t)) ≤ h(N − 1) (55)

Having time-varying delays leads to a disordering of the
data send. To deal with this issue the controller and the actuator
will have to check every time they receive new data if it is
updated compared to the last data received. This can be done
with the time stamp MPC.

Until new updated data is received both the controller
and the actuator will use the previous one. Then the system
is working in open-loop because the data disordering will
generate samples where there is no updated data. To solve this
the system will use the following inputs of the latest update.

Following the same line of though as with the constant
delays will lead to a similar condition for the input used.
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Fig. 10. Simulation of the mixed case with PID and time-varying delay in
the feedback network

ū[t] =

{
ū∗
t|t−(l∗1(k)+l∗2(k+l∗1(k)))

if inputs received

ū∗
t+i|t−(l∗1(k)+l∗2(k+l∗1(k)))

otherwise
(56)

VI. RESULTS

In this section the results are presented for the three differ-
ent control strategies studied previously separately. For three
different controllers the stability conditions will be calculated
and shown. In all simulations it is assumed that the outdoor
temperature was measurable and constant. All the controlling
schemes focus on maintaining the building comfort. Then
the most important design constraint is the overshoot of the
system.

A. PID

Maximum allowable overshoot is 10% in the simulation
of the system. Other points taken into account for the de-
sign are: 1) phase margin greater than 60◦, 2) low gain
at high frequencies for noise rejection and 3) low gain at
low frequencies for disturbance rejection. After several tests

Fig. 11. Behaviour of the system when applying Theorem 2 and K = 1.582

Fig. 12. Simulation with the PID and several constant delays

using the basic PID structure, with a filtered derivative on the
error gave the reference design that fulfilled the constrains:
K = 35, Ti = 40, Td = 0.01, N = 100, h = 20 s.

1) Constant-time delay: Using the PID mentioned above
and the room model approximating the ZOH and the sampler
to a delay of h

2 it is obtained from (9): τmaxnet
≈ 168 s.

This is more than 8 times the sampling time, the system can
assume a big delay before it gets unstable as it can be seen
in Fig. 12 where the outdoor temperature was 5◦C and the
reference 21◦C. Simulations of the mixed continuous-time and
discrete-time case give τmaxnet ≈ 160 s this error is less than
5% which is allowable if it is compared to the approximated
model.

2) Time-varying delay: Solving problem (12) gives for the
room model N = 6 then the system is stable for delays that
are lower than 0 ≤ τ(t) ≤ τmax = 120 s. In Fig. 10 it can
be seen the simulation of the mixed case where the delay was
linear going from 0 to τmax in 10 s.

PID simulations, Figs. 12 and 10, show that if the network
delays are unknown or are not properly calculated then system
response is worsen and the overshoot can be too big for the
system specifications or even make system unstable.

Fig. 13. Behaviour of the system when applying Theorem 2 and K = 1.076
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B. State feedback

1) Data loss and delayed input: Since the theorem obtained
for this section is interesting when the open-loop system is
unstable. The results obtained here are based on the unstable
system described by equation (6) with h = 1. Designing a
feedback controller based on Ackermann formula where the
closed-loop poles are at the origin gives K = 1.582. Applying
Theorem 2 to the system generates and using the Matlab
function developed for this case lead to Fig. 11.

Focusing now on the problem of designing the controller
that maximizes the supremum of the probability of not trans-
mitting the data, for example at τ = 0.15, it is obtained
K = 1.076 and Fig. 13.

In Figs. 11 and 13 a discretization of plane ( τh , p) is done
for a given controller when applying Theorem 2. From the
figures it can be seen that designing a controller that improves
one operating point τ

h worsen the rest of delays. For a given
controller if the delay is increased the maximum allowable
probability of data loss decreases until a point where the
system becomes unstable. This mesh allow us to see how the
system behaves e. g.: if the data loss probability and the input
delay are know approximately it can be checked if our system
is far away from the boundary of stability. Simulations have
shown that for given delay, increasing p will generate a worst
time response of the system.

2) State quantization: If the continuous-time closed-loop
poles of the are located with a damping ζ = 0.8 and frequency
five times higher than the fastest pole of the room model
the controller is obtained K = [214 − 409]T . For Q = I
solving the discrete-time Lyapunov equation and then applying
Theorem 3 lead to δlim = 0.36. For δ ∈ (0; δlim) the closed-
loop stability will be ensured. In terms of ρ, the closed-loop
stability is ensured if ρ ∈ (0.47; 1).

C. MPC

For this section the weights matrices are Q =

[
500 0
0 10

]
,

R = 0.1, Qf = 300Q. The selection of R it is very important

Fig. 14. Comparison of time stamp and normal MPC implementations for
forward and feedback constant delays

because reducing it will lead to the use of highly expensive
input commands while augmenting it will generate a controller
that uses not too much input and then it will be slower.

1) Data loss: The use of the following optimal inputs
calculated by the MPC instead of the previous state when the
state feedback was used lead to a improvement of the system’s
behaviour. Simulations have shown that there is a trade-off
between the packet loss probability and the prediction horizon.
For higher p the system will behave better if N increases too.

2) Feedback and forward delays: In presence of delays
the time stamp MPC has shown that improves the system
response as it can be seen in Fig. 14 if it is compared with the
normal MPC implementation. For greater prediction horizons
the performance will be even better.

Data loss and delays can lead to infeasibility of MPC
optimal control problem (47) when working in open-loop. A
way to improve this drawback is to let the first state with a
less hard constraint. If during one sample the state leaves X
and it is not far away then the controller will be able to bring
it back inside.

In the two cases studied with MPC it could be seen that
there is a trade-off between the prediction horizon, N , and
the network effects. For greater N the system performs better
in both cases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In previous sections it has been shown that the theorems
presented in this paper hold. Also, that the different theorems
were proved applicable in the analyzed cases, namely: i)
different control strategies under network uncertainties such
as constant or time-varying delays; ii) data loss in state’s
measurement and quantization. Figs. 15 and 16 compare the
three control strategies under identical conditions in order to
distinguish the most suitable strategy for a thermal control
system in a smart building with wireless communications.

Simulations like Fig. 15 have shown that in regards to the
problem of data loss:

Fig. 15. Comparison of PID, state feedback and MPC with p = 50% and
saturation in the input
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1) High values of packet loss probability lead to overshoots
greater than 10% so they are not suitable for thermal
control in a smart building for PID and state feedback.
Other control strategies like MPC need to be imple-
mented.

2) Low values of packet loss probability have acceptable
overshoots for the application of study. All three control
strategies can be implemented.

Fig. 16. Comparison of PID and MPC with τsc = 2h, τca = h and saturation
in the input

Simulations like Fig. 12, 10, 14 or 16 have shown that
independently of the case whether the delays are constant or
not the time stamped data MPC version has the best response
compared to PID, state feedback or MPC.

1) For small delays all the control strategies have suitable
overshoots.

2) If the delays are time-varying or high then the best
control is the time stamp MPC.

From Theorem 2 and Fig. 17 it can be deduced that there
is always a logarithmic quantizer ensuring that the operating
point is asymptotically stable, a feature that it is not shared
with other kinds of quantizers (see Fig. 17). The uniform
quantizer ensures that the state will be around a region of
the operating point.

VIII. FUTURE WORK AND NEW APPLICATIONS

A. Future work

Due to the lack of time there is no study of the network
effects on the stability of a building model where several
temperature rooms are controlled using scheduling algorithms.

The future work can be take different paths. The first one is
to continue the theoretical framework of the MPC applications
explained above to find a condition that ensures the feasibility
and the stability of the optimization. The second one is to
construct a physical model and obtain the stability conditions
under the same conditions and check the truthfulness of the
theorems and if there are discrepancies justify them. Another
one is to develop the same framework over a network of
rooms applying scheduling algorithms and interpret how these
algorithms affect the network behaviour. During this project it

Fig. 17. Room temperature for different logarithmic quantizer densities ρ

was assumed that the states could be reached and the outdoor
temperature measured. The last path is to see how the system
evolves when there are unreachable states with the use of
observers.

B. New applications

During all this project it was assumed that the only source
of heating power was our heating system but there exist other
sources that can be of importance like humans or animals
that are inside the building and are not taken into account.
There exist already standards that regulate the design of
the heating systems, one example are the Spanish standards
and recommendations [17], that take into account the human
effect to have a better use of energy. The performance of the
control systems can be improved when there is an occupancy
feedback, works of this kind are [13] or [18].

Focusing only in these thermal charges it is not enough.
Nowadays in every house all kind of home appliances can
be found such as a fridge, a washing machine, a dryer, a
dishwasher or an oven that generate a great amount of heat.
All home appliances manufacturers know the heat dissipation.
The new application proposed is to create a database where
manufacturers introduce the heat dissipation of their systems
and create or use a low priority wireless communication
standard between the home appliances an the control system.
Like this when we are using them they can communicate with
the control system. This one can access the database and know
the generated heat and adapt its strategy.

This new point of view, using a database, tries to reduce the
number of non-measured disturbances. The control system will
perform better. Following on a better and less use of energy
and then on environmental sustainability.
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Abstract—This paper investigates a smart heat control system 

inside a household using a family of dynamic controllers called 
PID (Proportional Integrative Derivative), conducted with 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The laws of thermodynamics 
and other physical knowledge was used to model the effect that a 
heat exchanger has on the temperature of a room. Realistic 
simulations have been run to illustrate how a PID control system 
outperforms the traditional on-off approach, in terms of energy 
efficiency. Simulations shows that the PID controlled system is 
28% more energy efficient than an on-off. This can make the 
future use of PIDs in home automation more common. Lastly a 
future extension to other systems is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NERGY efficiency is an increasingly centralized subject in 
today’s building sector, due to the expanding population 

and increasing energy consumption around the world. 
Buildings are responsible of approximately 40 % of the worlds 
annual energy consumption [1]. United Nations Population 
Fund predicts that the number of megacities will increase by 13 
(from 28 to 41) by 2030, which are expected to have more than 
10 million inhabitants [2]. Then, construction companies are 
challenged to build more energy-efficient buildings. One way 
to reduce the energy consumption in these cities and others 
around the world is by means of smart buildings [3]. 
 

Smart building is as colloquial expression to refer to a 
building equipped with some advanced technologies allowing 
it to make its own decisions [4]. These technologies are called 
“home automation” systems and are usually divided into three 
generations [5]: 
 

1.       Wireless technology (First generation) 
2.       Artificial intelligence (Second generation) 
3.       Robot buddy (Third generation) 
 

The so-called “home automation systems” can, for instance, 
regulate the heat flow or adjust the brightness of the lights 
inside a household depending on the needs of the residents. 
They are able to do this by using a wireless network. Home 
automation systems can also control washing machines or 
implement robotic systems for cleaning purposes. Research 
regarding smart building applications is being made constantly, 
and the number of energy-efficient oriented application keeps 
ascending. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
A prior project regarding control systems for energy in smart 

buildings showed that it was possible to reduce the energy 
consumption by using a multi-agent control system with an 
intelligent optimizer [6]. These agents could control everything 
ranging from the energy flowing from the power grid to the 
smart building system to the temperature inside the household 
[6]. In this work, we propose to use a PID (Proportional 
Integrative and Derivative) control system, together with a 
WSN (Wireless Sensor Network), as a solution to home 
automation and energy efficiency. 
 

PID controllers are one of the most common control systems 
implemented in industries. An investigation in Japan showed 
that more than 90% of the controllers used in their industries 
were PID controllers [7]. Its advantage over traditional static 
controllers is that it uses more information to design the control 
law applied to the controlled system. On the other hand, WSNs 
have become an important aspect in automation and especially 
in the field of Internet of Things (IoT) [8]. It has been shown 
that they provide an efficient way to reliably transmit data 
without incurring in a large distortion. 
 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the characteristics 
of building automation and control systems using Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs). Particularly, temperature control 
inside a room will be studied. The heat will be controlled by a 
PID controller supported by a WSN. This system will be 
compared to an on-off controller in terms of energy-efficiency. 
The transmission problem that WSNs can introduce will also be 
studied, along with the robustness of the PID controller in terms 
of performance. These two aspects will be studied by 
simulating the closed-loop systems. Realistic scenarios will be 
implemented by modelling disturbances and the shortcomings 
of using WSNs. 
 

The layout of this work is structured as follows. Section II 
states the problems, Section III designs the model, Section IV 
presents the PID controller, Section IV describes how the model 
of the control system was created, Section V studies the 
Wireless sensor network along with communication protocols, 
topologies, delays and packet losses, Section VI presents results 
and discussion, Section VII introduces a new application and 
Section VIII, is the conclusion of this paper. 
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Consider a heat exchanger (radiator) inside a room, whose 
input-output relationship is defined by the unknown system 𝐺𝐺 
as 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝐺𝐺 𝑢𝑢, 
 
where 𝑢𝑢 = {𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 is the input signal, corresponding to the 
power flowing into the heat exchanger, and  𝑦𝑦 = {𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 is 
the output signal, corresponding to the noiseless temperature in 
the room. Both of them are considered to be continuous-time 
signals. 

The temperature inside a room will be controlled by using 
traditional control architecture together with a network of 
sensors, communicating to each other wirelessly, as depicted in 
Fig. 1. Here, 𝑟𝑟 = {𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 corresponds to the reference signal, 
representing the desired temperature in the room, and 𝑒𝑒 =
{𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 stands for the error between the desired temperature 
and the one in the room. System 𝐹𝐹 stands for the PID controller, 
whose output 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 = {𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 is known as the control signal. 
Signal 𝑣𝑣 = {𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡)}𝑡𝑡≥0 represents all the external disturbances on 
the control signal. Finally, the WSN block within the feedback 
defines a new system, probably introducing delays, packet loss 
and distortion. 
 The controller design is based on the physical knowledge of 
system 𝐺𝐺, condensed in a LTI (Linear and Time-Invariant) 
model. Then, the first task is to derive this model. After 
synthesizing 𝐹𝐹, the behavior of the control loop will be 
simulated on a realistic fashion to analyze the closed-loop 
performance and energy efficiency. For this purpose, it is 
necessary to model the disturbance 𝑣𝑣, and the problems that the 
WSN can introduce. In fact, the WSN must be chosen 
adequately to fit control performance requirements. 
 

 
Figure 1. Control system 
 
Summarizing, the problems we are solving are the following: 

1. To derive a model for 𝐺𝐺 and to model the disturbance 
𝑣𝑣. 

2. To design an appropriate controller 𝐹𝐹. 
3. To study a WSN, along with communication protocols 
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PID controller connected to the heater and 2 sensors to simplify 
the measurements of the needed data.  
 

The room has 2 exterior walls and 2 interior walls. There is a 
window on one of the exterior walls and a door on one of the 
interior walls. The total area of the room is 15 𝑚𝑚2 with a height 
of 3𝑚𝑚. The heater is placed in front of the window. The wireless 
sensors are located at each side of the room. The greatest heat 
loss occurs through the two exterior walls and the window.  

 
To characterize the plant with respect to the temperature 

changes in a room, a differential equation was needed 
describing this phenomenon. The most practical way to derive 
these equation is by using a heat-transfer version of Newton’s 
law of cooling, which states that the heat loss inside a body is 
directly proportional to the temperature difference between the 
body and the surrounding [9] 
 

𝐶𝐶 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) − 𝐷𝐷(𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡)), [𝑊𝑊]  (1)      

 
where 𝐶𝐶 [J/K] stands for the heat capacity of the air in equation 
(1). 𝑇𝑇 (𝑡𝑡) [K] is the temperature inside the room depending on 
time in seconds. 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) is the addition from all kind of 
disturbances which affect the convection, 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡) is the 
temperature outside. The value D is the heat-transfer coefficient 
of the wall depending on the type of material. Overall the 
equation (1) is showing the power taken into account for the 
energy in the system. 
 

With the use of Laplace transformation (ℒ{𝑦𝑦] = 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) [9]) of 
equation (1) gives 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑈𝑈(𝑠𝑠) − 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇(𝑠𝑠) + 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(𝑠𝑠),  (2) 
 
the equation was reconstructed by setting 𝑈𝑈(𝑠𝑠) and 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(𝑠𝑠) as 
disturbances as the input to the plant, which solves the equation 
with the following transfer function: 
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necessary to model the disturbance 𝑣𝑣, and the problems that the 
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𝑇𝑇(𝑠𝑠) =
1
𝐶𝐶

𝑠𝑠+𝐷𝐷
𝐶𝐶

  [𝐾𝐾
𝑊𝑊].  (3) 

 

A. Solving C and D 
C: The specific heat capacity of air in constant volume is 

approximately 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 = 0.718 ∙ 103 [ 𝐽𝐽
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾] [10] at NTP (Normal 

Temperature and Pressure). Though the calculated value was in 
J/K therefore the mass of the air was needed and was calculated 
with the volume of the room. According to bedroom 1, the 
volume is 15 𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 3 𝑚𝑚 =  45 𝑚𝑚3 and by multiplying it with the 
density of air which is approximately 1.2 [𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾

𝑚𝑚3] [10], the mass of 
the air was obtained as 54 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. The sought-out heat capacity was 
derived by multiplying the specific heat capacity of the air with 
the mass, which gave 

 
𝐶𝐶 = 38772[𝐽𝐽

𝐾𝐾]. (4) 
 
D: The heat-transport coefficient depends on many factors, 

such as the type of materials and area. Boverkets  rules of 
construction [11] showed a general demand of what the heat-
transport coefficient should be regarding the materials used in 
the household, the following  values were obtained in table I.  

 
TABLE I 

VALUES OF HEAT RESISTANT 
  

𝛾𝛾  [W/m2K] 
Wall 0.18 
Window 1.13 

 
The heat-transport coefficient was derived by multiplying the 

heat resistant with the surface area of the exterior walls in 
bedroom 1 in Fig. 2 and the window  𝛾𝛾 ∙ 𝐴𝐴, which gave the total 
value  

𝐷𝐷 =  7.88 [𝑊𝑊
𝐾𝐾 ].   (5) 

 
The calculated parameters (4) and (5) resulted with the 

following transfer function model of the temperature (6) 
 

𝑇𝑇(𝑠𝑠) = 2.57∙10−5

𝑠𝑠+2.10∙10−4   [ 𝐾𝐾
𝑊𝑊]  (6) 

 
The transfer function (6) is representing the model 𝐺𝐺  

mentioned in Section II, and is a first order equation. 
 

B. Disturbances 
In real time environment, a control system always gets 

affected by many sources of disturbances, taking them under 
consideration enables a better handling of the problems.  
Sources of disturbances and the calculations are listed below. 
These disturbances were implemented into the simulation 
because they have an additive effect over the control signal. 
 

1) Outdoor temperature 
One of the most common disturbances in this type of system 

and according to equation (5), is the outside temperature which 
affects most of the temperature inside a room. The zero laws of 
thermodynamic say that the heat goes from warm to cold. In the 
northern part of the globe, the average temperature per year is 
below 25 C° which is the general temperature inside a common 
room, so there will be a heat-transfer out of the room in large 
part of the year. This was considered while simulating the heat 
inside a room.  

 
The sum of the heat-transfer coefficient was calculated by 

considering the materials in table I for the exterior walls in 
bedroom 1, which gave 

 
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡) =  7.88 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡), [𝑊𝑊]  (7) 

 
the outside temperature varies depending on the time of the 
day. 
   
2) Humans inside the room 

People are biological creature that needs a constant body 
temperature to maintain its functionality. By taking that in to 
consideration it was realized that the thermal radiations from 
people affect the household temperature.  A person releases 
approximately 70 W when sleeping and 100 W when doing 
light work [12]. This was considered while simulating this 
disturbance.  
 
3) Sun 

The solar radiation is another disturbance that can perturb the 
control of the temperature inside a room. The direct heat of the 
sun increases the temperature inside a household through 
illumination via windows. To be able to model it can be by 
deriving from the solar constant on the surface of the planet, 
which is approximately 684 𝑊𝑊

𝑚𝑚2 [13]. Considering the clouds 
and windows reflecting some of the radiation with an 
approximation that 40% of the total incoming energy will 
penetrate to the room during 6 hours a day  

 
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 0.6 ∙ 684 𝑊𝑊

𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 3,75 𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 6 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
24 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  384.75 [W]  

 
For the simulation, a stochastic model was used for the solar 

disturbance with the expected value of 384.75 W. 
 

IV. PID CONTROLLER 

PID controllers are today the most common controllers used 
in industries partly because their simplicity and operating 
conditions in wide range. The purpose of the controller is to 
regulate a desired output of a control system, which is in this 
case, the temperature in a room, by having a closed loop system, 
that takes the feedback loop and compares the output  with the 
reference signal as an error signal which serves as the input to 
the controller. 
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The PID controller can be decoupled as a linear combination 
of these expectations whose weights 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼, 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 parameterize 
the controller. 

 
Figure 3.  PID factors of the input 
 

𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) + 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼 ∫ 𝑒𝑒(𝜏𝜏) 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡
0 + 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡    (8) 

 
The first factor in equation (8) is the proportional factor, the 

second is the integral factor and the last is the derivative factor. 
Translated into Laplace domain [9] gives the following transfer 
function: 

 
𝐹𝐹(𝑠𝑠) = 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 + 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼

1
𝑠𝑠 + 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 (9) 

 
 Each part of the PID controller has different functionalities 
taken on the error: 
 

• P. The proportional factor observes the current error.  
The output is described as product of gain and error.  
Consequently with too high value of the weight 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 
results in oscillation. The Problem with only using a 
proportional gain with small error is that, it makes the 
output negligible, resulting with an error even when 
the proportional loop reaches steady state [14]. 
 

• I. The integral feedback observes how the error reacts. 
The integral factor is a summation of the errors. One 
of its function is to eliminate the steady-state error. A 
side effect of the integral factor is that it contributes 
with overshoot, with shorter integral time result in 
more aggressive work done by the integral [14].  
 

• D. The derivative feedback works on the changes of 
the error, referring to foreseeing the change of the 
error. The derivative improves the stability but is 
sensitive for noises and it works on high frequencies 
with the error coming from minor disruptions [9].  
 

A. PID tuning 
There exist different tuning methods, each method focus on 

different things, such as the rise time, overshoot and settling 
time.  The parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  and 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷  defines a PID controller 
and are of big interest while tuning a PID control. One of the 
most common tuning methods is Ziegler-Nichols method and is 
known as the ultimate gain method [15]. The tuning methods 

that will be studied in this subsection are the auto tune method 
in Simulink and Ziegler-Nichols method. 

 
Auto tune method: 

The auto tune method is a tuning method embedded in 
Simulink, which is an add-on product in Matlab that provides 
graphical modeling, simulation and analyzes of dynamic 
systems [16].  

The Auto tune method in Simulink tunes the controller by 
automatically computing a linear plant model from the 
Simulink model and designs an initial controller. The tuner 
computes PID parameters that robustly stabilize the system 
[17]. The only thing that is necessary to perform the tuning is a 
button press. 
 

The parameters that was obtained after pressing the tuning 
button gave the following equation by using (9) 

 
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 10.96 +  0.004625 1

𝑠𝑠 − 1573𝑠𝑠 (10) 
 

Ziegler-Nichols method: 
There exist two different versions of Z-N (Ziegler-Nichols) 

tuning: open loop and the closed loop methods. Only the closed 
loop method will be considered in this article.  

This method is implemented by first increasing the 
proportional gain of the proportional factor until the system 
starts oscillating with constant amplitude. The values that are 
being sought are the critical gain 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐, and the period 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐. When 
the critical gain has been reached, the period can easily be 
determined from the step response by measuring the amount of 
time between two peaks [18]. 

 
The parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  and 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 can be determined by the 

formulas in table II when 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 and 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 have been provided. 
 

TABLE II 
ZIEGLER-NICHOLS TUNING FORMULAS [18] 

 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 
P 0.5 ∙  𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶   

PI 0.45 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶 1 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶

  

PID 0.6 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶  1
0.5 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶

 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 
8  

 
In the tuning of the controller, the critical gain was measured 

to be 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 = 3060 and the period was measured to be 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 79.850 
s. The equations in Table II was then used to determine the 
parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  and 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 and the following equation for the 
controller was gained: 

𝐹𝐹𝑍𝑍−𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 1836 + 0.0250 1
𝑠𝑠 + 9.981𝑠𝑠 (11) 

 

B. Control Performance  
The performance of a system depends on the PID controller, 

so when a controller is designed there are a few things to 
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The parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  and 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 can be determined by the 

formulas in table II when 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 and 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 have been provided. 
 

TABLE II 
ZIEGLER-NICHOLS TUNING FORMULAS [18] 

 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 
P 0.5 ∙  𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶   

PI 0.45 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶 1 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶

  

PID 0.6 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶  1
0.5 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶

 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 
8  

 
In the tuning of the controller, the critical gain was measured 

to be 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 = 3060 and the period was measured to be 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 79.850 
s. The equations in Table II was then used to determine the 
parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼  and 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 and the following equation for the 
controller was gained: 

𝐹𝐹𝑍𝑍−𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 1836 + 0.0250 1
𝑠𝑠 + 9.981𝑠𝑠 (11) 

 

B. Control Performance  
The performance of a system depends on the PID controller, 

so when a controller is designed there are a few things to 
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consider if superior performance is wanted to be achieved. 
Some examples are settling time 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠, rise time 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 and the 
overshoot M, that is described below:  

  
Rise time, 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟  : The rise time of a step response indicates how 
long time it takes for the system to increase from 10% to 90% 
of the unit step input (see Fig. 4) [9]. 

Overshoot: The overshoot indicates how much the signal 
exceeds the unit step input. The maximum overshoot  M, is 
calculated by using 𝑀𝑀 =  𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓

𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓
, 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  is the maximum value 

on the y -axis, 𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓   is the unit step input (see Fig. 4) [9].  

Settling Time, 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠: The settling time indicates the time taken 
before the output signal gets within 2%−

+  or 5% −
+ of the unit 

step response (see Fig. 4) [9]. 

A control system regulating the temperature in a room has 
reliable performance if the overshoot and settling time are as 
small as possible. The rise time is not of big interest in this case 
because the temperature wants to be regulated as precisely as 
possible. If the overshoot is too big, the temperature in the room 
will be too hot which is not desired. 

 

 
Figure 4. Plot of step response that shows settling time, rise time and 
overshoot 

V. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 

The aim of this section is to study the relationship between 
control synthesis and WSNs, choosing the most suitable 
topology and protocol from the ones existing. For this purpose, 
the shortcoming of using a wireless network is studied in terms 
of control performance. The following properties among 
different topologies and protocols are used to base the choice: 
power consumption, battery life, costs, data rate, transmission 
range, delay, and packet loss.    

 

A. Wireless sensor topologies 
Wireless Sensor Networks have different architectures, 

known as topologies, each of them have a unique structure 
defining how data flows in the wireless network. The different 
topologies that can be used depend on its physical layer app.  
[19, 20]. The topologies that will be studied in this subsection  

 
Figure 5. Star topology [19] 

 
Figure 6. Tree topology [19]          Figure 7. Mesh topology [19] 
 
 
are the star, tree and mesh topology. 
 

Star topology: The star topology consists of a base station 
(Actuator) and multiple end nodes as seen in Fig. 5 [19]. The 
base station coordinates the information that the nodes gather. 
The nodes communicates only with the base station and can 
only send or receive information, they are not able to send 
information to each other [21]. So, any packets/information 
must go through the coordinator.  
The advantage of this topology is that it is simple, and keeps the 
power consumption at minimum for the nodes. The 
disadvantage of this topology is that the network 
communication depends on the base station because all packets 
must go through it [19]. If the base station malfunctions all 
network communication will fall. 
 

Tree topology: The tree topology is built as a tree and 
consists of a coordinator, several routers and end nodes as 
shown in Fig. 6 [19]. The coordinator is the root of the tree and 
the end nodes are called children. Both the coordinator and the 
routers can have children, but the end nodes cannot [19]. The 
children are only able to communicate with their parent, which 
makes communication between the end nodes more complex. 
 

Mesh Topology: The mesh topology consists of a 
coordinator, several routers and end nodes as depicted in Fig. 7 
[19]. If a node wants to send information to another node that is 
out of range, it can utilize other nodes to convey the message to 
the requested node, which is called multihop communication 
[21]. 

The advantages with Mesh network is that the range of the 
network can easily be extended by adding new nodes. If one 
node fails to convey the message, a remote node is still able to 
complete the work and forward the message to the desired node 
[21]. However Mesh networks fall into high power 
consumption because of the multihop communication [21], it 
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limits the battery life, which is not desired in a home automation 
system. 
 

B. Communication Protocol 
Communication protocols are used for transmitting data 

between electronic devices, such as computers [22]. The 
protocols mostly help the computers to understand how the data 
should be exchanged before a transmission can take place. With 
other words, protocols are called rules defining transmissions 
[23]. There are many different communication protocols and 
each have unique physical appearance and characteristics. 
There are several factors to be considered when choosing a 
protocol, such as power consumption, battery life, security, 
cost, data rate; depending on the environment it will be used.  
 

TABLE III 
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS[24] 

 
Parameters ZigBee WirelessHART ISA100 
Topology Star, Tree, 

Mesh 
Mesh,Star, 
Star-Mesh 

Mesh,Star, 
Star-Mesh 

Power 
Consumption 

Low < Still low <= Still    
low 

Battery Life Years Years Years 
Range 50-100m 50 -100m 50 – 100m 

Maximum 
Data Rate 

250 Kbps 250 Kbps 250 Kbps 

Frequency 868, 915 
MHz 

2.4GHz 

2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 

Security Low High High 
Cost Low High High 

Application 
Context 

Home 
Automation 

Industries Industries 

 
ZigBee: ZigBee is a standard for wireless monitoring and 

control of equipment in homes, buildings, factories and other 
places [20]. ZigBee uses the radio standard IEEE 802.15.4 and 
operates at low-data rate and short range wireless networking. 
It operates in 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz frequency bands 
and the maximum data rate is 250 K bits per second[20]. ZigBee 
is preferred for home automation systems because of the main 
characteristics of ZigBee and these are battery-powered 
applications with low data rate, low cost and long battery life, 
with other words low power consumption[20]. ZigBee is 
maintaining its low power consumption by using a sleep mode 
[20]. As a result of this the ZigBee is able to operate for many 
years. 

C. Delay 
The delay of a system can be caused by many factors, such 

as the type of communication protocol the Wireless Sensor 
Network uses, the distance between the sensors and the 
actuators or even the time it takes the heat to reach the 
thermostat [25], which is called real time delay. The number of 
sensors is also a factor that can affect the delay, more sensors 

means a bigger flow of packets and the processing of these 
packets introduces delay.  
 

Delay Calculation: A simpler mathematically analyze of the 
time delay from a WSN, can be computed by using a summation 
of different time delays from the network. The Nyquist stability 
criterion [9] can show how much time delay a control system 
can endure before becoming unstable, which states that 

 
𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 = 𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃 + 𝑛𝑛𝑍𝑍,  (12) 

 
where 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 is the sum of number of circles around −1 on the real-
axis and depends on the direction of the curves, the clockwise 
direction counts as +1 and counterclockwise as −1. 𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃 stands 
for the number of poles in the right side of the complex plane 
by the closed-loop. Last 𝑛𝑛𝑍𝑍 is the number of poles by the open-
loop in the right side of the complex plane  [9].  
 

By using the Nyquist criteria, equation (12) can be analyzed  
if the open loop function  does not have poles in the right side 
of the complex plane then the closed-loop is stable [9]. By 
evaluating the sample for different time delay values, the open 
system receives a higher or a lower magnitude and this shows 
if it corresponds to the criteria depending on the delay value.    
 

D. Packet loss 
If a transmitted packet fails to reach its destination then it is 

called a packet loss, this can happen for instance when a node 
fails [26]. When a packet loss occurs, a control law must know 
how to deal with it and must be notified when a packet of 
necessary information disappeared to continue the control 
process.  

 

 
Figure 8. Gilbert Elliot model 
 

Easiest way to model a packet loss is via Bernoulli process. 
The Bernoulli process utilizes the mathematical theory of 
probability and statistic. Higher probability for transmission 
shows better status of the network. Considering a Bernoulli 
sequence of packet loss as a variable, which is independent and 
identical, and every variable has a probability of failure 𝑝𝑝 and 
probability of success 1 − 𝑝𝑝 [27]. The Markov chain describes 
a good and a bad state of the packet. When a packet loss occurs, 
there is a probability that the next packet will be lost as well. 
Figure 8 shows the Gilbert Elliot model which shows that each 
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state got its limit and result. Markov process is characterized 
with the following probabilities: 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - Probability to stay in the good state 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  - Probability of going from good to bad state (failure rate). 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  - Probability of staying in the bad state. 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - Probability of going from bad to good state (recovery 
rate). 

𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  =  1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  =  1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  (13) 
 

Equation (13) shows that a high value of 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 and a small 
value of 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 result with that the state of Markov process in 
probability is in a good state. 
 

The packet loss problem will not be studied in the simulation, 
due to the fact that it is a relatively new solved problem. 

 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this section is that 

ZigBee is the most suitable protocol among the protocols in 
Table III because of the low transmission rate, which means less 
power consumption. The most appropriate topology is the star 
topology because it is easy to implement and not as energy-
consuming as the mesh or tree topology. 

  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The temperature of bedroom 1 in Fig. 2 was simulated using 
Simulink. The model was simulated by using the control system 
on Fig. 9. The control system has a reference temperature input 
as 25° and a PID controller. The system takes three 
disturbances into consideration and these are the outdoor 
temperature, the thermal radiation from a single person and the 
solar radiation.  The block on the feedback loop is a transport 
delay caused by the WSN and the delay is set to 10 seconds.  

 

Figure 9. The single room model system 
 

 

Figure 10. Step response with the PID controller 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (10) 

    
Figure 11. Step response with the PID controller 𝐹𝐹𝑍𝑍−𝑁𝑁 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (11)  
 

A. Tuning Comparison 
The auto tune method and Z-N tuning was compared with each 
other in terms of performance, the most suitable method was 
then implemented into the control system in Simulink. These 
simulations of the system were performed without any 
disturbances. 
 

Figure 10 shows that the Auto tune method is much more 
stable than Z-N method on Fig. 11. The rise time, settling time 
and the overshoot is shown in Table IV. It shows that Z-N 
method is 99.35% faster than the auto tune method but this does 
not mean that Z-N method is better than the Auto tune method. 
Z-N method oscillates more than the Auto tune method as seen 
in Fig. 11 and 10, which means that the auto tune method is way 
more robust than Z-N method. Z-N method reaches up to 36°𝐶𝐶 
before dropping down, this makes the temperature inside the 
room hot for an instance, which is not desired. The Auto tune 
method reaches only 27°𝐶𝐶 before steady state which is 
preferable compared to Z-N method. The Auto tune method is 
therefore used in the simulations. 
 

TABLE IV 
TUNING METHODS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

 
Tuning method Auto tune Ziegler-Nichols 

Rise Time 44 min 17 s 
Settling time 216 min 170 s 
Overshoot 17.442 % 44.203% 

Max temperature 27°𝐶𝐶 36°𝐶𝐶 
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limits the battery life, which is not desired in a home automation 
system. 
 

B. Communication Protocol 
Communication protocols are used for transmitting data 

between electronic devices, such as computers [22]. The 
protocols mostly help the computers to understand how the data 
should be exchanged before a transmission can take place. With 
other words, protocols are called rules defining transmissions 
[23]. There are many different communication protocols and 
each have unique physical appearance and characteristics. 
There are several factors to be considered when choosing a 
protocol, such as power consumption, battery life, security, 
cost, data rate; depending on the environment it will be used.  
 

TABLE III 
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS[24] 

 
Parameters ZigBee WirelessHART ISA100 
Topology Star, Tree, 

Mesh 
Mesh,Star, 
Star-Mesh 

Mesh,Star, 
Star-Mesh 

Power 
Consumption 

Low < Still low <= Still    
low 

Battery Life Years Years Years 
Range 50-100m 50 -100m 50 – 100m 

Maximum 
Data Rate 

250 Kbps 250 Kbps 250 Kbps 

Frequency 868, 915 
MHz 

2.4GHz 

2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 

Security Low High High 
Cost Low High High 

Application 
Context 

Home 
Automation 

Industries Industries 

 
ZigBee: ZigBee is a standard for wireless monitoring and 

control of equipment in homes, buildings, factories and other 
places [20]. ZigBee uses the radio standard IEEE 802.15.4 and 
operates at low-data rate and short range wireless networking. 
It operates in 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz frequency bands 
and the maximum data rate is 250 K bits per second[20]. ZigBee 
is preferred for home automation systems because of the main 
characteristics of ZigBee and these are battery-powered 
applications with low data rate, low cost and long battery life, 
with other words low power consumption[20]. ZigBee is 
maintaining its low power consumption by using a sleep mode 
[20]. As a result of this the ZigBee is able to operate for many 
years. 

C. Delay 
The delay of a system can be caused by many factors, such 

as the type of communication protocol the Wireless Sensor 
Network uses, the distance between the sensors and the 
actuators or even the time it takes the heat to reach the 
thermostat [25], which is called real time delay. The number of 
sensors is also a factor that can affect the delay, more sensors 

means a bigger flow of packets and the processing of these 
packets introduces delay.  
 

Delay Calculation: A simpler mathematically analyze of the 
time delay from a WSN, can be computed by using a summation 
of different time delays from the network. The Nyquist stability 
criterion [9] can show how much time delay a control system 
can endure before becoming unstable, which states that 

 
𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 = 𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃 + 𝑛𝑛𝑍𝑍,  (12) 

 
where 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 is the sum of number of circles around −1 on the real-
axis and depends on the direction of the curves, the clockwise 
direction counts as +1 and counterclockwise as −1. 𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃 stands 
for the number of poles in the right side of the complex plane 
by the closed-loop. Last 𝑛𝑛𝑍𝑍 is the number of poles by the open-
loop in the right side of the complex plane  [9].  
 

By using the Nyquist criteria, equation (12) can be analyzed  
if the open loop function  does not have poles in the right side 
of the complex plane then the closed-loop is stable [9]. By 
evaluating the sample for different time delay values, the open 
system receives a higher or a lower magnitude and this shows 
if it corresponds to the criteria depending on the delay value.    
 

D. Packet loss 
If a transmitted packet fails to reach its destination then it is 

called a packet loss, this can happen for instance when a node 
fails [26]. When a packet loss occurs, a control law must know 
how to deal with it and must be notified when a packet of 
necessary information disappeared to continue the control 
process.  

 

 
Figure 8. Gilbert Elliot model 
 

Easiest way to model a packet loss is via Bernoulli process. 
The Bernoulli process utilizes the mathematical theory of 
probability and statistic. Higher probability for transmission 
shows better status of the network. Considering a Bernoulli 
sequence of packet loss as a variable, which is independent and 
identical, and every variable has a probability of failure 𝑝𝑝 and 
probability of success 1 − 𝑝𝑝 [27]. The Markov chain describes 
a good and a bad state of the packet. When a packet loss occurs, 
there is a probability that the next packet will be lost as well. 
Figure 8 shows the Gilbert Elliot model which shows that each 
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state got its limit and result. Markov process is characterized 
with the following probabilities: 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - Probability to stay in the good state 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  - Probability of going from good to bad state (failure rate). 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  - Probability of staying in the bad state. 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - Probability of going from bad to good state (recovery 
rate). 

𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  =  1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  =  1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  (13) 
 

Equation (13) shows that a high value of 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 and a small 
value of 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 result with that the state of Markov process in 
probability is in a good state. 
 

The packet loss problem will not be studied in the simulation, 
due to the fact that it is a relatively new solved problem. 

 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this section is that 

ZigBee is the most suitable protocol among the protocols in 
Table III because of the low transmission rate, which means less 
power consumption. The most appropriate topology is the star 
topology because it is easy to implement and not as energy-
consuming as the mesh or tree topology. 

  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The temperature of bedroom 1 in Fig. 2 was simulated using 
Simulink. The model was simulated by using the control system 
on Fig. 9. The control system has a reference temperature input 
as 25° and a PID controller. The system takes three 
disturbances into consideration and these are the outdoor 
temperature, the thermal radiation from a single person and the 
solar radiation.  The block on the feedback loop is a transport 
delay caused by the WSN and the delay is set to 10 seconds.  

 

Figure 9. The single room model system 
 

 

Figure 10. Step response with the PID controller 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (10) 

    
Figure 11. Step response with the PID controller 𝐹𝐹𝑍𝑍−𝑁𝑁 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (11)  
 

A. Tuning Comparison 
The auto tune method and Z-N tuning was compared with each 
other in terms of performance, the most suitable method was 
then implemented into the control system in Simulink. These 
simulations of the system were performed without any 
disturbances. 
 

Figure 10 shows that the Auto tune method is much more 
stable than Z-N method on Fig. 11. The rise time, settling time 
and the overshoot is shown in Table IV. It shows that Z-N 
method is 99.35% faster than the auto tune method but this does 
not mean that Z-N method is better than the Auto tune method. 
Z-N method oscillates more than the Auto tune method as seen 
in Fig. 11 and 10, which means that the auto tune method is way 
more robust than Z-N method. Z-N method reaches up to 36°𝐶𝐶 
before dropping down, this makes the temperature inside the 
room hot for an instance, which is not desired. The Auto tune 
method reaches only 27°𝐶𝐶 before steady state which is 
preferable compared to Z-N method. The Auto tune method is 
therefore used in the simulations. 
 

TABLE IV 
TUNING METHODS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

 
Tuning method Auto tune Ziegler-Nichols 

Rise Time 44 min 17 s 
Settling time 216 min 170 s 
Overshoot 17.442 % 44.203% 

Max temperature 27°𝐶𝐶 36°𝐶𝐶 
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B. Disturbance Simulation  

 
Figure 12. The outside temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡) 
 

Fig. 12 shows the outside temperature. Implemented with a 
colored of noise whose PSD (power spectral density) is a Dirac 
delta function at frequency 1

24 [ℎ−1]. The plot shows an 
average temperature that varies during a day in the middle of 
spring, with the highest temperature at the middle of the day, 
lowest during the evening and at the morning. Multiplication of 
the heat-transfer coefficient (5) with 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 , gave the necessary 
input to the plant as power. For the disturbance of the sun, a 
similar model was used, but plotted with the expected value 
of 384.75 [𝑊𝑊].  
 

 
Figure 13. Thermal radiation from a person 
 

 
The simulation for Fig. 13 was done over 24 hours from the 

information in Section III-B and described for a single person 
inside the bedroom 1 with generating a step function.  The 
person slept for 8 hours and released 70 W doing so. Later he 
studied for 6 hours which is showing with increase of power at 
8 hour mark and then left the room. So he was just inside the 
room for 14 hours. 
 

The simulation with the plant and all of the disturbances with 
the PID controller shows the output from the system in the plot 
below.   

 
Figure 14. The output affected by all described disturbances 
 

What the simulation in Fig. 14 shows, is the regulation 
process of the temperature inside the room. By superposition of 
the disturbances shows a remarkably roughness. Especially 
regarding the heat from the person where it is visible comparing 
with Fig. 13, when the person wakes up and leaves the room. 
Though maximum temperature from Fig. 14 is 27.32 °𝐶𝐶, the 
lowest is at 23.78 °𝐶𝐶 and the average temperature 24.74 °𝐶𝐶 
concludes that the used PID controller handled the disturbances 
well. 

 

C. Comparison of On-Off and PID controller 
Simulation of two different controls was performed during 

this project, mainly because a comparison of energy efficiency 
wanted to be carried out for respective controls.  One controller 
was the PID controller and the other one was an on-off 
controller implemented in Bedroom 1 in Figure 2.  An on-off 
controller works so that it switches the heat on and off 
constantly depending in whether it has exceeded or gone 
underneath a reference value. The reference value was set to 
25°C and all sort of disturbances were ignored except the 
outside temperature. It is possible to see how the two different 
controllers work on Figure 15. The On-Off controller oscillates 
between 28°C and 23°C meanwhile the PID controller gets a 
constant temperature at approximately 25°C.   

.   

  
Figure 15. Temperature plot of a PID and an ON-Off controller 
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The energy consumption was calculated by measuring the 
integral of the power flow into the plant by the time interval of 
24 hours. The calculated energy consumption is shown in Table 
V and it is possible to see that the PID controller is 28% more 
energy efficient then the on- off controller. This means that a 
PID controller is more energy efficient than a common control 
method for radiators, which looks bright for future use of PID 
within home automation systems. 
 

TABLE V 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT CONTROLLERS 

 
Controller Energy consumption [kWh] 

PID 5.06 
On-Off 6.51 

 

D. Time Delay Calculation 
With the help of the theorem mentioned in Section V-C an 

approximation of the maximum delay of the system for 
bedroom 1 was evaluated. 

The poles of the open-loop system are:  
 

𝑠𝑠 = −7.94 ∙ 10−4,−2.1 ∙ 10−4, 0. 
Therefore,  𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃 = 0. 

 
The closed loop system gives the poles: 
 
𝑠𝑠 = −0.00026 − 0.00024i, 𝑠𝑠 = −0.00026 + 0.00024i, 

−0.0007 and 𝑛𝑛𝑍𝑍 = 0. 
Therefore, the closed-loop system is stable.  
 

Different time delay values  𝜏𝜏 were tested, to determine the 
limit value before the system becomes unstable.  

 
Figure 16 shows a plot of the Nyquist diagram of the system 

with the delay 3221 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠. The curves encircle around 
(−1,0) which is the red mark, resulting in instability. 

 
In Figure 17 the curve does not encircle around (−1,0) 
confirming our computations. Concluding with more time 
delay from the information sending throughout the wireless 
system shift the Nyquist curve much more to the left of −1 
indicating in more instability, and the critical time delay for 
the system in Fig. 9 is 3221 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠.   

VII. NEW APPLICATION 

The development of a smart city requires continues 
innovation of applications that can help the all-day life for the 
citizens. The public transportation is one of the most central part 
in a city, which limits the time it takes to go to work or school. 
Something that affects many citizens nowadays is during rush-
hour with many people going in the same direction on the 
subway. Escalators are a useful way to move up or down in a 
building, though it can become difficult during rush-hour to use 
the escalators, if for example everyone wants to get up to the 
station instead of going down to the trains. A solution that can 

Figure 16. Nyquist curve with 𝜏𝜏 = 3221 sec 

 
Figure 17. Nyquist curve with delay time 𝜏𝜏 = 3219 sec. 
 
 
be to help is sensors that are measuring the number of people 
that wants to get up and down. Usually there are not equal 
numbers of people that want to get up or down. 
 

Take for instance that there are four escalators with two 
going up and two going down. Than some sensors will send 
information to a base station that also gathers information from 
other sensors that are located on another side. If the majority of 
the people on a train station wants to get up than one of the 
escalators that are going down will change direction and there 
will be three that are going up and just one that are going down. 
 
  A problem that can occur is when a person already is on an 
escalator when it is going to change direction. A Solution to this 
can be, to have a sign that tells people not to enter the escalator 
and blocks the entrance. A Controller that can receive 
information from sensors that checks if someone is on the 
escalator can be implemented. The change of direction can than 
occur when the escalator is empty. This automation system can 
facilitate the rush-hour and help people to gain some time for 
getting to work in time.     
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B. Disturbance Simulation  

 
Figure 12. The outside temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡) 
 

Fig. 12 shows the outside temperature. Implemented with a 
colored of noise whose PSD (power spectral density) is a Dirac 
delta function at frequency 1

24 [ℎ−1]. The plot shows an 
average temperature that varies during a day in the middle of 
spring, with the highest temperature at the middle of the day, 
lowest during the evening and at the morning. Multiplication of 
the heat-transfer coefficient (5) with 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 , gave the necessary 
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similar model was used, but plotted with the expected value 
of 384.75 [𝑊𝑊].  
 

 
Figure 13. Thermal radiation from a person 
 

 
The simulation for Fig. 13 was done over 24 hours from the 

information in Section III-B and described for a single person 
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Figure 14. The output affected by all described disturbances 
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.   

  
Figure 15. Temperature plot of a PID and an ON-Off controller 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

A PID control method was investigated in this article using a 
simulation. The results showed that a PID controller consumes 
about 5.06 kWh and a regular controller consumes 6.51 kWh 
for a heating system, which means that the PID is 28 % more 
energy efficient.  This can make the use of PIDs more common 
on the future inside households. 
 

The Simulation also showed that the PID can handle delays, 
which shows that a Wireless Sensor Network can be used 
within home automation systems. 
 

The Physical model that was designed to ensure the reality of 
the control system showed that it was an appropriate model for 
the heat regulating system.  
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PID in Smart Buildings
Sven Grenholm and Irini Gionis

Abstract—This work details the design and implementation
of PID controllers in smart buildings coupled with the use
of Wireless Sensor Networks. The main application that is
investigated is the control of air temperature in a building. Two
mathematical models of this system are presented: a simplified
first order system, and a more complex second order system,
both based on physical knowledge. Additionally, both models
are based on a physical implementation to be tested. Three PID
controllers have been designed to control this system, two for the
first order model and one for the second order model. A physical
test-bed has been implemented with a styrofoam box acting as a
building. The performance of the controllers and the quality of
the mathematical description has been investigated by comparing
the simulations and the experimental results. The effect of a
constant feedback delay was simulated using F2 and the system
appeared to be highly resistant to the effects of the delay. The
first order system proved to be a better system description,
and the second controller F2 had the best performance. The
effects of packet loss upon the system is also investigated and
a well-functioning compensation method is proposed. Finally, a
few further areas of applications for PID control in buildings
are discussed, such as ventilation, air humidity, and hydroponic
farming.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Smart Building is a concept that combines modern
communications technology, sensors, and automation systems
for use in building’s. Implementing these systems can increase
the quality, stability, and efficiency of a buildings utilities
and increase the comfort of occupants [1]. This work details
an investigation into the use of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) coupled with PID controllers in implementing a
Smart Building system. The theoretical groundwork for both
the WSN network and PID controller will be covered to give
a basis for further inquiry. The main focus of the paper is
the modelling, simulation, and control of the air temperature
in a building. The modelling and simulation, as well as the
design of the controller, has been performed using MATLAB
SIMULINK.

Three separate PID designs have been made based upon
two separate models of the complete system. One model is
simplified, and the other one is more complex yet reliant
on slightly more assumptions. The basis of the modelling
is an actual physical implementation of the system, with a
styrofoam box standing in for a building, and a simple heating
element standing in for a more complex climate control. This
physical implementation will be used to test and compare the
real performances of the three different PID-control designs
to each other and to their expected modelled performances.

This work also details an investigation into the effects the
use of WSN communications can have on the control system.
Issues such as delay and packet loss can negatively affect the

performance of system when implemented within the control
loop. Packet loss in the feedback loop has been simulated
and a method of compensating for the effects of packet loss
has been developed.

The specific questions investigated in this report are:
• What underlying theory is necessary to understand for

the construction of a PID-control loop for the purpose of
building automation?

• What is a suitable model for describing the change in
air temperature inside of a building for the purpose of
controlling said temperature? What physical properties
of the system must be considered?

• What would be a suitable PID-design for controlling the
system as mathematically described? What underlying
principles and what tools can be used for the design of
this PID-controller?

• When a suitable mathematical model of the controller
and the change in air temperature of a building has been
constructed, how does one go about physically realizing
said mathematical system?

• How does the physically implemented control system per-
form in comparison to the expected simulated behaviour
of the mathematical system?

• What are the effects of a constant feedback-loop delay
upon the model system?

• What are the effects of packet loss upon the model
system?

• What could be a suitable compensation method for deal-
ing with the effects of packet loss upon the model system?

• What possible implementations are there for PID-control
in smart buildings beyond temperature control?

The structure of this work is as follows: Section II covers
the theory of Wireless Control Networks. Section III covers
control systems theory and the theoretical basis for the PID
design and its realization. Section IV details the mathematical
modelling of the system and the choice of parameters for
the three PID controllers. Section V details the design and
principles of the physical realization of the system. Section
VI records the results of both the simulations and the physical
tests of the three PID controllers. Section VII covers the
discussion of the results and the project as a whole as well
as suggestions for further applications for wireless control
networks and topics of further study.

II. WIRELESS NETWORK SENSORS

Wireless Sensor Network WSN is a network of wireless
sensors that communicate and share data with each other. It is
applied in many different areas, such as in the medical sector,
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(a) Mesh network (b) Star network

(c) Ring network (d) Bus network

Fig. 1: The different topology architectures, taken from [2].

weather forecasting and transportation systems. WSNs expand
their application area constantly since networks site and the
need of sharing data is increasing. Sensor are small electronic
devices that gather information from their environment and
share it with other electronic devices or sensors. Sensors are
commonly called nodes and can be connected with different
kind of topology architecture, depending on the network
requirements.

A. Network Architecture and Topology

The Wireless Sensors Network communication can be
achieved with different types of topologies. Some of the
standard topologies are mesh, star, ring and bus topology as
can be seen in Fig. 1 [2].

Wireless Mesh Networking is a network where the devices
connect to each other and communicate without an access
point (end device). It is similar to an ad hoc network.

Star topology is the network where one device is the
central node and is called Personal Area Coordinator (PAN
coordinator). The nodes are able to communicate just with the
PAN coordinator and cannot share data with other nodes in
the network.

In the ring topology the devices in the network are con-
nected and can communicate with their two neighbours. The
data packages will travel along the neighbours in the system
to reach the desired destination.

Bus topology, unlike the previous that were mentioned, is
the network where devices do not send data directly to other
devices. Instead, a central wire is used for the data transfer.
The devices send the data packages to the central wire, where
they travel along the wire until they reach their destination [3].

B. Network Protocols

There are many different protocols in order to create a WSN
where each one of them covers different needs. In order to

create a wireless automation system, the following protocols
could be used: LoRa, Isa100, WirelessHart and ZigBee. Here
is a short description of these different protocols and a table
with comparing their specifications [4].

TABLE I: Comparison of WSN Standards

ZigBee LoRa Isa100 WirelessHart

Data rate 250kbps
between 0.3kbps

and 50kbps
250kbps 250kbps

Implementation Easy Challenging Challenging Challenging

Power

consumption
Low Low Low Low

Topology Mesh
Star and

combined stars

Mesh, star

and combined

Mesh, star

and combined

LoRa is a Low Power Wide Area Network protocol (LP-
WAN) suitable for smart city applications because of the long
battery life and the wide range [5], [6].
Isa100 is a protocol that is established mainly for industrial
WSN. It contains security management that provides a reliable
wireless application [7].
WirelessHART is a protocol similar to Isa100 and works on
the top of 802.15.4 physical layer. It is mainly installed for
industrial purposes [8].
ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4 is a LAN (Local Area Network)
protocol that is designed for high level communication in
small scaled projects. It is used for home automation, chips
and sensors that require long battery life. It offers also low
communication cost to local devices [9], [10].

Since this project is a small scaled project, the protocol
that would be suitable is ZigBee. ZigBee is easy to imple-
ment and low in price. It can be applied via XBee sensors
that communicate with each other in a mesh network. Xbee
provides a free, user friendly software called XCTU, that helps
one to install the sensors and configure their network easily. In
XCTU it is possible to manage and configure multiple devices
simultaneously [11].

C. Package loss and delay

PID controllers work in real-time, so there is a need of
a continuous communication between controllers and nodes
(sensors). In control systems where a network is used for the
data transfer, there can be packet losses and delays in the
media. Packet loss is when a frame of data fails to reach its
destination, which can be caused by busy medias, data traffic
or other reasons. Delay is when a data package is delivered
late, so it gets a wrong time frame. These two issues can cause
instabilities in the control systems, since they are receiving
wrong or incomplete data packages.

III. SYSTEM AND CONTROL THEORY

The following section gives a general overview of the basics
of control systems theory. Where it is not stated otherwise,
the theory presented withing the following section is taken
from [12].
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A. Control System

To design a controller for a physical system it is first nec-
essary to properly describe the system itself in mathematical
terms. This is achieved through describing the system as a
differential equation or as a transfer function, by means of
the Laplace transform. The general form of the closed-loop
system that is to be modeled and analyzed can be seen in
Fig. 2. The systems output signal is the air temperature in
a room. Therefore we can exemplify the following theory
in those terms. G is the transfer function description of the
physical system, in this case the room whose temperature
is to be controlled. F represents the transfer function of the
controller. The output signal of the system y corresponds to
the air temperature of the room whose behaviour is to be
controlled. The signal u is the output of the control system
and represents the heating power released into the air of the
room. The reference signal r is the input signal fed into the
system and represents the desired magnitude of y. The error
signal e = r− y is the difference between the desired state of
the system and its current state. This error signal is the input
used by the controller to calculate the necessary control signal
so that y → r with suitable performance.

F G
r e u y

−

Fig. 2: Closed-loop system

If one ignores the feedback loop, the transfer function of the
open-loop system Go(s) takes form as shown in (1). When this
feedback loop is closed the resulting transfer function is known
as the closed-loop system Gc(s); see (2). Gc(s) represents
the model that will be simulated and tested with the physical
realization.

Go(s) = F (s)G(s) (1)

Gc(s) =
F (s)G(s)

1 + F (s)G(s)
(2)

A controller, abstractly considered, is simply another spe-
cific transfer function designed to take the error signal e as
an input and give a control signal u as an output. How u is
derived from e is detailed in section III.C. The full system,
where the feedback loop is closed through the use of a WSN
can be seen in Fig. 3

B. PID Controller

A PID is a specific family of controllers described in the
time domain by the differential equation

u(t) = Kpe(t) +Ki

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ +Kd
de(t)

dt
(3)

As can be seen in (3) there are three distinct component
parts, the sum of which define the PID and the control signal
u.

F G

WSN

r e u y

−

Fig. 3: Block diagram with wireless feedback loop

1) The proportional part P: This part is a proportional
response to the current error e. It is adjusted by tuning the
parameter Kp.

2) The integral part Ki: This part accounts for past errors.
It is adjusted by tuning the parameter Ki

3) The derivative part Kd: This part responds to projected
future errors by accounting for the rate of change. It is
adjusted by tuning the parameter Kd

The controller as it is shown in (3) is the base case
of the PID. There are different specialized variants of this
foundational concept, one of which is discussed later. There
is a complicated interplay between the three component parts
of the PID and the examples given above are very simplified.
While there are some important patterns and tendencies to
consider, the process of designing a controller for a very
specific intended result is complicated. There are however
methods to achieve it that will be detailed later in section
II.E.

C. Control Performance

When evaluating the performance of a controller there are
four main characteristics of the system to be considered.
Different applications will entail different specifications
in regard to these characteristics. The definitions of these
characteristics are taken from [12], and they are as follows:

1) Rise Time: The rise time τr of the system is the time
it takes for the output signal to rise from 10% to 90% of its
final value. It is the main indication of the speed of the system.

2) Overshoot: The percentage overshoot Os of a system is
defined as

Os =
(ymax − y0)− (yfin − y0)

yfin − y0
(4)

where ymax is the maximum value of the output y(t), yfin
is the value of y as the time t → ∞, and y0 is the starting
value of y(t) as t = 0 This value indicates how aggressive
the system is.

3) Settling Time: Control systems often exhibit some os-
cillations in the output y as it moves towards its final value
yfin. The settling time τs is defined as the smallest time t
after which

|y(t)− y0
yfin − y0

| ≤ p (5)
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for all future time, where p is defined as some small suitable
percentage, usually 2% or 5%.

4) Static Error: The static error efin is defined as the value
of the error e as t → ∞. In other words: the final deviation
from the reference value r exhibited by the output y(t).

There is a number of rules of thumb that can give a general
idea of the effects of the PID parameters Kp, Ki, and Kd

upon the system’s performance which is summarised by [13]
detailed in table II.

TABLE II: PID Tuning effects

Closed-Loop
Response Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time Static Error

Increasing Kp Decrease Increase Small Increase Decrease
Increasing Ki Small Decrease Increase Increase Large Decrease
Increasing Kd Small Decrease Decrease Decrease Minor Change

D. Tuning Methods

One of the most well-known and earliest methods tuning
a PID controller, the Ziegler-Nichols method, was developed
by John Ziegler and Nathaniel Nichols in the 1940’s [14].
This heuristic method provides a reasonable basis for further
adjustment of the PID-parameters. Heuristic methods such as
lead-lag compensation and others have been developed since
then [12]. However, in modern times there are many new tools
that go well beyond the heuristic approach of older analytic
tools for tuning PID-controllers. There are now available intu-
itive software tools that can help in the design of controllers.
The SIMULINK graphical modelling and simulation software
has a control design tool tied to the software’s built-in PID-
block. This tool allows a user to generate PID-parameters
based on the design of a desired step response. Since the
project relies on two different system models and several
different PID designs to regulate the system, the heuristic
design approach has not been used in favour of the software
based approach using the SIMULINK tool as detailed in [15].

E. Discrete Implementation

The implementation of the controller utilized in this project
is described not by the standard PID-formula detailed in (3),
but by a special case of the PID-controller utilized by the
standard PID-block in SIMULINK. This formula modifies the
derivative part of the PID by using a filter coefficient N. This
formula described in the complex frequency domain is

U(s) = KpE(s) +Ki
1

s
E(s) +Kd

N

1 +N 1
s

E(s) (6)

The system as described so far is a continuous-time model
structure. This is the most accurate way to describe the system,
but it does lead to a problem that must be addressed for
the realization of the controller. As the controller and the
feedback loop will be realized through the use of a digital
micro-controller, there is a need to convert the PID-controller
designed for the continuous model of the system to a discrete

time equation. This discrete implementation will be based on
the following two assumptions:

L−1{1
s
J(s)} =

∫ t

0

j(τ)dτ ≈ τ∆

k∑
n=0

j[n] (7)

L−1{sJ(s)} =
dj(t)

dt
≈ j[k]− j[k − 1]

τ∆
(8)

Where k represents the discrete time variable, n is the
variable of summation, j is an arbitrary function, and τ∆ is
the sample time.

Utilizing the assumptions made in (7) and (8), along with
the form of the utilized PID detailed in (6) the calculation
of the control signal in the discrete realization of the PID-
controller then becomes

u[k] ={ 1

1 +NT
(u[k − 1]

+ (Kp +NKd + TKi +KpNT )e[k]

− (Kp +NKd)e[k − 1] +KiNT 2
k∑

n=0

e[n])}

(9)

This equation is what shall be realized with the help of
the Arduino microcontroller in order to control the physical
system detailed in section V. In section IV the numerical values
of the coefficients will be defined.

IV. MODEL SYSTEM AND PID DESIGN

A. State space and system model

To find a suitable model for G(s) this section will cover
two proposed system descriptions. The first one is based
on a single differential equation while the second proposed
description is a system of two differential equation. These
two model’s are based on a system description in chapter
8 of [12]. The system is described in Fig. 4 where Tr is
the room temperature, Te is the temperature of the heating
element, Tout is the outside temperature, u is the input power
which corresponds to the control signal, and wout is the
out flux of power through the walls. Both systems will be
described as state space models.

Fig. 4: Sketch of the system
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The different parameters of the system will be based
upon the model building that will be used for the physical
implementation and the test-bed experiments. A 0.6 · 0.6 · 1.2
[m3] styrofoam box with 0.05 [m] thick walls will be the
test-building whose inside temperature is to be controlled
and a table grill with a rated max power of 2500 [W] will
be used as the heater. The maximum power output limits the
value of the control signal u between 0 and 2500 [W]. This
lays the basis for the comparison between the simulations and
the experiments as the same PID-designs will be used for both.

1) First order system: The basis of both systems descrip-
tions is that the balance of the influx and the outflux of heat
power in the air inside of a room is in direct relation to the
change in the air temperature within the room. The relationship
can be seen in (10) taken from [16].

wtotal =u− wout

wtotal =CairVairρairṪr

wout =
λstyro

dstyro
A(Tr − Tout)

(10)

Where A is the surface area of the box, wtotal is the
heat power balance, λstyro is the thermal conductivity of the
styrofoam walls, and dstyro is the thickness of the walls. The
rest of the symbol definitions can be found in table III. We
can describe the system from (4) as a differential equation, as
seen in (11), where the wout is proportional to the difference
between Tr and Tout.

Ṫr = α5u− α2(Tr − Tout) (11)

Described as a state-space model this system then becomes

ẋ = −α2x+

[
α5 α2

]
q

y =

[
1 0

]
x

(12)

Where x = Tr and q =

[
u

Tout

]

The physical interpretation and the definitions of the differ-
ent αi can be found in subsection B; in (16) and in table III.

2) Second order system: In the design of the second order
system, more parameters are taken into account. The temper-
ature of the room increases proportionally to the difference
of the temperature of the heater and the temperature in the
room. On the other hand, the room temperature decreases
proportionally to the difference between this temperature and
the temperature outside of the room. This can be described as

Ṫr = a1(Te − Tr)− a2(Tr − Tout) (13)

The change of the temperature of the heating element is
dependant upon the difference between the temperatures inside
and outside of the room as well as the input power w. This
can be described as:

Ṫe = −a3(Te − Tr) + a4u (14)

The state space model of the complete system then becomes:

ẋ =



(−a2 − a1) a1

a3 −a3


x+



0 a2

a4 0


 q

y =

[
1 0

]
x

(15)

Where x =

[
Tr

Te

]
and q =

[
u

Tout

]

Both systems have been constructed in SIMULINK for
simulation and PID design. This SIMULINK model can be seen
in Fig. 5

Fig. 5: SIMULINK Model

B. Physical interpretation

To obtain the values for all five αi they are first defined
in terms of physical equations taken from [16]; see (16).
The physical magnitudes are then evaluated either through
measuring the different dimensions of the system or relying
on standard tables on physical magnitudes. The resulting
parameters, their definitions, magnitutes, and units can be seen
in table III. The data in this table is taken from [17], [18], and
[19]. The main assumption being made is the magnitude of
the convective heat transfer coefficient between the air and
the heating element h. A value of h has been set below
the values taken from [20] in an attempt to account for the
small size of the box which can limit the velocity of the
air flow. To accurately estimate this constant would require
an investigation into complex fluid mechanics outside of the
scope of this report.

α1 = hAmet

CairρairVair

α2 =
λstyroAbox

CairρairVairdstyro

α3 = hAmet

CmetρmetVmet

α4 = 1
CmetρmetVmet

α5 = 1
CairρairVair

(16)
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TABLE III: Physical Magnitudes

Symbol Magnitude Unit Property

h 5 W
mK

Convective heat transfer

coefficient between the element

and the air

Abox 3.6 m Surface area of the box

Amet 0.0251 m Surface area of the heating element

Cair 1003 J
kgK

Specific heat capacity of air

Cmet 444 J
kgK

Specific heat capacity of the element

ρair 1.225 kg
m

Density of the air

ρmet 8500 kg
m

Density of the metal in the heating

element

Vair 0.432 m Volume of the inside of the box

Vmet 6.283e-05 m Volume of the heating element

λstyro 0.03 W
mK

Thermal conductivity of the styrofoam

walls

dstyro 0.05 m Thickness of the styrofoam walls.

C. Transfer functions

Both of the two models in the previous section, as seen
in (12) and (15), follow a general form shown in (17). We
can, according to [12], therefore derive the transfer function
between u and Tr using the formula seen in (18).

ẋ = Ax+Bq
y = Cx

(17)

Gtotal(s) = C(sI −A)−1B (18)

The input signal as described in both state space model
has two dimensions and as such the matrix formula described
in (18) results in a two-column, single-row matrix with two
separate transfer function. To regulate the system only the
input which we can control, the input power u, is of immediate
concern. The second part of the sum total, the transfer function
between Tout and Tr can be viewed as a disturbance. As Tout

cannot be controlled it will be ignored for now. The resulting
transfer functions can be seen in (19) and (20), detailing the
first and the second system respectively.

G1(s) =
α5

s+ α2
(19)

G2(s) =
α1α4

s2 + (α1 + α2 + α3)s+ α2α3
(20)

Combining what is known from (16), (19), and (20) along
with table III the numerical transfer functions can be deduced.
See (21) for the first order system G1 and (22) for the second
order system G2.

G1(s) =
0.0019

s+ 0.0041
(21)

G2(s) =
9.9841 · 10−7

s2 + 0.0048s+ 2.1566 · 10−6
(22)

D. PID design

As is explained in section III.D, the method used to design
the PID as detailed in (6) and (9) will be achieved using the
SIMULINK PID design software tool. The resulting PIDs that
are to be simulated and tested, two for the first model G1,
labeled F1 and F2, and one for the second model G2, labeled
F3, are shown in table IV

TABLE IV: PID Parameter Values

Kp Ki Kd N
F1 2.6247 0.01278 24.843 0.0143
F2 0.52136 0.0012523 -103.196 0.00433
F3 5.96 0.0045 1109 0.15

E. Delay Simulation

To investigate the effect of implementing the system through
a WSN and the delay which it may incur upon the feedback
loop a number of simulations will be run with F2 as the
controller. This simulation will introduce a constant time delay
τd by introducing the transfer function e−sτdd in the feeback
loop; see Fig. 6.

F G

e−sτd

r e u y

−

Fig. 6: Block diagram of system including Delay

Several simulations will be run with increasing values of
τd to ascertain the effect of the delay while maintaining
the limitation of the control signal as previously set forth.
The system will also be simulated without this limitation to
investigate the time-delay τd after which the system becomes
unstable for all greater time delays when viewed as a purely
mathematical system.

F. Packet Loss Simulation

The effect of packet loss in the feedback loop upon the
system will be simulated in two ways. In both packet loss
models the chance of a packet drop-out will be simulated at
5, 10, and 20%. This was achieved in SIMULINK with the use
of the Bernoulli binary generator block. This block generates
random 1’s or 0’s at a specified sample interval and a specified
chance of generating a 0. The first model can be seen in Fig. 7.
In this model a packet drop-out will be treated as a signal value
of 0. The second model can be seen in Fig. 8. This model will
utilize a compensation method based on the function of radio
modules which were originally intended to be used for the test
bed. When a packet is lost during use of these modules the
checksum of the packet is corrupted. The control algorithm
can then with an if-else statement update u[k] if the packet
is received, and utilize the previous value if the checksum is
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corrupted, i.e. y[k] = y[k − 1]. This implementation in the
model can be seen in the use of a feedback loop connected
to the switch. Both of these models utilize controller F2.
The signal is discretized with a temperature resolution of 0.4
◦C to simulate the measurement restrictions of the physical
implementation. The sample interval of both models is 500
[ms].

Fig. 7: Simple packet loss

Fig. 8: Compensated packet loss

V. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Hardware

1) Laptop Computer - Lenovo G50: The computer
will be used in the physical implementation for three
purposes. Firstly it will provide the microcontroller with
its 5V supply voltage. Secondly it will be used to program
the microcontroller with the discrete PID-loop described
in (9) using the Arduino IDE version 1.8.1 software. Thirdly
it will record all relevant data during the testing of the system.

2) Microcontroller - Arduino Uno: This microcontroller
is based on the ATmega328. It connects to a computer via
its USB 2.0 cable in order for it to be programmed and
communicate. It has 14 separate I/O pins of which 6 can
provide a Pulse-width Modulated (PWM) output signal. The

I/O pins can be used to measure analog voltages where a
range of 0-5V is reinterpreted as a 10 digit binary number
0-1023. It operates on 5V, has a clock speed of 16 [MHz],
and has a flash memory of 32 KB. It has several 5 [V] and
ground outputs which will be used to power the rest of the
system

3) Solid State Relay - OMRON G3NA-210B: The role of
this Solid State Relay (SSR) is to act as a switch in a high
voltage electrical circuit that is controlled by a separate low
voltage circuit. This SSR is rated for an input of 5-24 [VDC[
and a load of 24-240 VAC, 10 [A]. It is designed to operate
in ambient temperatures between -30 and 80 oC [21].

4) Temperature Sensor - SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
LM335AZ TO92: This three pin temperature sensor is rated
for use in an ambient temperature between -40 and 100
oC. It is calibrated around 25 oC and the output voltage
varies linearly with 10 mV/K. The usage of this sensor is
based upon two application diagrams taken from the sensor’s
datasheet and can be seen in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b [22]. Two
of these sensors are used in the realization.

(a) Pin configuration (b) Sensor circuit

Fig. 9: Temperature Sensor

5) Box: The boxed used as the stand-in for a room in
both the model and the physical implementation is a simple
six sided rectangular cuboid that will be constructed using
6 pieces of 5 [cm] thick styrofoam, four of which have the
measurements 1.2 · 0.6 [m2] and two of which have the
measurements 0.6 · 0.6 [m2], which gives the box its final
dimensions of 0.6 · 0.6 · 1.2 [m3]. The box was assembled
using gaffer tape.

6) Heating Element: The heating element used is from a
simple electrical grill and has a rated power of 2500 [W]

7) Cables and miscellaneous: The high voltage circuit
utilizes an extension chord that was modified to be used
together with the previously mentioned SSR. A USB 2.0
type A cable was used to facilitate communication between
the microcontroller and the computer, as well as providing
the microcontroller with its supply voltage. Two separate
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breadboards where used to set up the two temperature sensor
circuits along with two 1 [kΩ] resistors to act as R1 in the
subcircuit shown in Fig. 9b. A large number of small single
pin cables where used to complete the circuit shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10: Circuit diagram

B. Circuit Design and Realization

The principle of the full physical realization of the system
for testing can be viewed in the circuit and test design
diagram in Fig. 10. The item labeled Box is to act as the
room. Here, the air temperature within the box is to be
controlled using the heating element labeled RA. There are
two temperature sensors labeled S1 and S2. S1 will be used to
measure the air temperature inside of the box, while S2 will
be used to measure the ambient temperature outside of the
box for comparison. The sensors are connected to the rest of
the full circuit based on the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 9b
where R1 = R2 = 1 [kΩ]. The micro-controller, labeled
Arduino, has several tasks to perform. It provides the two
sensor circuits with the necessary supply voltage of 5V. Two
of the input ports of the Arduino, labeled I/O 1 and I/O 2 will
be set to read analog voltages and connected to the outputs of
the temperature sensor circuits. The Arduino is connected via
USB type 2.0 cable to the block labeled ”Computer” which
is the laptop computer discussed previously. The computer
will be used to power the Arduino and through it the whole
low voltage circuit. It will also be used to record three
magnitudes: the temperature readings provided by S1 and S2

as well as the power provided to RA. The Arduino is also
connected via its PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) output to
the + input port of the SSR. The SSR then acts as a switch
for the high voltage circuit connected to RA that is closed
whenever 5V is applied from the Arduino’s PWM output.
The high voltage circuit is comprised of the extension chord
connected on one end to the heating element RA and on one
end to a normal residential electrical outlet providing a single
phase AC voltage UA of 230 [V], 50 [Hz].

The critical role of the Arduino is to execute the PID
algorithm central to this whole project. The control loop
algorithm executed by the Arduino will repeat every 500 ms.
The first step of the control algorithm is the reading of the
analog voltage at I/O 1, where αI/O refers to the read 10-bit

value, and translating it to its corresponding numerical Tin

value with the formula in (23).

αI/O
5000

1023

1

10
− 273.5 = Tin (23)

The current value of Tr[k] = y[k] will then be used to
calculate the value of e[k]. This value in turn will be used
to calculate the control signal u[k] by utilizing the discrete
implementation of the PID algorithm shown in (9) with
different PID parameter values as defined in table IV. As can
be seen in the structure of (9) previous values of both e[k]
and u[k] are saved by the control loop as both the derivative
and the integral part of the PID depend on these values.

The output of the PWM port is a squared wave that
oscillates between 0 and 5 volts at a frequency of 500 [Hz].
This PWM output gives the Arduino the capability for analog
control using a digital signal. The PWM signal is controlled
using an 8-bit value together with an analogWrite() command
in the Arduino’s code to set the square wave to 5V from 0%
to 100% of the time of each cycle in 1/255 increments. An
example of how this works can be seen in Fig. 11 [23].

Fig. 11: Pulse Width Modulation

As has been previously discussed in this report the value
of u[k] represents the currently required power of the system.
The effective power over RA is proportional to the square
of the effective value of the voltage over RA which is UB .
The effective value of UB in turn is directly proportional to
the duty cycle of the PWM signal as this signals frequency
is much greater than the 50 Hz frequency of UA [24]. The
top power umax = 2500 [W] is achieved when the PWM
percentage pb = 1.0; see (24). Assuming this the necessary
value of pb is then calculated using (25). pe is the the value
of u[k] as a percentage of umax.

umax =
U2
A

RA
(24)

u[k] = umax
u[k]

umax
= umaxpe =

U2
B

RA
=

(UApb)
2

RA
⇒ √

pe = pb

(25)
The calculated value of pb is then maintained for 500 ms

until the next iteration of the control loop is finished.
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VI. RESULTS

The results of the simulation of the system as described in
section IV and of the tests as described in section V are shown
in Fig. 12, 13, and 14 for F1, F2, and F3 respectively. The
Fig. 12a, 13a, and 14a detail the results of the simulations.
Fig. 12b, 13b, and 14b detail the results of the tests. Finally
Fig. 12c, 13c, and 14c details the power consumption of the
three different systems during the tests. The effect of a delay
in the feedback-loop of the system utilizing F2 is detailed
in Fig. 15, where Fig. 15a, 15b, 15c, and 15d show the
effect of a delay of 100s, 500s, 700s, and 2500s respectively.
Fig. 15e shows the effect of a delay of 691s when the limit
of the control signal 0-2500W is removed as a theoretical
examination of the system. The packet loss simulation is
shown in Fig. 16 for the uncompensated model as detailed in
Fig. 7 and in Fig. 17 for the compensated model as detailed in
Fig. 8. All of the simulations are run with Tout = 6 [oC] and
all of the simulations and tests are run with r(t) = 25 [oC]

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Result analysis

The test (see Fig. 12a) and simulation (see Fig. 12b) of
F1 has the second best congruence between each other. The
rise time of both test and simulation are both roughly similar.
There are some issues however. The overshoot of the test
is substantially larger than the overshoot in the simulation.
The percentage overshoot in the test is around 50%. There
is also a larger amount of oscillation in the test than in
the simulation. There is a notable curvature in the first 100
seconds of the output signal of the test which is absent in
the simulation. This points towards the fact that despite it
being ignored for the first order equation, the power input
to the system does not immediately heat up the air inside
of the box. It must first heat up the metal of the heating
element. This is what was attempted to be accounted for in
the construction of the second order system.

F2 is the most successful controller tested based on a
comparison between the simulation and test as seen in Fig. 13.
The percentage overshoot is around 15% and is therefore
substantially lower than the percentage overshoot found in
the other two tested controllers. The amount of oscillations
after the first peak is also less extreme than what is evident
in the other two tests. Except for the oscillations the output
signal of the simulation proved to be similar in shape to the
output signal of the test.

When looking at F3 the largest deviation between the
simulation and the test of all controllers is; see Fig. 14. The
simulation’s rise time is slightly below 1500s while the test
has a rise time of around 100s. The test also produced a
percentage overshoot of slightly over 90%; way to large for a
functional controller to be used for this specific application.
The test also shows a substantial amount of oscillation after
the first temperature rise and settling was achieved almost at
the end of the test. The quality of this PID-controller is poor
for its intended use. This can be explained by a substantial

inaccuracy in the theoretical approximation of the system as
seen in (22). This inaccuracy can most likely be explained
by poor assumptions being made. The approximation of
h is likely inaccurate, due to the difficulty involved in
actually deriving a proper estimation for this variable. Some
inaccuracies may also be present in the utilized magnitudes
for Cmet and ρmet as these values were not measured but
taken from other sources.

All three tests are faster than their respective simulations.
This could perhaps be caused by the insulation of the
styrofoam walls being inaccurately modeled for such a
small system. It could also be a possibility that the thermal
conductivity of the styrofoam is just simply lower than the
utilized value of 0.03 [W/mK].

The feedback-delay simulations of the F2 controller shown
in Fig. 15 indicate that the system as designed is very robust
in regard to the effects of constant delays. With a delay as
high as 100 [s] the systems performance as seen in Fig. 15a
is still very similar to the performance without delay as
seen in Fig. 13a. This is due to the slow dynamics of the
system. Standing oscillations appear with a delay of 700 [s]
as seen in Fig. 15c, and even with a delay as high as 2500 [s]
instability is not achieved (see Fig. 15d). The lowest delay
time Td at which instability is achieved when the simulation
is run without the limiting the control signal between 0 and
2500 is 691 [s]. The limitation of the control signal has a
very significant stabilizing effect upon the system. It is very
unlikely that a control-loop delay, as high as the simulated
scenarios with any significant effect upon the output, would
ever appear in a realistic scenario.

The uncompensated packet loss simulation shown in
Fig. 16 shows two specific tendencies with a rising chance of
packet loss. Firstly there is a very slight fluctuation evident
in the output signal when compared to the simulation without
packet loss, as seen in Fig. 13a. Secondly there is an increase
in the static error that is dependant on the chance of packet
loss. This can be explained by the fact that each packet loss
in this simulation will increase the value of the integral part
of the controller.

The compensated simulations shown in Fig. 17 are all close
to identical, despite the increasing chance of packet loss. This
can be explained by the slow rate of change in the output signal
when compared to the 500 [ms] sample time. Even if only one
in ten packets makes it through this would still mean that an
adequate reading would be available once every 5 seconds on
average. This is not a big issue when the rate of change is as
slow as it is in this simulation. The proposed compensation
method is therefore considered to be of high quality.

B. Problems and Difficulties

A substantial issue that resulted in a reprioritization of of
the project and a reformulation of the physical implementation
was the the difficulty encountered in realizing the WSN for the
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(a) Simulation (b) Physical Test (c) Power Consumption

Fig. 12: F1

(a) Simulation (b) Physical Test (c) Power Consumption

Fig. 13: F2

(a) Simulation (b) Physical Test (c) Power Consumption

Fig. 14: F3

test-bed. In the original plan of the physical implementation
the control loop was to be closed by utilizing two XBee S2
radio modules. One of them was to take an analog reading
of the temperature sensor and send that information along
to the other module which would then relay this data to the
Arduino. A substantial amount of time was invested in learning
how to operate and implement these radio modules as both of
the authors lacked any previous experience in handling this
equipment. Despite the investment of time and energy into
creating a functioning wireless feedback loop this effort failed.

Due to a lack of time the pressing need to finish the project a
restructuring of the test-bed was decided upon which resulted
in the realization as described in Section V.

C. Suggested Further Applications for Wireless Network Con-
trol

1) Ventilation: Ventilation is the provision of fresh air
into a building/house/room. This can be achieved with both
manual or automatic systems. Using PID for ventilation
decreases the energy consumption of the ventilation system
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(a) 100s feedback delay (b) 500s feedback delay (c) 700s feedback delay

(d) 2500s feedback delay (e) 691s feedback delay, unlimited u(t)

Fig. 15: F2 feedback delay tests

(a) 5% packet loss (b) 10% packet loss (c) 20% packet loss

Fig. 16: Uncompensated packet loss model

(a) 5% packet loss (b) 10% packet loss (c) 20% packet loss

Fig. 17: Compensated packet loss model
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and keeps the oxygen levels high. With the manual systems
the air is not being refreshed when there is no one to turn
the ventilation on and that leads to an increase of CO2 which
is not optimal for the human health.

2) Air Humidity: Many different disturbances can influence
the air humidity such as seasonal fluctuations, the number
of occupants, as well as the current weather. A PID loop in
control of the air humidity be used to ensure a good level of
air humidity despite these varied disturbances. This application
can find use in both domestic and commercial buildings, as
well as more specialized buildings such as greenhouses.

3) Hydroponic farming: This modern approach to farming
is based on cultivating terrestrial plants by submerging
their roots in a water based solution of nutrients. It
presents an interesting solution for modern agriculture as
it allows for large-scale year round vegetable production
that does not require fertile soil and large areas of land.
It could therefore be the foundational method for vertical
farming in cities when implemented in specialized high-rise
buildings [25]. Combined with the previously mentioned
wireless control network applications for climate control
another application is proposed that could allow greater
productivity. This application is PID-control of the different
nutrient concentrations within the nutrient solution so as
to maintain them at their optimal levels for the health and
growth of the plants.

D. Future Study

The objects of study merely touched upon in this project
which could benefit from future elaboration are many. The
failure of implementing radio communication for the physical
test-bed is an important one. Future works building off of
this report could firstly fully implement the radio modules
in the physical realization. Secondly it is suggested that the
radio communications network could be scaled up. Instead
of two simple nodes communicating with each other a scaled
up network that tests different network topologies would be
of interest.

Elaborating on the specific system detailed in this report
could be done in several ways. A better approximation of
the system could be ascertained empirically by physically
creating a step response in the system, under controlled
circumstances (specifically through controlling the ambient
temperature) rather than relying solely upon theoretical work
as in this work. The testing itself could also benefit from
being run for a much longer time than what was done in this
work.

Further study could also focus on simulating and testing
other systems of interest within the field of building automa-
tion, among them the suggested implementations detailed in
the section VII.C.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

• Properly constructing an accurate model of a system as
a transfer function is a difficult process. Depending upon
the nature of the system and the required level of detail
different assumptions may have to be made. Unknown
and ignored factors at play may prove to have a larger
effect than assumed, and known elements of the system
may be misjudged in their importance. While simulation
is an important tool it is vital that it is combined with an
empirical approach to reach a better result. Judging from
the performance of the tests and simulations in Fig. 12,
13, and 14 the first order model G1 was the more accurate
model of the system.

• The SIMULINK PID tuning tool showed itself to be a well
performing tuning method adequate for this implementa-
tion.

• The F2 controller as described in table IV was the best
controller in regards to congruence between simulation
and test. This controller also had the best overall perfor-
mance

• The principle of realizing the system through the use of
a PWM controlled SSR to control the effective voltage
over a resistance heater showed itself to be adequate and
behaved as expected in the tests.

• The system using the best performing controller F2 is
very robust under the effects of even very large constant
feedback delays. The system was not very affected by a
feedback delay of 100 [s]. When simulated with a limited
control signal the system was incapable of becoming
unstable even when affected by very large delays. When
simulated without this limitation the delay required for
instability was as large as 691 [s].

• The main effects of an increasing chance of packet loss
are a slight fluctuation in the output signal of the system
and an increase in the static error.

• The proposed compensation method for a packet loss,
using the closest previous viable value of y[k], was an
effective measure. This method made a packet loss chance
of 20% unnoticeable in the output signal.
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Impact of Occupancy Counters on HVAC Systems
Emmy Höglund and Kim Lin

Abstract—To improve future Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) systems’ energy efficiency, a reliable way
to determine occupancy is needed. The answer lies within the
occupancy counters. In this project the goal was to study which
sensor would be most suited for detecting occupants, and propose
a new application of a combination of occupancy counters and
estimator that would be the most suited for determining the
number of occupancy. The project will cover a literature study
of hardware-based occupancy counters and a software-based
occupancy estimator, compare their strengths and weaknesses,
and several simulations that handle temperature changes and
carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations. This is to demonstrate and
reflect how occupancy affect these levels in an office environment.
The results of this work shows that it is possible to improve the
energy efficiency of the HVAC system when using occupancy
counters, and the impact of occupancy differ depending on what
is regulated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s society, the information regarding people’s gen-
eral location are very relevant and important topics for the
advancement of ”Smart Cities”. To accomplish this task we
will need the help of occupancy counters that can determine
people’s whereabouts in close real-time, reliably, with long
operation time and without compromising people’s personal
integrity. Occupancy counters are mainly used in places with
high varying traffic of people depending on the occasion or
time of the day. These counters are common in stadiums,
shopping malls and office floors for different purposes. Some
use it, either for economic, comfort, environmental, safety or
maybe a combination of the reasons stated before [1], [2].

We have in this project studied different kinds of occupancy
counters, compared the chosen ones, simulated simple models
on temperature and CO2 concentration, with the purpose of
studying the effect occupancy have on these stated levels
and to combine occupancy counters for a new application.
The future goal is to decrease the energy consumption of
current HVAC systems. Nowadays the problem is not the
implementation of a HVAC, but its efficiency. Studies have
shown that a ”Smart building’s” biggest energy consumers are
by far their HVAC at approximately 50% [3], [4], [5].

In Sweden according to [6], 27 of 29 offices used 25% less
energy than the required EBBR and the rest of the offices
used less than 50% of the EBBR. EBBR is the standard
for the buildings’ energy usage in accordance to the building
regulations from 2011.

II. LITERATURE STUDY

A. HVAC System

HVAC are responsible for the comfortable indoor temper-
ature and acceptable air quality in buildings. To do so the

HVAC needs to regulate indoor temperature, humidity and
CO2 levels.

A simple and general HVAC system consists of air dampers,
a cooling coil, heating coils and a supply fan. The supply fan
is the unit that is directly responsible for the total supply of air
flowing in and out. The cooler and heater are usually driven
on electricity, and either heat or cool the air passing through
them. Through three air dampers, the building can take in new
air, get rid of old air or recirculate the air, visualized in Fig.1
and in [7]. It is not necessary to take in a lot of outdoor air
and the intake can be reduced to approximately 10%. The rest
is recirculated to bring the CO2 concentration and humidity
to acceptable levels. The biggest consumers in the system are
the heaters and coolers.

Fig. 1. HVAC [7].

B. Hardware-Based Occupancy Counters

The common ground for all hardware-based occupancy
counters are that they detect directly how many occupants
there are. Camera sensors, IR-beam counters, RFID are some
technologies used as counters. There are two types of camera
sensors that currently exist today [8]. One that processes
images through thermal imaging and one that uses a video
based solution.

1) Thermal Imaging Counter: The thermal imaging counter
is a thermography camera that can detect body heat from
occupants with infrared light [9]. The light has a specific
wavelength, the longer it is, the lower is the energy [10]. The
long wavelength of infrared light is within 8− 15 µm. It is in
this spectra the thermal imaging camera can receive pictures
based on thermal emissions [11]. The lense of the camera is
focused on the infrared light emissions from the objects it
detects. The emission is handled by infrared detectors, these
construct patterns of temperature which is called thermogram.
The thermogram is converted to an electrical impulse. This
impulse is sent to the processing system where it will be
transformed to an infrared thermal image [10]. The camera
could be placed in the ceiling. Depending on the mounting
height, it is necessary to choose a thermal imaging camera
which has a lens that can reach a specific angle, which can
extend to the target floor area. For example if the mounting
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height is 3.5 m and the camera has a lens that can handle
an angle of 60◦, it can target a floor area of 3.25 ∗ 3.25
m [12]. This is visualized in Fig.2. When the occupants are
passing by, the camera can detect the number of occupancy
when they are standing still and are moving. This counter
is a plausible option in smart buildings because of its high
accuracy, but it is expensive. Higher accuracy means higher
cost [13]. Manufactures of this kind of occupancy counter
guarantee 95% [14] to 98% [15], [16] accuracy.

Fig. 2. Thermal Imaging Camera’s range [17].

There are a number of advantages with these occupancy
counters: They are not sensitive to disturbances such as
background changes. They are able to measure occupancy
changes quickly [18]. Since the occupancy is counted by the
infrared emission, there will be no disturbance due to shadows,
darkness or smoke. This counter has a low power consumption
and the life span of the sensor is more than 25 years [8].

TABLE I
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF THERMAL IMAGING COUNTER

Strength Not sensitive to other disturbances
Quick on measuring occupancy changes
Detect occupancy when they are immobile and are moving
When counting occupancy the background is ignored
Integrity camera
Longevity
High accuracy with over 95%

Weakness Expensive
Multiple cameras are needed when covering a large area
A camera needs to be placed in every room
The cameras can only be placed on a specific height

2) Smart Camera Occupancy Position Estimation System
(SCOPES): SCOPES and have more recently become an inter-
esting solution for demand-response HVAC control. Where the
goal is the improvement of current camera sensor networks,
such as hardware lifespan, detection latency and detection
performances. One thing that the SCOPES still has a problem
with is the cameras computational power limit, they cant
handle heavy amount of data and can therefore only afford
light-weight algorithms for the image processing.

SCOPES comprises of cyclops, which are light camera
sensors. They are interfaced with a low power wireless sensor
module called Tmote Sky, which sends the data to a base
station [19].

The camera determines ”object detection” through an
algorithm that will decide whether there is an object or not
in the image foreground. If there are any, it will update
the background via a background subtraction algorithm that
labels the pixels in shadow, object and background. All object
pixels get merged into a blob. Each blob is then tracked
and compared to the blob in the previous image. This is
a strength because the cameras do not have to zoom and
change resolution to function correctly [20].

The accuracy of SCOPES with 3 cameras was 84%
and 6 cameras, 98%, in near real-time covering the same
area. The failure of detecting the direction of an object
was at 4m/s (14.5km/h) and failure of detection at 8m/s
(29km/h). If there are any immobile object present, these
immobile object’s pixels would eventually be counted as
background, after approximately 5 seconds. Detection latency
were around 10 to 18 seconds, which is the time it takes
for the camera sensors to report the detection to the base
station. Note that this is not the time it takes before the
cameras are reset, and can start capturing the images again.
The reset of the cyclops camera is after the data has been
read by the Tmote. The increase of the latency is due to
having the cyclops store more images before processing them
and then sending the data. This shows that the detection
latency have a direct correlation to detection performance [19].

In [20], the authors performed an experiment with 16
sensor nodes divided into groups of 3, where each group
was responsible for one transition zone in the facility. The
experiment which lasted for a 24 hours period showed that the
nodes had recorded 80% of all the transitions in comparison
the ground truth which is the factual data as ascertainable
through direct observation. The result of the experiment
showed an increase of false positives to 25% over a 24 hour
period in [20] from 18.5% over a 2 hour period in [19].

A big potential drawback, is that people might not appreci-
ate being monitored in their workplace which can affect their
productivity consciously or unconsciously. It is possible to
compromise though, by placing the cameras in other locations,
several rooms can be monitored simultaneously while still
being able to retain peoples privacy. Another weakness is that
cameras in general are usually sensitive to background changes
like shadows and lighting conditions. Despite that, this system
is able to achieve a fairly high accuracy in detecting objects
and in real-time.
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TABLE II
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF SCOPES COUNTER

Strength Low power consumption
Low cost
Detection of objects in almost real-time
Can cover multiple zones

Weakness Detection rate of 80%
Increase of false positives over time
Problems with lighting conditions and shadows

3) Infrared (IR)-Beam Counter: A type of counter that most
people are aware of is the simple IR-beam counters. These
counters, will trigger as soon as someone breaks the IR-beam
as shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. IR-Beam Counter [21].

Thanks to their simplicity: they are cheap, flexible and can
easily complement other occupancy counters [22].

On the other hand, it is also because of their simplicity
that they have some big drawbacks as independent occupancy
counters. They cannot determine by themselves if it is some-
one entering or exiting the room. That can be solved either
by complementing other sensors, or by having multiple beam
counters. Which beam counter that triggers first will give
information on the direction of the occupants. Another big flaw
is the passing of occupants simultaneously or consecutively in
short intervals, the beam counter will in this case only register
one occupant even though multiple went by [22].

TABLE III
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF IR-BEAM COUNTER

Strength Inexpensive
Flexible and great complement to other counters
Simple

Weakness Simple
Issues processing multiple people

4) Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) Counter: A
RFID system consists of readers, tags, antennae and a server.
We will mostly be looking at the readers and tags, and its
application as a occupancy counter. The readers communicate
with the tags via specific radio frequency and will both
transmit or receive data depending on the situation. These tags
are small tracking devices and are divided into two groups,

passive tags or active tags. Passive tags function without
batteries and is only able to re-transmit the signal sent to
them, whereas active tags must have small batteries to power
a radio transceiver. Each tag will correspond to each occupant
and provide information on its ID, location and time. Every
reader will cover a certain zone for a building, in that way
be able to know the location of each occupant depending on
which zone triggers [23], [24].

The trade off that comes from using passive tags is that
they have a fairly short range but are cheap to implement.
On the other hand active tags are more expensive and are in
need of batteries, but have a longer range thanks to its radio
transceiver. Because of the additional components in the active
tags, they’re also much larger than their passive counterparts.
Prices for the active ones according to [25], mostly depends on
its ability to withstand harsh conditions for the tags’ standards
and other features the tags can provide. The price can differ
from 20$ to over 100$. The tags also need to be replaced,
when the batteries are completely discharged. life span is
approximately 4 years on average.

Most importantly it does not require the tags to be in line
of sight, which means that as long as you can cover the whole
detection area, there will be no blind spots. The information
from the tags can also be used by other systems and not only
for occupancy purposes. These are the strong points of this
counter.

Results according to [24] show that it is harder to detect
moving occupants than stationary occupants. On average this
system had a detection rate of 88% and for moving occupants
62% The explanation for the low detection rate in some of the
cases was due to the tags being close to the boundaries of the
detection zones and the density of tags in the test.

A couple of drawbacks for the RFID are that areas im-
plemented with this will need the active cooperation of the
affected parties and could be viewed as intrusive depending
on setup. Most of all, the RFID alone might lead to a risk of
identity thefts.

TABLE IV
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF RFID COUNTER

Strength Varying costs
Does not require line of sight for detection
Information from tags can be used for other purposes
Multiple detection

Weakness Identity theft
Signal Collisions
Varying range depending on which tags

C. Software-Based Occupancy Estimator

Software-based occupancy estimators they will estimate
the number of occupants through measurements of different
parameters, in this project we have chosen the CO2-sensor.

1) Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR) Sensor: It is necessary
to regulate the CO2 concentration in buildings with CO2

sensors. Especially concerning the health of the occupants
living or working in the buildings, and to optimize the energy-
savings in buildings with HVAC. It is desired in regards of
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the health aspect to have great indoor air quality (IAQ). One
pollutant source of CO2 is the occupants exhalation. To reach
for IAQ the CO2 concentration should be lower than 1000
ppm. If that level rises to over 5000 ppm it can give the
occupants health problems, such as sick building syndrome.

Two commonly types of CO2 sensors are: Solid electrolyte
sensor and NDIR. The solid electrolyte sensor cost less, but its
performance is not as optimal as NDIR. Even tough it is desir-
able to have low cost sensors, the NDIR sensor is commonly
used as measurement of CO2. Because of its advantages in
performance regarding accuracy, long-term stability and lower
power consumption. Also the NDIR sensor’s life span is over
15 years. NDIR is built up with these components: infrared
sources (lamps), sample chambers (light tubes), wavelength
filters and infrared detectors [26]. This is visualized in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. The NDIR senor’s components [27].

The molecules have the ability to absorb light, which have
a wavelength that coincides with the excitation energy. The
NDIR uses this technology to detect the amount of absorbed
infrared light, and with that measure the number of gas
molecules. This makes the sensor highly selective and sensitive
[28].

The NDIR sensor is optimal to detect the CO2 concentration
in buildings, but it has some weaknesses. These sensors are
prone to have measurement errors (which is less then 20%),
regular calibration is required, and the location of the sensor
is also important because of the measurements [29] and they
require time to response since they are slow [18].

TABLE V
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF NDIR SENSOR

Strength Highly selective and Sensitive
Low power consumption
Longevity
Highly selectivity
Long-term stability

Weakness Prone to have measurement errors
The location is important
Regular calibration is require
The time to response is slow

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN COUNTERS AND ESTIMATOR

The comparison between the sensors are shown in table
VI and table VII. The tables visualize the differences and
similarities such as power consumption, integrity issues, cost
and life span.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN HARDWARE-BASED OCCUPANCY COUNTERS

Attributes Thermal imaging SCOPES RFID IR-beam

Power consumption Low Low Varies Low

Integrity issues None Varies None None

Shadows No No No No

Cost Expensive Inexpensive Varies Inexpensive

Detection of multiple objects Yes Yes Yes No

Detection in real-time Yes Yes Yes Yes

Detection accuracy High Varies Varies Varies

Lifespan Long Long Varies Long

TABLE VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN OCCUPANCY THE COUNTERS AND ESTIMATOR

Attributes Hardware-based occupancy counters NDIR

Power consumption Low Low

Detection in real-time Yes No

Life span Varies Long

Integrity Issues Varies None

IV. METHOD

A. PID controller

The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is a
combined controller of three regulators with different at-
tributes. The proportional (KP ) regulator compensate for
disturbances, but it can not eliminate the steady state error
completely. A large value on KP may introduce oscillations in
the controlled variable. The integral (KI ) regulator eliminates
the disturbances on the output signal over time, which KP is
not able to do. Large values of KI and KP can lead to an
unstable system. The derivative (KD) regulator eliminates the
instability in the system from the pages 17-20 in [30].

The aim of PID controller is to regulate the control error
e(t) to zero, shown in equation (1). Where r(t) is the set point
and y(t) is the output signal. The PID controller is shown in
the equation (2) pages 53 and 54 in [30].

e(t) = r(t)− y(t) (1)

u(t) =

KP

(
e(t) +KI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ +KD
de(t)

dt

)
(2)

The simulated PID model will have a feedforward (Ff ) from
the disturbance signal v(t). The regulators tries to eliminate
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the effect the disturbance signal has on the system. When the
disturbance signal can be measured, is it possible to eliminate
its effect with the Ff block. The value on Ff is calculated
with Ff = −H

G1
shown on pages 142-144 in [30]. The system

is shown in Fig.5.

B. Ziegler-Nichols method

The controller’s settings can be decided with Ziegler-
Nichols method. This method set the values for Ka, TI and
TD. First thing to do is to set these parameters to zero.
Then increase Ka until the system oscillates with constant
amplitude. When this happens, Ka becomes K0 and the period
time T0 can be detected. With these, the needed values can be
decided according to the table VIII, on page 56 in [30].

TABLE VIII
ZIEGLER-NICHOLS METHOD

Ka TI TD

P 0.5 ∗K0

PI 0.45 ∗K0
T0
1.2

PID 0.6 ∗K0
T0
2

T0
8

When Ka, TI and TD are decided is it possible to calculate
the controller’s terms with the equation (3) [31], where KP =
Ka, KI = Ka

TI
and KD = Ka ∗ TD in equation (2). The used

values are shown in table IX and X.

u(t) =

Ka

(
e(t) +

1

TI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ + TD
de(t)

dt

)
(3)

TABLE IX
PID CONTROLLER SETTINGS

Model KP KI KD

Temperature 1500 26086.96 21.56

CO2 900 13953.49 14.51

TABLE X
P CONTROLLER SETTINGS

Model KP KI KD

Temperature 1250 0 0

CO2 750 0 0

C. The simulated room

For the study we have created simulation systems to visual-
ize how the occupancy affect the temperature and CO2 level in
an office environment. The office has the room values shown
in the table XI.

TABLE XI
ROOM VALUES FOR THE OFFICE

Volume Width Length Height

375 m3 10 m 15 m 2.5 m

D. Temperature model and data

The indoor thermal comfort lies around 20 ◦C to 25 ◦C [32],
for this project we have decided the set point on 20 ◦C. The
current indoor temperature can be affected by many factors.
In this case we have only accounted for the heat gains from
Qheater and occupants, and for the heat losses from walls,
windows and outdoor temperature.

Ṫin = (Q̇heater + Q̇occupant − Q̇losses)
1

maircp
(4)

Q̇heater = u(t)ṁaircp (5)

Q̇heater in J
h , is the heat flow from HVAC. u(t) is the

control signal from the controllers.
mair and ṁair are the mass of air in the room and

the required airmass flow from HVAC respectively, and was
calculated according to [33], to fit our project. They were
calculated to:
mair = 451.5375 kg
ṁair = 1105.8061 kg

h

cp = 1005.4 J
kg◦C , is the specific heat capacity of the air

into the room.

Q̇occupant = noccupantEoccupant (6)

Q̇occupant is the heat produced by occupants, noccupant is
the number of occupants and Poccupant is the amount of effect
radiated by an average occupant, at approximately 100 W
[34]. With recalculations, Eoccupant = 0.36 ∗ 106 J

h and is
the amount of heat radiated from an occupant per hour.

Q̇losses = (Tin − Tout)
1

Req
(7)

Q̇losses are the heat losses of the room which are approxi-
mately 10 times larger than the Eoccupant for 1 ◦ C, we have
factored in the outdoor temperature and the heat resistivity
of walls and windows. For the outdoor temperature we have
simulated it as to be equal to the indoor temperature. Req is
the total heat resistivity of the room and calculated according
to [33]

Req =
RwallRwindow

Rwall +Rwindow
(8)
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Rwall =
Dwall

kfiberglassAwalls
(9)

Rwindow =
Dwindow

kglassAwindow
(10)

Awalls = 4Awall-Awindow

Dwall = 0.2 m
Dwindow = 0.01 m
kfiberglass = 136.8 J

mh◦C
kglass = 2808 J

mh◦C
Awalls = 488 m2

Awindow = 12 m2

Req = 0.2700 ∗ 10−6 h◦C
J

E. CO2 model and data

The equation (11) is used to calculate the CO2 concentra-
tion in the room, and it explains the relation of ventilation rate
and CO2 concentration. Conclusion can be reached that when
there is an indoor CO2 generation rate and ventilation rate is
decreasing, this makes the CO2 concentration increase [35].

V Ċ = G+ VR(Cout − C) (11)

where:

• V = The office volume in m3.
• C = Indoor concentration of CO2 in mg

m3 .
• Cout = Outdoor concentration of CO2 in mg

m3 .
• t = Time in hour.
• G = Generation rate of indoor CO2 in mg

h .
• VR = The offices ventilation rate in m3

h

For the simulated model these values were used:
Csetpoint = 1000 ppm
Cout = 350 ppm
VR = 36 m3

h
G = 0.31 L

min [36]. G calculates with the CO2 concentration
of 1.98 kg

m3 [37] to 36828 mg
h .

Csetpoint and Cout needs to be in mg
m3 instead of in ppm. Us-

ing [38], the CO2 concentration was recalculated to Csetpoint

= 1938 mg
m3 and Cout = 678 mg

m3 .

F. Simulation

For the simulated models the program Simulink in Matlab
was used. The systems will be loosely based on the block
diagram in Fig.5. In the project we have treated the number
of occupants as a disturbance in the system and is repre-
sented by the signal v(t). It will be sent to the feedforward
controller (Block Ff ) and the disturbance gain (Block H).
The feedforward controller is introduced to an error of 20%
to simulate that the disturbance of occupancy cannot be
eliminated perfectly this is also where the occupancy counter
will be located in..

Signal r(t) is the set point of the system and will be
compared to the output signal delayed with a certain time,
then sent into the controller (Block F ). The signals from both

controller F and controller Ff will be compared and sent as
signal u(t) to HVAC (Block G1).

The signal from the HVAC will be summed with the signal
from the disturbance gain (Block H). The summed signal is
sent through the Room (Block G2) and then sent back as a
feedback signal y(t).

F (s)

Ff (s)

G1(s)

H(s)

G2(s)

G3(s)

+ u(t) +
−

+r(t)+ y(t)

v(t)

y(t)−

Fig. 5. Block diagram.

1) Temperature system: In Fig.6 we have chosen our set
point as the indoor temperature, which is equal to outdoor
temperature. The energy radiated from occupants will be
calculated in block H with equation (6). Signal u(t) goes to
HVAC, and there Qheater will be calculated from equation
(5). Qlosses is calculated through equation (7) with the help
of equation (8). In block G2, will all of the heat gains and
heat losses be summed. This total amount of heat is used
to calculate Tin with the equation (4). Tin is the output
signal y(t) that goes to G3, this block simulates the delay
in measurements.

Fig. 6. Temperature system.

2) CO2 system: In Fig.7 we have implemented the equation
(11). Signal v(t) the number of occupants is sent to block
H which is the generation rate of CO2. The signal from
block Ff is calculated with the help of v(t) and difference of
concentration between C and Cout. Signal u(t) is the regulated
ventilation rate and is sent to the HVAC, which is the block G1.
This block will calculate the change rate of concentration. The
information about the change rate of concentration is summed
with the CO2 concentration generated from occupants, this
summed signal is sent to the room. The block G2 will calculate
the present concentration C in the room, that will be the output
signal y(t). The signal will be delayed in block G3, which
represent a CO2 sensor. Delay time of CO2 measurement is
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30 minutes according to [5]. This delay time is also used in
the temperature system.

Fig. 7. CO2 system.

Fig. 8. CO2 system with no controllers.

Fig. 9. CO2 system with occupancy counter.

V. RESULTS

For the simulations we decided to test the systems for the
temperature model and the CO2 model in three different cases,
which are loosely related to the examples in the article [39].
The simulations models were created to have the set point
value zero, except for the CO2 model in the first test.

The first test was simulated with no controllers, with the
constant occupancy number of five. This constant is repre-
sented as a step function to show equilibrium in the beginning.

The second test was done with the same constant occupancy
of five. This was done with P and PID, with and without the
feedforward controller.

The third test was executed with varying occupancy in the
form of a time series and a simulated occupancy counter. The
occupancy counters were the thermal imaging counter and the
IR-beam counter. This test was only done for the CO2 system.

A. Test 1

The results for this test is visualized in Fig.10 and Fig.11.
With the first test, it is shown that without any controllers the
room levels will get settled at a new equilibrium based on
occupancy. It is shown that the five occupants in Fig.11 affect
the room level more than in Fig.10. This means that occupants
affect the CO2 concentration more than the temperature. The
CO2 system is based on Fig.8 with constant ventilation rate.
The temperature system is based on Fig.6, with the delay and
feedback to the set point disregarded.
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Fig. 10. Temperature system with no controllers.
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Fig. 11. CO2 system with no controllers.

B. Test 2

The results for this test is visualized in Fig.12 to Fig.15.
The second test shows what controller combination is the
most optimal one. It is visualized that the PID controller is
regulating the systems better than the P controller. Also that the
combination of PID and Ff controller would be most suitable
for regulation. It is visualized that the PID without Ff is just
as feasible as the one with Ff .
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Fig. 12. Temperature system with P controller.
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Fig. 13. Temperature system with PID controller.
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Fig. 14. CO2 system with P controller.
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Fig. 15. CO2 system with PID controller.

C. Test 3

From the second test, it is known that the controller com-
bination of PID and Ff will give the most optimal regulation.
We implemented this combination in the third test, visualized
in Fig.9. In this test two options of a new application regarding
combination of the counters and estimator was visualized. One
application is a combination of a thermal imaging counter with
accuracy of 95-98% and a CO2 sensor. The second application
is a combination of a IR-Beam counter which only can detect
one occupant at a time and a CO2 sensor. The results in Fig.16
shows that the thermal imaging counter with its high accuracy
will be able to detect the occupancy level very close to the
real number of occupants, in our case exact. The IR-Beam
only detects one occupant even if several occupants enters the
room. The results in Fig.17 shows the system’s ventilation rate
and the results in Fig.18 shows the CO2 concentration level in
the room, both according to the counters estimated accuracy.
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Fig. 16. Occupancy detection.
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Fig. 17. Ventilation rate shows the efficiency of different occupancy counters.
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Fig. 18. Concentration of CO2.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Literature analysis

With the results from the study of the difference between
the hardware-based occupancy counters there is no clear
answer for which counter is the most optimal to use, since
they fulfill different needs. Which counter to use depends on
what attributes are prioritized. In the study it was noticed
that range and accuracy were important factors for all of the
chosen counters and this reflects on the cost. The main cost
for the occupancy counters comes from the purchase.

When it comes to range, the thermal imaging counters are
not ideal. They might be accurate, but are also expensive.
If they were more affordable one could argue for multiple
thermal imaging counters, but this is not the case. The issue
with range applies to IR-beam counters as well, but there are
some differences. IR-beam counters are not expensive and
can therefore be purchased and installed in a larger quantity.
This is a desirable quality, but it can not handle multiple
occupancy’s whereas thermal imaging counters can.
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While not the best when it comes to range, SCOPES are
more than sufficient. For example its ability to cover multiple
transition zones and more ground then the IR-beam and
thermal imaging counter. The same quality with range
applies for RFID, with the additional attribute of not needing
occupants to pass the readers to get registered.

Personal integrity is also a factor to consider when deciding
on what kind of occupancy counter is needed. Depending on
where the SCOPES are installed, it could lead to integrity
issues. This could be solved with smart placements of the
cameras, while still maintaining high accuracy.

The same problem could be said about the RFID. Because
of the ability to process more and transmit data over greater
distances, active tags should be reflected upon with great
concerns. Its uses might include companies spying or keeping
track on people’s patterns during work. With RFID it is
simple to gather immense amount of data, compile it and draw
accurate conclusions. The pitfall is, from a company’s point of
view possessing this information is in the user’s best interest.
But one should keep in mind that it might not be appreciated
by everyone.

The personal integrity is also the least of the problems with
the RFID, the active tags become personal and will mean that
there is always the possibility of identity theft.

With the study of the counters and estimators, the main
difference between the hardware- and software-based ones are
that the occupancy counters counts the number of occupants,
which is a direct approach. The occupancy estimator estimates
the amount of occupants in the building (Like the NDIR
sensor sensing the CO2 concentration), which is a indirect
approach. As mentioned before, depending on the choice of
occupancy counter the accuracy varies. The estimator can
improve the counters reliability, because of their different
approaches, an optimal solution is to have a combined
system. It is important to point out that the estimators can
complement the counters when detecting occupancy. It can
not optimize the other attributes of the counters such as the
range.

B. Result analysis

Our results are visualized in Fig.10 to Fig.18 and from
them, we draw conclusions that the effect of the occupants
affect the concentration more than the temperature. This is
because the outdoor temperature’s effect on the system is
much larger. From the results of the first and second test, we
show that controllers are necessary for the systems to reach
their set points and with low settling times. Otherwise the
system will reach a new steady state that differ from the set
point, visualized in Fig.10 and Fig.11. We conclude that the
combination of PID and Ff controllers are the most suited,
shown in Fig.13 and Fig.15. With these results, it was reflected
upon that the occupancy counter was not as impactful for
the temperature as in the CO2 system. Therefore the authors
decided to only study the CO2 system for the third test. From

the third test, the effectiveness of the different counters was
simulated and it was showed that the IR-beam counter was
less dependable in comparison to the thermal imaging counter
in Fig.16. It was also shown in Fig.17 and Fig.18 that the
ventilation rate is directly related to the concentration CO2 in
equation (11), with a inverted relation. It is distinctly shown
that the consequence of the IR-beam’s less accuracy leads to
less efficient systems.

C. New application

There is always room for improvements when it comes to
occupancy counters. We have considered combining a fast
people counter with a slow software-based estimator like the
NDIR sensor. This means that detecting occupants as soon as
possible are important for fast regulation through the HVAC
system. An example for a combined model would be an
expensive and accurate occupancy counter in a main entrance
such as the thermal imaging counter and the CO2 estimator
NDIR in the room area. If needed, a less expensive counter
as the IR-beam could be placed in smaller entrances such as
bathrooms and individual offices.

D. Future works

Future project thesis should try and focus on:
• a simulation model which can also handle the humidity

affected by the occupancy.
• a realistic model with a occupancy counter for a specific

environment.
• optimizing the existing models of temperature and CO2

concentration.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have reached a conclusion that there are no occupancy
counters that would fit all situations, they all have their
weaknesses and strengths. With the use of high accuracy
occupancy counters, the HVAC for example can be made more
energy efficient when unnecessary regulation of them can be
prevented or highly reduced. One should note though, that
from this work we can see and conclude that the effectiveness
of occupancy counters vary depending on the chosen variables
regulated. Further energy savings can be made and should be
made for economical savings, but at what cost? The energy
savings cannot compromise our health and comfort.
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ZERO HUMANS – ZERO DEATHS
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES. In the year of 1997 the Swedish government decided that no human being should 
die as a result of getting injured in traffic, labeled Vision Zero. Since then the number of deaths have 
decreased, but lately the improvement has halted. Still around 250 persons are killed each year. In an 
effort to make roads completely safe engineers are now removing the last faulty part in the system – the 
human.

KTH Royal Institute of Technology is one of the institutes developing advanced vehicle systems aimed at 
making transport safer. Several teams of bachelor students have recently taken us one step closer to Vision 
Zero. They successfully showed methods for making cars drive and avoid obstacles, while any passengers 
simply lean back and enjoy the ride. This doesn’t only make traveling by car more enjoyable – it is a lot safer 
too. Autonomous cars can react faster than any human and they never get tired. Every car could drive better 
than the world’s best human driver, regardless of whether it is a six-year-old or an adult with a driver’s license 
behind the wheel.

Self-driving cars can be outfitted with a whole range of sensors completely unavailable to humans. They can 
have cameras covering all directions, as well as complementary equipment such as radar and GPS. This is 
even better than eyes in the back of one’s head. Thanks to this technology, future traffic might be more similar 
to enormous flocks of birds – gracefully moving without any collisions despite their number. 

Autonomous cars could drive much faster than we do and still avoid collisions. The bachelor students even 
envision the complete disappearance of traffic lights. Cars would never have to stop at an intersection but 
would instead zoom past, narrowly avoiding each other. Pedestrians could walk out into a road without ever 
getting hit, no matter where they cross. The traffic might just turn out to be more unbelievable than any sci-
ence fiction we have ever seen.

Insofar the teams of bachelor students have only verified their findings through simulation.
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By 2050 two thirds of the world’s population is 
expected to live in urban areas. As cities grow 
larger, certain issues becomes increasingly 

pressing. Everyday life becomes more stressful and 
the transportation systems of today may not be able 
to handle the growing need for quick and reliable 
transportation. Many cities already experience prob-
lems with traffic congestion and pollution, which af-
fects people’s health and well-being. 

In a smarter city, the mass-transit system could be 
augmented by autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs). 
The vehicles would avoid traffic congestion by uti-
lizing on-line information, as well as information 
communicated by other vehicles. Further, the traffic 
situation could be monitored by unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs) and provide visual data to traffic con-
trol in case of anomalies. UAVs could also be used for 
transport of smaller items that are urgently needed. 
Finally, by monitoring people’s stress-levels, meas-
ures could be taken to improve the entire popula-
tion’s well-being.

The overall aim of all projects in this context is to 
improve people’s everyday life. Project groups A5 
and A6 show the viability of coordinating and nav-
igating autonomous vehicles capable of avoiding ob-
stacles. This is done for ground vehicles and aerial 
vehicles by each project group respectively. Motion 
planning methods are implemented using potential 
fields and sensor feedback. The existence of suitable 
sensors is verified and the qualities being measured 
by them are described. Finally, new applications for 
AGVs in smart cities are proposed and their potential 
benefits explained.

Sensors are also highly relevant for project A7. A 
stress-monitoring system using EEG-sensors is sug-
gested. The project’s results verify that classification 
algorithms can be trained to detect stress levels. Sim-
ilar algorithms can also be used to detect and elim-
inate noise in the signals. In order to classify stress 
levels a three-dimensional emotion model (VAD) is 
used. 

Autonomous ground vehicles can save people’s 
time as well as transport them in a more efficient way, 
resulting in lower energy consumption and less pol-
lution. Unmanned aerial vehicles can also improve 
traffic flow, by monitoring and assisting the coordi-
nation of the autonomous ground vehicles. They can 
also transport essential and urgent packages – such 
as medicine – to remote areas inaccessible by other 
means of transport. Being able to avoid obstacles and 
efficiently plan a trajectory is an essential part of the 
introduction of autonomous vehicles in the smart 
city.

EEG-technology can be used to increase people’s 
quality of life, by monitoring and regulating their 

stress levels. Companies may also use this technol-
ogy to adjust the work environment in accordance 
with their employees’ needs. Optimal stress levels 
at work increase the employees’ productivity and 
well-being, as well as reduce expensive sick leave.

There are several related areas that could be inves-
tigated by future studies. In the projects about AGVs 
and UAVs, navigation and collision avoidance have 
been performed by using potential fields. However, 
there is a range of different methods that could be 
used for the same purpose and one interesting top-
ic for a study would be to compare them. For exam-
ple, Rapidly-exploring random tree is an alternative 
algorithm that could also be used for navigation and 
collision avoidance. Considering more complex envi-
ronmental factors may also be an interesting topic for 
future studies.

Increased understanding about EEG-data could 
lay the groundwork for more advanced brain-com-
puter interfaces and create a better understanding 
of the human mind. This would open new ways for 
humans to control and interact with technologies, 
such as cars, wheelchairs or devices being part of the 
Internet of Things. For example, properties of the 
indoor environment such as temperature, humidity, 
lighting or ventilation could be adjusted in real-time 
based on data from physiological sensors placed on 
humans.

ETICHAL REFLECTION
The main goals of developing smart transpor-
tation systems are to increase the quality of life for 
the users and to decrease the environmental impact 
of logistic systems. Autonomous systems and EEG 
sensing abilities will add more security to humans 
in transport, but at the same time introduce issues 
which require careful handling.

Technology in a smart city produces large amounts 
of data that could be used for surveillance purposes. 
Unmanned aerial vehicles would be able to collect 
new types of data, which could be used for dishonest 
purposes and infringe on personal integrity. On the 
other hand, UAVs may provide tremendous assis-
tance for police and military, so privacy will have to 
be weighed against security. Autonomous ground ve-
hicles require positional data and communication in 
order to work properly, thus potentially violating the 
people’s privacy. This is also true for physiological 
sensors, that could be used for health and safety pur-
poses. Wearable devices and sensors – such as smart 
bracelets – that monitor heart-rate, body movement 
etc., are becoming more widely accepted. In the fu-
ture a hat or a hair clip could for instance monitor 
brain activity. The measured data could be used to 
classify overall health and emotional state. Since this 
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information is very personal it could infringe on the 
privacy of the individual being monitored. 

The most advanced passenger vehicles today 
already use self-regulated control systems to some 
extent. One example is Tesla’s Autopilot function-
ality which is able to control the car on highways, 
keeping optimal speed and automatically braking if 
needed. However, the system is only available where 
the road infrastructure supports it and cars with 
this functionality are expensive, which makes the 
driver-assist systems a privilege rather than a norm. 
This raises questions about accessibility. Will the 
needed infrastructure be available everywhere and 
will everyone afford the technology? To surely avoid 
segregation, these issues must be considered during 
the development and implementation process of au-
tonomous vehicles and the necessary infrastructure. 

It is doubtful that, even with a transportation 
system consisting entirely of autonomous vehicles, 
there will be no accidents.  This creates a complete-
ly new aspect of legal issues. The vehicle itself can-
not be held accountable for the accident, so who will 
be – the owner or the manufacturer? A legislative 
change must be made before fully autonomous cars 
can be used without a certified driver. How good will 
autonomous vehicles have to be for this to happen? 
Today semi-autonomous vehicles already save lives. 
It is more than likely that completely autonomous ve-
hicles will be even better, so their introduction is in 
society’s best interest. It will be a challenge to write 
laws that do not hinder development of autonomous 
vehicles, but at the same time keeps insufficiently 
safe vehicles off the roads.

Autonomous ground vehicles can contribute 
positively to reducing emissions and consumption 
of resources, by driving more efficiently in terms of 
navigation and component wear. Components – such 
as break plates – might not have to be exchanged 
as often due to smarter speed regulation. UAVs can 
decrease pollution by providing information about 
traffic flow and unexpected road events, helping to 
improve road utilization. Furthermore, they can be 
used to oversee environmental changes on a larger 
scale. However, increasing convenience and acces-
sibility of cars may replace demand for more envi-
ronmentally friendly means of transportation, such 
as railway-based transport. The total emission rate 
could increase despite of more efficient vehicles, es-
pecially if car production is significantly increased.

Many industries will be impacted by the rise of 
autonomous and smart systems. The insurance mar-
ket might experience a drastic change in demand for 
their services, e.g. as car crashes become less fre-
quent. The labor market can also experience funda-
mental changes due to automation of certain jobs, 
such as drivers and pilots. Overall, autonomous ve-

hicles and EEG-sensors can do a lot of good in smart 
cities. Their positive impact on the environment, 
infrastructure and the people’s well-being alone is 
enough to justify their continued development. But 
not all consequences of this new technology can be 
foreseen. Therefore, it is important to steer the de-
velopment of autonomous vehicles and EEG-sensing 
technologies in the right direction. This can be done 
by lawmakers, but also by engineers who make sure 
to develop sustainable and ethical technologies.
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Autonomous Trajectory Tracking and Obstacle
Avoidance

Robert Bereza and Therese Persson

Abstract—Autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs), such as self-
driving cars, are expected to become a central part of in-
frastructure in future smart cities. There are many technical
challenges with making vehicles autonomous. They have to be
able to find their way in both free environments as well as
in environments with obstacles and other vehicles. To achieve
this, they require many sensors to analyze their surroundings.
The aim with this paper is to investigate the sensor types
normally used in AGVs, describe their functionality and also
provide a model of how an autonomous vehicle can navigate in
different environments, and verify this model through simulation.
Lidar, Radar, accelerometers, gyroscopes, positioning systems and
cameras are the sensors that are listed. It is described what
they measure and what this data can be used for. To model the
autonomous vehicle, a car-like vehicle model is used. A trajectory
tracking controller is proposed, together with a proof of its
stability using Lyapunov functions. A way to avoid stationary
obstacles using potential fields is also described. Both the tracking
controller and the obstacle avoidance controller are shown to
work as expected through simulation. The used model only allows
for the vehicle to travel in directions within a span of ±45◦ of its
forward direction. Lastly, a new application for AGVs in smart
cities is also proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMOUS vehicle technology—also known as AV-
technology—is expected to have a large impact on future

transportation systems. Road traffic can be made both safer and
more efficient by developing autonomous ground vehicles. By
using advanced control systems to maneuver vehicles, human
errors caused by drivers can be eliminated. Autonomous
vehicles also entail other benefits such as increased mobility
for people unable to drive, as well as vehicles that are able
to plan their routes with the current traffic situation taken into
consideration, leading to reduced congestion [1].

Impressive advancements in AV-technologies have been
made in recent years. Several well-known enterprises, such
as Tesla and Google, have put a lot of effort in developing
self-driving cars and they have made great progress within
this field. Tesla model S is one of the most known car
models equipped with self-driving abilities. The autonomous
driving system is called Autopilot and is capable of not only
performing simple tasks, such as autonomous parking and
leaving the garage, but can also drive autonomously on proper
roads under appropriate conditions [2].

Despite the fast progression of AV-technologies, the
development of fully autonomous vehicles is a long
process and it will take many years before all human
drivers can be replaced by autonomous systems. To ensure
a common terminology for automation of vehicles, the
standards developing organization SAE international has
defined the standard J3016, which describes six different

levels of automation. The full definition of the automation
levels can be found in [3] and each level is summarized below.

Level 0: No automation - The vehicle is fully controlled by
a human driver.
Level 1: Driver assistance - Either steering or acceleration
can be controlled by a driver assistance system.
Level 2: Partial automation - Both steering and acceleration
can be controlled by one or several driver assistance systems.
Level 3: Conditional automation - The automated driving
system can handle many road conditions, but a human driver
must respond in case of a request to intervene.
Level 4: High automation - The automated driving system
can handle many road conditions, even if a human driver
does not respond in case of a request to intervene.
Level 5: Full automation - The human driver can be replaced
by the automated driving system in all road conditions.

According to Tesla [2], all of their vehicles being produced
today will be equipped with the hardware needed for level
5 automation. However, the software currently used for au-
tomated driving in Tesla’s vehicles would probably classify
between level 2 and level 3, since it includes functions such
as keeping a lane, self-parking and changing lanes without
the driver having to intervene. In 2016, the company Waymo
was started as a spin-off from Google’s self-driving project
[4]. According to [5], Waymo is aiming to reach automation
level 4, which means that their vehicles will be able to drive
completely autonomously during certain road conditions.

One of the most important challenges for autonomous
driving is to be able to drive correctly even under unexpected
conditions and in unfamiliar environments. It is crucial for
autonomous vehicles to be able to very closely follow a
specified trajectory and at the same time avoid any potential
obstacles—such as pedestrians and other vehicles—when do-
ing this. To achieve this, the autonomous vehicles need an
incredibly accurate model of their surroundings as well as
advanced sensors to create this model.

The objective of the paper is to investigate different sensor
types that can be used for AGV applications, as well as
propose a control algorithm that makes it possible for vehicles
to follow a desired trajectory. The characteristics of various
sensor types are described, together with an explanation of
how they can be used in autonomous vehicles. Moreover, a
controller that can be used for vehicles moving in a free
environment is described together with a stability analysis,
followed by a description of a controller that can be used for
obstacle avoidance. The report also provides simulation results
for a modeled vehicle using the mentioned controllers.
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II. SENSORS

To prevent accidents, autonomous vehicles require accurate 
sensors which provide information about road conditions and 
potential obstacles that the vehicle needs to avoid. To ensure 
safe and efficient d riving, a utonomous vehicles c ombine sev-
eral different sensor techniques to map their surroundings.

A. Lidar

Lidar sensors work by emitting light pulses and measure
the time taken for the light to be reflected back to the sensor.
Autonomous vehicles can use forward-looking Lidar sensors
to detect obstacles as well as downward-looking Lidar to keep
track of lane markings and road boundaries [6].

One negative aspect with Lidar sensors is that they are
sensitive to weather conditions such as snow and fog, which
can be a problem when they are used on autonomous vehicles.
For fully autonomous vehicles it is crucial that accurate sensor
data can be provided regardless of environmental influences
[7]. In order to overcome this problem, advanced Lidar sys-
tems often use multiple light beams, which allows for several
simultaneous distance measurements [8].

B. Radar

Radar sensors can be used for detection and ranging by
utilizing radio-frequency waves [9]. In order to determine
the position of an obstacle relative to the vehicle, the time
interval between the transmission of a radio beam and the
reception of the reflected beam is measured. By using the
value for the speed of light, the time can be recalculated to a
distance. Radar sensors can be used for measuring both long
and short distances. However, radar systems used for detecting
obstacles far away generally have a more limited field of
view. One example is radar systems used for adaptive cruise
control that commonly have a range of approximately 150 m
and a field of view of around 20 degrees, according to [8].
Compared to Lidar systems, Radar sensors are less sensitive
to environmental conditions such as rain, fog, snow and dust.
Furthermore, they are cheaper than Lidar sensors and are
therefore more commonly used in vehicles. The disadvantage
with Radar sensors is that they are generally less accurate than
Lidar sensors.

C. Inertial sensors

Inertial sensors, such as gyroscopes and accelerometers, can
be used to measure the motion of an AGV. By analyzing
the movement of the sensor, the vehicle’s relative position
compared to its starting position can be determined. Ac-
celerometers could be used to measure the acceleration of an
AGV in three dimensions, while gyroscopes could measure
the vehicle’s three-dimensional rotation.

It is difficult to estimate an accurate absolute position for
the vehicle based on data from inertial sensors, since the data
only contains information about the vehicle’s relative position.
In [10], Hague, Marchant and Tillett describes a number of
problems with accelerometers, for example that measurement
errors can occur due to the sensors being affected by the

gravitational acceleration. Another problem is that the inertial
sensor data must be integrated in order to get the position
and orientation of the vehicle, which could scale up minor
measurement errors.

D. Positioning system

One or several Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS),
such as the American Global Positioning System (GPS) or
the European Galileo, can be used to determine the vehicle’s
absolute position [11]. All these systems utilize antennas and
receivers to handle the communication between the vehicle
and a number of satellites in order to triangulate the position
of the vehicle. Autonomous ground vehicles can use this data
to determine optimal routes, their position relative to the road
and relevant topographic features [8].

E. Camera

Camera systems are widely used in autonomous and partly
autonomous vehicles. They can provide road information for
line following algorithms, making it possible for the vehicle to
keep to a specific lane. Cameras can also be used for obstacle
detection as well as road sign recognition.

Creating a 3D-image of the environment requires the use of
two or more cameras, which together set up a stereo vision that
provides enough data to identify height and depth of objects.
Typically, the stereo vision is created by two cameras that are
placed horizontally with a distance between each other that is
correlated to the resolution and desired field of view [8].

Further on, camera systems can be used for night vision
purposes by utilizing infrared light. This kind of systems could
potentially increase the safety when driving in dark conditions.

III. THEORETICAL PREREQUISITES

A short overview of theoretical concepts that will be used
in this report is presented here. This section aims to simplify
the understanding of the rest of the report.

A. Positive Definite and Positive Semidefinite Matrices

All definitions and properties in this subsection are taken
from [12].

A symmetric matrix H ∈ Rn×n is called positive semidefinite

if xTHx ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn

A symmetric matrix H ∈ Rn×n is called positive definite

if xTHx > 0 for all nonzero x ∈ Rn

A symmetric matrix H is positive definite if and only if all
its eigenvalues are strictly positive
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B. Lyapunov Function

According to [13], the system

ẋ = f(x, t)

f(0, t) = 0

is asymptotically stable if there exists a scalar function V (x)
such that
(a) V (0) = 0
(b) V (x) > 0 for all x �= 0
(c) V̇ (x) < 0

The function V (x) is called a Lyapunov function, and this
method of proving stability is called Lyapunov’s second
method.

C. Matrix Differential Riccati Equations

Observe the following differential equation.

Ṗ = PA+ATP − PBBTP +Q

where P and A are matrices, Q is a positive definite matrix
and B is a vertical vector. According to [14], equations on this
form are called matrix differential Riccati equations. In this pa-
per, they are simply called “differential Riccati equations” and
will not be solved algebraically. Instead, numerical methods
will be used to approximate solutions when performing the
simulations. Familiarity with the name is all that is required
to understand the content of this report.

IV. TRACKING CONTROLLER

A. Notation Overview

This subsection gives an overview of the notation used in
this section, aiming to improve readability. It is meant as a
reference to turn to while reading and does not have to be
studied in detail.

TABLE I
PARAMETER EXPLANATION

px x-coordinate of vehicle
py y-coordinate of vehicle
θ Angle between vehicle’s body and x-axis
φ Angle between front wheels and

vehicle’s body
q = [px, py , θ, φ]T Vehicle’s state vector

u1 =
√

ṗ2x + ṗ2y Linear velocity of vehicle

u2 = φ̇ Yaw rate of vehicle’s front wheels
u = [u1, u2]T Control input to vehicle

x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]T Transformed state of vehicle
xd = [x1d, x2d, x3d, x4d]

T Desired transformed state of vehicle
v = [v1, v2]T Transformed control input to vehicle

vd = [v1d, v2d]
T Desired transformed control input

to vehicle.
l Length of the vehicle
ρ Radius of vehicle’s back wheels

v1d will here be chosen to be uniformly non-vanishing. Also
observe the following definitions

Ac =



0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


 (1)

Bc =



0
0
1


 (2)

p1 =
√
r1q1 (3)

where r1, r2, q1 > 0 are scalar constants that can be designed.
Furthermore, P2(t) is the solution to the following differential
Riccati equation

Ṗ2 = −P2Acv1d(t)− v1d(t)A
T
c P2 +

1

r2
P2BcB

T
c P2 −Q2

where Q2 is a positive definite matrix.

B. Kinematic Model

The vehicle is modeled as a so-called car-like vehicle, and
therefore its dynamics are given by the following non-linear
state-space representation [15].




ṗx
ṗy
θ̇

φ̇


 =




cos(θ) 0
sin(θ) 0

1
l tan(φ) 0

0 1



[
u1

u2

]
(4)

In this paper the following notation is used.

q =



px
py
θ
φ


 u =

[
u1

u2

]

The model is also illustrated in figure 1 below. The figure
shows a vehicle with four wheels, but the car-like vehicle
model can be applied just as well on two-wheeled vehicles
that are more similar to bikes.

Fig. 1. Model of the car-like vehicle
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C. Controller Design

The entirety of this subsection is based on [15]. The system
given in equation (4) is non-linear and difficult to analyze.
Therefore, a transformation of our state q and control input u
is performed to simplify stability analysis. The new system,
while still non-linear, is written on the so-called chained form,
which simplifies analysis. The system, together with the new
state x and new control input v are given below.



ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3

ẋ4


 =




v1
x3v1
x4v1
v2


 (5)

x1 = px, x2 = py, x3 = tan(θ), x4 =
tan(φ)

l cos3(θ)
(6)

u1 =
v1

ρ cos(θ)
(7)

u2 = − 3 sin(θ)

l cos2(θ)
sin2(φ)v1 + l cos3(θ)cos2(φ)v2 (8)

where x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]
T is the new state, and v = [v1, v2]

T

is the new control input. Note that this transformation of state
and control input only works correctly for θ ∈ (−π

2 ,
π
2 ). If this

system is stabilized, the original system given by equation
(4) will also be stabilized. Therefore, stability analysis will
be performed on the transformed system. For the following
controller design to be correct, v1d(t) has to be uniformly
non-vanishing (not tend towards zero). Let

xe = [x1e, x2e, x3e, x4e]
T � x− xd

ve = [v1e, v2e]
T � v − vd

z = [z1, z2, z3] � [x2e, x3e, x4e]
T

be the state errors and control input errors. Using these
definitions, the system given by equation (5) can be rewritten
as a system with the tracking error as the state variables.

ẋ1e = v1 (9)
ż = v1d(t)Acz +Bcv2e +G(xd, z)v1e (10)

where

G(xd, z) =



z2 + x3d

z3 + x4d

0


 (11)

Qu [15] then proposes the following control input

v1e = −p1x1e

r1
, v2e = −BT

c P2(t)z

r2
(12)

where r1, r2, q1 > 0 are scalar constants that can be designed,
p1 =

√
q1r1 and P2(t) is the solution to the following

differential Riccati equation.

Ṗ2 = −P2Acv1d(t)−v1d(t)A
T
c P2+

1

r2
P2BcB

T
c P2−Q2 (13)

According to Qu [15], P2(t) will be a positive definite matrix,
under the terminal condition that limt→+∞ P2(t) is positive
definite.

D. Stability Analysis Overview

A summary of the remainder of this section is provided here,
aiming to give better understanding of the performed calcu-
lations, where asymptotic stability of the controlled system
is proven. None of the newly-introduced parameters will be
defined here. Instead, all definitions are placed in the following
subsections, once they become relevant. First, a candidate
Lyapunov function is defined in the following way.

V (xe, t) = αp1x
2
1e + zTP2(t)z

This function is then differentiated with respect to time to ob-
tain its derivative V̇ (xe, t). An upper bound for this derivative
is found, which results in the following inequality.

V̇ (xe, t) ≤ −β2V + β3V e−β1(t−t0)

Both sides of this inequality are then integrated (with respect
to time) to obtain

V (xe, t) ≤ V (xe, t0)e
−β2(t−t0)+

β3
β1
(1−e−β1(t−t0))

The reason why the candidate Lyapunov function is first
differentiated and then once again integrated is that it makes
it possible to utilize results shown in [15], which simplifies
the calculations. Using the inequality above, it can be shown
that

lim
t→∞

V (xe, t) = 0

which in turn is used to show that the state errors xe and z
converge to zero as time goes to infinity. This is equivalent
with asymptotic stability of the system, and hence the proof is
finished. A more detailed description of the entire proof now
follows.

E. Lyapunov Function

Qu proposes the following candidate Lyapunov function

V (xe, t) = αp1x
2
1e︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1(xe)

+ zTP2(t)z︸ ︷︷ ︸
V2(z,t)

(14)

where α > 0. If the derivative of the Lyapunov function in
equation (14) is strictly negative for all non-zero values of
xe, then the analyzed system is asymptotically stable. This is
because this property guarantees that the Lyapunov function
will tend towards zero as time goes to infinity. Stability
will be shown here without using Lyapunov’s second method
directly, but similar reasoning will be used. The proof of this
is extensive and only an overview with the most important
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steps will be provided here. The rest should be possible to
verify through straightforward calculations.

V̇ (xe, t) =V̇1(xe) + V̇2(z, t)

=− 2αq1x
2
1e + V̇2(z, t) (15)

Equation (15) is calculated using the chain rule and substitut-
ing v1e and p21 using equations (12) and (3) respectively. The
derivative of V2(z, t) is given below.

V̇2(z, t) = −zTQ2z

− zTP2(t)BcB
T
c z

r2
− 2zTP2(t)G(xd, z)p1x1e

r1
(16)

The calculations of this derivative are long and mostly straight-
forward and are therefore omitted in order to keep the text
short. The more important steps are described here. Those
steps require identifying vector-matrix products that produce
scalars and using this fact to rewrite them. It is necessary
to take advantage of the fact that scalar multiplication is
commutative and that a scalar is equal to its own transpose
(c = cT ). The following expressions are the scalars that have
to be identified.

BT
c P2(t)z = zTP2(t)Bc

zTP2(t)G(xd, z) = GT (xd, z)P2(t)z

By applying the chain rule on V̇2(z, t) and rewriting the
resulting expressions on a common form using the properties
described above, many simplifications can be made. Several
terms cancel each other out, and a couple can easily be added
together to form a single term. Using the results given by
equations (15) and (16), the following result is obtained.

V̇ (xe, t) = −2αq1x
2
1e − zTQ2z

− zTP2(t)BcB
T
c P2(t)z

r2
− 2zTP2(t)G(xd, z)p1x1e

r1
(17)

F. Stability Analysis

Because the system given by equation (5) is the same
system as in equation (4) but transformed, proving asymptotic
stability for one of the systems implies that the other must
be asymptotically stable as well. In this subsection asymptotic
stability of the system in equation (5) will be shown.

Hereafter V (xe, t) will simply be called V to improve read-
ability. By using the triangle inequality ‖A+B‖ ≤ ‖A‖+‖B‖
the following can be shown:

‖G(xd, z)‖ =

∥∥∥∥∥∥



z2 + x3d

z3 + x4d

0



∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ ‖z‖+ ‖xd‖ (18)

By using equation (18) and the inequality ‖AB‖ ≤ ‖A‖‖B‖,
equation (17) can be rewritten as

V̇ ≤− 2αq1x
2
1e − ‖z‖2λmin(Q2 + r−1

2 P2(t)BcB
T
c P2(t))

+ 2‖z‖‖P2(t)‖(‖z‖+ ‖xd‖)r−1
1 p1|x1e| (19)

where λmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue. Define

c1 = 0.5λmin(Q2 + r−1
2 P2(t)BcB

T
c P2(t))

c2 = λmax(P2(t))r
−1
1 p1

c3 = c2‖xd‖

Both c1 and c2 will always be strictly positive. By using
the fact that λmax(P2(t)) ≥ ‖P2(t)‖ and by inserting the
expressions for c1, c2 and c3 given above into equation (19),
the following inequality is obtained.

V̇ ≤− 2αq1x
2
1e − 2c1‖z‖2

+ 2c2‖z‖2|x1e|+ 2c3‖z‖|x1e| (20)

A few steps are needed before the next simplification of the
inequality. First, choose α >

c23
c1q1

. This implies that

c3 <
√
αc1q1

⇒2c3‖z‖|x1e| ≤ 2
√
αc1q1‖z‖|x1e|

Furthermore, using the relationship 2ab ≤ a2 + b2 with a =√
αq1|x1e| and b =

√
c1‖z‖, the following result is obtained.

2c3‖z‖|x1e| ≤ αq1x
2
1e + c1‖z‖2 (21)

This in turn means that

V̇ ≤ −αq1x
2
1e − c1‖z‖2 + 2c2‖z‖2|x1e| (22)

Furthermore, let

β1 =
q1
p1

(23)

β2 = min

{
β1,

c1
λmax(P2(t))

}
(24)

β3 =
2c2|x1e(t0)|
λmin(P2(t))

(25)

Observe that all of β1, β2 and β3 are strictly positive as long
as |x1e(t0)| �= 0. Two important inequalities have to be shown
to hold before the final expression can be derived. From the
definition of V (equation (14)), β1 and β2 it follows that

−β2V =−min

{
q1
p1

,
c1

λmax(P2(t))

}
(αp1x

2
1e + zTP2(t)z)

=max

{
−αq1x

2
1e,−

c1αp1x
2
1e

λmax(P2(t))

}

+max

{
−q1z

TP2(t)z

p1
,− c1z

TP2(t)z

λmax(P2(t))

}
(26)

From the above equation, it can be concluded that the first
term will be larger or equal to −αq1x

2
1e. By using

zTP2(t)z ≤ λmax(P2(t))‖z‖2 ⇒ zTP2(t)z

λmax(P2(t))
≤ ‖z‖2 (27)
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it can be shown that the second term will be larger or equal 
to −c1‖z‖2. Hence

−β2V ≥ −αq1x
2
1e − c1‖z‖2 (28)

which is the first important inequality. The derivation of the
second inequality is shown below, starting with the following
equation.

|x1e| = |x1e(t)| = |x1e(t0)|e−
p1
r1 (t−t0) (29)

This equation is obtained by solving the sub-system given by
equation (9). By using equation (29) and the definition of β1

and β3 it follows that

β3V e−β1(t−t0) =
2c2|x1e|V
λmin(P2(t))

(30)

By following the same procedure as in equation (27) it follows
that

zTP2(t)z

λmin(P2(t))
≥ ‖z‖2 (31)

It follows from equation (31) and the definition of V that

V

λmin(P2(t))
≥ αp1x

2
1e

λmin(P2(t))
+ ‖z‖2 (32)

By combining equation (30) and equation (32) it can be shown
that

β3V e−β1(t−t0) ≥ 2c2|x1e|αp1x2
1e

λmin(P2(t))
+ 2c2|x1e|‖z‖2 (33)

where the first term on the right-hand side is always greater
than or equal to zero. This is because c2, p1 and α are positive
constants while P2(t) is positive definite (and therefore has
strictly positive eigenvalues). Thus

β3V e−β1(t−t0) ≥ 2c2|x1e|‖z‖2 (34)

which is the second important inequality. By combining equa-
tions (22), (28) and (34) the following and final inequality is
proven.

V̇ ≤ −β2V + β3V e−β1(t−t0) (35)

Now all that remains is to investigate how V (xe, t) changes
with time, and using that information to draw a conclusion
about the system’s stability. Observe that V (xe, t) will once
again be used instead of V as more detailed notation is neces-
sary. By solving for V (xe, t) by integrating, new conclusions
about the convergence of V (xe, t) can be drawn. Equation (35)
can be rewritten in the following way. The variable t has been
substituted with τ for easier understanding of the later part of
the calculations below.

V̇ (xe, τ)

V (xe, τ)
≤ −β2 + β3e

−β1(τ−t0)

⇒
∫ t

t0

V̇ (xe, τ)

V (xe, τ)
dτ ≤

∫ t

t0

(−β2 + β3e
−β1(τ−t0))dτ

⇒ [ln(V (xe, τ))]
t
t0

≤
[
−β2τ − β3

β1
e−β1(τ−t0)

]t
t0

⇒ ln(
V (xe, t)

V (xe, t0)
) ≤ −β2(t− t0) +

β3

β1

(
1− e−β1(t−t0)

)

⇒ V (xe, t)

V (xe, t0)
≤ e−β2(t−t0)+

β3
β1
(1−e−β1(t−t0))

⇒V (xe, t) ≤ V (xe, t0)e
−β2(t−t0)+

β3
β1
(1−e−β1(t−t0))

The calculations above are made under the assumption that
xe �= 0, which results in V (xe, t) �= 0. The case xe = 0 is
trivial since, by definition, V (0, t) = 0. In the next part, the
fact that β1, β2 and β3 are all strictly positive is used. It is
also important to note that t > t0 holds as well.

lim
t→∞

V (xe, t) ≤ lim
t→∞

V (xe, t0)e
−β2(t−t0)+

β3
β1
(1−e−β1(t−t0))

= lim
t→∞

V (xe, t0)e
−β2(t−t0)+

β3
β1 = 0

⇒ lim
t→∞

V (xe, t) ≤ 0 ⇒ {eq. (14) }

⇒ lim
t→∞

(αp1x
2
1e + zTP2(t)z) ≤ 0 (36)

So, the Lyapunov function converges to zero as time goes
to infinity. Both terms in the left-hand side of equation (36)
are positive. The first term is clearly positive, because all the
scalars are positive and x1e is squared. The second term is
also greater than zero, because P2(t) is positive definite (see
section III for a more detailed explanation). That is, none of
the terms can be negative, so the only way that the inequality
in equation (36) can hold is if both terms are exactly equal to
zero. This is expressed in the equations below.

lim
t→∞

x1e(t) = 0 (37)

lim
t→∞

z(t) = 0 (38)

Because the state error of our system is given by x1e and
z, this means the error goes to zero as time goes to infinity.
This means that the system is asymptotically stable, Q.E.D.

V. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

A. Potential Function

To make the vehicle avoid obstacles, a potential function
will be used to model the vehicle’s environment. This function
attributes a potential value to each point in the 2D-plane
that the vehicle is traveling on (within the vehicle’s sensor
range). This potential can be interpreted as “height” for a more
intuitive understanding. The obstacle avoidance controller is
designed is such a way that the vehicle avoids areas of high
potential and instead is drawn to areas with lower potential. By
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attributing high potential values to obstacles, the vehicle can
be made to drive around them. These high potential values can
be visualized as “peaks”, while the vehicle behaves similarly
to a marble rolling on the surface given by the potential field.

By following the negative gradient of the potential field,
the vehicle will always be driving towards lower potential.
By adding the control input from the obstacle avoidance
controller to the control input from the tracking controller
from section IV-C, the vehicle can be made to follow a
desired trajectory while still trying to avoid obstacles lying
on its path. For simplicity both the vehicle and all obstacles
are modelled as spherical objects.

TABLE II
PARAMETER EXPLANATION

xf x-coordinate of vehicle’s front wheel
yf y-coordinate of vehicle’s front wheel
xo x-coordinate of obstacle’s center
yo y-coordinate of obstacle’s center
θ Angle between vehicle’s body and x-axis
φ Angle between front wheels and

vehicle’s body
β Angle between front wheels and x-axis
l Length of vehicle
γ Weighting constant

X = [xf , yf , γlθ, β]
T New transformed state of vehicle

Xd = [xfd, yfd, γlθd, βd]
T New transformed desired state of vehicle

rv Radius of vehicle
ro Radius of obstacle
rd Desired distance between vehicle and

obstacle (edge-to-edge)
rm Minimum allowed distance between

vehicle and obstacle
rsensor The range of the sensors (maximum range

at which an obstacle can be detected)
d Distance between vehicle and obstacle

(between (xf , yf ) and (xo, yo))

F = [Fx, Fy ]T Force acting on vehicle

Additionally, kβ , kf , kM , a1, a2, b1 and b2 are design parame-
ters.

The used potential function is given by equation (39) and a
plot of it is shown in figure 2. a1 = a2 = 1, b1 = b2 = 1 and
rd = 2 are used to create this plot.

Φvo(d) =





a1e
(d−rd)2

b1 , d ∈ [rm, rd]

a2e
(d−rd)2

b2 , d ∈ [rd, rsensor]
0, d > rsensor

(39)

Fig. 2. Plot of the used potential function as a function of the distance between
the vehicle and the obstacle

A polar coordinate system is used, where the origin is defined
at the point (xo, yo), i.e. the position of the obstacle, the
distance from the origin is denoted d and the angle between
a vector and the x-axis is denoted ψ. The direction of the x-
axis can be chosen arbitrarily. The potential field is clearly
circularly symmetric, but ψ still has to be taken into account
at first because of the definition of the gradient in polar
coordinates. To make the vehicle follow the negative gradient,
the gradient is interpreted as a force acting upon the vehicle.
The expression for this force can be found below.

Fvo = −� Φvo(d) = −êd
∂Φ(d)

∂d
− êψ

1

d

∂Φ(d)

∂ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

= −êd
∂Φ(d)

∂d

Fvo(d) = −∂Φvo(d)

∂d

=




2a1(rd−d)
b1

e
(d−rd)2

b1 , d ∈ [rm, rd]

2a2(rd−d)
b2

e
(d−rd)2

b2 , d ∈ (rd, rsensor]

0, d > rsensor

(40)

The final expression for Fvo is given by equation (41).

Fvo =

[
Fvo(d)

xf−xo

d

Fvo(d)
yf−yo

d

]
(41)

B. Obstacle Avoidance Controller

For the vehicle to avoid obstacles, the force calculated from
equations (40) and (41) has to be translated into a control
input uo = [uo1, uo2]

T to the system described by equation
(4). How to do this is described in detail by Boonyarak and
Prempraneerach in [16]. To easier apply their results, the
system given by equation (4) is transformed to another system
with slightly different state variables. This system is given
below in equation (42).
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ẋf

ẏf
γlθ̇

β̇


 =




cos(β) 0
sin(β) 0

γ sin(β − θ) 0
0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
H(X)

[
ua

ub

]
(42)

The following state transformation and control input transfor-
mation are performed.

xf = px + l cos(θ) (43)
yf = py + l sin(θ) (44)
γlθ = γlθ (45)
β = θ + φ (46)

uo1 = ua cos(φ) (47)

uo2 = ub −
ua sin(φ)

l
(48)

Observe that l is the length of the vehicle first described in
table I and γ is a positive weighting constant. According to
[16], the new control input can be calculated in the following
way.

[
ua

ub

]
= [HT (X)H(X)]−1HT (X)Ẋd (49)

where the matrix H(X) is marked in equation (42). This
results in

ua =
ẋfd cos(β) + ẏfd sin(β) + γ2lθd sin(φ)

1 + γ2 sin2(φ)
(50)

ub = β̇d (51)

where the derivative of the desired state is given by

[
ẋfd

ẏfd

]
=kfFvo

θ̇d =kMMθ

β̇d =− kβ(β − βp)

sign(cos(β − βa))

+
ua

Fvo

[
−Fy Fx

]
J(F)

[
cos(β)
sin(β)

]

and

Mθ =l(Fx sin(θ)− Fy cos(θ))

βa =ATAN2(Fy, Fx)

βp =β − arcsin(sin(β − βa))

J(F) =

[
∂Fx

∂x
∂Fx

∂y
∂Fy

∂x
∂Fy

∂y

]

as described by [16]. Observe that ATAN2() is the so-called
four quadrant inverse tangent, which returns a value between
−π

2 and π
2 . That is, it takes into account in which quadrant a

vector is located and returns the correct angle between it and
the x-axis.

VI. SIMULATION METHOD

A. Tracking Control in Free Environment
In the table below, values for all the used parameters from

section IV are listed, as well as parameters that are not present
in the theoretical analysis but are nevertheless necessary for
the simulation.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR FOLLOWING A TRAJECTORY

Parameter Value
q(t = 0) [0, 0, 0, 0]T

qd(t = 0) [5, 5, π
3
, 0]T

ud(t) [2,−0.05e−0.4t]T

r1 1
r2 1
q1 10
l 2.959
ρ 0.2665

Q2



1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




P2(t = 0)



0.1 0 0
0 0.1 0
0 0 0.1




h 1×10−2

The parameter h symbolizes the time step. The simulation is
initialized with the initial conditions given in the table above.
The differential Riccati equation that is used for the simulation
differs from the one given in sections IV-A and IV-C. The
Riccati equation that is used instead is given by equation (52).

Ṗ2 = P2Acv1d(t)Ac + v1d(t)A
T
c P2 −

1

r2
P2BcB

T
c P2 +Q2

(52)
The right-hand side of equation (52) is the negated right-hand
side of the Riccati equation proposed by Qu [15] and shown
in equation (13). This is because Qu solves the equation by
starting out with a terminal condition on P2(t) (t → ∞)
and works backwards in time to obtain the earlier values of
P2(t). Here, the equation is instead solved by starting with
an initial condition on P2(t) (t = 0) and future values are
calculated by going forwards in time. Because the direction
in time is opposite compared to the one used in Qu, the sign
on the derivative of P2(t) will also be opposite. Despite this
difference, the equations are equivalent.

All differential equations are approximated using forward
difference with time step h. All the used approximations are
given in the equation system below.

P2(t+ h) =P2(t) + hṖ2(t)

x(t+ h) =x(t) + hẋ(t)

xd(t+ h) =xd(t) + hẋd(t)

The original system given by equation (4) is not approximated,
because all calculations are made on the transformed system
given by equation (5). The state variables to the original
system are then calculated by performing an inverse trans-
formation using equation (6). Furthermore, to obtain more
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realistic results, φ (also denoted q4) is constrained to the
interval [−π

3 ,
π
3 ]. Because the state with which calculations

are performed is x and not q, this constraint has to instead be
performed on x. This is achieved by restricting the value of
x4 so that the following always holds.

x4 ∈

[
−

tan
(
π
3

)

l cos3(tan−1(x4))
,

tan
(
π
3

)

l cos3(tan−1(x4))

]
(53)

The equivalence between this and q4 ∈ [−π
4 ,

π
4 ] can be shown

by using equation (6).

B. Tracking Control in Presence of Obstacles

In the table below, values for all the used parameters from
section V are listed, as well as parameters that are not present
in the theoretical analysis but are nevertheless necessary for the
simulation. The output from the obstacle avoidance controller
is added to the output from the tracking controller from
section VI-A. Two obstacles are used for this simulations
and parameters with index 1 (e.g. ro1) correspond to the first
obstacle while parameters with index 2 (e.g. ro2) correspond
to the second obstacle.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR AVOIDING OBSTACLES

Parameter Value
(xo1, yo1) (13, 14)

ro1 1
(xo2, yo2) (26, 16.5)

ro2 1
rv 1.4795
rd 2
rm 1

rsensor 10
kf 1
kM 1
kβ 10
γ 1
a1 1
b1 1
a2 0
b2 1

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation result for the controllers can be seen below.
The red line is the desired trajectory of the vehicle, and the
cyan line is the true trajectory of the vehicle. Because the
vehicle starts with a displacement from the desired trajectory, it
has to “catch up” with it before it can start following it. Every
200th time-step a special symbol is also drawn (an asterisk for
the desired trajectory and a circle for the real trajectory). This
gives an understanding of the speed of the vehicle, as well as
shows that the vehicle is not just following the desired path,
but also reaches the points at the desired time. The figures
can be understood as a view of the vehicle from above, and
the larger the distance between two consecutive symbols, the
higher the velocity of the vehicle during that time. In figure 3,
the results for the trajectory tracking controller can be seen.

Fig. 3. Performance of vehicle when following a trajectory

Fig. 4. Performance of vehicle when avoiding obstacles while following a
trajectory

Fig. 5. θ becomes π
2

when the vehicle tries to avoid an obstacle

For the simulation of the obstacle avoidance controller, the
obstacles are drawn in black. They are circular but look
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elliptical due to the scale of the axes. The results can be seen 
in figure 4.

As mentioned in section IV-C, the used model works 
properly only when θ ∈ (−π , π ). The trajectories and obstacle
placement above are chosen such that θ always stayed in that
interval. What happens when θ exits this interval—for example
when the vehicle is trying to avoid an obstacle—is shown in
figure 5.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The sensors described in section II are some of the most
commonly used sensors in autonomous vehicles. By utilizing
several sensor types, it is possible for the vehicle to map
the environment and detect potential obstacles faster and
more accurately than any human could. However, advanced
sensor systems can be very expensive and in order to create
an affordable vehicle this must be taken into consideration
when deciding which sensors to use. Many of the sensors
mentioned in this report can be used for identical purposes, for
example both Lidar, Radar and Camera systems can be used
for obstacle detection. Also ultrasonic sensors—which have
not been covered by this paper—are commonly used for the
same purpose. It is possible to use only one of these sensor
types to provide data to the obstacle avoidance controller,
though they are often used as a complement to each other.
In that way, it is possible to avoid their negative aspects, such
as that Lidar sensors have bad performance in certain weather
conditions. The use of several sensor types can also suppress
some of the measurement errors that can occur.

The results in the report are based on ideal circumstances, in
the absence of measurement errors from sensors. In practical
applications of the proposed controllers, one could expect
more varying results. In the simulations performed in this
work, the vehicle’s exact position is known throughout the
whole simulations—information that would be less accurate
in reality.

The simulation results show that the vehicle successfully
follows a trajectory when using the described controller. In
figure 3 the vehicle follows an arching trajectory in a free
environment (with no obstacles). The vehicle’s starting po-
sition is offset from the desired trajectory, so it has to first
“catch up” with the trajectory before it can follow it. When
studying the rings and asterisks it is clear that the vehicle does
not just follow the desired path very closely, but also does
this with the correct timing. Most of the rings and asterisks
are overlapping, which means that the vehicle reached those
points at the desired time. This is a very important property in
practical applications. For example, if a car is to cross a street
crossing, it is not enough for it to simply stay in its lane. It
also has to reach each part of the trajectory almost exactly as
planned to avoid collision with the other vehicles crossing at
the same time.

Similar results can be seen in figure 4, where the controller
is used in an environment with obstacles present. Once the
vehicle has “caught up” with the desired trajectory, it follows
it very closely, except for when it is avoiding the two obstacles.
It can clearly be seen that the vehicle avoids any collision with

the obstacles and quickly gets back on track, and reaches most
points at the desired time.

As shown in section VI-B, the transformation given by
equations (5) and (6) only works correctly when θ ∈ (−π

2 ,
π
2 ).

This essentially restricts the movement of the vehicle to an
outwards radial direction in the first quadrant. Another way of
seeing this is that the model only allows the vehicle to drive
forward, and never back. Which direction actually is “forward”
depends on the coordinate system and can be changed, which
in theory allows the vehicle to drive in any direction.

However, using the implementation described in section
IV-C, the vehicle’s movement is severely restricted, and works
best as a proof of concept. As can be seen in figure 5, the
vehicle reaches unrealistically high velocities and oscillates
wildly if it turns too much. No velocity restriction is used
in the model, and the vehicle reached distances as large as
2.35 × 106 meters from its starting point. While this would
not happen in a real vehicle, maximizing the acceleration could
still be very dangerous and cause accidents. The source of
this is behavior is most clearly seen in equation (7) where u1

unavoidably approaches infinity as θ approaches ±π
2 .

A. New application

In the future, autonomous vehicle technology could be used
for many further applications than solely transporting people
between different locations. One possible new application
could be to handle road maintenance such as snow plowing
and sanding, as well as making sure that roads are kept in
a good condition and report when a damaged and potentially
dangerous road is detected. Autonomous vehicles will most
likely be able to perform plowing and sanding faster than
human workers, which will increase accessibility and decrease
the number of traffic accidents caused by slippery or damaged
roads.

B. Future work

The results in this report are limited to a few specific cases,
when the simulated vehicle follows a given trajectory. In order
to extend the results to more general cases, which are more
closely related to practical applications of AV-technology,
further research could be done.

One interesting research area would be to do an extended
analysis about different sensor types and how sensors can be
combined in an optimal way to achieve good performance.

More research could be done concerning the controllers
used for tracking control and obstacle avoidance. For example,
it would be interesting to compare the controllers used in this
work with other controllers used for autonomous vehicles. The
tracking controller proposed in this work is only able to track
trajectories, but in reality it is crucial that a vehicle also can
track fixed points. It would therefore be useful to investigate
and simulate a controller used for fixed point tracking.

Lastly, it would also be useful to implement a controller
that adjusts the speed of the vehicle in accordance with
external constraints. To develop a safe autonomous vehicle
it is important to restrict the velocity of the vehicle in certain
situations. It is important to follow signs and existing laws,
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as well as decreasing the velocity when the current road
conditions are poor.

IX. CONCLUSION

The introduction of autonomous ground vehicles in future
smart cities will likely contribute to a safer and more effi-
cient transportation system. In this paper, some of the most
common sensor types used in autonomous vehicles have been
investigated and a control system for autonomous vehicles
moving in free environments, as well as in the presence of
obstacles, have been proposed. Simulation results show that a
modelled vehicle is able to both follow a given trajectory and
avoid obstacles when implementing the proposed controller.
By using Lyapunov functions, the trajectory tracking controller
is proven to be asymptotically stable. However, the allowed
traveling direction of the vehicle is limited to ±45◦ from the
defined forward direction. The implemented controller works
well as a proof of concept, but would need to be further
developed in order to work safely in practice.

The development of autonomous vehicle technology can
potentially impact the society more than solely improving the
way people are transported between different locations. For
example, this technology could simplify road maintenance
work by letting autonomous vehicles handle tasks such as
snow plowing, sanding and road quality monitoring. The large
amount of benefits with autonomous ground vehicles justifies
further research within this area.
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Tracking Control and Obstacle Avoidance for a car
Like Vehicle

Adam Jenåker and Håkan Göransson

Abstract—Future cities will be even more crowded than cities
of today, implying that new technological advancements need to
be integrate into the cities infrastructure to handle the growing
population. Smart cities aim to increase productivity in cities
by using autonomous vehicles for task previously performed
by human operated vehicles. In this paper three different
tracking controllers are suggested along with, obstacle avoidance
controllers for an autonomous vehicle modeled as a car like
vehicle. The paper also includes a description of the necessary
sensors needed to perform feedback control of the vehicle in
a real environment with obstacles present. Simulation results
show that the controllers suggested could be used to perform
tracking control and obstacle avoidance for an Autonomous
Ground Vehicle (AGV). The results provides a basis for future
implementation of AGVs that could be used in smart cities.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE world’s population is increasing and by the year of
2050 the population is forecasted by the United Nations

to reach 9.7 billion [1]. 66 percent of the population by 2050
is expected to live in urban areas [2]. For cities to cope with a
vastly increased population new technological advancements
need to be incorporated into the infrastructure. Autonomous
ground vehicles (AGVs) could play an important role in the
development of future cities.

AGVs may be designed with different number of wheels,
tracks, legs and they can also be equipped with tools and
sensors which makes them very diverse in their design.
This makes them suitable in a wide variety of applications.
AGVs could be used in transportation systems both for goods
and people. They can also be used by law enforcement as
emergency response vehicles and by hospitals as ambulances.
AGVs diverse design also makes them suitable in many other
applications for example military-, construction- and space
exploration- applications.

The focus of this project is to investigate AGVs in future
Smart cities. A smart city is a city that uses technology to
increase operational efficiency, the definition for a Smart city
can be found in [3]. Smart cities feature several areas where
AGVs would be suitable. AGVs could revolutionize the public
transportation system and make travelling more reliable and
efficient. This requires AGVs to perform tracking control
both in free environments and in environments with obstacles
present. The goal of this project has been to propose tracking
controllers, combined with obstacle avoidance controllers for
a car like vehicle and investigate the necessary sensors.

The paper starts with a description of the necessary sensors
needed to perform safe navigation of an AGV in a dynamic

environment in section II. The kinematic model for the car
like vehicle is presented in section III. The necessary theory
required to design the non-linear tracking controller is laid
out in section IV. Section V presents the different tracking
controllers suggested in this paper. The concept of obstacle
avoidance and the controllers suggested are presented in
section VI. Section VII provides the simulation results for the
controllers constructed. In section VIII two new applications
for AGVs are proposed and the conclusions of this paper are
given in section IX. Finally future work based on the results
from this project is discussed in section X.

II. SENSORS

This section aims to give a description of the sensors
required to navigate an AGV safely in a real environment.
The vehicle needs to know where it is and if there are any
obstacles in its path. Light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
sensors and radio detection and ranging (RADAR) sensors are
used to detect obstacles. While the GPS keeps track were the
vehicle is globally and cameras are used together with distance
sensors, like LIDAR, to create a visual view around the vehicle
to navigate locally.

A. LIDAR

LIDAR is used to detect and avoid obstacles and safely
navigate through the environment. A rotating LIDAR sensor
sends out pulses of laser light and measures the time and
angle of the reflecting light. It then calculates the distances and
angles to the obstacles. With this information it is possible to
create a 3D map of the environment that makes it possible
to navigate safely among other vehicles and pedestrians.
LIDAR can do accurate measurements over 100 meters [4].
It has a small beam-width which makes it possible to detect
small objects. The disadvantage with LIDAR is that it needs
heavy computer power since it produces much data. It is also
sensitive to outdoor conditions like rain and fog.

B. RADAR

RADAR is similar to LIDAR, but it sends out radio waves
instead of laser light. It can be used to create a 3D map of
the surroundings. It is not as accurate as LIDAR, but it has
its advantage for example, RADAR is not sensitive to outdoor
conditions and is less expensive compared to LIDAR. It can
even use reflection to see behind obstacles [5]. It also requires
less computational power, then LIDAR which makes it faster
[4].
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C. Camera

Cameras has the advantages that they can see colors. Cam-
eras of today are cheap which makes it possible to have them
all around the vehicle. Together with LIDAR cameras can be
used to create a 3D view around the vehicle. A visual view
in the front makes it possible to scan the road for road lines
which are used in lane following controls. Since it can see
color it is best for scene interpretation [5]. With two cameras
mounted with a certain distance from each other it is possible
to have stereo vision [6]. This mean it is possible to get relative
distance to 3D objects. Which is important for performing
obstacle avoidance.

D. GPS

The GPS is a fundamental part of the AGV. The AGV
needs to know where it is and where it should travel. The
vehicle uses the GPS to update its position as it travels
towards the destination. Together with a trajectory planning
algorithm a desired trajectory can be planned by using GPS
data. The GPS is not sufficient by itself since it can lose
connection. If the GPS loses connection the vehicle can
use accelerometers [7] and gyroscopes [7] to determine its
position from the motion of the vehicle [8]. All it need is the
last GPS position then it is possible to calculate the position
as the vehicle proceeds.

The latest GPS versions can give real-time positioning
information down to an exactness of a few centimeters and
long-term measurement with an accuracy of a few millimeters
[9]. This allows very exact navigation based on just the GPS.
The GPS also provides an exact way of measuring the speed
and the distance travelled by the vehicle. The speed of the
vehicle can also be measured by a simple speedometer in
the case the GPS-signal is weak. A complement to the GPS
distance measurement can be provided by fitting the vehicle
with an odometer.

III. VEHICLE MODEL

This section describes the kinematic model of a car like
vehicle with front wheel steering and fixed rear wheels.
Figure 1 presents the car model in a 2D-Cartesian coordinate
system. The model can be described in the generalized
coordinates

[
x y θ φ

]T
. Where x and y represents the

position of the rear axis of the vehicle in respect to the
2D-Cartesian coordinate system. θ describes the orientation
of the vehicle and φ represents the steering angle of the front
wheels. l is the distance between the front and rear axis.

Without consideration to slippage the kinematic model of
the vehicle can be described by equation (1) according to [10].




ẋ

ẏ

θ̇

φ̇


 =




cos θ 0

sin θ 0
tanφ

l 0

0 1




[
u1

u2

]
(1)

Figure 1. Model of a car like vehicle in a 2D-Cartesian coordinate system

u1 and u2 are the kinematic control inputs of the vehicle.
u1 describes the linear velocity of the vehicle according to
equation (2) and u2 describes the angular velocity of the
steering wheels according to equation (3).

u1 =
√
ẋ2 + ẏ2 (2)

u2 = φ̇ (3)

When the vehicle is moving without slippage then the
vehicle model has to follow certain motion constraints. These
motion constraints can then be translated into the following
non-holonomic constraints according to [10].

0 =

[
sin(θ + φ) − cos(θ + φ) −l cosφ 0

sin θ − cos θ 0 0

]



ẋ

ẏ

θ̇

φ̇


 (4)

IV. CONTROL OF NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS

The kinematic model of the car like vehicle is non linear.
To this end a non linear design approach needs to be taken to
be able to mathematically guarantee stability of the system.
This section describes the necessary theory to design the
model based tracking controllers suggested in this paper.

The section starts with an explanation of how to transform
the non-linear model into Chained form. The section ends with
a description of Lyapunov stability analysis and Input-to-state
stability.
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A. Chained form

To be able to design a trajectory controller it is necessary to
transform the non linear kinematic model into chained form,
which is a canonical representation of the non-holonomic
system. Using coordinate transformation and control mapping,
it is possible to transform the non-holonomic system and its
constrains into chained form.

If the system is diffeomorphic in the region of
transformation. It is possible to create the controller in
chained form and transform it back to the original system,
via the control mapping and the coordinate transformation.

Our kinematic model equation (1) with four variables and
two inputs transforms into following chained form according
to [11]

ż1 = v1, ż2 = v1z3, ż3 = v1z4, ż4 = v2 (5)

under the state transformation

z1 = x, z2 = y, z3 = tan θ, z4 =
tanφ

l cos3 θ
(6)

and control mapping

u1 =
v1

cos θ
, u2 = − 3 sin θ

l cos2 θ
sin2(φ)v1+l cos3(θ) cos2(φ)v2

(7)
Where v1 and v2 are the controller inputs that should be

designed for the system in chained form.

The chained form transformation is diffeomorphic in the
region

θ ∈ (−π

2
,
π

2
) (8)

B. Lyapunov stability analysis

Stability analysis of the controllers constructed for the
system described by equation (5) in this paper is performed
by utilizing the Lyapunov direct method. The Lyapunov direct
method is useful when determining stability of linear and
non-linear systems without knowledge about the trajectories
of the systems.

Lyapunov direct method works by using that an arbitrary
scalar function that is bounded from below and decreasing
converge to a limit as time goes to infinity. If a scalar function
(C.1) V (x, t) is positive definite then this fact will ensure
that the function is bounded from below. By taking the time
derivatives of V (x, t) according to equation (9), then if (C.2)
V̇ (x, t) is negative definite the system will be decreasing
along the trajectories of the system. The criteria (C.1) and
(C.2) will guarantee that the system is asymptotically stable
along the trajectories. If (C.3) V̇ (x, t) is negative semi definite
then the system will be stable, but not asymptotically stable.

The criteria (C.1,C.2,C.3) provides Lyapunov’s stability
theorem that is described in detail in [12] and [13]. This means
that in order to conclude asymptotic stability for a system the
task boils down to finding a Lyapunov function V (x, t) that
satisfies criteria (C.1) and (C.2).

V̇ (x, t) =
∂V

∂t
+ (

∂V

∂x
)T ẋ (9)

For a linear system described by equation (10), the Lya-
punov function is chosen on the quadratic form described in
equation (11).

x = A(t)x (10)

V (x) = xTP (t)x (11)

The time derivatives of the system described by equation
(10) along its trajectories is described by equation (12).

V̇ (x) = −xTQ(t)x (12)

The relation between matrices P (t) and Q(t) is presented
in [14] and can be described by the differential Lyapunov
equation (13). If the system described in (10) would be
time invariant the relation between P (t) and Q(t) would be
described according to (14).

Ṗ (t) = −AT (t)P (t)− P (t)A(t)−Q(t) (13)

ATP + PA = −Q (14)

In order to prove asymptotic stability for a system described
according to equation (10), with the Lyapunov function (11).
The task is to conclude that the matrices P (t) and Q(t) or
P and Q in the time invariant case are positive definite. [14]
provides the proof that if a solution exists to P (t) for every
bounded positive definite matrix Q(t) then the stability for a
system described by equation (10) can be concluded.

C. Input-to-state stability

Input-to-state stability (ISS) is a complement to Lyapunov
stability, that is used to investigate how a system behaves
under different control input signals u. According to [12]
a dynamical system described by equation (15) is ISS, if
for u = 0 the system is uniformly asymptotically stable at
x = 0 and for any bounded input u the state is also uniformly
bounded.

ẋ = F
′
(x, u, t), y = H(x, t) (15)

In equation (15) x is the state-, y is the output- and u is the
input-of the system. ISS implies that stabilizing control may
need to be designed for the system if u → 0, if the system
is not stabilizing by itself. In this paper, the case when u is
bounded away from zero is the only case studied. Construction
of stabilizing control for a system given by equation (5) can
be found in [15].
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Figure 2. The figure presents the idea of using a controller

V. TRACKING CONTROL IN FREE ENVIRONMENT

This section presents the controllers used in this paper. A
controller is used to control a system in order to make the
output of the system match the desired input of the system
which can be set by an operator. This concept is described in
figure 2.

The section starts with presenting a PID-controller that
follows a predetermined route that are constructed with
Cartesian coordinates. Then, a model-based trajectory
tracking controller from [16] is presented. This controller
can be used to track any trajectory that satisfies the non-
holonomic constraints of the vehicle model. Then, a simplified
pole-placement model based trajectory tracking controller
is suggested that is based upon the controller suggested in [17].

For the model-based trajectory tracking controller and the
pole-placement controller described below the system de-
scribed by equation (5) is used. The following definitions is
used to describe the desired trajectories for the system accord-
ing to [16]. Equation (16) describes the desired trajectories for
the system.

˙z1d = u1d, ˙z2d = u1dz3d, ˙z3d = u1dz4d, ˙z4d = u2d

(16)
zd =

[
z1d · · · z4d

]T
, ud(t) =

[
u1d(t) u2d(t)

]T
and

yd =
[
z1d z2d

]T
represents the desired trajectories, the

desired open-loop steering control and the desired output
trajectories for the system, respectively.

A. PID-Tracking controller

To follow a desired trajectory this controller needs goal
coordinates. A trajectory can be constructed with many
different goal coordinates, like sub goals. The controller
drives to each sub goals to reach the main goal.

To simulate this controller it is necessary to do a discrete-
time integration of the model. It is shown in [18] how this is
done for a differential-drive vehicle. By analogously following
the procedure suggested in [18] yields the following resulting
equations (17).




xk+1 = xk + T cos(θk+1)u1

yk+1 = yk + T sin(θk+1)u1

θk+1 = θk + T
l tan(φk+1)u1

φk+1 = φk + Tu2

(17)

Where T is the sampling period.

Figure 3. The figure gives a description on how the PID-navigational
controller is constructed

To be able to reach each goal coordinate the controller min-
imize the angle between the vehicle and the goal coordinate,
see figure 3. The vehicle angle θ follows from the input signal
u2 and its coordinate (x, y) can be measured. The angle α
between the x-axis and the goal coordinate can be calculated
according to equation (18). Then, the error angle that should
be minimized can be calculated according to equation (19).

α = arctan(
ygoal − y

xgoal − x
) (18)

e =

{
α− θ, if xgoal > x

α− θ + π, xgoal ≤ x
(19)

To minimize the error a time discrete PID-controller [19]
that has the steering velocity u2 as output is used according
to equation (20).

u2 = Kpek + Ik +
Kd

T
(ek − ek−1) (20)

Ik = Ik−1 +KiTek (21)

Where Kp, Kd and Ki are the gain factors for the
PID-controller and ek is the calculated error, ek−1 is the last
error, T is the sampling period and Ik is defined in equation
(21).

Input u1 in the model equation (17) is chosen as a constant
velocity according to equation (22).

u1 = v (22)

B. Model-based controller

For the system described by equation (5) and the desired
states of the system as described by equation (16) the state
tracking error can be defined according to equation (23) and
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the output tracking error can be defined according to equation
(24).

ze =
[
z1e · · · z4e

]T ≡ z − zd (23)

ye =
[
y1e y2e

]T ≡ y − yd (24)

The feedback control v =
[
v1 v2

]T ≡ u − ud can then
be designed for the following two cascaded subsystems as
suggested in [16], that is

˙z1e = v1, y1e = z1e (25)

˙zse = u1d(t)Azse +Bv2, y2e = C2zse (26)

Where zse =
[
z2e z3e z4e

]T
, C2 =

[
1 0 0

]
and the

matrices A and B are defined in (27) and their derivation can
be found in [20].

A =



0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


 B =



0
0
1


 (27)

For the case when u1d(t) is uniformly non-vanishing the
feedback control is chosen similar to the one suggested in
[16]. In the controller (28) a1 and a2 are scalar constants and
P2(t) is the solution to the Riccati equation given in (29) under
the initial condition that P2(0) is positive definite.

v1 = −a1z1e v2 = −a2B
TP2(t)zse (28)

Ṗ2 = P2Au1d(t) + u1d(t)A
TP2 − a2P2BBTP2 +Q2 (29)

The matrix Q2 in (29) should be chosen as a positive definite
matrix. Asymptotic stability under control (28) can be showed
by choosing the Lyapunov function according to equation
(30) which is suggested in [16]. The proof that the system
is asymptotically stable under control (28) can be found in
[16].

V (ze, t) = αa1z
2
1e + zTseP2(t)zse (30)

C. Pole-placement tracking control

This simplified controller does require that the trajectory
that is to be tracked is constructed in such a way that
the desired open-loop steering control u1d is a constant.
From [17] such a reference trajectory that satisfies the
non-holonomic constraints can be constructed as for example
a sinusoidal trajectory stretching along the x-axis and starting
at a time t0.

The controller is constructed for the two cascaded subsys-
tems defined in equations (25) and (26), but with u1d = 1.
The feedback control is designed according to (31).

v11 = −a11z1e v22 =
[
−k1 −k2 −k3

]
zse (31)

The proof that the controller v11 makes the system in
equation (25) stables follows from the proof of the previous

controller. For the controller v22 for the second subsystem
equation (26), the proof can be derived by selecting the Lya-
punov function (32) and then using the differential Lyapunov
equation (14). The matrix A to be used in the differential
Lyapunov equation (14) is the matrix defined as Acl in (33)
and the matrix Q is selected as the identity matrix I which is
positive definite.

V (zse, t) = zTsePzse (32)

Acl =




0 1 0
0 0 1

−k1 −k2 −k3


 (33)

By choosing the gain factors k1 = 25, k2 = 75 and k3 =
125. The resulting system of equations can be solved either
by hand or by Matlab and the resulting matrix P is presented
in (34). The matrix P can then be determined to be positive
definite with the help of Matlab, hence the second subsystem
is also asymptotically stable.

P =




3397
1248

4645
1248

1
50

3257
1248

50069
7800

61
1248

1
50

61
1248

137
31200


 (34)

As a result the controller v11 and v22 makes the system
stable.

VI. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

Obstacle avoidance is a crucial part to take into consid-
eration when designing an AGV. Obstacle avoidance can be
achieved in different ways. One possibility is to use path
planning algorithms to change the desired trajectory of the
vehicle when it encounters an obstacle. Many different path
planning algorithms exists depending upon the environment
in which the AGV is to be implemented. A path planning
method based upon potential field mapping is suggested in
[21]. To perform obstacle avoidance using the PID-controller
a simple path planning approach is suggested, which can be
used to avoid both known and unknown wall like obstacles.
Another approach to obstacle avoidance is to use a potential
function. This paper suggests one controller based upon using
the potential function, by limiting the situation to where the
obstacles are known and stationary.

A. Obstacle avoidance using the PID-tracking controller

This obstacle avoidance controller requires the usage of
some types of distance and obstacle detection sensor to scan
the track in front of the vehicle, see figure 4. Where β is
the angle and r is the radius of vision. When an obstacle
appears inside the AGVs area of vision the obstacle avoidance
algorithm calculates a new trajectory around it.

The algorithm works by placing a first sub goal at a
predetermined distance to the left of the obstacle. When the
AGV reaches that sub goal it is possible to measure the length
of the obstacle and place a new sub goal at the end of it. When
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Figure 4. Presentation of obstacle avoidance using the PID-tracking controller

the vehicle arrives at the end of the obstacle it calculates,
which is the closest sub goal of the original trajectory and
returns to track the desired trajectory. This procedure is also
described in figure 4.

B. Potential function

The potential function work by introducing a potential for
an obstacle. By means of sensors the size and shape of an
obstacle can be determined. This is then used together with
the structure for the potential function to create a potential for
the obstacle.

Figure 5. Presentation of obstacle avoidance in a 2D-Cartesian coordinate
system

Figure 5 gives an overview of the situation of when the
vehicle encounters an obstacle. In this project we use the
potential function given by equation (36).

rm = r1 + r0 (35)

ΨAB =

{
c1e

(||XAB ||−d)2

b1 ||XAB || ∈ [rm, r]

0 ||XAB || > r
(36)

In equation (36) c1, b1, d and r are design parameters
that will depend upon the size and shape of the obstacle.
These design parameters will also depend upon the speed
as of which the AGV is approaching the obstacle. r0 and
r1 describes the radius of the obstacle and the vehicle
respectively as shown in figure 5. r describes the distance to
the obstacle when the AGV starts sensing its potential. This
means as described by equation (36) that the potential field
is zero if the AGV is far enough away.

Figure 6 shows the potential created by the potential func-
tion from equation (36) with parameters c1 = 1, b1 = 25
and d = 10. By taking the gradient of the potential function
the repelling force from the obstacle can then be calculated
according to equation (37).

F = −∂ΨAB(||XAB ||)
∂(||XAB ||)

||XAB || ∈ [rm, r] (37)
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Figure 6. Potential from obstacle placed in the XY-plane at coordinates
(10, 10)

The force calculated by equation (37) can then be used for
designing a controller that will steer the vehicle away from
the obstacle. The concept is described in figure 7.

C. Obstacle avoidance controller

The obstacle avoidance controller based upon the potential
function, constructed and suggested in this paper is based
upon the fact when the vehicle approaches an obstacle the
force exerted on the vehicle from the potential function (36)
increases. This force is then used together with a gain factor
k to make the controller, described in equation (38). The
−sign(θ) part in the controller is used to make sure that the
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Figure 7. Concept of potential function for obstacle avoidance

vehicle moves in such direction that θ remains in the region
where the chained form representation of the system is defined
according to equation (8).

vobst = −sign(θ)kF (38)

The control output from this controller is then feed into the
steering control for the vehicle u2 in (7). The result is a control
input u2 for the system that normally only depends upon the
tracking controller. But when the vehicle starts sensing an
obstacle, meaning ||XAB || < r in equation (36) the obstacle
avoidance controller forces the vehicle to increase the steering
angle as the obstacle gets closer. Which implies that if the
parameters in the potential function (36) and the gain factor
k is designed correctly the vehicle will avoid the obstacle.

D. Obstacle avoidance controller based upon potential field

Another type of obstacle avoidance controller is the one
based on potential field, like the one suggested in [22].
A controller based upon potential fields uses an attractive
potential function to guide the vehicle to the target and a
repulsive potential function to repel the vehicle away from
obstacles.

A controller based upon potential fields have several advan-
tages compered to the one suggested in this paper in equation
(38). The main advantage is that there will not occur any
conflict between the controller guiding the vehicle to the target
and the obstacle avoidance controller. The obstacle avoidance
controller suggested in this paper needs to be designed in
such away that it can override the control output from the
tracking controller, which will increase when the vehicle
moves away from the desired trajectory. Also the repulsive
potential function used in [22] is much more evolved since it
not only takes the relative distance between the obstacle and
the vehicle into consideration, but also the size of the obstacle
and the relative velocity between the vehicle and obstacle. The

controller suggested in [22] can also avoid moving obstacles
without any errors.

VII. RESULTS

This section first presents the results of the simulations for
the three different tracking controllers in a free environment
and their corresponding parameters. Then the two obstacle
avoidance controllers and their corresponding parameters are
presented.

A. Simulation of PID-Tracking controller

A simulation of the performance of controller (20) is shown
in figure 8 along with the angle error shown in figure 9. The
following control parameters are used Kp = 2, Ki = 1, Kd =
2.25, T = 0.01. The constant speed v is set to 2m/s. l = 1
meter is used in the vehicle model. The width of the road is
6 meters.
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Figure 8. Simulation of PID-controller
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B. Simulation of Model-based controller

A simulation of the performance of controller (28) is shown
in figures 10 and 11. The desired trajectory is generated by
choosing ud(t) as u1d = 0.001+t and u2d = −0.005 cos(0.4t)
according to equation (16). The following control parameters
are used a1 =

√
10, a2 = 5. The simulation is simulated

with time t = [0, 10π]. The initial condition for the desired
trajectory is chosen as [0, 0, 0, 0] and the initial states for the
chained system as [−5, 10, 0, 0].
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Figure 10. Simulation for Model based tracking controller
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Figure 11. State errors for Model based tracking controller

C. Simulation of pole-placement tracking controller

A simulation of the performance of controller (31) is shown
in figures 12 and 13. The desired trajectory is generated
by choosing ud(t) as u1d = 1 and u2d = −0.04 cos(0.1t)
according to (16) and [17]. The following control parameters
are used a11 =

√
10, k1 = 25, k2 = 75 and k3 = 125. The

simulation is simulated with time t = [0, 30π]. The initial
condition for the desired trajectory is chosen as [0, 0, 4, 0] and
the initial states for the chained system as [0, 20, 4, 0].
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Figure 12. Simulation of the pole-placement tracking controller
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Figure 13. State errors for the pole-placement controller

D. Simulation of PID-Tracking controller with obstacle avoid-
ance

A simulation of the performance of controller (20) with an
obstacle in its path is shown in figure 14. The angle error is
presented in figure 15. The following control parameters are
used Kp = 2, Ki = 1, Kd = 2.25, T = 0.01. The constant
speed v is set to 2m/s. l in the vehicle model is chosen as 1
meter. The width of the road is 6 meters.

E. Simulations of pole-placement tracking control combined
with obstacle avoidance

A simulation that shows the performance of the pole-
placement tracking controller (31) together with the obstacle
avoidance controller (38) for the back transformed system is
showed in figure 16. The system of equations is solved by
using a Euler forward-method with step length of T = 0.001.
The controller is tracking sinusoidal trajectory in Cartesian
coordinates with two obstacles present at coordinates
(x1, y1) = (30, 0) and (x2, y2) = (65, 15).
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Figure 14. Simulation of the PID obstacle avoidance controller
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Figure 15. Angle error for the PID-controller

The potential function used have the following parameters
c1 = 1, b1 = 100, d = 30 and r = 30m. The controller (38)
has the gain factor k = 2. The pole-placement controller uses
the parameters a11 =

√
10, k1 = 25, k2 = 75 and k3 = 125.

The starting position of the vehicle is set to x = 0, y = 20, θ =
0 and φ = 0. The length of the vehicle is set to l = 1m.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The results show that a tracking controller can be designed
to make an AGV, modeled like a car able to follow desired
trajectories. The results also show that an AGV can be made
to avoid known obstacles in its path. These results provide a
basis for future work into how AGVs can be designed to be
used in many different applications in smart cities.

A. Performance of the trajectory tracking controllers

The performance of the tracking controllers can be seen
in how they minimizes the state errors or in the PID case
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Figure 16. Simulation with obstacle avoidance

the angle error, shown in figures 11, 13 and 9 respectively.
As can be seen in figure 11 the model-based controller
minimizes the state errors caused by the initial conditions
chosen for the simulation which corresponds to the vehicle
being initially offset from the desired trajectory in roughly
7 seconds. The pole-placement controller minimizes the
state errors in roughly 20 seconds. The performance of the
controllers cannot be compered directly since they do not
track the same reference trajectory and the pole-placement
controller is only proven to be stable for u1d is constant.

The pole-placement controller can thus-wise not be used in
as diverse applications as the model-based tracking controller,
but could still be useful when tracking certain trajectories
since it does not require a solution to the Riccati equation
(29) which depending on the allowed numerical error in the
calculation can be time-consuming. Which could present
a problem in an implementation into a real vehicle if the
computational power in the controller would be limited.

The PID-controller minimizes the angular error caused by
a 900 turn in roughly 10 seconds. The gain parameters used
in the PID controller was found using simulations. It has been
determined through simulations that the PID-controller only
tracks a trajectory satisfactory if the speed of the vehicle is
kept down. This makes the PID-controller only applicable in
autonomous vehicles where the speed of the vehicle is low.
The simplicity of the PID-controller still makes it interesting to
study since PID-regulators are very easy to implement today.
A functional speed controller can also be created to regulate
the speed of the vehicle in corners. Such a speed controller
could be constructed based upon the knowledge of the angle
between two goal coordinates. If the angle is high, then the
vehicle needs to slow down.

B. Usage of sensors in AGVs

The results provided in this paper depends on the fact that
the sensors that would be used in a real application is without
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any noise and other disturbances. In an implementation of 
a real vehicle consideration to such phenomenons would 
have to be taken into consideration. In a real vehicle sensor 
fusion would have to be used to combine different sensor 
measurements to guarantee reliable measurements. Meaning 
measurements from LIDAR, RADAR and Camera vision 
would all have to be used to safely perform obstacle avoidance. 
For navigation sensor fusion between GPS, Camera vision, 
accelerometers, gyroscopes, speedometers and odometers is 
required to perform safe navigation in all situations that may 
occur in an environment where a strong GPS signal may not 
always be a possibility.

C. New applications for AGVs

In this subsection two new applications for AGVs are
proposed. The first one is to equip small AGVs with tools to
allow them to be able to not only inspect but also to clean
or perform maintenance in blocked or damage pipes in cities
that are unaccessible to humans. This could significantly
lower costs for pipe maintenance since the pipes would not
have to be dug up and repaired, but could be repaired with
AGVs.

The other new application where AGVs could be used is that
they could be designed to drive on the sea floor and clean the
sea floor from debris and human waste. This application could
be extremely beneficial at beaches. This application requires
the AGV to be equipped with tools to collect debris and waste
but also an advanced sensor system to identify what should be
picked up and collected and what is simply a rock for example.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

• Three different trajectory tracking controllers have been
suggested to make a car like vehicle follow a desired
trajectory.

• The simulations has proven that there is possible to avoid
known obstacles by using the potential function suggested
in this paper.

• Different sensor has been investigated for use in au-
tonomous vehicles and their advantages and disadvan-
tages have been studied.

X. FUTURE WORK

The work done in this project provides a good basis for
several different concept that can be studied in future projects.
The most obvious continuation for this project would be to
investigate how the concepts and controllers suggested in this
paper can be implemented and simulated on a real vehicle.
Simulating the controllers on a real vehicle would require
consideration to concepts not mentioned in this paper, for
example limitations to the control signals, sensor disturbances
and physical limitations in the vehicle.

An implementation into a real vehicle would require an
investigation into how sensor noise affects the system and
if the controllers still make the system stable. Algorithms
for trajectory planning from GPS coordinates needs to be

investigated, in order to make the vehicle able to follow roads
and also how such an algorithm can be combined with lane
following to allow the vehicle to drive from point A to point
B autonomously in for example a city.

The obstacle avoidance controller suggested in this paper
could be developed by the use of algorithms to determine the
parameters for the potential function based upon the obstacle
size, type and the relative speed compared to the AGV. It
could also be investigated if path planning algorithms would
be more efficient since there would be no need for an obstacle
avoidance controller when the tracking controller could drive
around the obstacle provided that the path planning algorithms
can calculate the correct desired open loop steering control.
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Automated Control With Collision Avoidance of
Multiple Unmanned air Vehicles

Adrian Ahlin and Sebastian Törnblom

Abstract—This report is a study of the coordination of multiple
unmanned air vehicles (UAV). It begins with the model of a flying
vehicle with four fixed propellers, a so called quadcopter. The
model describes how movement is related to motor speed, vehicle
size and mass distribution. Secondly we evaluate what sensors
are appropriate to use in an autonomous air vehicle system and
what outputs they create. The model and the sensor outputs are
used to perform automated stability control of a quadcopter, for
which we propose the use of a PID controller. In the third part
of the report we examine possible ways for autonomous vehicles
to perform motion planning. We compare the Potential field, A*
and RRT algorithms and choose to implement a program which
simulates UAVs using a potential field algorithm to navigate. The
program is two dimensional and randomly generates a chosen
number of flying units and static obstacles. The potential field
method is not error free, sometimes vehicles get stuck when their
goal is directly behind an obstacle, but the simulation proves the
usability of the algorithm if elaborated with a few minor functions
to avoid specific problem cases. In the last part we discuss some
existing and some future applications of UAVs in a smarter urban
environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR a long time air vehicles have needed a human
operator. Lately, decreased prices and sizes of sensors

and micro-controllers have paved way for vehicles which are
autonomous – they can drive themselves completely without
human involvement.

Autonomous air vehicles have several benefits compared to
manually driven planes and helicopters. The removal of the
pilot and its safety systems decrease the payload which enables
the vehicles to be much smaller or carry more equipment.
Having no human on board also decreases restrictions on how
fast the craft can maneuver, as well as where it can operate.
Low pressure, extreme temperatures and extensive G-forces
can all be endured much easier by a machine than by a living
being.

In order to be autonomous a vehicle needs to know its
surroundings and its goal as well as how to control its own
movement. This is achieved by numerical modeling of the
vehicle’s physics and its environment. Typically an unmanned
air vehicle (UAV) achieves stable navigation by the use of a
feedback controller such as the PID controller presented in
[1]. Apart from being able to maneuver, a drone needs to
know where to go. It plans a path from its current position
to its destination while avoiding collisions – the task that
in a conventional vehicle is done by the pilot. The concept
of making an algorithm which lets a machine choose an
appropriate way to its goal is called motion planning. This
topic has been studied by for example [2] and [3]. In [2]
the author S. S. GE describes a motion planning technique

called the potential field method. It relies on an elegant
function which makes the vehicle navigate according to a
virtual force. The vehicle acts as if obstacles emit a repulsive
field and the goal emits an attractive field, making the vehicle
behave similarly to an electron feeling the electrostatic force
of other charged particles. The main goal of this project is to
simulate this method on a team of quadcopters in a city-like
environment.

This report is divided into ten sections. Section II through V
together supply the theory of automated air vehicles. Here we
have studied several publications on the topic of modeling and
controlling a quadcopter, among them [1] and [4]. As done by
[1] we propose the use of a PID controller for stability control.
We have also added a study of the sensors suitable for an
autonomous air vehicle, mainly based on [1] and [5]. Sections
VI and VII contain the potential field method described by
[2], our proposed method and the results of our simulation.
In section VIII we bring up some areas where UAVs are
used today, such as the quadcopter system developed by Alpiq
which is used to inspect electricity transmission towers. Lastly
in sections IX and X we discuss and summarize our work,
and present some ways in which it can be elaborated on in
the future.

II. QUADCOPTER MODEL

A. System overview

The vehicle has a control infrastructure shown in figure
1. The reference signal is supplied by the UAV operator
and is typically a location to which the UAV should go.
How this information is relayed to the vehicle will not be
examined in this report. With directions and sensor data from
GPS, SONAR and IR a motion planning algorithm creates
a desired velocity which is supposed to take the UAV to its
destination while avoiding obstacles. The vehicle control unit
takes sensor data and calculates the speed of each engine using
the dynamic model of the vehicle. The dynamic model is a
software implementation of the differential equations which
govern the quadcopter’s movement. The control signal is sent
to the motors and the UAV moves to a new location according
to its dynamics. We will not include modelling of the engines,
instead we assume direct control of each propeller’s angular
velocity. The new state generates new sensor outputs which
feeds new calculations.

B. Kinematic and Dynamic Model

1) Notations: The vehicle is propelled by four electrical
rotors placed in a square and connected by a cross shaped
body. Figure 2 is published by [4] and shows a model of the
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Figure 1. System architecture.

vehicle. It includes two right-handed coordinate systems: the
earth inertial reference frame seen to the left in figure 2 and
the body frame to the right. The earth frame is a coordinate
system fixed to the surface of the earth and the body frame is a
system fixed to the vehicle. Equation (1) shows our notations.
The linear position p with respect to the earth frame is a vector
pointing from the origin of the earth frame to the origin of the
body frame. The orientation η of the quadcopter with respect
to the earth frame is defined by the Euler angles φ (around the
x-axis), θ (y-axis) and ψ (z-axis) between the axes of the two
systems. Models of air vehicles such as [1], [4], [6] typically
use the convention to call these angles roll, pitch and yaw
respectively. The letter ω denotes the angular velocity of the
vehicle expressed in the body frame. Also conventionally the
x-axis in the earth frame is considered pointed towards the
North.

p =



x
y
z


 , η =



φ
θ


 , ω =



p
q
r


 (1)

As explained in section III some senors give data in the earth
frame, some in the body frame. To convert a vector from one
coordinate system to the other the rotation matrix R and the
transfer matrix W are used [1]. The matrices are functions
of η. The rotation matrix R converts linear velocity ṗB or
acceleration from the body frame to the earth frame (equation
(2)). The matrix is found in equation (4) where cα and sα
denotes cos(α) and sin(α). Similarly the transfer matrix W
in equation (5)

(
with tα = tan(α)

)
converts a vector of angular

velocity ω around the axes of the body frame into the angular
velocities (or Euler rates) in the earth frame (equation (3)).

ṗ = RṗB ṗB =



xB

yB
zB


 = R−1ṗ (2)

η̇ = Wω ω = W−1η̇ (3)

where

R =



cψcθ cψsθsφ − sψcφ cψsθcφ + sψsφ
sψcθ sψsθsφ + cψcφ sψsθcφ − cψsφ
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ


 (4)

W =



1 sφtθ cφtθ
0 cθ −sφ
0 sφ/cθ cφ/cθ


 (5)

Figure 2. Quadcopter axes and angles. Image from [4].

2) Model: A propeller can be modeled as a component
transforming angular velocity to force and torque on its
attached body. A commonly used model is presented in [6].
It shows how the force fi and torque τMi produced by each
rotor are related to its rotational velocity ωi, see figure 2 and
equations (6) and (7), where k is the lift constant and b is
the drag constant. As mentioned by Teppo Lukkonen in [4]
the torque is also dependent on the rotational acceleration and
the inertia moment of the rotor. However the effects are only
noticeable when the vehicle is starting or stopping its engines
and will therefore be omitted.

fi = kω2
i (6)

τMi = bω2
i (7)

where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. A summation of the force from each
rotor creates the total thrust, which is force acting on the
vehicle body along the zB-axis, see equation (8). To translate
the thrust into acceleration in the earth frame it is divided
by the vehicle mass m and rotated with the rotation matrix
from equation (4). Equation (10) shows the total acceleration
with respect to the earth frame as the sum of the gravitational
acceleration g and the produced acceleration.

T = k
4∑

i=1

ω2
i T =



0
0
T


 (8)

p̈ = G+
1

m
R(η)T (9)

=




0
0
−g


+

T

m



cψsθcφ + sψsφ
sψsθcφ − cψsφ

cθcφ


 (10)

The vehicle navigates by tilting its body hence changing
the direction of the thrust with respect to the earth frame. It
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tilts by varying the speeds of the propellers so that the desired
torque is generated on its body. With the notation in figure 2
and equation (6), torque around the xB-axis, denoted τx, is
obtained by decreasing the velocity of rotor 2 and increasing
the velocity of rotor 4. τy is obtained in a similar way by
manipulating the force from rotors 1 and 3. Since rotor 1 and
3 rotate in the opposite direction compared to 2 and 4, pairwise
decreasing and increasing the angular speeds of rotors (1,3)
and (2, 4) generates a torque τz according to equation (7).
Together the torques can be represented as a vector seen in
equation (11) where l is the distance from the motors to the
center of the quad.

τB =



τx
τy
τz


 =




lk(−ω2
2 + ω2

4)
lk(−ω2

1 + ω2
3)

b(−ω2
1 + ω2

2 − ω2
3 + ω2

4)


 (11)

We assume that the mass of the drone is distributed as two
equal rods connected as a cross. According to [6] it can be
modeled with an inertia matrix I containing inertia in the body
frame’s directions as seen in equation (12).

I =



Ixx 0 0
0 Iyy 0
0 0 Izz


 (12)

Newton-Euler’s equation for torque, inertia and angular
velocity, which are presented in [1], can be seen in equation
(13). We rewrite it to equation (14) and insert our inertia matrix
to get the final expression for ω̇ seen in equation (15).

τB = Iω̇ + ω × (Iω) (13)

ω̇ = I−1(τB − ω × (Iω)) (14)

=



τx/Ixx
τy/Iyy
τz/Izz


+



(Iyy − Izz)qr/Ixx
(Izz − Ixx)pr/Iyy
(Ixx − Iyy)pq/Izz


 (15)

Combining equation (11) and (15) we get the complete
relation between engine velocity and angular acceleration in
the body frame. Equation (10) and (16) make up the system
of equations which describe the movements of the vehicle.

ω̇ =




lk(−ω2
2 + ω2

4)/Ixx
lk(−ω2

1 + ω2
3)/Iyy

b(−ω2
1 + ω2

2 − ω2
3 + ω2

4)/Izz


+



(Iyy − Izz)qr/Ixx
(Izz − Ixx)pr/Iyy
(Ixx − Iyy)pq/Izz




(16)

III. SENSORS

Besides thinking and acting, a robot needs to sense. It is
a vital part of the perception-action cycle (figure 3). The
robot makes decisions to act based on the information of the
environment gathered with its sensors. A sensor is a device that
is able to convert a physical parameter input into an electrical
signal output, which can then be processed by some internal
intelligence, and finally acted upon. When the quadcopter
moves, sensor information feedback updates the internal state
of the robot. This way, it can stay on the desired path and
sustain flight control.

Figure 3. The perception-action cycle.

A. Inertial Measurement Unit

The inertial measurement unit, shortened IMU, includes
a set of sensors which measure the vehicles movement in
different ways.

1) Accelerometer: The accelerometer measures the force on
a small control mass and converts it to acceleration [7]. One
accelerometer only measures in a single direction, the IMU
therefore includes three acceleration sensors aligned along
the body frame axes. Because the sensors are measuring the
force of a reference mass, not the force of the drone itself,
their output is proper acceleration ap which should not be
confused with mechanical acceleration p̈. Proper acceleration
is proportional to the force acting on the sensor which leads to
an accelerometer laying still on the earth’s surface outputting
nonzero values due to the earth’s gravity field. To convert the
sensor data to mechanical acceleration of the drone given in the
earth coordinate system p̈, the proper acceleration is rotated
into the earth frame with the rotational matrix from equation
(4) and the gravitational acceleration is subtracted as shown
in equation (17) [5].

p̈ = Rap −G (17)

2) Gyroscope: A gyroscope is a device which measures
its own angular velocity. There are three main types of
gyroscopes, mechanical, optical and microelectromechanical
(MEMS) [8]. According to Oliver Woodman, professor at the
University of Cambridge, the mechanical versions are to large
and heavy to be used in a quadcopter. His opinion is that the
MEMS is most suitable due to its low power consumption,
durable construction, low cost and low weight [5]. A MEMS
gyroscope obtain all the angular velocities ω by utilizing
the Coriolis effect. As explained in [5] the Coriolis effect
states that a mass m moving with velocity v and rotating
with angular velocity ω experiences a force Fc as shown in
equation (18).

Fc = −2m(ω × v) (18)

A MEMS gyroscope contains a mass which is driven to
vibrate at a high velocity along an axis, see figure 4. When a
rotation is induced it can be obtained by measuring the force
generated by the Coriolis effect on the vibrating mass.

3) Magnetometer: Similar to a compass the magnetometer
measures magnetic fields. The IMU contains three magne-
tometers placed orthogonal in the same way as the accelerom-
eters. If no other sources disturb the magnetometer it shows
the earth magnetic field. This gives the orientation of the
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Figure 4. A MEMS gyroscope.

vehicle η but with pretty low accuracy and high insecurity
due to the earth’s magnetic field’s local time variance and the
high probability of disturbances from other electric devices.
However, having another reference vector on board can help
ensure long time stability of the yaw (ψ) axis avoiding drift
in the measurements over time [5], [9].

4) Thermometer: The IMU could also include temperature
sensors useful to compensate for other sensors’ temperature
dependencies [1].

B. SONAR

SONAR is an acronym for Sound Navigation And Ranging,
and as the name suggests the sensor uses sound to measure
distances. There are a lot of different SONARs, with sound
wave frequencies ranging from infrasonic (< 20 Hz) to
ultrasonic (> 20 kHz). In general, a lower frequency can
provide a longer sensing range, but the device then needs to be
larger in size to be able to provide a reasonable directionality.
Also, the resolution increases with higher frequency [10].

For use in robotics, an ultrasonic SONAR is of interest. The
measurement distance for a typical ultrasonic SONAR can be
in the range from 0.03 to 6 meters, with a resolution of 0.01
m [1]. For safe and stable landing it is important to accurately
be able to measure small distances with good resolution.
This makes the SONAR a good choice for measuring the
height above ground, and to be mounted on the bottom of
the vehicle. The possibility to measure quite long distances
also makes the sensor useful for detecting obstacles in the
environment, if additional SONARs are mounted on the sides
of the quadcopter.

The SONAR is composed of a microcontroller and two
transducers: a sound transmitter and a sound receiver. To
measures a distance, the microcontroller starts a timer at the
time of transmission of a sound wave. If an object is in range
of the SONAR, the sound wave is reflected back as an echo.
When the receiver detects the echo, the clock is stopped. The
time-difference ∆t is then multiplied by the speed of sound
and divided by two to get the one-way distance to the object
[11]:

DSONAR = vsound ·
∆t

2
(19)

where the speed of sound in dry air at 20°C is 343 m/s.
For the altitude, the distance calculated here then needs to be
multiplied by the cosine of the roll (φ) angle and by the cosine
of the pitch (θ) angle, both measured by the IMU. The reason
this is needed is that the orientation of the UAV inertial body

frame is in general not the same as the earth inertial frame,
and needs to be compensated for [1].

The accuracy of the SONAR lessens with the distance, and
with the measuring angle – it is most accurate in the center
of the beam [12]. SONARs typically have a wide beam angle.
This can be good for obstacle detection; a narrow object or an
obstacle not in the direct path can be detected [1], [12], and
actions to avoid collision can therefore be taken earlier as well.
However, the wide angle can cause problems if an object in the
proximity reflects the wave as if it was in front of the sensor,
or reflects the wave back to the sensor via another surface [1],
[11]. The SONAR is also sensitive to temperature, pressure
conditions, humidity, and the shape of the object reflecting
the sound [11], [12].

C. Infrared sensor

Another way to measure distances is by the use of an
infrared (IR) sensor. There are some different types of IR-
sensors, which use different methods: triangulation, phase shift
or time of flight. Regardless of the method, they all use light
in the infrared spectrum for rangefinding.

An IR-sensor can be composed of a light-emitting diod
(LED), a position-sensitive device (PSD), a signal processing
circuit, and other circuits needed. The LED is a transducer
which converts an electrical signal to an IR-wave of light. The
PSD is a photodiode that operates on the photoelectric effect
and can turn the IR waves into electric energy. The method
of triangulation works by the LED sending out IR light of a
specific frequency. When an object within the sensor working
range is struck, some of the light is reflected back and via
a lens focused into the PSD, designed to be sensitive of the
same frequency of light. The further away the object is from
the sensor, the steeper the incident angle of the reflected light
becomes. Based on the geometric characteristics, the distance
to the object can be calculated as:

DIR = f
L

x
(20)

where f ,L and x are the distances as shown in figure 5. As
with the case for the SONAR, to measure the UAV’s altitude
the distance provided here must be multiplied by the cosine
of the roll angle and by the cosine of the pitch angle [1].

The measuring range for an IR rangefinder is usually less
than that of the SONAR, with the minimum distance being
larger. The accuracy and resolution lessens with distance. The
beam angle is considerably less than that of the SONAR, up
to 5 degrees is typical. It will therefore not be disturbed by
objects in the proximity and is a good complement to the
SONAR [1], [12].

The sensor is sensitive to interferences from surrounding
light sources, and to the colour and other reflexivity charac-
teristics of the object being measured [1], [12]. The signal
processing circuit – and other circuits such as an oscillation
circuit and a voltage regulator – are needed in the sensor sys-
tem to process and accurately provide a distance measurement
[1].
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Figure 5. The workings of a triangulating infrared sensor. Figure from [1].

D. GPS

The Global Positioning System relies on satellite communi-
cation and can therefore only be used outdoors. It can be used
in motion planning to get a sense of the global position and
trajectory direction [1]. The system gives position in the earth
frame, here called p but only with an accuracy of around 15
meters. The update frequency is also far less than the one of
other sensors. GPS alone is therefore not precise enough to
measure the p-vector adequately for control of the UAV.

IV. SENSOR FUSION

Sensor fusion is a process which combines data from a
number of sensors to extract state variables. For example the
position p is given by the GPS but it can also be found by
transforming and double integrating the accelerometer data
p̈B . As mentioned in [5] the most common technique to fuse
sensor data is done with an algorithm called Kalman filter. The
GPS gives a rough position which then is further specified by
the IMU. In a similar way the signals from the magnetometers
and the gyroscope can be fused to generate a more accurate
orientation η and rotational velocity ω. Likewise, distance
measurements from the IR and SONAR sensors are fused for
greater accuracy and measurement reliability [1]. For obstacle
detection the combined maximum measurement distance with
maintained accuracy is denoted d0, the sensing radius of the
quadcopter.

V. STABILIZATION CONTROL

With the kinematic and dynamic model of the quadcopter
described, we can look into how to control it. The quadcopter
is an under-actuated system, having six degrees of freedom but
only four control inputs (the rotors). This makes the control
problem quite complicated [13]. To maintain a stable hover,
four basic movements,

U =



U1

U2

U3

U4


 =



T
τx
τy
τz




must be balanced by the angular velocities of four rotors.
The dynamics can be summarized in equations (10) and
(15), describing how the UAV accelerates depending on U .
The movements are related to the rotors’ angular velocities,
described by equations (8) and (11).

A. PID controller

For stabilization it is common to use a PID (propor-
tional–integral–derivative) controller, which is a closed-loop
control system with a simple structure [1], [4], and has
extensive theory available. This makes it a good choice for our
purposes. Another advantage is that the controller is tunable
even without a specific model of the quadcopter system [1].
To solve the stabilization problem the PID uses feedback to
continuously calculate the error value e(t) between a desired
state xd and a measured, present state x(t) of a variable.
It adjusts the control variable u(t) to the quadcopter system
based on proportional, integral and derivative terms, and tries
to minimize the error of respectively present, past and future
values [1], [14]:

e(t) = xd − x(t), (21)

u(t) = KP e(t) +KI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ +KD
de(t)

dt
(22)

where KP (proportional), KI (integral), and KD (derivative)
are the non-negative controller gain values. To just use a PD
controller – without the integral term – would give a steady
state error, which is why we propose the use of a PID. The
integral term can eliminate the steady state error, but it must be
noted that it also increases the overshoot and settling time, and
can cause integral wind-up leading to oscillations or instability
[1], [6]. To tune the parameters is a difficult task [13], so it
could be good to use an optimized algorithm of some kind,
rather than tuning them manually.

The PID controller processes task and sensor data as inputs,
and calculates the basic movements to balance the UAV as
output. From the gyroscope we get the angle derivatives, i.e.
ω. These measured values can be integrated and transformed
into the present state of the roll (φ), pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ)
angles. We assume that all sensor data provided are accurate
without error.

In the control problem of keeping a stable hover, we can
simplify the dynamics. We only have for rotors, and can only
control four variables. From equation (10) we only need the
acceleration in the z-direction. Furthermore, small angular
changes ω can be omitted from equation (15). Finally, the
transfer matrix W is approximately the identity matrix in a
hovering position (due to small η-angles), so we can refer
the angular accelerations in equation (15) to the earth frame
angular accelerations η̈ instead. We are left with equation
(23) describing how the modelled dynamics relate to the basic
movements U [1]:
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z̈ = −g + (cosφcosθ)
U1

m

φ̈ =
U2

Ixx

θ̈ =
U3

Iyy

ψ̈ =
U4

Izz

(23)

As can be seen in equation (23), for a constant altitude
the body-frame z-axis thrust component needs to equal the
gravitational forces in the earth frame z-axis, or T = mg

cosθcosφ
[6]. Further, the torques are related to the angular velocities
by τB = Iη̈, so we want to set the torques proportional to
the output with τB = Iu(t). The PID controller can finally be
expressed as [4]:

U1 =
(
g +Kz,D(żd − ż) +Kz,P (zd − z)

+Kz,I(

∫ t

0

(zd − z)dτ)
) m

cosφcosθ
,

U2 =
(
Kφ,D(φ̇d − φ̇) +Kφ,P (φd − φ)

+Kz,I(

∫ t

0

(φd − φ)dτ)
)
Ixx,

U3 =
(
Kθ,D(θ̇d − θ̇) +Kθ,P (θd − θ)

+Kz,I(

∫ t

0

(θd − θ)dτ)
)
Iyy,

U4 =
(
Kψ,D(ψ̇d − ψ̇) +Kψ,P (ψd − ψ)

+Kz,I(

∫ t

0

(ψd − ψ)dτ)
)
Izz,

(24)

in which – for the task of a horizontal hover – the desired
angles, angular velocities and żd will all be zero, and zd will
be a constant.

With values from equation (24), the rotors’ angular veloci-
ties needed to stabilize the quadcopter can now be calculated
from equations (8) and (11) [1], [4]:

ω2
1 =

U1

4k
− U3

2kl
− U4

4b
,

ω2
2 =

U1

4k
− U2

2kl
+

U4

4b
,

ω2
3 =

U1

4k
+

U3

2kl
− U4

4b
,

ω2
4 =

U1

4k
+

U2

2kl
+

U4

4b
,

(25)

In this paper it is assumed the rotors can be perfectly
controlled with these signals. In a real system ω2

i would have
to be further processed into the respective voltages to each
rotor, and even further treated with respect to the hardware
specifics. This would require modelling of the motors. More
can be read on this subject in [1].

VI. MOTION PLANNING

The purpose of this section is for the UAV to be able
to navigate towards a goal, while avoiding collision with

obstacles. For an unmanned vehicle to autonomously move
between two points in a space, i.e from a start configuration
to a goal configuration, a motion (or trajectory) plan is needed.
In this section we study a few different algorithms for how this
could be achieved. First we look at the A* search algorithm,
then continue with the RRT algorithm and lastly we explain
and discuss the potential field method.

In a city, the trajectory towards the goal needs to avoid
both moving and static obstacles. Also, the path needs to
be such that the robot – also called an agent – is able to
accurately follow up on that plan in real life, therefore the
vehicle dynamics must be taken into account in order to avoid
collisions. In a space such as a smart city, we can if needed
assume full knowledge of the map, while sensors collect vital
local information. In this section we assume that the position
of the robot and the positions of any obstacles inside of a
radius d0 from the robot, are known and accurate. The goal
will be assumed stationary while spherical obstacles (or other
agents) will be allowed to be dynamic. For simplification we
will assume the UAVs at flight at a constant height, thus
reducing the problem into a two dimensional problem.

A. A* search algorithm

A* is an algorithm able to find the shortest path (if any)
between two points on a map using a heuristic to guide it. First
the map must be simplified; let us consider a configuration
space represented by a two dimensional grid of squares. The
center of each square could also be represented as nodes, n,
between which an agent can move. The configuration space is
divided into two subsets: Cfree is the free space the robot is
allowed to move in, and Cobs is space occupied by obstacles.
Additionally, of course, we need a start and goal configuration
of the robot: we want to move from an initial node A to a target
node B.

A* utilizes a cost function F (n) in its search [15]:

F (n) = G(n) +H(n) (26)

where G(n) is the movement cost (the distance or the amount
of steps) to move from A to n. The cost could be set to 1 for
a vertical or horizontal movement, and to

√
2 for a diagonal

movement (although e.g. 10 and 14 respectively would be
faster in implementation, not having to deal with operations
or decimals). H(n) is the heuristic, which is a guess of the
cost to move from n to B, and could be defined in several
ways, e.g. the Euclidean distance between the node and the
goal [15]. It is a guess because we don’t yet know the real
path around obstacles in the grid.

The search algorithm starts with initializing two empty lists:
an open list to contain nodes to be checked, and a closed list
for nodes already checked. The first step is to add A to the
open list. Next, we add every adjacent node to A (∈ Cfree)
to the open list. For all of these nodes, save A as the parent
node. Now that A has been checked, drop it from the open
list and add it to the closed list, not to be checked again. The
next step is to choose from the open list a node to continue
with, namely the one with the lowest F-cost, let us call it n1.
When this is chosen, drop it from the open list and add it to
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the closed list, and then add the adjacent nodes ∈ Cfree to the
open list if: they are not already there, and if they are not on
the closed list. For all of these nodes, save the chosen node
n1 as the parent node. Now, if an adjacent node - let us call
it nadj - were already on the open list, we need to check if
G(nadj via n1) is lower than G(nadj). Do nothing if it is not.
But if it is, it would mean that to get from A to nadj this new
path via n1 would be shorter. In that case, change the parent
node of nadj to n1, and recalculate the F and G-costs for nadj .

This process is repeated until B, the final node, is added
to the closed list. The path is found by following the parent
nodes backwards from B to A [15].

1) Limitations: There are two main drawbacks with using
A* for motion planning of a UAV. Firstly, the algorithm needs
information before it can act. With moving obstacles the agent
would likely have to stop and recalculate a flight path several
times during the trajectory towards the goal. Secondly, and
worse, it needs a large number of nodes to represent the
environment. The large size of this information makes the
computations heavy and the processing time long [16].

B. Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm

The RRT algorithm was first introduced in 1998 by Steven
LaValle as a path planning algorithm capable of handling
a broad variety of planning problems, including problems
with nonholonomic constraints1, kinodynamic problems, and
problems with high degrees of freedom [3]. The search is
biased towards not yet searched regions, hence the name
rapidly-exploring.

Figure 6. The growth of an RRT tree, figure from [3].

The basic concept is to expand a search tree in a (metric)
state space X , looking for a continuous path from an initial
state xinit to a goal state xgoal. States can include both the
configuration (position, orientation) and the velocities [3]. The
tree is incrementally expanded by the application of control
inputs over short time intervals. The path must lie entirely
in a region free of obstacles (or other kinds of restraints),
i.e. in Xfree ⊆ X . There is no explicit representation of the
subset Xfree [17]. The algorithm (Table I) however includes
a collision detector in step 5. In this step the function SE-
LECT INPUT chooses an input u that minimizes the distance
from xnear to xrand, and also determines if a new state lies
in Xobs, the complement of the free region. New states are
obtained by integrating the function f in the state transition
equation describing the nonholonomic constraints:

ẋ = f(x, u) (27)

1A nonholonomic system is a system where the current state is dependent
on the path taken to get there.

where u is an input selected from a set U of possible
inputs, and x is an initial state. This gives a new state
xnew ≈ x+ f(x, u)∆t, using Euler’s method for integration.
In a more basic problem, with only holonomic constraints
and a rigid body in configuration space X = C, new states
are given by xnew ≈ x+ u∆t [3].

Table I
THE RRT ALGORITHM FROM [3].

GENERATE RRT(xinit,K,∆t)
1 τ .init(xinit);
2 for k = 1 to K do
3 xrand ← RANDOM STATE();
4 xnear ← NEAREST NEIGHBOR(xrand, τ);
5 u ← SELECT INPUT(xrand, xnear);
6 xnew ← NEW STATE(xnear, u,∆t);
7 τ .add vertex(xnew);
8 τ .add edge(xnear, xnew, u);
9 Return τ

1) Limitations: Even though there are quite a few advan-
tages to the RRT algorithm – with it being flexible in the
variety of problems it can handle – it can be inefficient in terms
of computer memory and computation time. With moving
agents, the algorithm would have to update the map and run
an optimization algorithm for every agent in each iteration.
This leads to a slow rate of convergence for the optimal paths
to be found, and with the many iterations the algorithm has a
high memory requirement [18].

C. Potential field method

In this paper we propose the use of the potential field
method for motion planning. Here we assume a simplified
model in which we control the UAV with ṗ = u.

The potential field method has been popular for motion
planning thanks to its simplicity and elegant mathematical
analysis [2], and quick real time computation [18], [19]. The
basic idea is to fill the workspace with an artificial potential
field, constructed by the sum of an attractive potential of the
goal configuration, and repulsive potentials of the obstacles
[2]. It is a function depending on the robot position p(t) as
follows

U(p) = Uatt(p) + Urep(p) (28)

where p = [x y]T in a two dimensional space, or
p = [x y z]T for a position in three dimensions. If the
potential field value is assumed to be the energy, then the
gradient of the field is a vector field of the force acting on the
robot, and the robot follows the negative potential gradient
towards the goal, in the procedure of gradient descent [20]:

F (p) = −∇U(p) (29)

Assuming first order dynamics, with only holonomic con-
straints, the negative potential gradient will be the resulting
robot velocity rather than the resultant force acting on the robot
[20]. With this simplified model we control the quadcopter
with the control signal u(t) in equation (21) with:

u(t) = ṗ(t) = −∇U
(
p(t)

)
(30)
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1) Attractive potential: The attractive potential is a function 
depending on the relative position of the goal with respect 
to the robot at time t [2], and needs to be monotonically 
increasing. It could be implemented in several ways [20]. Let 
the function be defined as

Uatt(p) =
1

2
α ‖ pgoal(t)− p(t) ‖m (31)

where α is a positive scalar parameter, ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidian
distance, and m is a positive constant. With m = 2, equation
(31) is reduced to its conventional quadratic form [2], with the
corresponding gradient

∇Uatt(p) = α
(
pgoal(t)− p(t)

)
(32)

2) Repulsive potential: The repulsive potential, Urep is
constructed to repel the agent away from an obstacle if it
comes too close. When an obstacle is outside of the sensing
radius d0 (from section IV), it is not desired that the obstacle
has any influence on the agent, and Urep is set to zero [2], [20].
If there is a boundary or restriction in the agents configuration
space, i.e. areas over which the UAV can not be allowed to
fly (e.g. an airfield or a state border), the boundary can be
modeled as an obstacle. In implementation, the edges of the
finite workspace are considered obstacles. Also, other agents
could be considered and modeled as obstacles as well.

Let ds(p(t),pobs(t)) be the relative distance between the
robot and the closest point on an obstacle. Then for every ob-
stacle, Urep can be made inversely proportional to ds(p,pobs)
as follows [2], [20]:

Urep(p) =



β

((
1

ds(p,pobs)

)
− 1

d0

)
, if ds(p,pobs) < d0

0, if ds(p,pobs) ≥ d0
(33)

where β is a positive scalar factor, and d0 is the positive
proximity threshold, alias the sensing radius. The gradient
vector field from an obstacle is

∇Urep(p) =

{
−β

(
1

d2
s(p,pobs)

)
, if ds(p,pobs) < d0

0, if ds(p,pobs) ≥ d0
(34)

For N obstacles inside the proximity threshold, the total
velocity of the robot finally becomes

v(p) = −
(
∇Uatt(p) +

N∑
i=0

∇Urep,i(p)

)
(35)

3) Advantages and limitations: There are some inherent
problems with using the potential field method. The problem
of local minima trapping the agent is arguably the worst. In
this situation the forces acting on the robot cancel each other
out, or make the agent oscillate in the presence of an obstacle.
Imagine for example an obstacle shaped like the letter U. If the
agent is above the obstacle and the goal is below, the vehicle
will be tricked to fly into the letter’s opening and then be
stuck there. A related problem is that it is hard or impossible
to pass through a free space located in-between closely spaced
obstacles [21].

Depending on the situation, these problems are more or less
severe. On open sea for example, obstacles are rare; the same
can be said for a UAV flying at high enough altitude. Also,
some issues can be fixed. One easy solution – for a static goal
configuration with a known environment – is to define the start
configuration of the robot in such a way that local minima can
be avoided.

Despite the limitations, the potential field method is an
effective and simple method to implement motion planning for
an unmanned vehicle. The memory requirements are small and
the computation time is quick. It is also very versatile in that it
can be extended to include other objectives, such as controlling
the formation and connectivity of a group of vehicles, as has
been shown in [22]. And in [2] the potential field method was
extended to handle moving obstacles as well as a moving goal.
This was done by including velocities in the potential field.
Thanks to all of these advantages, we propose the use of the
potential field method for UAV motion planning.

VII. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

To test the potential field algorithm presented above a
simulation program has been constructed. The program is
implemented in Matlab and handles a two dimensional static
environment made up by two types of zones: accessible and
non-accessible. The UAVs are represented as small spheres
which can move without constraints other than a maximum
allowed speed. The program randomly generates the envi-
ronment and the starting and goal positions of each drone.
The simulated UAVs can sense their surroundings in a limited
distance away from its center, representing the distance d0
in equations (33) and (34). It knows the coordinates of itself
and its goal, p and pgoal in e.g. equation (31). The program
calculates the potential field function for each drone and then
moves it according to equation (35), where we control the
quadcopter with control input u(t) = v

(
p(t)

)
.

Figure 7 shows the output window after a program run.
Obstacles are white. The grey dot is UAV in flight. They move
in the black area from their launch pad (a square) to their
goal (a cross). When they arrive a circle is painted around the
cross. The algorithm’s work can be seen as an animation as
each program iteration moves the UAV one step and plots a
coloured dot at its position. In the end the dots form trails
where the UAVs have flown. In figure 7 all drones except
one have arrived at their targets. The potential field algorithm
makes each drone arrive at its destined goal without coming to
close to static objects or other vehicles. However, the algorithm
has some shortcomings. When the goal is directly behind a
static obstacle the sum of the repulsive and attractive force
(equation (28)) will become zero, causing the UAV to stop.
This can be seen in figure 7 where a UAV is stuck behind
a small square. The issue could be solved in future work by
introducing an addition to the algorithm which senses if the
drone is stuck end then performs some action. In a report
published by [19], if the drone calculates a zero magnitude
desired velocity but is not yet at its destination, a small
movement orthogonal to the attractive force is performed. This
will hopefully move the vehicle into a new position where the
repulsive and attractive term no longer cancel each other.
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Figure 7. A complete run of the motion planning test program with three
drones. One of them did not arrive at its destination.

The method is good for preventing the UAVs from colliding
with each other. Figure 8 shows a situation where two drones
avoid contact with each other by adjusting speed and direction
of flight.

Figure 8. Two drones avoiding collision with each other.

Figure 9. A run with one drone in a simple environment. The trail is thicker
than the vehicle size to increase visibility.

Figure 10 shows the results of the attractive and repulsive
potential field after the simulation of one UAV in figure 9. As
can be seen the drone decreases its velocity when approaching
an obstacle as well as when it is close to reaching the goal.
This is a feature of the potential field algorithm which might

Figure 10. The magnitude of the attractive and repulsive vector controlling
the UAV in figure 9, and the magnitude of the resulting velocity of the vehicle.

be seen as either good or bad. On one hand reducing the speed
when close to obstacles will increase the system’s safety or
at least give the impression of doing so. If the drone shall
be deployed in a city the obstacle might be a human being.
Slowing down when in proximity to objects will then probably
comfort the humans in the UAVs operational area but on the
other hand it might lead to unnecessary losses of speed thus
decreasing the system’s efficiency.

Our conclusion is that the proposed potential field method is
sufficient for use in applications where there are no obstacles
such as on high altitude flights. For the use of UAVs in an ur-
ban environment with static obstacles the method works under
some given circumstances, e.g. when the start configuration
can be decided such that local minimas can be avoided. For
use in a dynamic urban terrain the method however needs some
extensions to be fully functional in the complex environment.

VIII. APPLICATIONS IN SMART CITIES

A. Easily deployable surveillance

In a report published by the Czech Technical University the
usage of drones as surveillance units is studied. [23] explains
that having UAVs for monitoring instead of the much cheaper
stationary cameras is beneficial when you quickly want to
set up, move or remove your survaillance area. A relatively
small amount of drones can monitor a large area which would
require a much greater number of stationary cameras. The
drones are also easier to deploy and have the ability to be
remote controlled if needed, for example to follow a fleeing
suspect. [23] discusses the technical problems surounding
surveillance drones. They stress the necessity to intelligently
plan the flight path for the UAV. In urban areas buildings
will block the drone’s line of site if not roads and houses
are considered when planning the route and altitude of the
vehicle. The author provides a test scenario which shows that
the drones are most efficient when flying on high altitudes but
this requires very high resolution cameras. An example of a
high altitude surveilance drone is the ARGUS-IS, developed
by the United States Military and BAE Systems. It carries
a 1.8 gigapixel camera which from 6000 meters altitude can
monitor a 100 square meter area with good enough resolution
to track individuals’ movements [24], [25].
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B. Infrastructure inspection

The Swiss energy company Alpiq are currently using UAVs
to inspect its electric power transmission lines. This task
was previously done by climbing pylons and examining the
equipment. A UAV makes the process much faster and with
no risk to the technician [26]. Other similar applications are
inspection of traffic infrastructure such as bridges and also
monitoring of the traffic itself. Today stationary cameras are
often located in busy intersections – with UAVs a much greater
part of the road net can be monitored and if an accident is
reported UAVs can quickly fly to the site and give information
to rescue personnel before they arrive.

C. Emergency response operations

In emergency situations the use of UAVs could be helpful in
numerous ways, e.g. for quick response time or to investigate
otherwise hard to reach or dangerous areas. Multiple UAVs in
cooperation could perform tasks that for a single drone would
be limited by flight time and payload capacity. The use of
UAVs in firefighting and monitoring is one application that
has gotten some attention in previous research. [27] presented
an algorithm for effective UAV path planning for monitoring
a forest fire. A fire could cost billions of dollars in property
and environment damage. In firefighting it is essential to get
frequent updates as to how and where the fire propagates -
firefighters going in blind are risking their lives.

Search and rescue is another application. UAVs can be used
for aid and relief after earthquakes, e.g. using cameras, IR
and other sensors to locate people hidden under rubble. In
medical emergencies a UAV could quickly deliver medicine
(e.g. insulin or allergy medication) or a defibrillator, to be
used by bystanders while waiting for an ambulance that might
not arrive in time.

D. New application

Quadcopters could be equipped with robotic arms to in-
crease their usability. Thanks to the vast range of sizes the
vehicle could be constructed in and the maneuverability of the
design, the addition of a robotic arm could open up a large
number of additional applications. For example they could be
used for reparations of equipment that is hard to reach, such as
on antennas. Quadcopters with robotic arms could also be used
for transportation and installation of hardware on a worksite
or on a factory floor.

IX. SUMMARY

The physical model of a quadcopter with generalized en-
gines can be summarized into equations (10) and (16). To
perform control and motion planning of a vehicle the model
is complemented with sensors to get relevant data. An IMU,
SONAR, IR sensor and GPS are sufficient to perform control
and motion planning. A fully autonomous vehicle can be
constructed as demonstrated by for example the system used
by Alpiq [26]. The proposed method for motion planning –
the potential field algorithm – is functional but requires some
additions in future work to be large scale deployable.

X. FUTURE WORK

The continuation of our work could come in any of the
following bullets:

• The governing equations presented in section II are
simplified. Future work could be to add the effects of
aerodynamic forces and engine dynamics to the system.

• By expanding section V with a simulation, the PID
controller can be tested and the coefficients Kp,Kd,Ki

set.
• As mentioned in section VII the potential field algorithm

can be improved by adding a function to solve local
minima problems.
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A6B. UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES

Abstract—Unmanned air vehicles (UAV) are becoming more 
and more widely used for a variety of different purposes. 
Transportation, surveillance and defense are but a few of their 
application fields. There is therefore a need for a system in place 
that makes sure the UAV’s are flying properly and without 
crashing. In this project we seek to find a solution to this problem 
and develop such a navigation system. This has been done by the 
use of sensors to help generate a potential field. The navigation 
system will with the use of potential fields help the UAV reach its 
destination while avoiding collision with other UAV’s and 
different obstacles. This has all been simulated in Matlab, and 
the results are the UAV successfully reaching its destination 
while avoiding collisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

UADROTOR aircraft have been proposed since as early as 
the beginning of the 20th century, but the technology 

enabling such a craft to be stabilized and controlled, i.e. the 
circuitry onboard has only become sufficiently lightweight in 
the past few decades to be used in practice. Starting at around 
the turn of the millennium, the miniaturization of electronics 
has led to the rapid development of unmanned quadrotor 
aircraft that are now being used in a diverse range of 
applications. Many challenges and aspects of quadrotor design 
and control remain to be solved and research into a variety of 
fields is steadily improving the capabilities of these aircraft. 
For instance, in the stabilization of the aircraft, feedback 
control is necessary and although viable solutions have been 
implemented [1], research is still ongoing to perfect it, for 
example [2] and [3]. Also, sensors, such as cameras, inertial 
sensors and radar constitute the major part of the payload of 
the craft, they are used first of all in the control of the 
quadrotor but may also be used by the quadrotor to fulfill its 
mission or purpose [4]. Sensors are also vital in the motion 
planning of unmanned vehicles, especially aerial ones. 
Developing autonomous quadrotors is a burgeoning field and 
the problem of motion planning and obstacle avoidance is a 
subject much studied as a result.

Many different approaches have been used to implement 
motion planning in mobile vehicles or robots dating back at 
least a few decades, early literature includes Latombe [5] and
Spong et al.[6], many of these approaches were developed for 
ground based robots and are therefore not suited for the 3D-
environment of a UAV. One of the more general methods that 

can be used is called the potential field method and it can be 
applied to a 3D-scenario [7], this is the method that will be 
used in this work. The method has the advantage of being 
conceptually simple and can be expressed in a mathematically 
simple way. It is an example of a dynamic or on-line motion 
planning method, in which a previously known environment is 
not assumed and so the quadcopter must make autonomous 
decisions on the fly [8]. The general idea of the potential field 
method is to generate an artificial potential field in the vicinity 
of the quadrotor, based on sensor information. In the potential 
field, the target position to be navigated towards is an 
attractive point source and the obstacles of the environment, 
either other moving quadcopters or static objects are modeled 
as repulsive sources, Latombe [5]. The negative gradient of 
the generated potential field is then used as input to the flight-
controller of the UAV steering it on its path.

Quadrotor aircraft are somewhat complicated in terms of 
dynamics and are therefore aided by PID-control in order to 
mitigate errors in terms of its trajectory, nevertheless the 
aircraft cannot be assumed to act perfectly to inputs and this 
poses a challenge to motion planning and obstacle avoidance.
In this work we use a simplified version of dynamics and 
potential field method in order to coordinate two quadrotors 
navigating among obstacles. The work is structured as 
follows: first, quadrotor dynamics and control is modeled 
according to previous examples in the literature, primarily as 
in Luukkonen [9], this is described in section II. Next, in 
section III, the theory of the potential field method used is 
explained. Section IV outlines the motion planning scheme in 
its entirety and results of simulations are presented and 
discussed in section V. Following this, conclusions are drawn 
in section VI.

II. QUADROTOR DYNAMICS

The Quadrotor is comprised of a body and four arms each with 
a rotor on all four. The rotors are identical to each other and 
each placed at the same length from the center of mass of the 
quadrotor. Below are the Quadcopter dynamics as described 
by [9].

The quadrotor design is shown in Fig. 1. On the right, we see 
the Quadcopter model in the body frame, and on the right, we 
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see the inertial frame with absolute positions x, y and z with 
the corresponding angles θ, φ and ψ.[9]. The inertial frame has 
gravity as negative z direction, while in the body frame the 
positive z direction is the rotors are pointing with x and y in 
the direction the arms are pointing. The φ is the angle from the 
x-axis to the quadrotor, angle θ is the angle from the y-axis to 
the quadrotor, and ψ is the angle for the z-axis and the 
quadrotor. The angles and positions are stored in vectors, 
�̅�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T and �̅�𝑣𝑣𝑣 = [𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃,𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓]P

T .

Fig. 1. On the right we see the Quadcopter model in the body frame, 
and on the right we see the inertial frame with absolute positions x, y 
and z with the corresponding angles θ, φ and ψ.[10]

For the body frame, the vector �̇�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [�̇�𝑥𝑥𝑥, �̇�𝑦𝑦𝑦, �̇�𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T

contains the linear velocities in x, y and z direction 
respectively, while �̇�𝑣𝑣𝑣 = [φ ̇ , θ̇, �̇�𝜓𝜓𝜓]P

T contains the angular 
velocities for θ, φ and ψ respectively. However, �̇�𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the time 
derivative of the angles for the quadrotor and not 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔, which is 
the angular velocity vector for the quadrotor. In order to get 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
we can use the relation from the body frame to the inertial 
frame

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 =  �
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�  =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�̇�𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  �
1 0 − sin 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
0 cosφ cos 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ cos𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

�

Each rotor has an angular velocity 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , which creates a force fi
from each rotor. The equation is

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

Where 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is lift constant. The torque created by the 
acceleration and angular velocity of the rotor is

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  =  𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2  +  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∗ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤̇

Where b is the drag constant and I𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is the inertia moment of 
the rotor. The thrust is then the sum of all the forces of the 
rotor

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

4

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

 (4)

Since the thrust is only in the z direction, we have that 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = [0,0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇]P

T which is the total thrust in z direction. 

The torque created in the direction of each angle is

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  �𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏φ , 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏θ , 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ψ� (5)

The equations for these torques are

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏φ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔42 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔2
2) 

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏θ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔3
2 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔12) 

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ψ =  �  𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

4

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

(6)

Where 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the distance between the rotor and center of mass 
for the quadrotor, and 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the lift constant. 
From this we can also get the three different movements a 
quadcopter can make, which is yaw, roll and pitch illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The roll angle is φ, and we can get a roll movement 
by increasing the fourth rotor speed while simultaneously 
decreasing the speed of the rotor opposite of it. By the same 
logic, the pitch angle is θ, and we get a pitch movement by 
increasing the third rotor speed and decreasing the speed of 
the rotor opposite of it. The yaw angle is ψ and is achieved by 
increasing the rotor speed of two rotors opposite of each other 
while at the same time decreasing the speed of the other two.

Fig. 2. The three movements of a quadrotor is show here.[11]

For all three different movements you can have the movement 
in the opposite direction by decreasing the one you would 
increase and increasing the one you would decrease. For 
example, to have pitch in the opposite direction we would 
increase the first rotor speed while decreasing the third one’s. 

From the Newton-Euler equations we get the formula for the 
acceleration �̈�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [�̈�𝑥𝑥𝑥, �̈�𝑦𝑦𝑦, �̈�𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T of the Quadcopter. This takes into 
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see the inertial frame with absolute positions x, y and z with 
the corresponding angles θ, φ and ψ.[9]. The inertial frame has 
gravity as negative z direction, while in the body frame the 
positive z direction is the rotors are pointing with x and y in 
the direction the arms are pointing. The φ is the angle from the 
x-axis to the quadrotor, angle θ is the angle from the y-axis to 
the quadrotor, and ψ is the angle for the z-axis and the 
quadrotor. The angles and positions are stored in vectors, 
�̅�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T and �̅�𝑣𝑣𝑣 = [𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃,𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓]P

T .

Fig. 1. On the right we see the Quadcopter model in the body frame, 
and on the right we see the inertial frame with absolute positions x, y 
and z with the corresponding angles θ, φ and ψ.[10]

For the body frame, the vector �̇�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [�̇�𝑥𝑥𝑥, �̇�𝑦𝑦𝑦, �̇�𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T

contains the linear velocities in x, y and z direction 
respectively, while �̇�𝑣𝑣𝑣 = [φ ̇ , θ̇, �̇�𝜓𝜓𝜓]P

T contains the angular 
velocities for θ, φ and ψ respectively. However, �̇�𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the time 
derivative of the angles for the quadrotor and not 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔, which is 
the angular velocity vector for the quadrotor. In order to get 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
we can use the relation from the body frame to the inertial 
frame

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 =  �
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
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𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  �
1 0 − sin 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
0 cosφ cos 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ cos𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

�

Each rotor has an angular velocity 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , which creates a force fi
from each rotor. The equation is

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

Where 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is lift constant. The torque created by the 
acceleration and angular velocity of the rotor is

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  =  𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2  +  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∗ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤̇

Where b is the drag constant and I𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is the inertia moment of 
the rotor. The thrust is then the sum of all the forces of the 
rotor

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

4

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

 (4)

Since the thrust is only in the z direction, we have that 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = [0,0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇]P

T which is the total thrust in z direction. 

The torque created in the direction of each angle is

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  �𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏φ , 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏θ , 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ψ� (5)

The equations for these torques are

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏φ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔42 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔2
2) 

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏θ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔3
2 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔12) 

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ψ =  �  𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

4

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

(6)

Where 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the distance between the rotor and center of mass 
for the quadrotor, and 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the lift constant. 
From this we can also get the three different movements a 
quadcopter can make, which is yaw, roll and pitch illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The roll angle is φ, and we can get a roll movement 
by increasing the fourth rotor speed while simultaneously 
decreasing the speed of the rotor opposite of it. By the same 
logic, the pitch angle is θ, and we get a pitch movement by 
increasing the third rotor speed and decreasing the speed of 
the rotor opposite of it. The yaw angle is ψ and is achieved by 
increasing the rotor speed of two rotors opposite of each other 
while at the same time decreasing the speed of the other two.

Fig. 2. The three movements of a quadrotor is show here.[11]

For all three different movements you can have the movement 
in the opposite direction by decreasing the one you would 
increase and increasing the one you would decrease. For 
example, to have pitch in the opposite direction we would 
increase the first rotor speed while decreasing the third one’s. 

From the Newton-Euler equations we get the formula for the 
acceleration �̈�𝑝𝑝𝑝 = [�̈�𝑥𝑥𝑥, �̈�𝑦𝑦𝑦, �̈�𝑧𝑧𝑧]P

T of the Quadcopter. This takes into 
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account gravity, the thrust generated by the rotors and the drag 
force by wind resistance.

�̈�𝑝𝑝𝑝 =  −𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 �
0
0
1
� + 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 −
1
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
�
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 0 0
0 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 0
0 0 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

�  �
�̇�𝑥𝑥𝑥
�̇�𝑦𝑦𝑦
�̇�𝑧𝑧𝑧
�

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  �
sin𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓  sin θ  cosφ −  sinφ  sin𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓
sin𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓  sin θ  sinφ−  cos𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓  sinφ

cosφ  cosθ
�

Here 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 are the drag force coefficients for x, y and 
z directions, while g is the gravitational acceleration constant.
For the angular acceleration, we get from Euler’s equation the
rotational equations of motion

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼�̇�𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 × 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 =  𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 

Where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 is the inertia matrix

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  �
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 0 0
0 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 0
0 0 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍

�

Solving for �̇�𝜔𝜔𝜔 gives us

�̇�𝜔𝜔𝜔 =  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼−1(𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 −  𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 × (𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔))

�̇�𝜔𝜔𝜔 =  �
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏φ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋−1

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏θ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌−1

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍−1
 � −

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

All these formulas describe the way a Quadrotor moves in air. 
If we were to ever implement our navigation system into a real 
life Quadrotor we would need to take all these aero dynamical 
effects into account. However, since the goal of this project is 
to create a navigation system for collision avoidance, we have 
chosen to focus only on that. We do not take into account any 
of these effects and solely work on the premise that the 
Quadrotor flies the way we want it to fly, and we can input the 
speed of the rotor freely. For a real life application the speed 
of the Quadrotor would be controlled through the rotor speeds.

For better control of the quadrotor, the state space equations 
are

�̇�𝑥𝑥𝑥1 =  𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2

�̇�𝑥𝑥𝑥2 =  −𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 �
0
0
1
� +  

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
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0 0 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
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𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

Where 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1 the position of the quadrotor is, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2 is the velocity of 
the quadrotor, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥3 is the angles and 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥4 is the angular 
acceleration. 

III. SENSORS

The sensors needed would have to give very precise and 
accurate information to the Quadcopter. We need a great deal 
of information about the quadcopter and its immediate 
vicinity. This section contains information about the necessary 
sensors we would need for our project. 

A. Orientation and acceleration
For our project, knowing the orientation is essential for it to 
work correctly. Orientation affects velocity, the direction the 
quadrotor is travelling and acceleration. The best way to get 
information on the orientation is through a gyroscope. It will 
give us information of the orientation of the quadrotor with 
respects to gravity. An accelerometer is used together with the 
gyroscope. It works by calculating the linear acceleration, and 
can also calculate the tilt through this[12]. However, it can 
only get the tilt of two axis with respect to gravity, while the 
accelerometer can get three axis. Using these two sensors 
together would give a good sense of both the orientation of the 
quadrotor and its acceleration. The speed can also be 
calculated by integrating the values given by the 
accelerometer. 

B. IR-sensor
An IR-sensor works by having a LED emitting a specific light 
wavelength and then looking for the reflection of that 
wavelength. The reflected wavelength will give us information 
about both the size of the object and, by calculating the time it 
was reflected, the distance as well. This makes it a very good 
tool for detecting obstacles in the path of the quadrotor. The 
range of most IR- sensor, that are feasible with respects to 
both size and cost, is around 100-500 cm. As we expect most 
quadrotors to have a maximum wingspan of about 500 cm, the 
range for the IR-sensor is adequate. We will however require 
several IR-sensors for us to cover 360 degrees around the 
quadrotor, which is necessary for the potential field method of 
navigation used in this project. The IR-sensor has some 
limitations however. If the object that reflects the light has a 
high absorption rate then the reflected light will be distorted 
and give incorrect information back to us. It is also lacking 
somewhat in detection for objects in long range. The faster the 
quadrotor is going the longer range its object detection sensor 
needs to have, since it will need a longer distance to avoid the 
object. This is why we will need an additional form of object 
detection to complement the IR-sensor.
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C. Camera sensor
To complement the IR-sensor and to have more long range 
detection, a camera sensor would be practical. The camera 
sensors for object and motion detecting is called stereo sensor 
and work by having two lenses instead of just one. This gives 
it depth perception and with it we are able to take 3D pictures 
from which we can then detect objects. This kind of sensor 
would have a range of 10-100 meters, but for a quadrotor only 
the smaller cameras are feasible, meaning the maximum range 
would more likely be 10-20 meters. A stereo camera sensor is 
quite expensive however and a quadrotor would most likely 
only contain one. The camera would be mounted on the 
bottom of the quadrotor and have the ability to rotate so it is 
always facing the direction the quadrotor is travelling. This 
would make the camera the most useful solution, as the most 
important information for navigation is in the direction we are 
travelling, while the other directions of the quadrotor would be 
covered by IR- Sensors.

D. GPS
From an accelerometer you could also get a position by 
integrating the velocity. But for more precise information, 
especially in urban environments where there are more 
obstacles and other UAVs we feel we need more accurate 
positional information. That is why we also add a GPS, so we 
can get a value for the position independent of the 
accelerometer and gyroscope. We would still rely heavily on 
those two sensors for position, as more precise GPSs are both 
costly and take too much space. A GPS that gives our position 
within a few meters is sufficient for getting a rough estimate 
of the position.

E. Sensor Fusion
Sensor fusion is using data from multiple sensors in order to 
ensure that the information from those sensors has less 
uncertainty. This is crucial for the camera sensor, where 
essentially we get depth perception by combining the data 
from two camera lenses. But it could also work together with 
the IR-sensor and Camera sensor, where the certainty of the 
object detection is improved dramatically as data from both 
sensors can be used for this. The same is true for the GPS and 
accelerometer, where both can be used for getting the 
quadrotor position. The data from one of the sensors can be 
verified by the other, and vice versa.

IV. POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD

The potential field method is a model of the external world 
used in motion planning for robots and vehicles. Based on 
sensor data, the robot creates an artificial map of its 
surroundings comprised of a potential field made up of two 
components. One component is an attractive potential 
originating in the target location which the vehicle is 
instructed to go to. This target, then, acts as a point source and 
it will in this work be assumed to be known a priori by the 
aircraft and will therefore be a global field in the environment.
The other component of the potential field is a repulsive field 

created by obstacles in the environment, this field will be 
known only within a certain range of the vehicle as dictated by 
the sensor range of the vehicle.

A. Attractive potential function
The attractive potential function will in this work be 
comprised of a stationary target and will be a paraboloid 
function of distance between vehicle and target as follows

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩) =
1
2
𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖2

where 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the position of the stationary target and 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) is 
the position of the vehicle. These are positional vectors in 
Cartesian space so 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 = (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇. The expression ‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩tar −
𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖ is the Euclidian distance between the two positions and 
𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉 is a positive constant.

The potential field will give rise to a virtual force acting on the 
vehicle, this vector equal the negative gradient of the potential 

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩) = −∇𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩) = −
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩
after derivation this becomes

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩) = 𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧rt

which is the vector of attractive force, where 𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧rt is a unit-
vector in the direction from the quadrotor to the target given 
by

𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)
‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖

B. Repulsive potential function
For each obstacle, including other moving objects, a potential 
field is felt by the quadrotor, but only as long as it is within 
sensing distance of the quadrotor. The potential function is 
defined as

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩)

=  ��
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂

2‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖
�
2

, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖ <  𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌0 

0,                                                𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖ >  𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌0

where 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂 is a positive constant, 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌0 is the sensor range of the 
quadrotor and 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the position of the obstacle. The 
repulsive force exerted on the quadrotor by an object is the 
negative gradient of the potential function described as 
follows

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩) = −∇𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩)

= �
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂

‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖
𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖ <  𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌0 

0,                                              𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖ >  𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌0

where, again 𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is a unit-vector in the direction from the 
obstacle to the quadrotor
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𝐧𝐧𝐧𝐧𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =
𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)
‖𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) − 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)‖

C. Complete field
The complete virtual force field felt by each quadrotor will be 
the sum of the attractive force and the repulsive forces created 
by each obstacle

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + �𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍

𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

A simple example of how it may look is seen in Fig. 3 .

The equations given above is a general method that could 
apply to any vehicle, be it robot, car, or fixed wing drone. We 
however are concerned with quadrotor aircraft, the force 
vector 𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, will be equated with �̇�𝐩𝐩𝐩, the derivative of the 
position vector, which in actuality is a function  �̇�𝐩𝐩𝐩 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐱𝐱𝐱𝐱,𝐮𝐮𝐮𝐮),
where 𝐱𝐱𝐱𝐱 equal the position and 𝐮𝐮𝐮𝐮 the velocity, taking into 
account the complex dynamics described in the state space 
equations. For the purpose of testing, we however have chosen 
to simply assume �̇�𝐩𝐩𝐩 = 𝐮𝐮𝐮𝐮 when we use the potential field 
method described above, as implementing the control system 
that produces our desired velocity was not within the scope of 
our work.

Fig. 3. Force vectors appear in the space at each point. The attractive 
component points towards the upper right corner where the target is 
and the repulsive components point away from each obstacle.

D. Remarks
The potential field method presented above is a simplified 
conventional form of the method. Other works such as [9] and 

[13] take into account more factors such as the relative 
velocities of the vehicle and the obstacles which result in 
better performance at close distance. Furthermore the position 
of the obstacles, 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is often defined as the nearest point on 
the surface of some collection of convex polygons 
representing the obstacles, which is described in [5]. However, 
in this work, we will take 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 to be the location of the center 
of mass of the obstacle, which means that they, as well as 
other quadrotors will act as spheres. Even so, an obstacle of a 
given form could still, in principle, be approximated as a 
shape made of vertices that are each a repulsive source point,
at least for the purposes of simulation and testing. Finally it 
should be noted that the two constants 𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉 for the attractive 
force and 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂 for the repulsive force can be adjusted arbitrarily 
to affect the performance of the planning algorithm.

V. PRACTICAL CONTROL SCHEME

The results of the previous sections could be used to design a 
quadrotor control system according to Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the control scheme as it could be used in practice.

In this control system a target position is initially set and the 
GPS and inertial sensors along with the IR sensors and 
cameras continually provide data for the circuitry that 
calculates the force vector described in section III. This vector 
is then fed as input to the control circuitry which handles the 
trajectory of the quadrotor according to the dynamics section.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The potential field method was simulated using the software 
MATLAB [14]. First a single quadrotor was challenged to 
reach its target by avoiding three stationary obstacles, Fig. 5.
The parameters for the simulations are illustrated below in 
table I.
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Fig. 5. The quadrotor avoids three stationary obstacles and reaches its 
target.

Next, in Fig. 6. Two quadrotors are set on a nearly straight 
course towards each other, deviating only slightly from head 
on collision, but when they reach sensor range they move to 
avoid each other in a wide circle. This movement continues 
until the attracting force of the goal is stronger than the 
repulsing force of the other quadrotor. The quadrotors then 
successfully reach their respective destinations. However, 
when two quadrotors are set on a perfect collision course as 
seen in Fig. 7. a problem emerges. This is the problem of local 
minima, in which a point constitutes a “troth” in the potential 
field so that the negative gradient points inward towards a 
point and the quadrotor is stuck, which they both are in this 
scenario.

Fig. 6. The two quadrotors have their target position close to the 
others starting point, as they enter sensor range of each other they 
engage in evasive action and pass each other.

Fig. 7. In this highly symmetrical case, direct collision course, the 
two aircraft are stuck in a local minimum where attractive and 
repulsive forces cancel each other out.

VII. DISCUSSION

The values of table I, simulation 1, show that the potential 
field method was sufficiently accurate in that simulation, but 
some error is evident in the quadrotors y-position. This is due 
to the fact that the field of the nearby obstacle reaches beyond 
the target point and so still exerts a force at that point while 
the attractive force goes to zero, this can be amended for 
example in the equation of the repulsive field, there you could 
introduce a range of influence for each obstacle as in [13]. The 
results of Simulation 2, as shown in table I, show that given 
some random variance the potential field method is fairy 
unlikely to cause the problem of local minima in this artificial 
scenario. However, given a sufficiently strong repulsive field 
coming in from many directions, say a narrow pathway with 
debris there may well occur local minima in the field and 
solutions have been explored, see [15]. To exemplify the most 
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Fig. 5. The quadrotor avoids three stationary obstacles and reaches its 
target.

Next, in Fig. 6. Two quadrotors are set on a nearly straight 
course towards each other, deviating only slightly from head 
on collision, but when they reach sensor range they move to 
avoid each other in a wide circle. This movement continues 
until the attracting force of the goal is stronger than the 
repulsing force of the other quadrotor. The quadrotors then 
successfully reach their respective destinations. However, 
when two quadrotors are set on a perfect collision course as 
seen in Fig. 7. a problem emerges. This is the problem of local 
minima, in which a point constitutes a “troth” in the potential 
field so that the negative gradient points inward towards a 
point and the quadrotor is stuck, which they both are in this 
scenario.

Fig. 6. The two quadrotors have their target position close to the 
others starting point, as they enter sensor range of each other they 
engage in evasive action and pass each other.

Fig. 7. In this highly symmetrical case, direct collision course, the 
two aircraft are stuck in a local minimum where attractive and 
repulsive forces cancel each other out.

VII. DISCUSSION

The values of table I, simulation 1, show that the potential 
field method was sufficiently accurate in that simulation, but 
some error is evident in the quadrotors y-position. This is due 
to the fact that the field of the nearby obstacle reaches beyond 
the target point and so still exerts a force at that point while 
the attractive force goes to zero, this can be amended for 
example in the equation of the repulsive field, there you could 
introduce a range of influence for each obstacle as in [13]. The 
results of Simulation 2, as shown in table I, show that given 
some random variance the potential field method is fairy 
unlikely to cause the problem of local minima in this artificial 
scenario. However, given a sufficiently strong repulsive field 
coming in from many directions, say a narrow pathway with 
debris there may well occur local minima in the field and 
solutions have been explored, see [15]. To exemplify the most 
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basic scenario of local minima, simulation 3 has two 
quadrotors on an exact collision course, see Fig. 7.

VIII. APPLICATION AREAS

There is a range of application areas for quadcopters. The 
most prominent is most likely transport. In the future we 
predict that quadcopters will handle most transport of small 
objects, taking over the role of mail services. This is already 
happening in some areas of USA. As such the air will be 
increasingly congested when more and more quadcopters 
replace mail services. This will be especially prevalent in the 
cities. Therefore, the need for a reliable navigation and 
collision avoidance system is necessary. Without a good 
system in place you risk not only collision between other 
quadcopters, but also between objects and people that could 
result in severe accidents.

The quadcopter also has another advantage, it is unmanned. It 
can therefore reach places too hazardous or otherwise 
unreachable by humans. For example, places with high 
radiation or a dangerous mountain range. It can be used both 
to scout these locations or perhaps transport objects that are 
needed there. There are even some drones able to perform 
firefighting duties, which would greatly reduce the risk of life 
on the side of firefighters. A good navigation system is again 
crucial here, as these environments are often difficult to 
maneuver through.

IX. CONCLUSION

As can be seen, the dynamic motion planning algorithm 
proposed in this work does show potential. We are able to 
both avoid another Quadcopter and stationary objects at the 
same time. To implement this, we would still need to factor in 
for the dynamics of the Quadcopter. 
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Evaluating Stress through Machine Learning based
on Brain Activity Data

Christian Agnér and Anneli Blomqvist

Abstract—More people are experiencing stress-
related symptoms, which is not only causing worsen
health, but also causing economical drawbacks for the
society, businesses and individuals. The aim of this
project is to create a tool that evaluates stress from
brain activity data and can help to avoid develop the
symptoms.

An EMOTIV Epoch EEG headset is used to record
data. The stress level is evaluated from the brain
activity data by the parameters, feeling of pleasure
(valence) and the mental workload. k-NN machine
learning is utilized to create a valence classification
algorithm and the theta power density spectrum is used
to determine the workload. Eye movement disturbances
in the recordings are also addressed.

Tests with Stroop word color games as stress stimuli
are conducted and the project concludes that it is
possible to determine the stress level correctly, on
average, 17.56% and when allowing one level difference,
48.71% .

I. Introduction

WORKPLACE stress is increasing due to a vari-
ety of factors. The amount of people experienc-

ing mental exhausting at work and suffering from stress
symptoms has increased since the 1980s [1]. Koushiki [2]
mentions more economic and competitive conditions are
leading to stressful restructurings, takeovers and merges.
Other factors are poor physical work environment, high
productivity expectations, poor relationships with a boss
or colleagues, and a sense of powerlessness.

Koushiki [2] points out that more than a little bit of
stress has negative consequences, both in a person’s phys-
ical and mental health and in its performance. Common
stress-related symptoms are muscular pain, chronic fa-
tigue, depressions, burnout syndromes, sleep disturbances,
and memory problems [3]. The stress-related disorders do
not only cause the society higher medical bills and more
paid sick-leave, it affects the businesses as well. Employee
absence, conflicts and interpersonal problems, errors in
judgments and actions, accidents, and poor customer ser-
vice are effects of stress [4] and they all lead to economical
drawbacks. Work productivity is also seriously affected
by stress and satisfaction [5]. Increased employee stress
reduces productivity and the other way around, increased
employee satisfaction increases productivity.

Humans react differently to stress and there is not
one simple way to measure how much stress a human
is experiencing. However, if the human stress level could
be monitored it could be possible to avoid stress-related
symptoms. Galvanic skin response (GSR) that measures

skin conductance and electrocardiogram (ECG) that mea-
sures heart beat patters, can in combination with ac-
celerometer measure the stress levels fairly accurate ac-
cording to Sun et al. [6]. However, research also show
that stress can be measured through electroencephalogram
(EEG) with the help of machine learning [7]–[9]. EEG
measures brainwaves with noninvasive sensors placed on
the scalp. The brainwaves are small voltages created by
ion current between neurons in the brain.

Machine learning algorithms are becoming more com-
monly used and together with increasing processing power
and cheaper sensors [10], brain-computer interfaces has
become more feasible and is currently being analyzed as
seen in [11]. This combined with the deployment of sensors
and smart systems throughout society opens up for a wide
range of applications where humans can interact with their
environment through thoughts alone.

The main topic of this project is an application that can
analyze EEG-data to help the user with stress manage-
ment. However, the EEG signal is affected by noise from
the eyes, which is addressed as well.

II. Background Information
A. Physiological Stress

There is no clear definition of physiological stress, but
the fight or flight response and the hormones, cortisol and
adrenalin, are often discussed [12]. Others correlate stress
with the consequences of being unable to physically or
physiologically cope with challenge. According to McEwen
and Karatsoreos [12] the brain is the central organ of
stress since it determines what is potentially threatening
and what the physiological and behavioral responses are.
McEwen and Karatsoreos also divide the stress into three
categories: positive stress, tolerable stress and toxic stress.
The positive and tolerable stress are healthy for the brain
architecture, but the toxic stress is compromising the brain
architecture.

Emotional state can be defined in valence-arousal-
dominance (VAD) dimensions, where the three dimensions
are orthogonal to one another [13]. Valence varies from un-
pleasant to pleasant (negative to positive feelings), arousal
from inactive to active and dominance from without
control (helpless and weak) to with control (empowered
feeling) [14].

Mental workload is compared to a human’s limited pro-
cessing resources by Wickens [15]. More demanding tasks
need more processing resources and generates a higher
workload. The mental workload correlated with brain-
waves in the theta spectrum and Sammer et al. concluded
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that EEG-theta was increased by mental arithmetic-
induced workload [16]. Hou et al. [8] has developed a
method to evaluated stress with EEG sensors by combin-
ing measurement of the emotional dimension valence and
the workload as the theta power.

B. EEG Recording
Brainwaves are recorded by EEG sensors. EEG sensors

are noninvasive electrodes placed on the scalp according
to the international 10-20 system. The brainwaves are
divided into different spectrum bands: alpha (8–13 Hz),
beta (14–26 Hz), delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), and
gamma (30-45 Hz) [17].

1) EMOTIV Epoc: The headset, EMOTIV Epoc,
(Fig. 1) is an affordable, battery driven EEG headset
with wireless Bluetooth connection. The headset has 14
EEG channels and two reference channels [18]. The sensor
locations can be seen in Fig. 2. The sampling frequency
is 128 Hz and the bandwidth 0.2 – 45 Hz. This headset is
used for testing in this project.

Fig. 1: EMOTIV Epoc EEG headset [18].

2) DEAP Dataset: The Database for Emotion Analysis
using Physiological signals (DEAP) is created by Koelstra
et al. [14]. The database holds recordings for 32 individuals
as they watched 40 music videos of one minute each.
The music videos stimulate different emotions and the
participants rated each video in respect to arousal, valence,
like/dislike, dominance, and familiarity.

Koelstra et al. recorded 32 EEG channels (including the
14 of EMOTIV Epoc), 12 peripheral channels [19] and
one status channel. The peripheral channels are recordings
of EOG (electrooculography), EMG (electromyography),
galvanic skin response, temperature etc.

The database consist of both original and preprocessed
data. The original data is the original recordings with a
sampling frequency of 512 Hz. The preprocessed data is
downsampled to 128 Hz, the EOG (ocular) artifacts are
removed and the bandwidth is reduced to 4-45 Hz [19].

In this project the preprocessed DEAP data was used
for training of the machine learning algorithm since the

Fig. 2: The sensors in EMOTIV Epoc following the inter-
national 10-20 system [8].

data is rated in regards to valence. The original data
from DEAP was used to construct the the ocular artifact
removal method, since DEAP has EOG reference channels.

III. Overview
This project implements a method to evaluate stress

from brain activity data recorded by the Epoc EEG head-
set. A visual overview of the method can be seen in Fig. 3.
It takes the recorded data from a total of 9 channels and
evaluate stress on a six level scale. Firstly, ocular artifacts
are removed from the channels. Then, 8 channels are used
to determine the valence in the emotion dimensions and
one channel is used to evaluate the workload. The stress
classifier combines the valence and the workload to a stress
level.

Fig. 3: An overview of the stress evaluation method. The
input is EEG channels and the output is stress on a six
levels scale.

IV. Ocular Artifact Removal
Recordings with EEG sensors are never clean EEG

signals, since there are artifacts present. The non-cerebral
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Fig. 4: The ocular artifact removal procedure. The EEG
channels are unmixed into independent sources, and con-
taminated sources are adjusted through wavelet shrinkage,
while artifact-free are left intact. All sources are mixed
back to adjusted EEG signal.

potentials are generated by eyes, muscles and heart for
instance. However, ocular artifacts (OA), are the dominant
artifacts and create potentials significantly higher than the
desired EEG signals [20]. The eyeball has one positive
side and one negative side and acts like a dipole, which
makes eye-blinks and eye movements create voltages. Eye
movements create square shaped waveforms and eye blinks
produce spikes [20]. A person blinking while recording
EEG data is inevitable and the eye-blink artifacts in the
recordings are addressed as follows in order to supply the
emotion and workload classifiers with approximate clean
EEG channels. MATLAB R© is used to process all EEG
data.

The ocular artifact removal procedure is visualized in
Fig. 4. The steps include an independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) where the nine channels are unmixed into nine
independent sources, where only some sources have ocular
artifacts. The nine sources are then visually inspected to
determine if they have ocular artifacts present or not, and
if the artifacts are positive or negative. The contaminated
sources are then decomposed by a wavelet transform
into coefficients. The approximation coefficient is used to
determine time intervals where an artifact potentially is
present. The original source in time domain is then used
to determine if the potential ocular artifact zone has an
artifact that should be adjusted or not. Wavelet shrinkage,
through stationary wavelet transform and adjustments of

higher level coefficients, is then applied to an interval
around the identified ocular artifacts. In the end, the
adjusted sources together with the clean original sources
are mixed back into EEG channels (Fig. 5).

A. Independent Component Analysis to Separate Channels
into Sources

The ICA method in this section is extracted from [21].
What independent component analysis is doing to the

data is easiest explained by the classical cocktail party
problem. Assume there are two people talking in a room
(two sources) and there are two microphones recording
their speech (two channels). Preferably one microphone
only records one person’s voice and the other microphone
only the second person. However, this is not the case and
both microphones record a certain amount (aii) from each
source. The recorded time signals, x1(t) and x2(t) can be
expressed as linear equations, eq. (1), of the speech signals
(sources), s1(t) and s2(t).

x1(t) = a11s1 + a12s2

x2(t) = a21s1 + a22s2.
(1)

ICA strives to separate the channels into its original
sources by estimating aii. All aii coefficient can be written
as a matrix, A, and channels and sources as �x and �s, like
in eq. (2).

�x = A�s. (2)

A is the mixing matrix and in order to obtain the
sources from the channels the unmixing matrix, W, is used
(eq. (3)). W is the inverse to A.

�s = W�x. (3)

There are a few assumptions made about the sources
in the independent component analysis; all sources are
independent and have a non-Gaussian distribution. Also,
the mixing matrix is assumed to be square.

In the case of this project nine EEG channels are being
recorded from different places on the scalp. The recordings
contain EEG signals, and artifacts of which the eye-blinks
are of interest for the moment. The brainwaves and the
potentials from the eyes are naturally from different inter-
nal sources and the recordings can be seen as a mixture of
several sources. Assumptions are made that the number of
sources matches the number of channels, and all sources
are non-Gaussian and independent. Original channels and
the corresponding unmixed sources can be seen in Fig. 5,
where it is visible that the ocular artifacts only are present
in some on the sources.

INFOMAX is an ICA method that uses unsupervised
machine learning algorithm to maximize the output en-
tropy of a neural network [22]. Kirkove et al. [22] conclude
that extended INFOMAX is among the best methods
to identify ocular artifacts. However, it is more time
consuming than INFOMAX, and INFOMAX is used by
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Burger and van den Heever [23] and Chan et al. [24]. In this
project INFOMAX ICA is run through the MATLAB R©

toolbox EEGLAB [25].

B. Wavelet Transform to Find Possible Ocular Artifact
Intervals

Considering a signal, f(t), one can study the signal in
the time domain or apply a Fourier transform (eq. (4)) and
study the frequencies. However, sometimes it is desirable
to study how the frequencies varies over time, in a time-
frequency domain. A windowed Fourier transform [27],
where the signal is chopped into shorter periods, is possible
to use, but not all frequencies are represented well in
the fixed windows. In the windowed Fourier transform
the signal is simply multiplied by a windowing function,
similar to a rectangle. The windowed Fourier transform
can be seen in eq. (5) and the discrete version in eq. (6),
where g is the window function. In the discrete version, t
and ω are assigned regularly spaced values, t = nt0 and
ω = mω0, where m and n are integers.

(Ff)(ω) = 1√
2π

∫
e−iωtf(t)dt (4)

(T winf)(ω, t) =
∫

f(s)g(s − t)e−iωsds (5)

T win
m,n(f) =

∫
f(s)g(s − nt0)e−imω0sds. (6)

A wavelet transform uses a mother wavelet function
instead of the windowing function as in the windowed
Fourier transform [27]. The mother function’s window
size changes with the frequencies: higher frequencies have
shorter windows and lower frequencies longer windows
[27]. This results in a better reputation of the frequencies.
The wavelet transform can be seen in eq. (7) and the
discrete version in eq. (8), where ψ is the mother wavelet.
For the discrete version, a and b are restricted by discrete
values: a = am

0 and b = nb0am
0 , where m and n are integers.

(T wavf)(a, b) = |a|−1/2
∫

f(t)ψ
(

t − b

a

)
dt (7)

T wav
m,n(f) = a

−m/2
0

∫
f(t)ψ

(
a−m

0 t − nb0
)

dt. (8)

In eq. (7) and eq. (8) it is assumed that
∫

ψ(t)dt = 0.

There are at least 10 different wavelets families (e.g.
Daubechies family in Fig. 6) available in MATLAB R©,
which does not make the mother wavelet choice trivial.
According to Gao and Yan [28] a mother wavelet with a
shape resembling of the sought component in the signal
may give a more effective extraction.

The wavelet transform decomposes the signal into ap-
proximation and detail coefficients, T wav

m,n(f), for different
levels, a, where each level correspond to a frequency

range in the signal. The more levels, the shorter frequency
range of each level. Also, the more levels, the fewer (and
longer) time windows in the highest level vector (lowest
frequencies). Basically, one coefficient vector of a specific
level holds chronological numbers corresponding to the
amount of the frequencies there are present in each time
window.

In this project the sought signal is the spike of an eye-
blink and preferably the mother wavelet is similar to a
spike. Chan et al. [24] used the db9 wavelet, Krishnaveni
et al. [29] used Haar wavelet (db1), and Hosseini and
Khalilzadeh [30] used db4, which can be seen in Fig. 6.
Here a db4 wavelet is used. The highest level with the
lowest frequencies are of interest since ocular artifacts are
present in lower frequencies. The number of levels are then
chosen with respect to the window size of the highest
level coefficient vector. An eye-blink artifact is 200-400 ms
[31] and with 5 levels of decomposition and the sampling
frequency of 128 Hz, the windows size for the lowest
frequencies is approximately 250 ms. The approximation
coefficient for the fifth level of the signal can be seen in
Fig. 7.

From the fifth level approximation coefficient possible
artifact intervals are located. The search conditions are a
consecutive rising and falling edge, or for negative artifact,
consecutive falling and rising edge. One of the edges
around the possible artifact is not allowed be extremely
small, and therefore the length of one of the edges is set
to be at least 1/6 of the length of the other edge. The time
interval corresponding to the number in the coefficient
vector with the possible artifact is located. However, since
the wavelet transform works as a convolution the “spike”
in the coefficient vector is slightly delayed from the actual
spike in the time signal, and the start of the interval for
the possible artifact is extended by 180 samples.

C. Threshold in Time Domain to Identify Ocular Artifacts
In order to determine if the possible ocular artifact

interval contains an artifact, the time domain of the
signal is analyzed. The maximum or, for negative artifacts,
minimum value within the possible artifact interval is
located. Burger and van der Heever [23] compared the
maximum value to a set threshold based on the mean
of all potential artifacts. While investigating EEG signal
it is clear that the amplitude, around which the signal
fluctuates, changes over time. Accordingly, it is difficult to
have the same threshold over the entire signal to determine
if the maximums actually are spikes. In this project the
maximum is compared to a threshold based on a 10
seconds time frame, with the maximum in the middle.
The mean and the standard deviation over the 10 seconds
are calculated and the threshold is set to the mean plus
three standard deviations. If the maximum is above its
threshold it is considered an ocular artifact to be adjusted.
The opposite is true for negative artifacts. Eq. (9) shows
the threshold, where min/max is the amplitude of the tip
of the possible spike, x̄ and σ are the mean and standard
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(a) 8 channels of original EEG data,
with ocular artifact spikes present.

(b) The 8 EEG channels unmixed
into sources by INFOMAX independet
component analysis.

(c) The adjusted EEG channels. Less
artifacts are present than in the origi-
nal EEG channels.

Fig. 5: A comparison of original EEG data, its sources, and adjusted EEG data. Source 7 has been adjusted from
artifacts before the sources were mixed back to the adjusted channels. The sampling frequency is 128 Hz, and the
shown epoch is around 23 seconds.

Fig. 6: The Daubechies wavelet family [26].

deviation over 10 seconds, and they can be seen in eq. (10)
and eq. (11).

max > x̄ + 3 ∗ σ

min < x̄ + 3 ∗ σ
(9)

D. Wavelet Shrinkage to Adjust Ocular Artifact Zones
The time signal is once again decomposed by a wavelet

transform. This time a stationary wavelet transform
(SWT) is used. A SWT decomposes the signal into coeffi-
cient vectors which all have the same length as the original
time signal [32]. This project decomposes the signal in
the same way as Krishnaveni et al. [29]: by SWT into 6
levels, using a Coiflet 3 wavlet. The Coiflet wavelet also
resembles the spike of an eye-blink artifact (Fig. 8). Since
the artifacts are present in lower frequencies, only the 3
highest levels of approximation and detail coefficients are
adjusted.

The location of the maximum, or minimum, of the
artifacts in the time signal are all identified and since the
SWT coefficients have the same length as the time signal,
the artifacts are easily found in the coefficient vector.
According to Krishnaveni et al. [29] a 2 seconds window
per artifact is better to use than any other window size
when removing artifacts. Thus, a 2 second window around

Fig. 7: A source zoomed in on three ocular artifacts, its
matching fifth level approximation coefficient after wavelet
transform with db4 wavelet, and the adjusted source. The
vertical lines in the first plot indicates where the method
has found artifacts. The sampling frequency is 128 Hz, and
the shown epoch is around 8 seconds. The approximation
coefficient is shifted 130 samples (4 coefficient samples) to
visually match the original source.

Fig. 8: The Coiflets wavelet family [26].

each artifact is adjusted to a mean of the values just before
and after the 2 second window.
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E. Reverse Back to Channels
After the coefficients are adjusted, an inverse SWT is

applied to the coefficients to get the source back (the
adjusted source in Fig. 7). All the adjusted sources and
the original artifact-free sources are then mixed back to
recover the EEG channels.

F. Performance
The complex part about artifact removal is to remove

the artifacts and not lose important EEG data. Compared
to cancel one full contaminated source, or zero out the
entire coefficient vector for lower frequencies, this methods
saves more EEG data, since it is only adjusting coefficients
from selected sources and only during time periods where
artifacts are present.

The ocular artifact removal method was tested by
comparing the actual number of blinks and the number
of corrected blinks during one minute of recording. The
actual number of blinks were counted to 30. One source
was corrected from artifacts and a total of 28 artifacts were
removed.

V. Emotion Classifier
According to Hou et al. [8] out of the three dimensions

in the VAD-model, valence is the dimension which has the
strongest correlation to stress, with a correlation factor
of -0.5666 (p = 0.004). With this information in mind, a
machine learning algorithm is applied to the DEAP data
set. This enables the system to approximate a subject’s
valence in an observed situation. In this implementation,
valence is strictly binary. In other words, the classifier
only differs between a positive or negative feeling. Instead
of applying a machine learning algorithm directly to the
data, it is common to include a pre-processing step called
feature extraction. This step extracts certain features
from the data, e.g. statistics, and with suitable choices
of features the algorithm becomes more efficient and gives
better results.

A. k-Nearest Neighbor
One of the simpler classifying algorithms commonly

used in pattern recognition is the k-nearest neighbor (k-
NN) algorithm. In its most simple form, 1-NN, the trained
classifier takes one classless test sample as input and
assigns it to the same class as its closest neighbor. In this
case the closest neighbor is the point, in the labeled data
set, from which the distance is the smallest of all points in
the data set’s feature space. In its general form the k-NN
algorithm looks in a neighborhood, with a variable radius,
around the classless test sample. The neighborhood radius
becomes as large as it needs to be for the neighborhood
to encapsulate k labeled points. The test sample then gets
assigned to the same class as the majority of the labeled
points inside the neighborhood. In some implementations,
a weight is added so that closer points in the neighborhood
are more relevant than points further away. With appropri-
ate feature selection, the different classes will be separated

into homogenic clusters within the feature space. This
implies that assigning a new point to a class will become
a trivial task. A visualization of the k-NN algorithm is
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: k-NN algorithm with 2 classes(denoted as filled
rhombi and crosses) , k=3 and k=7.

There are two different classes, denoted as filled rhombi
and crosses, and the small filled circle in the middle
denotes the test sample. With k = 3 (solid line), there are
two crosses and one rhombus inside the neighborhood, the
test sample will be assigned the same class as the crosses.
With k = 7 (dashed line), there are four rhombi and three
crosses, which results in the test sample being assigned to
the rhombi class.

B. Feature Extraction

To reduce the computational load and to improve the
accuracy in the emotion classifying step, a fractal dimen-
sion feature and six statistical features are used.

1) Statistical Features: Six different statistical features
are extracted from the data. Mean (eq. (10)), standard
deviation (eq. (11)), first difference (eq. (12)), second
difference (eq. (13)) and the first and second differences
of the normalized signal.

x̄ = 1
N

N∑
i=1

x(i) (10)

σ =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

(x(i) − x̄)2 (11)

x̄1diff = 1
N

N∑
i=1

x(i) − x(i − 1) (12)

x̄2diff = 1
N

N∑
i=1

x̄1diff(i) − x̄1diff(i − 1). (13)
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2) Fractal Dimension Feature: In addition to the sta-
tistical features a fractal dimension feature is calculated.
A fractal dimension is a value describing complexity of a
signal. It is a ratio of the detail and the scale by which
it is measured. To understand this intuitively one may
consider how the length of a coastline varies with the
length of the measuring stick by which it is measured. As
the brain could be seen as a dynamic system consisting of a
very large network of neurons, a fractal dimension feature
could describe relevant aspects of the systems chaotic
behaviour [33]. The method used for calculating the fractal
dimension feature in this implementation is the Higuchi
fractal dimension. As defined by Higuchi [34]:

With a finite set of time series observations taken at a
regular interval,

X(1), X(2), X(3), ..., X(N).

Construct a new time series, Xm
k , which is defined as

follows:

Xm
k ; X(m), X(m + k), X(m + 2k), ..., X(m + �N − m

k
�k)

m = 1, 2, 3, ..., k,

where � � denotes the floor function. The integers m and k
denotes the initial time and the interval time, respectively.
The length of the curve Xm

k is defined as follows:

Lm(k) =

(

� N−m
k �∑

i=1
|X(m + ik) − X(m + (i − 1)k)|) N − 1

� N−m
k �k




1
k

,

where the factor N−1
� N−m

k �k
, is a normalization factor for the

curve length of a subset of the time series. The length of
the curve, over the time interval k, is defined as the average
of k sets of m(k) and is denoted 〈L(k)〉. If 〈L(k)〉 ∝ k−D,
then the curve is fractal with dimension D, where D ∈
[1, 2].

C. Implementation
All features are extracted with a four second sliding win-

dow with an overlap of three seconds, in other words, the
features are calculated over four seconds every second. The
features are calculated on eight of the fourteen channels
from the EMOTIV headset; all channels available on the
frontal lobe (AF3,F4,FC5,F7,F3,AF4,FC6,F8). This adds
up to a total of 56 unique features. These features are then
normalized before being used. With the feature extraction
applied to the data set, the size of the set is shrunk from
624 MB to 27 MB.

The emotion classifier is trained with the Classification
Learner application in MATLAB R©. The application takes
predictors and responses as inputs. In this case, the pre-
dictors are constructed by combining the feature vectors
into an array. For the training sequence, the pre-processed
data in the DEAP data set were used. The responses are

constructed by extracting the valence value of each trial
in the data set according to eq. (14). The labels are then
aligned with the features in respect to time. Let valence(i)
and labels(i) denote the valence value for the i:th trial in
the data set, then

labels(i) =
{

1 valence(i) > 5
0 valence(i) ≤ 5. (14)

The classifier contains a function which receives 56
features as input and outputs which class(label) it thinks
the observation belongs to. The trained classifier has an
accuracy of 75 % when trained with two classes, k = 1 and
using the euclidian distance.

VI. Workload classifier
According to Hou et al. [8], the mental workload corre-

lates to stress with a factor of 0.9335 (p < 0.0001), when
the mental workload is calculated from the power spectral
density (PSD) in the theta range (4 − 8Hz) at the P8
location. The PSD contains information about how the
power of the signal is distributed over the frequencies. An
estimation of the PSD, over a finite time period, can be
calculated as seen in eq. (15). Where the time period in
seconds is defined by N (= 4 in this implementation) and
x[n] is the discrete signal.

S̃xx(ν) = 1
Nfs

∣∣∣∣∣
Nfs∑
n=1

x[n]e−2πjνn

∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (15)

The estimated power in a given frequency range can
then be calculated as seen in eq. (16). Where ν1 and ν2
is the lower and upper normalized freqencies in the range,
respectively.

P̃band = 2
ν2∑
ν1

S̃xx(ν). (16)

To calculate the power within the theta range, the
bandpower function in MATLAB R© is used. The PSD is
calculated in the theta range over four seconds every sec-
ond in the signal. The calculated values are then compared
to two thresholds. The two thresholds are set as follows:

Thlow = x̂ − 1
2σ

Thhigh = x̂ + 1
2σ,

(17)

where x̂ denotes the median and σ denotes the standard
deviation, both calculated from the PSD of all observa-
tions.

Figure 10 shows the calculated PSD during six levels
of the test (as described in section VIII-B), with the
thresholds defined in eq. (17). The output of the workload
classifier is a one, two or three depending on if the
observation’s PSD is low, medium or high, in regard to
the thresholds.
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Fig. 10: The calculated power spectral density, with the
defined thresholds, for subject 3.

VII. Stress Classifier
As seen in Fig. 3, the stress classifier uses a combina-

tion of inputs from both the emotion classifier and the
workload classifier. The stress classifier is designed with
the assumption that positive valence (valence = 1) and
low mental workload implies low stress, while negative
valence (valence = 0) and high mental workload implies
high stress. The classifier is implemented with a series
of if-statements which follows this logic. The method
proposed by [8] showed promising results regarding stress
classification. Hou et al. [8] used the same assumption that
is made in this classifier. As seen in Tab. I, the classifier
differentiates between six levels of stress. Since the number
of stress levels are defined by the combinations of outputs
from the emotion and workload classifier, it could easily
be extended to any arbitrary number of stress levels.

TABLE I: Stress Classification

Combination Stress LevelValence Workload
Positive Low Relaxed
Negative Low Low
Positive Medium Low-Medium
Negative Medium Medium
Positive High Medium-High
Negative High High

VIII. Stress Testing
A. Stroop Effect

The Stroop effect is the increased difficulty of naming
the color in which a word is printed, when the word itself
is a name of a different color. Naming the color of a patch
with no print requires less effort and takes shorter time,
than with an incongruent word. Tulen et al. [35] shown
that a Stroop word color test induces all reactions required
for a successful stressor.

A game based on the Stroop effect is developed in
Python. The game has a graphic interface, which has been
implemented with the library pygame, as seen in Fig. 11.
Either the printed word matches the color of the print,
or the word is a different color than the print. The player
answers the question by pressing the key of the first letter
of the color that the word is printed in.

(a) Level 3: Congruent. The word is "RED" and the color is
red.

(b) Level 6: Incongruent. The word is "ORANGE", but the color
is green.

Fig. 11: The color word game based on the Stroop effect.

B. Six Levels of Stimulus
The testing stimulus are mainly based on the Stroop

effect, with level 2-6 using the developed color word game.
1) : Listening to audio with guided relaxation.
2) : Watching the game while it shows words with

congruent colors. Each word is shown 5 seconds and the
participant does not have to interact.

3) : Only words with congruent colors. Participant
receives points for every right answer.

4) : Only words with incongruent colors. Participant
receives points for every right answer.

5) : Only words with incongruent colors. A timer is
counting down from 60 seconds during the game. Partic-
ipant receives points for right answer, but there is point
deduction for wrong answer.
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6) : Words with both congruent and incongruent colors.
Each word has a time limit of 3 seconds and if time limit is
exceeded it counts as wrong answer. Participant receives
points for right answer, but there is point deduction for
wrong answer.

C. Recording
The EMOTIV Epoc headset was used together with

its software; control panel and test bench. The recordings
were done 60 seconds at a time. Each individual started
with level one and advanced to level six, with 60 seconds
recording on each level.

IX. Results
A total of four people, aged 12 to 46, were tested on

all six levels. Each level were recorded for 60 seconds, but
only 45 seconds in the middle of the epoch was used to
extract results. Each epoch of 45 seconds was split into
observations, where each observation is four seconds and
the observations are taken with a three seconds overlap.

The results are shown in Tab. II and Tab. III. The
second column shows how often the actual outcome is the
same as the expected outcome, while the third column
allows the actual outcome to miss by one level and still
be considered correct. Tab. II shows the accuracy for
expected version actual outcome per level summed up for
all subjects. Tab. III on the other hand, shows the accuracy
per person summed up for all levels.

TABLE II: Accuracy per level

Level Correct[%] Correct[%]
±1 level

1 13.10 26.19
2 14.88 55.95
3 27.98 67.86
4 20.24 66.07
5 14.88 45.24
6 14.29 30.95
Mean 17.56 48.71

TABLE III: Accuracy per test subject

Subject Correct[%] Correct[%]
±1 level

1 9.92 38.10
2 13.89 40.48
3 32.54 72.62
4 13.89 43.65
Mean 17.56 48.71

X. Discussion
Since the method proposed in this paper is supposed to

be subject-independent, it could introduce differences in
the procured results versus the results in [8]. A generic
classifying algorithm, that does not need to be trained
individually, will certainly prove to be easier to implement
in real-time applications. Another important difference
is the machine learning algorithm, k-NN versus cubic

Fig. 12: The calculated stress levels from the test compared
to the induced stress levels for subject 3.

support vector machine. The features extracted from the
signals are the same, but in [8] only half of the channels are
used (AF3, F4, FC5 and F7). During testing in this work,
all eight channels improved the accuracy in the emotion
classifier. The procured results in this work is inconclusive,
as the measured signals contained noise introduced by
different factors.

The recordings are affected by noise. The inevitable
eye-blink artifacts are addressed, but there are still other
disturbances. The color word game, that is programmed in
python for this study, includes pressing different keys on
a computer keyboard. The test subjects are supposed to
keep their eyes on the screen to limit eye movements other
than eye blinks. However, the subjects need to localize the
correct keys on the keyboard, which results in looking back
and forth between keyboard and screen, by nodding their
heads. This action does not only cause other kinds of eye
artifacts and muscle artifacts, it also causes the headset to
move around slightly on the scalp. When the sensors are
sliding around, it creates abnormal spikes, which affects
both ocular artifact removal and classification. Noise is
also created by high impedance between sensors and scalp.

The workload estimations, based on theta PSD, for
multiple subjects shows the opposite effect than expected;
decreases with increasing levels of stimuli. Since valence
only fine-tunes within the workload levels in the stress
classifier, varying workload affects the final stress level
significantly. A potential reason is the increased stress that
the test environment induces. A test subject experiencing
a setup with EEG sensors for the first time, might be
more stressed from the new situation at first, and then
calm down gradually. A potential solution would be to
have a pre-testing phase for the subject to get used to the
environment, and also implement a longer relaxation at
level one.

Since the procured results does not confirm that the
combination of workload and valence is sufficient to cal-
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culate stress, further research into this topic is needed.
With more training data the emotion classifier could be
improved, in both accuracy and generalization. Other
combinations of features and channels are also a relevant
research topic. The workload classifier uses only the theta
power spectral density, but previous research has shown
that the mental workload also strongly correlates to the
alpha power band (8–13 Hz) on the frontal lobe. To fur-
ther improve the workload classifier, this extension could
prove relevant for further research. The workload classifier
algorithm could also be changed into a machine learning
algorithm, which could be trained with measurements on
subjects solving arithmetic task or similar.

XI. Summary and Conclusions
This project has conducted a study on measuring stress

from brain activity. A combination of pleasure (valence)
and mental workload is used to determine the stress
level. The valence is approximated by a trained machine
learning algorithm using the k-NN rule. Training data
was extracted from the DEAP dataset. The workload is
estimated by the power density spectrum of the theta
frequency band from sensor P8. At last the two approxi-
mations are combined in a stress classifier. During testing
EMOTIV’s EEG headset, Epoc, was used to record brain
activity. Stroop color word games were used to induce
stress during testing. Before the data was used to classify
stress, ocular artifacts were removed through indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA) and wavelet transform.
In testing, the ocular artifacts removal method found and
corrected 28 out of 30 eye blinks. The stress classifier needs
further testing to reach relevant accuracy levels.

Being able to monitor how much stress a human is
experiencing would open up new possibilities for stress
management. Both momentarily and in a long term per-
spective could this tool help reduce unhealthy stress.

• How stressful an individual experience a situation
might depend on the physical environment. By mon-
itoring stress, the atmosphere could automatically be
adjusted to help a person manage its stress level.
Environmental factors, such as light, sound, and room
temperature, could be adjusted to maintain a pre-
ferred stress level. It could also be used to increase
the stress to be more awake, active and productive.

• On an individual basis, if too high stress levels are
monitored over a longer time period, the user could
be notified. For example, could the user be encouraged
to take a short break, a few deep breaths or a walk,
in order to relax and avoid stress-related symptoms
in the future.

• A responsible person at a workplace could use such
a tool to evaluate the employees’ social and work
environment. If there are too high stress levels and
the employees are prone to stress-related symptoms,
the company could take proactive actions, such as
restructure work teams or implement different work
scheduling.

• It is difficult to develop and design tools that are ad-
vanced but easy to use. A stress measuring tool could
be used to evaluate the user interface; if it is compli-
cated and stressful or simple and self-explanatory.
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LET GO OF THE STEERING WHEEL - AND GAIN CONTROL
SMART MOBILITY. The traffic light turns green and you begin walking across the road. The deafening 
roar of an engine catches your attention. You look up and your whole world goes black. Someone decid-
ed to focus on their phone while driving and did not notice the red light. 

One in five fatal traffic accidents today involve alcohol. But in the future, the drunk drivers of today will only 
be drunk. An autonomous car will drive you home safely after a night out, waking you up when you arrive 
at your door. Deaths due to traffic will drop drastically, saving thousands of lives and millions of dollars in 
expenses each year. Emergency service hours, insurance payouts, intensive care and long recovery times will 
all decrease.

Smart mobility refers to the next generation of road-based vehicle transportation, where the driver is re-
moved and control systems coordinate the traffic flow. Just as the bloodstream delivers oxygen and nutrients 
wherever it’s needed, the goal is for traffic to behave in the same way; coordinating the traffic flow in real-time, 
for a smooth ride without stops or congestion.

These control systems can manage traffic on different levels, for instance on the individual vehicle, a string 
of vehicles and intersections. They can potentiate inter-vehicle communication to realize vehicle platooning. 
Smart intersections without traffic lights and stop signs will be made possible with a central control system. 
Lane following however depends highly on individual control systems in each vehicle.

Every cell in the body needs a functional circulatory system. In the same way, all of society needs a functional 
transportation system. Autonomous vehicles are what lets this happen, collaborating in real-time to flow like 
blood through a vessel. Today, a single car can drive autonomously in regular traffic, and we know that traffic 
can be fully autonomous within our lifetimes.

CONTEXT B: SMART MOBILITY (PART II)
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Road based traffic is increasing around the 
globe, especially in densely populated are-
as. This consequently has effects such as in-

creased fuel consumption, congestions and limited 
mobility. The future of road-based transportation 
systems which includes connected and automated 
vehicles; the accessibility, safety and efficiency have 
the potential to be radically improved with the use of 
planning, real-time management and control.

Vehicles on highways require a distance margin 
between each other to ensure safety. This is undesir-
able in terms of fuel economy and road utilization. A 
potential solution to this is automated vehicles that 
use a smart communication system which allows 
cooperation between the vehicles. This concept is 
called vehicle platooning. Vehicle platooning takes 
into account the position, velocity and acceleration 
of each vehicle in order to allow vehicle-to-vehicle 
communication. With this, the vehicles can maintain 
a small and constant inter-vehicle distance which 
significantly reduces the aerodynamic drag with-
out increasing the risk of traffic accidents. Group B1 
present different control algorithms that show how 
the information exchange between the vehicles af-
fects the stability of the vehicle platoon. The results 
show that the choice of algorithm has a great impact 
on stability.

In order to make an autonomous vehicle follow a 
given path, a controller which ensures that the vehi-
cle stays on the path is needed. Group B2a and B2b 
have developed and implemented, through simula-
tions, two different types of controllers. In low-speed 
urban areas, we do not need to consider dynamic tire 
effects, which lets us use a simplistic model that is 
easily solved. Group B2a has designed a controller 
using this model. At higher speeds, we need a more 
realistic model that takes these effects into account, 
which requires solving a set of computationally de-
manding nonlinear equations. A newly developed 
approach to the problem is the basis of Group B2b’s 
controller. Both projects resulted in controllers that 
work as intended.

With the increasing demand on road capacity and 
the rigid road network of existing cities, improving 
traffic throughput without changing existing roads 
is a big challenge. Today, intersections are managed 
with traffic lights, which are inefficient both regard-
ing capacity and the environment. The present in-
tersection management is in need of new intelligent 
solutions. The project groups B3a and B3b propose 
an Autonomous Intersection Manager based on con-
trol algorithms, where group B3a utilizes motion 
planning for vehicles approaching the intersection 
and group B3b increases vehicle throughput inside 
the intersection through a geometrical model of the 
intersection. The proposed solutions imply improve-
ments in traffic flow and environmental impacts by 

managing the vehicles to maintain high speed, while 
eliminating the risk of vehicles interfering with each 
other in an obstructive way.

The different project’s results contribute toward 
societal development by improving the efficiency in 
parts of the transportation system. Reduced conges-
tion and more synchronized driving will improve the 
traffic flow in addition to decreasing the time of trav-
el. This will also result in a lower environmental im-
pact, as each vehicle avoids unnecessary braking and 
acceleration by using smart communication.

Regarding platooning it would be interesting to 
focus more on what the actual communication limi-
tations are and how it affects the stability of the sys-
tem. Is it possible to communicate with a communi-
cation central that distributes the information flow, 
or is it necessary that the vehicles communicate di-
rectly with each other? With lane following control-
lers being proven, studies on how the path is decided 
with regards to available sensor data and object rec-
ognition, is something to look at. Taking into consid-
eration that autonomously managed traffic intersec-
tions are complex systems that require a fully mutual 
interaction, future work must be done to propose an 
intelligent intersection manager that can manage a 
mixture of autonomously and manually driven vehi-
cles.

ETICHAL REFLECTION
With the technological advances in the field of au-
tomation and control, the advent of an autonomous 
road-based transportation system is getting closer. 
With the government introducing smarter intersec-
tions and the transportation companies implement-
ing platooning for highway traffic, ethical issues arise 
regarding the impact on an individual, societal and 
environmental level. These difficulties are discussed 
in the following paragraphs.

Along with the advances in smart mobility and 
technology appearing everywhere, the importance of 
maintaining individual security and integrity rises. 
These ethical requirements put demands on the tech-
nology, as greater security may violate the individual 
privacy. What is of greater importance, the develop-
ment of safe systems that collect personal data or the 
integrity of the people utilizing the services? To not 
violate the privacy of the people, data collection must 
have restrictions in terms of how the data is managed 
and to what extent the data is collected and for what 
purpose.

A significant argument for the development of 
autonomous systems is to increase the comforta-
bility and time-optimization for the people using it. 
However, issues can arise concerning public health. 

CONTEXT B: SMART MOBILITY (PART II)
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Could increased availability of smart autonomous 
vehicles result in excessive or unnecessary usage of 
these systems, a usage that could lead to less physi-
cal activity among people? Possible consequences of 
people not getting enough exercise are for example 
rise in diabetes, obesity and other diseases related to 
lack of physical activity.

With the advent of autonomous vehicles, the 
transport sector will lose much of its workforce as 
drivers are no longer needed. This leads to an in-
crease in unemployment. Many who will lose their 
jobs in the transport sector may be too old or other-
wise incapable of adapting to the changes. However, 
this is only a problem in the short term. The long-
term benefits are great. With fewer menial tasks that 
need humans, society can instead work on artistic, 
cultural and social projects. However, society would 
benefit from a smooth transition that is enforced by 
the government.

Intelligent transportation systems will affect 
the availability and efficiency of transportation. This 
effect will differ depending on the customer’s demo-
graphics. Those who are unable to drive today will 
greatly benefit from this change, as their mobility 
will increase. On the other hand, those living outside 
of large cities will probably be excluded from benefits 
like transportation as a service and rail-bound intel-
ligent traffic, while they could still benefit from other 
effects, such as the possibility to drive while incapac-
itated.

A sustainable environment is essential as it affects 
everyone on a global scale. Smart Mobility has the 
potential to improve the sustainability of transporta-
tion. These smart systems will lead to improvements 
such as minimizing acceleration and braking as a 
result of better planning, minimizing aerodynam-
ic drag in platoons and idling. These improvements 
would make traffic flow more efficient which reduc-
es energy consumption and emissions and further-
more increasing the product’s lifespan. However, 
the lucrative efficiency could also lead to increased 
demand for road transportation which could reduce 
the environmental enhancements.

CONTEXT B: SMART MOBILITY (PART II)
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Controller Methods for Vehicle Platooning
Henrik Karlsson and Samir Khays

Abstract—A formation of vehicles with close inter-vehicle
distances is referred to as a vehicle platoon. Platooning is made
possible by implementing controllers that regulates vehicles’
velocities based on information from the rest of the platoon,
independently from human interaction. This report studies how
the stability of the system is affected by the choice of available
information for each vehicle. Vehicle models are implemented as
block diagrams in Simulink and the feedback gains are calculated
using MATLAB. The vehicles’ behaviors are simulated using a
predefined acceleration profile for the leader. The results show
that the system reacts differently to changes in the leader’s
acceleration depending on which states each vehicle determines
its control signal on. Stability is best achieved by having the
vehicles communicating with the vehicle in front and the leading
vehicle. It is also shown that time delays negatively affects the
stability of the system, but stability is still best achieved when
vehicles communicate with the vehicle in front and the leading
vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTELLIGENT transport systems are ongoing research
areas, thus our current transport system can be enhanced

further in terms of efficiency, safety and fuel consumption.
This involves developing new vehicles, infrastructures and a
smart communication network that utilizes information ex-
change using different types of sensors.

An intelligent transport system within freight transport is
vehicle platooning i.e. a string of interconnected vehicles.
Studies have shown that vehicle platooning can greatly in-
crease the utilization of the capacity of our roads, while at the
same time lower the fuel emissions for each individual vehicle
and consequently reducing the economical cost of vehicle
transportation. It is also suggested that automatic control of
vehicles in traffic will result in increased road safety, since
the system that controls the vehicles is able to react much
faster to dangerous situations compared to a human driver [1].

Modern research shows that vehicle platooning is a highly
active research area, and experiments with HDVs (heavy duty
vehicles) proves the feasibility of this technology. Scania CV
have in collaboration with KTH conducted experiments on an
interconnected platoon of HDVs in traffic [1].

Vehicle platooning requires that the platoon safely maintains
constant inter-vehicle distances. Two main concepts are often
used for this problem. The first one is constant spacing control,
which means that the distances between adjacent vehicles
maintain constant independent of the velocity of the vehicle
string. The second approach is the constant time headway [2],
where the distances between the vehicles are a function of the
velocity of the string [3]. This report will be using the first
approach where the desired spacing is constant regardless the
velocity.

Implementing a controller for the vehicles can be accom-
plished by for instance having access to information about

the distance to the predecessor and velocity and accelera-
tion of the predecessor. This can be achieved with a smart
communication system between the vehicles, that utilizes the
information mentioned above from different types of sensors
on the vehicles such as lasers, radars etc. To achieve this, a
control algorithm for the vehicles in the platoon is essential. A
system that can manage disturbances such as an abrupt change
of velocity due to braking or acceleration of the predecessing
vehicle is neccessary. This leads us to the problem that the
system requires to be string stable. As mentioned in [4], there
are several definitions of string stability for vehicle platooning.
Both [4] and [5] uses the definition that spacing errors need
to be decreased along the platoon and not amplified for each
consecutive vehicle, which will be a suitable definition for this
work.

There are several approaches for the communication and
control algorithms. As demonstrated in [3], vehicles can for
instance communicate with its predecessor, or with its pre-
decessor and the leading vehicle. In [6] it was shown that a
controller design, where each vehicle has access to information
of the velocity and acceleration of the leader and the relative
position of the lead vehicle, was considered string stable. A
controller that is suitable for this kind of problem to achieve
stability is according to [7] a Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR). As shown in [8], the LQR is a method for finding
an optimal gain for a state-feedback controller that minimizes
a cost function J. This by weighting the states and control
signals. Error regulation of a string of moving vehicles where
a LQR is used is presented in [9], which will provide a basis
for this paper.

The aim of this paper is to design control algorithms for the
platoon for different communication methods using a LQR and
determine which configuration that provides the most stable
system, which includes investigating the string stability and
the behavior of the system. This will be done by mathemati-
cally describing the systems for the different communication
methods. These mathematical models are then implemented
as block diagram models in Simulink. The systems are then
simulated using the same predefined acceleration curve for
the leading vehicle, which means that our task is to determine
which system that follows the leading vehicle in the safest
and most effective way. As a second step, time delays are
introduced to the systems to furthermore draw conclusions
regarding the stability of the systems.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II-A contains the problem formulation. The mathematical
model that describes the states and their relations are reviewed
in section II-B. In section II-C we define the control laws
based on the states derived in section II-B. State space models
based on the result in section II-C are derived in section
II-D. The theory behind LQ-regulation and the calculation
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of the gains are given in section II-E. The block diagrams
and their properties are described in section III-A. Results
from simulation using MATLAB and Simulink are presented
in section III-B. Section IV contains the discussion and the
conclusion is found in section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND VEHICLE MODEL

A. Problem Formulation
Consider a platoon of n identical vehicles moving horizon-

tally on a highway (see Fig. 1), equipped with range sensors
such as lasers or radars, front and back and a vehicle-to-vehicle
communication system. Each vehicle has an acceleration an,
a velocity vn and position xn, where n = 1, 2, ..., 5 represents
the n:th vehicle in the platoon. The work in this paper is
based on a platoon of five vehicles including the leading
vehicle. Assume that each vehicle can sense other vehicles’
states utilizing the communication mentioned above. The lead
vehicle, the first vehicle in the string, is denoted as the leader.

Fig. 1. Platoon of n vehicles with acceleration an, velocity vn and position
xn, where n = 1, 2, ..., 5.

The vehicles are treated as identical point masses with the
same dynamics, which means that the vehicles’ length are not
taken into consideration. We will consider three different types
of communications, namely (see Fig. 2 for illustration):

1) Communication with preceding vehicle.
2) Communication with preceding vehicle and platoon

leader.
3) Communication with preceding vehicle and following

vehicle.

Fig. 2. Illustration of three communication configurations: 1. Communication
with preceding vehicle, 2. Communication with preceding vehicle and platoon
leader and 3. Communication with preceding vehicle and following vehicle.

The first case of communication is chosen since it already
exists in commercial vehicles. This enables us to compare

other communication methods with this method and draw
conclusions whether these would be an improvement in terms
of safety and efficiency. The second and third cases are chosen
as extensions of the first case. The second will show how
information about the states of the leader affects the system
in addition of the information from Case 1. The third case
investigates how the system is affected when each vehicle also
takes in consideration the states from the vehicle behind.

As mentioned in the introduction, a strict requirement for
the platoon is to maintain a constant inter-vehicle distance
between the vehicles. To formulate this mathematically, we
need to define the system variables, i.e. the states of the
system, and describe the relationship between them, which
will be considered in the next section.

B. Mathematical Model
The following mathematical models and methods in this

subsection are based on the article written by Levine and
Athans [9].

Define following variables for each vehicle:

xi - position of the i:th vehicle.
vi - velocity of the i:th vehicle.
ai - acceleration of the i:th vehicle.

For the control laws that will be presented in section C,
we assume that the control signal ui is proportional to the
acceleration ai of vehicle i.

Each vehicle’s dynamic is modeled by the following differ-
ential equations

ẋi = vi,

v̇i = ui −
1

m
g(vi)

≈ ui −
α

m
vi,

(1)

where α is the ”working speed drag coefficient” which is a
linearization of the air drag, g(vi), at the working speed of the
vehicle and m is the mass of each vehicle, which is assumed
to be the same for all vehicles.

To be able to introduce the acceleration v̇ = a as a state the
model (1) need to be modified such that

ẋi = vi,

v̇i = ai,

ȧi = u̇i −
α

m
ai,

and we need to assume that the control signal is u̇i, and the
derivative of ui, u̇i, is proportional to the derivative of ai, ȧi.

The main objective of the regulation problem in section E
is to regulate the error variables δxi−1,i, δvi−1,i, δzi−1,i and
δai−1,i.
δxi−1,i denotes the deviation of the vehicles’ inter-vehicle

distance from the desired distance ∆ and is defined as

δxi−1,i = xi−1 − xi −∆. (2)

If the vehicles’ length would be taken into consideration, an
extra term of −Li−1 representing the length of vehicle i− 1
would be added into equation (2) above.
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δvi−1,i denotes the difference in velocity between the i-1:th
vehicle and the i:th vehicle, i.e.,

δvi−1,i = vi−1 − vi. (3)

δzi−1,i denotes the integral of the deviation of the vehicles’
inter-vehicle distance from ∆,

δzi−1,i =

∫
(xi−1 − xi −∆)dt (4)

which will ensure that the steady-state value of δxi−1,i goes
to zero.
δai−1,i denotes the difference in acceleration between the

i-1:th vehicle and the i:th vehicle,

δai−1,i = ai−1 − ai. (5)

The relationship between the error variables are the
following based on equations (2)-(5):

d

dt
δzi−1,i = δxi−1,i, (6)

d

dt
δxi−1,i = δvi−1,i, (7)

d

dt
δvi−1,i = δai−1,i. (8)

The aerodynamic drag is defined as

g(vi) =
1

2
ρ0CDAv2i , (9)

where ρ0 is the density of air, CD is the air drag coefficient, A
is the frontal area of the vehicle and vi is the speed of vehicle
i.

Linearize equation (9) with a first order Taylor polynomial
T around vi = v:

T (vi) = g(v) +
∂g(v)

∂v
(vi − v)

=
1

2
ρ0CDAv2 + ρ0CDAv(vi − v)

= ρ0CDAv · vi −
1

2
ρ0CDAv2.

(10)

The aerodynamic drag can now be approximated as

g(vi) ≈ T (vi). (11)

Equation (1), (5), (10) and (11), yields

m
d

dt
δvi−1,i = mui−1 − T (vi−1)− (mui − T (vi))

= mui−1 −mui − ρ0CDAv(vi−1 − vi)

= mui−1 −mui − ρ0CDAv︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

δvi−1,i.

(12)

Differentiating equation (12) finally results in the following
expression for the error in acceleration:

m
d

dt
δai−1,i = mu̇i−1 −mu̇i − α · δai−1,i. (13)

Equation (1) results in a vehicle model as shown in the
block diagram found in Fig. 3 and holds for all vehicles in all
communication methods.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the model of vehicle i.

C. Control law

The following control laws will give an expression for the
control signal u̇i for each vehicle. The control signal applied
in the simulation will be ui. This means that the calculated
control signal is integrated before it is introduced to the model
in Fig. 3.

1) Case 1 - Communication With Preceding Vehicle:
For the first case of communication we assume that each

vehicle has information about all states corresponding to the
interaction with the vehicle in front. The control law for the
first case is therefore

u̇i = K
(i)
z,fδzi−1,i +K

(i)
x,fδxi−1,i +K

(i)
v,fδvi−1,i

+K
(i)
a,fδaa−i,i.

(14)

The variables K
(i)
z,f , K

(i)
x,f , K

(i)
v,f and K

(i)
a,f represent the

gains for each state. These will be calculated later on in section
II-E.

2) Case 2 - Communication With Preceding Vehicle and
Platoon Leader:

The second case of communication has the same state
information as in Case 1, except that it also has information
about the velocity and acceleration relative the leading vehicle.
Following control law is obtained

u̇i = K
(i)
z,fδzi−1,i +K

(i)
x,fδxi−1,i +K

(i)
v,fδvi−1,i

+K
(i)
a,fδai−1,i +K

(i)
v,Lδv1,i +K

(i)
a,Lδa1,i,

(15)

where the states are the same as in Case 1 except for δv1,i and
δa1,i, which denote the difference in velocity and acceleration
between the leading vehicle and the i:th vehicle. These are
derived the same way as equation (3) and (13). The reason
for not introducing the error variables corresponding to the
difference in position and the integral of the position relative
the leader is because it is of greater importance to maintain
the distance to the closest vehicle as this is the vehicle we
otherwise collide with.

The same relationship holds for the error variables as in
Case 1, with the only difference being additional equations
corresponding to equation (8) but for the leading vehicle.
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3) Case 3 - Communication With Preceding and Following
Vehicle:

The control law for Case 3 is an extension of the control
law in Case 1. This case involves having information about
all the states except δzi,i+1 corresponding to interaction with
both the vehicle in front and the vehicle behind. Following
control law is therefore needed

u̇i = K
(i)
z,fδzi−1,i +K

(i)
x,fδxi−1,i +K

(i)
v,fδvi−1,i

+K
(i)
a,fδai−1,i +K

(i)
x,bδxi,i+1 +K

(i)
v,bδvi,i+1

+K
(i)
a,bδai,i+1,

(16)

where index f denotes the vehicle in front and index b denotes
the vehicle behind. The error variables and their relationships
are the same as for Case 1.

D. State Space Model

As demonstrated in [8], the global system on the state space
form can be divided into multiple subsystems corresponding
to each vehicle. This is necessary to restrict each individual
subsystem to represent the available state information for each
vehicle.

Each vehicle will therefore be described in a state space
form in order to find the optimal gains for each state that the
control signal for each vehicle is based on. This will be done
for the vehicles in Case 1, which will all have the same state
space form.

As we will mention in the next section, the gains for the
states in Case 2 and Case 3 will be tuned by hand and based
on the gains calculated in Case 1. Therefore, no state space
equations will be derived for Case 2 and Case 3.

1) Case 1 - Communication With Preceding Vehicle:
Equations (6)-(8) and (13) give the following state space

model for each vehicle:

Vehicle 2:

d

dt



δz12
δx12

δv12
δa12




︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

=



0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 − α

m




︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

x +



0
0
0
1




︸︷︷︸
B1

u̇1 +




0
0
0
−1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2

u̇2. (17)

The A- and B-matrices for vehicle 3, 4 and 5 are identical
with the ones in equation (17). Note that we have two B-
matrices in equation (17), where u̇1 corresponds to the control
signal on the vehicle in front and u̇2 is the control signal on
vehicle 2. We assume that the control signal that is accessible
is the signal for the vehicle that is examined, i.e. vehicle 2 in
this case.

With a state space model of each vehicle, we can now
proceed on to our regulation problem, namely applying Linear
Quadratic Optimization on each subsystem to find the optimal
gains.

E. Linear Quadratic Regulator

LQ-regulation is based on the minimization of a cost
function

J =

∫ ∞

0

(xTQx+ uTRu) dx, (18)

where Q is a positive semidefinite n × n matrix (positive
definite in our case since the eigenvalues are strict greater than
zero) with the same number of rows as x and R is a positive
definite m×m matrix with the same number of rows as u (one
dimension in our case). x and u are the state vector and control
signal vector respectively. The size of the diagonal elements in
Q indicates how much to restrict the states in x corresponding
to that element in Q. The non-diagonal elements in Q restrict
the combination of states in x that corresponds to the specific
row and column. The same holds for the R matrix, but instead
of the states, it applies to the control signals ui. The higher the
values are in R, the more restricted the corresponding signals
will be [10]. In this report we will only restrict the square of
the individual states, i.e. we will only have non-zero values
on the diagonal.

The control signal u that minimizes the cost function J in
equation (18) is given by

u = Kx = R−1BTPx,

where P is the solution to the Riccati equation

Q+ATP − PBR−1BTP = 0

[8]. K will be a m × n dimensional matrix with the same
numbers of rows as u and same number of columns as x and
contains the gains for each state in x. This K gives a stable
system with non-positive poles.

The challenge lies in finding optimal values on the weights
in Q and R such that our system meets the requirements.

1) Case 1:
The same Q and R matrices apply for all vehicles (indices

corresponding to vehicle 2).

Q = diag(1, 0.05, 0.2, 100)

R = 1

where diag denotes a diagonal matrix with the given argument
values on the diagonal. The gains will be the same for all
vehicles in this case since A, B, Q and R are identical for all
vehicles, see Table I in Appendix.

2) Case 2: Since Case 2 is an extension of Case 1, we use
the same gains for the states that are identical to the states in
Case 1. The gains for the additional states that correspond to
communication with the leader were tuned by hand based on
the states in Case 1 to obtain a stable system, see Table I in
Appendix. Note that the states for vehicle 2 in this case are
identical to the states for the vehicles in Case 1, since it only
has one vehicle in front to communicate with.

3) Case 3: As for Case 2, Case 3 is also an extension
of Case 1. The same method for choosing the gains for the
additional states are used as for Case 2, i.e. the gains were
tuned by hand, see Table I in Appendix. In this case the states
for vehicle 5 are identical to the states for the vehicles in Case
1.
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III. SIMULATION

A. Blockdiagrams, Initial Values and Reference Signal

Block diagrams are constructed in Simulink for the regu-
lators based on the corresponding control signals to simulate
the systems, see equations (14)-(16). The regulator is the left
block in Fig. 4. The main block diagram for each case will
therefore consists of subsystems that describe each vehicle
and their respective regulator individually. The block diagram
for each vehicle (the right block in Fig. 4 which in turn
consists of the block diagram in Fig. 3) will determine the
outputs of each subsystem (the regulator and vehicle together
in Fig. 4) based on the input ui from the regulator. The outputs
are the position, velocity and acceleration for each individual
vehicle. Based on their positions, the inter-vehicle distance is
calculated in the regulator block. The principles are the same
for all block diagrams, and Fig. 4 shows the diagram for the
vehicles in Case 1. The signals are then easily connected into
other vehicles’ subsystems (which as mentioned consist of the
regulator and the vehicle) to implement the controllers.

In all cases the initial values are the following:
• The vehicles’ velocities are set to 20 m/s.
• The inter-vehicle distances are set to 5 m.
The parameters for the aerodynamic drag are the following:
• ρ0 = 1.225 kg/m3

• CD = 0.5
• A = 5 m2

where ρ0 is the density of air. The drag coefficient CD is
approximated to be constant. In [11] the drag coefficient is
described as a function of the inter-vehicle distance, which our
value is based on with the fact that our inter-vehicle distance
is set to be 5 meters. The frontal area A of the vehicles are
estimated to be 5 m2.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of vehicle i and its regulator in Case 1.

All test cases are based on the same predefined acceleration
profile for the leading vehicle. This acceleration is shown in
for instance Fig. 6 as the darkest line. The vehicles’ masses
are all set to 10.000 kg and the desired inter-vehicle distance
is set to ∆ = 5 meters.

B. Result

In the following section, the acceleration, velocity and the
deviation of the inter-vehicle distance of the five vehicles

are presented as function of time. The first vehicle, i.e. the
leader, performs an acceleration step corresponding to an
acceleration of 2 m/s2 and a deceleration of −2 m/s2,
which results in a velocity profile and ultimately a deviation
from the desired inter-vehicle distance. The simulation shows
how well the remaining vehicles follow the behavior of the
leader while striving to maintain a constant distance to its
predecessor. An ideal scenario would be a vehicle platoon that
accomplish string stability with zero deviation δxi−1,i, or at
least very small deviations, and without any unreasonable high
accelerations in such manner that it affects the comfort.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of Case 1: acceleration, velocity and deviation from desired
inter-vehicle distance as function of time.
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1) Case 1:
Fig. 5 shows that the vehicles follow the leader well as

seen in all three plots. However, the errors in inter-vehicle
distance do not show a successive decreasing amplitude along
the string, hence it can be concluded that the system is
not string stable. Although the system is not string stable,
the deviation from the desired inter-vehicle distance does
not exceed five meters which indicates stability in a certain
sense, but not string stability. The deviation from the desired
inter-vehicle distance is also relatively small and shows an
uniform behaviour and therefore this system has a good overall
behaviour.

2) Case 2:
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Fig. 6. Simulation of Case 2: acceleration, velocity and deviation from desired
inter-vehicle distance as function of time.

Similarly as in Case 1, Fig. 6 shows that the vehicle-
following goal is achieved. From the third plot in Fig. 6 string
stability can be confirmed as the amplitude decreases along the
whole string. To verify this, Fig. 7 shows a zoomed in part of
the deviations of the inter-vehicle distances. From this plot it
is clear that string stability is achieved. Clearly, the leader’s
states (in addition of information exchange with the vehicle in
front) have an impact on the overall behavior and the stability
of the system.
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Fig. 7. Simulation of Case 2: deviation from desired inter-vehicle distance
as function of time, zoomed in.

3) Case 3:
As in previous simulations, Fig. 8 also confirms that the

vehicles in the string follow the leader without any critical
deviations. Concerning the string stability, the third plot in
Fig. 8 shows amplitudes of the deviations of the inter-vehicle
distances that decrease along the string. Thus, the system
is string stable. However, the deviations of the inter-vehicle
distances are of greater amplitude compared to Case 1 and
Case 2. There is also more overshoot in the velocity and the
acceleration in Case 3 compared to Case 1 and Case 2.

In the simulations just presented, disturbances in the sys-
tem like time delays and incorrect signals have not been
considered. In reality random time delays surely exist in
the system as data is transferred via wireless communication
networks, where signals can e.g. encounter power variations
[5]. Therefore, time delays will be introduced into the system
in the next section to examine how this affect the stability and
the characteristics of the system.

C. Time Delays

Time delays restrict to what extent we are able to rely on our
system. Too big time delays will risk the safety of the system.
This is examined by putting a time delay on our signals in the
Simulink models. For the sake of simplicity and comparison,
all signals in all communication methods are delayed with a
constant time of 0.2 seconds. The constant time delay enables
us to compare and draw conclusions regarding the stability of
the systems.
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Fig. 8. Simulation of Case 3: acceleration, velocity and deviation from desired
inter-vehicle distance as function of time.

1) Case 1:
Fig. 9 shows that the time delay affects the start of the

acceleration and velocity. This occurs since the system has no
data to base the control signals on before 0.2 seconds have
passed. This means that the aerodynamic drag slows down
the vehicles without any control signal compensating for the
reduced velocities. After the delayed time has passed, the
system calculates control signals based on information that
is ”old” by 0.2 seconds. The system is able to handle the
time delay as the deviations from the desired inter-vehicle

distance never goes under −5 meters. However, the system
is as suspected not string stable since it did not show string
stability without the time delay, which was shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 9. Simulation of Case 1 with time delay 0.2 s: acceleration, velocity
and deviation from desired inter-vehicle distance as function of time.

2) Case 2:
Case 2 handles the time delay a bit differently than Case

1. The inter-vehicle distances are smaller and show string
stability as they decrease along the platoon. See Fig. 10. The
system is therefore string stable even with time delays.

3) Case 3:
Results from communication with the vehicle in front and

behind can be seen in Fig. 11. The vehicles’ accelerations and
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Fig. 10. Simulation of Case 2 with time delay 0.2 s: acceleration, velocity
and deviation from desired inter-vehicle distance as function of time.

velocities have more overshoot compared to Case 1 and Case
2. The deviations of the inter-vehicle distances get as low as
−5 meters, which means that the vehicles collide. This case
is therefore not safe to implement in reality if there exists
time delays of the same magnitude as tested here. But it can
be concluded from the inter-vehicle distances that the system
shows string stability as the error decreases along the platoon,
just as the system showed without time delays.

Note that the acceleration is unreasonably high in the begin-
ning of the simulation for all cases, which is not according to
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Fig. 11. Simulation of Case 3 with time delay 0.2 s: acceleration, velocity
and deviation from desired inter-vehicle distance as function of time.

how the system would be able to behave in reality since there
is a limitation on how great of an acceleration each vehicle
can produce.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results obtained in this paper show how different
control algorithms perform in terms of string stability and
deviation in inter-vehicle distance and how the presented
control algorithms can be implemented to realize the concept
of vehicle platooning in theory. However, the methodology
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that has been used to obtain the results is not new since
vehicle platooning has been studied for several years. Although
it possibly exists similar results, this paper provides simple
mathematical models and control algorithms that reinforce the
concept and its benefits.

The proposed algorithms are based on assumptions and
simplifications of the reality that may or may not be possible in
real-life. In section II we assumed that each vehicle can sense
other vehicles’ states using sensors. So we assumed that every
vehicle has access to the states used in the control laws since
all states are available for communication in the simulation.
But in reality, this isn’t always the case; some states may
be non-accessible, hence they need to be approximated. An
approximation of a state could affect the results in addition of
other errors like time delays.

Regarding the results, one big factor is the weighting in
section II-E when using LQ-regulation. The obtained results
and conclusions are based specifically on the weights used.
There is a lot of different combinations of weights and the
gains obtained aren’t necessarily the optimal gains. Thus, the
weighting is a difficulty that definitely affects the results.

From the results it is clear that Case 2 performs best in terms
of stability with and without time delays. The reason for this
could be that the vehicles immediately get information about
the leader’s behavior and are consequently able to directly
follow its change in acceleration, compared to the other cases
where the information has to pass through all the intermediate
vehicles.

A. Improvements

In our mathematical model (section II-B) we have not
considered inner vehicle dynamics like the engine, moment of
inertia and gear management. In reality this obviously needs
to be considered as it affects a vehicle’s ability to accelerate
and brake, which in turn affects fuel consumption [12].

One of the main objectives with platooning is to reduce the
aerodynamic drag by having a small and constant inter-vehicle
distance. But in the presented models, the aerodynamic drag is
not expressed as a function of the inter-vehicle distance, thus
this effect is not taken into account. This extension would
require a more advanced regulator but on the other hand, it
would result in a more realistic model, which is done in [11].

In this report we have only studied the performance of the
systems based on plots from simulation. An extension could
be to investigate the systems’ transfer functions and confirm
the results obtained from the model in this report.

B. Future Work

Three cases of communication are studied in this report.
There are of course several other cases to study that possibly
could result in even better stability of the system.

It could be interesting to implement another type of con-
troller. This report uses a state feedback controller with gains
calculated through LQ-regulation. Another approach could be
to implement a PID-controller.

This report assumes that the control signals can be calcu-
lated in continuous time. In reality the control signals are based

on data collected in discrete time. The affect of this limitation
would be interesting to consider.

Another interesting aspect is to investigate whether acceler-
ation feedback is necessary to gain stability. Introducing more
states results in a more complex regulator. Furthermore the
effect of accessibility of other vehicles’ control signals could
be interesting as we in this paper assumed these control signals
to be non-accessible.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper examines how a simulation of a platoon of
vehicles can be constructed based on mathematical models,
i.e. a state space representation of the vehicles to calculate
the feedback gains. This is then applied to the vehicle models
in a simulation environment. In this work, MATLAB is used
to calculate the gains with LQ-optimization based on the
state space representation, and block diagrams to simulate the
vehicles driving in a platoon is implemented in Simulink. This
is done for three types of communication:

1) Communication with preceding vehicle.
2) Communication with preceding vehicle and platoon

leader.
3) Communication with preceding vehicle and following

vehicle.
The vehicles are to follow the leading vehicle which has

a predefined acceleration profile. The results show that the
choice of communication affects how the system behaves
when disturbances are introduced to the leading vehicle. In
the case where no time delays on the signals in the system
is considered, communication with the preceding and leading
vehicle shows best performance in terms of error in inter-
vehicle distance and string stability. To obtain string stability,
the results show that communication with preceding and
following vehicle or communication with preceding vehicle
and leading vehicle is necessary. Thus, communication with
only the preceding vehicle does not result in string stability.

Introducing time delays in the system significantly affects
the stability of the system. In this paper a constant time delay
of 0.2 seconds acts on all signals that are communicated to
other vehicles. This has a negative effect as the communication
cases became less stable. The system that handles time delays
with the smallest deviations of the inter-vehicle distances and
shows string stability is where every vehicle communicates
with the vehicle in front and the leading vehicle. The case of
communication with preceding and following vehicle shows
string stability with time delays, but the deviations of the
inter-vehicle distances get large hence this communication
method is not safe to implement. Communication with only
the preceding vehicle does not result in string stability, which
is expected as the system did not show string stability without
time delays.
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TABLE I
GAINS

Gains Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

K
(2)
z,f 1 1 1

K
(3)
z,f 1 1 1

K
(4)
z,f 1 1 1

K
(5)
z,f 1 1 1

K
(2)
x,f 4.42 4.42 4.42

K
(3)
x,f 4.42 4.42 4.42

K
(4)
x,f 4.42 4.42 4.42

K
(5)
x,f 4.42 4.42 4.42

K
(2)
x,b - - 2.21

K
(3)
x,b - - 2.21

K
(4)
x,b - - 2.21

K
(2)
v,f 9.74 9.74 9.74

K
(3)
v,f 9.74 9.74 9.74

K
(4)
v,f 9.74 9.74 9.74

K
(5)
v,f 9.74 9.74 9.74

K
(2)
v,b - - 3.89

K
(3)
v,b - - 3.89

K
(4)
v,b - - 3.89

K
(3)
v,L - 0.974 -

K
(4)
v,L - 0.974 -

K
(4)
v,L - 0.974 -

K
(2)
a,f 10.92 10.92 10.92

K
(3)
a,f 10.92 10.92 10.92

K
(4)
a,f 10.92 10.92 10.92

K
(5)
a,f 10.92 10.92 10.92

K
(2)
a,b - - 7.65

K
(3)
a,b - - 7.65

K
(4)
a,b - - 7.65

K
(3)
a,L - 1.092 -

K
(4)
a,L - 1.092 -

K
(5)
a,L - 1.092 -
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PID Controllers for Autonomous Vehicle Path
Following

Viktor Norrsjö, Viktor Stenberg

Abstract—Autonomous vehicles are set to create a paradigm
shift. Everyone could relax on their way to work and no accidents
due to falling asleep behind the wheel would occur. For this to
happen the autonomous vehicle requires among many different
components, a lane following system. In this paper such a
system is developed. First a mathematical model that describe
a vehicles behaviour is derived. Then a regulator structure with
controllers and other components is developed. Finally the system
is implemented as a complete simulator that simulates the moving
vehicle. Several different scenarios are tested and the performance
of the system is evaluated. A working simulator is achieved with
a vehicle following the predefined path with little deviation, the
systems behaviour is also smooth. It is concluded that the proposed
solution is sufficient for moderates vehicle speeds, but at higher
speeds the mathematical model will not be accurate and the
performance of the system will be insufficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTEREST in self-driving vehicles is growing around the
world. Many big companies such as Google and Tesla spend

a lot of resources researching this field in order to be the
first to deliver a self-driving car [1], [2]. Making a vehicle
self-driving is a very complex robotic system where many
different components are needed. Lane following, perception,
state estimation, situation awareness, path planning and motion
control is a few examples. But if autonomous vehicles could
replace today’s vehicles the benefits would be endless. Time
currently spent behind the wheel could instead be used for
working, talking on the phone or even sleeping. Road accidents
would decrease since accidents due to alcohol and falling asleep
behind the wheel would no longer be possible.

There are several approaches for controlling a vehicle. As
demonstrated in [3], it is possible to control the vehicle using
PID controllers and tune the parameters using the MIT rule.
Other alternatives such as pure pursuit described in [4] or a
fuzzy-logic-based approach described in [5] is also popular
alternatives.

The aim of this project is to control a vehicle in order to
follow a predefined road at moderate speed of 50 km/h. To
evaluate the performance a simulator is developed to visualise
the moving car and test different scenarios.

In the opening section II the mathematical model that de-
scribe the dynamics of the vehicle is presented. This is followed
by how the model can be implemented in a discrete system.
Then the PID controller is introduced and the discretization of
the controller is presented. In section III all the steps necessary
to develop the simulator is first presented followed by a more

detailed presentation of the control strategy of the system
and the construction of the simulator. Section IV presents the
finished simulator and the measured performance of it. The
step response of the controllers and the path deviation are
examined. The paper is concluded with a discussion in section
V and a conclusion in section VI that discuss and conclude the
limitations of the mathematical model, future development of
the simulator and environmental advantages.

II. THEORY

A. Mathematical model for vehicle dynamics

A vehicles characteristics and behaviour is described by a
mathematical model. The model consists of a set of differen-
tial equations that describe how parameters such as position,
velocity and steering angle are related.

In this project a model called The Kinematic Single-Track
Model [6] was chosen. This models the car as two wheels
connected by a rigid link, this is also known as the bicycle
model. The model assumes the vehicle is moving at slow to
moderate speeds which makes it possibly to neglect effects such
as the wheels slip at their contact point to the ground and slip
angle that can occur in faster moving vehicles. The faster the
vehicle moves, the more inaccurate the model becomes. Both
wheels can turn around their axis of rotation. The front wheel
can also turn around an axis perpendicular to the rigid link,
which is to model steering. The model is illustrated by figure
1.

Fig. 1. Diagram for deriving the vehicle front-wheel kinematic model [6].

The differential equations of the front wheel kinematic model
is presented in equation system (1).
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ẋf = vf ∗ cos(θ + δ)

ẏf = vf ∗ sin(θ + δ)

θ̇ =
vf
l ∗ sin(δ)

δ̇ = vδ

v̇f = af

(1)

xf and yf describe the front wheel position in the two
dimensional Cartesian coordinates system, θ decribe the angle
of the car relative to x axis of the coordinate system, l is the
length of the car, vf is the velocity, vδ is the commanded
velocity of the steering wheel and af is the commanded
acceleration.

The parameters that is to be controlled by the regulator is the
desired steering angle velocity vδ and the desired acceleration
change af .

B. Discretizing the model
To simulate the model in a discrete system, the model

needs to be approximated at every sample period. At every
sample point the derivatives are given by (1). In order to
continuously calculate the parameters value, integration needs
to be used. This continuous integration can be implemented
by the Riemann sum approximation method [7]. Equation (2)
illustrates this.

f(x) =

∫
ḟ(x) ≈

∑
Tsḟ(x) (2)

C. PID controller
A PID controller is a common type of controller that con-

tinuously measures the process variable, compares it with the
set point and applies a correction to its output to adjust until
the set point equals the process variable. The continuous time
PID controller [8] is given by equation (3). Figure 2 illustrates
the PID controller.

u(t) = KP e(t) +KI

∫ t

0
e(τ)dτ +KD

d
dte(t)

e(t) = SP − PV
(3)

where u(t) is the controller output, e(t) is the error,
KP ,KI ,KD is tuning constants, SP is the setpoint of the
controller and PV is the process variable.

Fig. 2. PID controller.

In order to implement a PID controller on a digital system,
the controller must be discritized. The discritization of the
controller is derived below.

The continues time form of the PID controller is given by
(3). Applying the laplace transform to (3) yields (4).

L{(3)} ⇒ U(s)

E(s)
= Kp +KI

1

s
+KDs (4)

Where U(s) is the output signal from the controller and E(s)
is the error signal.

A derivative can be approximated with the backward differ-
ential approximation method [9]. Equation (5) is the approxi-
mated derivative. Z transforming this yields (6).

ḟ(t) = y(t) =
f(k)− f(k − 1)

Ts
(5)

Y [z] =
F [z]− Fz−1F [z]

Ts
⇒ Y [z]

F [z]
=

1

Ts

z − 1

z
(6)

An integral can be approximated by the trapezoidal rule [10],
(7) shows the approximation. Z transforming this yields (8).

∫
f(t)dt = y(t) = y(t− 1) +

f(t) + f(t− 1)

2
Ts (7)

Y [z] = z−1Y [z] +
Ts

2
(F [z] + z−1F [z]) ⇒ Y [z]

F [z]
=

Ts

2

z + 1

z − 1
(8)

Substituting (6) and (8) into (4) gives (9).

U [z]

E[z]
= KP +KI

Ts

2

z + 1

z − 1
+KD

1

Ts

z − 1

z
(9)

Equation (9) is rewritten into (10), and inverse transformed
into (11).

U [z] = z−1U [z] + aE[z] + bz−1E[z] + cz−2E[z] (10)

u[k] = u[k − 1] + ae[k] + be[k − 1] + ce[k − 2] (11)

where

a = KP +KI
Ts

2
+

KD

Ts

b = −KP +KI
Ts

2
− 2

KD

Ts

c =
KD

Ts

The continuous time PID controller (3) has now been dis-
cretized into (11) which can be implemented in code.
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TABLE I
SAMPLE OF A ROAD MATRIX THAT DESCRIBE A PATH TO FOLLOW AND THE

DESIRED SPEED AT EVERY POINT.

X Y Speed
0 0 0
1 0 5
2 0 10
3 0 15
4 0 20
5 0 25

D. Path generation

The vehicle needs a path to follow. In real world applications
the vehicles perception system visualise its surroundings by
using several sensors in order to be able to identify the path.
In this project the path is created manually in order to test the
system in several different scenarios. The path is implemented
as a matrix were the first two columns is the X and Y position
and the the third column is the speed reference at this XY-
position as shown in table I.

III. METHOD

In order to accomplish the main project goal of implementing
a simulator that simulates a vehicle following a predefined path,
several steps needed to be taken. This included,

• Modelling the car with a mathematical model.
• Developing a control strategy to control the system.
• Developing a structure for the simulator.
• Developing all the components of the simulator.
• Tune the PID controllers.
• Evaluate the performance of the system.

The control strategy was developed to control the chosen
mathematical model, described by equation (1) in section II,
with the input from the predefined path. In figure 3, the control
strategy is presented. Two PID controllers are used, one to
regulate the steering and the other to regulate the speed. A
Motion Planner looks at the position of the car and with the
position of the current steering point, which is retrieved from
the map, determines a reference angle that is fed to the steering
PID controller. The speed reference which also is available from
the map together with the current steering point is then fed to
the speed PID controller.

Required sensor data is the cars XY position, speed and angle
θ. These parameters are assumed to be measured by some
appropriate sensors such as GPS and speedometer but their
implementation is not considered to be in the scope of this
project but is instead manually created as described in section
II.

The simulator consists of several modules, all handling a
single specific task. The simulator was implemented as several
classes written in the MATLAB programming language. Below
is a list that describes the components of the simulator and their
functions. The block diagram of figure 4 further illustrates the
classes and their interconnection.

Fig. 3. Controller structure. Describes the system components and how they
are connected.

Fig. 4. Simulator structure.

• Simulator. Main class, this class sets up all other compo-
nents. Runs the simulation loops at the sample frequency
of the system.

• Road. A file that specifies the path to follow and the
desired speed. Consist of a matrix with XY coordinates
and a speed reference for each point.

• Vehicle. Stores and calculates the current state of the
model.

• PID. Implements a discrete PID controller.
• Planner. Looks at the current point and the next steering

point and determines a reference angle to steer to. Uses a
state machine to determine the reference angle based on
current state of the vehicle.

• Visualize. Plots the road, vehicle, speedometer and steer-
ing wheel graphics.

• Draw. Low level class that handles drawing of lines, circles
and graphics. Optimisation for performance in MATLAB.

• Debugger. Application to hook into the simulator compo-
nents and view their internal state.

• StepLanePID. Unit step function to view the step response
of the lane following controller with a steering reference
angle change.

• StepSpeedPID. Unit step function to view the step re-
sponse of the speed controller with a speed reference
change.

• PathError. Plots the error relative to the desired path
throughout a simulation.
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TABLE II
CONTROLLER CONSTRAINTS.

Maximum acceleration 1.5 m/s2

Maximum steering wheel velocity 180 degrees/s

The simulator implements two main loops, the main simula-
tion loop that runs at the sample frequency and the visualisation
loop that runs at slower rate to draw the graphics. The calcu-
lations that are done in the main simulation loop is presented
in the following list.

• Call the Calculate method of the Planner class. This
computes a new θ reference angle based on the vehicles
current position and map data. The speed reference from
the road vector at the current steering point is also fetched.

• Call the Calculate function of the PID lane following
controller. The θ reference angle from the planner is passed
as the setpoint and the θ reference angle from the vehicle
is passed as the process variable. A new output of the
controller is calculated.

• Call the Calculate function of the PID speed controller.
The speed reference is passed as the setpoint and the
vehicles speed is passed as the process variable. A new
output from the controller is calculated.

• Call the Calculate function of the Vehicle class. This
recalculates the state of the model based on the changes
that has been made to its parameters.

A sample frequency of fs = 100 Hz was chosen. This was
a balance of accuracy of the approximations, response of the
control system and available system resources of the simulator.

The PID controllers were tuned by hand by adjusting the P,
I and D parameters while observing the step response of the
controller until an acceptable overshoot, rise time and settling
time was reached. The tuning method described in [11] was
used:

• Start with all parameters set to zero.
• Adjust the P parameter until the rise time is acceptable.
• Adjust the D parameter to dampen overshoot.
• Adjust the I parameter to eliminate steady state error.
• Iterate adjustment of all parameters until required specifi-

cations are reached.

A project goal was to implement a controller that behaved
close to that of a human driver. The definition and data needed
to compare if autonomous driving is close to that of a human
is not easily determent. In this project, this definition was
interpreted as constraints on acceleration and steering wheel
velocity. The values were chosen to be that of the projects
groups viewpoint of careful and defensive driving, and then
these constraints together with tuning of the controller to
achieve a smooth system was implemented, i.e analogous to
a system with much inertia. The definition of the constraints is
shown in table (II).

IV. RESULTS

The finished simulator can be seen in figure 5 and 6. As
the screen shot shows the simulator graphically visualises the
path, the vehicle, a speedometer and a steering wheel in real
time. Buttons for starting, stopping and pausing the simulation
is implemented as well as buttons for launching the debugger
and exiting the simulator.

Fig. 5. Simulator.

Several different roads were implemented and tested with the
simulator. Figure 7 shows these.

The vehicle parameters used is the length of the wheelbase
of the vehicle. A typical value for a normal car of 2.8 m was
used in all the simulations.

The performance of the system was observed by the unit step
functions StepLanePID and StepSpeedPID as well as the path
error function PathError.

Figure 8 shows the step response of the lane following
controller at a speed of 10 km/h. The step is a reference angle
θref change from 0 to 90 degrees. The following specifications
was achieved, rise time = 1.57 s, overshoot = 0 % and a settling
time of 2.57 s. Figure (9) show the same step response at 50
km/h. Now these specifications was achieved, rise time = 1.21
s, overshoot = 0 % and a settling time of 1.96 s. The improved
performance with a higher speed can be understood to depend
on the faster response of the vehicle when travelling at a higher
speed, i.e the state of the model will change more quickly when
an adjustment is made at high speed.

Figure 10 shows the step response of the speed controller
when ramping up to a setpooint of 25 km/h. The rise time =
13.3 s, overshoot = 0.2 % and settling time = 15.8 s. The slope
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Fig. 6. Simulator debugger.

of the ramp is given by the maximum acceleration constraint
of the speed controller.

Figure 11, 12, 13 shows the θ angle error (θref−θcar), it can
be interpreted as the error to the path being followed. Figure
11 shows the error when the vehicle is performing a sharp 90
degree turn at a speed of 10 km/h, figure 12 shows the same
manoeuvre at 50 km/h and figure 13 shows the error when
following track (a) in figure 7. As can be seen oscillations occur
when attempting to take a 90 degree corner at high speed, this is
the reason to control the speed of the vehicle to regulate it to a
safe level where a turn can be made without excessive deviation.
When following the round track very small oscillations can be
seen. These occur in the curved part of the track where the
controller continuously has to adjust to keep the vehicle on the
path, i.e the system is not at a steady state.

To evaluate if the controllers behaviour resembles human
driving, constraints on acceleration and steering wheel velocity
are used. The result was that the controller followed these
constraints and together with a smooth step response can be
considered to behave close to that of typical driver, given the
definition in this report.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 7. Roads used for testing.

Fig. 8. Step response of lane following controller at 10 km/h.
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Fig. 9. Step response of lane following controller at 50 km/h.

Fig. 10. Step response of the speed controller.

V. DISCUSSION

There are several different models to describe a vehicle.
Some more accurate than others. The kinematic model that this
project chose, the bicycle model, is an easy to grasp model. This
means that it approximates many of the real world effects. Tyre
slip that occurs when the vehicle is moving at high speeds and
different steering angle of the two front wheels is two of these
effects. Since the speed limit of the vehicle in this project is
set to 50 km/h the neglect of these effects does not have very
big consequences and it was decided that the kinematic model
was sufficient enough to manage this task.

The choice of model limited the choice of controller since
the the model was nonlinear. PID was chosen due to that it
performs well for most real world behaviours even though
some nonlinearity’s may occur and is an already acknowledge
controller.

The vehicles speed is controlled by a PID controller with a

Fig. 11. Path error of road (e) at 10 km/h.

Fig. 12. Path error of road (e) at 50 km/h.

given reference speed limit in this project. There are different
ways of handling the speed reference of the road. Should the
vehicle optimise its speed in real time or should it be given
a fixed reference to adapt to? This projects choice may be
implemented in the real world by giving the road speed limit to
the vehicle but it may be better for the vehicle itself to decide
which speed that is appropriate. This could be a question for
future projects to further investigate.

The implementation of this project is done using MATLAB
as programming language. After the development of the simu-
lator it was apparent that it required more graphical computing
power than MATLAB could handle. It may be better to im-
plement the simulator in another programming language that is
more suited for fast calculations and graphical visualisation.

The proposed solution uses a simple acknowledged controller
to a simple model. This is an advantage when implementing it
on real vehicles due to the controllers ease of implementation.
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Fig. 13. Path error of road (a).

However it should only be implemented on vehicles that travel
at moderate speeds since the model start to be more and more
inaccurate beyond that limit.

If autonomous vehicles were to replace all of today’s vehicles
it would change a lot in the society. Many would lose their jobs
as drivers but hours and hours currently spent on driving would
be spared and may be used for other contributions to the society.

The environmental impact would improve since the traffic
flow would be more efficient. Vehicles would not need to
accelerate as often as a manual driven vehicle thus emitting
less harmfull emissions into the atmosphere. Also travel time
would be reduced due to the more efficient traffic flow which
would benefit both the travellers and the environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this project we have developed a simulation environment
that simulates a vehicle following a predefined path. A suitable
mathematical model has been selected, a regulator structure
with two PID controllers and a path planner has been developed
and the system together with components to evaluate the per-
formance has been implemented in the MATLAB programming
environment. The vehicles deviation from the path has been
studied with and without constant speed on several different
paths.

It is apparent that MATLAB is not suited to do high speed
simulations and graphical presentation in. Instead a native
language or a language with optimised library for graphics
could be used, such as C or C++ in order to reduce the processor
load and increase the efficiency of the execution.

Using only the lane following controller, the controller was
not able to keep an acceptable deviation error at all times.
At higher speeds sharp corners resulted in excessive deviation
and oscillations before the system stabilised. When a speed
controller was introduced that regulated the speed to a suitable
value, these problems were reduced.

An autonomous vehicle needs a lot of sensors to provide it
with the necessary data. In this project this data was assumed
to be given.

It can be concluded that this system is sufficient to control a
slow moving vehicle, i.e under 50 km/h. Above this speed the
mathematical model will not be accurate since effects such as
tire slip needs to be taken into account. The system handles lane
following under these constraints. The proposed structure needs
to be considered a fundamental part of an autonomous system,
task such as path planning, speed planning, visual recognition
etc. needs to be considered handled by other parts of such a
system.

Finally, it can be concluded that PID controllers are sufficient
enough to control a nonlinear model like the one described in
section II, since it was successfully used in this project.

APPENDIX A

Source MATLAB code of the simulator.
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Lane Following for Autonomous Vehicles - Novel
Heading Error Definition and Evaluation of Discrete

vs. Continuous Time Control
Jonathan Adolfsson

Abstract—The autonomous vehicle has a multilayer control
architecture for determining its movements, in the top layer a
planner reads the environment and decides on a path and speed
at which to drive, it is then up to a quicker and less complex
controller to make sure that the generated lane is followed.
The thesis considers a controller system for lane following of
an autonomous vehicle. The first purpose of the thesis is to
analyze the performance of a lane following controller, using
a new heading error definition. The second is to investigate the
difference in performance between a controller that accounts for,
and one that does not account for, the sample rate of the discrete
time system representing the actual sampled digital controller. It
is shown that the new heading error definition gives reliable
results in both normal and extreme situations and that the
difference in performance when considering the sample rate or
not is very small.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rise of higher communication speeds and more
devices being connected to the Internet, automobiles

and autonomous ones at that are getting to be more and
more of a reality. When driving a car down the road, the
head reads the environment and decides on a path which
it would like to follow. This following part is usually done
without really thinking about it, the body is steering the vehicle
autonomously to follow the path which has been actively
thought of. The autonomous vehicle works in the same way,
in the top layer a planner reads the environment and decides
on a path and speed at which to drive, it is then up to a
faster and smaller controller to make sure that the generated
lane is followed. This thesis has two main purposes. The
first one is to use a novel approach of defining the heading
error of a vehicle to implement and prove the efficiency of
a lane-following controller for an autonomous vehicle. The
second purpose is to investigate the difference in performance
when the controller takes into account the sample rate of
the discrete time system which the vehicles computer control
represents. To verify the controller performance, the vehicle
dynamics and its implementations, and the control design and
its implementations in both continuous time and discrete time
state spaces are introduced in Section II and III, respectively.
The numerical results for the continuous time and discrete
time state space controller gains are validated in Simulink in
Section IV. Lastly, the results are discussed and concluded in
Section V and VI.

II. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT - DEFINITION,
CONSTRUCTION AND LIMITATIONS

Performance testing of the controller is crucial when it
comes to proving the proficiency of the controller and to show
that it works. A Simulink block was created based on physical
vehicle models found and tested in [1].

A. Vehicle Dynamics and Equations of Congruence
It is possible that through abstraction convert a four wheeled

vehicle model to the two wheeled bicycle model as is shown
in Fig. 1. This abstraction assumes that the tire loads on each
side of the vehicle are equal and the new steering angle is not
just an average of the left and right tire angles. Based on the
Fig. 1, (1) & (2) in regards to motion, called the Equations of
congruence for rear-wheel drive vehicles, can be deduced [1].

m(v̇ + ur) = Fy1 + Fy2 (1)

Jṙ = Fy1L1 − Fy2L2 (2)

Here v represents the latitudinal velocity (vy in Fig. 1), u the
longitudinal velocity (vx in Fig. 1) and r the yaw velocity.
Using a linear tire model with relaxation rate, as presented in
[1], (3) & (4) for the forces acting on the front and rear tires
are derived, where d is a constant.

d

u
Ḟy1 + Fy1 = Cf (δ −

v + rL1

u
) (3)

d

u
Ḟy2 + Fy2 = Cf (

rL2 − v

u
) (4)

To complete the vehicle dynamics model we also need to
know the latitudinal acceleration and global position of the
vehicle, where the starting position is the origin. From (1) we
can find the latitudinal acceleration as seen in (5). The global
coordinates are calculated through integration of the velocities
and heading of the vehicle as described in [1]. (6) & (7) define
the global X and Y position of the vehicle, where ψ is the
heading angle of the vehicle.

ay = v̇ + ur (5)

XG =

∫ r

0

[u(t) cosψ(t)− v(t) sinψ(t)]dt (6)

YG =

∫ r

0

[u(t) sinψ(t) + v(t) cosψ(t)]dt (7)

The simulation is based on a Mercedes S-class modell W220,
which have the vehicle parameters shown in Table I taken from
[2].
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Fig. 1. 2 DOF bicycle model

TABLE I
VEHICLE PARAMETERS

Parameter Unit Remarks w220

Cf [N/rad] Front tire stiffness 144000
Cr [N/rad] Rear tire stiffness 283000
δ [rad] Front wheel steering angle [−40◦, 40◦]

Iz , J [kg ·m2] Mass moment of inertia 5000
m [kg] Vehicle mass 2364
L1 [m] Distance between the center of

mass and the front axis
1.673

L2 [m] Distance between the center of
mass and the rear axis

1.412

Lcar [m] Distance between the front and
rear axis

3.085

B. Model Design and Implementation in Simulink

The vehicle model takes the longitudal velocity u and
steering angle δ as inputs, while providing the lateral velocity
v, lateral acceleration ay , yaw rate r, global heading ψ and the
global positions X and Y as outputs. The vehicle model uses
internal feedback and also an internal block for calculation
of the tire forces to produce the output values. All figures
of Simulink blocks are placed in Appendix A. In Fig. 18
the Simulink block for the complete vehicle model is shown,
where the minimal time delay blocks have been added to
ensure that the simulations will be able to run correctly,
without giving an error for algebraic loops. Based on (3) &
(4) the Simulink block shown in Fig. 20 simulates the front
and rear tire forces of the vehicle. Based on the (5), (6) & (7)
the Simulink blocks in Fig. 21 and 22 are given.

The lateral velocity and yaw rate can be extracted from

(1) & (2) respectively. The corresponding Simulink blocks are
shown in Fig. 19 & 23.

C. Sampled System: Assumptions and requirements

Vehicle controllers consist of digital systems[3], this re-
quires external data from sensors, cameras, gps-devices and
so on to be sampled before each iteration of the control
process[4][5][6][7]. According to [8] commonly a hold circuit
is used for the sampling, this circuit holds the data read
by the sensor between each sample time. The control signal
is then applied directly when the computations are finished.
This means that there is a computational delay as well as
a transportation delay from the moment that the sample is
taken until the new control signal is applied. When simulating
this delay can be approximated and put on the control signal.
From [9] the transportation delays can be approximated since
vehicles often use a CAN network with a transfer speed
of 500 Kbit/s. The design of the CAN-protocol starts of
each data packet with 19 bits, followed by at most 8 bytes
(64 bits) of data and then ending with a 25 bit long tail.
Assuming the sensor data given as a double (8 byte) data
type, the transportation time of each communication link in
the complete simulation environment can be approximated
to 108 bit → 108/500000 = 0.216 ms. Using results from
[10] the computation of sensor data to establish position and
heading errors can be approximated to around 10ms. The
sample time is set to double the amount of assumed transfer
and computational delays added together.

D. Track-generation

In order for the simulated vehicle to know where it is
heading, a track-generator, i.e. like one described in [11],
which decides the line to follow must be simulated. The track-
generator Simulink block takes the vehicles X , Y & δ as
inputs and projects the vehicle unto the desired path. The
block outputs the length and sign of the position error e,
the curvature of the track at the projected position ρ and the
difference between the actual and desired heading ψ.

E. Tests

There will be two test tracks which will be used, these are
the high-speed Avoidance and S-Curve test. The Avoidance
test gives a good view of a worst case scenario where the
track all of a sudden changes to a parallel lane, which could
be likened to a sudden obstruction appearing in front of the
vehicle. The S-Curve test is used to show how the controller
handles regular curves and transitions from turning in one
direction to the other. The S-Curve track was generated by
using the MATLAB function ’smf’ found in the fuzzy toolbox.
This is a non-linear function which generates an s-like curve.
From the created curve the curvature in Fig. 2, where ρ
depends on the curvilinear position σ, is calculated.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

The process of designing a controller includes multiple
steps. First the definition of the problem and errors to solve
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Fig. 2. Curvature used in S-Curve test

are established. Secondly the stability requirements based on
the vehicle model are found, followed by using a suitable
vehicle model to create a controllable system. The new desired
heading definition used was designed and proven in [12].

A. Desired heading definition
Traditionally the desired heading is chosen as the tangent

direction on the desired path. This causes problems when
creating a controller since the side slip angle (shown in Fig. 1)
and yaw rate controllers (these are the two errors which need to
be controlled) conflict in the presence of sliding effects. Even
if the vehicle follows the track perfectly an angle force due to
the side slip, which often is neglected, will exist. If the heading
error takes the side slip into account, it is possible for the
complete system to converge to an error of zero. I.E. all parts
of the system converge to zero at the same time. This method
does not rely on the assumptions of speed being constant or
the changes in angle being small. Thus a controller based on
a system defined with such heading is able to trace desired
paths of greater curvature angles and quicker changes, with
the overshoot remaining in the safe zone. This new definition
of heading defined in [12] is illustrated in Fig. 3 and the
parameters are defined in Table II.

Based on Fig. 3 and [12] the next curvilinear position can be
calculated using (8), while the next position and heading errors
are defined as in (9)[12]. The real C.G. velocity direction does
not coincide with the heading; they differ by a side slip angle.
Thus the side slip is given without complex approximations.
The preview control error is given by (10) from [12], which
with a small angle approximation becomes (11).

ρ̇ =
1

1− eρ(σ)
(vx cosψ − vy sinψ) (8)

{
ė = vx sinψ + vy cosψ

ψ̇ = ψ̇h − ψ̇d = r − ρ(σ)vx
(9)

ep = e+ L sinψ (10)

ep = e+ Lψ (11)

TABLE II
NEW HEADING DEFINITION PARAMETERS

Parameter Description

e Lateral offset to the closest point T on the desired path,
meaning the orthogonal projection point of the vehicles center
of gravity(C.G.) unto the desired path.

ψ Heading error between actual (ψh) direction and tangential (ψd)
direction of the desired path. ψ = ψh − ψd

L Look-ahead (preview) distance
ep Look-ahead (preview) error

vx, vy Longitudinal and lateral speed of the vehicle
σ Curvilinear coordinate (arc-length) of point T along the path

from a predetermined initial position (origin).
σ̇ = dσ

dt
, σ ≥ 0 is known

ρ Curvature of the desired path at point T related to σ

β Side slip angle

Fig. 3. New heading definition illustrated by [12]

B. Stability requirements based on vehicle dynamics
The controller needs to stabilize two different errors in

accordance with (9), the spatial error e and the heading error
ψ. To find global asymptotic stability for the controller two
Lyapunov functions are used. The first Lyapunov function is
V1(t) = 1

2e
2, which in [12] shows that when β → 0 then

e → 0, thus the first error has been stabilized. Using a second
Lyapunov function V2(t) = V1(t) + (p1/2)z

2
2 , where p is a

positive constant, it is also shown in [12] that for ψ → 0 the
yaw rate needs to converge towards the value given by (13),
where K2 needs to satisfy (12), which means the second error
is stabilized at the same time as the first. Thus the desired
reference values for the controller are β = 0 and r = rα.

K2 >
vx
L

(12)

rα = ρvx − K2

L
ep (13)

C. Controller design from kinematic vehicle model
Using the 2 DOF model in Fig. 1, the handling dynamics of

the vehicle can be given as in (14), with the parameters (15)
from [12].
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{
β̇ = a11β + a12r + b1δf

ṙ = a21β + a22r + b2δf
(14)

a11 = − 2(cf+cr)
mvx

, a12 = −1− 2(L1cf−L2cr)
mv2

x

a21 =
2(L2cr−L1cf )

Iz
, a22 = − 2(L2

1cf+L2
2cr)

vxIz

(15)

b1 =
2cf
mvx

, b2 =
2L1cf
Iz

A linear state expression (16) can be derived from (14) &
(15) where x(t) = [β, r]T . Thus the goal is to stabilize e and
ψ using the control input δf [12].

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)

A =

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
, B =

[
b1
b2

]
, u = δf (16)

The new heading error described in [12] suggests that if the
lateral offset can be kept to zero, the desired angle can be
seen as the difference tangent of the steering angle and the
side slip angle: ψda = ψd − β. The amended heading errors
are described in (17), with the amended preview error (18)
and desired yaw rate (19). Using this design the lateral error is
prioritized with the correction of the heading being secondary,
which should result in a smoother ride according to [12].

ψame = ψh − ψda = ψh − ψd + β = ψ + β

⇒

{
ė = vx sinψame + vy cosψame

ψ̇ame = r − ρ(σ)vx + β̇
(17)

epa = e+ Lψame (18)

rαa = ρvx − k2
L
epa − β̇ (19)

D. Side-slip estimator

Since the slip angle is hard to measure without the use
of expensive sensors, an estimation based on other variables
is required for cheaper implementation. Using Fig. 1, the
equation (20) can be used to give the relations in (21).

v̇y = ay − vxr (20)

ay =
[
vx 0 vx

]


β̇
ṙ

ψ̇h


 = T ε̇

ε =



β
r
ψh


T =

[
vx 0 vx

]
→ ε̇ = Aεε+Bεu

Aε =



a11 a12 0
a21 a22 0
0 0 0


 , Bε =



b1
b2
0


 → ay = TAεε+ TBεω

(21)
Solving (21) for β gives the estimation (22). There exists

other side slip angle estimators, with better or worse accuracy.
Simulations in [12] show that even if tracking is not perfect
with the given estimator it is greatly increased compared to the
classic way of defining the desired heading, especially under

extreme circumstances. Using a more reliable and accurate
side slip estimator would produce even better path following.
The level of quality from the given estimator does still keep
the car within acceptable distance from the path according to
[12] and should not result in the car driving outside of the
lane.

β = − m

2(cf + cr)
ay −

L1cf − L2cr
(cf + cr)vx

r +
cf

cf + cr
δf (22)

E. LQR-controller
The system to be controlled is of the SIMO (Single Input

Multiple Output) variety. As in [13] it is possible to create a
frequency based controller, such as P, PI or a PID, for each
variable being controlled. Even a cascade controller design,
as shown in [14], with the position error in the inner loop is
a possible use. This however creates the need of finding the
phase margin and ensuring that it’s big enough for different
longitudinal velocities. The easiest way is to use a state
feedback loop, since the state space model is already given.
To ensure a good phase margin an optimization method called
LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulation) is used. According to
[15] this method ensures a phase margin of 60◦ and gives
the optimal K-vector for the case of the control signal being
u = −Kε, where ε = [β−βd, r− rd]

T and βd = 0, rd = rαa.
The performance index of the optimization is defined in (23),
where Q = diag(Q1, Q1), R = R1. Q ∈ �2x2 and R ∈ �. K
is given by (24) where the positive definite vector P is given
by solving the Algebraic Riccati Equation (25).

J1 =
1

2

∫ ∞

0

[εTQε+ uTRu]dt (23)

K = R−1BTP (24)

PA+ATP +Q− PBR−1BTP = 0 (25)

The ratio of Q1 and R1 represents which weight the
controller puts on variance in either the system or controller
output respectively. The initial value for R1 will be set using
Bryson’s rule[15], which essentially scales the value of R1

such that J1 will have the maximum acceptable value of u(δ)
as the value one. This gives a good starting point for scaling
the relations between Q1 and R1. From [15] it is also expected
that for R1 >> Q1 the optimization is toward as small as a
control output(δ) as possible, allowing greater errors in the
system. While if R1 << Q1 the optimization will be towards
keeping the system error as small as possible, even if this
would require a large output.

F. Discrete time controller
The state space model (16) is given in continuous time,

however the vehicles control system is sampled. By extracting
the delays and putting them after the controller, as shown in
[8], the system can be seen as a discrete time system. In order
to translate the continuous time state space model to a discrete
time state space model with the sample time h, the following
method from [8] is used:

x[kh+ h] = σx[kh] + Γu[kh] (26)
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Fig. 4. Avoidance Test: Q-R relation, Continuous Time

where:
σ = eAh (27)

Γ =

∫ h

0

eAsdsB (28)

When using the LQR method for optimal control, replacing
the A and B matrices with σ and Γ is sufficient.

G. Implementation in Simulink

When implementing the controller in Simulink the connec-
tions in Fig. 24 are used. The side slip estimator block in Fig.
25 is based on (22), while the yaw reference generator block
in Fig. 26 is based on (19). Finally the controller block based
on u = −Kε is shown in Fig. 27. All figures are placed in
Appendix B. The time delay block is estimated to 15 ms by
approximating two transportation delays of about 2.2 ms each
and about 10 ms of computational delays. Using the earlier
established relation of double the sample time compared to
the delay time, the sample time is set to 30 ms.

H. Deciding the Q : R ratio

To establish a suitable Q : R ratio for the tests run in Section
IV, the continuous time and discrete time state space controller
gains are used for both the Avoidance and S-Curve tests. From
Fig. 4 & 5 it is determined that the best performance for
the continuous time controller gains are given when Q = R
and Q = 0.1R. From Fig. 6 & 7 it is determined that the
best performance for the discrete time state space controller
gains are given when Q = R, Q = 10R and Q = 100R.
Q = R is chosen for the tests in Section IV as it gives the
best performance when used for both the continuous time and
discrete time controller gains.

Fig. 5. S-Curve Test: Q-R relation, Continuous Time

Fig. 6. Avoidance Test: Q-R relation, Discrete Time

Fig. 7. S-Curve Test: Q-R relation, Discrete Time
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using a set speed of 30 m/s, with a look-ahead distance
of L = 20 [12], for both the Avoidance and the S-Curve
tests. Multiple simulations are run in the defined Simulink
environment to determine different controller characteristics
depending on the variations of two different parameters; the
K2-variable size and the Look-ahead distances speed depen-
dents for a vehicle with the same parameters as in Table I.
The Avoidance test is meant to tests the controllers handling
of sudden emergency changes of the lane, such as a sudden
lane change due to an obstruction. The S-Curve test is meant
to mimic ”normal” driving and as such tests the controllers
performance under ”normal” conditions.

A. Continuous time controller

1) Avoidance test: The first subject of interest is to inves-
tigate what happens when the value of K2 = K vx

L is varied
by varying K, while Q = R. The results from Fig. 8 show
that the maximum value is K = 2.4, any higher than that
and the system response becomes unstable. The second point
of interest is finding a relation between vx and L so that the
choice of L can be adjusted automatically. In Appendix C (Fig.
28, 29, 30, 31 and 32) the performance of different look-ahead
distances L for different longitudinal velocities vx are shown.
The optimal look-ahead distance for each velocity is chosen
and shown in Fig. 9, along with the least mean-square relation
between L and vx, which is calculated to:

L = 0.6857vx (29)

2) S-Curve test: For the S-Curve test the first subject of
interest is also to investigate what happens when the value of
K2 = K vx

L is varied by varying K, while Q = R. The results
from Fig. 10 show that the maximum value is K = 2.4, any
higher than that and the system response becomes unstable.
Thus far the results of the Avoidance and S-Curve tests have
shown consistency. The second point of interest is finding a

Fig. 8. Avoidance Test: K ∗ (vx/L), Continuous Time

Fig. 9. Relation between longitudinal velocity Vx and look-ahead distance
L, Continuous Time

relation between vx and L so that the choice of L can be
adjusted automatically. In Appendix D (Fig. 33, 34, 35, 36
and 37) the performance of different look-ahead distances L
for different longitudinal velocities vx are shown. The optimal
look-ahead distance for each velocity is chosen and shown in
Fig. 11, along with the least mean-square relation between L
and vx, which is calculated to :

L = 0.6637vx (30)

Fig. 10. S-Curve Test: K ∗ (vx/L), Continuous Time

B. Discrete time controller

1) Avoidance test: The first subject of interest is to inves-
tigate what happens when the value of K2 = K vx

L is varied
by varying K, while Q = R. The results from Fig. 12 show
that the maximum value is K = 3.0, any higher than that and
the system response becomes unstable (for Q = 3.3 the error
does not stabilize). The second point of interest is finding a
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Fig. 11. Relation between longitudinal velocity Vx and look-ahead distance
L, Continuous Time

Fig. 12. Avoidance Test: K ∗ (vx/L), Discrete Time

relation between vx and L so that the choice of L can be
adjusted automatically. In Appendix E (Fig. 38, 39, 40, 41
and 42) the performance of different look-ahead distances L
for different longitudinal velocities vx are shown. The optimal
look-ahead distance for each velocity is chosen and shown in
Fig. 13, along with the least mean-square relation between L
and vx, which is calculated to:

L = 0.6242vx (31)

2) S-Curve test: Just as in the avoidance test the first
subject of interest is to investigate what happens when the
value of K2 = K vx

L is varied by varying K, while Q = R.
The results from Fig. 14 show that the maximum value is
K = 3.3, any higher than that and the system response
becomes unstable. The second point of interest is finding a
relation between vx and L so that the choice of L can be
adjusted automatically. In Appendix F (Fig. 43, 44, 45, 46

Fig. 13. Relation between longitudinal velocity Vx and look-ahead distance
L, Discrete time

Fig. 14. S-Curve Test: K ∗ (vx/L), Discrete Time

and 47) the performance of different look-ahead distances L
for different longitudinal velocities vx are shown. The optimal
look-ahead distance for each velocity is chosen and shown in
Fig. 15, along with the least mean-square relation between L
and vx, which is calculated to:

L = 0.6242vx (32)

C. Performance comparisons

To compare the differences between the continuous time
and discrete time state space controller gains performance, the
planned trajectory along with the simulated trajectories of the
discrete and continuous time state space controller gains are
simulated. For the avoidance test in Fig. 16 the K2 gain was
set to 2.4 ∗ vx

L for the continuous time state space controller
gains and K2 set to 3.0 ∗ vx

L for the discrete time state space
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Fig. 15. Relation between longitudinal velocity Vx and look-ahead distance
L, Discrete time

Fig. 16. Comparison of DT and CT controller performance in Avoidance test

controller gains. Meanwhile the Q : R ratio is set at 1 : 1
for the LQR calculations. The s-curve test in Fig. 17 has K2

set to 2.4 ∗ vx
L for the continuous time state space controller

gains and K2 set to 3.3 ∗ vx
L for the discrete time state space

controller gains, with the Q : R ratio set at 1 : 1 for the LQR
calculations.

V. DISCUSSION

The first purpose of this thesis was to prove that the novel
controller method using a new definition of the heading error
implemented in [12] can be reproduced and implemented. Both
the continuous time and discrete time state space controller
gains perform within acceptable terms with at most up to
1.3 meters of error during the s-curve test, as seen in Fig.
10 and 14. The controller also handles sudden lane changes,
which could be due to sudden obstructions and such. As
such the controller is implementable and without to much

Fig. 17. Comparison of DT and CT controller performance in S-Curve test

trouble produce quite good results, which probably could
be improved upon further if a more advanced and precise
side-slip angle estimator is used. The second purpose of the
thesis was to compare the impact of taking sampling time
into account when constructing the controller, by transforming
the state space into discrete time. In bigger systems it can
be hard to know all of the different sampling times and as
such use the correct one when transforming the system. For
normal driving conditions, such as high-speed s-curves, the
difference is almost unnoticeable, as seen in Fig. 17. However
when high speed avoidance is necessary the discrete time
state space controller gains manage to correct the vehicle
with a smaller overshoot than the continuous time state space
controller gains, as is seen in Fig. 16. As such it depends on
the developers demands on the application to handle extreme
steering situation or not if it would be beneficial to investigate
what the sampling times used by the rest of the system are.
Since the side slip is used as one of the systems outputs, the
controller is simpler to develop than traditional solutions which
take into account the side slip angle when constructing the
controller[16]. The developed controller uses LQR to optimize
the feedback gains and since the system matrices depend
on the velocity of the vehicle the gains would need to be
recalculated for each speed. This takes a lot of computational
power and would greatly increase the computational delay and
thus the sample time needed. A solution when implementing
the controller is to calculate the gains in advance, with lets
say steps of 1 m/s. Using this method a hybrid controller[17]
is implemented which changes state whenever the vehicles
speed changes into the next region, e.g. state 20 for 20± 0.5
m/s. Each state would then not only change the gains of the
feedback but also the look-ahead value L, as well as the
K2 gain according to (12). This type of controller could be
implemented to compute quite quickly and since all of the
states are Lyapunov globally stable then, according to [18], the
whole controller is also globally stable. A difference which
is noticeable when observing Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7, is that the
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discrete time state space controller gains are able to handle
larger ratios of Q : R without becoming unstable. The reason
for this is not clear but a theory is that the conversion to
discrete time state space limits the systems dependability on
the side slip error, since the gain for the side-slip angle does
not grow larger when Q becomes greater than R, which is the
case for the continuous time state space controller gains.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Through simulation it is proven that the controller method,
using a novel heading error definition, works and gives good
performance in everyday (Fig. 17) and in extreme (Fig. 16)
circumstances. The best ratio overall between the Q and R
values in the LQR controller is 1 : 1 and the K2 values
is determined to be of a maximum of 2.4 ∗ vx

L for the
continuous time state space controller gains and 3.0 ∗ vx

L for
the discrete time state space controller gains. A function to
determine the appropriate look-ahead distance L according to
the current speed for the given parameters is also established.
The performance difference between the continuous time and
discrete time state space controller gains are shown to be
minimal for everyday driving while the discrete time state
space controller gains handle the more extreme maneuvers
with less overshoot. Thus it depends on the demands on the
vehicle for handling extreme situations, or not, for it to be
worth figuring out the sample times of the system, seeing as
the continuous time state space controller gains performance is
hard to distinguish from the discrete time state space controller
gains during everyday driving.
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Intelligent Traffic Intersection Management Using
Motion Planning for Autonomous Vehicles

Viktor Tuul and John Dahlberg

Abstract—With the increasing advances in the field of au-
tonomous vehicles it is alluring to ask if a possible vehicular
paradigm shift is in the near future. Maximizing road capacity
with Intelligent Traffic Intersections that communicate with
autonomous vehicles could become a reality, where the need
for traffic lights and stop signs is excluded. In this paper, an
Autonomous Intersection Management system is introduced that
utilizes trajectory-based prioritization and motion planning tech-
niques to manage traffic in an orthogonal single lane four-way
intersection. The developed system reduces the need for vehicles
to slow down or even stop before intersections, contrariwise, it
lets all vehicles enter the intersection at the highest allowed speed.
The proposed solution is shown to increase the capacity of in-
tersections compared with contemporary intersections managed
with traffic lights.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROAD based traffic is increasing all around the globe,
especially in densely populated urban areas [1]. The

resulting congestion, especially at traffic intersections, implies
increased fuel consumption, pollution and in addition wasted
time [2]. The advances made in research and development
within the fields of autonomous vehicles and communication
technology will in a near future enable a great deal of
possibilities within transportation systems, including traffic
management [3].

When introducing the concept of Autonomous Intersection
Management, improvement of efficiency in traffic manage-
ment, compared with contemporary methods, by using con-
trol of autonomous vehicles has been shown be possible by
Dresner and Stone [4]. The Autonomous Intersection Man-
ager (AIM) approach may in theory also be used with non-
autonomous vehicles [5][6] which implies that eliminating
traffic lights is not necessarily limited to self-driving cars.
However, this work examine how communication and control
theory can be utilized for exclusively smart autonomous vehi-
cles in traffic intersections in order to optimize road capacity
and minimize congestion.

First, the vehicle- and intersection models are presented in
Section II. Then in Section III the Autonomous Intersection
Manager and its interactions with autonomous vehicles are
introduced. In Section IV a developed control algorithm is
proposed that utilizes motion planning techniques which are
used to direct three critical tasks; how the AIM 1) takes
the possible trajectories into consideration, 2) determines the
individual vehicle prioritization, and 3) calculates the optimal
speed request for each individual vehicle in order to ensure
highest allowed speed when entering the intersection. Section
VII presents the results from simulations performed in our

developed simulation environment programmed in C#, both
with our developed control algorithm applied and also with
traffic lights. Additionally, comparisons regarding the vehic-
ular throughput for both systems are presented. The results
are then discussed in Section VIII, and the conclusions are
presented in Section IX.

II. MODELS

This section covers the vehicle- and intersection models that
are used throughout this paper. In Section II-A the geometric
and abstract models of the intersection are introduced, and
also how trajectory distances inside the intersection depends on
vehicle priority. In Section II-B the vehicle model is presented,
where the dynamics and variables of the vehicles that are
implemented in the intersection model are covered.

A. Intersection Model

Each vehicles predetermined parameter of trajectory Tri
describing boundary positions, i.e. start and target, is
defined by the syntaxes

<trajectory> ::= <start><target>

<start> ::= <N>|<E>|<S>|<W>

<target> ::= <N>|<E>|<S>|<W>,

provided that start �= target and where <N>, <E>, <S> and
<W> are the positions north, east, south and west relative origin
in a, to the intersection, locally defined coordinate system. The
possible trajectories are defined in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Visual representation of the intersection trajectories.
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The intersection model intends one lane for each incoming
direction with lane width L. Some of the trajectories have a
risk of collision with other trajectories. The trajectory relations
are presented in an adjacency matrix in Table I which is an
abstraction of the geometric representation of the intersection
model in Figure 1. The purpose of the abstract model is
to allow the AIM to handle trajectory-based prioritizations
regarding vehicles, and to include them in the motion planning
algorithm presented in Section IV.

TABLE I: A matrix that explicitly presents the trajectory con-
flict relations where 1 represents a conflict while 0 indicates
no conflict between respective trajectory.

NW NS NE EN EW ES SE SN SW WS WE WN

NW 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

NS 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

NE 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

EN 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

EW 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

ES 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

SE 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

SN 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

SW 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

WS 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

WE 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

WN 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

The key purpose of the matrix is to identify which of the
trajectories that have collision risk (the ones) and which
ones that does not (the zeros).

A vehicle Vi with the trajectory Tri that has a collision risk
with vehicle Vj with trajectory Trj has a specified distance
d
Trj
Tri

indicating how far the vehicle Vi can travel inside the
intersection to a hypothetical point of collision with Vj occurs.
Table II presents the traversing distance dTri

Trj
, given that

vehicle Vj , with corresponding trajectory on the left hand side,
is the prioritized vehicle, i.e. the particular vehicle is expected
to arrive to the hypothetical point of collision before Vi. The
distances are thus either the quarter circle arc lengths inside the
intersection or the distance straight through the intersection,
where L is the lane width, which are geometrically identified
in Figure 2. The figure additionally shows possible positions
for points of collision risks.

Given that vehicle Vj is the prioritized vehicle, the depri-
oritized vehicle Vi must give way for Vj . This implies that
the distance d

Trj
Tri

in the intersection for vehicle Vi is given
by the values in Table III. The most trivial case is when the
traversing distance dTri

Trj
does not depend on which vehicle

that has priority. Figure 3 shows a case for two vehicles in
conflict with the trajectories WN and SN , which implies
the traversing distances dSN

WN and dWN
SN . According to Table

II and Table III the traversing distances for the individual
vehicles mostly are the same regardless of priority, which is
also illustrated in Figure 3, i.e. the distances do not change.

TABLE II: A matrix that shows the traversing distance inside
the intersection for a prioritized vehicle with the trajectory on
the left hand side until a hypothetical collision occurs with a
deprioritized vehicle.

dTri
Trj

NW NS NE EN EW ES SE SN SW WS WE WN

NW 0 0 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4
0 0 0

NS 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NE 0 0 0 0 0
3πL

8

3πL

4

3πL

4

3πL

4
0

3πL

8

3πL

8

EN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4

EW 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0

ES 0
π3L

8

3πL

8
0 0 0 0 0

π3L

8

3πL

4

3πL

4

3πL

4

SE 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

πL

4
0

SN 0 0 0 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0 0 0
πL

4

SW
3πL

4

3πL

4

3πL

4
0

3πL

8

3πL

8
0 0 0 0 0

3πL

8

WS 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4
0 0 0 0 0 0

WE 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0

WN 0 0
3πL

8

3πL

4

3πL

4

3πL

4
0

3πL

8

3πL

8
0 0 0

TABLE III: A matrix that shows the traversing distance inside
the intersection for a deprioritized vehicle with the trajectory
on the left hand side until a hypothetical collision occurs with
a prioritized vehicle. The bold zeros empathizes the numerical
differences from Table II.

dTri
Trj

NW NS NE EN EW ES SE SN SW WS WE WN

NW 0 0 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4
0 0 0

NS 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NE 0 0 0 0 0
3πL

8

3πL

4

3πL

4
0 0

3πL

8

3πL

8

EN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4

EW 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0

ES 0
3πL

8

3πL

8
0 0 0 0 0

π3L

8

3πL

4

3πL

4
0

SE 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

πL

4
0

SN 0 0 0 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0 0 0
πL

4

SW
3πL

4

3πL

4
0 0

3πL

8

3πL

8
0 0 0 0 0

3πL

8

WS 0
πL

4
0 0 0

πL

4
0 0 0 0 0 0

WE 0 0
πL

4
0 0 0 2L 2L 2L 0 0 0

WN 0 0
3πL

8

3πL

4

3πL

4
0 0

3πL

8

3πL

8
0 0 0

However, when comparing Table II and Table III, dTri
Trj

and

d
Trj
Tri

differ for two trajectory combinations, i.e. the crossing
trajectories NE/SW and ES/WN . Figure 4 shows how the
crossing traversing distances dWN

ES and dES
WN are dependent

on which vehicle that has priority. In case a) the prioritized
vehicle Vj have the trajectory WN (bolded). This particular
vehicle must cover its full trajectory length before the deprior-
itized vehicle Vi with trajectory ES can enter the intersection
in order to avoid collision. This implies that dES

WN > dWN
ES as
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specified in Table II and Table III. However as in case b), if
the prioritized vehicle Vj has the trajectory ES (bolded), then
vehicle Vi with the trajectory WN must give way before it
can enter the intersection, i.e. dWN

ES > dES
WN .

Fig. 2: An illustration of possible points of collision risks for
all trajectories.

Fig. 3: An illustration that shows an example for two trajec-
tories in conflict where the traversing distances do not depend
on which vehicle that has priority, i.e. WN in case a) and SN
in case b).

Fig. 4: An illustration that shows an example for two trajecto-
ries in conflict where the traversing distances depend on which
vehicle that has priority, i.e. WN in case a) and ES in case b).

B. Vehicle Model

The vehicle characteristics that are taken into account are
defined and described by the variables listed in Table IV,
where the index k refers to the variables for any arbitrary
vehicle Vk.

TABLE IV: Vehicle variables.

Notation Description Definition Unit

Xk =

(
xk

yk

)
x- and y coordinates [m]

vk =

(
vx,k

vy,k

)
x- and y velocity compo-
nents

∂Xk

∂t
[m/s]

Fk Force output [N]
Fmax
k Force output limit [N]

ak Absolute acceleration
Fk

mk
[m/s2]

Trk Trajectory <start><target>
mk Mass [kg]
lk Length [m]
Akk Projected front area [m2]

The x- and y positions are defined to be relative the origin,
the center of the intersection, see Figure 1.

Each vehicle’s throttle- and break dynamics are modeled
with an individual PID-controller which emulates the use of
cruise control [7]. The force output Fk of the vehicle depends
on the current vehicle speed |vk| and a given speed request,
vk,req , and also the upper force output limit Fmax

k . The error
in speed,

e = vk,req − |vk|

is fed into the PID-controller which returns a force output Fk

that depends on three parts, one that is proportional to the
error (P), one that is proportional to the integral of the error
(I) and finally one that is proportional to the derivative of the
error (D). The output is given by the sum of the three, that is,

Fk = Kpe(t) +KI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ +Kd
∂e(t)

∂t

for |Fk| ≤ Fmax
k , and where Kp, KD and KI are weights

that distributes the influence of the proportional, derivative and
accumulated error to the force output.

The drag force is modeled with

Fd,k =
1

2
ρ|vk|2CDAk,

where ρ is the air density, CD is the drag coefficient, Ak is
the projected vehicle front area and |vk| is the absolute speed.

The rolling friction force is modeled with

Fw,k = Ckmkg,

where Ck is the coefficient of rolling resistance, mk is the
mass of the vehicle and g is the gravitational constant. This
results in the net force

Fnet,k = Fk − Fd,k − Fw,k
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and resulting acceleration

ak =
Fk − Fd,k − Fw,k

mk
.

The integral of the vehicle acceleration gives the speed of the
vehicle,

vk = vk0 +

∫ t

0

akdt

where vk0 is the speed of the vehicle entering the system, that
is, when |Xk| = Dc, which is the communication boundary
between the vehicle and intersection manager, and t is the
elapsed time in the system.

III. AUTONOMOUS INTERSECTION MANAGER

The AIM has a set of predefined parameters that describe
the geometry of the system, e.g. the lane width and distance
boundary for the communication range. Additionally, the AIM
has dynamic parameters that describe distance- and speed
margins for the vehicles, as well as the delay for the AIM.
Table V presents the set of parameters.

TABLE V: Geometry and margin variables.

Notation Description Unit
L Lane width [m]
Dc Communication boundary [m]
dMi,j Vehicle- to vehicle distance margin [m]
DM Minimum front-to-back distance between two ve-

hicles
[m]

vmax Speed limit [m/s]
Td System delay [s]

A. Data exchange

The exchange of data between the vehicles and the AIM is
comprehensively shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Vehicle and AIM communication.

The vehicle-to-AIM data flow consists of the parameters
presented in Table VI.

TABLE VI: Vehicle-to-AIM transmitted state variables

Notation Description Unit
ID Unique vehicle ID
Fmax,k Force output limit [N]
dk Absolute distance to the intersection [m]
|vk| Absolute velocity [m/s]
Trk Trajectory
lk Vehicle length [m]

B. Computation of state variables

Based on the speed |vk| of each vehicle Vk and its distance
to the intersection, the estimated time to arrival is

Tk =
dk
|vk|

(1)

where dk is the vehicle’s distance to the intersection edge. If
two vehicles Vi, Vj will arrive approximately at the same time
to the intersection, then the time for vehicle Vi from entering
the intersection to reaching the point hypothetical point of
collision is

T
Trj
Tri

=
d
Trj
Tri

|vi|
(2)

where d
Trj
Tri

is the traversing distance inside the intersection
before a hypothetical collision with another vehicle. This
implies that T

Trj
Tri

depends on the intersection size and the
trajectories of both vehicles in question, see Table II and Table
III in Section II-A. Lets also denote

dtoti,j ≡ di + d
Trj
Tri

(3)

to compactly express the total distance for a vehicle i to a
hypothetical point of collision with another vehicle. Note that
d
Trj
Tri

and dtoti,j only makes sense if there is a risk of collision
between vehicles i and j.

By taking into account the individual vehicle-to-intersection
distance di and the vehicle-to-vehicle distance for two vehicles
in conflict,

∆ij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 (4)

and the vehicle’s trajectory distances inside the intersection
before a hypothetical collision, the AIM calculates and sends
a speed request vreq to the not prioritized vehicle. This is done
in order for the vehicles to fulfill the distance margin criterion,

dMij = DM +
1

2
(li + lj) + ε

where the vehicles trajectories cross, that is, the vehicle-to-
vehicle distance ∆ij converges to dMij at that given point in
time. The vehicles lengths li and lj are taken into consideration
as safety-margins, and the parameter ε is supposed to be
covering common expected error sources, such as the GPS
signal error, GPS receiver quality and environmental signal
blockage between the vehicles and the AIM. The frequency
of which the speed requests are sent to the vehicles inside
the communication boundary is 1/Td where Td is the system
delay that considers the data rate and quality in the software
and hardware of the AIM.

The algorithm is explained in depth in following section.

IV. CONTROL ALGORITHM

In this section the control algorithm is presented that takes
three critical concepts into account; 1) trajectory conflicts 2)
vehicle distance prioritization and 3) motion planning based
on speed requests.
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One significant reason to enter an intersection at the highest
allowed and possible speed is to maximize the vehicle flow by
preventing vehicles from unnecessarily slowing down, or even
completely stopping, before entering the intersection [3]. The
core of the algorithm is to identify trajectory conflicts between
all of the vehicles in the system and specify the priority for
each vehicle.

A. Priority

When defining the priority of respective vehicle within
the communication zone, shown in Figure 6, an appropriate
parameter of priority is needed. In this case the vehicles follow
the First Come, First Served (or FCFS) principle. For that
reason, this algorithm is determined to operate based on the
momentary distance to the intersection edge for each vehicle
Vk, that is, dk(t). For a set

Vc =
{
Vc1 , Vc2 , . . . , Vcn

}

where each trajectory of the vehicles is at least at one point
coinciding with each other according to Figure 1 and Table I
in Section II-A, for instance vehicles arriving from a mutual
start position, it must hold that if

dc1(t0) < dc2(t0) < . . . < dcn(t0)

at some arbitrary time t = t0, then also

dc1(t) < dc2(t) < . . . < dcn(t), ∀t

while each vehicle Vk remains within the communication zone.
On the contrary, for a set

Vnc =
{
Vnc1 , Vnc2 , . . . , Vncn

}

only including vehicles with non-coinciding trajectories are
not restricted by this, i.e. if at a certain time

ds(t0) < dt(t0),

where s, t are index of two vehicles Vs, Vt ∈ Vnc, then

ds(t0 +∆t) > dt(t0 +∆t)

at some later time t = t0+∆t is a possible outcome. Handling
either of these two sets is a straight forward process; assuming
a system only with vehicles belonging to the first set Vc, then
each vehicle Vk is allowed to enter the intersection one by
one while prioritizing the ones with the shortest distances
dk(t) according to a simple queue. In a system only with
vehicles in the latter set Vnc on the other hand, all of the
vehicles are approved to enter the intersection simultaneously
with maximum allowed speed vmax. However, for a hybrid
set

Vh ⊆
{
Vc ∪ Vnc

∣∣Vh �= Vc and Vh �= Vnc

}
,

some of the vehicles are in risk of collision whereas others are
not, which implies a more complex process of prioritization
and a systematic solution is needed.

Fig. 6: Illustration of the communication boundary zone from
the simulation environment.

B. Linear Projection

When a conflict for two individual vehicles is detected, that
is, their trajectories are at some point coinciding, the AIM
calculates and sends speed requests to each of them which
is based on their distances and estimated times for reaching
the hypothetical point of collision defined in Section III-B.
This is done according to a concept which is to be denoted
by Linear Projection and is illustrated in Figure 7. It is used
to derive the expression for the speed request intended for a
vehicle Vi. The concept Linear Projection is a projection of
the states of the vehicle Vi and another arbitrary vehicle Vj

(observe that dj < di!) evaluated at some point of time after
the momentary time t = t0 when the first vehicle Vj arrives
to the hypothetical point of collision, that is, at

t = t0 + Tj + TTri
Trj

≡ Ttoti,j .

The estimation is a linearization of the total distances to the
hypothetical point of collision according to equation (3), i.e.

dtoti,j (t) ≈ dtoti,j (t0)− |vi,j(t0)|(t− t0).

This approximation is updated each iteration and therefore
converges to the actual distances. The estimated distance
between the vehicle in question and another arbitrary vehicle
Vj at any point in time is given by equation (4).

In order for the vehicles to have a predetermined distance
margin DM when vehicle Vj arrives at the hypothetical
collision position, ∆ij must converge to and reach dMij at that
given instance. This is achieved by sending a speed request
to vehicle Vi, which is expected to arrive after vehicle Vj .
First, the estimated time at t = t0 until intersection arrival
for vehicle Vj , i.e. Tj defined in equation (1), is calculated.
By taking the traversing time TTri

Trj
of vehicle Vj defined in

equation (2) into consideration, the speed request

vi,req =
dtoti,j −DM

Ttoti,j

(5)

is calculated for vehicle Vi, see Figure 7. This assures
that when vehicle Vj arrives at the position of hypothetical
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collision, the distance ∆ij between the two vehicles indeed is
approximately dMij .

Fig. 7: Linear Projection. State variables when vehicle Vj

arrives to the intersection are estimated by linearization to
calculate required speed to avoid collision.

C. The algorithm

Since the FCFS principle is followed in events of limited
space, each of the m vehicles V1, V2, . . . , Vm that are rel-
evant, i.e. vehicles within the communication zone so that
dk ≤ Dc−L, are sorted as representing objects in an abstract
data queue with respect to their distance to the origin, implying
that d1 < d2 < . . . < dm. This queue and the following steps
are illustrated in Figure 8.

Now, the first step is sending a speed request with the
maximum allowed speed to the first vehicle V1 represented in
the queue, i.e. v1,req = vmax. The second object in the queue
is then denoted as i so that i = 2 and is to be compared with
the object j = i − 1 = 1 ahead (Step 2.1, 2.2 in Figure 8).
In a general case, i representing vehicle Vk is to be iteratively
compared with all of the objects j ∈

{
i − 1, i − 2, . . . , 2, 1

}
(Step k.2, k.3, . . . , k.k) ahead with shorter distances. This is
performed upwards in the queue by decreasing index j so that
j = j − 1 after every iteration. Each comparison is to detect
whether there is a risk of collision between the two vehicles
Vi and Vj according to the adjacency matrix in Figure I. If no
risk of collision is detected after iterating until the final index
j = 1, then the speed limit vmax is sent as speed request
vreq to Vi. However, if a risk of collision is detected with
some object j, the estimated trajectories of the two vehicles
Vi and Vj are to be investigated with Linear Projection. This
is repeated for the objects j until a hypothetical collision is
confirmed with vehicle Vq1 . For each comparison confirming
a hypothetical collision, a proposed restricting speed request
vqk,req, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . according to equation (5) is calculated
and appended to a list vres =

{
vq1,req, vq2,req, . . .

}
. If any

of the restricting speed requests are less than the maximum
allowed speed, then the least value is sent as a speed request
to Vi, i.e. vi,req = min

∀k

{
vqk,req, vmax

}
, as it has to slow

down sufficient to bypass collision with each of the vehicles
in conflict that are to arrive before. When the speed request is

sent to Vi, it means that the current j-loop is terminated and
object i is to be shifted to the next object i+ 1 behind (Step
2.1). Again as in the previous process it is to be compared
with objects ahead starting with the new object j = i − 1.
This new j-loop is again iterating until the index j = 1, i.e.
it has reached the first object, while simultaneously saving
restricting speed requests before sending one. This double i, j-
loop is carried on until object i = m which is the last object
and therefore all vehicles have been compared in the particular
instance. The next step at this state is to check whether a
new relevant object is detected and in that case add it to the
queue. Also, current objects in the queue that have left the
intersection are not relevant anymore and are to be removed.
Note that a new local index is again introduced, so that the
relevant vehicle objects are denoted by 1, 2, . . .m where m
as before is the latest added object. The control algorithm is
also described with a flowchart in Figure 9. The process of
the control algorithm is repeated resulting in conservation of
the traffic flow while ensuring that the vehicles are keeping
distance margins to prevent collisions.

Fig. 8: Priority queue of the control algorithm.

V. SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS

Little’s law [8], which is a result of importance in queuing
theory, explains that the average number of objects in a system
N is equal to the average arrival rate λ times the average time
W an object is spends in the system, i.e.

N = λW.

Little’s law shows that the largest flow of vehicles an inter-
section and included roads can manage is equal to the upper
limit of N divided by the lower limit of W,

λmax =
Nmax

Wmin

Therefore there are two ways to raise the maximum flow
of vehicles; either by increasing the average number of of
vehicles in the system, or by decreasing the average time a
vehicle is present in the system. This implies that a vehicle
should maintain a high speed in the system. However, as
already stated, the number of vehicles in the system can not
be arbitrarily large as there is a limit for how many vehicles
the roads can fit.
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Fig. 9: Flowchart of the control algorithm.

The theoretical upper limit for the number of vehicles in
the system, bounded by the communication boundary Dc, is
given by

Nmax = 4Dc
n∑n

i=1(li +DM )
(6)

where 4Dc is the total road length of the four lanes, li is
each vehicles length, DM is the distance margin between each
vehicle and n is the momentary number of vehicles in the
system at an arbitrary point in time. This implies that equation
(6) calculates the total road distance divided by the average
vehicle length of the vehicles in the system in addition to the
distance margin. This holds assuming that the lanes are fully
saturated, that is, all vehicles are uniformly distributed across
all four lanes with the distance margin DM to each other. The
implication of this is that if N > Nmax congestion is built
up. Since the length of the vehicles in practice is not constant,
Nmax is dynamic. The implication of this is that Nmax is
the maximum number of vehicles the system can hold with
the assumption that the length distribution for all vehicles is
according to the actual vehicles present in the system, for every
point in time.

In order for this requirement to be fulfilled, the average
throughput, β, must converge to the average rate of incoming
vehicles, λ, as

lim
τ→∞

∫ t0+τ

t0

(λ− β)dt = 0 (7)

where t0 is a starting point in time and τ is a time of measure.
This implies that the upper limit of the average throughput that
can be achieved, βmax, must be greater or equal to the average
incoming vehicle rate λ, that is,

λ ≤ βmax.

There are therefore two requirements to be fulfilled to maintain
an unsaturated system without congestion over a long period
of time;

{
N ≤ Nmax

β → λ ≤ βmax

where β is the actual average throughput, which must
converge to λ according to equation (7).

VI. TRAFFIC LIGHTS

In this section a model for traffic lights is introduced to
represent traditional traffic management. The purpose is to
generate data that the developed AIM can be compared with.
It is assumed that all geometrical assumptions are identical
defined as previous i.e. one lane etc.

To begin with, one cycle length C is the period of time for
all signal indicators to serve all four lanes once, that is,

C = 4(G+ Y ),

where G is the time for green indicator and Y for the yellow
indicator. The traffic light simulation can be in two possible
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states; either one of the four signals of the lanes is green
while the others are red implying only vehicles in that lane are
allowed to pass, or the other state where the two signals that
are about to shift from red to green or vice versa are yellow
while the others are red, meaning no vehicle is allowed to
pass at all. Figure 10 shows the principle of a traffic light test
performed in our developed simulation environment, where
only one lane at the time has free way.

Fig. 10: Image of a saturated test with traffic lights from the
developed simulation environment.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section experimental results from simulations are
presented in order to evaluate the efficiency, robustness and
liability of the system. The tests are performed in our devel-
oped simulation environment programmed in C# which allow
for real time visual monitoring of the vehicles and the access
of dynamic vehicle parameters and statistical data.

Three tests are performed, two with the developed system
and one test that considers traffic lights. The first test is
stable and is covered in Section VII-A. Then in Section VII-B
the second test is performed with full vehicular saturation
and reveals the limitations of the proposed system. Finally
in Section VII-C a saturated simulation with traffic lights is
presented to allow comparisons, which are covered in Section
VII-D.

For each simulation, vehicles are spawned from a random
position, <N>, <E>, <S> or <W>, in intervals of the period
Tspawn and with an incoming speed of venter. Additionally,
the intersection speed limit vmax, the distance margin DM and
the maximum force output Fmax for each vehicle are predeter-
mined and taken into consideration. With the assumption that
all vehicles have the mass m = 2000kg and an acceleration
and retardation limit of amax = 3m/s2, consequently the
maximum force output Fmax = mamax = 6000N . The PID-
controller parameters are empirically selected to Kp = 500,
KI = 1 and Kd = 10, i.e. are specified in a way such that the
dynamics of the vehicles correspond to reasonable limitations
for vehicles today. The purpose of the settings mentioned is
thus also to enable the behavior of the simulated vehicles to
coincide with human way of driving. The parameters that are
considered in all simulations are shown in Table VII.

TABLE VII: Predetermined simulation parameters for all
considered tests.

Notation Description Value Unit
Simulation time 360 [s]

Dc Communication boundary 350 [m]
venter Incoming vehicle speed 20 [m/s]
vmax Intersection speed limit 20 [m/s]
DM Distance margin 5 [m]
Fmax Force output limit 6000 [N]
m Vehicle mass 2000 [kg]
l Vehicle length 5 [m]
ε Distance margin of common ex-

pected errors
0 [m]

Td System delay 0.5 [s]
Kp Proportional constant 500
KI Integral constant 1
Kd Derivative constant 10

A. Simulation 1: Stable

The first simulation shows a results from a stable test, where
the system does not get saturated. The incoming vehicle time
interval Tspawn and corresponding rate λ = 1/Tspawn are
shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII: Vehicle inflow rate for Simulation 1: Stable.

Notation Description Value Unit
Tspawn Incoming interval 1 [s]
λ Incoming rate 1 [1/s]

Figure 11 shows that the average rate of incoming vehicles
and the average rate of passing vehicles are converging, which
is in alignment with equation (7), that implies that the system
will not get over saturated.

Fig. 11: Vehicle inflow and outflow, Simulation 1: Stable. The
outflow converges to the inflow.

As shown in Figure 12 below, the number of incoming
vehicles in the system N has a upper limit of 18, which is
less than the saturated limit Nmax = 140 for l = 5.

Table IX shows the calculated robustness parameters along
with the statistical data from the simulation.
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Fig. 12: Vehicles in the system, Simulation 1: Stable.

TABLE IX: Results for Simulation 1: Stable.

Parameter Value Comment
Nmax 140 For l = 5

N 18 N < Nmax, not saturated
λ 1
β [0, 0.95] for t ∈ [0, 360]s β converges to λ

B. Simulation 2: Saturated

The second simulation shows an over saturated scenario,
where the number of incoming vehicles in the system exceeds
the limit Nmax, due to the lowered interval of incoming
vehicles Tspawn, i.e. increased λ, see table X.

TABLE X: Vehicle inflow rate for Simulation 2: Saturated.

Notation Description Value Unit
Tspawn Spawn interval 0.5 [s]
λ Incoming rate 2 [1/s]

Figure 13 shows that the rate of incoming vehicles and
passing vehicles do not converge as λ = 2 and β converges
to approximately 1.5, which is not in alignment with the
robustness criteria, see equation (7), as β < λ.

Fig. 13: Vehicle inflow and outflow, Simulation 2: Saturated.

The fact that the throughput β does not converge to the
inflow λ implies that the number of vehicles in the system
will increase with time without any upper limit. Figure 14
shows how the number of incoming vehicles in the system
accumulates with time.

Fig. 14: Vehicles in the system, Simulation 2: Saturated.
Congestion is accumulated as the number of vehicles in the
system increases beyond the maximum upper limit Nmax.

The lowered interval of incoming vehicles Tspawn increases
the inflow λ to an extent which the throughput β can not reach
which is shown in Table XI. The over saturation of vehicles
implies that the throughput β does converge to the maximum
throughput βmax, see Figure 13 and Table XI. However, as
already presented, since λ > β = βmax the robustness
criterion in equation (7) is not fulfilled, and congestion is
therefore accumulated.

TABLE XI: Results for Simulation 2: Saturated.

Parameter Value Comment
Nmax 140 For l = 5

N 181 N > Nmax, over saturated
λ 2
βmax ≈ 1.5

β ≈ 1.5 β = βmax < λ

C. Simulation 3: Traffic lights

In order to compare the performance of the developed
system, with intersection management based on traffic lights,
a traffic light test in our developed simulation environment is
also performed. The simulation proposes a maximum capacity
test filling all four lanes with vehicles, with each vehicle
having a front-to-end distance DM = 5m, to correspond to
a realistic scenario with fully saturated roads. For this test
the signal time parameters G = 25s and Y = 5s are used
which gives a cycle length of C = 120s which is typical for
intersections with high approach speeds [9]. Table XII present
the test parameters, which is in alignment with the saturated
test in Section VII-B.

TABLE XII: Parameters, Simulation 3: Traffic lights.

Notation Description Value Unit
Simulation time 360 [s]

G Period of green signal 25 [s]
Y Period of yellow signal 5 [s]
C Period of complete cycle 120 [s]
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Fig. 15: Vehicle outflow, Simulation 3: Traffic lights.

Fig. 16: Passed vehicles, Simulation 3: Traffic lights.

The simulation shows that the rate of passing vehicles
converges to approximately 0.68 vehicles per second according
to Figure 15. The total amount of passed vehicles over time is
shown in Figure 16, where the five second yellow light delay
with a 25 second interval is spotted by observing the postpone
in passed vehicles. The statistical data for the simulation, that
is, the number of passed vehicles and the average throughput
β are presented in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII: Results, Simulation 3: Traffic lights.

Parameter Value Comment
P 245 Passed vehicles
β ≈ 0.68 Average throughput

D. Comparison

The following comparisons that considers the performance
of intersections managed by 1) our developed AIM, and 2)
traffic lights, intends saturated flow, that is, the particular
simulations done in Section VII-B and Section VII-C. The
simulations are, as already presented, performed with equiva-
lent conditions, i.e. the basis of the vehicles are the same in
order to represent as equal tests as possible.

Plotting the average throughput over time shows that the rate
of passing vehicles for the autonomous intersection is greater
than for the regular traffic light case, see Figure 17.

Figure 18 presents the number of passed vehicles with
respect to time for both cases, comparing the two shows that

Fig. 17: Comparison of the vehicle outflow.

Fig. 18: Comparison of the numbers of passed vehicles.

the capacity is higher for the intersection managed with the
AIM.

The results show that the AIM can perform better compared
the scenario of simulating traffic lights, in the sense of
vehicle throughput. Table XIV presents the number of passed
vehicles PAIM , PTL and the average outflows βAIM , βTL for
respective simulation.

In these particular tests where the used environmental and
vehicular parameters are according to Table VII and Table XII,
the relative quotient of the outflow for the two tests is

βAIM − βTL

βTL
≈ 1.2

This implies that the AIM is approximately 120% more effi-
cient than the use of traffic lights considering the throughput
for the specific setting.

TABLE XIV: Results regarding the throughputs and passed
vehicles, comparison between Simulation 2: Saturated and
Simulation 3: Traffic lights.

System Parameter Value Comment
AIM PAIM 539 Passed vehicles
AIM βAIM ≈ 1.5 Average throughput
Traffic lights PTL 245 Passed vehicles
Traffic lights βTL ≈ 0.68 Average throughput
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VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the developed system with respect
to the obtained simulation results, the performance and its
limitations.

In Section VIII-A we discuss the advantages of our devel-
oped system in a traffic flow point of view, in comparison
with traffic light managed intersections. Then in VIII-B we
discuss our solution in a sustainability point of view; which
environmental effects, both positive and negative, that could
come with implementing it in the real world. In section VIII-C
the robustness of the system is discussed with regards to delays
in the vehicle-to-AIM communication. Section VIII-D covers
the factors that limit the use and implementation of our system,
and finally, in Section VIII-E we propose what future work that
could be done to solve them.

A. Advantages

By allowing the speed of autonomous vehicles to be con-
trolled by Autonomous Intersection Managers, not only the
need for vehicles to slow down or even stop is reduced, but it
also opens up the possibility for vehicles to enter intersections
at highest allowed speed. This also implies that intersection
throughput can be drastically improved. The fact that the
vehicles can enter the intersection with high speed, from any
direction eliminates one of the main disadvantages with single
lane intersections managed by traffic lights, which is that at
least three lanes are always still which reduces the average
traversing speed and throughput significantly.

The performed simulations clearly show that the proposed
AIM solution can manage a larger inflow of vehicles, than
intersections managed by traffic lights can. Similar results
are obtained with other simulation settings as well, that is,
when changing the vehicle’s incoming speed, speed limit,
performance and the distance margin between the vehicles.
This implies that a potential future with only autonomous
vehicles and intelligent traffic intersections could be a part
of a solution for congestion free roads.

B. Sustainability

Removing the need for vehicles to drastically speed up, slow
down, or even completely stop before entering intersections
implies that less energy is wasted as well as reduced conges-
tions which both have positive effects on the environment,
especially in densely populated urban areas. Not only can
autonomous driving and efficient intersections have positive
environmental impacts, it may also increase the productivity,
primarily by eliminating the wasted manual driving time, and
secondly by reducing the time of travel from point A to B.
However, by increasing the efficiency of traffic and locally
reducing the negative environmental impacts, the effects on a
larger, global scale should be considered and studied. Improve-
ment in efficiency enables for a larger number of vehicles to
be present which in itself could have negative impacts on the
environment.

C. Robustness

The simulations performed with our proposed system show
that the motion planning algorithm significantly reduces the
need for vehicles to slow down or even stop. For each iteration
of the algorithm the AIM calculates the corresponding speed
request for each vehicle in the system which ensures that
the incoming vehicles behave in a way to eliminate risks of
collisions, why also the system is not sensitive for delays. This
follows from that one iteration is sufficient for a safe motion
planning, while following iterations serves the purposes of
slightly adjustment of planned motions or initialize motion
planning for new vehicles entering the system.

D. Limitations

The proposed system depends on that every vehicle entering
the intersection is fully autonomous and connected to the
AIM. These requirements are far from fundamental and to
be expected today. On the contrary; the technology is still not
fully tested and too expensive for the majority of car owners.
This paradigm shift of autonomous vehicles is simply too
large-scaled to be implemented in one step. It is therefore
necessary to gradually upgrade the system by introducing
semi-autonomous vehicles, in the sense of vehicles that are
compatible with equipment of extended technology allowing
them to in some sufficient extent be automated for driving and
communication.

In case of failure of any vehicle causing it to slow down or
stop, the traffic flow through the system would unequivocally
decrease, however it would not imply any direct risk of
collision since the AIM keeps track of the momentary veloc-
ities and positions of the vehicles and would adapt for such
incident. Some common expected errors of data ε in signals is
also included in the distance margin DM according to Section
II-B, meaning these kind of errors would not put the system in
jeopardy while not exceeding ε. However, the AIM would not
be able to handle some unexpected errors in signals, such as
incorrect information about vehicles current speed or position.
For that reason, it is necessary that multiple independent safety
margins are implemented on different levels of the system
with authority to overrule other instructions in crucial contexts.
An individual autonomous vehicle should include its own
defined actions of safety, for instance rely on its own sensors
and immediately stop if an obstacle is detected too close
ahead even if it get an faulty speed request from the AIM
to accelerate.

E. Further work

As discussed in the previous section VIII-D, there are many
complications during the implementation time of the AIM,
since a great deal of systems need to be adapted. For instance,
in order to manufacture the introduced semi-autonomous ve-
hicles that are compatible, further research needs to be done
to implement such systems. In addition, it is assumed there is
working technology enabling the communication between the
vehicles and the AIM. This should be specified in terms of e.g.
frequency range, equipment for transferring data or eventual
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user interface between the driver and a semi-autonomous
vehicle. Another subject to work further on is in what extent
and where to implement the system to society. Since only
some consumers will initially have access to the technology
of autonomous vehicles that meets the requirements to be
compatible with the AIM, exclusively some chosen intersec-
tions would be upgraded with the system to begin with. This
would raise discussions of great extend in technical, political,
economical and even ethical aspects that need research.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Autonomous Intersection Managers in conjunction with
autonomous vehicles can be used to manage intersections.
Utilizing motion planning techniques to determine individual
incoming vehicles’ speeds can replace traditional traffic lights
and therefore enable growth in vehicular throughput, provided
that all road based traffic in consideration is autonomous and
has the ability to communicate with an intersection manager.

The performed simulations show that a significant increase
of throughput in single lane intersections is possible with
the implementation of our developed system, compared with
intersections managed by traffic lights. With fully saturated
traffic, we show that the developed control algorithm may
increase the vehicular throughput in single lane intersections
by 120%, if replacing traffic lights.

The proposed solution can be considered to be a small
contribution to a new working system of intelligent traffic
intersections. In the future, such solution should be imple-
mented and evaluated for real autonomous vehicles in real
world conditions.
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Kontrollsystem för autonoma fordon i korsningar
Jonathan Johansen och Iskander Sauma

Sammanfattning—Styrning och koordinering av autonoma
fordon är ett aktuellt forskningsområde. Det behövs pålitliga
system för att kontrollera hur självkörande bilar tar sig genom
korsningar. Rapporten presenterar en modell för att simulera
en enfilig vägkorsning. Den presenterar också en algoritm för
att styra autonoma bilar genom den, som abstraherar problemet
som ett schemaläggningsproblem.

Simuleringar av 4,5 miljoner bilar uppvisar inga krockar inuti
korsningen. Styralgoritmen klarar av att släppa igenom bilar med
3,6 sekunders mellanrum utan att köbildning uppstår.

Systemet som presenteras är speciellt applicerbart på ett
vägnät med flera mindre korsningar med korta avstånd mellan
varandra, då den klarar av mindre utrymmen och använder
sig av sensorteknik som är billig relativt andra sensorer på
marknaden.

I. INTRODUKTION

KLIMATFÖRÄNDRINGAR är ett stort problem för

samhället idag, och transportsektorn står för en stor del

av problemen. 14% av de globala utsläppen av växthusgaser

kommer från transportsektorn [1]. Bilar släpper ut mer avgaser

vid ryckig körning med många stopp [2] än vid mjuk körning,

varför tätbebyggda områden och korsningar påverkar miljön

negativt. Autonoma fordon som kan samverka och planera sin

rutt kan användas för att minska stopptiden, vilket leder till

bättre närmiljö (mindre partikelutsläpp) och minskad global

uppvärmning (mindre koldioxidutsläpp).

Autonoma fordon har även fördelar när det kommer till

säkerhet – ungefär 90% av alla bilolyckor orsakas av föraren

[3]. En självkörande bil, som visserligen har fler möjligheter

till mekaniska fel, utesluter helt eller nästan helt den mänskliga

faktorn ur transporter. Det leder till säkrare vägar och det

möjliggör för fler befolkningsgrupper, till exempel barn eller

rörelsehindrade, att röra sig fritt i samhället.

Forskningsläget för autonoma fordon går snabbt framåt.

Google har till exempel utvecklat självkörande bilar som har

lasersensorer på taket för att läsa av omgivningen [4]. Även

Volvo planerar att under 2017 testa självkörande bilar på

svenska vägar [5]. När en allt större andel av fordonsflottan

blir autonom kan korsningar automatiseras och trafikljus och

högerregler fasas ut. Detta skulle öka korsningens kapacitet

och minska accelerationerna som krävs, eftersom en dator

har mycket bättre precision, beräkningsförmåga och reak-

tionsförmåga än en människa.

Det finns ett flertal system som har föreslagits för att styra

autonoma korsningar. En forskargrupp vid University of Texas

har föreslagit ett multiagentsystem för att lösa problemet [6].

Det innebär att att flera enheter, i detta fall bilarna, interagerar

med varandra för att tillsammans lösa problemet.

En grupp vid Massachusetts Institute of Technology har

istället föreslagit ett tidsluckebaserat system för bokningar av

korsningen. Denna idé bygger på metoden som idag används

vid flygplatser för att tilldela flygplan landingsbanor. För att

kontrollera korsningen används en central kontrollenhet som

styr allt. Detta system har givit resultat där bilar har fått vänta

i mindre än en sekund var, när det kommer en ny bil var tredje

sekund [7].

Metoderna som presenteras i den här rapporten bygger på

den senare modellen. En central kontrollenhet, styrdatorn, tar

emot information om anländande bilar och skickar tillbaka

instruktioner om hur de ska köra för att åka säkert genom

korsningen.

Målet med projektet är att genom simuleringar demonstrera

en fungerande algoritm och modell för att styra autonoma bilar

genom en mindre korsning. Syftet är att minska miljöpåverkan

och trafikstockning.

Vi presenterar en algoritm som garanterar att bilarna kan

ta sig säkert genom korsningarna i avsnitt II. I avsnitt III

behandlas hur simuleringarna har gjorts. Resultatet för simu-

leringarna ges i avsnitt IV, och en diskussion kring potentiella

användningsområden samt förbättringar förs i avsnitt V.

II. MODELL

A. Modellering av bilarna

Bilmodellen som har använts i simuleringarna grundar sig

i Trafikverkets modell av en genomsnittlig personbil. Bilen

är 1,8m bred och 4,9m lång. Bilens rörelser är förenklade: vi

antar att den är kapabel att svänga i en perfekt kvartscirkelbåge

som är 1,8m bred [8]. Vi antar även att den har ickekontinu-

erlig acceleration, alltså att accelerationen kan ta formen av

en Heavisidefunktion med avseende på tid. Detta illustreras i

Figur 1.

Acceleration (m/s2)

Tid (s)

Figur 1. Illustration av hur bilen accelererar.

B. Modellering av korsningen

Korsningen som simuleras är en mindre korsning, av typen

som normalt förekommer i bostadsområden. Den har 3,5m

breda filer, och en kurvradie på 2,5m [8]. Korsningen är alltså

12m bred i båda riktningarna. Vi antar även att de angränsande
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Figur 2. En visualisering av korsningen, med en skalenlig bil inuti. Måtten
som använts finns i tabell I.

Tabell I
KORSNINGSMÅTT

Egenskap Storlek (m)
Inre kurvradie 2,5
Filbredd 3,5
Total bredd 12
Bilens bredd 1,8
Bilens längd 4,9

vägarna är raka. Dessa värden återfås i tabell I. Vi antar att

bilarna håller hastigheter mellan 2,4 m/s (ungefär 9 km/h) och

3,6m/s (ungefär 13 km/h), med starthastigheten 2,4m/s.

C. Modellering av infartsgrindar

Modellen av en vägsträcka utanför korsningen utgörs av

fyra abstrakta grindar. Varje grind markerar ett avstånd från

korsningen där något ska hända, vilket sammanfattas i Figur

3. Varje grind läggs 12 meter från den tidigare.

Vid den första grinden skickas en signal till korsningen

med en förfrågan om att få köra genom korsningen. På den

efterföljande vägsträckan fortsätter bilen i samma hastighet

som tidigare i väntan på svar. Med en hastighet på 2,4 m/s

och en sträcka på 12 m, har korsningen 5 sekunder på sig att

skicka tillbaka ett svar.

Vid den andra grinden börjar bilen följa styrdatorns in-

struktioner och accelerera eller stanna om det behövs. Om

bilen behöver stanna har den återigen 12m på sig innan grind

nummer tre.

Vid den tredje grinden börjar bilen accelerera om den

stannat. Den låter oss hantera köbildning – om det finns en

bilkö behåller bilen sin egna styrning fram hit och håller

sig precis bakom bilen framför. När den kommer till grind

nummer tre väntar den sedan tills den bör accelerera och åker

in i korsningen som om den hade stått där hela tiden.

Vid den fjärde grinden drar vi gränsen till den faktiska

korsningen – bortom den håller bilar konstant hastighet.

1
Signal skickas

4
Gräns till korsningen

2
Bilen accelererar

3

Bilen startar från

stillastående här

Figur 3. Visualisering av grindsystemet.

D. Modellering av låszoner

Modellen som används av styrdatorn har fem låszoner. De

består av de fyra kvadranterna och en mindre kvadrat i mitten

av korsningen. Låszonen i mitten har sidlängden 1,7 m, vilket

gör att den enbart används av bilar som svänger åt vänster.

Denna, tillsammans med en version med nio låszoner, visas i

Figur 4.

När låszonerna ska väljas ställs tidskomplexiteten för att

räkna ut hur bilarna kör mot problemet med att bilar bokar

större delar av korsningen än nödvändigt. Till exempel åker

en vänstersvängande bil genom alla fyra kvadranter samtidigt

när den är i mitten av korsningen, trots att en högersvängande

bil får plats samtidigt. Å andra sidan kräver fler zoner mer

beräkningskraft, vilket innebär att utrustningen blir dyrare.

Ett alternativ till de fem zoner som använts är att använda

fyra zoner – en per kvadrant. Det låter bilar svänga åt höger

samtidigt, men blir ineffektivt vid vänstersvängar, eftersom

färre bilar får plats än vad som är teoretiskt möjligt.

Ett annat alternativ är att använda nio zoner, och isolera

högersvängar från att köra rakt fram eller åt vänster. Det-

ta koncept visas i Figur 4 tillsammans med den använda

femzons-modellen. Problemet med denna är att de isolerade

högersvängarna använder cirkelbågar, som är mer komplice-

rade att utföra beräkningar på än polygoner.

Fem låszoner Nio låszoner

Figur 4. En visualisering av korsningens ytor.

E. Styralgoritmen

Problemet med att styra bilarna genom korsningen omfor-

muleras som ett schemaläggningsproblem. Styrdatorn löser de

båda delproblemen: att räkna ut hur en bokning kommer att
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se ut, och att sköta själva bokningen. Dessa två delproblem,

som ses i Figur 5, har sedan underproblem själva.

När styrdatorn tar emot en notis om en inkommande bil, får

den följande information:

• Bilens startriktning

• Bilens destinationsriktning

• Bilens storlek

• Bilens nuvarande hastighet

Denna information använder styralgoritmen i

förbehandlingssteget av Figur 5. Först beräknar algoritmen

vilken väg bilen kommer att följa genom korsningen. Detta

lagras som en lista av ekvidistanta koordinater som bilens

mittpunkt kommer att passera. Algoritmen simulerar sedan

att bilen står i varje punkt i listan, och noterar vilka av

korsningens låszoner som bilen täcker.

Ingående
data

Förbehandling

av informationen

Sökning

efter bokning

Behåll
ingående
hastighet.

Öka
hastigheten
n steg.

Minska
hastigheten
n steg.

Öka n.

n är för
stort :
stanna.

Öka
väntetiden

med en
sekund.

Skriv om
bilens väg
som lista

av punkter.

Simulera
bilen i

varje punkt.

Skriv datan
i termer av
bokning av
låszoner.

Ändra bok-
ningarna

efter bilens
hastighet
och acce-
leration.

Utgående
data.

Figur 5. En visualisering av de olika steg algoritmen tar.

Listan över alla punkter och deras respektive låszoner

omvandlas till ett fåtal bokningar: par av start- och slutindex

för de punkter i listan där bilen befinner sig i låszonen. En bil

som åker rakt fram har då två bokningar, en i vardera kvadrant

den passerar.

Algoritmen transformerar sedan dessa bokningar från att

innehålla start- och slutindex till att innehålla start- och sluttid,

genom att beakta modellens nuvarande tid, bilens hastighet och

bilens acceleration. Denna beräkning upprepas inför varje nytt

test av en oblockerad bokning av låszonerna.

För att hitta lediga bokningar av låszonerna, provar al-

goritmen olika banor åt bilen, vilket ses i sökningsdelen

av Figur 5. Om bilens ursprungliga hastighet inte fungerar,

testas olika accelerationer stegvis. Algoritmen prioriterar en

låg hastighetsförändring i första hand, och att hastigheten ökar

snarare än minskar i andra hand.

Om hastighetsförändringen går över ett valt gränsvärde,

stannas istället bilen vid grind nummer tre, med planen att

accelerera till en hastighet av 2,4m/s vid grind fyra. Väntetiden

ökas successivt med en sekund i taget tills lediga bokningar

hittas.

När styrdatorn hittar en kombination av accelerationer och

väntetid som ger en ledig väg genom hela korsningen skickar

den tillbaka informationen till bilen. Det enda som behöver

skickas är antingen den konstanta accelerationen fram till

korsningen, eller tidpunkten som bilen ska börja accelerera

från stillastående tillsammans med accelerationen efter det.

Styrdatorn agerar enligt en först-till-kvarn-princip – varje

bil får den första möjliga luckan de kan placeras i.

F. Modellering av signalsystemet

Styrdatorn måste kunna ta emot information och skicka till-

baka instruktioner till bilarna på som mest 36 meters avstånd

på grund av att avståndet mellan grindar är 12 meter. W.

Detlefsen m. fl. (1993) har undersökt ett system för kommu-

nikation som uppfyller detta krav [9]. En överföringshastighet

på 500 kbps är möjlig upp till 36 m bort i dåligt väder. Detta

räcker med marginal för att skicka den minimala information

om acceleration och väntetid som styrdatorn genererar.

G. Påkörningar bakifrån

Algoritmen sätter en maximal och en minimal hastighet på

bilarna. Den maximala hastigheten begränsas av den högsta

hastigheten som inte är obekväm i korsningen (i den un-

dersökta korsningens fall 3,6 m/s). Den minimala hastigheten

kan väljas fritt, men har en nedre begränsning. Begränsningen

kommer från att om bilarna har en stor hastighetsskillnad

kan en kollision precis efter korsningen bli oundviklig. En

minimihastighet på 2,4 m/s har visat sig inte ge detta problem

i simuleringarna, och låter oss dessutom utesluta de sista 2,45
m av bilens bana ur låszonen utan risk för krockar. Denna

uteslutning – att ta bort bilen ur systemet när mittpunkten

lämnar korsningen – förbättrar den potentiella maxkapaciteten

utan väntetid med 1 sekund (tiden det tar för den långsammaste

möjliga bilen att lämna korsningen).

H. Analys av trafikljus

Vid en jämförelse med trafikljusstyrda korsningar är två

värden av speciellt intresse. Detta är dels korsningens maxka-

pacitet (mätt i bilar per timme eller sekunder per bil), dels den

förväntade väntetiden för en bil som åker in mot korsningen

vid en slumpmässig tidpunkt.

Om varje högerfil har tillgång till korsningen 25% av tiden,

och det är en halv billängd mellan varje bil, fås ungefär
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1200 bilar per timme i korsningen. I en korsning med många

vänstersvängande bilar som kommer från alla håll, blir kapa-

citeten något lägre då signalen måste slå om relativt ofta.

I en korsning med 80 sekunders omloppstid (tid mellan två

gröna ljus) och ett tvåfassystem (motriktade filer har grönt

samtidigt), blir den genomsnittliga väntetiden 10 sekunder, och

väntetiden för den 90:e percentilen 32 sekunder.

III. METOD

A. Simuleringsmiljö

Modellen implementerades i Java och simuleringar utfördes

för att validera algoritmen. För att överföra den teoretiska mo-

dellen till en modell att utföra beräkningar på diskretiserades

variabler. Ett tidssteg i simuleringen motsvarar 0,1 sekunder.

Hastighet modelleras som förflyttningar per tidssteg. Varje

förflyttningssteg är 0,012 meter, vilket ger 1000 längdenheter

från kant till kant i korsningen. För att få 2,4m/s blir då

starthastigheten 20 steg per tidsenhet.

Ett tidssteg i simuleringen ser ut som följer:

ö ka t i d e n e t t s t e g

l ä gg t i l l e v e n t u e l l a nya b i l a r i mode l l en :

f r å ga k o n t r o l l e n h e t e n
om en bokning

u p p d a t e r a b i l e n med
a c c e l e r a t i o n s d a t a

f ö r v a r j e b i l :

f l y t t a f ram den l i k a må nga
s t e g som d e s s h a s t i g h e t

ä ndra h a s t i g h e t e n e n l i g t
a c c e l e r a t i o n s d a t a

Hur simuleringen är uppbyggd visas i Figur 6. Modell, View

och Controller är grundklasser som sköter själva simuleringen.

Algoritm och Korsning är de klasser som innehåller definie-

rande data om korsningen. Olika Bilar och Bokningszoner kan

ges till Korsningen för att få olika beteenden som svarar mot

verklighetens geometri.

Modell

View

Controller Korsning Algoritm

Bil

Bokningszon

Figur 6. Grundläggande klassdiagram över simuleringen.

För att veta vilka låszoner som tillhör vilka punkter längs

bilens väg simuleras bilens väg innan algoritmen beslutar om

hur den får köra. Detta görs genom att placera en rektangel

med samma storlek som bilen med mittpunkt på punkten

som undersöks, roterad så att den är på väg mot nästa punkt

(vinkeln ges som vinkeln mellan x-axeln och linjen (pn, pn+1)
för punkten pn). Sedan görs ett skärningstest mellan rektangeln

och alla låsytor, och vilka låsytor som skär rektangeln lagras.

För att undvika att bilar kör in i varandra placeras låsytor

vid den fjärde grinden, som bokas från när bilen åker in mot

korsningen (grind 1) fram till att bilen åker in i korsningen.

På så sätt kan bilar bara åka in i korsningen i samma ordning

som de åker in mot korsningen.

B. Validering av algorimen

För att validera simuleringsmiljön konstruerades en serie

testfiler. Varje testfil består av rader formulerade som till

exempel 48 E N. Dessa rader beskriver vilken tid (uttryckt i

simuleringens tidssteg) bilen anländer vid första grinden, samt

vilken väg den åker in och ut ur korsningen. I exemplet betyder

detta att bilen kommer in efter 48 tidssteg, från öster, och ska

svänga norrut, det vill säga åt höger.

Resultaten som sparas är sedan accelerationskurvan. Detta

ges i form av tre tal, dv1, dv2 och wait. Dessa motsvarar

accelerationen mellan grind 2 och 3, accelerationen mellan

grind 3 och 4, och väntetiden vid grind 3.

Varje testfil innehöll 10000 bilar, med konstant mellanrum

i tiden mellan bilarna i en fil. Varje bils körväg (start- och

slutpunkt) slumpades fram. 100 testfiler kördes för bilavstånd

mellan 2 och 6,5 sekunder.

IV. RESULTAT

I Figur 7 visas hur många bilar som behöver stanna, som

funktion av avståndet mellan varje bil. Till exempel utläses ur

grafen att 10% av bilarna stannar vid 5,4 sekunders mellanrum,

och att 50% av bilarna stannar vid 4,2 sekunders mellanrum.

Vid 6,3 sekunders mellanrum varken stannar eller accelererar

bilarna. Avståndet är då så pass stort att en bil hinner ut ur

korsningen innan nästa åker in oavsett hur de åker.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5
0
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Figur 7. Andelen bilar som stannar vid olika frekvenser.
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När avståndet mellan bilarna är större än 3,6 sekunder

sker ingen köbildning. Detta beräknades genom att använda

MATLABs polyfit-funktion för att göra linjär regression

på väntetiden. Om väntetiden ökar över tid ger det ett nollskilt

k-värde som resultat. Vid frekvenser mellan 1/3,4 och 1/3,6
bilar per sekund varierade k-värdet mellan att vara noll och

nollskilt. Med fler än 1/3,4 bilar per sekund ökade alltid

väntetiden, och när tiden går mot oändligheten gör även

kölängden det. Dessa resultat presenteras i Figur 8.
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Figur 8. Köbildning: positivt k-värde betyder att kön långsamt ökar över tid.
De två kryssen representerar det maximala respektive minimala k-värdet för
de 100 olika testfallen.

Med den önskade maximala väntetiden vid korsningen t,
definieras ett mått på en oacceptabel skillnad. Som mest 10%
av bilarna får då stå stilla längre än t sekunder. Innan detta

görs tas de 10% av körningarna bort som haft högst väntetid,

då dessa troligtvis har fått en skenande kö som inte löst upp

sig och påverkar efterföljande bilar för mycket för att vara

representativt. Resultaten presenteras i Figur 9. Med detta mått

fås till exempel att t = 10 ger att avståndet mellan bilar blir

4,2 sekunder.

Hur väntetiderna ser ut i enskilda körningar ser ut vi-

sas i Figur 10. I histogrammet presenteras hur väntetiderna

är fördelade i närheten av korsningens kapacitetsgräns.

Fördelningen är exponentiell. Vidare visar Figur 11 hur

väntetiderna växer över tid vid olika frekvenser.

V. DISKUSSION

Styrdatorn hanterade alla bokningar korrekt och inga kroc-

kar uppstod under någon av testkörningarna. Detta impli-

cerar att risken för krockar enbart uppstår när styrdatorns

antaganden inte är tillräckligt bra. Detta, tillsammans med

att korsningen kan hantera upp till ungefär 0,3 bilar per

sekund, gör att algoritmen är kapabel att användas i verkliga

korsningar.

Vid jämförelse med trafikljusstyrda korsningar är maxka-

paciteten ungefär lika stor: osäkerheten vid uppskattningarna

är större än skillnaden mellan måtten. Den datorstyrda kors-

ningen hade däremot väsentligt lägre väntetider för den 90:e
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Figur 9. Väntetider: för en viss väntetid t visar figuren vilken frekvens som
i 90% av simuleringarna som mest låter 10% av bilarna stå stilla längre än t.

Figur 10. Histogram som visar fördelningen av väntetider för en testfil.

percentilen fram till väldigt nära korsningens maxkapacitet

(3,6 sekunder mellan bilar).

Ett problem som systemet klarar av att hantera, men som är

otestat, är närvaron av en bil som inte följer instruktionerna.

Om bilarna måste skicka tillbaka ett signerat svar till styrda-

torn som säger att de tagit emot meddelandet och ämnar följa

det, har styrdatorn tid att uppmana alla andra bilar att stanna

om en bil inte svarar. Detta kommer av grindsystemet: om en

bil inte har svarat vid grind två, tar det 10 sekunder innan den

nått korsningen. Under den tiden hinner alla bilar antingen

stanna eller lämna korsningen. Endast då bilen kör i en

hastighet som är signifikant högre än de anvisade hastigheterna

som vi antar att en inkommande bil kör i uppstår en krockrisk.

Det presenterade systemet är modulärt. Simuleringar har

enbart körts på en korsning, men styrdatorn är generell. Det

innebär att systemet kan användas på en annan korsningstyp

om modellen byts ut. På samma sätt kan algoritmen bytas ut

men korsningsmodellen behållas – till exempel för att begränsa
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Figur 11. Exempel på hur väntetiden utvecklar sig under en simulering vid
olika frekvenser.

hastigheterna vid dålig väderlek. Bilarna kan också bytas ut –

varje bil kan ha en unik längd och bredd, vilket tillåter lastbilar

och bussar.

Grindsystemet gör att hela korsningen är väldigt kompakt,

då styrdatorn inte behöver veta något om bilen mer än 15
sekunder innan den åker in i korsningen. Det innebär att

algoritmen med fördel kan användas i gatunät med många

korsningar, där genomsnittshastigheten är låg och bilar svänger

ofta. Då signalsystemet modellen utgår ifrån är relativt billigt

[9], underlättar det för att implementera styrsystem i hela

gatunätet. I ett sådant system kan styrdatorerna utvecklas för

att samarbeta med varandra, för att optimera väntetiderna över

hela resvägen.

Eftersom alla stannade bilar stannar 12 m innan korsningen,

tillåter det en högre hastighet för bilarna inuti själva korsning-

en. I sin tur gör det att korsningen får en väsentligt högre

maxkapacitet än utan den längre accelerationssträckan. Detta

är enbart möjligt med en styrdator eftersom bilarna inte längre

behöver fri sikt för att veta när det är säkert att köra in i

korsningen.

Den föreslagna styralgoritmen är mindre lämpad för stora

vägar med många filer och få korsningar, eftersom den inte

tillåter för långsamma inbromsningar över flera hundra meter

på grund av begränsningar i signalsystemen. En uppskalad

version som använder sig av antenner vid varje grind, men

i övrigt är identisk med den presenterade lösningen, skulle då

kunna användas istället.

En möjlig utveckling av det presenterade systemet är att

tillåta människostyrda bilar i korsningen. En lösning är att låta

bilen skicka och ta emot signaler av styrdatorn, och antingen

använda en inbyggd cruise control-funktion eller ge föraren

instruktioner i realtid om vilken hastighet bilen ska hålla.

Korsningen måste då ge större säkerhetsmarginaler till bilen,

precis som för ett större fordon, men i övrigt krävs ingen

anpassning.

Den stora framtida potentialen för detta system är att låta

flera styrdatorer kommunicera med varandra för att planera

hela rutten för en bil. Med billiga enskilda komponenter kan

ett nätverk av den här typen användas för att styra en hel stad.
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STREAMLINING TOMORROW’S TRANSPORTATION
SMART MOBILITY. Did you know that the average person in Stockholm spends more time each year on 
commuting than on having holiday? What if this time could be notably reduced, giving everyone more 
time to spend on whatever they’d like? If small autonomous minibuses were to be incorporated in public 
transport, this is just one of the things that could be achieved. 

The common commuter faces issues ranging from time losses and high costs to congestion and unpredictable 
times of arrival, via environmental issues such as noise and air pollution. They have a negative impact not 
only on individual commuters’ lives, but also on the economy, public health and our planet. Using smart mo-
bility technology, all these commuting related problems can be addressed. 

Small autonomous buses can be released more often and on shorter notice than ordinary buses, and thereby 
follow demand driven schedules. Hence, by adding such buses to the bus lines, waiting times and congestion 
can be decreased. With a connected bus fleet, traffic flow and travel demand can be monitored in real-time. 
This information makes it possible to optimize the bus fleet and give more accurate estimations of times of 
arrival. Using optimal fleets of buses, and smart control systems on steering, the energy consumption of the 
public transportation system can be reduced. This leads to both cheaper tickets and less environmental im-
pact. On top of this, the usage of electrical buses can drastically reduce noise and air pollutions, and thus 
increase public well-being. 

With a more affordable, accessible, and environmentally friendly public transportation system, an increased 
number of people will choose to take the bus over the car.  This will not only make the transport sector greener 
and cheaper, but also create more space, both in the streets and in people’s lives. 

CONTEXT B: SMART MOBILITY (PARTII)
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Smart mobility will set the foundation for a sus-
tainable future. Due to a growing population 
and an increasing urbanization, the demand for 

efficient transportation in cities is rapidly increas-
ing. Considering the energy required to fulfill this 
transportation demand, it will be necessary to find 
solutions that are both economically and environ-
mentally advantageous. However, people’s safety and 
integrity must not be jeopardized. In this context, 
two different smart mobility approaches that could 
contribute to a more sustainable transportation sys-
tem were studied. 

Project group B4 aimed to find out if new steer-
ing technologies could have an impact on the energy 
consumption of a vehicle through a turn. The tested 
technologies include independent wheel steering and 
torque vectoring using drive by wire. In this case, the 
drive by wire system consisted of individual motors 
controlling the steering angle of each wheel. In torque 
vectoring, the torque of each wheel can be controlled 
independently. These features were implemented in 
a model as a basis for simulations, in order to get the 
resulting energy consumption. Different implemen-
tations of the technologies above showed that the en-
ergy consumption could be reduced. 

The objective of project B5 was to analyze how 
a bus line can be optimized with respect to cost by 
introducing autonomous minibuses in addition to 
conventional big buses. Using linear programming, 
in combination with computer simulations, optimal 
combinations of the two bus types were concluded for 
the bus lines 1 - 4 in Stockholm, given official data on 
travel demand from SL (Storstockholms Lokaltrafik 
AB). The resulting solution was then compared to a 
solution using only big buses, with respect to factors 
such as total fuel consumption and user friendliness. 

For future work in the area of steering technolo-
gies, it would be interesting to find an optimal steer-
ing combination for each possible turn. This would 
mean that a dynamic optimization problem must be 
solved. Another interesting project would be to de-
velop a regulator that optimizes the energy consump-
tion. One interesting prospect would be to look into 
how these steering technologies could impact the 
vehicle driving properties. When it comes to mak-
ing these kinds of vehicles feasible, the price for con-
structing a drive by wire system must be decreased.

Potential future projects related to the use of au-
tonomous minibuses in public transport could refine 
the model and take more parameters into account, in 
order to get more reliable results. Other associated 
topics to investigate are the optimization of a set of 
bus lines sharing the same vehicles, other combina-
tions of vehicle types, and technologies that can be 
used to predict travel demand in real-time.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
Both projects in this context focused on mini-
mizing the cost and the environmental impact of the 
transportation industry. The transport sector stands 
for a significant part of our society’s environmental 
impact, thus all solutions that decrease its energy 
consumption are of high interest. This will lead to 
lower transportation costs, higher availability and 
positive climate impact.

A major benefit of using electrical motors is the 
reduced noise and particle pollution compared to 
combustion engines. This has a high impact on the 
local environment in cities, increasing well-being and 
reducing related health issues. Moreover, if the elec-
tricity comes from sustainable energy sources, the 
emission of greenhouse gases is decreased. Howev-
er, electrical vehicles depend on batteries that today 
often contain toxic and expensive natural resources. 
This demands an increased responsibility and effort 
in recycling. 

Autonomous vehicles are likely to lead to a safer 
and more energy efficient transport system. Howev-
er, the introduction of this new technique will lead 
to several ethical dilemmas. If an accident involving 
autonomous vehicles occurs, it is not obvious who is 
to be held responsible; the owner or the manufactur-
er. The possibility to optimize routes by communi-
cation with other vehicles and traffic coordinators is 
one of the benefits of autonomous vehicles. Howev-
er, it also leads to questions about personal integrity. 
Companies and governments can use the technolo-
gy to track the movements of individuals, and even 
put restrictions on where people are allowed to go, 
using private autonomous vehicles. These and other 
issues need to be thoroughly thought through before 
a large-scale use of autonomous vehicles on public 
roads is introduced. 

The main safety issue of a connected vehicle fleet 
is the increased vulnerability to malicious intrusion. 
If the steering of a single car or an entire fleet of buses 
is to be controlled from outside the vehicles, we need 
to ensure that this is done using very secure systems. 
Otherwise, the access of unauthorized people to the 
system might have fatal consequences, for instance 
as a tool for terrorist attacks or warfare. Hence, com-
puter security will be an important part of a future 
transport industry using these types of technologies. 

Due to these questions about responsibility and 
vulnerability to hacking, neither drive by wire nor 
the use of fully autonomous vehicles are allowed on 
public roads in Sweden today. In order to enable the 
usage of the technologies of this context, laws and 
regulations need to be updated. 
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B4. VEHICLE CORNERING EFFICIENCY

Study on Energy Consumption of a Turning Vehicle
With Torque Vectoring and Four-Wheel Steering

Ahmed Mayh and Tofik Sonono

Abstract—Energy is a limited resource, and as such it is
necessary to find ways to decrease the energy consumption
wherever possible. In this paper, the energy consumption of a
vehicle with a drive-by-wire system is observed. The drive-by-
wire system includes individual wheel steering and individual
torque feed to each tire. In order to generate results, a bicycle
model is created in Simulink. This paper focuses on measuring
the energy consumption in terms of energy losses due to tire
slip. The simulations are carried out in a systematic manner
with predetermined configurations. These configurations define
how the vehicle is being steered, i.e., using a combination of
individual wheel steering and torque vectoring. The results from
the simulations show that the energy consumption is in fact
affected when using different configurations in a drive-by-wire
system. A result shows that it is possible to save 7% of energy
in a certain turn scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the automotive industry, one of the many challenges has
been to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions. The main

reason for this is the environmental impact. Several different
methods have been employed in order to accomplish this.
One of these methods is the hybrid vehicle drivetrain. This
method involves combining an internal combustion engine
with an electric propulsion system [1]. Another method is
the electric car which has no combustion engine, meaning no
carbon dioxide emissions.

Reducing energy consumption will benefit mostly cars,
trucks and buses, even if there are no carbon dioxide emis-
sions. All vehicles need some kind of fuel in order to operate,
whether it is electricity or gasoline. This means there is always
a cost to run a car since neither gas nor electricity is free.
Therefore, minimizing energy consumption with no regard to
vehicle drivetrain is always relevant. One should also take into
consideration that not all electricity sources are sustainable.
Hence, reducing energy consumption even in an electric car
can have an impact on greenhouse gases emissions [2].

In order to study energy consumption in detail, this paper
aimed to develop a dynamic model. The model is supposed
to replicate the behavior of the KTH research concept vehicle
(RCV) [3]. This model tracked the tire slip of each tire and
the resulting cornering forces. The more the car is slipping,
the more energy is consumed. The RCV was introduced in
2014 with the intention of testing new and interesting ideas for
vehicle development. It includes two features that are explored
in this project. One of these is the fact that all four wheels of
the vehicle can be steered independently. This means all four
wheels can be directed in different directions simultaneously.
The other feature is that the vehicle has one motor for each

wheel, meaning the torque in a wheel is independent of the
torque in the other wheels. [4], [3].

The report’s structure starts with Section II describing rele-
vant technologies that are commonly used today. In Section III
the model used in the project is described in detail. Section IV
explains how we approached the project and what we tested
in order to get the answers we were looking for. The results
are then presented in Section V. We then go on to discuss the
results and potential future work in Section VI.

II. STEERING AND TORQUE DISTRIBUTION
TECHNOLOGIES

This section discusses common methods used in most cars
today for steering and driving. Also, the difference between
these common methods and the technologies used in the RCV
are described. In section II-A the steering mechanisms are
presented. Section II-B gives an overview of the current torque
distribution mechanisms used. Finally, Section II-C describes
different ways to transfer a steering signal from the steering-
wheel to the steering system.

A. Steering

Conventional vehicles turn by adjusting the angles of the
tires. This is done in one of the three drivetrain layouts, front-
wheel-steering, rear-wheel-steering and four-wheel-steering.
The most common of these is the front-wheel-steering, where
the angle of the front tires changes proportionally with the
angle of the steering-wheel. This is done through a series
of mechanical linkages from the steering-wheel to the front
tires [5]. The same principle applies to rear-wheel-steering,
were only the rear tires change angles. This is used mostly
in slow driving vehicles such as forklifts in need of tight
cornering [6]. The four-wheel steering system also known
as Quadra Steer System, controls the angle of all four wheels.
This is used in larger vehicles such as buses and lorries to
decrease the turning radius [7].

B. Torque Distribution

Another way to turn a vehicle is through torque distribution.
This steering system is most notably used in tanks. The turning
occurs by increasing torque on one track while decreasing
the torque on the other track. This forces the vehicle to turn
around its center point. Being able to change the torque on four
wheels allows for more advanced turning techniques such as
high speed turning and drifting. This increases not only the
maneuverability of the vehicle but also the vehicle control
throughout a turn [8].
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Distribution of the torque in a car is implemented in a
variety of ways. The most common way in cars with a
combustion engine as the main power system is to implement
the torque distribution within the wheel differentials. For
vehicles with independent electrically driven wheels, like the
RCV, the distribution is controlled with a computer and sent
digitally to each wheel [8].

C. Signal transmission

Transmitting the steering signal from the steering wheel to
the steering system can be done in mainly two ways, either
mechanically or digitally. The mechanical signal transmission
system has been used since the first industrial car [9] where
the steering wheel operates directly on two rods to change
the angle of the wheels. This system is simple but inefficient
with heavier vehicles. Since the only force available to steer
the wheels is the driver’s input force it is difficult to turn the
wheels of non-moving heavy vehicles. This makes low speed
turning maneuvers such as parallel parking very demanding on
the drivers strength. This was improved in 1951 [10] by adding
a servo between the steering wheel and the turning rods. With
the servo system the disadvantages of the mechanical system
in low speed were eliminated.

Digitally transferred control signals within a car, also known
as drive-by-wire is a modern way to control different car sys-
tems. The drive-by-wire technology can be broken down into
three subsystems, steer-by-wire, brake-by-wire and throttle-by-
wire. Steer-by-wire is a system where the movement of the
steering wheel is recorded digitally and transferred through
wires to the wheels steering system. This signal is processed
by the on board computer allowing it to control the vehicle’s
individual wheel steering system if such a system is imple-
mented [11]. The drive-by-wire and the brake-by-wire are
combined in an electric car to drive the vehicles. This allows
the torque vectoring technology to be used to independently
drive and brake the wheels. The RCV has a full drive-by-wire
system implemented, allowing it to control steering, torque
and braking digitally [11].

III. MODEL

In this section the mathematical model used in the simula-
tions is described. Some assumptions were made in the project,
meaning the model has some restrictions which are described
in Section III-A. One important geometry to maintain in a
vehicle is the Ackermann Geometry as described in Sec-
tion III-B. The model consists of differential equations which
accounts for the individual wheel steering and the torque
vectoring abilities. Both the four-wheel model in Section III-C
and the two-wheel model in Section III-D are modeled with
such differential equations. In addition to this, the trajectory
mapping model keeping track of the vehicle’s position is
described in Section III-E. Lastly, Section III-F describes the
RCV constants used in the model.

A. Restrictions

The model used in this paper is restricted to constant
velocity according to Table I in Section III-F. It also neglects

frictions such as rolling resistance and air resistance. This is
because the main purpose of this project is to see if energy
can be saved by reducing the slip forces. Therefore, neglecting
these parameters should still provide valuable results in terms
of relationship in energy consumption between different con-
figurations. Another reason is that the RCV has an odd shape
which makes it hard to get an accurate estimation of its air
resistance. Also, the model does not take into consideration
the internal frictions and power losses of the mechanical parts
in the drive system.

B. Ackermann Geometry

Turning a four wheel vehicle with the same turning angle
on the inner turning wheel as the outer turning wheel creates
a problem where the wheels have different turning radius.
This generates unnecessary tire sideslip which can be easily
avoided by following the Ackermann steering geometry [12].
Figure 1 shows a turn using the Ackermann geometry where
the inner wheel has a greater angle then the outer turning
wheel. This is normally done by using tie-rod linkages and
angled steering arms [12]. A vehicle with a steer-by-wire
system can implement this geometry in the steering control
algorithm.

Fig. 1: Ackerman geometry [13]

C. Four-wheel Model

When designing a controller, a four-wheel model is pre-
ferred over a two-wheel model, since the four-wheel model
gives more accurate results which improves the performance
of the controller. Even though the four-wheel model was not
used in this project, it is explained nonetheless in case the
reader wants to pursue further work in this area. It is also
worth noting that the four-wheel model sets the foundation for
the two-wheel model.This four-wheel model only incorporates
the four-wheel steering feature. The torque vectoring was only
implemented in the two-wheel model.

The equations for the models were based
on [14], [15], [16], [17]. These articles provided information
which enabled the implementation of individual wheel
steering in this paper’s model. Figure 2 shows the variables
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Fig. 2: Four-wheel model schematic

used in order to create a four-wheel model described below.
In this report, the energy consumption impact from tire slip
was being investigated. Tire slip is the angle between the
vehicle direction and the tire direction. These tire slips are
defined according to

αfr =
vy+ψ̇lf

vx− ψ̇b
2

− δfr,

αfl =
vy+ψ̇lf

vx+
ψ̇b
2

− δfl,

αrr =
vy−ψ̇lr

vx− ψ̇b
2

− δrr,

αrl =
vy−ψ̇lr

vx+
ψ̇b
2

− δrl,

(1)

where vx and vy are the longitudinal and lateral velocities, b,
l-dimensions and δ angles are given in Figure 2 and ψ̇ is the
yaw rate. The first subscript describes if the variable applies to
front (f) or rear (r) wheel of the vehicle. The second subscript
describes if the variable applies to the right (r) or left (l)
wheel of the vehicle. This indexation applies throughout this
paper. The forces these slips generate are linearly dependent
on the tires’ cornering stiffness constants for each wheel,
namely Cαfr, Cαfl, Cαrr and Cαrl This linear relationship
is accurate for small slips due to a low velocity, which is
assumed in this paper. In the case where higher slips are taken
into consideration, the Pacejka tire magic formula should be
considered [16]. The linear slip force equations are given by

Ffr = −αfr · Cαfr,
Ffl = −αfl · Cαfl,
Frr = −αrr · Cαrr,
Frl = −αrl · Cαrl,

(2)

where αfr, αfl, αrr and αrl are given by Equation 1 and
Cαfr, Cαfl, Cαrr and Cαrl are the tires’ cornering stiffness
constants. The dynamic state variables in the model are the
vehicle sideslip angle β and the vehicle yaw angle ψ and their
derivatives. The vehicle sideslip angle is the angle between the
vehicle’s longitudinal axis and the direction the vehicle is mov-
ing towards. The yaw angle is the angle between a reference
axis and the vehicle direction. This variable is also used in the
trajectory mapping model described in Section III-E. As seen
in Equation 1, the tire slips in the four-wheel model depends

on the yaw rate (ψ̇), which will then enable the forces to be
calculated dynamically. The model will then be given by

β̇ =
Ffr cos(δfr)Ffl cos(δfl)+Frr cos(δrr)+Frl cos(δrl)

mvx
− ψ̇ (3)

ψ̈ =
l
2 (Ffrsin(δfr)+Frrsin(δrr)−Fflsin(δfl)−Frlsin(δrl))

J

+
lf (Ffrcos(δfr)+Fflcos(δfl))−lr(Frrcos(δrr)+Frlcos(δrl))

J

(4)

where the force variables are given in Equation 2, δ-angles
are given in Figure 2 and vx is the longitudal velocity of the
vehicle. Also, l = lf + lr, Jz is the yaw moment of inertia
of the vehicle and m is the mass of the vehicle. Equation 4
and Equation 3 are solved numerically with MATLAB using
ode45 as a solver with a step size of 0.002.

D. Two-wheel Model

In this project, a two-wheel model, also known as a bicycle
model, was used in the simulations. The choice was made
because a bicycle model generates reasonable results when
looking at energy consumption [15]. The bicycle model is
a simplified version of the previously described four-wheel
model. The inputs to this model consists of the desired steering
direction and a torque vectoring term. These inputs are further
explained in Section IV-B. Figure 3 shows the parameters used
in the description of the bicycle model. It is worth noting that
the steering angle in the bicycle model is in fact the average
Ackermann steering angle for the two wheels which are being
combined into one.

Fig. 3: Bicycle model schematic

Again, the models in [14], [8], [15], [16], [17] was used
to build the bicycle model. The model was then combined
with equations used in [18]. Their model consisted of a
bicycle model with front-wheel steering and torque vectoring.
This meant that combining these two models would create
a bicycle model with both individual wheel steering and
torque vectoring. The torque vectoring is implemented through
the variable Mz . This variable is inserted as a term in the
differential equation for the yaw acceleration, presented in
Equation (10). The origin of Mz variable is derived by

Mz =
Tf

R

bf
2

+
Tr

R

br
2
, (5)

where bf = br = b according to Figure 2 and R is the effective
rolling radius of the tire. Tf and Tr are the turning torques
of the front and rear part of the vehicle. In reality, there is no
possibility of obtaining a turning torque Mz with a bike due to
its uniaxial nature. But considering that the two wheels on each
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side of the vehicle are combined into one in the bicycle model,
the four wheels can be used in the calculation of the turning
moment Mz . This is done buy the following calculations

Tf = Tfr − Tfl,
Tr = Trr − Trl.

(6)

The tire slip angles, i.e αf and αr are given by

αf = β − δf +
ψ̇lf
vx

,

αr = β − δr − ψ̇lr
vx

,
(7)

where β is the sideslip angle, lf , lr, the δ angles are shown
in Figure 3. Further more, ψ̇ is the yaw rate and vx is the
longitudal velocity. The slip forces are then given by

Ff = −αf · Cαf ,
Fr = −αr · Cαr,

(8)

where αf and αr are given in Equation 7 and Cαf and Cαr

are the tire cornering stiffness coefficients. The differential
equations which describe the dynamic bicycle model are thus
given by

β̇ =
Ff cos(δf )

mvx
+ Fr cos(δr)

mvx
− ψ̇, (9)

ψ̈ =
lfFf cos(δf )

Jz
− lrbFr cos(δr)

Jz +Mz, (10)

where the force variables are given in Equation 8 and lf , lr δ-
angles are given in Figure 3 and vx is the longitudinal velocity
of the vehicle. Also, Jz is the yaw moment of inertia of the
vehicle and m is the mass of the vehicle. In order to get
positive contributions to the total forces due to tire slip (Fc),
the slip angle is squared when calculating the power [18].
Thus, the cornering force force is given by

Fc = Cαf · α2
f + Cαr · α2

r, (11)

where αf and αr are given by Equation 7. As per [14], the
power is given by

P = Fc · vx +Mz · ψ̇, (12)

where Fc is given by Equation 11, Mz is given by Equation 5
and vx is just a constant. The yaw rate ψ̇ is given by the
differential equations in Equation 9 and Equation 10. The
energy consumed between t = t1 and t = t2 can then be
calculated by

W =

∫ t1

t0

P (t)dt, (13)

where P (t) is given by Equation 12.

E. Trajectory Mapping

To ensure the vehicle is traversing through the same route
when comparing different configurations, a trajectory mapping
model was created. The configurations which were used in
this project are detailed in Section IV. Assuming the car is a
point mass, the trajectory mapping records the motion of the
center of the vehicle. The yaw angle is used as an input to the
model rather than the steering angle. This is because the yaw

angle as explained in Section III-C is relative to the coordinate
system. This is important when tracking the vehicle’s current
driving direction in the coordinate system. Using the steering
angle is meaningless for this application as the steering angle
is relative to the vehicle’s longitudinal axis and not the world
(coordinate system) the vehicle is in [19].

Fig. 4: Overview of trajectory mapping

The equations for the trajectory mapping model are given
by

ẋ = v cos(ψ),
ẏ = v sin(ψ),

(14)

where ψ in Figure 4 is the direction of the vehicle in the
coordinate system and v̄ is the velocity of the vehicle where
|v̄| = v. The yaw angle ψ is retrieved from the bicycle
model given in Section III-D. The bicycle model assumes the
vehicle is moving at a constant velocity. This means that v in
the trajectory mapping model is also a constant. The current
location (coordinates) of the vehicle are given by integrating
ẋ and ẏ over time.

F. Vehicle Properties
In Table I, the RCV’s coefficient values, and other values

which remain constant, are shown. These values were used in
the bicycle model described in this section.

TABLE I: RCV Properties
Parameter Description Values
Cα Tire cornering stiffness 50 kN/rad
R Effective rolling radius 0.24 m
m The mass of the vehicle 1000 kg
J Yaw moment of inertia 1200 kgm2

lf Distance from middle of RCV to front wheel 1 m
lr Distance from middle of RCV to rear wheel 1 m
b Track width 1.5 m
v The velocity of the vehicle 5 m/s

IV. METHOD

This section describes the workflow of the project. In par-
ticular, Section IV-A explains how the simulation environment
was created. It also mentions the approach in deciding what
kind of simulations should be made. Section IV-B goes on
to describe the simulation configurations and Section IV-C
explains how the results of the simulations were interpreted.
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A. Simulation

Implementation of the bicycle model was done using MAT-
LAB Simulink. Through Simulink, mathematical blocks were
used to build the equations in Section III-D. These equations
were linked to get a complete model as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Model block diagram

The angle parameters represent the tire angle inputs to be
analyzed, and the torque parameter represents the total input
torque to be distributed. Two types of input signals were
used when analyzing a turn. The first type was a standard
Simulink step function, where the desired angle to be analyzed
is implemented instantly after two seconds of simulation time
as shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Step function used as steering input

This gives a very unrealistic turn since neither human nor
computer can achieve the desired tire angle instantly. However,
it is still interesting to see how the system reacts to a step
function as an input. The second and more realistic input signal
is one fourth of a sine function with a period of T = 2 seconds
and an amplitude of A = 15 degrees as shown in Figure 7.

Using the data inspector tool in Simulink, graphs were
obtained of any variable in the model. This was used to plot
the power and consumed energy throughout a turn.

B. Simulation Methodology

The bicycle model was used to simulate a variety of
turns with different configurations. The first configuration,
named Ref, is a front-wheel-steered only configuration. This
configuration was used as a reference simulation since it is

Fig. 7: Sine function used as steering input

the commonly adopted way of steering a car. The second
configuration, named WS, is a four-wheel-steered vehicle.
Third configuration, named TV, is when only torque vectoring
is used in order to turn the vehicle. The torque parameter
was implemented with a step functions and a sine function
in the same manner as the steering inputs. Fourth and last
configuration, named WS & TV, are a combination of steering
using 50% torque vectoring and 50% four-wheel steering.
Meaning 50% of the turning moment is generated by torque
vectoring and the other 50% is generated by the direction of
the wheels.

In order to get a proper understanding of the energy con-
sumption of a variety of real life situations, three turn angles
were chosen, 5, 15 and 25 degrees. A 5 degree angle simulates
a high speed lane change. The 15 degree simulates a turn in
an intersection or larger roundabout. And the 25 degree turn
is the highest possible turn angle for the RCV car [4] and
simulates a U-turn. However only the 15 degree turn will be
presented in the results since all three turns showed the exact
same behavior throughout the turn and only differed in the
scale of the power consumption.

C. Analysis

The analysis of the energy consumption was done in two
states, transient- and steady-state. Analyzing the transient-state
is heavily dependent on the type of the input signal. Analyzing
this state is only interesting using the sine function input
since it describes a common turn well. This gives the energy
consumption through a small turn for example when turning
to change lanes. The second state which was analyzed is the
steady-state, where the vehicle continues to have the same
turning angle and therefore turns in circles.

V. RESULTS

The first result with the step function as an input are shown
in Figure 8. In the steady-state, the power was similar with
the WS and the Ref configuration. The TV configuration is
the least efficient in steady-state. In the transient-state it varied
heavily with respect to t. Therefore, the type of curve will have
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Fig. 8: Power with step function as a reference input

a major impact on the power in the transient-state meaning this
configuration will be least efficient in a roundabout. Figure 9
shows the resulting power with the sine function in Figure 7 as
input. In this simulation, the WS configuration had the lowest

Fig. 9: Power with sine function as a reference input

power throughout most of the turn. This is clarified by showing
the integral of the power (the energy consumed) as shown in
Figure 10.

The turn started at t = 2 and at t ≈ 2.3, the WS con-
figuration becomes the least energy consuming configuration.
The first 0.3 seconds of the turn, the WS & TV configuration
consumed the least energy. Comparing the results of the WS
with the results shown in [15] were WS is implemented shows
similar behavior in energy consumption.

In pursuit of an even better energy consumption, more
simulations were carried out. These simulation included the
WS & TV configuration, but instead of using the 50/50 as
ratio previously, other ratios were simulated. This was done
with the same reference sine-function as in Figure 7 used in
the previous simulation. Figure 11 shows the result of having
95/5 ratio WS & TV. This configuration yielded approximately
7% lower energy consumption in comparison to the Ref
configuration. This percentage applied after t = 2.5 (0.5
seconds into the turn).

Fig. 10: Energy consumption for the Figure 9 simulation

Fig. 11: Power and energy consumption using a 95/5 ratio

For a simpler control system, it is possible to find configura-
tions that are efficient in both steady- and transient-state. This
can be seen by comparing Figure 9 and Figure 11 where the
95% WS, 5% TV is more efficient than the WS and Ref con-
figurations. But this configuration is more energy demanding
in the transient-state than the WS & TV configuration.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

All the results in this paper are theoretical and do not
take into consideration some important factors such as drag,
inclination and internal resistances. These factors need to be
investigated and measured thoroughly to fully understand their
effects on the energy consumption. This needs to be done
both theoretically and experimentally before investing into
installing these systems on a larger scale.

Since the turning characteristics have a high impact on
the energy saving, it is important to have a dynamic op-
timization controller within the vehicle. For example, one
could implement a DP-solution (dynamic programming) as
in [14] or implement an MPC (model predictive controller) as
the controller. This would optimize the energy consumption
in all turning possibilities as well as keeping a high level
of control over the vehicle throughout the turn. This leads
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to another interesting project to better understand how the
steering technologies presented in this paper could affect the
vehicle’s driving characteristics. It may be possible to get a
better control of a vehicle in higher speeds by combining these
technologies and therefore potentially reducing high speed
crashes or increasing overall speed limits.

Saving energy can also be done by reducing the weight of
the vehicle. One way to potentially accomplish this is with a
full drive-by-wire system which would remove most control
rods. This should be studied and measured to isolate exactly
how much different steering systems would save on energy
and if the cost of such systems would exceed these savings.

In order to commercialize the drive-by-wire system, it must
be legalized by the government to drive on public roads. In
some countries, this type of system is legal but in most it is
illegal due to safety issues and lack of redundancies. Another
factor to take into consideration while working on the legality
of the drive-by-wire system is the safety. Such a system may
allow intruders to gain full control of the vehicle as both the
steering and drivetrain is controlled by a computer. This would
not only affect the hacked car but also all the other cars around
it in the traffic by potentially crashing into them. Therefore,
computer security will need to become an important area in
the automotive industry before drive-by-wire systems should
be implemented commercially.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents how individual wheel steering and
torque vectoring affect the energy consumption of a vehicle
during a turn.

The simulation results show that it is indeed possible to save
energy by using different steering technologies. As expected,
TV was the least efficient configuration. This is because the
tire slip is very high when only using torque vectoring to
steer the vehicle. The use of these technologies namely torque
vectoring and individual wheel steering, can also be optimized
by combining them to suit a specific turn. This is clearly
shown in Figure 9 where the WS & TV configuration is more
efficient in the transient-state but extremely inefficient in the
steady-state in comparison to the Ref configuration. Therefore
depending if the vehicle is turning in a roundabout or changing
lanes it should have different steering configurations to save
as much energy as possible.
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Bus Line Optimisation Using
Autonomous Minibuses

Oscar Bergqvist and Mikaela Åstrand

Abstract—Due to demographic changes, the transportation
demand is predicted to increase significantly in the next decades.
Considering the transport sector’s impact on society and the
environment, the development of a sustainable transport system
is of great importance. Two possible building blocks in such a
system are connectivity and automation, and this project aims to
study a way of combining these two.

The purpose of this project is to investigate how the intro-
duction of autonomous minibuses to a pre-existing bus system
would affect its operational cost and environmental impact. This
is done using a linear programming model that finds the optimal
combination of conventional buses and autonomous minibuses
with respect to cost. The model is implemented in the modelling
system GAMS for bus lines 1–4 in Stockholm using data on
travel demand. Two scenarios are analysed; the first allowing
an arbitrary number of minibuses, and the second being more
realistic and restricting the number of minibuses. The solutions
are then compared to the corresponding solutions using only
conventional buses.

In both cases, the results indicate that considerable savings
can be obtained while maintaining or even improving availability.
From this, we draw the conclusion that when such technology
is truly available, it would be advisable to investigate if these
savings can weigh up the costs related to necessary investments.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE United Nations predicts an increase in the world’s
total population from 7.3 billion people in 2015 to 9.7

billion in 2050 [1]. Simultaneously, from 2014 to 2050, the
global urbanisation is projected to increase from 54 % to
66 % [2]. The total number of vehicles will double from
approximately 1 billion now to 2 billions in 2030. Traffic
congestion, noise and air pollution are already major problems
in many cities, and the situation is predicted to deteriorate [3].
All these changes make efficient transportation a necessity in
our future society.

When improving a transportation system, investing in public
transport is usually the most cost-efficient way to do it.
Moreover, compared to an increased use of private vehicles,
public transport can provide better accessibility and safety, and
decrease environmental impact and congestion [4].

Connectivity and autonomous vehicles could both contribute
to an improved public transport system. By connecting vehi-
cles to a central traffic manager as well as other vehicles,
connectivity allows for the collection of real-time data on
travel demand and traffic conditions. This can be used for more
efficient transport planning, leading to reduced emissions, con-
gestion, and accident rates [3]. Some of the anticipated benefits
of autonomous vehicles in contrast to ordinary vehicles are:
better traffic flow, increased road capacity, improved safety,
decreased energy consumption and pollution, and reduced

driver costs [5], [6]. In addition to this and unlike conventional
buses, autonomous buses do not depend on the schedule being
made in advance, making them more flexible.

If connectivity and automation were to be combined, public
transport providers would be able to offer a system more
adaptive to changes in traffic flow and travel demand. This
could lead to higher user friendliness; less waiting time, less
crowding and cheaper tickets. Such improvements would make
people more prone to choose public transport over the use of
private vehicles, increasing its share of the total transportation.

Traditionally, our public transport systems are made of dif-
ferent kinds of vehicles running on a fixed schedule, each with
a separate driver. The driver’s salary often amounts to a major
part of the total operating cost, making it more profitable to use
large vehicles. However, this leads to unnecessarily high fuel
consumption and environmental impact during off-peak hours
when the passenger flow is low, as well as low tour frequency
due to profitability requirements. In Sweden, buses are by
far the most common means of public transport, representing
more than 50 % of total public transport boardings [7]. Hence,
improvements in the bus system can have a great impact on
the total public transport performance.

A future element in an improved bus system could be au-
tonomous minibuses. Such buses are currently being developed
by several different companies and have during 2016 and
2017 undergone trials in for instance Sweden [8], Finland [9],
Singapore [10], and the US [11].

The purpose of this project is to study how the introduction
of autonomous minibuses would affect the cost efficiency
and environmental impact of bus lines 1–4 in Stockholm. As
explained above, it is hoped that a public transport system
including such buses would in the long term improve user
friendliness and public well-being, and decrease congestion
and environmental impact.

II. LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Linear programming is a method of finding the optimal
value of an objective function, involving a linear combination
of variables, subject to a set of linear constraints. Together,
the objective function and the constraints form a set of linear
equations and inequalities, which is referred to as a linear
program. A linear integer program is a linear program where
the domain of the variables is a set of integers [12].

Some famous linear integer programming problems related
to this project include the travelling salesman problem (TSP)
and the vehicle routing problem (VRP). The TSP is the
problem of finding the shortest way to visit a set of cities
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exactly once and then come back to the city where the route
started, given the distances between each pair of cities in the
system. The VRP is a more general version of the TSP where
several vehicles and routes can be used to visit all cities [12]. If
the cities are generalised and replaced by other types of nodes,
these problems have applications in many different fields.
A few examples are X-ray crystallography, order-picking in
warehouses, and drilling of printed circuit boards [13].

In this project, the routes are already defined and the linear
integer optimisation problem searches for the optimal combi-
nation of two bus types that minimises the total operational
cost. This is formulated as an integer program as described in
Section III.

In our implementation, the branch and cut algorithm is used
to solve the integer program. The branch and cut algorithm
solves a sequence of linear programs (branches) using the sim-
plex algorithm, and removes (cuts) non integer solutions from
the feasible set of each branch [14]. The simplex algorithm
is a commonly used method to solve linear programs. It uses
the fact that the maximum value of the objective function lies
on one of the vertices of the defined region in the euclidean
space [12]. If the simplex algorithm returns a non-integer
solution, the branch and cut algorithm finds and adds more
linear constraints that are satisfied by integer solutions but not
by this non-integer solution. The simplex algorithm is again
used to solve the resulting linear program and the process is
iterated. The iteration continues until an integer solution is
reached [14].

III. OPTIMISATION MODEL

The following equations are the mathematical formulation
of the optimisation problem of this project. The objective
function is Equation 1 and all variables and parameters are
as in Tables I and II. The values of the parameters and their
derivation can be found in Section V.

min
N∑
i=1

Di(cmxm,i + ccxc) (1)

i−M∑
j=1

aj −
i−1∑

j=M+1

rj ≥ ri ∀i = 1...N (2)

N∑
j=1

(aj − rj) = 0 (3)

µmmmxm,i + µcmcxc ≥ di ∀i = 1...N (4)
xm,i + xc ≥ f ∀i = 1...N (5)
xm,i ≤ L ∀i = 1...N (6)

xm,i =

i∑
j=1

(aj − rj) ∀i = 1...N (7)

The objective function, Equation 1, gives the total opera-
tional cost per hour for the bus line. As mentioned in Section
II the objective function is the equation being optimised, in
this case minimised. The first constraint, Equation 2, ensures
that the minibuses always visit a minimum of M consecutive
bus stops: For some i, the first sum in the equation represents

TABLE I: Variables

Variable Description
xc = 0, 1, 2, ... The number of conventional buses

per hour operating the bus line.
ai = 0, 1, 2, ... The number of new minibuses

added at bus stop i per hour.
ri = 0, 1, 2, ... The number of minibuses removed

at bus stop i per hour.
xm,i ∈ Z The number of minibuses leaving

bus stop i per hour.

TABLE II: Parameters

Parameter Description
Di The distance in km from bus stop i to bus stop i+ 1.
cm The operational cost for a minibus in SEK/km.
cc The operational cost for a conventional bus in SEK/km.
M The minimum number of consecutive bus stops a minibus

must visit.
N The total number of bus stops in the examined bus line.
µm Maximum average occupancy rate in % for a minibus.
mm The capacity of a minibus in persons/bus.
µc Maximum average occupancy rate in % for a conven-

tional bus.
mc The capacity of a conventional bus in persons/bus.
di The number of people per hour wanting to go from bus

stop i to bus stop i+ 1.
f Minimum bus frequency in buses/hour.
L Maximum number of minibuses per hour at a bus stop.

the number of minibuses added to the bus line up to bus
stop i−M . The second sum represents the number of buses
removed from the bus stop up to bus stop i− 1. Thus the left
side of Equation 2 represents the number of minibuses added
up to bus stop i−M , that still have not been removed at bus
stop i. Forcing a minibus to visit more than M consecutive
bus stops is logically equivalent to restricting the number of
minibuses being removed at bus stop i to the number given
by the left side of Equation 2.

Equation 3 is a constraint making sure that all minibuses
added to the bus line get removed again, by forcing the sum
of added buses minus the sum of removed buses to be equal to
zero. Equation 4 guarantees that the demand at each bus stop
is satisfied, taking into account the maximum average seat
occupancies µm and µc. Equation 5 prevents the frequency of
buses to fall below the value f for any bus stop, ensuring high
user friendliness. Equation 6 limits the number of minibuses
visiting a given bus stop per hour, thereby avoiding congestion
at the bus stop. Finally, Equation 7 is a constraint ensuring that
xm,i gives the number of minibuses per hour leaving bus stop
i. This is achieved by taking the difference between the total
number of minibuses added and the total number of minibuses
removed up to bus stop i.

IV. THE TWO BUS TYPES

Most autonomous minibuses under development are electric,
so we decided to compare two electric buses; the autonomous
minibus Navya Arma and the conventional bus Eurabus 2.0.
Thereby, the comparison is made as fair as possible concerning
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Fig. 1: The autonomous minibus Arma by Navya. (Navya)

Fig. 2: The electric 12 m bus Eurabus 2.0. (Eurabus)

their environmental impact and the investments needed in
infrastructure.

A. The autonomous minibus

There are not yet any autonomous minibuses for use on
public roads on the market, but there are some similar bus
types for use in closed sites, such as amusement parks and
airports. We choose such a bus type, Arma by Navya (see
Figure 1), as the minibus in our analysis. It is a completely
electric and driverless vehicle launched in 2015 [15].

B. The conventional bus

As to the conventional buses, there are many different types
with different fuels and different capacities. In this project, an
electric bus is being considered: Eurabus 2.0 (see Figure 2). It
runs on a battery and is charged in the garage like Arma, and
is currently used in several different places in Sweden [16].

V. PARAMETERS

In this section, the values of all the parameters mentioned
in Section III are derived.

A. Operational costs cm and cc

In this model, we only consider the costs related to the
electricity consumption and the driver. According to [17],
the electricity cost for charging an electric car in Sweden is
approximately 1.2 SEK/kWh.

For the minibus there is no driver, so the cost is only related
to the electricity consumption. Arma can be equipped with a
battery of capacity 16–64 kWh [15] and has a range of up to
145 km [11]. Assuming that this range is for a battery of the
highest capacity 64 kWh, this gives an electricity consumption
of approximately Em = 0.44 kWh/km, which we round up to
0.5 kWh/km. Using the electricity price of 1.2 SEK/kWh, the
operational cost of the minibus is found to be (in SEK/km):

cm = 0.6 (8)

The conventional bus Eurabus 2.0 has an approximate
electricity consumption of Ec = 1.1 kWh/km [18], implying a
cost of 1.3 SEK/km. According to [19], the average salary of
a Swedish bus driver is 26,868 SEK/month, corresponding to
a total cost for the employer of 37,683 SEK/month [20]. The
average speed of a bus in city traffic in Stockholm is 12 km/h
[21], and assuming an actual driving time of 35/40 h/week,
the cost per kilometre is given by:

37, 683 SEK/month
(35 · 52)/12 h/month

· 1

12 km/h
≈ 20.7 SEK/km (9)

Hence (in SEK/km):

cc = 1.3 + 20.7 = 22.0 (10)

B. Capacities mm and mc

The capacity of Arma is 15 people, whereof four standing
[15]. According to [22], the standard capacity of a 12 m bus
is 70 people, whereof 35 standing. Hence (in persons/bus):

mm = 15 (11)

mc = 70 (12)

C. Maximum average occupancy rates µm and µc

According to [22], on average maximum 20 % of the
standing capacity should be used if the bus line is to be
classified as having ”good standard”. For the conventional bus
this corresponds to 7 people standing and for the minibuses 0.8
people standing. This gives the maximum average occupancy
rate:

µm =
11 + 0.8

15
� 0.78 (13)

µc =
35 + 7

70
= 0.6 (14)

D. Number of bus stops N and distances Di between them

A total of eight bus lines are being analysed; bus lines
1–4 in both directions, here denoted ”a” and ”b”. They have
the following number of bus stops each:

N1a = 31 N2a = 23 N3a = 25 N4a = 31

N1b = 32 N2b = 24 N3b = 26 N4b = 30

The distances Di between all bus stops in the different lines
can be found in Appendix D.
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E. Demand at each bus stop di

From SL (Storstockholms Lokaltrafik), the organisation
responsible for all land based public transport in Stockholm,
we obtain the data on travel demand used in our analysis.
This data consists of tables on the average demand between
each bus stop on bus lines 1–4 in both directions during the
four time intervals 06:00–08:59, 09:00–14:59, 15:00–17:59,
and 18:00–05:59. All tables can be found in Appendix C.

F. Minimum bus frequency f

As a constraint on user friendliness, the maximum waiting
time is set to 20 minutes, corresponding to the minimum bus
frequency (in buses/h):

f = 3 (15)

G. Minimum number of bus stops visited by a bus M

Since most people travel several bus stops, it is reasonable
that no bus should be added to the system unless it visits a
minimum of four bus stops in a row. Therefore:

M = 4 (16)

H. Maximum number of minibuses per hour L

The unit of L is buses/h. Two different values of L are
used, corresponding to two different sets of solutions. First
the number of minibuses is unlimited, that is:

L = ∞ (17)

Then, one minibus every two minutes is allowed, that is:

L = 30. (18)

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

To solve the linear problem of Section III, we use the com-
puter software GAMS. GAMS stands for General Algebraic
Modelling System and is a high-level modelling system, used
to solve mixed integer and real value linear programs. We
import the demand data and the model parameters from Excel
sheets to GAMS, and formulate the model equations in the
GAMS IDE using its built-in scripting language.

The GAMS algorithm solves the integer program for each
time interval using the branch and cut algorithm described in
Section II. This is done for each of the bus lines 1–4 using
a separate GAMS algorithm, see Appendix E. The resulting
Excel sheets are finally imported into MATLAB, where the
data is plotted in a presentable way, see Appendix F.

VII. RESULTS

For the model described in Section III, together with the
parameters described in Section V, the optimal number of
conventional buses is zero for all bus lines and all time
intervals. Figures 3 and 5 show the corresponding numbers
of minibuses for bus lines 1a and 4b.

When limiting the number of minibuses to 30 per hour, the
optimal number of conventional buses for all bus lines and
time intervals are as in Table III. The resulting minibus fleets
for bus lines 1a and 4b can be seen in Figures 4 and 6.

Similar plots showing the number of minibuses for the
remaining six bus lines can be found in Appendix B

TABLE III: The number of conventional buses operating the
bus lines when a maximum of 30 minibuses can be used.

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b
06:00 - 08:59 0 5 0 3 1 6 2 8
09:00 - 14:59 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2
15:00 - 17:59 4 3 3 2 11 2 8 6
18:00 - 05:59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss our results in the context of how
the solutions found would affect the cost and the environ-
mental impact of the analysed bus lines. Finally, future work
necessary to generalise our model and make it more useful for
future traffic planning is considered.

A. Resulting bus fleets with unlimited number of minibuses

When using the parameters specified in Section V and L =
∞, all the resulting fleets consist only of minibuses. This is a
result of the big difference in operational cost per person and
km between a conventional bus and a minibus. For a minibus
and a conventional bus respectively, the cost can be calculated
as:

cm
µmmm

= 0.05 SEK/(person · km) (19)

cc
µcmc

= 0.52 SEK/(person · km). (20)

Thus, according to the model it is about ten times more
profitable to use minibuses than conventional buses. Moreover,
the minibuses can be distributed freely over the bus line and
more effectively cover the demand. These things make the
optimal solutions exclude the usage of conventional buses.

B. Practical issues with the usage of too many minibuses

While using only minibuses is the optimal solution accord-
ing to our model, it is clear that it causes some practical issues.
As can be seen in Figures 3 and 5, the number of minibuses
can be very high during peak hours. For example in Figure 5,
we see that during one time interval almost 60 minibuses per
hour are needed, at two of the bus stops in the line. Having too
many minibuses per hour will increase the traffic congestion
without notably increasing the convenience of having a higher
frequency of buses, and unnecessarily large bus stops will
be needed. Moreover, the model does not account for the
purchasing costs of the vehicles, which for an electric bus
can amount to more than 65 % of its total life time cost [23].
Hence, we decided to limit the minibus frequency to one every
two minutes. This is done by setting the model parameter L
to 30, see Section III.

C. Resulting bus fleets when limiting the number of minibuses

When limiting the number of minibuses but keeping the
rest of the model and the parameters the same, the resulting
minibus fleets for bus lines 1a and 4b are as in Figures 4 and
6. Table III displays the number of conventional buses for all
bus lines and time intervals.
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Fig. 3: Minibuses per hour for bus line 1a when an unlimited
number of minibuses can be used.
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Fig. 5: Minibuses per hour for bus line 4b when an unlimited
number of minibuses can be used.

Examining the results, we see that only minibuses are used
when the demand is lower than the effective capacity of 30
minibuses. However, when the demand exceeds this value,
two different behaviours of the solutions can be seen. Either,
as for bus line 1a at 15:00–17:59 (Figure 4), the number of
minibuses is maximised to 30 throughout the whole bus line
and conventional buses are only used to cover the additional
demand. Or, like in bus line 4b at 06:00–08:59 (Figure 6), we
notice that the number of conventional buses and minibuses
are balanced to cover the demand, and that the minibuses are
distributed with a varying frequency over the bus line.

The remaining bus lines all show different versions of the
behaviours seen in 1a and 4b, and the total number of solutions
where conventional buses are used is 16 out of 32, see Table
III. Out of these there are six solutions where the number of
minibuses is maximised (like 1a) and ten solutions where the
number of minibuses varies over the line (like 4b).
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Fig. 4: Minibuses per hour for bus line 1a when a maximum
of 30 minibuses per hour can be used.
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Fig. 6: Minibuses per hour for bus line 4b when a maximum
of 30 minibuses per hour can be used.

We see that the big difference in operational cost between
the minibuses and the conventional buses tends to favour the
minibuses, but the routing flexibility of the minibuses is in
most cases an essential feature in optimising the solutions.

D. Bus line costs

In order to compare the solutions obtained to similar tra-
ditional solutions, the implementation is repeated with the
constraint of using only conventional buses, setting L = 0 (see
Section III). In Tables IV and V, the total resulting bus line
costs corresponding to the solutions with unlimited and limited
number of minibuses, are presented. The numbers show the
costs in percentage of the costs when using only conventional
buses. All absolute costs can be found in Appendix A.

We note that the costs corresponding to the solutions using
only minibuses are significantly lower than the ones also
having conventional buses, typically in the range 3–7 %. For
the solutions using a combination of buses, we still see a
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TABLE IV: Bus line costs using an unlimited number of
minibuses, in % of the costs using only conventional buses.

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b
06:00 - 08:59 5.9 5.8 5.8 4.7 4.6 4.4 6.0 6.4
09:00 - 14:59 6.5 6.1 7.0 5.5 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.4
15:00 - 17:59 6.3 6.1 6.3 5.7 4.9 5.5 6.7 6.7
18:00 - 05:59 5.3 4.0 4.9 3.9 4.5 3.5 5.0 5.5

TABLE V: Bus line costs using a maximum of 30 minibuses,
in % of the costs using only conventional buses.

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b
06:00 - 08:59 5.9 44.8 5.8 29.8 14.6 43.8 22.4 51.8
09:00 - 14:59 6.5 6.1 7.0 5.5 6.3 6.5 34.7 22.8
15:00 - 17:59 37.1 30.8 31.8 23.8 62.2 23.6 51.8 45.8
18:00 - 05:59 5.3 4.0 4.9 3.9 4.5 3.5 5.0 5.5

major gain, with values raging between 15–62 %. Adding
autonomous minibuses to a public transportation system thus
implies considerable savings in fuel and driver employment
costs.

E. Environmental impact

To compare the environmental impact of the different bus
types, we use the data on energy consumption from Section
V. For a minibus this value is Em = 0.44 kWh/km and for a
conventional bus it is Ec = 1.1 kWh/km. From these values,
the effective energy consumption per person and km for a
minibus and a conventional bus respectively is given by

Em

µmmm
= 0.038 kWh/(person · km) (21)

Ec

µcmc
= 0.026 kWh/(person · km) (22)

These numbers imply that the minibuses consume 46 %
more energy per person and km than the conventional buses.
However, according to [24] the energy consumption of an
electric bus is about one third of the energy consumption of
a diesel bus and one quarter of a bus driven by gas. Using
the same number of passengers as for the electric bus above
(see Section V) and values on emission from [24], the CO2-
eq emissions per person and kilometre for buses run on diesel
or gas are as in Table VI. When using electricity as fuel, the
CO2-eq emission depends entirely on the energy source; if
using electricity from renewable sources the CO2-eq emission
is negligible but usually this is not the case. In Sweden, the
standard value used is the average CO2-eq emission from
Nordic electricity (”Nordisk Elmix”), which in the time span
2005–2009 was 131.2 g/kWh [25]. The CO2-eq emissions per
person and kilometre for the two bus types considered in this
project can also be found in Table VI.

It is clear that the difference in CO2-eq emission between
these two bus types is negligible compared to the difference
between electric buses and buses using fossil fuels. Yet another
benefit of using buses running on electricity instead of fossil
fuels is the improved local environment, since they impose
less noise and particle emission [16].

TABLE VI: CO2-eq emissions for different bus types and
fuels.

Bus type Fuel CO2-eq emission/(person · km)
Minibus Electricity 5 g

12 m bus Electricity 3 g
12 m bus Diesel 32 g
12 m bus Natural gas 35 g
12 m bus Biogas 7 g

F. Summary of possible consequences

From Section VIII-D it is clear that adding autonomous
minibuses to a bus line significantly decreases its costs related
to fuel consumption and driver employment. The minibuses are
more flexible than conventional buses and follow the variations
in demand at the different bus stops throughout the line as
seen in VIII-A and VIII-C. Hence, they can decrease the cost
while keeping the seat occupancy at a desired level. Also,
constraints on the frequency of buses can be fulfilled without
implying unnecessary high capacity during hours when the
demand is low. This decreases the cost and the emissions of
the bus line, though what would make the main difference for
the greenhouse gas emissions is to replace fossil fuels with
electricity (see Section VIII-E).

Introducing minibuses in a real world situation, at a smaller
or larger scale, might thus be profitable. However, when con-
sidering such implementation it is important to also consider
costs and constraints not included in our model. Improvements
that could be made to our model in order to increase the
reliability and usefulness of this project’s results are discussed
in Section VIII-G.

G. Future work

In this study, it is not possible to include acquisition and
maintenance costs since these data are not available for the
minibuses. Future work needs to be done on refining the
model and include these parameters, in order to get more
reliable results. It would also be interesting to study several bus
lines simultaneously, making the minibuses flexible to switch
between bus lines and take other routes than the predefined.
Other related topics worth studying are other combinations of
vehicle types, and technologies that can be used to predict
travel demand in real time.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented in this report, we can draw the
following conclusions:

• Adding autonomous minibuses with flexible routing
would decrease the costs related to fuel and driver em-
ployment for bus lines 1–4 in Stockholm.

• When such buses are accessible, it would therefore be
interesting to investigate if these gains can weigh up the
related investment costs.

• To minimise the environmental impact of the bus system,
focus should be put on the choice of fuel rather than the
choice of bus type.
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THE BUMBLEBEE OF TOMORROW IS BATTERY DRIVEN
ON THE SMALL SCALE. Researchers at KTH Royal Institute of Technology are developing a new type of 
drone, the Ion Drone. Small and soundless, the Ion Drone has the potential to become nature’s new pol-
linator. Drones used to be a toy for children and enthusiasts, but can now be found to perform everyday 
tasks, such as delivery, surveillance and landscaping.

A study in the USA has shown that about one-third of all bees are dying, an estimated loss of about 30 bil-
lion dollars or as much as twice the total BNP of Iceland. Since bees are dying, new job opportunities have 
presented themselves, and swarms of Ion Drones could be our future candidates to pollinate our fields. Since 
Ion Drones can be made very small, they can reach areas without disturbing the surroundings. However, the 
possibilities do not end there. 

The country of Haiti was struck by a terrifying earthquake in 2010, a disaster which took the lives of about 316 
000 people, which is roughly equal to the total population of Malmö. The resulting rubble made it hard to find 
survivors trapped underneath the debris of collapsed buildings. Imagine how many people could have been 
rescued if small ion drones could have located the trapped people.

Ion Drones use a high voltage to create a wind, which allows it to fly without the use of propellers. Compared 
to conventional drones, it has no moving parts which make the life expectancy longer as it does not experience 
wear and tear. This makes the ion drone a better alternative than other types of drones, as it does not require 
regular maintenance. Also, Ion Drones are both silent and environmentally friendly and can easily be mass 
produced due to its simple design.

Today, Ion Drones are still in early development and there is still need for more research. The issue today is 
that batteries are too weak, but as the batteries are becoming smaller and more efficient, you might see Ion 
Drones pollinating flowers in your own backyard sooner than you would think.
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Micro and nano-system technology is the im-
plementation of electrical and mechanical 
systems on a small scale. The technology 

enables implementation of advanced functions on a 
micro scale, which in turn allows mass production 
at a low cost. Because of its small scale, the technol-
ogy is suitable for applications with a high demand 
for power consumption and space. Such applications 
include measuring, analysis and actuation, which 
would be impossible to realize on a normal scale.

Project group C1 investigated how to create silk in 
an artificial way. Silk is a natural material, but the re-
cent scientific growth of micro technology enables it 
to be created in a new way. This new way uses mi-
crostructures to grow silk protein on a chip. In order 
to analyze the silk growth, an electron microscope is 
used to produce images of the chips. In this project, 
a program was developed to analyze the images. The 
program is able to find the direction and size of the 
silk strings. Future research on the subject could be 
to analyze different applications of silk.

Project group C2 focused on characterization of 
waveguides on a chip for sensing CO2 using an op-
tical absorption method. In optical gas sensing it is 
important to minimize the losses due to waveguides 
structure on the chip, so the only loss is due to optical 
absorption of the desired gas. The project has analyz-
ed losses due to splitters, curves, and pillars on the 
chip and has shown high losses in the current chip 
design. In addition, a study of commercial CO2-sen-
sor currently on market has been done in order to 
find the necessary performance of the new sensor. 
Future work related to this project could be based on 
further characterization of the waveguides or evalu-
ating the gas sensing ability of the final chip.

Project group C3 revolved around creating an au-
tomatic measurement setup for characterization of 
a new type of microchips. The device on the chip 
contains optical and micromechanical components. 
These components use actuation to control the cou-
pling between an optical fiber and a waveguide. The 
project has shown that the chip could be character-
ized in a repeatable way. The future research on this 
type of chip could enable applications such as laser 
and 3D scanning to be implemented on a single chip, 
thus considerably reducing the size and cost of this 
type of technology.

Project C4 is mainly about the development and im-
plementation of electrohydrodynamic (EHD) thrust-
ers. The project was divided into two tracks: projet 
group C4a focused on creating an EHD thruster with 
an independent energy source, project group C4b 
studied stacking of miniaturized EHD thruster to 
investigate its possibilities for commercial applica-
tions with increased efficiency and thrust. C4a has 
been successful in creating a steady thrust with an 

EHD thruster with an independent energy source. 
This opens the door for further development and 
implementation of stand-alone solutions. C4b has 
been able to combine multiple EHD thrusters with 
increased thrust. With the knowledge of how stack-
ing affects efficiency and thrust, this project can be 
continued in the future by focusing on the miniaturi-
zation of EHD thrusters. 

The results of the projects contribute in different 
ways to an advancement in the area of micro- and na-
notechnology. A common factor of all projects is that 
they focus on miniaturization, which promotes the 
development of existing and future technology.
Miniaturization of sensors and actuators as done in 
projects C2 and C3 makes technology more available 
to researchers, manufacturers and consumers alike. 
The project groups C1 and C4 have investigated new 
applications and opened the door for future minia-
turization in areas where size has previously been a 
limiting factor. The miniaturization of products has 
throughout history shown to be a crucial step in the 
development of present technology, and today, we 
present to you the technology of tomorrow.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
Electrical devices play an increasing role in our 
lives, which also increases the risk of intrusion into 
people’s privacy. Therefore, the need for engineers 
to consider ethical aspects in their work has become 
more and more important.

An example within micro and nano system technol-
ogy is medical applications, where new technology 
can be used with less human interactions. A micro-
chip, designed to measure blood sugar levels, can for 
example monitor patients with diabetes without ex-
tensive medical resources. This is good since it can 
make the medical care more efficient, by allowing 
better use of human resources. On the other hand, it 
risks the exposure of patient data and integrity. Also, 
this put demands on manufacturers and developers 
to create products with high reliability and security.

It is important to consider other areas where the 
technology might be implemented. Micro- and na-
nosystems have been an area of great interest for 
military applications, such as surveillance, radar 
and sensing, which causes an ethical dilemma. This 
means that the military industrial complex has spon-
sored a great deal of research, and engineers need to 
consider the purpose of their work.

A positive aspect of miniaturization is mass pro-
duction, which allows for less material needed during 
production. This leads to more sustainable usage of 
global resources, which is good for the environment. 
Mass production also leads to greater distribution 
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and availability, contributing to a better quality of 
life, especially in developing countries. For instance, 
a hospital can acquire better equipment for less cost.

With above reasoning in mind, we believe that fur-
ther developments within micro- and nanosystem 
technology is a necessity to improve welfare and sus-
tainability in the society, even though its applications 
can be used with possible malicious intent.
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C1. AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF IMAGES

Automated Analysis of Spider Silk Images
Freddie Manheij

Abstract—Spider silk is a fascinating material with many
interesting properties. Silk has many applications, but there are
associated challenges with producing it using spiders. Research
is done in order to find a way to create synthetic spider silk
structures using super hydrophobic surfaces. After this process
it is important to evaluate the silk growth on the surface. This
has to be done by taking images and the task for this project
is to develop a program that is capable of analyse them. To
evaluate the surface, images are taken using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) or a fluorescence microscope. Then the images
are analysed using the program. The program analyses the
images using different methods involving contrast comparison
in order to accomplish the objective. The result is a program
written in Matlab that is able to detect the size and direction of
the nanowires on the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ILK is a material that has been used for centuries. It has
been used in ancient China, Australia, New Guinea and

in Greece to mention a few nations/countries. Examples of
applications for silk in these cultures include clothing, fishing
line and to treat wounds [1]. Today the most common use for
silk is in clothing, but silk has the potential to be used for
so much more. Silk could be used for bullet-proof clothing,
bandages, biodegradable bottles and ropes [2], but it also have
a big potential in the medical area as a drug carrier [1]. All
of this is possible because silks diverse properties. A silk wire
is a material that is light and elastic but at the same time
very strong. A narrow silk wire has a breaking energy higher
than steel and kevlar [2]. Silk is biodegradable which makes
it usable as a drug carrier because the body would be able
to absorb and degrade the silk after it has delivered the drug
[1]. Silk also works well in medical applications because of
its antimicrobial properties [3].

Silk is naturally produced by silkworms and spiders. The
traditional way to produce silk have been to collect and refine
silkworm cocoons [2], but there is no way to harvest silk
from spiders on an industrial scale. This is because spiders
predatory nature makes them hard to farm and the quality
of silk produced by captive spiders is lower than that of
silk produced by wild spiders. This has led to an interest
in producing and researching synthetic spider silk [1]. The
first step to produce silk is to have a way to manufacture silk
protein, also known as spidroins, and then the spidroins has
to be transformed into a fibre or another form [1].

The methods that has been tested in order to produce
spidroins relies on transferring genes from spiders to a differ-
ent organism. A multitude of mammals has been tested with
the intention to later collect the silk protein from secreted body
fluids, but the process to extract the protein turned out to be
harder than expected so other alternatives had to be explored.
A few of the alternatives that has been tested includes tobacco

plants, yeast and bacteria, among this the bacteria E.coli stands
out as a suitable candidate. E.coli is a suitable candidate
because it is able to be cultivated at high-density and E.coli
can produce spidroins at a fast rate. E.coli is also a relatively
well-known bacteria which makes it a easier to work with [1].

Wet spinning and electrospinning are two methods used for
spinning silk from spidroin solution. The difference between
these methods is that wet spinning uses several baths with
different chemicals to draw out the spidroins into a single
fibre, while electrospinning uses an electric field to accomplish
this [1]. Both methods are quite complex and require harsh
post treatments. This does not suite a large scale production
and new methods are needed in order to produced silk on a
industrial scale [4].

A. MST project
Scientist at the department of micro and nanosystems (MST)

at KTH Royal Institute of Technology is researching a new
way to grow silk. Their method is based on adding a solution
containing spidroins on a super hydrophobic chip and because
of the chips properties, silk will grow on it [4].

The process of making this chip starts with growing a
silicon oxide layer on a silicon wafer and then spinning a
layer of photoresist on top of the silicon oxide. A mask
with a predesignated pattern on it is then placed above the
wafer. The wafer is then exposed to light and the regions
not covered by the pattern are destabilized. The chip is then
placed in a developer and this removes the residues from the
destabilized areas. The result from this is that the desired
pattern is transferred into the photoresist layer. This will act
as a mask when the chip is exposed to deep reactive ion
etching (DRIE), but before this a anisotropic etch is used to
create a undercut. Then DRIE is used and this method etches
straight down and creates straight pillars out of the oxide layer.
Seen from above the pillars are shaped as circles in a grid
with even spacing. The pillar diameter and spacing depends
on the pattern that was used in the beginning. After this the
photoresist layer gets completely removed and the surface is
coated with CFx, which is a Teflon like material, and the
result of this is a super hydrophobic surface [4].

At this stage the chip is finished and a solution with
spidroins can be added to it in order to form silk. A droplet
of the solution is dragged over the surface, causing a liquid
bridge to form between pillars and the reason for this is the
interspace between them [4]. If the bridge is stable it will
form a silk wire and if the bridge is unstable it will form a
silk coating on top of the pillar, but only after the liquid has
evaporated [5].

The potential uses for this method is creating sheets of silk
that can be used in cell growth applications or by adding an-
tibiotics to the spidroins in the creation process it could prevent
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bacterial growth. Another application for this method is to use
silk as an optical wire and if special proteins functionalized
with it, it could work as a sensor. This works because when
the proteins are subjected to the right antibodies it would
bond with it. This would change the molecular structure of
the silk and in turn affect the light coming through the silk
wire. Advantages with using MSTs method in this application
would be that light couplings could be implemented on chip
and a complete optical set would be created. Also the silk wire
length would be easy to control, it is a relative simple process
and it does not deteriorate the properties of the silk [4].

In the progress of creating silk using this method it is
important to evaluate the silk growth. The growth is evaluated
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) or a fluorescence
microscope. It is possible to do this manually but because
of human error and speed it is better to use a program and
the objective for this project is to develop a program that is
capable of doing this [4].

B. Project task

The task for this project is to develop a program that is able
to analyse the silk growth of MSTs new method. To analyse
the silk growth images is taken using SEM or a fluorescence
microscope. The images are depicting the surface of the chip.
The requirements for the program are that it should be able
to find the direction and size of the silk wires grown between
pillars. Other requirements are to find the number of pillars and
to be able to identify silk sheets. The difference between wire
and sheet is that a wire is generally connected to two pillars
and it comes in difference sizes, whilst a sheet has the shape
of a blob and has no real form, see Fig. 1 for comparison.

Fig. 1. Left side shows surface containing wires, right side shows surface
containing sheets

To develop the program two different software were con-
sidered, Matlab [6] and ImageJ [7]. Both Matlab and ImageJ
supports image analysing tools, but the main difference be-
tween them is that ImageJ has a graphical user interface and
Matlab uses a program language. There are some overlapping
functionalities between them but in the end Matlab was chosen
as the development software because the member of this
project had some experience with programming and Matlabs
documentation was superior.

Fig. 2. Typical image showing the surface of a chip.

II. METHOD

Images come in two different types. Fig. 2 shows a typical
image of the first type of images and this image is taken using
SEM. In the image the pillars and the silk wires are visible
but it is worth mentioning that the contrast between pillars,
wires and background is low. SEM could also take images
with different magnification, see Fig. 3. In the second type
of image IgG fluorophore has been added to the chip and this
bound to the silk. IgG fluorophore glows green and because of
the attachment to the silk it makes the silk look like it glows
in the image, see Fig. 3. The fluorescence images were taken
with a fluorescence microscope. The fluorescence images had
a higher resolution than the SEM images.

Fig. 3. Top to bottom, right to left shows images with large (20x), small (4x)
and medium (10x) magnification. The last one shows a fluorescence image.

After examining several images of different types and
magnification, a decision was made to split the program design
in three parts. The objective of part one is to find the pillars.
The reason for this is that they make a good reference point
and ultimately the intention is to find wires between them so
it is a logical place to start. The second part is to search the
area around the pillars and determine if any wire is connected
between them, the size of the wires and also the presence of a
sheet. Third and last is a miscellaneous part containing loading
the images and saving the result from part two.
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A. Loading the images

In order to analyse the images, they first need to be loaded
in to the program. The set up for this is fairly basic and there
is essentially nothing unique with this part of the program. A
standard Matlab function is used to load images from a folder
and then they are analysed one after another.

B. Finding pillars

To analyse the images the first step is to find image
coordinates for the pillars and for this a Matlab function
called ”imfindcircles” [8] is used. This function is able to find
circles in an image, which can be used to find the pillars.
Parameters for this function are an interval for the circle radius,
the contrast sensitivity, and threshold sensitivity for the edge.
Output for the function is image coordinates for the centres of
the pillars and their radius. As mentioned before the contrast
between wires, pillars and background is low and the results is
that the function has problems finding the pillars, but by setting
the sensitivity to about 93% of the maximum sensitivity for the
SEM images and 91% for the fluorescence images it is able
to detect the pillars. It was important to set the right value for
the contrast sensitivity and threshold sensitivity, because if it
is to low it will not find any pillars and if it is to high it will
detect pillars that was not there.

The parameters were set in such way that no false circles
were detected, but this led to that not all pillars where found.
When a silk sheet was present it drastically increased the
number of pillars not being detected. This is probably because
the contrast between pillar and silk is lower than that of pillar
and background, see right side of Fig. 1, and it would cause
the function to not be able to detect the difference between
them. The fluorescence images also suffered from this. The
fluorescence images also had a problem when there was not
enough silk on top of the pillars. This would cause the pillars
to almost blend in with the background and the function was
unable to detect them.

To solve the problem with all pillars not being detected a
function was implemented to fill in the missing pillars. At
this point some of the pillars positions is known and because
the pillars are in a grid with even distance between them it
is possible to fill in the missing pillars, but first the distance
between pillars and angle between the pillar grid and image
coordinate system need to be known. In order to find this the
already known pillar positions were compared to each other
in a effort to find which pillars was the closest neighbours.
The conditions to determine if two pillars were neighbours
was that they had to be within a certain distance from each
other and the angle between them, in reference to the image
y- or x-axle depending on if they are vertical or horizontal
neighbours, see Fig. 4, had to be within a certain interval. This
was done to ensure that no pillar whose position was diagonal
to the origin pillar was chosen to be the closest neighbour.
An effect of this was that the pillars grid could not be too
twisted relative to the image coordinate axles. This created
a requirement for how the images should be produced: the
camera and chip had to be aligned when the images were
taken. This would help with the direction determination and

was considered an acceptable requirement. When two pillars
had been determined to be neighbours, the distance and angle
between them was saved. After comparing all pillars the mean
value of the distance and angle was calculated in a effort to
reduce the error.

Fig. 4. Image showing the angle and distance between pillars.

The next step is to choose a pillar and use it as a reference
point for filling in the rest of the pillars. Because the distance
and angle still contained some error a decision was made to
use multiple pillars instead of one. The reason for doing this is
that the error of pillar placement would grow with increasing
distance from the origin point and by using multiple source
points this distance could be decreased, which would decrease
the error. By using the reference pillars, distance, and angle
an imaginary grid simulating the pillar grid could be created
and then by comparing it to the known pillars the missing
pillars could be found. While comparing, it would take the
coordinates for the imaginary pillars and check a small area
around them. If the coordinate for a known pillar were within
the area the imaginary pillar would not be placed, but if there
were no known pillar in the area the imaginary pillar would
be added to the known pillars. By adding the imaginary pillars
to the known pillars it would fill in the missing pillars.

By combining these two functions it would be possible to
find all pillars, but this method has a theoretical flaw. It relies
on the first function to find a few pillars and some of them
have to be neighbours for the second function to work. The
first criteria is not really something that can be fixed and the
only option is to manually analyse the image, but a possibility
for the second one could be to manually input the angle and
distance. This is also not an ideal solution as every image will
have a different angle and could have different distance so it
would be a lot of manually work which defeats the point of
having a program. Despite this the two functions worked good
together and it was only occasional images that had problems
with finding the pillars, see Fig. 5 for an example of the result.

C. Finding wires

In order to find the silk wires between pillars the first step
is to first transform the image to a binary image. This means
that the pixels of the lighter coloured silk and pillars turns to
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Fig. 5. Image showing the result from finding pillars. Red circles are from
the first function and blue are from the second function.

white and the darker coloured background changes to black,
see Fig. 6. This is done with a simple Matlab function [9]. The
transformation for the florescent images is almost flawless, but
the transformation for the SEM images is not perfect so a few
methods had to be used to improve the image, see Fig. 7. The
flaws in the image usually have to do with pixels depicting
strings not turning white or pixels belonging to the background
turning white.

Fig. 6. Fig. 2 after it have been transformed to a binary image.

Methods used to improve the binary image error included
a function that removed groups of white pixel smaller than an
certain number, this was an attempt to remove the error with
the background pixels changing to white [10], and another
function was used to clear out black pixels in regions with
white pixels in order to deal with wires and pillars not
transforming to white pixels [11]. The second function had
to be used after the first one otherwise it could enlarge the
pixel counts in the groups and then the first function would
not be able to remove them. The second function could only
improve upon the areas that had correctly been transformed to
white and not completely fill in areas that had failed to do so.

In order to systematically choose the direction of the wires
an area around the pillars had to be identified. The area
selected for this task, have a shape of a ring that surrounds a
pillar. The centre of the ring is the same as that of the pillar

Fig. 7. Fig. 2 after it have been transformed to a binary image and been
improved.

and has an outer radius of roughly half the distance between
two pillars. The inner radius is a few pixels longer than the
pillar radius and this is done to ensure that the pillars are
not within the ring area. The size of the ring is based on
the radius of the pillars so it will adapt when the pillar size
change. When the size of the ring area has been identified the
ring area around the pillar is converted to pixel coordinates.
The difference between the coordinates and centres is then
saved. By doing this it is easy to add the area coordinates to
all pillars and the area only have to be determined once. After
this the final step is to divide the ring area into eight circle arcs
and then depending on which arc the coordinates is located in,
sort the coordinates into different groups. Every arc have the
same size and the eight groups represent the eight directions
of a compass, where north is pointing upwards in the image,
see Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Image showing the area around a pillar with the north circle arc
shoving in red.

The process for detecting silk wires is to take the pillar
centre coordinates and go through all of them. Every pillar
gets the previously saved ring area coordinates added to their
coordinate. This creates a set of coordinates that represents a
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ring area around the pillar and this is done to every pillar. As
mentioned before this allows a single ring area to be added
to multiple pillars. After the ring area coordinates have been
added the pixels in every group/circle arc is checked for its
colour and all the white pixels are counted, because a white
pixel corresponds to a wire. Depending on the amount of white
pixels in every group they will get a value assigned to them and
this value indicates the existence of a wire. The values range
from zero to five, where zero means that there is no wires
there, one to four represent different thicknesses of the wires
and five means that there is a silk sheet. The initial amount
of white pixels needed to detect a wire varies depending on
the size of the area, but the amount of pixels between sizes is
multiplicative to a variable that increases by a factor two with
an additive process for each size. So for example, size four
will have six times more pixels then size one and a sheet will
have eight times more pixels than size one.

Fig. 9. Image showing the bar graph the program saves.

D. Saving result

The result from previous function is then turned into a bar
graph and is saved as a file, see Fig. 9, with the same name
as the image and a extension attached to it. This file is placed
in the same folder that the image was loaded from.

E. Methods for measuring result

The result was defined by the Equation 1 , where Np/Nm

is the number of sheets and wires between pillars according
to the program/manually.

ε =
|Np −Nm|

Nm
(1)

The result is better if ε comes closer to zero and worse
when ε is further away from zero. If ε did become zero it
would mean that the counted number of wires and sheet was
equivalent in both the program and the manually process.

III. RESULT

The final result is a program that is able to detect the size
and direction of silk wires. It is also able to detect if a silk
sheet is present and calculate the numbers of pillars.

The functions dedicated to find the pillars worked excellent
on the SEM images. All pillars in the image were found and
the positioning was good. The fluorescence images worked
well, but a single image had some problem, see Fig. 10. On a
few images the first function did find occasional false pillars,
but it was only one or two per image, see Fig. 11 for an
example.

Fig. 10. Part of image that were not able to fill in the missing pillars correctly.

Fig. 11. Part of image that had false pillars.

Fig. 12. Shows the result according to the equation in Section 2.E.

A few images was analysed using the program and then
compared to counting the wires manually. The general result
from this was that the program counted more wires and
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sheets compared to counting it manually, see Fig. 13. Only
the number of wires and sheets was counted and compared
because the difficulties in estimate the size when counting
manually. The result can be seen in Fig. 12 and the difference
between the manually counted wires and the program can be
seen in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Shows the number of wires and sheets counted by the program and
by counting it manually.

Fig. 14. Shows the difference between wire and sheets counted by the program
and by counting it manually.

IV. DISCUSSION

When analysing the images the potential problem that was
brought up in Section 2.B, about the first function needing to
find a few pillars, did occur. In one fluorescence image the
amount of pillars was not enough, see Fig. 10. In this image
the first function, in section 2.B, could only find five pair
of neighbours and a total of 24 out of roughly 630 pillars.
Because of this the angle contained too much error which
caused the pillars to be misplaced. The amount of pillars
filled in matched the amount of pillars manually counted, so
the program was able to get a good value of the distance
from those five pairs. The reason this image had problem is
because it were not enough silk on the pillars. This proves
that this could occur, but this problem is probably more likely
in fluorescence images than SEM images. This is because
the added difficulties with finding pillars in the fluorescence
images, because of the pillars need to be covered in enough

silk, and the higher resolution of the fluorescence images
causes the error to be more visible, because of the growth
in error with increasing distance.

This could occur with SEM images but even if it is possible,
it is not very likely because this mainly occurs if the silk forms
a sheet covering the whole chip. The sheets seems to want to
form unison mass so if a sheet did not cover the whole chip
it is likely that the pillars not covered would be neighbours
and from this the angle and distance could be calculated. If
the whole surface was covered in a sheet the program could
still be useful, because if the program did not find any pillars
it could indicate that a sheet was present.

The difference between the amount of wires and sheets,
calculated using the program and by calculating it manually,
were low in the large (20x) magnification images, see Fig. 14
and Fig. 13. The difference in the small (4x)-, medium (10x)
magnification and florescent images were a bit higher than the
large magnification images, but one of the medium images
had poor result, see Fig. 15 for the image with bad result.
This is also visible in Fig. 12. This figure shows that one
of the small magnification images also had some problems.
The reason for the poor result for the medium magnification

Fig. 15. Shows the medium magnification image with poor result.

image has to do with the binary image and this problem was
mentioned in section 2.C. More precisely, the problem is that
the transformation to a binary image is not perfect and the
biggest problem is that some of the pixels belonging to the
silk wires are not turning white. The same problem applies
to some extent to the small magnification image, but because
it does not contain many wires this problem is not as visible
in Fig. 14 and Fig. 13. In this case the contrast in the small
and medium images was low and it had thin silk wires. This
cased a lot of wires not to turn white and because of that the
program was not able to identify the wires. A solution to this
problem could be to somehow improve the contrast between
wires and background, before the transformation to a binary
image. This would properly decrease the amount of pixels that
turned into the wrong colour and improve the result. This is
possible with Matlab and a few attempts were made to test
this. The result from this was that it helped with the images
that already had a somewhat high contrast, but for the images
with low contrast the result got worse. There are many ways
to improve the contrast so it is still possible that some method
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could work.
The florescent images were not affected by the binary trans-

formation, but there is still a difference in Fig. 14. The reason
for this is probably because how the program determines the
area around the pillars. When this area is determined it is set to
be eight difference circle arcs surrounding the pillars. This is a
quite strict way to determine the direction of the wires because
the wires could lie between two arcs. If this happens and both
arcs had enough pixels in each arc it would counts as two
wires. This would increase the number of wires and explain
the difference between the program and the manual process.
This behaviour will increase the number of wires counted, but
at the same time it will give a better overview of the direction
and placement of the wires. This could probably be changed
so the program would consider the number of pixels in each
arc and then sort the wires into one arc depending on which
arc had the highest amount of pixels, but the placement of the
wires are not always so neatly and they could cross more than
two circle arcs. If this was implemented it would give a poor
overview of the direction and placement of the wires, but the
amount of wires could be better.

The florescent images had similar difference between man-
ually counted and the program counted wires as the small
and medium magnification images. These images have similar
number of pillars and wires. Because the florescent images
are not affected by the binary transformation it indicates that
the main reason for the difference is the determination of the
wires direction. But this does not change the fact that there is
a point where the contrast is to low and the program is not
able to analyse the images correctly. The problem with the
determination of the wire direction does not seem to affect the
large magnification images to the same extent. This could be
because the wires and sheets in the larger magnification images
occupies more pixels and this means that is not as likely to
count one wire as two, because it will have more details and
it is less likely to count the same wire twice. It also has fewer
pillars which mean fewer wires that could be counted as two
wires and Fig. 12 seems to indicate this because the large
magnification images have similar result as the rest of the
images.

V. SUMMARY

Spider silk is hard to produce on an industrial scale, because
of the challenges with keeping live spiders. Currently there are
methods that are able to produce synthetic silk, but because
of their complex nature, they are not suitable to do on a
large scale. MST is researching a new method using super
hydrophobic surfaces to create synthetic spider silk structures
and this has the potential to be used on an industrial scale,
but when using this method it has to be evaluated. To evaluate
the surface images is taken with SEM and the florescent
microscope. Then the images is analysed using a program.
The task for this project was to develop this program.

The program is able to find circler pillars in a image using a
Matlab function and by using another function it is able to fill
in pillars if the first function did not find them. These functions
have some limitations but worked well in practice. Then by

using contrast comparison the program is able to search an
area around the pillars in a binary image and detect if there is
any silk wires between the pillars. Because of the behaviour of
the program when it determines the direction of the silk wire
it generally counts more wires than the actual number, but this
behaviour gives a more accurate description of the placement
of the wire so it is considered to work well.
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C2. MEASUREMENT OF WAVEGUIDE-SENSOR LOSSES

Characterization of an On-chip Photonic Waveguide
gas Sensor

Olle Andersson

Abstract—Gas sensing in medical applications re-
quire small, precise and sensitive sensors. This project
has developed a laboratory setup for characterisation
of a waveguide-based gas sensor for carbon dioxide and
methane working in the mid-IR range of 2 - 10 µm. This
setup utilizes an IR-camera to image the waveguides
when a mid-IR laser is coupled into them. Along the
laboratory work, a program for optimisation of waveg-
uide length has been made and a study of on-market
medical carbon dioxide sensors has been done. The
laboratory setup shows potential for good measurement
of waveguide losses, but several problems was identified
with the measurement methods currently used. From
the sensor study, the standard performance for current
sensors is presented as well as areas where gas sensors
could be improved. Size, speed and accuracy were some
of the characteristics a waveguide-based sensor could
improve on and open up for new sensor application in,
for example, hand-held medical devices.

I. Introduction

GAS sensing plays an important role in today’s soci-
ety and it is therefore of importance to continuously

develop new sensors that are faster, cheaper and more
sensitive. Gas sensors are used in food industry processes,
in medical applications, for monitoring pollutants and
regulating air conditioning systems to name a few. The
development of new sensors might also allow for use of
these in other applications than today. Many already well-
established technologies are available today on the market.
These include polymer, semiconductor, electrochemical
and optical sensors. Each offering a solution for certain
applications.

Polymer and semiconductor sensors are both based on
the interaction between the gas of interest and the sensors’
active material. This causes material’s properties, such as
dielectric constant, resistance or capactiance, to change.
In semiconductor sensors, the interaction is a reduction or
oxidation reaction, while polymer sensors utilize adsorp-
tion of the gas into the active layer. While both of these
sensor types are fairly cheap to produce, they come with a
number of disadvantages. Semiconductor sensors present a
fairly low sensitivity and specificity. Polymer-based sensors
also have problem with specificity, are irreversible and
easily affected by the surrounding environment [1], [2].

Electrochemical or amperometric gas sensors, utilize
gas permeable electrodes and electrolytes, either solid
or liquid. Gas diffuses into the electrolyte and at the
electrodes either oxidation or reduction occurs. This give
rise to voltage potential, as activitiy at each electrode is
different. The potential is used for direct correlation with

gas concentration [3], [4]. The drawbacks of electrochem-
ical sensors are cross-sensitivity with other gas species as
well as it is easily affected by environmental changes. Both
the semiconductor, polymer and electrochemical sensors
are also hindered by the fact that they are developed to
specifically interact with only one gas specie, limiting their
use to only this gas [5].

Another sensing technique is optical gas sensing.
Hodgkinson et al. [2] reviewed the state-of-the-art opti-
cal methods available today. Commonly used for CO2-
measurement is sensors based on non-dispersive in-
frared(NDIR) sensing which use an IR-source, a free-space
optical light path and a sensor. Light is emitted from
the source and passes through the gas which absorbs
some of the light of certain wavelength. The light travels
in free-space, and a longer path can be achieved using
mirrors. A longer light path means more interaction with
the gas, and it is therefore desired to utilize a long path. A
detector then detects the intensity of incoming light and
concentration measurements can be made. NDIR sensors
can today be made a few centimeters in size, but cannot
be made much smaller due to the use of free-space light
propagation. In contrast to the other sensing methods,
optical sensing offer quick response, zero drift and very
high sensitivity. The problems lies in making small sensors
that in size can compete with the other types [1].

For this reason, it has been of interest to develop
smaller optical sensors the last years. A possible approach
involves using waveguides. A waveguide is a structure that
guides and directs electromagnetic waves. In gas sensing,
some of the electromagnetic field that propagate in the
waveguide travels outside of the waveguide core. This way,
the light can interact with gases or liquids outisde of the
waveguide. The main advantage of using waveguides is
that the waveguide can be fabricated in meander-shaped
structures on a very small scale, allowing for long travel
distances integrated on a small chip [6], [7].

At KTH, Micro- and Nanosystems has developed a
waveguide-based photonic sensor technology for sensing
of methane, CH4, and carbon dioxide, CO2. A sensor
prototype for CH4 has been fabricated and is ready for
analysis. In this project a program to plot curves how
sensitivity varies with waveguide length and losses has
been made in order to analyse and evaluate necessary
waveguide lengths for use on a gas sensor. Secondly, it
has studied currently available on-market CO2-sensors
and analysed their characteristics and what improvements
could be made. This information has been used to under-
stand what aspects of medical gas sensors can be improved
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when designing new sensors. Lastly, a laboratory setup
has been developed in order to characterize the waveguide
losses on the gas sensor prototype. Measurements have
been made with an IR-camera and with a photodiode.

II. Waveguide working principle
To completely understand waveguides, one has to anal-

yse the electromagnetic field travelling in the waveguide
with Maxwell’s equations. For the extent of this project,
a simpler light-ray model of of the light travels in the
waveguide will be presented.

A light ray propagating in a medium with refractive
index n1 hitting the interface of another medium of re-
fractive index n2 with angle θ1 is refracted with angle
θ2 is shown in fig. 1. The relation between the angle of
the incident light and the angle of the refracted light is
described by Snell’s law:

n1sin(θ1) = n2sin(θ2) (1)

Figure 1. Refraction of light between two mediums of different
refraction indexes. (Silicon Phtonics: An Introduction, 2004)

If θ1 now increases, the angle θ2 will go towards 90°.
At that point, sin(θ2) = 1 and the corresponding angle
θ1 is called the critical angle. At this angle, total internal
reflection occurs. The relationship can be written

n1sin(θcritical) = n2 (2)

In a waveguide, this phenomenon of total internal reflec-
tion is used to guide the light in a desired path. By having
a core structure in which the light travels, surrounded by
a different material called cladding, the light can travel
long distances without much loss of power. This is shown
in fig. 2.

Figure 2. Total internal reflection occuring in a waveguide with
cladding. (Silicon Phtonics: An Introduction, 2004)

This model explains the light propagation in a waveg-
uide to some extent. A full wave-propagation study with
wave equations shows that light does not propagate at
any arbritatry angle as this model suggests, but instead
propagates at ceratin discrete angels called modes [8].

Waveguides are used for many applications such as
telecommunications, radio frequency signals and radar sys-
tems. Their appearance and design differ a lot depending
on the application and different characteristics are desired
for certain purposes. For optical waveguides, the dimen-
sions of the waveguide are dependent on the wavelength
of the light it is supposed to contain. In this project,
the sensor prototype uses waveguides for gas sensing at
a wavelength of 3.26 µm. This is advantageous because
using waveguides at the micrometer scale, the sensor size
can be reduced compared to today’s NDIR sensors.

First of all, in most waveguides, such as those used for
radiowaves or fiber-optic communications, it is desirable
to contain the EM-field as much as possible in order to
minimize losses. The confinement factor for a waveguide
is defined as the fraction of power that travels inside of
the core of the waveguide.

In contrast, the portion of the EM-field travelling out-
side of the core is called the evanescent field. The evanes-
cent field factor, η, is defined as the fraction of the EM-field
outside the core of the total power. Waveguides for gas
sensing applications use this field because it can interact
with the waveguides’ surroundings, where a gas specie can
absorb certain wavelengths of the light.

In fig. 3, a simulation of the EM-field propagating in this
rectangular waveguide is presented in order to visualize the
evanescent field of the waveguide.

Figure 3. Simulation of the EM-field in the rectangular waveguide
used on the sensor prototype. Some part of the field is travelling
outside of the core, this is called the evanescent field and allows for
interaction with gas outside of the waveguide.

The evanescent field therefore introduces a loss of light
power as light is absorbed by the gas. A problem with
waveguides is that there exists a lot of other losses which
depends on the design of the waveguide structure. Sup-
porting structures of the free-standing waveguide, bends
and imperfection in the waveguide itself can introduce big
losses. The total loss can be summarized as:
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α(cgas, υ) = αsignal(cgas, υ) + αbend + αscattering

+ αpillars (3)

Where α(cgas, υ) is the total loss, αsignal(cgas, υ) is the
loss induced by the gas, αbend is loss from curvature of the
waveguide, αscattering is loss due to scattering inside of the
waveguide and αpillars is loss induced by pillars supporting
the waveguide. The only useful loss is the αsignal. The
other factors are dependant on the waveguide structure,
design and fabrication and it is important to minimize
these losses when designing a new waveguide-based sensor
[7].

A. Waveguide structure
The sensor prototype analysed here have several waveg-

uides on one chip for characterisation of different features.
The basic waveguide-structure is a rectangular-shaped
waveguide suspended with pillars at roughly equal length.

On the first prototype used for measurements, there
were several waveguides present. The first three waveg-
uides were long with a single bend, forming an L-shape
on the chip, for measurement of loss over distance. They
also hada varying amount of pillars, so losses due to pillars
could be measured. The second structure were a splitter
tree. A splitter is a junction were one waveguide splits
into to two. The splitter tree had several of these splitters
with one waveguide going into another splitter and the
other one into a grating. The last structure was a splitter
tree with longer distances between the split. At the end of
these waveguide-structure were a grating for out-coupling
of the light travelling in it, so the light intensity could be
measured.

B. Waveguides in the mid-IR spectrum
The waveguides on the sensor prototype are designed

for the mid-infrared(mid-IR) range of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This range has several good characteristics
when it comes to waveguide-based optical sensors. The
mid-IR region contains fundamental vibrational-rotational
absorption peaks of many interesting gas species. Firstly,
this allows for good sensing with little cross-talk, as the
peaks are isolated from each other for important gases such
as CO2 and CH4. These peaks are shown in fig. 4, along
with some other gases. Secondly, silicon is transparent in
the mid-IR region allowing use of well-established fabrica-
tion methods already applied in the CMOS-field.

The silicon wafers used in semiconductor manufacturing
are made of a single layer of silicon. In order to fabricate
the free-standing waveguides used for optical sensing, a
layer of free-space underneath the silicon waveguide has to
be made. This is solved by using Silicon-on-Insulator(SOI)
wafers which comes in three layers. On top of the SOI-
wafer is a silicon-layer which will become the free-standing
waveguide. Under that is a silicon oxide layer and under
that is another layer of silicon again. Silicon is transparent

Figure 4. Absorption peaks for some common gases. CO2 and CH4
has very strong, distinct peaks at around 3.4 and 4.2 µm respectively
which this waveguide-sensor uses. (Siebert et al.)

to mid-IR light, but the silicon oxide is not. In order to
fabricate the waveguide, the silicon oxide layer is etched
away using chemicals so the top layer of silicon is left free-
standing. Features such as pillars are then made by not
completely etch away the silicon oxide layer, but letting
some of it remain between the waveguide and the bottom
silicon layer [9].

III. Sensitivity vs. length analysis
The optical absorption sensing principle is based on the

absorption of light with certain wavelength by molecules.
The absorption A is described by Beer-Lambert’s law as

A = −ln(I0

I
) = α(υ, cgas)l (4)

where I0 is the incident light intensity, I is the outcom-
ing light intensity, α(υ, cgas) is the optical absorption loss
and l is the pathlength that the light travels [10]. When
designing a new sensor, it is of interest to know what
length of waveguide gives the best sensitivity for certain
waveguide losses. For a sensor based on evanescent field
sensing [7], the output spectral intensity of the waveguide
is:

I = I0T = I0(1 − A) = I0

υ2 − υ1

∫ υ2

υ1

exp(−α(υ, cgas)l)dυ

(5)
where T is the fraction of transmitted light, A is the

absorption, I0 the incident light intensity, υ1, υ2 the lower
and upper wavenumber of the spectral interval for the
incident light, α(υ, cgas) is the total waveguide loss, built
up of scattering, bend, suspension loss etc but also the loss
due to the gas absorption and l is the total optical path
length [7]. The total loss α(υ, cgas) can be divided into two
parts:

α(υ, cgas) = αsignal(υ, cgas) + αbase (6)

The gas absorption αsignal(υ, cgas) can be written as:

αsignal(υ, cgas) = ε(υ)η(υ)cgas (7)
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ε is the specific absorption of the gas at a certain wave-
length, η is the evanescent field factor of the waveguide
and cgas is the concentration of the gas to be measured.
The rest of the losses, αbase, is defined as in eq. 3.

If it is assumed that light with a very small spectral
range, for example a narrow band laser emitting light at
almost a single wavelength is sent into the waveguide,
Beer-Lambert’s law, eq. (4), applies and eq. (5) becomes

I = I0exp(−εηcgasl − αbasel) (8)

By differentiating eq. (8) with respect to cgas, a formula
for sensitivity is derived.

S = dI

dcgas
= −I0εηcgaslexp(−εηcgasl − αbasel) (9)

Based on this formula, a matlab-program was made to
plot graphs for the sensitivity as a function of length. If
the losses for a waveguide can be quantified with mea-
surements, the optimal waveguide length can be calculated
when designing the final lay-out of a waveguide-based sen-
sor. The parameters η, ε, cgas and αbase are set parameters
depending on the design and application of the sensor.
The evanscent field factor η depends on the design of the
waveguides and how much that design allows for the EM-
field to travel outside of it. For the waveguides used here, a
value of 0.4 was used. ε is the specific absorption coefficient
of a gas specie at a certain wavelength, here it was set
to 0.001 (ppm ∗ m)−1. For cgas, when a human exhales
the air contains about 5 % CO2 [11], this is equivalent to
cgas = 50000 ppm and was used when plotting the graphs
in fig. 5.

As can be seen in fig. 5, for a loss of 0.1 dB/cm a
waveguide length of 0.3 cm is required for optimal sensing.
For higher losses the length is quickly reduced to distances
that will not work in gas sensing applications. It is there-
fore important to reduce losses and optimize waveguide
design to a minimum loss, preferably under 1 dB/cm.
So far, for suspended silicon waveguides made from SOI-
substrate preliminary results hint at losses of about 3-4
dB/cm, which still might be too high for applications in
gas sensing [12].

IV. Laboratory work
A. Laboratory setup & building

The main purpose of the setup built in this project is to
measure the waveguide losses of the different components
on the prototype, such as splitter, bend and pillar loss.
This is done by coupling laser light into a waveguide and
then measuring the out-coupled light from gratings at the
end of the waveguide. With multiple gratings at different
points on the waveguide, relative measurement can be
done by looking at the light intensity at these points.

Relative measurement is important because of the vary-
ing quality of coupling into the waveguides. The amount
of light that couples into each waveguide can vary between
times and waveguides. In order to eliminate the effect of

this variability in light intensity, the sensor prototype in
this project use relative measurement where comparison is
made between different gratings on the same waveguide.

To give better understanding of the explanation here,
a schematic overview of the setup is shown in fig. 6. The
laser source used to couple light of the right wavelength
into the waveguide was the Cobolt Odin tunable pulsed
laser. This laser has a center wavelength of 3.26 µm, a
repetition rate of 10 kHz and a pulse duration of 5 ns.
The laser was fixed on a heat sink and raised up by pillars
to the same height as the other components. In front of
the laser, two filter holders were fixed on posts. The posts
were glued onto a movable holder that could be removed
or slid to the sides. This way, multiple filters could be used
in different configuration to limit the laser power. There
were two reasons for limiting the power. The pulsed laser
had a peak power of about 1.4 kW and an average power
of 80 mW. The high peak power could damage the chip
when the beam was focused on the edge, and the average
power could damage the IR-camera. For the measurements
in this project, a Thorlabs NDIR20A filter was used.

An infrared lens was placed after the filter holder. The
lens is a Thorlabs IR aspheric lens C036TME-E used to
focus the laser beam onto the waveguide edges in order
to couple light into the waveguides. It was placed on
a movable holder, standing on two pillars of adjustable
height.

The chip was placed after the lens on a chip holder.
Two different chip holders had been made for separate
purposes. The first holder is a simple arm holding the chip
with double-sided tape. The other holder has a chamber in
which the chip can be placed. Connected to the chamber
is a gas-inlet, allowing for different gases to be injected
into the chamber. The two holders could be used for
measurements with or without gas.

To be able to see the output light of the waveguides
and to align the laser beam to couple into waveguides,
a FLIR SC5000-series IR-camera was used. The camera
used a macro-lens with focal point of 2 cm and looked
at the chip surface from above because the gratings shine
light out from the chip. The camera was placed on a 3-axis
movable stage, so all areas of the chip could be inspected.
The camera was placed orthogonal to the laser, due to
the angle of the out-coupled light from the gratings. This
reduces the risk of stray light from the laser which could
affect the measurements.

In addition to the IR-camera, a photodiode, AKM
IR1011 detector, was used for measuring outcoupled light.
The diode was placed so it could slide in between the
camera and the chip, and stood on a 3-axis stage as well as
a movable stand so it could be removed from the camera’s
view as well as aligned to the gratings on the chip. The
final setup is shown in fig. 7, with the blue IR-camera on
the top left, the photodiode on the left, the simpler chip
holder on the left and the laser source in the top right
corner.

This setup allowed for two measurement methods to be
used without having to completely switch the setup. The
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Figure 5. Normalized plots for α between 0.1 and 2 dB/cm, the straight line is marking the optimal lengths for all graphs.

Figure 6. Schematic of the setup. The red line is the laser light path,
and the black arrow indicates that the photodiode can be removed
from the setup. The photodiode is not used at the same time as the
IR-camera.

photodiode could easily be slided in front of the camera,
and the signal visualised on an oscilloscope.

A gas delivery system was also constructed so exper-
iments with gas could be made, testing the chips’ gas
sensing ability. It should be noted that the prototype
used in this project was not designed for gas sensing, but
for characterization of waveguide losses and did not have
the necessary optical path length for this purpose. For
these tests, the gas chamber holder was used. Two bottles
containing methane and nitrogen were coupled with tubing
into two flow controllers. This allowed for control of what
gas to let through to the gas chamber. The controllers
were controlled manually. After the flow controllers, the

Figure 7. The final setup with IR-camera, photodiode, chip holder
and IR-lens. The laser source can be seen on the top right, aiming
through a filter into the lens.

two tubes connected to a single tube via a 2-to-1 junction.
This tube was then connected to the gas chamber holder.

B. Measurement with IR-camera
First, the best possible coupling of the laser was

achieved into the waveguide to be measured. This was
done using the 3-axis stage that the chip holder was
placed on, moving the chip so the laser could shine directly
onto the waveguide edge. The IR-camera was focused and
moved so the gratings of the waveguide were in the middle
of the image and clearly visible. A sequence of images were
then taken by the IR-camera with short integration time
of 30 µs. This integration time was set so the camera would
capture only a single laser pulse. A longer integration time
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could mean that the camera imaged more than a single
pulse, and at that point the amount of pulses captured
in each frame would be unknown and make the analysis
impossible. The sequence of short integration time images
were then analysed in Matlab.

Using the Cobolt Odin tunable pulsed laser, light was
successfully coupled in to all waveguides on the prototype
chip. The method of free-space coupling using an IR-lens
worked well for coupling into the waveguides. For some
of the longer, straight waveguides, the outcoupled light
was too weak to be seen with the camera. For the shorter
waveguides with splitters and bends, the outcoupled light
could clearly be seen and images were taken with the short
integration time and analysed in matlab.

Results of the splitter tree, a waveguide with five split-
ters on it which should half the light intensity per split,
is shown in fig. 8. As can be seen, the slope of the light
intensity after each split results in a -2.58 dB/split loss.

Figure 8. Light intensity as a function of splits of the waveguide.
The slope shows a loss of 2.58 dB per split, which is not possible.

This was due to an issue with the use of the pulsed laser
source. Because of the IR-camera lacking proper sync via
triggering signal from the laser, the images could not be
made so that one pulse was captured in each frame. To
counter this, a series of images were taken to do statistical
analysis and pick the images were the laser was either on
or off with the integration time as explained, and only
one pulse had been captured. Due to the long integration
time relative to the very short pulse time, most of the
light reaching the camera came from background noise
and the actual light from the gratings was very weak.
The low light levels meant that the camera worked with
low counts. Counts is the unit that the IR-camera record
light intensity with and for very low and high values of
counts, this scale is not linear. As a result, the analysis
when comparing one grating to another could not be done
because of non-linearity and this produced the results in
fig. 8. which are not possible.

To solve this issue, a laser source with continuous
wave(CW) source could be used instead of pulsed laser.
This would allow for a longer integration time as the source
is not pulsed, which means the IR-camera can work in
the linear range of its detector because more light reaches

the detector. Getting a new camera with correct triggering
would also improve on the measurement, so it can be made
sure that each frame captures a single laser pulse if a
pulsed soruce is still used. For this new camera it could
also be good to have information about the linearity of its
counts-levels to have data on how it behaves. This way the
analysis could compensate for the non-linearity.

C. Measurement with photodiode
In the second method, the photodiode was used to

measure out-coupled light from the gratings. Following
the same procedure as explained above to couple in to
the waveguide, the diode was placed above the gratings
to be measured. The diode was then connected with a
50 Ω load to a Tektronix oscilloscope to visualise the
signal. Using the storage function of the oscilloscope, one
signal with laser coupled in to the waveguide was saved
and then compared to a signal with the laser not coupled
in, but still on. The difference between the peaks of the
signals represented the amount of light out-coupled by the
gratings, eliminating the interfering scattered light from
the laser hitting the diode.

Measurements from the photodiode are presented in fig.
9. The higher peak is measured with laser light coupled in
to the waveguide, while the lower is with laser light not
coupled into it. A voltage difference of 600 mV can be
seen. For this measurement, the photodiode was placed
over several gratings, 6 in total. It was impossible to get
any difference with out-coupled light from a single grating.

An issue with both method was coupling light into the
waveguides. While it was possible to get good coupling,
the amount of light that was coupled in to the waveguides
could vary a lot between times. Having maximum light
coupled in to the waveguide is important when using long
waveguides where much of the light might be lost in the
waveguide, as well as to get as high light intensity out to
the diode. Both the photodiode and the IR-camera method
used relative measurements, so the analysis itself is not
affected by this problem. Alternative methods could use
optical fibers as done in [13], to improve on the setup even
further and producing more reliable results and maybe
making measurement with photodiode possible due to
more out-coupled light.

D. Gas measurement
Measurements were also made with the chip in the

gas chamber holder. Coupling in to the waveguides was
successful and it was possible to see the light out of the
gratings with the camera. The problem with the holder
was that the metal casing and window for the camera
scattered the laser light back onto the chip. This also
made comparative measurements impossible, in combina-
tion with the short pulse time of the laser mentioned in
the IR-camera method.

For the measurement, the flow controllers were used
to alternatively switch between the gases. First nitrogen
was pumped into the chamber to clear it out and to
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Figure 9. Two signals from the photodiode displayed on the oscil-
loscope using the capture-function. The difference between the high
and low peak is equal to the amount of light out-coupled by the
gratings of the splitter tree.

have a measurement with a gas specie that does not
absorb the laser light. With the laser set at the shortest
wavelength that the Odin laser was capable of, one series
of short integration time images was taken with the IR-
camera. The nitrogen was then turned off and the methane
valve opened and was pumped into the chamber for 20
seconds before taking another series of images. In the same
manner, nitrogen was then pumped into the chamber and
the wavelength was increased with 0.5 nm before new
images were taken. This was repeated for the range 3253
to 3263 µm which contains a methane absorption peak.

From the analysis in matlab, a very small dip at the
absorption peak of methane at 3260 nm could be seen but
was too small to be confirmed as gas-induced difference.
The laser power varied between wavelengths and could
have affected the measurements. The laser power over the
spectrum was characterized at the end of the project. The
waveguides on the prototype was not very long and better
results might have been possible to achieve if a longer
waveguide was used.

The chip holder as well as the delivery system used for
the gas measurements could be improved to some extent.
First of all, the gas valves were controlled by hand which
was not precise in time or flow of gas for each measure-
ment. Using computer-controlled flow controllers would be
better, allowing for the exact same condition to be used
in each measurement. The design of the holder itself could
also be reworked to make sure no light scattering occurs
from the metal casing and front window which was a big
issue when analysing the images.

V. Analysis of on-market sensors
Currently, there are a range of optical CO2-sensors

available on the market. It is therefore important when
developing a new gas sensor to analyse the characteristics
of these to determine what to aim for to be able to
compete with current sensors, and what to improve. It is

important to note that there are many specialized sensors
for certain applications, but focus in this study is on
medical applications.

A. Medical aspects of gas sensing
Using gas sensors in medical applications is of impor-

tance, as many parameters can be analysed from, for
example, our breath. Sensors in these devices require
different characteristics from sensors used in industry or
commercial applications. In medical use, a detection range
of 0 - 15 % is of interest when analysing breath CO2
because a normal value is around 5 % [11]. With disease
this may vary and most sensors offer a range of 0 - 13 %.
Keeping up with respiratory patterns is also of concern. A
healthy individual breathes about 12 - 16 times/minute
[11] at rest. Disease conditions such as pneumonia, an
inflammatory condition in the lungs, may increase the
breathing rate drastically. This is especially the case for
children in development countries, where this disease is a
leading cause for child deaths [14]. For children with this
disease, breathing up to 50 breaths/minute [15] is possible
and it is important that the sensor can cope with such
breathing rates.

Medical devices that utilize gas sensors include ventila-
tors, capnographs and anaesthesia machines. Often, the
sensors used in these machines are bulky and hard to
integrate in a good way into the device. This leads to non-
optimal placement of the sensor where it might not show
accurate data. For example, in measurement of CO2 in
breath, the sensor is placed far away from the patient as an
external part of the tubing. Instead, it would be better if
the sensor could be integrated in the tubing itself, allowing
for measurement closer to the patient and more accurate
data acquisition.

B. Sensor-analysis
For this study, a number of commercially available

medical devices that integrate CO2-sensors were analysed.
Capnographs were the main device as they directly mea-
sure CO2, but some multi-gas analysers were also included.
The results are shown in table 1.

It is clearly seen that a measurement range between 0 -
15 % is necessary in order for the sensor to be applied in
medical devices. Having a higher range is not necessary, as
breath CO2-values rarely reach that high. For the speed-
column, the data varied between rise time of the measure-
ment or the frequency of breath the sensor could work
with. A frequency of 2.5 to 4 Hz is the average for most
capnographs, and should cope well with high breathing
rates. The accuracy of most devices was 0.26 % absolute
while the relative accuracy varied a lot. Relative accuracy
means that when measuring a larger concentration, the
accuracy of the measurement decreases.

The two characteristics that could be of interest to
improve on from the results of this report are accuracy and
speed. Improving on these could lead to gas sensors being
applicable in other devices or measurement methods than
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Table I
Characteristics of CO2-sensors in medical devices.

Sensor Range Speed Absolute accuracy Relative accuracy
Capnostat 5 0 - 19.7 % < 60 ms rise time 0.26 % 5 - 10 %
imtmedical MultiGasAnalyser OR-703 0 - 20 % < 90 ms rise time 0.25 % 2 - 4 %
imtmedical FlowAnalyzer PF-300 0 - 20 % - 0.3 % 8 %
Masimo EMMA Capnometer 0 - 13 % 2.5 Hz 0.26 % 6 %
Microcaop Handheld Capnograph 0 - 13 % 2.5 Hz 0.26 % 5 %
LifeSense I LS1-9R 0 - 13 % 4 Hz 0.26 % 8 %
VM-2500-S/M 0 - 15 % 2.5 Hz 0.2 % 2 %
Capnocheck II Hand-Held Capnograph 0 - 10 % 2.5 Hz 0.26 % 4 %
LifeSense II LS1 0 - 13 % 4 Hz 0.26 % 8 %
Masimo ISA Capnography 0 - 13 % 2.5 Hz 0.2 % 2 %
Masimo ISA OR+ Multigas Monitoring 0 - 15 % < 250 ms rise time 0.2 % 2 %
CAPNOX CAPNOS 0 - 10 % 1.65 Hz 0.26 % 5 %

before. New techniques to measure different parameters in
the body could be possible with the help of more accurate
and faster sensors [16].

Another aspect that is not included in the table is the
size of the device where the sensor is integrated. A sensor
using waveguide technology would have a advantage over
older sensors since it can be built into areas with space
limitations, for example tubing in ventilators or hand-held
devices used in the field. In other words, not only could
a sensor have a higher performance than its competitors,
but it would also gain access to a larger market with other
applications than before.

VI. Future work
The laboratory part of this project could be improved

in several ways. First of all, measurements with a CW
laser source and a better IR-camera as stated in the
discussion could be done in order to actually provide good
measurements for characterization of the waveguide losses.

Secondly, new setups could be explored. For example
coupling with optical fibers could be used, and more
work on a gas delivery system could be made. The gas
chamber holder for the chip can be reworked to avoid
scattering-issues, which in this project made measure-
ments impossible. A more reliable system than the manual
gas-valve setup used here could give better results from
gas measurements, utilizing some computer-controlled gas-
valves making for example simulation of human breathing
possible.

VII. Summary
To summarize this project, the follwing has been done:
1) A program for sensitivity vs. length analysis has

been made. For a waveguide total loss of 0.1 dB/cm,
a waveguide length of about 10 cm is necessary for
optimal sensitivity.

2) A laboratory setup has been built and measurements
with an IR-camera, a photodiode and gas has been
done. The setup worked well, but new measurement
methods with for example a new, better IR-camera
and a continuous laser source in order to give accu-
rate, reliable measurements.

3) A study of current on-market CO2-sensors for medi-
cal applications has been done, analysing some of the
important characteristics required to meet today’s
standard. A detection range of 0 - 15 % with an
absolute accuracy of 0.26 % is necessary to compete
with current sensors. Areas of improvement could
be accuracy and speed, enabling new application
of medical gas sensors. The size of these sensors
could also be reduced, allowing for integration of gas
sensors in hand-held devices.

All in all, if an integrated system utilizing waveguides
could be made, new gas sensor applications would be
possible. Not only would the improvements to speed and
selectivity that optical sensors have allow for better sens-
ing, but the size of the waveguide technology would allow
for integration of these sensors into devices where they
before could not fit.

Possible medical application could be, as mentioned,
in tubing of ventilators and flow analysers but also in
hand-held devices. These devices will most certainly play
a bigger role in society as health care move into the
patients’ home, making easier and more reliable point-of-
care testing possible.

With the use of the CMOS fabrication techniques,
mass production of these sensors could lead to increased
availability. Access to reliable, fast and accurate sensors
could become available in areas or countries where more
advanced devices are not affordable.
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Automatic Measurement Setup for Characterization
of On-Chip Tunable Grating Couplers

Kristian Wahlqvist and Felix Caesar

Abstract—Grating couplers are used for coupling between
optical fibers and on-chip silicon photonics waveguides. Efficient
fiber-to-chip coupling is elemental in in the development of
photonics, making the process of evaluating new grating coupler
designs vital. The idea of tunable grating couplers is to use
parallel plate actuation to manipulate the power distribution of
the coupled light, thus affecting coupling efficiency and opening
for implementation of applications such as laser scanning and
ranging on chip. As new grating coupler designs are developed,
they need to be evaluated through experiments to determine
their behavior. Hence, there is a need to develop a reliable and
repeatable method for characterization. We have successfully
designed and implemented an automated measurement setup that
can be used to characterize tunable grating couplers. We have
also showed that tunable grating couplers can in fact be used to
optimize coupling efficiency between optical fibers and on-chip
silicon photonics waveguides.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTICAL glas fibers are unrivaled in long distance
transmission, along with on-chip photonics, they make

up the key components for optical communication systems.
The coupling between these devices are crucial to ensure
efficient power transfer, this is often achieved by the use
of an on-chip grating coupler. Precision is highly important
when aligning the optical fiber and grating coupler, and the
grating coupler characteristics must be taken into account.
By placing the grating coupler on a cantilever, a voltage can
be applied to the chip causing the grating to bend. This can
be used to change the angle of the light entering the fiber,
thus manipulating the coupling efficiency after assembly. This
report will focus on the development and implementation of
an automated measurement algorithm to characterize on-chip
tunable grating couplers.

A. Optical Fibers

Modern microprocessors operate at an extraordinary speed.
Intel’s Pentium 4 processor, released as early as 2002, operates
at 2.4 GHz, while the data that travels on a copper bus
is limited to only 400 MHz. When it comes to data rates,
copper has become a bottleneck in modern communication
systems and computers [1]. A solution to this is to replace
conventional copper cables with optical fibers. Optical fibers
have a higher bandwidth than copper cables, and signals can
travel close to the speed of light. This makes them suitable for
long distance communication and carrying large amounts of
data. They are also immune to electromagnetic interference,
and other advantages as stated by [2]. The closer we can

bring fiber optics to the microprocessor, the larger the gain
in performance is. An optical fiber consists of a core and
cladding, usually made of glass, where the core has higher
refractive index, causing total internal reflection. Because of
the higher refractive index, the light is encapsulated in the core
of the fiber, allowing it to act as a waveguide for the light. The
most common type of optical fiber has a core diameter of ca
10 µm [3].

B. Silicon Photonics

Constructing silicon based optical devices is important
because devices can be made on a micro scale, it also makes it
possible to manufacture them with preexisting semiconductor
fabrication techniques, which are used to create conventional
electronic chips. This enables for mass production at a very
cheap cost [4]. Also, when photonics can easily be integrated
on silicon chips, hybrid chips can be constructed, where
electronic and optical components are integrated on a single
device [5]. Silicon also has a very high refractive index which
enables construction of microscopic optical waveguides, which
can have a width as small as 50 nanometers.

C. Waveguides and Grating Couplers

To integrate photonics on silicon chips, two key components
are needed, waveguides and couplers. Grating couplers are the
most commonly used couplers, but many other exists. Optical
waveguides maneuver electromagnetic waves and work on
the same principle as optical fibers, by propagating the elec-
tromagnetic waves by using materials of different refractive
index. The on-chip optical waveguides are used to maneuver
the electromagnetic waves in the same fashion as copper
wires are used to maneuver electrical signals on conventional
chips. Waveguides are not only used too maneuver light to
a specific location, but are used for many other applications,
such as filtering, detection and modulation. Grating couplers
are used to facilitate the light into and out of waveguides.
They are needed because the large size difference between
waveguides and fibers makes coupling of light difficult. The
grating coupler can be designed to accept different types of
power distributions. To couple with fibers, the gratings are
designed to accept a gaussian power distribution to match with
the power distribution of the light traveling through the fiber.
When the grating coupler is hit by a beam coming out of the
fiber, part of the beam is transmitted into the waveguide, the
rest is lost through reflection and refraction. The relationship
between transmitted light and lost light is highly dependent
on the angle between the gratings and the beam [6].
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D. Tunable Grating Couplers

The alignment between the fiber and grating coupler is
essential in the system integration of silicon photonic chips.
The connection is often established by gluing the fiber and
grating coupler together. However, this can easily create errors
during assembly because of misalignment when glueing the
fiber to the chip. Glue also tends to drift over time which
affects coupling efficiency in long term use. A possible solu-
tion to this problem is to use MicroElectroMechanical Systems
(MEMS) to manipulate the coupling between the fiber and
grating coupler post-assembly. MEMS are microscopic devices
ranging in size from 20 µm to a millimeter and can be used for
small scale measurements and actuation [7]. Errando-Herranz
[8] have for the first time demonstrated that a cantilever
containing a grating coupler manipulated through electrostatic
parallel plate actuation can be used in optimizing the coupling
between the fiber and grating and thereby increasing power
transfer. When a voltage is applied over the cantilever and the
chip’s substrate, it acts as a capacitor and a force is generated
between the cantilever and substrate. Depending on the voltage
level applied, the cantilever will start to bend. As Figure 1
shows, this can be used to tune the coupling between the fiber
and grating, which can be utilized post-assembly. This can also
be used on the output grating, which gives the ability to control
the angle of the light as it exits the waveguide. By measuring
the power distribution from the output of the grating coupler,
different attributes of the gratings can be evaluated. Since the
angle of the light shifts when the cantilever bends, it can be
used to point the light in different directions depending on
the voltage applied. Which means this MEMS might be the
first step in miniaturizing applications that need to steer laser
beams, such as LIDAR and other ranging and 3D scanning
implementations.

Fig. 1. A visual representation of how the mode mismatch can be corrected
through actuation. The picture originates from [8].

E. Motivation

As new designs for grating couplers are made, they need to
be characterized through experiments, and not just simulations.
The power output of the tunable grating coupler is dependent

on the angle and position of the fibers, as well as the voltage
applied over the grating coupler. Because of the many degrees
of freedom, it would be extremely time consuming to do
these measurements manually, hence the need to develop an
automated measurement setup that can perform these kind of
tests on the chip. There is also a need to investigate how you
will characterize the device from these input parameters. With
an automated process, multiple parameters can be modified
during the process, and the results can be visually presented
a desired way. An automated approach to the chip characteri-
zation will require only basic fiber to grating alignment to be
done manually.

F. Objectives

Create an automated and repeatable process for characteri-
zation of an on-chip tunable grating coupler.

• All components used in the setup should be studied to en-
sure repeatability throughout the entire characterization.

• Implement the final characterization algorithm in a single
program that should be easy to use and display the result
in an intuitive way.

• Use the results to characterize a given chip.

II. METHOD

A. Setup

To send an optical signal in to the chip waveguide, a laser
was used. The laser couples to an optical fiber which directs
the laser onto the chip. A second fiber was used on the output
side for the output light to enter into. This fiber couples to a
photodetector which converts the optical signal to a voltage,
which can then be measured by a multimeter. The output fiber
is attached to a rotation stage that allows for changing the
fiber angle towards the chip. The device and fiber can be seen
through a microscope in Figure 3. Both fibers are attached to
three piezo electric motors on xyz configured stages which
allows control of the fiber positions to carefully align them to
the input and output gratings on the chip. A visualization of
the setup can be seen in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. A mockup of the general setup of the equipment.
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Fig. 3. The tested device with optimally aligned fibers and voltage probe.
Angle ↵ is the angle between the fiber and chip surface normal. The total
length of the waveguide in the figure is 470 µm.

1) Equipment: The following equipment was used in the
setup:

1) HP 34401A Multimeter
2) Ericsson PGT20102/01350, 1.549 µm wavelength laser
3) AG-LS25 Piezo Electric Motors
4) Signatone Voltage Probe
5) Keysight E36106A DC Power Supply
6) Thorlabs DET01CFC Photodetector
7) Newport M-RS40 Rotation Stage

B. Examination of Equipment

When conducting an experiment, repeatability is highly
important for the results to be reliable. The same test
should yield the same results when conducted under the
same circumstances. It is therefore necessary to study the
equipment carefully, and to take possible limitations into
account when designing a suitable characterization method.
To assemble the complete characterization method to an
automatic program, the ability to control all equipment
through the Matlab interface is necessary.

1) Motors: The motor’s movement are not directly
repeatable and their step length is not consistent for individual
steps. The length of one step may vary between forward
and backward direction, and may also depend on the motor
alignment. A motor moving in horizontal direction might
have a different step length than a motor moving in a vertical
direction. Each motor can be set to a specific step amplitude,
increasing or decreasing the step length. The step amplitude
is a relative measure proportional to the voltage applied to the
motor. It does not necessarily linearly correlate to the actual
length of one step. When sweeping the fiber over the output
grating coupler, it is necessary to connect the movement of
the fiber to actual length. Therefore the motor movement
needs to be characterized in terms of actual step length in
micrometers, and any inconsistencies in step length between
different directions might need to be compensated for. This
can then be evaluated for different step amplitudes, and a
suitable step amplitude can be chosen to match demands on
accuracy and precision for the final characterization algorithm.

2) Photodetector: The instructions for the photodetector
shows that voltages higher than 12 V might damage the
device. It was therefore necessary to limit the laser signal
strength measured by the photodetector. Since the output
voltage is directly proportional to the laser’s power output,
output power on the laser could be adjusted if it showed to
be too high.

3) Rotation Stage: To evaluate the grating coupler
characteristics for different angles of the fiber, the fiber angle
must be changed between measurements. This was done by
using a rotation stage attached to the output fiber, allowing
the fiber angle to easily be manipulated. The rotation stage
is a manual device and can not be controlled through the
Matlab interface, meaning that the angle has to be manually
configured between tests for different angles.

4) Background Noise: Because the fiber alignment is highly
sensitive. Even the smallest vibration or breath of air can
cause the fiber or chip to move slightly and thereby affect the
measured signal. This sensitivity adds some noise to the signal
measured by the photodetector. If the maximum output voltage
for a measurement is too close to the background noise, it will
cause problems when finding the point for optimal alignment.
In this case, the laser output power can be adjusted to get a
stronger signal, thus reducing impact of the background noise.

C. Characterization of Motor Movement

Because we can not directly measure the length of a
single step of the motors, it needs to be estimated through
indirect tests. To estimate the length of a single step and
how the amplitude of the motors affects the length of a step,
two algorithms were constructed; The first algorithm was
designed to calculate the average step length at different
amplitudes and the second algorithm was designed to evaluate
the consistency of the average step length calculated in the
first algorithm. If the steps prove to be consistent enough,
the average step length is estimated as the actual length of a
single step.

1) The Average Step Length: This algorithm is visualized
in Figure 4 a). It works by sweeping the motor over its entire
travel range for a specified axis and counting the number of
steps it took. The length of the maximal travel range is known,
so the average step length can be calculated by dividing the
travel range with the number of counted steps from end to
end. The sweep is done in both positive and negative motor
direction, thus generating an average step length for each
direction. This is repeated a number of times, and when
finished, the average step length is calculated by taking the
mean value of the average step lengths for each sweep. The
whole process can be set to automatically run through a whole
set of different motor amplitudes. The standard deviation for
the different step lengths in every sweep is calculated and
can be used when evaluating the sufficiency of a certain step
amplitude.
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Fig. 4. a) A flowchart of the the average step length algorithm. b) A flowchart
of the step length consistency algorithm.

2) Step Length Consistency: To evaluate the consistency
of individual steps, the position of the motor needs to be
measured in comparison to some fixed aspect. Since the
power distribution over the grating coupler is fixed, this was
used to determine the motor position. In other words, when
moving the fiber a number of steps forward and then the
same number of steps backwards, the same output power
should be measured by the photodetector if the fiber came
back to the exact same point. If this is not the case, the
steps are inconsistent and this must be compensated for.
This algorithm is visualized in Figure 4 b). Before running
this test, the laser is turned on and the fibers are optimally
aligned. The algorithm works by sweeping the output fiber
a specified number of steps over the output grating coupler,
in positive and then negative motor direction. The output
signal is measured after every step. Since we know that the
grating coupler diffracts the light in a gaussian distribution,
the measured data can be fitted to a gaussian curve for a
more accurate visualization. This generates two curves, one
for positive and one for negative direction. Depending on
the difference of the motor step lengths in each direction,
these curves will show a relative shift. The curves are
then compensated by the difference in their average step
length, calculated by the algorithm in Section II-C1. If the
displacement between the curves becomes close to zero, the
average step length is considered to be a good estimation of
the actual step length of individual steps.

D. Effects on the Power Distribution by Actuation

The algorithm constructed to characterize the tunable grat-
ing coupler is visualized in Figure 5. The idea is to measure
how the power distribution is affected when actuating the
tunable grating coupler for certain voltages. It works by first
adjusting the input and output fiber to find the optimal position
for power transfer by using the algorithm made by [9]. A user
specified voltage in then applied over the cantilever. The output
fiber then shifts a number of steps from the point of optimal

alignment in order for the sweep to envelope the whole power
distribution from end to end. The process is then repeated for
a specified set of voltages. Just as in Section II-C2, every set
of measurements are then fitted to a gaussian curve to make
the data more accurate. This test can be repeated for different
fiber angles, which has to be manually configured between
each test.

Fig. 5. A flowchart of the final algorithm used to characterize the tunable
grating couplers.

III. RESULTS

A. Motor Movement

The algorithm described in Section II-C1 was used calcu-
late the average step length and their standard deviation for
different amplitudes. The results can be seen in Figure 6.
This shows that the step length seems to increase somewhat
linearly with the amplitude, and also that a step in positive
direction is longer than a step in negative direction. The step
lengths and standard deviations are listed in Table I, this
shows that the steps in negative direction has a lower standard
deviation, suggesting that movement in negative direction is
more consistent. The algorithm described in Section II-C2 was
used to study the relationship between the power distribution
in positive and negative direction. The power distribution was
plotted as a function of distance in micrometers and then
compensated based on the difference in positive and negative
step length. Figure 7 is the results of this algorithm applied to
amplitude 35. Figure 7 a) shows the power distribution before
compensation, and Figure 7 b) shows the power distribution
after it has been compensated based on the step lengths from
Figure 6. As Figure 7 b) shows, the compensated curves
are almost perfectly matching. This means that the measured
step length is a good estimation of the actual step length
and can be used to compensate for the differences in step
length when running test which requires moving in both
positive and negative direction. These results are well suited
for future work. Since the characterization algorithm described
in Section II-D only moves in one dimension and direction,
the variation in step length between different directions and
motors did not need to be taken in to account. However, future
tests might require movement in all spacial dimensions and
directions. In this case, knowledge about the motor movement,
and compensation for inconsistencies will be necessary.
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TABLE I
MOTOR MOVEMENT MEASUREMENTS FOR OUTPUT STAGE X-AXIS.

Amplitude 25 30 35 40 45

Positive Step Length [nm] 201.52 291.67 368.81 446.94 532.90

Negative Step Length [nm] 152.62 245.58 330.04 409.24 506.73

Positive Standard Deviation [nm] 2.50 1.99 1.76 1.96 0.95

Negative Standard Deviation [nm] 1.00 0.92 0.56 0.85 0.88

Fig. 6. Results of average step lengths for output stage x-axis in positive
direction.

Fig. 7. a) Gaussian curves before compensation for different step lengths. b)
Gaussian curves after compensation for different step lengths.

B. Characterization of the Tunable Grating Coupler

The algorithm described in Section II-D was used to
determine the relationship between voltage applied over the
tunable grating coupler, the fibers position, the angle of
the fiber and how it affected the power distribution output.
Meaning that the output power was studied with respect to
three parameters: applied voltage, fiber position and fiber
angle. The results are divided into two sections. Section
III-B1 studies the characteristics without any actuation,
while changing the angle and position of the fiber. Section
III-B2 studies the effects of actuation for a specific fiber angle.

Fig. 8. Output voltage as function of distance and fiber angle.

1) Measurements Without Actuation: The algorithm in
Section II-D was used to measure the grating characteristics
without applying any voltage over the grating coupler. The
fiber angle was increased with 1 before each test, starting
from 8. The result can be seen in Figure 8. It shows that the
highest signal was given at 8. The grating coupler is design
to diffract the light in 10 relative the surface normal of the
chip. This means that in theory, the optical fiber should be
directed in this angle for optimal power transfer. However,
when the grating is suspended on a cantilever, the strain in the
silicon causes it to bend slightly upward. This explains why
Figure 8 shows the highest output voltage at an angle lower
than 10. In fact, the output voltage for 8 and 9 was so
high that it risked damaging the photodetector, therefore, the
laser output had to be decreased. This means that the output
voltage for these angles should be even higher than showed in
Figure 8, if they had been measured for the same laser output
as for the other angles. Figure 8 at 15 shows two peaks. This
is because the power distribution from the grating coupler is
not just one peak, but has two smaller peaks next to it that
exits the grating coupler at different angles. This means that
at 15 two peaks are able to couple to the fiber, instead of one.

2) Measurements With Actuation: The algorithm in Section
II-D was used to measure the grating characteristics with
actuation for specific fiber angles. Figure 9 shows the voltage-
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Fig. 9. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 11. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

position relationship when the output fiber is angled 11 from
the chip surface normal. In Figure 9, we observe that the
voltage first decreases, and then increases with actuation. At 11
V and 13 V, two peaks are visible. This can be explained by the
coupling between the power distribution peaks and the fiber as
mentioned in Section III-B1. This means that at 11 V and 13 V,
the cantilever has bent so two different peaks can couple with
the fiber. At 15 V and 16 V, the fiber can only couple with one
peak. The voltage output is higher at 16 V because of better
alignment between the fiber and grating coupler compared to
15 V, even though they are hitting the same peak. This shows
that by applying a voltage over the tunable grating coupler, you
are able to adjust the character of the power distribution. This
gives the freedom to create a better alignment and even switch
between peaks. In principle, altering the fiber and grating
coupler angle relationship by changing the angle of the fiber,
or changing it through actuation, should yield same result,
which corresponds to our results. This can be observed from
the similarities of Figure 9 at 11 V and Figure 8 at 15.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have successfully designed and implemented an auto-
mated measurement setup that can be used to characterize
tunable grating couplers. We have also determined the step
length in the motors and shown how to utilize it in a repeatable
way, establishing the authenticity of the results from the
automatic measuring setup. The results from characterizing the
tunable grating coupler shows that by applying a voltage, the
power distribution can be set to different angles and thereby
increase or decrease coupling. This shows just how important
accurate alignment between the fiber and grating coupler is,
as just one degree in difference has a huge effect on power
transmission. Our results suggests that these tunable grating
couplers can in fact be used to counteract bad initial alignment
during assembly and displacement because of long term drift.

A. Future Work

1) Further Tests With Algorithms Presented in This
Report: The data and results presented in this report can be

further analyzed to improve future designs of tunable grating
couplers, as well as providing valuable information that can
be taken into account before considering future applications
of these devices. The code used in this project can easily be
used to create more thorough tests of devices, by testing for
smaller steps between voltages and angles.

2) Full Automation: To fully automate the process, the
rotation stage needs to be controlled through the Matlab
interface. First, this requires an electronic rotation stage.
Second, this requires an algorithm for optimal alignment in
vertical direction, since changing the fiber angle changes the
distance between the fiber tip and the chip. The alignment
in vertical direction can not be done in the same way as in
the horizontal plane just by searching for the optimal spot,
because if the output power increases when moving closer
to the chip, this might cause the fiber to crash down on the
grating coupler, thus damaging both the device and the fiber.

3) Effects of Different Wavelengths: Grating couplers show
different characteristics for light of different wavelengths,
to evaluate these effects, a tunable laser is needed. The
code provided by this project can without too much hassle
be modified to run the same tests, but changing the laser
wavelength between tests, thereby providing more information
about the grating coupler characteristics. For implementations
in communication systems, light can be modulated to carry in-
formation on different frequencies. The grating characteristics
for different wavelengths will be very important to consider
in this case.

APPENDIX
MEASUREMENTS FOR ALL TESTED ANGLES

This appendix shows measurements for all tested angles.
Figure 10-17 shows the scatter plots of the measured data as
well as the gaussian curves for applied voltages 0, 11, 13, 15
and 16 V.

Fig. 10. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 8. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.
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Fig. 11. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 9. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

Fig. 12. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 10. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

Fig. 13. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 11. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

Fig. 14. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 12. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

Fig. 15. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 13. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.

Fig. 16. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 14. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.
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Fig. 17. Output voltage as a function of position for fiber angle 15. Figure
shows curves for different applied voltages.
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Study of a Battery Driven Electrohydrodynamic
Thruster

Kajsa Hjort and Elias Hachichou

Abstract—Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) thrusters hold promise
to provide more efficient thrust than propeller driven systems for
small drones. However, the fact is that there is incomplete analysis
in the area and that no work has yet studied the capacities of
battery driven EHD thrusters. This study shows how a battery
system from a commercial Arc-Lighter can produce a suitable
voltage for an EHD thruster, with 7.1 kV. Using the battery
system to drive a single EHD thruster, the EHD thruster could
only lift 13.3 ppm of the total weight of a battery system and
EHD thruster. However, the low value is due to a low-quality
thruster. If the battery system would be used with suitable high-
quality EHD thrusters from literature, approximately 5% of the
total weight could be reached when at least 20% is needed for
airplane drones to lift. In conclusion, the battery system is not
sufficient for lifting the total weight. Still, in future, with more
work on both EHD thruster and a battery system providing a
higher voltage, there might be possible to have small airplane
drones with battery driven EHD thrusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

DRONES have a very diverse use, in fields such as
transport, rescue, surveillance, military and as toys. [1]

The different fields have made drones a good research topic for
improvements. One of the problems with drones is their power
source, nowadays most often propellers. The blades make them
both louder and less efficiency than they could be. One alter-
native power source for drones could be electrohydrodynamic
(EHD) thrusters. Compared to propellers, the EHD thrusters
is quieter and have theoretically better efficiency. [1]

The EHD thruster ionizes the air to create a wind, instead of
using moving parts. [1] The lack of moving parts could make
the EHD thruster more reliable, easier to produce and possibly
give a longer life span due to less tear on the parts. However,
EHD thruster has still problems, which are the reason there are
no ion-drones on the market. One of the big problems is the
current electrical system delivering the high voltage needed to
power the thruster, which is not portable or easy to implement
into the drones in a commercial way [1]

The concept of EHD was developed in the early 60’s when
the EHD thruster got introduced by Alexander de Seversky.
[2] EHD is used in air filtration, cooling, jet printing, EHD-
speakers, propulsion and other situations where an air flow is
needed and ordinary methods, such as fans, are not suitable.
The EHD thruster has also been implemented in deep space
vessels by NASA for several missions in which they bring the
propellant with them. [3] The advantage with ion thrusters in
space, is the high efficiency they have compared to traditional
rocket propulsion. Even though they run at high voltages they
can keep the power consumption low because of the very low
currents.

This bachelor thesis focuses on the feasibility to implement
a battery driven system to an EHD thruster, to explore if the
battery driven EHD thruster could produce enough force to be
able to lift itself.

II. THEORY

The theory for understanding the steps and components to
make the battery system for an EHD thruster is presented in
this section. In addition to what is presented, it is good to read
on transformers and AC to DC converters. (Since this thesis is
a Bachelor’s Thesis, it is advised that AC to DC converters and
transformers should not be included.) The theory is needed to
better understand the challenges in powering an EHD thruster.

A. EHD Thruster

The EHD thruster is first introduced to give an understand-
ing of the thrusters’ components and important parts, why the
high voltage is needed and why an EHD thruster could be a
suitable alternative to propellers.

EHD thrusters consist of two electrodes, with a distance
L between them (figure 1a). [1] One of the electrodes acts
as a cathode and the other as an anode. The anode is where
the ions, which come from the cathode is collected. The ions
are attracted to the anode because of the Coulomb’s force.
The attraction happens in the so-called ’drift layer’. [4] The
attraction will create a wind because the ions clashes with
neutral molecules (figure 1b), which then create a new electron
and positive charged air molecule and the collision starts again.
The phenomenon is called electron avalanche effect and will
create the thrust, which is needed to lift the EHD thruster.

Figure 1. a) The EHD thruster with a needle as cathode and a mesh as anode.
b) An enlargement of the drift region, where free electrons collide with the air
and create new free electrons

The cathode side is made of a defined number of sharp
emitters with a distance to the anode, L, and an EHD thrusters
diameter, D, (figure 1). The sharp emitters are used because
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of the electrical field, E is larger at a sharp emitter than at
a curvature. They should be spaced equally over the whole
cathode to make the best airflow. Therefore, the air can
be ionized at lower voltages. [1], [5] For an Example of
how a cylinder-shaped thruster may look, see the prototypes
(figure 7).

The wires from the EHD thruster are connected to a power
supply, which delivers a defined voltage. The lowest voltage
used for EHD thrusters is around 3 kV because at 3 kV the
air is ionized, creating a Corona discharge. [6]

The longer L is, the higher voltage is needed to give the
optimal force. The optimal force will be larger if the voltage
is increased and therefore the length is important. If the length
is too short and the voltage is too high, an arc discharge bridge
will appear which will short circuit the EHD thruster.

1) Corona Discharge: To understand the optimal structure
of an EHD thruster, the corona discharge needs to be known.
If the voltage reaches a value higher than the Peek’s Corona
Inception Voltage, CIV, a corona is generated. The air starts
to be ionized at the CIV voltage. The corona occurs because
the E-field in the system is shifting. [7] To decide the CIV,
Equation 1 can be used. This Equation is specified for air. The
value depends on the distance between anode and cathode, L,
and the needle radius, rw. [6]

CIV = 3 · 106 · (1 + 0.0301
√
rw

) · rw · ln L

rw
) (1)

For Example, if the radius is 0.1 mm and the air gap is 30 mm,
the CIV is 6.86 kV. With a voltage of little over 6.86 kV, there
will be a corona discharge.

The created corona discharge is especially notable by the
conductors’ surface. The corona discharge is strongest at this
point because the conductor’s area has the highest dielectric
flux density. The flux density will increase when the voltage is
increased beyond the critical value. If the voltage becomes too
high an arc discharge will happen. The arc discharge appears
because of the ionization layer. The arc discharge will short-
circuit the system and no thrust is produced. However, if
the value is exactly below the critical value before the arc
discharge, the maximum air flow is produced. [6], [8]

2) EHD Thruster Design: The thruster consists of two
major parts, the cathode and the anode. The cathode radius,
rw, should optimally be small to be able to create a corona,
see Equation 1. The design of the anode is built on two
things: the collection area, and the airflow capability. A larger
surface leads to a higher collection of ions, resulting in a more
efficient airflow. But a larger surface area, depending on the
construction, can block the airflow or make the construction
inefficient and heavy. The vertical sheet has the advantage
that the sheet does not block the airflow. The other type of
cathode is a horizontal sheet of metal. The horizontal collector
gives an even spread of ions giving a better” pull” of the
surrounding air. To allow airflow, the sheet has several holes.
A more convenient solution is to use a mesh instead of a sheet.
The mesh type of collector has been proven in earlier work to
be the best option. [9]

Another important thing to consider when constructing EHD
thrusters is to have a constant E-field in the thruster. If there

are sharp corners, there will be a higher electrical field at
these corners. The corners can cause an arc discharge and
a short circuit if the voltage is too high. The corners can
also cancel parts of the thrust. Because of these problems, an
optimal figure is a circle for both the anode and the cathode.
However even though the circle structure is important, the
most important part is to use a direct current power supply.
[1]

B. Electric system

The battery system used in the report is a system which
includes an AC to DC transformer, micro-controller and a
bipolar transistor. The battery system is a circuit which is
specifically made to create an arc. The specialized circuit
means that the system needs to be modified to work with
EHD applications. One problem is that the output is something
closer to AC and not DC. To solve the problem, a DC to
AC converter can be used. The converter makes the output to
AC, which is not favorable for the EHD thruster. One way to
convert AC to DC is the use of a rectifier.

1) Rectifier: The most common use of a diode is to be part
of a rectifier. A rectifier converts AC to DC and the rectifier
works because the diode only allows electrons to flow in one
direction. The simplest rectifier consists of only one diode is
called a half bridge and a rectifier with four diodes (figure 2)
is called a full bridge. A full wave bridge must be used if both
of the half cycles should contribute. Because if not, the filter
will either take the negative or positive part only, erasing the
other part. [10]

+

-

Figure 2. Full-bridge rectifier that works as an AC to DC converter.

With the help of the circuit, the signal will go from full
wave to just positive or negative part.

A smoothing capacitor can be used to get a signal closer to
DC. By putting a smoothing capacitor after the rectifier, the
smoothing capacitor minimizes the ripple and creates a signal
with more DC characterizations. The smoothing capacitor
gives a higher voltage because the signal is more stable
because of less ripple. The capacitor gives a better signal
overall if DC is wanted. To calculate the size of the capacitor,
the following Equation can be used [11]:

τ =
1

f
� Rload · C (2)

In the Equation, C is the capacitance, I is the current, f is the
frequency, Rload is the resistance of the load, and tau, τ , is
the time constant.
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C. Thrust

To determine if the thruster can lift itself the thrust is
needed. To lift the EHD thruster straight up, as in a quadcopter
or a helicopter, the thrust (T) needs to be greater than the
gravity (T ≥ mg). To calculate the thrust for the thruster, the
following Equation can be used, if the pressure before and
after is simplified to the same value:

∂m

∂t
= Density · V elocity ·Area (3)

F = (
∂m

∂t
)1 · V1 − (

∂m

∂t
)0 · V0 (4)

V1 is the outlet velocity and V0 is the velocity in. ∂m
∂t is the

mass flow rate. [12] If the experiment is conducted in a space
without any wind the air velocity is 0 m/s in the beginning. For
Example, if the mass is 2 g and the collector area is 7.07 cm2,
the thruster need to create 4.7 m/s to lift.

D. Efficiency

Knowing the efficiency of the system is important to be able
to determine if there is more power to get out and how much
energy is lost. To calculate the efficiency the input power and
output power should be known.

1) Electric Power: The input power for the EHD thruster
can be calculated with the current and voltage from the battery
system using this Equation:

Pelectric = U · I (5)

In the Equation, U is the voltage and I is the current.
2) Mechanical Power: The output power for the EHD

thruster can be calculated with the wind speed from the
thruster using the following Equation:

Pmechanic =
1

2
Aρv3 (6)

where A is the outlet area of the thruster, ρ is the air density
and v is the wind speed.

3) Efficiency: Efficiency is then calculated by getting the
ratio of the input and output power.

η =
Pmechanic

Pelectric
(7)

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The purpose of the study was to test if a battery system
could produce enough power to drive an EHD thruster i.e.
that the EHD thruster could lift itself and the battery system.
The design for the electrical system consisted of an electrical
lighter, bought from eBay (figure 3). The Arc-Lighter uses the
arc created from the high voltage as a heat source, to be able
to light various things such as cigarettes.

Figure 3. Arc-Lighter from eBay, from where the battery system is extracted.

The reason why an Arc-Lighter was chosen was because
the battery system had to be a small electrical system that
can deliver high enough voltage to be able to create a Corona
Discharge. The implemented components made it easy to go
to the other problem, instead of making the circuit from
scratch (figure 4). The Arc-Lighter consists of a DC to AC
converter with a transformer to amplify the voltage. In this
Arc-Lighter a double set of converters and transformers was
present (figure 4), since the manufacturer wanted to create a
cross pattern with two arcs (figure 3).

Figure 4. There are two sets of DC to AC converters as well as transformers
and one charge controller and a timer/trigger.

A rectifier was designed to modify the battery system,
converting the high-voltage AC signal to resemble a DC
signal. The Rload, the EHD thruster resistance, was calculated
and found by measuring the highest frequency of the battery
system’s signal. Since the voltage was constantly higher than
1 kV, to protect the equipment either a home-built voltage
divider or a commercially available high voltage probe [13]
were used before the signal was introduced to the measurement
tools. The high voltage probe is basically a voltage divider
with a division factor of 1000. The high voltage probe was
of a much higher quality than the voltage divider made in the
lab and the probe gave a better value for the voltage from
the lighter. However, the high voltage probe could not handle
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a signal with AC characterizes, which is the reason for also
using the voltage divider in the tests without the rectifier.

To find the load, node analysis was used on one of the
prototypes. By knowing the current through and the voltage
over the resistance of the EHD thruster, Rload, could be
calculated (figure 5). Measurement of the current and voltage
before and after the thruster was made with a Fluke 87
multimeter [14], The voltage source is a high voltage power
supply. The Rload included the resistance in the air between
the electrode surfaces and the resistances in the wire.

Lighter+Rectifier

A

RLoad

V

Figure 5. Measuring circuit for current and voltage on the battery system and
the thruster.

The frequency of the battery system was measured by a
Tektronix TDS 340 oscilloscope [15] Equation 2 provided then
the value of the capacitor.

To find the optimal thrust for an EHD thruster powered by
a battery system, five unique EHD thrusters were made. All
designs of the thrusters were drawn in SolidWorks [16] and
3D printed in a Stratasys uPrint SE 3D-printer [17]. All EHD
thrusters consisted of a 2.5 cm long cylinder with a 15 mm
radius (figure 7a, b, c). Each of the thrusters had a unique
design of the collector. However, their tops looked the same.

The top consisted of two beams holding a hollowed circle
in the center for the wires and had three holes for each of
the emitters, the needles (figure 7a, b, c). Needles were used
instead of conventional metal wire because they are easier to
implement in the construction and the current was easier to
control. With wires, there are difficulties with the length of
the wire, not knowing if the wire is the same between models.
These needles were eventually spread throughout the collector.
The needles were from American Probe and Technologies, Inc
and made of nickel-plated tungsten. The radius, rw, of the
needles was 0.6 µm, except for a thicker needle with a radius
of 1 µm. A glue gun was used to glue the needles in place
and to isolate for safety reasons. The glue was also used to
secure the collector to the bottom and isolate the collector’s
parts, which extruded from the EHD thruster. To connect the
collector and the emitter, high voltage wires were soldered to
the collector and emitter for each of the prototypes. To make
the transition, from EHD thruster to high voltage wires safe,
heat shrink tubes were used.

To find the thrust for the five EHD thrusters (Table II),
an experiment was conducted inside a sealed chamber. The
thrusters were connected to the rectifier, the battery system
and to the flow meter. The flow meter was connected to
a 3D-printed funnel to connect better to the EHD thruster
(figure 7d). the funnel was needed since the flow meter’s tube
and EHD thrusters had different diameters.

The flow meter gave an output voltage that could be
converted to Standard Litre Per Minute, SLPM, from a curve

given in the data sheet, given by a researcher in the laboratory
[13]. From the SLPM the trust was calculated and the thrust
value was used to calculate the thruster’s thrust to weight ratio
(If the ratio would reach 1, the EHD thruster could lift itself).
The schematic experimental setup and a picture of the actual
setup are shown in figure 6a and 6b, respectively. The current
was also measured and the power output of the EHD thruster
was calculated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Schematic drawing of the setup that connected to a flow meter
measures wind speed for an EHD thruster.(b) Setup of the experiment in real
life, measuring the thrust for an EHD thruster.

In the setup, five prototypes with different collectors or nee-
dles were measured (Table II). Three different collectors were
used to see how the battery system could handle the different
thrusters. The following thrusters were tested; one prototype
with rough mesh (figure 7c), one fine mesh (figure 7c) and one
vertical collector (figure 7b) to see the difference of thrust for
the battery system with different collectors. Both the thruster
with fine and the one with rough mesh used the same Design
(figure 7c).

The mesh was made of stainless steel and had different
density. The density of the fine mesh was 0.48 kg/m2 and
that of the rough mesh was 1.57 kg/m2. For the prototypes
using a vertical collector, aluminum was used as the material
because aluminum is light weighted and easily forms different
structures.

To have a lighter structure, an updated version of the fine
mesh was made with two pillars as support instead of a full
cylinder, referred to as “open system” (figure7a). If the open
and closed systems had similar thrust, the open system should
be used since its lower weight would give a higher thrust
to weight ratio. Two prototypes were tested with the same
collector and structure but with different sized needles, to see
if the radius of the needle impacted on the thrust. The size of
the needles was 1 µm for the thicker one, and 0.6 µm for the
thinner one, as used in the previous prototypes ( figure 7). All
the prototypes were weighted to be used for the calculation of
the trust and weight ratio. Enlarged versions of all prototype’s
figures are available in the appendix.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Different prototypes of thrusters (a) Two pillars for support
structure, i.e. open system, EHD Thruster. (b) Full cylindrical structure, i.e.
closed system, with a Vertical collector. (c) Closed system with horizontal
collector, (d) Funnel to connect the flow meter to the EHD thruster to decrease
losses

In the last test conducted, several thrusters were connected
to the battery system and the rectifier, to put a greater load
on the system. The thrusters were all the same type, fine
mesh with a thin needle (0.6 µm). However, one was an open
system and the other were closed systems. The thrusters were
connected in parallel to the battery system and the wind speed
was measured on one of the thrusters. The total current was
also measured, the setup of the experiment is in figure 8.

Figure 8. Test set-up for evaluating how much load the battery system
could handle. The battery system was connected to a rectifier which was then
connected to 1, 2 or 3 parallel thrusters.

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Battery system

When the lighter is connected to the oscilloscope through
a voltage divider, a pulsing signal is observed. The highest
pulses had a frequency of 15.2 kHz and a positive pulse
of 10 V and a negative pulse of 25 V (figure 9). Since the
exact voltage division is not known, the figure only shows the
relative variations of the voltage.

A 10 pF capacitor capable of handling 10 kV is used [18],
as the closest available smoothing capacitor to the ideal 12 pF.

Figure 9. Measurement of pulse signals from the lighter connected to an
oscilloscope through a voltage divider. The highest pulses had a positive pulse
of 10 V and a negative pulse of 25 V with a frequency of 15.2 kHz.

The output from the lighter connected to a rectifier with
a smoothing capacitor and a voltage divider and is -50 V,
(figure 10), once again the figure only provides relative values.
The ripple and pulses are smaller and the signal showed more
DC characteristics than without the rectifier (figure 9).

Figure 10. Measurement of pulse signals with an oscilloscope from the lighter
connected to a rectifier with a smoothing capacitor and a voltage divider. The
pulse is -50 V.

The output is 7.1 kV from the lighter when the lighter
is connected to a rectifier with a smoothing capacitor. The
value is measured with a new and fully charged battery. The
voltage decreased when a used battery with reduced charge is
connected.

B. Wind Speed and Thrust

From the thrust experiment, the results are that the thrust
from the open system with a fine mesh and thinner emitters
gave the best thrust of 2.20 µN, and the vertical collector
with the closed system showed the lowest value of 1.86 µN
(Table I, figure 7a and b).

From the thrust value, Table I, the thrust/weight ratio could
be obtained. The open structure with the fine mesh and needle,
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TABLE I
THRUSTERS THRUST VERSUS WEIGHT

Thruster Wind speed m/s Thrust (µN)
Closed1rough mesh 0.0489 2.08
Closed1vertical collector 0.0464 1.86
Closed1fine mesh 0.0504 2.20
Open2fine mesh3 0.0496 2.13
Open2fine mesh4 0.0504 2.20

1 Closed system refers to the structure of the cylinder. Closed
means the cylinder is a full cylinder
2 Open system refers to the structure of the cylinder. Open means
the cylinder have a pillar structure
3 Pillar structure EHD thruster with a thicker needle, radius of
1 µm.
4 Pillar structure EHD thruster with the normal needle, radius of
0.6 µm.

0.6 µm, gave a ratio of 13.3 ppm when the weight for the
entire system is used (weight of battery system and thruster
with glue combined). In comparison, a ratio of 82.4 ppm is
obtained when only relating to the weight of the thruster
(Table VI). The prototype with the least thrust/weight ratio
is the vertical collector that showed 36.1 ppm for the thruster
and 9.78 ppm for the entire system including the EHD thruster.

TABLE II
THRUSTERS THRUST VERSUS WEIGHT

Thruster Thrust/Weight
for Thruster

1 Thrust/Weight
for whole system

2

Rough Mesh 0.0000428 0.000011061
Vertical Collector 0.0000361 0.00000978
Closed fine mesh 0.0000468 0.0000118
Open fine mesh 3 0,0000800 0.0000129
Open fine mesh 4 0.0000824 0.0000133

1 Weight of EHD thruster, including glue, collector and emitters
(14.19 g plus EHD thruster)
2 Weight of the whole system, including the EHD thruster and
the battery system (14.19 g).
3 Pillar structure EHD thruster with a thicker needle, radius of
1 µm
4 Pillar structure EHD thruster with the normal needle, radius of
0.6 µm.

When several thrusters are connected the total current
increased from 116 µA for a single thruster, to 180 µA for two
thrusters and 205 µA for three thrusters, Table III. When three
thrusters are connected the battery system started to overheat.
The wind speed did not change as much as the current did.
A single thruster showed a wind speed of 0.0528 m/s, and for
two and three thrusters in parallel, the value is 0.0538 m/s and
0.0481 m/s, respectively.

TABLE III
PARALLEL THRUSTERS PERFORMANCE

Thrusters IOut(µA) Wind speed(m/s)
1 116 0.0528
2 180 0.0538
3 205 0.0481

The efficiency of the thrusters is very low for all of them,
around 10−8, and the highest power draw from the battery
system is 0.909 W (Table IV)

TABLE IV
THE FINE MESH THURSTER’S POWER

Thruster Current (µA) Power4(W) Power5(nW) Efficiency
Closed1 124 0.880 55.3 6.28E-08
Open2 111 0.781 52.8 6.77E-08
Open3 130 0.909 55.3 6.09E-08

1 Closed system refers to the structure of the cylinder. Closed means the
cylinder is a full cylinder
2 Pillar structure EHD thruster with a thicker needle, radius of 1 µm.
3 Pillar structure EHD thruster with the normal needle, radius of 0.6 µm.
4 Electric Input Power.
5 Mechanical output Power.

V. DISCUSSION

The highest thrust to weight ratio measured is 13 ppm
(when using the weight for the whole system). A lower value
than first anticipated and 13 ppm is also low to be able to lift
only the thruster. A ratio of 1 is needed to be able to lift the
thruster without additional support. Airplanes have with their
wings as lifting support at high enough wind speed. Therefore,
they need only a thrust to weight ratio of around 0.2.

The main reason the thrust is so low seems to be the
thruster design since other reports have shown higher thrust
from similar types of EHD thrusters.

The data from Table I shows that there is no significant
difference in thrust between a closed system and an open
system, which is why the open design is used in the latter
prototypes.

According to the result, it is not possible for the EHD
thrusters including the battery system to lift external help.
as indicated in Table II there is no thrust/weight ratios that
are even close to 1, which need for being able to lift itself.
However, if one of the EHD thruster models from Moreau and
Touchard [9] is used, the battery system in this report should
be able to lift the EHD thruster when using an airplane drone
(Table VI), Example 1.

In Example 1 when the EHD thruster is provided with
14.2 kV, which yields the highest wind speed and therefore
also the highest thrust, of 10 m/s and 86.86 mN respectively.
The lowest values of wind speed and thrust of the Examples
from other articles, [9] is the one with the lowest voltage
giving 1.95 m/s in wind speed and a thrust of 3.29 mN
(Example 4, Table V)

TABLE V
THRUSTERS WIND SPEED, THRUST AND OUTPUT POWER FROM ANOTHER

RESEARCH PUBLICATION

Thruster Wind speed (m/s) Thrust (mN) Power2(W)
Example 1 10 86.6 0.039
Example 2 5 21.6 0.0096
Example 3 4.55 17.9 0.0080
Example 4 1.95 3.29 0.00015

1 Values are taken from figure 4b and 2b in [9] and therefore not exact
numbers
2 P˙electric, Current taken from figure 4b and voltage from 2b in [9]

In the article [9], which focused on designing the thruster, a
wind speed of 4.55 m/s is reached at around 7 kV showing that
the best thruster in this report is relatively inefficient (Table V,
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Example 3). The thrusters in the article [9] do also have a
lower power draw even though they run at higher voltages.
The lower power draw shows that the main reason for the
relatively low air flow achieved in this report is due to bad
thruster design rather than the battery system itself.

TABLE VI
THE THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO OF THE THRUSTER FROM ANOTHER

RESEARCH PUBLICATION.

Thruster Thrust/Weight
for Thruster

1 Thrust/Weight
for whole system

2

Example 1 2.035 0.244
Example 2 0.509 0.0609
Example 3 0.421 0.0504
Example 4 0.077 0.00926

1 Weight of EHD thruster, including glue, collector and
emitters
2 Weight of the whole system, including the EHD thruster
and the battery system (14.19 g).

In the article by, Moreau and Touchard there is no weight
given, so the weight is approximated using the measurements
given and the weights from the thrusters in this report. [9] The
mesh would weight around 0.15 g and the cylinder around
1.78 g. That would make a total weight of the thruster of
1.93 g. As mentioned before, the Example 1 thruster (Table
VI) can lift the EHD thruster and the whole system as an
airplane drone. For Example 3, the Example with voltage
as the battery systems output, the trust weight ratio for the
EHD thrust is 0.421 (Table [9]). The EHD thruster’s ratio
of thrust/weight could with the battery system, produced in
this report, lift itself as an airplane drone. However, the EHD
thruster could not lift itself and the entire system because the
ratio of thrust/weight is too low (0.0504).

The highest power from the article by Moreau and Touchard
is 0.244 W and compared to this report’s (0.909 W), i.e. their
output power is much smaller. The low output power, for
the optimal EHD thruster, means that if modifications to the
system would be done, such as increasing the voltage more
than 7.1 kV. The battery system might be able to provide
enough power for the thruster in Example 1. [9] If so, there
would be possibilities that the EHD thruster could lift itself
and the battery system as an airplane drone

The experiment with the thrusters connected in parallel
showed that the battery system can handle a relatively large
power draw. The thrusters used in this study have already a
large power draw, compared to other reports, which shows that
if used the article’s thruster many more could have been able
to be connect together in parallel. Important to note is that
the battery system started to overheat when three thrusters are
connected, probably due to the higher current.

One of the problems with the experiment is that they
run consecutively, without charging the battery in between.
The uncharged battery could have lead to inaccuracy when
measuring, because of the lower voltage from a slightly less
charged battery can give.

The signal of the battery system after the rectifier had
different characteristics than a typical high voltage power
supply’s output signal. Therefore, this report made its own
research on an optimal EHD. The results are the same results

as in Moreau and Touchard [9] publication, as expected.
However, the thrust at the same voltage is lower for this
report’s EHD thruster than the article’s EHD thruster. An
inaccuracy could be the needles, which is an old needle from
another study. The fact that these old needles are bent should
affect results negatively since the effective radius will be larger
and may be much larger.

VI. FUTURE WORK

There are three big concerns which need to be addressed in
future work: sustainability, higher voltage and lighter weight.
First, the battery system needs to be sustainable, work in all
type of weathers and all type of conditions. The battery needs
to have a longer lifespan, so the battery system can be used
more broadly and effectively.

As mention before, there are Examples of the EHD thruster
that can deliver 10 m/s flow with 14.2 kV. However, the
battery system delivered just slightly above 7.1 kV. To make
the EHD lift both the EHD and the EHD thruster’s battery
system, the battery system needs to deliver a higher voltage.
The voltage could be increased by using a transformer that
provides a higher voltage than the one in the battery system.
The transformer would give a higher voltage which could
sustain the optimal EHD thruster in the article with an EHD
thruster with a flow of 10 m/s. Higher voltage transformer is
possible because the high current contributed to a higher power
output than needed for the 14.2 kV EHD thruster. [9]

The final task which needs to be done to make the project
work is to make both the EHD thruster and the battery system
lighter. A lighter system will enable the system to lift itself
easier without the same need for a higher thrust.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The conducted study of a battery system for an EHD thruster
concludes that there might be a future for small airplane
drones if the battery system would sustain 14 kV. Now with
an optimal EHD thruster, the battery system should be able to
lift only the EHD thruster, if the drone is an airplane model.
However, this observation is not set in stone because there
has not been any tests with the battery system and the optimal
EHD thruster yet.
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Performance of Electrohydrodynamic Thrusters
When Stacked

Axel Olsson and Anton ter Vehn

Abstract—Electrohydrodynamic thrusters or ion crafts are
new potential alternatives to conventional engines. They use
high voltage to produce a thrust in the form of an airflow,
also called an ion wind. The problem when implementing these
thrusters is that they are not efficient enough to compete with
conventional engines. The focus of this report lies on how stacking
affects efficiency and performance, depending on the number of
thrusters used in each stack and how they are combined. This
was accomplished by placing thrusters on top of each other in
different orders and studying how the change in current and
voltage affected the flow of air. From this it was possible to
determine that the performance of multiple thrusters in a stack
could produce a higher flow of air at a greater efficiency than
a single thruster, as the total efficiency increased by the square
root of the number of stacked thrusters. At a potential difference
of 3850 V the efficiency increased from 0.08 ppm to 0.47 ppm
when stacking 1 to 11 thrusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC (EHD) thrusters are mo-
tors with propulsion from ion winds. This phenomena

is usually referred to as electrohydrodynamic thrust. In the
early 20th century EHD thrusters were not considered more
than hobby projects. But when researchers at MIT presented
a report of their own experiments, they found that ion winds
could produce 110 N/kW, compared to a jet engine at 2 N/kW
[1].

This remarkable efficiency gave the EHD thruster technol-
ogy a sudden burst in attention, and something that previously
was considered nothing more but fiction, could have a big
impact on our future society. If they can be made in a small
scale and/or to work together, the potential of more advanced
industrial and transportation applications will increase dra-
matically. For instance, J. A. Vernet at KTH investigated
how plasma actuators can be used to lower air resistance of
vehicles, which Scania is implementing on their products [2].

There are three previous articles which present research in
regards to stacking several EHD thrusters. In 1961 M. Robin-
son concluded when studying a maximum of five thrusters that
the air velocity of EHD thrusters stacked in series increased
slowly when the numbers of stacks was increased [3]. In
2010 a research group from Yonsei university concluded when
studying a more advanced structure of six EHD thrusters in a
stack, that the efficiency of a singular EHD thruster increased
by the square root of the number of stacks [4]. In 2006,
M. Rickard concluded while studying a maximum of seven
thrusters that the efficiency of stacked thrusters increases by
the square root of the number of EHD thrusters [5].

Since previous research has presented different theories but
only considered up a maximum of seven EHD thrusters, the
aim of this project is to investigate the potential of EHD

thrusters. This is accomplished empirically through crafting
and testing. From the result, it is then possible to determine
how EHD thrusters interact when ten or more are stacked
together.

II. PHYSICS BEHIND EHD THRUSTERS, CORONA
DISCHARGE AND PROPULSION

An EHD thruster consists of; A thin or sharp conductor as
an emitter, such as a wire or a needle, a base collector and the
medium between the collector and the emitter. The medium
between is usually atmospheric air but other gases are also
applicable. To achieve an ion wind, a strong electric field is
required between the emitter and the collector. This is achieved
by creating a potential difference, usually in the range of a few
kV, between the emitter and collector [6].

When a electric field interacts with ionised gas, the ions will
be repelled by the emitter and attracted to the collector. This
causes them to move towards the collector. As they move, they
collide with uncharged gas molecules, creating a movement
in the surrounding gas they pass through. This movement
is what is referred to as an ion wind. To produce an ion
wind as described, ions need to be created in the surrounding
environment. One of the most common ways to create such
ions are through the corona discharge in air.

A corona discharge in air is an electric discharge that occurs
near thin wires or sharp edges, such as a wire or a needle. For
EHD thrusters, if a high potential is induced between a sharp
object and another conductive surface, the electrical field will
become nonuniform and concentrated around the sharp object.
This results in a much greater electric field strength close to
the emitter. If the electric field is greater than 1MV/cm [6],
it can give rise to field emission. Field emission is when the
kinetic energy of the electrons is great enough to overcome the
work function of the material, and is excited from the material
[1][3][6].

If the emitter has a negative potential these ions become
negative and due to the difference in potential, they are at-
tracted to the collector. This is known as a negative corona, and
can be seen in figure 1. If the emitter has a positive potential,
the ions become positive. This is known as a positive corona.
For the purposes of creating an ion wind, a negative corona
is more beneficial, as it is the negative ions which transport
the charge in the medium. This causes more collisions and
therefore, a greater momentum in the air [3][6].

All coronas can be characterised by a strong electric field
and ionisation of the air surrounding the conductor/emitter. [6].
This effect occurs when the voltage at the emitter increases
beyond the corona inception voltage or critical voltage (Vcr)
without creating an arch or a spark to nearby surfaces.
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Fig. 1. Visualisation of a negative corona. The electrons are excited due to
the photoelectric effect and saturate the blue area, where negative ions are
created [6]. These then move towards the collector, colliding with the air
particles during the process.

The critical value of the electric field required to initiate a
corona can be described by Peek’s formula [6]:

Ecr = 31δ

(
1 +

0.301√
δr

)
(1)

where the Peek’s formula can be applied to electrodes of
radius r ≈ 0.01− 1cm, given that Ecr is in kV/cm, and δ =
3.92p
T [1] with T in temperature kelvin and pressure p in Hg.
The critical voltage Vcr required between two wires to

initiate a corona can be derived from equation 1 and the
following equation presented by Fridman and Kennedy [6]:

Vcr = rδ31

(
1 +

0.301√
δr

)
ln

(x
r

)
(2)

where x is the distance between the two wires and the
wires are assumed polished and smooth. Both equation 1
and 2 can be applied to different electrode configurations
by modifying the constants, as it is an empirical relation.
However, Peeks’ formula is only applicable if the electrical
field strength is the same at all points on the electrode
[7]. Therefore, it is not applicable to needles, as their cone
like structure and hemispherical tip results in a nonuniform
electrical field strength close to its surface. The onset voltage
can be found through tests or simulations when considering a
corona induced by a needle, and can be roughly estimated as
a sphere in its configuration [7].

The total ion current depends on the critical electric field
Ecr and the critical voltage Vcr required to initiate the corona.
The current can be calculated from the difference between
the applied voltage V and the critical onset voltage Vcr. The
relation of the total current generated by the corona can be
described as V (V − Vcr), however all coronas depend on the
geometry and this need to be considered. Taking the geometry

into account the relationship can be derived as:

Iion = CV (V − Vcr) (3)

where C is a function of geometry and can be calculated
empirically [1][3][6][8].

The relation in equation 3 is however limited by a lower
voltage boundary Vcr and a upper voltage boundary Vbr. The
upper bound Vbr is defined as the ”electrical breakdown of
air” and can usually be considered as 31 kV/cm above a
centimeter scale [6]. However, as this project considers thruster
with distances of x below one centimeter, the breakdown of
air is as follows:

Vbr =
Bpx

L+ ln(px)

L = ln(A)− ln(ln(
1

γ
+ 1))

were B = 365[V/(cm Torr)] , A = 15[1/cm Torr], p is
pressure, and γ is the secondary emission coefficient [6]. The
coefficient γ shows the probability of a secondary electron
being released from the emitter if an ion collides with the
material. The breakdown voltage increases as x decreases,
which is related to the fact that the number of air molecules
between the electrode and collector is much smaller than for
greater gaps, which means a much greater voltage is needed
to create an arc [6].

A. Efficiency of an EHD thruster

To find the relation for the efficiency of an EHD thruster,
the relationship between the current, voltage and, mechanical
energy due to the induced ion wind needs to be established.

The energy applied to the EHD thruster is derived from the
following classical equation for electrical power

Pin = V I (4)

were V is the applied voltage and I is the current that
arises in the electrical system due to the potential difference.
It should be noted that the ionic current Iion is commonly not
equal to I due to losses between the collector and electrode,
which can be written as

Iion = αI (5)

where α is a loss factor of 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. These losses
occur as some of the released electrons leave the system
between the electrode and collector due to their velocity [6].
However, this loss factor α is usually very low, as can be seen
in previous works [3][4][5], and will be disregarded in the
following equations.

The relation of equation 4 can be further expanded by
combining it with equation 3. This results in

Pin = CV 2(V − Vcr) (6)

which means that Pin is proportional to the cube of the
applied voltage.
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The velocity of the particles can be found by studying the
current Iion. If the ions created are assumed to be just of one
type, the velocity of the ions can be described by the following
relation:

vion = µE (7)

were µ is the ion mobility [m2/(V s)][3] and E is the
induced electrical field. If the ion charge density is represented
by ρ, the ion current density and ion current can be found using
the following relations

Jion = ρvion = ρµE (8)

Iion =

∫

S

Jion · dS = ρµEA (9)

Were Jion is the current density [A/m2] and A is the area
which the current passes through [3]. Solving this equation for
ρ results in

ρ =
Iion
µEA

(10)

which equals the charge density in the medium between the
emitter and the collector. To measure the efficiency, the power
which induces the gas flow needs to be established, which
is equal to the pneumatic power of the gas movement. This
power relation can be found by:

Pflow = ∆pQ = ∆pAu (11)

were ∆p [N/m2] is the difference in air pressure, or
dynamic pressure, and Q is the volumetric flow rate [m3/s]
[9]. The efficiency of EHD thrusters η, are defined as the ratio
between Pflow and Pin, and can be found using equation 4
and 11:

η =
Pflow

Pin
(12)

To study how the efficiency will be affected by stacking, the
physical relations between current, air velocity and stacking
can be found by studying three physical relations.

Firstly, the pressure difference over the EHD thruster which
is created due to the electrical wind. This phenomenon occurs
as the gas is accelerated into a constrained area, such as a pipe
[9]. This pressure drop can according to Bernoullis’ equation
[3] be expressed as

∆p =
Kρgu

2

2
(13)

were K is a loss coefficient, ρg is the gas density and u is
the velocity of the air. The pneumatic power from the gas flow
can then be found by combining equation 11 and 13, which
gives the relation

Pflow = K
ρgAu3

2
(14)

which in turn implies that the pneumatic power is propor-
tional to the cube of the air velocity.

The second relation is derived from the fact that each charge
is affected by the force from an electric field. This force per
volume can be expressed as ρE. As the pressure corresponds
to force per area, the force per volume is the derivative of the
pressure, or the pressure gradient. It can therefore be expressed
as

∇p = ρE (15)

were ∇p is the pressure gradient [3].
The third relation is that of equation 8. Combining the

relations of equation 8 and 15 gives us a relation for how
the pressure gradient depends on the current

∇p ≈ Jion
µ

(16)

Expanding on this relation, the pressure on the ions in the
gas is therefore the integral of the pressure gradient, between
the collector and the emitter

∆p =

∫ xc

xe

Jion
µ

dx (17)

Were xe and xc are the coordinates of the emitter and
collector. Combining equation 13 and 17 and manipulating
the variables, gives us the relation for how the velocity of the
air depends on the current density

u =

(
2

ρgµK

∫ xc

xe

Jiondx

)1/2

(18)

Due to the fact that the ion current density is proportional to
the ion current (J ∝ Iion) this means that the equation 18 and
the current Iion are also proportional. Therefore, the velocity
of the gas is proportional to the square-root of the current [3]
and proportional to the voltage.

u ∝
√

Iion ∝ V (19)

which can be written as

u = g

(
Iion
ρgµK

)1/2

= g

(
CV (V − Vcr)

ρgµK

)1/2

(20)

where g[m−1] is a factor dependent on the geometry of the
EHD thruster.

Using equation 20, in combination with equation 6 and
equation 14 the efficiency of the EHD thruster becomes

η =
Pflow

Pin
= GA

√
V − Vcr

2
√
(V ρg)µ3/2

(21)

were G is g3C1/2/(K)3/2 and corresponds to the total
geometry coefficient. As can be seen from equation 21, the
efficiency increases with the voltage, but only marginally as
Vcr can be several kV.
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B. Previous works regarding efficiency and stacking

Previous research articles have considered different theories
in regards to how efficiency is related to the number of
stacks. Therefore, this section will present three articles that
considered stacking more than five thrusters.

M. Robinson [3] considered the physics behind EHD
propulsion devices and derived that each individual unit creates
a dynamic pressure of ∆p. This pressure needs to overcome
the pressure drop of each craft, pB , which is equal to the
relation in equation 13. Using this relation, and the fact
that stacked crafts also need to overcome an external load,
Robinson derived the following expression for the air velocity:

utot = g

√
CV (V − Vcr)

ρgµ(Kb +
Kl

n )
(22)

were g is the same geometric coefficient as in equation 20,
Kb is the loss factor due to the pressure drop, Kl is the loss
factor due to the external load and n is the number of stacked
EHD thrusters. As in equation 20, this implies that the velocity
is proportional to the voltage. However, when considering
stacking, the velocity of the of the stacked structure increases
as a function of the external load, using the following relation

utot ∝
√

Kl

Kb

Kl
+ 1

n

(23)

were if n goes to infinity, means that the velocity stops
increasing, and at 20 stacks is has reached 78% of its final
value. This implies that the total velocity for the stacked EHD
thrusters will increase as

utot ∝ na (24)

were 0 < a < 1 and is an arbitrary constant, and the velocity
will increase slowly until a limit is reached.

The efficiency of stacked EHD thrusters in Robinsons’
report can be expressed using equation 12. This results in the
following relation:

ηtot ∝
K

3/2
l

n(Kb

Kl
+ 1

n )
3/2

(25)

which increases, in comparison to equation 23, if Kl > Kb

increases in the beginning, as the factor 1
n3/2 in the denomi-

nator decreases more rapidly than n increases. The efficiency
will therefore be proportional to:

ηtot ∝ nz

were 0 < z < 1 is an arbitrary constant. But as n becomes
greater, the factor 1

n3/2 in the denominator approaches zero,
and the increase in n causes the efficiency to decrease. This
behaviour depends entirely on the factors of Kb and Kl, which
vary between configurations. However, Robinson did not test
this theory empirically.

A research group from Yonsei University, assumed that the
total current will be proportional to the number of stacks,
which can be described as

Itot ∝ n (26)

were n being the number of stacks, and I is the current
through a singular EHD thruster [4]. According to equation
19, the air velocity is proportional to the square root of the
current. This implies that

utot ∝
√
n (27)

which means that the velocity increases by the square root
of the number of stacked EHD thrusters. Therefore, they
theorised that the total current increases linearly with the
number of stacks and the total velocity increases as the square
root of the number of stacks. Using relation 4 for a singular
thruster and 21 by converting the applied voltage into the ionic
current, they implied that

η =
Pflow

Pin
=

√
nG

pA

V
√
ρgµV (V − Vcr)

(28)

which means that the efficiency of a singular EHD thruster
in a stack increases by the square root of the number of stacks,
and the total efficiency is

ηtot ∝
1√
n

(29)

They attempted this and proved empirically that this relation
held for up to 6 EHD thrusters in a stack.

An article presented by M. Rickard [5] from university of
California stacked up to 7 EHD thrusters, but with another
approach on the theory behind stacked EHD thrusters. As each
of the EHD thrusters will contribute to the entire stack with a
dynamic pressure ∆p, the total air velocity of the stack will
have the following relation to the dynamic pressure

utot ∝

√√√√
n∑

i=1

∆p

were n are the number of crafts. This means that the air
velocity follows the same relation as in equation 27. Assuming
that the losses are minimal, and the pressure increase linearly,
equation 14 can be used to express the total pneumatic power
as

Pout = Pflow = Kn3/2 ρgAu3

2
(30)

If the current increases linearly, the electrical energy pro-
vided will be proportional to the number of stacked thrusters.
Therefore, the efficiency will be proportional to

ηtot ∝
√
n (31)

which means that the efficiency of the entire stack will
increase by the square root of the number of stacked thrusters.
This relation, in regards to stacking, was proved empirically
by M. Rickard.
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Fig. 2. Single EHD thruster. The mesh can be seen in the bottom and the
needle below the beam. The mesh is built of circular wires, which cannot be
seen in this description.

III. METHOD

The EHD thrusters were designed in Fusion360 and printed
in ABS plastic from a 3D-printer. The thrusters were created in
cylindrical shapes, with a diameter of 15.9 mm and a height
of 8 mm. In the top, a beam of 2 mm width was created
across the cylinder. Above the centre of the cylinder, in the
beam, a small hole was drilled using a handheld drill. A very
sharp tungsten needle of 0.6 µm in diameter and a taper of
6◦ was placed in the hole and then bent along the beam.
The needle was held in place by a strong plastic glue and
later covered by hot glue as insulation. In the bottom of the
cylinder a metallic mesh with a cross section of 6 mm were
glued and high voltage cables where soldered separately to
both the mesh and the needle. Both connections were insulated
with hot glue and crimp tubes. The tip of the needle and the
centre of the mesh are located approximately 4.5 mm apart
from each other. Several ion crafts where constructed with the
same process to avoid any deviations in their characteristics.
However, since we used hot glue to attach the mesh in the
bottom, some deviations in the distance between the needle
and the mesh were to be expected. These deviations were
corrected by pushing the mesh closer or further away from
the needle. All EHD thrusters where tested to make sure
they performed within the same boundaries. This is important
because the EHD thrusters needs to be equal in performance
to draw any conclusion regarding the test results.

The EHD thrusters were tested individually in a lab en-
vironment, inside a capsuled compartment, with a vacuum
pump that removed the ozone created by the thrusters. All
EHD thrusters where then connected to a MPS15*10/24 high
voltage module as an energy supply, with the needle at a neg-
ative voltage and the mesh to a positive voltage. In the bottom
of the thruster a pneumatic coupling where attached to direct
the ion wind created by the thruster, into a AWM5101VN
Honeywell flow sensor. All EHD thrusters were tested with
the mesh at +250V and the needle in a range between -3000V
to -6000V or until a spark was initiated between the needle
and the mesh. Measurements of the current leaving the needle,
current entering the mesh and the flow of air through the sensor
were recorded. An overview of which thrusters performed best
to which performed worst were created to make sure that the
thrusters where within the boundaries.

High voltage
cable

Fig. 3. EHD thrusters stacked on top of each other. Electric tape was later
added to cover the hole in the tube. Dimensions of the construction are
provided in the figure to the left. The scale on the figure is not consistent
with reality.

To stack the thrusters efficiently, a plastic tube was modified
in such a way that thrusters could be placed on top of each
other and easily removed. The tube had a diameter of 16 mm
and on both sides trenches were milled. Theses trenches gives
easy access to the cables attached to the thrusters and provided
an simple way to stack them.

The EHD thrusters where then stacked in the plastic tube
as seen in figure 3. Between the thrusters a 3D printed plastic
cylinder, of same dimensions as the thrusters, was placed to
create a distance between the grid of the top thruster and
the needle of the bottom thruster. If not, an arch or an ion
wind in the opposite direction than desired could have been
created. To make sure that no leakage of air would affect
the measurements, the plastic tube where sealed using electric
tape.

The thrusters where then tested in several experiments. First
the they were added in an order of best to worst in regards
to produced air velocity, from the bottom of the tube and up.
Then they were removed the same way but in opposite order.
Each test was performed several times to confirm that the tests
could be repeatable with the same results. For each added EHD
thruster, measurements of applied voltage on the mesh and the
needle were recorded, along with current leaving the mesh,
current leaving the needle and the produced airflow through
the flow meter. The mesh voltage was placed at +250V and
the needle voltage ranged between −3000V to −6000V or
until a spark was initiated between the needle and the mesh.
The experiment was repeated but with reversed stacking order,
worst to best in regards to produced air flow from the bottom
of the tube and up.

Since all thrusters needed to be connected to the same
voltage supply, a cable connector was used to attach all cables
from the thrusters together.

To evaluate previous works regarding stacked EHD
thrusters, the models presented in section II-B were applied to
data from the tests using a fit in Matlab.
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IV. RESULTS

The following results has been produced from several data
series. The data points have been fitted with curves or trend
lines derived from the theory, to see if they follow the expected
tendency. The data for stacked thrusters consider two different
stacking orders; best to worst and worst to best, from the
bottom of the tube and up. Measurement errors occurring in
used equipment can be considered very low, and will not affect
the trend of the results presented in this section.

The results in figure 4 and 5 shows the current and voltage
characteristics, where figure 4 considers the thrusters individ-
ually and figure 5 considers stacked thrusters over 10 different
experiments. The result in figure 4 and 5 are represented with
the average of each test set, and with the standard deviation in
figure 5. The current/voltage relationship in both figures have
been fitted to a curve on the form:

I = CV (V − Vcr)

where C is a geometry constant calculated in Matlab.
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Fig. 4. Individual performance of all separate thrusters with regard to emitter
current versus potential difference.
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Fig. 5. Emitter current versus potential difference when all 11 thruster were
stacked in order best to worst. The bars correspond to one standard deviation,
were the max standard deviation was 52.3 [µA] at 5350V.

The results in Figure 6 displays the average of 10 separate
experiments but considers the relation between velocity and
potential difference. The standard deviation has been added
along with a curve, fitted to the data set according to equation
19, on the form:

a+ bx
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Fig. 6. Velocity versus potential difference when all 11 thruster were stacked
in order best to worst. The bars correspond to one standard deviation, were
the max standard deviation was 0.0067 [m/s] at 5350V.

Figure 7 has been fitted with two curves. One curve is
derived from equation 24 and one curve is derived from the
work of Yonsei University according to equation 27. Figure 8
has been fitted with a curve derived from the work of Yonsei
University according to equation 8.
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Fig. 7. Average velocity of stacked thrusters, in order best to worst, versus
potential difference of 5350V.

Figure 9 displays how the velocity changes depending on
the amount of thrusters stacked together. They have been fitted
with a curve form of

a+ b
√
n

according to equation 27.
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Fig. 8. Average current of stacked thrusters in order best to worst versus
potential difference of 5350V.
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Fig. 9. Velocity depending on number of stacked EHD Thrusters. Displays
results for when the thrusters were stacked in order of worst to best.
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Fig. 10. Efficiency depending on number of stacked EHD thrusters. Displays
results for when the thrusters were stacked in order of best to worst.
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Fig. 11. Efficiency depending on number of stacked EHD thrusters. Displays
results for when the thrusters were stacked in order of worst to best from
the bottom of the tube and up. At 3850 V, a singular EHD thruster had an
efficiency of 0.08 ppm, compared to a stack of eleven thrusters which had an
efficiency of 0.47 ppm.
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Fig. 12. Efficiency in parts per million [ppm] depending on number of stacked
EHD thrusters. Displays results for when the thrusters were stacked in order
of worst to best from the bottom of the tube and up. The result has been fitted
to Robinsons’ model

The data represented in the graphs of figure 10 and 11
considers the efficiency of stacked thrusters depending on how
many crafts that are present in the stack. The result is displayed
in both the order of best to worst and reversed. They have been
fitted to a curve on the form of

a+ b
√
n

according to equation 31, where n is the amount of thrusters in
the stack. Figure 12 has been fitted to a simplified expression
derived by Robinson in equation 25, on the form of:

a+ bnz

Figure 13 displays a general case of Robinson’s expression
for the efficiency according to equation 25.
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Fig. 13. Efficiency in parts per million [ppm] according to Robinson’s model,
where Kl = 1000 and Kb = 5 constants set to arbitrary values.

V. DISCUSSION

The measured results during stacking performed as expected
in regards to the theory presented in section II.As can be seen
in figure 4, the EHD thrusters performed in the same relative
manner: They all produced roughly the same current and air
velocity when tested. As expected, the current followed the
relationship presented in equation 3.

The results presented in figure 5 and 6, which were per-
formed to investigate the repeatability of the tests, proved that
the test with 11 thrusters in a specific order was repeatable.
The maximum standard deviation was 52.3 [µA] for the
current and 0.0067 [m/s] for the air velocity at 5350 V. The
maximum standard deviation for the current can be considered
high. However, this was due to the fact the voltage was almost
high enough for an arc breakdown. This introduced uncertain-
ties in the measurements due to sparks, which were not present
for any other measurements and caused fluctuations in the ion
current. Therefore, this variation was considered low enough
to conclude that the stack of thrusters performed in roughly
the same manner when performing multiple tests. Because of
this, it can be considered that EHD thrusters are suitable for
stacking purposes.

During stacking, it was observed in figure 7 that the velocity
follows both theories in the figure, and that the total air
velocity was proportional to the square root of the amount of
thruster in the stack. In figure 9 it is also possible to confirm
that the velocity increases with the voltage as described in
equation 20. It was observed in figure 8 that the total current
increased linearly with the amount of thrusters in the stack.
Since figure 7 had a linear appearance, a fit was attempted with
a linear curve on the form a + bxc. However, the coefficient
c became roughly 0.6 instead of 1, which implied it was a
nonlinear relation.

In figure 10 and 11 it can be concluded that the efficiency
increases according to equation 31 and proportionally to the
square root of the amount of EHD thrusters in a stack.

Robinsons’ experessions which have been implemented in
figure 12 seems to follow a linear relatonship. However, if
compared to the general model in his equation 25, presented

in figure 13, the efficiency increases almost linearly up to a
point where it starts to decrease. Therefore, to test Robinsons’
equation, stacking of more thrusters than attempted in this
report is requires. Until then, this remains inconclusive.

Nevertheless, this shows promise for further implementation
and experiments regarding EHD thrusters and stacking. There
is a potential to improve the performance of EHD thrusters
in regards to efficiency, which are one of the main factors
why they are not widely implemented in society. In figure 11,
there was a significant increase in efficiency when the EHD
thrusters were stacked at 3850 V, from 0.08 ppm to 0.47 ppm.

However, the tests during stacking did not reveal any
limitations in maximum air velocity or efficiency, as other
articles regarding stacking of EHD thrusters have presented.
The reason for this is mainly believed to be due to the low
efficiency of the used EHD thrusters. The low air velocity
implied that the number of created ions was relatively low to
the amount which theoretically can be produced, as presented
in M. Rickardssons report [5]. As presented in section II, the
movement in air is created due the collision between negative
ions and the non-charged air particles. If there is a low number
of negative ions, this means fewer collisions and a lower air
velocity, which was shown during the experiments.

Two things that should be considered for further studies, is
if the result would have been different if the efficiency for a
singular EHD thruster had been higher, and if the efficiency
continues to follow the observed relations in equation 19,
20 and 31 when more EHD thrusters are stacked. It would
therefore be of great interest to refine the used model of
the EHD thruster, for greater performance. It would also be
interesting to increase the amount of stacked EHD thrusters
to 20 or more, and see if any limit can be reached in regards
to efficiency and thrust.

The tests presented in figures 10 and 11 implies that
the stack efficiency is unaffected by the order of the EHD
thrusters.

When considering the physics of EHD thrusters, it can be
assumed that the produced dynamic pressure induced by each
EHD thruster is roughly equal and that the ion current of each
thruster is roughly equal. Therefore, the order of the EHD
thrusters are shown to be irrelevant, as the total pressure will be
the same over the whole stack. However, with five or six EHD
thrusters in a stack the efficiency was proven to be greater
in figure 10. This is mainly believed to be a measurement
error, which would require further investigation by creating
and analysing more data.

When compared to previous works regarding stacking such
as the report by M. Robinson[3], the Yonkai university re-
search team [4] and, M. Rickardsson [5] the efficiency of the
used thrusters was much lower than other reports. However,
no report has ever stacked more than 7 thrusters in a structure
before. The results proved to be most in accordance with M.
Rickards’ tests and theories, as the efficiency increased by
the square root of the number of stacked thrusters. Therefore,
the theory used for this project seems to have been verified
by the tests performed here, and by other sources. It would
however be interesting to stack more than 11 thrusters, to study
how M. Robinsons’ theory on the limitations on static pressure
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is related to the efficiency of the stacked crafts. This would
however only be possible if tests are performed with more
than 20 EHD thrusters. Therefore, there is a need of more test
and data to show empirically were the limitations are on the
thrusters in regards to the presented theory.

It would be interesting to consider miniaturising these EHD
thrusters for use in small scale applications, because they have
the potential to be mass produced and are relatively cheap to
build. This would also enable a higher number of thrusters in
each stack and therefore a higher efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Electrohydrodynamic thrusters or ion crafts are new poten-
tial alternatives to conventional engines. They use high voltage
to produce a thrust in the form of an air flow, also called an
ion wind. The problem when implementing these thrusters is
that they are not efficient enough to compete with conventional
engines. In this report, it has been shown that the efficiency
can be improved when stacking thrusters, and that there is
room for further improvements. The data showed that the
efficiency increased at a potential difference of 3850V from
0.08 ppm to 0.47 ppm when stacking 1 to 11 thrusters. If the
efficiency and performance of one single EHD thruster can be
improved significantly, the use of EHD thrusters in commercial
applications might be more widely used. For further research,
it is recommended that the performance of 20 or more EHD
thrusters should be investigated and that the performance of
a singular EHD thruster should be improved. We would also
recommend miniaturisation of EHD thrusters to enable ever
greater stacks.
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CONTEXT D: BIG DATA

YOUR PRIVACY IS AT RISK WITH SMARTER ENERGY
BIG DATA. Would you feel comfortable if people could know exactly when you take a shower? How many 
hours you watch TV every day? When you wake up in the morning or go to bed at night? Well, as soon 
as your smart energy meter is installed, they can.

Great Britain is implementing one of their largest infrastructure projects ever, and by 2020, 53 million so 
called smart meters will be installed. These meters collect information about the electricity consumption to 
enable a more effective energy system for the country. In these days of climate change, such improvements are 
vital.

Unfortunately, this new technology has a weak spot. By using the right algorithms, anyone with access to 
your smart meter information can follow your every move. This includes thieves, annoying commercial com-
panies and even your ex-boyfriend.

A collective name for such algorithms are NIALM, which stand for Non-Intrusive Appliance Load Moni-
toring. They need information from only one source, the smart meter. One simple electricity plot is enough to 
decipher when you are using devices like your oven, TV, computer or lamps. NIALM is often connected to the 
Big Data term, since a large data set is used to identify the characteristics of each device’s power consumption. 
The program also continuously improve in precision while implemented, since it gets access to more and 
more data over time.

Students from KTH Royal Institute of Technology are developing a method to block all unwelcome intrud-
ers. They are constructing a noise battery to manipulate the outgoing electric plot. This will not disturb the 
electricity companies’ methods for more effective energy distribution, but it will knock out the NIALM func-
tions and your lifestyle can no longer be supervised.

Thanks to this, smart meters can bring us a step closer to a greener planet without any unpleasant infringe-
ment on people’s privacy. The battery is not yet on the market, but hopefully a commercial sequel will be 
available by the time smart meters start to reach our Swedish homes.
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Big Data has grown into a vital concept for the 
future of society. By mining Big Data, complex 
correlations can be turned into actual informa-

tion comprehensible for humans. In the past, algo-
rithms that scan through massive amounts of data 
were too computationally heavy to execute. Recent 
development of technology has enabled these algo-
rithms to run on standard computers, making it pos-
sible for people and companies to analyze and utilize 
big databases. 
However, there are technical limitations that con-
strain the usage of Big Data, especially when it comes 
to processing power and memory management. Once 
these boundaries are passed, the number of ideas 
that can be carried out using Big Data are limitless. 

All the projects in this context use algorithms to-
gether with databases to process information, giving 
a wide range of useful results. 

Project D1 aims to improve the level of privacy 
involved in the application of smart meters that is 
recording real time data to be stored in a database. 
Smart meters have the potential to reduce energy 
waste and inform the consumer of the details of their 
power consumption. The NIALM- (Non Intrusive 
Appliance Load Monitoring) algorithm extracts the 
appliance’s state from the database to categorize a 
lifestyle pattern. Countermeasures that affect the 
readings of the smart meter but not the mean of the 
readings are later used and are compared to each oth-
er. The measure that reveals the least to the NIALM 
algorithm is presented as the projects proposition to 
improve privacy.         

Project D2 focuses on recommendation systems 
for movie ratings in the area of Collaborative Filter-
ing. Three algorithms with different properties have 
been implemented to make predictions on a given 
data set. The efficiency for the individual algorithms 
was measured by calculating the prediction error as 
a function of varying amounts of data. The systems 
have been evaluated by comparing their results to 
previous research, both individually as well as in re-
lation to one another.

Project D3a is focused on combining the strength 
from two widely used algorithms, Extreme Learning 
Machines and Support Vector Machines, in a classi-
fication context. Results shows an improvement of 
more than three percent compared to a normal Ex-
treme Learning Machine on some datasets.

Project D3b involves using computer vision 
and pattern recognition with a database of images to 
identify objects. Four different algorithms were im-
plemented and tested by using three different data-
bases in order to compare efficiency. These databases 
vary in size of images, number of classes and num-
ber of images. Results showed that some algorithms  

handled bigger databases better than others with 
shorter computational times and better performance. 

Project D4 has used machine learning algorithms 
to create programs with the capacity to differentiate 
muscular stem cells from residue in microscope im-
ages. By examining a Big Data set of correctly classi-
fied images, the computer learned to identify critical 
characteristics of the cells. The success rate reached 
values up to 97.8% showing that such programs can 
outcompete humans in many areas of medicine. Ar-
eas such as identifying different types of cells and 
finding tumors from pictures of the human body.  

The results from the projects have shown that 
gathering and processing large amounts of data can 
be used to create programs capable of producing 
promising predictions for several machine learn-
ing problems. By showing that algorithms can be 
applied in fields from medicine to recommendation 
systems, it is clear that many technological areas can 
be enhanced by introducing Big Data analysis. All of 
the projects have presented results showing that if 
presented with qualitative data, computers have the 
ability to form solid models that are too abstract for 
the human brain to make itself. 

There are many ways to further explore the Big 
Data concept. Even though this year’s projects have 
shown promising results, there are still several ways 
to move forward. For instance, the problem of classi-
fying cells can well be extended to facilitate the pro-
cess of finding malignant tumors. Similarly, recom-
mendation systems could also be further explored, 
by implementing more complex algorithms or using 
other kinds of data sets. An idea to further develop 
the face recognition project is to extend it into a facial 
feature extraction model that can be used to track the 
movement of a face in a video. 

Further applications of Big Data can be integrat-
ed in a broad number of fields in society. Sensitive de-
cision making, such as classifying potential tumors 
and identifying criminals can be made with comput-
er programs reducing the problem of human error 
and biased decision making. In addition, trust issues 
within law enforcement can be eliminated if humans 
do not play the role in the final verdict. Pattern rec-
ognition can be applied to self-driving cars that use 
multiple cameras to identify objects in their sur-
roundings. Faster algorithms enable quicker detec-
tion which can help the development of a self-driving 
car society and further enhance the development of 
smart cities. 

ETHICAL DISCUSSION
Impact on the individual and societal level
The most obvious effect a Big Data society has on an 
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individual level is the possible infringement on pri-
vacy since all data generated by individuals can be 
stored and used to follow each and every move a per-
son makes. The ethical problem lies in how to find 
a balance between keeping the individual privacy 
and at the same time sharing enough data to enable, 
for example, law enforcement through mass surveil-
lance. If such a feature could result in a society where 
the individuals are safer, it might be worth sacrificing 
the individual privacy to save lives and provide bene-
fits to the entire society.  

On the other hand, as history has shown in the case 
of the Snowden leaks, promises and actions made by 
the government to increase security through sur-
veillance have not always improved security and has 
only been used to gather personal information about 
individuals. Questions have been raised if the govern-
ment’s action can be detrimental for democracy and 
risk suppressing free speech. A more general prob-
lem with possible registrations of views and habits is 
the scenario of a government turning into a threat to 
its own people. It might therefore be thought of as a 
common right of each person, to decide whether per-
sonal data should be stored and used by companies 
or the government or not, regardless of how it is used.  

Moreover, Big Data together with machine learn-
ing algorithms enables society to rely on computers 
to solve increasingly complex problems. Such an ex-
ample is that computers are used to establish medi-
cal diagnoses which can be better than, or at similar 
level to a health diagnosis by doctors. This enables 
to provide healthcare for a larger amount of people, 
especially in the developing world where the number 
of doctors per capita is low. Already today, Google 
can see the influenza symptoms spread throughout a 
population before the larger medical field are aware 
of the development. Hospitals can now be proactive, 
instead of reactive, during flu season. 

Relying on a computer infrastructure creates new 
vulnerabilities in the case of both cyber warfare and 
natural disasters. When it comes to data breaches, 
information might be sold or misused by a third par-
ty. Trust in the machines also carries risks regarding 
reliability in case of earthquakes and solar storms, 
both being natural disasters that can quickly destroy 
large amount of critical infrastructure required by 
these new automated systems.

Big Data has in our view no obvious negative im-
pact on the environment. Big Data actually helps sav-
ing the environment as it increases the awareness of 
energy consumption among individual and enables 
energy companies to make the energy distribution 
more effective.
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D1. DISAGGREGATING APPLIANCE DATA USING AN NIALM ALGORITHM

Disaggregating Household Energy Consumption
Data Using an NIALM Algorithm

Andreas Holm and Oscar Johansson Elling

Abstract—To enhance the control utilities of the energy
provider, smart meters are being installed nationwide to measure
the households energy consumption in real time. There is a
group of algorithms that is able to read these energy readings
and determines the states of the appliances. This opens up new
possibilities for someone who wants to exploit it and might lead to
infringement of privacy. It might lead to infringement of privacy.
This paper will take a look on one approach of these algorithms
and counter measures to ensure privacy. The NIALM we chose
were working poorly in presence of more appliances hence a
different algorithm should be used if a larger house with more
appliances desired.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE society strives towards a more sustainable future.
One prospect of achieving this is the installation of more

precise measuring equipments in order to monitor our energy
consumption. It would especially be appropriate if the energy
meter would be able to record the real time energy consump-
tion. This is called a smart meter. It’s a rising technology and
the United Kingdom’s Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy states in a report [1] that the number of
smart meters installed at the end of the forth quarter of 2016
sums up to 5.28 million in domestic properties alone. This
lays the foundation for many green solutions and technologies
[2]. These solutions include a better integration of renewable
sources, reduced peaks in the energy consumption and real-
time billing. The last achieves a reduction in energy demand
as consumers have a better connection between the price and
their spendings which results in a more aware household in
it’s energy consumption.
The information that the consumer needs is which time the
Energy is in abundance (through time based billing) which
the smart meter takes care of to provide. But there is two
approaches on where to put the smart meter. The first is to use
ALM (Appliance Load Monitoring) which utilizing smart me-
ters locally in the household close to the appliances or groups
of appliances. This is an efficient way of making a model
that will be able to predict behaviors and energy consumption
schedule. But this has a high cost on infringement of privacy
as it monitors exactly everything that you’re doing. In contrast
we have NIALM (Non Intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring)
that only use the total energy reading of the household that
the smart meter provides to the energy companies. NIALM
uses an algorithm that instead aggregates the data from the
total energy consumption. It’s far less intrusive then ALM
but can still cause infringement on privacy due to the fact
that it’s still doing the job of spying on what you’re doing
in your household, just in a different way. The benefit of

NIALM is that you can come up with counter measures
e.g. to manipulate the data and diminish the performance on
spying on you, but still get some essential information to
the energy companies. Hence the NIALM should be a more
suitable choice for society and therefore we will implement
and review a NIALM-algorithm. Counter measures will be
discussed and applied to the algorithm. The data set we chose
for this is REDD (Reference Energy Disaggregation data set).
The following paper [3] was also used to understand and
implement the algorithm. Worth mentioning is that when we
deal with observables we use ”power” instead of energy in
which is defined as energy per time.

II. THEORY

The algorithm described in the paper ”Non-Intrusive Load
Monitoring Using Prior Models of General Appliance Types”
uses the following methods and assumptions: an different Hid-
den Markov Model, a modified Viterbi algorithm and makes
the assumption that the individual appliance consumption is
a result from a Gaussian distributed variable where the mean
and variance are conditioned on the appliance states [3].

A. The Hidden Markov Model

The Markov model makes the assumption that the next state
is conditionally independent of the previous states given the
current state. . This is illustrated in Figure 1 as the arrows
from the rainy state to the sunny state and itself. One could
argue that after a long sequence of rain the probability of a
sunny weather is increased, but this is neglected by the model.
The states determine the probabilities for different outcome.
In Figure 1 the likelihood of an afternoon walk depends on
the state of the weather. The change of states probabilities are

Fig. 1: An example of a Hidden Markov Model(HMM) [4] .
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collected in the transition matrix Ai,j . z denotes the state and
x denotes the outcome.

Ai,j = p(zj |zi)

To be able to determine the joint probability of an output
sequence and the state sequence, we need to know the initial
probabilities and emission probability given the state.

πk = p(z1 = k)

The joint probability outcome and state sequence then be-
comes

p(�x, �z) = p(z1|π) ∗
n∏

i=1

p(xi|zi) ∗
n∏

i=2

Azi−1,zi (1)

The state sequence may not be known and then you have
an HMM. To determine the states, we maximize the joint
probability and then return to the most likely sequence of
states. To do so we used the Viterbi algorithm.

B. The Viterbi Algorithm
What it does is to maximize a recursive function depending

on a sequence. Note that the joint probability function could
be described as the equation 2. The subscript indicates the
length of the sequences included T . This allows the recursive
computation of the joint. Therefore we will maximize the
joint instead of the the conditional probability of �x given
�z. The joint and the conditional probabilities between two
event is proportional, hence we also maximize the conditional
probability when we find the maximum of the joint.

p(�x, �z)T = p(xT |zT ) ∗AzT−1,zT ∗ p(�x, �z)T−1 (2)

This recursive formula is used by the Viterbi algorithm to
optimize the joint probability and return the sequence of states
[5]. This is done in the following way. If we consider to

Fig. 2: A diagram of paths between states at time t [6] .

view the sequence of outputs as a known constant vector, the
recursive factor p(xT |zT ) ∗AzT−1,zT only depends on zT and
zT−1. In addition we have a simple case for the evaluation of
the joint. When the sequence is only one data point long, the
probability of the union of events becomes (see also 1).

p(x, z) = p(z|π) ∗ p(x|z)

Using the simple case and the maximization of the recursive
formula 2. The number of possibilities needed to be compared
in order to find the path or sequence that maximize the joint
is then greatly reduced.

Max(p(�x, �z)T )) = Max(p(xT |zT ) ∗AzT−1,zT

∗ p(�x, �z)T−1)

Then the number of values that needs to be compared to
find the max decrease from nT where n is the number of
states to n2 ∗ T which is numerically possible to preform. If
you study the number of arrows in Fig 2 and note that the
maximum path needs to be calculated to every state in each
time

A short summary of what ha been done ;
We want to find the maximum of p(�x|�z)and return the z-
sequence . We conclude that the joint and the conditional
probability is proportional to each other and choose to max-
imize the joint instead based on its properties. A recursive
relation and a simple case is found. Then the recursive relation
is used to maximize the function in every step forward in time.
Afterwards the most probable sequence of states is returned.

C. the Difference HMM

In the article [3], they apply some adjustments to the previ-
ously introduced HMM model to disaggregate an households
energy consumption to its appliances.

The authors of paper [3] assume that the power demand of
an appliance is a outcome of a Gaussian distributed stochastic
variable. The variables mean and variance is depend on the
state. The variance and mean of the states is stored in φ

wt|zt, φ ∼ N(µzt , σ
2
zt) (3)

One new observable is introduced yT = xT − xT−1. The
difference between two household consumptions will evaluate
if a change in power originated from an state shift on the
appliance which state sequence is being calculated. This is
done by multiplying the probability density function of yT in
the multiplicative chain that later is maximized by the Viterbi
algorithm with one condition.
S is the sequence of yT that is included in the adjusted
”joint”see Equation5( It can no longer be considered a joint
but purely a function that gives the sequence of states when
maximized) . θ is a set including the transition matrix A, the
initial probabilities and φ .The factor included in the function
and the demand on a time slot to be included in S is as follows;

yt|zt, zt−1, φ ∼ N(µt − µt−1, σ
2
zt + σ2

zt−1
)

t ∈ S = true− if −maxzt,zt−1
(p(yt, zt−1, zt|θ) ≥ C

where the threshold C is an tunable parameter. The probability
distribution function of y . The p(yt, zt−1, zt) term we (the
authors) interpreted as .

p(yt, zt−1, zt|φ) = N(µt − µt−1, σ
2
zt + σ2

zt−1
)

∗Azt−1,zt ∗ p(zt−1|π)
(4)

If p(yt, zt−1, zt)is smaller than the threshold , it is viewed as
improbable that the change in xT is a result of an state change
in the appliance that is examined and the y term for that time
slot is not included in the function to be maximized.
The fact that a p(xt|zt) term for the actual problem is hard
to evaluate and is problematic on a conceptual level as it is
needed to calculate a joint in the same way as in section
II-A. One of the properties we want our model to have is
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that it should return states. This should be considered highly
improbable that the mean is above the power read. To give the
model this behavior the following term is included instead of
the p(xt|zt)

p(wzt ≤ xt|zt,Φ) =
∫ xt

−∞
N(µzt , σ

2
zt)dω

=
1

2
[1 + erf(

xt − µzt

σzt

√
2

)]

the final function which shall be maximized then becomes [3].

p(�x, �y, �z|θ) = p(z1|π)
T∏

t=2

p(zt|zt−1|A)∗

T∏
t=1

p(wzt ≤ xt|zt,Φ)∗
∏
t∈S

p(yt, zt−1, zt|φ)

(5)

The recursive relation is found and the Viteri algorithm is then
used to maximize p(�x, �y, �z|θ).

p(�x, �y, �z|θ)T =p(�x, �y, �z|θ)T−1 ∗ p(zt|zt−1) ∗ p(wzt ≤ xt|zt,Φ)

∗

{
p(yt, zt−1, zt|φ), if p(yt, zt−1, zt|φ) ≥ C

1, otherwise
(6)

III. METHOD

The method section will be separated into two parts and
will include discussion about the data set, algorithm and the
counter measures .

A. Data Set

The REDD data set [7] is a collection of raw power
consumption data, monitored from a household and it’s used to
train our algorithm to disaggregate each appliance of the whole
household power usage. The raw data does not only contain
the total power consumption data, but even separate appliances
as well. We started by using the total raw data as input but
was ending up with some problems with the algorithm (that
we will discuss later on) so we created our own household
by adding up separate appliances together. Three appliances
were chosen for the algorithm to try disaggregate: Refrigerator,
light bulbs and oven. When adding these up we got the result
presented in Figure 3. What we also did was to shortened the
time interval to get a reasonable amount of iterations and more
easily viewable results for the reader.

The small almost standing rectangle looking shapes come
from the fridge. The high peaks in Figure 3 in range 1400 to
2100 is the oven data, and the midrange peaks about the range
400-800 is the combined light bulbs.

B. Algorithm

The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and we tried
to divide as much as we could into functions to clean up and
structure the code. There are mainly 2 parts. The training and
the Viterbi part. We’ll start off with the training.
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Fig. 3: The sum of 3 appliances used as the whole house.

The training calculates means, variances, transition matrix
A and the initial probabilities. The inputs it needs are a vector
of the power readings and the appliance state quantization.
We want for every time slot to do an analysis which state it
belongs to. With this we can count the times we get a power
reading at a certain state. This we call the vector pInit which
is about to become the initial probabilities later on when we
divide by the total amount of power reads T. But for now
we’ll be able to calculate the transition matrix where the
rows are the possible previous states and the columns are the
possible current states. And the element Ai,j corresponds to
the ratio of the number of transitions between the ith state
to the jth state and pInit. To store mean and variance for
each state, a vector is a suitable choice. The estimation of
the mean and variance of a Gaussian random variable is well
known and we skip that part for that reason. Last thing to do
is to divide pInit by T and we get the initial probability of
every state (in a vector)

Let’s head to the Viterbi algorithm. We start by choosing
our observed power input reading during a T time period.
Then we create the core of the whole Viterbi: two matrices
maxProb and edges, both of the same size (number of
states as rows with T columns). Every element in maxProb
at a certain row i and column t describes the maximum
probability path of coming from the ith state in a time slot t.
Every element in edges describes which states the maximum
probabilities came from. In maxProb we’ll call the previous
column (time slot t − 1) for the chain. The task is then to
determine the maximum probability path to the current time
slot t. That is, to maximize the path from every element
(state) in the chain to the new state at time slot t. See Figure 2.

In the start of the algorithm we say that the initial maximum
probability is the logarithm of the pInit. We choose the
logarithm cause of the small probabilities that will appear
and just will continue to diminish. With the logarithmic scale
Matlab can handle these small values. For the next time
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slots we set the chain as the previous max probability and
calculates the maximized path. This is done by building up
a product(that we’ll explain soon) of every possible route
between states and take the maximum of these to get the
best path. This best path is then stored in the maxProb and
edges matrices. When the whole chain is built up we want to
backtrack it in the edges matrix to get one final maximized
path. The maxProb matrix is now useful to get the maximum
probability of the final time slot and we store the state path
in a vector called mpe of 1 ∗ T size. To get the next element,
that we want to store on the position T − 1, we simply look
in the edges-matrix on the mpe(T )th row and keep doing
that until we set the first element in mpe. Then we’re done.

The product mentioned is logarithmic, so it becomes a sum.
It contains the equation 6 and building it up initially without
the if statement and then compare 4 with the chosen parameter
C for each appliance. If it’s larger then C then we’re including
it in the product. Essentially this is creating different path
probabilities and we take the max of this and store it in
maxProb and edges. Hence we’re iterating a best maximum
path.

C. Counter Measurements

During the construction of counter measurement it is of
utmost importance that environmental benefits associated the
smart meter should either be partially or fully preserved.
With the above in mind we take an number multiplied with
the difference in timestamps in the data to and take this as
∆T = n∗ δT where δT denotes the difference in timestamps.
Later this function is introduction.

Noise(t) = A ∗ sin( 2π
∆T

∗ k) (7)

The Noise is later added to the smart meter readings and
leaves the mean of the readings unchanged at the given time.
This leaves the following A and k to be randomized at a
interval ∆T .

The other method we suggests is the use of an energy
storage in the household. The purpose of such an storage
is to put energy into it during times of low consumption
and discharge it at times of larger demand. In our case we
use a battery with a certain capacity. The parameters which
is defining the battery is its capacity to store energy and
at what rate it can discharge energy. The power output and
storing energy are modules as the same Heaviside function
with different signs.

Battery(t) =




R if xi < mean

−R, if xi > mean

0, otherwise
(8)

In this case the mean of the readings over the hole time the
measurement was preformed. An Ideal battery, which would
be an battery with no constraints on its rate of discharge and
charging or its capacity will be tested. A storage with an
energy limit and rate condition will also come into play.
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Fig. 4: Fridge power load

TABLE I: The algorithm running without counter measure-
ments. The Full house consists of the appliances below and
is disaggregated by the algorithm. The rms and percentage
error for the full house is calculated using the results from the
appliances below .

Appliance RMS %Error
Full House 0.22 4.5
Fridge 0.29 7.4
Light 0.24 5.6
Oven 0.055 0.0031

IV. RESULTS

For testing the algorithm we use the data load for single
appliances. Our algorithm then return the state sequence for
an appliance. We tested the fridge data for this. See Figure 4
and 5.

For the whole household however containing fridge, light
and oven, it quickly complicates the process of recognizing the
states. We want the algorithm to recognize when it’s a fridge,
light, oven and so forth, and to disaggregate the appliance from
the power load. When we run the algorithm and disaggregate
the 3 chosen appliances from the household power load, see
Figure 3, firstly the algorithm will return a guess where it
interpret a fridge which is presented in Figure 6. After we
disaggregate the mean of each state of the fridge of that power
load, we get the Figure 7. Now we do the same to disaggregate
the light of the new power load. We get the guessed state
readings shown in Figure 8 and when we disaggregate it
from the power load we get the result presented in Figure 9.
We have one more appliance as well in the household. Even
though the result is not as good as the other appliances when
we disaggregate, Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows the guess
readings and the disaggregated load, respectively.

In addition to this we use the rms error between the true
state vector and our algorithms return.

rms =

√
( �Ztrue − �Zguess)2

N

The true sequence is known as we have defined the bound-
aries for each state and have access to the data from single
appliance. The percentage of which the algorithms guess is
correct can also be seen in table I,II and III
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Fig. 5: The algorithms interpretation of a fridge from the fridge
data. The Y-axis corresponds to the interpreted state. State 1
corresponds to of, 2 on and 3 peak.
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Fig. 6: The algorithms interpretation of a fridge from the
household power load. The Y-axis corresponds to the possible
state. State 1 corresponds to of, 2 on and 3 peak.
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Fig. 7: Power load after disaggregated the fridge
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Fig. 8: The algorithms interpretation of light for the household
power load. The Y-axis corresponds to the possible state. State
1 corresponds to off and 2 on.
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Fig. 9: Power load after disaggregated the fridge and light
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Fig. 10: The algorithms interpretation of an oven for the
household power load. The Y-axis corresponds to the possible
state. State 1 corresponds to off and 2 on.
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Fig. 11: Power load after disaggregated the fridge, light and
oven
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Fig. 12: Observed power readings when using a battery
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TABLE II: The algorithm running with the noise counter
measurement. The Full house consists of the appliances below
and is disaggregated by the algorithm. The rms and percentage
error for the full house is calculated using the results from the
appliances

Appliance RMS %Error
Full House 0.31 17.67
Fridge 0.61 24.5
Light 0.53 28
Oven 0.0648 0.0042

TABLE III: The algorithm running with the battery as a
counter measurement. The Full house consists of the appli-
ances below and is disaggregated by the algorithm. The rms
and percentage error for the full house is calculated using the
results from the appliances below

Appliance RMS %Error
Full House 0.36 8.6
Fridge 0.6 24.5
Light 0.12 1.4
Oven 0.027 0.07

V. CONCLUSION

The results show that using this special version of Viterbi
with a adjusted HMM works but somewhat poorly. These
results were only presented using an artificial household
consisting of 3 appliances. The disaggregation of the oven
is difficult to handle because of the low mean that the
algorithm uses to subtract the oven from the power load. As
a result the spikes are showing in Figure 11, even though
in theory shouldn’t be there. This applies also to the fridge
and the light where some appliance readings don’t get
completely subtracted and that can disturb a later calculation.
This was the problem for the household power reading we
got from REDD. There were many appliances interfering
with the algorithm. Another sensitive part in the algorithm
is the tunable parameter C which has a great impact on
how the algorithm works. In addition the term described
in 1, P (xi|zi) is not possible to be found and thus the
quantity that our model handles is no longer proportional
to the conditional probability : P (�x|�z). This is a theoretical
problem within the model which we are not capable to resolve.

The importance of privacy associated with the smart meter
stands on two legs. The right leg is the public which dislike
the diminishing individual privacy that comes with increased
surveillance. An opposition that can constrain the installation
rates in certain countries and cultures. Even though the re-
cent terror attacks lessens the publics dislike of surveillance

TABLE IV: The algorithm running on data from specific
appliances shown below. This is done to see the results
without interference between the appliances when they are
disaggregated.

Appliance RMS %Error
Fridge 0.23 4.7
Light 0 0
Oven 0.0898 0.81

according to [8]. The left leg stands for the increased power
given to authorities as an result of increased surveillance and
with increased control this could be viewed as something an
individual can despise.
The development of counter measurements is needed to make
the smart meter technology available on the political level
and opens up the possibility of a greater installation rate.Thus
future studies of more advanced NIALM algorithms is needed
to determine if the counter measurements proposed here has
the desired impact. And in turn enjoy the environmental
benefits of the smart meter discussed in section I.
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A Study of Recommender Techniques Within the
Field of Collaborative Filtering

Eva Elling and Hannes Fornander

Abstract—Recommender systems can be seen everywhere to-
day, having endless possibilities of implementation. However,
operating in the background, they can easily be passed without
notice. Essentially, recommender systems are algorithms that
generate predictions by operating on a certain data set. Each
case of recommendation is environment sensitive and dependent
on the condition of the data at hand. Consequently, it is difficult
to foresee which method, or combination of methods, to apply in a
particular situation for obtaining desired results. The area of rec-
ommender systems that this thesis is delimited to is Collaborative
filtering (CF) and can be split up into three different categories,
namely memory based, model based and hybrid algorithms. This
thesis implements a CF algorithm for each of these categories
and sets focus on comparing their prediction accuracy and their
dependency on the amount of available training data (i.e. as
a function of sparsity). The results show that the model based
algorithm clearly performs better than the memory based, both
in terms of overall accuracy and sparsity dependency. With an
increasing sparsity level, the problem of having users without any
ratings is encountered, which greatly impacts the accuracy for
the memory based algorithm. A hybrid between these algorithms
resulted in a better accuracy than the model based algorithm
itself but with an insignificant improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are today a granted part of daily
life. Whether discovering music on Spotify, watching movies
on Netflix or searching on Google, they are at play. They
are everywhere, implemented to help you, the user, to make
your next decision. A recommender is essentially an algorithm
that generates predictions by operating on data. This enables
recommenders to be implemented in a large number of areas.

Each case of recommendation is highly environment sen-
sitive and dependent on the condition of the given data.
Therefore, it is difficult to foresee which approach to take
in a particular situation. There are a great deal of research to
utilize in the field, but there is no thorough study covering
what methods to use in specific situations, as concluded from
[1].

The two main approaches to recommendation is Content
based filtering (CBF) and Collaborative filtering (CF). While
CBF is based on creating profiles to characterize users and
items in the given data set, CF instead uses the information
patterns among the users and items to make predictions. The
algorithms in this work are based on two different sub tech-
niques within the area of CF: memory based and model based.
A hybrid of these techniques is also implemented. This, to
examine the possibility of a memory-model hybrid. However,
as stated in [2], common practice for hybrid algorithms is
combining CF with the CBF approach.

This paper covers a comparison study of these three CF
algorithms for movie recommendations. The study focuses
on prediction accuracy and dependency on the amount of
available training data (i.e. sparsity) for the algorithms, in-
dividually as well as in relation to one another. This, since
the data available on user preferences often is heavily limited
and therefore it is of interest to evaluate the recommenders’
dependencies on data sparsity.

The algorithms are implemented on the MovieLens data
set, which is described in section II and written in the
programming language Python. The prediction error for the
algorithms are then compared for varying data sparsity in
section III. How the results relate to the theory behind these
algorithms is discussed in section IV. The focus of this work
is sparsity sensitivity and error minimization with aspect to the
error measures RMSE and MAE, for definitions see section
II-E.

II. METHOD

Collaborative filtering is based on the assumption that
personal preferences between users are correlated [3]. By
identifying patterns in the observed preference behavior of the
given users, prediction making of the unobserved preferences
is enabled. Three different methods within the CF area are
used to make these predictions. The first is a memory based
method that utilizes the similarity for how users rate movies.
The second method is model based which means that it adjusts
the model parameters to the observed data. A hybrid of these
two algorithms is then implemented as a third method that
weights the separate algorithms’ predictions to make even
better predictions.

All of the algorithms are implemented on the MovieLens
data set [4], which contains 100000 ratings on a 1-5 scale from
943 users on 1682 movies.

A. Data processing

Before implementing the specific algorithms, certain data
processing has to be done. The chosen data set is partitioned
into a training set and a test set. The training set is used to
train the algorithm to make good predictions, while the test
set is used to calculate the algorithm’s prediction accuracy.

The algorithms operate on a rating matrix that is made from
the M users’ ratings on the N items (i.e. movies) as a M×N
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matrix and filling it with the ratings from the training set as
follows

R =




r11 − . . . . . . −
r21 r22 . . . . . . r2N

...
... . . .

. . .
...

− − . . . . . . rMN


 (1)

As seen above, where the bars represent missing ratings.
Thus, the matrix is not complete. However, the observed
ratings can now be used to predict ratings for the empty slots.

B. Memory based algorithm

The memory based algorithm has been implemented as a
user similarity algorithm. This is an intuitive approach where
similarities between all of the users are calculated. Ratings
from other users are then weighted to predict movie ratings
for the unrated movies.

1) Measuring similarity: Using the rating matrix R, the
users need to be compared in some way. This, to determine
how to weight the other users’ ratings to make predictions
for every missing rating. Thus, these weights represent the
similarities between the users. A frequently used similarity
measure for these kinds of problems is Pearson correlation.
With Pearson correlation, the linear correlation of two vectors
is calculated. Using the rows of R as user rating vectors, the
similarity between two users can be expressed as the Pearson
correlation of the two users’ rating vectors [5]. However, this
requires elements in the vectors where one or both of the users
have not rated a particular item to be removed (see fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Illustration of how several elements have to be removed to be able
to measure the similarity between user u and user v.

The Pearson correlation coefficient (i.e. the similarity) for
user u and user v can then be calculated as

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv(i)

(rui − r̄u)(rvi − r̄v)

√ ∑
i∈Iuv(i)

(rui − r̄u)2
∑

i∈Iuv(i)

(rvi − r̄v)2
(2)

where r̄u is the rating average for user u and Iuv(i) is the set
of items rated by both user u and v. By centering the data,
Pearson correlation naturally accounts for the users’ individual
usage of the rating scale, i.e. the user rating bias (one user may
rate a good movie 5 and a bad movie 3, while another user
may rate a good movie 4 and a bad movie 1).

A symmetric weighting matrix is then created by making
a M × M matrix (where M is the number of users) of the
similarities calculated with equation (2) as

W =




w11 w12 . . . w1M

w21 w22 . . . w2M

...
...

. . .
...

wM1 wM2 . . . wMM


 (3)

where wuv = sim(u, v) is the similarity between user u and
v.

2) Making predictions: Unrated items for a specific user
can now be predicted by weighting ratings from other users
that have rated this specific item, using the similarities as
weights [5]. For a user u and an item i, the predicted rating
r̂ui is calculated as

r̂ui =

∑
v∈Ui(u)

rviwuv

∑
v∈Ui(u)

|wuv|
(4)

where Ui(u) is the set of users that have rated the particular
item i.

One improvement for this is to again account for the user
rating bias (similar to Pearson correlation). This is according
to [5] done by subtracting a user’s rating average r̄v from all
of the user’s ratings before the weighting is done. The rating
average for the user that the rating is predicted for is then
added. This modifies (4) to

r̂ui = r̄u +

∑
v∈Ui(u)

(rvi − r̄v)wuv

∑
v∈Ui(u)

|wuv|
(5)

3) The cold start problem: When the memory based algo-
rithm meets a new user (i.e. a user without any ratings) it is
simply not possible to make predictions for this user. This is
what is known as the cold start problem [2]. This results in
that either no predictions are made for these ratings or that
a default value has to be set. Since this thesis compares the
methods’ dependencies on sparsity, it has been chosen that
a default value for these ratings are set to the global rating
average µ according to

r̂ui = µ (6)

This is done to always be able to calculate the accuracy for
the whole test set.

C. Model based algorithm

For the model based algorithm, there are several models
to consider. These all have in common that a model and
its parameters are trained with the training data to make
predictions. One of the frequently used models is Matrix
factorization (MF). MF is based on the theory that the rating
matrix R can be written as the matrix multiplication of two
matrices that, when multiplied, not only gives a minimal error
to the training data, but also results in values for the empty
slots of R. The idea is that the matrices can be determined
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so that when the error of the training data is small, then
the error of the test data is assumed to be small too. The
two matrices have a number of latent factors, that represent
underlying features in the data. How many of these factors to
use depends on the data. The implementation of MF in this
thesis is based on the theory proposed by [6].

1) Implementing Matrix factorization: The rating matrix
can be written as the matrix multiplication of two lower rank
matrices P and Q as

R̂ = P T ×Q (7)

where P is a K×M matrix (M is the number of users), Q is
an K×N matrix (N is the number of items), K is the number
of latent factors used in the model and R̂ is the approximation
of R. Furthermore, R̂ contains ratings not only in the place
of the training data, but also for the previously empty slots
in R. The assumption is made that if the error between the
training data in R and corresponding approximations in R̂ is
small, the error for the rest of the ratings in R̂ is small as
well. This yields good predictions for the unobserved ratings.
The error for a prediction of the rating for user u on item i
can be written as

eui = rui − qT
i pu (8)

where pu is column u of matrix P , and qi is the column i of
matrix Q. To get a small error, the total squared error for the
training data is minimized and thereby also the error for the
test data. This can be expressed as

etot =
∑

u,i∈B(u,i)

(rui − qT
i pu)

2 (9)

where B(u, i) is the training (base) set indices.
2) Avoiding overfitting: By minimizing equation (9), over-

fitting is introduced. This means that the model is able to adapt
to the specific rating cases in the training data, but the ability
to detect general patterns is lost. Unexpectedly placed ratings
in the training data thereby increases the error. To avoid this,
regularization can be implemented by adjusting (9) to

etot =
∑

u,i∈B(u,i)

(rui − qT
i pu)

2 + λ(‖pu‖2 + ‖qi‖2) (10)

where λ is called the regularization factor.
3) Accounting for user and item bias: Another important

adjustment to the error is to make up for the user and item
bias (i.e. that users tend to use the rating scale in different
ways and that items tend to be rated differently compared to
the other items). A predicted rating from a user u on an item
i can be modeled as

r̂ui = µ+ bu + bi + qT
i pu (11)

where µ is the global rating average for the training data, bu
is the user bias and bi is the item bias. This modifies equation
(8) to

eui = rui − µ− bu − bi − qT
i pu (12)

Fig. 2. Illustration of iterations with Gradient descent, where a step is taken
in the negative direction of the gradient. Thereby the error approaches its
minimum and the predictions approach the desired ratings.

and equation (10) to

etot =
∑

u,i∈B(u,i)

(rui − µ− bu − bi − qT
i pu)

2

+ λ(‖pu‖2 + ‖qi‖2 + b2u + b2i ) (13)

4) Error minimization using Gradient descent: To min-
imize etot, the gradient of the squared error can now be
utilized to iteratively modify P and Q [6]. This is done by
updating the values of P and Q by taking a small step in the
negative direction of the gradient and thus reducing the error,
as illustrated in fig. 2. The bias terms bu and bi are learned the
same way. This is a frequently used method to minimize the
error, often referred to as Stochastic gradient descent, where
you instead of updating the values of P and Q for all the
training data, select a random subset of the training data to
update the matrices on [7]. This shortens the execution time
for the algorithm, but results in a greater prediction error. The
underlying theory, however, is the same.

To get a starting point, P and Q are randomized. P and
Q can then, using equation (13), be adjusted by taking a step
in the negative direction of the gradient according to

pu ← pu + γ(euiqi − λpu) (14)
qi ← qi + γ(euipu − λqi) (15)

where eui is the modified error (12) and γ is called the
learning rate, since it determines how fast the minimum error
is approached. A too big learning rate can potentially cause
divergence as the minimum might be missed. The user and
item bias (also first randomized) can be learned similarly
according to [8] as

bu ← bu + γ(eui − λbu) (16)
bi ← bi + γ(eui − λbi) (17)

This procedure can now be iterated multiple times until the
error converges to a minimum and can be stopped when as
close to this minimum as desired.
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D. Hybrid algorithm

There are no obvious ways of constructing a hybrid rec-
ommender algorithm. As mentioned in section I, most hybrid
recommenders are built by combining a CF algorithm with
a content based algorithm [2]. However, there are ways to
implement a hybrid algorithm made of two CF algorithms. One
way to do it, as [9] suggests (and the approach this project has
chosen), is to weight every prediction from the two algorithms
as the final prediction according to

r̂ui = αr̂ui1 + βr̂ui2 (18)

where r̂ui1 is the predicted rating from the memory based
algorithm, r̂ui2 is the predicted rating from the model based
algorithm and r̂ui is the hybrid prediction. α is the weight
of the memory prediction and β is the weight of the model
prediction. Furthermore, it is a requirement that

α+ β = 1 (19)

where 0 ≤ (α, β) ≤ 1. The values of α and β can now
be determined numerically. This is a rather simple approach
that intuitively results in a program running time of the both
algorithms combined.

E. Error measures

Two of the most recognized error estimates are RMSE and
MAE:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

‖T (u, i)‖
∑

u,i∈T (u,i)

(r̂ui − rui)2 (20)

MAE =
1

‖T (u, i)‖
∑

u,i∈T (u,i)

|r̂ui − rui| (21)

where T (u, i) is the test set indices.
However, there is no consensus on which metric is most

suitable for recommender evaluation. MAE is often considered
more intuitive and weights all errors the same, while RMSE
punishes variance as it weights errors with larger absolute
values more than the errors with smaller absolute values. Thus,
RMSE is sensitive to outliers, which is the main concern
against the measurement. Furthermore, the RMSE error is
assumed to be unbiased and normally distributed. Assuming
normal distribution and compensating for bias ratings, RMSE
is the most suitable measure [10]. Results are presented for
both RMSE and MAE, to make the thesis comparable to a
greater range of work and ensuring that the results are less
dependent on a certain choice of measure.

F. k-fold cross-validation method

To further increase the reliability of the accuracy, the k-
fold cross-validation method is implemented for all algorithms.
The basic approach of k-fold is to split the given data in to k
number of subsets, using one subset as the test set and the rest
k − 1 subsets as the training set. Which subset that is used
as the test set is varied, which results in k number of test
and training sets [11]. The algorithms’ prediction errors are

then calculated for each of the k sets. Averaging these error
calculations yields an error measure that is less dependent on
the randomization when partitioning the data in to a test and
training set. In this thesis, the MovieLens predefined 5-fold
sets are used (each set having a 80/20 ratio of training and
test data).

III. RESULTS

A. Model algorithm partial results

To determine the model parameters, i.e. the number of latent
factors K and the number of iterations to minimize the error,
the RMSE and MAE were plotted as functions of an increasing
number of iterations for values ranging from 10 to 100 with
steps 10 for K, see fig. 3 and fig. 4.

Fig. 3. RMSE as a function of increasing number of iterations for K from
10 to 100 where the solid line is for K = 70

Fig. 4. MAE as a function of increasing number of iterations for K from 10
to 100 where the solid line is for K = 70.

Here it appears that the optimal value is 200 iterations and
70 latent factors. The regularization factor was set as λ = 0.01
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Fig. 5. RMSE as a function of different weights of the memory and model
predictions. Here, β is the weight of model predictions and α = 1−β is the
weight of memory predictions. A minimum is found at β = 0.9.

Fig. 6. MAE as a function of different weights of the memory and model
predictions. Here, β is the weight of model predictions and α = 1−β is the
weight of memory predictions. A minimum is found at β = 0.9.

as [12] suggests. Furthermore, the learning rate was set to γ =
0.001, as larger learning rates caused divergence for several
choices of K.

B. Hybrid algorithm partial results

For the hybrid method, values in the range from 0 to 1 with
steps 0.05 for α and β = 1−α were tested and the RMSE and
MAE were calculated. The RMSE and MAE minimum was
found at α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 (see fig. 5 for RMSE graph
and fig. 6 for MAE graph).

C. Comparison

The comparison of the three methods was done by compar-
ing their RMSE and MAE as functions of sparsity. Initially, the
methods were given the whole training set, containing 80000

Fig. 7. RMSE as a function of sparsity. 5000 ratings were removed from the
training set (initially containing 80000 ratings) in every iteration.

Fig. 8. MAE as a function of sparsity. 5000 ratings were removed from the
training set (initially containing 80000 ratings) in every iteration.

ratings. 5000 of these ratings were then removed randomly
in each iteration down to a training set of 5000 ratings. The
5-fold cross-validation procedure was implemented to reduce
the dependency on the randomization. The RMSE and MAE
graphs for setting the predictions to the global rating average
of the training set were also added to give a perspective of the
performance for the different methods. The plots are shown
in fig. 7 and fig. 8. The RMSE and MAE values for 80000,
40000 and 5000 training data points can be found in table I.

Here it is found that for both measures, the model based
method performs better than the memory based method for
all levels of sparsity. The hybrid method has a similar perfor-
mance as the model based method. The memory and model
based algorithm both took roughly 3 to 6 minutes to run
depending on the training set size (which means the hybrid
algorithm took roughly 6 to 12 minutes). Running the algo-
rithms for the 5 different training sets (5 folds) and decreasing
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TABLE I
RMSE AND MAE VALUES FOR THREE CASES OF TRAINING DATA AMOUNT

Measurement (data) Memory Model Hybrid
RMSE (80000) 0.9506 0.9129 0.9126
RMSE (40000) 0.9856 0.9508 0.9506
RMSE (5000) 1.1388 1.0316 1.0287
MAE (80000) 0.7449 0.7173 0.7167
MAE (40000) 0.7728 0.7500 0.7496
MAE (5000) 0.9506 0.8210 0.8213

the set size 15 times (from 80000 to 5000 values) means that
every algorithm had to be run 80 times. This resulted in a
testing time of somewhere around 6 hours for the memory
and model based algorithm individually. The hybrid algorithm
would then take around 12 hours, combining the memory and
model algorithm with the α and β weights (practically, the
predictions from the memory and model algorithm were saved
in every iteration to avoid this).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of results

The three algorithms were successfully implemented on the
MovieLens data set and RMSE and MAE were calculated as
functions of the decreasing number of training data points,
i.e. sparsity (see fig. 7 and fig. 8). It was found that the model
based method outperforms the memory based method for all
levels of sparsity and also seems to be less dependent on the
varying sparsity. The hybrid method performs nearly identical
to the model based method (see table I for values).

The memory based method suffers severely from the cold
start problem as predicted [2]. As the training set is reduced,
the prediction accuracy decreases greatly. This stems from
that the prediction coverage decreases and several ratings can
thereby not be predicted and have to be set to the global
rating average µ. When the algorithm is applied on the smaller
amounts of data it can be seen that both the RMSE and MAE
graph no longer follows the same ”smooth” curve and also
results in more poor predictions than just guessing the training
set average for all ratings. This is probably due to the bad
predictions the algorithm makes from the few ratings it is
trained on in combination with the cold start.

The model based method performs well in relation to the
memory based. It has better accuracy for all levels of sparsity
and is also less dependent on sparsity. However, the model
based method has several possibilities of optimization that
has not been fully explored in this thesis. How the number
of latent factors and number of iterations are chosen can be
improved. This can be done by allowing more iterations, which
in turn will affect how many latent factors is optimal. In this
implementation, the highest number of iterations tested was set
to 200 as a higher number would take too long to process. The
number of latent factors K tested for the varying number of
iterations can also be increased to possibly find a more optimal
K value. We saw, however, in fig. 3 that a K in somewhat the
same size yields similar accuracy. The learning rate γ was, in
this implementation, set to a constant value, small enough not
to cause the error to diverge from the minimum. However, a

more sophisticated MF algorithm will change step size (i.e.
learning rate) as the minimum is approached to yield a faster
solution that still ensures convergence. This would result in a
more accurate model for a given time frame.

The hybrid algorithm was implemented by combining the
predictions from the memory and model based algorithms.
Optimal weight factors α and β were found for the initial
training data set and resulted in a RMSE and MAE that
were smaller than for the algorithms separately. However,
the difference was proportional to 0.0001 as seen in table I,
which means that it is not of any particular interest, at least
for this data set. This, since the time increase of having to
run both of the algorithms and combine their predictions,
simply can be outperformed by increasing the amount of
iterations for the model based algorithm alone, as can be
realized from fig. 3. Furthermore, other ideas like making a
hybrid algorithm that switches between the two algorithms
depending on sparsity is not an option in this case. This,
since the model algorithm has better accuracy for all sparsity
levels. Nevertheless, these results confirm that it might be
interesting to look at combinations of algorithms within the
CF area as in the case of [9], even though the combination of
these algorithms on this data set do not result in a significant
accuracy improvement.

The measures RMSE and MAE seem to result in similar
evaluations of these algorithms. The same optimal number of
latent factors and iterations were found for the model based
algorithm and for the hybrid algorithm, the same weights
α and β were found. The plots of RMSE and MAE as
functions of sparsity (fig. 7 and fig. 8) as well as the table
of selected values (table I) shows that even though the curves
differ to a certain extent, the verdict of which algorithm has
the best performance would still be the same. However, it is
interesting to implement both measures for comparability over
all different sparsity levels.

B. Further development

Since this paper focuses on the sparsity dependency for the
recommender algorithms, one interesting way of proceeding
would be to simply evaluate other CF algorithms in a similar
way. Especially algorithm within the model based area since
many of these algorithms (e.g. Matrix factorization) have seen
promising results [6]. Other sizes and sorts of data sets would
also be interesting to look at to do a more thorough evaluation
of the methods within CF.

Other interesting aspects of this area to further develop
would be to make a hybrid recommender by combining CF
algorithms that have more similar accuracy than the ones
combined in this thesis. This, to see if these kinds of combina-
tions would be desirable the same way as for the combination
presented in [9].

V. CONCLUSION

This thesis has implemented three CF algorithms, one from
each CF category, on the MovieLens dataset and compared
them in terms of sparsity. The memory based algorithm
is greatly affected by increasing sparsity. The model based
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algorithm, however, was not as dependent on sparsity as the
memory based and had a better accuracy overall. The hybrid
algorithm implemented both previous algorithms and it was
shown that weighting their predictions gave an insignificant
accuracy improvement that would not be worth the time
increase of having the run time of both the memory and model
algorithms. This, however, might be a useful approach for
other CF algorithm combinations which could be interesting
to further explore.
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Extreme Kernel Machine
Viktor Karlsson and Erik Rosvall

Abstract—The purpose of this report is to examine the combi-
nation of an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) with the Kernel
Method. Kernels lies at the core of Support Vector Machines suc-
cess in classifying non-linearly separable datasets. The hypothesis
is that by combining ELM with a kernel we will utilize features
in the ELM-space otherwise unused. The report is intended as
a proof of concept for the idea of using kernel methods in an
ELM setting. This will be done by running the new algorithm
against five image datasets for a classification accuracy and time
complexity analysis.

Results show that our extended ELM algorithm, which we have
named Extreme Kernel Machine (EKM), improve classification
accuracy for some datasets compared to the regularised ELM,
in the best scenarios around three percentage points. We found
that the choice of kernel type and parameter values had great
effect on the classification performance. The implementation of
the kernel does however add computational complexity, but where
that is not a concern EKM does have an advantage. This trade-
off might give EKM a place between other neural networks and
regular ELMs.

I. INTRODUCTION

EXTREME Learning Machine (ELM) was introduced by
Huang et al. [1] and has shown promising results in both

classification and regression settings [2]. ELMs are efficient
to train since it can be done through solving a set of linear
equations which, in comparison to other algorithm’s iterative
training approach, can be computationally efficient while still
retaining an excellent classification performance [3]. A version
of the ELM, using an auto encoder which is a type of data pre-
processing method, has shown to be able to reach an accuracy
of 99.03% on the MNIST dataset [3].

Another algorithm used in the machine learning field is
the Support Vector Machine (SVM). This algorithm, in its
simplest form, aims to find a linear separation boundary
between two classes of data, thus being a binary classifier. To
create more complex separation boundaries one implements
a kernel into the model, see figure 1. This kernel implicitly
transforms the data to a higher dimension with the hope of
being able to perform the linear separation in that space. By
choosing these kernels under some general constraints, one
can make use of this higher dimension without ever having to
actually transform anything to that higher dimension, thereby
the implicit transform. Kernels can also be thought of as a
similarity measure [4], which will be expanded on later in
this report.

This paper looks at the possibility of integrating kernels
into ELMs in order to improve classification performance. Our
hypothesis is that after having transformed the input data into
ELM-space we can apply a kernel to make use of additional
information in the input features. This is different from how
other authors have combined kernels with ELMs in the past,
see section II-E.

Fig. 1. Example of a linear decision boundary being possible because of a
non-linear transform φ [5].

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Before we dive into our extended algorithm, we want
to present the consepts of Extreme Learning Machines and
kernels. In this section we also discuss other work related to
both ELMs and kernels and explain their difference to our
integration of the two.

A. Notation

Throughout this report we will let bold font, lower case
letters (x, b etc.) represent column vectors while bold font,
upper case letters (X,Wi, Y etc.) will represent matrices.
The transpose of a matrix X will be denoted by XT and its
inverse by X−1. A hat on a matrix or vector will denote that
this entity is a prediction made by a model, so that if y is
the real labels of a data set ŷ will be the model’s prediction
of these labels. Finally, the dimension of these vectors and
matrices will often be described by normal font letters (d, N ,
c etc.).

B. Image classification

In this report we study classification of images, which for
some might be thought of as a process of feature extraction.
That is however not the case for ELMs in general. The images
was simply reshaped into column feature vectors xi, where the
intensity value for each pixel is though of as one feature, and
then stored in the input feature matrix X . This generalisation
of images means that classifying pictures is no different from
other types of data which also can be represented as vectors.

C. ELM

ELMs are a type of single layered feed-forward net-
works (SLFNs) transforming the input feature matrix X =
[x1,x2, ...,xN ] ∈ �d×N to a hidden layer of h neurons
through multiplication with a matrix Wi ∈ �h×d filled with
zero-mean, random Gaussian noise. This operation can be
thought of as generating random rotations of the input features,
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since every square sub-matrix of dimension d in Wi has this
ability. This transform is often regarded as taking the input
features from �d to ELM-space �h.

The output from the hidden neurons are controlled by a
non-linear function f(A) often called the activation function.
While many activation functions exist; sigmoid, tanh and
binary step just to name a few, we will in this report only
use Rectified Linear Unit (RLU) defined through equation (1).
RLU is a very popular activation function in many different
machine learning algorithms, we use it because of its ease of
computation.

f(A) = max {0,A} =

{
0, if Ai,j < 0

Ai,j , otherwise
(1)

We will define Z ≡ f(WiX) as the output of the activation
function for future convenience.

This output Z ∈ �h×N is finally multiplied with the
hidden-to-output-layer matrix Wo ∈ �c×h where c is the
number of classes in the dataset. This matrix is defined as
the solution to the optimisation problem stated in equation
(2).

min
Wo∈�c×h

1

2
||Wo Z − Y ||2 (2)

Here, Y ∈ �c×N is the one-hot label representation for the
input feature matrix X . That is, if feature vector xi has the
label yi, the i:th column of Y will have a one in the yi:th
position and zeros elsewhere.

The complete ELM algorithm for classification can be
summarised as in equation (3) and (4). In (3), Ŷ ∈ �c×N is
the collection of scores for each class assigned to each input
feature vector by the ELM.

Ŷ = WoZ = Wof(WiX) (3)

The classification is then conducted through assigning each
input feature vector to the class with highest score.

ŷT = argmax
j,yj

Ŷ (4)

ŷT ∈ �1×N is here the collection of label predictions for each
of the N xi column feature vectors of X . For an illustration
of the ELM architecture, see figure 2.

Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of an ELM. The dimension of each matrix is
written under corresponding circle.

Since the optimization problem stated in equation (2) is
nothing less than the sum of square errors, the solution is
given by:

Wo = Y Z−1 (5)

The matrix Z is generally not square, so the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse has to be used instead. This is defined as in
equation (6) where A is a non-square matrix.

A† ≡
(
ATA

)−1
A (6)

Herein lies the efficiency of the ELM algorithm. The model
can be trained through solving a set of linear equations,
in a non-iterative manner. This can often be many times
more computationally efficient than other iterative algorithms,
especially other deep networks [1]-[3].

While we above described the basic idea of the ELM,
additional constraints can be added to the optimisation in
equation (2) in order to increase the models performance. We
will in this report also introduce a regularisation term, called
the L2 regularisation [6]. The impact the regularisation has on
the model is controlled by the parameter λ. The reasoning
behind adding such a regularisation boils down to making
the model generalise better through decreasing the amount
the model overfits the training set. With this addition, the
optimisation problem is altered slightly and now defined by
equation (7).

min
Wo∈�c×h

1

2
||WoZ − Y ||2 + λ

2
||Wo||2 (7)

While both the activation function output Z and Wi re-
mains the same, the solution for Wo becomes equation (8)
where I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate dimension.

Wo = Y
(
ZTZ + λI

)−1
ZT (8)

D. Kernels in SVMs

Support Vector Machines creates a decision boundary be-
tween data points from to different classes in a dataset [7].
The simplest SVM, which is called Least Square Support
Vector Machine, tries to create a linear decision boundary. It
is however clear that this will fail for many types of data sets,
the XOR problem is just one example. See figure 3.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the XOR classification problem, where a linear
separation boundary cannot be found. The squares and circles are thought
of as belonging to different classes.

If in such a case the data was transformed by a non-linear
function to a higher dimensional space, maybe a linear separa-
tion could be conducted there. If we constrain ourselves to spe-
cific non-linear transforms and to only compute scalar products
in the higher dimensional space we are able to compute these
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products using the non-transformed data. This means that
we can transform our data into infinite dimensional spaces
without ever having to actually create infinite dimensional
vectors, which obviously would not be possible for a computer.
Consider the following example where we use the non-linear
function φ(x) to transform a vector xT = (x1, x2) ∈ �2 to
�4 and then show that a scalar product in �4 can be calculated
using only the vectors in �2.

φ(x)T =(x3
1,
√
3x2

1x2,
√
3x1x

2
2, x

3
2)

φ(x) · φ(y) =x3
1y

3
1 + 3x2

1y
2
1x2y2 + 3x1y1x

2
2y

2
2 + x3

2y
3
2

=(x1y1 + x2y2)
3

=(x · y)3 ≡ k(x, y)

k(x, y) is an example of a homogeneous polynomial kernel of
degree three but of course other kernels can be defined. Some
of the most common kernels [8] are:

- Linear Kernel

k(xi,xj) = 1 + xi · xj (9)

- Polynomial Kernel of degree p

k(xi,xj) = (1 + xi · xj)
p (10)

- Radial Basis Function Kernel (RBF)

k(xi,xj) = exp

{
−||xi − xj ||2

2σ2

}
(11)

In equation (9) and (10) the addition of ”1” improves
stability, especially when p gets large. Linear kernels are only
useful when classes are linearly separable, and polynomial
or RBF kernels are often used when more complicated tasks
needs to be solved. The RBF kernel is generally more popular,
but polynomial has found use in natural language processing
[9] .

Kernel functions can also be regarded as a similarity mea-
sure between two vectors, returning a bigger value if two
vectors are similar than if they are dissimilar. The two different
kernel types, RBF and polynomial, does however differ in
exactly how the similarity is evaluated. Given two vectors,
the polynomial kernel will return a maximum value if these
two vectors are parallel, though not similar in length. That is
not the case for the RBF kernel which only is maximized if
the two vectors point in close proximity of each other. One
can think of it as evaluating a Gaussian distribution, centred
at one vector, at the point where the other vector ends, see
figure 4.

a) b)

Fig. 4. Example of different types of similarity measurement. a) shows a
polynomial kernel’s projection method and b) shows how the RBF kernel
approach the same question. The circles are here thought of as iso-levels for
the Gaussian distribution centered at the end of one vector.

E. Note on Terminology

Several different definitions of kernel matrix is in use for
ELMs [10] [11]. These mainly refer to two different types of
application of kernels in normal ELM, both of which differs
from the application of kernels in this report. For clarity, we
will explain the other uses and then show our implementation.

Some use the same kernels that we mention in equation (9)
- (11), but apply them to the input layer, as a transformation
to ELM-space [3]. Others use the notation of kernel matrix
within the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, eq. (6), and say that
ZTZ is the kernel matrix [11]. Z is here the matrix of all the
input features in ELM-space after application of an activation
function, as defined after equation (1).

While activation functions and our kernel methods both are
non-linear functions, we consider them separate. Because of
this unfortunate naming convention, we will use conflicting
notation for what we refer to as the kernel matrix and what is
mentioned elsewhere.

To separate between the other uses of Kernel ELM, K-
ELM and ELM with kernel we call our implementation
Extreme Kernel Machine (EKM).

III. METHOD

With a understanding of the ELM algorithm and how
kernels can be used for measuring similarity we are now ready
to introduce our algorithm.

A. Extreme Kernel Machine

Our extension of the ELM algorithm combine the strengths
of the ELM, especially the ease of calculating the output
weights, and the kernels similarity measure property. Our
intuition leads us to reason that further extracting information
from the training data should have a positive impact on the
models classification performance.

This extension does not change the formulation of the
optimisation problem, but does however change the matrices
involved. Instead of the matrix Z in equation (7) we will
introduce a new kernel matrix Kt. Since the optimisation
problem is solved during the training phase the entries of
Kt, Kt,i,j , will be defined as the kernel function applied
to the i:th and j:th feature vector in the training set. That
is, Kt,i,j = k(zt,i, zt,j). The subscript t indicated that the
entities originate from feature vector of the training set, which
is an distinction which will be important during classification.

Simply substituting Z for Kt in (7) gives the new optimi-
sation problem in equation (12).

min
Wo∈�c×Nt

1

2
||WoKt − Y ||2 + λ

2
||Wo||2 (12)

It is worth noting that Wo in equation (12) has the di-
mensions c×Nt, where Nt is the number of training feature
vectors, instead of c × h as before. This, however, does not
change the solution to (12) which is found through the same
substitution made above applied to equation (8) resulting in
equation (13).

Wo = Y (KT
t Kt + λI)−1KT

t (13)
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The classification is carried out in a slightly different
manner for EKM than a normal ELM, which can be found
in equation (3). The EKM algorithm needs both Wi and Wo,
same as ELM, but also needs Zt which is the collection of
training features in ELM-space. These are fed through the
kernel function together with the features which we wish
to classify in Z. This results in another kernel matrix K
with entries Ki,j = k(zt,i, zj). Instead of performing the
classification as in equation (3), we now multiply the output
matrix Wo with the kernel matrix as in equation (14).

Ŷ = WoK (14)

As before, in equation (3), Ŷ is the collection of score
assigned to each input feature for each class. The actual class
prediction is finally performed through the same equation as
(4).

For a graphical comparison between ELM and EKM, com-
pare figure 2 and 5.

Fig. 5. Illustration of an EKM with its kernel applied after the transform
to ELM-space. The dimension of each matrix is written under corresponding
circle.

B. Grid search for σ and λ

In order to utilize the regularisation term λ in both al-
gorithms a grid search, an algorithm for hyperparameter
optimisation, had to be conducted. In the cases where we used
the RBF kernel in the EKM algorithm a grid search over both
λ and σ had to be carried out. We restricted ourselves to only
find an optimal σ in the case of RBF kernel, and did not search
further for p in the case of the polynomial kernels where only
p = 1 and p = 2 were used. The results of our basic grid
search are presented in table I.

C. Number of hidden nodes for ELM and EKM
Another parameter which have to be chosen for both the

ELM and the EKM algorithm is the number of hidden nodes
which corresponds to the dimension of ELM-space, noted with
h earlier. Because of project constraints we did not optimise
this number for each dataset. We did however find that the
performance for both ELM and EKM had similar response
to the number of hidden nodes for the MNIST- as well as
the AR dataset, see figure 6. To not introduce unnecessary
computational complexity for marginal improvements in the
classification accuracy, we decided that every network we train
should have twice the dimension as the number of features.
That is, h = 2d using the notation from the description of the
ELM algorithm.

Using the same dimension of the ELM-space for both
algorithms also serves as an indication of the possible strengths
our EKM has over the normal ELM.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OVER THE PARAMETERS CHOSEN FOR EACH DATASET. THE
LOWER NUMBER IN EACH CELL DESCRIBES THE KERNEL PARAMETER p

FOR THE POLYNOMIAL KERNELS AND σ FOR THE RBF KERNEL.

λ
ELM

RBF Polynomial Linear
p or σ EKM EKM EKM

MNIST
1 1 104 102

- 3 2 1

AR
5 · 104 10−6 1021 109

- 2 · 103 2 1

Yalefaces
5 · 104 10−4 1021 108

- 103 2 1

Caltech101
0.1 0.5 0.01 0.01

- 4 · 10−3 2 1

Scene 15
10−4 0.01 10−7 10−7

- 10−9 2 1

Fig. 6. Classification accuracy for ELM and EKM algorithms on MNIST-
and AR datasets as function of the number of hidden nodes in the model.

D. Datasets and training procedure

Five datasets were used to evaluate EKM’s performance
compared to ELM’s. These datasets where put together by
Zhuolin Jiang, Zhe Lin and Larry S. Davis [12]. A summary
can be found in table II.

TABLE II
PROPERTIES OF DATASETS IN THE REPORT

Images Features Classes
MNIST 60,000 + 10,000 784 10

AR 2,600 540 126

Yalefaces 2,414 504 38

Caltech101 9,144 3,000 102

Scene 15 4,485 3,000 15

MNIST is the only dataset with a dedicated test set, which
differentiates its training and testing process to the other four
datasets. With MNIST the process is straight forward; the
training set is used for training and the test set for testing.

For the other four datasets, we shuffled the dataset and then
split it into two sets, one for training and one for testing. In
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order to get a statistically correct measurement we averaged
our results over a number of repeated shufflings for each given
split ratio. The number of repeated shuffles varied between
algorithms and datasets because of difference in computational
complexity. The specifics of the number of iterations are found
in the results.

1) MNIST: This dataset is perhaps the most famous one and
is often used as a baseline when introducing new algorithms
because of its size and ease of use. It is however often crit-
icised for being too simple, but is nonetheless bigly popular.
It consists of 60,000 images of handwritten numbers, pre-
randomised to reduce bias when selecting subsets for training,
with an additional test set of 10,000 images. Each image is
28× 28 pixels large, see figure 7 for some examples.

Fig. 7. Example of images in MNIST dataset.

2) AR: This dataset consists of images of 26 people that
display a wide variety of facial expression taken during two
sessions. The images are originally of size 768 × 576 pixels
but have been resized by Jiang et al. [12] so that the total
number of features are 540. An example of images that can
be found in this dataset are presented in figure 8.

Fig. 8. Example of images in AR dataset. The dataset consist of (a) neutral
expression, (b) expression-variant, (c) illumination-variant, (d) sunglasses and
(e) scarves images. [13]

3) Yalefaces Extended: This third dataset is a collection of
2,414 images from 38 different people displaying a wide vari-
ety of facial expressions, seen in figure 9. We will frequently
call the dataset Yalefaces or YF for short. Most classes consist
of 64 images, but some have less. The original images have
been resized, through methods described by Jiang et al. [12],
down to the total 504 pixels used here.

Fig. 9. Example of images in Yaleface Extended dataset. [14]

4) CalTech101: CalTech101 is a collection of 102 classes,
101 of which are different object and one which is a back-
ground class. See figure 10 for an example. The number of
images differs greatly between classes, some having only 40
and others around 800 images. Most have about of 50 images.
Jiang et al. [12] used spatial pyramid extraction on the images.

Fig. 10. Example of images in CalTech101 dataset. [15]

5) Scene-15: The fifth and final dataset used in this report is
Scene-15 and consists of 4,485 images of 15 different settings,
or scenes to follow its name. Each class, ranging from man-
made structures to nature scenes, has between 200 and 400
images. As with CalTech101, this dataset was also arranged
as spatial pyramid features. A small subset of the images can
be seen in figure 11.

Fig. 11. Example of the original images in Scene-15 dataset. [15]

E. Measurements

To be able to evaluate the general performance of EKM in
comparison to ELM we measured both classification accuracy
as a function of training data size and how this affects the
total time of training and classification.

IV. RESULTS

An overview of the best results for each algorithm and
dataset is summarised in table III. For a more detailed view
of the results we refere you to figure 12 - 14.

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF BEST ACCURACY AND CORRESPONDING TRAINING AND

CLASSIFICATION TIME.

Accuracy
ELM

RBF Polynomial Linear
Time EKM EKM EKM

MNIST
95.38% 97.71% 98.19% 95.36%
485 s 1717 s 1850 s 1805 s

AR
96.92% 98.42% 98.29% 97.03%
1.05 s 2.44 s 2.03 s 2.03 s

Yalefaces
97.07% 97.04% 96.94% 96.94%

0.83 s 1.96 s 1.65 s 1.65 s

Caltech101
67.81% 71.14% 68.41% 68.09%
37.85 s 75.55 s 75.92 s 74.4 s

Scene 15
98.62% 98.68% 98.68% 98.68%
12.41 s 21.25 s 19.53 s 19.31 s
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A. MNIST

Because of MNIST’s size we were only able to train on a
maximum of 30,000 images before we ran out of memory on
our laptop hardware. The results are found in figure 12.

B. AR

We ran the EKM algorithm 100 times and the ELM 700
times. The average of these runs are shown in figure 13.1.

C. Yalefaces Extended

We ran the EKM algorithm 100 times and the ELM 700
times. The average of these runs are shown in figure 13.2.

D. Caltech 101

We ran the EKM algorithm 20 times and the ELM 120
times. The average of these runs are shown in figure 14.2.

E. Scene15

We ran the EKM algorithm 25 times and the ELM 100
times. The average of these runs are shown in figure 14.1.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Accuracy comparison

The results plotted in figure 12.a, 13.a and 14.a show
that the EKM outperformes the normal ELM in terms of
classification accuracy for three out of the five datasets. For
the other two datasets negligible improvement were found.
While computational cost increased we were able to improve
on the prediction accuracy with close to three percentage
points in the case of the MNIST dataset, from 95.38% to
98.19% with a polynomial kernel. Furthermore, AR saw an
increase from 96.92% to 98.42% between ELM and EKM.
For the Caltech101 dataset we found that the RBF kernel
gave significant improvements as well, and the overall greatest
improvement with 4.91 percent from 67.81% to 71.14%. While
all dataset did not see an improvement in accuracy, we can
confidently say that the method of using an kernel function in
ELM-space has real merit.

Perhaps surprisingly, results point to that both RBF and
polynomial perform well. In SVMs the RBF kernel is con-
sidered the superior one in the general case, and we expected
it would perform better in this context as well. While RBF
did perform well, and often better, than polynomial kernel, we
would like to highlight that we did not optimise the polynomial
kernel as thoroughly the RBF.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Results on MNIST dataset. (a) Classification accuracy on validation
set as a function of training dataset size. (b) Total training- and classifi-
cation time, measured in seconds, as function of training dataset size. (c)
Total training- and classification time, measured in seconds, as function of
classification accuracy.
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(a.1) (a.2)

(b.1) (b.2)

(c.1) (c.2)

Fig. 13. Results on AR- (left) and Yalefaces dataset (right). (a) Classification accuracy on validation set, consisting of all images not used for training, as a
function of training dataset size. (b) Total training- and classification time, measured in seconds, as function of training dataset size. (c) Total training- and
classification time, measured in seconds, as function of classification accuracy on the validation set consisting of all images not used in training.
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(a.1) (a.2)

(b.1) (b.2)

(c.1) (c.2)

Fig. 14. Results on Scene15- (left) and Caltech101 dataset (right). (a) Classification accuracy on validation set, consisting of all images not used for training,
as a function of training dataset size. (b) Total training- and classification time, measured in seconds, as function of training dataset size. (c) Total training-
and classification time, measured in seconds, as function of classification accuracy on the validation set consisting of all images not used in training.
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B. Time complexity of ELM vs EKM
To conclude if the EKM algorithm performs better than the

ELM is a question of both classification accuracy and time
complexity. As shown in figure 12.b, 13.b and 14.b there is
an obvious increased time complexity in our extended EKM
algorithm. When training the EKM model the following steps
have to be performed:

1) Linear transform to ELM-space trough the matrix mul-
tiplication WiX , which has the complexity O(hdNt).

2) Application of activation function on WiX which as-
suming the RLU has the complexity O(Nth).

3) Application of kernel, where the complexity is depen-
dent on the kernel in our code-implementation.

a) Polynomial kernel: O(N2
t h+N2

t )
b) RBF kernel: O(N2

t h+N2
t + 2Nth)

4) Calculating the output weight matrix Wo trough inver-
sion of a Nt × Nt sized matrix giving the complexity
O(N3

t ).
This should be compared to the complexity of the steps in the
ELM-algorithm:

1) Linear transform to ELM-space trough the matrix mul-
tiplication WiX , which has the complexity O(hdNt).

2) Application of activation function on WiX which as-
suming the RLU has the complexity O(Nth).

3) Calculating the output weight matrix Wo trough inver-
sion of a Nt × Nt sized matrix giving the complexity
O(N3

t ).
Additionally, the EKM algorithm needs to save the training
feature matrix for classification which also increases the
dimension of Wo. It is with this clear that additional com-
putational complexity has been added to both training- and
classification procedure with our extension, which explains
the results. It should however be noted that this report does
not claim to have produced the most efficient version of the
code, and some improvements might be possible with better
programming resulting in a faster runtime, or possibly lower
complexity.

C. Future work
We found, during the grid search, that classification accu-

racy was highly sensitive to changes in the model parameters.
This suggest that further optimisation, with higher granularity
and additional kernels might be very useful. Additional opti-
misation on larger intervals for p would also be required in
an more extensive result analysis. Furthermore, a more gen-
eralised search for a proper λ should be undertaken for each
subset of data, with an example of alternative optimisation
problem being formulated as equation (15) with λ ∈ (0, 1).
This turns our unbounded problem to a bounded one since its
only the ratio between the two terms in (15) that matters.

min
Wo∈�c×Nt

(1− λ)||WoK − Y ||2 + λ||Wo||2 (15)

It would be prudent to test other activation functions as well,
since we have a plethora of functions to choose from. Using
the same argument of prudence, much more effort could be
put into to optimise the number of hidden neurons.

VI. CONCLUSION

We feel that this report shows clearly that the idea behind
an Extreme Kernel Machine has potential as a great addi-
tion to the ELM family of machine learning algorithms. It
retains most of its advantages of ELM, short training time
and good generalisability, while improving results in several
cases. While more optimisations can be done on our current
implementation, both in parameter choice and coding , we feel
that it might be a competitive single layer feed forward option.
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Experiments With Four Pattern Recognition
Algorithms

Ayman Suliman and Joakim Bäverlind

Abstract—A big part of computer vision concerns the issue of
how well images can be classified into their corresponding classes.
Image classification is a big part of reducing the gap between
human and AI performance. Images are classified by first using
a dataset of images together with their given classifications to
train the system with machine learning. This can then be used
on images without any classification to test and see how well the
algorithm can classify an unknown image. However, this can be
done in many different ways and methods. The aim of the project
is to compare the performance of four algorithms: Multivariate
Gaussian Distribution Model, Least Square Regression (LS),
Kernel Regression (KR) and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM).
By using three different databases, the performance of the four
algorithms varied. The algorithms were tested by reducing the
dimensions of the images it was processing in order to analyze
how well the algorithms worked with different quality of images.
The results show that some algorithms work best when more
images are used for training, while some algorithms struggle
with more images and/or classes. This report concluded that the
accuracy of the algorithms varied depending on the structure
of the database. By analyzing the structure of the database,
the optimal classification algorithm can be chosen for best
performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPUTER vision is the science that extracts meaningful
descriptions about a physical object within an image,

similar to what a human does. However unlike humans,
computers cannot easily identify images. They need to process
images through algorithms.

A. Image Processing

After turning an image to black and white, the computer
sees the image as a matrix with each pixel obtaining a different
strength value from white to black. Instead of keeping the
image as a matrix, it is resorted to become a vector. For
example, if an image started of as a 30x30 pixel image matrix,
it is now turned into a 900x1 vector where each number
represents a pixel. In this case, we call 900 our dimension.
The higher the dimension is, the more detailed the image is
and the more time an algorithm takes to process it.

Computer vision is more efficient when it has other similar
images to compare with, therefore if you obtain for example
100 images with the same object (eg. cars), we call this group a
class and place the image vectors next to each other, forming a
900x100 matrix with 100 images. If we now have 10 classes
with the same dimension and same number of images and
put them all beside each other, we get a 900x1000 matrix
with 1000 images and 10 classes. In order to have a computer
that can classify an image, the computer needs to learn what

images belong to what class. Each image is given a label to
identify which class it belongs to. One image of size 900x1 is
given one label of size 10x1. In this case, the number of classes
are 10. All the other labels are put together in another 10x1000
matrix, where 1000 is the number of images. If the first image
belongs to class number one, the first row of column 1 is
labeled as ”1” and the rest of the rows are labeled ”0”. Each
column in the label matrix only has one ”1” label in it to
identify the class it belongs to. We call a set of images with
given classes and labels a database.

B. Aim

The goal of the computer is to first learn the labels of a
given set of images, and then be given a separate image and
find the label it belongs to by using an algorithm. If correctly
calculated, the label value will be close to 1 on the correct label
and close to 0 on all other labels of the corresponding image.
By using several algorithms with the same database of images,
the speed and accuracy will be calculated and compared.

The aim of the project is to analyze four different al-
gorithms: Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Model, Least
Square Regression, Kernel Regression and Extreme Learning
Machine. By testing these four algorithms with the same
database, the efficiency of each algorithm will be found when
it comes to speed and accuracy. These algorithms have advan-
tages and disadvantages when it comes to learning and testing
databases of different sizes. The problem that exists today is
that it is very difficult to choose the most optimal algorithm
for machine learning when a new database is presented. By
finding the most optimal algorithm for different databases, the
most efficient algorithm can be chosen when a new database
is presented.

II. THEORY

In this section, we describe the theory behind the algorithms
that will be used. All the following algorithms solve the
classification problem in different ways.

A. Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Model

Multivariate Gaussian distribution is a generalization of the
one dimensional normal distribution into higher dimensions.
By going into higher dimensions, it’s possible to find the
covariance of many different data at once compared to the
one dimensional case. This lets the algorithm use a covariance
matrix and a mean vector to compare a single data with a larger
dataset and classify it by using the multivariate probability
density function (PDF)[1]:
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f(x;Σ, µ) =
1√

(2π)k|Σ|
exp

(
−1

2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)

)

(1)
The PDF in equation 1 returns the density of the Gaussian

distribution for the vector x[2]. The multi-dimensional PDF
is very similar to the one-dimensional PDF, but it must now
consider a mean vector instead of a mean scalar. The variance
also changes from comparing one scalar with itself to com-
paring one vector with itself by finding the covariance. This
is done by creating a matrix of all the different covariances of
the data called the covariance matrix.

To start off in the one-dimensional case, the variance of one
variable X can be calculated with the following equation:

Var(X) = E((X − µ)2) = cov(X,X) (2)

Computing the variance of one variable is the same as
computing the covariance of the same variable. The multi-
dimensional PDF works by comparing one vector with itself
and builds up an estimate of the covariance matrix of all
comparisons. A covariance matrix Σ of size NxN contains
the following data:

Σij = cov(Xi, Xj) = E
[
(Xi − µi)(Xj − µj)

]
(3)

In this case, the mean µi = E(Xi)[1]. In the classification
problem, each image is given an estimate of their covariance
matrix, and each class is given an average of all its covariance
matrices.

Another simpler method to estimate the covariance matrix
of a whole class is to use the the average of the sum on
the covariance matrices on each images in that class. When
calculating the covariance matrix of a column vector x,
equation 3 can be derived into xxT [3]. This method is shown
by the following equation:

Σ =
1

N

N∑
n=1

xnx
T
n (4)

where N is the number of training images belonging to the
class. Multiplying a column vector with a row vector creates
a matrix, and equation 4 finds the average of all matrices
belonging to the class. The PDF also requires a mean vector of
the data. One mean value can be calculated from one image,
and each class has a mean vector of all the mean values of its
images put together.

The purpose of this algorithm is to create a density function
for each class in the training set. Each image is tested with
all classes in order to classify it, and the class that outputs the
highest density from the PDF with the image is the best class
that matches that image. Therefore to classify the test data y
into a class number k̂, the argmax is calculated on the density
function set in the following equation:

k̂ = argmax
i

fi(y,Σi, µi) (5)

where fi is the PDF for class i.

B. Least Square Regression

The least square regression method (LS) involves solving a
system of linear equations by generating a model that solves
the system and minimizes the following equation [4]:

|y − βx|

By obtaining a set of data points x, it attempts to fit them to
a model β in order to obtain an already known result y[5]. The
training phase of the least square method has the purpose of
obtaining the model β in order to use it for the classification
in the test phase. The general equation for the least square
problem is given by:

y = βx (6)

In the linear LS problem, equation 6 contains a matrix of
data x, a matrix of labels y, and an unknown classification
model matrix β. When dealing with a system where the
number of unknown variables are greater than the number of
equations, the pseudoinverse needs to be used[6]. To obtain
β̂, the pseudoinverse of x is calculated. The pseudoinverse of
x multiplied by y is written as:

β̂ = (xTx)−1xTy (7)

Which turns into:

β̂ = yx+ (8)

where x+ is the pseudoinverse of x[7]. The estimation of β
can now be used on another system of equations that do not
have a set of labels y by reusing equation 6 with new x data.

C. Kernel Regression

Kernel functions are used to find and study the relationship
between a set of patterns and can classify a new image
into a category. The kernel function, defined as k(x,x′),
measures similarity between any pair of inputs [8]. The Kernel
Regression (KR) method involves mapping data into a higher
dimensional feature space in order to hopefully structure it eas-
ier. This is done by using something called kernel trick which
works on algorithms that can be expressed by a dot product
of two vectors. The dot products are replaced with a kernel
function in order to map the algorithm to a higher-dimension
space[9]. By doing this, you avoid explicitly mapping a linear
algorithm to a non-linear one, and this is much cheaper to
compute[10].

Kernel methods work by storing the kernel comparison of
the training data entirely expressed by the kernel function
k(x,x′).

If we consider a linear regression model of the dual repre-
sentation method[11], the KR method can be derived:

y(x) = k(x)T (K+ λIN )−1t (9)

where t are the known labels. When given a new input
matrix x with unknown labels, equation 9 will output a label
matrix for the input. k(x) is a vector containing the elements
kn(x) = k(xn,x), where k(xn,x) is a kernel function. The
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kernel function can be chosen as many different functions, but
the most commonly used kernel function[11] is the Gaussian
kernel:

k(x,x′) = exp(−||x− x′||2/2σ2) (10)

where x and x′ are two different data and σ can be chosen
(in this case set as 1). The matrix K contains the kernel value
of all combinations of the input data. Because all the input
data is compared, the matrix is of size NxN , where N is the
number of data used for training. This makes the K matrix
extremely big when you consider a big amount of training
data.

K=



k(x1,x

′
1) . . . k(xN,x′

1)
...

. . .
k(x1,x

′
N) k(xN,x′

N)




IN is simply the identity matrix of size NxN , and λ ≥ 0.

D. Extreme Learning Machine

Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a single-hidden layer
feed forward network (SNLF) [12] algorithm that consists of
multiple layers of nodes where all the nodes in a layer are
connected to all the nodes in the previous layer, see Figure 1.
A SNLF consists of three layers: one input layer, one hidden
layer and one output layer. These layers also have varying
sizes. The dimension d of the input layer is determined by
the dimension of the input data. The output of the ELM is
a label matrix therefore the dimension of the output layer is
determined of the number of classes in the database that is
being used. The dimension L of the hidden layer is chosen
depending on the method that is being used for ELM.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a feed forward neural network

The input X is sent through the input layer via a random
input weight matrix W1 and is mapped from the input layer to
the hidden layer feature space of L dimensions. The estimate
of the output labels can be modelled into the following
equation:

Ŷ = W2σ(W1X) (11)

where σ represents the hidden node output and W2 contains
the output weights between the hidden and output layer[13].

This multiplication gives us Ŷ, a prediction of the output
layers corresponding to X . According to [12], the active
function σ that is used is most often the sigmoid function:

σ(W1, x) =
1

1 + exp(−x)
(12)

The sigmoid function is a nonlinear function that maps the
input to the hidden node outputs, it is also referred to as feature
space. Determining the weight matrix W2 between the output
and hidden nodes is done according to the equation from [12]:

W2 = σ(W1X)+Y (13)

where X and Y are the training data. The W2 matrix is later
used for classifying the test set X according to equation 11.

E. Databases

In order to test our algorithms for pattern recognition, a
number of different databases must be chosen. A database is
a set of images that are grouped by categories, also called
classes. We have chosen three databases which are different
due to their unique qualities and potential.

The first one is the MNIST database[14]. It contains in total
70000 images on handwritten numbers from 0 to 9 where each
number represents one class. The dimension of each vectorized
image is 784, and each image has a label that corresponds to
the class it belongs to. The appearance of the images is shown
in figure 2.

Fig. 2. The first 36 images in the MNIST database.

The second and third database are Caltech101[15] and
Scene15[16]. They both have the same structure and will
be described together. Caltech101 contains 9144 images on
101 different types of objects ranging from plane images to
animal images. Scene15 contains 4485 images on 15 different
scenes such as buildings and bedrooms. Both databases have a
dimension of 3000 for each image and have different numbers
of images per class. Some classes only have 40 images, while
others have over 200. Some images from the Caltech101
database are shown in Figure 3 and some images from the
Scene15 database are shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Four images of four different classes from the Caltech101 database.

Fig. 4. Four images of four different classes from the Scene15 database.

III. METHOD

This section will describe how the algorithms and the
databases were implemented and what methods were used
to analyze them. The implementation of the algorithms were
done in Matlab. Each algorithm has two phases. The first
phase is the training phase where the training images from
the databases are used. After that comes the testing phase
where the algorithms are tested with the test images from the
databases.

A. Databases

The each database can be divided into two parts, training
and testing. Each part has their own set of images and labels.
Together they form four matrices, train-images = Xtrain, train-
labels = Ytrain, test-images = Xtest and test-labels = Ytest.
Each image has a corresponding label in their corresponding
variable. This also applies to the testing phase. The algorithms
use this pairing to learn how the classification is done, and
once the training part is learned, they are tasked to label all
the testing images. Once the images are labelled, the labels
are stored in Ŷtest and later will be compared with Ytest.

The MNIST and Scene15 databases will be tested with
all their classes (10 and 15 respectively), but the Caltech101
database will vary the number of classes.

B. Algorithm methods

Before the algorithm methods are introduced, it is important
to understand the variables given from section III-A. In
general, images are saved into the matrix X and labels are
saved into the matrix Y.

1) Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Model: This model
works by simply finding the inputs that the PDF requires.
For each class, the covariance matrix and the mean vector is
calculated. The covariance matrix Σi for class i is calculated
with equation 4 where xn is a vector image in class i. The
mean vector µi for class i is simply obtained by taking the
mean value of all images in that class. The test data was then
classified with the obtained PDF from equation 1 by using
equation 5. This gave us an estimation of the index that the
image corresponds to.

2) Least Square Regression: The training phase of this
method consisted of training the classification model β in
equation 6. This was done by applying the pseudo inverse
from equation 8, where y represents the train-labels Ytrain

and x represents the train-images Xtrain. When β had been
received, equation 6 was used to calculate an estimate Ŷtest

of the testing images.
3) Extreme Learning Machine: When training the ELM,

the purpose is to determine the weight matrix W2 between
the output and hidden nodes. First we initialized a normally
distributed random matrix W1 ∈ R2dxd, where d is the
dimension of the images. The size of the rows can be chosen
freely, but this method will use the size 2d. The weight matrix
W2 is determined by applying pseudoinverse on the sigmoid
function, see equation 13. The input to the sigmoid function,
see equation 12, is the random matrix W1 multiplied by the
training images Xtrain. When W2 is received, the algorithm
is tested by applying it on equation 11 among with Xtest as
the input. This gives an estimate Ŷtest. The pseudo code for
this process is shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 ELM

W1 ∈ R2dxd;
S = σ(W1Xtrain);
W1 = YtrainS;
Ŷlabel = W1σ(WrXtest);

4) Kernel Regression: Kernel Regression starts by first
building up the K matrix from equation 9. This is done by
using the kernel function from equation 10 and comparing
all images two at a time to build the K matrix. The training
labels Ytrain are put in place of t. This is shown in the
first loop in the pseudo code in algorithm 2. After that, the
algorithm takes one test image at a time and compares it with
all training images to build the vector k. The algorithm then
attempts to label the image with equation 9, shown in the
second part of algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Kernel Regression
for i = 1:Number of train images do

for j = 1:Number of train images do
Kij = kernel(image i , image j);

end
end
I ∈ Rixj identity matrix;
for i = 1:Number of test images do

oneTestImage = image i;
for j = 1:Number of train images do

kj = kernel(image j, oneTestImage);
end
yi = kT (K+ λI)−1ytrain

end

C. Analysis method

In order to compare the different algorithms with each other,
they need to be analyzed with the same method. The way
that the algorithms will be analyzed is by calculating the
classification accuracy. The algorithms will also be tested by
varying the dimension of the training images from 10% to
100% and use that as the independent variable. In order to
reduce the dimensions of the image, the image is downsampled
to a lower resolution. For instance, if an image starts off as
a 30x30 matrix, a dimension of 50% would result in a 15x15
image which becomes a 225x1 vector image. This gives less
pixels for the algorithm to work with. Reducing the dimensions
of an image will show how well the algorithms work when
given bad quality images and how good the quality of the
image needs to be for classification.

The accuracy is calculated by looking through each label
in Ŷtest and finding the value with the highest number. The
value with the highest number will be the one closest to ”1”,
so this value is set as ”1” and all other values are set as ”0”. If
the highest number matches the index from Ytest, that label
is set as correct. After going through all images, the average
accuracy is calculated by the correct(yi, ytest,i) function by
comparing the calculated labels with the correct labels:

Accuracy =
1

N

N∑
i=1

correct(yi, ytest,i) (14)

The correct function returns ”1” if the inputs are equal, and
”0” if they are different. This analysis method will be used in
section IV to calculate how efficient the algorithms are. These
algorithms do not iterate to maximize the accuracy, they all
work by simply training once and testing once, allowing for
consistency when comparing them. In order to analyze the
algorithms, two tests per database was decided to be made.
One test is for all algorithms to be tested with a low image
number, and the other test is for the algorithms that can
handle bigger number of images. This was decided because
some algorithms were capable of handling much more images
than others and maybe performed better with more images as
training. This allows for a more fair comparison of the good
algorithms as well as a fair chance for the slower algorithms.

IV. RESULTS

This section will present all the different test with the
algorithms and databases.
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Fig. 5. The accuracy of MNIST database with ELM, LS, Gauss and KR as
algorithms. The number of training images were 1000 and the number of test
images were 500.
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Fig. 6. The accuracy of MNIST database with ELM and LS as algorithms.
The number of training images were 60000 and the number of test images
were 10000.

TABLE I
ALGORITHM SPEEDS WITH MNIST DATABASE (1000 TRAINING IMAGES,

500 TESTING IMAGES)

Computation time (s)
KR 581.4
Gauss 239.7
ELM 5.2
LS 1.7
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Fig. 7. The accuracy of Caltech101 database with ELM, LS, Gauss and KR
as algorithms. The number of training images were 800 and the number of
test images were 200. The number of classes used were 40.
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Fig. 8. The accuracy of Caltech101 database with ELM, LS and KR as
algorithms. The number of training images were 1400 and the number of test
images were 350. The number of classes used were 70.

TABLE II
ALGORITHM SPEEDS WITH CALTECH101 DATABASE (40 CLASSES, 800

TRAINING IMAGES, 200 TEST IMAGES)

Computing time (s)
Gauss 9332.2
Kernel 322.2
ELM 13.0
LS 5.3

A. MNIST Database

The Gauss method outperformed all three algorithms in
the test shown in Figure 5. ELM did not perform well when
the dimension percentage was within 50-80%. KR performed
consistently good throughout all dimensions with an accuracy
of around 85%, but it was the slowest algorithm.

ELM and LS were also tested with the whole database and
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Fig. 9. The accuracy of Scene15 database with ELM, LS, Gauss, KR as
algorithms. The number of training images were 450 and the number of test
images were 120.
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Fig. 10. The accuracy of Scene15 database with ELM, LS and KR as
algorithms. The number of training images were 1200 and the number of
test images were 300.

TABLE III
ALGORITHM SPEEDS WITH SCENE15 DATABASE (450 TRAINING IMAGES,

120 TESTING IMAGES)

Computation time (s)
Gauss 2040.9
Kernel 86.0
ELM 6.2
LS 2.2

they performed well as shown in Figure 6. In this test, ELM
outperformed LS by around 9% and achieved an accuracy of
94.53%.

B. Caltech 101

All the algorithms used to test with the Caltech 101 did not
reach a high accuracy percentage as they only hit around 60%
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as highest value, shown in Figure 7. When tested with more
images and more classes as shown in Figure 8, the Gaussian
method was excluded due to slow computation time. The three
algorithms that were tested with 70 classes did not reach a
higher value than when 40 classes were tested.

C. Scene 15

As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 9, the KR has better
accuracy than the other algorithms for lower dimensions, but
worse when higher dimensions were introduced. Both ELM
and LS reached an accuracy of around 95% in both tests. The
KR peaked at 85% in Figure 10 and at 90% in Figure 9.
In Figure 10, the Gaussian model was not applied due to it
performed badly in the other test as shown in Figure 9.

V. DISCUSSION

A. ELM

The test with the MNIST database in Figure 6 and 5 shows
that the ELM algorithm works better when more training
images are presented. The algorithm shows a big improvement
between the two tests, with a 25.8% increase in accuracy
when using 60 times more images. However, when using lower
training numbers, ELM scored very low when the dimension
was about 60%. The reason for this is very difficult to explain
due to the complexity of the ELM algorithm, but it might have
to do with the shape of the matrices. In this dimension, the
shape of the matrix W1X in equation 11 becomes very close
to a square matrix at 942x1000. This occurs very rarely since
the size of X is usually very large as it contains all the images.

The test with the Caltech101 database shows different
results, as ELM performed worse with more training images,
shown in Figure 7 and 8. However, the number of training
images per class was not changed. Only the number of classes
was increased from 40 to 70. This means that the algorithm
struggles when more classes are introduced.

This is also shown in the test with the Scene15 database in
Figure 10 and Figure 9. Since Scene15 only uses 15 databases,
ELM performs very well and scores 95% and above in both
tests.

All the database tests show that ELM performs below
average in lower dimensions, excluding MNIST where the
images are much smaller in dimensions and have very high
contrast. This might be due to the reduction of the size of
the hidden layer when the input layer dimension is lower.
This could impact the ability of the algorithm by reducing
the available hidden layers.

B. Kernel Regression

KR showed great results in all the database tests, but it was
one of the slowest algorithms in performance. The reason of
the slow performance is because of the size of the K matrix,
which compares all training images with each other. Increasing
the number of training-images means adding another row and
column for each image in the K matrix, which takes even
longer to compute. The test phase is also very time consuming

where each test image is compared with all training images in
the k vector.

The algorithm also struggled with memory issues because
using 60000 training images would create a 60000x60000 K
matrix. The size of the matrix is too large for the memory of
the computer to handle, and would require 26.8GB of storage
to compute.

When comparing Figure 7 and Figure 8 it becomes clear
that the accuracy of the kernel does not depend on how many
classes that are introduced in the test. This means the KR
performs well no matter the number of classes compared to
the other algorithms. This might be because the K matrix
compares every single image in the training phase, giving the
algorithm much better comparison data in order to differentiate
between the classes.

C. Gaussian Method

The Gaussian method had very varying results. In the case
of the MNIST database where the number of classes were
low and training images were high, the Gaussian method
performed with an accuracy of just above 90% see Figure
6. Comparing this to Figure 7, we see that when more classes
are introduced, the accuracy is decreased. By looking at the
two figures mentioned above, the accuracy increases with
increased dimension. However in the Scene15 test in Figure
10, the Gaussian method performed bad even though the
number of classes were relatively low. This might be due to
the complexity of the images in the Scene15 database. The
images are not very similar, thus finding the mean vector and
covariance matrix of a class would just result in a mixed bag of
data. This makes it much harder for the algorithm to classify
images.

This method was also very time consuming when more
classes were considered, as shown in Table 1–3. This is due
to the testing phase where the PDF in equation 1 needs to be
calculated for every class for every test image. This means that
using 200 test images with 40 classes (as used in Figure 7)
would result in 8000 method calls, which took over 2.5 hours
as shown in Table 2.

D. Least Square Regression

LS performed bad when classifying images with lower di-
mension due to the simplicity of the algorithm. The algorithm
consists mostly of using a pseudoinverse to extract the model β
from equation 6. This allows for a much faster computational
speed, and can manage very big databases in a reasonable
time as shown in Table 1. However, the performance decreased
when more classes were introduced, as shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. This means that the algorithm is less powerful when
managing databases with many classes.

E. Comparing the algorithms

As the algorithms were tested, it became clear that some
were able to manage bigger data sets more efficiently than
others. Both LS and ELM can process more images faster
than both KR and Gauss by a large margin as seen in Table
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2. However, KR was more accurate in lower dimensions and
could handle more classes more accurately as shown in Figure
8.

When the number of classes were low, the Gaussian method
outperformed all the other algorithms, shown in Figure 6.
However, it was the slowest when more classes were intro-
duced, shown in Table 2 when Caltech101 was tested with 40
classes.

The LS algorithm behaves in many cases similar to the
ELM algorithm. The reason they are similar must be due
to the similarity in the algorithm. They both use some form
of equation 6, and use a pseudo-inverse to calculate β.
The only difference is that ELM converts the system into a
higher dimension hidden layer. This allows for better overall
performance with the MNIST database due to the increase in
dimensions the algorithm can work around.

F. Future work

Future studies could go towards the feature extraction
direction of images instead of analyzing the whole image.
Doing this allows for much more detail to be extracted from
an image, especially when it comes to face recognition. By
finding the features of a face (position of eyes, nose, mouth,
etc), one can improve algorithms for face recognition and even
implement face tracking algorithms. This can also allow for
algorithms that can count the number of objects in an image.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main goal of the project was to compare how well
the four algorithms work with certain databases. Based on
our work, all the algorithms work better or worse depending
on the contents of the database. By knowing the differences
of performance with the algorithms, it’s possible to make a
smarter decision when it comes to choosing the algorithm.
Some of the algorithms are the basis of bigger algorithms,
and by knowing how the basis work with certain databases,
it may be easier to know which algorithm to implement. This
could save time and effort when it comes to implementing one
algorithm for a specific system of database.
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Abstract — Machine learning and neural networks have 

recently become hot topics in many research areas. They have 
already proved to be useful in the fields of medicine and 
biotechnology. In these areas, they can be used to facilitate
complicated and time consuming analysis processes. An 
important application is image recognition of cells, tumours etc., 
which also is the focus of this paper.

Our project was to construct both Fully Connected Neural 
Networks and Convolutional Neural Networks with the ability to 
recognize pictures of muscular stem cells (MuSCs). We wanted to 
investigate if the intensity values in each pixel of the images were
sufficient to use as indata for classification.

By optimizing the structure of our networks, we obtained good 
results. Using only the pixel values as input, the pictures were 
correctly classified with up to 95.1% accuracy. If the image size 
was added to the indata, the accuracy was as best 97.9 %.

The conclusion was that it is sensible and practical to use pixel 
intensity values as indata to classification programs. Important 
relationships exist and by adding some other easily accessible 
characteristics, the success rate can be compared to a human’s 
ability to classify these cells. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE goal of this project was to construct and train two 
types of neural networks with the purpose of 

distinguishing muscular stem cells, MuSC, in pictures.
Worldwide, one out of 3500 boys are born with the disease 

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). They lack a certain 
protein, dystrophin, which causes an ongoing deterioration of 
heart and skeletal muscles [1]. Researchers are investigating if 
stem cell therapy may have a positive inhibitive effect on the 
disease course. A few patients have already received 
transplantation of healthy MuSCs with pleasing results such as 
increased muscle mass and better lung capacity [2]. This 
treatment is a lifelong procedure and far from fully developed. 
This paper presents a tool for speeding up the MuSC research, 
with the hope of finding a cure for DMD patients.

The dataset we used was a large collection of pictures taken 
with time-lapse microscopy. This means a microscope camera 
had captured samples containing MuSC with a low frame rate, 
in this case every three minutes. Studying such picture 
sequences plays a crucial role in biomedical research. It helps
scientists observe dynamic phenomena such as proliferation, 
migration, mitosis and cell death. Before, the cells’ behaviours 
were manually examined in hour-long videos and small slow 
movements could easily be missed. Thanks to the method of 
time-lapse microscopy, it is now possible to follow 
infinitesimal changes from picture to picture [3].

The next step in improving the research process is to 
replace humans with computers for lengthy observations of 
the cell sample pictures. Manual investigations are time 
consuming and can turn out to be subjective to some degree.
In other words, people are not entirely consistent. With 
computers, we can increase both efficiency, precision and 
consistency.

The programs presented in this paper aims to contribute to 
such automated observation of MuSC cell. We examined an
existing MuSC classification program, described in [3]. The
program performed an advanced pre-analysis to identify 
several features of the cell, like area and elongation, which 
was then used for classification. We wanted to eliminate this 
pre-analysis demand by investigating if the images 
themselves, or more exactly the intensity value in each pixel 
of the images, were enough to use as indata for the 
classification process.

II. THEORY

A. Machine Learning
Machine Learning has already begun to change our society 

and will most certainly continue to do so. Due to new 
technology, it is possible to collect tremendous amounts of 
information about almost anything. By implementing Machine 
Learning, computers can analyse those huge data sets more 
thoroughly and efficiently than a human ever could. So far, the 
method has given rise to established applications like the spam 
filter in our email inbox, web page ranking, face recognition, 
automatic translation and much more [4].

The term was introduced by Arthur Samuel in 1959 and he 
defined it as following: “Machine Learning is a field of study 
that gives computers the ability to learn without being 
explicitly programmed” [5]. The idea is to provide a computer 
with a huge set of samples, from which it is supposed to find 
and learn patterns. 

A more rigorous definition was stated by the American 
computer scientist Tom Mitchell in 1998: “Well-posed 
Learning Problem: A computer program is said to learn from 
experience E with respect to some task T and some 
performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured 
by P, improves with experience E” [5]. This means that the 
more examples the computer may study and learn from (i.e. 
the more experience it has), the better it will find some desired 
connections between them and the better it will perform a 
certain task. 

Stem Cell Classification
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B. Supervised Learning
One main group of Machine Learning algorithms is 

Supervised Learning. The idea is to teach the program what 
the outputs should be, given some specific inputs, by letting it 
examine a training data set on the form
{(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(1)), (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(2)), … , �𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�}. This set contains 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
separate examples, each with some input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and “correct” 
output 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚. Note that both 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 can be multi-dimensional 
structures – vectors, matrices etc. – and contain many different 
values for each example [6].

The computer will implement some learning algorithm to fit 
a model to the data set. This means finding calculations to 
perform on the values in 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 resulting in output values as close 
to the desired 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 as possible. We say that the program is being
trained. The found model may then be used on an arbitrarily 
chosen 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙, to estimate what 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 it should correspond to [6]. In 
other words, the computer finds crucial links between 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚
for the examples in the data set. 

To clarify, we study a house pricing example described by 
Andrew Ng in [7]. The training data set is a batch of sold 
houses. For each house 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 we have an input vector 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) and an 
output scalar 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) contains a few characteristics of the 
house, such as living area, holding of sea view, number of 
bedrooms etc. 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is the price the house was sold for. The 
learning algorithm’s mission is to find a function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) from 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛×1 →  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1×1, for instance a polynomial, by minimizing the 
summed square error between the 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖))-values and the 
corresponding 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)-values for all examples 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. If 
x is one dimensional (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  1), this is a simple curve fitting, 
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The found function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the desired link between the input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙
and the price 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦. It may be applied on the 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector of any
house, to estimate what price 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 one can expect to sell it for.
𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 in the house pricing example takes continuous values, 

which makes it a regression problem. This is in contradiction 

to a classification problem, where 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 only may take discrete 
values. E.g. for a set of tumours, the 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector can consist of 
size, shape and other characteristics, while 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 only takes two 
values - 1 for being malignant or 0 for being benign. After 
training, we will have a model that gives us a 2-dimensional 
output [𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0] with the probability of an arbitrary tumour
being 1 respectively 0, based on its unique 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector [7].

The opposite group of Machine Learning algorithms, 
Unsupervised Learning, is used when we have training sets 
{𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2), … ,𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)} without any “correct answers” 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚. The 
program’s mission is to cluster them appropriately, without 
having any specific answers to aim for [8].

C. Fully Connected Neural Network
For large data sets with multi-dimensional inputs and/or 

outputs, fitting a model may be challenging. Advanced 
learning algorithms are required. This leads us to the Neural 
Networks, which were developed with inspiration taken from 
the biological neural structures of the human brain. Their 
unique structure has turned out to be very efficient [9].

Fig. 2 shows a model of a single neuron, which is the 
smallest element of a Neural Network. Here the neuron is
given the inputs of an 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector [𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥3] together with an 
additional +1 term called a bias unit. Each input is multiplied 
with a weight and then summed with the others. In Fig. 2 the 
weights are 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 for 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 for +1, and the sum becomes
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏3

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 , [10].
Lastly, an activation function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is applied on 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧, to receive 

an appropriate output, which we call the activation 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧).
Frequently used activation functions are the sigmoid function 
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  1

1+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
, the hyperbolic tangent 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) and 

the rectified linear function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧). They all have 
the property that they “squeeze” the output value into some 
range: [0, 1], [−1, 1] or [0,∞], as visualized in Fig. 3 [10].
The function that fits best depends on the problem. For 
instance, the sigmoid function is applied in classification 
problems between two classes 1 and 0, since its output may be 
interpreted as 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1 = the probability of the example being in 
class 1 [11].

Fig. 1. The house pricing example when x holds only one characteristic - the 
living area. 

Fig. 2. Model of a single neuron. 
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Neurons can be organized in layers. The input and output 
layers are the only layers that can be observed from outside 
the network. The layers in between are therefore called hidden 
layers [10].

By connecting certain neurons, that is letting the output of 
one neuron be the input to another neuron in the next layer, a 
Neural Network can be built. Fig. 4 is a model of a tiny Fully 
Connected Neural Network (FCNN), which requires the 
property that all neurons in one layer is connected to all 
neurons in the next layer (except for the +1-bias unit). The 
activation (i.e. the output) from a gathering unit 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in layer 
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 1 is denoted  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙+1) =  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ), where 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is 
the activation function. With this notation, the initial inputs 
fulfil 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1). The final output of the whole network is 
called a hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) = 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿), where L denotes the index 
of the last layer [10].

This leads to the crucial question: How are the weights 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) chosen? The answer is: by training the network. 

We start out with randomly selected weights, stored in 
matrices 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠. They are then iteratively amended 
under the condition: “the hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) should be as 
close to the correct 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 as possible for all examples in the 
training set {(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(1)), (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(2)), … , �𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�} [10].

Each iteration of weight update is called an Epoch and is 
divided into partial steps. First, the x-values of the training set 
are taken as inputs and led through the network to provide us 
with one hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏�𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)� for every example (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖))
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. This is called Feedforward Propagation. A
cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) then calculates the total error between 
all pair of hypotheses ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏�𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)� and correct values 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖),
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 [10]. Finally, the weights are updated to 
decrease the cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) and thereby the error. This 
method is called Gradient Descent and is visually explained 
in Fig. 5, taken from [12]. The new weights become:

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)  −  𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)  

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) =  𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)  −  𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)    

Calculating the derivatives is complicated and we will not 
describe the method here, but just mention that it is 
numerically implemented using an algorithm called 
Backpropagation [10].

The parameter α is called the learning rate. It controls the 
step size in every weight update. If α is too small, the network 
will be slow and might never terminate. If α is too large, we 
risk divergence of the cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) since one step 
could accidently pass by the minimum and miss it. 

The more executed epochs, the closer 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) will get to its 
minimum, i.e. the smaller error, the better the Neural Network. 
On the other hand, every epoch is time consuming and 
eventually a limit is reached, where weights are only 
marginally updated and does not make a significant difference 
to the output value anymore. 

The choice of α and number of epochs are two important 
parameters to consider when constructing a Neural Network. 

For a clear overview of all specific calculations and a more 

Fig. 3.  Activation functions.

Fig. 4.  Model of a small Fully Connected Neural Network.

Fig. 5. Gradient Descent in one dimension, figure taken from [12].
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B. Supervised Learning
One main group of Machine Learning algorithms is 

Supervised Learning. The idea is to teach the program what 
the outputs should be, given some specific inputs, by letting it 
examine a training data set on the form
{(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(1)), (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(2)), … , �𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�}. This set contains 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
separate examples, each with some input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and “correct” 
output 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚. Note that both 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 can be multi-dimensional 
structures – vectors, matrices etc. – and contain many different 
values for each example [6].

The computer will implement some learning algorithm to fit 
a model to the data set. This means finding calculations to 
perform on the values in 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 resulting in output values as close 
to the desired 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 as possible. We say that the program is being
trained. The found model may then be used on an arbitrarily 
chosen 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙, to estimate what 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 it should correspond to [6]. In 
other words, the computer finds crucial links between 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚
for the examples in the data set. 

To clarify, we study a house pricing example described by 
Andrew Ng in [7]. The training data set is a batch of sold 
houses. For each house 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 we have an input vector 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) and an 
output scalar 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) contains a few characteristics of the 
house, such as living area, holding of sea view, number of 
bedrooms etc. 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is the price the house was sold for. The 
learning algorithm’s mission is to find a function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) from 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛×1 →  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1×1, for instance a polynomial, by minimizing the 
summed square error between the 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖))-values and the 
corresponding 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)-values for all examples 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. If 
x is one dimensional (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  1), this is a simple curve fitting, 
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The found function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the desired link between the input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙
and the price 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦. It may be applied on the 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector of any
house, to estimate what price 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 one can expect to sell it for.
𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 in the house pricing example takes continuous values, 

which makes it a regression problem. This is in contradiction 

to a classification problem, where 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 only may take discrete 
values. E.g. for a set of tumours, the 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector can consist of 
size, shape and other characteristics, while 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 only takes two 
values - 1 for being malignant or 0 for being benign. After 
training, we will have a model that gives us a 2-dimensional 
output [𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0] with the probability of an arbitrary tumour
being 1 respectively 0, based on its unique 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector [7].

The opposite group of Machine Learning algorithms, 
Unsupervised Learning, is used when we have training sets 
{𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2), … ,𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)} without any “correct answers” 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚. The 
program’s mission is to cluster them appropriately, without 
having any specific answers to aim for [8].

C. Fully Connected Neural Network
For large data sets with multi-dimensional inputs and/or 

outputs, fitting a model may be challenging. Advanced 
learning algorithms are required. This leads us to the Neural 
Networks, which were developed with inspiration taken from 
the biological neural structures of the human brain. Their 
unique structure has turned out to be very efficient [9].

Fig. 2 shows a model of a single neuron, which is the 
smallest element of a Neural Network. Here the neuron is
given the inputs of an 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙-vector [𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥3] together with an 
additional +1 term called a bias unit. Each input is multiplied 
with a weight and then summed with the others. In Fig. 2 the 
weights are 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 for 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 for +1, and the sum becomes
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏3

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 , [10].
Lastly, an activation function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is applied on 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧, to receive 

an appropriate output, which we call the activation 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧).
Frequently used activation functions are the sigmoid function 
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  1

1+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
, the hyperbolic tangent 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) and 

the rectified linear function 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  =  𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧). They all have 
the property that they “squeeze” the output value into some 
range: [0, 1], [−1, 1] or [0,∞], as visualized in Fig. 3 [10].
The function that fits best depends on the problem. For 
instance, the sigmoid function is applied in classification 
problems between two classes 1 and 0, since its output may be 
interpreted as 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1 = the probability of the example being in 
class 1 [11].

Fig. 1. The house pricing example when x holds only one characteristic - the 
living area. 

Fig. 2. Model of a single neuron. 
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Neurons can be organized in layers. The input and output 
layers are the only layers that can be observed from outside 
the network. The layers in between are therefore called hidden 
layers [10].

By connecting certain neurons, that is letting the output of 
one neuron be the input to another neuron in the next layer, a 
Neural Network can be built. Fig. 4 is a model of a tiny Fully 
Connected Neural Network (FCNN), which requires the 
property that all neurons in one layer is connected to all 
neurons in the next layer (except for the +1-bias unit). The 
activation (i.e. the output) from a gathering unit 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in layer 
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 1 is denoted  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙+1) =  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ), where 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is 
the activation function. With this notation, the initial inputs 
fulfil 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1). The final output of the whole network is 
called a hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) = 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿), where L denotes the index 
of the last layer [10].

This leads to the crucial question: How are the weights 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) chosen? The answer is: by training the network. 

We start out with randomly selected weights, stored in 
matrices 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠. They are then iteratively amended 
under the condition: “the hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙) should be as 
close to the correct 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 as possible for all examples in the 
training set {(𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(1),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(1)), (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(2),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(2)), … , �𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�} [10].

Each iteration of weight update is called an Epoch and is 
divided into partial steps. First, the x-values of the training set 
are taken as inputs and led through the network to provide us 
with one hypothesis ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏�𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)� for every example (𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖),𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖))
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. This is called Feedforward Propagation. A
cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) then calculates the total error between 
all pair of hypotheses ℎ𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏�𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)� and correct values 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖),
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2, … ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 [10]. Finally, the weights are updated to 
decrease the cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) and thereby the error. This 
method is called Gradient Descent and is visually explained 
in Fig. 5, taken from [12]. The new weights become:

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)  −  𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)  

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) =  𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)  −  𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)    

Calculating the derivatives is complicated and we will not 
describe the method here, but just mention that it is 
numerically implemented using an algorithm called 
Backpropagation [10].

The parameter α is called the learning rate. It controls the 
step size in every weight update. If α is too small, the network 
will be slow and might never terminate. If α is too large, we 
risk divergence of the cost function 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) since one step 
could accidently pass by the minimum and miss it. 

The more executed epochs, the closer 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) will get to its 
minimum, i.e. the smaller error, the better the Neural Network. 
On the other hand, every epoch is time consuming and 
eventually a limit is reached, where weights are only 
marginally updated and does not make a significant difference 
to the output value anymore. 

The choice of α and number of epochs are two important 
parameters to consider when constructing a Neural Network. 

For a clear overview of all specific calculations and a more 

Fig. 3.  Activation functions.

Fig. 4.  Model of a small Fully Connected Neural Network.

Fig. 5. Gradient Descent in one dimension, figure taken from [12].
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detailed explanation of Backpropagation, we would like to 
recommend Andrew Ng et al.’s online guide to Multi-Layer 
Neural Network [10].

One might think that using the more neurons in a network,
the better results. This is not necessarily the case. If too many, 
the network may learn to recognize the specific examples in 
the training set, instead of finding the patterns and connections
that unite a class. Such Neural Network has no generality and 
does not work well on any other examples than those in the 
training set. This is called overfitting [13].

D. Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are especially 

convenient for image classification, since they take advantage 
of the two-dimensional structure of a picture. Instead of just 
connecting all neurons in all layers, like the Fully Connected 
Neural Network does, a Convolutional Neural Network 
concentrates on finding relationships to the neighbouring area.
In other words, small parts of the picture are studied 
separately. 

The basic building blocks of a CNN are: 
• Convolutional Layers (Fig. 8)
• Max-pooling Layers (Fig. 10)
• Fully Connected Layers (Fig. 11)

They can be combined in many ways to create CNNs with 
different qualities. In between the layers, appropriate 
activation functions are applied [14].

As always, we start out with our input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙. But instead of 
being a vector, 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 is now a matrix. Each element in the matrix 
represents a pixel of the picture by its intensity value. In this 
project, grey scale images are used, so one intensity value
between 0 (black) and 255 (white) is enough, Fig. 6. For 
coloured pictures, three RGB-values would be needed [15].

The purpose of the Convolutional Layer is to identify 
features in the picture by letting filters stride across it. One 
filter represents one characteristic, such as a stripe, a curve etc. 
At each location, the filter is convolved with the picture, 
simply meaning that it performs element-wise multiplication 
and then summation. The result indicates how well this partial 
area holds this filter’s feature. One common way is to use 
filters that outputs a large value if it matches and a 
small/negative value if it does not [15] [16], but there are other 
methods as well. A numerical example is displayed in Fig. 7.

Various filters are used to identify different features. Each 
filter has its own output, called an activation map, shown in 
Fig. 8. The total output from a convolutional layer therefore 
adds one dimension: a depth equal to the number of filters
[15]. In Fig. 8, three filters give three activation maps, i.e. the 
depth is three. Height and width are decreased according to 
this formula:

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
+ 1

A useful tool when applying filters is padding. Padding can 
be viewed as adding a frame of zeros around the input image,
as in Fig. 9. In this way, the filters can reach potentially 
crucial features along the edges. Using padding 1 and stride
(step length) 1, the dimensions are kept after the 
Convolutional layer. This improves the CNN’s performance 
and leaves all spatial down-sampling to the pool-layers [17].

Fig. 6.  A 3x3 picture in grayscale with corresponding pixel intensity matrix.

Fig. 7.  Convolution example.

Fig. 8.  Convolutional Layer example.

Fig. 9.  Convolution with padding example.
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detailed explanation of Backpropagation, we would like to 
recommend Andrew Ng et al.’s online guide to Multi-Layer 
Neural Network [10].

One might think that using the more neurons in a network,
the better results. This is not necessarily the case. If too many, 
the network may learn to recognize the specific examples in 
the training set, instead of finding the patterns and connections
that unite a class. Such Neural Network has no generality and 
does not work well on any other examples than those in the 
training set. This is called overfitting [13].

D. Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are especially 

convenient for image classification, since they take advantage 
of the two-dimensional structure of a picture. Instead of just 
connecting all neurons in all layers, like the Fully Connected 
Neural Network does, a Convolutional Neural Network 
concentrates on finding relationships to the neighbouring area.
In other words, small parts of the picture are studied 
separately. 

The basic building blocks of a CNN are: 
• Convolutional Layers (Fig. 8)
• Max-pooling Layers (Fig. 10)
• Fully Connected Layers (Fig. 11)

They can be combined in many ways to create CNNs with 
different qualities. In between the layers, appropriate 
activation functions are applied [14].

As always, we start out with our input 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙. But instead of 
being a vector, 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 is now a matrix. Each element in the matrix 
represents a pixel of the picture by its intensity value. In this 
project, grey scale images are used, so one intensity value
between 0 (black) and 255 (white) is enough, Fig. 6. For 
coloured pictures, three RGB-values would be needed [15].

The purpose of the Convolutional Layer is to identify 
features in the picture by letting filters stride across it. One 
filter represents one characteristic, such as a stripe, a curve etc. 
At each location, the filter is convolved with the picture, 
simply meaning that it performs element-wise multiplication 
and then summation. The result indicates how well this partial 
area holds this filter’s feature. One common way is to use 
filters that outputs a large value if it matches and a 
small/negative value if it does not [15] [16], but there are other 
methods as well. A numerical example is displayed in Fig. 7.

Various filters are used to identify different features. Each 
filter has its own output, called an activation map, shown in 
Fig. 8. The total output from a convolutional layer therefore 
adds one dimension: a depth equal to the number of filters
[15]. In Fig. 8, three filters give three activation maps, i.e. the 
depth is three. Height and width are decreased according to 
this formula:

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
+ 1

A useful tool when applying filters is padding. Padding can 
be viewed as adding a frame of zeros around the input image,
as in Fig. 9. In this way, the filters can reach potentially 
crucial features along the edges. Using padding 1 and stride
(step length) 1, the dimensions are kept after the 
Convolutional layer. This improves the CNN’s performance 
and leaves all spatial down-sampling to the pool-layers [17].

Fig. 6.  A 3x3 picture in grayscale with corresponding pixel intensity matrix.

Fig. 7.  Convolution example.

Fig. 8.  Convolutional Layer example.

Fig. 9.  Convolution with padding example.
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It is important to choose sizes, strides and paddings 
appropriately. With strides larger than one, we risk losing 
information if the dimensions do not work out perfectly (i.e. 
the filters might not reach the whole picture). Then the 
leftover parts will just be ignored and that information will be 
lost [17].

A Convolutional Layer is in many cases, including this 
project, followed by a rectified linear activation function. The 
function replaces all negative values with zero [18], as we can 
see in Fig. 3.

To avoid overfitting (that is, the network starts to recognize 
each picture separately, instead of finding general patterns),
we want to downsize the activation maps using a max-pooling 
layer. Fig. 10 shows an example. A pool strides across the 
activation maps just like a filter, picks out the maximum value 
of each area and saves it in a max-pooling map. In this way, 
the spatial dimension decreases but the depth (i.e. number of 
filters) stays the same [19].

In large pictures, small features may build up more complex
features, like lines build up a grid. Therefore, it might be 
appropriate to loop these first layer combinations
(Convolutional Layer + Rectified Linear Function + Max-
pooling Layer) to perform more than one convolution [15].

The CNN always ends with at least one Fully Connected 
Layer, Fig. 11. All nodes in the last max-pooling maps are 
connected to the Fully Connected Layer, which has the same 
dimension as the number of classes. A Softmax activation 

function is then applied, resulting in probability values for 
each class as output. The earlier shown sigmoid function in 
Fig. 3 is the special case of a Softmax function, for when there 
are only two classes. Lastly, a Classification Layer concludes 
what the picture represents from the probabilities [14].

The many layers make the CNN training procedure very 
complicated. The program does not only need to find 
appropriate filter features, but also find connections between
these features and full motives. Many weights need 
optimization and one training session is often very time 
consuming. 

III. METHOD

A. Muscular Stem Cell Data
The data set for this project was two batches of pictures of 

MuSC samples. One example of a picture is shown in Fig. 12.
A total of 170 MuSC samples had been captured through a 
microscope every three minutes. The first batch, from 2009, 
consisted of 25627 such pictures. The other batch, from 2010, 
had 59764 pictures.

Our project was an extension of the doctoral thesis 
“Segmentation and tracking of cells and particles in time-lapse 
microscopy” [3], in which an algorithm for cell tracking was 
developed, using the exact same data set. As part of that 
project, a contrast sensitive program was constructed to 
identify irregularities in the pictures. That program picked out 
all small rectangular areas where a cell or cell-like object 
appeared to be. In this paper, these cut out objects will be 
referred to as “blobs”. Each blob had its unique index and the
coordinates (location, width and height) of each blob were 
stored in a matrix on the row of their corresponding index.
The pictures from 2009 contained a total of 103237 blobs and 
those from 2010 contained 148701 blobs.

Fig. 10.  Max-pooling Layer example.

Fig. 11.  Fully Connected Layer example.

Fig. 12.  A time-lapse picture of a sample, including labels on blobs.
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As we can see in Fig. 12, not all blobs were cells. The cell 
tracking algorithm in [3] performed a pre-analysis to 
determine 73 advanced characteristics, e.g. area and 
elongation, as inputs. These were then used to classify the 
blobs as cells or trash/bubbles. 

Our project aimed to ease that classification process by 
using only the pixel intensity values themselves as input. No 
calculations on the blobs were required. We did all necessary
programming in Matlab.

B. Generating the training data set
We had access to the following information when we 

created our training data set. 
1. The blob coordinate matrix. Each blob had its own

row corresponding to its unique index. The four 
columns were x-coordinate, y-coordinate, width and 
height. 

2. All pictures
3. A column vector with correct information about

number of cells in each blob-picture. Each blob had
its own row corresponding to the index. 

The batches (2009 and 2010) were treated separately. We 
limited our task to identifying if there were one or more cells 
(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  1) or none (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  0) in each blob-picture. By replacing 
all values > 1 with 1 in the “number of cells”-vector (point
three in the list), we created our 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦-vector, containing all 
correct answers. The dimension was 103237x1 for 2009 data 
and 148701x1 for 2010 data. 
𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 was a two-dimensional matrix containing intensity values 

for the pixels in each blob-picture, which is why all 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙:es were
appropriate to store in a three-dimensional matrix. Using the 
coordinate information, each blob-picture was cut out from its
main picture. The original size (height and width) of course 
varied between all blob-pictures. To use as input to the same 
neural network, all 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 needed to be the same dimension, which 
is why each blob-picture was rescaled with the Matlab 
command imresize, before saved to the 3D matrix.

For each year, two training data sets were created. One with 

pictures rescaled to 10x10 pixels. This is because we wanted 
our program to be as fast and uncomplicated as possible. We 
studied some rescaled images manually, like the ones in Fig. 
13, and decided that 10x10 was the smallest dimension where 
there was still significant difference between the blobs. The 
matrix dimensions became 10x10x103237 and 10x10x148701 
respectively.

For the other training data set, the pictures were rescaled to 
40x40 pixels, which was the average size of all blobs, Fig 14.
The matrix dimensions became 40x40x103237 and 
40x40x148701 respectively.

C. Implementation of Fully Connected Neural Network
We decided to take advantage of Matlab’s embedded 

Neural Network toolbox. For Fully Connected Neural 
Networks, Matlab has designed apps together with wizards for 
several different problems. They guide the user step by step 
through constructing and training a neural network. They are 
reached with the command nnstart. One of them is the Pattern 
Recognition app, command nprtool, which suited our project 
perfectly [20].

The input to the wizard had to be two-dimensional, so we 
rewrote our 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 to have each blob’s pixel intensity values stored 
on a row instead of in a matrix. The dimension was then 
changed from 10x10x103237 to 103237x100 for the 2009 data 
and likewise for the 2010 data. Lastly, we shuffled the rows, 
naturally in the same way for input data 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and target data 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚.

We choose the 2009 data for training, and used Matlab’s
wizard’s standard settings to divide it: 70% was taken as 
training data, 15% as validation data and 15% as testing data. 
Validation data are used to measure network generalization 
and to halt training when generalization stops improving. 
Testing data are only used for evaluation [20].

The structure was a Fully Connected Neural Network
(FCNN) with one hidden layer. The number of neurons in this 
hidden layer was the only parameter we could vary when 
constructing different networks, everything else (number of 

Fig. 13.  Nine randomly chosen 10x10 blobs.

Fig. 14.  Nine randomly chosen 40x40 blobs.
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As we can see in Fig. 12, not all blobs were cells. The cell 
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determine 73 advanced characteristics, e.g. area and 
elongation, as inputs. These were then used to classify the 
blobs as cells or trash/bubbles. 

Our project aimed to ease that classification process by 
using only the pixel intensity values themselves as input. No 
calculations on the blobs were required. We did all necessary
programming in Matlab.

B. Generating the training data set
We had access to the following information when we 

created our training data set. 
1. The blob coordinate matrix. Each blob had its own

row corresponding to its unique index. The four 
columns were x-coordinate, y-coordinate, width and 
height. 

2. All pictures
3. A column vector with correct information about

number of cells in each blob-picture. Each blob had
its own row corresponding to the index. 

The batches (2009 and 2010) were treated separately. We 
limited our task to identifying if there were one or more cells 
(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  1) or none (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  0) in each blob-picture. By replacing 
all values > 1 with 1 in the “number of cells”-vector (point
three in the list), we created our 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦-vector, containing all 
correct answers. The dimension was 103237x1 for 2009 data 
and 148701x1 for 2010 data. 
𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 was a two-dimensional matrix containing intensity values 

for the pixels in each blob-picture, which is why all 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙:es were
appropriate to store in a three-dimensional matrix. Using the 
coordinate information, each blob-picture was cut out from its
main picture. The original size (height and width) of course 
varied between all blob-pictures. To use as input to the same 
neural network, all 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 needed to be the same dimension, which 
is why each blob-picture was rescaled with the Matlab 
command imresize, before saved to the 3D matrix.

For each year, two training data sets were created. One with 

pictures rescaled to 10x10 pixels. This is because we wanted 
our program to be as fast and uncomplicated as possible. We 
studied some rescaled images manually, like the ones in Fig. 
13, and decided that 10x10 was the smallest dimension where 
there was still significant difference between the blobs. The 
matrix dimensions became 10x10x103237 and 10x10x148701 
respectively.

For the other training data set, the pictures were rescaled to 
40x40 pixels, which was the average size of all blobs, Fig 14.
The matrix dimensions became 40x40x103237 and 
40x40x148701 respectively.

C. Implementation of Fully Connected Neural Network
We decided to take advantage of Matlab’s embedded 

Neural Network toolbox. For Fully Connected Neural 
Networks, Matlab has designed apps together with wizards for 
several different problems. They guide the user step by step 
through constructing and training a neural network. They are 
reached with the command nnstart. One of them is the Pattern 
Recognition app, command nprtool, which suited our project 
perfectly [20].

The input to the wizard had to be two-dimensional, so we 
rewrote our 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 to have each blob’s pixel intensity values stored 
on a row instead of in a matrix. The dimension was then 
changed from 10x10x103237 to 103237x100 for the 2009 data 
and likewise for the 2010 data. Lastly, we shuffled the rows, 
naturally in the same way for input data 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 and target data 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚.

We choose the 2009 data for training, and used Matlab’s
wizard’s standard settings to divide it: 70% was taken as 
training data, 15% as validation data and 15% as testing data. 
Validation data are used to measure network generalization 
and to halt training when generalization stops improving. 
Testing data are only used for evaluation [20].

The structure was a Fully Connected Neural Network
(FCNN) with one hidden layer. The number of neurons in this 
hidden layer was the only parameter we could vary when 
constructing different networks, everything else (number of 

Fig. 13.  Nine randomly chosen 10x10 blobs.

Fig. 14.  Nine randomly chosen 40x40 blobs.
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epochs, learning rate etc.) was optimized by the wizard. 
Beyond the 15% 2009 testing data, we also evaluated our 

networks with 2010 data to determine the generality. If we 
have very high accuracy when evaluating with 2009 data, but 
low accuracy with 2010, the network is probably overfitted.

Since we wanted our FCNN to be as efficient as possible, 
we considered possible improvements. We concluded that the
original size of the blob-picture, i.e. the width and height 
before rescaling to 10x10 or 40x40, should be a relevant 
feature to add to the training set. We simply added the width 
and height from the coordinate matrix to the input rows.

To evaluate the importance of this addition, we also trained 
FCNNs using only the original sizes of the blob-picture as 
inputs. 

D. Implementation of Convolutional Neural Network
There is no Matlab wizard or app for constructing 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), but all relevant 
commands are compiled in [14]. The input to a CNN in 
Matlab must be images, stored in maps of their correct 
classification, which in our case was one 0-map and one 1-
map for each dataset. Using the imwrite command, we wrote 
a program that turned all our pixel matrices into png-files and 
saved them in their corresponding 0- or 1-map.

By following the steps in [14], we wrote our CNN 
script. The sample data was loaded as an imageDataStore
object and divided into training data and test data. Just like 
with the Fully Connected Neural Networks, we trained our 
CNNs with only 2009 data, and then evaluated it with both 
2009 and 2010 data to investigate its generality. 

Out of the 103237 blobs from 2009, 53416 was trash (class 
0) and 49821 cells (class 1), according to our 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚-vector. We 
trained the network with 42000 of each class and evaluated it 
with the remaining 19237 blobs, which was 18.6% of the 
batch. 

We built our CNNs of the following layers:
1. Image Input Layer
2. Convolutional Layer
3. ReLU Layer (Rectified Linear activation function) 
4. Max-pooling Layer 
5. Fully Connected Layer 
6. Softmax Layer
7. Classification Layer

We trained it and evaluated it with different choices of the 
parameters stated below. By varying them one at a time, we 
found our optimal CNN.

Conv. Layer: Filter size
Filter stride (step length)
Filter quantity
Padding

Max-pool Layer: Pool size
Pool stride (step length)

Training: Learning rate
Number of epochs

IV. RESULTS

A. Fully Connected Neural Network 10x10 pixels

B. Fully Connected Neural Network 40x40 pixels

C. Convolutional Neural Network 10x10 pixels
Parameter choices for TABLE 3:

Conv. Layer: Filter size: VARIED
Filter stride: 1
Filter quantity: 10
Padding: VARIED

Max-pool Layer: Pool size: VARIED
Pool stride: 1

Training: Learning rate: 0.0001
Epochs: 10

TABLE 1
RESULTS FOR FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORK

USING 10 X 10 PIXELS
Input data

(always from 
2009)

# Neurons in 
the hidden 

layer

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2010 data

Only pixel 
values

100 inputs for 
each blob

1 0.686 0.580
10 0.875 0.688
20 0.904 0.703
50 0.927 0.707

100 0.920 0.711

Pixel values 
and sizes

102 inputs for 
each blob

1 0.897 0.808
10 0.959 0.809
20 0.964 0.815
50 0.974 0.815

100 0.978 0.830
1000 0.979 0.811

Only sizes

2 inputs for 
each blob

1 0.855 0.780
4 0.858 0.792

10 0.863 0.792
20 0.865 0.780
50 0.871 0.788

100 0.867 0.761
The maximum values are grey-marked.

TABLE 2
RESULTS FOR FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORK

USING 40 X 40 PIXELS
Input data

(always from 
2009)

# Neurons in 
the hidden 

layer

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2010 data

Only pixel 
values

1600 inputs for 
each blob

1 0.693 0.596
10 0.874 0.712
50 0.928 0.736

100 0.931 0.712
200 0.951 0.744
1000 0.947 0.741

Pixel values 
and sizes

1602 inputs for 
each blob

1 0.751 0.658
10 0.930 0.779

100 0.944 0.740
200 0.941 0.727
1000 0.960 0.760

The maximum values are grey-marked.
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Optimal parameter choices:
Filter size: 8
Padding: 2
Pool size: 2

Parameter choices for TABLE 4: 
Conv. Layer: Filter size: 8

Filter stride: 1
Filter quantity: VARIED
Padding: 2

Max-pool Layer: Pool size: 2
Pool stride: 1

Training: Learning rate: 0.0001
Epochs: VARIED

There was only little significant difference when we trained 
more thoroughly, see TABLE 4, so we concluded that we had
achieved results close to the maximum accuracy.

D. Convolutional Neural Network 40x40 pixels

Parameter choices for TABLE 5: 
Conv. Layer: Filter size: 32

Filter stride: VARIED
Filter quantity: 10
Padding: 8

Max-pool Layer: Pool size: VARIED
Pool stride: VARIED

Training: Learning rate: 0.0001
Epochs: 10

Optimal parameter choices:
Filter stride: 4
Pool size: 3
Pool stride: 1

E. Variance analysis
No variance for Convolutional Neural Networks. 

TABLE 3
RESULTS FOR CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

USING 10 X 10 PIXELS

Filter 
size Padding Pool size

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2010 data

2 0 2 0.8247 0.7215
4 0 2 0.8521 0.6898
6 0 2 0.8608 0.7355
7 0 2 0.8795 0.7512
8 0 2 0.8735 0.7483
9 0 2 0.8759 0.7398

7 1 2 0.8757 0.7459
7 2 2 0.8821 0.7445
8 1 2 0.8936 0.7503
8 2 2 0.8980 0.7648
8 3 2 0.8842 0.7385

8 2 1 0.8904 0.7463
8 2 3 0.8974 0.7562
8 2 4 0.8885 0.7402

The currently varied optimization parameter and the maximum values are
grey-marked.

TABLE 4
RESULTS FOR CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

USING 10 X 10 PIXELS

Filter 
quantity # Epochs

Training 
time 
(sec)

Accuracy for 
evaluation 

with
2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation 

with
2010 data

10 10 641 0.8980 0.7648
20 10 2885 0.9153 0.7665
10 20 1293 0.9020 0.7606

The maximum values are grey-marked.

TABLE 5
RESULTS FOR CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

USING 10 X 10 PIXELS

Filter 
stride

Pool 
size

Pool 
stride

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2010 data
4 2 1 0.9007 0.7908
4 3 1 0.9060 0.7991
4 4 1 0.9166 0.7962

2 5 2 0.9226 0.7885
2 7 2 0.9199 0.7978
2 9 2 0.8703 0.7706

1 8 4 0.9162 0.7985
1 9 4 0.9192 0.7753

The currently varied optimization parameter and the maximum values are
grey-marked.

TABLE 6
AN EXAMPLE DISPLAYING VARIATIONS IN

RESULTS FOR FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORK
USING 10 X 10 PIXELS

Input data
(always from 

2009)

# Neurons in 
the hidden 

layer

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2009 data

Accuracy for 
evaluation with

2010 data

Pixel values 
and sizes

102 inputs for 
each blob

20

0.964 0.815
0.968 0.819
0.961 0.813
0.973 0.811
0.971 0.818
0.974 0.818

MAXIMUM 
DIFFERENCE 0.013 0.008

The maximum difference values are grey-marked.
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V. DISCUSSION

We could identify several patterns in our result tables. They 
gave us indications on which neural network parameters were 
most important for good accuracy and which possibilities 
there were for further development of the neural networks.

Since we aimed for a network with good generality, the 
2010 accuracy was more important in our analysis than the 
2009 accuracy. 

A. Fully Connected Neural Network
The very best results were obtained with Fully Connected 

Neural Networks with a combined input of both 10x10 pixel 
intensity values and the original sizes, i.e. the width and height 
of the blob-picture before rescaling. As we can see in TABLE 
1, that input gave 0.830 accuracy for 2010 evaluation. Most 
credit should be given to the size data though, since only sizes 
as indata gave better results than only pixels as indata – 0.792 
compared to 0.711. 

Another interesting observation from comparing TABLE 1 
and TABLE 2 was that more pixels (40x40) was beneficial in 
the FCNNs when the indata was only pixel values, but 
disadvantageous when it was both pixels and sizes. This made 
sense. 40x40 pictures naturally contained more information 
than 10x10 pictures, which is why 40x40 gave better accuracy
when analysing only the pixels. The original sizes were more 
important though. When adding them to the 40x40 pixel data 
they had to share the attention with 1600 other nodes, instead 
of just 100 as for 10x10 pictures, and the accuracy deteriorated
with the number of pixels. But remember that this happened at 
some dimension limit nxn, up until which it was beneficial to 
combine both pixels and original sizes.

This concludes that the sizes were the most important 
parameters, though this is somehow unfair. In accordance with 
the theory, the two-dimensional structure of a picture suits a 
CNN better than a FCNN. The best results with pixel input to
a CNN was 0.7991 (TABLE 5), which beat a FCNN with only
the original sizes as input, of 0.792. It would have been
interesting to somehow add the sizes to the CNN data as well. 
We have considered maybe analysing the pictures as usual 
with convolutional and max-pooling layer and then, when we 
return to one dimension, add original height and weight to the 
fully connected layer. This requires some complex coding 
though. 

B. Convolutional Neural Network
There were many parameters to optimize for the CNNs and 

we suspect that there should be a lot of development potential 
left for the 40x40 data. 

Pictures of 10x10 pixels are very small, so more than one 
convolution seemed overkill. Since the cells were closely cut 
out, it was reasonable that padding was beneficial. Otherwise, 
important features could hide along the edges. Besides the risk 
of overfitting, theory told us that stride 1 is always desirable 
since it minimizes the loss of information. In other words, we 
cannot think of many more possible improvements for our 
10x10 data. Therefore, the value 0.7665 from TABLE 4 is 
probably quite close to the maximum general accuracy for
such small and blurred pictures.

The 40x40 indata leaves more space for variations and we 
did not have time to try all combinations we wanted to. 
Therefore, we simply used our conclusions from the 10x10 
CNNs and kept the ratio between picture and filter size and 
between picture and padding. 

Pixels 10x10 → 40x40 
Filter size 8x8 → 32x32
Padding 2 → 8

We varied the strides (step lengths) and pool size in TABLE 
5. The main reason we tried larger stride values was to reduce 
the training time. It is worth mentioning that stride 1 for 10x10
pixels corresponds to stride 4 for 40x40 pixels. Stride 4 was 
never exceeded, which means we always kept at least the same 
level of details as we did for the smaller pictures. 

However, the whole analysis for 40x40 CNN was 
completely built on the conclusions from the 10x10 CNN. We 
think a more fundamental analysis, combined with adding 
more layers, both convolutional and fully connected, should 
be able to improve the accuracy even further.

C. Overfitting
Another interesting observation was when overfitting 

occurred and generality deteriorated for different input data 
sets. It was clear in TABLE 1 for the FCNNs with only size as 
input. The input was only two parameters, width and height, 
for each blob. The 2009 accuracy improved with increasingly 
number of neurons, but the 2010 accuracy performed as best 
with fewer neurons. 4 to 10 neurons were just enough to find 
patterns between the two input parameters, without starting to 
recognize the specific training examples too well. 

Such overfitting connections were never found in our 
CNNs, not in TABLE 3 or in TABLE 5. Improvement in the
2009 accuracy almost always meant improvement in the 2010 
accuracy too. Maybe we would have been able to detect
overfitting if we had added more convolutional or fully 
connected layers.

D. Training time
One last resulting parameter we would like to discuss is the 

training time, where our many networks differed enormously. 
A training session with 10x10 pictures as indata to a FCNN 
with few neurons took approximately one minute. This can be 
compared to one training session of a CNN, with 40x40 
pictures as input, which took exactly 8442 seconds, that is 2 
hours and 21 minutes. As we can see in TABLE 4, increasing 
number of epochs did give better accuracy, just like theory 
told us. The improvements were very small though, with 
respect to the extra training time they required. Training time 
was a crucial factor throughout this whole project, especially 
since it was the reason we could not optimize our 40x40 
CNNs as much as we wanted to. 

E. Variance 
It is also worth mentioning that no FCNN was the other one

alike, since the Matlab wizard started out with randomly 
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chosen weights and did a random division into training/test 
data. Even if we used the exact same network structure and 
input data to the wizard, we had different accuracies, as 
displayed in an example in TABLE 6. The order of magnitude 
of the maximum variations were 0.001, or 0.1 percentage unit. 
This does affect our specific choices of parameters. However, 
the overall patterns and conclusions we have identified stay 
within the error margin.

For the CNNs on the other hand, there were no variance at 
all. We wrote code instead of using a wizard and were able to 
make an equal division into training/test data for all CNNs. 
Also, these Matlab algorithms ended up with the same weights 
every time and the accuracies never varied between two CNNs
that were trained with the same settings. 

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we explored two different types of neural 
networks, the Fully Connected Neural Networks and the 
Convolutional Neural Networks.

From the project, we concluded that it is relevant to use 
pixel intensity values as inputs to a classification program. 
Our results show that there exists clear links between the pixel 
intensity values and the classification of a cell picture. CNN 
was a better neural network structure than FCNN for finding 
those links.

Unfortunately, our program is not applicable in its current 
shape. We require high generality and our 2010 accuracy of 
0.7991 would not have been acceptable in real research 
processes. Though, if the pixel inputs to our CNN could be
combined with some easily accessible features (e.g. the 
original blob-picture size) the performance should improve
significantly.

Using the pictures themselves as input, instead of 
calculating certain features as in [3], has a clear advantage in 
its simplicity. Image classification is an established method.
The best methods of image classifiers use multiple 
convolutions and huge databases. Our focus was to create a 
small and simple program just to examine the potential of the 
problem. There are room for many more improvements.

As mentioned in the beginning, machine learning has 
contributed to great progress in many research areas during the 
last few years. For example, the company IBM has launched 
something called IBM Watson health. Watson’s vision is to 
improve the healthcare by examining a huge amount of 
collected personal and academic health data. This is done 
together with partners within the medical, pharmaceutical and 
hospital fields [21]. The Manipal Hospital in Florida have 
recently started to use Watson for Oncology (i.e. the study of 
tumours) in their treatment of patients. In a study at the 
hospital, Watson proved to be able to classify breast cancer 
tumours at 90% accuracy. Watson also suggests a treatment 
plan, based on its enormous data bank, containing much more 
information than a human doctor could ever access under 
his/her lifetime. Therefore, the doctors at Manipal Hospital 
now always use Watson as a check before they agree on a 
treatment plan. They are convinced that this is the future of 
medicine [22].
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For the CNNs on the other hand, there were no variance at 
all. We wrote code instead of using a wizard and were able to 
make an equal division into training/test data for all CNNs. 
Also, these Matlab algorithms ended up with the same weights 
every time and the accuracies never varied between two CNNs
that were trained with the same settings. 
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was a better neural network structure than FCNN for finding 
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original blob-picture size) the performance should improve
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Using the pictures themselves as input, instead of 
calculating certain features as in [3], has a clear advantage in 
its simplicity. Image classification is an established method.
The best methods of image classifiers use multiple 
convolutions and huge databases. Our focus was to create a 
small and simple program just to examine the potential of the 
problem. There are room for many more improvements.

As mentioned in the beginning, machine learning has 
contributed to great progress in many research areas during the 
last few years. For example, the company IBM has launched 
something called IBM Watson health. Watson’s vision is to 
improve the healthcare by examining a huge amount of 
collected personal and academic health data. This is done 
together with partners within the medical, pharmaceutical and 
hospital fields [21]. The Manipal Hospital in Florida have 
recently started to use Watson for Oncology (i.e. the study of 
tumours) in their treatment of patients. In a study at the 
hospital, Watson proved to be able to classify breast cancer 
tumours at 90% accuracy. Watson also suggests a treatment 
plan, based on its enormous data bank, containing much more 
information than a human doctor could ever access under 
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now always use Watson as a check before they agree on a 
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Stem Cell Classification With Convolutional
Neural Networks

Harald Stiff

Abstract—In this bachelor thesis project, the problem of image
classification with convolutional neural networks is considered.
In several fields of biology, automatized cell detection is a helpful
tool for facilitating the process of cellular analysis. This report
answers the question whether a computer program can tell if an
image contains muscle stem cells or not. Analogously to the neu-
rons of the human brain, the creation of such a program involves
training thousands of mathematically modeled artificial neurons
to maximize the likelihood of producing correct classifications.
This report covers how such a network is implemented and shows
how its performance dependens on the network’s dimensions. It is
revealed that a neural network indeed can replace and speed up
the manual process of classifying images. With an image dataset
of cells, the best performing networks manage to classify images
with an accuracy of up to 90%.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE task of creating a program that can classify images
sees a wide range of applications in today’s society.

Facial recognition, cancer prediction and road detection for
self driving cars are a handful of areas that can exploit
such technology [1], [2]. Therefore the development of robust
reliable classifiers is vital. Artificial neural networks provide
promising frameworks for classification problems. These net-
works thrive on the idea that the structure of the neurons in the
human brain is the solution for achieving human intelligence
that computers lack today [3]. When images are fed into the
network the artificial neurons activate when a certain feature is
detected. The combination of activated neurons together form
a vote in which the classification is determined.

Artificial neural networks can be implemented under the
condition that correctly classified data is available to train the
network [4]. The extended network type with convolutional
steps have been developed to classify two dimensional data
such as images well. Convolutional neural networks have
pushed the boundaries in performance of a wide range of
image classification tasks. Just recently, Krizhevsky et al. [5]
provided a convolutional neural network capable of classifying
one thousand different image classes showing that this field of
machine learning is on a rising edge. By extracting features
with correlation values, local two dimensional features carry
the role of the final classification. However, the flaw of con-
volutional networks is that they are computationally heavy to
train. Still, they are to some extent feasible to train on ordinary
modern machines. In this report, a theoretical breakdown of
the convolutional networks is presented. Key concepts such as
cost functions and gradient descent are discussed. Furthermore
gradients to the cost function is derived making it clear how
the neural nets are implemented. Lastly, a wide range of
performance tests are shown to demonstrate how results vary
depending on the networks’ dimensions.

II. THEORY

Artificial neural networks are mathematical models for func-
tions f : IRN → IRM where N is the number of input nodes
and M is the number of output nodes. The mapping is an
iterative process through a number of hidden layers. The value
of a node in layer l is a linear combination of all of the nodes
in layer l−1 through an activation function σ. Artificial neural
networks are visualized with fig. 1.

Input
Hidden Layers

Output

... ...

. . .

...

...

Fig. 1. Artificial neural network.

A. Discriminative Classifiers

To make a program understand what every day objects such
as cats and dogs are they need to be mathematically described.
Suppose that a neural network is designed to differentiate
between images of cats, dogs and snakes. Its output layer
will then consist of three nodes, each node describing the
probability of the image containing the given animal. For
instance, an output

[
0.77 0.13 10

]
would show that the

probability is 77% of the image containing a cat whereas the
probability of it containing either a dog or a snake is lower.
To be able to make good guesses the neural network must be
trained with correctly classified data. This includes training the
network with data labeled as

[
1 0 0

]
for cats,

[
0 1 0

]
for dogs and

[
0 0 1

]
for snakes. The discrete valued labels

explains the name discriminative classifier. The goal is to make
the network output a value as close as possible to the real
output.

B. Example

Consider the neural network in fig. 2.
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a(1)

a(2)

ŷ

Fig. 2. Artificial neural network with one hidden layer.

The input layer a(1) = [a
(1)
1 a

(1)
2 ]T consists of two nodes.

These are to be mapped to the hidden layer a(2) =

[a
(2)
1 a

(2)
2 a

(2)
3 ]T which will be mapped to the output layer

ŷ = [ŷ1 ŷ2]
T . The linear combination is achieved with matrix

multiplication. This introduces the weight matrix

W(2) =



w

(2)
11 w

(2)
12

w
(2)
21 w

(2)
22

w
(2)
31 w

(2)
32




where the nodes of the second layer are

a(2) = σ(W(2)a(1)).

The activation function σ is an element-wise function which
acts separately on every value of the vector W(2)a(1). Simi-
larly, the output is computed with the following weight matrix

W(3) =

ñ
w

(3)
11 w

(3)
12 w

(3)
13

w
(3)
21 w

(3)
22 w

(3)
23

ô

where

ŷ = S(W(3)a(2)).

The function S sets a probabilistic measure to the output such
that 0 ≤ ŷi ≤ 1 and

∑
k ŷk = 1. Shapes of the weight

matrices are adjusted according to the number of nodes. A
weight matrix transferring n nodes to a layer with m nodes
will be a matrix of shape n×m.

C. Vectorized Chain Rule

If a scalar function z is dependent on a column vector y
which is dependent on a column vector x the partial derivative
with respect to x can be calculated with

∂z

∂x
=




∑
i

∂z
∂yi

∂yi

∂x1∑
i

∂z
∂yi

∂yi

∂x2

...∑
i

∂z
∂yi

∂yi

∂xm



.

The summation of each element is motivated by fig. 3 where
the derivative of z depends on the derivatives of every branch
in the variable dependence tree.

y1 y2

z

yn. . .

xk

Fig. 3. A variable dependence tree.

The expression above can be rewritten with the following
matrix multiplication




∂y1

∂x1

∂y2

∂x1
. . . ∂yn

∂x1
∂y1

∂x2

∂y2

∂x2
. . . ∂yn

∂x2

...
...

. . .
...

∂y1

∂xm

∂y2

∂xm
. . . ∂yn

∂xm







∂z
∂y1
∂z
∂y2

...
∂z
∂yn




which implies that

∂z

∂x
=

∂yT

∂x

∂z

∂y
. (1)

D. Cost Functions

Suppose that an output y is desired from an input. To
accomplish this, the neural network must be adjusted and
fine tuned to produce an actual output ŷ that is as close as
possible to y. Firstly, a close mapping must be defined. This
is done with cost functions. There are several ways to define
how well an estimate ŷ = [ŷ1 ŷ2 ... ŷn]

T matches a desired
output y = [y1 y2 ... yn]

T . A scalar function is needed that
outputs small values for good estimates and large values for
bad estimates. One commonly used is the mean squared error
given by

E(ŷ,y) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2
.

For discrete values of yi where yi ∈ {0, 1} the cross entropy
function is a more suitable choice to meassure cost [6] where

L(ŷ,y) = −
n∑

i=1

yi ln(ŷi). (2)

and the derivative with respect to ŷk is

∂L(ŷ,y)
∂ŷk

= −yk
ŷk

. (3)

In this report, the cross entropy cost function (2) is used.

E. Activation Functions

Without activation functions data that cannot be linearly
seperated will not be classified well [4]. Activation functions
are non linear functions applied at each layer of the neural
network. Various functions are used, in [5] and in this project
the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function is used where

σ(x) �

®
x if x ≥ 0

0 else
(4)
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and
dσ(x)

dx
=

®
1 if x > 0

0 if x < 0
. (5)

Note that σ is not differentiable at x = 0. A value of 0.5
is assigned to that case. In the last layer of the network
a softmax function is applied to the nodes instead of an
activation function. The softmax function sets a probabilistic
measure to the output. A neural network output acquires a
probability distribution P (yi|x) where

ŷi = S(x)i �
exi

∑
k e

xk
. (6)

The derivative of the softmax function can be derived using
the quotient rule where

∂S(x)i
∂xj

= S(x)i(δij − S(x)j) (7)

and δij is the Kronecker delta.

F. Optimization Algorithms

Consider a cost function of an L-layered neural network
which is parametrised by weight matrices:

L(ŷ;W(1)...W(L),y).

A trained neural network is designed such that the cost
function output is as small as possible. When the cost is
low the network can output accurate classifications. This
means that L must be minimized by adjusting the weight
matrices. To calculate local minima with normal calculus is
a tedious task. Instead, algorithms are used to approximate
the optimal weight values. Given the fact that L decreases in
the opposite direction of the matrix gradients [7, Theorem 3.1]
the following algorithm is used:

Algorithm 1 Gradient Descent

initialize W(1)...W(L)

initialize α
while not converged do

for i = 1, 2, ..., L do
W(i) ← W(i) − α ∂L

∂W(i)

end
update L

end

where α is the step size. Glancing at the algorithm, the weight
matrix gradients of the cost L are required. The gradients
for each iteration can be evaluated over an average cost
based on all of the training examples. However [8] show that
evaluating the gradients over a cost based on a smaller batch of
random training examples lessens the amount of computations
without decreasing the performance of the neural network.
More sophisticated algorithms exist, one of them is the Adam
optimizer [9]. It still requires weight matrix gradients which
will be derived in the upcoming sections.

G. Gradients to the Cost Function

The main goal is to find the optimal matrices

W∗(i) i = 1, 2, ..., L

where

W∗(i) = argmin
W(i)

L(ŷ;W(1)...W(L),y).

To find these weights with algorithm 1 the matrix gradients
must be calculated. The following variables are used in the
calculation:

• ŷi - output node i
• ali - node i at layer l after the activation function.
• zli - node i at layer l before the activation function.
• wl

nm - weight nm at layer l transfering nodes from layer
l − 1 to l.

Furthermore, the approach is based on [10, Chapter 2]. The
recursive nature of neural networks simplify the gradient
calculations. Firstly, a vector ∆l is defined as

∆l �
∂L
∂zl

(8)

which is referred to as the error vector at layer l. With an L-
layered network, the first error vector is calculated using (3)
and (7) where

∆L
i =

∑
k

∂L
∂ŷk

∂ŷk
∂zLi

= ŷi
∑
k

yk −
∑
k

ykδki (9)

= ŷi − yi

The summation is motivated by the variable dependence tree
in fig. 4.

ŷ1 ŷ2

L

ŷn. . .

wL
ij

zL1 zL2 zLn. . .

Fig. 4. A variable dependence tree for the weights of the last layer of a neural
network.

Using (9) the first error vector expression can be computed
where

∆L = ŷ − y. (10)

Moving on, the remaining error vectors ∆l, l = L − 1, L −
2, ..., 1 must be determined. Looking at fig. 5 the remaining
error vectors must equal

∆l =
∂L
∂al

� σ′(zl) (11)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication and σ′(zl)i =
∂ali/∂z

l
i. The element-wise multiplication is present because
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of the parallel variable dependency between al and zl. Using
(1) yields

∂L
∂al

=
∂(zl+1)T

∂al
∂L

∂zl+1
(12)

= (Wl+1)T∆l+1

Integrating (12) in (11) returns a final expression

∆l = (Wl+1)T∆l+1 � σ′(zl) (13)

which can be used to calculate all of the remaining error
vectors. With the error vectors, the weight matrix gradients
are calculated with [11, Eq. (74)] where

∂L
∂wl

ij

=
∑
k

∆l
k

∂zlk
∂wl

ij

= ∆l
ia

l−1
j

which implies that

∂L
∂Wl

= ∆l(al−1)T . (14)

For each iteration of algorithm 1, the weight matrix gradients
of all L layers of the neural network must be computed with
(14).

zl+1
1 zl+1

2 zl+1
n

. . .

al1 al2 alm. . .

zl1 zl2 zlm. . .

wl
ij

Fig. 5. A variable dependence tree for the weights of layer l of a neural
network.

H. Convolutional Neural Networks

Unlike the neural networks in the previous segment, con-
volutional neural networks take into account local two dimen-
sional structure of the input data. Convolutional neural net-
works are mathematical models for functions f : IRG×Q×P →
IRO where G, Q, P is the height, width and the number of
channels of the input tensor and O is number of outputs in the
output vector. The mapping is an iterative process where the
input gets passed through a number of different fourth degree
tensor filters

Wl ∈ IRN×M×D×Dl

(15)

before it is used as an input for a normal neural network. N
and M denote the spatial size of the two dimensional filter of
Wl and D, Dl denote the number of input and output channels
of the convolution step. Convolutional neural networks are
visualized with fig. (6).

Input

Feature maps Connected layer

... ...
...

. . .

...

Fig. 6. A convolutional neural network.

Discrete two dimensional convolution (∗) is central for this
network type. For each layer of this network, a convolution
is repeated D ×Dl times. Each output channel of this step is
given by

Zl
dl =

D∑
d

Al−1
d ∗Wl

d,dl , dl = 1, 2, ...,Dl (16)

[12, Eq. (7)] where d and dl denote the last two indices of
(15). Note that the convolutions are valid since both Al−1

d and
Wl

d,dl are matrices.

I. Max Pooling

To reduce the size of the matrices in the network a max
pooling function is applied after the convolution step in (16).
As seen in fig. 7 this step involves iterating through each
segment Ω of a matrix and only passing on the maximum
value of the segment to the next layer where

bi′j′ = max
ij∈Ω(i′j′)

zij (17)

is the down sampled layer.

ΩZ

B

Fig. 7. Max pooling step visualized. A segment Ω slides through Z where
only the maximum value of Ω gets passed on to B thus reducing the amount
of information.

Ω can be iterated through Z with different stride lengths. This
is best shown with an example. Consider the following max
pooling function applied to a 4 × 4 matrix using a region Ω
of size 2× 2 and a stride length of two where

maxpool

®



3 1 2 9
4 5 1 1
1 7 9 8
8 6 8 7



´

=

ï
5 9
8 9

ò
. (18)

Since the size of Ω is 2 × 2, the maximum value in regions
of that size will be passed on to the output. These regions
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are shaded in (18). Starting with the upper left region, 5 is
the largest value and will passed on to the output. Where the
next regions are placed is determined by the stride length. In
this example the stride length is two, this means that the next
regions are placed two steps down and two steps to the right
relative to the upper left region.

The max pooling function is applied on all channels at each
layer of the network. The reduction of size reduces the chance
of overfitting [13]. The derivative of the max pooling step is
one for the maximum value of each segment Ω in Z and zero
for the other elements. Thus, only the largest values of the
each segment in Z is updated for each iteration of the gradient
descent algorithm where

∂bi′j′

∂zij
=

®
1 if zij = maxnm∈Ω(i′j′) znm

0 else
. (19)

J. Example

Consider the convolutional neural network in fig. 8.

A(1) A(2)

A(3)

Fig. 8. A convolutional neural network.

The input tensor A(1) ∈ IRN×N×1 is to be mapped to the
hidden convolutional layer A(2) ∈ IRM×M×3 which will be
be mapped to the last convolutional layer A(3) ∈ IRP×P×2.
To transfer the input to the first hidden convolutional layer,
a tensor filter W(2) ∈ IRK×K×1×3 is needed where each
channel of A(2) is calculated with

A
(2)

dl = σ
Ä

maxpool
¶ 1∑

d=1

A
(1)
d ∗W(2)

d,dl

©ä
, dl = 1, 2, 3

where σ and maxpool are the functions shown in (4) and (17)
respectively. Similarly, each channel of the last convolutional
layer is calculated with a tensor filter W(3) ∈ IRK×K×3×2

where

A
(3)

dl = σ
Ä

maxpool
¶ 3∑

d=1

A
(2)
d ∗W(3)

d,dl

©ä
, dl = 1, 2.

Lastely, A(3) is reshaped to a vector to a traditional neural
network.

K. Convolution With Matrix Multiplication

To reduce the dimensionality of the math behind the weight
gradient calculations a different approach to the convolution
calculation will be used. Consider the convolution between a
matrix A and a filter matrix B:



1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9


 ∗
ï
1 2
3 4

ò
=

ï
37 47
67 76

ò
. (20)

Note that in order to achieve an output with the same size
as the input, the input must be padded with zeros. Since
convolution is a linear operation [14] it is possible to use
matrix multiplication to output the same result. To proceed
with a new way of evaluating the convolution in (20) a new
matrix will be defined. All elements in each 2× 2 segment of
A will be assigned to a row in the new matrix ψ(A). With a
vectorization of the filter B the following matrix multiplication
yields the same output values as the convolution in (20).


1 4 2 5
4 7 5 8
2 5 3 6
5 8 6 9






1
3
2
4


 =



37
67
47
76




The operator ψ can be used such that (16) can be expressed
with only one matrix multiplication too. Since the tensor Wl

contain filters with a spatial size of N × M, ψ will stack
N ×M regions of each channel in Al−1 ∈ IRG×Q×P to each
row of ψ(Al−1) where ψ(Al−1):s first row will equal




vec

®

Al−1

111 . . . Al−1
1M1

...
. . .

...

Al−1
N11 . . . Al−1

NM1



´

vec

®

Al−1

112 . . . Al−1
1M2

...
. . .

...

Al−1
N12 . . . Al−1

NM2



´

...

vec

®



Al−1
11P . . . Al−1

1MP

...
. . .

...

Al−1
N11 . . . Al−1

NMP



´




T

. (21)

From now on, tensors will be reshaped to matrices. For
instance, the tensor Al−1 will be assigned a matrix

[
vec(Al−1

1 ) vec(Al−1
2 ) . . . vec(Al−1

P )
]
∈ IRGQ×P .

(22)
An operator φ is defined with the same cause as ψ where the
only difference is that φ inputs matrices as in (22). Both φ and
ψ output the same matrix. With φ, the convolution step in (16)
can be expressed fully using only one matrix multiplication
where

Zl = φ(Al−1)Fl (23)

and

Fl =




vec(Wl
11) vec(Wl

12) . . . vec(W1Dl)
vec(Wl

21) vec(Wl
22) . . . vec(Wl

2Dl)
...

...
. . .

...
vec(Wl

D1) vec(Wl
D2) . . . vec(Wl

DDl)




is the filter matrix where the indices refer to the last two
indices of (15). The motivation behind introducing the operator
φ will be clearer when the filter gradients are computed in the
upcoming section. It will simplify the calculations.
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L. Partial Derivatives of the Convolutional Neural
Network Steps

Since weight gradient calculations are based on the chain
rule, the partial derivatives of each step of the convolutional
neural network must be provided. Firstly, a vectorization of
(23) yields

vec(Zl) = vec(φ(Al−1)Fl)

which can be rewritten using [15, Theorem 13.26]

(24)vec(Zl) = (Il ⊗ φ(Al−1)) vec(Fl)

= ((Fl)T ⊗ Il) vec(φ(Al−1))

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and Il is the identity matrix.
The shape of the identity matrix is determined by the number
of columns in Fl. By using [11, Eq. (69)], the partial derivative
of (24) with respect to the filter Fl is

∂ vec(Zl)

∂ vec(Fl)T
= Il ⊗ φ(Al−1). (25)

In order to differentiate vec(Zl) with respect to vec(Al−1),
Al−1 needs to separated from the operator φ. Knowing that
every element in vec(Al−1) ∈ IRA is mapped directly to
vec(φ(Al−1)) ∈ IRB there exists a matrix such that

vec(φ(Al−1)) = Ml−1 vec(Al−1). (26)

where Ml−1 ∈ IRB×A is a matrix containing zeros and ones
with only one non zero element in each row [16, Section 6.6].
Each row in Ml−1 maps one element from Al−1 to φ(Al).
The derivative of vec(Zl) with respect to vec(Al−1) can be
calculated by integrating (26) in (24) and using [11, Eq. (69)]
which yields

∂ vec(Zl)

∂ vec(Al−1)T
= ((Fl)T ⊗ Il)Ml−1. (27)

M. Max Pooling With Matrix Multiplication

As seen in the previous section, the vectorization of tensors
and the matrix multiplication representation of the convolution
step made good use for simplifying equations. The max pool-
ing step can also be implemented with matrix multiplication.
A matrix Pl is introduced for implementing the max pooling
step at layer l where

vec(Bl) = Pl vec(Zl). (28)

Pl is a matrix with one non zero element in each of its rows
which will transfer the same way as (17) the largest values
of regions Ω (seen in fig. (7)). However, when vectorized
the region Ω will cover different coordinates which must be
tracked.

N. Filter Gradients

The filter gradient computation is based on the following
notation

• Al - Matrix A at layer l after the max pooling and
activation function.

• Bl Matrix B at layer l after the max pooling step before
the activation function.

• Zl Matrix Z at layer l before the max pooling step and
the activation function.

• Fl Filter matrix F at layer l transferring matrices from
layer l − 1 to l.

Furthermore, the calculations are based on the error vector
approach from [10, Chapter 2] combined with the mathematics
from [16, Chapter 5-7]. Firstly the error vector for convolu-
tional neural networks will be defined as

Λm �
∂L

∂ vec(Zm)
. (29)

The first error vector of the convolutional neural network will
contain factors with weights and error vectors from the tradi-
tional neural network. The reason behind this is that the first
error vector lies where the transitioning from the convolutional
networks to the traditional networks occur. Using fig. 9, (1)
and (28) the first error vector must equal

(30)
ΛM =

∂ vec(BM )T

∂ vec(ZM )

∂L
∂ vec(BM )

= (PM )T
∂L

∂ vec(BM )

where

(31)

∂L
∂ vec(BM )

=
∂L

∂ vec(AM )
� σ′(vec(BM ))

=
∂(z1)T

∂ vec(AM )

∂L
∂z1

� σ′(vec(BM ))

= (W1)T∆1 � σ′(vec(BM )).

W1 is the weight matrix and ∆1 is the error vector at the first
layer of the traditional neural network. Combining (30) and
(31) yields a final expression for the first error vector of the
convolutional neural network where

ΛM = (PM )T (W1)T∆1 � σ′(vec(BM )). (32)
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z11 z12 z1n. . .

aM1 aM2 aMm. . .

bM1 bM2 bMm. . .

zM1 zM2 zMk
. . .

fM
ij

Fig. 9. A transitioning variable dependence tree for the first weights of a
convolutional neural network. Nodes in z1 belong to the first layer of the
traditional neural network whereas the other nodes belong to vec(AM ),
vec(BM ), vec(ZM ) and FM of the convolutional neural network.

The remaining error vectors Λm, m = M − 1,M − 2, ..., 1
are calculated similarly to the equation above. However,
∂L/∂ vec(Bm) for the remaining error vectors is different
since there is no transitioning phase. Using (1), (27) and [17,
Eq. (3.28)] gives

∂L
∂ vec(Bm)

=
∂ vec(Zm+1)T

∂ vec(Am)

∂L
∂ vec(Zm+1)

� σ′(vec(Bm))

(33)

= (Mm)T (Fm+1 ⊗ Im+1)Λm+1 � σ′(vec(Bm)) (34)

which plugged into (30) yields

Λm = (Pm)T (Mm)T (Fm+1 ⊗ Im+1)Λm+1 � σ′(vec(Bm)).
(35)

Lastely, the filter gradients are calculated using (1) where

∂L
∂ vec(Fm)

=
∂ vec(Zm)T

∂ vec(Fm)

∂L
∂ vec(Zm)

(36)

which simplifies to

∂L
∂ vec(Fm)

= (Im ⊗ φ(Am−1))TΛm (37)

using (29), (25) and [17, Eq. (3.28)]. With (37), algorithm 1
can be used to optimize all of the filters of convolutional neural
networks.

III. NEURAL NETWORKS APPLIED ON IMAGE DATASETS
OF CELLS

With the fundamentals of artificial neural networks pre-
sented, its performance on image datasets will be evaluated.
For traditional neural networks the input is a vector. Since
grayscaled images are matrices with each element being a
pixel brightness value they need to be reshaped to a vector
before being input to the network. The network will then be
trained with image vectors and their corresponding labels. On
the other hand, with convolutional neural networks the input

is a tensor which removes the necessity of reshaping of the
input. The images will be labeled as figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 10. Image of a cell in the
dataset. It’s labeled as [1 0].

Fig. 11. Image not containing a
cell. It’s labeled as [0 1].

IV. RESULTS

With the machine learning library TensorFlow in Python
the networks in this section were implemented. 10000 images
from the (2010) dataset were used in each test where 70% of
the images were used for the training phase and the remaining
images were used for the performance testing. Performance
was measured with the amount of images that were classified
correctly within the dataset. The training was done using
stochastic gradient descent with a batch size of 200 samples
with the Adam optimization algorithm using a step size of
α = 10−4. The images have a height and width of 61 pixels.
For each iteration in the upcoming graphs the entire batch of
200 samples was considered.

A. Neural Network Performance

Four different network designs shown in table I were tested.

TABLE I
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK DESIGNS BEING TESTED

Index Nodes in Hidden Layers
1 750, 500
2 750
3 800, 600, 400, 200
4 500, 500, 500, 500

0 35 70 105 140 175 210 245 280 315

Iterations

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Neural Network Performance

Fig. 12. A graph showing how the performance depends on the number of
iterations of the optimization algorithm.
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0 35 70 105 140 175 210 245 280 315

Iterations

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Neural Network Cost

Fig. 13. A graph showing how the mean training data cost depends on the
number of iterations of the optimization algorithm.

B. Convolutional Neural Network Performance

Four different convolutional networks shown in table II were
tested. Each network was trained with filters with a spatial size
of 5× 5 pixels. The max pooling step was done with a stride
length of 1 and a region Ω with a size of 2 × 2 pixels. The
tensors were padded with zeros such that the convolution step
output tensors with the same size as the input. When the last
convolutional layer was reshaped to a vector only one weight
matrix was used to map the vector directly to the output.

TABLE II
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS DESIGNS BEING TESTED

Index Channels in Hidden Layers
1 10
2 10, 10
3 5, 10
4 5, 10, 15

0 150 300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350

Iterations

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Convolutional Neural Network Performance

Fig. 14. A graph showing how the performance depends on the number of
iterations of the optimization algorithm.
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0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Convolutional Neural Network Cost

Fig. 15. A graph showing how the mean training data cost depends on the
number of iterations of the optimization algorithm.

Fig. 16. Image in fig. 10 filtered through four of the trained filters of the
convolutional neural network indexed with a 1.

V. DISCUSSION

As seen in fig. 12 network 4 clearly outperform the other
networks. This shows that network depth is an important pa-
rameter to consider when designing networks. For each hidden
layer that is introduced an additional non linear activation
function is applied to the network. When more non linearities
are used in the network more complex patterns can be learned.

Comparing the convergence rate between the traditional
neural networks and the convolutional neural networks it is
clear that the convolutional nets need more iterations to reach
good results. However, the amount of weights needed to obtain
similar performance is significantly lower in comparison to the
amount of weights needed in traditional neural networks. The
conclusion can be drawn that convolutional neural networks
utilize a sparse amount of information in a very efficient way.
In terms of memory management, trained convolutional neural
networks are preferred.

The question that remains is how the traditional neural net-
works can classify the images of cells with an accuracy up to
90%. These networks are presented with images reshaped into
vectors thus losing vital information that humans use to detect
images. This is the local two dimensional structure that images
contain, such as shapes, edges and corners. Undoubtedly, this
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shows the complexity of the neural networks. To distinguish
between vectors that contain cells or not requires complicated
patterns to be learned within the network. Especially since it
can classify the vectors independently of how the cells are
rotated or located in the image.

The convolution step outputs large values if the correlation
between the filter and the image is large. When trained, the
filters will contain a certain structure which is found if the
correlation between the image and the filter is high. Looking
at fig. 16 it can be hard to tell what in the image that the
filters activate. Some of the images show more texture whereas
the other ones are blurry. In most cases, the trained filters
aren’t just looking for basic shapes such as circles and edges.
Abstract features that aren’t obvious for humans to detect are
also present in the filters. In the end, the filters are optimized
given the architecture of the network. It doesn’t matter what
they react to if the performance is good.

VI. CONCLUSION

This bachelor thesis report has presented mathematical
frameworks for implementing both traditional and convolu-
tional neural networks. By reducing the dimensionality of the
convolutional neural networks its gradients could be provided.
Furthermore a wide range of networks have been trained to
determine if an image contain muscle stem cells or not. The
results show that deep neural networks out perform single
layered networks. The neural networks in this report have the
potential to be used on all places of society where pattern
recognition is needed. Namely for email spam detection ser-
vices, voice recognition and facial recognition.
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CONTEXT E: DATA DRIVEN NETWORKS

STUCK AT A RED LIGHT? WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
DATA DRIVEN NETWORKS. Imagine a world where red lights are fully connected and intelligent. Traffic 
jams would be a thing of the past and you would save hours every week waiting car queues. But is this 
possible? A couple of KTH students set out on a journey to explore how data driven networks can in-
crease our quality of life in everyday situations, such as driving to work.

Data driven networks are a key component in the future of intelligent things. They are, simply put, computer 
networks that act independently without any input from humans. As mentioned before, an example could 
be a network of traffic lights sharing data from their sensors over a network, all to make traffic flow more 
smoothly without any traffic operator involved. But how would they know what color to show and when? 
Some of the students evaluated algorithms learning from controlled situations to teach data driven networks 
to make good guesses.

An experiment with such a network has run in Pittsburgh since 2013, where several intersections are com-
municating with each other, and regulating traffic by operating traffic lights. The results showed a reduction 
of wait times by an average of 40 %. So the applications of data driven networks really do offer everyday value 
to society and isn’t just a technical gimmick.

Another student took the idea even further and investigated how to protect integrity in data driven net-
works. Imagine an even more evolved situation where the cars communicate their position, speed and desti-
nation for even better planning possibilities. That would undoubtedly be exploited for malicious intents. A 
thief breaking into a house would then be able to see when the owners are coming home and plan their escape, 
possibly they’d be able to monitor police cars. So, that’s why we need good protection of personal data.

If we apply autonomous traffic regulation in large-scale, we could very soon be living in a society where 
traffic congestions and long wait times are nothing but memories of our primitive past. And the automation 
process has just begun...
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Computer networks as we know them are about 
to be redefined. For a long time humans have 
acted as an interface between computers and 

the real world. We organize the bits into information 
and decide how to send what to whom. As more de-
vices become connected however, our role as an in-
terface diminishes and the computers become able to 
directly interact with the real world. This paves the 
way for data driven networks, where raw data is the 
input instead of organized information.

With a lot of data being fed into networks, specifi-
cally the Internet, one of the first concerns that might 
come to mind is that of integrity and security, which 
is the focus of project E3. The increasing availability 
of data means one can easily analyze large quantities 
of output and optimize how servers and connections 
run. Project group E1 examines how to optimize vid-
eo streaming services. The increasing number of 
nodes that are active on the Internet, for instance mo-
bile devices and IoT devices, that process data poses 
the question of scalability, which is the main topic of 
project E2.
 
Project group E1 has examined how neural net-
works can be used to efficiently and precisely esti-
mate service metrics based on observable variables. 
To make a good prediction these variables need to 
be representative of the state the service is in. Neu-
ral networks are an excellent choice when a function 
approximation is needed for an unknown function. 
Neural networks are particularly beneficial for data 
driven networks, since they can handle information 
of various character that might not be polynomial, si-
nusoidal or exponential in character.
                                             
Sensor networks are perhaps the most funda-
mental kind of data driven network, with raw data 
coming in from sensors that should be processed 
and distributed within a system. In project E2 dif-
ferent protocols for media access control in wireless 
camera networks are investigated. It is important to 
study such protocols to achieve both scalability and 
a high bandwidth, which are important for sensor 
networks.
 
Project group E3 has programmed an app which 
transfers data safely between smartphones over 
bluetooth. The solution means both phones can talk 
to each other without having to worry about other 
people or machines understanding their conversa-
tion. The phones can also identify each other, mean-
ing they will receive data from no one else. These 
qualities are desirable in a computer network where 
the data is sensitive. Examples could be personal in-
formation, research data or company secrets.
 
One future topic of research within the context 
of computer networks is optimizing storage of data. 
Storing the data in the same format as the data that is 
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sent on the network may not be the best thing to do, 
as existing database technologies such as SQL and 
MongoDB may be used to store the data in a format 
that allows for little memory usage or quick access. In 
such a project one could examine how different data-
base technologies perform in varying applications. 
Another possible topic concerns the neural network 
created by project E1, which is quite demanding in 
terms of processing power. In future projects ways 
of reducing the computational complexity of the neu-
ral network should be explored to lower the energy 
consumption. That would enable small intelligent 
sensors in places where low energy consumption is 
crucial.
 

ETHICAL REFLECTION 
Data driven networks gather huge quantities of in-
formation about and from the traffic they handle. By 
using this information, conclusions can be drawn. 
Often this information is user specific, it spans over 
time and is rather detailed to form a good basis for 
smart decision-making. Naturally this raises con-
cerns regarding user privacy. The purpose of the in-
formation gathering is to provide something of value 
to either the user or the gatherer itself, who may be 
an individual, a company or even a government. De-
pending on what kind of information is being gath-
ered and the nature of the gatherer, the privacy of 
the user may or may not be harmed. For example, a 
company gathering information about a user’s hab-
its to improve their quality of service might not be as 
harmful for the individual while a dictatorship’s sur-
veillance of its people most certainly is.
 
With a lot of data moving through our networks 
much information about people can be extracted. An 
individual person might not know what data is being 
collected and if the data is managed safely. This is of 
course of great concern to all of us. With further de-
velopment of security protocols this might no longer 
be a problem. By analyzing the data better, the in-
dividual will experience a higher quality of service, 
increasing enjoyment and trust in service providers. 
The better service quality might for example allow 
better medical services and thus increasing individ-
ual health. However, the individual is not the great-
est benefactor of data driven networks and should 
keep a critical mind when utilizing a new service and 
make sure it offers sufficient integrity.
 
Much of the technology of the future is expected to 
be very demanding in terms of data processing and 
transmission. As such, data driven networks are an 
essential part in technologies such as autonomous 
cars and systems in general, robots and smart build-
ings; technologies that are all likely to have great im-
pact on society. Some of the most important ethical 
questions that the network engineer must consider 
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are “What technology am I enabling with my net-
work?” and “Does this technology compromise the 
integrity and privacy of the individual?”. The ethical 
aspects of a certain technology, such as smart grids, 
become the same for the network engineer as for 
the power engineer. Security and reliability are oth-
er important features of a data driven network and 
the network engineer must not compromise when it 
comes to them. For example, a security flaw in a net-
work for automated public transportation can have 
dire consequences.
 
From an environmental point of view there is the 
concern of energy consumption of the network in-
frastructure, which increases with increased data 
traffic. Since coal and oil are still major sources of 
energy it means, unfortunately, that data driven net-
works leave a significant carbon footprint. Also, if the 
development of smaller microchips should stall, the 
primary solution will be to expand the current infra-
structure, which will have profound problems in ma-
terial consumption and urban planning and increase 
the carbon footprint even further. On the bright side, 
better data processing algorithms means one may 
better monitor the movement of people and goods. 
Services such as route planning may very well re-
duce transportation emissions on a corporate or city-
grid level. Such services do rely on an updated road 
map where data is consistently gathered from many 
sources, which poses network engineering prob-
lems. All in all, data driven networks help us make 
more efficient use of our resources and they are a ne-
cessity in tomorrow’s green and sustainable society.

In short, the ever-increasing amount of data flow-
ing over the Internet poses several ethical questions, 
for instance questions related to user privacy, further 
technological development and development of in-
frastructure. Our opinion is that storage and distri-
bution of large amounts of data is not of much benefit 
for the individual, except for an increased quality of 
service. The biggest benefactors of data driven net-
works are large companies who can use the data to 
increase their profits and to enhance their technolo-
gies. Special care should be taken when there is a ma-
licious entity (e.g. a company or a government) that 
may obtain sensitive data about individuals and use 
it to violate the integrity of the individual. For us net-
work engineers it is therefore important that we keep 
security and integrity in mind when we work. We 
should also help to raise awareness among people 
with non-technical backgrounds. That way we can 
use non-technical means of ensuring integrity such 
as employing company policies to deny distribution 
of gathered data to third parties.
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Evaluation of Machine Learning Methods for
Predicting Client Metrics for a Telecom Service

Marcus Alsterman and Maximilian Karlström

Abstract—A video streaming service faces several difficulties
operating. Hardware is expensive and it is crucial to prioritize
customers in a way that will make them content with the service
provided. That is, deliver a sufficient frame rate and never
allocate too much, essentially waste, resources on a client. This
allocation has to be done several times per second so reading
data from the client is out of the question, because the system
would be adapting too slow. This raises the question whether it is
possible to predict the frame rate of a client using only variables
measured on the server and if it can be done efficiently. Which it
can [1]. To further build on the work of Yanggratoke et al [1], we
evaluated several different machine learning methods on a data
set in terms of performance, training time and dependence on the
size of the data set. Neural networks, having the best adapting
capabilities, resulted in the best performance but training is more
time consuming than for the linear model. Using neural networks
is a good idea when the relationship between input and output
is not linear.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The problems at hand

A video streaming service is by nature demanding hard-
ware wise. There are often numerous simultaneous con-

nections, the data must be both encrypted and compressed
and capacity left unused will be gone forever, because the
clients might have limited space for buffering. One example
of such a client is the Chromecast, with 256 MB of internal
memory, there is not much space left for large video stream
buffers [2]. This makes it extremely important that hardware is
used as efficiently as possible. If not, clients could experience
uneven playback even though the hardware, if used properly,
is sufficient for high quality streaming.

In a scenario approaching such a situation mentioned above,
it is important that different streams get the right priority. For
a client connected through a mobile broadband connection, the
latency can be up to seconds and that is why it is desired for
a server to be able to identify low frame rate situations before
they can get reported back from the client. The server can
then take actions to eliminate the user dissatisfaction. Ideally
before the user even notices it.

This report aims to further investigate usability of neural
networks, and in particular mixture density networks [3], as
prediction models in the given problem. Furthermore, we
compare the model accuracy to that of a linear model. The
linear model has earlier been proven to provide surprising
accuracy compared to its complexity [1]. Related to predicting
the frame rate, we also investigated if the simpler problem of
finding out whether the client streams at least a number of
frames per second agreed on between service provider and
client. That is, if the video stream, is in violation of a service
level agreement.

B. Introduction to machine learning

In 1959 Arthur Samuel stated that machine learning is
a “field of study that gives computers the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed” [4]. In a way, machine
learning often resembles human learning, where there is no
biological programmer but learning is done through examples
of desirable and undesirable behaviours.

Machine learning has proved to be a powerful tool where
ordinary programming reaches the end of its capacity. For
example, in its translation service Google has switched to
something they call GNMT, short for Google Neural Machine
Translation, and reached higher accuracy of its service, com-
pared to using regular programming techniques [5].

C. The inverse problem

Many problems do not have a unique solution, x2 = 1 for
example, has two. Taking this into consideration when dealing
with machine learning and prediction, can potentially increase
performance. Another example of such a problem is a robotic
arm with two joints, pictured in figure 1, which moves in a
plane. For certain positions, such an arm can be placed in two
ways for the end to reach the desired position. In a machine
learning setting that would mean that the algorithm should be
able to predict both positions, but pick the best one. The best
solution, could perhaps be the closest or the one which would
require the least energy to move to. The naive approach would
not take any of this into consideration and would return one
position regardless of whether it’s the best choice.

II. THEORY

In this section, many key concepts treated throughout the
report will be described.

A. Supervised learning

What was described in the general introduction is called
supervised learning and is the scope of this report. Supervised
learning is based on two things. There is some sort of
adjustable architecture and a labelled data set. The parameters
of the architecture, are then adjusted to capture the intrinsic
structure of the data set, to predict some sort of property
for unseen examples. This is the description Bishop uses
“Applications in which the training data comprises examples of
the input vectors along with their corresponding target vectors
are known as supervised learning problems.” [3].
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Fig. 1. The robotic arm as an example of the inverse problem. To reach the
target a decision has to be made between two different sets of angles

B. Regression problems

Described by Bishop as “If the desired output consists of
one or more continuous variables, then the task is called
regression.” [3]. Regression has long been a subject of its
own, with statistical methods for regression, of for example
polynomials. The machine learning approach to regression is
still based on statistics, but tries to overcome shortcomings
of traditional algorithms for regression. Traditional algorithms
often require knowledge about what function is supposed
to be fitted to the data. Trying to fit a line on data of
exponential character might locally give satisfactory results,
but not globally. Sometimes the underlying function which
generated the data, might not even be expressible in terms of
elementary functions. Machine learning then becomes a better
alternative for finding an approximation of the underlying
function than trial and error, especially in many dimensions.

C. Classification problems

Another application for supervised machine learning is the
problem of classification. This is described by Bishop, “Cases
such as the digit recognition example, in which the aim
is to assign each input vector to one of a finite number
of discrete categories, are called classification problems.”
[3]. An even simpler example is the binary classification
problem, where there are only two classes, often denoted
positive and negative. A frequently used tool for assessment
of performance for binary classifier, is the confusion matrix
seen in figure 2. True positive/negative is when the classi-
fier predicts positive/negative for a sample which should be
positive/negative. False positive/negative is when the classifier
predicts positive/negative while the sample should be classified
as negative/positive.

By filling the fraction in each matrix element, one can
see what kinds of error the classifier makes. For example,
in the case of cancer tumour detection, false positives would
result in some unnecessary medical exams, whereas false

Class membership

Prediction
Positive Negative

Positive True positive False positive
Negative False negative True negative

Fig. 2. Confusion matrix

negatives could lead to undetected cancer and ultimately death
for the patient. In this case, it would be better to choose a
classifier which tend to generate more false positives than false
negatives.

D. Distribution prediction

In many cases, measurements are subject to noise. That hold
for both input features and outputs. Specifically, for each point
in input space, the output is described by some probability
distribution. Thus, it would be meaningful to predict such
distribution and quantify uncertainty in the output. One way to
do this is to assume some parameterized distribution of outputs
and predict the parameters of the distribution. Instead of just
predicting a value, one instead predicts the parameters for the
distribution.

E. Linear regression

In linear regression, the predicted output is calculated as a
linear combination of the input metrics. Mathematically this
can be described as

y = θ�x (1)

where θ is a column vector of the same size as the input x
with a bias element x0 added. y is the calculated output.

One often strives to choose the θ that minimizes MSE, the
mean square error,

MSE =
1

2

n∑
k=1

(yk − ŷk)
2 (2)

where ŷk is true value, yk is y in equation 1, for one example
and n the number of examples.

1) Regularization: For the model to generalize well and
not fit too closely to the data, regularization is often used.
One type of regularization for linear regression is minimizing
the RMSE, regularized mean square error,

RMSE =
1

2

n∑
k=1

(yk − ŷk)
2 +

α

2

m∑
k=1

||θk||d (3)

where d is the norm used, m is the number of features and
θ is a vector of all parameters that aren’t bias parameters.
When d = 1 one has Lasso regularization and for d = 2 it’s
Ridge regularization. Lasso regularization promotes sparsity
and can make some of the coefficients in θ zero [6]. Ridge
regression only makes the weight small [7], it does not force
any weight to become zero unless it’s beneficial to the model.
α is a parameter used to adjust how hard large norms of θ are
penalized. The idea behind this practice is that larger values
in θ means a higher risk of over fitting.
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Fig. 3. Schematic picture of a fully connected two-layer neural network with
three inputs, four hidden units and two outputs.

F. Logistic regression

Multidimensional logistic regression is a method for clas-
sification. In this method, the regressed function is changed.
One uses a one to one mapping which maps the real axis to the
set (0, 1). A zero is interpreted as negative class membership,
whereas a 1 is interpreted as positive. The model is now

y(x) =
1

1 + exp(−g(x))
(4)

based on Dreseitl et al [8]. One of the simplest functions for
g(x) is the linear function g(x) = θTx, making the model
look as the following.

y =
1

1 + exp(θ�x)
(5)

Where θ is the same vector as in equation 1. The optimization
goal if often chosen to maximize the log likelihood

LL =

n∑
k=1

(ŷ log y + (1− ŷ) log(1− y)) +
α

2
||θ||2 (6)

with appropriate regularization.

G. Neural networks

Neural networks or artificial neural networks strives to
mimic how the human brain works. They consist of layers
of neurons connected with activation functions between, sort
of how nerves work. A two-layer neural network can be
seen in figure 3. W1,W2, b1,b2 are matrices of appropriate
sizes. Calculating the output given the input is done by doing
something called a forward pass. Going from input x to the
hidden layer z is done mathematically by

z = f1(W1x+ b1) (7)

and finally calculating the output y

y = f2(W2z + b2) (8)

fi denotes the activation function applied element-wise [9]. If
x is of dimension k × 1 and there are l hidden units and m
outputs. Then the matrix W1 is of size l × k, vector b1 is of
size l× 1, matrix W2 is of size m× l and vector b2 is of size
m× 1.

Two commonly used activation functions are ReLU, recti-
fied linear unit, defined as

ReLU(x) = max(0, x) =

{
x if x ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(9)

and the TanH activation function, defined as follows:

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(10)

The most common way of adjusting the weight matrices, is
using a method called backpropagation in conjunction with an
error function, often the RMSE in equation 3. By calculating
the gradients of the error function one can minimize it. Then
with a reasonable error function, this generates a model which
performs well on the data.

What makes neural networks interesting is the Universal
Approximation Theorem. It states that a two-layer network
such as in figure 3, can approximate any smooth function with
arbitrary precision, given enough units in the hidden layer [10].
The theorem allows us to approximate any function, even if
it’s completely unknown to us.

Neural networks are overall much more flexible than linear
models. They can adapt much more closely to training data.
This makes regularization even more important, to prevent
over fitting.

H. Mixture density networks

Mixture density networks is a way to predict complicated
probability distributions of outputs. This makes them suitable
for handling inverse problems. By making the mixture density
networks predict distributions, all possible solutions of an
inverse problem can hopefully be shown. Then one can use
this result to predict the best possible value. Since the inverse
problem is inherently problematic to solve one cannot expect
a complete solution, but hopefully this framework will still
lead to better predictions.

III. METHOD

A. Performance measurement

1) NMAE: As a measurement of performance when doing
regression and for interpretation results, we used the normal-
ized mean absolute error. It is defined as:

NMAE =
1

nȳ

n∑
k=1

|ŷk − yk| (11)
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Fig. 4. A schematic figure showing the system configuration for the creation
of data.

TABLE I
MEASURED DEVICE STATISTICS X AND METRICS Y .

Field ID Description
all ..idle Percentage of idle CPU time (%)

X..memused Percentage of used memory (%)
proc.s Rate of process creation

cswch.s Rate of context switching
file.nr Number of used file handles

sum intr.s Rate of interrupts
ldavg.1 Load average for the last minute
tcpsck Number of used TCP sockets

pgfree.s Rate of freeing pages

(a) Device statistics, X

Field ID Description
DispFrames Video frame rate

(b) Service metric Y

ȳ is the mean of yk. ŷk is the predicted output using the input
measurement sample xk, while yk measured output. The sum
is over every sample.

NMAE is an easily understandable measurement [11]. The
best performance is reached when NMAE is zero and most of
the time NMAE is between zero and one.

We also used the NAE, normalized absolute error, which is
the NMAE for a single point.

NAE =
|ŷk − yk|

ȳ
(12)

2) ERR: When performing classification, we defined an
error measurement, ERR, as

ERR = 1− TP + TN

n
(13)

were TP is the number of true positives and TN the true
negatives as seen in the confusion matrix in figure 2. n is the
number of samples.

B. Data

The data we used came from an experimental setup done
by Rolf Stadler and Rafael Pasquini [1]. The system setup
that was used is shown in figure 4. Measured features can be
seen in Table I. Measurements were taken every second over
the course of an hour, resulting in 3600 measurements. Each
measurement contains information of several different state
variables of the streaming service providing server. See Table
I for explanation. A density plot for the frame rate values in
the test set is found in figure 5 and the time plot in figure 6.

1) Partitioning of dataset: In this report, we used the so
called validation-set technique. We split our data into two
different sets, a training set and a test set. The first consisting

Fig. 5. Density plot of frame rate in the test set, using bin width of 0.5

Fig. 6. Frame Rate over time on the training set.

of 70 % (2520 examples) of the data selected randomly and
the second of the remaining 30 % (1080 examples).

When we trained a model, the training set was used for
training and the test set to evaluate performance during and
after training.

If both the test error and training error decrease, the model
improves. Then at some point the training error continued
going down while the test error started going up. That’s
when the model started to adapt to noise in the training set.
To counteract this, we either stopped training or changed
parameters to make the model generalize better.

C. Standardization

After loading the data and before training a model, we used
something called standardization. The training set was used
to calculate means x̄i and standard deviations σx,i, for each
feature in the input. A transformation was then done for the
input.

xi =
xi − x̄i

σx,i
(14)

The reason for this practice was to not penalize different
features differently. For example, the second feature might be
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in the range [0, 1000], whereas the fourth feature might be
in the range [0, 0.1]. Then using regularization will penalize
larger elements in θ, allowing features with large absolute
values to dominate the prediction. By convention we do not
standardize the bias feature x0.

D. Linear model

We first imported the data and split it into a training and test
set as described in section III-B1. Standardization was applied
to all data except the bias features. We then used a package for
linear regression from the python package Scikit-Learn [12]
and calculated the NMAE. Packages were also used for Ridge
and Lasso regression. Performance was then evaluated.

1) Effect of training set size: As a next step, we wanted
to know how much the size of the training set affects the
performance of the linear model. From the previously created
training set of 2520 samples five subsets were created. The size
of these datasets are 50, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2520 and their
elements were chosen at random. For each of these subsets,
a linear model was trained. To gain statistical certainty, the
aforementioned process was done by creating multiple training
subsets with the same size. Then using the central limit
theorem, a confidence interval in each point was formed.

2) Error investigation: Instead of just looking at the cost
function, one could look at the distribution of errors or
NAE. With a histogram of the errors, the distribution of such
becomes apparent and deeper insights can be gained compared
to when just looking at the NMAE.

3) Binary classification: We now built a binary classifier
using the linear models, predicting whether the frame rate was
above or below a given value. We decided on the frame rate
of 18 since this is an example of frame rate agreed upon in a
service contract. Performance was then evaluated using ERR
in equation 13.

E. Logistic regression

To be able to compare the linear counterpart, we trained a
model using logistic regression. Output data was then created
using the following rule.

yi ←

{
1 yi ≥ 18

0 yi < 18
(15)

We then used the Scikit-Learn package to train our model [12].

F. Neural networks for regression

Now instead of using a linear model, we trained a two-
layer neural network to predict the frame rates. This was
implemented in Python using the MLPRegressor in Scikit-
Learn’s package for neural networks [12]. The package uses
ReLU as the activation function.

In order to find a good amount of regularization and hidden
node size, we tried out multiple combinations of regularization
and hidden node sizes.

Similarly, as with the linear model, we also created a
classifier using regression.

G. Mixture density networks for regression

We looked at the density plot of the data shown in figure 5
and decided on three normal distributions. The resulting pdf,
probability density function, is then

p(x) =

3∑
j=1

πj

2σj

√
2π

exp

[
− (x− µj)

2

2σ2
j

]
(16)

First of all, we predict means for each density. This mean
could be both negative and positive in general. In our case, we
strongly suspect that the mean for every distribution will be
positive. This is because we can’t have a negative frame rate.
A minor difference from later on is that this doesn’t have to
be fixed by design, but will hopefully be found by training.
Therefore, the activation function for our means is the identity
function.

The concept of mixture density networks requires a new
objective function. Instead of minimizing the MSE we now
try to maximize the log likelihood, given by

LL =
n∑

k=1

ln




3∑
j=1

πj(x̄k)N(yk|µj(x̄k), σ
2
j (x̄k))


 (17)

The likelihood function assigns a probability value for every
sample, thus the integral over the mixture densities must equal
one. This means that

3∑
j=1

πj = 1

We achieved this by using the softmax function as activation
function for the scaling factors [3]. Softmax for several outputs
aj is defined as

softmax(aj) =
exp(aj)∑
j exp(aj)

Another thing we need to make sure is that our predicted
variances Vk = σ2

k ≥ 0. This was achieved by using the
exponential function as activation function for those outputs
[3]. For each sample, the neural network now returns a
distribution of probabilities. Now we can pick our prediction
in multiple ways. There are two clear candidates. The expected
value E

E(T ) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
tfT (t)dt =

=

∫ ∞

−∞
t

3∑
j=1

πj(x̄k)N(t|µj(x̄k), σ
2
j (x̄j))dt =

=
3∑

j=1

πj(x̄k)

∫ ∞

−∞
t N(t|µj(x̄k), σ

2
j (x̄k))dt =

=
3∑

j=1

πj(x̄k)µj(x̄k) (18)

and the most probable value. To calculate the latter, we used
numerical methods.

To implement this special kind of neural network, we used
the python package called Tensorflow [13]. We defined our
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two-layer network, objective function and trained the network.
A good feature of Tensorflow is that it computes the gradients
using back propagation, simplifying training.

After making sure we can make predictions, we set out to
find better parameters. We tried different hidden layer sizes
and number of regularization.

H. Visualization of mixture density networks

After training our mixture density network, we wanted to
visualize the density prediction. This tool was used to gain
deeper insights in the time dependent uncertainty. We used
the Matplotlib package for python in conjunction with Jupyter
[14] [15] [16]. The tool essentially visualizes the parameters
from the model learned in figure 8f, for each point in time.
Showing predictions made for each data point sequentially in
the order they were generated in the setup.

I. Computational time

We did all our computing time calculations on a remote
server with two AMD Opteron 6172 CPUs running at 2.1
GHz, giving a total of 24 cores.

IV. RESULTS

A. Regression

The best NMAE achieved using the different methods
is presented in Table II. Trained coefficients for the linear
regression is shown in Table IV while the effect of different
training set sizes can be seen in Table Va. The computational
time needed is also presented.

Time series plots for different methods are presented in
figure 8 and the distribution on NAE is shown in figure 9

1) Training of neural networks: In figure 10 one can
see the NMAE on the training set for different amount of
regularization and hidden node size. The further search for
optimal amount of regularization is found in figure 7 and
resulted in us using α = 12 and hidden node size of 80 for
our final two layer neural networks model. As seen, the error
on the training set increases while the error on the test set
decreases when introducing regularization.

The training time as a function of the hidden layer size
can be seen in figure 10d. This shows that the training time
increases linearly with the number of hidden layers.

2) Training of mixture density networks: The training of the
mixture density networks was hard. We managed to sometimes
achive good results and sometimes not. Plots for the predicted
parameters can be seen in figure 11.

B. Classification

In Table III, the best ERR we achieved is shown. We present
the ERR for different training set sizes for logistic regression
in Table Vb along with necessary time to train the model.

Confusion matrices for linear regression as a classifier and
logistic regression is found in Table VI

For different training sizes and regularization, results for
ERR are shown in figure 10c.

TABLE II
NMAE (%) FOR DIFFERENT MACHINE LEARNING METHODS USING THE

ENTIRE TRAINING SET.

Linear Ridge Lasso
training set 10.10 10.10 10.07

test set 10.20 10.19 10.17

(a) Linear Regression

α 0 10 12 50
training set 6.61 7.35 7.46 8.18

test set 9.34 8.24 8.23 8.53

(b) Two-layer Neural Network using hidden layer
size of 80.

Expected Value Most probable
training set 7.26 7.40

test set 8.02 8.19

(c) Mixture Density Networks with ReLU

Fig. 7. NMAE on test set for two-layer neural network with 80 hidden nodes.
The regularization parameter α on the horizontal axis.

1) Neural network as classifier: Classification error of neu-
ral networks can be found in figure 10c. Confusion matrices
can be seen in Table VII. Best ERR is seen in table IIIb

C. Visualization tool

The resulting visualization tool can be seen in figure 12.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Linear approximation

The linear model works surprisingly well. Given that
streaming is a rather complex task with performance depend-
ing on a range of different variables, it’s surprising that it can
be described by a linear model with fully acceptable precision.
The linear model however lacks some precision compared to
the neural network, but on the other hand it trains much faster.
Obviously, there are a few drawbacks to the method of linear
approximation. The method tries to fit a hyper plane to the
data. Since it is unknown which function f(x̄) = y models
the data best, it is unsure whether is a good idea to limit
the fit to a plane. A straightforward example of this is if the
unknown function f is x2, then it’s not a good idea to fit
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(a) No regularization (b) Ridge regression, α = 13

(c) Lasso regression, α = 0.019 (d) Two-layer Neural Network, α = 12 and 80 hidden nodes.

(e) Mixture Density Network using ReLU and the expected value as the
prediction.

(f) Mixture Density Network using ReLU and the most probable value as the
prediction.

Fig. 8. Time series plots for Measured and predicted frame rate on test set using different machine learning methods.
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(a) Linear Model (b) Unregularized Neural Network

(c) Heavy regularized Neural Network, α = 50 (d) Mixture density network using expected value as prediction.

Fig. 9. Density plots of the normalized absolute error on test set.

TABLE III
ERR (%) FOR DIFFERENT MACHINE LEARNING METHODS USING THE

ENTIRE TRAINING SET.

Linear Ridge Lasso
training set 11.6 11.6 11.6

test set 12.2 12.2 12.4

(a) Linear Regression

α 0 10 12 50
training set 5.5 8.0 8.1 10.7

test set 9.8 10.2 9.5 11.4

(b) Two-layer Neural Network using hidden
layer size of 80.

Expected Value Most probable
training set 10.2 10.5

test set 10.0 10.0

(c) Mixture Density Networks with ReLU

a plane, at least not globally. But as we see, a linear model
can have acceptable performance and should be considered
when applying machine learning. Then it could also serve as
a reference when using more complex models and evaluating
performance compared to training time or other variables such

TABLE IV
TRAINED PARAMETER VALUES FOR LINEAR REGRESSION AND LOGISTIC

REGRESSION ON ENTIRE TRAINING SET

Linear Ridge Lasso Logistic
bias 0 0 0 0.192

all ..idle -1.532 -1.407 -1.234 -1.541
X..memused -0.686 -0.655 -0.556 -0.790

proc.s -0.050 -0.050 -0.028 0.004
cswch.s -1.811 -1.632 -1.365 -1.202
file.nr -0.648 -0.703 -0.648 -0.339

sum intr.s 0.098 0.147 0.153 0.624
ldavg.1 -2.800 -2.710 -2.879 -2.634
tcpsck -0.983 -1.031 -0.945 -0.875

pgfree.s -0.402 -0.384 -0.348 -0.255

as memory requirement.

B. Comments on NMAE as error measurement

A general comment regarding the use of NMAE, it likely
results in a smaller NMAE if the goal was to minimize NMAE
directly. Even though minimizing MSE looks like minimizing
NMAE, minimizing MSE results in the largest error between
prediction and actual value being smaller than for NMAE since
MSE add larger weights to larger errors. In short, MSE is more
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(a) NMAE on training set (b) NMAE on test set

(c) ERR on test set (d) Training time

Fig. 10. Performance and training time for several two-layer neural networks. Different number of hidden layer sizes and regularization α are used. The
result is an average of ten runs using randomly chosen subsets of the data set for training and validation.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE AND TRAINING TIME (MS) FOR DIFFERENT TRAINING SET

SIZES.

50 500 1000 1500 2520
training set 9.27 10.1 10.3 10.0 10.3

test set 11.7 10.3 10.3 10.2 10.2
training time 0.71 0.93 1.22 1.438 1.84

(a) NMAE (%) for linear regression

50 500 1000 1500 2520
training set 13.8 11.5 11.7 11.8 11.5

test set 12.6 10.9 11.1 10.8 11.2
training time 2.0 3.1 4.5 5.9 10.5

(b) ERR (%) for Logistic regression

sensitive to outliers. Thus giving different results than NMAE.
The distribution of errors will be different for MSE than for
NMAE. MSE is a good idea to minimize when it is crucial that
the largest errors are as small as possible. Directly minimizing
NMAE would make the smallest errors smaller on behalf of
the largest errors becoming larger. Directly minimizing NMAE
has some shortcomings MSE doesn’t suffer from. NMAE
is not differentiable at all points because of the absolute
value encapsulating each error. MSE on the other hand is

differentiable in all points.
Another thing about NMAE is that is not averaged over the

NE for each sample but the errors are summed for all samples
and then divided on an average of y. In situation where the
mean of y is very small this could cause the error measurement
to become large. For example, if the predicted values are

ŷ = −1.1, 1.1 (19)

and the real values are

y = −1, 1 (20)

NMAE would become relatively large while the errors them-
selves aren’t that large.

C. Amount of training samples

Looking at Table VIa we see that more training samples
result in better prediction accuracy on test set. This is desired
whereas the increase in training time is not. Another benefit of
more training data is that the amount of regularization needed
decreases. This is because the noise gets averaged out if the
model’s variance is small enough. Using enough training data
and a good amount of regularization is better than using too
much data if model training time becomes too large. If training
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(a) Coefficients (b) Means

(c) Standard deviations

Fig. 11. Predicted distribution parameters over time.

time is negligible, then it’s easier to just use all training data
instead of trying to find the best regularization parameter.

D. Neural networks

In the results, we can see that neural networks are a more
flexible tool for function approximation than linear regression.
This can be explained by non-linearities in the data. This
is considered and handled during the training phase of the
neural network, whereas the linear model cannot adapt to
those. Neural networks are unfortunately more sensitive to
the amount of training samples than the linear approximation
and are trained slower as seen when comparing table VIa and
figure 10d. Note that the training time for linear regression is
stated in milliseconds and not seconds as for neural networks.

E. Mixture density networks

Our approach of assuming there are multiple possible y’s
for a given input sample seems to pay off. Our mixture density
network performs better than the ordinary neural network and
even better than the linear approximation in terms of NMAE.
This applies for both selection rules, which picks a suitable
frame rate for the density predicted. Choosing the expected

value as prediction obviously works in this case, but for the
robot arm mentioned previously, that would be the mean of
two angles which would not work.

F. Distribution of errors

Looking at figure 9 we see that the distribution of errors
differs between the different regression models. In the figure, it
seems like the distribution of errors is practically independent
of regularization parameter α for the neural networks trained.
The errors that the mixture density network generate, are much
smaller in character compared to the other models, which
could be desirable.

G. Regularization

It becomes apparent that for each of our models, regu-
larization is a good practice. This can be seen in table II.
Additionally, using Lasso regression is a powerful tool to make
a model sparse and easier to interpret because coefficients are
driven to zero. This can be exploited in a embedded system
setting with software implemented floating point operations
where fast prediction could be of essence, then each param-
eter eliminated would increase the speed of the prediction.
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Fig. 12. The developed visualization tool that we used to gain insights into predictions with mixture density networks.

Naturally, eliminating too many parameters would decrease
accuracy, but Lasso regression would still be a better choice
than Ridge regression in this setting. For continued studies,
it would be interesting to further investigate other kinds of
regularization and what their possible advantages might be.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A. Training samples

Looking at Table V it becomes apparent that more training
data results in better predictions. On the other hand, more

training samples result in longer training time. If training time
is negligible, one should use more training data, otherwise find
a good regularization parameter for optimal result, because
training for a long time could be unfeasible.

B. Visualization tool

The developed visualization tool is an excellent tool for
visualizing uncertainty in the prediction. As soon as multiple
Gaussian distributions, arise it shows how a certain com-
bination of variable values are insufficient in providing an
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TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CLASSIFIERS BASED ON DIFFERENT NUMBER OF

TRAINING SAMPLES

Clin1 True False
Predicted True: 39.4 10.7
Predicted false: 1.8 48.1

(a) Linear model using 50 samples

Clog1 True False
Predicted True: 41.4 8.7
Predicted false: 3.7 46.2

(b) Logistic model using 50 samples

Clin2 True False
Predicted True: 41.7 8.43
Predicted false: 3.43 46.5

(c) Linear model using 500 samples

Clog2 True False
Predicted True: 42.2 7.87
Predicted false: 4.6 45.3

(d) Logistic model using 500 samples

Clin3 True False
Predicted True: 42.6 7.5
Predicted false: 3.7 46.2

(e) Linear model using 1000 samples

Clog3 True False
Predicted True: 43.2 6.9
Predicted false: 5.0 44.9

(f) Logistic model using 1000 samples

Clin4 True False
Predicted True: 42.9 7.2
Predicted false: 4.0 45.9

(g) Linear model using 1500 samples

Clog4 True False
Predicted True: 43.2 6.9
Predicted false: 5.0 44.8

(h) Logistic model using 1500 sam-
ples

Clin5 True False
Predicted True: 43.6 6.48
Predicted false: 4.3 45.6

(i) Linear model using 2520 samples

Clog5 True False
Predicted True: 44.4 5.7
Predicted false: 5.47 44.4

(j) Logistic model using 2520 samples

TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRICES FOR NEURAL NETWORKS AS CLASSIFIER FOR

DIFFERENT REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS α. A HIDDEN LAYER SIZE OF
80 WAS USED.

42.1 6.1
4.2 47.6

(a) α = 0

42.6 5.6
4.0 47.8

(b) α = 10

42.2 6.0
4.1 47.7

(c) α = 12

41.8 6.5
5.3 46.5

(d) α = 50

unambiguous prediction. This could be for several reasons,
such as lack of data or that the features themselves do not
accurately represent the system or that they are strongly
correlated at the time.

C. Regression
It becomes apparent that neural networks are a better

alternative than linear regression for data that is not linear.
Otherwise neural networks don’t provide any benefits over
linear regression. It also becomes clear that mixture density
networks work well on this particular problem. Mixture den-
sity network proved to be successful in this report, not only
because of the small NMAE, but also for the distribution of
errors where there is a clear peak with errors that are extremely
small, as illustrated in figure 9.

D. Model sparsity
In cases when model sparsity is of interest, it’s a good

idea to use the L1 norm resulting in Lasso regression since
it reduces the number of parameters needed for the model
to predict well. The L2 norm resulting in Ridge regression,
instead reduces the overall size of every parameter. It affects
the performance of the model so there’s a balance between
performance and sparsity.

E. Predicting service level metrics

Our study has clearly shown that it is possible to solely
based on server variables, predict the frame rate of a client
with sufficient accuracy, to correctly identify low frame rate
situations adding further credibility to the work of Yangratoke
et al [1]. New in this work is the systematic use of different
kinds of neural networks for this purpose. Furthermore, it is
possible to instead of predicting frame rate, simply predicting
whether a given situation would result in user dissatisfaction.
Depending on the needs of the situation, this could be prefer-
able because sometimes a yes or no answer is better than a
number. It is also clear that classification without using the
approximated frame rate as a middle step is more accurate.
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A Distributed Algorithm for Bootstrapping a
Wireless Visual Sensor Network

Leon Fernandez

Abstract—Transmission of visual data can be quite demanding
in terms of energy and bandwidth. Therefore, it is important that
all the sensors in a Wireless Visual Sensor Network get a good
signal quality for their transmissions when they come online for
the first time. The purpose of this report is to design, simulate and
evaluate an algorithm that the sensors can use to perform this
initialization, i.e. bootstrapping. First the bootstrapping process
is modeled as an NP-hard optimization problem. Then, by taking
into account what information is directly available to a sensor,
the algorithm is designed to be distributed in order to save
energy and achieve scalability of the network. To avoid excessive
computing times due to the NP-hardness of the problem, the
algorithm is designed to approximate the theoretical solution.
The algorithm is implemented and tested in a software simulation
environment that was built as part of the project. The tests show
that the algorithm performs close to optimal for small networks
and retains a good approximation ratio for medium to large
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN WIRELESS sensor networks (WSN) where data collect-
ing/sensing and data processing is done in different types of

nodes it might be advantageous to process data from adjacent
or otherwise correlated sensor nodes in the same processing
node, which for instance [1] shows. Determining how the
sensors in a network correlate without knowing beforehand
the topology of the network or the sensors’ positions can be
done after some processing of the sensor data.

When it comes to Wireless Visual Sensor Networks
(WVSN), transmitting data can be quite demanding for the
sensors since the data consists of videos or images. Hence, it is
desirable that each sensor node gets a good signal quality when
talking to a processor node in order to avoid wasting energy
on retransmissions. Therefore, the purpose of this project is to
design, simulate and evaluate an algorithm that seeks to group
sensors to processors in a way that maximizes the average
signal quality for each sensor. In this paper a communcations
link between sensor and a processor is thought to have a high
signal quality if the received signal strength is high and if the
processor is not very crowded by other sensors.

As discussed in [2], sensor networks can be quite large
in terms of number of nodes or physical expansion. In such
cases some nodes might not be able to communicate directly
with eachother. The proposed algorithm is therefore performed
distributively by the sensors in order to achieve a good
scalability. Being distributed also makes the algorithm’s energy
consumption more even among the nodes.

The problem of grouping sensor nodes to processor nodes
with a limited capacity in order to maximize the average of
some metric, in this case the signal quality, can be modelled
as the Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) [3]. The

proposed algorithm strives to approximate the optimal solution
while also being able to take into account the crowdedness
of the processing nodes. Since the algorithm is being imple-
mented as a wireless protocol the nodes need techniques for
sharing the medium, for which Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (FDM) and Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) are used [4]. To the best of the
author’s knowledge modelling the bootstrapping process as a
MCKP and using an algorithm that is performed distributively
among the nodes in order to approximate the optimal solution
is new to the field of WSN.

This report is structured as follows: Section II describes
some technical concepts that the nodes utilize and defines the
model for the system. Section III contains the mathematical
model for the bootstrapping process, a description of the
behavior of the algorithm and an overview of the simulation
environment in which the algorithm is tested. The results are
presented and discussed in Section IV and V respectively.
Section VI is a conclusion of the report.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Some assumptions regarding the behavior of the nodes are
made in the simulation. Sections II-A and II-B describe two
mechanisms the nodes use for avoiding interference while
Section II-D describes the assumptions made about the system
as a whole.

A. Frequency Division Multiplexing

FDM divides a frequency band into smaller subbands
thereby allowing multiple conversations to exist on a single
frequency band, albeit with a lower available bandwidth for
each conversation. A notable example of this is the DSL
technology, which is used in many households to provide
internet access over telephone lines [4].

B. Carrier-Sense Multiple Access With Collision Avoidance

CSMA/CA is employed to minimize collisions on a certain
channel. It does so by forcing the nodes to sense the medium
before beginning a transmission. Should the medium be avail-
able the node starts transmitting. Otherwise, the node backs
off for a certain time Tb. This time is calculated as

Tb = RTs (1)

Where

R ∈ {0, ..., 2K − 1}, chosen at random, (2)

and K is the number of successive failed transmission at-
tempts. Ts is called the slot time and it is a design parameter
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Fig. 1. A flow chart illustrating the CSMA/CA mechanic.

that can be varied to change the behavior of the network. A
lower Ts generally means more persistent transmitting by the
nodes since failed transmissions are not punished as much as
for higher values of Ts. Figure 1 illustrates CSMA/CA with a
flow chart.

C. The Hidden Node Problem

Related to CSMA/CA is something known as the Hidden
Node Problem (HNP) [4]. It occurs when a node senses
the medium to be idle but the intended receiver is actually
receiving another transmission which the node can not detect
due to being too far away. The result is that the ongo-
ing transmission gets ruined. To lessen the effect of such
interference the node and the intended receiver can use a
Request To Send/Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) handshake before
commencing any big transmissions. The RTS transmission
is usually short and therefore does not interfere much with
an eventual ongoing transmission. The CTS transmission is
audible for every node near the intended receiver and contains
information on how long the transmission might take. Nodes
can, by using a RTS/CTS handshake, alleviate the HNP. A
very similar handshake is used in the algorithm and discussed
in Section III-D.

D. System Model

The network system consists of a set S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}
of sensor nodes and of a set A = {a1, a2, ..., aM} of processor
nodes which also act as wireless access points in the network.
The binary N×M matrix X defines a topology where xi,j = 1
if sensor si has associated with processor aj and 0 if not. A
sensor may only associate with one processor. A processor aj
can serve at most cj sensors. The element pi,j of the N ×M
matrix P is the received signal strength in µW, where si is
the receiver and aj is the sender. pi,j = 0 if si and aj is out
of communication range. A node’s communication range lies
within a radius ρ. The fill ratio φj of a processor aj is simply
the number of sensors it is serving divided by its capacity cj .

For the CSMA/CA implementation the slot time is Ts. All
processors announce their presence by sending out a special
type of frame called a beacon at an interval of Tbcn. A preset
limit L limits how many times a sensor may send a query of
association to a processor.

In the system the processing nodes are thought to operate on
one out of four different channels using FDM. It means that
interference between processor nodes can easily be avoided
by choosing different channels for processors whose wireless

ranges overlap. Since this is rarely the case, four different
channels are sufficient for most situations.

All nodes have an internal timer called the Backoff Timer,
whose use is described in II-B. All processors also have an
internal timer that keeps track of when it is time to send
a beacon, simply named Beacon Timer. All sensors also
have an internal timer called the Idle Timer. Under certain
circumstances the Idle Timer is incremented by Ti. The Idle
Timer is discussed more thoroughly in section III-C.

III. METHOD

The first step in designing the algorithm was to formulate
the bootstrapping process as a mathematical problem. The
actual designing of the algorithm was then done by considering
what information is directly available to a sensor other than
its own sensor data.

Being part of a wireless network means that the sensors
have access to beacon frames. A sensor can, by measuring
the signal strength of received beacon frames, create its own
ranking list of which processors it would benefit the most from
associating with. From there it is possible for the nodes to
have a first-come, first-served approach to solving the problem.
This, however, might result in some unwanted scenarios. For
instance, if a sensor node only is within range of one processor
node it might get completely shut out of the network if that
processor gets filled to capacity before the sensor has time to
query it. Thus, the algorithm must incorporate a mechanism
to aid such peripheral sensors to get associated in time before
the processor is filled to capacity or else the data from those
sensors will be lost.

It is also undesirable to have an uneven distribution of
sensors among processors. Just because a processor can serve
a certain number of sensors does not mean that it always
should. For instance, if there is an uneven distribution of
sensors among processors the most crowded processors will
become bottlenecks that slow the entire network down when
the network is trying to process data. Therefore, the algorithm
should also incorporate a mechanism that strives to keep the
workload as even as possible for the processor nodes.

Sections III-A and III-B formulate the bootstrapping process
as a mathematical optimization problem, with one formulation
being a simplified and linear version. Section III-C describes
the mechanism the algorithm employs to aid the inclusion of
peripheral nodes. Section III-D describes the algorithm’s way
of keeping the workload even for all processors. Section III-E
describes how the simulation was built to model the nodes and
their respective behaviors.

A. The Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem

The MCKP is an NP-hard optimization problem and has
been thoroughly studied, for example in [3] and [5]. It often
arises in different resource allocation scenarios. There are
several algorithms for solving it with various degrees of
approximativity, as seen in [6] and [5]. The formal definition
of the MCKP is

maximize
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

pi,jxi,j (3)
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subject to
N∑
i=1

wixi,j ≤ cj , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} (4)

M∑
j=1

xi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} (5)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1}. (6)

(3) is the objective function. It is the sum of the received
signal strengths in a topology defined by X according to
Section II-D. The topology X sought is the topology that
maximizes the sum of the sensors’ respective received signal
strengths, and thus also the average of the received signal
strength.

(4) is a constraint that limits the limits the number of sensors
that can be assigned to processor aj to cj . wi is set to 1 for
all i, thereby assuming that the processing loads of all sensors
are equally demanding.

The constraint in (5) makes sure every sensor associates
with at most one processor. (6) makes sure X is a binary
matrix.

B. The Non-Crowded Knapsack Problem

The objective function in the MCKP does not take into
account the crowdedness of the processors. While it makes
sure no capacities are exceeded it naively assumes that the
service a sensor si receives at processor aj with cj = 10
is just as good whether there are 9 other sensor clients or
no other sensor clients. To take into account the crowdedness
of processors the value pi,j should be changed to a function
of the topology X that decreases the more sensors associate
themselves with aj . Assuming that the service time at aj is
shared equally among its client sensors, as is the case with
schemes such as Time Division Multiplexing [4], a good idea
is to divide pi,j by the number of client sensors at aj in order to
make heavily crowded processors less desirable. This updated
version of the MCKP will in this report be referred to as the
Non-Crowded Knapsack Problem (NCKP). For the NCKP the
objective function in (3) instead becomes

maximize
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

pi,j∑k=N
k=1 xk,j

xi,j . (7)

With the NP-hardness of the MCKP and the nonlinear objec-
tive it is reasonable to assume that the NCKP is at least NP-
hard. Thus, in order to avoid excessive computing times and
achieve a good scalability, the algorithm should approximate
the solution.

C. The initialization phase

To tackle the issue where nodes might get shut out of the
network, every node starts in an initialization phase. The Idle
Timer mentioned in II-D is set to a uniformly distributed
random value between Tbcn and 1.5Tbcn While a sensor’s
Idle Timer is counting down it is not allowed to send any
frames. What it instead does is trying to detect as many

processor nodes as possible by listening for beacons on the
different channels. For each unique processor detected the Idle
Timer is increased by Ti. This way sensors who detect few
processors get a head start in sending queries of association,
thus they are almost always guaranteed to be part of the
network. Pseudocode for the sensors’ initialization can be seen
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the initialization phase of a
sensor.
Output: A ranking list, List, in the form of a map between

the addresses of detected processors and the corresponding
received signal strengths.

1: IdleTimer = random([Tb, 1.5Tb]), uniform distr.
2: Start IdleTimer
3: while IdleTimer > 0 do
4: if Beacon detected then
5: if Beacon source is previously undetected then
6: score = received signal strength of beacon
7: ID = ID of beacon sender
8: Map score to ID and store in memory
9: Increase IdleTimer by Ti

10: end if
11: end if
12: end while

D. The two-way handshake

For the issue of crowdedness a more elaborate solution is
needed. Since an even energy consumption among the sensors
and scalability of the algorithm is desired, sensor-to-sensor
communication should be avoided. That is beacause in many
cases, one example being Bluetooth [7], it is common for
such ad-hoc behavior to elect a leader-node whose increased
workload might cause it to consume more energy than its
peers. In other cases it might not be possible in terms of
bandwidth and scheduling because of the sheer number of
sensor nodes involved. To allow sensors to take into account
the crowdedness of nearby processors in addition to the signal
strength, without sacrificing an evenly distributed energy con-
sumption or scalability, a two-way handshake is used when a
sensor queries a processor for association.

The handshake begins with the sensor sending a querying
frame to the processor it wishes to associate with. The proces-
sor then replies with either an accepting frame if there is at
least one slot left, or a denying frame if the processor is filled
to capacity. Since the reply is heard by all nearby sensor nodes,
they can use it to get an idea of how crowded a processor is. A
sensor can, by reducing the score a processor has on its ranking
list each time it detects a unique accepting frame heading for
another sensor, update its ranking list to take into account the
crowdedness of its nearby processors. A sensor reduces the
score of a processor by dividing the signal strength associated
with the processor by the number of hosts the sensor thinks
the processor has, including itself. If a deny frame is detected
the sensor will know that the sending processor is full and thus
remove it from the ranking list by setting its score to a very
large negative value. The handshake also lets a sensor know
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its query has been seen and once a sensor knows it has been
accepted it can seize transmitting, thereby giving more room
for other sensors that are still trying to associate. Pseudocode
for the two-way handshake can be seen in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode illustrating how a sensor updates
which processor it would like to associate with.
Input: Received Frame Frame, Ranking List List
Output: Updated version of List

1: Go to Receiving state
2: if Frame is a beacon then
3: Go to Idle state
4: else if Frame is accepting a query then
5: if Frame is destined for LocalAddress then
6: Go to Done state
7: else
8: ID = sender address of Frame
9: dest = address of the intented receiver of Frame

10: if First time hearing ID accept dest then
11: Reduce score of List-entry ID
12: end if
13: Go to Idle state
14: end if
15: else if Frame is denying a query then
16: ID = sender address of Frame
17: Set score of List-entry ID to −∞
18: end if

E. The simulation environment

The algorithm was implemented and tested in a software
simulation environment built specifically for the project. The
environment is written in Java and works in a discrete event
fashion were the nodes are modeled as Finite State Machines
(FSM). The resolution in time of the simulation is 1 µs and
the nodes update their states with the corresponding frequency.
Every time the simulation ticks a node checks which state it is
in and which condition is fulfilled. The simulation is written so
that only one condition can be true at a time, thus a nodes state
is always well-defined. The state graph for the two types of
nodes can be seen in Figure 2 with the transition conditions
listed in Table I. All sensors start in the Idle state with a
randomized Idle Timer for the initialization phase discussed
in III-C. After a sensor transmits succesfully it breifly returns
to the Idle state by setting its Idle Timer to a small value.
This is because a sensor might cause a processor to back off
for very long periods due to CSMA/CA if the sensor is too
persistent with its querying. A wireless frame as modeled in
the simulation exists for a limited amount of time as a circular
area. If a node finds itself inside such an area it and is tuned
in on the channel on which the frame is being sent it either
listens to the frame and then acts upon it if the node is idle,
or obeys the CSMA/CA scheme if the node itself wishes to
transmit on that channel. When a node updates its state it takes
into account what frames are contained within the simulation
at a given time as well as its internal timers. The received
signal strength Pr is modeled by the Free Space Path Loss

Idle Receiving Done

Transmitting About
to send

Backing
off

Failed

c1 or c2

c 3
or
c 4

c5

c6

c7

c8

c9

c10

c11

c12

c13

c14

c15

c16

Fig. 2. The state graph that models the nodes’ behavior. The conditions are
defined in Table I

TABLE I
THE DEFINITION OF THE CONDITIONS THAT EFFECT WHICH STATE A NODE

WILL TRANSITION TO.

Condition Definition Note
c1 Idle Timer > 0 Sensors only.
c2 Beacon Timer > 0 Processors only.
c3 Idle Timer = 0 and proces-

sors available
Sensors only.

c4 Beacon Timer = 0 Processors only.
c5 Frame detected on current

channel
Higher priority than c1,
c2, c3 and c4.

c6 Frame corrupt or not of
interest

-

c7 Not done listening to
frame

-

c8 Frame accepts query Sensors only.
c9 Frame is a query Processors only.
c10 Transmission still in

progress
-

c11 Transmission done -
c12 Medium available -
c13 Medium unavailable -
c14 Backoff Timer = 0 -
c15 Backoff Timer > 0 -
c16 Idle Timer = 0 and no

processors available
Sensors only.

(FSPL) formula,

Pr = Pt − FSPL(dB) = Pt − 20 log10

(
4πdf

c

)
(8)

where Pt is the transmitted power in dB, d is the distance
between the sender and receiver, f is the frequency of the
carrier wave, and c is the speed of light. Propagation times of
the frames has not been taken into account in the simulation
since they are much smaller than the transmission times, on
the order of tens of nanoseconds compared to the order of
tens of microssconds for the transmission times. A sample
scenario from the simulation environment’s GUI is found in
Figure 3. Dots are processors, triangles are sensors and the
circles represent the frames that are currently being sent. The
coloring shows which channel a node is currently operating
on.
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Fig. 3. A snapshot from the simulation environment while a simulation is
running.

F. Generating test results

The algorithms approximate solutions to both the MCKP
and the NCKP were obtained by simulating the algorithm
in different scenarios in the simulation environment, which
also evaluates the solution once the algorithm is done. The
simulation environment also outputs the required vectors and
matrices for the MCKP and the NCKP which were then fed
into MATLAB and solved optimally using MATLAB’s stan-
dard optimization toolkit. The performance of the algorithm in
simulation is measured as a percentage of the optimal solution.
Other interesting metrics derived from the simulation of a
certain scenario are the average number of failed nodes, the
variance of the fill ratio of the processors and the average
convergence time. That is, the time it takes before all sensors
are either Failed or Done. Every scenario was simulated 1000
times to generate a large enough sample from which the results
could be calculated. The measure of variability presented with
some of the results is the sample standard deviation. Every
scenario, except where noted, was generated randomly by
placing M normally distributed processors and N sensors
that were uniformly distributed within the union of all the
processors’ communication ranges. The reason for the normal
distribution is to mimic a possible application on a campus or
in a park, where the network is most dense near some central
building and gets less dense further out.

In the simulation Ts = 21 µs and Tbcn = 100 µs, which
are values taken from the IEEE 802.11 standard [8] and
Ti = 70 µs. The value for Ti was chosen to be big enough
so that Tbcn + Ti > 1.5Tbcn in order to give all peripheral
sensors a fair chance, but not too big for the sake of a shorter
convergence time. The communication radius ρ = 40m for all
nodes, which is common for the IEEE 802.11 standard often
used for WSN [9]. The capacity cj = 10 for all j during the
simulations and the querying limit L = 70.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In Section IV-A the most basic functionality of the algorithm
is evaluated. After that, the algorithm’s ability to include nodes

TABLE II
FOR ALL SCENARIOS IN TABLE II THE SENSORS WHERE DISTRIBUTED

RANDOMLY AND UNIFORMLY WITHIN THE TRANSMISSION RADIUS ρ OF
THE PROCESSOR. THE CAPACITY cj OF THE PROCESSOR IN ALL CASES

WAS 10.

Sensors Performance (%) Time( µs) Failures
1 99.9± 3.2 220± 20 0.001± 0.032
3 99.8± 4.0 556± 124 0.004± 0.063
5 99.8± 4.4 537± 396 0.018± 0.199
7 99.7± 4.4 812± 757 0.016± 0.249

10 99.9± 2.8 1253± 1062 0.016± 0.257
15 60.1± 28.8 3969± 5519 5.248± 1.263
20 47.7± 44.4 4998± 7141 10.11± 0.861

that risk being shut out is investigated in Section IV-B. After
that follows two more complex scenarios and their evaluations
in Section IV-C and IV-D. Lastly, in Section IV-E are some
notes on the convergence times and failure rates of the more
complex scenarios.

A. Basic situations - Single processor

When there is only one processor it means that there is only
one solution. Naturally, the algorithm performs very close to
optimally in such situations. The reason that it is not entirely
optimal is because there is a small chance of nodes failing
because the processor has bad luck with its backoff timer in
the CSMA/CA scheme. Since all sensors have a preset limit
L for how many times a certain processor may be queried
a sensor might give up on the on the unlucky processor and
with no other processors left to query the sensor goes into a
Failed-state. As the querying-limit L is increased, however,
the algorithm can be made to perform optimally in basic
situations. The results are shown in Table II.

When there are more sensors than the processor can handle
the algorithm performs much worse, as seen in Table II. The
reason for this is that the algorithm contains no mechanism
to give sensors with a high received signal strength priority
over sensors with lower received signal strength when they are
querying the same processor. In such situations the algorithms
behaviour becoms increasingly random and unpredictable.
The number of failed nodes remain consistent with what is
expected, however.

As an interesting sidenote, note that the convergence times
in Table II grow very large, especially when compared to
Figure 6. This is because all nodes must communicate on the
same channel, which is the channel the processor is operating
on. Therefore, a lot of backing off due to the CSMA/CA
scheme takes place, greatly extending the convergence time.

B. Basic situations - peripheral nodes

Figure 4 shows a simple configuration with two processors,
each with a capacity cj = 1 and two sensors. The rightmost
sensor risks being shut out of the network. Simulation shows
that the algorithm performs at 96.3% of the optimal solution
on average. The reason it is not entirely optimal are more or
less the same as described in Section IV-A.
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Fig. 4. A simple scenario where one sensor risks being completely shut out
of the network.

Fig. 5. The performance of the algorithm as a percentage of the optimal
solution to the MCKP.

C. Multiple processor network - no score reduction for crowd-
edness

If step 11 in Algorithm 2 is skipped it means that sensors
only care if a processor is full or not. That means the MCKP is
a fitting problem formulation for the bootstrapping process and
that is what the somewhat simplified version of the algorithm
approximates.

A sensor queries the processor it hears the loudest until
the processor is full or until the sensor gets accepted. If
the processor is full, the sensor simply moves to the second
processor on its ranking list and so on. This rather greedy
behaviour still utilizes the mechanism from III-C to make
room for peripheral nodes, however. Figure 5 shows the
performance of the algorithm for a growing number of sensors.
The number of processors M = 20, with 5 processors on each
of the four channels.

D. Multiple processor networks - score reduction for crowd-
edness

As mentioned in III-B, the objective function becomes
nonlinear when the algorithm performs a score reduction for
crowdedness. The solver used for finding the optimal solution
to the NCKP was MATBLAB’s Genetic Algorithm (GA)
implementation. However, due to the complex nature of (7)
the solver could only be relied on for small systems consisting
of a handful of processors and sensors. In these cases the
algorithm performed close to optimally. For larger systems the
GA implementation, being a stochastic solver, gives different
values for the same instance of the NCKP. The cause for this
could be that (7) is not convex and thereby has several local
optima. Further research on the NCKP is needed in order to
find a global optimum to which the algorithm’s performance
can be compared.

Compared to the simplified version of the algorithm, how-
ever, the full version of the algorithm does its job of making

Fig. 6. The quotient of the variances of the fill ratios for a growing population
of sensors.

the fill ratio of the processors more even. By calculating
the variance of the fill ratio φj∀j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} of the
solutions of the simplified and the full version of the algorithm
respectively, it becomes evident that the fill ratio is more
even for the full version. Figure 6 shows the quotients of the
variances of the full version case and the average variances
for the simplified version case.

E. Multiple processor networks - Failure rate and convergence
time

When running both versions of the algorithm for the same
scenario no clear difference between convergence times is
evident. It is heavily dependant on the positions of the nodes,
which are mostly random. Thus, the convergence time has
a large element of randomness to it aswell. The failure
rate, however, is generally lower for the full version of the
algorithm. For the case where M = 20 and N = 200 the
simplified version of the algorithm had 55 ± 5 failed nodes
whereas the full version had 50 ± 5 failed nodes. In the
optimal solution to the MCKP interpretation of the scenario
the number of failed nodes was 45. The reason why it is so big
is because of the random placement of the sensors. If more
realistic scenarios where simulated, more relevant results in
terms of convergence time and failure rate could be obtained.

V. DISCUSSION

Overall, the results from the simulation show a pretty
good performance of the algorithm that scales well with a
growing number of sensors. However, to fully understand the
performance of the full version of the algorithm and the NCKP
more research is needed. Also, there are a lot of ways to
tweak the behavior of the algorithm, for instance by altering
the values of Ti, Tbcn and Ts, which means it might be
possible to further enhance its performance. In order to better
understand the impact of such tweaking, simulations of more
realistic scenarios might need to be performed. Nonetheless,
the algorithm does its job well.

Sections V-A and V-B are devoted to more detailed dis-
cussions of the algorithm and the simulation environment,
respectively.
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A. Evaluating the algorithm

Ways to improve the algorithm are numerous, for instance,
the sensors could use a more elaborate metric when ranking
their nearby processors. One way of improving the metric
could be to equip all processors with a camera of their own.
The beacons could then contain features from the processors
view. When a sensor receives a beacon it can use an ap-
propriate similarity metric, a simple one being the euclidean
distance between the RGB-histogram [10] in the beacon and
the sensor’s own RGB-histogram, for evaluating the similarity
between its own view and its potential processors view. That
way, the processors can group themselves not only according
to which processor they hear the loudest, the improved beacons
could also help group together sensors whose gathered data is
correlated, possibly achieving results similar to those in [11],
altough somewhat simplified. In the case of other types of
WSN the image in the beacon can be replaced by whatever
data the network is gathering. Also, more elaborate means of
evaluating signal quality, that is taking into account not just
signal strength and processor crowdedness but other factors
aswell, such as noise or interference, could be used when the
sensors update their ranking list of processors. [12] discusses
one such metric.

Future projects could investigate further how to improve
the ranking metric used by the sensors to make them take into
account the possible correlation of the data that they gather
when choosing their respective processors.

B. Evaluting the simulation environment

The simulation environment, being written from scratch
in Java, is quite flexible and customizable but has some
major drawbacks. In many aspects it is greatly simplified,
for example its models for signal attenuation (8) and medium
multiplexing, found in II-B and II-A. In basic situations this
is not much of a problem but for more complex networks
it might be of significance. Furthermore, there is no model
implemented for measuring energy consumption. Since energy
is an important aspect of sensor networks a simulation should
be able to provide such information but this one does not.
Lastly, the resolution in time is not very high. In wireless
networks with large distances between nodes, propagation
delay might have an impact on certain aspects of the algorithm,
mainly the CSMA/CA mechanism. A temporal resolution of
1 µs means that between ticks in the simulation an EM wave
travels approximately 300m. For some types of networks this
might be an issue since the traveling distance for an EM
wave might be greater than 300m. It might therefore be more
important to know what happens inbetween the ticks.

While writing a simulation environment from scratch might
be educational in its own right, future projects wishing
to investigate wireless protocols for visual sensor networks
should do so using well-known network simulator software or
physical implementations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The problem of bootstrapping a network has been modeled
as two optimization problems, one whose objective function

is linear and one whose is not. Two versions of a distributed
algorithm have been developed and implemented in simulation
in order to approximate the solutions. For the linear case the
algorithm’s performance was easy to measure and quite good
according to simulations. For the nonlinear case, more research
is required in order to be able to measure its performance
better. However, when the results from the two versions of the
algorithm were compared it became evident that the algorithm
in the nonlinear case does a better job at creating a more
homogeneous network topology, which was the intention.
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Security and Privacy for Modern and Emerging
Mobile Systems

Alexander Hjelm

Abstract—The fundamentals of secure systems can be pre-
sented as the three cornerstones: authentication (trustworthiness
of senders), integrity (inability to alter messages) and confi-
dentiality (inability to read messages for anyone except the
intended recipient). In this project, an android application has
been programmed by the author with the purpose of sending
geographical data over a bluetooth connection in a secure peer-
to-peer manner. In the application, the three goals were met
primarily through the use of certificate validation, encryption and
digital signatures. The final application features a user-interface
with a Google Maps interface, and query parameters that the
user can set when requesting data about a certain position.

The final application would very much be considered secure in
an environment where only two android devices are communicat-
ing. However, more steps would have to be taken if the application
is to be deployed commercially. The primary questions are
scalability, speed and further security complications.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCATION-BASED services (LBS), for instance Google
Places, offer smartphone users information about their

surroundings by delivering a set of nearby points of interest
(POI). These may be for instance restaurants, hotels or other
services. In the particular case of Google Places, there is a
privacy concern in that anyone who intercepts a mobile user’s
data traffic can learn about their whereabouts, the places they
frequent or which places they are interested in. There is even
the concern of privacy towards the company providing the
service, since software companies often maintain databases
of all users and their past search queries, and trade this
information to other companies.

One solution to this security problem is to let android
devices send POIs to each other using a peer-to-peer (P2P)
solution, which may be encrypted and include an identity-
check to not include any eavesdroppers in the communication.
It also limits the exposure to the service provider’s server, since
data is only fetched once from the server, and all subsequent
information exchanges are made between the devices.

A. Internet Security Goals

Consider a computer network make up out of nodes and
links. The primary issues that network security aims to solve
are, according to [1]:

• Authentication: A node on the network has to only accept
data from legitimate sources.

• Integrity: An unauthorized node shall not be able to alter
messages. Once the receiver node receives a message,
they must verify that the message is the same as it was
originally sent by the sender node.

• Confidentiality: Any data that is exchanged over any link
has to only be readable by the intended recipient. As for
instance wi-fi and bluetooth signals are broadcast though
radio waves, any receiver can acquire the message as it
is sent. Thus any intermediate nodes must not be able to
interpret the message.

B. Assignment

The goal of this project was to program an android appli-
cation where a peer-to-peer communication is used to share
data with other android devices. The data specifically is a set
of points of interest from the Google Places API, and thus the
application must be able to both request a list of POIs from
Google Places, as well as send them over a peer-to-peer link.
Finally, the POIs must be communicated between the android
devices in a secure and privacy-preserving manner. This is the
main focus of the assignment.

C. Program Specifications

The details of the project implementation were left to the
author, and they were given the opportunity to freely decide
upon which technologies and libraries (within the android
scope) to use when programming the app. The following
guidelines (program specifications) were set up, in addition
to the assignment:

• The program will run an HTTP-server and success-
fully download the correct POIs from Google, using the
Google Places API. The user specifies restrictions on the
desired POIs through the user interface.

• The client app will send its POIs to nearby devices using
Bluetooth Sockets connectivity, upon request.

• The data sent over the bluetooth connection will be
encrypted using the RSA-algorithm.

• The devices will verify each others identities using cer-
tificates signed by a trusted third-party, prior to sending
any data.

• The client app will store its own POIs internally for
display and further communication.

• The program shall work according to specifications in an
environment where two android devices are connected via
bluetooth.

II. THEORY

A. Communication, Bluetooth Sockets API

Bluetooth communication is open to developers via the
Bluetooth Sockets API, which is detailed in the official docu-
mentation at [2]. Communication is primarily handled though
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BluetoothSocket objects in the android API. Connecting the
devices works by first establishing a server-client relationship.
The server creates a BluetoothServerSocket which listens for
incoming connection attempts, and returns a BluetoothSocket
object to manage the connection once the client has connected.
The client itself connects by creating a BluetoothSocket object
with the remote device as a BluetoothDevice object. As
such, both devices access the communications link through
a BluetoothSocket object, and once connection has been
established, there is no longer any distinction between server
and client.

Note that the BluetoothServerSocket will block the current
thread until connected, meaning that any further code execu-
tion will be delayed until the BluetoothServerSocket receives
a connection call from a client. Thus, listening for connections
on the server should be done separately from the main thread
to not interrupt the user experience.

Once a connection has been established, both devices may
write bytes to the output stream of their respective socket. The
bluetooth protocol ensures that all data sent this way arrives
intact at the destination device, and that the packages arrive
in order. [2]

Finally, as the bluetooth API does not directly handle the
data sent over the Bluetooth link, the developer needs to define
their own communications protocol in terms of what messages
can be sent and how these are handled at the receiver. The
purpose of the bluetooth sockets API is only to ensure the
transmission and intactness of the data, and to do nothing
further.

B. Public Key Cryptography
The confidentiality goal for secure systems requires that

all messages sent must only be readable by the intended
recipient and no one else. To address this problem, encryption
is commonly used. An encryption function will take clear,
human-readable text as input and produce encrypted text
(also known as ciphertext), which is not human-readable.
The ciphertext will remain non-readable until the associated
decryption function is applied to it, meaning that it is safe to
transfer the ciphertext to the recipient.

For this to work, the encryption and decryption functions
needs to be only applicable by the sender and the recipient,
and no one else. This means that they have to share some piece
of information that no one else knows about. In cryptography,
this information is known as the key. Each communication
channel has one or more associated keys that the cryptography
functions use to operate. [3]

1) Symmetric / Asymmetric Cryptography: The two basic
types of cryptographic algorithms are:

• Symmetric algorithms (also known as secret key algo-
rithms). These algorithms use the same key for both en-
cryption and decryption. Secure communication requires
one secret key for each pair of users. See figure 1 for a
visual representation of the communication flow.

• Asymmetric algorithms (also known as public key al-
gorithms). These algorithms use two different keys for
encryption and decryption respectively. Secure commu-
nication requires two keys per user on the network. See

figure 2 for a visual representation of the communication
flow.

Fig. 1. Scheme of a secret key cryptosystem

Fig. 2. Scheme of a public key cryptosystem

Symmetric and asymmetric algorithms both pose the same
major challenges when it comes to distribution and manage-
ment of keys. One needs to safely convey keys to those who
want to establish a communication channel, and do so without
providing vital keys to anyone else. One also needs to have
the keys available as soon as needed. [3]

2) The Key Distribution Problem: Symmetric and asym-
metric ciphers both suffer from the key distribution problem.
If any of the decryption keys were compromised by a third-
party entity on the network, and that entity was not already
included in the encrypted channel, they may also decrypt any
ciphered text along that channel. They may now listen to the
conversations and, depending on the cipher used, send forged
messages of their own. This violates the confidentiality and
integrity goals in secure systems.

For public key cryptosystems this is less of an issue if there
is no way to easily derive the private key from the public key.
Because of this, a node on a network may freely distribute the
public encryption key to anyone who wishes to send data to
it over an encrypted channel. The public key is then used to
produce an encrypted message, which the private decryption
key can decipher into the original clear text. As long as each
receiver on the network have their own private keys, and these
are never compromised, the encrypted channel is considered
secure. [4]

3) Stream Cipher / Block Cipher: An equally important
distinction between type of encryption algorithms is that
between stream ciphers and block ciphers.
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• Stream ciphers: ciphers that take an input stream and
converts symbol by symbol into ciphertext. Decryption
is carried out in the same way. An example is the ROT-n
cipher where each character is shifted alphabetically by
n steps.

• Block ciphers: ciphers that encrypt a group of text sym-
bols at a time. The group is known as a block, and is
always of a fixed size (e.g. 1024 bits). Most modern
symmetric encryption algorithms are block ciphers.

Both ciphers have their respective advantages. Stream en-
cryption is faster and has low error propagation in that a single
error only affects one symbol. Block encryption is slower and
has higher error propagation, since an error in one symbol
may corrupt the entire block. High error propagation may
also be a valuable quality however, since it provides immunity
against manual changes in the ciphertext, which will result in
corrupted clear text which will not be handled by the receiver.
[5]

4) The RSA Algorithm: RSA is a public key block cipher
which is commonly used in secure systems today. The RSA
documentation provides four properties which the encryption
and decryption procedures must follow for public key cryp-
tography:

• Encrypting a message and then decrypting it must yield
the message.

• Decrypting a message and then encrypting it must yield
the message.

• Publicly revealing the encryption key must not reveal an
easy way to compute the decryption key.

• New public and private keys must be easy and fast to
generate.

Note that the first and second properties imply that the
decryption method is truly the inverse of the encryption
method, as long as the proper keys are provided.

In public-key cryptography, the encryption algorithm uses a
public/private key pair. In RSA specifically, these are two large
(100+ digit) prime numbers, which are always generated by
the same function. The message to be encrypted is represented
as a large integer through some mapping function.

The encryption function involves the message and the
public key integers, and outputs a new integer which is the
encrypted message. The decryption function uses the private
key integer, and operates on the encrypted message integer,
and produces the original message integer, which may once
again be represented as clear text. Decryption will only work if
the private key is available. This means that if only the receiver
has access to it, it will be nearly impossible for anyone else
to read the original message. [4]

The size of the RSA algorithm determines how large the
keys that will be used are, which in turn determines how large
the message blocks can be. Typical keys sizes are 1024 to 4096
bits (meaning we can choose prime numbers among the first
21024 to 24096 positive integers, and the block size in either
case is 1024 bits (128 bytes) or 4096 bits (512 bytes)). [6]

Since RSA is a block cipher, larger messages have to
be broken up into blocks of a fixed size, for instance 128
bytes for RSA 1024-encryption. One would then send message

packets in chunks of 128 bytes to the receiver, directly after
successfully encrypting. In this manner, even a block cipher
can be made to encrypt messages of an arbitrary length. This
means, however, that the trailing block will likewise be 128
bytes in size, even if the actual text is shorter. [7]

The security of RSA depends on the fact that it is difficult
to factor large prime numbers, even with the fastest known
factoring algorithms. Even using a brute-force attack to guess
the keys would be far less efficient, as it would take an average
of 21023 decryption attempts to correctly guess a user’s private
key for RSA 1024, which is far too slow for any modern
computer. As such, RSA is currently considered secure. [4]

C. Digital signatures

The integrity goal in secure systems is addressed through
what is known as digital signatures, which are sent along with
the data in each transmission. A digital signature is simply the
result of the sender applying their RSA decryption function
to the original message once. Since the sender’s encryption
function is the true inverse of their decryption function, the
receiver (who has the sender’s public key) can encrypt the
signature to receive the original message, and verify that it is
the same as the actual message. Since the encryption procedure
requires that the correct encryption key is used, successful
verification of the signature will mean that the message was
truly sent by the sender, who is presumed to be the only one
who has access to their own decryption key.

In most practical applications, the signature is not the
message itself but some hash that is shorter in length, to save
computation time. [4]

D. Certificate Verification

[8] explains that, for the purpose of authentication, a user’s
public key should be sent inside what is known as a certificate.
A certificate is simply a document which contains the public
key, along with information on the identity of a user, as well
as sometimes their location or department within a company.

Certificates are always issued by a certificate authority
(CA), which is simply some higher instance on the same
network, which is deemed trustworthy. All certificates that are
issued by the CA are signed using the CA’s own private key.
If the CA’s public key is embedded into the end application,
every user of the application may verify another user’s certifi-
cate to determine if they may be trusted, and begin sending
encrypted data to them on the network. More specifically:
successful verification of a certificate means the user can trust
that the certificate was truly issued by the CA, and that the
CA trusts whoever owns the associated public key.

In such a system, the CA has knowledge of all users that
have previously subscribed to the application. The CA may
also revoke certificates by maintaining a list of untrustworthy
sources. Once an end-user wants to verify the credibility
of another user, they may check their identity against the
certificate revocation list (CRL). If the serial number of the
other user’s certificate has been previously revoked, that user
is deemed untrustworthy and is excluded from any further
communication.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the chain of trust, and how keys may be obtained
from certificates.

In larger networks, it may be necessary to decentralize the
process of certificate signing, to enable client companies or
third-party applications to use the trust of a company’s CA. In
such situations the top-level CA owns a root certificate, which
is used to sign certificates to other CAs on the network. The so-
called chain of trust is a list of certificates or serial numbers
that have to be verfied in a certain order to access a user’s
certificate and key, (starting with the root key) and thus one
may verify that the owner of the bottom certificate is to be
trusted. Many software companies, such as Microsoft, Apple
and Mozilla, have their own root certificate programs, which
users and other developers may subscribe to. See figure 3 for
a representation of the chain of trust. [8]

III. RESULTS

A. Generation of Credentials

The public- and private key pairs where generated in 1024
bit RSA using OpenSSL for ubuntu. Certificates and CA cre-
dentials were also generated using OpenSSL. Certificates were
generated in the x509 format, and signed by an intermediary
CA below the root CA.

B. Program Overview

Figure 4 shows a screen capture of the user interface of the
final application. Referring to the same figure, the app has the
following feature set:

1) Pressing the ”Start BT Sockets Server”-button at the top
left of the screen enables broadcasting of data from the
device. The device now acts as a bluetooth server, and
any other client running the app may connect to it.

2) The user may navigate the map by swiping to move
and pinching to zoom in and out. Pressing and holding
anywhere on the map will create a request for POIs on
that global position, and send that request to the server
device.

3) At the very bottom of the user interface are query
parameters

• Radius - How far (in meters) from the selected
position the user is interested in POIs.

Fig. 4. A screen capture showing the final application as it runs on a Samsung
Galaxy Alpha.

• Query type - A drop-down menu where the user may
select what type of POIs they are interested in. The
possible types are specified in the Google Places
API, and may be for instance restaurant, lodging or
spa.

• Source check boxes: Places API, P2P, Internal -
Specifies from which sources POIs are to be ob-
tained once the user presses the map.

The devices will have to have bluetooth enabled. Otherwise
a prompt will appear, allowing the user to enable bluetooth
from inside the app. From here, the devices need to be paired
before any communication can occur. The user may pair the
devices from the bluetooth interface on their android device.

C. Communication Flow

The communication sequence is illustrated as a sequence
diagram in figure 5. The contents of the messages that are
sent is represented in figure 6.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. How Does the Implementation Solve The Problem?

1) Authentication: The authentication requirement is effec-
tively handled by the certificate verification system. The CA
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Fig. 5. A sequence diagram that details the client-server relationship, and
in what order the messages are sent once the user requests information by
pressing the map.

Fig. 6. A detail schema of the messages. The fields marked in green are
encrypted using RSA 1024.

has knowledge of all nodes that has subscribed to the network,
and carries on this knowledge to the nodes through issuing
signed certificates. These certificates are verified by the client
running the app, who decides that another user is trustworthy
upon successful verification.

As of now however, the certificates have been created and
signed manually using a console, and then manually trans-
ferred to the device independently of installing the application.
This will be too inefficient in an environment where the
application is sold on the market and new users will appear on
the network on the fly. However little change would have to
be needed to the app in order to tie in an automated certificate
signing program (using certificate signing requests to the CA)
which allows for greater scalability.

Also, on the decentralized level, the digital signature is used

as a mean of verifying the identity of the sender, since a valid
signature requires that the message originated from the owner
of the private key with which it was signed.

2) Integrity: The integrity requirement is firstly fulfilled
by the strong message policy that dictates the format of the
messages (JSON structure), what message types are allowed
and what key-value pairs are expected to be found in each
type. The internal handler will only operate on these specified
values, and if anything were to be changed so that the handler
cannot perform its task correctly, the app will exit out of the
message handler and drop the incoming message before doing
anything further.

For the same purpose, the messages are encrypted. This
means that any direct changes to the ciphertext will result in
clear text that is meaningless to the message handler in that it
does not match the JSON data format.

Even if some modification were to be made to the ciphertext
that results in meaningful clear text, the digital signature still
has to match the original message, which is only possible if
no change were made to the message between sending and
receiving.

The only integrity concern is that the RSA private key may
be compromised or cracked, which may very well be a concern
since as of this writing moment, the key pairs are stored in
a human-readable format in the devices memory. It would be
better for future applications if the keys were stored in some
serialized or encrypted format, or through the use of session-
based keys, so that the user does not have direct access.

3) Confidentiality: The confidentiality requirement is
largely solved by the usage of a public-key cipher. This means
that nodes on the network will only be able to receive from
other nodes that have obtained their own public key.

The RSA cryptosystem further ensures that no one except
the intended receiver (who has the correct private key) may
read the contents of the messages sent. In the event that
a message is obtained by a node that is excluded from
communication, they will only be able to read the cipher
text, which is meaningless without knowledge of the correct
decryption key.

Furthermore, the public-key infrastructure allows for public
keys to be distributed exclusively to other clients running the
app, as long as they have the CA root public key stored
internally, and may verify the other user.

Again, the most topical system weakness is that the cipher
keys may be compromised.

B. Design Topics to Improve Upon

1) Security: In an environment where the application is
freely available for download, it may not be practical to
manually generate one certificate per device using a console.
The application could instead send a certificate signing request
(CSR) to the CA, using some hash that is generated from a
user id and some time stamp. The CA may use the hash to
determine if the user is legitimately using the application or
not, since no one else would have knowledge of what hash is
used internally.
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The use of session keys and session certificates with short
expiration times may further improve security against mali-
cious nodes, since they have a limited time to exploit a key
once they obtain them. Though security by this design should
not be taken for granted.

Finally there is the concern of the speed of RSA encryption,
since RSA 1024 is very slow for encryption large chunks of
data. A better procedure for large sets of POIs would have
been to use a faster symmetric cipher such as AES to encrypt
the POI data, and in turn encrypt the AES key using RSA
1024. Both the AES-encrypted data and the RSA-encrypted
secret key would have then been transferred over bluetooth
upon a POI request.

2) Bluetooth/Wireless Technology: As the application
works now, the devices have to be paired manually before any
of the users start making requests. This is indeed a bottleneck
in terms of user friendliness and speed, since it requires the
user to exit out of the app and enter the android bluetooth
interface to scan for other devices and connect to them.
Connection management and device pairing could instead be
done internally from within the application, given that the
android bluetooth API allows for this. This would be a topic
of future research.

Furthermore, bluetooth is relatively high on power con-
sumption. For a future project one may look into using
the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol for power saving
purposes. BLE does not use sockets like the Bluetooth Sockets
API, but rather acts as a server-client relationship where the
server broadcasts data with set intervals or upon request. The
transmitter is turned off at all other times, which limits energy
usage. As for all bluetooth technologies, they has a standard
range of approximately 100 meters, which limit their usability
to cases where users of the application are located in each
others vicinity. For greater data availability, one may choose
to use TCP over wi-fi or 3G/4G. One may then have a web-
based automated tracker which provides clients with a start-
up list of peers. This may imply sacrificing decentralization
for availability, but it still solves the problem of limiting the
exposure to the provider of the location-based service. Even
still, the tracker would only manage connections, and have
no insight in what data is actually shared on the peer-to-peer
network, which promotes privacy.

3) Internal Storage: One of the clearer issues with using
the application is that of the time it takes to obtain POIs
from the internal storage, which affects the speed of delivery
for both internal queries as well as when the other device
is queried over bluetooth. One reasonable solution would be
to try implementing some existing database technology (for
instance MongoDB or SQL technologies like SQLite), rather
than storing POIs in an array in JSON format. This would in
theory provide quicker access, as technologies such as these
optimize searching through the use of hash tables and indexes.

V. CONCLUSION

This report presented the final version of a student-
programmed android application which sends data in a secure
manner. The fundamentals of secure systems was presented,

with its cornerstones being authentication, integrity and con-
fidentiality. In the application, these goals were met primarily
through the use of certificate validation, encryption and digital
signatures respectively. Even though the application would be
considered secure in an environment where only two android
devices are communicating, there are more steps to be taken if
the application is to be deployed commercially. The primary
concerns for future development are scalability, speed and
management of encryption keys.
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TILLSAMMANS MOT FUSION
FUSION. Tusentals forskare och ingenjörer världen över samarbetar mot ett gemensamt mål, att lösa 
energikrisen med hjälp av extrem värme, isande kyla och några gram väteisotoper.

I en orolig tid är internationella samarbeten desto viktigare. 35 länder bidrar till ITER (International Ther-
monuclear Experimental Reactor), den hittills största experimentella fusionsreaktorn, som är det näst största 
globala forskningssamarbetet efter internationella rymdstationen ISS. Fusionsforskningen spänner över 
flera forskningsområden, från partikelfysik via elektroteknik till materiallära. 

I reaktorn ska små mängder av väteisotoperna deuterium och tritium hettas upp till ett plasma för att slås 
ihop till tyngre grundämnen. Under processen frigörs en miljon gånger mer energi än i motsvarande mängd 
bensin. Förhoppningen är att den koldioxidneutrala fusionen i framtiden ska ersätta många av dagens min-
dre miljövänliga energikällor som kolkraft och olja. 

Idén om en ren och säker energikälla har fört samman även de mest osannolika samarbetspartners som USA, 
Kina och Ryssland. ITER uppförs i södra Frankrike, men delarna produceras i vitt skilda delar av världen. 
Bland annat så konstruerar Kina, Japan, Korea, Ryssland och USA de supraledande magneterna som ska in-
nesluta plasmat med starka magnetfält. Sammanlagt väger dessa magneter som Eiffeltornet, cirka 10 000 ton. 

Idag återstår fortfarande ett flertal problem som måste lösas för att fusionskraft ska kunna användas kom-
mersiellt, till exempel att optimera uppvärmning och inneslutning av plasmat. Byggandet av ITER är i full 
gång och de första plasmatesterna planeras till 2020. Förhoppningsvis kommer många frågor besvaras när 
fusionsexperimenten inleds och de första atomerna slås samman 2027. Några decennier senare har vi kanske 
en ren energikälla som räcker i tusentals år.

ITER, latin för “vägen”, kan vara nästa steg på vägen mot hållbar energiförsörjning, och världen går tillsam-
mans. 
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I dagens klimatdebatt hägrar ständigt nya prob-
lem vid horisonten. Tänk om gamla, miljö- och 
hälsofarliga energikällor kunde ersättas med ren 

energi från en tillförlitlig och nästintill oändlig källa? 
Fusion skulle kunna göra verklighet av utopin. 

Dagens kommersiella kärnkraft bygger på fis-
sion, då tunga grundämnen klyvs och frigör ener-
gi, en process som medför hälsofarligt radioaktivt 
avfall och där en olycka likt Tjernobyl kan ha lång-
variga negativa effekter på människor och natur över 
stora områden. Till skillnad från fission genereras 
energin vid fusion från lätta grundämnen som slås 
ihop till större atomer, utan riskerna och restproduk-
terna förknippade med fission. Detta kan göras på 
olika sätt, men alla projekt inom denna kontext ar-
betar utifrån termonukleär fusion med magnetisk 
inneslutning, den metod som används i många akt-
uella forskningsprojekt. Ett av dessa är testreaktorn 
ITER, International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor, ett världsomspännande forskningssamar-
bete över flera olika områden inom fusionsfysik 
som för tillfället håller på att byggas i södra Frank-
rike. Tekniken innebär att fusionsbränsle, en gas av 
väteisotoperna deuterium och tritium, hettas upp till 
över 150 miljoner Kelvin och därmed joniseras till ett 
plasma, det fjärde aggregationstillståndet. För ITER 
finns tre planerade uppvärmningsmekanismer som 
i kombination kan värma upp plasmat: Ohmsk up-
pvärmning, då man skickar en ström genom plas-
mat som genererar värme likt en glödlampa, Neutral 
Beam Injection, då plasmat bombarderas med deute-
rium och tritium som accelererats utanför reaktorn 
och överför en del av sin kinetiska energi till plasmat 
och dessutom fungerar som bränsle, samt ICRH, Ion 
Cyclotron Resonance Heating, där en radiovågs elek-
triska fält utnyttjas för att accelerera joner i plasmat. 

Projektgrupp F3 har simulerat radiovågor i ett 
plasma bestående av 3 jonslag; väte, deuterium samt 
helium-3. Hur effektiv vågabsorptionen blir i plas-
mat beror på plasmats egenskaper, vilka har optime-
rats i detta projekt. För framtida simuleringar skulle 
modellen kunna utökas till att kunna hantera varier-
ande temperatur samt elektrondensitet. 

Vid så höga temperaturer som 150 miljoner Kelvin 
är plasmat svårt att innesluta, eftersom det smälter 
alla material det kommer i kontakt med. Inneslut-
ningen i ITER kommer därför ske med hjälp av 
magnetfält som alstras av supraledande spolar runt 
reaktorn. Dessa måste hållas runt 4 K för att behål-
la sina supraledande egenskaper, vilket i sig är en-
ergikrävande.

På grund av reaktorns utformning och plasmats 
turbulenta natur kan all kontakt mellan plasma och 
reaktorväggen inte undvikas utan bara ledas till en 
specialkonstruerad del av reaktorn, en så kallad di-
vertor där man även försöker fånga upp orenheter i 

plasmat. Andra delar i reaktorn behöver också klara 
extrema påfrestningar som stora värmelaster och 
neutronströmmar, vilket ställer höga krav på valet 
av material. Väggmaterialet ska ha tillräckligt hög 
smältpunkt för att inte smälta under de höga tem-
peraturerna, ha låg reaktivitet för att inte reagera på 
oönskade sätt med partiklar från fusionsprocessen 
och vara icke-erosivt för att undvika att förorena 
plasmat.

För att undersöka väggmaterial kan bland annat 
analys utföras genom elastisk spridning av rekyl-
joner från prover med elastisk rekylanalys (Elastic 
recoil detection analysis, ERDA) eller kärnreaktio-
nanalys (Nuclear reaction analysis, NRA). När väg-
gmaterial undersöks och djupprofiler tas fram med 
ERDA måste detektionseffektiviteten för lätta äm-
nen kompenseras för, eftersom lätta ämnen har låg 
detektionsgrad i de detektorer som används. Projek-
tgrupp F1 har tagit fram parametrar för att kompens-
era för denna lägre detektoreffektivitet, vilket bidrar 
till noggrannare djupprofiler. Bättre materialanalys 
är en förutsättning för att välja optimala väggmate-
rial i framtidens fusionsreaktorer. Det finns myck-
et mer att göra på området. Detektoreffektiviteten 
skulle kunna undersökas ännu mer systematiskt och 
referensprov skulle kunna användas för att bekräfta 
parameterval. 

Projektgrupp F2 har analyserat den statistiska 
signifikansen i NRA samt studerat hur djuppro-
filen och koncentrationen av ämnet som undersöks 
kan visualiseras på ett tydligt sätt. Resultatet vis-
ar att statistiska argument kan användas vid val 
av detektorinställningar samt vid visualiseringen. 
Visualiseringen kan göras på många olika sätt som 
framhäver olika egenskaper. Frågeställningar som i 
framtiden behöver beaktas är hur val av detektorin-
ställningar kan optimera statistisk signifikans i re-
sultatet och dess visualisering.

ETISK REFLEKTION
Är det överhuvudtaget möjligt att uppnå en 
självförsörjande fusionsprocess och därmed ekon-
omiskt fungerande fusionskraftverk? Kommer det 
vara värt tiden och pengarna? Fusionskraft har mån-
ga fördelar jämfört med andra energislag i och med 
att fusion är koldioxidneutralt, till skillnad från kol 
och olja, och utan riskerna förknippade med fission. 
Det finns dock även en del nackdelar.  

En av dessa nackdelar är materialåtgången för 
att bygga fusionsreaktorn. Om man skulle få igång 
fungerande fusionskraft, skulle det gå åt betydande 
mängder av relativt ovanliga grundämnen som be-
ryllium, litium och volfram. Beryllium och volfram 
används just nu i väggmaterial och beryllium är även 
användbart för att generera neutroner till fusion-
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sprocessen, medan litium används för att producera 
tritium till fusionsbränslet. Beryllium är så ovanligt 
att tillgången på ämnet i framtiden skulle kunna be-
gränsa antalet möjliga fusionsreaktorer. Det är des-
sutom väldigt giftigt och svårbrutet. Brytningen av 
volfram är också problematisk och efterfrågan på 
litium för användning i till exempel litiumbatterier 
ökar snabbt samtidigt stora delar av jordens litium 
är uppbundet i havsvatten. Gruvdrift har i regel stor 
påverkan på miljön och människorna i närområ-
det. Fusionsreaktorer kräver alltså relativt mycket 
resurser för att byggas men har liten miljöpåverkan 
i drift, i och med att det behövs väldigt små mängder 
bränsle för att utvinna mycket energi.  Kostnaden i 
naturresurser kan därmed antas vara låg per kWh 
i jämförelse med många andra energikällor, och de 
stora fördelarna kan antas överväga nackdelarna.

Radioaktiva ämnen kan vara mycket farliga för 
människor och miljö. Fusion kan i värsta fall in-
nebära lokala utsläpp av det radioaktiva ämnet trit-
ium som används som fusionsbränsle. Tritium före-
kommer dock inte i så stora mängder och innebär 
bara en liten risk för människor och djur i reaktorns 
omgivning. En fusionsreaktor kommer även läm-
na efter sig en del radioaktivt avfall, men i betydligt 
mindre mängder och med kortare förvaringstid än 
nuvarande konventionell kärnkraft. Restproduk-
terna efter en fusionsreaktor skulle framförallt 
vara väggmaterial och diverse reaktorkomponenter 
som aktiverats av neutroner och behöver förvaras i 
ungefär 100 år, jämfört med stora mängder uttjänt 
bränsle från fissionskraftverk som ofta behöver la-
gras runt 100 000 år. Dessutom har fusion inte alls en 
lika stor olycksrisk som fission eftersom risken för 
härdsmälta är obefintlig. En fusionsreaktor kan inte 
övertända då processen terminerar automatiskt när 
plasmat kommer i kontakt med väggarna och kyls 
ner. Därmed gäller även i detta avseende att riskerna 
i förhållande till de potentiella vinsterna är låga.

Fusion som energikälla innebär i princip inga 
utsläpp av växthusgaser. Om man är optimistisk 
kommer ITER och efterkommande generationer 
av fusionsreaktorer förhoppningsvis mynna ut i ett 
kommersiellt gångbart alternativ med möjlighet att 
revolutionera energimarknaden och bidra till att 
minska klimatförändringarna. Det är dock inte alls 
säkert att fusion kan bli lönsamt. Även om fusion-
skraft inte skulle bli framtidens stora energikälla 
skulle den ändå kunna fungera som ett komplement 
till andra koldioxidneutrala energikällor som vind- 
och solkraft, kanske i förlängningen ersätta fossila 
bränslen som stabil bas för elproduktion. I båda fall-
en skulle fungerande fusionskraft minska koldiox-
idutsläppen och utvinningen av råvaror som till ex-
empel naturgas, kol och olja. 

En stabil energikälla med obegränsat bränsle skulle 
innebära en enorm samhällsnytta. En stor del av 

världens befolkning har fortfarande begränsad till-
gång till elektricitet. Mer tillgänglig och billigare el-
ektricitet leder i regel till högre levnadsstandard i 
utvecklingsländer. En hållbar energiframställning 
skulle också möjliggöra en fortsatt hög elkonsumtion 
och tillväxt, och vara bra för ekonomin. 

I slutändan kan man inte veta hur fusionsfor-
skningen kommer sluta eller vilka upptäckter som 
kommer att göras i framtiden. I bästa fall får vi en 
oändlig, billig, ren energikälla som räddar miljön och 
samtidigt förbättrar levnadsstandarden för miljard-
er människor. I värsta fall åtminstone en fördjupad 
förståelse inom alla de områden där forskare bidrar 
för att driva fusionsforskningen framåt. I båda fall-
en kommer forskningen vara mänskligheten till ny-
tta och bidra till samhällets utveckling mot etisk och 
miljömässig hållbarhet. 
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F1. TIME-OF-FLIGHT DETECTION EFFICIENCY

Efficiency of a Time-of-Flight Detection System for
Analysis of Wall Material From Controlled Fusion

Devices
Embla Morast and Einar Svantesson

Abstract—Time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (ToF-
ERDA) is a method for material analysis which has proven
advantageous when examining wall samples from fusion devices
as well as for tracking tracer isotopes such as deuterium, oxygen-
18 and nitrogen-15. When ToF-ERDA data is processed to
calculate the composition of a material, the detection efficiency
is used to compensate for the lower detection rate of lighter
elements. The aim of this project is to examine how the efficiency
of the time-of-flight detector in a ToF-ERDA experimental setup
depends on its settings and determine efficiency parameters to
use when producing atomic composition depth profiles with ToF-
ERDA. Experiments were performed at the Tandem Laboratory
in Uppsala. The outcome is a suggested set of changes to
experimental settings and a four-parameter fit to measured
detection efficiencies for efficiency compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN a thermonuclear fusion reactor with magnetic confine-
ment, the fusion conditions are achieved by heating a gas

of hydrogen isotopes until it ionizes to a plasma. In the plasma,
energy is generated as the nuclei merge to form heavier
elements. Ideally, this energy would be enough to sustain not
only the fusion reactor itself, but also offer a clean way for
humanity to satisfy its need for energy.

In the quest for a reliable energy source based on ther-
monuclear fusion with magnetic confinement, one of the main
problems to solve is how to confine the fuel. Heated to over
150 million Kelvin, the plasma is not easily enclosed as it
would destroy any material nearby. Furthermore, the same
materials could contaminate the plasma, cool it down and
terminate the chances of a successful fusion process.

To avoid contact with the walls, the plasma inside a fusion
reactor is confined by electromagnetic fields provided by
superconducting magnets around the reactor. The magnetic
field is torus shaped, and this geometry causes a drift of
particles across the magnetic field lines. This in combination
with turbulence results in an inevitable flux of energetic
ions and electrons to the reactor walls. The plasma facing
wall must be able to withstand constant erosion from stray
plasma ions, neutral particles and helium ash that can not
be completely confined [1]. To minimise the plasma-wall
interaction, impurities and helium ash are directed by magnetic
field lines to a part of the machine called the divertor. Other
important plasma facing components are different kinds of
so called limiters, which are parts of the wall designed for
high heat fluxes and used to shield other sections of the wall
from stray particles [2]. The divertor and the limiters are the

most exposed parts of the reactor [3] and examination of these
components can reveal much information about the interaction
between the wall material and the plasma.

Apart from stray particles and impurities, both the divertor
as well as other parts of the reactor wall must cope with ultra-
high vacuum, be non-reactive to avoid reaction with plasma
particles and have a melting point and thermal conductivity
high enough not to melt when faced the heat load generated
by the flux of plasma particles. The high requirements on
the walls demand thorough examination of wall materials to
optimise the choice of a future reactor wall. [4]

A useful accelerator-based method for analysing materials in
general, and fusion wall material in particular, is time-of-flight
elastic recoil detection analysis, ToF-ERDA. With this method,
an atomic composition depth profile of the sample examined
can be obtained by detection of recoil ions when a beam of
heavy ions is striking the sample surface. A recoil ion’s mass
and depth of origin in the sample can be calculated from values
of its energy and velocity, measured in a time-of-flight system
combined with a gas ionization chamber [5], [6]. The amount
of recoil ions of a given isotope is proportional to the actual
concentration of the isotope in the sample [7]. By detecting the
recoil ions and their energy, a calculation of which isotopes
the sample consists of and how their concentration varies with
depth down to about 1 µm can be done with good accuracy,
10 nm at best when the surface of the sample is smooth [5].
A more thorough inspection of the theory behind ToF-ERDA
can be found in section II, Theory.

In fusion research, ToF-ERDA is convenient when analysing
erosion as well as searching for deposition of e.g. deuterium
[6] or tracer isotopes such as 15N and 18O in reactor wall
components [8]. One of the main advantages of the method
is the possibility to profile light elements and other species
in a single measurement [6], making ToF-ERDA suitable for
profiling hydrogen isotopes, where many other methods fail
[4]. Because of this, ToF-ERDA is utilized in different research
fields where deuterium is used as a labelling substance, for
example in graphene research [9] and in material research
for examining impurities [10]. Limitations for the use of
ToF-ERDA include the maximum probed depth (1 µm) and
sensitivity of the interpretation of results to sample surface
roughness [5].

When raw ToF-ERDA data is processed to calculate the
composition of a material, the fraction of ions that are detected
relative to the total amount of ions must be taken into con-
sideration. This will be referred to as the detection efficiency.
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Since almost all ions are detected in the gas ionization chamber
part of the detector, the number of ions detected in both
the ToF-detector and the gas ionization chamber divided by
the amount of ions detected in the gas ionization chamber
will be considered as the detection efficiency. Lighter ions
such as deuterium can often pass through the time-of-flight
detectors without any significant interaction, and thus have
a lower detection efficiency. When obtaining a depth profile
of a sample, the lower efficiency of lighter ions must be
compensated for. In section III, Methods, a review of the
experimental setup as well as some notes on analysis can be
found.

The aim of this project has been to determine the detection
efficiency and working characteristics of the time-of-flight
detector in the ToF-ERDA setup described in [5], and specifi-
cally obtain efficiency parameters to compensate for the lower
detection efficiency of lighter elements mentioned above. The
obtained parameters can be used exclusively for this setup.

II. THEORY

There are several concepts necessary to understand the
physics behind ToF-ERDA. The interaction of primary ions
(i.e. ions from the beam) with target atoms of the sample
can be described with Coulumb interaction and kinematics in
addition to the concepts stopping power and cross sections.
Stopping power and secondary electrons are important to
understand the behavior of primary ions and recoil ions in
the time-of-flight detectors.

A. Interaction of charged particles with matter

The Coulomb force is responsible for the main interaction
of charged particles with matter, and the interaction can either
be with the nuclei or the electrons of the material or gas. The
latter case constitutes most of the interaction for typical ToF-
ERDA beam energies. If heavy charged particles (heavier than
electrons) are considered, the particle interacts with multiple
electrons at any instance. The electrons of the material may
be excited to higher energy levels or get ejected from their
atoms, resulting in secondary electrons, as a result of the
interaction. These processes use the kinetic energy of the
incoming particle, which thus experience a force from the
material. One aspect of the less frequent case of interaction
with nuclei is considered below, under Kinematics. [11]

B. Stopping power

When charged particles pass through some absorber, the
(linear) stopping power S can be defined as

S = −dE

dx
(1)

where E is the energy of the particle and x is the travelled
distance in the absorber. The stopping power is the force acting
on the particle from the material and can be thought of as the
rate of the particle’s energy loss [11]. Generally, the stopping
power is small for both high energies and very low energies,
and has a maximum for some intermediate energy, see figure
1 for typical behavior. SRIM (Stopping and range of ions in

matter) can be used to get the stopping power of a particle
with a certain energy in some material, for information about
SRIM, see [12].

Apart from the energy dependence, the dependence on
particle and absorber species can be summarized as

S ∝ N · Z · z2 (2)

where N is the number density of the absorber, Z is the atomic
number of the absorber and z is the atomic number of the
particle (for the full expression and dependence on velocity,
see the Bethe formula in [11]). I.e. the stopping power is large
in materials with large atomic numbers and densities.

When obtaining atomic composition depth profiles of a
sample, each recoil ion’s depth of origin is calculated by
accounting for both the stopping power of the primary ions
and recoil ions in the sample. The main interest in this paper
however, is the stopping power of recoil ions and forward
scattered primary ions passing through the carbon foils of a
time-of-flight detector. Since the stopping power is a measure
of the interaction between the ions and the absorber, it is
closely related to the detector’s ability to detect the ions.
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Fig. 1. Stopping power for hydrogen in carbon absorber, with stopping power
data from SRIM.

C. Kinematics

The stopping power of an ion depends on its energy, there-
fore it is important to know how the energy of recoil ions and
forward scattered primary ions depend on the original energy
of the primary ions. As stated in [7], page 84, equation (5.1),
and in [6] the relation between the energy of the projectile
and the recoil ion is:

Ei = kiEp =

(
4MpMi

(Mp +Mi)2
cos2 ϕ

)
Ep (3)

where Ei is the outgoing energy of the recoil ions of type i,
Ep is the energy of the projectile and Mi, Mp are their masses
respectively. ϕ is the angle between the beam line continuation
and the recoil ions, which in this setup is 45◦.
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In conventional ToF-ERDA, the possible forward scattered
ions are not taken into consideration. However, in the experi-
ments to determine the efficiency in the time-of-flight detector
the forward scattered primary ions have been used on several
occasions, and therefore the maximum energy of these ions is
of interest. For a projectile with energy Ep and mass Mp that
collide with the sample, the energy of the forward scattered
ion is Efs:

Efs =



√
M2

s −M2
p sin2 ϕ+Mp cosϕ

Mp +Ms




2

Ep (4)

ϕ is as previously mentioned 45◦ in this setup, and Ms is the
mass of the target atom. Derivation of equation 4 can be found
in Appendix B.

D. Cross sections

The interaction cross section is an important concept to
describe the interaction between the beam and the target atoms
of the sample when performing ToF-ERDA. The cross section
σ for interactions between projectiles and target atoms when
a particle flux is incident on a sample is defined as

σ =
number of particles that interact per second

incident particle flux
. (5)

σ can be thought of as a probability expressed in terms of
area. The solid angular distribution of particles is described as
the differential cross section dσ

dΩ .
In ToF-ERDA the differential cross section, for beam en-

ergies lower than the threshold energy where the particles do
not overcome the Coulomb barrier, is given by a screened
Rutherford cross section. Then the cross section dσ for recoil
ions towards a solid angle element dΩ is

dσ = K(
ZpZie

2

4πε0Ep
)2(

Mp +Mi

Mi
)2

1

cos3(ϕ)
dΩ (6)

where ϕ = 45◦ is the recoil angle, e is the elementary charge,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Ep and Mp is the energy and
mass of the projectiles, Mi is the mass of the target atoms,
Zp and Zi their atomic numbers and K is a screening factor.
[7]

III. METHODS

The ToF-ERDA setup described in [5] is located in the
Tandem Laboratory in Uppsala. It consists of a tandem particle
accelerator, a system to guide the ion beam to the examined
material sample, which is situated in a vacuum chamber, and
in connection to this chamber there is a detection system.

The detection system for the ToF-ERDA setup can be seen
in figure 2. The three main parts are the gas ionization chamber
(GIC) and two time-of-flight detectors (ToF 1 and ToF 2).
Recoil ions from the sample and forward scattered primary
ions are ejected into the detector when a beam is incident on
the sample surface.

Fig. 2. Sketch of experimental setup. Taken from [5] with permission.

A. Time-of-flight detectors
The recoil ions ejected from the sample pass through two

thin carbon foils with area density 5 µg / cm2 in the time-
of-flight detectors [5]. This yields secondary electrons which
are accelerated to microchannel plates (MCP) by an externally
applied voltage, referred to below as the ToF detector voltage.
A microchannel plate consists of a large number of small par-
allel electron multipliers [13] which amplify an electron signal
to produce a measurable output. In the current experimental
setup, one of the MCPs in ToF detector 1 is damaged and
has a lower resistance, causing higher voltage over the other
MCP in the same detector. The voltages over each MCP can
be found in section IV Results, table I.

The signal from the second ToF detector is used as the
start signal while the signal from the first detector is delayed
with a 58 meter long cable and serves as the stop signal.
The difference between these signals results in a time-of-flight
signal. This configuration only counts the flight time of ions
that pass through both carbon foils.

B. Time-of-flight signal calibration
Since the time-of-flight signal is measured with opposite

sign, the calibration relationship between flight time t and ToF
channel T is

t = A−BT (7)

where A and B are calibration parameters. The beam energies
in ToF-ERDA are typically in the non-relativistic domain and
thus

E =
mv2

2
=

mL2

2(A−BT )2
(8)

where L is the length between the ToF detectors, in this setup
L = 400 mm.

C. Gas ionization chamber
The gas ionization chamber is filled with isobutane (C4H10)

and separated from the vacuum of the rest of the setup with
a 75 nm Si3N4-membrane [5]. The pressure used inside the
chamber is typically 30-45 mBar. The ions to be detected
deposit some of their energy by ionizing the gas and generating
positive ions and electrons, that are separated and led to the
anode and cathode respectively. The creation and separation
of an ion pair induces a small voltage between the anode
and cathode, which together acts as a capacitor. The number
of produced charges is directly related to the incoming ion’s
energy and the induced voltage serves as the energy signal for
the ion. [11].
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D. Coincidence windows

The events from the time-of-flight detectors must be paired
with the corresponding event in the gas ionization chamber.
The energy signal from the gas ionization chamber opens a
coincidence window and a delayed ToF signal that arrives dur-
ing this window is paired with the event in the gas ionization
chamber. Another way of operating the system is letting both
the energy signals and ToF signals open coincidence windows.
This allows signals arriving in the wrong order to be correctly
matched but also allows for more false pairing of events.

E. Determining detection efficiency from data

Two similar methods to determine the detection efficiency
have been used. First a clear spectrum has to be obtained,
see figure 10, but preferably with a single element (only one
"track"), to be able to unambiguously associate a measured
efficiency with a stopping power in the time-of-flight detector
foils. Then, one of the following methods is applied:

• If a beam of relatively lightweight ions is used on a thin
gold film almost all forward scattered ions have the same
energy. Additionally no gold atoms are scattered into the
detector. In that case, a clear peak of counts can be seen
in both ToF channels and energy channels. The detection
efficiency can then be calculated by dividing the amount
of counts in the energy peak that are registered in the
ToF detectors by the total amount of counts in the peak.
It is possible to determine which of these counts that
are detected in the ToF detectors due to the pairing of
events with coincidence windows discussed above. SRIM
is referred to when obtaining the corresponding stopping
power.

• If a beam of relatively lightweight ions is scattered on a
thicker sample with heavy atoms, there will be a spread in
energy of the forward scattered primary ions. Preferably,
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Fig. 3. The efficiency dependence on ToF detector voltage for a carbon beam.
The three curves correspond to forward scattered primary ions with different
energies.

a heavy material like tungsten is used so that atoms of
the material are not scattered into the detector. Counts in
the lowest energy channels are usually omitted due to a
combination of false coincidences and electronic noise.
The energy channels are divided into intervals and the
detection efficiency for each interval can be calculated by
dividing the amount of energy counts that are registered in
the ToF detectors by the total amount of counts in each
interval. To be able to associate each efficiency with a
stopping power, an energy calibration has to be done. A
2-point linear calibration has been used in this project.
The energy of forward scattered ions from the surface
is assigned to the maximum energy channel that has a
significant amount of counts (the end of the "tracks"), and
channel zero is assumed to correspond to zero energy. To
obtain the stopping power for each energy interval, the
energy of the central channel in that interval is calculated
and SRIM is used to get the corresponding stopping
power.

F. Obtaining depth profiles

Depth profiles can be obtained with the MATLAB code
CONTES (Conversion of time-energy spectra). The program
converts ToF-ERDA spectra to profiles of concentration of
atomic species versus depth and compensates for detection
efficiency and cross section using a method proposed by
Bergmaier, Dollinger and Frey in [14] and iterating 4 times.
More information about the program can be found in [15].

IV. RESULTS

A series of measurements was first performed to investigate
how the detection efficiency depends on the ToF detector
voltage. A 7 MeV carbon beam and a 2 MeV hydrogen beam
was used on a sample of leaf gold on glass, and the forward
scattered primary ions were detected. The pressure inside the
gas ionization chamber was set to 45 mBar and the ToF
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Fig. 4. The efficiency dependence on ToF detector voltage for a hydrogen
beam.
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detector voltage was varied with incremental steps of 100 V.
The results can be seen in figures 3 and 4.

For the measurements with the hydrogen beam in figure
4, an oscilloscope with resistance 1 MΩ was connected to
the output connector, parallel to a 50 Ω resistance to ground
and the first amplifier step, in the amplifier of ToF detector
1 to measure signal amplitude directly after the MCPs. Due
to the apparent detection efficiency drop the oscilloscope was
disconnected before completing the measurement series.

How the ToF detector voltage is related to the MCP voltages
is specific for each ToF-ERDA setup. The results can be
interpreted in a more general way by using MCP voltages
instead of detector voltages. For the calculation of the MCP
voltages, see appendix A. Table I can be referred to when
looking at the figures involving ToF detector voltage.

TABLE I
CALCULATED MCP VOLTAGES FOR EACH TOF DETECTOR VOLTAGE,

GIVEN MEASURED CURRENTS AND ASSUMING THAT THREE OF THE MCPS
HAVE THE SAME RESISTANCE AND THAT ONE MCP HAS A LOWER

RESISTANCE.

ToF
detector
voltage
[V]

MCP
voltage,
ToF 2
[V]

Undamaged
MCP
voltage,
ToF 1 [V]

Damaged
MCP
voltage,
ToF 1 [V]

3500 718 755 472
3600 725 754 506
3700 753 787 517
3800 771 804 532
3900 794 831 537
4000 812 849 552
4100 830 866 567
4200 848 884 582
4300 865 902 597
4400 889 929 603
4500 906 946 618
4600 929 973 623
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Fig. 5. Dark count percentage and active count rate for a hydrogen beam on
a sample of leaf gold on glass.

When determining an ideal ToF detector voltage, the frac-
tion of trigger events for a single time-of-flight detector that
are not due to interaction with an incoming ion must be
considered. Such events are referred to as dark counts. A
higher MCP voltage will typically result in a higher dark count
fraction as the vacuum in the detector is not perfect and any
contaminating particles can result in false signals, especially
for high voltages.

The count rate from ToF detector 1 was measured for a
range of detector voltages while scattering 2 MeV hydrogen
ions from a sample of leaf gold on glass into the detection sys-
tem. For each voltage setting, the rate of dark counts was also
recorded by stopping the beam before the scattering chamber.
The beam current was kept approximately the same for all
voltage settings and the dark count fraction was obtained as
the fraction of the two measured count rates. The result of this
measurement can be seen in figure 5.

Comparison between the two alternatives to pair events
was done throughout the measurements. The result was a
lower efficiency when only the gas ionization chamber opened
coincidence windows. The most thorough analysis of this
setting was done with a 3 MeV helium beam and a lithium
beam with energy ranging from 3 to 16 MeV, on a thick
tungsten sample and a sample of thin leaf gold on glass.
The ToF detector voltage was 4400 V, the pressure inside the
gas ionization chamber was set to 45 mBar and the beam
energy was varied while the forward scattered primary ions
were detected. The results of these measurements are shown
in figures 6 and 7.

The main experimental detection efficiency results for dif-
ferent beams on different samples can be seen in figures 8
and 9. Figure 8 is a simplified plot without outlier data while
figure 9 contains all data and more information. Measurements
performed on different days have been marked with different
colors. The blue points are recoil ions from the samples using
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Fig. 6. Comparison of operating the system with both the gas ionization
chamber (GIC) and the ToF detectors opening coincidence windows, versus
only the gas ionization chamber opening coincidence windows. The ToF
detector voltage was 4400 V.
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measurements.

an iodine beam and the rest of the points are primary ions
forward scattered from samples with high atomic number, i.e.
gold and tungsten. The ToF detector voltage was 4400 V for
all data in the figure, and the pressure in the gas ionization
chamber was 40 mBar for the analysis with an iodine beam,
and 45 mBar for the rest of the data.
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Fig. 8. Measured efficiencies with ToF detector voltage 4400 V and both
the gas ionization chamber and ToF detectors opening coincidence windows,
excluding outlier data.

As seen in figure 9, significant efficiency differences be-
tween the days and even during the same days have been
observed. Especially the cyan triangles in the the figure stand
out. Reasons to disregard this outlier data include:

• A collimator for the primary beam, immediately before

the scattering chamber, was polished after this measure-
ment. The collimator prevents primary ions from hitting
the sample holder.

• The current supply to an amplifier of ToF detector 1 was
re-soldered after the measurement.

All other data points except four were obtained after this
outlier measurement series.

The curves in figure 9 were fitted in a nonlinear least squares
sense to the data, while imposing some restrictions. The curve
fit was made with functions of the form

f(x) = 100 · (A−B · eC·xD

) (9)

where A, B, C and D are referred to as the efficiency
parameters. The function used is not derived by physical
arguments but is rather chosen because it fits the data and
is used in the CONTES algorithm.

A regular least squares method was used for the red dotted
curve, and the Levenberg-Marquardt method was used for the
blue dashed curve and the black solid curve. The Levenberg-
Marquardt method is well suited for ill-conditioned problems
[16]. Different methods and restrictions make multiple best
least squares fits possible.

Since the function is supposed to represent an efficiency, it
can not take values larger than one or less than zero. Physically
it is reasonable to have zero efficiency for zero stopping power,
but that can cause problems with the depth profiles, in worst
case diverging amount of light elements. Therefore it is desired
that the curve crosses the efficiency axis somewhere at around
2-15%, which restricts the parameters so that A > B and
that the difference A−B is not too small. Few measurements
for low stopping power can be compensated for by forcing the
curve through the first hydrogen data point or by assigning this
point a larger weight. One also has to consider whether the
efficiency should be set to 100% for infinite stopping power
(A = 1) or if the least squares fit of A should be used. The
restriction of D is less obvious. If D < 1 the function has
an infinite derivative at zero. There is however no unphysical
behavior in the efficiency, but D ≥ 1 has still been imposed.

To compare the new efficiency parameters with the previ-
ously used parameters for the same setup, a measurement was
performed on a sample of plasma-exposed beryllium from the
first wall of the Joint European Torus (JET), which is the
largest thermonuclear fusion reactor with magnetic confine-
ment today. The ToF-ERDA spectrum from this measurement
can be seen in figure 10. From this spectrum, two depth
profile were made with CONTES; one using the new efficiency
parameters and another using the old parameters. The depth
profiles can be seen in figures 11 and 12. The efficiency
parameters of the black solid line in figure 9 were used. The
old efficiency parameters were previously obtained for the
same setup, but with fewer data points and for ToF detector
voltage 4200 V.

As seen in figure 10, the sample contained eight main
isotopes. Of the eight isotopes, argon, nickel, nitrogen and
carbon were found in such small quantities that they were
excluded from the final depth profiles seen in 11 and 12. They
were however included in the calculations.
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Fig. 9. All measured efficiencies with ToF detector voltage 4400 V and both the gas ionization chamber and ToF detectors opening coincidence windows.
The black curve was fitted to all data except the triangles marked with cyan, while fixing the exponent of the stopping power in the exponential to 1. The
two dashed curves were fitted to all data. When fitting the blue dashed curve, the efficiency at infinite stopping power was set to 100% and the curve was
forced through the first hydrogen measurement. The red dotted curve was fitted with the weight of the first hydrogen measurement set to 10.

Fig. 10. ToF-ERDA spectrum from a beryllium JET-sample. Single count background has been suppressed. It can be noted that the shape of the "tracks"
resemble functions corresponding to equation 8.
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.

V. DISCUSSION

A. ToF detector voltage

The efficiency increases as the voltage over the MCPs in-
creases, as expected. For heavier elements such as carbon, see
figure 3, the efficiency saturates at 4000 V when considering
more energetic ions and somewhat later at 4400 V for ions
with lower energy. For lighter ions like hydrogen, figure 4,
the efficiency rises steadily until 4400 V when the increase
abates.

The increase could depend on a rising number of false
coincidences due to dark counts, and in figure 5 it can be
observed that parts of the gain in efficiency do come from these
"false" counts. To avoid excess dark counts and maximise the
efficiency, an ideal voltage would be the minimum voltage
where the efficiency no longer increases. As previously stated,
this would be at 4400 V. This corresponds to a maximum
MCP voltage of 929 V, as can be seen in table I. The specified
maximum MCP voltage is 1 kV, thus 4400 V is a safe working
voltage, as long as the damaged MCP in ToF detector 1 does
not degrade further.

B. Coincidence windows

The efficiency difference between both the gas ionization
chamber and ToF detector opening coincidence windows com-
pared to only the gas ionization chamber opening coincidence
windows can be seen in figures 6 and 7. The increase in
efficiency when both the gas ionization chamber and ToF
detector open windows is partly a result of an increasing
amount of false events. Not all ions passing through the ToF
detector enter the small opening of the gas ionization chamber,
see figure 13 for the basic principle. Therefore the ToF detector
open many "unnecessary" windows, and this leads to more
false events. But when examining spectra such as the one in
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Fig. 12. Depth profile of the JET sample with new efficiency parameters:
0.9562− 0.9242 · e−0.05204·x.

figure 10, it seems like much of the efficiency increase consists
of real events, as events that end up in the "tracks" can be
considered to be real. In an ideal setup the signals always
arrive in the correct order and only the gas ionization chamber
should open coincidence windows to minimise noise. But it
is apparent that in the current setup this leads to a significant
loss of real efficiency, especially at low energies, and thus both
the gas ionization chamber and the ToF detector should open
coincidence windows.

Scattered
particles

ToF 1ToF 2

Ionization chamber

Fig. 13. Simple sketch to illustrate that not all ions go through all parts of
the detector. The figure is not drawn to scale.

Some unforeseen behavior can be seen in figures 6 and 7.
It is expected that the efficiency should always increase with
increasing stopping power, because the stopping power is a
measure of how much the ions interact with the carbon foils.
When looking at the efficiency drops of the curves in the
figures one should keep in mind the considerable efficiency
fluctuations that have been seen. It is however possible to
reason why this behavior might be expected when only the
gas ionization chamber opens coincidence windows. Most
significant is the decline in efficiency for higher stopping
power for both helium and lithium in figure 7. For energies
exceeding the energy corresponding to the stopping power
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maximum, an ion with higher stopping power has a lower
energy than an ion of the same element with lower stopping
power, see for example figure 1. On the other hand, a helium
ion with the same stopping power as a lithium ion will
have lower energy. The decrease occurs for both elements
individually with rising stopping power, suggesting that it is
connected to the energy of the ions and not their stopping
power.

An explanation could be that ions with lower energy also
have lower velocity. If only the gas ionization chamber opens
coincidence windows, it will wait for the stop signal from
the ToF detector. It is possible that the stop signal could
arrive before the start signal for slow ions that reach the gas
ionization chamber later than fast ions. This could be one
explanation to the drop in efficiency for high stopping power.

C. Statistical analysis

The number of detected ions can be considered Poisson
distributed, since events happen independently of each other
and with a fixed mean rate, here the number of ions detected
in both the ToF and GIC detectors. [17]

A measure of the statistical error in every measurement
is the relative standard deviation (RSD), i.e. the standard
deviation σ divided by the mean µ. For a Poisson distribution
Po(µ) the standard deviation is

√
µ, therefore the RSD is√

µ

µ = 1√
µ .

A measurement with n events will have an RSD of 1√
n

.
An RSD << 1 is favourable, while an RSD close to 1 means
that only a few events were registered and the measurement
should not be seen as statistically reliable.

For most measurements in this report, the RSD range
between 0.05 and 0.005, which equals between 400 and
40 000 events. Measurements with an RSD above 0.1 is
typically where the efficiency is close to zero even though
the measurement has been taken under a long time period,
such as the efficiency for carbon with 3500 V in figure 3. With
generally low statistical errors, the main sources of inaccuracy
in the measurements are found elsewhere, which is discussed
further in the following section.

D. Robustness and reproducibility

During measurements the question whether a result is reli-
able and reproducible has arisen. Small changes in the experi-
mental equipment and environment seems to have unforeseen
effects on measurements of efficiency.

One example is the two measurements series of efficiency
for hydrogen in figure 4. In the first series the signal was
measured, directly after the MCPs, with an oscilloscope. Dis-
connecting the oscilloscope gave higher efficiencies, displayed
in the second series. Thus it is clear that connecting additional
equipment to the inner system of the detector should be
done with care. If experiments requiring additional equipment
is necessary, these should be done independently of other
measurements.

Furthermore, the efficiency can differ from one set of
measurement to the other if the experiments are performed

on different occasions. The apparent example is illustrated
by the cluster of measurements marked with cyan triangles
in figure 9, which have significantly lower efficiency than in
other series. All of the cluster points come from the same
day, while the rest of the points have been obtained on
different occasions. It seems likely that this uncharacteristic
lower efficiency during the measurements derives from some
fault in the experimental setup.

Most likely, different vacuum conditions at the plates are
the reason for these fluctuations. As discussed earlier, con-
taminating particles can cause false signals. The time since
the chamber was last pumped could thereby be an important
factor.

Another explanation could be that a collimator for the
primary beam, immediately before the scattering chamber, was
not polished causing the beam to be less precise. After the
measurement marked as cyan in figure 9, the collimator was
polished, which would account for the higher efficiency in
later measurements.

Yet another possible cause could be a glitch in the power
supply to one of the amplifiers, which was re-soldered after
the outlier measurement series. A glitch would however also
affect the efficiency during a single measurement, causing it
to fluctuate in time. Such variations have not been seen in the
data yet, and the effect of the possible glitch in the power
supply could not be determined.

Other sources for the fluctuations could be the impact of
different electromagnetic fields from the surroundings. The
placements of cables have been observed to affect the noise
level, and could perhaps affect the efficiency as well. In
conclusion, there are a number of expected and unexpected
factors affecting the detection efficiency.

E. Efficiency curves

The detection efficiency dependence on stopping power
is mostly of interest for lighter elements such as hydrogen,
deuterium, helium and lithium. This dependence is of crucial
importance for the ToF-ERDA method as the correct profiling
of these elements are one of the method’s main advantages.
The dependence for heavier elements is not as important, since
the efficiency saturates somewhere around S = 150 eV / (1015

atoms/cm2), see figure 9. This has been noted before, e.g. in
[6] it is found that there is no significant efficiency dependence
on species for elements heavier than oxygen (for typical ToF-
ERDA beam energies). This is why few measurements of
ions heavier than carbon were performed. It would however
presumably be advantageous for the curve fit to have evenly
spread out data rather than the clusters of data obtained in this
project.

The different considerations mentioned in the Results sec-
tion can be combined in a number of ways, the three curves
in figure 9 are thus not the only possible choices. There are
for example multiple curves with D ≈ 0.8 and B > A that
have been discarded. Whether to use the parameters of one of
the dashed curves or the solid one depends on how the cyan
outlier data is regarded. The reasons mentioned for omitting
this data might not have a considerable impact on the detection
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efficiency. One should not exclude the possibility that the cyan
triangles reflect true behavior of the ToF detectors.

Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of one part of the inner wall guard limiter in
JET.

F. Depth profiles
In figures 11 and 12 the difference between a depth profile

created with the previously used efficiency parameters and one
set of parameters proposed by this work is displayed. Both
depth profiles are derived from the same wall sample from the
ITER-like wall campaign 2011-2012 in the JET fusion reactor
in Culham, England. During the campaign, fusion experiments
were carried out with wall components similar to those which
will be used in ITER. The sample is from the inner wall guard
limiter, and is the one marked as yellow with the number 13
in figure 14.

This part of the reactor wall is exposed to plasma flux,
and figure 12 shows that hydrogen, deuterium and oxygen
have been deposited in the beryllium material. The sample also
contained argon, nitrogen, nickel and carbon, which has been
left out for legibility. The occurrence of these trace elements
can be seen in figure 10.

The two profiles illustrate the importance of efficiency
parameters which are derived from actual measured detection
efficiencies. The parameters used in figure 11 accounted for
a lower detection efficiency, using a ToF detector voltage of
4200 V instead of 4400 V. Therefore, the algorithm probably
has overestimated the concentration of lighter isotopes such
as hydrogen or deuterium. In figure 12, the parameters have
accounted for the higher detection rate, resulting in a lower
concentration of these light isotopes.

Ions with a stopping power over 100 eV/(1015 atoms/cm2)
typically have a detection efficiency which is constant and rel-
atively close to 100%, as seen in figure 9. It is for lighter ions
the detection efficiency drops, which makes the calculation
of their concentration sensitive to changes in the efficiency
parameters. As one of the main advantages of ToF-ERDA
is its ability to determine concentrations of light isotopes, it
is important that the detection efficiency parameters correctly
reflect to what degree these isotopes are detected.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The detection efficiency and ideal experimental settings
of a time-of-flight detector in a heavy ion elastic recoil

detection analysis setup was investigated. The results of the
measurements show that:

• The voltage 4400 V can be used for the time-of-flight
detectors, to increase the efficiency of light elements,
without resulting in too much false events and exceeding
voltage limits.

• The detection efficiency dependence on stopping power
can be modeled with functions of the form A−B ·eC·xD

and one possible set of parameters that best described
the data was A = 0.956, B = 0.924, C = −0.0520 and
D = 1.00.

The new parameters for detection efficiency compensation
was used to obtain an atomic composition depth profile of a
beryllium sample from the Joint European Torus.

In the future, more systematic measurements of the detec-
tion efficiency dependence on stopping power can be done.
Measurements of the relationship between efficiency and other
factors can be made as well. A time-of-flight detector could
be mounted in a way that would allow the ion beam to be
directed directly through it, without scattering from a sample.
This would simplify and allow for more modification in future
measurements, for instance easier replacement of ToF-foils
which would allow for variations of the foils thickness.

APPENDIX A
MCP VOLTAGE CALCULATION

It is of interest to know the relationship between the ToF
detector voltage and the MCP voltages. The calculation is done
under the assumption that three MCPs have the same resistance
Rg and one MCP has a lower resistance Rb. The ToF detector
circuits are almost identical and can be seen in figure 15.

Fig. 15. Schematic ToF detector 1 circuit, taken from [5] with permission.
The electrons are guided from the foils to the MCPs with grids corresponding
to the dashed lines in the figure. All black resistors have resistance 10 MΩ
and all diagonally striped resistors have resistance 7.5 MΩ. Note that ToF
detector 2 has the same circuit but with a 1.5 MΩ resistor instead of the 2.5
MΩ resistor.
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Let us denote the total resistance of the ToF detector 1
circuit, closest to the sample, with R1, and the total resistance
of the ToF detector 2 circuit, closest to the gas ionization
chamber, with R2. Using the same numbering, let I1 and I2
be the currents of the circuits, and U1, U2 be the voltages.
The MCP with lower resistance is in ToF detector 1. In ToF
detector 2, the 2.5 MΩ resistor is replaced with a 1.5 MΩ
resistor. Furthermore, let Ug

1 be the voltage over the MCP
with higher resistance in detector 1, U b

1 be the voltage over
the MCP with lower resistance in detector 1, and let Ug

2 be
the voltage over both MCPs in detector 2. Using Ohm’s law

U1 = R1I1 (10)

and
U2 = R2I2. (11)

The components are in series while the MCPs are in parallel
with the 7.5MΩ resistors, thus

R1 = 22.5MΩ+(
1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rg
)−1+(

1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rb
)−1 (12)

and

R2 = 21.5MΩ+ 2(
1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rg
)−1. (13)

Rearranging equation 13 yields

Rg = (
2

R2 − 21.5MΩ
− 1

7.5MΩ
)−1. (14)

Using equation 14 in 12 gives

Rb = (
2

2R1 −R2 − 23.5MΩ
− 1

7.5MΩ
)−1. (15)

Using Ohm’s law again

Ug
1 = (

1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rg
)−1I1, (16)

U b
1 = (

1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rb
)−1I1 (17)

and

Ug
2 = (

1

7.5MΩ
+

1

Rg
)−1I2. (18)

Combining equations 11, 14 and 16 yields

Ug
1 =

U2I1 − 21.5MΩI1I2
2I2

. (19)

Instead combining equations 10, 11, 15 and 17 results in

U b
1 =

2U1I2 − U2I1 − 23.5MΩI1I2
2I2

. (20)

Finally, with equations 11, 14 and 18

Ug
2 =

U2 − 21.5MΩI2
2

. (21)

I1 and I2 can be measured for given ToF detector voltages U1

and U2, thus the MCP voltages can be determined from these
equations and measurements.

APPENDIX B
ENERGY FOR FORWARD SCATTERED IONS

For the time-of-flight efficiency measurements, forward
scattered primary ions have been used rather than recoil ions.
It is therefore of interest to derive the energy for the forward
scattered ions. Let us denote the velocities vp and vfs for the
incoming and scattered projectile with the mass mp, and us

for a target atom with mass ms. Furthermore, we introduce
ϕ and α for the angles between the beam continuation, the
forward scattered ion and the target atom. Energies Ep, Efs

denotes the energy for the incoming projectile before and after
it collide with the sample.

Using the conservation of momentum and assuming no loss
of energy:

Px : mpvp = mpvfs cosϕ+msus cosα (22)

Py : 0 = mpvfs sinϕ+msus sinα (23)

Ep = Efs +
msu

2
s

2
(24)

By raising to the power of two and adding the two expressions:

msus cosα = mp(vp − vfs cosϕ) (25)

mpvfs sinϕ = msus sinα (26)

we obtain an expression without the unknown angle α:

u2
s =

m2
p

m2
s

(
v2p − 2vpvfs cosϕ+ v2fs

)
(27)

Now, we insert (27) in (24):

Efs − Ep +
m2

p

2ms

(
v2p − 2vpvfs cosϕ+ v2fs

)
= 0 (28)

We now use that
mpv

2
p

2 = Ep and obtain vp =
√

2Ep

mp
and

vfs =
√

2Efs

mp
. Substitution gives:

Efs −Ep +
m2

p

2ms

(
2Ep

mp
− 4

mp

√
EpEfs cosϕ+

2Efs

mp

)
= 0

(29)

Efs

(
1 +

mp

ms

)
− 2mp

ms
cosϕ

√
EpEfs +

(
mp

ms
− 1

)
Ep = 0

(30)
Introducing µ = mp/ms and x2 = Efs we get:

x2 −
2µ cosϕ

√
Ep

µ+ 1
x+

µ− 1

µ+ 1
Ep = 0 (31)

x =
µ cosϕ

√
Ep

µ+ 1
+

√
µ2 cos2 ϕEp

(µ+ 1)2
− (u− 1)(u+ 1)

(µ+ 1)2
Ep

(32)

Efs = x2 =
Ep

(µ+ 1)2

(
µ cosϕ+

√
1− µ sin2 ϕ

)2

(33)

Inserting µ = mp/ms gives the equation 4:

Efs =


mp cosϕ+

√
m2

s −m2
p sin

2 ϕ

mp +ms




2

Ep (34)
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3D Mapping of Deuterium for Fusion Applications
Marcus Pousette

Abstract—In this paper deuterium abundances in plasma
enclosing wall materials are analyzed and visualized. The aim is
to improve and find new ways of presenting counting statistics.
A continuous extension of the sample variance is introduced
to incorporate depth resolution when visualizing concentration
as function of depth in a continuous manner. Some ideas of
designing measurements of deuterium are discussed, in particular
choosing ion beam energies. By using multiple energies of the
helium-3 beam instead of one, more detector data can be used.
With diverse ways of visualizing concentrations derived from
optimal detector data, one can conveniently quantify deuterium
concentrations in a surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

INSIDE fusion reactors plasma is enclosed by walls that
needs to be durable for two reasons: The plasma cannot be

contaminated by wall material and durable walls are beneficial
for economical and safety reasons [1].

The goal of this article is to find informative and transparent
ways to visualize counting statistics of fusion fuels trapped in-
side wall materials. This mainly regards detecting if deuterium
is present and in what quantity. Robust ways to both visualize
and interpret scanning data of wall materials are essential to
be able to draw any conclusions of material properties.

Prior to this, work has been done to develop software for
Ion beam analytical techniques, which make it possible to
determine various properties such as the surface composition
and counting statistics. One commonly used program for this
is SIMNRA [2]. In this report nuclear reaction analysis (NRA)
is the ion beam analysis technique of interest and useful
quantities for counting statistics from detector data are derived
to give an overview of the methods used.

A three-dimensional view or a ”3D map” of depth con-
centrations of deuterium in a surface can be constructed with
help of an 3He2+ beam and a detector that can count and
recorded the energy of incoming protons, which have been
created in a D(3He, p)α reaction that occurs in the substrate.
Depth information can be found by evaluating the energy of
the incoming proton and the concentration proportional to the
count rate in the detector [3], [4].

II. DETECTING DEUTERIUM USING NRA

The 3He2+ ions in the beam are directed towards a surface
that one wants to investigate. It passes through matter and the
ions kinetic energy decreases. With the help of stopping cross
sections which relate the energy loss to the ions energy one can
calculate the energy as a function of penetration depth [4]. At
some point, if there exist deuterium in the substrate the ion will
engage in the previously described reaction. By evaluating the
kinematics of the nuclear reaction one can relate the energy of
the released protons to the energy of the incoming ions. This

conversion can be derived from the conservation of energy and
momentum [5]. The ejected protons can be recorded with an
detector which is placed facing the beam spot with a certain
angle. Precautions can be made to stop larger particles (for
example Ni foil or Mylar can placed in front of the detector)
[6].

A. Reaction kinematics

Thus, to obtain depth information from the energies
recorded by the detector one has to consider the kinematics
of the D(3He, p)α reaction. As energy and momentum are
conserved one can state following equations. The reaction can
be considered as in two dimensions. The involved particles are
assumed not to enter or exit an excited state. Therefore one
can write the particles energy, the kinetic energy as

E =
p2

2m
(1)

(non-relativistic assumption). Let A be the projectile, B the
target and C and D the light and heavy resulting particles
from the reaction. Let θ and φ be the ejected particles angles
measured with respect to A’s velocity vector. As C’s and D’s
velocity vectors span a plane the problem can be interpreted
as two-dimensional.

EA = EC + ED −Q (2)

Which is equivalent to

p2A
2mA

=
p2C
2mC

+
p2D
2mD

−Q (3)

or

p2D = 2mD(− p2C
2mC

+ EA +Q) (4)

p2D = 2mD(
p2A
2mA

− EC +Q) (5)

Q is the released energy due to the reaction. For the momen-
tum in direction of A’s velocity vector and the perpendicular
direction in the plane:

pA = pCcos(θ) + pDcos(φ) (6)
0 = pCsin(θ) + pDsin(φ) (7)

From these equations one can derive wanted quantities. In this
case one is interested in finding the EC as an function of
EA and the opposite. By squaring (6) and (7) and using 1 =
sin2(x) + cos2(x), one can reduce (6) and (7) to

p2A = 2pApCcos(θ)− p2C + p2D (8)
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If one uses (4) and (5) then (8) can be rewritten as

p2C = M − p2C + 2mD(− p2C
2mC

+ EA +Q)

p2A = M − p2A + 2mD(− p2A
2mA

− EC +Q)

M = 2pApCcos(θ)

Now solving this for pA and pC is equivalent of solving a
quadratic equation. This yields

pC =
2pAcos(θ)±

√
4p2Acos

2(θ)−KC

2(1 + mD

mC
)

(9)

pA =
2pCcos(θ)±

√
4p2Ccos

2(θ)−KA

2(1 + mD

mA
)

(10)

where

KC = 4(1 +
mD

mC
)(p2A − 2mD(EA +Q))

KA = 4(1− mD

mA
)(p2C − 2mD(EC +Q))

Depending on how one measures θ one would get different
signs on p. One should make sure that the sign in front of the
square root is chosen so that |pC | decreases if |pA| increases
when measuring momentum at a direction opposite to the
projectile direction. The energy from the momentum can be
calculated using (1).

B. Stopping power and depth information
Now if one uses a beam where each particle gets energy

E0 one has to evaluate how much energy the projectile has
lost before reacting with the target. The stopping power can be
defined as S(x) = |dEdx (x)| if x measures depth into the matter.
If this function is integrated over the total stopping distance the
total energy loss is found. One common formula for estimating
the stopping power is the Bethe-Blotch formula [3]. In this
article data presented in the SRIM web page are used to find
the stopping power [7]. If the substrate is a composition of
multiple atomic species, one can calculate the stopping power
by linear combination of each stopping function multiplied
by its abundance. If an energy E1 is recorded in the detector
(which is calibrated by identifying two or more different types
of particles and correlate these to the specific channels using
(9)) and one assumes that the stopping power for the outgoing
proton is negligible, then one can use (10) to calculate the
kinetic energy of the particle before the reaction. Now as the
beam energy is known the depth is obtained by finding:

E(x) = E0 −
∫ x

0

dE

dx
dx (11)

and as following holds

dx =
dx

dE
(E)dE (12)

then the depth x is

x =

∫ E0

E1

dx

dE
dE (13)

In fusion applications the substrate that the incident beam
penetrates is sometimes non-homogeneous. One example is
how tungsten can contains high pressure hydrogen bubbles
and blisters. These can be found with a scanning electron
microscope [8]. This locally changes the stopping power, so
for correct depth information one has to vary the stopping
power function accordingly.

C. Counting statistics

To calculate the concentration C(x) at a certain depth x of
the target in the matter one needs to know the cross section
commonly denoted as σ. The definition average differential
scattering cross section is often used.

σ ≡ 1

Ω

∫

Ω

dσ

dΩ
dΩ (14)

Ω is the solid angle from the detector. From this one can
conclude that σ → dσ

dΩ for small Ω (one just evaluate the
integral in Ω). The cross section describes the probability of
an incident particle to collide as follows

N1 = σ(E(x))ΩN0C(x) (15)

Where N1 is the detected count, and N0 is the total number of
beam particles [9]. I write σ as a function of energy E(x) as
it is dependent of the incident particle energy which in turn is
dependent of the depth of the incident particle. In the case of
elastic scattering, the cross section could be calculated using
the Rutherford formula [4]. In this project, for the nuclear
reaction, cross section data from IBANDL are used [10].

III. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

When evaluating the significance of a concentration calcu-
lation at a certain depth, one needs to consider both the depth
resolution and the number of detector counts.

The depth resolution, commonly quantified as the full width
half maximum FWHM of the Gaussian distribution which
describes the energy distribution that is originating from a
certain depth. This quantity is dependent on multiple factors
such as the the beam spot size, detector resolution, energy
fluctuations due to distant elastic collisions with target atoms,
more commonly denoted as energy straggling and multiple
hard scattering which creates spreads in the transverse plane
(the plane perpendicular to the ingoing particles velocity vec-
tor) [11]. In heavy materials, as tungsten, the most important
factor for determine the depth resolution is multiple scattering
[12]. Using this rule of thumb one could calculate the depth
resolution in following way:

W (x) = Wms + (2.35
√
σ2
d + σ2

s)
2 (16)

where Wms is a term related to multiple scattering both for
the ingoing and outgoing particle in the matter

Wms(x) = W (α)

(∣∣∣∣
∂E2

∂θ

∣∣∣∣+
S(x)x

tan(β)Γmsin(β)

∣∣∣∣
∂E2

∂E1

∣∣∣∣
)

(17)
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S(x) is the stopping power at depth x, Γm is a term related
to angular spread of the ingoing particle. σs is related to
energy straggling which is an effect where the variance of
a particle’s energy increases at greater depths. This is purely
a probabilistic effect.

σs = K

√(
2∂E2

∂E1

)2
x

sin(β)
+

x

sin(θ − β)
(18)

K = 9 for nuclei with small proton number [13]. σd is the
detector resolution. E1 is the kinetic energy of the ingoing
particle and E2 is the kinetic energy of the outgoing particle.
For the following sections I will approximate all partial deriva-
tives numerically by forward differentials with sufficiently
small step sizes of equation (9) and (10). Parameters for
Wms are chosen according to [11]. When estimating the
confidence interval Ic for concentration calculations for a
sample following properties must apply:

1) Samples must be chosen with respect to W (x). A greater
depth resolution must imply that one has to select a
greater sample.

2) Ic must increase if the sample variance increases.
To fulfill these properties one must modify the standard way
of calculating confidence interval Ic. Let each pixel at an
energy channel c represent a stochastic variable for the sum
of detector counts Sc. This implies that the sample size is
constant N = 2562 for a 256x256 pixel scan grid. For
large samples, counts greater than 100, one can use a normal
distribution to estimate the intervals of confidence instead of
t-distribution with a negligible error [14]. However if one
wants to calculate concentration in some small boundary in the
transverse plane (making the sample size smaller) one needs
to consider t-distribution. In this scope such boundaries are
not going to be used so normal distribution among Sc will
suffice. However this way of picking Sc to calculate Ic does
not cooperate with depth resolution. Making Sc dependent of
W (xt) ≡ Wt by choosing all channels inside some interval in
range E(x)±W (x) would also not be ideal as counts that are
far away from the actual depth of interest would be equally
weighted in importance. Therefore to fulfill property (1) and
(2) I extend the sample standard deviation σS by picking
samples in a continuous manner using a weight function with
a Gaussian kernel. To illustrate this, in figure 1 two Gaussian
weight functions w1 and w2 are compared to a constant weight
function (which would be used if one would just calculate the
unweighted sample variance). The true mean X̄t is in some
interval:

X̄t = X̄ ± δ (19)

For normal distribution

δ = a(α)(σS/
√
N) (20)

a(α) is the integral value of the normal distribution and is
dependent on the wanted quantile α. The sample standard
deviation is defined as

σ2
S =

1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Xi − X̄)2 (21)
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Fig. 1. With a constant weight function wC one gets ”sharp” edges of sample
selection. With weights based upon Gaussian kernels w1 and w2, sample
selection is continuous. χ is a stochastic variable. All weight functions are
normalized

and the extension is

σ′2
S (xc) =

1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

D∑
t=1

wc,t(Xi,t − X̄ ′)2 (22)

where wc,t are Gaussian weights

wc,t = Ke
−(c−t)2

2σ2
Wt (23)

K is chosen so that

D∑
t

w(c,t) = 1 (24)

σWt = Wt/2.35 (25)

I use a weighted arithmetic mean with same weights as for
σ′
S

X̄ ′ =

N∑
i=1

D∑
t=1

wtXi,t/N (26)

D are the amount of discrete energy channels which in this
case is the same thing as the kernel size for the Gaussian
weights, xc is the depth of interest and Wt is the depth
resolution at depth xt. Then the confidence interval for c would
be

Ic = [c(xc − δ′), c(xc + δ′)] (27)

c(x) is the concentration at depth x. If N = 2562 and the
probabilty that the actual mean is in the two-sided confidence
interval is 95% then

δ′ = a(α)(σ′
S/

√
N) =

1.96

256
σ′
S (28)

Property (1) is fulfilled by choosing our sample continuous
with a Gaussian kernel. N is constant even though the amount
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of Sc taking in consideration can increase with an increased
depth resolution. If N would be non-constant and as Sc can
take a finite amount of values, larger samples sizes would
generally decrease the variance, this is not a problem in this
case as wt is a function of Wt rather than N . Property (2) is
fulfilled as σ′

S is dependent on the scan counts Xi,t.

IV. VISUALIZATION

A. Overview

One could visualize the calculated NRA concentrations
in different ways. By selecting boundaries in the transverse
plane one can show the concentration (or more convenient the
relative concentration) versus the depth. But if one wants to
have an overview of the transverse plane as for the depth one
could encode depth of a concentration as colors or fully make
an three-dimensional view in a point cloud manner. One could
incorporate the variance in the concentration by smoothing
concentration (reduce noise) in following way: As the detector
counts in the transverse plane should be Gaussian distributed
for a homogeneous surface, one could smooth the counts with
a Gaussian kernel without changing the distribution of the
counts, just the variance. The counts can be of great variance
when comparing adjacent pixels (which is not convenient
when viewing data in two or three dimensions). Gaussian
smoothing is performed by calculating convolution of the
counts or the concentration in transverse plane with a Gaussian
kernel defined in the following way: Recall from deriving the
expression for Ic I used a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel
for calculating the weighted arithmetic mean and variance. In
this case it will be two-dimensional.

G(x, y) = Ke−
x2+y2

2σ2 (29)

K normalizes the sum of all x, y in which G(x, y) can be
evaluated at.

B. NRA sample

In this section a NRA sample where a 3He2+ beam with 3
MeV energy will be analyzed. The sample consists of tungsten.
Calibration of energy channels are carried out by detecting the
surface concentration of two different species, in this case with
deuterium and carbon. The calculated depth resolution varies
exponentially from 18 KeV to 300 KeV from the surface to
1 µm. This corresponds of σWt

changing from 0.1 energy
channels to about 1 energy channels and a total of 50 channels
describes this depth range. This gives an estimate of how the
weighted mean is evaluated, i.e. how many channels that are
taken into consideration. Concentration as a function of depth
will be visualized in three ways.

1) Concentration in one dimension: No boundaries in the
transverse planes are used. By visualizing the counts of each
energy channel I conclude that the detector counts are normal
distributed around its mean value. Concentration mean is
calculated with equation (26) and its error bars are calculated
with equation (27). The result is shown in figure 2.

2) Concentration in 2D: In two dimensions one can vi-
sualize variation in the transverse plane and depth wise by
encoding color as depth. The result is shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 2. Deuterium concentration in one dimension

Fig. 3. ”Dots” are pixel-based concentrations of deuterium that is at least
50% of the maximal concentration found in the sample.

3) Concentration in 3D: Generally any three dimensional
representation becomes most informative when there are pos-
sibilities of interactivity. In this case the ability to rotate and
scale the result is of great interest, as it both can provide a
good overview as detail analysis of a certain part of detector
data. Therefore I implemented this functionality in a Java
program in the JavaFX library, where the data could be shown
in an interactive way. This could however be implemented
in any program library and language. Some restriction due
to performance was made: Each pixel or scan grid point
is presented by a 1 x 1 pixel image which is rotated so
its normal-vector always faces the ”camera”. Recalculations
of these vectors after rotating the ”camera” are only done
when the rotation has been done (not during the rotational
motion). Performing Gaussian smoothing numerically using
equation (29) yielded great performance issues, instead built
in tools in JavaFX were used. σ = 2 grid pixels in this
case. Reaction kinematics calculations and stopping power
calculations are done by interpolating a spline function to a
sufficient number of interpolation points. This resulted in a
significant optimization of performance. The result of the
visualization is presented in figure 4 where the camera has
been rotated along the y axis about 45◦ and equally around x
and z axis. In figure 5, the camera has been rotated along the
y axis about 10◦. The color gradient is not easily derived. As
Gaussian smoothing in the transverse planes is performed each
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Fig. 4. The figure shows deuterium concentration in three dimensions with
30 degrees field of view. The color gradient is approximated from figure 2.

Fig. 5. The figure shows deuterium concentration in three dimensions with
30 degrees field of view. The color gradient is approximated from figure 2.
z′ = −z in figure 4.

”dot” resembles an arithmetic weighted mean concentration
similar to equation (26). Therefore I approximate the color
gradient by isolating the transverse planes in the 3D view and
then find consistent colors matching to the calculated depth
concentration in figure 2.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE NRA RESULTS

By using different types of visualization techniques based
upon the counting statistics of a NRA sample one can both
get a better overview and detailed information in comparison
to only examining figure 2. From figure 3, 4 and 5 one
can conclude that there exist no transverse inhomogeneities
and thereby be certain that figure 2 can be used to find
the concentration at a certain depth. If there would be any
inhomogeneities in the sample, for example accumulations of
deuterium due to the local structure differences in the tungsten
or due to blisters, one could make restrictions in transverse
planes before evaluating counting statistics. If inhomogeneities
are present, and one does not do restrictions in the transverse
planes, the calculation of the confidence interval would not be
valid as the counts in transverse planes would most likely not
be uniformly distributed around its mean. As for this sample
the depth resolution remained relatively small in the region
of interest (where there was any deuterium) and therefore a

single beam energy is sufficient. However if deuterium were
to be present at larger depths, above two micrometers, then
greater beam energies should be used for acquiring statistical
significant results.

VI. SUGGESTIONS OF NRA IMPROVEMENTS

NRA is often a time consuming procedure. The 3He2+ beam
energy have to be chosen carefully so that incident beam has
lost enough energy so when it enters the depth of interest the
cross section (the probability of reaction) is maximal. When
using multiple energies one can analyze a sample for a larger
depth range but the procedure will take longer time. Different
beam energies yield different depth resolutions. Therefore,
when merging the results together one can for each transverse
plane (detector energy channel) pick the result with optimal
statistical significance. This is equivalent of evaluating each
depth resolution and use the scan result corresponding to the
smallest depth resolution.

Assume that one wants to investigate the deuterium content
of a sample in the depth range of a few micrometers and one
does not have any specific depth of interest, then a suitable
way of producing scan data could be to adjust the beam energy
in the following way: If a sample has been divided into grids
corresponding to the beam spot size, one could make sure that
the beam energy starts at a low energy E0 and changes to E1

relative in a function of time so that the depth resolution is
depth invariant and the absolute confidence interval of detector
counts is constant. As the confidence intervals are dependent
on the variance in detector counts one could divide the NRA
procedure into two phases. In the first phase one is analyzing
the sample using a fewer grid points (equally distributed) or
with a greater beam spot size where E0 is changed to E1 as a
linear function of time (i.e E(t) = E0 + kt). Then one would
get an estimate of where there are potentially high and low
concentrations of deuterium. Then for all grid points and all
channels, i.e all transverse planes, construct a variance vector
describing the variance of the detector counts as a function
of energy channel S(E). Then as δ′ in (28) is proportional to
the standard deviation then one could choose the beam energy
time function in the following way:

t(E) = k
√

S(E) (30)

k is chosen so that t(E) fulfill following criteria
∫ E1

E0

t(E)dE = T2 = T − T1 (31)

This would reduce the absolute confidence intervals for large
concentrations. In figure 2 one can see how the absolute
confidence intervals increases with concentration, choosing
t(E) as in equation (30) would prevent this. T is the total
time of analysis and T1 is time of the first phase. One could
determine T1 if the total beam flux per unit area are held equal
for analysis or phase 1 and 2. This yields two equations:

T1

b1
=

T2

b2
(32)

T = T1 + T2 (33)
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Where b1 and b2 are the total scanned area for corresponding
to the first and the second phase. Expressed by only T1 and
T one would get:

T1 =
T

1 + b2
b1

(34)

However this formula is not always optimal, one could just
set T1 significantly smaller than T2 but large enough to give
an estimate of deuterium abundances.

VII. CONCLUSION

Not only do diverse methods of visualizing the counting
statistics make the result of NRA more informative, it can also
give a better understanding of optimizing detector settings,
which are crucial in both finding and precisely quantifying
deuterium abundances. Future improvements in visualization
techniques of counting statistics would include to automati-
cally isolate inhomogeneities in detector data.
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Modellering av radiovågsabsorbtion i fusionplasma
Raymond Dawoid

Abstract—I detta arbete har ett uppvärmningsscenario av
fusionsplasma studerats med hjälp av en finita element modell.
Mer specifikt undersöktes hur radiovågor absorberas i ett
plasma som består av tre jonslag av typen väte, deuterium och
helium-3.

Genom att justera densiteten av dessa joner går det att
indirekt kontrollera hur effektiv uppvärmningen blir genom
att utnyttja polariseringen hos elektriska fältet. Därför har två
serier av skannar använts till att analysera polarisationen och
vågabsorbtionen.

Den mest optimala uppvärmningen sker då jon-
koncentrationerna är X[1H] = 77%, X[2H] = 22, 2%
samt X[3He] = 0, 4%. Den relativa absorbtionen för helium-3
är 66, 6% och för elektron Landau dämpningen är den 32, 52%.
Deuterium, modkonverteringslagren och väggarna i reaktorn
absorberar cirka 0, 88% av den totala vågenergin.

Plasma uppvärmning med 3 joner är en robust
modell eftersom den relativa absorbtionen för samtliga
absorbtionsmekanismer ändras ytterst lite för små justeringar
av jonkoncentrationerna. Modellens stabilitet kan göra den
användbar i kommande fusionsprojekt som ITER.

I. INTRODUKTION

ENERGIBEHOVET har under senare år ökat allt snabbare
i takt med att fler länder utvecklas och industrialiseras.

Användningen av fossila bränslen utgör inte bara ett hot
mot miljön men också mot vår framtid. Detta har därför väckt
debatter gällande hur energin bör produceras. Målet är att
kunna producera elektrisk energi med en energikälla som är
miljövänlig, hållbar och som utgör en energimässig fördel [1].

Fusion mellan deuterium och tritium kan tänkas vara lös-
ningen till detta framtidsmål då det inte genererar utsläpp av
växthusgaser och kräver relativt lite bränsle för att producera
stora mängder energi. Tillgången till bränslet är nästintill
outtömligt då deuterium, D (2H) kan utvinnas från havsvatten
medan tritium kan utvinnas från Litium.

Den viktigaste fusionsreaktionen man vill utnyttja för att
producera elektrisk energi är den mellan deuterium (D) och
tritium (T) [1] vars uttryck ges av

D + T → α+ n+ 17, 6MeV. (1)

Genom att låta deuterium och tritium, T (3H) fusionera
bildas en heliumkärna samt en neutron. Samtidigt frigörs en
kinetisk energi på 17,6 MeV som delas mellan neutronen och
heliumkärnan (3,5 MeV). Neutronen utgör cirka 14,1 MeV av
den totala energin som frigörs under reaktionen [1], [2].

För att två partiklar ska kollidera och genomgå fusion
krävs att de har tillräckligt hög energi för att överkomma den
Coulombkraft som repellerar partiklarna. Denna förutsättning
kräver energier kring 10 keV, vilket motsvarar en temperatur
på cirka 116 miljoner Kelvin. På grund av den höga temper-
aturen tenderar det bli svårt att innesluta plasma i en reaktor.

ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor)

är en försöksanläggning som är under konstruktion i södra
Frankrike. ITER är en reaktor av typen tokamak, dvs. kon-
struktionen utgör formen av en torusring där plasmat är tänkt
att värmas upp [3].

Vad som kan inträffa när man försöker värma upp plasma
är att den blir så varm att det blir svårt att hålla den borta
från reaktorns väggar. En teknisk utmaning har därför varit
att uppfinna fysikaliska lösningar till att hålla plasmat borta
från dessa väggar. En av dessa lösningar går ut på att använda
supraledande spolar som lindas polodialt kring toruskammaren
med jämna mellanrum. Dessa spolar har förmågan att skapa
väldigt starka magnetfält som kan hålla plasmat borta från
väggarna. De laddade partiklarna "binder sig" till magnetfältet
genom Lorentz-kraften

Fj = qj(vj ×B), (2)

för en partikel av typen j. qj är partikel laddningen, vj

är partikelns hastighet och B är det externa magnetfältet
(toroidala fältet). Denna kraft får partiklarna att gyrera kring
magnetfältslinjerna och kan på så sätt hålla plasmat borta från
reaktorväggarna.

För att göra produktionen av fusionsenergi möjlig krävs
också att plasmat behåller sin höga temperatur. Till ITER-
projektet har man därför utvecklat fyra uppvärmningsmekanis-
mer [3], [4] som är tänkta att komplettera varandra gällande
plasmauppvärmningen. Den första mekanismen; ohmsk upp-
värmning, utnyttjar att plasma består av positivt och negativt
laddade partiklar dvs. joner och elektroner. Genom att inducera
en ström i plasmat kommer värme att genereras på grund av
plasmats resistans. Den andra tekniken för uppvärmning av
plasma är "Neutral Beam Injection" (NBI). Deuterium- och
tritiumatomer utnyttjas genom att låta dessa accelereras för att
därefter kollidera med bakgrundsplasmat. Atomerna joniseras
när de väl är inne i plasmaringen, därefter bromsas jonerna
upp och kinetiska energin övergår till plasmat i form av värme.
Den tredje uppvärmningsmekanismen är "Ion Cyclotron Reso-
nance Heating" (ICRH). Här används elektromagnetiska vågor
(typiskt 25-55MHz) genom att utnyttja ett elektriskt fält som
får jonerna att accelerera. När radiovågen når cyklotronre-
sonansen så kan den ge vågenergi till de resonanta jonerna
som då accelereras till höga hastigheter. De snabba jonerna
kolliderar sedan med de termiska partiklarna som därmed
värmer plasmat.

Denna rapport avser att skapa en ökad förståelse för hur
elektromagnetiska vågor interagerar med plasma och interak-
tionen mellan olika jonkoncentrationer. Den är också menad
att ge en analys av hur dessa vågors polarisation kan bidra till
plasmauppvärming.
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II. TEORI

För att förstå fysiken bakom ICRH och hur radiovågor
används för att externt bidra med uppvärmningen av plasmat
krävs att vågekvationen och den dielektriska responstensorn
studeras.

Tensorn beskriver hur elektromagnetiska vågor växelverkar
med plasma. Orsaken är att plasma kan ses som ett dispersivt
medium som ger olika respons beroende på den infallande
EM-vågens (elektromagnetiska) frekvens, våglängd och rikt-
ning i plasmat. Därför har också de komponenter som bygger
upp tensorn studerats.

Eftersom ICRH utnyttjar radiovågens elektriska komponen-
ter vid uppvärmningen av plasmat är det naturligt att först
härleda vågekvationen för det elektriska fältet.

A. Härledning av vågekvationen för elektriska fältet

Maxwells ekvationer ges av

∇×B = µ0J+
1

c2
∂E

∂t
(3)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(4)

∇ ·B = 0 (5)

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε0
(6)

Ekv. (3) och (4) är Ampéres lag respektive Faradays lag.
Genom att ta rotationen av ekv. (4) och utnyttja ekv. (3), erhålls
följande uttryck

∇×∇×E+
1

c2
∂2E

∂t2
+ µ0

∂J

∂t
= 0. (7)

För tidsharmoniska vågor så kan man Fouriertransformera ekv.
(7). Då övergår tidsderivatorna till ω, som är radiovågens
vinkelfrekvens

∂

∂t
→ −iω (8)

∂2

∂t2
→ −ω2 (9)

Ohms lag och permeabiliteten i vakuum kan uttryckas

J = σE (10)

µ0 =
1

ε0c2
(11)

Ekv. (8-11) substitueras i ekv. (7) vilket slutligen ger vågek-
vationen på formen

∇×∇×E− ω2

c2

(
1+

i

ωε0
σ
)
E = 0 (12)

där 1 är identitetstensorn och σ är en tensor av rank 2
som beskriver konduktiviteten i plasmat. Ekv. (12) kan mer
kompakt skrivas

∇×∇×E− ω2

c2
KE = 0 (13)

Denna form av vågekvationen kan användas för att simulera
effektöverföringen från radiovågen till de resonanta jonerna. I
sektion III beskrivs en COMSOL modell för ekv. (13). Om vi
jämför termerna i ekv. (12) med de i (13) ser vi att

K =
(
1+

i

ωε0
σ
)

(14)

som är den dielektriska responstensorn. Dielektricitettensorns
fysikaliska betydelse grundar sig på den respons som fås när
en elektromagnetisk våg propagerar i ett anisotropt medium.

B. Den kalla plasma modellen

För att kunna beskriva plasmaresponsen behövs en annan
tensor än (14) eftersom den inte innehåller någon fysik modell.
För att kunna optimera plasmats egenskaper utgår vi därför
från den kalla plasmatensorn [5] som ges av

K =




S −iD 0
iD S 0
0 0 P




Detta är den kalla plasma modellen. S, D och P är funktioner
som spelar en central roll i optimeringen av plasmats egen-
skaper. S, D och P ges av

S = 1−
∑
j

ω2
pj

ω2 − ω2
cj

(15)

D =
∑
j

ωcj

ω

ω2
pj

(ω2 − ω2
cj)

(16)

P = 1−
∑
j

ω2
pj

ω2
(17)

där j är alla laddade partikelslagen som finns i plasmat.
Tensorns underliggande funktioner, ω, ωpj och ωcj uttrycks

ω = 2πf (18)

ω2
pj =

njq
2
j

mjε0
(19)

ωcj =
qjB

mj
(20)

där ω är radiovågens vinkelfrekvens med vilket den oscillerar.
ωpj är plasma frekvensen och ωcj är jonernas gyrofrekvens.
De underliggande parametrarna är; nj som är partikeltätheten,
qj är partikelladdningen och mj är partikelmassan.

I den kalla plasma modellen bortser man från alla termiska
effekter, t.ex. kollisionsfrekvensen hos partiklarna samt den
termiska hastigheten som egentligen existerar i ett verkligt
uppvärmningscenario.

Plasmat är kvasi-neutralt vilket betyder att den i helhet
är elektiskt neutral eftersom jon- och elektrondensiteten är
lika stor. Plasmafrekvensen, ωpj , är därför en karakteristisk
frekvens i plasmat.

Det toroidala magnetfältet som bildas i torusringen gör att
partiklarna binder sig till fältet så att den slumpmässigt kao-
tiska rörelsen delvis upphör. Genom Lorentz-kraften kommer
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joner och elektroner att gyrera kring magnetfältslinjerna med
en frekvens som kallas cyklotronfrekvensen, ωcj . Fig 1 ger
exempel på hur en gyrobana kan se ut.

Fig. 1. En partikelbana kring en magnetfältslinje

C. Den varma plasma modellen

För att kunna modellera absorbtionen av vågenergin behövs
den varma plasmamodellen. Detta innebär att den kalla plasma
modellen behöver justeras. Ekvationerna (15) och (16) inklud-
erar den gemensamma faktorn

1

ω2 − ω2
cj

=
1

(ω − ωcj)(ω + ωcj)
(21)

När partiklar rör på sig modifieras deras respons genom att de
uppfattar en Dopplerskiftad frekvens. Genom dispersionsrela-
tionen kan denna Dopplerskift uttryckas

ωdoppler = ω + vk// (22)

där k// är vågvektorns komponent parallellt med det toroidala
magnetfältet B och v är partiklarnas hastighet parallellt med
B. Ett medelvärde för partiklarnas totala hastighet bildar den
termiska hastigheten och därför ersätts v med vth.

Från ekv. (21) gör vi en medelvärdesbildning av faktorn
1/(ω − ωcj) och substituerar in ekv. (22) så att

1

ω − ωcj
→ −

〈
1

ωdoppler − ωcj

〉
= − 1

k//vth
Z(ζ) (23)

där Z(ζ) är ’Plasma dispersion function’ [5], [6], eller Z-
funktionen och ζ =

ω−ωcj

k//vth
. För att möjliggöra tillämpningen

av Z-funktionen i MATLAB utnyttjas dess definition

Z(ζ) =
1√
π

∫ ∞

−∞

e−t2

t− ζ
dt (24)

= e−ζ2

(
i
√
π − 2

∫ ζ

0

ex
2

dx

)
(25)

Genom ekv. (23) erhålls nu nya uttryck för tensorkomponen-
terna S och D. Dessa uttryck representerar den varma plasma
modellen och ges av

S = 1 +
∑
j

1

k//vth
Z(ζ)

ω2
pj

ω + ωcj
, (26)

D = −
∑
j

1

k//vth
Z(ζ)

ωcj

ω

ω2
pj

(ω + ωcj)
. (27)

Detta är övergången från den kalla till den varma plasma
modellen och som inkluderar partiklarnas termiska hastighet.

D. Den elektromagnetiska polariseringen

De radiovågor som propagerar i plasmat kan beskrivas som
en summa av två cirkulär polariserade vågor, samt en mycket
svag komponent längs magnetfältet. Med en cirkulärpolaris-
erad EM-våg menas att det elektriska fältet roterar kring sin
rätlinjiga riktningsaxel. Eftersom ett elektriskt fält tenderar
att accelerera laddade partiklar så utgör polariseringen en
viktig grund i uppvärmningen av plasmat. Anledningen är att
resonanser av de olika jonslagen kan uppstå i plasmat när
vågens vinkelfrekvens sammanfaller med cyklotronfrekvensen
(gyrofrekvensen). Det är delvis detta som ger upphov till
uppvärmningen av plasmat eftersom jonerna då kan accelerera.

Fig. 2. Ett vänstercirkulär polariserat fält (vänster bild) och högercirkulär
polariserat fält (höger bild). Notera att vågfälten propagerar i samma riktning
dvs. längs den toroidala magnetfältsriktningen.

Den höger- och vänstercirkulär polariserade vågen kan utt-
ryckas

E+ =
1

2
(Ex + iEy) (28)

E− =
1

2
(Ex − iEy) (29)

Jonerna roterar kring magnetfältslinjerna och eftersom dessa
partiklar erhåller samma orientering som en högercirkulär
polariserad våg betyder det att E+ kan ge upphov till en
potentiell jonacceleration. I analogi med detta innebär det att
E− står för den potentiella elektronaccelerationen, dvs. den
vänstercirkulär polariserade vågen och elektronerna roterar åt
samma håll.

Normalt sett vill man ha så hög
∣∣∣E+

E−

∣∣∣ som möjligt, dvs. så
stor andel E+ som möjligt. Anledningen är att man vill att
jonerna styr absorbtionen. Hur stark absorbtionen blir beror
till stor del på plasmats egenskaper men också på förhållandet
mellan jondensiteterna. En justering av dessa koncentrationer
är därför väsentlig för att hitta en optimal uppvärmning.
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E. Uppvärming med 1 jonslag

För att förstå absorbtionen är det naturligt att studera
hur jonkoncentrationerna förhåller sig till vågens polarisation.
Anledningen är att polarisationen bestämmer vilka partiklar
som kan accelerera för att värma upp plasmat. Genom att
variera densiteten av ett jonslag kan man kontrollera polaris-
eringen. På grund av problemets komplexitet går det inte på
förhand att bestämma exakt hur polariseringen ändras. Därför
måste jonkocentrationerna justeras så att variationen påverkar
polariseringen av minoritetsjonslaget. Hur jonkoncentrationen
ändras beskrivs i sektion IV, Resultat.

För att förstå 3-jon fysiken behandlas två enklare fall av
problemet. I det första fallet studeras ett plasma som består av
ett jonslag, låt oss kalla detta jonslag för ’A’. Polarisationen
för A kan approximeras av [7]

∣∣∣∣
E+

E−

∣∣∣∣ ∼
∣∣∣∣
ω − ωcA

ω + ωcA

∣∣∣∣ (30)

När ω = ωcA då är E+ ≈ 0 och jonerna kan ej accelerera dvs.
plasmauppvärmning med ett jonslag är inte möjlig, se Fig 3.

Fig. 3. Polarisationen för ett plasma av ett jonslag A. Eftersom E+ inte har
någon inverkan på jonerna blir följden att dessa inte kan absorbera vågenergi.

F. Uppvärmning med 2 jonslag

I det andra fallet studerar vi ett plasma av två jonslag som vi
kallar ’B’ och ’C’. Polarisationsförhållandet för detta plasma
kan skrivas [7]

∣∣∣∣
E+

E−

∣∣∣∣ ∼
∣∣ω − ωcB

∣∣∣∣ω − ωcC

∣∣∣∣ω − ωcCutoff

∣∣ (31)

I analogi med tidigare blir det även här inte möjligt att värma
ett plasma med 2 jonslag eftersom polarisationen är svag vid
resonanserna för B och C, se ekv. (34) och jämför med Fig
4. Dock finns ett litet intervall mellan dessa resonanser där
E+ är som starkast. Den rödstreckade linjen i Fig 4 motsvarar
en asymptot till polarisationskurvan och markerar en ’cutoff’
dvs. där den vänstercirkulär polariserade vågen, E−, är som
svagast.

Idén med 3-jon uppvärmningen är att utnyttja ett tredje
jonslag så nära cutoff som möjligt, låt oss kalla detta jonslag
för ’D’. Genom att låta ωcD = ωcCutoff kan en bra polar-
isation hos D erhållas. Endast en mycket liten koncentration
av D används här och kan justeras för att hitta en optimal
polarisering. När detta inträffar kan D absorbera vågenergin
som bäst.

Ett annat sätt att få bra polarisation är att variera koncen-
trationerna av B och C. Vad som då händer är att ωcCutoff

förskjuts längs med axeln för vinkelfrekvens dvs. den anpassas
till ωcD så att den bästa polariseringen kan erhållas.

Metoden för uppvärmning av plasma med 3 jonslag in-
troducerades först av Kazakov et al [8]. I hans studie har
han också studerat metoden genom att använda beryllium
som minorotetsjonslag i ett DT plasma [9], som kan vara
användbart för ITER [10]

Fig. 4. E+/E− för ett plasma med två jonslag. Ingen uppvärmning sker i
ω = ωcB och ω = ωcC på grund av att E+ = 0 i dessa positioner. Genom
att introducera ett jonslag D i ’cutoff’, den rödstreckade linjen, går det att
öka och sänka polariseringen längs denna linje.

Notera att graferna i Fig 3 och 4 endast är grova app-
roximationer av kurvkarakteristiken hos polariseringen och
används enbart för att illustrera de två nämnda fallen.

G. Modkonvertering

Ett vanligt förekommande fenomen inom radiovågs-
uppvärmning i plasma är att EM-vågens våglängd tenderar att
ändras på grund av de anisotropa egenskaperna hos mediet,
ett fenomen som kallas modkonvertering. I vår modell dyker
modkonverteringen upp i form av två lager som sträcker sig
vertikalt i plasmaregionen. Det första lagret är positionerat på
helium-3 resonansen men är väldigt svagt i förhållande till det
andra lagret som ligger mellan D och He-3 resonanserna.

H. Plasmats absorbtionsmekanismer

Hur effektiv plasmauppvämningen blir beror till stor del på
vilka joner som används i plasmat eftersom olika cyklotron-
resonanser framkommer för olika jonslag.

För uppvärmningsmekanismen ICRH är det jonerna som
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står för majoriteten av den totala vågabsorbtionen, men det
förekommer även att elektronerna absorberar energi. I vår
modell är elektron Landau dämpningen (ELD) en kandidat till
uppvämningen. Den har introducerats som en artificiell dämp-
ning som är menad att motsvara de elektroner som absorberar
energi i ett verkligt uppvärmningsscenario. Beroende på kon-
figurationen kan förekomsten av modkonverteringsfenomen
också påverka absorbtionen av vågenergi. Modkonvertering
konverterar vågenergi till en annan våg, som kan absorberas
av elektronerna. I vår modell är dock modkonverteringsab-
sorbtionen också artificiell. Reaktorväggen är också en möjlig
kandidat för absorbtion även om den i praktiken är relativt
liten i förhållande till joneras och elektroneras absorbtion.

III. METOD

I detta arbete har två datorprogram använts: MATLAB och
COMSOL Multiphysics. Modelleringen är indelad i två delar
som dels består av ett förberedande arbete i MATLAB, där
tensorkomponenterna S, D och P programmeras med hänsyn
till Z-funktionen.

För att lösa ekv. (13), används programmet COMSOL
Multiphysics [11], som är ett verktyg för modellering och
simulering. COMSOL är baserad på finita element metoden
(FEM) som är en numerisk metod till att lösa partiella differ-
entialekvationer. Den aktuella modellen som studeras utnyttjar
FEM i kombination med en grid, som är ett beräkningsnät som
täcker området som ska analyseras.

Genom att producera en geometrisk modell för toka-
makreaktorn blir det möjligt att noggrannt simulera plasma-
uppvärmningen för att bland annat se var i kammaren vågab-
sorbtionen äger rum. Fig 5 visar den använda modellen av
tokamak profilen med namn på de delar som berör modell-
eringen. För att kunna studera fysiken i modellen intro-
duceras en ’cutline’. Beräkningar görs längs denna linje vilket
möjliggör analysen av polarisationen och den effekt som joner
absorberar från radiovågen.

Den del av reaktorn som är av intresse är främst plasma
domänen eftersom absorbtionen är önskvärd i centrum av
denna region. Andra viktiga domäner är antennen och de
områden i reaktorkammaren där modkonverteringsfenomenet
äger rum. Dessa domäner kräver en grid med hög täthet,
dvs. antal gridelement per ytenhet. Antal frihetsgrader som
användes i den aktuella modellen bestämdes till cirka 2,7
miljoner. Detta visar sig tillräckligt för att lösa upp vågfältet
i de domäner som kräver hög upplösning. Fig 6 illustrerar en
visuell genomskärning av tokamak-modellen med en triangulär
grid applicerad på den.

IV. RESULTAT

Den varma plasmamodellen som beskrevs i sektion II, Teori,
har använts till att studera uppvärmning med tre jonslag. I
studien har vi först studerat en simulering i detalj för att se
hur fysiken förhåller sig till teorin. Vidare har två serier av
simuleringar gjorts för att undersöka hur absorbtionen ändras
när koncentrationerna av de tre jonslagen varierar. I den första
serien har väte- och deuteriumdensiteten justerats och i den
andra serien har helium-3 densiteten varierat.

Fig. 5. En geometrisk modell av tokamak reaktorn.

Fig. 6. En 2D-grid av tokamak profilen som anpassas med en tätare grid kring
antennen och längs de vertikala regionerna där modkonverteringen verkar.

A. Studie A

Alla grafer som nämns i denna sektion motsvarar ett stick-
prov ur en uppsättning jonkoncentrationer: X(H) = 78%,
X(D) = 21% och X(3He) = 0, 5%. Andelen joner, av
ett jonslag ’j’, är i förhållande till totala antalet elektroner
i plasmat. Jonkoncentrationen definieras därför enligt:

X[j] =
#joner

#elektroner

För samtliga simuleringar i denna rapoprt har konvergensen
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TABELL I
PARAMETRAR SOM ANVÄNTS FÖR SIMULERINGAR I DETTA PROJEKT

Parameter Värde Beskrivning
B0 3.1 [T] Toroidalt magnetfält
R 3 [m] Toroidal radie
r 1 [m] Poloidal radie
n 25 Radiovågens toroidala modtal
ne 4.5 ∗ 1019 [m−3] Elektrontäthet
T0 4.2 ∗ 103 [eV] Plasmats temperatur
ε0 8.854 ∗ 10−12 [ As

V m
] Permittiviteten i vakuum

u 1.66054 ∗ 10−27 [Kg] Atomära massenheten
me 9.10938 ∗ 10−31 [Kg] Elektronmassa
e 1.602 ∗ 10−19 [C] Elektronladdning
kB 8.61734 ∗ 10−5 [ eV

K
] Boltzmanns konstant

vth - [m
s

] Termisk hastighet
λ//

2πR
n

[m] Parallell våglängd
k//

2π
λ//

[ rad
m

] Parallell vågvektor

f 32.5 ∗ 106 [s−1] Radiovågens frekvens
ω 2πf Radiovågens vinkelfrekvens

verifierats genom att studera både de elektriska fältkomponen-
terna och absorptionen (se t.ex. Fig 11-14). En effekt som kan
skapa problem med konvergensen är att modkonverterings-
lagret förskjuts när jonkoncentrationerna ändras. Därmed
måste gridden anpassas för varje simulering så att den sam-
manfaller med modkonverteringslagret.

Fig 7 illustrerar kurvor som motsvarar jonernas cyklotron-
frekvenser. Jonresonanserna uppkommer där kurvorna skär
den rödstreckade linjen som motsvarar radiovågens konstanta
vinkelfrekvens. Rent fysikaliskt betyder det att jonernas gy-
rofrekvens sammanfaller med vågens frekvens vilket är en
förutsättning för att jonerna ska kunna accelerera och värma
upp plasmat. Ekv. (20) och nödvändiga parametrar ur Tabell
I har använts till att producera dessa kurvor.

Fig 8 och 9 visar komponenterna till den dielektriska
responstensorn. Notera att P inte visas här eftersom den inte
inkluderar Z-funktionen (P är konstant m.a.p radie) och har
större amplitud. Komponenten D har studerats genom att plotta
-D (Fig 9) för att enkelt kunna jämföras med S i Fig 8. Ekv.
(24) och (25) har tillsammans med parametrar från Tabell I
använts till att plotta S och D i Fig 8 respektive Fig 9.

Eftersom ett modkonverteringslager kan påverka absorbtio-
nen för ett jonslag är det viktigt att veta var den är positionerad
som ett stöd till analysen. Därför har S−n2

// plottats, se Fig 10.
Kurvan skär r-axeln två gånger lokalt i ett litet delintervall där
positionen för första skärningen är r ≈ 2.93 dvs. på helium-3
resonansen.

De grafer som dels illustrerar tokamak geometrin och som
motsvarar Fig 11-14 är resultaten från simuleringen i COM-
SOL. De parametrar som simulerats är elektriska fältets φ-
komponent, de höger- och vänstercirkulär polariserade kom-
ponenterna E+ och E− samt den totala absorbtionen från alla
dämpningsmekanismer.

B. Studie B

Denna studie syftar dels till att verifiera 3-jon fysiken
genom att justera densiteten av väte och deuterium för att
se hur cutoffen förflyttas. På så sätt går det att tydligt se
hur E+ och den totala absorbtionen förhåller sig till denna

Fig. 7. Positionerna för cyklotronresonanserna, markerade med en ring, erhålls
från skärningspunkterna mellan kurvorna ωcj(r) och ω.

Fig. 8. Tensorkomponent S som funktion av radie

densitetsjustering. Densiteten har justerats så att vätekoncen-
trationen varierat mellan X[H] = 70 − 83% i steg om
+1 procentenhet. Deuteriumkoncentrationen har varierat enligt
X[D] = 29.20− 16.20% i steg om −1 procentenhet. Helium-
3 koncentrationen har fixerats till X[3He] = 0.4%. Dessa
koncentrationer har justerats så att totala tätheten inte ändrats.

För varje skann har absorbtionseffekten för helium-3, deu-
terium och totala effekten för alla absorbtionsmekanismer
beräknats i COMSOL.

Fig 17 visar den relativa absorbtionen hos helium-3, elek-
tron Landau dämpningen samt resterande absorbtionsmekanis-
mer (deuterium, modkonverteringslagren och reaktorväggar).

För den optimala vätekoncentrationen är den relativa ab-
sorbtionen 66.6% för helium-3, 32.52% för ELD samt 0.88%
för resterande absorbtionsmekanismer.

För varje skann har också E+ och den totala absorbtionen
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TABELL I
PARAMETRAR SOM ANVÄNTS FÖR SIMULERINGAR I DETTA PROJEKT

Parameter Värde Beskrivning
B0 3.1 [T] Toroidalt magnetfält
R 3 [m] Toroidal radie
r 1 [m] Poloidal radie
n 25 Radiovågens toroidala modtal
ne 4.5 ∗ 1019 [m−3] Elektrontäthet
T0 4.2 ∗ 103 [eV] Plasmats temperatur
ε0 8.854 ∗ 10−12 [ As

V m
] Permittiviteten i vakuum

u 1.66054 ∗ 10−27 [Kg] Atomära massenheten
me 9.10938 ∗ 10−31 [Kg] Elektronmassa
e 1.602 ∗ 10−19 [C] Elektronladdning
kB 8.61734 ∗ 10−5 [ eV

K
] Boltzmanns konstant

vth - [m
s

] Termisk hastighet
λ//

2πR
n

[m] Parallell våglängd
k//

2π
λ//

[ rad
m

] Parallell vågvektor

f 32.5 ∗ 106 [s−1] Radiovågens frekvens
ω 2πf Radiovågens vinkelfrekvens

verifierats genom att studera både de elektriska fältkomponen-
terna och absorptionen (se t.ex. Fig 11-14). En effekt som kan
skapa problem med konvergensen är att modkonverterings-
lagret förskjuts när jonkoncentrationerna ändras. Därmed
måste gridden anpassas för varje simulering så att den sam-
manfaller med modkonverteringslagret.

Fig 7 illustrerar kurvor som motsvarar jonernas cyklotron-
frekvenser. Jonresonanserna uppkommer där kurvorna skär
den rödstreckade linjen som motsvarar radiovågens konstanta
vinkelfrekvens. Rent fysikaliskt betyder det att jonernas gy-
rofrekvens sammanfaller med vågens frekvens vilket är en
förutsättning för att jonerna ska kunna accelerera och värma
upp plasmat. Ekv. (20) och nödvändiga parametrar ur Tabell
I har använts till att producera dessa kurvor.

Fig 8 och 9 visar komponenterna till den dielektriska
responstensorn. Notera att P inte visas här eftersom den inte
inkluderar Z-funktionen (P är konstant m.a.p radie) och har
större amplitud. Komponenten D har studerats genom att plotta
-D (Fig 9) för att enkelt kunna jämföras med S i Fig 8. Ekv.
(24) och (25) har tillsammans med parametrar från Tabell I
använts till att plotta S och D i Fig 8 respektive Fig 9.

Eftersom ett modkonverteringslager kan påverka absorbtio-
nen för ett jonslag är det viktigt att veta var den är positionerad
som ett stöd till analysen. Därför har S−n2

// plottats, se Fig 10.
Kurvan skär r-axeln två gånger lokalt i ett litet delintervall där
positionen för första skärningen är r ≈ 2.93 dvs. på helium-3
resonansen.

De grafer som dels illustrerar tokamak geometrin och som
motsvarar Fig 11-14 är resultaten från simuleringen i COM-
SOL. De parametrar som simulerats är elektriska fältets φ-
komponent, de höger- och vänstercirkulär polariserade kom-
ponenterna E+ och E− samt den totala absorbtionen från alla
dämpningsmekanismer.

B. Studie B

Denna studie syftar dels till att verifiera 3-jon fysiken
genom att justera densiteten av väte och deuterium för att
se hur cutoffen förflyttas. På så sätt går det att tydligt se
hur E+ och den totala absorbtionen förhåller sig till denna

Fig. 7. Positionerna för cyklotronresonanserna, markerade med en ring, erhålls
från skärningspunkterna mellan kurvorna ωcj(r) och ω.

Fig. 8. Tensorkomponent S som funktion av radie

densitetsjustering. Densiteten har justerats så att vätekoncen-
trationen varierat mellan X[H] = 70 − 83% i steg om
+1 procentenhet. Deuteriumkoncentrationen har varierat enligt
X[D] = 29.20− 16.20% i steg om −1 procentenhet. Helium-
3 koncentrationen har fixerats till X[3He] = 0.4%. Dessa
koncentrationer har justerats så att totala tätheten inte ändrats.

För varje skann har absorbtionseffekten för helium-3, deu-
terium och totala effekten för alla absorbtionsmekanismer
beräknats i COMSOL.

Fig 17 visar den relativa absorbtionen hos helium-3, elek-
tron Landau dämpningen samt resterande absorbtionsmekanis-
mer (deuterium, modkonverteringslagren och reaktorväggar).

För den optimala vätekoncentrationen är den relativa ab-
sorbtionen 66.6% för helium-3, 32.52% för ELD samt 0.88%
för resterande absorbtionsmekanismer.

För varje skann har också E+ och den totala absorbtionen
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Fig. 9. Tensorkomponent -D som funktion av radie

Fig. 10. Notera kurvans skärning med r-axeln, detta nollställe ger indikation
på var modkonverteringen verkar; där r = 2.93m

observerats och ritats i två separata grafer för att verifiera
modellen med teorin i sektion II. Fig 15 och 16 representerar
dessa grafer.

Den optimala uppvärmningen sker då förhållandet mellan
jonkoncentrationerna är: X[H] = 77%, X[D] = 22.2% och
X[3He] = 0.4%.

C. Studie C

Precis som för Studie B studeras här E+ och den to-
tala absorbtionen som funktion av varierad heliumkoncentra-
tion. Skillnaden här är att heliumdensiteten varieras enligt
X(He3) = 0.1 − 1% för att hitta ett maxima där den
relativa heliumabsorbtionen är som störst. Dock har endast
udda värden använts i graferna för en enklare analys av
koncentrationsberoendet. Fig 19 och 20 illustrerar resultatet
av E+ och totala absorbtionen. För den optimala helium-3

Fig. 11. Elektriska fältets φ - komponent, Eφ

koncentrationen erhålls ett resultat för en relativ absorbtion på
65% för helium-3 och 34% för ELD. Deuterium, de två mod-
koverteringslagren och reaktorväggar absorberar endast 1% av
vågenergin. Fig 21 visar resultatet av denna undersökning.
Alla värden som motsvaras av maximat till relativa helium-
3 absorbtionen är giltiga då jondensiteten är X[H] = 78.1%,
X[D] = 21.1% samt X[3He] = 0.4%.

V. DISKUSSION

A. Analys A

Samtliga grafer ger värdefull information om jonresonansen
och fysiken bakom plasmauppvärmningen.

Fig 7 visar positionerna för cyklotronresonanserna. Dessa
positioner kan förflyttas i radiell led och beror på två
fysikaliska parametrar; den exiterade vågens frekvens f och
den toroidala magnetfältsstyrkan B (se ekv. (20)). I praktiken
är dessa parametrar avgörande för att justera positionen hos
absorbtionen till centrum av reaktorkammaren [12]. Vidare
noteras att väteresonansen ligger utanför plasmaregionen (r ≈
4.4) vilket innebär att väte ej har möjlighet att absorbera
vågenergin. Deuterium resonansen är positionerad i r ≈ 2.2
till vänster om andra modkonverteringslagret. Detta visar sig
vara en fördel eftersom detta lager reflekterar en stor del
av den totala vågenergin till helium-3. Nästan ingen energi
når fram till deuterium resonansen. Helium-3 resonansen är
positionerad i r ≈ 2.93 vilket är nära centrum av plasmare-
gionen. Som tidigare nämnt är detta önskbart eftersom man
i praktiken vill ha en central uppvärmning vilket innebär att
all absorbtion helst ska fokuseras i en och samma punkt för
effektiv plasmauppvärmning [10].
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Fig. 12. Elektriska fältets högercirkulär polariserade komponent, E+. Den
röda linjen indikerar var helium-3 resonansen är positionerad: r = 2.93

I Fig 8 och 9 syns rödstreckade kurvor i positionerna för
deuterium och helium-3 resonanserna. Dessa kurvor beskriver
plasmats absobtivitet, dvs. förmågan att absorbera vågenergi.
Dock är polariseringen (E+) väldigt svag för deuterium och
desto starkare för helium-3 vilket Fig 12 och 13 kan bekräfta.
Om samma figurer jämförs (Fig 12 och Fig 13) kan man
se att polarisationen är relativt hög i koordinaten (r, z) ≈
(3.04, 0.3) vilket indikerar på en stark helium-3 absorbtion,
Fig 14 verifierar detta. Dock är absorbtionen koncentrerad för
en liten volym i jämförelse med området mellan antenn och
första modkonverteringslagret. Där finns en annan absorbtion-
smekanism som dominerar. Det är ELD som är den artificiella
dämpningen som introducerades i sektion II. Den gör att vågen
dämpas på vägen mot det område där helium-3 verkar för
uppvärmningen. ELD absorbtionen är utspridd över ett stort
område men trots att absorbtionen per volymsenhet är liten så
är totala absorbtionen viktig.

I Fig 11 kan man se hur den elektriska fältkomponenten Eφ

exciteras från antennen och skapar vågmönster i plasmadomä-
nen. De två modkonverteringslagren urskilljer sig visuellt
ganska väl på bilden och syns som två skarpa ’färgband’
som sträcker sig vertikalt i plasmadomänen. När vågen som
exciteras propagerar mot centrum av plasma regionen kommer
nästan hela vågen att ta sig förbi första modkonverteringslagret
dvs. en relativt liten del av vågenergin reflekteras tillbaka.
Orsaken är att detta modkonverteringslager är väldigt svagt
i förhållande till det andra lagret. Då vågen når heliumreso-
nansen kommer en del av vågenergin att absorberas av heli-
umjonerna. Vågen fortsätter mot andra modkonverteringslagret
där hela vågen reflekteras tillbaka så att heliumjonerna ab-

Fig. 13. Elektriska fältets vänstercirkulär polariserade komponent, E−

sorberar vågenergi ytterligare en gång. Mindre än 1% av totala
vågenergin transmitteras vidare till deuteriumresonansen som
är lokaliserad strax efter andra lagret. Detta är den fysikaliska
tolkningen till varför helium-3 absorberar en signifikant andel
av vågenergin.

B. Analys B

Analysen av hur polariseringen och absorbtionen påverkas
när koncentrationerna av väte och deuterium varierar är
väsentlig för att förstå plasmauppvärmning med 3 joner. Fig 15
visar hur den högercirkulär polariserade vågen, E+, förhåller
sig till varierad vätekoncentration. I denna graf ser man att
polarisationen är som starkast då X[H] = 74%. Därför bör det
innebära att positionen för cutoff är r ≈ 3, 02, se Fig 15. Om
man jämför med Fig 4 i sektion II ser vi att detta återspeglar
teorin eftersom cutoffen indikerar var polariseringen är som
starkast. Absorbtionskurvorna i Fig 16 följer samma analogi.
Dock är positionen för maximat till den kurva som motsvaras
av X[H] = 75% (se Fig 16, gul kurva) ej konsistent med med
positionen till kurvan för E+ och som motsvarar X[H] = 74%
(se Fig 15, rosa kurva). För E+ är maximat positionerat i
r ≈ 3.02 medan det för absorbtionsmaximat är r ≈ 3.005.
Orsaken är att dämpningen som helium-3 jonerna utgör är
positionerad i r ≈ 2, 93 och där är polarisationen dålig relativt
positionen för maximat till E+, jämför med Fig 8, 15 och 16.

Fig 17 illustrerar den relativa absorbtionen för de tre dämp-
ningsmekanismerna som delar på den totala vågabsorbtionen.
Samtliga kurvor är som synes osymmetriska relativt den
utmarkerade vertikalen vilket innebär att absorbtionsändringen
ändras olika snabbt beroende på om man ökar eller sänker
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Fig. 14. Den totala absorbtionen från alla joner och elektroner.

Fig. 15. Studie B: E+ för varierad väte koncentration

vätekoncentrationen relativt X[H] = 77%. Helium-3 absorb-
tionen har ett maximum som motsvarar 66, 6% av den totala
absorbtionen, se Fig 18. Antag att vi sänker vätekoncentra-
tionen med -2 procentenheter, dvs. så att X[H] = 75%. Då
sjunker den relativa heliumabsorbtionen med -1.8 procenten-
heter. Om vi istället ökar densiteten med +2 procentenheter
kommer relativa heliumabsorbtionen att sjunka med -3 pro-
centenheter, jämför med de utmarkerade koordinaterna i Fig
18.

C. Analys C

I den andra serien av simuleringar analyseras hur E+ samt
den totala absorbtionen förhåller sig till varierad helium-3
koncentration. Fig 19 visar hur den högercirkulär polariserade

Fig. 16. Studie B: Den totala absorbtionen för varierad väte koncentration

Fig. 17. Studie B: Den relativa helium-3 och ELD absorbtionen som funktion
av vätekoncentrationen. Resterande absorbtionsmekanismer som deuterium,
modkonverteringslagren och reaktorväggar utgör en väldigt liten del av totala
absorbtionen.

vågen till elektriska fältet varierar när X[3He] varieras. Den
rosa kurvan som motvarar X[3He] ≈ 0, 9% har ett högt maxi-
mum som skilljer sig från övriga kurvors amplitud. Positionen
för detta maxium är r ≈ 3, 04 dvs. cutoffen erhåller samma
position.

Fig 20 visar motsvarande (till E+) absorbtionskurvor.
Notera att dessa kurvor varierar i amplitud samtidigt som
maximat förskjuts till vänster när helium-3 koncentrationen
minskar.

Fig 21 visar den relativa absorbtionen för helium-3, ELD
och resterande absorbtionsmekanismer. Kurvorna är osym-
metriska kring vertikalen, även här innebär det att absorb-
tionsändringen är olika stor beroende på om koncentrationen
ökas eller minskas i förhållande till X[3He] = 0, 4%. Helium-
3 absorbtionen har ett maximum som utgör 64, 6% av den
totala absorbtionen, se Fig 22. Om koncentrationen minskar
med -0,1 procentenheter, så att X[3He] = 0, 3%, då sjunker
den relativa helium-3 absorbtionen med -2,45 procentenheter.
Om densiteten istället ökar med +0,1 procentenheter, då sjuker
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Fig. 18. Studie B: Den relativa helium-3 absorbtionen

Fig. 19. Studie C: E+ för varierad He-3 koncentration

absorbtionen med -1,16 procentenheter, jämför med de ut-
markerade koordinaterna i Fig 22.

VI. SLUTSATS

Resultatet från alla simuleringar ger en kombination av en
uppsättning plasmakoncentrationer som är optimalt för uppvär-
mingen: X[H] = 77%, X[2H] = 22, 2%, X[3He] = 0, 4%.

Den analyserade modellen visar sig vara robust eftersom det
fortfarande går att värma plasmat även om koncentrationerna
varierar bort från de optimala parametrarna. Fig 18 och 22
verifierar detta genom utmarkerade koordinater som visar hur
liten absorbtionsändringen är i förhållande till maximat.

Plasmauppvärmning med 3 joner visar sig användbar pga.
den höga polarisationen som utnyttjas mellan väte och deu-
teriumresonanserna.

Modellen som har studerats är en förenklad variant av ett
verkligt uppvärmningsscenario. Temperatur och elektronden-
sitet varierar inte i rummet utan är konstanta. Trots detta
går det att analysera vågor i plasma eftersom en stor del av
fysiken fortfarande används från ett verkligt scenario. Genom

Fig. 20. Studie C: Den totala absorbtionen för varierad He-3 koncentration.
Orsaken till varför kurvornas toppar inte sammanfaller med positionen för
helium-3 resonansen är för att polariseringen inte är tillräckligt bra där (r =
2.93). Detta kan bekräftas genom att jämföra positionen med den rödstreckade
linjen i figur 12.

Fig. 21. Studie C: Den relativa helium-3 och ELD absorbtionen som
funktion av He-3 koncentrationen. Resterande absorbtionsmekanismer: deu-
terium, modkonverteringslagren samt reaktorväggar utgör endast 1% av totala
absorbtionen.

att låta temperatur och partikeldensitet variera i rummet kan
en mer verklighetsanpassad modell erhållas. Därför kan vår
modell användas för vidare studier i vad som händer då dessa
parametrar varierar.

Något som också kan vara användbart med denna studie
är den visuella information som finns i graferna 11 - 14
eftersom dessa direkt visar hur elektromagnetiska vågor kan
förhålla sig i plasma som inkluderar modkonverteringslager.
Något som har observerats är att radiovågen kan reflekteras
och transmitteras (väldigt lite) i andra modkonverteringslagret
vilket påverkar hur stor del av vågenergin som helium-3
absorberar.

Trots att en förenklad modell har använts för simulering av
radiovågor i plasma kan ett användbart resultat erhållas med
information om hur och var absorbtionen sker i ett plasma
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Fig. 18. Studie B: Den relativa helium-3 absorbtionen

Fig. 19. Studie C: E+ för varierad He-3 koncentration

absorbtionen med -1,16 procentenheter, jämför med de ut-
markerade koordinaterna i Fig 22.

VI. SLUTSATS

Resultatet från alla simuleringar ger en kombination av en
uppsättning plasmakoncentrationer som är optimalt för uppvär-
mingen: X[H] = 77%, X[2H] = 22, 2%, X[3He] = 0, 4%.

Den analyserade modellen visar sig vara robust eftersom det
fortfarande går att värma plasmat även om koncentrationerna
varierar bort från de optimala parametrarna. Fig 18 och 22
verifierar detta genom utmarkerade koordinater som visar hur
liten absorbtionsändringen är i förhållande till maximat.

Plasmauppvärmning med 3 joner visar sig användbar pga.
den höga polarisationen som utnyttjas mellan väte och deu-
teriumresonanserna.

Modellen som har studerats är en förenklad variant av ett
verkligt uppvärmningsscenario. Temperatur och elektronden-
sitet varierar inte i rummet utan är konstanta. Trots detta
går det att analysera vågor i plasma eftersom en stor del av
fysiken fortfarande används från ett verkligt scenario. Genom

Fig. 20. Studie C: Den totala absorbtionen för varierad He-3 koncentration.
Orsaken till varför kurvornas toppar inte sammanfaller med positionen för
helium-3 resonansen är för att polariseringen inte är tillräckligt bra där (r =
2.93). Detta kan bekräftas genom att jämföra positionen med den rödstreckade
linjen i figur 12.

Fig. 21. Studie C: Den relativa helium-3 och ELD absorbtionen som
funktion av He-3 koncentrationen. Resterande absorbtionsmekanismer: deu-
terium, modkonverteringslagren samt reaktorväggar utgör endast 1% av totala
absorbtionen.

att låta temperatur och partikeldensitet variera i rummet kan
en mer verklighetsanpassad modell erhållas. Därför kan vår
modell användas för vidare studier i vad som händer då dessa
parametrar varierar.

Något som också kan vara användbart med denna studie
är den visuella information som finns i graferna 11 - 14
eftersom dessa direkt visar hur elektromagnetiska vågor kan
förhålla sig i plasma som inkluderar modkonverteringslager.
Något som har observerats är att radiovågen kan reflekteras
och transmitteras (väldigt lite) i andra modkonverteringslagret
vilket påverkar hur stor del av vågenergin som helium-3
absorberar.

Trots att en förenklad modell har använts för simulering av
radiovågor i plasma kan ett användbart resultat erhållas med
information om hur och var absorbtionen sker i ett plasma
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Fig. 22. Studie C: Den relativa helium-3 absorbtionen

när jonkoncentrationerna varierar. Detta kan skapa en ökad
förståelse till hur mekansimen joncyklotronresonansen, ICRH,
kan bidra till plasmauppvärmning.

FÖRFATTARENS TACK

Jag riktar ett stort tack till mina handledare Thomas Jonsson
och Pablo Vallejos Olivares som arbetar i avdelningen för
Fusionsplasmafysik på KTH (2017). Det stöd som jag fått
samt de långa diskussionerna har varit lärorika och utveck-
lande. Jag önskar dem lycka till med deras fortsatta studier i
plasmauppvärmning.
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CONTEXT G: SMALL SATELLITE SYSTEMS 

CUBESATS - THE SATELLITES WE CAN AFFORD
SMALL SATELLITE SYSTEMS. Satellites are usually an expensive endeavour. Ever since the exploration of 
space began in the 1960s, it has been a business for a very limited group of organisations due in large to 
the hefty investments it takes. However, new satellite technology is changing this. In the future we may 
see satellites that can find minerals in space, or aiding in finding people in crisis situations.

A typical satellite, the size of a car, can cost a whooping 28 million USD to launch. This constitutes the ma-
jor part of the total budget of the satellite. So what could be launched instead of a single car? How about 100 
miniature satellites? 

The technical achievements in recent years have lead to a general miniaturisation of electrical components. 
For a satellite, this allows for a much smaller form factor while the capabilities are retained. One type of min-
iature satellite that is becoming increasingly popular is the CubeSat, which is recognized by being built up of 
cubic modules up to about 1 liter in size. 

The CubeSats can be used in entirely new scenarios. For example they could be used for mining on aster-
oids. Asteroids are very rich in minerals, but are costly to reach. By using CubeSats it could be very profitable 
as mining on earth is becoming more expensive. Another possibility is to use legions of CubeSats equipped 
with cameras to photograph the earth at every point in time. This can be used for monitoring crisis situations 
or even having online maps that are always up to date.

With reduced sized comes also reduced costs for launching. The major impact of the lowered price is the 
possibility for space exploration and research by smaller companies or universities. A smaller price would 
also motivate the conduction of experiments with more uncertain outcomes which allows for more creative 
approaches to space. 

Looking back, the discoveries of space, satellites and their use in telecommunication, gps and more, are re-
sults of military explorations. Today however, exploration of space is driven by curiosity of what can be done 
and what it may lead to. With CubeSats these endeavors have become more affordable.
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A CubeSat is a special kind of satellite that is 
recognized by its standardized small form 
factor, making it relatively cheap to launch 

and operate. Thanks to technological achievements, 
vital components can be miniaturized, which gives 
the CubeSats great capabilities for conducting re-
search. There are however also disadvantages of 
having small satellites, where certain constraints get 
tightened along with the small size.

In Context G, all but two projects are included with 
the two CubeSat projects at KTH. These satellite pro-
jects are the MIniature STudent satellite (MIST) and 
the Small Explorer for Advanced Missions (SEAM). 
The MIST project has been ongoing since 2015. Each 
semester, a group of around 10 students are involved 
in driving the development. MIST houses eight ex-
periments proposed by KTH, independent corpo-
rations and the Swedish Institute of Space Physics. 
The Piezo LEGS experiment, for example, will inves-
tigate the performance of piezo motors in space and 
the CubeProp experiment will test a propulsion sys-
tem’s suitability for use in CubeSats. SEAM is an EU 
funded satellite project carried out by a consortium, 
including KTH and the Swedish Space Corporation 
among others. Its mission is to measure electromag-
netic fields in an orbit around earth. Both SEAM and 
MIST will orbit Earth at an altitude of roughly 640 
km.

The small mass of a CubeSat results in potentially 
harmful fast temperature fluctuations, which means 
that performing a thorough thermal analysis is criti-
cal. This was looked into on MIST by project groups 
G1 and G9. Insufficient surface area means low 
power generation from solar cells and low powered 
transceivers. Project group G3 worked on the SEAM 
and MIST ground stations in order to compensate 
for the low power of the signals involved in the com-
munication. Another way to compensate for this is 
to allow solar panels and antennas to share surface 
area – which was carried out independently by pro-
ject group G7. Further improvement on communica-
tion with the SEAM satellite has been done by pro-
ject group G5, where expensive analogue blocks are 
replaced with a software solution.

Project group G8 worked on the electronics that 
make recovery of free falling units possible. The 
units are ejected from a sounding rocket and which 
need to be recovered to collect the sampled data for 
post analysis.

The thermal analysis in project G1 aims to avoid 
mission failure for the MIST satellite. This is achieved 
by ensuring that the temperatures of the components 
on board stay within predetermined safe parame-
ters. The thermal analysis is accomplished by creat-
ing computer simulations of the worst-case scenar-
ios that the satellite may encounter in its calculated 

lifetime. Former student teams had designed an ini-
tial draft of the model – which has been gradually im-
proved upon as more and more technical details have 
been realized. The satellite has currently reached a 
level of maturity that makes it possible to develop a 
realistic working model. This was project group G1’s 
primary objective. The project resulted in an im-
proved model and an inflow of information of how 
well the temperature requirements are being met.

The CAD and thermal analysis of the MoreBac ex-
periment onboard MIST in project G9 has the goal 
of replicating an experiment regarding the revival 
of micro-bacteria in space orbit – but on a scale five 
times smaller than the original experiment. By care-
fully assigning the placement of the different compo-
nents in the experiments, the CAD model designed 
in this thesis can be used in presentations and as an 
aid for further analysis of the module. In the thermal 
analysis, the worst-case scenarios for the experiment 
are studied and the results show whether the design 
of the experiment is sufficiently complete to fulfil all 
thermal requirements.

To communicate with MIST and SEAM, two 
ground stations are required. The ground stations 
must also compensate for the restrictions of the 
CubeSats. This is done by carefully designing and 
planning the ground stations, such that it meets 
the requirements of the satellites. Project group G3 
succeeded in fabricating essential hardware for the 
SEAM and MIST ground stations. These include ro-
tor, rotor control, antennae, amplifiers and a polari-
zation switching system.

The established technical transition from analog 
to digital systems also benefits satellite communi-
cation. This substitution increases system flexibil-
ity and minimizes costs and maintenance of analog 
components. The work on project G5 resulted in 
the development of a software system that demodu-
lates, decodes and retrieves measurement data from 
SEAM. 

As all CubeSats are miniaturized, it is advanta-
geous to maximize the number of solar panels on 
their surfaces. However, solar panels are not the only 
component that needs to be on the surface of the sat-
ellite. The idea behind project G7 is to explore how 
antennae and solar panels can share a common area. 
By making the antenna transparent, it can be placed 
on top of the solar panel and still let solar energy 
through. To make the antenna transparent, it is built 
using a fine copper grid on a glass substrate. The grid 
is fine enough to act as a solid layer for the radio fre-
quencies while still allowing most of the solar energy 
to reach the solar panels underneath. This antenna is 
designed and constructed in project G7 for the IEEE 
Antenna and Propagation Society (AP-S) student de-
sign contest 2017.

CONTEXT G: SMALL SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
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Wobbling control system for free falling unit 
(WOLF) is an experiment on the Rocket and Bal-
loon Experiments for University Student’s (REXUS) 
rocket. The experiment’s objective is to measure the 
electromagnetic fields and the plasma properties in 
the ionosphere during the appearance of an auroral 
arc. The data collected will then be used to better un-
derstand how radio signals, like TV signals, satellite 
communication and navigation signals, are affected 
and disturbed when they propagate through such 
phenomenon. 

In project G8 the electronics of the recovery sys-
tem in WOLF is developed and built. The system is 
essential for locating the unit and extracting its data. 
This highlights the importance of a reliable and first-
rate system design – there is only one chance and 
everything will have to work as intended. 

Regarding next year’s projects, work remains 
on investigating the possibilities of thermal control 
of MIST to meet the temperature requirements, as 
well as conducting physical tests and correlating the 
computer model accordingly. Another possible area 
of development is continuing the implementation of 
Software-Defined Radio (SDR) for different chan-
nels. Implementing a steering logic for the beam of 
the transparent antenna is also an example of a fu-
ture project that will improve the efficiency of the 
CubeSats.

ETICHAL REFLECTION
It is clear that satellites have a positive impact on 
society. The innovative technology utilized in satel-
lites today often ends up in consumer products some 
years later. Satellite navigation systems, such as GPS 
and GLONASS, constitute important components of 
the modern infrastructure and are used to navigate 
both on ground and in the air. Many might not even 
realize that many TV and telecommunication net-
works depend on satellites to function properly. 

It is important to note that satellites were orig-
inally designed for espionage. During the cold war, 
the US and the Soviet Union wanted to know the lo-
cation of each other’s nuclear arsenal. Spy satellites 
made that possible and diminished the possibility of 
launching a surprise nuclear attack with interconti-
nental ballistic missiles. The armed forces saw ad-
ditional possibilities with satellite technology and in 
the late 20th century the American defense depart-
ment developed the GPS. This led to different weap-
on systems of various kinds possessing pinpoint 
accuracy, and which are used in both offensive and 
defensive military campaigns. 
One might find the development of espionage tools 
ethically questionable. However, this military tech-

nology is now largely in the hands of civilians – satel-
lite navigation, weather forecasting, climate research 
and satellite television to mention just a few exam-
ples.

A growing problem with satellites though, is the 
amount of space debris they produce. NASA esti-
mates that over 500,000 articles of space debris are 
orbiting earth. This debris poses danger to all space 
vehicles, satellites and space stations. Space agencies 
around the world do their best to track these objects, 
but can only track objects larger than 5 cm. Howev-
er, even though the debris in space seems plentiful, 
collisions have so far been very rare and have been 
avoided through evasive maneuvers. 

To reduce the amount of debris, regulations have 
been imposed. These state that a satellite sent to geo-
stationary orbit (the most crowded orbit) needs to be 
sent to a “space-cemetery” at the end of its lifespan. 
Geostationary orbit is the orbit defined as 35,786 km 
above the equator. Satellites in this orbit are station-
ary relative to earth and can therefore be communi-
cated with using fixed antennae. The space-cemetery 
is a much higher orbit – a couple of hundred kilom-
eters above the geostationary, where only debris is 
situated. 

However, this does not solve the problem with the 
debris already in orbits used by operating satellites. 
While the problem is manageable today, the problem 
can only grow due to the so-called Kessler syndrome. 
The Kessler syndrome states that when space debris 
reaches a certain density, a cascade effect takes place. 
To reduce the risk of this, the debris must be cleaned 
up. If not taken seriously, launching a spacecraft and 
keeping it in orbit could become even more difficult 
than it is today.

CONTEXT G: SMALL SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
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Thermal Analysis and Control of MIST
Anton Björnberg and Erik Larsson

Abstract—A thermal analysis has been conducted on the
satellite MIST to learn how well different temperature require-
ments are met in its latest configuration. In the process both
a geometrical and a mathematical thermal model have been
refined and updated and new information regarding internal heat
dissipation has been added. The three thermally most extreme
cases have been simulated using the software Systema-Thermica
and the results show that several units aboard are not within their
temperature limits. Different possibilities to resolve the issues,
including the use of passive thermal control, have been discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

SPACE has long been an expensive business, mainly ex-
plored by a few wealthy organisations. However, advance-

ments in technology has allowed to miniaturize vital compo-
nents and paved a way for new space exploring technology, the
CubeSats. These are small satellites that are made up of cubic
units, each measuring 10 cm × 10 cm × 11 cm and allowed
a maximum weight of 1.33 kg. CubeSats are mainly used for
research purposes and due to the small size, launching costs
are extensively smaller for a CubeSat than for a conventional
satellite. The cost reductions have opened up the possibility
for smaller businesses and universities to venture into space.
[1]

By initiative of KTH Space Center, students at KTH Royal
Institute of Technology are currently developing the CubeSat
MIST (MIniature STudent satellite). The objective of the
MIST project includes bringing the payload of eight scientific
experiments into space orbit, as well as educating students
through engineering teamwork. [2] [3]

B. Thermal Analysis of MIST

The thermal conditions in space are very harsh. Deep space
has a temperature of 2.7 K, whereas an object exposed to direct
sunlight easily can reach several hundred degrees Celsius. As
MIST orbits Earth, it will alternate between being in sunlight
and being shadowed by Earth, which results in temperature
fluctuations. Meanwhile, the temperature of each subsystem
and payload aboard are required to stay within certain limits
for them to operate correctly. To ensure this, it is necessary to
analyze the thermal behaviour of the satellite beforehand and
where necessary apply thermal control. [4]

The thermal analysis on MIST has been ongoing since the
MIST project was defined in 2015. The initial efforts were
made by Andreas Berggren, who used theory of thermody-
namics to define an approach on how to mathematically model
the satellite’s thermal behaviour. He also built a first computer
model for simulation with the software Siemens NX. [4]

The work was continued by Shreyas Chandrashekar, who
built a comprehensive computer model as new details of the

Fig. 1. MIST design without side-mounted solar panels

design of the satellite had emerged. It was also decided that
the software to be used for simulation would be Systema
Thermica, which is developed by Airbus. [5]

Furthermore, Jacob Ask Olsson participated by writing a
guide for the simulation software, custom tailored for MIST,
that would make it easier for new teams to continue the
thermal analysis. [6]

C. Goals

New details of the satellite emerge continuously and final-
ization of the design is coming near. This means that there has
been a need to further enhance the model with the most up-to-
date information for more accurate and realistic simulations.
Thus, the goals of this thesis were the following:

• Update the thermal model to match the most accurate
available data

• Investigate how well the thermal requirements are being
met

• Investigate some possibilities for thermal control

D. Presentation

The report is organized in the following way:
First is a description of the MIST satellite with its subsys-

tems and payloads. This is followed by a presentation of the
thermal theory that has been needed for the simulations, as
well as an explanation of the simulation procedure. Next, the
results are presented. This includes a description of the updates
to the model and the simulation results. Lastly, the results and
possibilities of thermal control are discussed and future work
is proposed.

II. THE MIST CUBESAT

The MIST satellite is a 3U CubeSat, which means that it
consists of three stacked cubic units and has a total volume
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of 10 × 10 × 33 cm3. The three stacks are referred to as the
upper, middle and lower stack respectively and house both
the subsystems and payloads. Subsystems are the systems
that control vital functions such as power, attitude, data and
communication, and the payloads consists of eight scientific
experiments. The payloads are fitted in the upper and lower
stacks, while most of the subsystems are in the middle stack.
The exterior of the satellite will in large part be covered by
solar panels. Figure 1 depicts MIST without the side-mounted
solar panels.

A. Mission Description.
1) Lifetime and Orbit: MIST is designed to have a lifetime

of one year, during which time it will have a sun-synchronous
orbit around earth. A sun-synchronous orbit is an orbit where
the satellite passes over any point on Earth’s surface at the
same local solar time [7]. The altitude is set to about 640 km
and it will thus make approximately 15 orbits every 24 hours.
[8]

2) Detumbling and Attitude: When the satellite first comes
into Earth orbit after being launched and separated from
the launch vehicle it will rotate around its own axis in an
uncontrolled manner, tumbling. In that state it will operate
ineffectively. Subsystems aboard will stabilize this rotation in
a process called detumbling, until the attitude is fixed in a
tower configuration. [2]

3) Dissipation Profile: The systems aboard MIST will not
all be operative simultaneously because of technical limitations
and the specific scopes of each system. When performing a
thermal analysis, it is of importance to know when the systems
are operative and not, as they dissipate heat when operative.
The collection of information that defines when and where heat
dissipation occurs as well as how much heat that is dissipated
is called a dissipation profile. [5]

4) Communication: Communication with the satellite is
achieved by transferring data with radio waves to and from
a ground station located at KTH campus. [2] Communication
is only possible when the satellite is close enough to the
ground station, which influences when some experiments and
subsystems are operative.

5) Material Degradation: Some material properties will
change over time as results of for example surface degrada-
tions. These are due to effects of accumulated contamination
of the surface that in time will increase the absorptivity of
the material while the emissivity remains the same [5]. It is
common to differentiate the properties at beginning of life
(BOL) from the properties at end of life (EOL). The result of
the degradation is that temperatures are generally higher in the
EOL case and EOL values are therefore used when analyzing
the hottest case. For the coldest cases BOL values are used
instead.

B. Structure and Subsystems
The structure and subsystems of the satellite are bought

off-the-shelf from the suppliers Innovative Solutions in Space
(ISIS) and GOMspace. The components are specifically de-
veloped for space applications, which means that they are de-
signed to withstand the harsh conditions and should generally

not be a concern in a thermal perspective [2]. However, they
are included in the analysis for the sake of completeness. Short
descriptions of the structure and subsystems components in the
MIST satellite are given below. The specific temperature limits
for each system are displayed in table I and the location of
each system in MIST is displayed in figure 2. The stated limits
are for the operative cases, which generally are narrower than
the limits for non-operative cases and also are the ones most
commonly found in documentation.

1) Printed circuit board (PCB): PCB’s are not subsystems
of there own, but components that are found in most of the
subsystems and payloads on MIST. The purpose of PCB’s is
to electrically connect electronic components as well as to
provide mechanical support. A typical PCB is made up of
layers of thin copper sheets separated by insulating material,
usually FR-4 glass epoxy and components are usually mounted
by soldering [9]. The PCB substrate itself has a high upper
temperature limit of about 250◦C. However, the components
mounted are generally more sensitive and determine the PCB’s
overall temperature requirements.

2) Structure: The structure for the MIST satellite is the
ISIS CubeSat Structural Subsystem. It is built to accommodate
the satellite’s components, which generally are printed circuit
boards in a modular structure. It consists of structural ribs and
side frames and are made of aluminum. The surfaces of the
side frames are black anodized, which is the driving factor for
the thermal requirements of the structural components. [10]

3) On-Board Computer (OBC): The OBC manages and
controls all operations on the satellite. It will operate and
dissipate heat during the whole time in orbit. [5]

4) Electrical Power System Board (EPS-board): The elec-
trical power system board is in charge of the supply, use and
transfer of electrical power. It coordinates the supply of power
from the solar panels and batteries to the consumers on the
satellite. The board used on MIST is Nanopower P31-us from
GOMspace. [5]

5) Batteries: The batteries are needed on a satellite to make
sure that the power requirements are met in periods when the
solar panels are unable to deliver power, due to for example
eclipse or detumbling. The batteries used on MIST are the
NanoPower BP4 from GOMspace, which are four lithium
ion cells connected to a PCB. It is of grave importance that
the batteries do not exceed their temperature limits, which
could cause damage and lead to inevitable mission failure. To
help with this, the batteries have an integrated heater that is
controlled by a temperature sensor. [5]

6) ISIS Generic Interface System (IGIS): IGIS is a group
of components that provides a generic interface system to
Nano-Satellites. Apart from providing functionality in ground
based testing, it also provides connection between the batteries
and the internal power system and controls the activation of
the deployable systems on the satellite [11]. There are no
documented specific thermal requirements for IGIS from ISIS.
Instead, an assumption has been made that it has requirements
similar to those of other systems equipped with PCB’s that
are provided by ISIS. The exact limits should be investigated
further.
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7) Magnetorquer Board (iMTQ): The iMTQ is the compo-
nent responsible for attitude determination and control, which
means keeping the satellite dynamically stable during orbit as
well as to detumble it after launch . It is equipped with a 3-
axis magnetometer, which measures Earth’s magnetic field to
determine the satellite’s orientation. It also consists of three
magnetic torquers, two torque rods and one air core torquer,
which together produce the torque that keeps the satellite
stable. This is all mounted on a PCB that is operating and
dissipating heat constantly. The most sensitive components, in
a thermal perspective, are the sensors. [12]

8) TRXVU Transceiver: The TRXVU is a transceiver and
is used on the satellite for communication with the ground
station. Transceiver is an acronym for transmitter and receiver,
and has the highest heat dissipation during transmission. The
temperature limits are governed by those of its PCB. [5]

9) Antenna System: The antennas used on MIST are the
ISIS deployable ones, which are four shape memory alloy
tape antennas connected to a PCB. They are seen in figure
1 as pointing outward from the middle of the satellite. A
shape memory alloy is a material that remembers its original
shape[13], thus making the antennas easy to transfer on the
structure into orbit. The antennas are electrically connected to
the rest of the satellite through a PCB, mounted between the
middle and lower stack. [5]

10) Solar Panels: The solar panels used on MIST cover
almost the entire exterior surface of the satellite. In addition,
two deployable solar panels are mounted on the upper stack
reaching out from the satellite as can be seen in figure 1. Only
one side per panel will be covered with solar cells. However,
further technical details of the deployable solar panels are, at
the time of writing, very limited and their thermal requirements
are assumed to be the same as for the side-mounted ones.
They have solar cells that are specifically designed for usage
in space. [5]

TABLE I
OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUBSYSTEMS AND

THE STRUCTURE

Subsystem Limits [◦C]
OBC [-25, +65]

EPS [-40, +85]

Batteries, charging [-5, +45]

Batteries, discharging [-20, +60]

IGIS [-30, +70]

iMTQ, sensors [-40, +125]

TRXVU [-40, +60]

Antenna system [-30, +70]

Solar panels [-40, +125]

Structure [-50, +90]

C. Payloads

MIST will carry eight payloads that will conduct different
scientific experiments in space. Short descriptions and their
thermal requirements are given below. The specific tempera-
ture requirements for each payload can be seen in table II.

Fig. 2. Location of each system. Payloads are marked bold.

The limits differ between the cases when the experiments are
operating and not, due to various different causes. The location
of the experiments in MIST are displayed in figure 2.

1) Camera: In the nadir direction of the satellite (towards
the center of Earth) is a camera situated. It has the goal of
capturing and reconstructing high quality images of Earth. The
pictures are to be exhibited at Tekniska Museet (Museum of
Technology), Stockholm [2]. The exact configuration of the
camera is, at the time of writing, not known, but it has been
proposed to consist mainly of a PCB connected to a camera
module, similar to a Raspberry Pi camera setup. Thus, the
temperature limits for the camera on MIST are assumed to
be similar to those of the operating temperature limits for a
Raspberry Pi camera setup [14]. The exact limits should be
investigated further.

2) CUBES: The CUBES experiment will measure the in-
orbit radiation environment using three cubic scintillators
of different materials. It is developed by the particle and
astroparticle department of KTH [5]. When operating, CUBES
has a narrow allowed temperature span to avoid calibration
errors, but componentwise, the most sensitive components are
the sensors located under the scintillators [15].

3) SiC in Space: The SiC in Space experiment is proposed
by the Department of Integrated Devices and Circuits at KTH
Royal Institute of Technology and will investigate the use of
silicon carbide (SiC) in transistors. SiC is a semiconductor
material that can be used in integrated circuits operating in
harsh environments. The payload consists of a PCB with
transistors of different materials, including SiC. The non-
operating temperature limits are assumed to be the same as
the operating ones, which are the only available limits in the
documentation. [16]

4) LEGS: The LEGS experiment is developed by the
company PiezoMotor and will investigate the performance
of piezoelectric motors in space. Non-operating temperature
limits are wide, but when operating the temperature should
be between 10 ◦C and 40 ◦C for optimal performance of
the motor. However, the experiment will likely function for
occasional slight exceedances of the limits. The exact details
of what is manageable are, at the time of writing, not known.
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[17]
5) RATEX-J: RATEX-J is developed by the Swedish Insti-

tute of Space Physics in Kiruna, Sweden and is a prototype of
a solid state particle detector. The objective of the experiment
is to evaluate its performance and efficiency. [2]

6) MoreBac: MoreBac is an experiment that will investi-
gate the growth characteristics of bacteria in a pocket-sized
Earth ecosystem in space. The bacteria will be revived from a
freeze-dried state and the development of the bacteria will be
tracked. MoreBac is developed by the Division of Proteomics
and Nanobiotechnology at KTH Royal Institute of Technology
[2]. As the bacteria are sensitive, the operating temperature
requirements are very narrow and have earlier proven to be
difficult to meet [5]. At the time of writing very few technical
details are known about MoreBac, so most of the data used
in the thermal model are assumptions.

7) SEUD: Radiation might induce undesired effects in most
silicon electronic devices. One possible error is single event
upsets (SEU) that for example can alter bits from 0 to 1.
The objective for the SEUD experiment is to test a self-
healing/fault tolerant computer system in space, where the
amount of radiation is high. SEUD is developed by KTH
Royal Institute of Technology’s Department of Electronics and
Electronic Systems. [2]

8) CubeProp: CubeProp is a prototype of a propulsion
module for CubeSats that is being developed by NanoSpace in
Uppsala, Sweden. The module contains a fuel tank that must
be thermally controlled so that the fuel does not overheat or
freeze during the mission. [2]

TABLE II
TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Operating [◦C] Non Operating [◦C]
Camera [0, +70] [0, +70]

CUBES 25 ± 5 [-20,+80]

CUBES, sensors [-20, +60] [-20, +80]

SiC in Space [-40, +105] [-40, +105]

LEGS [+10, +40] [-30, +70]

RATEX-J [-20, +20] [-40, +50]

MoreBac [+20, +30] [+4, +30]

SEUD [0, +85] [-65, +150]

CubeProp [0, +40] [-10, +50]

III. THERMAL THEORY

Heat is defined as thermal energy in transit [18] and can be
transferred between systems by three main modes [19], namely
conduction, radiation and convection. For a system in space,
or more specifically a system in near or complete vacuum,
the transfer of energy by convection can be neglected. This
makes conduction and radiation the main modes of interest
for this report. The theory and equations that are relevant for
the simulations are described below.

A. Conduction
Conduction is the transfer of heat due to microscopic

collisions between particles. Both within a body as well as

Fig. 3. Conductive coupling and the microscopic contact points related to the
thermal contact conductance illustrated. Bj is node j while the cross sectional
area Aj goes into the plane.

in between two bodies, without the displacement of matter. It
is governed by Fourier’s law, which states that the conduction
heat rate q per unit area is proportional to the gradient of the
temperature T in the direction normal to the area

q = −k
∂T

∂n
. (1)

Where k is the proportionality factor given in W/(m · K)
also known as the thermal conductivity. The negative sign
ensures that heat flows from a high to a low temperature. The
thermal conductivity k does vary with temperature, but for the
temperature ranges involved in this report it can be assumed
as a constant.

1) Thermal Contact Conductance: Conduction between
two bodies in contact depends on the thermal contact conduc-
tance coefficient hc with unit W/(m2·K) [20]. This takes into
account the contact pressure, surface cleanliness and roughness
as well as surface deformation. The substantial factor comes
from the contact pressure, the harder two materials are pressed
together the better heat will flow in between them due to
increased contact area. No two materials that are seemingly
in full physical contact on a macroscopic level are really in
full contact on the microscopical one as seen in Figure 3.

2) Thermal Conductive Couplings: In the MIST project,
the satellite is discretized into nodes in accordance with a
lumped system analysis, where it is assumed that temperature
differences within the specific volume of a node is negligible
[20]. The transfer of heat due to conduction between two
nodes, B1 and B2, is described by the conductive coupling
between them. This takes into account the conductance to
transfer heat from the middle of each node to its side, as well
as the thermal contact conductance. One conductive coupling
between the two nodes is then given by

GLB1→B2 =
1

1
GB1

+ 1
hcA

+ 1
GB2

,

[
W
K

]
(2)

where hc is the thermal contact conductance coefficient from
above, A is the surface contact area between node B1 and B2.
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Also
Gj =

kjAj

Lj
, (3)

where Aj is the cross-sectional area of node j, kj is the
thermal conductivity and Lj is the distance traversed by the
heat from the middle of node Aj to the boundary as illustrated
in figure 3.

A special case is when B1 and B2 does not have interfacing
contact surfaces, but rather are sections ”of the same piece of
material”. Then the middle term in the denominator can be
neglected, yielding:

GLB1→B2 =
1

1
GB1

+ 1
GB2

,

[
W
K

]
(4)

B. Radiation

Thermal radiation is energy emitted by matter, and repre-
sents a conversion from thermal energy to electromagnetic
energy. The energy is then stored in electromagnetic waves and
can be transported infinitely if unobstructed [20]. However,
when the waves meet matter, the electromagnetic energy can
be converted back into thermal energy by absorption [21].
All bodies with a temperature higher than zero kelvin give
rise to thermal radiation. The effect of thermal radiation and
absorption is for example the heat one feels when standing
next to a bonfire, even though the surrounding air could be
extremely cold.

Thermal radiation is considered a surface phenomenon for
opaque solids [20] and the maximum rate of radiation that a
surface can emit is stated by the Stefan-Boltzmann law

q = σAT 4 (5)

where q is the energy transferred per second, A is the surface
area, T is the surface temperature and σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant with numerical value 5.67× 10−8 W

m2 K4 .
This maximum heat transfer rate is the thermal radiation from
an ideal black body. In reality, only part of this radiation is
emitted and the ability to radiate is described by the emissivity
ε. For all real surfaces, the right side of equation (5) must be
multiplied by ε that varies in the interval 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 and
depends on the properties of the surface. The emissivity of
a surface then tells how much the surface resembles a black
body, which has ε = 1.

Another factor that is important is the absorptivity α, which
is the fraction of incident radiation energy that is absorbed by
the surface,

qabsorbed = αqincident. (6)

Radiative Exchange Factor : In analogy to the above dis-
cussed conductive coupling the radiative coupling is governed
by the radiative exchange factor

GRB1→B2
= εB1

DB1→B2
AB1

, (7)

where εB1 is the emissivity of node B1, DB1→B2 is the
Gebhart factor from node B1 to B2 and AB1 is the area
of the node. The Gebhart factor represents the fraction of
energy leaving B1 being absorbed at B2 and is a geometrical

accountance of the radiative view factor between all nodes
seen by B1. The radiative view factor is the factor between
two surfaces describing how much of one the other one sees
and hence can radiate with thermal radiation. It is given by

FB1→B2 =
1

AB1

∫

AB1

∫

AB2

cosθ1cosθ2
πR2

dAB2
dAB1

, (8)

where cosθ1 and cosθ2 is the angle between the normal vectors
of the corresponding areas and the line between them with
length R.

C. Heat Capacity

Heat capacity is defined by the following equation

C =
dQ

dT
,

[
J
K

]
(9)

and describes the amount of energy that is needed to increase
the temperature of an object by 1 K [18]. Upon dividing the
heat capacity for a given amount of substance by its mass, the
material’s specific heat capacity c is given. This is a useful
quantity that can be used to assign a heat capacity value to
every node in the satellite according to

Ci =
∑

cjρjVj . (10)

Where Ci is the total heat capacity of node i, cj is the specific
heat capacity, ρj the density and Vj the volume of material j
within node i.

D. Heat Equation

The heat equation used by the software in this report is

Ci
dTi

dT
=σ

∑
j

GRij(T
4
j − T 4

i ) +
∑
j

GLij(Tj − Ti)+

+QSi +QAi +QEi +QIi +QRi.

(11)

Where Ci is the heat capacity, Ti is the temperature of node
i, t is the time and the first two sums on the right hand side
is described above. The last five terms on the right hand side
correspond to different kinds of power sources for node i.
QSi is direct solar radiation power, QAi is the planet albedo
power, QEi is the planet infra-red power, QIi is the internal
power (from heat dissipation of the components) and QRi is
additional power, also labeled residual flux.

Earth Albedo and Infra-red: Albedo power is the amount
of solar power reflected off Earth’s surface that strikes a node,
whereas the infra-red power comes from the emitted thermal
radiation from Earth’s surface. Both the albedo and infra-red
powers are local phenomena, i.e they are different for different
part of Earth’s surface. The amount of albedo radiation differ
for example if the reflecting surface is water or land.

E. Spacecraft Thermal Control

The purpose of thermal control is to keep a spacecraft’s
components within their temperature limits [22]. It can be
divided into two types, passive and active. Active e.g being
electrical heaters that dissipates heat where and when nec-
essary, and demands electrical power. However, due to the
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limited amount of electrical power available to the satellite,
this is not a practical option for MIST. This brings instead
the focus onto what could be done passively, i.e without
mechanical moving parts or power consumption. Some options
for passive thermal control are described briefly below.

1) Multi-layer Insulation: Multi-layer insulation (MLI) is
thermal insulation, with main purpose to reduce thermal radia-
tion and hence isolate a component from its surroundings. This
means that both excessive heat loss from the component and
excessive heat gain from environmental fluxes is minimized.
It is the most commonly used thermal control element on a
spacecraft [22]. Generally MLI consists of a blanket composed
of multiple layers of low-emittance films that minimize the ra-
diative heat transfer due to reflection. Using low-conductivity,
low density spacers between the reflective layers minimizes the
conductive transfer, while also making the blanket ”fluffy” to
minimize contact points [22].

2) Thermal Surface Finishes and Mirrors: Another viable
option is the manipulating of surfaces and/or adding of new
thin surfaces such as solar reflectors, solar absorbers, flat
absorbers and flat reflectors. Manipulating surfaces is mostly
achieved by painting or taping a surface to attain a certain
emittance or absorptance. While solar reflectors have a high
α
ε ratio, absorbers absorb the solar energy while emitting a
percentage of the infrared energy. And the flat ones work
throughout the spectral range [22]. MLI blankets often have
the above named mirrors in various forms, especially on the
outer cover layer, where Kapton is a widely used one that has
a moderate solar absorptance and a high infrared emittance.

3) Thermal Straps: Thermal straps are used as thermal
bridges to distribute heat by conduction, i.e from a warm
component to a cold one, or to a good radiative surface where
the heat can be rejected. Thermal straps are mainly made by
good conductive materials such as copper.

4) Heat Sinks: Heat sinks could be applied to lower the
temperature of hot bodies, by attaching a piece of highly
conductive material, for example copper. This would lead to
lower thermal density due to a greater distribution of heat and
could be used to protect components that are sensitive to high
temperatures

IV. SIMULATION AND MODELLING

A. Simulation
The thermal analysis is carried out by conducting computer

simulations of the conditions that the satellite will be sub-
jected to when orbiting earth. The orbit that is used is the
MIST reference orbit [7], which is a sun-synchronous orbit
at approximately 640× 103 m altitude. The Software used is
Systema-Thermica, henceforth referred to as Thermica. Ther-
mica provides tools for creating a geometrical 3D model of the
spacecraft and allows to define a nodal network by meshing.
Additional information about for example capacitances and
internal dissipations of the satellite are included through a text
file that the user provides. In Thermica, it is also required to
define the trajectory, attitude and mission specific information
to run a simulation.

After a succesful simulation has been carried out, the
software can produce a number of different result files, the

type of which can be chosen beforehand. In this project the
important result files included excel sheets with minimum
and maximum temperatures of each node and CSV-files with
information of the temperature of each node at each computed
point in time.

B. Accuracy and Uncertainty

The accuracy of the results depends on the level of detail of
the model and how fine the mesh is. However, as simulation
time increases with higher level of detail, it is not practically
possible to simulate an fully detailed model. Therefore, the
model is a simplification of the real configuration and the
number of nodes limited to a manageable level. To account for
the uncertainty the simplifications might cause, an additional
10◦C are added in each direction to the resulting temperature
spans for the analysis. The chosen uncertainty acts as a
safeguard and can be adjusted to more realistic values by
performing a sensitivity analysis [23] of the model.

C. Simulation Cases

Another limitation that comes with requiring practical sim-
ulation times is that not the full lifetime of one year can
be simulated. Instead, the most extreme thermal cases are
simulated individually. Since the temperature limits of the
systems varies depending on them being operative or not, this
leads to three different simulation cases that are described
below. If temperatures are kept within the allowed limits
in these three cases, it can be guaranteed that the thermal
requirements are met also in every other case.

1) Hot Case, Operational: This case corresponds to condi-
tions that produce the highest temperatures the satellite will be
subjected to and occurs at the time of the year when Earth is
approximately closest to the sun, which is at winter solstice. In
this case all subsystems and payloads are operational, meaning
that they might dissipate heat and the operational temperature
requirements apply. Also, the effect of surface degradation
is applied. This means that the satellite has been subjected
to space radiation and values for absorptivity and emissivity
may differ from other cases [5]. Generally surface degradation
increases the absorptivity for materials, thus appropriate for the
hot case.

2) Cold Case, Operational: This case differs from the hot
case in that it occurs at the time of the year when Earth is
situated approximately the furthest from the sun, which cor-
responds to summer solstice. No degradation is applied as to
make it a worst case scenario for the cold case and BOL values
are used. Therefore here the satellite will be subjected to the
lowest temperatures possible with the operational temperature
requirements. [5].

3) Cold Case, Non-Operational: This case also occurs dur-
ing summer solstice. However, no experiments are operational
so that the total internal dissipation is lower than in the other
cases. Thus, the temperature requirements corresponds to those
given for non operational states of the experiments and the
temperatures will be the lowest of all the three cases.
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D. The Thermal Model
The thermal model consists of two main parts, one geomet-

rical and one mathematical.
1) Geometrical Model Management: The geometrical

model management (GMM) is handled in Thermica, where
a geometrical model is built in accordance with a CAD
(computer aided design) drawing of MIST. However, the
amount of detail in the thermal model is greatly reduced in
comparison to the CAD drawing to reduce simulation times.
The geometrical model consists mostly of rectangles and a few
cylinders where appropriate. On top of this is the meshing
defined to divide the satellite into nodes. The geometrical
model with its meshing is displayed in Figure 4 . Values for
emissivity and absorptivity, as defined in section III-B, are
manually set for each surface. With these data, Thermica can
calculate the radiative exchange factor, as defined in equation
(7), between the nodes and the power absorptions from the
thermal radiation between the nodes and their environment. It
is done via the Monte-Carlo Ray tracing method, which is a
method that uses randomness to calculate deterministic values
with high accuracy [24].

Fig. 4. Part of the geometrical model with applied meshing

2) Thermal Mathematical Management (TMM): Apart
from the radiation exchange in equation (11), Thermica re-
quires information about the heat capacity of each node and
the conductive couplings between all the nodes to run accurate
simulations. This is managed in an excel file referred to
as the TMM. In this, the mathematical properties of each
node are defined and include their specific heat capacity,
density, conductivity and physical dimensions. For overview
and reference purposes, the surface treatment and hence a
node’s emissivity and absorptivity are also found in the TMM.
This is then used in the TMM to calculate the capacitances and
all the conductive couplings between the nodes in accordance
to equations (9) and (2). The TMM also produces the code
necessary for Thermica to use the calculated data. The code
is included in a text file, referred to as a user file, and is
used by the solver, also called Thermisol, in Thermica during
simulation.

V. MODEL CHANGES

In the project, several updates and changes have been made
to the GMM and the TMM. The main ones are described in
this section.

A. M3 Bus Spacers

Each cubic unit of MIST is held together by four rods
running through the corners of the payloads and subsystems.
Between each ”floor” of the satellite, each rod is encapsulated
by a M3 bus spacer, as shown in figure 5. The volume in-
between the bus spacer and the rod is filled with vacuum,
which means that the amount of heat conducted directly to
the rod is negligible. In addition, the bus spacers have contact
interfaces at the ends. All this adds up to a significant impact
on the ability of heat to flow in the direction of the rods. In the
previous model each ”floor” in the thermal model had thermal
couplings directly to the rods, which do not correspond well
to reality and consequently was changed.

In the new model the rods are omitted and instead only
the bus spacers are taken into account. The conductance are
calculated using formulas (2) and (3). The inner radius is 1.6
mm and the outer radius is 2.5 mm , so the cross sectional
area becomes

π(2.52 − 1.62) mm2 ≈ 11.59 mm2.

The material is Aluminum 1050A and the height varies
between the ”floors” in the satellite. In addition, the connecting
M3 Female AL standoffs seen at the top in Figure 5 were also
implemented and calculated in the TMM.

Fig. 5. Rods are encapsulated by bus spacers

B. Printed Circuit boards (PCB’s)

Many components on MIST are PCB’s. These are described
in section II-B1 and are made up of layers of thin copper sheets
separated by an insulating material, usually FR-4. The nature
of the design means that heat is conducted differently when
considering conduction in-plane versus through-plane. This
differentiation in direction has been implemented in the TMM
excel file. A table has also been added in a separate tab (”PCB
Data”), where data of each PCB in MIST is manually entered.
The necessary input data includes the number of copper layers,
the thickness of the copper layers and the total thickness of
each PCB. With this information it is possible to calculate the
conductive couplings for the PCB’s in the two directions under
certain assumptions.
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1) In-plane: The conductivity for copper (401 W/(m·K))
is about 500 times larger than that of FR4 (0.53 W/(m·K)).
Therefore conduction through the FR4 is neglected, and the
conductance is calculated as the one of a single sheet of copper
with a thickness corresponding to the total thickness of all the
copper layers in the PCB.

2) Through-plane: The conduction through-plane is gov-
erned to the largest part by the insulating material as it con-
stitutes about 99.99% of the total thickness in a typical PCB
in MIST. Thus, the conductance through-plane is calculated
as the one of a single piece of FR4 with the same dimensions
as the PCB.

C. Emissivity and Absorptivity

Values for emissivity and absorptivity has been updated
for several components as new technical details have become
known. Some of the earlier values were approximations or
assumptions. Components that have been updated include the
following:

• Deployable solar panels
• Rods and bus spacers
• Side frames and structure ribs
• The scintillators in CUBES
• Bearingholder module on LEGS
• Magnetorquer (iMTQ)

D. Internal Dissipation Profiles and Trajectory

New dissipation profiles have been defined to match the
latest profile given by the power management subteam on
MIST. Figures 6 and 7 show the internal dissipations during
the simulations for the cold, operational case.

In the non operational case the experiments have zero
dissipation, but the profile for the subsystems looks the same,
apart from dissipation of the battery. The battery has an
integrated heater that is active when the battery is in risk
of becoming too cold. The dissipation of the battery might
therefore vary from simulation to simulation.

Fig. 6. Dissipation time profile for subsystems

Refinements have also been made in terms of how the
dissipations are distributed over the components. Previously,

Fig. 7. Dissipation time profile for experiments

the dissipations were assumed to happen uniformly over each
component, e.g if the SEUD PCB was dissipating 0.8 W every
node on the PCB would share an equal amount of these 0.8
W. The dissipation distributions have been refined according
to available information. The components that were updated
in this manner are listed below.

1) SEUD: For SEUD a total dissipation power of 0.8 W
is distributed to the nodes where the two field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGA’s) and the power conditioning are located
on the PCB. The total is split into 10 % for the power, and 60
% and 30 % respectively for the two FPGA’s. This geometrical
distribution is in accordance with approximations made by the
experiment developers.

2) CUBES: For CUBES 90 % of the total dissipating power
of 1.0 W originates from the FPGA that is mounted on the
PCB. However, the exact location of the FPGA is not known
so for the model the dissipation has been set onto an arbitrary
node not occupied by the scintillators themselves. The rest
of the dissipation power is assumed to be used for power
conditioning and is distributed onto an opposite node.

3) TRXVU Transceiver: The dissipation for the TRXVU
transceiver is modeled with a hotspot at the node where the
radio frequency power amplifier is located. During transmis-
sion, i.e when the satellite is over the ground station, this
node dissipates 2.7 W. During the rest of the orbit a uniformly
distributed dissipation of 0.5 W is applied, as transceiver is in
static operation in that time.

4) OBC: For the OBC an assumed distribution of the total
dissipation of 0.5 W between the motherboard and daughter-
board is made, with 70 % and 30 % on the motherboard and
daughterboard respectively.

Some changes are also made to the trajectory description in
Thermica to synchronize the satellite’s position and the start
time for the dissipations given.

E. Interfacing Surfaces

The thermal contact conductance coefficient, hc, plays a
major part in the conductive coupling between two interfacing
nodes originating from different solids in the model. Hence
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Fig. 8. Temperature ranges for the cold non-operational case, payloads.

this makes it an important factor that should not be neglected
when appropriate values for it can be set. Due to its depen-
dence on so many factors, as described in section III-A1, this
can be a difficult task and many interfacing surfaces lacked
the hc factor in their conductive couplings prior to this report.

In discussion with the supervisor as well as considering a
couple of experimental studies related to the specific materials,
a thermal contact conductance coefficient value has been
approximated and implemented for the following interfacing
surfaces.

• Side frames and structure ribs
• Bus spacers on the main structure and the interfacing

PCB’s as well as the structure ribs
• Bus spacers on the OBC between motherboard and

daughter board

Worth mentioning is that the couplings that these are part
of are going to be tested later through a thermal vacuum test
to confirm the values. The current approximations are based
upon estimating how hard the surfaces will be bolted together
i.e the pressure between them.

VI. RESULTS

The results from the simulations are shown in figures 8 to
13 and in tables III to VIII. The plots display the temperature
ranges that the subsystems and payloads were subjected to
during the simulation of 15 orbits, which corresponds to one
full day. All temperature ranges presented here include uncer-
tainties to account for modelling errors. These are 10◦C for all
systems except for the battery, which has a lower uncertainty
of 3◦C. This is due to it having its lower temperature controlled
by an integrated heater. In the figures one can see if the
component at any time during the orbit has exceeded its
required range. Tables are also presented with numerical values
of these extremes. For detailed plots displaying the varying
temperature as a function of time the reader is referred to the
Appendix. Note that DSP and WSP in the figures refer to
deployable and wall-mounted solar panels respectively.

TABLE III
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE PAYLOADS FOR THE COLD

NON-OPERATIONAL CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Cold Non-Operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -41 7.4
Camera

Limits 0 70
Cold

Simulation -39.3 -2.7
CUBES

Limits -20 80
Cold

Simulation -39.2 -5.2
SiC

Limits -40 105
Ok

Simulation -37.2 -2.4
LEGS

Limits -30 70
Cold

Simulation -30.4 -9.5
RATEX-J

Limits -40 50
Ok

Simulation -27.1 -1.1
MoreBac

Limits 4 30
Cold

Simulation -34.7 7.9
SEUD

Limits -65 150
Ok

Simulation -51.1 37.2
CubeProp

Limits -10 50
Cold

TABLE IV
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE SUBSYSTEMS FOR THE COLD

NON-OPERATIONAL CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Cold Non-Operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -53.8 31.7
Antennas

Limits -30 70
Cold

Simulation -17.6 23.3
OBC

Limits -25 65
Ok

Simulation -25.1 40.6
TRXVU

Limits -40 60
Ok

Simulation -7.4 28.8
iMTQ

Limits -40 125
Ok

Simulation -5.1 29.1
Battery

Limits -5 45
Cold

Simulation -14.5 18
Nanopower

Limits -40 85
Ok

Simulation -26 19.5
IGIS

Limits -30 70
Ok

Simulation -52.5 37.4
Structure

Limits -50 90
Cold

Simulation -50.7 19
WSP

Limits -40 125
Cold

Simulation -60.3 54.9
DSP

Limits -40 125
Cold
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TABLE V
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE PAYLOADS FOR THE COLD OPERATIONAL

CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Cold Operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -37.7 18.4
Camera

Limits 0 70
Cold

Simulation -36.1 23.4
CUBES

Limits 20 30
Cold

Simulation -34.1 15.4
SiC

Limits -40 105
Ok

Simulation -33.7 20.9
LEGS

Limits 10 40
Cold

Simulation -21.2 32.2 Cold and
RATEX-J

Limits -20 20 hot

Simulation -3.7 23.2
MoreBac

Limits 20 30
Cold

Simulation -6.9 35.9
SEUD

Limits 0 85
Cold

Simulation -47.8 41.9 Cold and
CubeProp

Limits 0 40 hot

TABLE VI
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE SUBSYSTEMS FOR THE COLD

OPERATIONAL CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Cold Operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -50.9 34.1
Antennas

Limits -30 70
Cold

Simulation -14.4 26.4
OBC

Limits -25 65
Ok

Simulation -20.5 44.1
TRXVU

Limits -40 60
Ok

Simulation -5.5 31.5
iMTQ

Limits -40 125
Ok

Simulation -4.3 27.1
Battery

Limits -5 45
Ok

Simulation -13.4 21.1
Nanopower

Limits -40 85
Ok

Simulation -21.2 23.3
IGIS

Limits -30 70
Ok

Simulation -49.7 40.9
Structure

Limits -50 90
Ok

Simulation -47.1 23.7
WSP

Limits -40 125
Cold

Simulation -58.7 56.4
DSP

Limits -40 125
Cold

TABLE VII
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE PAYLOADS FOR THE HOT OPERATIONAL

CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Hot Operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -26.7 37.9
Camera

Limits 0 70
Cold

Simulation -24.4 40.4 Cold and
CUBES

Limits 20 30 hot

Simulation -22.7 32
SiC

Limits -40 105
Ok

Simulation -21.3 37.9
LEGS

Limits 10 40
Cold

Simulation -7.3 46.1
RATEX-J

Limits -20 20
Hot

Simulation 9.5 39.6 Cold and
MoreBac

Limits 20 30 hot

Simulation 3.4 51.9
SEUD

Limits 0 85
Ok

Simulation -41 54.2 Cold and
CubeProp

Limits 0 40 hot

TABLE VIII
TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE SUBSYSTEMS FOR THE HOT OPERATIONAL

CASE AND THEIR STATUS

Temperature (◦C)
Hot operational

Min Max
Status

Simulation -43.9 47.9
Antennas

Limits -30 70
Cold

Simulation -3.5 49.7
OBC

Limits -25 65
Ok

Simulation -9.4 68.2
TRXVU

Limits -40 60
Hot

Simulation 5.8 46.1
iMTQ

Limits -40 125
Ok

Simulation 7.2 36.4
Battery

Limits -5 45
Ok

Simulation -2.2 39.3
Nanopower

Limits -40 85
Ok

Simulation -10.1 48.2
IGIS

Limits -30 70
Ok

Simulation -43 57.6
Structure

Limits -50 90
Ok

Simulation -39 45.6
WSP

Limits -40 125
Ok

Simulation -54.3 71.1
DSP

Limits -40 125
Cold
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Fig. 9. Temperature ranges for the cold non-operational case, subsystems.
WSP are the solar panels on the walls, DSP are the deployable ones.

Fig. 10. Temperature ranges for the cold operational case, payloads.

VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The results show that many temperature limits are exceeded.
Each system is discussed separately in this section.

A. Subsystems

In figures 9, 11 and 13 and tables IV, VI and VIII the
simulation results for the subsystems are displayed. It is seen
that 18 of the 30 cases are found to stay within the allowed
limits. Generally the exceedances are also smaller for the
subsystems than for the payoads. However, the results include
an assumed modelling uncertainty of ± 10◦C. By performing a
sensitivity analysis this uncertainty could possibly be reduced
enough for some ranges to fall within the limits. Nevertheless,
the deployable solar panels and the antenna system surpasses
their lower limits with between about 14◦C and 24◦C in every
case, which means that reducing the uncertainty would not be
enough to bring them within their limits.

The reason that these systems do not meet their require-
ments might be that they reach far out from the larger mass of

Fig. 11. Temperature ranges for the cold operational case, subsystems. WSP
are the solar panels on the walls, DSP are the deployable ones.

Fig. 12. Temperature ranges for the hot operational case, payloads.

the satellite. Also, by having large surface areas in relation to
their masses they are able to emit significant thermal radiation,
lowering the temperatures. The distance to the rest of the
satellite decreases the amount of heat from internal dissipation
that can reach them.

Since the solar panels only have solar cells fitted on one
side, it might be possible to alter the surface treatment on the
backside, lowering the emissivity for better heat conservation.

It is also worth noting that the temperature limits used for
IGIS are not verified by ISIS and may not be correct.

B. Camera

The camera is seen to exceed its required lowest temperature
in all three cases and by a substantial amount as well. This is
probably due to it being on the end of the satellite, furthest
away from the components which are turned on continuously
thus creating heat in the satellite. It is seen in figures in the
appendix to be more stable within its limits when nearby
components, such as the CUBES experiment, are turned on.
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Fig. 13. Temperature ranges for the hot operational case, subsystems. WSP
are the solar panels on the walls, DSP are the deployable ones.

The non-operating temperature requirements used here are
based on assumptions, but if proper requirements could be
found, an idea is to have the camera operating only in
those warmer periods. This could be a viable option due to
the camera not operating for a long period of time and its
competition in the power demand is relatively low. Finally,
the camera’s temperature requirements might change when the
final camera configuration has been decided upon.

C. CUBES

CUBES is having a hard time staying within the very narrow
temperature requirements while operating and is also going
below the desired non-operational temperature of -20◦C. Due
to CUBES not facing the Sun nor the Earth its received heat
flux is negligible and the sensors directly under the scintillators
are in risk even when not operating. While the operating
temperature could be above a general working temperature
for the electronics when CUBES is on, it is fluctuating to
much to stay within the required interval. Since the motivation
for operating limits is to avoid temperature calibration errors,
another approach for the experiment could be to measure the
temperature when operating and account for the temperature
fluctuations in the post-processing of the collected data. This
could lead to thermal requirements that are easier to meet.
Also, a sensitivity analysis could be helpful here.

Due to the scintillators themselves being so small, the op-
tions for manipulation of their emittance are very limited and
would in accordance to (5) save what might be an insufficient
amount of energy. But this amount of energy kept within the
system, with a MLI approach could be a possibility. However,
CUBES is deemed hard to passively thermally control.

D. SiC in Space

The SiC in space experiment is found to stay within its
temperature limits in all cases.

E. LEGS

The LEGS experiment is found to surpass its lower temper-
ature in every simulated case. It exceeds the limit by between
about 7◦C and 44◦C depending on the case. It is seen in
figures in the appendix that LEGS is experiencing higher
temperatures during the operating time of CUBES in orbit 6 to
10, even spending most of its time within the required range
during the hot case. LEGS being mounted close to CUBES
on the satellite could take advantage of this and change its
operating schedule to coincide with CUBES if possible. From
a thermal perspective this might be a solution. Then, even if
LEGS is subjected to lower temperatures than the required
ones when not operating, it could operate in the periods when
temperatures are higher.

LEGS has also not been refined in terms of where the heat
dissipation takes place, which otherwise could be beneficial
to achieve more realistic simulations. However due to LEGS’
short running time in comparison with CUBES, the biggest
heat gain is when CUBES is operating.

In addition, the stated limits for LEGS are only those that
gives optimal performance, and it is said to still function for
some temperatures outside of these. The exact limits of what
is manageable should be investigated further. A sensitivity
analysis could also possibly reduce the uncertainty and bring
the simulated temperatures closer towards allowed limits.

F. RATEX-J

The RATEX-J experiment is found to exceed its limits in
the operational cases. The largest exceedances are towards the
higher limits. It can be seen in figures the in appendix, that
the cause for this might be accumulated heat when operating.
The module does not cool fast enough between its operative
cycles. One option to solve this could be for the experiment
to run less frequently, giving it more time to cool. Another
option could be to alter the surface treatment of the module
to achieve higher emissivity and faster cooling. Also, adding
a heat sink to increase the thermal mass could be an option
that could lower the highest temperature of the module.

G. MoreBac

The MoreBac experiment fails to stay within its boundary
temperatures in all simulated cases. Due to the narrow allowed
span of 10◦C when operating and the total uncertainty span of
20◦C that is added on top of the simulated range, it is some-
what an impossible task to achieve satisfying temperatures.
However, as very little information about the experiment is
known, and most of its modelling is based on assumptions,
these result will probably be subjected to change when more
information becomes available and more accurate simulations
can be made. Still, it will remain a difficult task to keep the
temperatures within the currently required limits and it should
be further investigated if they can be widened.

H. SEUD

The SEUD experiment is found to stay within its temper-
ature limits in all but the cold operational case. Figure 40 in
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the appendix shows that the fluctuations are relatively stable
and in a majority of the time the temperature is within the
required limits. It could be investigated more closely what
effects these occasional exceedances might cause to determine
if they could be manageable. A sensitivity analysis could be
performed to adjust the uncertainty, which could reduce the
exceedance levels. If the uncertainty is reduced by at least
about 7◦C, SEUD would meet the thermal requirements.

I. CubeProp

CubeProp is deemed an extremely difficult experiment to
keep within its temperature requirements. It is seen becoming
too hot as well as too cold. Being on top of the satellite the
tank is receiving a relatively large amount of solar power
which is deemed good or bad depending on which case it
is. It is also seen in figures the appendix, that CubeProp as
a whole component is not that disturbed in its temperature
periodicity by the actual running of the experiment and the
30 minutes of pre-heating by the heater designated to bring
the tank to within certain temperature limits before running
the experiment. So the going in and out of eclipse, i.e seeing
the Sun is the driving factor for the temperature of CubeProp.
However, due to lack of information regarding the geometric
dissipation at the time of simulations, all the heating power
as well as running power is modelled to be distributed onto
the whole experiment uniformly. Since the tank is the most
sensitive component a more realistic geometric dissipation is
preferable for a better analysis. The heater should be located
below the tank and the driving thruster chips are located on
the two PCB’s seen at the tank’s left and right-hand side in
Figure 2. As soon as the exact location of these are known
the model should be updated and re-simulated.

After implementing these refinements, it could be possible
to manipulate how the thermal energy from the Sun is ab-
sorbed and distributed between CubeProp’s components and
its surroundnings by passive thermal control.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this thesis the thermal modelling of the MIST satellite
has been refined and updated in order to achieve more realistic
simulations. The three thermally most extreme cases were
simulated with the updated model and the results show that
several of the payloads and subsystems fail to meet their
thermal requirements.

Some of the issues could possibly be resolved by performing
a sensitivity analysis and implementing passive thermal con-
trol, but others seem to offer significant difficulties with the
current requirements. This is especially the case for MoreBac
and CUBES, whose operating temperature limits are exceeded
by the simulation uncertainty alone. For these experiments
further investigation should be made to see if the requirements
can be reassessed.

On the whole MIST is, with its current configuration, not
safe to operate in space without a significant risk of mission
failure due to thermal issues.

IX. FUTURE WORK

Suggestions for future work within thermal analysis of
MIST is collected here.

A. Sensitivity Analysis

In accordance with the discussions held above, a sensitivity
analysis should be made to investigate more closely what
uncertainties are reasonable to apply to the results from the
simulations. This could possibly decrease the resulted temper-
ature spans that are presented and lead to more requirements
being fulfilled.

B. Tumbling Case

In the very beginning of its lifetime MIST will encounter
tumbling, which does not correspond to any of the cases
simulated in this thesis. The thermal conditions in the tumbling
case are likely to differ from these and should therefore be
investigated separately to ensure that the thermal requirements
are met in that case as well.

C. Further Refinements of the Model

Due to lack of documentation, several properties in the mod-
elling of the payloads and subsystems are only assumptions
and should be updated when verifiable information is available
for more realistic simulations. For a detailed intel into how
the assumptions are made, the TMM should be studied. The
systems that are most affected by assumtions are MoreBac,
the camera and the deployable solar panels.

For CubeProp and LEGS the above discussed refining of
the experiments modeling should be done. As well as for
CubeProp establishing a more detailed dissipation profile in
regards to how the experiment will be conducted and how
much power it will use when it is operating is needed.
CubeProp is in the results presented in this thesis assumed
to run on the mode that uses the most power from the power
team, which from a thermal perspective is not necessarily the
most realistic nor most extreme one, depending on the case
considered.

One might also want to systematically compare the latest
updated CAD model of MIST, with the geometrical model
in Thermica to check for alikeness. Especially as CubeProp
has received an updated design that has been delivered to the
mechanical subteam, which has to be changed in Thermica
anyway.

D. Thermal Control

In section VII several suggestions are made to how the
thermal requirements could be achieved by applying passive
thermal control. The possibilities of implementing thermal
control and the impact it would have could be further investi-
gated in order to better meet the thermal requirements.
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E. Update the Thermal Requirements

The results in this thesis make it clear that many systems
are within their allowed temperature ranges in the majority of
the time, but occasionally exceeds it. It could be further inves-
tigated the effects of occasional exceedances to determine if
the systems could withstand such conditions and consequently
possibly update the thermal requirements to account for this.
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Construction and Design of the SEAM and MIST
Ground Stations

Björn J. Sandström, Calle A. Guldstrand

Abstract—Low powered transmitters and noisy environments
make it difficult to establish stable communication between
satellites and Earth. The key is to be well prepared and study
every possible source of error. This paper shows how a ground
station can be designed and optimized to overcome most of the
obstacles in satellite communication. By calculating a link budget,
performing noise measurements and modifying old mobile phone
base stations, a working formula was found that potentially could
be a template for other similar projects.

I. INTRODUCTION

M INIATURE satellites are a special breed of satellites
that have become very popular due to their low launch

and development costs. Satellites with a mass of under 500
kg are considered to be miniature satellites [1]. The class of
miniature satellites is further divided into many more sub-
classes based on their mass.

They are built as standardized CubeSats. A CubeSat typ-
ically consists of one or more 10 cm3 cubes. One of these
cubes is called a 1U standard. This project has specifically
worked on the ground stations for the CubeSats MIST and
SEAM, and they both consist of three of these cubes e.g. they
are 3U CubeSats [2].

The small size of the satellites sets many limitations, espe-
cially on volume and therefore also its power supply. These
limitations cause problems for the communication between the
satellite and Earth. Its small volume and low power limits the
capacity of the transmitter which leads to a transmitted signal
with low power. The volume also puts a restriction on the
size of the antennas. The restrictions of these satellites need
to be compensated for at the ground station, for example with
sensitive receivers and powerful transmitters.

A. MIST

The MIST (MIniature STudent) satellite project is a 3U
satellite which will be launched with seven different technical
and scientific experiments on board [3].

The MIST ground station will also be used for educational
purposes and for listening to satellites other than MIST.

B. SEAM

The SEAM (Small Explorer for Advanced Missions) project
is a collaboration between eight different partners from five
European countries. The goal of the project is to build, launch
and operate a nano-satellite that will measure the magnetic
and electric fields in the Earth ionosphere.

One of the features of the SEAM ground station is that it is
able to change the polarization of the received signal depend-
ing on what polarization gives the highest signal strength. The
signal strength measurements is done using RS9045 channel
units.

C. Satellite communication

Each satellite will need to take commands from and send
experiment data to its ground station. This communication
will take place on the UHF/VHF radio bands. SEAM will
communicate on the frequency 437.25 MHz for both up- and
downlink, which is called half-duplex communication. This
means that the ground station will only need one antenna.
MIST however, will have full duplex communication. There-
fore, its ground station will have one transmitting antenna
working on 145.860 MHz (uplink) and one receiving antenna
working on 437.405 MHz (downlink).

D. Objectives

The objective was to first calculate the link budgets and from
that result propose vital components that will help to realize
the communication. The components that were investigated
are:

• Antenna: For the link budgets to be realized the ground
station antennas needs to have the appropriate gain and
polarization.

• Amplifier: The amplifiers needs to have a low attenuation
and good large signal properties.

• Polarization agility: For the SEAM satellite, polarization
agility is used to minimize the polarization losses.

• Rotator: The rotators need to be strong enough to handle
the weight and wind load of the antennas. They also needs
be able to point the antennas in the needed directions.

The ultimate goal is to enable and optimize the communication
with the satellites.

E. Content of the Chapters

Chapter II is covering theory about link budgets, the low
noise amplifiers and polarization agility. Chapter III presents
MIST’s link budget and its effect on component choices.
Chapter IV presents SEAM’s link budget and how some of the
parts of the SEAM ground station were implemented. Chapter
V is about how the polarization agility was implemented and
Chapter VI discusses the results of the project.
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II. THEORY

This chapter goes over the theory for the link budget, low
noise amplifiers and polarization agility.

A. Link budget

The link budget is the sum of all amplifications and atten-
uations all the way from the transmitter to the receiver. The
link budget is calculated in a worst case scenario. This way
it can be assumed that if it works in the worst case scenario
it will work in any other scenario. The resulting link budget
mandates many of the choices that need to be made in regard
to the different components in the communication chain. The
link budget is separated into uplink and downlink. The link
budget can be divided into the following parts:
• Transmitted power: The transmitted signal is often am-

plified. The amount of amplification an amplifier has is
restricted by the electrical power that can be supplied and
the physical volume the amplifier may occupy. Since these
two factors are scarce in a CubeSat the transmitted power
will be limited. Neither power nor volume is a problem at
the ground station and the transmitted power is only limited
by the legal limit for amature radio at 1000 W [4].
It is the transmitted power that sets the starting condition
for the link budget. Generally it is better to have a higher
transmission power but it is not always necessary for the
uplink. There will be losses in power from the transmitter to
the antenna. These losses come from the cables and connec-
tors and the mismatch of components. This is minimized by
having shorter cables and fewer connectors with low losses.
The mismatch depends on the VSWR and can be minimized
through impedance matching.

• Antenna gain: The antenna’s gain is a measure of how
much output power relative to its input power the antenna
is sending in its pointing direction. The antenna’s gain
in dBiC is how much more power the antenna is sending in
its pointing direction compared to a hypothetical isotropic
circular polarized antenna. The gain of an antenna is largely
dependent on its type and size. Since size is limited on the
satellite the antenna gain will be limited. The antenna is one
of the most important components in a communication link,
since it amplifies both the received and transmitted signals.

• Antenna pointing loss: The antennas of a satellite are often
intended to radiate to the whole planet and are therefore
omnidirectional. The antennas used in the ground stations
are intended to only point at the satellite and are therefore
directional antennas. This means that they are built to
transmit and receive signals in a specific direction. When
the antenna sends its signal it will be sent as a beam in the
direction of the antenna. The width of the beam depends
on the antenna. It is important that the ground stations can
track and point their antennas at the satellites as they move
across the sky. The pointing precision should be within the
beam width of the antenna and should just be a few degrees
in order to optimize the link.

• Antenna polarization loss: The signals between the satel-
lite and the ground station can have different polarizations.
For example, horizontal, vertical, left hand circular, right

hand circular etc. The type of polarization a signal has
depends on what kind of antenna it is sent from. However,
the polarization that the signal has when it arrives at the
receiving antenna can differ from the polarization it had
when it was sent. The change in polarization depends on the
orientation of the sending antenna seen from the receiving
antenna. It is very important to match the polarization of
the receiving antenna to the incoming signal. A mismatch
of polarization will lead to a loss of signal strength.

• Path loss: The path loss can be approximated by formula

PL = 20log(
4πS

λ
) (1)

where S is the distance the signal has to travel and λ is
the wavelength of the signal [3]. The greater the distance
the signal has to travel the greater the path loss will be.
The greatest distance the signal will have to travel depends
on at what elevation angle the communication between the
satellite and ground station will start. The elevation angle
is the angle between the horizon seen from the ground
station and the satellite. A zero degree elevation would
result in the greatest distance, but because of trees and
buildings in between the ground station and the satellite, the
communication would probably not work at that elevation.

• Atmospheric losses: Atmospheric losses are losses due to
gases in the atmosphere, especially water vapour. As the
electromagnetic waves propagate through the air they will
interact with molecules in the atmosphere and lose some of
their energy.
The losses a signal has due to the atmosphere is hard
to predict since it is affected by many factors. One of
the main factors is the elevation angle since it affects the
maximum distance the signal has to travel. As in path loss
the atmospheric losses increase with a longer distance. This
loss is often not significant in frequencies below 2 GHz [5].

• Ionospheric losses: The ionosphere consists of a layer of
ionized particles. Depending on the density of the particles
and the solar radiation, certain frequencies of waves will be
reflected in this layer. One of the main factors in this loss
is the elevation angle and can, in the worst case, result in a
total reflection.

• Noise floor: The power level of the background noise
is often called the noise floor. The noise floor can be
approximated to be uniformly distributed over the whole
frequency spectrum. The most significant noise in this case
is the noise at the LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) input.
– Effective noise temperature: The noise temperature of

a system is the temperature that would produce the same
level of Johnson-Nyquist noise as the real noise in the
system [6]. The relation is

P

B
= KbTs (2)

where P is the power, B is the bandwidth, Kb = 1.381 ·
10−23 is the Boltzmann constant and Ts is the system
noise temperature [6].
The effective noise temperature for a link budget is the
calculated noise temperature at the receiver.
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– Signal to noise power density: Signal to Noise power
density (S/N0) or the carrier to noise power density
(C/N0) is calculated by

S

N0
=

SG

kT
(3)

where S is the power of the signal, G is the gain of
the antenna, k = −198.6 dBm/K/Hz is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the system effective noise temperature.

– Telemetry system required Eb/N0: Eb/N0 is the energy
per bit to noise power spectral density ratio [7]. The
required Eb/N0 is the ratio that is needed for the signal
to be able to be demodulated by the receiving system. It
is specified by the used modulation.
On top of the theoretical required ratio, there is also an
implementation loss when demodulating the signal, which
increases the actual required Eb/N0 [5].

• Link margin: The link margin is how many decibels the
signal’s Eb/N0 is above the systems required Eb/N0. It
is the final result of a link budget calculation. As a rule
of thumb a system should have a 6 dB margin above the
Eb/N0 threshold.

B. LNA

LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) is a special kind of amplifier
that amplifies a signal without adding any significant amount
of extra noise. The main purpose of the LNA is to set the
signal to noise ratio. Since both the signal and the noise is
amplified in the LNA, any noise that is added after the LNA
can often be neglected. To reduce the amount of noise prior
to the LNA, it should be placed as close to the antenna as
possible with as short a cable as possible.

An amplifier can be mathematically described as a function

f(x) = ax+ bx2 + cx3 + dx4... (4)

where a is gain of the wanted signal and b, c, d. etc. are the
gain of harmonics and intermodulations, which are unwanted
at the output. These harmonics and intermodulations arise be-
cause the LNA contains nonlinear components [8]. In satellite
communication, the most important characteristics of a LNA
are:
• Gain: The gain of a LNA determines how much it will

amplify the signal. A greater gain could seem beneficial but
that is not always the case. Gain often worsens the LNAs
large signal qualities like its IP3 rating.

• Noise figure: The noise figure is a parameter that shows
how much noise a device introduces. It is defined as

NF = SNRin,dB − SNRout,dB (5)

where NF stands for noise figure, SNRin,dB is the signal
to noise ratio at the input and SNRout,dB is the signal to
noise ratio at the output of the device. The equation is only
defined for room temperature, T = 290K. A typical noise
figure for an LNA ranges from 0.5 to 5 dB.

• Third order intercept point: The intermodulation products
occur when interfering signals are stacked at the LNA input.
These products can occur at frequencies that can cause

Fig. 1: Visual representation of where the different
intermodulation products appear on the frequency spectrum.

Original picture is from [9].

more harm than the noise floor or the interfering signals
themselves. If an interfering signal with enough power is
present at a frequency close to the frequency of interest, it
might not be possible to block it with filters. This signal
will then disrupt the signal of interest. In this project this
is an unlikely worst case scenario and will only happen if
something is illegally sending on a frequency close to or
on the exact frequency used in the communication with the
satellite.
Another possibility is that two or more interfering signals at
frequencies different from the frequency of interest, but still
close enough to pass a bandpass filter. In this case these
interfering signals will enter the LNA and mix with each
other to create a range of intermodulations.
If the two signals have frequencies f1 and f2, the different
intermodulations will appear as:
– First order (fundamentals):
f1 and f2

– Second order:
2f1, 2f2, f1 − f2 and f1 + f2

– Third order:
3f1, 3f2, 2f1 + f2, 2f2 + f1, 2f1 − f2 and 2f2 − f1

and so on. See Figure 1.
As seen in figure 1 the most alarming products are the
third order products that are created by mixing 2f1 − f2
and 2f2 − f1. If any of these third order intermodulation
products happen to coincide with the frequency of interest
it could interrupt the link.
In addition to this, the power of the intermodulation prod-
ucts increases exponentially with its order as seen in equa-
tion (4). On a logarithm scale, this means that if the input
increase by 1 dB, the third order product will increase by
3 dB.
How much of a problem these intermodulation products will
be depends on how well the LNA suppresses them. A way
to measure this is to look at the LNAs third order intercept
point, or IP3. The IP3 is a theoretical point that shows where
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Fig. 2: Visual representation of where the theoretical IP3
point is located.

the output power of a single signal is equal to the power of
the third order products. See Figure 2.
The LNA’s IP3-property is shown by stating the output
power at which the IP3 point occurs. By knowing this point
it is possible to calculate the highest power that two signals
can have before they produce a problem. For example if a
LNA has an IP3 point of 30 dBm, a gain of 15 dB and
the highest allowed power for the third order products at
the link frequency is -120 dBm, equation (6) can be used
to calculate the highest power of the two interfering signals
before a third order product gets above the highest allowed
power.

x = IP3− IP3− Pmax − gain

3
− gain [dBm] (6)

where x is the highest allowed power of the two interfering
signals and Pmax is the highest allowed power of the third
order products. The above values give x = −45 dBm.
This means that if the power of the interfering signals are
greater than -45 dBm or 0.03 mW, the resulting third order
product can theoretically be strong enough to disrupt the
communication.

• Bandwidth: It is important that the LNA has a bandwidth
that covers the frequencies of interest. A LNA with a broad
bandwidth has different qualities depending on where in the
band it is operating. The differences can be in IP3, noise
figure and gain.
As mentioned in the previous section, interfering signals at
frequencies close to the link frequency can heavily disturb
the link between satellite and ground station. A bandpass
filter can be used to protect the link. To have a good
protection a narrow bandpass filter with low attenuation at
the link frequency is needed. Two types of filters with these

characteristics are:
– Cavity filter: Cavity filters can be made narrow with

low attenuation at the bandwidth frequencies (high Q
factor). The size of a cavity filter is largely related to
the frequency it is designed to pass.

– Helical Resonator: A Helical resonator can be used as
a bandpass filter. Its bandwidth is also dependent on its
geometry. It is basically two or more coils with one open
end, contained in a box. These kind of filters often have
a screw for fine tuning of the filter [10].

C. Polarization agility

If a receiving antenna is left hand circular polarized with
a quarter wavelength distance between the horizontal and
vertical dipole, and the antenna receives a left-hand circular
polarized signal, then the received horizontal and vertical
signal are in phase in time. They are not in phase in space,
since there is a quarter wavelength between the dipoles.

If the signals are to be combined, the signals should not
have any phase difference in neither space nor time. This is
simply done by having equally long cables from the antenna
to where the signals are to be combined.

If the received signal is left-hand circular polarized, the two
signals would have no phase difference and add as intended
at the combiner.

If the received signal would be right-hand circular polarized,
the two signals would have a half wavelength phase difference
and cancel each other out at the combiner.

If the received signal is linearly polarized, the signal would
have 3 dB lower intensity after the combiner compared to
what a left-hand circular polarized signal with the same power
would have.

III. MIST LINK BUDGET

See Figure 3 for MIST’s proposed ground station set-
up. Since MIST is using full duplex in its communication
the ground station will need to have two antennas. One for
transmitting data and one for receiving data.

The revised β TEST Version of the AMSAT / IARU An-
notated Link Model System was used as a tool for calculating
the link budget. For exact calculations, see appendix F. As
in theory the results of the link budget will be divided in to
smaller parts. These parts are:
• Transmitted power: MIST satellite’s transmitter is a ISIS

TRXVU. It has a maximum output power of 0.5 W
(27 dBm) according to the manufacturer. The transmitted
signal from the ground station will be amplified to about
100 W (50 dBm).

• Antenna gain: The antennas on the satellite are dipole
antennas with a gain of 0 dBi [11]. One is for the uplink
and one is for the downlink. The antenna for the ground
station is a H-stacked array consisting of 4 yagi antennas
with the combined gain of 24.8 dB.

• Antenna pointing loss: The antenna pointing loss was
approximated to be 1.5 dB for the satellite antenna and 0.1
dB at the ground station

• Antenna polarization loss:
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Fig. 3: Block diagram representation of MIST’s ground
station.

The MIST satellite antennas are linearly polarized. The
orientation of the satellite changes the polarization at the
receiving antenna between different linear polarizations.
To reduce the effects of changing polarization a circular
polarized antenna is used, since circular antennas can receive
all linear polarizations. The loss in power from linear
polarization to circular polarization is a constant 3 dB.

• Path loss: The maximum distance that the signal needs to
travel was calculated to be S = 2424.5 km. This is based
on the assumption that the satellite will have a mean orbit
altitude of 640 km. The path loss was approximated using
formula 1 to be 153 dB for the downlink and 143.47 dB for
the uplink.

• Atmospheric losses: The atmospheric losses were estimated
to be 2.1 dB [5].

• Ionospheric losses: The ionospheric losses were estimated
to be 0.4 dB [5].

• Noise floor: The noise floor was calculated from the sys-
tem effective noise temperature using equation 2 to be
−126.69 dBm for the ISIS TRXVU’s downlink bandwidth
15 kHz at the ground station and -135.55 dBm for the ISIS
TRXVU’s uplink bandwidth 5.3kHz at the satellite.
– System effective noise temperature: The galactic noise

affecting the ground station antenna should be below
100 K at the frequency 437.405 MHz, but the noise enter-
ing the side lobes of the antenna from nearby computers
and other devices could result in a noise temperature of
1000 K at 437.405 MHz [12].
The noise temperature of local disturbances was assumed
to be 1000 K, and the galactic noise was assumed to be
84 K [5]. The effective noise temperature of the system
was calculated to be 1035 K for the ground station using
[5]. For the satellite, this value was set to be 2000 K.

– Signal to noise power density: The signal to noise power
density was calculated to be 58.58 dBHz for the downlink
and 77.99 dBHz for the uplink.

– System data rate: The system data rates are controlled

Fig. 4: Block diagram representation of SEAM’s ground
station.

by the ISIS TRXVU tranceiver. It is 9.6 kbps for the
downlink and 1.2 kbps for the uplink.

– Telemetry System Required Eb/N0: The uplink modu-
lation (AFSK) requires a Eb/N0 of 19 dB along with a
implementation loss of 1 dB. The downlink modulation
(D-BPSK) requires a Eb/N0 of 10.8 dB along with a
implementation loss of 2 dB. This results in a required
Eb/N0 of 20 dB for the uplink and 12.8 dB for the
downlink.

• Link margin: The link margin of the MIST downlink is
calculated to be 5.96 dB. For the uplink the margin is
27.20 dB.

A. Antenna and LNA

Since the downlink link margin is strained, the large re-
ceiving antenna that was used in the link budget is needed.
The MVV 432-VOX I has been bought for testing the MIST
downlink and it meets the requirements regarding the noise
figure and gain.

IV. SEAM LINK BUDGET AND GROUND STATION
IMPLEMENTATION

This section is dedicated to the results of the work done
on SEAM’s ground station. Figure 4 gives a overview of the
systems in the ground station. The antenna receives the signals
and the signals are then amplified in the LNA. The signal is
divided in to 4 different polarizations and the one with the
highest signal strength is passed to the transceiver. The power
amplifier (PA) is the TX part of the RS9045, which amplifies
the transmitted signal from the transceiver. The PA is not yet
implemented in this project.
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A. Link budget

The revised β TEST Version of the AMSAT / IARU An-
notated Link Model System was used as a tool for calculating
the link budget. For exact calculations, see appendix F. Just
like in the theory chapter, the results of the link budget will
be divided into smaller parts:

• Transmitted power:
SEAM’s transceiver for both the up- and downlink is the
AX100. See appendix (E).
The AX-100 transceiver has controllable output power from
24 dBm to 30 dBm.The transmitter power for the downlink
was chosen to be 30 dBm. The transmitter power for the
uplink will be 47 dBm after amplification. The transmission
line losses at the satellite will be approximately 0.5 dB.
The resulting transmitted power to the antenna after trans-
mission line losses are, ground station: 47 − 1.6 =
45.4 dBm, satellite: 30− 0.5 = 29.5 dBm.

• Antenna gain: The antenna on the satellite is a canted turn
stile with a gain ranging from -1.0 to 1.5 dB, depending on
the direction, as specified by the manufacturer.
The chosen antenna for the ground station was the WiMo
WX-7036. The choice was dictated by how much of a link
margin was needed. The WiMo WX-7036 combined with
other components, gives a link margin of roughly 7 dB
which is satisfactory. The specifications of the WiMo WX-
7036 are:
Polarization: Circular, Gain: 16.15 dBiC, beamwidth: 30
degrees, elements: 2 x 18.

• Antenna pointing loss: The antenna pointing loss of the
ground station antenna was approximated to be 0.3 dB at
five degrees. The pointing loss of the satellite is included in
the antenna gain.

• Antenna polarization loss: The SEAM satellite has a
circular polarized antenna. To receive the signal from the
satellite without losing half of the power (3 dB), a circular
antenna should be used to receive the signal. However, a
right hand circular polarized antenna can theoretically not
receive a left hand circular polarized signal or vice versa
(up to 20 dB losses in reality).
To solve this, RSSI polarization agility was implemented
which in theory should be able to minimize the polarization
losses down to of 3 dB. Therefore 3 dB was used as the
value for the antenna polarization loss.

• Path loss: The maximum distance that the signal needs to
travel was calculated to be S = 2424.5 km. This is based
on the assumption that the satellite will have a mean orbit
altitude of 640 km. The path loss was approximated using
formula 1 to be 153 dB.

• Atmospheric losses: The atmospheric losses were approx-
imated to be 2.1 dB.

• Ionospheric losses: The ionospheric losses were estimated
to be 0.4 dB.

• Noise floor:
The noise floor was calculated from the system effective
noise temperature using equation 2 to be -128.24 dBm
for the bandwidth 10 kHz at the ground station and -
132.89 dBm for the bandwidth 10 kHz at the satellite.

TABLE I: Table of the different LNAs that were considered
for this project

Model Gain
[dbm]

NF
[dB]

OIP3
[dBm]

Interfering
maximum
strength
[dBm]

PGA-105+ 15.2 2 39.3 -24.1
PGA-103+ 22.1 0.5 39 -28.9
PSA-545+ 23.5 0.7 34.9 -32.6
PMA-5454+ 21.7 0.8 25.6 -37.6
ZHL-1010-75+ 11.28 3.5 47 -16.3
MPGA-122-75+ 15.1 2.9 49.7 -17.1
MVV 432-VOX 22 0.8-1.2 Not spec. N/A
MML09211HT1 26.1 0.54 31.5 -36.6
MML09212HT1 40 0.54 37 -42.2
MAAL-011136 20.5 1.2 32 -32.5
MAAL-010200 14 1.3 36 -25.5
SSB SP 70 22 0.7 20 -41.5

– System effective noise temperature:
The noise temperature of local disturbances was assumed
to be 1000 K, and the galactic noise was assumed to be
84 K [5]. The effective noise temperature of the system
was calculated to be Tg = 1087 K for the ground station
using [5]. For the satellite, this value was calculated to
be Ts = 372 K.

– Signal to noise power density: The signal to noise power
density was calculated to be 53.49 dBHz for the downlink
and 74.44 dBHz for the uplink.

– System data rate: The system data rates are controlled
by the AX100 transceiver. It is 9.6 kbps = 39.82 dBHz for
the downlink and 4.6 kbps = 36.81 dBHz for the uplink.

– Telemetry System Required Eb/N0: The GMSK mod-
ulation requires a Eb/N0 of 5.8 dB. The Eb/N0 stands
for energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio.
This means that the signal in theory needs to be 4.8 dB
above the noise floor. With implementation losses in the
demodulation the signal needs to be 5.8 dB over the noise
floor.

• Link margin: The link margin of the SEAM downlink
is calculated to be 7.86 dB. For the uplink the margin is
31.83 dB.

B. LNA

A market research was done to find different amplifiers. The
most important features of the amplifiers were gathered from
the data sheets and put into a table, see Table I.

The maximum noise signal strength was calculated from
equation (6). All aspects considered the best suited LNA would
be the PGA-105+.

C. Rotator

The satellites will fly over the ground stations at different
azimuth and elevation angles. Since the antenna that is being
used is a directional antenna, it is very important that it is
always pointing at the satellite when sending or receiving
a signal. To achieve this the antenna will be mounted on a
rotator.
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TABLE II: Table of the different AlfaSpid rotators that were
considered for this project.

AlfaSpid RAS SPX 01 SPX 02
Resolution degrees 1 1 1
Max
weight kg 250 30 40

Brake
torque Nm 1582 580 580

Torque Nm 366 50 80
Azimuth - Yes Yes Yes
Elevation - Yes Yes Yes
Backlash degrees ∼1 ∼1 ∼1
Control box - Yes Yes Yes
Interface - USB USB USB

The rotator coupled with a controller will give the ability
to track the satellite within a few degrees as it moves across
the sky.

In choosing the rotator, some attributes was of special
importance. These attributes are:

• Resolution: Smallest step the rotator can take. Measured in
degrees. The smaller each step is the greater the precision
the rotator will have.

• Brake torque: Decides how strong winds the rotator will
be able to keep the antenna still in. If it is too small the
antenna would change position in strong winds.

• Torque: The torque of the motors decides how big of an
antenna the rotator will be able to move.

• Degrees of freedom: How many degrees in each direction
that the rotator can move. Since the satellite will be able
to appear anywhere in the sky it is key that the rotator can
move a minimum of 360 degrees in azimuth and 90 degrees
in elevation.

• Backlash: How many degrees of play there is in the locking
gears within the rotator. It is crucial to have a rotator with
minimum backlash since it will contribute to the pointing
error.

• Control options: How the rotator is controlled. Since
this ground station require a rotator that can be remotely
controlled it is key that it has that function built in. This is
typically achieved via a control box.

• Interface: How to connect the controller box to a computer.
The best option would be via a USB or RS232 connection.
It is also important how the computer would communicate
with the control box.

The choice of rotator for the SEAM ground station stood
between three rotators from AlfaSpid and three rotators from
Yeasu.

Table II and Table III summarizes the most important
aspects from each model.

The Yeasu 1000DXC and 2800DXC (Table III) was rejected
since none of them have elevation control. The Yeasu G-5500
was also rejected since it did not include a controller box. It
was also one of the weaker rotators in regards to torque and
max weight.

Using a MARC (Mast, Antenna and Rotator Calculator)
software, the max torque that the WiMo WX7036 antenna
would experience was calculated to be less than 600Nm. It
was argued that the rotator should have a bit of extra margin in

TABLE III: Table of the different Yeasu rotators that were
considered for this project.

Yeasu 1000DXC 2800DXC G-5500
Resolution degrees 1 1 1
Max
weight kg 200 300 30

Brake
torque Nm 588 2450 400

Torque Nm 108 245 60/140
Azimuth - Yes Yes Yes
Elevation - No No Yes
Backlash degrees 1 0.2 1
Control box - No No No
Interface - None None None

brake torque to make it possible to mount a bigger antenna to
it in the future. Therefore The AlfaSpid rotators model SPX 01
and SPX 02 (Table II) was rejected due to their weak braking
torque compared to the RAS.

The remaining rotator was the AlfaSpid RAS, which was
chosen. It can easily handle and control the required torques
and forces, has a reasonable backlash and resolution. Its
control box communicates on a protocol that is easy to use
for the serial communication.

For the MIST ground station, the rotator AlfaSpid BIG
RAS has previously been proposed to handle the receiving
antenna for the MIST ground station. It is a larger and stronger
version of the AlfaSpid RAS which has the right specifications
to handle the H-stacked antenna array for MIST [13]. The
AlfaSpid rotators RAS, SP01 and SP02 will all be able to
handle the transmitting antenna for the MIST ground station
[13].

D. Rotator control

Since the choice of rotator fell on the AlfaSpid RAS the
accompanying controller box was to be used. The controller
box is called Rot2Prog and has both a USB and RS-232
interface option. The choice was made to send commands to
the control box via the USB interface. The commands were
sent from a Raspberry PI computer where a simple Python
script was running.

The script used the PyEphem library to calculate a satellite’s
position by taking two line elment (TLE) data, time and the
position of the ground station as input and outputting the
azimuth and elevation angle. The serial library was used to
output the azimuth and elevation angles to the control box.
The communication protocol can be found here [14].

The control box requires a power supply with 12-24 volt
output. A higher voltage lets the motors run faster. At no
load the motors draw 1.5 amps at start-up power and 1 amp
in normal operation. To achieve this an old computer power
supply was used which outputs 42 amps at 12 volts.

E. Noise measurements

The noise measurements were done using a spectrum an-
alyzer, see appendix (D), and an omnidirectional antenna.
The measurements were done over a period of 3-6 hours.
The measurements are presented as print-screens from the
spectrum analyzer.
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Fig. 5: Noise measurement close to the frequency that
SEAM ground station will be operating on.

Fig. 6: Measurement to find signals that could result in an
IP3 intermodulation product.

The internal noise of the spectrum analyzer was measured
to be around -105 dBm at all frequencies. The noise floor
could therefore not be measured as it is assumed to be lower.

As Figure 6 shows, no signal was measured at a level
that could cause IP3 intermodulation products to disturb the
communication.

As Figure 5 shows, no signal at frequency = 437.25 MHz
was measured to be above the internal noise of the device.

V. POLARIZATION AGILITY IMPLEMENTATION

The SEAM ground station uses polarization agility to be
able to receive different polarizations with minimized losses.
The antenna signals are split, and 4 different polarizations are
produced. RS9045 channel units is then used to measure the
signal strength of each polarization. It uses RSSI (Received
Signal Strength Indication) to determine the strength of a
received signal. The RSSI results can be compared in real

Fig. 7: Black diagram representation of the polarization
combiner

time by a micro controller and the best polarization can be
determined.

A. Polarization Combining

The polarization splitting and combining can be seen in
Figure 7. Signal 1 is, except for being attenuated, forwarded
as it is, since it is already one of the linear polarizations. The
same is done for Signal 4. Signal 2 is combined with the
1/4 wave delayed signal 6. The 1/4 wave delayed signal 3
is combined with signal 5. This will result in 2 linear and 2
elliptical polarized signals. The splitting and combining of the
signals are shown in Figure 4.

Four 1:2 splitters and two 1:4 splitters were used to split
the signals. Two additional 1:2 splitters were used as 2:1
combiners. The 1:2 splitters have the nominal attenuation of
3.7 dB, and the 1:4 splitters have the nominal attenuation of
7 dB.

The attenuation from the 1:2 splitters were measured using
the spectrum analyser and the average attenuation was cal-
culated to be 4.06 dB. The average attenuation for the 1:4
splitters was 7.25 dB.

Two controllable attenuators were used to attenuate the
horizontal and vertical signals to get the same attenuation for
all four combinations. The nominal attenuation range of the
attenuators were 0.1-20 dB. The measured range of attenuation
was 0.7-22 dB. The attenuators were set to have 4.06 dB
attenuation to mimic the attenuation of the 1:2 splitters.

The 1/4 wave delay in Figure 7 is representing a coaxial
cable with a length equal to a quarter of the wavelength at
437.25 MHz, which is 17.14 cm with vacuum as propagation
medium. The cable that was used was of type RG223/U which
has a signal propagation speed of 0.66 c. This makes it so
that a quarter wavelength in the cable is 11.31 cm. The WiMo
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WX7036 has a distance of 240 mm between its dipoles. This
means that the cables to the antenna need to compensate with
(125+−90) degrees in order for the antenna cables to output
signals that have a phase difference of 0 or 180 degrees if the
received signal was circular polarized.

B. RS9045

The RS9045 is a TX/RX channel unit used in old mobile
telephone systems (NMT). It was part of base stations and
was used in the 1980s to the 1990s. After its retirement it has
become very popular within amateur radio circuits thanks to
its powerful specifications and because it is relatively easy to
modify.

The RS9045 contains many useful cards that are used to
both send and receive signals. The RS9045 normally receives
at 450-455.50 MHz and sends at 460-465.50 MHz. The
receiver and transmitter range is divided into channels, 25 kHz
wide each.

It is planned to be used for Amplifying the transmitted
signal from the AX100 for the SEAM uplink, and for doing
RSSI measurements for the different polarizations for the
SEAM downlink.

CU-card: The CU-Card (Control Unit Card) is the brain of
the RS9045 and it controls some of the parameters on the other
cards. On the CU-Card there is an erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM), where some of the settings are
stored.

TX: TX or transmission is the transmitting part of the
RS9045. The transmitted signal is first generated on a TXG-
Card (Transmitter Frequency generator card), with a frequency
controlled by the chosen channel and the EPROM on the CU-
Card (standard frequency 460-465.5 MHz). The TXG-Card
signal goes through the Driver-Card and the Amplifier-Card
and is then sent to the TX-output on the RS9045 front panel.
Only the Driver- and Amplifier-Card is planned to be used for
the SEAM ground station. More information about the cards
of interest on the TX-side:
• Driver-card: The Driver Card works as a pre-amplifier and

amplifies the transmitter signal from 0.5 mW to 10 W. The
output signal from the Driver Card is sent as input to the
Amplifier Card.

• Amplifier-card: The Amplifier Card amplifies the signal
from 10 W to 50 W. The output signal is sent to the
TX output on the front of the RS9045. The Driver- and
Amplifier-Card has a total amplification of 100,000 times
or 50 dB.
RX: RX or receiver is the receiving part of the RS9045.

The cards of interest on the RX-side are:
• RF-card: The RF-Card (Radio Frequency Card) is first in

the RX-chain of the RS9045. The card takes the incoming
signal from an antenna, filters it and then mixes it with
the frequency generated by the RXG-Card to create the
intermediate frequency (IF).
The mixing uses the non-linearity in components and their
ability to create products out of two incoming signals.
This particular mixing unit uses the second order products,
specifically the difference of f1 − f2 where f1 is the

Fig. 8: A picture of the two RF-cards that the RS9045
contains.

incoming signal and f2 is the frequency generated by the
RXG-card. The resulting intermediate frequency should be
70.05 MHz. This means that RXG-card need to be set to a
frequency to fit the incoming frequency. This 70.050 MHz
output is sent to the IF card to produce the RSSI.

• RXG-card: The RXG-Card (Receiver Frequency Gener-
ator) generates a frequency that is later mixed with the
incoming signal. The frequency is generated by a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) on the RXG-Card. The oscil-
lator works by having a signal oscillate in a coaxial cable
that is a quarter of the length of the wanted wavelength.
The frequency can then be fine tuned by adding capacitance
between the signal and ground. Depending on which receiv-
ing channel that is set in the on-board logic, the VCO will
adjust the capacitance so the oscillator outputs the wanted
frequency. The system that controls the VCO is called PLL
(Phase Locked Loop).

• IF-card: The purpose of the IF-Card (Intermediate Fre-
quency Card) is to measure the level of the incoming signal.
It accomplishes this by taking a mixed down intermediate
frequency, measures its power and outputs the result as a
DC voltage. The voltage is then converted by the on-board
computer to a dBm value.

C. Modifications for the SEAM project

The RF-Card and IF-Card have been left intact. On the
RXG-card a longer coaxial cable has been put in place. On the
CU-card the EPROM has been modified so that the CU-Card
controls the RXG-Card to generate the required frequency. The
changes and measurements are described in detail below.
• RF-card: The filters on a RF-Card, see silver boxes on

Figure 8, was measured to have a combined attenuation of
45 dB. When receiving at 437.25 MHz compared to the
same input signal level at 450 MHz.

• RXG-card: The 437.25 MHz input needs to be mixed with
a 367.2 MHz signal to be mixed down to 70.05 MHz. This
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Fig. 9: A picture of the RXG-card that the RS9045 contain.
The copper cable on the card is the unmodified coaxial cable.

Fig. 10: A picture of the two IF-cards that the RS9045
contains.

intermediate frequency need to be very precise for it to be
able to pass the filter at the IF-Card.
To test if it was possible to get a signal of 367.2 MHz from
the VCO on the RXG-Card, the feedback of the VCO was
terminated and an external controlled voltage source was
applied to the capacitance diodes via the choke coil.
At 0.44V the output frequency of the VCO was the desired
367.2 MHz. Ideally the VCO should be controlled by a
voltage level that is in the middle of its range, 1.2-3 V, to
give it more room to maneuver the frequency. This meant
that it could be possible to raise the voltage by adding a
static capacitor parallel to the coaxial cable. This would
make it possible to leave the coaxial cable at its existing
length.

• IF-card: The IF-card’s input is passed through a bandpass
filter with 14 kHz bandwidth between the -10 dB points. The

TABLE IV: Table of each change that was made to the
EPROM

Memory
address

Original value
TX 460 MHz
RX 450 MHz

New value
RS9045(1)

New value
RS9045(2)

TX 7C03 8F 88 88
7C04 BE A2 A2

RX 7BDA 76 72 71
7BDB BA BE FE

Fig. 11: Measurement of VCO output frequency with
original length coaxial cable and modified EPROM.

IF-Card transfer function is roughly dB-linear. The output
voltage ranges from about 0.15 V to 7 V. The output of
the IF-Card fluctuates a bit between different cards. See
Appendix (B) for the transfer function of the IF-cards and
Appendix (C) for the IF-Card circuit diagram.

• EPROM modification: To make sure that the VCO on the
RXG-Card did not try to steer its frequency back to the
original 380 MHz the EPROM on the CU-card would have
to be modified to instead steer at 367.2 MHz. The original
EPROM was replaced with a modified version. The file for
the new EPROM was downloaded from [15] and the file
was modified using the EPROM programmer software EPP4
programmer. The changes in the memory addresses of the
new EPROM are shown in Table IV.
One of the RS 9045 was locked at channel 96. To compen-
sate for this, the RX VCO frequency was set to 367.2−96 ·
0.025 = 364.8 MHz.
At first an EPROM modified for 437.25 MHz base frequency
was used. When installing the modified EPROM the result-
ing VCO was a unstable peak ranging from 374 to 382 MHz.
See Figure 11. It was concluded that 367.2 MHz was outside
the range of the VCO and therefore the coaxial cable needed
to be changed.
The original coaxial cable at the RXG-Card was 9.5 cm
long. It was assumed that the percentage in decreased
frequency was equal to the percentage of increase in length
of the coaxial cable. The coaxial cables in Table V was
tested.
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TABLE V: Table of each different coaxial cable that was
tested and the resulting frequency.

Length [mm] Frequency [MHz] Type of cable
95 374-382 (unstable) Og. semi rigid
98 372.8 (unstable) RG223
100 402-410 (unstable) unk. semi rigid
112 370.9 unk. semi rigid
114.5 355.8 unk. semi rigid
112.5 370.9 unk. semi rigid

This was taken as a sign that the VCO was aiming at
370.9 MHz and not on 367.2 MHz as intended.
The RS9045 was set to channel 96 which would mean that
the VCO was set to output 367.2 + 2.4 = 369.6 MHz.
The RX-chain was tested using a signal generator as signal
to the input of the RF-Card. The RSSI started working
when the signal generator was sending 438.6 MHz. The
conclusion was that there was an additional offset aside
from the channel offset. A new EPROM was made with
RX value 437.25− 2.4− 1.35 = 433, 5 MHz (Hexadecimal
value 7192 starting at memory address 7BDA). 1.35 MHz
is the measured offset 438.6 − 437.25 = 1.35 MHz. After
installing the new EPROM the RSSI gave output voltage
with 437.25 MHz as input. The RSSI gave 4.1 V at
437.25 MHz input with a level of -34 dBm. When changing
the input frequency, the RSSI was above the noise level
voltage of 0.11 V in the 437.259 - 437.24 MHz range.
During this test a difference in frequency of 0.3 % was
measured between the 10 MHz reference oscillator and the
signal generator generating 10 MHz.

D. RSSI comparison and relay control using Arduino

The output of the IF-Card is sent to the analog input of an
arduino. The arduino compares the four different voltages and
outputs which of the voltages is the highest. The output of the
arduino is a 4 bit digital signal that can be used to control the
relays in a polarity switch.

E. Testing of the polarization detection

The RSSI was tested for the horizontal and vertical lines in
the polarization combiner.

The purchased WiMo WX-7036 was used as receiving
antenna and a WiMo WX-7020 with only one dipole connected
was used as transmitting antenna. The antennas were placed
outdoors with 20 m apart from each other. The transmitting
antenna had input from a signal generator set at 437.25 MHz.
The receiving antenna was connected with two cables to the
LNA input. The signal level at the signal generator was set
at −120 dBm and was increased 1 dB at a time, while the
arduino output data was collected. At -34 dBm the arduino
read an input voltage above the noise voltage and gave an
output to the serial monitor.

After this, the WiMo-WX7036 was set up with 45 degrees
tilt and the signal generator was set to 0 dBm. The dipole of the
WiMo WX-7020 was removed from the cross yagi antenna’s
body and was pointed by hand at the receiving antenna. The
test was done for 4 different angles relative to the receiving

Fig. 12: Figure shows how the angle α is defined between
the incoming polarization and the receiving antenna.

TABLE VI: Tabel that shows how the RSSI measurements
are effected by different incoming polarizations.

Vertical [V] Horizontal [V] α
3.02 2.75 90 ◦

2.96 3.5 0 ◦

3.25 3.26 45 ◦

1.4 3.33 -45 ◦

antenna, namely 0, 90 45, -45. The result can be seen in Table
VI and Figure 12 for explanation of angels.

The distance dependency was then tested. The transmitting
antenna was held physically vertically (45 degrees difference
between transmitting and receiving antenna) and was moved
about 30 cm at a time. The RSSI data was collected for each
move. The RSSI data is presented in Figure 13.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Link budget

The link budget calculations were made using the following
approximations:

Fig. 13: Figure shows how the level of two different
polarizations change depending on the distance between the

antennas.
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The transmission line losses were approximated using typ-
ical attenuation values for cable and connectors. 0.05 dB per
connector, 0.57 dB per meter for RG-188 A/U cable and
0.085 dB for Belden 9913.

VSWR was calculated using a VSWR loss tool in [5].
The pointing loss was calculated using a antenna pointing

loss table in [5]. The maximum pointing error angle was
assumed to be five degrees.

The atmospheric and ionospheric losses were both calcu-
lated from frequency and the elevation angle using the atmos.
and ionos. Table in [5].

The system temperature was calculated using the tempera-
ture calculation tool in [5] where the noise level was calculated
from the noise temperature, which was assumed to be 1000 K.
According to [12] noise temperature can be as high as 1000
K in ”business” areas with many noise sources.

B. MIST

The link budget for MIST is just below 6 dB which is
satisfactory. It has been calculated in the worst case scenario
and if no losses have been missed, the communication should
work.

Regarding the MIST LNA, the manufacturer of the MVV
432-VOX (Table I) did not specify its IP3 rating. This is
something that has to be known if this LNA is chosen to be
used in the finished ground station for the link to be optimized
and designed correctly.

The SEAM ground station will transmit on a frequency
(437.25 MHz) close to the frequency (437.405 MHz) MIST is
receiving on. This can cause huge problems for MIST, not
only because it will disturb or even jam MIST’s receiver
but it may destroy it since SEAM will be sending with a
level of 47 dBm to a receiver that is design to receive -
100 dBm. This could be solved by implementing a cavity
filter in series with a notch filter. The cavity filter would only
let MIST’s frequency through and the notch filter would stop
SEAM’s frequency. This could work, but would add additional
attenuation before the LNA which would decrease the already
strained link margin. It would also inhibit the MIST station
from being used to listen to any satellite sending on a different
frequency.

Another solution is to turn off the LNA power supply and
ground the LNA input on MIST, when SEAM is transmitting.
This would probably add much less attenuation (A coaxial
switch), but the ground stations would not be able to run
simultaneously.

C. SEAM link budget and components

The LNA has not yet been chosen but the PGA-105+ was
available for testing and satisfies the demands. The only LNAs
in the lineup that has better IP3 rating is the ZHL-1010-
75+ and the MPGA-122-75+ (Table I). Those two LNAs
does however have a significantly higher noise figure and the
question is if the link can afford that amount of added noise
without getting under 6 dB in the link margin.

For the rotator, the current that the power supply can deliver
is well beyond what would ever be needed. However, the

motors were moving a bit slow. This could be a problem if the
antenna needs to be moved a longer distance during a passage
of the satellite. A power supply with higher voltage should
therefore be used instead.

The rotor angles are updated every 5 seconds. The maxi-
mum velocity of the satellite is approximated to 25000 km/h. If
it is assumed that the rotator is pointing correctly, a maximum
pointing error of 3.14 degrees can occur in 5 second when the
satellite is passing the ground station’s zenith. This is within
the worst case scenario of 5 degrees at which the link budget
is based. The free space path loss is also at its minimum at
this angle, which compensates for the pointing loss. If the TLE
data is old the pointing error will increase since the calculated
position of the satellite no longer is true.

A noise measurement with the LNA connected to the
omnidirectional antenna should be made to compare to the
noise measurements that has been done, to see if any IP3
products arise. The spectrum analyzer also has an pre-amplifier
that could produce IP3 products. An attenuator of 10 dB could
be set prior to the spectrum analyzer to see if any of the signals
get attenuated much more than 10 dB, if that is the case, the
signal probably is a harmonic or intermodulation from other
signals.

The relay switching is not yet implemented and is vital for
the communication. The high power relays are available, but
are not connected or controlled. Ideally the relays should be
controlled by the AX100 transceiver. This can only be done
if there is some way to know when the AX100 will transmit
and receive.

D. SEAM polarization agility

The polarization agility was tested and shown to work
for the linear polarizations. During these tests, the vertical
and horizontal input lines, were tuned separately using the
controllable attenuators in Figure 7 to give the same RSSI
output voltage for the same input level.

The RSSI measurement will not always be precise since
the output of the IF-card is not completely decibel linear. This
could be compensated for by using the transfer function of the
IF-Cards to map the output of the RS9045 to the input signal
strength. This could be implemented in the arduino, and could
significantly improve the accuracy of the system.

The distance dependency test showed that there was some
kind of reflection causing the signals to cancel out at a certain
distance between the antennas. The changes in distance that
was made was about 30 cm. Since the wavelength is about 0.68
cm this move was probably too big to give good measurements
and should be remade with a distance change of about 5 cm.
This is hard to do when the transmitting antenna is held by
hand.

The mast material was aluminium for both antennas. This
is a also a source of error as the masts also can receive and
radiate the signals. For a more reliable test a non-conducting
masts should be used for both antennas, the transmitting
antenna should be made more stable and it should be made
easier to turn and change the distance between the antennas.
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Since the phase-shifting was not yet implemented properly,
the receiving of circular polarization was not tested. This
should be done to verify the functionality of the set-up.

During the EPROM modification, the RX value of the
EPROM had to be modified an additional 1.35 MHz. This
could not be properly explained. The difference between the
reference oscillator and the signal generator of 0.3 % could
have something to do with it. More testing is needed to explain
this difference.

VII. CONCLUSION

The results of this thesis shows that satellite communication
is not as straight forward as it might seem. There are many
things that needs to be factored in. If any of the problems
discussed is unknown to the designer the link might not work.
Even though this paper treat the very specific work done on
MIST’s and SEAM’s ground stations, it could be used as a
guide when designing other radio communication systems.

APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR RF-CARD

Appendix A: Transfer function of RF-card is a separate
document.

APPENDIX B
APPENDIX B: TRANSFER FUNCTION OF IF-CARD

Appendix B: Transfer function of IF-card is a separate
document.

APPENDIX C
APPENDIX C: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR IF-CARD

Appendix C: Circuit diagram for IF-card is a separate
document.

APPENDIX D
APPENDIX D: EQUIPMENT USED IN MEASUREMENTS

Spectrum analyzer: HAMEG HMS3010, 3 GHz spectrum
analyzer with TG. Serial number: 013978632.

Signal generator: ROHDE & SCHWARZ Signal Generator,
9 kHz - 2.080 GHz. Serial number: 1062.5502.12.

Multimeter: HEWLETT PACKARD 34401A Multimeter.
Serial number: US36020544

APPENDIX E
APPENDIX E: DATA SHEET FOR AX100

Appendix E: Data sheet for AX100 is a separate
document of 27 pages that can be found here:
https://gomspace.com/UserFiles/Subsystems/datasheet/gs-
ds-nanocom-ax100-33.pdf

APPENDIX F
APPENDIX F: LINK BUDGET CALCULATIONS

Appendix F: Link budget calculations is a separate docu-
ment.

APPENDIX G
APPENDIX G: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR RXG-CARD

Appendix G: Circuit diagram for RXG-card is a separate
document.

APPENDIX H
APPENDIX H: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR AMPLIFIER-CARD

Appendix H: Circuit diagram for Amplifier-card is a sepa-
rate document.

APPENDIX I
APPENDIX I: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR DRIVER-CARD

Appendix I: Circuit diagram for Driver-card is a separate
document.

APPENDIX J
APPENDIX J: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR CU-CARD

Appendix J: Circuit diagram for CU-card is a separate
document.
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SDR Implementation for Satellite Communication
Carin Jakobsson and Olof Sjödin

Abstract—SDR (Software Defined Radio) is a radio commu-
nication system that has been of great interest and development
over the last 20 years. It decreases communication costs signifi-
cantly as it replaces expensive analogue system components with
cheap and flexible digital ones. In this article we describe an
SDR implementation for communication with the SEAM (Small
Explorer for Advances Missions) satellite, a CubeSat satellite
that will perform high quality magnetic measurements in the
Earth orbit. The project result consists of carefully chosen SDR
transceiver and software tools, integrated with parts of the
current satellite communication system. The implementation has
required studies within the field of digital processing, SDR and
specifications of the SEAM satellite communication system, and
has been developed and tested using a radio identical to an on
board satellite radio and coaxial cables as transmission media.
The system is able to interpret incoming messages from the
radio as hexadecimal data and will serve as a prototype when
implementing SDR for another, more complex and expensive
system that is used for communication with the SEAM satellite.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATION over vast distances is today nothing
out of the ordinary. Because it is so widely used, its

function is often taken for granted and its complexity could
easily be diminished. But how obvious is it really, and what
work lies behind the signal processing schemes and electrical
devices? And of course, how do we use these carefully
developed tools to communicate over large distances?

In this article, we describe a prototype software implemen-
tation for satellite communication as a part of the SEAM
CubeSat project, an EU-funded project managed by KTH that
aims to achieve high quality magnetic measurements in the
Earth orbit. The measurements will be collected using a 3U
CubeSat satellite, constructed and tested at KTH, hopefully,
launched during 2017.

A. Project aim

The communication model of the SEAM satellite includes
data transfer at two different channels: UHF (HAM radio
frequency ∼ 400 MHz) and S-band (∼ 2 GHz). The UHF
channel serves as a backup data link and will be useful
in the early mission and in case of anomalies. S-band is
responsible for reliable information transfer and is the primary
communication channel of the SEAM satellite [1].

The current communication model involves analogue signal
processing at the S-band ground station causing unnecessary
expenses and inflexibility as certain changes to the model
would have to be integrated at circuit level. A cheaper and
more flexible solution would be to implement SDR, i.e. to
process the signals to a larger extent digitally. This project
aims to achieve a prototype SDR implementation for com-
munication over the UHF channel of the SEAM satellite.

This implementation will later constitute as a base when
developing SDR for communication over S-band, which will
make the SEAM satellite communication independent of the
expensive analogue signal processing blocks at the S-band
ground station.

The SEAM satellite will communicate with UHF ground
station using an on-board UHF transceiver. In order to fulfil
the project aim we need to find suitable hardware and software
intractable with this setup and to process incoming signals
according to predefined communication specifications.

B. Report overview

Section II gives necessary background to understand satel-
lite communication and our implementation. It is divided
into four parts, the first part (section II-A) gives general
background of satellite communication and signal proecessing,
whereas section II-B, II-C and II-D are separated according to
the OSI Layer Model [2] and describes the physical layer, the
data link layer and the network/transport layer respectively.
Section III describes the implementation method and section
IV our results. Section V addresses difficulties, discusses
results and evaluates the implementation. In section VI the
project results are summarised and further work to improve
the SEAM satellite communication channels is suggested.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Tele and satellite communication

Telecommunication is defined as information transfer be-
tween electrical devices either with the use of physical me-
dia, such as cables or via electromagnetic radiation. Satellite
communication is a type of telecommunication that requires
wireless information transmission systems able to produce
information carrying electromagnetic signals that can travel
long distances without distorting information. Furthermore,
satellite communications require antennas able to distinguish
and absorb these electromagnetic signals, as well as proper
signal processing methods in order to retrieve the information
they carry. The satellite ground station consists of the follow-
ing basic parts:

i Antennas
ii Converter between analog and digital signals

iii Software to perform signal processing
iv Data analysis program
1) Carrier frequency: All systems that use electromagnetic

communication are assigned a certain frequency. This is the
frequency of the signal that will transfer or carry information
between the receiver and transmitter and is therefore referred
to as the carrier frequency fc. The system antennas are con-
structed to be susceptible for the carrier frequency and react to
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Figure 1. Frequency band partitioning

the electrical field of the corresponding electromagnetic wave
by producing a corresponding current. The current intensity
varies as a sine wave with a certain phase, frequency and
amplitude at a given instant. By changing one or a combination
of these parameters with time according to a predefined
scheme, we can interpret these parameter shifts as binary data
that can be further processed by a computer into information
interpretable for the end user [3].

The carrier frequencies used in telecommunication are radio
frequencies, extending from 104 to 1015 Hz. The spectrum
of frequencies is separated into different frequency bands,
visualised in Figure 1 found at NASA’s website [4]. At the
same website one can read about further spectrum partitioning
including the UHF (300-1000 MHz) and S-band (2-4 GHz)
frequencies which are the frequency bands of interest for the
communication channels of the SEAM CubeSat satellite.

2) Telemetry and Telecommand: We are concerned with
choosing and integrating components ii and iii in the list of
section II-A into the communication system. In order to under-
stand the description of the tools used, the following paragraph
gives an overview of the SEAM communication system and
introduces the concepts of Telemetry and Telecommand.

The data transferred between satellite and ground station can
be separated in two categories: Telemetry and Telecommand.
Telemetry is data transferred from satellite to ground station
(downlink), for example a beacon-message from the on board
computer to the ground station. It is sent as a CubeSat Space
Protocol (CSP) packet (further explained in section II-D) to
the satellite bus and is collected by the GomSpace NanoCom
AX100 radio transceiver (see section II-B5). AX100 modu-
lates and encodes the telemetry and transmits the information
on a carrier signal of around 400 MHz. The ground station
needs to detect this signal, convert it to data (demodulate it),
decode it, retain the CubeSat encoded information and send it
to the program for data analysis (RAMSES).

Telecommand is data transferred from ground station to
satellite (uplink), for example a request for system health
information. The on board AX100 transceiver will detect a
carrier signal at about 400 MHz and retain the telecommand
information in such a way that the on board computer can
understand it [1].

3) Digital signal processing: Satellite communication uses
digital signal processing. There are several reasons for process-
ing signals digitally instead of analoguely, mentioned earlier
is the cost and maintenance of the analogue blocks. In general
there is another important aspect; digital signal processing can

be used to correct errors resulting from inevitable disturbances
in the transmission channel (noise), this is further explained
in the next two paragraphs.

In analogue signal processing, the values of a quantity of
interest represented by the signal, are continuous i.e. can take
any value. This causes channel unreliability. For example,
assume that the signal amplitude is set to be proportional to the
temperature measured by a sensor and that the transmission
channel has noise that is unlikely to cause signal distortions
of more than 0.5 V . This means that the received signal may
deviate from the sent signal with ±0.5V . Thus, depending on
the magnitude of the channel noise, analogue signal processing
can cause imprecision in the transmitted data, which may
result in a too unreliable data transfer [3].

In digital signal processing on the other hand, the signal
amplitude would only be allowed to take certain discrete
values. If these values are sufficiently spread out over a large
enough spectrum, a value distorted by noise will end up in
neither of the discrete allowed values [3]. For example, say that
the signal amplitude is allowed to take values of the discrete set
0, 1, .., 5V and that certain combination of discrete amplitude
values would then correspond to a certain temperature of
desired precision. Now if the received value is 1.35 V , it is
most probable that 1 V was transmitted. In this way, digital
signal processing allows for distortions caused by statistically
determined channel noise to be noticed and corrected results
in more reliable channel transmission. However, errors in
the transmitted data do occur also when using digital signal
processing, in order to correct these, error correcting codes are
used. The UHF channel uses Reed Solomon error correcting
code, which is further explained in section II-C4.

Note that in the example of digital signal processing above
the signal amplitude was shifted between a few discrete values.
The temperature information could just as well be transferred
through discrete shifts in signal frequency or phase. Rules
for how to shift parameters efficiently and how to interpret
these shifts are summarised in modulation schemes which will
be discussed in section II-B2. The UHF channel uses GMSK
(Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying) modulation.

4) Software Defined Radio: SDR is a radio communication
system that has been a topic for great interest and research
over the last 20 years. It allows for digital signal processing
to a larger extent than other standard communication systems
which usually includes heavy analogue blocks with costs
ranging up to many thousands of dollars. The currently used
communication system for the SEAM satellite costs around
one million SEK, while the SDR system costs approximately
fifteen thousand SEK. The SDR system means increased
affordability and portability just as its precursor, the crystal
radio, developed during the mid 1900s [5].

B. Physical Layer

The Physical layer is concerned with the bit stream trans-
mission over the physical medium (in our case the coax cable).
To interpret physical layer data one must consider concepts of
for example I/Q data, modulation scheme, cable attenuation
and hardware set up which are further explained below.
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Figure 2. Phasor diagram

1) I/Q data: Two signals are said to be ”in quadrature”
if they are shifted by 90 degrees (one quarter of a cycle) in
phase. For example a sine and a cosine signal are said to
be in quadrature. For the purpose of signal processing it is
convenient to send signals as a stream of I/Q data (I(t), Q(t))
where I(t) is referred to as the In Phase component and Q(t)
as the Quadrature component. A signal s(t) is then interpreted
as the difference between a cosine and a sine signal of the
same angular frequency ω = 2πfc where fc is the carrier
frequency with amplitude coefficients corresponding to the I/Q
data points. The in phase component I(t) corresponds to the
amplitude of the cosine signal, and the quadrature component
Q(t) to the amplitude of the sine signal (see Equation 1). In
general the In Phase and Quadrature components can take any
value and are referred to as base band signals. The frequency
content in their variations are called base band frequency.

By varying the In Phase and Quadrature components appro-
priately, we can create complex variations of phase, amplitude
and frequency (i.e. modulations) in the resulting sum and
thereby conveying information in an efficient manner. Note
that using Z(t) = I(t) + jQ(t), s(t) can be written in the
following form:

s(t) = I(t)cosωt−Q(t)sinωt (1)

= Re
{(

I(t) + jQ(t)
)(
cosωt+ jsinωt

)}

= Re
{
Z(t)ejωt

}
(2)

Thus, the signal can be illustrated by the polar representation
Z(t)ejωt of a point in the complex plane (see Figure 2). Figure
2 is a phasor diagram that can be used to understand different
modulation schemes. A certain point in the phasor diagram
corresponds to a certain combination of I and Q-values, as
well as the resulting signal amplitude and phase of the carrier
signal. The digital modulation schemes usually force the I/Q
data to take certain values in the phasor diagram. The allowed
points in the phasor diagram corresponds to a certain binary
number (or a certain combination of binary numbers).

2) Modulation: I/Q data thus contain information of the
phase and amplitude shifts in a signal. Conversion between I/Q
and binary data is handled by modulation schemes. Different
modulation techniques transfers I/Q data at different rates.
In order to compare the different modulation techniques the
concepts of symbol rate and bit rate are introduced.

Of course, it is in our interest to convey information as
fast as possible which indicates that fast signal parameter
shifts are to prefer. However, shifting the parameters too fast

Figure 3. IQ representation of a BPSK modulated signal

would result in an indistinguishable signal phase, frequency
or amplitude. How often can a sine curve for example change
phase in order to still convey digital information properly?
This is where the symbol rate fs and bit rate fb concepts
are of importance for modulation. The smallest part of a
waveform that is allowed to be transmitted without change
in any information carrying parameter is called a symbol.
In phase modulation, a symbol can be one whole waveform
i.e. one whole time period. If each phase corresponds to the
transmission of 1 bit, then the bit rate is same as the symbol
rate. Different modulation schemes has been developed to
increase the symbol rate (baud rate) as well as the number of
bits per symbol in order to optimise the speed of information
transmission.

As mentioned earlier, the UHF channel uses GMSK
modulation which is a form of continuous phase frequency
shift keying, meaning that the information is contained in
frequency shifts while keeping the signal phase continuous.
In order to explain this modulation technique we will
first explain more basic frequency and phase modulation
techniques. Among these are BPSK and QPSK which are
also used as modulation schemes for the S-band channel.

BPSK
Binary Phase Shift Keying transfers information using phase
shifts. The In Phase component is only allowed to take values
zero or one and the Quadrature component is always zero.

The allowed I/Q-states and the corresponding binary
number are visualized in Figure 3, a phase at zero degrees
corresponds to a binary 1 and a phase of 180 degrees
corresponds to a binary 0 [6]. BPSK transfers one bit per
symbol.

QPSK
Similar to BPSK, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying allocates
information in the signal phase shifts. However QPSK allows
four different combinations of the In Phase and Quadrature
components letting them both take on the values -1 or +1 [6].

The four resulting possible outcomes are depicted in Figure
4 along with the corresponding combination of binary data.
QPSK transfers two bits per symbol.

FSK, PCFSK and BPCFSK
In Frequency Shift Keying, information is encoded in fre-
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Figure 4. IQ representation of a QPSK modulated signal

quency shifts. Assuming that the modulated signal can be
represented by a sine function, by letting the frequency shift
only at integer multiples of the time period T = 1

fc
of the

carrier signal, the signal phase can be remained constant.
The modulation scheme is thus referred to as PCFSK (Phase
Continuous FSK) which is often preferred to a non-continuous
FSK modulation scheme, as it generally provides better spec-
tral properties [7], i.e. its easier to distinguish the encoded data
in the signal.

By allowing the frequency to take two different values
f0 = fc+∆f and f1 = fc−∆f , a Binary PCFSK (BPCFSK)
modulated signal is obtained. The magnitude 2∆f is then
referred to as the signal bandwidth. A BPCFSK modulated
signal can be written in the following form:

s(t) = cos(2πfit+ θk), kT ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)T (3)

where i is either 0 or 1, k is an integer value and θk is the
phase of the signal that was transmitted during the last time
interval. An equivalent representation is obtained as:

s(t) = cos(2πfc ± 2π∆ft+ θk) (4)

We can expand Equation 4 in its quadrature base band compo-
nents using a trigonometric identity, resulting in the following
signal representation:

s(t) = cos(2π∆ft+ θk)cos(2πfc)

∓sin(2π∆ft+ θk)sin(2πfc) (5)

Now, we can recognise the In Phase and Quadrature com-
ponents as:

I(t) = cos(2π∆ft+ θk)

Q(t) = sin(2π∆ft+ θk)

The modulation index m of a frequency modulation scheme
measures the bandwidth in relation to the bit rate, i.e.

m =
∆f

fb
(6)

Where fb is the bitrate [6]. A small modulation index,
m � 1, corresponds to a narrow band signal and a large
modulation index, m ≈ 1, to a broad band frequency.

MSK and GMSK
Minimum Shift Keying is a subset of PCFSK with modulation

index m = 1
2 resulting in an especially spectrally efficient

scheme. MSK encodes information onto the carrier signal
according to the following equation [8], [9]:

s(t) = aI(t) cos
πt
2T cos 2πfc + aQ(t) sin

πt
2T sin 2πfc (7)

For kT ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)T , where aI(t) is an even square pulse
function and aQ(t) is an odd square pulse function with a pulse
duration of 2T taking on values ±1. Comparing with Equation
1 the In Phase component is given by I(t) = aI(t) cos

πt
2T

and Quadrature component by Q(t) = −aQ(t) sin
πt
2T . Using

a trigonometric identity as earlier, Equation 7 can be written:

s(t) = cos
(
2πfct+ bk(t)

πt
2T + θk(t)

)

where

bk(t) =

{
+1 if aI(t) = −aQ(t)

−1, if aI(t) = aQ(t)
(8)

and

θk(t) =

{
0 if aI(t) = 1

π if aI(t) = −1
(9)

Now, this results in four different signals:

s(t) =




cos(2πfct+
πt
2T + π) if aI = −1 = −aQ

cos(2πfct− πt
2T + π) if aI = −1 = aQ

cos(2πfct+
πt
2T ) if aI = 1 = −aQ

cos(2πfct− πt
2T ) if aI = 1 = aQ

(10)
All signals are defined for whole time periods, and when
followed by each other, the result is a continuous phase
signal with varying frequency. The corresponding In Phase
and Quadrature components can be used in the same way as
the QPSK quadrature components to represent four different
combinations of binary data; 00, 01, 10, 11 (see Figure 4).
Thus MSK conveys 2 bits per symbol just like QPSK.

The rapid frequency transition results in a signal containing
out-of-band frequencies. Gaussian MSK (GMSK) is a special
form of MSK in which the base band waveform (represented
by I/Q data) is sent through a Gaussian pulse shaping filter
before applying MSK modulation. This leads to that the
signal is smoother which is preferable because a smoother
signal implies lower bandwidth [10].

3) Spectral and Bandwidth Efficiency: Satellite communi-
cation channels are usually power-limited, meaning that the
modulation schemes used are developed in order to save power
at the expense of bandwidth. A spectrally efficient modulation
scheme aims to maximise the channel bandwidth efficiency
i.e. maximise the relation:

BWe =
fb

BW
(11)

for a given BER (see section II-B4) while minimising the
signal power. BW = 2∆f is the channel bandwidth [9].
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4) Bit Error Rate (BER): There is an upper limit to
the ratio in Equation 11. A too high ratio will result in an
increased error in the transmitted information as it becomes
more difficult to distinguish the different parameter shifts
and noise may cause disturbances big enough to distort
information. The BER is a measure of how many bits that
convey wrong information per second [6].

5) NanoCom AX100: The satellite radio is a NanoCom
AX100 constructed by GomSpace, a company that specialize
in electronic equipment for CubeSats. FSK, MSK, GFSK
and GMSK are available modulation options for the channel
of interest. AX100 is a half duplex transceiver (tranceiver
unable to send and receive at the same time) supporting carrier
frequencies between 430 and 440 MHz. The radio transceiver
has a maximum input power of -5 dBm and a maximal output
of 31 dBm.

Many hardware components are reused from the NanoCom
U482C including the Power Amplifier, DC-DC converter,
RX/TX switch, microcontroller, oscillators and RAM memory.

CubeSat Space protocol (CSP) is the main method used by
AX100 to route packets. This protocol supports sending the
packets over I2C/TWI, USART and CAN. USART is mainly
used to communicate with the computer in the radio over a
protocol called KISS. This is achieved by connecting a USB
device that is specialised to translating the characters written
in the computer to the internal computer in the radio via KISS
over USART.

The micro controller is used as a router for the CSP packets
with a radio link interface. If it is going to the radio the packet
should be surrounded with control bits. The control bits that
AX100 supports is CRC32 and Reed-Solomon where the latter
is a error correction code. CRC32 is only a checksum used to
check if there are any bits flipped [11].

There are various commands that can be used to control the
AX100. USRP NI-2901 is susceptible with frequencies from
70MHz to 6GHz and are in the range what signals AX100 can
produce. The ping and up command in the AX100 produces
a CSP packet and a carrier wave respectively with the radio,
and because they generates a signal it can be analysed with
the USRP.

The AX100 transceiver send a synchronisation sequence
before each transmission to determine what is a high and a
low signal. Usually this sequence consists of a series of ones
and zeroes and is per default 10101010 in binary or 0xAA in
hexadecimal [12].

6) USRP NI-2901: The NI-2901 is an USRP (Universal
Software Radio Peripheral) constructed for SDR purposes
and sold by Ettus Research’s parent company National
Instruments. It is a full-duplex transceiver susceptible for
frequencies between 70 MHz and 6 GHz. Below is a
description of the steps involved when converting between
RF signals and I/Q data, and the parameters that need to be
configured.

Transmit Front-End
The computer sends I/Q data representing the information
to be transceived through USB to a transmission control

buffer in the USRP. The buffer is read from at a specified
I/Q rate. The I/Q data is sent to a Digital to Analogue
Converter (DAC) which produces the corresponding analogue
information-carrying base band signal and then through a low
pass filter to clean up potential errors in the channel. The
information signal is then up-converted in the mixer using
the TX Local Oscillator (LO) to a specified carrier frequency,
amplified and sent through the antenna port. See Figure 5 for a
visualisation of the data flow in the TX front-end of NI-2901.

TX configuration parameters:
• Carrier frequency - The frequency of the local oscillator

(LO) that is used to up-convert the signal in the mixer.
• Gain - Uncalibrated value for the power amplifier.
• I/Q Rate - The rate at which the I/Q data is sent to the

DAC from the Transmit Control Buffer.

Figure 5. TX front-end block scheme

Recieve Front-End
The receiver used in the NI-2901 is a Direct Conversion
Receiver (DCR) meaning it is possible to configure the carrier
frequency of interest resulting in a direct down-mix to base
band signal. It has a maximum power input of -15 dBm [13].

The RX antenna absorbs the transmitted signal (assuming
carrier frequency is between 70 MHz and 6 GHz) and down-
mixes it analogously using two different local oscillator to
retrieve the I and Q components of the signal. The mixer
works in the following way: The incoming signal is given
by Equation 1. Then after down mix it with either cos(−ωt)
or sin(−ωt) results in this equations:

I(t)− I(t)sin2ωt− Q(t)

2
sin2ωt (12)

Q(t)−Q(t)cos2ωt− I(t)

2
sin2ωt (13)

Thus, the signal after passing the low pass filter remains
only I(t) and Q(t). This is because the other terms in
Equations 12 and 13 consist of higher than ω

2π which are
removed by the low pass filter. The Analogue to Digital
Converter (ADC) then measures the magnitude of I(t) and
Q(t) at a specified I/Q Rate to produce corresponding I/Q
sample which is queued in the receive control buffer. The
buffer sends to the computer through USB. See Figure 6 for
a visualisation of the data flow in the RX front-end of NI-2901.

RX configuration parameters
• Carrier frequency - The frequency of the LO that is used

to down-convert the signal in the mixer.
• Gain - Uncalibrated value for the power amplifier.
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Figure 7. MSK Demodulation block in LabView. Source:
http://www.ni.com/documentation/en/labview-comms/1.0/mt-node-ref/mt-
demodulate-msk/

• I/Q Rate - The rate at which the information carrying
signal is sampled

Figure 6. RX block scheme

7) LabView Communications: Labview Communications is
a newly developed software tool for communication purposes
by National Instrument that provides a graphical interface. It
is possible to integrate code from several languages such as
MATLAB and C. LabView has built in drivers to connect with
the NI-2901.

LabView Communications provides a range of predefined
modulation and demodulation schemes. One of them is a MSK
demodulation blocks that converts the retrieved signal into a
bit stream with in and out parameters as shown in Figure 7.

C. Data Link Layer

The data link layer in the AX100 computer is executive for
delimiting the payload with an overhead containing a descrip-
tion of the package. It will encapsulate the data into a data
link layer frame, providing frame-level error correction and
control. The layer is also responsible for collision avoidance
and carrier sense using the Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol.

1) Framing types supported in AX100: AX100 supports
four different data link layer formats. This includes Attached
Sync Marker (ASM) mode, High-Level Data Link Control
(HLDC) mode and Viterbi FEC mode. Ax25 is mentioned
in the datasheet, but not in the manual. RAW is mentioned
in the manual as an option, it is not known whether Ax25
corresponds to RAW or not.

Attached Sync Marker is a mode where the packet is
attached with a synchronisation sequence (this is discussed
in detail under section II-C2) followed by an 1-byte length
field, and then the RAW data. However, an 1-byte length field
is very dangerous. If a bit in the length field flicks, it can result
in a complete corrupted message

HLDC is a mode where the CSP packets are sending contin-
uously. send the data containing the CSP packets continuously.

A start and stop sequence is needed to be able to distinguish
between the packets. Per default this start and stop sequence
is 0x7E. However, 0x7E often occurs in random noise which
makes this method of sending data at a disadvantage.

HLDC + Viterbi FEC mode is a way to encode the whole
package by using the Viterbi module that the AX100 has. This
method removes the disadvantage mentioned in the previous
section, by using a special synchronisation sequence there
must be four valid packets with 0x7E between two frames
to maximise the probability of a valid packet.

2) Synchronisation sequence: A preamble is sent for each
packet. Its purpose is to determine what is a high and low
signal. What this preamble is and what length it has is
configurable in the internal computer of AX100.

3) Medium Access Control protocol: The MAC protocol is
a type of CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Medium Access/Collision
Avoidance) and is used in the AX100. That is because AX100
is a half-duplex radio which means that it listen before sending
a signal.

The Carrier Sense part of CSMA/CA has two ways to
determine if the communication is used. The first one is called
”Receiver de-framer” which checks whether the radio got a
start frame, and the second one is Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) which checks if the signal strength is above
a certain threshold. If one of two of the condition previously
mentioned fulfils, then the receiver is considered busy.

Collision Avoidance is achieved by the presumption that
there are only two radios involved in the channel. After
transmitting there is a guard time, and it is this guard time
that will guarantee that there is no collision. [12]

4) Frame Check Sequence: Frame check sequence (FCS)
refers to the extra bits of information in the packet that appends
onto the payload. The purpose of this is to determine if a
packet is corrupt or not.

The AX100 supports two different ways to detect a error.
The first one is CRC32 and stands for cyclic redundancy check
which is only used for validation of the package. This is
achieved by checking if one of the the bits flipped.

Reed Solomon is the second method that AX100 supports,
it is a family of error correcting codes and adds a extra set
of bits. The transceiver uses Reed-Solomon (223,255) in the
FCS. What it means is by sending 223 bits and require the
final package to be 255 bits one can correct up to 16 corrupted
bits of data [14].

D. Network/Transport Layer

CubeSat Space Protocol (CSP) is responsible for routing
of the telemetry and telecommand packet produced by the
satellite. It consists of a 32 bit header as seen in Figure 8
and this is what the incoming packet looks like after being
processed by the Data Link Layer.

A CSP packet does not contain a length field. It is remark-
able considered that CSP header is not enough to determine
where the data ends. To allocate memory for the incoming data
an end user need to retrieve this information from the Data
Link Layer which makes the usage of this protocol complex.
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Figure 8. A CubeSat Space Protocol packet. Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubesat Space Protocol

Figure 9. Loop back configuration setup

III. METHOD

A. Choice of hardware and software

The tools we decided to use in order to achieve the project
aim are USRP NI-2901 and LabView Communications. We
were recommended a family of USRPs developed by National
Instruments susceptible for the frequencies of interest. We
chose NI-2901 because two receiver and two transmission port.
The advantage of having four channels is that it will make it
possible to send and receive at S-band and UHF at the same
time.

We looked at two different providers of SDR software, one
was GnuRadio and the other one was LabView Communica-
tion. The latter was chosen as it provides an easily understood
interface as well as good documentation and support.

B. Initial tests

The USRP NI-2901 was tested through a loop back config-
uration, i.e. a signal was sent from the USRP TX front end
and received by the RX front end of the same USRP. The
TX and RX front ends were connected using a coax cable
with -30 dB attenuation (see Figure 9). When the transmitted
signal could be visualised properly using the samples obtained
in the RX front end, the cable connection of the TX port
was disconnected and instead connected to the TX port of the
AX100 satellite radio, now with an attenuation of -50 dB (see
Figure 10). The resulting maximal power input to the NI2901
thus becomes 31 dB −50 dB = −19 dB which is less than the
maximal power input of −15 dB. The configuration parameters
of NI-2901 were set to those specified in the AX100 (see
section IIIB for detailed information), and the up and ping
commands were sent from AX100. The results obtained by
the RX front end are visualised in Figures 13 and 14.

C. Demodulation of data transferred from AX100 to NI-2901

The samples obtained by the RX front end of NI2901
was processed using GMSK demodulation. In the following
section we explain how we prepared the AX100 radio and
the NI-2901 in order to implement the GMSK demodulator.
The data output of the GMSK demodulator was analysed by

Figure 10. AX100 to NI-2901 configuration setup

Table I
SETTINGS MODIFIED IN THE AX100. OTHER PARAMETER VALUES ARE

LEFT AS DEFAULT.

Parameter Value
Carrier frequency of the transmitted signal 434 MHz
Modulation index of the FSK modulator 0.5
Symbol rate 4800 baud
Preamble 0xAA
Preamble length 100 bytes
Ping message length 100 bytes
Error Correlating Code CRC32
Data Link Layer mode ASM

hexadecimal viewer in order to compare the received data with
the knowledge of the data sent from the AX100 radio, this tool
is explained in III-C3. The resulting received data is presented
in hexadecimal code and visualised in Figure 15. The same
setup was used as mentioned in III-B and shown in Figure 10.

1) AX100 Computer Setup: AX100 Computer need to be
configured in order to determine what signal AX100 is send-
ing. Relevant parameters was setup using the configuration in
table I.

In order to use the ping command it is required to know
what interface the ping packet are going to go, this is accom-
plished by looking at the routing table. The routing table (as
seen in Figure 11) has an outgoing interface called AX100 and
this is the radio. To be able to send to the radio we have to
send a ping message to a network address that belongs to the
network 0/1, the last digit stands for the number of subnet bits
and is per definition 16 in decimal. The process to determine
what network an address belongs to is called ANDing, which
we won’t get into detail. By ANDing 1 with the decimal value
16 gives 0 which means that it will send the packet to the
AX100 radio using the routing table in the AX100 computer.
Thus by sending the ping message to 1 with size 100 in length
we could generate the Figure 14.

2) LabView Communication Setup: How do one receive a
signal and demodulate it in LabView? The USRP needs to be
configured with the parameters in Table II. This is done first
as seen in figure 12 before being able to to retrieve samples.

20/5 LOOP
0/1 AX100
16/1 KISS

Figure 11. The routing table of the AX100 computer where the network are
to the left with the format n/m and the outgoing interface on the right.
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Configure 
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Figure 12. Flowgraph of the program made in LabView Communication. The
program starts at top middle and stops on the down left corner.

Table II
SETTINGS USED BY THE NI-2901 WHEN RETRIEVING DATA FROM THE

USRP.

Parameter Value
Carrier frequency 434 MHz
Gain 60 dB
I/Q-rate 153 600 Samples/s

As samples being collected by the USRP with the desired I/Q
rate LabView will in the meantime download the buffer i.e.
the I/Q-data.

To retrieve the I/Q data from the USRP one need to use
a block to download the samples as seen in the flow graph
on Figure 12. Then, to extract the bits, one need to create a
block that converts the I/Q-data to bits. This block is called an
MSK Demodulator and as seen in Figure 7 it requires several
parameters such as: MSK system parameters, matched filter
coefficients, synchronisation parameters.

MSK system parameters is a block that contains two values:
An integer samples per symbol, and if the differential encoding
should be enabled (which is a boolean value). The MT
Generate filter coefficient block generates two return values
that is needed to shape the incoming signal. Synchronisation
parameters is a set of values needed to determine the synchro-
nisation sequence. This sequence is referred to as the preamble
and is set for every packet.

After giving the MSK Demodulator the required in param-
eters the output will be a bit stream. This bit stream was then
saved to file and thus can we process it in Hexdump after
exiting the program. See section III-C3 for more information
on how Hexdump works and how it was used.

3) Hexdump: Hexdump retrieves the data in the produced
binary file and stores it in the memory. The memory consist
of elements called word, for each word you can store a bunch
of integers. Hexdump prints every integer in the memory in a
hexadecimal format which allows us to analyse the content of
the binary file and thus get the information about the incoming
bit stream.

IV. RESULTS

We are able to receive carrier waves and ping messages sent
from AX100 to NI-2901 through coax cable with attenuation
of -50 dB. The corresponding frequency spectras are visualised
in figures 13 and 14 respectively. The frequency unit in the di-
agrams is Hz (derived by analysing the result of the loop back
configuration where the transmitted base band frequency was
known). When sending a carrier wave we get a peak at about
960 Hz in the frequency spectrum. Sending a ping message
results in an increased intensity of a spectrum of frequencies
raging from zero to about 7000 Hz, some frequencies more
common than others.

Figure 13. A carrier wave frequency plot

Figure 14. Frequency plot while sending a ping packet

The GMSK demodulated data from the receive channel
when sending a ping message is represented in the hexadeci-
mal system as in figure 15. Worth noticing is the marked 100
AA’s that occur each time a ping message is sent. However,
sometimes when sending a ping, instead of 100 received AA’s,
100 55’s are received.

V. DISCUSSION

Figures 13 and 14 displays the frequency spectrum of the
base band signal when receiving a bare carrier wave and when
receiving a ping message respectively.

Note that when sending a bare carrier wave there is no trans-
ferred data, i.e. there are no frequency shifts. Thus, the peak
at approximately 600 Hz in Figure 13 illustrates the frequency
deviation from the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal,
i.e. half of the signal bandwidth. The frequency spectrum in
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Figure 15. HexDump result with marked preamble

Figure 14 is broad because the signal discontinuities will be
interpreted as a signal consisting of not only one, but several
frequencies. Fourier analysis indicates that in theory, a signal
discontinuity consists of an infinite amount of frequencies,
however, because of inevitable imprecision in hardware, the
signal discontinuities will be represented by a finite spectrum
of frequencies.

Figure 15 shows the transmitted data in hexadecimal code
when two ping messages has been sent. The preamble (set to
100 bytes corresponding to 0xAA i.e. AA in the hexadecimal
system) can easily be identified. We can see that it has the
correct length i.e 100 AA16 symbols = {A16 = 10102} =
800 bits = 100 byte, which is the specified length of a ping
preamble (see Table I). Before the ping message nothing is
sent, thus the data before the sequence of AA’s corresponds

to channel noise.
Sometimes however, we receive 100 55’s instead of 100

AA’s. The reason for this is their representations in the hex-
adecimal system where A16 = 10102 and 516 = 01012. Thus,
when receiving fives, the frequency changes are interpreted
wrongly in the GMSK demodulator. To fix this, a proper
synchroniser has to be implemented. Further more, the actual
message needs to be extracted from the received data, the
message length is defined in the AX100 is set to 100 bytes.
Thus, the 100 bytes of data after the preamble corresponds to
the ping message in the data link layer.

The ping message is 100 bytes long (see Table I), thus,
the 100 bytes after the preamble is the actual ping message,
the rest of the data represents noise. When sending the ping
message several times, if the preamble is interpreted correctly,
we expect to see the same pattern in the message data, however
this is not the case (see sequence after the two preambles in
Figure 15). We have thus reason to assume that the message
is scrambled in the data link layer. The reason for scrambling
data is to avoid long sequences of bits with the same value
which may cause timing or interference difficulties in the RX
front end [15].

Although we have not yet found specifications that supports
our suspicions, we are considering the possibility that the
RAW mode included in the ASM framing format (see section
II-C1) corresponds to the Ax.25 mode which uses scrambling.
Further more we have found an AX100 demodulator on
GitHub [16] where a descrambler has been implemented.
Thus, we conclude that a reasonable continuation of this
project involves implementation of a descrambler.

VI. SUMMARY/CONCLUSION

In this bachelor project satellite communication has been
studied and a prototype SDR implementation has been de-
veloped for data reception at the UHF channel of the SEAM
satellite. Further work remains to establish full communication
i.e. reception and transmission seamlessly integrated with the
satellite radio AX100 and the data analysis tool RAMSES.
This includes retrieving information enclosed in the data link
layer and transport layer as well as an implementation of a
Reed Solomon encoder and a descrambler in the physical
layer. Further more, a natural extension of this project is
to implement SDR also for the S-band channel. This will
require implementation of a BPSK and QPSK modulation
as well integration with the CCSDS (Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems) protocol. The current analog S-band
signal processor is very expensive so an SDR implementation
would significantly reduce the costs.
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A Transparent Dual-Band Cubesat Antenna Array
Based on Stacked Patches

Fernando Franzén, Harald Hultin and Jonas Olsson

Abstract—This work has the scope of developing a transparent
antenna for CubeSats. A CubeSat is a type of miniature satellite
that is popular due to cheaper launches and standardized dimen-
sions. Small satellites have a limited surface area which usually
is covered by solar panels. By making the antenna transparent,
it can be mounted on top of the solar panels. To make the
antenna more versatile, it is dual band. Circular polarization
is achieved using a wide band coupler and the patch antennas
are integrated into an array. The antenna has been simulated in
CST Microwave Studio (MWS) and then constructed by hand.
Measurements have been carried out at the anechoic chamber
at KTH. It is also shown that solar power generation is possible
with the antenna mounted on a solar panel.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACUBESAT is a small satellite composed of cubic units
of standard size, 10 cm× 10 cm× 11.35 cm [1]. Due to

the small size of CubeSats, an efficient use of their surface
area is critical. The external surface is shared by solar panels,
measuring equipment and antennas. By using deployable parts
the surface can be extended, but they introduce the risk of
mechanical failure. To avoid this problem, we propose a
transparent antenna. This antenna can be placed on top of
solar panels, allowing the surface to be used for both energy
collection and communication.

By choosing 8GHz and 11.2GHz as the operating frequen-
cies, the antennas become physically small and thus possible to
implement in an array on a surface not larger than the CubeSat
side. Moreover, using patch antennas renders the final antenna
flat so it fits on the CubeSat surface without violating the outer
dimension limits.

To achieve transparency, the antenna is made using meshed
copper instead of solid copper. The mesh is fine enough to
act as a solid plane at the operating frequencies but still let
visible light through.

The approach of meshed antennas has been explored in the
literature [2], [3]. However, these solutions are incorporating
the solar cell into the antenna. This requires the antenna to
be designed in conjunction with a specific solar panel. Our
design is instead made as a module, allowing it to be placed
on any solar panel.

II. ANTENNA THEORY

A. Patch Antennas

Patch antennas are resonant devices, giving rise to a rela-
tionship between its size and operating frequency. In general,
the length of each side of a square patch is around half of the
wavelength in the underlying dielectric. Due to fringe fields
around the sides of the patch, the actual size is typically made
smaller than half the wavelength.

As the frequency changes, the size of the patch will no
longer be half a wavelength and the radiation efficiency is
reduced. To compensate for this, one can use stacked patches
[4]. With stacked patches, two patches of different size are
stacked on top of each other, separated by a dielectric. The
patches can then work at two different frequencies.

B. Scattering parameters

A typical measurement of an antenna is the scattering
parameters (S-parameters). These are written as Sij and is
defined by

Sij = 20log(|bj |)− 20log(|ai|), (1)

where bj is the wave going out on port j and ai is the wave
going in on port i. Thus, S11 is a measurement of power that
doesn’t enter the antenna due to mismatched impedances [5].
S21 is a measurement of isolation between ports, showing the
amount of power that goes out on port 2 when port 1 is fed.

C. Radiation Pattern

To illustrate how an antenna radiates, radiation pattern plots
are used. They show how much power that is radiated in a
certain direction. In this report, the radiation pattern plots are
normalized to the maximum value. This means that if the graph
reads −3 dB in a certain direction, the radiated power is 3 dB
lower compared to the maximum. A 3 dB beamwidth is then
the angular range in which the power doesn’t drop more than
3 dB lower than the maximum.

D. Circular polarization

In linear polarization, the transmitted wave is propagating
in one direction and has a field component in a direction
transversal to this. In circular polarization, the field component
is instead moving in a circular motion in the transversal plane.
This can be viewed as the combination of two orthogonal,
linearly polarized waves with a phase difference of 90◦. With
a patch antenna, this is achieved by feeding the two orthogonal
modes 90◦ degrees out of phase. For further reading, please
refer to [5] or [6].

If the two orthogonal modes are fed with different ampli-
tudes, the resulting field will instead trace out an ellipse. To
characterise this, axial ratio is used. Axial ratio is defined as
the ratio between the major axis (the largest amplitude) and
the minor axis (the smallest amplitude).
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III. DESIGN

A. Goals

• Less than 10 dB return loss (sum of S11 and S21) at
both 8GHz and 11.2GHz.

• 70% transparency on average over the solar panel.
• For circular polarization, axial ratio at most 3 dB within

the 3 dB gain beamwidth.
• Compatible with multiple CubeSat form factors. Defined

as number of units, U (1U, 1.5U, 2U, 3U, 3U+, 6U [1]).
• Reside within 5 cm of the exterior surface.
• Use at most 5W of power.

B. Scenario

In a typical scenario, the satellite is in low earth orbit
(500 km). The antenna can reside on a 10 cm× 10 cm square.
As this is the area of a 1U side, the satellite can be of any
CubeSat size.

In this scenario, a lossless 20 dBi receiver is assumed.
To calculate the received power Pr (in dB-scale), the Friis
transmission equation [6] is used:

Pr = Pt +Gt − Lfs +Gr, (2)

here Pt is transmitted power (dB-scale), Gt is transmitter gain,
Lfs is free space losses and Gr is the receiver gain.

Lfs is calculated according to [7] by

Lfs = 20 log10(
4πr

λ
) = 20 log10(

4πrf

c
), (3)

here r is the distance between the transmitter and receiver, λ
is the wavelength in free space, f is frequency and c is the
speed of light in vacuum.

The ground station is within the 3 dB beamwidth. A max-
imum power of 5W = 37dBm is used. Then, equation 2
becomes

Pr = 37 +Gt − 20 log10(
4π × 500× 103 × f

c
) + 20. (4)

The simulated antenna has a gain of 10 dB and 10.5 dB
at 8GHz and 11.2GHz respectively. Using maximum gain -
3 dB due to the beamwidth, the recieved power is −100.5 dBm
at 8GHz. For 11.2GHz, this yields −103.4 dBm.

C. Transparency

To make the antenna transparent, two methods are applied.
The first is the use of glass substrates. Quartz glass, with a
dielectric constant of 3.75, was chosen for its relatively low
dielectric constant and availability in thin sheet thicknesses.

The electrically conductive parts of the antenna is made
of copper foil, or as in the case with the ground plane; a fine
woven copper mesh. The foil and mesh is attached to the glass
using UV curing glue.

The copper and glass laminates are processed using standard
PCB manufacturing techniques. Transparency is achieved by
etching the patches into a grid, fine enough to act as a solid
surface for the chosen frequencies but still allowing sunlight
to pass through.

Using a mesh will give an increase in resistance as the
amount of copper used is decreased. The mesh in Figure 1
can be seen as repeating cells with length a+ b. In one cell,
there are two copper lines with a width of b and length a+ b.
As these overlap in the corner, an area of b2 is subtracted. The
fraction of copper in the patch P is then given by

P =
2(a+ b)b− b2

(a+ b)2
=

2ab+ b2

(a+ b)2
, (5)

where a is the gap between conductors and b is the width
of the conductors. Using a = 0.6mm and b = 0.2mm this
equates to 7/16. Approximately 44% and a 2.3 times greater
resistance. Additionally, the transparency of the patches is the
remainder of the surface: approximately 56%.

For the ground plane, it is a woven mesh rather than etched
copper. Assuming the wires have a circular cross-section, their
surface area must be taken into consideration. As illustrated in
Figure 2, the conducting area of the mesh is π/2 times larger
when d1 is equal to d2. Note that the vertical parts of the left
shape in Figure 2 has been ignored. This is due to its small
size, 0.02mm, compared to d2 = 0.6mm.

Fig. 1. Stacked patches, top patch moved to the side for illustrative purposes.
Only one feed line is shown, the other coming orthogonally from the right.
W1 = 8.2mm, W2 = 6.45mm, a = 0.6mm, b = 0.2mm, c = 1.61mm

Fig. 2. On the left, a regular etched trace. On the right, a circular trace as
those in the woven mesh. Not to scale.

It is given by the supplier that the transparency of the mesh
is 79%. This means the fraction of copper is P = 21%,
resulting in a total conducting area of 33% (0.21π/2). The
resistance must then be three times larger than for solid copper.

These two cases are only valid when the skin effect [5]
is present and the wire radius is greater than the skin depth.
For the mesh, the wire radius is 15.3 µm. According to [5], the
skin depth is 0.66 µm at 10GHz. So at the chosen frequencies
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this poses no problem. Conclusively, the ohmic losses will be
about three times larger compared to regular copper.

Due to limited computing power the copper mesh was not
used in the simulations as a large number of simulation cells
would be needed. Instead, two methods was used to verify the
function of the mesh. The first one was to model the ground
plane as a solid plane and reduce its conductivity according
to the previous discussion. The second one was to model a
coarser mesh in CST MWS to reduce the number of simulation
cells. Coarser compared to the actual mesh used in fabrication.
Both scenarios showed good performance and the function of
the copper mesh was deemed satisfactory.

D. Stacked Patch

Due to its flat geometry, patch antennas are suitable for
this application since the antenna elements can be etched in
the same manner as the rest of the antenna components. Using
these antennas, the design can reside completely on the outside
of the satellite while still complying with the 5 cm constraint
stated in section III-A.

One inherent drawback of patch antennas is their narrow
bandwidth, especially in this application where the substrate
is thin and has a dielectric constant of 3.75. To increase the
usable range of the antenna, the design utilizes two stacked
patches. The lower patch resonates at 8GHz while the upper
patch resonates at 11.2GHz. Feeding is done to the upper
patch via a probe through the ground plane and the lower
patch, as seen in Figure 3. This makes the design dual band
[4].

Figure 1 shows the lower and the upper patches with the
widths of W1 and W2, respectively. Note that a conventional,
non-meshed patch antenna on the Quartz glass substrate,
resonates at 8GHz and 11.2GHz if the width of the patch
is, respectively, 9.65mm and 6.8mm. However, it was shown
in [8] that the resonance frequency shifted downwards when
using a mesh instead of solid metal. This is compensated for
by lowering W1 and W2. After this, the patches have the
sizes in Figure 1. W1 = 8.2mm and W2 = 6.45mm.

The side view in Figure 3 depicts the four layers of copper
in the antenna. From top to bottom is the upper patch, lower
patch, ground plane and microstrip feed layer. To maximize
the impedance bandwidth, S2 and S3 in Figure 3 should
be as large as possible [6]. However, they also change the
resonance frequencies of the antenna. The dimensions in
Figure 3 come from optimizing bandwidth in conjunction with
coupling between the patches while restricted to commercially
available glass thicknesses.

The process of stacking multiple glass substrates and gluing
them together also makes the antenna less prone to shattering
compared to individual glass sheets.

Fig. 3. Side view of the stacked patches showing probe feeding from the
microstrip to top patch. From top to bottom: upper patch, lower patch, ground
plane, microstrip feed. S1 = S3 = 0.5mm, S2 = 1mm

The approach of stacked layers, separated by glass sub-
strates gets more complicated by the use of probe feeding.
Aperture feeding was the first proposed idea, as this avoids
drilling in glass and soldering probes. Difficulties in getting
good isolation between the two feeding ports when using
apertures was the main reason probe feeding was chosen.

E. Circular Polarization

In space applications, circular polarization is often desirable
because it’s less sensitive to disturbances. This can be achieved
with a square patch antenna as it has two orthogonal polariza-
tions. For circular polarization, it is needed to have a relative
phase shift of 90◦. To achieve this goal at both operating
frequencies, a two section branch line hybrid coupler is used.
It is designed according to [9] with some slight modifications.
The coupler is shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. The two section branch line coupler used for circular polarization.
Fw = 0.97mm, La = 9.06mm, Wa = 1.67mm, Lb = 6.51mm,
W1 = 0.38mm, W2 = 0.61mm

This coupler works within ±2◦ from the desired 90◦. S21
and S31 are in the range of −3 dB to −4 dB between 7GHz
and 11.7GHz, shown in Figure 5. Using a wide band solution
will ensure that the couplers performance is even throughout
the useful bandwidth of the patch antennas.

Fig. 5. The S-parameters of the coupler. The phase is within ±2◦ between
7GHz and 11.7GHz.
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Feeding to Port 1, the other ports will act according to Table
I. As the coupler is a passive element, it must behave as in
Table II when feeding to port 4. This means both RHCP (Right
Hand Circular Polarization) and LHCP (Left Hand Circular
Polarization) is possible.

TABLE I
COUPLER BEHAVIOR, PORT 1

Port Behaviour
1 input
2 0◦ phase
3 90◦ phase
4 isolated

TABLE II
COUPLER BEHAVIOR, PORT 4

Port Behaviour
1 isolated
2 90◦ phase
3 0◦ phase
4 input

The coupler is not etched into a grid to avoid performance
loss, especially in the thin, high impedance parts. It is instead
conventionally etched.

F. Array

To fit on any surface of a CubeSat, the antenna must not be
larger than 10 cm× 10 cm. The investigated implementation
has a center-to-center distance of 20mm between the antenna
elements. This gives, together with the feeding network,
enough room for a 2x2 rectangular array.

Fig. 6. Layout of the feed network. H = 66.9mm, W = 62.1mm.

The feed network depicted in Figure 6 is designed for an
array giving increased directivity in the broadside direction.
First, the incoming signal is divided in two with a 90◦ phase

shift. This is done using the coupler in the lower left corner
of Figure 6. The left output, port 2 in Figure 4, is fed via the
network to the horizontal polarization on the patches while
port 3 feeds the vertical polarization. For a mainlobe normal
to the antenna surface, all elements should radiate in phase.
This is achieved by setting all microstrip lengths equal between
the coupler and probe feedings. Depending on the design of
the satellite, beam steering may be necessary. This could be
implemented in the future by integrating phase shifts in the
feed network.

With a Quartz glass substrate of thickness 0.5mm the
resulting 50Ω microstrip is 0.97mm wide. To avoid thinner,
100Ω lines, Wilkinson power dividers [10] are used in the feed
network. While thinner microstrips would increase the trans-
parency, the current fabrication method lacks the precision to
accurately produce them.

IV. MEASUREMENT METHOD

To evaluate the performance of the array, the complete
geometry was simulated in CST MWS. The meshed ground
plane was simulated as a solid plane with reduced conductivity
to limit the computing time.

The anechoic chamber at KTH and a VNA was used to
measure the fabricated antenna. In the chamber, the antenna
transmits a signal which is measured by a probe. By rotating
the antenna, the field strength can be measured at different
angles. When using an anechoic (echo free) chamber, any
wave hitting the walls will be absorbed. This means no waves
reach the antenna via bouncing off the walls. Thus, it can
measure how the antenna transmits in a specific direction.
Figure 7 illustrates the difference between covering the walls
in absorbent materials (top surface), compared to regular walls
(bottom surface).

Fig. 7. Principle of an anechoic chamber. Absorbers reduce reflections that
otherwise would interfere with the measurements.

Using the chamber, the magnitude and phase of the farfield
is measured. The VNA is used to measure the S-parameters.
When measuring S-parameters, only port 1 is fed. This is
due to the fact that port 1 and port 4 act symmetrically.
Imperfections in the manufacturing may lead to port 4 not
being entirely isolated when feeding to port 1, so a 50Ω load
is used to terminate any outgoing waves.

To get the axial ratio from the measured farfield data, the
procedure given by [6] is used. Axial ratio (AR) is defined by

AR =
major axis

minor axis
=

OA

OB
. (6)
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Here OA and OB are given by

OA = (
1

2
(E2

x+E2
y+(E4

x+E4
y+2E2

xE
2
ycos(2(φy−φx)))

1/2))1/2

(7)
and

OB = (
1

2
(E2

x+E2
y−(E4

x+E4
y+2E2

xE
2
ycos(2(φy−φx)))

1/2))1/2.

(8)
En is the magnitude of the E-field in the n-direction and φn

is the phase in the n-direction.
The measurement of solar power should be close to the

scenario in space. Therefore, the measurement was made using
two AzurSpace 3G30C - Advanced solar cells connected in
series. These are typical CubeSat cells, mounted on e.g. SEAM
[11] The power was measured both with and without the
fabricated array in front of the solar cells. To measure the
power, a 10Ω resistance was connected to the panel as a load.
The output power is given by

P =
U2

R
(9)

where U is the voltage measured over the load and R is the
load resistance.

V. RESULTS

A. Antenna

Fig. 8. Photo of fabricated antenna mounted on a CubeSat frame. The width
is 10 cm and the length of the vertical side rails is 11.35 cm.

As can be seen in Figure 8, the fabricated antenna fits on
a CubeSat face. However, taking into account that the corner
rails have to be free from obstructions [1], the footprint needs
to be reduced. The dimensions in Figure 6 allows for a smaller
ground plane and the antenna can be realized on a 8 cm× 8 cm
substrate. That enables the antenna to reside between the rails.

Fig. 9. Thickness of the constructed array, 2.34mm

Figure 9 shows the thickness of the antenna. An additional
0.5mm is added to this measurement due to the surface mount
resistors in the feeding network. The resulting total antenna
thickness of 2.84mm fulfills the goal regarding protrusion
from the exterior surface.

S-parameters for port 1 and 2 when feeding on port 1 are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The farfield at 8GHz is illustrated
in Figure 12 and 13. Axial ratio is shown in Figure 14. For
11.2GHz the farfield is seen in Figures 15 and 16. Axial ratio
is shown in Figure 17.

Fig. 10. The S11 parameter of the array.

B. Transparency

The solar panel generated 1.77W without the antenna. After
placing the antenna on top, the power dropped to 0.784W.
This gives a efficiency of approximately 44%. Figure 18
shows an example of the transparency where a printed KTH
logo is placed behind the antenna.
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Fig. 11. The S21 parameter of the array.

Fig. 12. Farfield at 8GHz, front lobe. Cut at φ = 0◦. Normalized with
respect to maximum gain. For the simulation, maximum gain is 10dB. The
3dB beam width is 49◦.

C. Discussion

The normalized, measured gain is similar to the simulated
gain. However, the maximum gain is not yet determined. This
is mainly due to the difference between the measured and
simulated S-parameters (see Figures 10 and 11). Both the
ground plane and the etched copper microstrip lines are fragile
so when connecting the cables for measuring, the contacts
easily become crooked. As a result, the impedance is changed
which might contribute to the difference between measurement
and simulation. For future versions, a better connector or a
better mounting technique should be investigated. Then, the
maximal gain can also be calculated.

The axial ratio seems to be too high and noisy. This may
also be linked to the connectors. However, considering that
the array is manufactured in house it seems like an acceptable
result even if the 3 dB goal isn’t fulfilled.

The transparency is below the 70% goal. Considering that
the transparency of the glass is around 90%, the ground plane
is 79% and the antenna is a multilayer laminate, the result
seems reasonable. An improvement could be to choose glass
substrates with higher transparency. By gluing them together
using glue with a refractive index as close as possible to that
of the substrates, internal reflections could be minimized and

Fig. 13. Farfield at 8GHz, front lobe. Cut at φ = 90◦. Normalized with
respect to maximum gain. For the simulation, maximum gain is 10dB. The
3dB beam width is 54◦.

Fig. 14. Axial ratio in the front lobe at 8GHz. Calculated as described in
section IV.

the results could be improved. Another improvement could be
to use a less dense mesh, and to remove the ground plane
where not needed.

VI. CONCLUSION

Designing a transparent antenna to be able to generate extra
power on satellites is investigated. While the design goals are
not achieved completely, the idea shows a lot of potential.

Both frequency bands are covered and the measured
farfields are very similar to the simulated ones. The solar
panels work with the fabricated antenna on them with an
efficiency of 44%. The design is also compatible with all
CubeSat sizes. With some future work, it could become a real
alternative to todays solutions.

VII. BUDGET

As this project was a part of the 2017 IEEE AP-S Student
Design Contest: Cubesat Antenna, it was given a budget of
$1500 to construct the antenna. Of this budget, $956.50 was
used, which is specified in detail in Table III. A big change
from the initial proposal is the glass. In the proposal, we
planned to use microscope slides as substrates. After some
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TABLE III
BILL OF MATERIALS

Item Price Amount Total Supplier

Quartz glass, 10 cm× 10 cm, 1 mm thick $46.00 (e43.00 ) 8 pcs $366.00 (e344.00) Siegert Wafer
Quartz glass, 10 cm× 10 cm, 0.5 mm thick $46.00 (e43.00) 8 pcs $366.00 (e344.00) Siegert Wafer
Copper foil $40.00 (358 SEK) 1 pc $40.00 (358 SEK) PMC Sverige
Copper mesh (100X100C0012W48T) $19.50 á square ft 6 sq ft $117.00 TWP Inc
Glass glue (GLASLIM CASCO EXPRESS 3ML) $7.00 (64.95 SEK) 4 pcs $29.00 (259.80 SEK) Bauhaus
Etching powder $3.50 (31.40 SEK) 1 pc $3.50 (31.40 SEK) Elfa Distrelec
Positive photoresist (POSITIV 20) $19.00 (172.00 SEK) 1 pc $19.00 (172.00 SEK) Elfa Distrelec
Diamond drill (Ø 0.8mm and 1.2mm) $13.00 (117.50 SEK) 2 pcs $16.00 (235.00 SEK) Slöjdfokus
Total $956.50

Fig. 15. Farfield at 11.2GHz, front lobe. Cut at φ = 0◦. Normalized with
respect to maximum gain. For the simulation, maximum gain is 10.5dB. The
3dB beam width is 38◦.

Fig. 16. Farfield at 11.2GHz, front lobe. Cut at φ = 90◦. Normalized with
respect to maximum gain. For the simulation, maximum gain is 10.5dB. The
3dB beam width is 27◦.

revision and inquiries we changed to a more expensive glass
wafer. This was done for two reasons. First, it made the
material parameters more certain. Second, it was available in
suitable sizes and thicknesses. All conversions to dollars were
made 2017-04-18 using exchange rates from Citibank N.A..
Prices in parenthesis are the original.

Fig. 17. Axial ratio in the front lobe at 11.2GHz. Calculated as described
in section IV.

Fig. 18. Photo of fabricated antenna with printed KTH logo behind.
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Recovery and Flight Data Recording System for
Free Falling Units Ejected From Sounding Rocket

David Rozenbeek and Erik von Keyserlingk

Abstract—The aurora phenomena is a remarkable sight, com-
monly refereed to as polar or northern lights. A previous space
experiment SPIDER was dedicated to measure electric fields
and characterize plasma properties in the aurora, using ten
Free Falling Units (FFU) ejected from a sounding rocket. The
experiment was successful but some problems arose. A new
experiment WOLF is committed to solve those problems and
re-doing the experiment.

This paper describes the process of developing a new recovery
and flight data recording system for the WOLF experiment, using
heritage from the previous SPIDER experiment. The developed
system will be used on the upcoming WOLF experiment rocket
launch in February 2018.

The thesis analyzed hardware problems in previous design to
improve robustness and reliability, identified obsolete components
for replacement and added functionality for the new system. A
new hardware system was developed with schematics and PCB
layout ready for manufacturing. Also, plans for the firmware was
established. In the paper it is discussed about topics that should
be considered in the future work in developing the system and
how the system can be re-purposed for similar experiment in the
future.

ABBREVIATIONS

µC MicroController

ADC Analog-Digital Converter

BDU Boom Deployment Unit

BU Bottom Unit

CU Common Unit

FFU Free Falling Unit

GPS Global Positioning System

PCB Printed Circuit Board

RMU Rocket Mounted Unit

SPIDER Small Payloads for Investigation of
Disturbances in Electrojet by Rockets

UART Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter

VHF Very High Frequency

WOLF WObbling controL system for Free falling
unit

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

This thesis is contributing to the electronic design for a
recovery-, localization- and flight data recording system

on a space experiment called WOLF. The WOLF experiment
is a continuation of a previous experiment SPIDER launched
in 2016. The SPIDER experiment objective was to investigate
the electromagnetic fields and characterize plasma properties

of the ionosphere during an aurora phenomena, also know
as polar or northern light. The data collected was used to
understand more about the aurora phenomena.

To carry out the measurements a rocket carrying a payload
of ten FFUs was launched in Kiruna in the north of Sweden.
The FFUs were ejected from the rocket at approximately 65
km height and followed a curved trajectory back towards
earth. The FFUs deployed probes on wire booms to measure
turbulence in the auroral electrojet between 95 km and 115
km. After descending to around 5 km the FFUs deployed a
parachute to safely land on earth, while transmitting its posi-
tion by a VHF transmitter and satellite modem. A helicopter
team located and recovered the units.

The experiment was overall a success but some problems
arose. First the FFUs experienced a wobble motion (i.e.
rotation around the two axes perpendicular to the spinning
axis), probably induced when the FFUs were ejected from the
rocket, interfering with the experiments result. Secondly, six
out of ten units was recovered, four units was not found. This
resulted in loss of valuable experiment data and equipment.
Following an analysis of the found units, conclusions was
drawn that the electronics had malfunctioned in the lost units.
The WOLF mission statement [1] is to build on the heritage
from the SPIDER experiment, redoing the experiment while
achieving a flat spin on two disc-shaped FFUs, and improving
the robustness and reliability of all systems.

This thesis is focusing on improving the recovery- and
flight data recording system, which is housed in the Common
Unit (CU). The CU is further described below. The hardware
schematics and firmware code from the SPIDER experiment
was used as a foundation to improve the system.

B. Organization

The WOLF experiment is part of the REXUS/BEXUS [2]
program, which allows students to fly a scientific experiment
on a sounding rocket. The program is a cooperation of the
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Swedish National Space
Board(SSC), and the European Space Agency (ESA). The
rocket launch is managed by Eurolaunch and takes place
at the ESRANGE site located in Kiruna in the north of
Sweden. It is also worth to mention that the WOLF team is a
continuation of a long heritage of ejectable Free Falling Units
(FFUs) designed and built by previous REXUS teams at Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. Teams as RAIN
[3], MUSCAT [4], ISAAC [5], SCRAP [6] and SLED lead the
way of the SPIDER experiment [7] and the upcoming WOLF
experiment.
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C. Paper structure

The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a
short description of the WOLF experiment setup and how
it differs from the SPIDER experiment. Section III describes
the functions of the different systems in the Common Unit
and what functions that has been added or changed from the
previous SPIDER CU. Section IV shows how the heritage
from the SPIDER was used to developed the new hardware.
Section V discloses the layout of the new PCB. Section VI
describes plans of how the new version of the firmware should
be structured and implemented. Section VII takes up the future
work in assembling, verification and testing. In Section VIII
a summary of the result of the thesis is presented. In section
IX it is discussed about topics in improving the system and
how the system could be used in future experiment.

II. WOLF EXPERIMENT SETUP

The WOLF experiment will be similar to the SPIDER
experiment but with some differences. The experiment will
only eject two FFUs and not make the same extension of
measurements as SPIDER, more information about the WOLF
experiment can be found at [1]. Figure 1 shows the experiment
setup. A Rocket Mounted Unit (RMU) contains two FFUs.
Each FFU consist of three segments, the CU, the Boom
Deployment Unit (BDU) and the Bottom Unit (BU). Figure
2 shows the WOLF experiment procedure. After launch the
RMU will eject the FFUs which will then free fall towards
earth. The BDU will deploy wide booms with measuring
probes that takes measurements, the collected data will be
stored in the BU. The BU will also house the wobbling control
system.

Fig. 1. Experiment Setup

The CU houses the recovery- and flight data recording
systems. During the experiment general flight data, such as
accelerometer-, gyro- and GPS data, will be recorded for post
flight analysis. When the measurements are done a parachute
will deployed and a localization system will transmits the
FFUs position for recovery.

III. COMMON UNIT FUNCTIONS

This section gives a general description of the CUs functions
and how it differs from the SPIDER CU. The new CU has the

Fig. 2. The WOLF experiment procedure.

same basic functionality as the CU from SPIDER but with
some new functions added. An additional L5 GPS receiver, a
signal path to the BU, a new thermo cutter for the parachute
system and a new SD-card storage solution has been added to
the new CU. The added functionality is described more below.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the different functions
in the CU. The CU contains one FPGA that is the main
controller, four subsystems working in parallel and a power
system. The subsystems function are described below, and a
hardware description of each subsystem is provided in section
IV.

Fig. 3. Block diagram overview

A. Flight data recording system

The CU records flight data during the experiment from lift-
off to landing. The data will be used to reconstruct the flight
trajectory and as a ’black box’ if the experiment did not work
as intended. The CU stores accelerometer-, gyro- and L1/L5
GPS-data. The L5 GPS is a added functionality, it gives a
better trajectory of the unit during the experiment. The L1
and L5 refers two different frequency spectrum where the GPS
signals operates [8]. The data is collected by the FPGA and
formatted in data packages that are send to a microcontroller
(µC) that stores it on a SD-card. The SD-card solution is a
new storage system from the old flash memory type used in
the SPIDER CU.
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B. Parachute system

When the FFU is returning towards earth a parachute will
be deployed to ensure a safe landing. A pressure sensor signals
the FPGA when the FFU is at a pre-set altitude. The FPGA
then activates a thermo cutter that will burn off a cord that
retains the parachute. The thermo cutter has been updated to
a current controlled version. To ensure that the thermo cutter
is not activated prior ejection, an activation prohibiter circuit
blocks the FPGA signal when the FFU is mounted in the
RMU.

C. Localization system

After the parachute has been deployed and the unit has
landed on the ground, the unit will be recovered by a helicopter
team. The rocket launch area in Kiruna is very large, therefore
the FFU must be able to transmit its position to the recovery
team. When the FFU has an altitude of 5 km, a RF-switch
controlled by the FPGA redirects the L1 GPS antenna signal
to a commercial GPS chip. The chip receives the FFU position
and forwards it in a standard format to the FPGA that sends
the position to a Globalstar satellite modem and a VHF
transmitter.

Fig. 4. Localization overview

The satellite modem sends the position through a satellite
network to a server, figure 4 shows an overview of the
localization system. The position can then be extracted and
plotted on a map. This will give a rough position of the
FFU which can be used by the recovery team. To further
pinpoint the FFUs position, a VHF transmitter sends the
FFUs position continuously, which can be received by a VHF
receiver that decode the position. As a failsafe, the VHF will
always transmit a continuous wave regardless if a position
has been received or not. This means the VHF transmitter
is only transmitting ”noise” and not he unit position, which
can hopefully be intercepted by the recovery team. As stated
in the REXUS manual [9] all radio communication has to
be turned of during rocket launch. To prevent the CU from
transmit anything during radio silence, an activation prohibiter
circuit blocks the FPGA signal when the FFU is mounted in
the RMU.

D. Umbilical and Monitoring system

The umbilical connector act as the bridge between the FFU
and RMU. The RMU then forwards messages between the CU
and ground station. It is used for transmitting housekeeping
data to the rocket service module and for charging the battery

prior to launch. Housekeeping data is status data, that ensures
the system is ready for launch. The umbilical also contains
a ROCKET pin, which signals the ejection of the FFU. This
makes sure that the thermo cutter and the radio transmitters
are not activated when the FFU is inside the RMU. Added
to the new CU is a signal path from the CU to the BU. The
purpose is to synchronize time lines for the data measurements
taken by the CU and BU.

E. Power system

The power system is essentially a battery and a set of
DC/DC converters to supply each component in the system.
The power system is controlled by the FPGA.

IV. HARDWARE

The following section describes the process of designing
the new CU hardware. The sections is structured in subsection
of each subsystem, first giving a explanation on whats have
been changed from the previous CU and how the hardware is
designed for the new CU.

A failure analysis of the CU from the SPIDER experiment
was conducted and flaws were identified to improve the new
hardware design. The full schematics can found in appendix
A and the bill of material in appendix B.

A. GPS system

The previous system used two GPS chips, one for sampling
’raw’ GPS signals on L1 frequencies and a commercial GPS to
receive the position of the FFUs for the localization system.
’raw’ means that the GPS signals are not processed to fix
an position for the FFU, but only to sample the unprocessed
received GPS signal.

Another reason behind using ’raw’ GPS receiver is that a
commercial GPS cannot be used in speeds faster than 1000
knots or altitudes higher than 18 km [10]. If the GPS is
traveling faster or at an higher altitude it will shut it self off.
Therefore a ’raw’ GPS receivers is used for altitudes over 5
km, the L1 only samples ’raw’ GPS signals and the position
will be calculated post-flight.

The commercial GPS ET-318 from the previous CU was
marked as obsolete. The supervisor recommended to look at
GPS chips from a company called u-Blox. Based on the u-Blox
GNSS module overview document [11] it was concluded to
use the MAX-M8Q GPS. Since it had the most suitable form
factor, used a concurrent platform for better performance and
a TCXO - based oscillator for better stability. It is also added a
UART communication channel between the commercial GPS
and µC to ease the firmware development for the new CU.

A L5 GPS receiver is added to the new hardware for a more
accurate trajectory during the experiment. The selected chip
is a NT1065 ’Nomada’ purposed to be configured to receive
GPS signal on different GPS frequencies. The chips has four
GPS channels to receive signals independently, unfortunately
only two channel could be implemented due to size limitations.
The NT1065 could have been configured to receive L1 GPS
signals, but since the L5 chips had not been evaluated it was
decided to keep the previous L1 GPS receiver.
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From the failure analysis it was concluded that the antenna
connector in the previous design, a SMB type ’push’ connec-
tor, had malfunctioned, if the connector was exposed to too
much force the connector would disconnect. To improve the
connector a threaded SMA type connector is used instead.

The L5 GPS chip has its own passive antenna. The L1
antenna is routed between the L1 GPS and commercial GPS
chip via a RF switch, which is controlled by the FPGA that
switch the antenna signal between the chips. This system was
also used in the previous CU, only difference is that the RF-
switch has been replace for a newer version of the same chip.
The L1 GPS antenna is active and has its own power supply,
the L5 GPS uses a passive antenna. The commercial GPS is
being supplied with a 3.3V boost converter, which is the same
as for the satellite modem, both further described below. The
L1 is powered with a 2.8V linear regulator and the L5 chip
with a 3.0V linear regulator.

Fig. 5. GPS system

B. Localization system

Figure 6 shows the localization system. The system uses
two different ways to transmit the position of the FFU. The
signal is transmitted through a satellite modem and a VHF
transmitter. The FPGA sends the position to the satellite
modem and controls when the modem transmits. UART is
used to communicate with the satellite modem.

The new localization system is building on the same prin-
ciple and is reusing most of the components from the old
localization system, but with some changes. The old STX2
satellite modem was marked as obsolete and had to be re-
placed. The manufacturer Comtech Mobile Datacom supplied
a newer version called STM3 [12] which was a obvious choice
for the new system. It was also added a UART communication
channel from the satellite modem to the µC, because it is
easier to develop code for the µC than the FPGA. The VHF
transmitter will be the same as the previous CU.

The satellite modem sends its position through a network
of satellites provided by Globalstar [13], which is a low Earth
Orbit satellite constellation for satellite phone and low speed
communication. Globalstar provides both simplex and duplex
communication. Since it is only needed to know the position
of the FFUs, there is only need for simplex communication.
This means that the FFUs only will send message and not
receive any data.

The satellite modem is supplied with a 3.3V boost converter
which is described in the Power system section. The VHF
transmitter is directly powered from the battery, a logic circuit
is controlling the power to the VHF. The circuit both prevents
the VHF to be powered when the FFU is mounted in the RMU,
and powers the VHF if the battery voltage is too low to power
the FPGA. The idea is that the VHF is powered even if the
FPGA fails to function.

Fig. 6. Localization system

C. Parachute deployment

To eject the parachute a cover that retains the parachute
needs to be ejected. The cover is held down with an nylon
cord. When to nylon cord is burned off, the cover is ejected by
springs. This is the basics of the mechanical parachute ejection
system that was used on SPIDER. On WOLF the parachute
cover will also be held down by a nylon string, and ejected in
the same way.

The nylon cord is burned off by a thermo cutter. The thermo
cutter is a coil made of resistance wire with a typical resistance
of 1Ω. SPIDER used ten parallel resistor to limit the current
through the cutter. This solution takes up a large portion of
space on the PCB. Another drawback with using resistor as
current limiter is that the current through will depend on
the voltage of the battery, which means the current cannot
be control trough the thermo cutter. SPIDERS thermo cutter
was changed to a different solution, where a linear regulator
controls the current through the thermo cutter. The linear
regulator is controlled with a PWM (Pulse With Modulation)
signal from the FPGA, and the current can be adjusted from
0 to 3,5 A.

In figure 7 the schematic is shown for the linear current
regulator. The cutter is placed between the test points (tp1 and
tp17). The PWM signal from the FPGA is connected to the
op-amp to node ”PWM-CUTTER” where a low-pass filter is
applied to smooth out the PWM signal. In figure 8 a simulation
of the current through the cutter is shown. The plot shows
that the current can be controlled with a PWM signal and is
reaching the desired current fast, around 200µs. The current
was simulated with LTspice.
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Fig. 7. Schematic for the cutter current regulator

Fig. 8. Plot of the simulated current through the cutter

D. Sensors and housekeeping

The CU contains a set of sensors for flight data and house-
keeping purposes, which can be seen in figure 9. A pressure
sensor is used to determine the altitude of the unit and outputs
a signal that activates the parachute system. The pressure
sensor outputs a voltage that compares with a reference voltage
with a comparator. The reference voltage is adjusted to trigger
the comparator when the pressure is approximately 50kPa,
which represent around 5 km height above the ground. This
signals the FPGA to turn on the thermo cutter in the parachute
deployment system.

The gyroscope is used to take the angular rates for re-
construction of the orientation of the FFU. An accelerometer
is used to calculate the linear acceleration to reconstruct the
accurate trajectory of the FFU in post flight analysis. The data
from the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors will be stored
for post analysis.

An analog to digital (ADC) chip is monitoring a set of
voltages and currents in the CU, it both takes measurements
and multiplex the measurements into a single data stream
and sends it to the FPGA. The data is then both stored as
housekeeping data and sent to the RMU to communicate with
the ground station. The accelerometer, ADC and Gyroscope

communicate with the FPGA via the I2C protocol.
The accelerometer, gyroscope and ADC is powered from

the same 3.0V linear regulator. The pressure sensor needs 5.0V
and is supplied with a charge pump, a logic circuit is needed
to interface the FPGA 3.3V logic with the 5V logic.

Some small system changes from the old CU has been done.
Replacing the obsolete gyroscope and pressure sensor to chips
that are in production, and changing whats voltages are being
monitored by the ADC has been implemented for the new CU.

Fig. 9. Sensor system

E. Storage

The previous system used on SPIDER stored its sampled
data on flash memory mounted on the CU-board. The data
was extracted from the memory with UART (Universal Asyn-
chronous Receiver/Transmitter), a slow process that could take
a few hours. Therefore the data recording process was changed
to store data to a SD-card to extract the data easier. Also,
the flash memory previously used was obsolete and expensive
making a system change necessary.

The storage system can been seen in figure 11. The house-
keeping data, sensors and GPS data is stored on a SD-Card. A
µC is used to interface the FPGA to the SD-card, since a direct
interface between the FPGA and SD-card is complex due to
timing constraints. The SD-card solution has been tested on a
development board to be used in another space project, proving
that the system works. The FPGA sends the data through a
eight bit parallel bus to the µC. The FPGA simulates a RAM
memory that the µC reads data from and forwards it to the
SD-card. The interface used between the FPGA and µC and
the µC and SD-card is described in section VI. The µC clock
is derived from the FPGA. The µC is powered by a 3.0V
linear power supply.

The µC also has a signal path to the BU with two optocou-
pler. The optocoupler can be seen i figure 10. The optocoupler
is used to electrically isolate the CU and BU from each-other.
There are three signals paths to the BU that can be used, one
path in the optocoupler is not used due to size limitations. One
signal is intended to be used to synchronize data time lines
between the CU and BU. The other two signal is intended for
future implementation.
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Fig. 10. Storage system

Fig. 11. Signal path to BU with two optocoupler

F. Power system

Figure 12 shows the power system. The umbilical connector
is a 5 pin Tyco connector with male header in the RMU and
the female header in the FFU. The pin configuration of the
connector is shown in Table I. A rocket pin (pin nr 5 on the
umbilical connector) is used to signal if the CU is still mounted
in or ejected from the RMU.

TABLE I
UMBILICAL CONNECTOR

Pin No Name Use

1 GND Ground

2 Batt Battery charge in

3 RX Communication from RMU

4 TX Communication to RMU

5 Rocket Initiation signal to the FFU for the
start of the experiment.

The CU is powered by a 3.75V Li-ion cell battery, with a
capacity of 4.8 Ah. While mounted in the RMU the battery is
charged through the umbilical connector, the RMU contains
the necessary circuitry for charging the Li-ion battery. The
thermo cutter is connected directly to the battery supply and
controlled by the FPGA.

In figure 12 it can be seen that there are two switches ’sleep

mode’ and ’battery bad’. The sleep mode switch is off when
the rocket pin is pulled to ground, this is to turn off the CU
when it is recovered and during transport. The battery bad
switch is controlled by the battery monitor and is turned off
when the battery voltage is under a threshold, this turns off
power to everything but the localization system.

The VHF transmitter is connected to the battery through a
logic circuit that both makes sures the VHF is not activated
when mounted in the RMU, and also activates the transmitter
when the battery is bad. This is as a failsafe if the FPGA
malfunctioning due to low voltage, then the VHF transmitter
could still transmit a continuous wave.

The commercial GPS has a connection directly to the battery
for a backup feature to store the GPS calendar. This makes the
GPS much quicker when starting, approximate 1 s compared
to 30 s if a cold start without the GPS calendar is needed [14].

The 3.3V boost converter is used to power the satellite
modem and the commercial GPS. It’s a complicated circuit
which is needed because the satellite modem is drawing
approx. 500 mA when it is transmitting and needs a very
stable supply. This circuit was developed during the SPIDER
experiment and is being used again for the WOLF CU [7].
The converter used an air-winded inductor that was bulky and
fragile. During landing the inductor was damaged on most of
the recovered units which meant the satellite modem failed to
function. It was concluded that the inductor should be replaced
for a smaller ferrite type inductor.

Because every component requires different voltages and
current demands, it was decided to give each subsystem its
own regulator. This make sures that the voltage and current
requirement are meet for each component, but also gives
redundancy if one regulator might fail.

Fig. 12. Umbilical, Rocket pin and thermo cutter

G. FPGA

The CU contains a Microsemi ProAsic3 FPGA which is
the main controller in the CU, it is the same FPGA used in
SPIDER. Figure 13 shows how the FPGA is connected. It
contains a main state machine that activates and deactivates
subsystem when they are needed in the experiment, collects
and process data from sensors to packets and forwards the
packets to the storage system and facilitates communication
to the RMU and ground station. More details about the
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FPGA firmware can be found in section VI. An Oscillator
is supplying the FPGA with a 32.768MHz clock. The reset
switch is delaying the start-up time of the FPGA with approx.
0.1 s to let the oscillator stabilize.

Fig. 13. FPGA system

V. DESIGN FLOW

This section describes how the plans form the hardware
section was implemented in schematics and PCB layout for
the new WOLF CU. The schematic and PCB layout was made
in xpedition from Mentor Graphics. The program was selected
because it was already in use and licensed by the space and
plasma physics department at KTH. The xpedition software is
an advance tool for making a PCB from schematics to ready
GERBER layout files for manufacturing.

A. Schematics

The thesis first began with transferring the schematics from
the previous SPIDER CU to lay a foundation to work on.
The schematics from the previous CU was made in an older
version of the xpedition software and could unfortunately not
be transferred directly to the newer version. Therefore it was
necessary to start from scratch with the new schematics. This
later turned out to be a good thing, since some flaws in the
old schematics was identified during the transfer process and
could be corrected in the new schematics.

The process of making the new schematics was a straight
forward process since most of the hardware plans had already
been established, so it was only a matter of creating new parts
in the library, looking how to implement them in the data
sheets and connecting components in the xpedition software.

B. PCB Layout

After drawing the schematics it had to be implemented
on a PCB. The outline/shape of the board was established
by a mechanical team working on the enclosure of the new
CU, the shape of the board was drawn according to those
specifications. After that the connectors was placed on the
board. The umbilical connector, programming pins and the
SD-card was placed near the edge of the board where a slot
had been cut in the side of the CU unit so that the connectors
can be reached. This is to make it easier to upgrade the FPGA

and µC firmware when the FFU is assembled.The battery
connector was placed as close as possible to the battery.

It was decided to make the board a 6 layer board to make
the routing process easier and for making large ground and
power planes. The layer was divided in the following way.
Layer 1 is the top layer and layer 6 is the bottom of the board.
On these layers components are mounted and signals between
components are routed. Layer 4 is dedicated to route signals
between subsystem that could not fit layer 1 and 6. Layer 2
and 5 are ground planes to ensure that all components have
a good ground connection. Layer 3 is used as a power plane,
underneath all subsystem an area have been routed to supply
the voltage that the specific components use.

To make it easier to layout the board the components were
grouped by subsystem. This made it modular and easier to
reorganize the board to make all components fit. The board
had a 3 mm gap under board, which meant components higher
than 2 mm could not be placed on the bottom of the board.
The components height was taken from the data sheet and
components with height higher than 2 mm was placed on the
top of the board.

Figure 14 show a block diagram of where the different
subsystem was placed on the board. The GPS receivers are
placed on the left part on the top side of the board close to
the edge where antenna connectors will be placed. This is to
minimize losses in antenna traces on the board. Transmitters
are placed on the right side of the board near the edge to
prevent interference with other components.

The µC and the FPGA is placed close to the center of
the board, to have them as close a possible to the sensors,
receivers and transmitters as possible. Voltage regulators was
put near the subsystem which it supplied. The accelerometer
and gyroscope was put as close to center of the CU as possible.
The thermo cutter was placed in the center of the board, since
i was decided by the mechanical team to put the cutter there.

Fig. 14. Block diagram of where components are placed on the CU board

VI. FIRMWARE

The firmware for the new CU has to be redone since the
most of the hardware has been changed. The following section
describes plans for the firmware for the new CU, it is stated
where code from the previous will be reused and where code
has to be reworked for the new system. To be clear the code
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described below is not yet written and only plans to structure
and implement the new code is presented. Only a test code has
been written to test the parachute deployment system, intended
to be used during a drop test of the FFU.

A. Purpose

The purpose of the firmware in the common unit (CU)
is to log data from the accelerometer, gyroscope and L1/L5
GPS receivers. The CU is also responsible for deploying the
parachute to ensure a safe landing for the FFU. After landing
the CU will send out its position so it can be recovered and
the stored data can be extracted.

B. Design overview

The CU has one main process control unit, which is the
FPGA. It also has one µC that is used to store data on a SD-
Card and to handle a portion of the localization system. As
can be seen in figure 15 is that the software is divided in 8
blocks, 6 blocks in the FPGA and 2 in the µC. The blocks
are described below:

Fig. 15. Firmware design overview

Main Process Controller: The main controller of the ex-
periment, it is the main state machine responding to input
from the Ground station via UART, the pressure sensor and
the rocket pin. The FPGA then controls the power system,
sensors, storage, localization system and thermo cutter for the
parachute. In this block the same main state machine from the
old CU can be used, but since there has been changes in the
storage system and communication between components most
of the code has to be redone.
System Clock and Counters: A simple block that divides
the system clock (32.768 MHz) into usable frequency for the
main controller, for example a 1 Hz signal to count seconds
and 115200 Hz for the UART baud rate. It also makes a time
package for the storage system, to keep as a time reference
during the experiment. The code from the old CU can be used
with not much change.
Sensor Interface: The sensors uses I2C to send data to the
FPGA, each sensors has it own dedicated block that interface
the I2C and package the data to the memory packet handler.
Most of the code from the old CU can be reused, but since
the gyroscope and accelerometer sensors are updated to newer
version it has to be checked what has been changed in the

newer versions.
Memory Packet Handler: Data from the sensor and L1/L5
GPS are packaged and then send to the µC through a 8-
bit Flexible Static Memory Controller (FSMC) interface. This
block can use parts of the code form the old CU, but since the
storage system is new most of the code has to be rewritten.
FPGA and µC Localization System: To locate the FFU after
the the unit has landed, the FPGA activates the localization
system. The system takes the position from the commercial
GPS and transmit it with the satellite modem and VHF
transmitter to send the position to the recovery team. Since
the system uses the same principle as the old, but with
updated component most of the old code could be used.
But from previous experience from the SPIDER experiment
[7] is that the old localization system was hard to develop
and complex. Specially the code that process messages from
the commercial GPS to get a position to forward to the
satellite modem and VHF transmitter. It was therefore added
a communication channel between the µC to the satellite
modem and commercial GPS, so the code can be rewritten
in the µC for easier development.
UART handler: The communication to the RMU is through
UART, the RMU forwards messages between the ground
station and CU. The messages is send in a simple ASCII
format and control the Main Process Controller. The UART
will use the same protocol as the old CU, which means most
of the code can be reused.
µC Memory Handler: To ease the memory storage a µC
is used to interface to SD-Card. The µC takes in memory
packages from the FPGA and stores it on the SD-Card. This
block is new and has to be developed from scratch, but
since the system has been already been developed for another
experiment some of code can be taken from there and be re-
purposed for the WOLF experiment.

C. Process Flow

The firmware is divided two firmware modes and three
power modes. The firmware modes can be seen in figure
16. The test mode is used prior launch to be able to control
all subsystem with commands to do pre-launch checks and
debugging. With a command the firmware can be set in
mission mode, the CU will then work autonomous and
follow a main state machine. Figure 17 shows the main
state-machine diagram during the experiment.
The power modes is used during the mission mode, this
is to control when certain system are powered during the
experiment.
Sleep: Prior to launch the CU is in sleep. All radio-, GPS-,
sensor- and storage systems are turned off. The CU only
sends status data and commands to and from from the ground
station to control individual system to do a final check before
lift-off. After the experiment when the FFU is recovered the
CU is put back in sleep mode by inserting a plug into the
umbilical connector. All systems are then powered off.
Rocket: The ground station sends a command before lift-off
to set the CU in rocket mode. The CU starts recording sensor
data and waits for the FFU to be ejected from the rocket.
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Active: When the FFU is ejected the CU starts recording
raw GPS data and waits for the pressure sensor to activate.
The pressure sensor is set to activate at around 5 km height
and triggers to deploy the parachute and localization system
to start. The L1/L5 GPS data recording is stopped and
the L1 GPS antenna is switched over to the commercial
GPS, to get a position fix for the satellite modem and VHF
transmitter. After 30 minutes the localization-, sensor- and
storage system are powered down. The only system active is
the VHF transmitter which will be active until the battery dies.

Fig. 16. Firmware and power modes

Fig. 17. Main process flow

D. Interfaces

The firmware utilizes three different communications inter-
faces UART, I2C, FSMC and SDIO. A description of the
SDIO and FSMC protocols is not in the scope of this thesis,

but references can be found at [15] [16]. The UART runs
on 8-bit, 1 start/stop bit and 115200 baud rate. It is used for
communication between the FPGA and RMU, satellite modem
and all GPS chips. In the firmware each component has it own
dedicated UART controller, so the UART communication can
work indepently. The I2C protocol is used between the FPGA
and sensors.

To interface the FPGA to the µC the FSMC protocol is
used. The idea is that the FPGA simulates a RAM memory
that the µC access through the FSMC, the µC then transfers
via the SDIO protocol the data to a SD-card.

E. Storage

The CU stores 5 types of data packages accelerometer, gy-
roscope, ADC, time/status and L1/L5 GPS data. The different
types of packages can be seen in figure 18 and 19. Each
packets is 64-bit long and starts with two identifier bits ’00’
for sensors, ’01’ for time/status, ’10’ for L5 GPS and ’11’ for
L1 GPS.

Fig. 18. Storage packets for time/status and GPS

Fig. 19. Storage packets for sensors

The packets are processed in the FPGA and then send to
the µC that stores the packages on a SD-card.

F. General and safety related concepts

The rocket launch is the most hazardous event in the
experiment. If the experiment is affecting the rocket during
launch it can have disastrous consequences for the whole
rocket. Precautions in hardware and firmware has been taken
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to be sure that all radio components are turned off and
the parachute cord cutter is not accidentally triggered when
mounted in the rocket.

The main state machine will both be controlled by input
from it sensors but also be run on a timer triggering a state
change after a preset amount of seconds after ejection. This
will make sure that the firmware is not hung up in a state
where it is waiting for input from a malfunctioning sensor. Of
course it cannot be certain when to set to trigger, so it has to
be analyzed from previous experiment how to set the seconds
from ejection trigger.

VII. INTEGRATION AND TESTING

The next step is to assemble the hardware,verify and test it.
The firmware has to be written in steps with the assembly of
the hardware and tested with care. The verification and testing
consist of carefully assembling one subsystem and verify its
function by measuring or running test programs. The most
critical system to implemented is the parachute deployment
system. The following assembling steps of the subsystem are
suggested.
1. Power: Assemble each regulator separately and test its
output voltage with a multimeter to check if the component
has the right voltage and does not output any disturbances.
2. FPGA: Verify that the oscillator is giving the right clock
frequency and the reset switch is giving the oscillator approx-
imately 0.1s to stabilize before pulling high. After putting
the FPGA in place a test program verifies that the FPGA is
working correctly.
3. Cutter: The PWM module in the FPGA firmware will
have to be fine tuned to give the cutter a current draw of
approximate 2 A, which should be sufficient to burn off the
parachute cord. After this step the CU should be ready for a
droptest.
4. GPS: Starting with the commercial GPS a test program
will have to be written to test that it is getting a fix on the
correct coordinates. After that the GPS receivers for L1 and
L5 frequencies can be assembled.
5. Localization: The VHF transmitter will be verified with a
radio receiver. The VHF should be transmitting a standing
wave and transmit a position on the right frequency. The
satellite modem is tested by sending small amount of test data
to verify that the modem is working. Then the full localization
system with the commercial GPS and satellite modem will
have to be tested thoroughly.
6. Sensors: The accelerometer and gyroscope will be veri-
fied by test programs, the ADC is tested by comparing the
measured voltage values from the ADC with a multimeter
on the PCB. The accelerometer and gyroscope can be tested
after the storage system is implemented. The pressure sensor
comparator components values will have to be adjusted to
trigger on the pressure at 5 km height,this is because there
are biases in different pressure sensor and they will have to
be compensated by adjusting component values.
7. Storage: The storage system is the last component to be
added, the performance of the system will have be evaluated
to ensure that data can be recorded according to the specifi-
cations.

VIII. RESULT

In this section a summary of the thesis results are pre-
sented. In short, the thesis has developed a PCB ready for
manufacturing and made a test program to test the parachute
deployment system. The new system was build on heritage
from the previous SPIDER experiment. The new system has
been added with new features, obsolete components has been
replaced and flaws in previous designed has been corrected.
More details can be found below.

Added features: An additional GPS receiver has been
added to receive GPS signal on L5 frequencies for better
precision. A new circuit for the thermo cutter has been
constructed and simulated to better control the current through
the thermo cutter. A signal path has been added from the CU
to the BU to synchronize experiment data time lines.

Replaced obsolete components: The commercial GPS chip
have been replaced to a new better module. The localization
system now uses the newer STM3 satellite modem instead
of the old STX2 version, and has also been with fitted
with a hardware solution to make it possible to control the
system from either the FPGA or µC. The storage solution has
been changed from a flash type to a SD-card type memory.
The accelerometer, gyroscope and pressure sensor has been
replaced for newer versions.

Flaws in previous design: Antenna connectors has been
changed from SMB to SMA connectors for better reliability.
In the power system the inductor for the 3.3V boost converter
has been replaced for a smaller ferrite type.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this section it is discussed about topics that should be
considered for future work in completing the system for the
upcoming WOLF experiment. It is also discussed how the
system could be used in future experiment.

L5 GPS chips: The chip that receives L5 signal can be
configured to also receive signal from the L1 channel. An
improvement would be to configure the chip to receive from
L1 and thus only use two GPS receivers, one for recording
GPS signals at an altitude above 5 km and one GPS receiver
to get a position fix for the localization system. The L5 chip
can also be configured to receive signals from other navigation
systems, such as the European system, Galileo, or the Russian
system, GLONASS [17].

Cutter: A possible improvements for a cutter in the future
would be to design a switching regulator, using a powerful
transistor with a coil and a capacitor to regulate the cutting
current. Advantages with a switched regulator would be that
it doesn’t consume any power itself, where a linear regulator
consume a lot of power that just becomes heat.

3.3V boost converter: The 3.3 boost converter was made
for the previous satellite modem, STX, witch requires a lot of
power which need to be stable. The new modem, STM3, does
not require the same amount of power. Future boards may not
need the 3.3 boost converter, and might be able to use a linear
3.3 V converter.

PCB layout: The layout of the board haven’t been tested
yet, this might lead to unseen problem and would require an
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new iteration of the layout. Problem might be small mistakes in
routing components or impedance matching between antenna
connectors and RF chips.

SD-card: The new SD-card solution for the data storage
system has only been tested on a development board. It is
uncertain if the solution will work as intended for the experi-
ment. Future work in verification and testing will conclude if
the system meets the performance specification. If the solution
does not pass the specification, then the storage system might
have to be re-designed back to the previous flash memory.

Future experiments: The new hardware system is adapted
for the WOLF experiment, the PCB is tailored to be fitted in
the special made CU unit. Although, the new system could
be re-purposed for similar experiment. Since the recovery and
flight data system works independent of each other, the system
could be used were needed on a similar experiment. The
recovery system is a system that could be used in experiment
that requires a position transmission to recover the experiment
modules. The flight data recording system can be used in
experiment to record general flight data.
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Mechanical Design and Thermal Analysis of the
MoreBac Experiment

Kevin Ankarsköld-Flück and Erik Wiskman

Abstract—Sending bacteria to space is a further step within
the framework of transporting humans to distant locations in
space. This can build a knowledge platform of how the bacteria
behaves in the space environments, in order to be able to function
in the long term as a LLS (long term life support system), i.e
a mini ecology for the space station that handles waste (gas,
liquid and solid) and transforms it into food, water and oxygen.
By constructing a bacterial experiment (MoreBac) in a small
satellite and thermally simulating it in space environment, it
can aid future projects performed in similar but larger scales.
To visualize the experiment in presentations, a CAD-model of
the experiment will be designed and constructed in SIEMENS
Solid Edge. The thermal analysis is made in Airbus SYSTEMA
Thermica and will help show on the critical problem, which is
to maintain suitable temperature conditions on the microfluidic
chip inside the experiment. By performing the simulations, one
can assure that the design is suitable and that the heat gradient
is in required intervals for different components. The CAD-
model was designed in a sandwich layout and consist of two
printed circuit boards, one microfluidic chip and one reservoir.
Not specified components of the experiment was not used in the
CAD- model since they where still in early development. The
thermal analysis of the experiment was studied in a steady state
environment, with boundary conditions of 5˝C in the cold case
and 30˝C in the hot case, which means that the time variable
was not considered. Three configurations of heat dissipation were
made; 16 nodes at the illumination board with 0,05 W each, 16
nodes at the detection board with 0,05 W each and finally 36
nodes on both PCBs together with 0,025 W each. In the hot case,
the microfluidic chip reaches temperatures between 34, 16˝C and
42, 15˝C when 0,8 W is equally divided to both PCBs. In the
cold case, the microfluidic chip reaches temperatures between
13, 82˝C and 22, 32˝C with the same heat distribution as the
hot case.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE human exploration of remote location in space means
larger requirements on technical solutions to provide the

crew with consumables. One solution may be to create a
mini ecosystem that could work as a LLS (long term life
support system). For example a system that handles waste
and transforms it into oxygen and water, which means that
the human must rely on micro-organisms transported from
Earth [1]. In earlier experiments [2] there has been shown
apparent results that bacteria growth in zero-gravity is greater
than on Earths gravity conditions. Some years earlier, with
similar hardware, an experiment also demonstrated a greater
bacteria growth in spaceflight[3], which makes the subject
interesting for further investigation.

The MoreBac experiment is based on the aforementioned
experiments, and will be modeled in a more miniaturized
measurement equipment module aboard the student satellite
project MIST. The project is led by researcher Håkan Jönsson

at Science for Life Laboratory, and aims to investigate,
never before tested, freeze-dried micro-organisms ability to
be transported, revived and stored in space environment. In
a thermodynamic aspect, the MoreBac experiment is one of
the most fragile modules aboard the MIST-satellite, due to
the fact that microorganisms is extremely sensitive outside
their habitable temperature. This carries out the opportunity to
research how different thermodynamic factors from the nearby
other experiments, but also from the space environment itself,
affects this bacterial experiment.

Due to the space environment which the bacteria is exposed
to in orbit, the radiation dose from neighboring celestial
bodies should be a factor considered. According to Wayne
L. Nicholson [4], the UV-radiation from the sun in our solar
system is the most harmful radiation type to cells generally,
because of the cell structures absorption characteristics. In
this thesis this solar radiation factor is beyond the project
aim, hence it will not be considered.

Before this thesis, the MoreBac project has made analyses
of the aboard circuit boards and light detection equipment.
To select a suitable design for the experiment, more research
about the thermal environment has to be made.

II. AIM

The first aim of the thesis is to create a 3D CAD in the
software SIEMENS Solid Edge. The 3D CAD will first and
foremost be a tool to illustrate the experiment in presentations
and to aid future MoreBac students who will be working with
the experiment. The design and layout of the experiment will
be based on discussions internally within the MIST project,
and also within the MoreBac project team. The second aim
of this thesis is to perform an unit level thermal analysis
of the aforementioned created 3D model design. The model
is desired to perform in a temperature interval from 5˝C to
30˝C, whereas the simulations will be performed in steady
state at these end temperatures. By imposing a boundary
temperature on the experiment and performing the unit level
analysis, one can guarantee the predicted temperatures inside
the experiment as long as the boundary temperatures do not
exceed the specified temperatures, which will be needed to be
guaranteed on a system level by the MIST subsystem team.

III. BOUNDARIES

This thesis will not present a fully thermal analysis of the
experiment, i.e when orbiting the earth, since that is completed
by the thermal MIST team. Instead, an unit level analysis
will be done, which means that only this experiment from
the MIST satellite will be analyzed. The 3D CAD will not
include components that are not specified.
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IV. INTRODUCTION TO MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEMS IN
SPACE

Microfluidic experiments investigating microorganisms in
space is not a new phenomenon within the biological science.
In 2006, NASA sent a triple CubeSat1 configuration called
Genesat-1 to space to investigate bacteria growth in micro-
gravity [5]. As demonstrated in the project [5], the main
components of the payload was a green LED lamp used to
stimulate the micro-organisms placed in the microfludic chip,
which can be seen in Figure 1 . On the other side of the
fluidic-chip, a detector measured the amount of light passing
through the biology and thereby measuring the density of
the biology. The micro-organisms were also stimulated by a
blue fluorescent LED and measured with same detector to
investigate the metabolism of the culture.

Figure 1. The Genesat-1 experiment with green LED for bacterial growth
measurement and blue fluorescent LED for metabolism measurement. (see
Kitts, et al.2006, their figure 5).

As a follow-up mission to Genesate-1, NASA sent the Phar-
masat satellite to space in 2009 [6]. Unlike it’s predecessor,
the Pharmasat had a more similar setup as the planned More-
Bac configuration, which can bee seen in Figure 2. The main
components of Pharmasat consisted of an illumination board
with LED light stimulating the micro-organisms, detection
board with a light detector measuring the bacterial growth and
a microfluidic chip with the investigated biological culture.
In comparison with these earlier experiments, the MoreBac
experiment is almost five times smaller. This means challenges
when it comes to lab setup and fitting required components.
Since the MoreBac experiment is surrounded by heat dissipat-
ing payloads, there is also an additional complexity in thermal
design compared to single experiment satellites.

V. MOREBAC EXPERIMENT LAB SETUP

Until this thesis, the MoreBac CAD model only consisted of
a solid box as a volumetric place holder, seen in Figure 3. The
box was created to symbolical reserve a place for MoreBac
and therefore defining the exact boundary dimensions in the
CubeSat frame, with respect to other experiments. Based on

1Small satellite structure, built by 100x100x111mm cubes

simple principle sketches and prototypes, work was started on
a more detailed model.

Figure 2. PharmaSat experiment with two green PCB boards and LED light
stimulating the biology in the chamber(see Ricco,et al.2011, their figure 3).

Figure 3. The blue box is the MoreBac experiment placed in the CubeSat.

Discussions with the project leader led to a design as a
sandwich of PCBs (Printed Circuit Board), microfluidic chip,
fluid reservoir, pump and valves, as seen in Figure 4and
numbered in Table 1. The outer case of the experiment is
mounted in the CubeSat in each of its corners. The internal
parts of the experiment is constructed together with internal
spacers, which means that the experiment can be assembled
outside of the CubeSat.
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Figure 4. The experiments internal components, before attachment with the
outer frame of the box

A. Components of the CAD model

Figure 5. Exploded view of the experiment.

The LED light as seen in Figure 5 is placed at the
illumination PCB on the top of the experiment, which are
used to stimulate the bacterial growth. The PCBs is designed
as a 94x94 mm standard circuit board from the dutch satellite
supplier Innovative Solutions In Space, whereas the PCBs
are 1.6 mm thick with two copper layers and an epoxy layer.
The microfluidic chip is a simplified design of the real chip but
will in reality contain a chamber with the investigated bacteria
and channels to transport revival fluid. On the bottom PCB, as
seen as number 4 in Figure 5, the light detection devices are
attached. They measure the amount of light passing through
the bacteria. Greater bacteria growth means less light is being
let through to the detection board. Since the satellite is built
by standard components from the supplier, the lower PCB has
been adapted so that is fits inside the case and therefore not
interfering with the cutouts of the outer frame.

In the bottom of the case, it is a reserved space for a
liquid reservoir and automatic control equipment used to run
the experiment. This part of the experiment is during early
development and will therefore not be in the CAD.

Table I
TABLE OF EXPERIMENT COMPONENTS.

Object No. Object Name Description
1 Lid Lid of the top frame
2 Illumination board PCB with LED light, CPU
3 Microfluidic chip Chamber with bacteria
4 Detection board PCB with light detection sensors
5 Frame A case used for thermal isolation
6 Rods The rods in the CubeSat frame
7 Liquid reservoir Contains microfluidic liquid
8 Spacers Connects the PCB stack

VI. THERMAL ANALYSIS

Since the investigated bacteria is sensitive in a thermody-
namic aspect, the thermal environment has to be simulated to
assure the lifetime of the bacteria. The analysis will show the
temperature of the microfluidic chip when other components
dissipate heat, in a so called unit level analysis. The thermal
MIST team will assure that the boundary temperature of the
experiment will stay within a temperature range of 5˝C -
30˝C, when the CubeSat orbits the Earth. That is because the
bacterial growth will not be optimal outside these boundaries.
The unit level analysis is expected to be done by first assigning
the boundary temperatures to the most extreme temperature
cases, which is 5˝C and 30˝C. This will be done in com-
bination of assigning the heat dissipation of the experiment,
to different locations of the two PCB cards. If needed, for
example if the internal components get to warm or to cold,
the boundary temperatures will then be reassigned with new
values inside the temperature range. Then the process is
repeated until both the MIST system team and MoreBac sub
system team is satisfied.
To let the software understand how the temperature is spread-
ing, there are a number of input arguments required. The
following chapter will briefly introduce thermal dynamic
phenomenons that were used as inputs to the software and
to calculate the temperature in each case respectively.

A. Thermal Conduction

Thermal conduction is defined as the energy transferred
from less energetic molecules to a part with more energy
due to colliding molecules [7]. Consider a wall with different
temperature on each side of the wall.

Figure 6. The heat flux is the rate of heat energy passing through a body.
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Fourier’s law describes the rate of heat through the material
as

q “ ´KA
dT

dx
r W
m2

s (1)

where the variables are defined as follows in table II.

Table II
TABLE OF VARIABLES AND THEIR DEFINITION IN FOURIER’S LAW.

Variable Definition Unit

K the material conductivity [ W
mK

]
A cross section area [m2]
dT the temperature difference [K]
dx wall thickness [m]

B. Thermal radiation
Radiation is energy in the form of electromagnetic waves

[7]. Thermal radiation is basically the energy emitted by
bodies because of their temperature. All liquids, gases and
solid emits, absorb or transmit radiation. The energy emitted
from a surface can therefore be described as

9Qemit,max “ σAsT
4
s rW s (2)

where the variables are defined as follows in table III.

Table III
TABLE OF VARIABLES AND THEIR DEFINITION IN THE EQUATION FOR

ENERGY EMITTED FROM A SURFACE

Variable Definition Unit

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67E-8 W
m2K4

As Surface area [m2]
Ts Surface temperature [K]

In the MoreBac experiment, the components has been
defined as active or inactive in terms of radiation. An active
surface means that it emits, absorb or transfer radiation. Solid
components or components with no fully internal specification
as the rods, microfluidic chip and liquid reservoir is defined
as inactive on the inside. The outside surfaces and the rest of
the experiment are active which means they are contributing
to the exchange in radiation.

C. Convection
As mentioned before, heat transfer exists in the forms

of conduction, radiation and also convection [7], whereas
convection is heat transferred between a solid surface and
a liquid or gas. In this thesis, the small liquid volume of the
microfluidic system will not be considered to have stored heat
or transferred heat by convection. In reality, heat transferred
by convection occurs but in such small amount it can be
disregarded in the analysis. Since the experiment is operating
in vacuum, there is also no heat transferred by convection in
the remaining parts of the whole model.

D. Specific heat capacity

Since the analysis is made in a steady state simulation, the
heat capacity will not have any impact on the result. However,
if a transient simulation is to be performed at a later stage,
the heat capacity will become important. The specific heat
capacity describes how much of energy that is required to
change 1 kg of a material 1 Kelvin

C “ q

m∆T
r J

kgK
s (3)

where the variables are defined as follows in table IV.

Table IV
TABLE OF VARIABLES AND THEIR DEFINITION IN THE EQUATION FOR THE

CONDUCTANCE OF EACH NODE

Variable Definition Unit

q Energy [J]
m Mass [kg]
∆T Temperature difference [K]

Conductive couplings

In the thermal software, the model is divided into nodes.
The conductive couplings are used to describe how the heat
is spreading from one node to another. Here, the thermal path
is defined as the distance between the center of the nodes as
describes in Figure 7

Figure 7. Two nodes and their conductive coupling

The conductance of the node is calculated by

GLAi
“ pKAi

dx
q rW

K
s (4)

where the variables are defined as follows in table V.

Table V
TABLE OF VARIABLES AND THEIR DEFINITION IN THE EQUATION FOR THE

CONDUCTANCE OF EACH NODE

Variable Definition Unit

Ai surface A1 respectively A2. [m2]
K the material conductivity [ W

mK
]

dx Half the thermal path [m]
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The conductive coupling between the nodes can then be
connected in serial according to

GLA1ÑA2
“ 1

1
GA1

` 1
GA2

rW
K

s (5)

VII. THERMAL MODEL

The thermal analysis were performed using the software
Systema Thermica [7] developed by Airbus Defence and
Space. The software allows the user to easily define thermal
properties to import CAD models, with the aid of one
geometrical model management, GMM, and one thermal
mathematical management, TMM, and thus generating
outputs in form of colour gradient scales for steady-state
temperature cases.

A. Geometrical Model Management

In Thermica, the geometrical model of the experiment is
imported from the CAD model and is then needed to be
simplified and overwritten by hand with Thermicas own shape
management. The reason of the latter is because the software
uses built-in shape management to derive the nodes in the
meshing, which also makes the user decide on how to reduce
complexity of various shapes.

B. Thermal Mathematical Management

Together with the Geometrical Model Management,
Thermica also requires an input with specified thermodynamic
values of the nodes in the meshing. These node parameters
are organized in an excel spreadsheet, which helps the user
to calculate and add new nodes. The calculations are based
on the values of the specific heat capacity, conductivity and
the thermal path for each node, which is depending upon
which kind of material the node consist of. In the excel
spreadsheet, the user also have the possibility to define the
conductive coupling between each node, which is based on
how the node structure is chosen.

C. Meshing

Depending on how the different components are assigned
to operate, the node structure will vary in quantity and size.
A part of the internal objects classifies as parts with no
internal heat dissipation, aside from interacting thermally
with other objects. This applies, e.g to the Upper Stack
Rods , where these parts are given a node structure with a
minimum amount of nodes to ease the calculations in the
software. For a difference, the microfluidic chip is purposed
to be designed with internal bacterial chambers and thus
requiring a more complex node structure, i.e more nodes per
unit distance which helps analyze the thermal conduction
and its path.

D. Meshing Parameters

For simplicity reasons, the geometrical nodes are restricted
to two-dimensional rectangles, and for connective distances
and rods, they are constructed as cylinders. To define the nodal
network for the two dimensional rectangles, the software

requires input data in form of meshing parameter a and b
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Definiton of meshing parameters

As previously mentioned, the Upper Stack Rods are as-
signed with a simple node structure since heat will only pass
through this connection.

When designing the node structure for the Top Frame
and Bottom Frame, the components active and inactive sides
were taking into consideration. Although they are not desired
to be equipped with heat dissipated components, the parts
are plausible to be affected by thermal radiation. Thus the
nodal network were needed to be constructed with individual
distinctive nodes, so as the heat from the internal components
could dissipate through the network in several paths. The
nodal network can be seen in Appendix C, Figure 28.

E. Internal Components

The internal components are the objects closest to the
dissipating sources, hence the nodal network is required to be
in greater detail to get accurate results when simulating. The
meshing parameters of the internal components are chosen
in regards of level of interest. The microfluidic chip is the
component which is in focus in the analysis, hence the
nodal network consist of more nodes per unit distance. For
difference, the Liquid Reservoir will contain liquid in the form
of water, which makes the thermal affection on the component
less interesting. The chosen parameters for the PCB cards and
microfluidic chip can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Meshing parameters for the internal components. The red nodes
symbolize heat dissipating nodes. The arrow rays symbolize how the heat
radiation uniformly radiate.
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F. Heat dissipation of components
The MoreBac model is still in its early stage of construc-

tion, which has made the power consumption of specific
components in the experiment yet to be defined. From earlier
studies [8], it has though been made an approximation of the
total power consumption from the model as approximately
0.8 W. In the simulations, the total power consumption is
therefore equally distributed as heat dissipation from selected
nodes on the upper and lower PCB card as shown in Figure
9.

VIII. THERMAL RESULTS

The following chapter is presenting the thermal results
of the unit level analysis. The simulation was conducted in
steady state with boundary temperatures of 5˝C and 30˝C
and is presented in Figure 10-13. The figures graphically
represents the temperatures at distinctive nodes in the model,
when distributing heat due to electrical resistance at PCB
nodes. With each figure, a corresponding temperature scale
is presented and the temperature range in the colour scheme
changes for each case. For example, a green colour could in
one case symbolize a low temperature while in another case
symbolize a warmer temperature. The resulting maximum and
minimum temperatures for each component is concluded in
Table VI-VII.

A. Thermal Analysis Results - Hot Case
Three configuration of heat distributions were simulated;
‚ 16 nodes at the illumination board with 0.05 W from

each node
‚ 16 nodes at the detection board with 0.05 W from each

node
‚ Finally 36 nodes in total, with 16 nodes on both PCB:s

and with 0.025 W from each node.

These nodes represents the location of a possible CPU and
its nearby components, where the largest heat dissipation is
expected. The reason to test these 3 configurations, were to
investigate how the heat distribution in the 3D CAD model
affected the microfluidic chip in different possible scenarios.

Figure 10 shows the result when the heat dissipation is
equally divided between the PCBs in the hot case. The
illumination board is indicating lower temperatures than the
detection board since the heat from illumination board is being
lost to the CubeSat structure via the lid.

Table VI
TABLE OF HOT CASE TEMPERATURES, WHEN ILLUMINATION BOARD AND

DETECTION BOARD DISSIPATE EQUALLY DIVIDED EFFECT OF 0.4 W
EACH.

heightCase. Object Name Min temp. Max temp.
Hot Illumination board 28, 78˝C 29, 04˝C
Hot Detection board 47, 27˝C 47, 48˝C
Hot Microfluidic chip 34, 16˝C 42, 15˝C
Hot Frame 28, 17˝C 28, 20˝C
Hot Rods 30, 00˝C 30, 00˝C
Hot Microfluidic liquid reservoir 47, 24˝C 47, 24˝C

Figure 10. Temperature of the MoreBac model in steady state with boundary
temperature 30˝C. The illumination board and detection board dissipate
equally divided effect of 0.4 W each.

Since the microfluidic chip contains the investigated bacte-
ria, it is of great interest to study the heat distribution on the
microfluidic chip. By hiding the illumination board, it is also
possible to read the temperatures of the spacers which could
have a great impact on the thermal paths.

Figure 11. Temperature of the MoreBac model in steady state with boundary
temperature 30˝C. Shows the microfluidic chip, after hiding the illumination
board. The illumination board and detection board dissipate equally divided
effect of 0.4 W each.
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Figure 11 shows the microfluidic chip when the illumi-
nation board is hidden. The microfluidic chip indicates a
maximum temperature of 42, 15˝C and is mostly heated from
the detection board via conduction through the spacers and
via thermal radiation.

The results for the scenarios when the dissipation of heat is
distributed on the PCBs separately are presented in Appendix
A, figure 14 - 17. The results for the frame temperature, in
the hot case, is presented in Appendix B, figure 22-24.

B. Thermal Analysis Results - Cold Case

The cold case simulates the experiment at the lower tem-
perature limit of 5˝C when the illumination board and the
detection board dissipate equally divided effect of 0.4 W each,
see Figure 12-13. In this case, the same nodes as the hot case
are the ones dissipating the heat. The cold case results shows
as follows, similar temperature distribution as the hot case.

Table VII
TABLE OF COLD CASE TEMPERATURES WHEN ILLUMINATION BOARD AND

DETECTION BOARD DISSIPATE EQUALLY DIVIDED HEAT.

Case. Object Name Min temp. Max temp.
Cold Illumination board 8, 12˝C 8, 37˝C
Cold Detection board constant 27, 76˝C 27, 98˝C
Cold Microfluidic chip 13, 82˝C 22, 32˝C
Cold Frame 7, 49˝C 7, 51˝C
Cold Rods 5˝C 5, 00˝C
Cold Microfluidic liquid reservoir 27, 76˝C 27, 76˝C

Figure 12. Temperature of the MoreBac model in steady state with boundary
temperature 5˝C . Shows all internal components, with rods. The illumination
board and detection board dissipate equally divided effect of 0.4 W each.

Figure 13 shows the microfluidic chip when the illumi-
nation board is hidden. The microfluidic chip indicates a
maximum temperature of 22, 32˝C.

Figure 13. Temperature of the MoreBac model in steady state with boundary
temperature 5˝C. Shows the microfluidic chip, after hiding the top PCB card.
The illumination board and detection board dissipate equally divided effect
of 0.4 W each.

The results for the scenarios when the dissipation of heat is
distributed on the PCBs separately are presented in Appendix
A, figure 18- 21. The result for the frame temperature, in the
cold case, is presented in Appendix B, figure 25-27.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Mechanical

The MoreBac experiment is no larger than the size of a can
of soda and with that comes many challenges. As mentioned
earlier, NASA and ESA has sent similar experiment to space
but in a relatively larger scale in comparison to the experiment
in this thesis. Therefore, the biggest challenge with the More-
Bac experiment is to fit the required components, and since
many of the components are not yet specified, the CAD model
in this project is a simplified model to aid further projects.

B. Conductivity

Both the Illumination- and detection layer are approximated
of a single copper layer. In reality, the cards are based upon
multiple layers of epoxy plastic and copper, which would
generate a different conductivity in the thermal path of the
cards. By doing this approximation it might generate an error
in the resulting temperatures, but due to the small scale of the
experiment it is not considered to have any major importance.

C. Heat Dissipation

A major uncertainty factor in the thermal analysis is the
heat dissipation distribution of the circuit boards and the
bacterial components. Not all component manufacturers spec-
ify the heat dissipation in their data sheets, and since the
distribution of the heat sources was approximated it may cause
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unreliability in the results. A solution may be to measure the
in and -out effect of the experiment, whereas the difference
in effect will indicate how much effect, in the form of heat,
that is lost to the surroundings.

D. Temperature results for the electronics

In the industry, the operating temperatures is based to about
60´80˝C to 120˝C which is set to extend the life span of the
PCBs. In this thesis, the lower PCB in MoreBac experiment
is reaching temperatures of around 60˝C, which is in no risk
of overheating. The limitation is instead the microfluidic chip,
and that it stays inside the required temperatures.

E. Thermal model

During this thesis there were a a problem to shape the
thermal model, whereas Thermica interprets that some of the
distances between components are closer than they actually
are. Since heat through conduction needs to be pre-defined,
only radiation could be affected. Due to the small size of the
model, the radiation contribution is negligible.

F. Future Work

The designed model could be further elaborated with a
more detailed overview of the internal components, to aid
the input arguments in the thermal analysis. This could show
how different components could affect the temperature flow
in the model, and therefore aid the construction of the whole
MIST model. A time dependent model would be interesting to
investigate, since a steady state model assume a steady state
heat dissipation which is not the most realistic case. A time
dependent model can be implemented by using time variable
temperatures in the boundary nodes which will indicate the
temperature flow of the experiment in orbit.

X. CONCLUSION

A. Mechanical conclusions

The mechanical results in the CAD shows that the
experiment is fully viable in this small scale, but currently
have some design flaws. The following conclusions about the
mechanical design were therefore made:

‚ The PCBs, the microfluidic chip and the microfluidic
liquid reservoir are all connected and rigged to the lid of
the box. Instead of attaching the internal components sep-
arately to the CubeSat framework, they will be mounted
together with spacers inside the box. This layout makes
it possible to assemble the experiment before attachment
in the CubeSat, but it will also have thermal advantages
which are presented in the thermal conclusion.

‚ Further cutouts of the bottom PCB card is needed, which
is to fit the incoming fastening bolt applied from the
MIST structure.

B. Thermal conclusions

‚ Since the lower PCB is not connected to the CubeSat
structure, the heat will have to pass through the whole
structure to the Cubesat structure connection in the lid.
This layout causes the heat to rise through the microflu-
idic chip instead of spreading uniformly to the rest of
the CubeSat structure. Since the illumination board has
a shorter thermal path to the structure of the CubeSat,
more heat is lost from the illumination board.

‚ It was observed that when the detection board dissipated
the majority of the total effect, the microfluidic chip
reached too high temperatures. Therefore it is recom-
mended to put a larger proportion of heat dissipating
components on the illumination board.

‚ The microfluidic liquid reservoir should be placed in the
bottom of the experiment since the higher heat in the
bottom minimizes the risk of freezing of the liquid.

‚ If a more even temperature distribution of the experiment
is desired, thermal straps can be attached to the lower
PCB to lead away the extensive heat through the CubeSat
structure.

‚ If a heater is sought to be added to the experiment,
it is recommended to be placed on the bottom of the
experiment. This is since the connective distances on the
top are thermally closer to the boundary node, which can
drain the input heat faster than on the bottom.
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CONTEXT H: INNOVATIVE ATENNAS FOR THE NEW GENERATION OF WIRELESS SYSTEMS

METAMATERIALS - A LOOK BEYOND MATTER
INNOVATIVE ATENNAS. Imagine stepping into your car one day and discovering that turning your steering 
wheel too much left and you find yourself in the right lane, with speed limits depending on what way 
you are driving on the road.  This is similar to how it works in the world of metamaterials.

Metamaterials aren’t magical materials working from a mystical basis. Instead, these materials use well 
known laws of physics to ‘fool’ us in regards to their properties on the larger scale, while still behaving like 
we intuitively know they should work on the smaller scale. One of these properties that has seen use in later 
years is the possibility to produce materials that has a refractive index smaller than one. 

How refractive indexes work are familiar to us all from our everyday lives, as this property of a material is the 
reason glasses can correct bad eye sight, the means by which a prism divides sunlight into an array of stark 
colors, and why you might have a harder time grabbing something from under water than you would expect. 
Normally the refractive index of an object is always more than 1, as a lower value would mean having light 
turning around and traveling back the other way.

By using microscopic structures that both reflect and bend  light, scientists have been able to create materials 
that are able to do this very thing, to bend light the opposite, ‘wrong’ way. Even though there are limitations 
that apply to this technology in regards to what kind of light is affected by this phenomena, scientists see 
many opportunities in when it comes to optics, solar cell and antenna technology. 

One recent and very promising field of research has been the use of metamaterials in constructing lens 
antennas, structures that use the properties of a lens to focus and spread radio waves. Using metasurfaces, 
incredibly efficient antennas have been constructed that are not only able to focus radio waves in the direction 
the need to go, but also doing it by using very simple and cheap methods. Using these kinds of new antennas 
may prove to be essential in moving wireless technology into 5G and the networked society.
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In our daily lives we make use of antennas 
constantly, many times without even noticing 
it. Antennas are an integral part of many of our 

most common technologies, from the more obvious 
ones such as radios, televisions, mobile phones 
and computers to the more subtle ones like credit 
cards, car keys and medical imaging instruments. 
The development of new antenna technologies 
has enabled us to communicate in ways that were 
previously impossible and has allowed us to integrate 
a wide range of different systems on a higher level. In 
this context the goal is to investigate and construct 
lens antennas that can be used to fulfill tasks more 
efficiently than ever and solve problems previously 
deemed unsolvable.  By using metamaterials, the 
refractive index of a lens antenna can be varied along 
its structure, enabling the design of graded index 
lens antennas that exhibit the properties needed for 
this context.

Project group H1 focused on constructing a 
Luneburg lens using a bed of nails metamaterial 
structure. The lens is interesting since it propagates 
a wave emitted on the edge of the sphere as a plane 
wave on the opposite side. The project group has 
focused on designing the lens in such a way that it can 
be built and used in actual physical demonstrations 
of this kind of antenna. The results of project H1 have 
shown that it is possible to realize a Luneburg lens 
with a bed of nails with very simple methods. With 
an accuracy that is achievable without advanced 
tools, a bed of nail structure capable of guiding 
microwaves can be built using actual screws on a 
ground plane. Additionally, it has been shown that 
the structure does not need to be especially large to 
demonstrate the effect and it works without having 
to optimize the structure. The project has shown 
not only that the structure in theory work, but that 
it can be implemented with realistic dimensions and 
materials. A demonstration shows the feasibility of 
this type of antenna. Furthermore, it can also serve 
for inspiration and invoke interest for the subject. 

Further research should involve testing the limits 
of this method in terms of accuracy and efficiency 
to build, and also expand the method to building 
spherically symmetric structures and other types 
of lens antennas, like Maxwell’s fish eyed lens. 
Further research could also include integrating these 
types of antennas into a wider context or practical 
applications. For example, sending/receiving 
information or controlling vehicles.

Project group H2 has focused on designing lens 
antennas using glide symmetric metasurfaces. 
Metamaterials are materials that are defined by 
exhibiting properties that aren’t found in nature, 
and is used in this context to create anisotropic 
waveguides. The use of glide symmetry in the 
construction has previously been shown to enable 

the design of ultra-wide-band lens antennas, and 
the goal of this project has been to study how the 
different geometries of the unit cell will affect wave 
propagation through the structures, how the different 
geometries can enable the design of anisotropic 
materials, and to design an antenna using the results 
of this findings. The project has shown that it is not 
only possible to construct Luneburg lenses using 
glide symmetric metasurfaces, but that by using unit 
cells of different symmetries it is possible to design 
anisotropic materials that can be used to construct 
slim Luneburg lenses. This kind of Luneburg lens is 
more suited for real life use in areas such as mobile 
communications, where the size of an antenna is of 
great importance. The project has also shown that 
the realization of these kinds of antennas can be done 
very cost efficiently by using metal planes with holes 
of simple geometries.

Future research with regards to the use of glide 
symmetry in the design on lens antennas should 
focus on an investigation of how higher symmetries 
such as screw symmetries might affect the properties 
of the metamaterials. Expanding the use of metallic 
metamaterials into three dimensional structures is 
also of great interest, and designing structures for 
those kinds of applications is an area that will see 
extensive research in the coming years. Furthermore, 
optimization of the current structures available 
could be way to expand the potential benefits of this 
technology and make the implementation of these 
finding into commercial products easier and more 
cost efficient.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
Today, better antennas are now needed to make 
use of the frequency range necessary for the next 
generation of mobile telephones, 5G. This is a step 
in the direction of a networked society and thus 
concerns about personal integrity issues are relevant. 
There is a discussion right now going on about how to 
handle this problem, and this discussion will have to 
be solved in time for the technology to be developed. 
A range of tools to combat the big brother society 
are available like laws, encryption and individual 
awareness. When people are informed about what 
information is collected about them, they have a 
better chance to choose not to give that information if 
they would prefer not to.

A positive aspect of a more connected society is 
that cheaper and better antennas can enable the 
networked society to expand to previously poverty 
stricken areas, and also enable people in these areas 
to get educated and get a qualified job, with more jobs 
going into software and information. This means that 
people who do not live in rich areas with established 
industries can work without being separated from 
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their families. Since women tend to move around less 
for jobs, this could potentially contribute to a more 
gender egalitarian society.

So far, this technology has shown potential in 
greatly increasing both the efficiency and speed of 
many modes of wireless communication. When it 
comes to certain everyday technologies such as the 
wireless internet, it may prove vital in moving into an 
infrastructure based on 5G, where eventually current 
day technologies will prove insufficient. However, 
on doing so, a lot of the current day infrastructure 
of wireless internet will have to be replaced, or 
at the very least, have a 5G layer built upon the 
existing 4G and 3G systems. Although the existing 
infrastructure is based around conventional silicone 
and copper structures, the new generation might 
well be based around Luneburg spheres constructed 
out of glide symmetric dielectric structures. The 
environmental impact of such an infrastructure will 
depend on the raw materials that will be used in its 
construction, and if environmentally hazardous 
dielectrica are being used this can end up being a less 
environmentally friendly technology. Many common 
dielectrics use polymers of different kinds that can 
prove to be a strain on the environment if used in 
mass production.

A detailed life cycle analysis of these new systems 
will both depend on the materials that will be 
used in its construction, but also, perhaps more 
importantly, the lifespan of this coming technology. 
While past  systems such as 2G (GSM/GPRS/
EDGE), 3G (WCDMA, HSPA, HSPA+) and 4G (LTE/
LTE Advanced) have had similar lifespans of about 
20 years, with a big overlap, 5G could prove to last 
longer or shorter than that. This will depend on 
how much existing and future technology can be 
expanded to accommodate for 5G, how the usage 
of mobile internet will look in the future (Internet 
of things, networked society) and the profitability 
of increased bandwidth. In a situation where the 
initial environmental cost of construction is great 
but the lifespan is considerably extended a better 
LCA may achieved anyway. With regard to energy 
consumption, in theory this new technology can 
be used to lower the power requirements as a 
consequence of its higher efficiency. This may, 
however, be offset if the end result is a greatly higher 
internet usage and therefore an increased need for 
extended internet infrastructure.

Other concerns in regards to this project might 
lie in the overall contexts of which new research is 
conducted. In all areas of technology, where new 
ground recently has been broken, there is always a 
risk of overselling the expectations when it comes 
to the potential benefits of a certain technology. For 
instance, if new research is published indicating that 
there is a huge potential for return of investment when 

it comes to a certain technology, this might attract 
investors from both the public and corporate sphere. 
In order to receive more funding to researchers 
and more capital to produce results, potential 
beneficiaries of these funds may well try to drum up 
more expectations and potential applications than 
they can justify. If the new technology then, as has 
happened plenty of times throughout history, fails 
to live up to expectations there might instead be a 
backlash which results in lower funds and longer 
development cycles in the long run. In our case, 
while antennas made out of Luneburg spheres and 
metasurfaces might be a very promising field in this 
very moment, overselling its potential may harm 
rather than benefit the technology in the end.

Since cell phones were introduced there has been 
a debate about the potential health risks of the 
radiation from these. Although there have been no 
significant increase in cancer since the introduction 
of the cell phones and Wi-Fi, there have been studies 
that shows that this can have an effect. 

With more signals being sent out, new antennas 
that are more directed could be a solution if these 
health effects turn out to be real. A more directed 
signal means that instead of every source sending 
out their radiation to everyone, most who are not 
concerned about the signal and who will just see 
this as interference, the signal can be more focused 
towards the antenna. Innovative antennas are thus a 
good idea and worth investing in in terms of potential 
health benefits.
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Graded Index Lens Antennas Using
Glide-Symmetric Metasurfaces

Jonatan Lindgren

Abstract—Lens antennas has shown potential to be used as a
powerful tool for many applications in wireless communication
today and in the future. In this project we examine a method
of constructing graded index lens antennas using metallic glide-
symmetric metasurfaces, a method which facilitates a simpler
manufacturing process and a wider bandwidth than traditional
construction methods. Different kinds of unit cell symmetries are
examined to determine how the geometry of a cell affects the ways
waves propagate through the medium in different directions, and
comparison between glide-symmetric unit cells and unit cells
using a grounded plane are made. Extra attention is given to the
use of anisotropic unit cells, and different approaches to their
design in examined. It is found that the use of glide-symmetric
unit cells closes the band gap of the structure and that using
elliptic structures creates an anisotropic material. The anisotropic
properties of the metamaterial is then shown being altered by
varying the internal dimensions of the unit cell. This property
can thus be used to construct slim Luneburg lenses and other
lenses that require an anisotropic medium to propagate in, and
a slim Luneburg lens is designed and tested.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN today’s society many technologies depends on the func-
tionalities proveded by different kinds of antennas, from the

use in wireless data transmission to RF-ID devices to medical
imaging technologies. Antennas has become embedded in
our society to such an extent that they, in many cases, are
taken for granted in the implementations of a wide array of
products as an essential and integral part of their functions.
The development and refinement of antennas has not only
laid the groundwork for many of the technological leaps of
the modern age, but will most likely continue to be at the
forefront of progress through current and coming advances in
the areas of wave guides and metamaterials. [1] The increasing
demand in the performance of remote sensing and wireless
data transmission has lead to high requirements in regards to
the design and function of the antennas used in today’s devices
[2]. The accuracy, reliability and speed of a system has to be
held to high standards to be able to function properly in today’s
infrastructure, and the limitations of today’s systems will rear
its head as more and more demands are placed on it.

To alleviate some of these problems lens antennas can be
used. A lens antenna is an antenna that focuses an electromag-
netic wave and propagates it in the desired direction. These
antennas can have different shapes and construction [3], but
one of special importance in this project is the Luneburg lens.
A Luneburg lens focuses an feeding source, if exited on the
rim of the lens, into a plane wave on the opposite side of the
lens, with a refractive index of the material that varies with
the distance to the center of the sphere. [1]

The aim of this project will thus be to investigate how to de-
sign the tools that can be used to, among other applications, to
construct such a lens antenna in the real world. By researching
how to design anisotropic unit cells and their properties gives
us a powerful tool in designing wave guides. This knowledge
can then be used to customize the dimensions of a Luneburg
lens to better conform to restrictions in size and performance.
The most important goal will be to see how to provide a sense
of the general behaviour of these kinds of unit cells and very
little time will therefore be allocated to optimizing the design
in terms of matching networks and related tasks. The research
will be conducted on unit cells of the same outer dimensions
and the same general internal shapes, of both ground plane
and glide-symmetry configurations, and the aim will be to see
how varying a few of their internal dimension will affect the
wave propagation. Only the propagation in two dimensions
will be considered, three dimensional unit cells will not be
investigated.

II. THEORY

There are an almost endless amount of ways in which a
wave guide and an antenna can be designed, all according
to the performance demanded of them [4]. Some applications
require antennas with omnidirectional properties, while others
need antennas that only propagate a wave in a very narrow
beam. For some systems the ability to change the direction of
propagation as essential, while others can have a fixed point
of propagation. In today’s wireless systems the requirements
in regards to antennas can be very taxing; they need to be
both very directional with the ability to aim the beam where
it is needed and to be able to support high frequencies for data
transmission.

When designing an antenna with high directivity and the
ability to aim the main lobe of propagation there are several
designs where this is achievable, such as reflector antennas and
array antennas. Reflector antennas, such as parabolic antennas,
uses the curvature of its disc to focus a wave into a focal
point where the signal is received or transmitted. To change
the angle of propagation the antenna has to be physically
angled in the desired direction. Array antennas consists of a
number of antenna elements that are fed a signal of different
phasees to transmit or receive a signal, and aim their main
lobe by shifting the the phase of the signal fed to each
individual element. Both of these technologies come with
their own drawbacks which makes them suitable different
applications. Having to physically change to position of the
antenna introduces the risk of mechanical or electrical failure,
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which is why reflector antennas are used for mostly stationary
applications. Therefore, when the direction of propagation of
an antenna has to be changed often array antennas are usually
utilized as there is no need to change the physical position
of the antenna. However, as array antennas rely on phase
shifters to aim the beam, increasing the carry frequency also
increases the requirements of these devices to perform at high
frequencies. At very high frequencies, these phase shifters
become very bulky and suffer from high losses. To design
an antenna that will operate efficiently at high frequencies it
is therefore possible to instead op to use a lens antenna [5].

While transmission in the lower frequency bands made lens
antennas bulky and ineffective, as the the frequencies which
are used for transmitting signals are creeping ever higher lens
antennas are becoming an area of interest. These kind of
antennas are used to focus a signal from a feeding element into
a plane wave and the direction of propagation is determined
by the location of the feed port. A common way of designing
a lens antenna is to use a Luneburg lens. A Luneburg lens is
a spherical lens that can focus an omnidirectional wave into
a plane wave on the opposite side of the lens, and the beam
can be aimed by moving the feed port or using multiple feed
ports in different positions [6].

The Luneburg lens works by varying the refractive index
of the lens as function of the distance from the center of the
lens, according to

η =

√
2− r2

R2
(1)

This property of the sphere means that a wave can be
propagated in any direction if the position of the source is
changed, and can be utilized to aim the wave in the desired
direction. To achieve a refractive index that varies with the
radius of the sphere for use in microwave frequencies the
permittivity and magnetic permeability of the material be
changed, as the refractive index of material as a function these
parameters is:

η =
√
µrεr (2)

A. Metasurfaces

To design a waveguide with the desired εr and µr it is
possible to make use of metamaterials to create waveguides
made out of metasurfaces. These structures can take a variety
of shapes and forms, usually using periodic wave guide
structures of different configuration. The behaviour of periodic
wave guides with higher symmetries were discribed in 1973
by Alexande Hessel et al [7], but their usefullness in designing
metamaterials have only become apparent in the most recent
decades, and has since been a busy area of research. Today, the
most common way of achieving a waveguide matesurface is
to use periodic holes and other indention on a metallic surface
and as a bed of nails configuration [1]. These metasurface can
then be either uncovered, covered with a ground plane with a
slim air gap, or arranged in a glide-symmetric metasurface. [1]
By using metallic metasurfaces instead of dielectric slabs there

will not be any dielectric losses which will provide a more ef-
ficient design. Using metallic metasurfaces also facilitates the
construction process of lens antennas, as the two dimensional
unit cells can be printed onto circuit boards, although this is
only feasible in said two-dimensional structures.

In a glide-symmetric metasurface, a periodic wave guide
is mirrored and shifted to create a structure symmetric in at
least one dimension. If shift from one surface to another is
half a unit cell the band gap in the structure vanishes and
the refractive index increases dramatically. By then varying
the dimensions within the unit cell while maintaining glide-
symmetry, the effective permittivity and permeability of the
unit cell can be altered. This makes metallic metasurfaces ideal
in constructing many types of broadband wave guides, among
them lens antennas such as the Luneburg lens.

B. Dispersion
The dispersion of a wave through a glide symmetric wave

guide will depend on the geometry of the unit cells of the wave
guide. These relations are very hard, and often impossible, to
determine analytically, but through the use of programs using
numerical solving algorithms it is possible to plot behaviour of
a travelling wave by solving for the eigen values, and thus the
frequencies of the natural modes of a wave guide. The natural
modes of the wave guide represents the frequencies that can
propagate through the structure.

A wave travelling through a metasurface consisting of a bed
of nails configuration [8], where the structure is made up of
slim structures perpendicular to the metallic ground plane, will
see a refractive index of

η =
k2t

k2p + k2t
(3)

With kt is the free space wave number and kp depending
on the distance between each nail. This method requires the
periodicity of the nails to be smaller than the height of the
nails and cannot be used to calculate the refractive index of a
mostly metallic structure, as in this case. Instead the refractive
index of a structure has to be calculated by modelling each
unit cell as a two-port network. This method reduces properties
of a network, the unit cell, into an S-parameter matrix, from
which the impedance and therefore refractive index can be
derived [9].

Thus, for each of these structures a refractive index can be
determined and the corresponding unit cells can then be used
to construct a Luneburg lens. Using a numerical solver and
modelling the unit cell as a two-port network, it is possible to
calculate the impedance of a unit cell, from which a refractive
index can be derived

µunitcell =
βZ0d

ωh
(4)

where d is the width of the unit cell and h is the air gap in
the unit cell.

As the refractive index of a material depends on the electri-
cal permittivity and permeability of the structure it is possible
to achieve the desired refractive index of a material if these
properties can be altered accordingly.
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(a) A glide-symmetric unit cell with ellipse shaped cut outs

(b) A glide-symmetric unit cell with angled ellipse shaped cut outs.

Figure 1: 1. Bottom plane with cut out 2. Top plane with glide-
symmetric cut out 3. Side-view 4. The complete unit cell

C. Anisotropic Unit Cells

Given a round hole unit cell the refractive index will be
seen as the same from the perspective of a traveling wave if a
wave propagates in either the x or y direction. However, using
other geometries will produce an anisotropic unit cell where a
wave will see a different refractive index when propagation in
different directions through the unit cell. Using conventional
methods of designing waveguides, anisotropy in materials
have been limited to being extremely narrow band structures,

often at very specific resonance frequencies. By using glide-
symmetry these bands are widened to a level of bandwidth
where the use of anisotropic materials can be considered more
practical in designing waveguides.

Utilizing anisotropic unit cells in the design of waveguides
and other electromagnetic structures opens up endless pos-
sibilities in many different areas. In regards to this project,
anisotropic unit cells can be used to transform a Luneburg lens,
facilitating their implementations by slimming them down.
This is important as the bulky nature of lens antennas has
been a problem historically, especially at lower frequencies.

The anisotropy of a unit cell can take many forms as this
property will vary according to the inner dimensions and
geometries of the cell. As the dispersion and thus the refractive
index of a unit cell depends on, among other things, how
much air a travelling wave sees, using cut outs of different
rotational symmetries will allow the cut out to appear different
in different angles of propagation. Ellipses, rectangles and
other basic geometric shapes can be used for this purpose,
and will as such produce anisotropy of different magnitudes.
Varying parameters such as the ratios of the different sides
of the geometric shapes will as such affect the anisotropic
nature of the unit cell, allowing one to tailor the refractive
indexes in different directions. Other parameters, such as the
air gap, will not affect the anisotropy as drastically. Using
more intricate shapes in designing the cut outs of the unit cell
will result in anisotropy in more than one direction and will
thus not be examined here. Although this can be applied in
three dimensions, this project will focus on anisotropy in two
dimensions.

D. Transformed Luneburg Lens
The use of anisotropic unit cells opens up the possibility

to transform lenses into other shapes and proportions than
what is achievable with isotropic wave guides, such as the
slim Luneburg lens, among other things. This is a Luneburg
lens that has been slimmed down in the y-direction while still
retaining the properties of a round Luneburg sphere in the
applicable frequencies [10]. By transforming the lens in the y-
direction by a factor of 1

δ , the lens can be designed by varying
µr according to the transformed function

x′ = x

y′ =
y

δ

(5)

µ′
r = (2− x′2 + (y′δ)2

R2
)

(
δ 0
0 1

δ

)
(6)

and with a ε′r of

ε′r =

(
δ 0
0 1

δ

)
(7)

Using this transformation will require refractive indexes
of less than one. While this is possible to realize using
metamaterials [10], it is more feasible to simplify the equation
through some approximations. If we avoid the sharper angles,
that is, the area of the ellipse with the most curved surface,
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of the transformed lens, µ′
y and ε′xε

′
y can be assumed to

have a value of one. Thus, the equation is simplified to

µ′ = µ′
x = (2− (y′δ)2

R2
) (8)

This simplified transformation enables us to construct a
glide-symmetric Luneburg lens more easily while sacrificing
little in terms of performance.

III. METHOD

In this project different unit cells are examined to investigate
the properties of anisotropic unit cells of different dimensions
and symmetries. Using these findings we will attempt to design
unit cells with the required properties to build a slimmed down
Luneburg lens antenna in two dimensions.

The design of a round Luneburg lens is well know and
has been realized using metallic glide-symmetric metasurfaces
of different configurations. The slim Luneburg lens, however,
requires an anisotropic unit cell and care must be taken
to provide the correct properties with a correct anisotropy.
Therefore, ellipse shaped holes in the unit cells are used in
this project to provide the anisotropy required.

A. Simlulations in CST

The dispersion diagram was produced through simulations
using CST MWS eigen mode solver. Using the designed unit
cells, and defining the structure as periodic in the x-y-plane,
the program was used to solve for the eigen modes from 0
to 180 degrees in each direction. In addition to solving for
the eigen modes in the x and y directions the program was
used to solve for the eigen modes in π

20 increments from 0
to π

2 degrees. By solving for additional modes, and mirroring
and flipping the results, and using triangulation in MATLAB
it was possible to plot the complete 3D dispersion diagram.
For the unit cells without glide-symmetry two modes were
plotted and three modes were plotted for the glide-symmetric
unit cells. This method was applied for both the unit cells
where the ellipse was centred along the x axis and in the unit
cells where the ellipse was angled at 45 degrees.

B. Refractive Index

To design a slim Luneburg lens using glide symmetric meta-
surfaces we first have to determine what range of refractive
indexes is needed to construct such a lens. In the case for a
round Luneburg sphere the value of µ varies from 1 at the rim
of the lens to

√
2 at the center of the lens. When transforming

the Luneburg lens into a slimmer shape the corresponding µ
at the centrer of the lens will be multiplied by δ. Therefore,
to slim a Luneburg lens by a factor of 2 the refractive index
at the center will be increased by a factor of two, which must
be taken into consideration when designing the unit cells. As
the µ in the transformed direction can be reduced to 1 each
unit cell has to be constructed in such a way that a transversal
wave sees a refractive index as close to 1 as possible in this
direction, which will interact with the refractive index of the
non-transformed direction. It is also important to take note

Figure 2: A slim Luneburg lens with discrete layers

of the fact that transforming a Luneburg lens down by δ will
increase the µ at the rim of the lens by a factor δ, which results
in a large amount of reflections when a wave passes from air,
with a µ of 1, to the slim Luneburg lens. To avoid this the
refractive index of the transformed lens must be calculated
as a function of the untransformed lens’s radius. It is found
that extracting the outer layer at R′ = 1.33R provides a good
transition from the air to the lens. This will make sure that µ
varies properly as a function of the distance from the center
while minimizing reflections.

C. Layered Design

In real life applications the refractive index of a Luneburg
lens can not vary continuously through out the structure.
Instead, the lens has to be constructed as a layered structure
with each layer having a fixed refractive index that corresponds
to the refractive index of that specific layer’s inner rim, outer
rim, or a point in between. An increased amount of layers
will more accurately represent the optimal refractive index
at a specific distance from the center of the lens and lessen
the reflections of a wave passing from one layer to another.
However, having a large amount of layers will increase the
complexity of the design and make for a more involved
manufacturing process, which means a balance has the be
stricken between accuracy and simpleness in the construction.
The radius from which a layer’s refractive index is extracted
will affect the lens’s behaviour as an extraction at the inner
rim will give more reflections at the lens’s outer rim, while an
extraction at the outer rim will give a less focused beam. This
due to the difference in refractive index between layers being
very high at the outer layers when extracted from the inner
rim, and not high enough to provide a plane wave if extracted
from the outer rim.

In this project the number of layers are set at 27, to provide
a safety margin when it comes to reflections in the structure,
based on previous designs where fewer layers have been used.
This provides a largest gap in the µ of

√
0.375, which is

acceptable as the reflection coefficient

Γ = [
µ1 − µ0

µ1 + µ0
]2 (9)

will be small. The µ value is extracted to be the mean value
of the outer and inner rim, which is the quadric average of the
distance from the center of the inner and outer rim. This again
in order to minimize the difference in µ between adjacent
layers.
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Figure 3: Different dimensions of the ellipse cut out.

1. R1
R2 = 1 2. R1

R2 = 2 3. R1
R2 = 3 4. R1

R2 = 4

D. Unit Cells

The unit cells that make up the metasurfaces were chosen
to be square sized with an ellipse shaped cut out and were
mirrored and shifted half a unit to provide the glide-symmetry
needed. It was assumed that altering the dimensions of the cut
out would alter the modes of propagation through the unit
cells, which is why this approach was chosen in conducting
the research.

Dispersion is a property of waves travelling through a
dispersive media and how wave disperses through a media
will give a lot of insight into that materials properties, such
as it’s refractive index. The dispersion will vary depending
of angle of propagation through the unit cell, with differing
manners of dispersion in the x and y-directions in the case of
an anisotropic unit cell. A big deviation from the light line
will indicate a large amount of dispersion and will usually
result in fewer frequencies propagating. One of the properties
that gives metasurfaces their edge in comparison to other
waveguides is the fact that using glide-symmetry can close
this bandgap, resulting in more frequencies propagating in a
dispersive medium.

The dimensions of each unit cell was chosen to be 4 mm.
The outer dimensions are based on previous reseach in this
field [1] to provide comparable results, and the ratio between
the larger and smaller radius of the elliptic cut out was set
at 2 for the general case, and then varied to vary the proper
anisotropy. The depth of the cut out and the air gap between
layers was fixed at b = 1.5mm and g = 0.1mm respectively.
These values were not altered as it was considered likely that
they would not affect the anisotropic properties of the unit
cells.

h

�

b

R2R1

Figure 5: Dimensions of the ellipse cut out.

� = 4mm h = 2mm b = 1.5mm R1 = 1.8mm R2 =
0.9mm

E. Varying The Dimensions Of The Ellipse

To investigate how the internal shape of the unit cells affect
the propagation in different directions, the ratio of the radii
of the elliptical cut out in the x and y-direction was varied
while keeping the outer dimensions of the unit cells the same.
If R1 represents the radius of the ellipse in the x-direction,
and R2 represents the radius of the ellipse in the y-direction,
the ratio R1

R2 was varied from 1, meaning a circle, to 4,
representing a very slim ellipse. The simulations were only
done on the glide-symmetric unit cells, as they has proven
to be of most interest when using anisotropic metasurfaces.
The results were then plotted in a dispersion diagram to
compare the manners in which waves propagate in the x and
y-directions. As the impedance which a propagation wave will
see will vary differently in the two directions as the dimensions
are altered this information is of value when designing unit
cells with a given amount of anisotropy.

IV. RESULTS

A. Dispersion Diagrams in Two Dimensions

In this section CST MWS has been used to produce a disper-
sion diagram in various directions of propagations through the
unit cells. The x-direction here signifies the direction in which
a wave sees a slimmer cut out, the y-direction is the direction
in which the largest cut out is seen. The eigenvalues are plotted
in two modes for the the unit cells containing a ground plane,
and in three modes for the unit cells using glide-symmetry.
The line of light represents how a wave would propagate freely
through a unit cell containing only a air volume of the same
dimensions as the unit cells shown here.
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Figure 7: Dispersion diagram propagating in X-direction

Figure 8: Dispersion diagram propagating in Y-direction

Figure 9: Dispersion diagram propagating at 45◦angle

Figure 10: 3D dispersion diagram of cell with ground plane.

Figure 11: 3D dispersion diagram of angled cell with ground
plane.

B. Dispersion Diagrams in Three Dimensions

In this section, the dispersion diagrams are plotted in 3D for
both the glide-symmetric cells, the cells with a ground plane,
and the angled unit cells. The grounded unit cells are plotted
in two modes and the glide-symmetric ones in three modes.
The plots also contain a line of light, representing a cell with
no dispersion, at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, mirrored to plot the line of
light in all principal directionss.
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Figure 12: 3D dispersion diagram of cell with glide-symmetry.

Figure 13: 3D dispersion diagram of cell with glide-symmetry.

Figure 14: 3D dispersion diagram of angled cell with glide-
symmetry.

Figure 15: 3D dispersion diagram of angled cell with glide-
symmetry.
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C. Dispersion Diagrams of Different Elliptical Shapes

In this section the dimensions of the unit cell is varied and
slimmed down. Figure 16 and figure 17 shows the disper-
sion diagrams in three modes of a glide-symmetric unit cell
oriented with the wide part of the cut out oriented in the x-
direction and the slim part oriented in the y-direction. The
figures 18 and 19 shows the first mode of propagation using
a wider range of slim cut outs. In figure 20 the dispersion
diagram of an elliptical cut out is compared to the dispersion
diagram of a circular cut out sharing the same radius as the
smaller radius of the ellipse.

Figure 16: Dispersion diagram propagating in X-direction, no
angle, varying K = R1

R2

Figure 17: Dispersion diagram propagating in Y-direction, no
angle, varying K = R1

R2

Figure 18: Dispersion diagram propagating in X-direction, first
mode in detail, varying K = R1

R2

Figure 19: Dispersion diagram propagating in Y-direction, first
mode in detail, varying K = R1

R2

Figure 20: Dispersion diagram propagating in X-direction,
ellipse cut out compared to circular cut out with the same
radius as the smaller radius of the ellipse.
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D. Simulated Slim Luneburg Lens

This section show a simulated Luneburg lens with 27 layers,
transformed according to the principles laid out in section II
by a factor of σ = 3, exited from a middle port and a side
port.

Figure 21: 2D simulation of a flat Luneburg lens, middle port

Figure 22: 2D simulation of a flat Luneburg lens, side port

V. DISCUSSION

The use of metallic metasurfaces can facilitate the con-
struction of flat slim Luneburg lenses with a transformation
coefficient of δ = 3. With the dimensions R = 206 mm a
plane wave is produced when using 27 layers and a virtual
outer rim of 1.33R.

For the non-angled unit cells we see that there is very little
dispersion when the wave propagates in the x-direction. This
is because of the fact that the wave only sees a small air cut
out in this direction. We can also note that the glide-symmetric
unit cell completely closes the band gap in this direction.

In the y-direction there is more dispersion than in the x-
direction, but even here the band gap is closed. Interestingly,
at this angle, the ground plane configuration of the unit cell
is less dispersive than the glide-symmetric configuration.

At a 45◦angle, where the wave sees less air than in the
y-direction but more than in the x-direction, the results are
somewhere in between these plots in terms of dispersion.
This indicates that it is the amount of air the wave sees that
determines the dispersion of the wave.

In the 3D-shapes we clearly see that using glide-symmetry
narrows the band gap in all directions compared to when only
using a ground plane. Here the anisotropic nature of the unit
cells are also apparent as the angled unit cell produces an
anisotropic dispersion diagram directly related to how much
it has been an angled.

From the results we also see that while the slim Luneburg
lens produces a very plane wave the lens is not actually
propagating very much power. This is a result of there not

being an impedance matching network to facilitate a properly
radiating lens antenna.

From figures 16 and 17 it is reasonable to conclude that,
in regards to a unit cell with an ellipse shaped cut out, will
see an increased anisotropy as the cut out becomes slimmer
and slimmer. The difference in anisotropy is the most drastic
in the region between K = 1 and K = 2, and when the
ration between R1 and R2 is more than 3 the anisotropic
properties of the unit cell will increase only slightly. The
results also show that the dimensions of the cut out will affect
the propagation of a wave in the direction which sees the
slimmer ellipse the most drastically as the cut out is slimmed
down. As K approaches 4 in figure 18 the dispersion diagram
becomes indistinguishable from the line of light, which results
in a refractive index of 1, which is ideal when constructing a
transformed slim luneburg lens, where µx is reduced to 1. Of
note is the fact that, given a circular cut out with the radius
R = 0.9mm and a elliptic cut out with the radii R1 = 1.8mm
and R2 = 0.9mm, has a very similar dispersion in the x-
direction, something that can be of use when designing an
anisotropic material, as this means the refractive indexes in
both directions can be chosen almost independently.

The results given in this project has shown that is is
possible to construct a slim Luneburg lens using metallic glide-
symmetric metasurfaces, however, a lot of work remains to be
done in the areas of optimizing the structure for the purpose
of data transmission.

A. Different Approaches to The Design of The Unit Cells

The means by which the refractive index was varied in each
directions was modelled as a function of as few variables as
possible to avoid an insurmountable amount of work during
this project. However, since there are a wide variety of ways
the refractive index, and other properties, of a unit cell can
be altered a more optimized lens can potentially be designed
through careful examination of its geometries. A combination
of grounded, flipped and glide symmetric metasurfaces can
be utilized to achieve a wider range of refractive indexes
and anisotropic properties, possibly at the expense of the
bandwidth. It is also possible to alter the size and proportions
of the unit cell itself to further expand the range of anisotropy
in the unit cell.

B. Different Approaches to The Design of The Luneburg Lens

The lens designed in this project is based on a design with
equal sized discreet layers. Other possibilities in regards to
the configuration of the layers is to based their design not on
size but refractive index in order to minimize the difference
in refractive index between two adjacent layers. Using this
method it is possible to use fewer layers than what is needed
in the method used in this paper, however, depending on the
size of the lens, this can result in very thin layers towards the
outer rim of the lens.

C. Three-Dimensional Metamaterials

Throughout this project unit cells intended to be used
in a two-dimensional configuration has been examined. It
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might be possible, however, to expand the use of metallic
glide-symmetric metasurfaces into three dimensions, perhaps
through combining glide-symmetry with screw-symmetric unit
cells. This would lead to a much more involved manufacturing
process in comparison to its two-dimensional counterparts, but
it is an interesting area to investigate none the less.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this project metasurfaces consisting of a variety of unit
cells has been examined. In particular, square unit cells with
ellipse shaped cut outs in glide-symmetric configurations have
been designed and investigated, focusing on how varying the
dimensions of the cut out will affect the modes of propagation
through the unit cell. It has been shown that it is possi-
ble to design wideband anisotropic waveguides using glide-
symmetry, which can be used in a variety of applications, the
slim Luneburg lens being used as an example. By slimming
down the elliptic cut outs, the refractive index in one direction
can be reduced to close to one while retaining a refractive
index in the perpendicular direction. It has also been shown
that, using the dimensions of the unit cells in this project, a
ratio between the larger and smaller radius of an ellipse bigger
than 4 will not result in more anisotropy. We can also conclude
that the refractive index seen in certain direction in a unit cell is
heavily dependant on how much of a cut out is encountered in
that direction. Anisotropic metallic glide-symmetric unit cells
are simple to manufacture in a two-dimensional configuration
and their properties can be tailored by varying their internal
dimensions. In the future, research on unit cells of different
outer dimensions and different symmetries as well as deriving
the mathematical relations for these structures will be of
interest.
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POWER SYSTEM. During the last decades, we have gotten comfortable with all our electric technology 
and very few power failures. But as we get more dependent on electricity and power grid equipment gets 
worn out, who knows what the future will bring? 

You know when there’s a power failure and electricity goes down for three days in a row? No, you probably 
don’t, because that doesn’t happen. In Sweden, there has only been a few severe power failures in the last 
20 years. We rarely experience any disturbances within the power grid, and when we do they’re often fixed 
quickly. But the demand on electricity is growing, we get more advanced technology and we become more 
vulnerable to disturbances in the power grid. The consequences of a power circuit failure will be a lot more 
serious in a future where we are even more dependent on electricity.

This is why we have to keep taking care of the existing grid. Sweden has one of the oldest national grids in the 
world, hence a lot of the power lines and electrical apparatus are in the need of being renewed or replaced. It is 
also incredibly important that we keep improving routines and techniques for maintenance work, in order to 
prevent future failures in crucial devices in the power grid. In the last 50 years, the most serious failures have 
occurred within disconnectors and circuit breakers, which are used when breaking the current in electrical 
substations. Maintenance work requires the current to be disrupted, which leads to less redundancy in the 
grid. Therefore, this is done as rarely as possible.

Today the maintenance is done with regular intervals, however, this might not be the ultimate solution. If we 
could decide how the apparatus ages, a new maintenance schedule could be designed, adapted to the lifetime 
of the devices. If this can be achieved, we can secure the availability of a working power system for a foresee-
able future, and satisfy our ever-growing need for electricity.

CONTEXT I: POWER SYSTEM RELIABLITY

THE WAY TO THE FUTURE GOES  
THROUGH A RELIABLE POWER GRID
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During the last couple of years, technology has 
been globalized and developed fast. Much of 
the technology that exists today depends in 

some way or another on electricity, which means that 
the need for electricity has increased. Since electrici-
ty is so important in our daily lives, it is important to 
have reliable ways to transport the energy, for exam-
ple in power grids. To make sure that the power grids 
works the way they should, continuous maintenance 
is required. Unfortunately, in order to maintain qual-
ity and doing maintenance work, power interrup-
tions are necessary, which requires the electricity to 
be diverted. To make power maintenance possible, 
circuit breakers and disconnectors are needed. Cir-
cuit breakers are used to break the high currents, 
and disconnectors are needed to disconnect different 
parts of the wire, and make it safe to work with pre-
viously high powered parts. If we know what, how 
and why different components fail, the maintenance 
work can be optimized, and done before components 
fail.

The different projects in the context contain simi-
lar tasks. The main purpose was to evaluate the life-
time and vulnerability of different components in a 
switchgear in the electric power system. Lifetime is in 
this project defined as the time until the first failure 
appears. Two groups (project groupus I1 and I2) have 
been evaluating different types of disconnectors, 
ASEA NUB/NUB-B and Strömberg OJYW, in order 
to compare them, and see if the ASEA should be re-
placed with the Strömberg. The third group (project 
I3) has focused on a circuit breaker, ABB HPL. Mod-
els have been developed for the lifetime of the differ-
ent components and their probability of failure. Since 
the project groups focus on different types of devices, 
the models had to be formed differently. Groups I1 
and I2 used a Weibull distribution in order to eval-
uate the probability of failure over time as, well as 
number of actions done by the disconnector. Groups 
I1 and I2 also created vulnerability indexes for their 
respective disconnectors and then compared the re-
sults. All groups (I1, I2, I3) analysed different param-
eters such as resistance, motor currents and opera-
tion time, and created linear regressions in order to 
analyse how the different components in the devices 
develop over time. The information used to create 
these models was mostly in the form of work orders 
provided by Svenska kraftnät.

The results gave the different project groups an idea 
of how disconnectors and breakers age. The discon-
nector ASEA NUB (examined by project group I1) 
was found to be quite vulnerable, and most failures 
occurred after 20 to 30 years. Project group I2 anal-
ysed Strömberg OJYW, which was much more sta-
ble in comparison to the ASEA, and most failures 
occurred after 30 to 35 years. Therefore, the plan to 
replace ASEA with Strömberg is reasonable. Project 
group I3 found that the circuit breaker aged linearly. 

The knowledge of the vulnerability and the probabil-
ity of failure for the devices is very important in order 
to perform efficient maintenance work and minimize 
the risk of power failures. The two most severe pow-
er failures in Sweden in the last 50 years were both 
due to failures of disconnectors. This shows the im-
portance of keeping disconnectors in good condition.

In the future, much more can be done within the 
area, since these projects are just scratching the sur-
face. There is a need for more research on the same 
devices, but in a larger scale and with more data, 
which could be made into a project in the future. 
Future projects could also focus on comparing dif-
ferent types of disconnectors and circuit breakers, 
rather than just analysing them. Another aspect is 
that scientists have developed a combined circuit 
breaker and disconnector, called Disconnecting Cir-
cuit Breaker (DCB). These are currently being used 
more and more in Sweden, whereas they are not yet 
used in other countries. A future project could focus 
on analysing the reliability in these devices and com-
pare them to traditional circuit breakers and discon-
nectors. 

ETHICAL REFLECTION
Power grids are a necessity in today’s society. The na-
tional grids distribute electricity to the entire country 
and without electricity the society is at a standstill. 
If there were no disconnectors and circuit breakers 
in power grids, it would not be possible to maintain 
the power lines and without maintenance the pow-
er grids would not work in a longterm perspective. 
Therefore disconnectors and circuit breakers are 
important and a requirement for the power grids to 
work as they should and in order to make society 
work.

If a power failure would emerge, it could be cata-
strophic in the wrong situation, depending on when 
and where the power failures happen, and who is af-
fected. The bigger area that gets affected by a power 
failure, the larger the consequences. Hospitals have 
backup generators to generate electricity in case of 
power failures, but there are companies, factories 
and industries that do not have backup generators 
and a power failure could affect them a lot in a bad 
way, which could affect the economy in society.

During a power failure, the individual would be 
affected in many different ways. It could result in 
stores keeping close and people not being able to get 
food. The water supply to houses is often dependant 
on electrical pumps. People outside of the cities are 
often more vulnerable if the electric power system is 
down. This is especially true for elderly people living 
in the outskirts, who would likely be more affected 
by a lack of electricity. It could result in serious prob-

CONTEXT I: POWER SYSTEM RELIABLITY
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lems for individuals living alone. It is therefore very 
important that the power system is reliable.

During maintenance work on a switchgear in an 
electric power system parts of the grid must be dis-
connected. This results in a greater risk of a power 
failure do to less redundancy. In America, they have 
what they call Live Work where they do maintenance 
on a live wire. They have special equipment that can 
be used without a disruption in the power. This is a 
risk for the maintenance workers. The power grid in 
America is however developed in such a way that this 
can be done without a bigger risk than in Sweden.  

The electrical power grid creates an electric and 
magnetic force field. There is no scientific proof that 
these force fields have any physiological effect on the 
human body, however, for safety reasons the Swed-
ish power grid system is adapted to create as small a 
force field as possible. This can be seen in the forma-
tion of the power lines. 

In an environmental perspective, most negative as-
pects are due to power grids and substations affect-
ing the local environment. The expansion of the pow-
er grid and the maintenance work to keep the power 
lines clear of trees will disturb the wildlife living in 
the area. It is, however, necessary to develop and ex-
pand the power network in order to reach more plac-
es and to connect renewable, environmental friendly, 
energy sources to the national grid. This means that 
there are also positive environmental aspects to ex-
panding the power grid. The maintenance work con-
sisting of clearing trees around the power lines also 
has positive effects on the wildlife, because it contrib-
utes to preserving the biodiversity. 

Many circuit breakers use a gas, called sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6), for isolation. SF6 is an industri-
ally produced gas with many unique qualities which 
makes it good to use in the circuit breakers, but it 
affects global warming 22 000 times more than the 
gas carbon dioxide. Despite this the gas is frequently 
used, which is a threat to the environment. 

To conclude, there are some negative environmen-
tal effects that come with the power grid. However, 
electricity is a necessity in today’s society. The power 
grid needs to exist, which means that it is important 
to consider these effects when maintaining and ex-
panding the grid, in order to reduce the negative en-
vironmental impact as much as possible.

CONTEXT I: POWER SYSTEM RELIABLITY
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I1 FAILURE OF DISCONNECTORS

Error Analysis for Disconnectors of Type ASEA
NUB 420/2000 and ASEA NUB B 245/4000

Kristian Westerlund and Stina Carneheim

Abstract—An important part in developing the power grid
is maintaining the older parts of the system. This report
examines the reliability of disconnectors ASEA NUB/NUB-B
in the electrical power grid in order for maintenance to be
optimised. Different mathematical models were used to analyse
error statistics of the disconnectors. This is used to obtain an
image of the disconnectors life cycle. The report concludes that
ASEA NUB 420/2000 have a life expectancy of 20 years and NUB-
B 245/4000 are expected to last for 30 years. It also concludes that
the amount of data used in this project is insufficient and does not
give a correct representation of the lifespan of the disconnectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE next few years will be exciting ones in the electrical
grid community. The EU has climate action plans that

put pressure on the Swedish power grid. By 2020 20% of
EU’s energy consumption is set to come from renewable
energy sources [1]. Conventional energy sources can be
regulated and are often more reliable than renewable sources.
This will create challenges in keeping the grid balanced. The
Swedish authority for the national grid, Svenska kraftnät,
plans to expand the grid in order to connect northern Europe
to the rest of the continent.

During all this development, society’s dependency on
electricity grows greater and greater and the tolerance for
power failures decrease year after year. It is therefore essential
that the power grid is sturdy and secure. The power grid in
Sweden is one of the oldest in the world. Parts of the 400
kV-system as well as the 220 kV-system are older than 65
years [1]. This means that these sections are coming close to
the end of their life expectancy. Therefore, Svenska kraftnät
is investing in the renewal of these dated parts. One part of
the reinvestment is used for disconnectors. A disconnector is
used as an extra security feature to be completely certain that
the current is turned off. When performing maintenance on
a section of the grid the circuit breaker is used to break the
current, after that the disconnector is opened as a final safety
measurement.

Two of the greatest power failures in Sweden during
the last 50 years were caused by disconnectors [2], [3].
Hamra, 27 December 1983 and Horred, 23 September 2003.
Two factors were critical in the events of the power failure
that occurred 2003. First there was a problem with the
nuclear power block Oskarshamn 3 which resulted in a surge
of current that caused the second factor; a disconnector
in Horred substation was overheated and broke down. The
broken part came in contact with a neighbouring bar causing
a short circuit between two phases [2]. This power failure

resulted in 2,7 million people being without electricity for up
to 6 hours. The financial loss is estimated to be at least 1550
MSEK [4].

In this project the lifetime of disconnectors of type ASEA
NUB and ASEA NUB-B, a sketch of which is shown in figure
1, will be analysed. This is done so that maintenance can be
optimised. The analysis is also done in order to compare the
disconnectors with Strömberg OYJW disconnectors that are
planned to replace ASEA. All in the spirit of renewing the
power grid system for future generations.

Figure 1. Sketch of a ASEA NUB/NUB-B disconnector [5]
1. Counter contact (Motkontakt) 2. Pliers contacting area (Tångkontakt) 3.
Contact bars(Kontaktstänger) 4. Joint contact (Ledkontakt) 5. Double arm
(Dubbelpotatis) 6. Actuators (Drivdon) 7. Turn insulator (Vridisolator) 8. Sup-
port insulator (Stödisolator) 9. Stand (Stativ) 10. Control shaft (Manöveraxel)
11. Operation mechanism (Motormanöverdon) 12. Foundation (Fundament)

II. THEORY

Several different methods were used to analyse the lifetime
of the disconnectors. Weibull distribution predicts the failure
rate as well as the distribution of failures. Nelson-Aalen is
another way of analysing the failure rate. The Kaplan-Meier
estimator estimates the the survivor function. In order to
analyse how the different components of the disconnectors
age over time a linear regression is used. A vulnerability index
evaluates the condition of certain components. A life table is
used to see the exact years where the probability of failure
is the greatest. Since all disconnectors analysed have failed
censoring has not been necessary and therefore not considered.
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A. Weibull distribution

One of the most widely used distributions in reliability
analysis is the Weibull distribution [6]. The Weibull
distribution uses the time until the first failure when
estimating the parameters. After its first failure a disconnector
is considered to be broken.

The 2-parameter Weibull probability density function
(pdf), f(t), is written in the form [7]:

f(t) =
β

η

(
t

η

)β−1

e−( t
η )β (1)

Were η = scale parameter and β = shape parameter. The
parameters are estimated by fitting the Weibull distribution
with a 95% confidence interval to the data. The values of
β relates to different physical behaviours. For β < 2.6 the
Weibull pdf is right skewed, and for β > 3.7 the pdf is
left skewed [7]. For 2.6 < β < 3.7 the pdf approximates
the normal pdf. This knowledge can be used to schedule
preventive maintenance.

In order to further analyse the failures the Weibull distribution
can also give the cumulative density function (cdf), F (t), the
reliability (survivor) function, R(t), and is the failure rate
function z(t) [6]. The relationship between the functions f(t),
F (t), R(t) and z(t) can be seen in table I. All relationships
can be obtained through eq. 1. These functions can be used
to evaluate the failure rate and lifespan of the disconnectors.

Table I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONS f(t), F (t), R(t) AND z(t) [6].

Expressed
by F(t) f(t) R(t) z(t)

F (t) = -
∫ t
0 f(u)du 1−R(t) 1− exp(−

∫ t
0 z(u)du)

f(t) = d
dt
F (t) - − d

dt
R(t) z(t) · exp(−

∫ t
0 z(u)du)

R(t) = 1− F (t)
∫∞
t f(u)du - exp(−

∫ t
0 z(u)du

z(t) =
dF (t)/dt
1−F (t)

f(t)∫∞
t f(u)du

− d
dt

lnR(t) -

B. Kaplan-Meier Estimator

The survivor function R(t) can also be estimated from
an incomplete data set with the use of the Kaplan-Meier
estimator. "Let Jt denote the set of all indices j where t(j) ≤ t
and t(j) represents a failure time. Let nj denote the number of
items functioning and in observation immediately before time
t(j), j = 1, 2, ..., n. Then the Kaplan-Meier estimator of R(t)
is defined as follows" [6]:

R̂(t) =
∏
j∈Jt

nj − 1

nj
(2)

If the data set is complete, the Kaplan-Meier estimator is seen
to equal the empirical survivor function Rn(t) [6].

C. Nelson-Aalen Estimator

The Nelson-Aalen estimator is a different way of estimating
the cumulative failure rate function Z(t). It is derived with the
help of the Kaplan-Meier estimator. The failure rate function
z(t), see table I, is defined as:

z(t) =
f(t)

R(t)
= − d

dt
lnR(t) (3)

The cumulative failure rate function can be written as [6]:

Z(t) =

∫ t

0

z(u)du = − lnR(t) (4)

The survivor function can then be written as:

R(t) = e−Z(t) (5)

A natural estimator of the cumulative failure rate Z(t) is then
deducted from the Kaplan-Meier estimator R̂(t) (eq. (2)), as:

Ẑ(t) = − ln R̂(t) = − ln
∏
j∈Jt

nj − 1

nj
(6)

D. Linear Regression

The linear regression is used to evaluate how the different
components of the disconnectors age over time.

When calculating, let Y = η + ε where Y is a random
variable that fluctuates around an unknown parameter η and
ε is the fluctuation. The linear model that is used can be
expressed in the form [8]:

Y = β0+β1xi1+ ...+βp−1xi,p−1+ εi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) (7)

Writing these n equations in matrix form:

Y = Xβ + ε (8)

The n× p matrix X is called the regression matrix [8]. This
is plotted in order to see the patterns of ageing. The linear
regression is done with a 95% confidence interval.

E. Vulnerability Index

Vulnerability index is, as mentioned in the beginning of
this section, used to evaluate the condition of a part of the
disconnector each year. It can be used to find the weakest link
in the disconnector. For a feature k the vulnerability index is
given by:

V Ik =
Vmeasured.k − Vinitial.k

Vlimit.k − Vinitial.k
(9)

Where Vmeasured.k is the measured values from the equip-
ment’s periodical maintenance. Vinitial.k is measured when the
equipment is new, i.e without wear. Vlimit.k is the admissible
limit which is set by the manufacturer. The V Ik-index assumes
values over zero (0), where a value greater than one (1)
indicates that the component is worn out [9]. This project uses
the resistance from the counter contact to the actuators (points
1 and 6 in fig. 1).
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F. Life table

A life table shows the probability of failure in a specific
year [10]. It represents the survivorship of a disconnector
from a certain population. A disconnector is considered to
no longer be in operation after its first failure even after
reparation. By counting the number of failures each year as
well as the number of disconnectors still in operation, the
probability of failure can be calculated. The life table shows
the probability of the disconnectors failing, not failing and still
being in operation a specific year. The most interesting part
for maintenance planning is the probability of failing. This can
give information about when to plan extra maintenance.

III. METHOD

As mentioned in section II. Theory several different methods
were used to analyse the lifetime of the disconnectors. All
methods are individually used to examine the development of
the disconnectors. The data that is analysed were provided by
Svenska kraftnät. MATLAB is the tool of choice for the data
analysis.

A. Data

Svenska kraftnät provided the data for nine (9)
disconnectors of type ASEA NUB 420/2000 and five
(5) of the type ASEA NUB-B 245/4000. The data is in
form of excel files and physical documents. The documents
contained measured values from functions controls over three
decades (1984-2014). The excel files contains technical data,
lists of work orders with dates and lists of all manoeuvres
performed by the disconnectors. The data was analysed over
two different time lines. First over time based on the year
when the measurements were done. The second is based
on the number of manoeuvres (opening or closing of the
disconnector) done by the disconnector before that point
in time. The manoeuvres are recorded between the years
2001-2016 and are taken from Svenska kraftnäts database
Hansa. The data from the documents were manually inserted
into an excel sheet. Since the data was collected over such
a long time period the standard measurement point alter as
the templates changed. Some of the missing values could be
calculated based on other measurements to get as many data
points as possible.

Both the documents and the excel files with work orders
contain comments about failures and problems. There are
different types of failures. Normal failures are bad silver
plating on the conductive parts, damaged joint contacts (point
four (4) in fig. 1), or defective rolling bearings. The severity
of the failures are not taken in consideration in this project.
After a failure has occurred the disconnector is considered
broken. The times until the first failures were compiled in
files that are used in the analyses.
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Figure 2. Probability density for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over time.
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Figure 3. Probability density for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 4. Distribution function for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over time.
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Figure 5. Distribution function for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over manoeuvres.
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B. Weibull Distribution

Using the file with the time until the first failure, MATLAB-
function wblfit calculated the scale parameter η and shape pa-
rameters β for the Weibull distribution. These parameters were
then used to create graphs of the probability density function,
the cumulative density function, the reliability function and
the failure rate function.

C. Kaplan-Meier and Nelson-Aalen Estimators

Using a code written in MATLAB and using the file with
time until first failure the Kaplan-Meier and Nelson-Aalen
estimators could be calculated and be plotted.

D. Linear Regression

Using the MATLAB-function fitlm a linear regression could
be fitted to the data. The data are the values of each component
with a sufficient amount of data points which was measured
during the function controls.

E. Vulnerability Index

The vulnerability index over time was created using equa-
tion (9). Vinitial.k and Vlimit.k were obtained from [11].
Vmeasured.k was calculated by taking the mean value of
all measurements from all three phases for each year. The
calculated values are plotted over time with a reference line
at one in order to see if the disconnectors are reliable or not.
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Figure 6. Survivor function for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over time.
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Figure 7. Survivor function for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over manoeuvres.

F. Life Table

A life table is generated from a code written in MATLAB.
The input is the excel file containing the time until the first
failure. The life table evaluated the probability of failure,
probability of not failing as well as the probability of the
disconnectors being functional a specific year. It does so by
checking the number of operational disconnectors as well as
the number of failing disconnectors each year.

IV. RESULTS

Time is measured in two ways: in years and also in number
of actions (manoeuvres). Therefore, there are two results for
each test. The mean time for failure for NUB 420/2000 is 29,5
years, and for NUB-B 245/4000 it is 34,7 years. The dots in
each plot are the time to the first failure for each disconnector.

A. Weibull Distribution

1) NUB: The probability density plot shows the distribution
of failures for the ASEA NUB. In the plot over time it reads
that the time until the first failure is between 20-30 years
(fig. 2) or 5-15 actions (fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the distribution
function. When measured in years the distribution shows that
there is a greater risk in the middle of the disconnectors
lifetime. Fig. 5 shows that the probability that the disconnector
has failed increases in an almost linear manner the more the
disconnectors are used.
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Figure 8. Failure rate for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over time.
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Figure 9. Failure rate for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 10. Distribution function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over time.
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Figure 11. Distribution function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 12. Probability density function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over time.
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Figure 13. Probability density function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over
manoeuvres.
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Figure 14. Survivor function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over time.
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Figure 15. Survivor function ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 16. Failure rate ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over time.
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Figure 17. Failure rate ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over manoeuvres.
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The survival function over years show that the disconnectors
fail when they are in the middle of their expected lifetime (fig.
6). Fig. 7 shows survival function in manoeuvres that decreases
in a linear manner. The failure rate function (fig. 8) show that
the failure rate is constant until 20 years when it increases
rapidly. Fig. 8 shows how the failure rate increases slightly
faster when the disconnectors are young and slows as they are
used (more actions).

2) NUB B: NUB B survives about 30-35 years fig. (10) or
30-40 actions (fig. 11). In a relatively short period of time (15
years) all disconnectors have failed as seen in fig. 12. When
measured over actions the failures are more spread out over
time (fig. 13). The failure rate (fig. 16) increases exponentially
after 30 years. In manoeuvres the failure rate is linear (fig.
17). The figures show that NUB-B have negative probability
indexes.

B. Kaplan-Meier Estimator
The Kaplan-Meier estimator shows the survivability over

time for the disconnectors. The survivability for the ASEA
NUB 420/2000 and NUB-B 245/4000 can be seen in fig.
18 and 19. The results are as expected, the survivability
declines over time. No censoring was used so the Kaplan-
Meier estimator should resemble the survivor functions R(t)
seen in fig. 6 and 14 [6]. When comparing the graphs they
look similar.
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Figure 18. The Kaplan-Meier estimator for NUB 420/2000 which shows the
survivability over time
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Figure 19. The Kaplan-Meier estimator for NUB-B 245/4000 which shows
the survivability over time

C. Nelson-Aalen Estimator

The Nelson-Aalen estimator indicates a increasing failure
rate for both the NUB 420/2000 and NUB-B 245/4000 over
time, as seen in fig. 20 and 21. This indicates that the
disconnectors are worn out. The dots in each plot are the
failures and the line is a quadratic function fitted to the data to
make it easier to evaluate the tendency of the failures. When
comparing to fig. 8 and 16 showing the failure rate estimated
with the Weibull distribution it can be concluded that these
look similar.
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Figure 20. The cumulative hazard rate for NUB 420/2000.
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Figure 21. The cumulative hazard rate for NUB-B 245/4000.

D. Linear Regression

All graphs can be found in appendix A.
1) NUB: The resistance in NUB becomes greater as the

disconnector ages with the exception for the resistance be-
tween points three (3) and six (6) as shown in fig. 1. The
function voltage and current also rise with time. Motor current
and contact pressure become higher. The function time of the
disconnector becomes longer with age.

2) NUB B: Results for NUB-B look different. The re-
sistance from one (1) to six (6) decreases with time. The
resistance without slack looks different over time (lowers) and
over manoeuvres (greatens). The motor current is also different
depending on time line. It becomes lower over time and higher
over actions. The function time becomes faster with age. These
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results are not as expected and will be discussed in the analysis
section.

E. Vulnerability Index

When the vulnerability index is higher than one (1) the
disconnector has a high likelihood of breaking [9]. In fig. 22
it can be seen that ASEA NUB are vulnerable from year 18
and in fig. 23 from 0 manoeuvres. NUB-B are stable their
whole life time (fig. 24, fig.25).

F. Life table

The greatest risk of failure is when the NUB disconnectors
are between 23-25 years. For NUB-B the highest risk of failure
is between 31-32 years. The life tables can be seen in appendix
B.

G. Results for Strömberg OYJW from project I2

The vulnerability index for the Strömberg OYJW can be
seen in fig. 26 and 27. From the life tables in Project I2’s
report[12], it can be read that the the probability of failure is
highest when the disconnectors are 32-33 years. This will be
further discussed in section V-B.

V. ANALYSIS

A. Maintenance

The work orders show that the most common failure for
the disconnectors is bad silver plating on the conductive
parts. However, the location of the bad silver plating is of
importance. If the bad plating is on the tong contacting area it
is worse than if it is located on the double arm, see fig. 1. High
resistance can also be an indicator of low contact pressure,
which should be taken in account when the maintenance is
being conducted.

1) NUB: There is a high probability that the disconnectors
break down after 20 years, therefore maintenance should be
more frequent during the period between 15-20 years in to the
disconnectors lifetime.

2) NUB-B: This disconnector type is more durable than
the NUB. The NUB-B has a high probability to fail after 30
years, so maintenance should be done more frequent when the
disconnector is between 25-30 years.

B. Comparison with Strömberg OYJW

When comparing the vulnerability indexes of the types of
disconnectors the difference is clear, the indexes for Strömberg
are low throughout their lifetime. As mentioned in the intro-
duction the Strömberg disconnectors are intended to replace
the NUB and NUB-B now in service. This decision is a
reasonable one based on the results in this project. The ASEA
disconnector is a pantograph while Strömberg is a semi-
pantograph. This results in more moving part in ASEA which
can make a difference in stability. Of course, this is just one
of many factors that can have an impact.
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Figure 22. Vulnerability index for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over time.
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Figure 23. Vulnerability index for ASEA NUB 420/2000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 24. Vulnerability index for ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over time.
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Figure 25. Vulnerability index for ASEA NUB-B 245/4000 over manoeuvres.
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Figure 26. Vulnerability index for Strömberg OYJW 420
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Figure 27. Vulnerability index for Strömberg OYJW 245

C. Insufficient data

The results are based on the life time of nine (9) NUB
disconnectors and fine (5) NUB-B. In order to make a good
estimation of the lifetime of the apparatus more data is
needed. The information given on in the physical documents
are inconsistent and are therefore hard to evaluate. However,
the results for ASEA NUB show the expected outcome. The
disconnectors become less effective as they age. The linear
regression for ASEA NUB-B show that the disconnectors
become better with time. This is not plausible. It indicates that
the measured values are not good enough. Another factor that
also indicates that this is the case is the negative vulnerability
index, fig. 24 and 25. In reality, such a result should not be
possible.

D. Future

While Strömberg is better than ASEA NUB and NUB-B the
disconnector is still a vulnerable part in a power distribution
station. An interesting future project would be to compare the
stability of a normal disconnector and the combined circuit
breaker and disconnector, a disconnecting circuit breaker.
When creating the next project, it is important to make sure
there is enough data. Quantity is the key.

VI. CONCLUSION

The lifetime of disconnectors of type ASEA NUB and
ASEA NUB-B has been analysed and gave the following
conclusions:

• ASEA NUB are probable to break after 20 years or 5
actions

• ASEA NUB-B are probable to break after 30 years or 30
actions

• ASEA NUB are unstable after 18 years
• ASEA NUB-B are stable during its whole lifetime.
• ASEA NUB deteriorates with time.
• ASEA NUB-B seems to become better with time, how-

ever probable cause is lack of data as well as inadequate
measurements.

• Replacing ASEA with corresponding Strömberg discon-
nector is a reasonable decision.

• More data and better measurements are required to be
able to make a good conclusion about the lifespan of the
disconnectors.

With the data given it can be concluded that the disconnectors
are ageing and deteriorating. It can also be concluded that in
order to get sufficient results more data is needed.
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I2. ÅLDRING HOS FRÅNSKILJARE

 
Sammanfattning—Elkraftsnätet är beroende av att 

elapparater i ställverk fungerar och är tillförlitliga. I denna 
rapport ligger fokus på att analysera tillförlitligheten hos en 
frånskiljare av typen Strömberg OJYW. Analysen är uppdelad i 
två huvuddelar, den ena är felanalys och den andra är analys av 
åldrande. I felanalysen används Weibull-analys, Kaplan-Meier-
analys, Nelson-Aalen-analys samt analys av dödlighetstabell. För 
att analysera åldrandet av frånskiljaren studeras hur olika 
mätvärden för kontakttryck och resistans ändrades med tiden. 
Sårbarhetsindex och linjär regression används. I rapporten dras 
slutsatser om när extra underhåll kan vara nödvändigt, och hur 
stabil apparaten är. I rapporten görs även en jämförelse med en 
annan typ av frånskiljare, ASEA NUB/NUB-B, för att se vilken 
som är mest tillförlitlig.

I. INTRODUKTION

VERIGE är, liksom de flesta andra länder, beroende av 
elektricitet för att samhället ska fungera. Från vind-,

vatten- och kärnkraftverk transporteras elen via stamnätet ut 
till regionala och lokala nät, för att därefter distribueras vidare 
till elanvändare runtom i landet [1]. Stamnätet består av 
15 000 km kraftledning, med spänningar på antingen 220 kV 
eller 400 kV [2]. Dessutom ingår 160 transformator- och 
kopplingsstationer i stamnätet [2], där spänning transformeras 
och el fördelas vidare till andra delar av elnätet. Det är av 
yttersta vikt att stamnätet är tillförlitligt, då problem och 
störningar får stora negativa konsekvenser både för samhället 
och för enskilda individer. Sveriges stamnät är ett av världens 
äldsta [3], och kraftledningar och elapparater har funnits i drift 
i flera årtionden vilket gör behovet av underhåll extra stort.

Många av problemen med stamnätet uppstår på elapparater i 
kraftstationer, bland annat på brytare och frånskiljare, som 
används för att bryta ström till exempel då nätet ska 
underhållas. Brytaren är den apparat som bryter strömmen, 
medan frånskiljaren fysiskt skiljer ledarna åt så att den som 
brutit strömmen ska kunna vara säker på att ledningen inte är 
spänningssatt. Frånskiljarna är oftast monterade utomhus och 
är då utsatta för väder och vind, vilket bidrar till förslitningar 
och skador på apparaten. Flera av de mest allvarliga 
strömavbrotten som inträffat i Sverige har orsakats av fel i en 
frånskiljare. Som exempel kan nämnas december år 1983 då 
nästan hela Sverige blev strömlöst [4], eller mer nyligen 
september år 2003, då nästan 2 miljoner svenskar i Sydsverige 
blev utan ström i flera timmar [5].

För att undvika att sådana stora strömavbrott inträffar utför 
man regelbundet tester och underhåll av elapparaterna. För att 
kunna göra detta krävs dock nästan alltid att strömmen bryts, 
vilket leder till att nätet försvagas på den punkt där strömmen 
måste ledas om. Därför gör man underhåll så sällan som 
säkerheten tillåter. Det vanliga för frånskiljare är omkring vart 
femte eller vart tionde år. Det är dock inte ett optimalt system, 
varför det är önskvärt att undersöka om det finns sätt att 
optimera underhållet. Med kännedom om hur frånskiljarna 
åldras och när fel vanligen inträffar, kan man skapa ett 
underhållsschema anpassat för apparatens livslängd.

En studie som gjorts är ett examensarbete i samarbete med 
Svenska kraftnät [6], det affärsverk som på regeringens 
uppdrag är ansvarigt för det svenska stamnätet. Författaren har 
undersökt elapparater av typen frånskiljande brytare, en 
kombination av frånskiljare och brytare, och kommit fram till 
att beroende på hur många manövrar apparaten utför så bör 
olika underhållsintervall användas. För apparater som utför 
många manövrar på kort tid rekommenderar författaren online 
tillståndsövervakning, det vill säga att man konstant övervakar 
apparaterna för att omedelbart kunna se om ett fel uppstår. I
fallet för apparater som används mer sällan, räcker det
däremot med tidsbestämda underhåll.

Den här studien har fokuserat på en frånskiljare av typen
Strömberg OJYW. Svenska kraftnät har tagit ett beslut om att 
ersätta en annan typ av frånskiljare, ASEA NUB/NUB-B, med 
Strömberg OJYW. Denna studie har till syfte att undersöka 
hur Strömberg OJYW åldras och hur ofta fel uppstår på 
apparaten, för att en jämförelse ska kunna göras mellan 
Strömberg OJYW och ASEA NUB. Analysen delas upp i två 
delar. Den ena analysen handlar om att undersöka förekomsten 
av fel hos frånskiljaren. Den andra delen består i att undersöka 
hur apparaten åldras, genom att studera hur olika parametrar
ändras med tiden.

II. FRÅNSKILJAREN

I ett ställverk är frånskiljaren den apparat som säkerställer 
att strömmen verkligen är bruten då underhåll ska utföras. 
Först slår brytaren ifrån strömmen, sedan skiljer frånskiljaren 
ledningarna fysiskt så att det går att se att ledningen inte är 
spänningssatt. I figur 1 visas ett exempel på hur ett ställverk 
kan vara kopplat, med frånskiljare, brytare och olika 
transformatorer.

Analys av åldring hos frånskiljare
Strömberg OJYW

Ulrika Karlson

S
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Figur  1. Sidovy av ett ställverk. A är olika transformatorer, B är frånskiljare, 
C är brytare. Här visas hur olika typer av frånskiljare och brytare är kopplade.
(Wikimedia Commons [7])

Frånskiljaren som analyserades i undersökningen är av 
typen Strömberg OJYW 245/420, som används för märk-
spänning på antingen 245 kV eller 420 kV. Det är en enpolig 
vertikal gripfrånskiljare som är avsedd för ställverk med styva 
kopplingsskenor och den styrs via ett manöverdon, eller vid 
behov manuellt. För att öppna och sluta frånskiljaren används 
en vertikal arm med en led, som viker upp sig för att gripa om 
kopplingsskenan när den ska slutas. Detta kan ses i figur 2.

Figur 2. Strömberg OJYW i öppet (t.v.) respektive slutet läge. (Oy Strömberg 
Ab [8])

III. METODER FÖR FELANALYS

Den första delen av analysen av frånskiljaren var 
felanalysen. För denna studie användes 57 frånskiljare, varav 
samtliga enligt den tekniska specifikationen hade en livslängd 
på 60 år. I studien definieras den faktiska livslängden som 
tiden från tillverkningsåret tills året då det första felet 
inträffade. Data hämtades ur arbetsordrar som tillhandahölls 
av Svenska kraftnät, och fördes därefter in i en databas i 
Excel.

Noteras bör att det inte var alla frånskiljare som uppvisat 
något fel. Deras livstid betraktas som tiden från 

tillverkningsdatum fram till den sista december år 2016. 
Därför tillämpades censurering typ IV enligt [9] för dessa 
frånskiljare, vilket ger en något lägre säkerhet för resultatet.

A. Weibull-analys
Weibullfördelningen är en av de mest användbara inom 

statistiken, och används ofta inom tillförlitlighetsstatistik för 
att modellera livslängder och felintensitet [10]. Tiden till fel,
T, sägs vara Weibull-fördelad med parametrarna α (>0) och λ 
(>0) om fördelningsfunktionen ges av

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0
0                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(1)

Motsvarande täthetsfunktion ges av 

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼−1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0
0                              𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(2)

där λ är en skalparameter och α är en formparameter. λ är en 
parameter som bara beror av skalan. Parametern α kan ges 
olika värden och avgör vilken form fördelningen får, exempel-
vis får man för α = 1 som specialfall exponentialfördelningen.

Överlevnadsfunktionen skrivs som 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 1 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼    𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0

0                  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
(3)

och funktionen för felintensitet ges av 

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)

= �𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼−1     𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0

0                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  (4)

I undersökningen användes databasen för frånskiljarna. Tid 
till fel modellerades enligt Weibull-fördelningen, både 
fördelningsfunktionen och täthetsfunktionen, med hjälp av 
Matlab. Även överlevnadsfunktionen och funktionen för 
felintensitet modellerades och dess grafer ritades upp.
Censurering tillämpades på frånskiljare utan fel.

Det gjordes även en jämförelse med ASEA NUB, då 
konfidensintervallen för skal- och formparametrarna för de 
respektive frånskiljarna ritades upp i en graf.

B. Kaplan-Meier-analys
Kaplan-Meier-analys är en icke-parametrisk metod för att 

uppskatta överlevnadsfunktionen för livstidsdata [11]. Att den 
är icke-parametrisk innebär att man inte behöver göra 
antaganden om fördelningen för att göra uppskattningen, den 
kräver alltså inget bestämt antal parametrar.

Formeln beskrivs av

                    𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅�(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =   ∏
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗−1

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡                        (5)

där 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗  är antalet fungerande enheter omedelbart före tiden  
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𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗), 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 och 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 är mängden av alla händelser 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 där 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 och 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) representerar tid till fel eller till censurering.

Analysen gjordes med hänsyn till tid till fel och tillämpade 
censurering på frånskiljare utan fel. Med hjälp av Matlab 
ritades en graf för den estimerade överlevnadsfunktionen.

C. Nelson-Aalen-analys
Nelson-Aalen är en annan icke-parametrisk estimator som

skattar den kumulativa felintensiteten för livstidsdata [12].
Den kumulativa felintensiteten är

                      𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
0                            (5)

Om 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 beskrivs av 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗, där 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗), 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 är tiden till fel så 
att 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, så beskrivs Nelson-Aalen-estimatorn av

             �̂�𝑍𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  ∑ 1
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛−𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣+1𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = ∑ 1

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡                     (6)

Analysen och kurvorna gjordes med hjälp av Matlab, och 
estimatorn tar hänsyn till tid till fel och huruvida frånskiljaren 
är censurerad eller inte.

D. Analys med dödlighetstabell
Dödlighetstabeller är ett viktigt verktyg för att analysera 

tillförlitlighet och livslängd [13], och används vanligen för att 
analysera livslängden hos människor i olika situationer, ofta 
inom sjukvården och försäkringsbranschen. Tiden som studien 
pågår delas upp i tidsintervall, det vanliga är att ett 
tidsintervall motsvarar ett år. 

I föreliggande studie används dödlighetstabellen för att 
analysera livslängd hos frånskiljare. Ett ”dödsfall” likställs
med att det första felet uppstår hos apparaten. När ett fel 
uppstått så tillhör frånskiljaren alltså gruppen med ”döda” 
under resten av studien, oavsett om felet sedan åtgärdats. En 
frånskiljare som har ”överlevt” har inte haft något fel. För 
frånskiljare som inte har haft något fel tillämpas censurering.
Intervallet för en tidsperiod är ett år.

I Tabell I visas, för varje tidsintervall, ett antal parametrar 
som säger något om sannolikheten för att överleva sagda 
tidsintervall.

Parametrarna i dödlighetstabellen betyder följande:
It = antal fungerande frånskiljare vid tiden t
dt = antal inträffade fel under tidsperioden t
wt = antal bortfall från undersökningen (censureringar)
It’ = It – (wt/2) = justerat antal fungerande frånskiljare
qt = dt/ It’ = sannolikhet att ett fel inträffar under intervallet
pt = 1-qt = sannolikhet att inget fel inträffar under intervallet
Pt = kumulativ sannolikhet, sannolikheten att frånskiljaren 
fungerar vid början av intervallet. Vid början av studien är 
P(1) = 1.0. Därefter är P(1+t) = pt ∙ P t.

IV. METODER FÖR ANALYS AV ÅLDRANDE

Den andra delen av analysen bestod i att undersöka hur 
frånskiljaren åldras med tiden. När en funktionskontroll utförs 
så testas apparaten på ett flertal punkter. Data till analysen av 
åldrandet har hämtats från testprotokoll från utförda 
funktionskontroller, som tillhandahölls av Svenska kraftnät. 
Till studien fanns det protokoll från 37 frånskiljare som 
analyserades tillsammans.

De parametrar och mätvärden som har ansetts relevanta i
denna studien är kontakttryck och resistans. Resistans mäts 
mellan flera punkter, vilka visas i figur 3. Man har under årens 
lopp inte varit konsekvent i vilka områden man har mätt vid 
funktionskontrollerna. Det varierar beroende på vilken 
frånskiljare man tittat på, och vilket år funktionskontrollen är 
utförd. I fall där det saknades resistansvärden för endast ett 
mätområde, gick detta värde att räkna ut baserat på resterande 
mätvärden. Trots detta saknas det mätvärden för många 
frånskiljare, varför har det inte varit möjligt att jämföra 
samtliga frånskiljare sinsemellan. För enskild analys
studerades sju frånskiljare, som ansågs ha tillräckligt många 
mätvärden för att en separat analys skulle kunna göras.

Figur 3. Mätpunkterna för mätning av resistans. Bilden visar samma 
frånskiljare ur olika perspektiv, t.v. framifrån och t.h. från sidan.
(Funktionskontrollsintruktion, Oy Strömberg Ab [14])

TABELL I
DÖDLIGHETSTABELL EXEMPEL

Tid It dt wt It’ qt pt Pt

1
2
3
:
·
X

Tabellen visar hur en dödlighetstabell är uppbyggd och vilka parametrar som 
ingår. Tidsintervallet är 1, 2,…, X.
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Figur  1. Sidovy av ett ställverk. A är olika transformatorer, B är frånskiljare, 
C är brytare. Här visas hur olika typer av frånskiljare och brytare är kopplade.
(Wikimedia Commons [7])

Frånskiljaren som analyserades i undersökningen är av 
typen Strömberg OJYW 245/420, som används för märk-
spänning på antingen 245 kV eller 420 kV. Det är en enpolig 
vertikal gripfrånskiljare som är avsedd för ställverk med styva 
kopplingsskenor och den styrs via ett manöverdon, eller vid 
behov manuellt. För att öppna och sluta frånskiljaren används 
en vertikal arm med en led, som viker upp sig för att gripa om 
kopplingsskenan när den ska slutas. Detta kan ses i figur 2.

Figur 2. Strömberg OJYW i öppet (t.v.) respektive slutet läge. (Oy Strömberg 
Ab [8])

III. METODER FÖR FELANALYS

Den första delen av analysen av frånskiljaren var 
felanalysen. För denna studie användes 57 frånskiljare, varav 
samtliga enligt den tekniska specifikationen hade en livslängd 
på 60 år. I studien definieras den faktiska livslängden som 
tiden från tillverkningsåret tills året då det första felet 
inträffade. Data hämtades ur arbetsordrar som tillhandahölls 
av Svenska kraftnät, och fördes därefter in i en databas i 
Excel.

Noteras bör att det inte var alla frånskiljare som uppvisat 
något fel. Deras livstid betraktas som tiden från 

tillverkningsdatum fram till den sista december år 2016. 
Därför tillämpades censurering typ IV enligt [9] för dessa 
frånskiljare, vilket ger en något lägre säkerhet för resultatet.

A. Weibull-analys
Weibullfördelningen är en av de mest användbara inom 

statistiken, och används ofta inom tillförlitlighetsstatistik för 
att modellera livslängder och felintensitet [10]. Tiden till fel,
T, sägs vara Weibull-fördelad med parametrarna α (>0) och λ 
(>0) om fördelningsfunktionen ges av

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0
0                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(1)

Motsvarande täthetsfunktion ges av 

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼−1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0
0                              𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(2)

där λ är en skalparameter och α är en formparameter. λ är en 
parameter som bara beror av skalan. Parametern α kan ges 
olika värden och avgör vilken form fördelningen får, exempel-
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 1 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
−(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼    𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0

0                  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ö𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
(3)

och funktionen för felintensitet ges av 
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)

= �𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼−1     𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ö𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0
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I undersökningen användes databasen för frånskiljarna. Tid 
till fel modellerades enligt Weibull-fördelningen, både 
fördelningsfunktionen och täthetsfunktionen, med hjälp av 
Matlab. Även överlevnadsfunktionen och funktionen för 
felintensitet modellerades och dess grafer ritades upp.
Censurering tillämpades på frånskiljare utan fel.

Det gjordes även en jämförelse med ASEA NUB, då 
konfidensintervallen för skal- och formparametrarna för de 
respektive frånskiljarna ritades upp i en graf.

B. Kaplan-Meier-analys
Kaplan-Meier-analys är en icke-parametrisk metod för att 

uppskatta överlevnadsfunktionen för livstidsdata [11]. Att den 
är icke-parametrisk innebär att man inte behöver göra 
antaganden om fördelningen för att göra uppskattningen, den 
kräver alltså inget bestämt antal parametrar.

Formeln beskrivs av

                    𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅�(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =   ∏
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗−1

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡                        (5)

där 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗  är antalet fungerande enheter omedelbart före tiden  
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𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗), 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 och 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 är mängden av alla händelser 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 där 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 och 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) representerar tid till fel eller till censurering.

Analysen gjordes med hänsyn till tid till fel och tillämpade 
censurering på frånskiljare utan fel. Med hjälp av Matlab 
ritades en graf för den estimerade överlevnadsfunktionen.

C. Nelson-Aalen-analys
Nelson-Aalen är en annan icke-parametrisk estimator som

skattar den kumulativa felintensiteten för livstidsdata [12].
Den kumulativa felintensiteten är

                      𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
0                            (5)

Om 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 beskrivs av 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗, där 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗), 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 är tiden till fel så 
att 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, så beskrivs Nelson-Aalen-estimatorn av

             �̂�𝑍𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) =  ∑ 1
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛−𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣+1𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = ∑ 1

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡                     (6)

Analysen och kurvorna gjordes med hjälp av Matlab, och 
estimatorn tar hänsyn till tid till fel och huruvida frånskiljaren 
är censurerad eller inte.

D. Analys med dödlighetstabell
Dödlighetstabeller är ett viktigt verktyg för att analysera 

tillförlitlighet och livslängd [13], och används vanligen för att 
analysera livslängden hos människor i olika situationer, ofta 
inom sjukvården och försäkringsbranschen. Tiden som studien 
pågår delas upp i tidsintervall, det vanliga är att ett 
tidsintervall motsvarar ett år. 

I föreliggande studie används dödlighetstabellen för att 
analysera livslängd hos frånskiljare. Ett ”dödsfall” likställs
med att det första felet uppstår hos apparaten. När ett fel 
uppstått så tillhör frånskiljaren alltså gruppen med ”döda” 
under resten av studien, oavsett om felet sedan åtgärdats. En 
frånskiljare som har ”överlevt” har inte haft något fel. För 
frånskiljare som inte har haft något fel tillämpas censurering.
Intervallet för en tidsperiod är ett år.

I Tabell I visas, för varje tidsintervall, ett antal parametrar 
som säger något om sannolikheten för att överleva sagda 
tidsintervall.

Parametrarna i dödlighetstabellen betyder följande:
It = antal fungerande frånskiljare vid tiden t
dt = antal inträffade fel under tidsperioden t
wt = antal bortfall från undersökningen (censureringar)
It’ = It – (wt/2) = justerat antal fungerande frånskiljare
qt = dt/ It’ = sannolikhet att ett fel inträffar under intervallet
pt = 1-qt = sannolikhet att inget fel inträffar under intervallet
Pt = kumulativ sannolikhet, sannolikheten att frånskiljaren 
fungerar vid början av intervallet. Vid början av studien är 
P(1) = 1.0. Därefter är P(1+t) = pt ∙ P t.

IV. METODER FÖR ANALYS AV ÅLDRANDE

Den andra delen av analysen bestod i att undersöka hur 
frånskiljaren åldras med tiden. När en funktionskontroll utförs 
så testas apparaten på ett flertal punkter. Data till analysen av 
åldrandet har hämtats från testprotokoll från utförda 
funktionskontroller, som tillhandahölls av Svenska kraftnät. 
Till studien fanns det protokoll från 37 frånskiljare som 
analyserades tillsammans.

De parametrar och mätvärden som har ansetts relevanta i
denna studien är kontakttryck och resistans. Resistans mäts 
mellan flera punkter, vilka visas i figur 3. Man har under årens 
lopp inte varit konsekvent i vilka områden man har mätt vid 
funktionskontrollerna. Det varierar beroende på vilken 
frånskiljare man tittat på, och vilket år funktionskontrollen är 
utförd. I fall där det saknades resistansvärden för endast ett 
mätområde, gick detta värde att räkna ut baserat på resterande 
mätvärden. Trots detta saknas det mätvärden för många 
frånskiljare, varför har det inte varit möjligt att jämföra 
samtliga frånskiljare sinsemellan. För enskild analys
studerades sju frånskiljare, som ansågs ha tillräckligt många 
mätvärden för att en separat analys skulle kunna göras.

Figur 3. Mätpunkterna för mätning av resistans. Bilden visar samma 
frånskiljare ur olika perspektiv, t.v. framifrån och t.h. från sidan.
(Funktionskontrollsintruktion, Oy Strömberg Ab [14])

TABELL I
DÖDLIGHETSTABELL EXEMPEL

Tid It dt wt It’ qt pt Pt

1
2
3
:
·
X

Tabellen visar hur en dödlighetstabell är uppbyggd och vilka parametrar som 
ingår. Tidsintervallet är 1, 2,…, X.
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A. Sårbarhetsindex
Sårbarhetsindex (SI) är ett värde som används för att analysera 
tillståndet för de mätvärden som uppmätts i funktions-
kontrollen [15]. Sårbarhetsindex räknas ut enligt

             𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢ä𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔ä𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ä𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
               (7)

där 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢ä𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 är ett mätvärde för en frånskiljare, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 är 
motsvarande mätvärde för apparaten som ny och utan slitage, 
och 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔ä𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣ä𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 är det maximala tillåtna värdet för 
frånskiljaren. Om värdet för sårbarhetsindex ligger över ett,
innebär det att frånskiljaren inte längre klarar den belastning 
som krävs och att den behöver underhåll. Om sårbarhetsindex 
ligger under noll, är frånskiljaren bättre än typprovet.

I denna studien analyserades de 37 frånskiljarna gemensamt 
och jämfördes med värden från de 7 frånskiljare som studerats 
enskilt. Endast sårbarhetsindex för resistans kunde tas fram, då 
det inte fanns tillgängliga initialvärden och gränsvärden för 
kontakttryck. I studien med alla frånskiljare togs sårbarhets-
index fram för resistans mellan följande punkter: 1–2, 2–3,
3–4, 4–6 samt 1–6 i figur 3, men för mätpunkterna 2–3, 3–4
samt 4–6 blev resultatet för dåligt för att kunna analyseras.
Därför togs endast 1–2 och 1–6 i beaktande. För analys av 
frånskiljare enskilt fanns endast tillräckligt med data för att 
beräkna sårbarhetsindex för resistans mellan punkterna 1–2
och 1–6 i figur 3. Grafer ritades upp i Matlab, och en 
undersökning gjordes på huruvida det gick att se någon trend 
över hur sårbarhetsindex utvecklades över tid.

Gränsvärden för resistans skilde sig åt beroende på om 
frånskiljaren användes med märkspänning på 245 kV eller 420 
kV, därför delades frånskiljarna i undersökningen upp i två 
grupper baserat på detta.

B. Åldrande med avseende på tid
För att studera hur frånskiljarna åldrades med tiden gjordes 

linjär regression över hur parametrarna, resistans och kontakt-
tryck, ändrades med tiden. Även här jämfördes 37 frånskiljare 
i grupp med de sju enskilt analyserade frånskiljarna. Graferna 
ritades med hjälp av Matlab.

C. Samband mellan parametrar
En annan undersökning som gjordes var hur kontakttryck

och resistans är relaterade till varandra. Kontakttryck mäts 
inom resistansområdet 2–3 i figur 3, därför är det intressant att 
titta på om dessa två har något samband. En graf ritades med 
hjälp av Matlab, och linjär regression utfördes. Det är värt att 
nämna att många av frånskiljarna i undersökningen saknade 
mätvärden inom område 2–3, varför resultatet inte är så 
omfattande som det hade varit önskvärt.

V. RESULTAT AV FELANALYS

Av de 57 frånskiljare som ingick i felanalysen var det 
endast nio av dem som uppvisat något fel. I figur 4 visas hur 
tidslinjerna för frånskiljarnas livstid ser ut, och när fel har 
uppstått. De frånskiljare som har en markering vid år 2016 har 

fram tills detta år inte drabbats av något fel, och för dessa har 
alltså censurering tillämpats.

Figur  4. Tidslinje över hur fel uppstod hos frånskiljarna. Numreringen på Y-
axeln är ett sätt att särskilja varje enskild frånskiljare i studien.

De olika typerna av fel som observerades kunde delas upp i
följande kategorier:

1) Brännmärke (1 st.)
2) Defekt värmeelement (3 st.)
3) Rostangrepp (1 st.)
4) Svarar ej på manöverimpulser (2 st.)
5) Varmgång (2 st.)

A. Weibull
Weibull-analysen resulterade i en skalparameter λ = 75.4 

och en formparameter α = 2.1. Med ett 95% konfidensintervall 
blev parametrarna λ = 40.6 – 140.1 och α = 1.1 – 3.9. 

Fördelningsfunktionen visas i figur 5 och motsvarande
täthetsfunktion visas i figur 6. Här syns att de flesta felen 
uppstår då frånskiljaren är mellan 30 och 35 år gammal. Det är 
också tydligt att risken för fel blir större ju äldre frånskiljaren 
blir.

Figur 5. Weibull-fördelad fördelningsfunktion för frånskiljaren. Punkterna på 
x-axeln visar när ett fel har inträffat.
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V. RESULTAT AV FELANALYS

Av de 57 frånskiljare som ingick i felanalysen var det 
endast nio av dem som uppvisat något fel. I figur 4 visas hur 
tidslinjerna för frånskiljarnas livstid ser ut, och när fel har 
uppstått. De frånskiljare som har en markering vid år 2016 har 

fram tills detta år inte drabbats av något fel, och för dessa har 
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Figur  4. Tidslinje över hur fel uppstod hos frånskiljarna. Numreringen på Y-
axeln är ett sätt att särskilja varje enskild frånskiljare i studien.

De olika typerna av fel som observerades kunde delas upp i
följande kategorier:

1) Brännmärke (1 st.)
2) Defekt värmeelement (3 st.)
3) Rostangrepp (1 st.)
4) Svarar ej på manöverimpulser (2 st.)
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A. Weibull
Weibull-analysen resulterade i en skalparameter λ = 75.4 

och en formparameter α = 2.1. Med ett 95% konfidensintervall 
blev parametrarna λ = 40.6 – 140.1 och α = 1.1 – 3.9. 

Fördelningsfunktionen visas i figur 5 och motsvarande
täthetsfunktion visas i figur 6. Här syns att de flesta felen 
uppstår då frånskiljaren är mellan 30 och 35 år gammal. Det är 
också tydligt att risken för fel blir större ju äldre frånskiljaren 
blir.

Figur 5. Weibull-fördelad fördelningsfunktion för frånskiljaren. Punkterna på 
x-axeln visar när ett fel har inträffat.
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Figur 6. Täthetsfunktion för frånskiljaren. Punkterna på x-axeln visar när ett 
fel har inträffat.

Figur 7. Överlevnadsfunktion för frånskiljaren. Punkterna på x-axeln visar 
när ett fel har inträffat.

Figur 8. Funktionen för felintensitet. Punkterna på x-axeln visar när ett fel har 
inträffat.

Figur 7 visar överlevnadsfunktionen och figur 8 visar
funktionen för felintensitet för frånskiljaren. Chansen att 
frånskiljaren är utan fel blir allt mindre ju äldre den blir, och 
felintensiteten ökar också med åldern.

Figur 9. Förhållanden mellan skal- och formparametrar samt deras konfidens-
intervall för de olika frånskiljarna från Strömberg och ASEA.

Här är det intressant att titta på jämförelsen med 
frånskiljaren ASEA NUB. ASEA NUB fick för sin Weibull-
analys skal- och formparametrarna λ = 29.6 och α = 4.7. Med 
ett 95% konfidensintervall blev parametrarna λ = 25.5 – 34.3 
och α = 2.9 – 7.5 [16]. I figur 9 visas hur skal- och 
formparametrarna λ och α förhåller sig till varandra, samt 
konfidensintervall för dessa, för respektive frånskiljare. 

Överlevnadsfunktionen för ASEA NUB, vilken kan ses i 
figur 10, har en kurva som är betydligt brantare än den för 
Strömberg. Här syns även att ASEA NUB oftast drabbas av fel 
när frånskiljaren är 20–30 år gammal.

Figur 10. Överlevnadsfunktion för ASEA NUB [16]. Punkterna på x-axeln 
visar när ett fel har inträffat.
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B. Kaplan-Meier
Kaplan-Meier-estimatorn gjordes med befintliga värden för 

när ett fel inträffat, varför grafen i figur 11 inte visar hela 
överlevnadsfunktionen under 60 år. Vid en jämförelse med 
den överlevnadsfunktion som togs fram med hjälp av 
Weibullfördelningen ser man dock att Kaplan-Meier-kurvan 
ändå stämmer överens med Weibull-kurvan.

Figur 11. Graf som visar Kaplan-Meier-uppskattningen av 
överlevnadsfunktionen.

C. Nelson-Aalen
Nelson-Aalen-analysen resulterade i en estimerad kurva över 
kumulativa felintensiteten, vilken kan ses i figur 12. Som man 
kan förvänta ökar denna något med frånskiljarens ålder. Fel-
intensiteten får dock ändå betraktas som låg, vilket stämmer 
med Weibull-analysen.

Figur 12. Nelson-Aalen-estimering över kumulativ felintensitet.

D. Dödslighetstabell
Den dödlighetstabell som togs fram för frånskiljarnas livstid 
visas i Tabell II. Ur denna kan utläsas att det inte föreligger 
någon större risk för frånskiljaren att drabbas för fel. Den 
kumulativa sannolikheten minskar något med frånskiljarens 
ålder, men inte tillräckligt drastiskt för att det ska vara en källa 
till oro. 

VI. FRÅNSKILJARENS ÅLDRANDE

A. Sårbarhetsindex
Frånskiljaren visade bra resultat i framtagna sårbarhetsindex, 
både de sju som studerats enskilt och de 37 som analyserades 
tillsammans. I jämförelsen mellan samtliga 37 frånskiljare var 
resultatet obetydligt bättre för de med märkspänning 245 kV 
än 420 kV, vilket stämde för båda mätområdena för resistans 
1–2 och 1–6. 

Exempel på detta kan ses i figur 13 respektive figur 14. Där 
visas sårbarhetsindex för mätområde 1–6 för märkspänning 
245 kV respektive 420 kV. För nästan alla mätområden var 
värdet för sårbarhetsindex under 1, bortsett från ett avvikande 
värde för mätområde 1–2, 245 kV. Samtliga grafer som togs 
fram för sårbarhetsindex finns i Appendix A.

För de enskilda frånskiljarna som analyserades var det inte 
heller någon avgörande skillnad mellan de båda olika 
märkspänningarna. Inte heller var sårbarhetsindex för de 
enskilda frånskiljarna bättre eller sämre än det för det 
sammantagna resultatet. Ett exempel på detta kan ses i figur 
15. Där visas för mätområde 1–6 värdena för märkspänning 
245 kV. För samtliga mätområden, för båda märk-
spänningarna, låg värdet för sårbarhetsindex under 1.

TABELL II
DÖDLIGHETSTABELL

Tid It dt wt It’ qt pt Pt

1 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
2 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
3 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
4 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
5 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
6 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
7 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
8 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
9 56 0 0 56 0 1 1

10 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
11 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
12 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
13 56 0 0 56 0 1 1
14 56 1 0 56 0.0179 0.9821 1
15 55 3 0 55 0.0545 0.9455 0.9821
16 52 0 0 52 0 1 0.9286
17 52 0 0 52 0 1 0.9286
18 52 0 0 52 0 1 0.9286
19 52 0 0 52 0 1 0.9286
20 52 0 0 52 0 1 0.9286
21 52 1 0 52 0.0192 0.9808 0.9286
22 51 0 1 50.5 0 1 0.9107
23 50 0 0 50 0 1 0.9107
24 50 2 0 50 0.0400 0.9600 0.9107
25 48 0 0 48 0 1 0.8743
26 48 0 0 48 0 1 0.8743
27 48 0 0 48 0 1 0.8743
28 48 0 0 48 0 1 0.8743
29 48 1 0 48 0.0208 0.9792 0.8743
30 47 0 2 46 0 1 0.8561
31 45 1 3 43.5 0.0230 0.9770 0.8561
32 41 0 11 35.5 0 1 0.8364
33 30 0 15 22.5 0 1 0.8364
34 15 0 5 12.5 0 1 0.8364
35 10 0 7 6.5 0 1 0.8364
36 3 0 3 1.5 0 1 0.8364

Tabellen visar dödlighetstabellen för frånskiljarna. Tidsintervallet är 1, 2,…, 
36 år.
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Utifrån graferna i figur 13 och figur 14 går det även att se 
en viss försämring av sårbarhetsindex över tid, vilket alltså 
gäller för båda märkspänningarna.

Figur 13. Sårbarhetsindex för märkspänning 245 kV, resistans 1–6.

Figur 14. Sårbarhetsindex för märkspänning 420 kV, resistans 1–6.

Figur 15. Sårbarhetsindex för en enskild frånskiljare, resistans 1–6,
märkspänning 245 kV.

Det gick i vissa fall att anpassa en linjär kurva till värdena 
för sårbarhetsindex. Detta gällde för graferna över samtliga 
frånskiljare vid märkspänning 245 kV, både för mätområden 
1–2 och 1–6. Detta kan ses i figur 16 och 17. Här kan man 
med 95% konfidensintervall vara säker på att sårbarhetsindex 
ökar med frånskiljarens ålder.

Figur 16. Linjär anpassning till sårbarhetsindex för märkspänning 245 kV, 
resistans 1–2.

Figur 17. Linjär anpassning till sårbarhetsindex för märkspänning 245 kV, 
resistans 1–6.

B. Åldrande med avseende på tid
För analysen av de 37 frånskiljarna tillsammans gjordes en 

linjär regression över kontakttryck, samt resistanser inom 
områden 1–2, 1–6 och 2–6. En analys av konfidensintervallen 
för den linjära regressionen visade dock att resultatet för 
kontakttrycket och resistanser inom 2–6 inte var tillräckligt 
tillförlitligt, eftersom det fanns för få mätvärden för att kunna 
säkerställa resultatet statistiskt. För resterande mätområden, 
däremot, visade ett 95% konfidensintervall att resultatet var 
tillförlitligt.

För mätområden 1–2 och 1–6 befanns resistansen öka med 
tiden och alltså blir frånskiljaren sämre med tiden. Ett exempel 
kan ses i figur 18, där grafen visar hur resistansen inom 
mätområde 1–6 ändras över tid.
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Figur 18. Resistans inom mätområde 1–6 ändras med frånskiljarens ålder.

Figur 19. Grafen visar hur kontakttryck för en enskild frånskiljare ändras med 
frånskiljarens ålder.

Figur 20. Grafen visar hur resistansen inom mätområde 1–6 för en enskild 
frånskiljare ändras med frånskiljarens ålder.

För de sju frånskiljarna som studerades enskilt var det 
svårare att få fram tillförlitliga resultat. Oftast fanns det för få 
mätvärden för att de framtagna kurvorna skulle vara statistiskt 
tillförlitliga. De resultat som var tillförlitliga visade dock, med
ett 95% konfidensintervall, att kontakttrycket tenderade att 
minska med tiden, medan resistanser för mätområden 1–6 och 
2–6 tenderade att öka med tiden. Detta stämmer med vad man 
kan förvänta för frånskiljaren. I figur 19 visas en graf över hur 
kontakttrycket ändras för en enskild frånskiljare, och figur 20
visar hur resistansen för mätområde 1–6 för en enskild 
frånskiljare ändras med tiden. Samtliga grafer för linjär
regression finns i Appendix B.

C. Samband mellan parametrar
En graf med värden för kontakttryck och resistanser inom 

mätområde 2–3 ritades, och kan ses i figur 21. Det gick dock 
inte att se något statistiskt säkerställt samband mellan de två 
parametrarna.

Figur 21. Graf över resistans inom mätområde 2–3 i förhållande till 
kontakttryck.

VII. DISKUSSION

Efter felanalysen kan konstateras att Strömberg OJYW är 
en relativt pålitlig frånskiljare. Apparaten har endast nio 
dokumenterade fel på 57 frånskiljare, vilket får betraktas som 
ett lågt antal. Överlevnadsfunktionen och funktionen för 
felintensitet visar goda chanser för frånskiljaren att klara sig 
utan fel, under i alla fall större delen av sin livstid.

Dessutom ger felanalysen vid handen att Strömberg OJYW 
är ett säkrare alternativ av frånskiljare än ASEA NUB. Felen 
för ASEA NUB inträffar efter 20–30 år, att jämföra med 
Strömberg där de flesta felen inträffar efter 30–35 år. Även 
kurvorna för överlevnadsfunktionerna skiljer sig åt, då ASEA 
NUB har en brantare kurva än Strömberg. Frånskiljaren från 
ASEA har alltså sämre chans att klara sig utan fel. Konfidens-
intervallen för skal- och formparametrarna, vilket visas i figur 
9, är helt olika och överlappar inte varandra. Detta betyder att 
man kan utesluta att det är en tillfällighet att de två typerna av 
frånskiljare åldras olika. Det är statistiskt förankrat att 
Strömberg OJYW har mindre risk att drabbas av fel än ASEA 
NUB. Slutsatsen som kan dras av detta är att det förmodligen 
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är ett klokt beslut att byta ut ASEA NUB och ersätta dem med 
Strömberg OJYW, då dessa tycks vara mer pålitliga när det 
gäller förekomst av fel.

När det gäller underhåll av Strömberg OJYW ser det ut som 
att fel blir mer vanligt förekommande när frånskiljaren uppnår 
en ålder av 30 år. Därför borde man se till att göra funktions-
kontroller och underhålla extra mycket efter att frånskiljaren 
passerat denna ålder, och vara uppmärksam på mindre fel och 
slitningar. Detta för att förebygga att mer allvarliga fel uppstår 
och orsakar problem i kraftnätet.

Analysen av frånskiljarens åldrande ger också resultat som 
pekar på att Strömberg OJYW är en pålitlig frånskiljare. 
Sårbarhetsindex ligger i nästan samtliga fall långt under ett,
vilket innebär att frånskiljaren inte är känslig, utan att 
åtminstone resistanserna håller en bra nivå. Detta stämde både 
för de frånskiljare som studerades som en grupp och de som 
analyserades enskilt. Sårbarhetsindex tycks öka med tiden, 
men inte så pass kraftigt att det finns anledning till oro.

De linjära regressionerna för hur parametrarna kontakttryck 
och resistans ändrades över tid var i många fall inte 
tillförlitliga nog på grund av bristande mätunderlag. Det är 
svårt att överhuvudtaget dra några slutsatser om kontakt-
trycket. För resistanserna inom mätområden 1–2, 1–6 och 2–6
går det däremot att se en tydlig ändring, att resistansen blir 
högre med tiden. Det är dock inga dramatiska ändringar, utan 
en tämligen stabil förändring. Att jämföra kontakttryck med 
resistans gav inte så mycket i det här fallet, då det inte gick att 
fastslå något samband mellan parametrarna.

Något som är viktigt att ta i beaktande är att hela studien 
gjordes på mycket begränsat material. I många fall går det inte 
att dra några slutsatser om resultatet, eftersom det är framtaget 
med få mätpunkter i vissa fall. Detta för att man i funktions-
kontroller inte har varit konsekvent med vilka värden man har 
mätt under åren. Kontakttryck, som kan betraktas som en 
viktig parameter att kontrollera, gav så dåliga värden att det är 
omöjligt att säga något bestämt om hur det ändras med tiden.
Det medför alltså att studien överlag inte bör ses som ett 
definitivt resultat, utan mer som en fingervisning.

Med tanke på hur viktigt ämnet är för framtiden skulle det 
behövas mycket mer forskning. För att börja inom Sverige, så 
skulle man för det första behöva vara konsekvent i sina 
mätningar under funktionskontrollerna. På så sätt kan man 
samla ett bra statistiskt underlag för framtida studier. Man 
skulle även behöva inkludera fler frånskiljare i forskningen för 
att få ett säkrare resultat.

VIII. SUMMERING

Det huvudsakliga syftet med analysen som gjordes var att 
undersöka hur frånskiljaren Strömberg OJYW åldras och hur 
ofta fel uppstår. Syftet var även att jämföra med resultaten från 
ASEA NUB/NUB-B och se om beslutet att ersätta ASEA med 
Strömberg var rimligt. Studien delades upp i två delar, 
felanalys och analys av åldrande. I felanalysen ingick Weibull-
analys, Kaplan-Meier-analys, Nelson-Aalen-analys samt 
analys av dödlighetstabell. Utifrån resultaten kunde slutsatsen 
dras att Strömberg är en mer pålitlig frånskiljare ASEA NUB 
när det gäller uppkomst av fel. Det gick även att konstatera att 

man efter att Strömberg uppnått en ålder av 30 år borde göra 
funktionskontroller och extra underhåll, för att förebygga fel.

Den andra delen av analysen handlade om att undersöka 
frånskiljarens åldrande. Detta gjordes genom mätningar av 
resistans och kontakttryck vid funktionskontroller, och se hur 
dessa ändrades över tid. Sårbarhetsindex för resistanser över 
olika mätområden togs fram, och linjär regression gjordes på 
kontakttryck och resistanser. Det sårbarhetsindex som 
beräknades visade ett bra resultat, det försämrades något över 
tid, men det förekom inga dramatiska ändringar vilket pekar 
på att frånskiljaren är ett pålitligt alternativ av elapparat.

De linjära regressioner som gjordes över hur kontakttryck 
och resistanser ändras med tiden visar på ett visst slitage och 
åldrande, men ingenting dramatiskt.
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Abstract— For the modern human, electricity has become an 

essential part of life. It is first when the power goes out that society 
stops and the need of electricity becomes obvious. The largest 
power failures have been caused by broken devices in power grids. 
This project examined different ways to analyze the reliability, life 
span and number of failures over time for the device disconnecting 
circuit breaker in power grids. 

Given data for the circuit breakers has been sorted into 
different files and the main method used, was linear regression, 
which were applied on the sorted data. The result showed that the 
values of the circuit breakers deteriorated over time, and this will 
be presented in more detail in this report. It can be concluded that 
the disconnecting circuit breakers ages like expected, except for 
one parameter that gave unexpected result.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
WEDEN recently reached the limit of ten million 
inhabitants [1]. With a growing population and technology 

that depends on more electricity like electrical cars, the need of 
energy is not going to decrease but it is rather going to continue 
increasing. According to EIA, the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration [2], the world’s energy consumption is 
projected to grow by 56% between the years 2010 and 2040. 
The more energy the world needs, the more reliable the power 
grids need to be. Society has come to a point where it is no 
longer functioning without electricity, and people need to have 
electricity to be able to continue their normal lives. 

People often talk about reliable energy sources, but not as 
often there are words spoken about the reliability when it comes 
to the transport of electricity. It might be because there are not 
often larger problems outages, like power failures. In Sweden, 
there has only been a few large power failures with big 
consequences in modern time. Two well-known failures 
happened in 1983 and in 2003, and both of these were caused 
by a broken device in an electrical substation [3]. 

These kind of power failures fortunately does not happen that 
often, but power grids and the components in it needs 
maintenance to prevent any devastating power problems from 
occurring. In every node in a power grid there is a substation 
that can distribute the current to different parts of the grid, and 
increase the voltage before it is transmitted in the grid, or 
decrease it before distribution or switching. A substation can 
also work as a fuse if something goes wrong somewhere in the 
grid, to protect the users, us. In all lines that goes to and from a 
substation there are some sort of circuit breakers and 
disconnectors to make it possible to break the power. These  

 
 

 
devices make it possible to isolate a specific distribution circuit 
to - for example - make repairs [4]. 

The circuit breaker basically works as a switch, namely for 
switching the current on or off. The difference is that the  
breaker is bigger and made for higher currents and voltages. A 
disconnector is - if not integrated in the breaker - needed to 
isolate the circuit breaker when it needs maintenance. 

A disconnecting circuit breaker, a DCB, which is studied in 
this project, is a circuit breaker with an integrated disconnecting 
function, as a breaker and disconnector in series [5]. The circuit 
breaker - without the disconnecting function - used to be an 
advanced component in power grids and required frequent 
maintenance. In addition, as mentioned earlier, disconnectors 
were the main reason to some of the bigger power failures. 
Because these two components were so demanding, those 
functions are often in today's power grids combined into one 
component; the DCB. The circuit breaker had its primary 
contact protected from the weather, while the disconnector’s 
contact used to be unprotected. In the DCB the disconnecting 
function is protected in the same contact as the circuit breaker’s 
contact [6]. 

When in operating mode, a DCB works as a normal circuit 
breaker, and is less sensitive than circuit breakers and 
disconnectors in different parts. With the two parts built 
together the number of components decrease which leads to a 
decreased risk of some component breaking [6]. 

This project is about analyzing how often different problems 
occur in a circuit breaker and if it is possible to find signs that 
is it time to fix things before they break. 

II. DISCONNECTING CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
For this project, four DCBs of the type HPL 420B2 and 

actuators of type BLG 1002A are analyzed to see if it is possible 
to detect and prevent failures from occurring. This type of 
disconnecting circuit breakers is the most common used today 
at Svenska Kraftnät and are constructed for a mechanical 
lifespan of 50 years [5]. 

A. Components 
In power grids disconnecting circuit breakers can be seen as 

one component, but these kind of circuit breakers are in fact 
constructed by smaller devices and smaller components. There 
are different types of DCBs, and this project has focused on the 
HPL 420B2 type with the actuator of type BLG 1002A. A 
circuit breaker of this type consists of three poles, where there 
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is one pole for every phase. There are also some types of DCBs 
that consist of only one pole, but in Sweden the power grids 
have three phases and therefore the DCBs are three-poled 
maneuvered. The different poles are mounted on individual 
stands, and the three poles and the actuator are linked together 
with a rod. Every pole has its own opening coil, support 
insulator, actuator, and its own two breaking chambers [7]. 

The construction of the DCB can be seen in Fig. 1 below. 

 
1) Breaking Chamber 

A DCB in the HPL family consists of two breaking 
chambers. A breaking chamber is a chamber where the opening 
and closing operations are performed. The breaking chambers 
are usually filled with the industrial produced gas sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6). SF6 is a very electronegative gas, which 
makes it perfectly suitable to use as insulation medium in high 
voltage devices like circuit breakers. When a circuit breaker 
opens, which means that the contacts in the breaking chambers 
opens and the physical connection between the contacts is lost, 
the current still wants to go the same way and therefore an arc 
emerges in the gap between two so called arc contacts. At the 
same time, the SF6 gas is compressed and because of the 
insulating qualities of the gas, the arc that burns between the 
contacts will be put out [9]. The ability for the circuit breaker 
to close is depending on the density of this gas [7]. 

The SF6 gas is industrially produced and do not occur 
naturally in the atmosphere, but even if it is not dangerous or 
toxic for humans, it affects the global warming about 22 000 
times more relatively the gas carbon dioxide [9]. 
2) Support Insulator 

The breaking chambers are mounted on a device called 
support insulator. In this case, the support insulator is a load 
bearing insulator tube [10]. The aim of the support insulator is 
to isolate, raise the breaking chambers to the same level as the 
power lines and at the same time protect the other devices in the 
circuit breaker from electrical overload by keeping them on safe 
distance. The safety distance from a power line is set to at least 

5,5 meters from a vertical perspective and 6,5 meters 
horizontally [11]. 
3) Stand 

The support insulator is mounted on a stand. Stands are made 
of hot galvanized steel and all HPL circuit breaker has some 
type of stand. Depending on the voltage, the HPL circuit 
breakers can be mounted with one stand per pole, or two stands 
per pole. Up to 550kV the HPL circuit breakers will be mounted 
with one stand per pole and for 800 kV two stands per pole will 
be required [7]. The HPL 420B2 breaker will therefore have one 
stand per pole. 
4) Actuator 

An actuator is a component responsible for controlling 
another component or system. In this case the actuator is 
controlling the circuit breaker and making sure it closes or 
opens. In order to control the circuit breaker, the actuator 
consists of a spring battery which deliver driving forces in 
purpose to close the circuit breaker and tense the opening spring 
[7]. 

The function of the actuator will be further explained in 
section II.B. 
5) Opening Spring 

The opening spring plays a very central role in the circuit 
breaker’s opening operation. When the circuit breaker is closed, 
the opening spring will be charged and is then responsible for 
using the charge by pulling the breaker towards an open 
position. The opening spring will be charged every time the 
circuit breaker is closed [12].   
6) Gas Monitoring 

The breaking chambers are filled with gas, usually the gas 
SF6, but there are also use of mixed gas. Regardless of what 
type of gas is used in the breaking chambers, gas filled breaking 
chambers are monitored by density monitor with a closing 
contact function at two levels and the levels are refilling and 
blocking. The density of the gas should then be indicated on a 
display instrument.  

Because of the qualities that makes SF6 extremely 
contributory to the global warming, it is important that 
installation and maintenance of breaking chambers filled with 
SF6 is handled in such a careful way that the risk for emissions 
of the gas will be minimal [11]. 
7) Position Indicator 
The position indicator indicates the position of the circuit 
breaker on the poles, link systems or actuator. The indication is 
in this case handled mechanically, and as position indicator it is 
the end position of the circuit breaker that is going to be 
indicated [11]. 

B. Function description 
The HPL 420B2 circuit breaker is maneuvered by the BLG 

1002A actuator. There are two positions and two commands for 
the actuator to perform, which are the closed position and the 
opened position and the opening command and the closing 
command [12]. 
1) Closed Position 

The contacts in the breaking chambers are in a closed 
position when the circuit breaker is in service position, thus 
when in function. When the contacts are closed, the closing 
spring in the circuit breaker and the opening spring in the 
actuator are charged [7]. 

 
Fig. 1.  One pole of the HPL420B2 DCB with its components; 
1) Breaking chamber, 2) Support insulator, 3) Stand, 4) Actuator,  
5) Opening spring, 6) Gas monitoring, 7) Position indicator [8] 
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is one pole for every phase. There are also some types of DCBs 
that consist of only one pole, but in Sweden the power grids 
have three phases and therefore the DCBs are three-poled 
maneuvered. The different poles are mounted on individual 
stands, and the three poles and the actuator are linked together 
with a rod. Every pole has its own opening coil, support 
insulator, actuator, and its own two breaking chambers [7]. 

The construction of the DCB can be seen in Fig. 1 below. 

 
1) Breaking Chamber 

A DCB in the HPL family consists of two breaking 
chambers. A breaking chamber is a chamber where the opening 
and closing operations are performed. The breaking chambers 
are usually filled with the industrial produced gas sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6). SF6 is a very electronegative gas, which 
makes it perfectly suitable to use as insulation medium in high 
voltage devices like circuit breakers. When a circuit breaker 
opens, which means that the contacts in the breaking chambers 
opens and the physical connection between the contacts is lost, 
the current still wants to go the same way and therefore an arc 
emerges in the gap between two so called arc contacts. At the 
same time, the SF6 gas is compressed and because of the 
insulating qualities of the gas, the arc that burns between the 
contacts will be put out [9]. The ability for the circuit breaker 
to close is depending on the density of this gas [7]. 

The SF6 gas is industrially produced and do not occur 
naturally in the atmosphere, but even if it is not dangerous or 
toxic for humans, it affects the global warming about 22 000 
times more relatively the gas carbon dioxide [9]. 
2) Support Insulator 

The breaking chambers are mounted on a device called 
support insulator. In this case, the support insulator is a load 
bearing insulator tube [10]. The aim of the support insulator is 
to isolate, raise the breaking chambers to the same level as the 
power lines and at the same time protect the other devices in the 
circuit breaker from electrical overload by keeping them on safe 
distance. The safety distance from a power line is set to at least 

5,5 meters from a vertical perspective and 6,5 meters 
horizontally [11]. 
3) Stand 

The support insulator is mounted on a stand. Stands are made 
of hot galvanized steel and all HPL circuit breaker has some 
type of stand. Depending on the voltage, the HPL circuit 
breakers can be mounted with one stand per pole, or two stands 
per pole. Up to 550kV the HPL circuit breakers will be mounted 
with one stand per pole and for 800 kV two stands per pole will 
be required [7]. The HPL 420B2 breaker will therefore have one 
stand per pole. 
4) Actuator 

An actuator is a component responsible for controlling 
another component or system. In this case the actuator is 
controlling the circuit breaker and making sure it closes or 
opens. In order to control the circuit breaker, the actuator 
consists of a spring battery which deliver driving forces in 
purpose to close the circuit breaker and tense the opening spring 
[7]. 

The function of the actuator will be further explained in 
section II.B. 
5) Opening Spring 

The opening spring plays a very central role in the circuit 
breaker’s opening operation. When the circuit breaker is closed, 
the opening spring will be charged and is then responsible for 
using the charge by pulling the breaker towards an open 
position. The opening spring will be charged every time the 
circuit breaker is closed [12].   
6) Gas Monitoring 

The breaking chambers are filled with gas, usually the gas 
SF6, but there are also use of mixed gas. Regardless of what 
type of gas is used in the breaking chambers, gas filled breaking 
chambers are monitored by density monitor with a closing 
contact function at two levels and the levels are refilling and 
blocking. The density of the gas should then be indicated on a 
display instrument.  

Because of the qualities that makes SF6 extremely 
contributory to the global warming, it is important that 
installation and maintenance of breaking chambers filled with 
SF6 is handled in such a careful way that the risk for emissions 
of the gas will be minimal [11]. 
7) Position Indicator 
The position indicator indicates the position of the circuit 
breaker on the poles, link systems or actuator. The indication is 
in this case handled mechanically, and as position indicator it is 
the end position of the circuit breaker that is going to be 
indicated [11]. 

B. Function description 
The HPL 420B2 circuit breaker is maneuvered by the BLG 

1002A actuator. There are two positions and two commands for 
the actuator to perform, which are the closed position and the 
opened position and the opening command and the closing 
command [12]. 
1) Closed Position 

The contacts in the breaking chambers are in a closed 
position when the circuit breaker is in service position, thus 
when in function. When the contacts are closed, the closing 
spring in the circuit breaker and the opening spring in the 
actuator are charged [7]. 

 
Fig. 1.  One pole of the HPL420B2 DCB with its components; 
1) Breaking chamber, 2) Support insulator, 3) Stand, 4) Actuator,  
5) Opening spring, 6) Gas monitoring, 7) Position indicator [8] 
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In Fig. 2. there is an opening latch (1) to keep the breaker in 
a closed position for as long as desired. The opening latch takes 
up the force from the charged opening spring. As long as the 
circuit breaker is closed, the motor is running in order to drive 
the sprocket (7), which operate on the chain (8) that is 
connected to another sprocket (11). The sprocket (11) belongs 
to the cam disc (3) and is locked against the closing latch (6). 
This leads to the parts of the chain (8) raising the spring bridge 
(10). The closing springs (5) are now charged which means that 
the actuator is ready for an opening command or continue its 
service mode [12]. 

 
2) Opening Operation and Open Position 

When it is time for the opening command and for the circuit 
breaker to open, the opening latch (1) is released by a tripping 
coil. When the latch has been released, the opening spring (A) 
will then pull the breaker (B) in order to move it toward an open 
position. This makes the operating lever (2) moves to the right 
in Fig. 2. and the operating lever will then rest against the cam 
disc (3). There is an oil-filled damping device (4) responsible 
for damping the motion of the contact system. The damping 
device mainly damps the end of the motion in order to make the 
contacts areas not stroke each other too hard when making 
contact. 

 
3) Closing Operation 

As in the opening operation, there is a closing latch (6) - 
instead of an opening latch - being released by the closing coil 
when the breaker is being closed. In the closing springs, there 
are operating energy that can be transferred via the chain to the 

sprocket (11) - which belongs to the cam disc (3) - or via section 
(8). The sprocket (7) is then locked to prevent this operating 
energy to cause rotation. When the sprocket has been locked, 
the operating lever (2) will then be pushed towards the left by 
the disc cam. When the operating lever has reached its end 
position at the left, the tripping latch (1) will lock the operating 
lever at that position. Like in the opening operation, a damping 
device (9) will damp the end of the rotation of the cam disc. The 
sprocket (11) is now in the same position that was described in 
section a, when the contacts in the breaking chambers were in 
a closed position. The sprocket which belongs to the cam disc 
is again locked against the closing latch (6) [12]. 

C. Usage 
Circuit breakers can be used in different areas in power grids, 

but the main purpose is to break the power. Other ways circuit 
breakers can be used is as shunt reactor circuit breakers and 
shunt capacitor circuit breakers [13]. To maintain quality and 
provide society with electricity, power grids needs to be 
working and maintained in preventive purpose. If a line in the 
power grids needs to be checked, then the electricity still needs 
to flow in the power grids. Shutting down the power grid system 
is not an option in today’s society. To break the power in a 
certain line, the disconnecting circuit breakers are needed.   

D. Maintenance 
Circuit breakers become worn out after time, and it is 

therefore necessary to maintain them in order to prevent 
damages on the components in the power grids that eventually 
could lead to power failures. At the moment Svenska Kraftnät 
performs different types of inspections, but this project only 
look closer at one of those inspection methods - the function 
controls [7]. 
1) Function Controls 

Function controls are made by a specialist that is specialized 
on the machines and devices. To make function controls on 
circuit breakers, the circuit breakers needs to be switched off 
and disconnected. This means that the circuit breaker needs to 
be in an open position [2]. 

A function control includes inspection of circuit breakers and 
components. For example, the values for SF6 gas pressure, 
resistances and so on could be checked. These values are 
documented in the function control report [14]. 
2) Work Orders 

Work orders include dates and basic information about 
function controls and failures. They are not as detailed as in the 
function control report, which for example has values and a 
summary of what has been done. 

III. METHODS 

A. Statistical Models 
1) Kaplan-Meier 

The Kaplan-Meier estimator is a statistical model used to 
estimate a survival function from lifetime data. The Kaplan-
Meier estimator is often used in medical research and can for 
example be used to analyze probability of failures or death. 
When preparing for a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, the 
subject that is going to be analyzed is mainly characterized by 
three variables. These variables are: 1) their survival time, 2) 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Closed position and opening operation of the actuator. [2] 

 
Fig. 3.  Charging of the closing springs [2]  
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their status at the end of their serial time (1=event of interest, 
0=censored) and 3) the study group they are in. To prepare the 
analysis, it is useful to create a table where these three variables 
can be displayed, where the table then is sorted by ascending 
serial times - beginning with the shortest time for each group 
[15]. 

�̂�𝑆𝑡𝑡 =  ∏ [1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

]
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑡

 

The formula estimates the survival function S, where S is 
depending on time. The function S is based on the probability 
that an individual survives at the end of a time interval. There 
is one condition for this to be valid, and that is for the individual 
to has been present at the beginning of the time interval. 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is 
the number of cases and 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the number of observations. The 
survival function can be estimated at a time 𝑡𝑡 [16]. 

Greenwoods formula is one of the most common methods to 
use when it comes to survival data and it estimates the variance 
or the standard error of S [17]. 

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(�̂�𝑆𝑡𝑡) =  �̂�𝑆𝑡𝑡
2 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖(𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑡
 

2) Weibull Distribution 
Weibull is a continuous probability distribution mainly used 

for analysis when it comes to reliability and lifetime modeling. 
The function describes a density, and it is only positive when 
the value of 𝑥𝑥 is positive, otherwise the functions value is zero. 
𝑏𝑏 represents the shape parameter, and 𝑣𝑣 represents the scale 
parameter [18].  

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥|𝑣𝑣, 𝑏𝑏) =  𝑏𝑏
𝑣𝑣 (𝑥𝑥

𝑣𝑣)
𝑏𝑏−1

𝑒𝑒−(𝑥𝑥
𝑎𝑎)

𝑏𝑏
 

3) Linear Regression   
Linear regression is a method to adapt a straight line to 

observe data. The function y will depend on the variable x, and 
in this case x will represent the time and a will represent the 
change over time for the chosen parameter, for example gas 
pressure. The function y is therefore the response variable and 
the dependent variable, while x will be the independent 
variable.  The function will thus be in the following form: 

𝑦𝑦 =  𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 +  𝑏𝑏      
[19] 

B. Vulnerability Index and TCI 
TCI, or Technical Capability Index, can be used to 

investigate the health of a device, and represents how much a 
device has been affected by wear and tear, since the devices real 
condition is not only affected by age. 

To obtain the TCI, several vulnerability indexes, VI, for 
different components are evaluated. Each studied component 
needs to have available data defined for maximum wear limit, 
𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙, how high a value can go before it is considered too high, and 
initial value, 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖, what value a new and fully/optimal functional 
component with no wear should have. This is compared with a 
measures value, 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚. For all studied components 𝑘𝑘, an index is 
given by the equation: 

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 =  |𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 −  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘|
|𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙,𝑘𝑘 − 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘|  

This will give a value between zero and one. This is now used 
to calculate the TCI, which is defined as the smallest difference 
between the VI and its limits. 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉 =  min
𝑘𝑘

{1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘} 
The TCI is then analyzed in the following way: 
If the TCI is high, TCI > 0.4, there is no significant wear on 

the device. 
Medium TCI between 0,2 and 0,4 means that there is some 

wear on the device. 
A low TCI, TCI ≤ 0.2 means that there is a significant wear 

on the device [20]. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

 
 The work process of the project can be described with Fig. 
4, with the available data on the left, the methods and work in 
the middle, and the results on the right. 

A. Data Analysis 

 
Data from four DCBs was received from Svenska Kraftnät. 
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TABLE I 
PARAMETER VALUES FOR RESISTANCE IN CONNECTIONS [µΩ] 

Dates L1 L2 L3 
2007-09-04 130 115 126 
2008-08-20 - - - 
2010-08-23 133 132 128 
2012-12-20 1215 114 106 
2013-01-03 83 - - 
2013-12-11 - - - 
2015-10-27 88 175 279 

L1, L2, and L3 represent the three poles of one circuit breaker. Not all 
function controls had values for the resistance. 

TABLE 2 
PART OF THE PARAMETER VALUES FOR OPERATING TIMES [ms] 

Dates Closing Opening 
 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 
2007-09-04 55,6 55 56,4 17,2 17,9 17,6 
2008-08-20 55,9 53,9 55,4 17,4 18,1 17,7 
2010-08-23 57 54,4 55,4 18 18 17,9 
2012-12-20 56,2 53,6 55,5 17,6 18,5 18 
2013-01-03 - - - - - - 
2013-12-11 - - - - - - 
2015-10-27 56,3 53,7 56,4 17,9 19 18 

L1, L2, and L3 represent the three poles of one circuit breaker. Not all 
function controls had values for the operating times. 
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their status at the end of their serial time (1=event of interest, 
0=censored) and 3) the study group they are in. To prepare the 
analysis, it is useful to create a table where these three variables 
can be displayed, where the table then is sorted by ascending 
serial times - beginning with the shortest time for each group 
[15]. 

�̂�𝑆𝑡𝑡 =  ∏ [1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

]
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑡

 

The formula estimates the survival function S, where S is 
depending on time. The function S is based on the probability 
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or the standard error of S [17]. 
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2) Weibull Distribution 
Weibull is a continuous probability distribution mainly used 

for analysis when it comes to reliability and lifetime modeling. 
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𝑏𝑏 represents the shape parameter, and 𝑣𝑣 represents the scale 
parameter [18].  

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥|𝑣𝑣, 𝑏𝑏) =  𝑏𝑏
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𝑣𝑣)
𝑏𝑏−1

𝑒𝑒−(𝑥𝑥
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𝑏𝑏
 

3) Linear Regression   
Linear regression is a method to adapt a straight line to 

observe data. The function y will depend on the variable x, and 
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change over time for the chosen parameter, for example gas 
pressure. The function y is therefore the response variable and 
the dependent variable, while x will be the independent 
variable.  The function will thus be in the following form: 

𝑦𝑦 =  𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 +  𝑏𝑏      
[19] 
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𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉 =  min
𝑘𝑘

{1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘} 
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received to help in analyzing the circuit breakers. Data from 
function checks were sorted in Excel files according to different 
parameters like in Table I and Table II. 

In Table I, the value from year 2012 for pole L1 was said in 
the function control to be incorrect, it was ignored when 
implementing the statistical models. Thus, it is not included in 
the linear regression in Fig. 5 below.  

To find a health index, and implement the statistical models, 
MATLAB was useful. With the help of MATLAB, functions 
were created and the statistical models/functions were then 
applied on different parts of the data.  

B. Results 
Due to very scattered values, only the linear regression, that 

demanded few values, was applied. 
The studied parameter values were resistance in the 

connections, and the operating times.  

 

 
 
In Fig. 5, with the linear regression, it looks like the 

resistances in the connections are decreasing over time, as the 
DCB ages. This was not the expected outcome, as they were 
expected to increase with age and wear.  

When looking at only one of the circuit breakers, the one with 
the most values, called 3C in the plot, it could be seen that the 

resistances of that DCB was increasing over time, as seen in 
Fig. 6. 

 

 
 Also when looking at only the few values of the breaker 4D, 
the resistances were increasing.  

 
 The linear regression on gas pressures of all DCBs show that 
the gas pressure decreased over time, see Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 5.  The change in resistance in the connections with the age of the DCBs. 
  

 
Fig. 6.  The resistance in the connections increases with the age of the DCB 
called 3C. 
  

 
Fig. 7.  The change in gas pressure with the age of the DCBs. 
  

 
Fig. 8.  How the time of a closing operation changes over time. 
  

 
Fig. 9.  How the time of an opening operation changes over time. 
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The operating times of the DCBs were also analyzed. Here it 
could be seen that the times increased quite a lot with the age of 
the DCBs. All of the times, the closing, the opening, and the 
closing-opening operations all increased. 

The operating time of a closing operation also increases with 
the age of the DCB, as seen in Fig. 8.  

The change in time of an opening operation, Fig. 9, and of an 
closing-and-opening operation, Fig. 10, is also very noticable. 
The operating time increases a lot over time, with the age of the 
circuit breakers.  

The work orders were sorted in a new file, with separated 
function controls and corrective maintenances. This, together 
with the manufacturing year, were plotted in a timeline with 
MATLAB, see Fig. 11.  

 

 
When looking at how often the DCBs needed corrective 

maintenance, and how this changed over time, with the age of 
the DCBs, it could be seen that the need of corrective 
maintenance also increased with the age of the DCB. The older 
they became, more often corrective maintenance was needed. 

There was also a MATLAB code created to investigate the 
manouvers. For example how many manouvers there were, the 

average time between all maneuvers, and how long time there 
was between a chosen opening and closing operation. 

C. Discussion and Conclusion 
The operating times for all the operations increases quite a 

lot as the DCBs becomes older, as was expected. 
According to Fig. 11 it can also be concluded that the need 

for corrective maintenance increased over time. With time, 
circuit breakers and other devices in the power grids are 
exposed to different forms of wear, like weather and aging with 
the number of maneuvers increasing. What can be seen in the 
timeline in Fig. 11 matches the expectations when it comes to 
the development in amount of times corrective maintenance 
was needed. This development was over time for these 
disconnecting circuit breakers. With the same explanation and 
according to Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 it can also be concluded 
that the operation times – opening, closing, and closing-opening 
− are increasing over time.  

The gas pressure, as seen in Fig. 7, decreases over the years, 
just as expected, with for example gas leakage as the DCBs 
ages. 

When it comes to the resistances, the result is a little unclear. 
According to Fig. 5, with all the circuit breakers, it looks like 
the resistances are decreasing over time. This was not what was 
expected, and in Fig. 6, with only one of the circuit breakers, 
the resistances were increasing, as expected. A reason to why it 
looks like they are increasing could be because of the 
manufacturing years. They were not whole dates, just years, 
which is not very detailed, and there was no information about 
when they were taken into use. The results could also be 
affected by the different breakers placements. Where in the grid 
they are placed affects the number of maneuvers and thereby 
the wear and parameter values. The results are also unclear due 
to insufficient data. Two of the DCBs only had one date with 
data. If all breakers had enough data to analyze individually, it 
could be seen if they all increased in resistance with age or if 
that is an error in calculations depending on, for example, age 
or placement.  

Aging will affect the circuit breakers. In this case, the results 
show that aging affect the reliability and the functionality of the 
circuit breakers in different, but mostly negative, ways. Results 
like the operation times getting longer and the resistance in 
connections increasing are two ways in this project that shows 
how the reliability of a circuit breaker decreases over time. By 
studying these results, it is possible to predict how often failures 
for these disconnecting circuit breakers are going to emerge, 
and corrective maintenance will be needed, for every year of 
usage. By knowing this, it can not only be easier to maintain 
circuit breakers, but also – at the same time − maintain the 
power grids and prevent power failures from occurring because 
of the components in the grids.  
1) Future Work 

In the future, it would be interesting to analyze more data 
from chosen parameters of this HPL420B2 DCB, to get a more 
detailed picture of how they age and when parts need to be 
repaired, and if the results above would still be the same.  

It would also be interesting to get information about when 
the circuit breakers were taken into use, to see if the resistances 
really are increasing or decreasing. 

 
Fig. 10.  How the time of a closing operation followed by an opening operation 
changes over time. 
  
 

 
Fig. 11.  Timeline for the DCBs, with manufacturing year, and dates of 
function controls and corrective maintenance. 
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It could also be interesting to examine the failures a bit more 
in detail, since the extent was not taken into calculations in this 
project. A future work could therefore be to see if there are more 
advanced errors occurring with age, or if there are more smaller 
failures in small components, which need corrective 
maintenance. 

The maneuvers could also be investigated more. For 
example, how they are affected by the aging of the DCB, or 
what importance the frequency of the maneuvers has for the 
DCBs aging and health. 

Since there were no information about initial and limit vaues 
for the parameters, the healt index could not be implemented. 
This would be interesting to look at in the future, if there were 
mora available data, and initial and limit values. 
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CONTEXT K: POWER SYSTEM CONTROL

SOON THE WEATHER WILL BE IN CONTROL
POWER SYSTEM CONTROL. For a long period, humans have worked to exclude the impact of nature from 
our everyday lives. We have built a wall around us and disposed our waste outside. But nature responds 
by natural disasters and climate changes. To secure our future needs maybe it’s time to start cooperat-
ing with nature. Creating an improved electrical system would reduce the human impact. 

Introducing a larger share of environmental friendly power into the electric grid, makes the production of 
electricity unpredictable. This means that electricity supply doesn’t necessarily match societies’ electricity 
demand.

Certain hours during the day cause a high peak of electricity demand exceeding the electricity production 
from renewable energy sources, in such event fossil fuels are used to compensate the production.

The development of an intelligent electric grid, named smart grid reduces the dependency of fossil fuels. The 
technology of smart grids which is a digitalized electric grid involves the electric grid, communication sys-
tems, and smart appliances to automatically distribute electricity.

In a smart grid, there is a prioritization of electricity distribution for smart appliances, which the distribution 
is based on. With the smart grids people will be notified when there is an imbalance of electricity in the grid 
through a notification of change in electricity price.

For the customers, the smart grids will allow them to shift the use of some appliances when there is a shortage 
of electricity. Customers are offered lower electricity price to use appliances such as the dishwasher or wash-
ing machine when there is an overproduction of electricity.

Today the smart grid technology is in an initial phase with a small introduction in both Europe and North 
America. Currently several small cities in Europe have fully implemented the smart grid and more cities are 
interested in the new technology.
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The share of electric power generated from re-
newable energy sources increases in a time 
with climate changes. Around the world there 

are many visions about reducing the dependency 
of fossil fuels and move towards renewable energy. 
Introducing electric power from renewable energy 
sources such as wind- and solar power places new 
demands on the electric power system, since the elec-
tric power generated from these power plants are 
non-controllable.

Power plants of renewable energy sources are scat-
tered over a large geographical area, placed where 
they are most affective. Changes in the placement 
of the newly established power plants in the electric 
grid require the electric grid to be reconstructed, 
which earlier was designed for larger and centralized 
power plants.

The voltage and power generated from renew-
able energy sources fluctuate due to the momentary 
weather conditions. Variations in the voltage and 
power flow affect the balance throughout all the lev-
els in the electric power system, from generation to 
consumption.

This means that an electric power system with an 
increased share of renewable energy sources results 
in a more complex electric system that needs to be 
both supported and regulated. Reconstructing the 
electric grid into a smart grid is necessary to secure 
an efficient supply of fluctuating electric power. The 
smart grid technology which involves automation 
and control of the electric grid, allows a higher share 
of renewable energy sources.

Implementing the smart grid require a deeper un-
derstanding of the different levels in the electric 
power system. The projects of this context include 
simulation and analysis of the generation and con-
sumption of electric power for an electric grid with 
increased share of renewable energy sources. 

Power engineers have access to large quantities of 
data from the electric grid, but existing software tools 
for power system analysis and simulation requires 
specific formats and configurations on input data 
files to run. For this reason, the existing data needs 
to be translated into software specific input files to 
enable analysis and simulation of the electric grid. 
The work done by project group K1 aims to increase 
understanding of this data translation and to create a 
plan to automate this translation process. With these 
results and the help of model to text transformations 
(M2T), a generic script has been created that is ca-
pable of translating electric grid data to useful input 
files for simulation.

In project K2 a detailed model of a gas turbine was 
studied. That model was created earlier by other stu-

dents during their master thesis project. The gas tur-
bine model was developed to consider the chemical, 
electrical, mechanical and thermodynamic behav-
ior. This created a more accurate representation of 
a real gas turbine for simulations. In project K2 the 
parameters for a transfer function was tuned to cre-
ate a representation of the detailed gas turbine model 
with the same output, but with fewer calculations. 
This was done using a parameter identification soft-
ware, called RaPId, developed earlier by a research 
team at KTH, named SmarTS Lab. Further, a simpler 
model of the same turbine created by SmarTS Lab, 
was studied and converted to a standard form called 
UML. This was done to make it easier for future proj-
ect groups to compare models and use the model in 
their work, even if they use a different modeling pro-
gram.

With help of different data analysis tools, smart 
meter data can be analyzed to understand the cus-
tomer side in a smart grid. In project K4 the power 
consumption data from smart meters in household 
is analyzed to be classified and partitioned into dif-
ferent consumption patterns using cluster analysis. 
Combining the smart meter data with the outdoor 
temperature and facility attributes of the households 
allows a greater understanding of the different power 
consumption patterns. Recognizing patterns in the 
consumption increases the knowledge about the load 
behavior in the electric grid. Understanding the load 
behavior can solve challenges for the power compa-
nies in the field of electric grid planning and electric 
power generation.

To further develop the process of simulating elec-
tric grids in project K1, the possibility to create sim-
ulation software capable of processing the standard-
ized data models should be investigated. Reducing 
the number of steps going from raw data to analysis 
and simulation would reduce the risk of errors and 
save time.

For a future project within the topic studied in proj-
ect K2 a comparison could be made between the sim-
ple gas turbine model, the detailed gas turbine model 
and the transfer function representation model. Also 
the transfer function representation model should be 
used in a larger simulation to study the behavior of 
electrical grids. 

Further improvement of the data analysis of smart 
meter data is possible in project K4. Different cluster 
algorithms such as fuzzy clustering algorithms can 
be explored on the smart meter data with a different 
partition as outcome. Changing the parameters of 
the algorithms used to determine the number of clus-
ters will alter the results of the data analysis, possi-
bly exposing previous unknown power consumption 
patterns.
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ETHICAL REFLECTION
Today the generation of electrical power relies heav-
ily on fossil fuels. The emissions from the power 
plants using fossil fuels contain greenhouse gases, 
which causes global warming and leads to an in-
creased risk of exceeding the planetary boundary for 
climate changes. 

Climate changes leads to a series of serious con-
sequences affecting humans, animals and the envi-
ronment. For example, an increased temperature on 
earth would melt the glaciers and permafrost which 
causes the sea level to rise. 

The rising sea level is a great threat to the millions 
of people living along coastal regions due to the in-
creased risk of flooding. In the event of a flood, peo-
ple would lose their homes, possessions and possibly 
their lives. Natural disasters would also damage vul-
nerable ecosystems around the world, resulting in 
big losses in biodiversity. 

The people that would suffer the most from the 
consequences from climate change are mainly those 
who do not have the opportunity to adapt to the new 
conditions on earth. These are mostly people living 
in developing countries which are not the ones re-
sponsible for the massive use of fossil fuels.

The development of smart grids could make soci-
ety less dependent on these energy sources. Trans-
ferring from fossil fuels to more environmentally 
friendly energy sources such as wind- and solar en-
ergy, would reduce the climate change and create a 
more sustainable society. 

A concern with smart grids could be the installation 
of smart meters in households collecting information 
about the electric power consumption, which power 
companies use for billing. The information retained 
from the analysis of the smart meter data can infringe 
on the personal integrity. If the smart meter data is 
combined with other personal data, the information 
about individuals’ habits is much more detailed. This 
raises questions about the possible misuse of smart 
meter data the power companies collect. 

The collected smart meter data can possibly be sold 
by the power companies to other business, without 
informing or consenting from the customers. Since 
electricity is essential in present society, the custom-
ers cannot avoid the power companies’ data collec-
tion. This puts the power companies in a position of 
dictating the conditions of data confidentiality, which 
the customers might not agree with.

There is also a concern about the possibility of smart 
meter data being compromised from data leaks. 
Hacking smart meters, monitoring transmitted data 

or a breach of power companies’ databases are exam-
ples of scenarios where the individuals’ integrity is 
under threat. 

The analysis of smart meter data can be used to 
solve certain challenges in the electric power system, 
such as electric generation planning. Identifying the 
probability when loads exceed the power supply 
from renewable sources, tariffs can be introduced as 
a solution. The tariffs are a part of a smart grid and 
change the electricity market price according to the 
supply and demand of power to influence the con-
sumers’ behavior. With the analysis of smart meter 
data the electric power generation can improve by 
matching the power consumption to the power gen-
eration, especially from renewable sources.

Currently, modeling of electrical systems follows 
agreed standards. These standards are good for 
several reasons, e.g. creating transparency through 
compatibility and information sharing. This results 
in an increased efficiency in the electric power sys-
tem, which reduces the risk of possible errors. Wide-
ly used standards can create vulnerability in the 
electric power system. If a standardized model is 
compromised or fails, there is a risk that the entire 
power system collapses. 

In our opinion there are great opportunities in the 
implementation of smart grids that could contribute 
to secure a sustainable energy supply for the future. 
Still, it raises questions concerning personal integri-
ty, when gathering of data about the electrical power 
consumption of households. We believe this puts an 
ethical responsibility on those handling the data. 

They should be respectful when handling the data 
by only using it in the way that the concerned indi-
viduals are aware of. If the data is misused it is pos-
sible that general public loses confidence in the engi-
neers and the implementation of smart grids. 

CONTEXT K: POWER SYSTEM CONTROL
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Abstract—Standardized information and mathematical 

models, which model the characteristics of the power generation 
and power transmission systems, are requirements for future 
development and maintenance of different applications to 
operate the electrical grid. Available databases such as Nordpool 
provides large amounts of data for power supply and demand [1].
The typical misconception with open availability of data is that 
existing power system software tools can interact and process this 
data. Difficulties occur mainly because of two reasons. The first 
on is the amount of data produced. When the topology of the
electrical grid changes e.g. when a switch opens or closes, the flow 
of electrical power changes. This event produce changes in 
generation, transmission and distribution of the energy and
different data sets are produced. The second problem is the 
representation of information [2]. There are a limited number of 
software tools that can analyze this data, but each software tool 
requires a specific data format structure to run. Dealing with 
these difficulties requires an effective way to transform the 
provided data representation into new data structures that can 
be used in different execution platforms. This project aims to 
create a generic Model-to-Text (M2T) transformation capable of 
transforming standardized power system information models 
into input files executable by the Power System Analysis Tool 
(PSAT). During this project, a working M2T transformation was 
never achieved. However, missing functionality in some
programs connected to sub processes resulted in unexpected 
problems. This led to a new task of updating the information 
model interpreter PyCIM. This task is partially completed and 
can load basic power system information models.

I. BACKGROUND

N December 2013 the European Network of Transmission 
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), published the 

Common Grid Model Exchange Standard (CGMES) [3].
CGMES is a subset of the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) Common Information Model (CIM) 
standard [4]. It specifies how equipment properties, steady-
state and dynamic information of a power transmission system 
should be implemented in available software tools, for the 
efficient exchange of information. The CIM/CGMES semantic 
model is an open standard that utilize Object Oriented 
Programming principles which organize all the available data 
into attributes, objects and relations among objects [5]. The 
adaptation of the CIM/CGMES resulted in the representation 
of information models with a specific structure compatible 
with existing power system analysis tools and is easy to map 
to other formats. 

A. Information models
Information contained in the CIM/CGMES is sufficient to 

describe all parts of the power system, but the information 
need to be transformed to new representations for use in 
different power system analysis methods. Model Driven 
Software engineering (MDSE) techniques, such as Model-to-
Text (M2T) transformations and Model-to-Model (M2M) 
transformations are currently the bridge that connects model 
information to mathematical models for analysis and 
simulation within the available software tools. These two 
techniques have the same general intention of transforming the 
model representation, and produce data structures for different 
applications. M2M transformations and M2T transformations 
both use models as inputs, but produce different types of
outputs [6]. M2M transformations produce new models as 
output and M2T transformations produce source code or text 
files [6]. Together these two techniques provide the necessary 
tools to transform information models into data structures 
required by execution platforms [7].

B. Goal
This project was focused on M2T transformations, with the 

objective to create a generic program in the python 
programming language. The idea was that the produced 
program should be able to transform power system 
information models to text files executable by the Power 
System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) plugin tool to Matlab [8].
Since the information models are standardized, this should in 
theory eliminate the time consuming process of manually 
mapping data from power system information models to new 
input files.

Fig. 1.  Showing the M2T transformations targeted in this project.

C. Outcome
Changes in electrical grid topology produce large quantities 

of data that needs to be processed. The properties of the power 

Automated Model Transformation for Cyber-
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transmission system determine how the electrical power varies 
throughout the system.  This in combination with other
factors, such as constant changes in electrical power 
production and consumption results in a complex power 
transmission system. Software tools for power system analysis 
exist, but in order to take full advantage of these tools and
predict future power grid behavior, effective methods that 
automatically transform generated data to input files are
required. The expected outcome of this project would provide 
the opportunity to execute power system analysis and 
simulation more frequent with fresh data, size independent of 
the targeted power system. This would improve the 
development and maintenance conditions of power 
transmission system applications by making analysis and 
simulation more accessible. 

II. THEORY

This project connects information and knowledge between 
several different fields. In this section, basic terminology and 
concepts will be explained to provide a deeper understanding 
of this project and the method used.

A. Government agencies and standardization
Government agencies such as Svenska kraftnät control the 

development and maintenance of national power transmission 
systems [9]. To secure societies’ needs and supply of 
electricity, many countries have joined forces. The European 
organization in charge, ENTSE-E actively works to create 
transparency and provide means to improve collaboration 
between involved nations [10]. Mainly, this is achieved 
through implementation of standards. The standards relevant 
to this project are called CIM/CGMES, and specify
management of power transmission data [3].

B. MDSE
Model driven software engineering was a central part of this 

project. Research in this area revolved around different types 
of models, the various ways to create, transform and use the 
information represented within. When considering an 
information model, the typical person visualizes a diagram 
with arrows connection different processes. This is a valid and 
useful way to represent information [11], but it does not utilize 
the full strength of MDSE techniques. A sufficient information 
model is a subset of data classes providing a complete 
description of a system e.g. concepts, relationships constraints 
and rules [12]. This enables the user to transform the model 
representation, but also allows for data extraction and 
modification of specific parts in the information model 
without the risk of affecting other parts of the power system 
model.

C. Model transformations
M2M and M2T transformations are two adapted concepts in 

MDSE. The main purpose of these transformations is to 

automate construction and modification of information models
where possible. Model transformations are programs created 
to process one or more information models and produce new 
information models or representations suitable for the targeted 
purpose. 

D. Power system analysis
To understand the data and the structure of the information 

models, an increased understanding of power system analysis 
was required. The focus was directed towards terminology, 
how to measure and calculate data from the electrical grid. 
Analyzing power grid behavior requires methods for 
determining the electrical parameters e.g. current, voltage, 
phase, active- and reactive power. The use of electrical buses 
[13] together with the characteristics of the power 
transmission system provides a way to determine how 
electrical parameters vary throughout the power grid. There 
are three types of buses implemented in a power transmission 
system [14]. Together they allow operators to determine the 
required parameters.

Fig. 2. The three different types of buses implemented in a power 
transmission system and their functionality.

Measuring parameters from the electrical grid requires a 
connection between the three high current conductors [15].
This can be done at any location throughout the power 
transmission system, but the most effective way is to use the 
existing buses. Nearly all buses are uninsulated to provide 
cooling for the power grid conductors. The buses are used to 
connect conductors to electrical equipment or a different 
conductor, and are therefor strategically placed throughout the 
system. For power system analysis this has resulted in that, the 
number of buses is used to describe the size of the targeted 
power transmission system e.g. the Single machine infinite 
bus (SMIB), IEEE9-bus and Nordic-44bus, which were
examined in this project.

Fig. 3.  Showing the Single Machine Infinite Bus (SMIB), which is a small 
power transmission system.
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transmission system determine how the electrical power varies 
throughout the system.  This in combination with other
factors, such as constant changes in electrical power 
production and consumption results in a complex power 
transmission system. Software tools for power system analysis 
exist, but in order to take full advantage of these tools and
predict future power grid behavior, effective methods that 
automatically transform generated data to input files are
required. The expected outcome of this project would provide 
the opportunity to execute power system analysis and 
simulation more frequent with fresh data, size independent of 
the targeted power system. This would improve the 
development and maintenance conditions of power 
transmission system applications by making analysis and 
simulation more accessible. 

II. THEORY

This project connects information and knowledge between 
several different fields. In this section, basic terminology and 
concepts will be explained to provide a deeper understanding 
of this project and the method used.

A. Government agencies and standardization
Government agencies such as Svenska kraftnät control the 

development and maintenance of national power transmission 
systems [9]. To secure societies’ needs and supply of 
electricity, many countries have joined forces. The European 
organization in charge, ENTSE-E actively works to create 
transparency and provide means to improve collaboration 
between involved nations [10]. Mainly, this is achieved 
through implementation of standards. The standards relevant 
to this project are called CIM/CGMES, and specify
management of power transmission data [3].

B. MDSE
Model driven software engineering was a central part of this 

project. Research in this area revolved around different types 
of models, the various ways to create, transform and use the 
information represented within. When considering an 
information model, the typical person visualizes a diagram 
with arrows connection different processes. This is a valid and 
useful way to represent information [11], but it does not utilize 
the full strength of MDSE techniques. A sufficient information 
model is a subset of data classes providing a complete 
description of a system e.g. concepts, relationships constraints 
and rules [12]. This enables the user to transform the model 
representation, but also allows for data extraction and 
modification of specific parts in the information model 
without the risk of affecting other parts of the power system 
model.

C. Model transformations
M2M and M2T transformations are two adapted concepts in 

MDSE. The main purpose of these transformations is to 

automate construction and modification of information models
where possible. Model transformations are programs created 
to process one or more information models and produce new 
information models or representations suitable for the targeted 
purpose. 

D. Power system analysis
To understand the data and the structure of the information 

models, an increased understanding of power system analysis 
was required. The focus was directed towards terminology, 
how to measure and calculate data from the electrical grid. 
Analyzing power grid behavior requires methods for 
determining the electrical parameters e.g. current, voltage, 
phase, active- and reactive power. The use of electrical buses 
[13] together with the characteristics of the power 
transmission system provides a way to determine how 
electrical parameters vary throughout the power grid. There 
are three types of buses implemented in a power transmission 
system [14]. Together they allow operators to determine the 
required parameters.

Fig. 2. The three different types of buses implemented in a power 
transmission system and their functionality.

Measuring parameters from the electrical grid requires a 
connection between the three high current conductors [15].
This can be done at any location throughout the power 
transmission system, but the most effective way is to use the 
existing buses. Nearly all buses are uninsulated to provide 
cooling for the power grid conductors. The buses are used to 
connect conductors to electrical equipment or a different 
conductor, and are therefor strategically placed throughout the 
system. For power system analysis this has resulted in that, the 
number of buses is used to describe the size of the targeted 
power transmission system e.g. the Single machine infinite 
bus (SMIB), IEEE9-bus and Nordic-44bus, which were
examined in this project.

Fig. 3.  Showing the Single Machine Infinite Bus (SMIB), which is a small 
power transmission system.
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E. Programming techniques
One of the main usages of programming is data and data 

structure processing. The python programming language 
provide sufficient data handling capabilities [16], and for this 
reason python is one of the most used programming languages 
in the world [17]. But programming languages can be 
challenging, often requiring updates and additional plug in 
tools to function properly. This is what makes general purpose 
programming languages useful [6], but it also means that more 
programming knowledge is required when additional 
functionality is needed.

F. XML data structure
The information represented within the information models

is organized after the XML data structure, according to the
CIM and CGMES [3]. What this means, is that the attributes 
are directly linked to their corresponding value. This provides 
a data structure that allows a user to interpret the information, 
but also a format that a computer or programming language 
can process. The XML data representation also provides 
classification of different types of data, and this is what makes 
it suitable in power transmission system applications where 
different types of data occur.

Fig. 4. Showing example of code structure utilized in the XML data format.
In this case, a damping value of 0.67 and an inertia value of 3.33.

G. PyCIM interpreter
PyCIM is an open source python program for data 

interpretation designed to read the XML data structure [18],
and organize attributes into objects containing data from 
several sources e.g. the voltage measured from all buses 
throughout a power transmission system. Creating a generic 
program capable of transforming information models requires 
looping between different types of data originating from 
different sources. The organization functionality within 
PyCIM provides the necessary tool that allows access to 
specific values, and therefore makes M2T transformations 
possible.

III. METHOD

Before the work on creating the M2T transformations could 
begin, there were three key elements that had to be identified. 
Understand the given problem, why it occurs and how to 
actually solve it. For these reasons, this project was divided 
into three phases. 

A. Research phase
The first and most extensive phase of this project was the 

research phase. Here, the theory and connection between the 

relevant fields were studied. To provide an adequate 
knowledge, the four major areas were first studied on an 
individual level. When this was completed it was time to 
investigate how they interact with each other and applies to 
the CIM/CGMES standardization and model transformations.
Acquiring this information consisted mostly of reading. 
Several books, websites, program manuals and 
documentations were reviewed to create wide perspective on 
the targeted goal. 

B. Implementation phase
When a sufficient knowledge was acquired from the 

research phase, the implementation phase could begin and the 
task to discretize how M2T transformations are created. The 
Python programming language, and the PyCIM information 
model interpreter where chosen as the preferred tools for 
creating the M2T transformations. The PyCIM documentation 
and the PSAT manual were reviewed to determine the 
specifications and organization of the targeted input files.

C. Coding phase
The coding consisted in two parts. First, the raw data from 

energy production and consumption together with power 
transmission system characteristics had to be combined into 
the standardized information model format. This should be 
done with existing Python programs. When the information 
models were acquired, the PyCIM information model 
interpreter processed the information models and created a 
data structure required to create M2T transformations. The 
necessary information was then to be identified from the data 
structures and printed to a specific text file structure, 
representing the PSAT input files.

Fig. 5. The entire process going from raw data to input files. 

In this phase, difficulties began to arise. Early, it was 
discovered that generating the power system information 
models was problematic. Software tools created to generate 
information models from raw data required commercial 
licenses that were quite expensive. The first step of producing 
the information models was not a part of the main goal to 
create M2T transformations. This resulted in the IEEE9-bus 
being chosen as the targeted power transmission system
because a complete information model was already available. 
The IEEE9-bus is a bigger power transmission system than the 
Single machine infinite bus (SMIB), shown in figure 3,
requiring more code, but it has a key feature necessary to 
create a generic M2T transformation. For the M2T 
transformation to be applicable to a power transmission 
system of varying size, the changes in the information model 
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representation when dealing with an increased number of 
buses has to be considered. When the information model was 
acquired, it was time to load the data into the python 
programming language. This was quickly done with the 
PyCIM interpreter, only requiring a few lines of code. 
However, for the time unknown reasons, all the data contained 
in the information model would not upload into Python. 
Solving this problem became a big issue and required careful 
review of the PyCIM documentation. It was discovered that 
the current version 15 of PyCIM did not support the updated 
information models. This resulted in a new task to update the
PyCIM library and add the missing dynamic functionality 
contained in the updated information models.

D. Updating PyCIM
The new task to update the PyCIM library consisted in 

several steps. First, a new module for the version 16
information model library has to be created. Since the basic 
information model structure was the same for version 15 and 
version 16, a copy of the version 15 library called CIM15 was 
made and named CIM16. CIM16 consists of approximately 
800 files, each representing a Python program containing one 
class designed to interpret a specific object or connection in 
the power system information model. The second step was to 
open all the files contained in the CIM16 one by one and 
update the version from 15 to 16 and the online referencing to 
the current CIM/CGMES standard.

Fig. 6.  Showing the two lines of code that has to be exchanged in every 
program. On top the CIM15 lines and underneath the substituted CIM16 lines.

The third and final step was to create the missing classes
responsible for interpretation of the new functionality 
contained in the updated information models. This 
functionality was related to dynamic behavior of power 
transmission systems. A dynamic folder was created to hold 
the new programs and keep the existing structure intact. Inside 
this folder, functionality for Synchronous machine dynamics 
was created. Synchronous machine dynamics consisted of two 
classes, RotatingMachineDynamics and 
SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance. A copy of an 
existing class in the model interpreter was made and used as a 
baseline in the creation of the new classes. The class name, 
corresponding attributes and references were then exchanged 

to match the new functionality according to the CIM model 
report [4].

IV. RESULT

A working M2T transformation program was not achieved 
in this project. Missing dynamic functionality in the PyCIM 
information model interpreter resulted in M2T transformations 
being difficult to achieve and created a new task to update the
PyCIM interpreter library, to accept the latest information 
model standard. A partially completed update of the PyCIM 
information model interpreter has been created with the 
implementation of the new classes from version 16 of the CIM 
and CGMES. This update is still in progress and the CIM16 
library will be added to the open source network GitHub for 
future work. The update is sufficient to load the three targeted 
power transmission systems, but further development is 
needed in order to process additional systems. Hopefully, this 
report also provides a simplified description of model 
transformation processes.

V. DISCUSSION

This project has been an educational process. Research in 
power system analysis and MDSE has resulted in deeper 
understanding of the challenges electrical engineers face. 
However, the scope of this project for someone with basic 
prerequisites is extensive. The unexpected problems that 
occurred resulted in additional troubleshooting and research. 
This lead to additional time being spent on solving problems 
unrelated to M2T transformations, and the consequences were 
time constraints in the coding phase.

A. PyCIM update
PyCIM is designed to automate data handling and provide a 

new data structure from the generated power system 
information models. Because of this, the PyCIM update can be 
considered a model transformation and is therefor relevant to 
the context of this project. The completion of this update will
not produce the desired M2T transformation, but it is a crucial 
step in the process that connects data to execution platforms
and will simplify future work. 

B. Impact
The concept of M2T transformations addresses one part in 

the process of simulating power transmission system behavior.
Every step in this process that can be automated would reduce 
the overall time needed to map raw data to input files and 
therefore minimize errors and increase analysis and simulation 
capabilities. The steady data flow due to varying conditions in 
the power transmission system requires a fast process that can 
be redone in the event of electrical grid alterations. Automated
process provides this feature and in combination with the 
current standardization, these tools result in transparency and 
the means to further develop power transmission systems
applications.
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representation when dealing with an increased number of 
buses has to be considered. When the information model was 
acquired, it was time to load the data into the python 
programming language. This was quickly done with the 
PyCIM interpreter, only requiring a few lines of code. 
However, for the time unknown reasons, all the data contained 
in the information model would not upload into Python. 
Solving this problem became a big issue and required careful 
review of the PyCIM documentation. It was discovered that 
the current version 15 of PyCIM did not support the updated 
information models. This resulted in a new task to update the
PyCIM library and add the missing dynamic functionality 
contained in the updated information models.

D. Updating PyCIM
The new task to update the PyCIM library consisted in 

several steps. First, a new module for the version 16
information model library has to be created. Since the basic 
information model structure was the same for version 15 and 
version 16, a copy of the version 15 library called CIM15 was 
made and named CIM16. CIM16 consists of approximately 
800 files, each representing a Python program containing one 
class designed to interpret a specific object or connection in 
the power system information model. The second step was to 
open all the files contained in the CIM16 one by one and 
update the version from 15 to 16 and the online referencing to 
the current CIM/CGMES standard.

Fig. 6.  Showing the two lines of code that has to be exchanged in every 
program. On top the CIM15 lines and underneath the substituted CIM16 lines.

The third and final step was to create the missing classes
responsible for interpretation of the new functionality 
contained in the updated information models. This 
functionality was related to dynamic behavior of power 
transmission systems. A dynamic folder was created to hold 
the new programs and keep the existing structure intact. Inside 
this folder, functionality for Synchronous machine dynamics 
was created. Synchronous machine dynamics consisted of two 
classes, RotatingMachineDynamics and 
SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance. A copy of an 
existing class in the model interpreter was made and used as a 
baseline in the creation of the new classes. The class name, 
corresponding attributes and references were then exchanged 

to match the new functionality according to the CIM model 
report [4].

IV. RESULT

A working M2T transformation program was not achieved 
in this project. Missing dynamic functionality in the PyCIM 
information model interpreter resulted in M2T transformations 
being difficult to achieve and created a new task to update the
PyCIM interpreter library, to accept the latest information 
model standard. A partially completed update of the PyCIM 
information model interpreter has been created with the 
implementation of the new classes from version 16 of the CIM 
and CGMES. This update is still in progress and the CIM16 
library will be added to the open source network GitHub for 
future work. The update is sufficient to load the three targeted 
power transmission systems, but further development is 
needed in order to process additional systems. Hopefully, this 
report also provides a simplified description of model 
transformation processes.

V. DISCUSSION

This project has been an educational process. Research in 
power system analysis and MDSE has resulted in deeper 
understanding of the challenges electrical engineers face. 
However, the scope of this project for someone with basic 
prerequisites is extensive. The unexpected problems that 
occurred resulted in additional troubleshooting and research. 
This lead to additional time being spent on solving problems 
unrelated to M2T transformations, and the consequences were 
time constraints in the coding phase.

A. PyCIM update
PyCIM is designed to automate data handling and provide a 

new data structure from the generated power system 
information models. Because of this, the PyCIM update can be 
considered a model transformation and is therefor relevant to 
the context of this project. The completion of this update will
not produce the desired M2T transformation, but it is a crucial 
step in the process that connects data to execution platforms
and will simplify future work. 

B. Impact
The concept of M2T transformations addresses one part in 

the process of simulating power transmission system behavior.
Every step in this process that can be automated would reduce 
the overall time needed to map raw data to input files and 
therefore minimize errors and increase analysis and simulation 
capabilities. The steady data flow due to varying conditions in 
the power transmission system requires a fast process that can 
be redone in the event of electrical grid alterations. Automated
process provides this feature and in combination with the 
current standardization, these tools result in transparency and 
the means to further develop power transmission systems
applications.
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C. Documentation
Absence of, or difficult documentation in some areas 

connected to model transformations produced extra work to 
sort out how M2T transformations were created. Of course 
this is expected during a development process, and MDSE is a
relatively new approach to software development under 
improvement [6]. Most of the available documentation in 
MDSE focuses on implementation advantages and theoretical 
applications, making the research a demanding process. To 
further develop the use and understanding of MDSE, 
additional documentation describing how to create the 
information models and the process of producing model 
transformations are required. This would simplify the learning 
process, and make MDSE techniques more available. 

D. Adapting to MDSE techniques
Application of MDSE can be used as an alternative to 

traditional programming, with pros and cons [6]. One of the 
big advantages of MDSE is the simplicity and the ability to 
reuse models, providing a quick and effective way to produce 
programs [19]. Adapting MDSE techniques requires time and 
the development relies heavily on individual contribution 
towards applications [20]. The general disadvantage is that the 
current stage calls for complementary coding [6] resulting in 
additional work.

E. Benefits of standardization
The adaptation and implementation of information 

modeling standards, CIM and CGMES in this case, is
beneficial for many reasons. They allow for easier information 
processing, which is the key to process automation, 
represented by the model transformations in this project. 
Creating new software tools for power system analysis that 
can read the standardized information models should be 
investigated. Alternatively, modifying the CGMES standard or 
the existing software tools for analysis to process one another 
would produce the same result. This would require lots of 
work, but if this were achieved, the entire process connected 
to this project would be redundant, and further increase the 
capabilities of software and power transmission developers.

F. Version interference
CIM, CGMES, software tools used to process model 

information and execution platforms for simulation and 
analysis are under constant improvement and modification 
[21]. This can create interference when developers release 
updated versions of software e.g. adding or removing 
functionality. This is a common problem, experienced in this 
project. Working with raw data and data structures, requires 
different tools and programs to interpret information. Different 
tools connect to different stages of the development process
and if one of these tools receives and update, there is a risk of 
halting the entire process, creating new problems that can be 

hard to identify and produce additional workload. When 
creating software and programs, there is a significant risk of 
ending up in a position solving unrelated tasks, instead of the 
main objective.

VI. FUTURE WORK

To continue the development of M2T transformations and 
progress further with this project, there are some factors that 
need to be considered. First of all the PyCIM interpreter needs 
to be completed and regularly updated to the current versions 
of available standards. The regular updates also apply to all 
involved software tools and programs, since the results and 
method demonstrated interference in several stages of this 
project. An increased knowledge in MDSE and programming 
would be beneficial, to reduce the time spent on research and 
understanding. The project description and work plan focused 
on the specific stage to create model transformations. 
Therefore this project relied on the functionality of previously 
completed stages. To avoid problems and difficulties 
associated with this project, it might be beneficial to review all 
stages from the beginning, before attempting to execute model 
transformations.

VII. SUMMARY

The implementation of new hardware and software 
technologies in the operation of the electrical grid have 
increased the information available for different types of 
power system analysis, such as monitoring the network or 
development of models for time-domain simulations. There 
exist a limited number of software tools to analyze and 
simulate the power system. However, these software tools 
process the available information with non-standard data 
formats. The goal to create a generic M2T transformation was 
not achieved, but this project managed to produce different 
results. Flaws in the PyCIM interpreter library were
discovered and an update has been partially completed. This 
updated library will be uploaded to the open source network 
GitHub for future work.
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Abstract— In the future renewable generation sources will have to
co-exist with traditional generation sources that can overcome their 
limitations in providing secure power supply to society, such as gas 
turbines.

In this project we proposed to substitute a simple model of a gas 
turbine by a detailed model to simulate the turbine´s behavior in a
real system. Parameter identification of a simple gas turbine model
was performed based on measurements from a detailed model. By 
this, the project contributes to a library of electric grid component 
models. The library is meant to allow operators and engineers to 
predict the system behavior by simulations. This can facilitate to 
anticipate possible instability in the grid and thereby contribute to 
the transition to the Smart Grid.

Further, another gas turbine model was in the Modelica language
was represented using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). This 
is a standard form of modelling that simplifies exchange of model 
information between project groups.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACKELING the climate change is one of the greatest 
challenges the world is facing today. A big source of the 
problem lies in our production of electricity. Combustion of 

fossil fuels for electric power generation releases greenhouse 
gases to the atmosphere that contributes to a warmer climate on 
earth. Even though there is plenty of clean and renewable energy 
sources available they are often intermitted and not controllable. 
The unreliable behavior in terms of not enough generation that 
occur from wind and solar power generation is compensated by 
conventional power plants that are often powered by fossil fuels. 
To minimize the generation part of conventional power plants,
smart algorithms on the monitoring and high level control can be 
developed and implemented, contributing to the Smart Grid 
development. [1]

A detailed, multi domain model of a gas turbine have been 
developed by a research group, called SmarTS lab as part of an 
international project named OpenCPS. The goal of OpenCPS is 
to benefit the transition to Smart Grids by researching close 
integration between computational, networking and physical 
processes. [2]

In this paper the parameters of a simple turbine model was 
calibrated to give the same output as the multi domain model. 
This was done using the Rapid Parameter Identification (RaPId) 
software. RaPId tries to tune parameters to create an output curve 
that fits the output of the simulation. [3]

Further, a simpler model of a turbine and governor from the 
OpenIPSL library was presented using the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) and the Common Information Model (CIM)
standard to facilitate information sharing.  This is convenient for 
future projects to be able to use the model’s information even if 
they work with other programs. In UML, the model with all its 
components, equations, parameters and connections is described 
in a way that is simple and easy to comprehend. [2]

II. NOMENCLATURE

SYMBOL QUANTITY UNIT
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 Work J
�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚 Mass flow kg/s
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Mass kg
ℎ Specific enthalpy J/kg
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 Torque J/rad
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 Angle rad
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂 Efficiency -
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 Pressure Ratio -
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 Pressure bar
�̇�𝑀𝑀𝑀 Molecular mass flow kmol/s
𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 Molar internal energy J/kmol

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 Lower heating value J/kg
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 Heat transferred J
𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 Stochiometric ratio -
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 Area m2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 Temperature K
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 Volume m3

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 Density kg/m3

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 Time S
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 Amount of substance kmol

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 Gain for model GGOV1 -
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 Lead time constant for GGOV1 s
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 Lag time constant for GGOV1 s
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 Delay time for model GGOV1 s
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 Mechanical power GGOV1 pu
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 Fuel flow GGOV1 kg/s
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 Fuel flow at maximum speed GGOV1 kg/s
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 Droop for model TGtypeII pu

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0 Maximum turbine output TGtypeII pu
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛0 Minimum turbine output TGtypeII pu
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 Governor Time constant TGtypeII s
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇3 Transient gain time constant TGtypeII s
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 System base power TGtypeII MVA
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 Nominal power TGtypeII MVA
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Modeling of Gas Turbine Models for Power 

System Simulations
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III. GAS TURBINE WORKING PRINCIPLE

A gas turbine consists of at least three main parts. These are the 
compressor the combustion chamber and the turbine. The 
operation of a gas turbine can be described by the 
thermodynamic cycle called the Brayton cycle. (Figure 1) [4]

Figure 1 Ideal Brayton cycle (solid) and actual Brayton Cycle (dashed)

Air from the surrounding enters the compressor through an inlet 
at state 1. (Figure 1) An ideal compressor is said to follow an 
isentropic process. This means the entropy remains constant 
though other properties change. Energy must be added to the 
process for the compression to take place. Around 50% of the 
energy generated by the cycle is usually used to drive the 
compressor. The remaining 50% powers the load. In electricity 
production applications the load is a generator.[4]

The compressed air continues to enter the combustion chamber 
where both temperature and entropy are increased by adding 
heat. The heat is generated by combusting fuel gas mixed with
air. This process is isobaric which means it is done under 
constant pressure. [4]

After the combustion, the flue gases enter the turbine at state 3. 
An isentropic expansion decreases both pressure and 
temperature. The difference in energy between state 3 and 4 
results in a torque in the shaft which powers both the compressor 
and load. At the end of the cycle the warm exhausts are released 
to the surrounding and new air enters the compressor. [4]

In an actual gas power plant the cycle is not ideal. (Figure 1) The 
expansion and compression processes are not isentropic and there 
are pressure losses in process 2-3 and 4-1. All losses are usually
compiled to an efficiency parameter (η). [4]

IV. MULTI DOMAIN GAS TURBINE MODEL

The detailed gas turbine model is built in Modelica using blocks 
and models from the ThermoPower library included in Open 
Modelica (The Model is made by Miguel Aguilera). [5]

The model is multi domain, meaning it combines equations 
describing mechanical, thermodynamic and chemical behaviors.
(Figure 2) By giving the model inputs of fuel flow entering the 
combustion chamber and air mass flow entering the compressor,
it simulates the processes in the plant resulting in mechanical 
power as a rotation of the shaft. Medium packages from the 
ThermoPower library are used to describe the thermodynamic 
states of the air and fuel entering the system. 

Figure 2 Model structure for gas turbine plant model

A. Compressor
Rotation of the shaft and the thermodynamic state of outside air 
are inputs of the compressor component. The compressor model 
consists of a combination of equations and look up tables. The 
equations describe the conservation of energy through the 
process (Equation 1), the ratio between the pressure before and 
after the compression (Equation 2) and the compressor efficiency
(Equation 3).

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ⋅ (ℎ2 − ℎ1) = 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 ⋅ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 ⋅ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ (1)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃2
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1

(2)

𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
ℎ2′ − ℎ1
ℎ2 − ℎ1

(3)

Look up tables are used to describe the two characteristic 
equations that define the compressor performance map. The first
equation relates the flow number (phic) to the pressure ratio (PR)
and referred speed, and the second relates the efficiency (eta) to 
the flow number and referred speed. After introducing one 
additional variable, beta, three look up tables can be obtained
(tablePhic, tablePR and tableEta). The values of referred flow, 
pressure ratio and efficiency can be determined by inspecting a 
given beta value and referred speed. [6]

B. Combustion chamber
The thermodynamic processes in the combustion chamber is 
described by Equation 4 to 7, together with the balanced 
chemical reaction. Equation 4 describes conservation of mass, 
Equation 5 conservation of energy and Equation 6 the heat 
transfer from the chamber walls to the gas. The assumptions are 
made that there are no meaningful pressure losses, the heat 
transfer is constant and that the chamber is isolated from the
outside. These assumptions influence both Equation 5 and 6.

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

= �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
(4)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑��̇�𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 − �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

(5)

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ⋅ �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔� (6)

The stochiometric ratio (γ) for Equation 6 is defined by Equation 
7 and are dependent on the balanced chemical equation of the 
combustion.
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𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 =

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
=
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(7)

C. Turbine
The turbine model is similar to the compressor model. It is 
described by Equation 8 to 10. Equation 8 describes the 
conservation of energy throughout the process, Equation 9 
defines the pressure ratio and Equation 10 defines the turbine 
efficiency.

�̇�𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚(ℎ4 − ℎ3) ⋅ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 (8)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃3
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃4

(9)

𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
ℎ2 − ℎ3
ℎ2 − ℎ3′

(10)

Same as the compressor, the turbine model uses look up tables 
representing characteristic equations relating mass flow, pressure 
ratio, referred speed and efficiency.

V. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION USING RAPID

Assuming the mechanical power output from the detailed gas 
turbine model is the same as generated by a real turbine, an 
accurate gas turbine model for simulations was created. The 
parameters for a turbine and governor model named GGOV1 was 
adapted to give it the same output curve as the detailed gas 
turbine model. A table of mechanical power measurements in 
time domain was created. A step function was used for fuel flow 
input during the measuring. The same step function was set as 
the input for GGOV1 in Modelica before the it was exported as a 
FMI-file (Functional Mock-up Interface). By giving this model 
to the parameter identification software called RaPId it is 
possible to access both the FMI-file and the measurements. 
Using RaPId, values of defined parameters were optimized to 
give GGOV1 the same output as the detailed model for the same 
input. [3]

A. GGOV1
GGOV1 is a general turbine-governor model. In this project, 
only the turbine part is of interest since it is supposed to be able 
to replace the multi domain model in simulations. [7]

The model output is mechanical power (PMECH) and input fuel 
flow (WF). In the first step of the block diagram the fuel flow is 
compared to the fuel flow for maximum speed, expressed as a 
constant. Four parameters affect the model behavior, the delay 
time (Teng), the gain (Kturb) and the lead and lag time constants 
for the lead-lag-compensator (Tc, Tb). Tc and Tb are named T1 
and T2 in Figure 3. [7]

In steady-state the mechanical power are given by Equation 11.
Wfnl are equal to the constant fuel flow for maximum speed. [7]
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The other blocks in Figure 3 models how the turbine reacts to 
changes in the input signal. The parameter Teng is usually set to 
zero for gas turbine models and the lead-lag function used to 
represent the lags for the gas turbine to react to changes. This 
block can be only a lead function by setting Tb to zero or only a 
lag function by setting Tc to zero. [7]

Figure 3  Block diagram of GGOV1 turbine model

A lead function has short rise time and more overshoot than a lag 
function that tends to give a slower response and generate a 
constant error. (Figure 4) [8]

Figure 4 Input step (solid), lag function response (long dashes), lead response 
(short dashes)

B. Experiment set-up
GGOV1 has four parameters, Kturb, Tb, Tc and Teng. Observing 
the detailed model output curve, (Figure 6) it can be predicted 
that Teng and Tb should be set to zero. The mechanical power 
begins to increase at the time of the step without delay which 
indicated Teng should be zero and the shape of the curve is more 
similar to a lag response than a lead response which makes Tc 
equal to zero a qualified guess. (Figure 5) This means there are 
only two parameters to identify, Kturb and Tb. The span for 
Kturb was set as 1 to 2 and the start value 1.5. The span for Tb 
was set to 0.01 to 10 and start value 0.1. The spans were decided 
based on data given by power producers. If there is lack of 
fitness between the outputs of the two models, the spans can be 
changed to see if the result would improve.

Figure 5 Output curve for the detailed gas turbine model

RaPId was used to identify the parameters given the names,
spans and start values of the parameters to identify, FMI-file of 
GGOV1, and measurements from the detailed model. The RaPId 
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III. GAS TURBINE WORKING PRINCIPLE

A gas turbine consists of at least three main parts. These are the 
compressor the combustion chamber and the turbine. The 
operation of a gas turbine can be described by the 
thermodynamic cycle called the Brayton cycle. (Figure 1) [4]

Figure 1 Ideal Brayton cycle (solid) and actual Brayton Cycle (dashed)

Air from the surrounding enters the compressor through an inlet 
at state 1. (Figure 1) An ideal compressor is said to follow an 
isentropic process. This means the entropy remains constant 
though other properties change. Energy must be added to the 
process for the compression to take place. Around 50% of the 
energy generated by the cycle is usually used to drive the 
compressor. The remaining 50% powers the load. In electricity 
production applications the load is a generator.[4]

The compressed air continues to enter the combustion chamber 
where both temperature and entropy are increased by adding 
heat. The heat is generated by combusting fuel gas mixed with
air. This process is isobaric which means it is done under 
constant pressure. [4]

After the combustion, the flue gases enter the turbine at state 3. 
An isentropic expansion decreases both pressure and 
temperature. The difference in energy between state 3 and 4 
results in a torque in the shaft which powers both the compressor 
and load. At the end of the cycle the warm exhausts are released 
to the surrounding and new air enters the compressor. [4]

In an actual gas power plant the cycle is not ideal. (Figure 1) The 
expansion and compression processes are not isentropic and there 
are pressure losses in process 2-3 and 4-1. All losses are usually
compiled to an efficiency parameter (η). [4]

IV. MULTI DOMAIN GAS TURBINE MODEL

The detailed gas turbine model is built in Modelica using blocks 
and models from the ThermoPower library included in Open 
Modelica (The Model is made by Miguel Aguilera). [5]

The model is multi domain, meaning it combines equations 
describing mechanical, thermodynamic and chemical behaviors.
(Figure 2) By giving the model inputs of fuel flow entering the 
combustion chamber and air mass flow entering the compressor,
it simulates the processes in the plant resulting in mechanical 
power as a rotation of the shaft. Medium packages from the 
ThermoPower library are used to describe the thermodynamic 
states of the air and fuel entering the system. 

Figure 2 Model structure for gas turbine plant model

A. Compressor
Rotation of the shaft and the thermodynamic state of outside air 
are inputs of the compressor component. The compressor model 
consists of a combination of equations and look up tables. The 
equations describe the conservation of energy through the 
process (Equation 1), the ratio between the pressure before and 
after the compression (Equation 2) and the compressor efficiency
(Equation 3).

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ⋅ (ℎ2 − ℎ1) = 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 ⋅ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 ⋅ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ (1)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃2
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1

(2)

𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
ℎ2′ − ℎ1
ℎ2 − ℎ1

(3)

Look up tables are used to describe the two characteristic 
equations that define the compressor performance map. The first
equation relates the flow number (phic) to the pressure ratio (PR)
and referred speed, and the second relates the efficiency (eta) to 
the flow number and referred speed. After introducing one 
additional variable, beta, three look up tables can be obtained
(tablePhic, tablePR and tableEta). The values of referred flow, 
pressure ratio and efficiency can be determined by inspecting a 
given beta value and referred speed. [6]

B. Combustion chamber
The thermodynamic processes in the combustion chamber is 
described by Equation 4 to 7, together with the balanced 
chemical reaction. Equation 4 describes conservation of mass, 
Equation 5 conservation of energy and Equation 6 the heat 
transfer from the chamber walls to the gas. The assumptions are 
made that there are no meaningful pressure losses, the heat 
transfer is constant and that the chamber is isolated from the
outside. These assumptions influence both Equation 5 and 6.

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
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The stochiometric ratio (γ) for Equation 6 is defined by Equation 
7 and are dependent on the balanced chemical equation of the 
combustion.
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𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
=
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(7)

C. Turbine
The turbine model is similar to the compressor model. It is 
described by Equation 8 to 10. Equation 8 describes the 
conservation of energy throughout the process, Equation 9 
defines the pressure ratio and Equation 10 defines the turbine 
efficiency.

�̇�𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚(ℎ4 − ℎ3) ⋅ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 (8)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃3
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃4

(9)

𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
ℎ2 − ℎ3
ℎ2 − ℎ3′

(10)

Same as the compressor, the turbine model uses look up tables 
representing characteristic equations relating mass flow, pressure 
ratio, referred speed and efficiency.

V. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION USING RAPID

Assuming the mechanical power output from the detailed gas 
turbine model is the same as generated by a real turbine, an 
accurate gas turbine model for simulations was created. The 
parameters for a turbine and governor model named GGOV1 was 
adapted to give it the same output curve as the detailed gas 
turbine model. A table of mechanical power measurements in 
time domain was created. A step function was used for fuel flow 
input during the measuring. The same step function was set as 
the input for GGOV1 in Modelica before the it was exported as a 
FMI-file (Functional Mock-up Interface). By giving this model 
to the parameter identification software called RaPId it is 
possible to access both the FMI-file and the measurements. 
Using RaPId, values of defined parameters were optimized to 
give GGOV1 the same output as the detailed model for the same 
input. [3]

A. GGOV1
GGOV1 is a general turbine-governor model. In this project, 
only the turbine part is of interest since it is supposed to be able 
to replace the multi domain model in simulations. [7]

The model output is mechanical power (PMECH) and input fuel 
flow (WF). In the first step of the block diagram the fuel flow is 
compared to the fuel flow for maximum speed, expressed as a 
constant. Four parameters affect the model behavior, the delay 
time (Teng), the gain (Kturb) and the lead and lag time constants 
for the lead-lag-compensator (Tc, Tb). Tc and Tb are named T1 
and T2 in Figure 3. [7]

In steady-state the mechanical power are given by Equation 11.
Wfnl are equal to the constant fuel flow for maximum speed. [7]

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  =  𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 ∗ (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 –  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊) (11)

The other blocks in Figure 3 models how the turbine reacts to 
changes in the input signal. The parameter Teng is usually set to 
zero for gas turbine models and the lead-lag function used to 
represent the lags for the gas turbine to react to changes. This 
block can be only a lead function by setting Tb to zero or only a 
lag function by setting Tc to zero. [7]

Figure 3  Block diagram of GGOV1 turbine model

A lead function has short rise time and more overshoot than a lag 
function that tends to give a slower response and generate a 
constant error. (Figure 4) [8]

Figure 4 Input step (solid), lag function response (long dashes), lead response 
(short dashes)

B. Experiment set-up
GGOV1 has four parameters, Kturb, Tb, Tc and Teng. Observing 
the detailed model output curve, (Figure 6) it can be predicted 
that Teng and Tb should be set to zero. The mechanical power 
begins to increase at the time of the step without delay which 
indicated Teng should be zero and the shape of the curve is more 
similar to a lag response than a lead response which makes Tc 
equal to zero a qualified guess. (Figure 5) This means there are 
only two parameters to identify, Kturb and Tb. The span for 
Kturb was set as 1 to 2 and the start value 1.5. The span for Tb 
was set to 0.01 to 10 and start value 0.1. The spans were decided 
based on data given by power producers. If there is lack of 
fitness between the outputs of the two models, the spans can be 
changed to see if the result would improve.

Figure 5 Output curve for the detailed gas turbine model

RaPId was used to identify the parameters given the names,
spans and start values of the parameters to identify, FMI-file of 
GGOV1, and measurements from the detailed model. The RaPId 
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toolbox includes different methods for optimization. The choice 
of method is important since it affects both the identified 
parameter precision and computation time. To prevent the 
computation time from getting long when the algorithm diverges
a maximum number of iterations was defined.[9] A decision was 
made to set this value to 1000.

Nevertheless, the methods included in RaPId are of different 
kind, each serves the same purpose. The program strives to adjust 
the output curve to minimize ta fitness value. This value is 
calculated by Equation 12.[9]

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 =  
1
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
�(

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

)2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(12)

Four different methods were used for the adjustment. The 
methods were particle swarm optimization (pso), Nelder-Mead 
simplex method (nm), particle filter (pf) and naive. [10-13]

Particle swarm optimization (pso) starts by releasing a number of 
“particles” in random locations. The location of a particle 
represents values of the parameters and is thereby connected to a 
specific fitness value. Thereafter all particles are given a random 
velocity. In every iteration, the particles move according to their 
velocity. If the location of the particle after the transportation has 
a better fitness than before, the particle remembers its velocity 
for next iteration. The iterations continue until all particles are 
stationary in local optimums. The optimal particle location is 
then chosen from these. [10]

Like the pso method, the particle filter method uses random 
located particles. In this method particles are given a weight 
according to their fitness value. A particle with better fitness has 
a higher weight than a particle with worse. In the end of each 
iteration the particles are resampled with a higher density around 
the location of particles with high weight.  This continues until 
all particles are gathered around the same location.[13]

The Nelder-Mead method generates n+1 points corresponding to 
a possible combination of parameter values, where n is the 
number of parameters to be identified. If n=2 the points together 
form a triangle. The point with the worst fitness is identified and 
substituted with another point. For every iteration, a new triangle 
with another shape and smaller area is formed. This eventually 
results in an optimal solution. [11] The Naive method is more 
straightforward but lack efficiency compared to the others. A
longer runtime is expected for this method.[12]

Further some of the methods were combined. This means that 
after the program had ran using one method the start values were 
changed to the result generated before the program was restarted 
using a new method. Some methods are more dependent on start 
values than others and it can thereby be beneficial to let an 
efficient method generate good starting values before running 
these algorithms. 

C. Results
The values for the parameters, the fitness and runtime for each 
method and combination of methods are given by Table 1.

Table 1 Results using different solving methods

Method Solution
(Kturb : Tb)

Fitness Time

Nm 1.1742 : 0.1084 0.0319 8.4930
pso 1.4120 : 6.1927 0.0039 2.8287
Pso+nm 1.5916 : 4.7299 0.0085 3.6431

1.4124 : 3.9653 6.3386e-7 19.8735
pf 1.4981 : 6.6128 0.0036 2.6317
Pf+nm 1.4981 : 6.6128 0.0036 2.6317

1.4124 : 3.9276 6.3386e-7 16.6718
Naive 1.4072 : 3.9276 4.3995e-6 100.1424
Pso+naive 1.4120 : 6.1927 0.0039 2.8287

1.4140 : 3.9759 9.6690e-7 101.7683

Plots for some of the adjusted curves are visible in Figure 6 to 9.

Figure 6 Nelder-Meads method

Figure 7 Particle swarming optimization

Figure 8Particle swarm optimization and Nelder-Mead combined
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Figure 9 Naive method

The two parameter identification methods pso+nm and pf+nm 
gave the same results and equal fitness. Nm by itself results in a 
poor fitness of 0.0319. This indicates that the method relies 
heavily on the start value. By using another method to generate 
start values with better fitness a good result could be found. 

The fitness achieved by the best methods are close to zero. This 
means the error received by using the adjusted GGOV1 model 
instead of the detailed model most likely is insignificant 
compared to error between the detailed model and reality. 

VI. CIM/UML FOR MODEL EXCHANGE

In this part of the project reverse engineering was used to express 
a Modelica model of a simple gas turbine, TGtypeII, connected 
to a generator and grid in Unified model language (UML) using
the Common Information Model (CIM). A UML defines 
datatypes and names of components and attributes together with 
relationships between components. The CIM semantics then 
describe the characteristics of electrical and non-electrical 
equipment that can be found in electrical networks according to a 
standard. However, the CIM only models parameters for the 
equipment. The implementation of the mathematical behavior is 
specific for the model we want to describe, therefore a mapping 
between CIM and Modelica is required to complete the 
description of the models.

In this work TGtypeII and a generator model, OrderVI, have 
been studied and implemented, with the Modelica language, 
according the CIM semantics specifications.[2] (Figure 10) [14]

Figure 10 TGtypeII connected to generator OrderVI and grid

A. TGtypeII
TGtypeII is the simplest gas turbine and governor model in the 
OpenIPSL library. [14] Figure 11 illustrates the composition of
the model as a block diagram.

Figure 11 Block diagram of TGtypeII

The output mechanical power is calculated by a transfer function 
and an upper and lower limit. The inputs given are speed (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)
referred speed (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) and start mechanical power (𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚0 ).
(Equation 13,14,15,16,17,18) [14]

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(13)

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0 ∗
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

(14)
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(18)

This model contains 7 parameters that are described in Table 2. 

Table 2 Parameters for TGtypeII

Parameter name Description

R Droop (pu)
pmax0 Maximum turbine output (pu)
pmin0 Minimum turbine output (pu)
Ts Governor Time constant (s)
T3 Transient gain time constant (s)
Sn System base power (MVA)
S_b Nominal power (MVA)

B. Method
All components showed in Figure 11 were not completely 
defined within the CIM, thus, a revision of the implementation of 
those models from OpenIPSL library and the CIM naming 
convention was the first step for designing the UML classes for 
those components. The parameters for the models were 
compared to the parameters in standard CIM models of similar 
components to find representatives with the same function. It was 
not necessary to do this identification process for the lines, loads 
and fault components because CIM standard models for these 
components already exist.  Table 1 shows the original parameters
of the TGtypeII and their equivalent CIM parameters. Table 2 
shows the same for the OrderVI. 
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toolbox includes different methods for optimization. The choice 
of method is important since it affects both the identified 
parameter precision and computation time. To prevent the 
computation time from getting long when the algorithm diverges
a maximum number of iterations was defined.[9] A decision was 
made to set this value to 1000.

Nevertheless, the methods included in RaPId are of different 
kind, each serves the same purpose. The program strives to adjust 
the output curve to minimize ta fitness value. This value is 
calculated by Equation 12.[9]

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 =  
1
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
�(

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

)2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(12)

Four different methods were used for the adjustment. The 
methods were particle swarm optimization (pso), Nelder-Mead 
simplex method (nm), particle filter (pf) and naive. [10-13]

Particle swarm optimization (pso) starts by releasing a number of 
“particles” in random locations. The location of a particle 
represents values of the parameters and is thereby connected to a 
specific fitness value. Thereafter all particles are given a random 
velocity. In every iteration, the particles move according to their 
velocity. If the location of the particle after the transportation has 
a better fitness than before, the particle remembers its velocity 
for next iteration. The iterations continue until all particles are 
stationary in local optimums. The optimal particle location is 
then chosen from these. [10]

Like the pso method, the particle filter method uses random 
located particles. In this method particles are given a weight 
according to their fitness value. A particle with better fitness has 
a higher weight than a particle with worse. In the end of each 
iteration the particles are resampled with a higher density around 
the location of particles with high weight.  This continues until 
all particles are gathered around the same location.[13]

The Nelder-Mead method generates n+1 points corresponding to 
a possible combination of parameter values, where n is the 
number of parameters to be identified. If n=2 the points together 
form a triangle. The point with the worst fitness is identified and 
substituted with another point. For every iteration, a new triangle 
with another shape and smaller area is formed. This eventually 
results in an optimal solution. [11] The Naive method is more 
straightforward but lack efficiency compared to the others. A
longer runtime is expected for this method.[12]

Further some of the methods were combined. This means that 
after the program had ran using one method the start values were 
changed to the result generated before the program was restarted 
using a new method. Some methods are more dependent on start 
values than others and it can thereby be beneficial to let an 
efficient method generate good starting values before running 
these algorithms. 

C. Results
The values for the parameters, the fitness and runtime for each 
method and combination of methods are given by Table 1.

Table 1 Results using different solving methods

Method Solution
(Kturb : Tb)

Fitness Time

Nm 1.1742 : 0.1084 0.0319 8.4930
pso 1.4120 : 6.1927 0.0039 2.8287
Pso+nm 1.5916 : 4.7299 0.0085 3.6431

1.4124 : 3.9653 6.3386e-7 19.8735
pf 1.4981 : 6.6128 0.0036 2.6317
Pf+nm 1.4981 : 6.6128 0.0036 2.6317

1.4124 : 3.9276 6.3386e-7 16.6718
Naive 1.4072 : 3.9276 4.3995e-6 100.1424
Pso+naive 1.4120 : 6.1927 0.0039 2.8287

1.4140 : 3.9759 9.6690e-7 101.7683

Plots for some of the adjusted curves are visible in Figure 6 to 9.

Figure 6 Nelder-Meads method

Figure 7 Particle swarming optimization

Figure 8Particle swarm optimization and Nelder-Mead combined
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Figure 9 Naive method

The two parameter identification methods pso+nm and pf+nm 
gave the same results and equal fitness. Nm by itself results in a 
poor fitness of 0.0319. This indicates that the method relies 
heavily on the start value. By using another method to generate 
start values with better fitness a good result could be found. 

The fitness achieved by the best methods are close to zero. This 
means the error received by using the adjusted GGOV1 model 
instead of the detailed model most likely is insignificant 
compared to error between the detailed model and reality. 

VI. CIM/UML FOR MODEL EXCHANGE

In this part of the project reverse engineering was used to express 
a Modelica model of a simple gas turbine, TGtypeII, connected 
to a generator and grid in Unified model language (UML) using
the Common Information Model (CIM). A UML defines 
datatypes and names of components and attributes together with 
relationships between components. The CIM semantics then 
describe the characteristics of electrical and non-electrical 
equipment that can be found in electrical networks according to a 
standard. However, the CIM only models parameters for the 
equipment. The implementation of the mathematical behavior is 
specific for the model we want to describe, therefore a mapping 
between CIM and Modelica is required to complete the 
description of the models.

In this work TGtypeII and a generator model, OrderVI, have 
been studied and implemented, with the Modelica language, 
according the CIM semantics specifications.[2] (Figure 10) [14]

Figure 10 TGtypeII connected to generator OrderVI and grid

A. TGtypeII
TGtypeII is the simplest gas turbine and governor model in the 
OpenIPSL library. [14] Figure 11 illustrates the composition of
the model as a block diagram.

Figure 11 Block diagram of TGtypeII

The output mechanical power is calculated by a transfer function 
and an upper and lower limit. The inputs given are speed (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)
referred speed (𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) and start mechanical power (𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚0 ).
(Equation 13,14,15,16,17,18) [14]

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(13)

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0 ∗
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

(14)

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛0 ∗
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
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𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = �
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(18)

This model contains 7 parameters that are described in Table 2. 

Table 2 Parameters for TGtypeII

Parameter name Description

R Droop (pu)
pmax0 Maximum turbine output (pu)
pmin0 Minimum turbine output (pu)
Ts Governor Time constant (s)
T3 Transient gain time constant (s)
Sn System base power (MVA)
S_b Nominal power (MVA)

B. Method
All components showed in Figure 11 were not completely 
defined within the CIM, thus, a revision of the implementation of 
those models from OpenIPSL library and the CIM naming 
convention was the first step for designing the UML classes for 
those components. The parameters for the models were 
compared to the parameters in standard CIM models of similar 
components to find representatives with the same function. It was 
not necessary to do this identification process for the lines, loads 
and fault components because CIM standard models for these 
components already exist.  Table 1 shows the original parameters
of the TGtypeII and their equivalent CIM parameters. Table 2 
shows the same for the OrderVI. 
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Table 3 Parameters and corresponding standard for TGtypeII

Parameter 
name

Initial 
value

Standard 
model

Standard 
parameter 
name

R 0.2 GovGAST r
pmax0 1 GovGAST vmax
pmin0 0 GovGAST vmin
Ts 0.1 GovGAST t1

T3 -0.1 GovGAST t3

Sn 20 GovGAST mwbase
S_b 100 BasePower basepower

Table 4 Parameters and corresponding standard for OrderVI

Parameter 
name

Initial 
value

Standard model Standard 
parameter 
name

xd 1.9 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xDirectSync

xq 1.7 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadSync

xq1 0.5 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadTrans

xd2 0.204 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xDirectSubtr
ans

xq2 0.3 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadSubtr
ans

Td10 8 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tpd0

Tq10 0.04 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tpq0

Td20 0.04 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tppd0

Td20 0.02 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tppq0

Taa 2e-3 RotatingMachineDynamics statorLeacka
geReactance

This information was then converted to map files that link the 
information model from the CIM definition of the components 
with their mathematical model implemented from the OpenIPSL 
models. This solution solves the problem of initialization of the 
Modelica models, resulting in complete models for the power 
system components studied in this work.

The last step was to model the relationships between the 
components in UML. This was done using the Papyrus UML 
modelling tool. 

C. Results
The complete UML model is visible in Appendix A and the map 
files combining the CIM semantics and Modelica models can be
found in Appendix B. Together these give all information needed 
to recreate the model. The mathematical equations are given by 
the Modelica model, the parameter names and initial values by 
CIM and connections between components by the UML model.

Using a standard to describe a model is convenient when 
comparing it to other models. By giving parameters with the 
same function in both models the same name and same initial 
value they become more comparable. The benefits of using UML 
are that it is simple and easy to comprehend. This facilitates for 
other engineers to use the model. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An accurate gas turbine model for dynamic simulations was 
created to be part of a component model library. The purpose of 
the library is to allow operators and engineers to predict system 
behaviors by simulation and thereby facilitate the development of 
the electrical grid towards a Smart Grid. The model was created 
by adjusting the parameters of a simple general turbine model to 
give the same output as a detailed, multi domain gas turbine 
model. Several different methods were used for this optimization. 
The best result was achieved by combining particle swarm 
optimization or particle filtering with Nelder-Meads method 
which results in a fitness of 6.3386 e-7. The values of the 
parameters in this case were Teng = 0, Tc = 0, Tb = 3,9653 or 
3,9276, and Kturb = 1,4124. 

An interesting project for the future could be to investigate if 
these parameters gives a good fitness to measured values if 
another input signal is used. It could be tested if GGOV1 with 
the adjusted values for Tb and Kturb is an acceptable 
replacement for the detailed gas turbine model if the input is e.g. 
a ramp. 

In the second part of the project a UML/CIM representation of a 
simple gas turbine model was created. The reason was for the 
model to be expressed in a standard language which makes it
easy to comprehend and use in future projects. When working 
with problems concerning many parties, as global warming and 
our future energy supply, it is important to be able to share 
results to avoid for several people to do the exact same work. 
The UML representation and the CIM-Modelica map files are 
visible in Appendix A and Appendix B. 
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Table 3 Parameters and corresponding standard for TGtypeII

Parameter 
name

Initial 
value

Standard 
model

Standard 
parameter 
name

R 0.2 GovGAST r
pmax0 1 GovGAST vmax
pmin0 0 GovGAST vmin
Ts 0.1 GovGAST t1

T3 -0.1 GovGAST t3

Sn 20 GovGAST mwbase
S_b 100 BasePower basepower

Table 4 Parameters and corresponding standard for OrderVI

Parameter 
name

Initial 
value

Standard model Standard 
parameter 
name

xd 1.9 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xDirectSync

xq 1.7 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadSync

xq1 0.5 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadTrans

xd2 0.204 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xDirectSubtr
ans

xq2 0.3 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance xQuadSubtr
ans

Td10 8 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tpd0

Tq10 0.04 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tpq0

Td20 0.04 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tppd0

Td20 0.02 SynchronousMachineTimeConstantReactance tppq0

Taa 2e-3 RotatingMachineDynamics statorLeacka
geReactance

This information was then converted to map files that link the 
information model from the CIM definition of the components 
with their mathematical model implemented from the OpenIPSL 
models. This solution solves the problem of initialization of the 
Modelica models, resulting in complete models for the power 
system components studied in this work.

The last step was to model the relationships between the 
components in UML. This was done using the Papyrus UML 
modelling tool. 

C. Results
The complete UML model is visible in Appendix A and the map 
files combining the CIM semantics and Modelica models can be
found in Appendix B. Together these give all information needed 
to recreate the model. The mathematical equations are given by 
the Modelica model, the parameter names and initial values by 
CIM and connections between components by the UML model.

Using a standard to describe a model is convenient when 
comparing it to other models. By giving parameters with the 
same function in both models the same name and same initial 
value they become more comparable. The benefits of using UML 
are that it is simple and easy to comprehend. This facilitates for 
other engineers to use the model. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An accurate gas turbine model for dynamic simulations was 
created to be part of a component model library. The purpose of 
the library is to allow operators and engineers to predict system 
behaviors by simulation and thereby facilitate the development of 
the electrical grid towards a Smart Grid. The model was created 
by adjusting the parameters of a simple general turbine model to 
give the same output as a detailed, multi domain gas turbine 
model. Several different methods were used for this optimization. 
The best result was achieved by combining particle swarm 
optimization or particle filtering with Nelder-Meads method 
which results in a fitness of 6.3386 e-7. The values of the 
parameters in this case were Teng = 0, Tc = 0, Tb = 3,9653 or 
3,9276, and Kturb = 1,4124. 

An interesting project for the future could be to investigate if 
these parameters gives a good fitness to measured values if 
another input signal is used. It could be tested if GGOV1 with 
the adjusted values for Tb and Kturb is an acceptable 
replacement for the detailed gas turbine model if the input is e.g. 
a ramp. 

In the second part of the project a UML/CIM representation of a 
simple gas turbine model was created. The reason was for the 
model to be expressed in a standard language which makes it
easy to comprehend and use in future projects. When working 
with problems concerning many parties, as global warming and 
our future energy supply, it is important to be able to share 
results to avoid for several people to do the exact same work. 
The UML representation and the CIM-Modelica map files are 
visible in Appendix A and Appendix B. 
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Analysis of Patterns in Data for Increased
Understanding of Residential Loads

Dilan Asad

Abstract—The world community aims toward lowering the
dependency of energy from fossil fuels, due to its negative impact
on the environment. An increasing share of power from renew-
able energy sources in the power grid causes a challenge within
stability in the grid. Applying data mining techniques on data
from smart meters can recover patterns and information about
residents power consumption. Acquiring a greater understanding
of residents power consumption support decision makers to
propose adequate solutions to the challenge.

This project uses a dataset from smart meters collected from
households in Sweden. The data is analyzed with the clustering
algorithm K-Means++, to group the loads into similar patterns.
Data analysis techniques are applied on the resulting clusters
to analyze the household attributes in the clusters. Searching
for certain household attributes that might be associated with a
specific type of load pattern.

The results of the analysis imply that there are reoccurring
load patterns. The results also showed that the load patterns
during extreme temperatures deviates from the load patterns in
other temperatures. Analysis of the load patterns showed that
these patterns are not necessarily associated with a specific set
of household attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRICITY from power plants is transmitted and
distributed through a large and complex electric power

system.
At least half of Sweden’s electricity originated from renew-

able energy sources during year 2014-2015 [1], [2]. Power
plants with renewable energy sources have a limited capacity
to respond to peak load demand from the customers’ which
might exceed the maximum power generation of the plant.
Commonly for power plants with renewable energy sources
such as wind- and solar power is that the power generation
is highly fluctuant and depends on the momentary weather
conditions [3]. The fluctuant power generation causes imbal-
ances in the electric grid. An electric grid with a high share of
renewable energy sources might require other power plants of
non-renewable energy sources to compensate when the power
demand exceeds the power generation.

The most common and traditional solution to balancing
the electric grid is to regulate the power generation so that
it matches the load. Readings from the momentary system
frequency between the power generation and power consump-
tion gives an indication when the electric grid is unbalanced.
In Sweden this occurs when the system frequency deviates
from the predetermined frequency of 50Hz. The power plants
responds to the deviations by increasing or decreasing the
power generation depending on the instantaneous deviation
[4].

Knowledge about customer load behavior increased with the
installation of smart meters in households and businesses [5].

The installation of smart meters made it possible to efficiently
and accurately measure customers’ total power consumption
at discrete points which is transmitted back to the power
companies for billing.

In year 2009 Sweden became the first country in the
European Union to reach a 100% smart meter deployment
rate. The smart meter roll out program resulted in more than
five million installed smart meters in Sweden. These smart
meters generates a gigantic amount of smart meter data on a
daily basis [6]. The daily collected smart meter data requires
data mining and data analysis to extract useful information
from the data set [7].

Analysis of the data can used to introduce network tariffs,
demand response programs and set electricity market prices
[8]. Extracted information from the dataset can possible be
used to reduce the imbalances in the electric grid, due to an
increased integration of renewable energy sources in the grid.

Retrieved information from the collected smart meter data
will increase the knowledge about customers load in the
electric grid and possibly improving the electric power system.

A. Purpose & Scope of Thesis
The intention of this bachelor thesis project is to increase the

understanding of customers load. Identifying and classifying
the customers’ load behavior and patterns is made using smart
meter data. The data is collected from residential households
in a limited geographical area in the city of Västerås, Sweden
during the time frame between January 1st 2014 to June
30th 2015. Along with the smart meter data, there is also
information about the facility attributes of the corresponding
households.

The facility attributes of the households includes house type,
heating type, construction year, area size and the number of
occupants. The interest of the project is to capture the dif-
ferent load behaviors and patterns from residential customers
who can adjust their power demand. This means that the
interest is focused toward non-apartment households since the
apartments’ power settings, such as for heating, are often set.
Therefor apartments are removed from the dataset and the
remaining households are rowhouses and detached houses,
which represents about 40% of the households in Sweden [9].

B. Project Outline
The presented work of this project is organized as follows:

First the datasets are described in section II. Next, the dataset
undergoes several preprocessing steps in section III.

After the preprocessing, the smart meter data is partitioned
twice in section IV. An illustration in figure 1 shows the two
partition levels.
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The cluster algorithm and the value of its input parameter
used in this project is described in section V and VI.

Data analysis techniques are later applied on the clusters in
section VII, to identify and classify the load in the clusters.

The results from the cluster- and data analysis is presented
in section VIII. A discussion following the results is found
in section IX. The conclusions of the project are presented in
section X.

II. DATASET

The set of data used in this project consist of smart meter
data along with the facility attributes of the households and
weather data from the city of Västerås. The smart meter
data is collected from 230 different households during a time
frame between January 1st 2014 to June 30th 2015, resulting
in more than 70000 daily load profiles. The facility attributes
of households includes:

1) House Type:
– Rowhouse
– Detached House

2) Heat Type:
– Air Heat Pump
– Heat Pump
– Direct Heat
– District Heat

3) Construction Year:
– Pre-1975
– Post-1975

4) Area Size, which is a continuous value but divided into
four categories:
– Area < 100m2, (Small)
– 100m2 ≤ Area < 150m2, (Medium)
– 150m2 ≤ Area < 200m2, (Large)
– 200m2 ≤ Area, (XLarge)

5) Number of Residents, which is a continuous value divided
into three categories:
– Nr of Residents < 4, (Low)
– 4 ≤ Nr of Residents < 7, (Medium)
– 7 ≤ Nr of Residents, (Large)

III. DATA PREPROCESSING

There are several steps that needs to be conducted before
cluster- and data analysis can take place. Preparing the dataset
is a mandatory step when performing a cluster analysis on
a dataset. A non-prepared dataset could prevent the cluster
algorithms from running properly, resulting in errors during
its runtime. It is possible that the cluster algorithms will run,
but the resulting clusters might be misunderstood or inaccurate
since the dataset was not prepared [10].

Some of the data preprocessing steps suggested by Garcı́a
[10] are:

Fig. 1: The levels of partitioning the smart meter data.

A. Data Integration

Collecting all data for a project is the first preprocessing
step. The datasets from various sources are merged together
for the cluster- and data analysis. A merged dataset improves
the analysis of the dataset with respect to various attributes.
The data integration process is a delicate process according
to Garcı́a [10], who says that the process must be carefully
performed to avoid conflicts in data values and inconsistencies
of the merged datasets.

The datasets used in this project are merged together to
follow each daily load profile and its customer profile through
the cluster- and data analysis. This means that the smart meter
data along with the facility data of the households and weather
data are merged.

B. Data Cleaning

Cleaning the dataset is necessary to remove any data that
may originate from defect measurements. The defect data can
affect the cluster- and data analysis.

Outliers are data that deviate sharply from other data in a
dataset. These data could originate from an error or distur-
bance during the data collection [10]. Removing outliers from
the dataset reduces the outliers impact on cluster algorithms
that are sensitive to outliers, later affecting the data analysis
[11].

The outlier detection in this project was performed before
the normalization process. For this project the outliers are
identified by analyzing the changes in the magnitude of a daily
load profile. Each daily load profile with a total load of zero
power was considered defect and removed from the dataset.
A daily load profile’s load at an hour that is 150 times larger
than the hour before and after was considered as an outlier
and removed from the dataset.

Since the purpose of the data analysis is to identify customer
load behaviors and patterns, it is necessary to remove any
data measured during holidays. The decision for removing
holiday data is due to the changes in customer behavior that
could differ greatly during holidays. Any data measured during
public holidays in Sweden that occurred on a weekday during
the time frame of the dataset are removed from the dataset.

Originally there was 73917 daily load profiles in the dataset.
After the data cleaning step 71245 daily load profiles remained
in the dataset, removing a little more than 3% of the original
data.
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C. Data Normalization

Normalizing the dataset is an important step to prevent
some data to influence the cluster- and data analysis due to
the differences in the ranges of the data [12]. The dataset
is normalized to analyze the load patterns rather than the
magnitude of the loads, by using a common scale. For this
project all smart meter data is normalized into a closed interval
between 0 to 1.

Normalization is made using the Min-Max method, seen
in function (1) [12]. Each and every daily load profile is
normalized one hour at the time, which is i, i = {0, ..., 23}
in LoadHour i in function (1). The daily load profiles are
normalized with its own maximum and minimum power
consumption from the same day.

LoadHour i =
PHour i −min{PHour j}

max{PHour j} −min{PHour j}
j = {0, ..., 23}

(1)

When each daily load profile is normalized with respect to
it self, all the daily load profiles share the same scale. The
normalization will allow to cluster the daily load profiles ac-
cording to their load characteristics rather than the magnitude
in power.

IV. DATA PARTITIONING

Before applying the cluster algorithm on the smart meter
data, the dataset is partitioned into different temperature inter-
vals. The partitioning is made to increase the understanding
of load patterns through out various temperature intervals.

The temperature in the weather data is in the range from
-13◦C to 26◦C. Based on the temperature range, the smart
meter dataset is partitioned into seven half-open intervals of
temperatures, with two of the intervals having an unbounded
interval. The temperature intervals are:

(
〈
Tday

〉
< −5◦C ) = T1

(−5◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
< 0◦C ) = T2

( 0◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
< 5◦C ) = T3

( 5◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
< 10◦C ) = T4

( 10◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
< 15◦C ) = T5

( 15◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
< 20◦C ) = T6

( 20◦C ≤
〈
Tday

〉
) = T7

The dataset is partitioned into different temperature intervals
since the daily load may not be associated with a specific
month or season, but rather follow the average temperature
of the day. This means for example that the daily load
during a week in June with a temperature well below the
expected monthly temperature might influence the customer’s
load behavior. Compared to if the temperature was in the
typical temperature range for June. Leaving the temperature
deviating loads in the dataset could result in the loads being
seen as outliers during the clustering process. The cluster
algorithm might cluster these loads into a separate cluster,
only capturing a deviant load behavior that would complicate
the analysis.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

JAN 65.17 53.57 11.03 2.41 - - -

FEB 18.89 24.47 28.95 3.61 - - -

MAR - 3.42 6.98 22.77 - - -

APR - - - 29.35 8.65 2.61 -

MAY - - - 18.32 23.28 10.45 13.21

JUN - - - - 34.40 27.17 9.01

JUL - - - - 1.12 21.73 54.90

AUG - - - - 8.94 24.45 22.88

SEP - - 0.91 4.68 13.44 13.58 -

OCT - - 3.66 11.73 9.03 - -

NOV - 3.69 10.11 7.13 1.14 - -

DEC 15.94 14.85 12.90 - - - -

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

TABLE I: Table of each month’s percentage representation in
each temperature interval, for weekdays.

There are two different types of season definitions according
to the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. The
first definition follows the calendar, dividing the months of the
year into four seasons. The second definition is a meteorolog-
ical definition. With the meteorological definition a season’s
arrival is announced when the average daily temperature is
within the season’s predefined temperature range, lasting a
specific time of duration.

The arrival and duration of a season varies for different
geographical areas when the meteorological definition is used.
The season’s arrival and duration also changes between each
year with the meteorological definition [13]. Changes in a
year’s weather condition due to climate changes could affect
the duration of each season, resulting in that a certain season
fail to arrive, for example winter. In table I it is seen that the
average daily temperature for the days of a month spans over
a wide range of temperature intervals. In the table it is seen
that the average daily temperature for the days of January
extends over several temperature intervals, from T1 to T4.
Similar observation is seen for the remaining months. This
implies that a month’s average daily temperature is not limited
to a specific season. Based on these reasons along with the
distribution of the months’ average daily temperature in table
I, the partition of smart meter dataset is made with respect to
different temperature intervals.

The partitioning with respect to the temperature is the first
of two partitions that the smart meter data undergoes. The
second partition is made to separate the dataset into weekdays
and weekends, for each temperature interval. The partitioning
process can be observed in figure 1. Separating the data into
weekdays and weekends is natural since most peoples daily
habits follow their work week.

V. CLUSTERING METHOD

The cluster analysis is a process that partitions a set of
data into subsets, this process is known as clustering. The
resulting subsets from the clustering are called clusters [11].
A cluster is a collection of data where the data are similar
to each other and dissimilar to other data in other clusters.
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Clustering differs from classification since there is no target
variable for clustering and the results of the clustering are
segmented data where data similarity is maximized [14].

There are many different types of cluster algorithms which
uses various methods to cluster data. Some of the major
fundamental clustering methods are classified in the following
categories: distance-based, hierarchical and density-based.

A. Distance-based Cluster Methods

Common characteristics of the distance-based clustering
methods is that the clustering is based on a distance measure-
ment between the data and the cluster centroids. The centroids
of the distance-based cluster algorithms are represented by the
mean or mediod value of the data in the cluster [11].

B. Hierarchical Cluster Methods

There are two types of hierarchical cluster methods, ag-
glomerative and divisive. The agglomerative method begins
with each data being in its own cluster. Each cluster is then
successively merged with other clusters, creating new larger
clusters. The divisive method starts with the whole set of data
being in one large cluster which is successively split. Both
theses methods uses a distance or density measurement to
decide when to stop the algorithm [11].

C. Density-based Cluster Methods

The density based cluster methods partitions the data into
non-overlapping clusters. The density of a cluster is calculated
as the number of data within a specified distance. The size of
the clusters continues to expand as long as the density of the
cluster is above a specificed value [11].

Cluster analysis is frequently used in several applications
such as for business intelligence, optical character recognition,
trend recognition and biology [11], [15].

One of the most popular cluster algorithms is the K-Means
algorithm, which is a distance-based cluster algorithm [15].
The K-Means algorithm is considered to be one of the simplest
and most classical cluster algorithms, which is demonstrated
by its popularity [16]. Many previous research work have used
K-Means to analyze customer load [8], [17], [18], [19].

For this project, the cluster analysis consist of applying a
clustering algorithm on the partitioned smart meter data. The
clustering algorithm used in this project is the K-Means++
algorithm, developed by Arthur and Vassilvitskii. The K-
Means++ is a further development of the K-Means algorithm
[20].

Both the K-Means and K-Means++ algorithm are cluster
algorithms that partitions the data into a specific number of
non-overlapping clusters using a distance measure, to assign
similar data to a cluster.

The set of smart meter data consists of a p × n matrix,
M . Each column in M corresponds to the hourly power
consumption within a day, thus n = {1, ..., 24}.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of K-Means++ calculating the distance
between the data row and the cluster centroid, with the distance
illustrated as the dashed line. The bold line represents the
cluster centroid and the thinner line represents a data row

Before running the K-Means++ algorithm, a predetermined
number of clusters, K, is decided. The first step of the K-
Means++ algorithm selects a data uniformly at random from
each column in M . The selected data from the columns
constitute the first cluster centroid, c1, to be chosen, having
dim c1 = 1× 24.

Selecting the remaining K − 1 cluster centroids is done
by calculating the probability of choosing a data from each
column n = {1, ..., 24}. Calculating the probability begins
with computing the distance between the column of c1 and
each and every row in respective column in M , using the
squared euclidean distance.

The squared euclidean distance is calculated with the func-
tion given in function (2) where n is the load for a specific
hour from a daily load profile and c is the cluster centroid
load for the same hour.

d(n, c) = (n− c)(n− c) (2)

d(n, c)∑
n∈M d(n, c)

(3)

Each calculated distance, d(n, c), is later divided by the total
sum of distances from the same column in M , seen in function
(3). The quotient result in a probability of choosing a data
from the column of M . This is repeated for all columns of
M , which is the base of choosing the next cluster centroid, c2.
The process continues until all K number of cluster centroids,
C = {c1, ..., ck}, have been selected.

With the K cluster centroids, the K-Means++ algorithm
goes through a phase by assigning each row from M to
a cluster. The assignment is based on calculating the sum
of distances between each row in M and each of the K
number cluster centroids, for each hour using the squared
euclidean distance. The distance calculation is illustrated in
figure 2. When all distances between each row mp,n, p =
{1, .., length(M)} and C = {c1, ...ck} are calculated, the
rows from M are assigned to the cluster it is closest to.

Next, the assigned data to each cluster might change the
value of the elements in the cluster centroid, c. Computing
the mean value of the assigned data in the cluster, hour wise,
results in a possibly new cluster centroid. With the new cluster
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centroids the distance between mp,n, p = {1, .., length(M)}
and C = {c1, ...ck} are calculated again. To re-assign data that
are closer to a different cluster centroid, than the centroid of
the cluster that the data was earlier assigned to. This process
continues until C = {c1, ...ck} no longer changes or if the
maximum number of iterations is reached. For this project the
maximum number of iterations was set to 250 to optimize
runtime.

To have data that is better fitted to a cluster it is possible to
repeat the K-Means++ algorithm. Selecting the computation
that results in the smallest distance between data and the
centroid. The outcome of the clustering changes each time
it is run since c1 is chosen uniformly at random, affecting
the probability of selecting the centroids of the remaining
clusters. In this project the K-Means++ algorithm was used
with a replicate of 500 repeats.

VI. DECIDING THE NUMBER OF CLUSTERS

Before using the K-Means++ algorithm it is necessary to
declare the number of clusters, K, that the dataset will be
clustered into. Since K is an input parameter of the K-
Means++ algorithm.

There is no established method to determine the number of
clusters. Selecting the best number of clusters have been the
subject of many research projects [11]. Therefore deciding a
method to determine K is necessary for this project.

In this project, the method used to determine an appropriate
K-value is based on the distance between the daily load pro-
files in a cluster and the cluster centroid, henceforth denoted
as cluster distance. Before deciding the number of clusters,
the maximum value of K was set to 30. A K-value that is
close to the number of data in the whole dataset lowers the
cluster distances. Minimal cluster distance is desirable, but if
the K-value is to close to the number of data in the dataset it
reduces the efficiency of clustering with K-Means++. Because
the purpose with K-Means++ is to group similar data and not
having each data in its own cluster.

Starting with K = 2, the sum of distances between the
load for each hour of every daily load profile in its assigned
cluster and the load of respective hour of the cluster centroid
are calculated, using the squared euclidean distance. Taking
the mean of the two clusters’ cluster distances states the mean
cluster distance for the selected K. The mean cluster distance
calculation is repeated with an incremented value on K until
K reaches 30, which is plotted in figure 3a.

The improvement in percentage of the mean cluster distance
is calculated between the mean cluster distance for K = i+1
and K = i for i = {2, ..., 30}. When the improvement in
percentage for K = i + 1 is beneath 9%, K is set to K = i
which is the last K-value above a 9% mean cluster distance
percentage improvement. This decision rule for selecting K
is the method used in this project for deciding the number
of clusters. The K-value when it is right above a 9% mean
cluster distance improvement can be observed at the red cross
in figure 3b.

The value of 9% was chosen after studying the plots of
the percentage improvement when the mean cluster distances
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(b) Mean cluster distance improvement in percentage with respect to
previous number of clusters. The red cross is the percent improvement
for the selected K.

Fig. 3: Both plots are linearly interpolated and made for
weekdays in T1

decreases. When the percentage improvement is beneath 9%
the mean cluster distance curve begins to settle. At that point
the impact of increasing the value of K was observed to have
negligible improvements on the mean cluster distance for K,
seen in figure 3a.

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

The applied cluster analysis on the dataset resulted in
clusters with a similar load profile. The clusters are the basis
of the data analysis. Performing a data analysis on the clusters
simplifies the analysis of the load patterns, since the daily load
profiles in the clusters are similar.

Data analysis is a tool used to acquire a greater understand-
ing of a data. The outcomes of the data analysis are often used
to motivate and support decision making in different situations.
Most tools in data analysis uses various statistical methods
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(a) Peak load around 16:00.
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(b) Peak load around 17:00
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(c) Peak load around 19:00

Fig. 4: Reoccurring linearly interpolated cluster centroid patterns, for weekdays in all temperature intervals.

to summarize data, explore relationships between attributes,
grouping data, identifying patterns and trends, making predic-
tions etc. [21].

For this project, the data analysis is made to analyze the
customer profiles in their assigned clusters. Searching for
possible customer profile patterns in the clusters, through out
all temperature intervals.

The data analysis includes descriptive statistics which was
applied on the dataset to summarize the occurrence of the
attributes of the customer profiles. The methods of descriptive
statistics include histograms for continuous attribute values
and frequency distribution and contingency tables for cate-
gorical attribute values.

Each daily load profile has a set of characteristic household
attribute values, which is denoted as a customer profile. The
customer profile is a set value, while each customer profile can
have many different daily load profiles. Continuous attribute
values such as Area Size and Nr of Residents could have
innumerable values and it is necessary to divide them into
categorical values to limit the number of different customer
profiles in the dataset. Using the number of choices in each
attribute category of the customer profile, shown in section
VII, the number of different customer profiles in the dataset
is calculated with the multiplication principle from combina-
torics.

Identifying certain customer profiles that are over repre-
sented in a cluster than the remaining partitioned dataset
reveals those customer profiles that might be associated with
a certain type of consumption pattern. To find all possible
combinations of customer profiles in the different datasets,
an additional choice in each attribute category is added.
The additional choice is the ”unconcerned” attribute value,
which is denoted with an asterisk, ’∗’. The unconcerned
value means that a certain attribute category is not ac-
counted for when looking at the different customer pro-
files. For example the customer profile with the following
attributes {V illa, AirHeatPump, ∗, Low,Low} means that
the ConstructionY ear attribute category is not accounted
for when looking at the number of daily load profiles
that matches the customer profile. This means that certain
customer profiles will be a subset of other customer pro-
files, such as {V illa, AirHeatPump, Pre1975, Low,Low}

⊆ {V illa, AirHeatPump, ∗, Low,Low}. Implying that a
daily load profile can belong to more than one customer
profile.

The number of different types of customer profiles is
calculated below with the multiplication principle, where
A,B,C,D,E, represents the number of choices in each
attribute category. Subtracting with one is necessary since one
customer profile would be made up of an unconcerned value
in each attribute category. That customer profile would include
all daily load profiles, which is the same as the total number
of daily load profiles in the dataset.

#CustomerProfiles = (A ·B · C ·D · E)− 1 =

3 · 5 · 3 · 5 · 4− 1 = 899

VIII. RESULTS

The method used to determine an appropriate number of
clusters with the K-Means++ algorithm resulted in 12 − 13
clusters, for both weekdays and weekends in all temperature
intervals.

The results of the cluster analysis showed many clusters
with different and distinct load patterns. An analysis of the
cluster centroids found three load patterns that were reoccur-
ring for weekdays through out all temperature intervals. The
reoccurring load patterns are plotted in figure 4, where the
cluster centroids of the reoccurring loads from each tempera-
ture interval are plotted in the same subfigure. There was also
three reoccurring load patterns during weekends, through out
all temperature intervals. Two of the reoccurring weekend load
patterns are similar in shape and time of peak to the weekday
load patterns 4a and 4b. The reoccurring weekend load pattern
which is not present during weekdays is a cluster centroid with
a peak spanning over several hours of the day with a small
dip during afternoon, seen in figure 5.

There were smaller differences in the load between the
different temperature intervals for the cluster centroids with
a similar load pattern. This is more clearly observed in figure
5 where T1 is slightly lower than T7 for the hours between
05:00 to 10:00, while T1 is slightly higher than T7 for the
hours between 17:00 to 23:00.

The centroid of the cluster having the most frequent number
of daily load profiles, henceforth denoted as the largest cluster,
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Fig. 5: The linearly interpolated cluster centroids with a similar
pattern for all temperature intervals, for weekends.

has a peak that often occurs during a time frame between
18:00-19:00, as seen in figure 6. This pattern was observed
for both weekdays and weekends.

The total number of daily load profiles in the partitioned
dataset that each cluster centroid represents varies between
13% − 2% for weekdays and weekends in all temperature
intervals.

All of the largest clusters represents roughly between
12%−9% of the weekday daily load profiles, for the different
temperature intervals. The same numbers during weekends are
in the range 13%− 9%.

Disregarding the unconcerned values in each attribute cate-
gory, there are 192 possible customer profile combinations in
the dataset. The two most common customer profiles in the
largest cluster can be observed in table III. These customer
profiles were also the most common customer profiles out-
side the largest cluster, for six out of the seven temperature
intervals.

Similar pattern was observed during weekdays and week-
ends, through out all the temperature intervals. The common
customer profiles in table III were not limited to the largest
clusters. Almost all clusters from the cluster analysis had
these customer profiles as the most common customer profile.
The clusters that represented the smallest share of daily load
profiles often had a different type of customer profile as the
most common customer profile.

The percentage that each of the two most common customer
profiles represents in and outside the largest cluster is seen in
table IV.

When including the unconcerned values in each attribute
category there were 899 possible customer profile combina-
tions. The over represented customer profiles in the largest
cluster compared to the daily load profiles outside the largest
cluster can be seen in table V. In the table it can be seen that
there is no clear pattern among the over represented customer
profiles in the different temperature intervals.

The share in percentage of the most over represented
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Fig. 6: The linearly interpolated centroid of the clusters
with most assigned day profiles to it, for weekdays in each
temperature interval.

customer profile for the largest clusters varies greatly between
the temperature intervals, seen in table VI.

Amongst the over represented customer profiles, patterns
were identified from the analysis of the reoccurring load
patterns in the subfigures of figure 4. Some over represented
customer profiles were present in all temperature intervals
while others were missing in certain temperature intervals.

The load pattern shown in figure 5 had no pattern amongst
its most over represented customer profiles. All of the over
represented customer profiles for the load pattern in figure 5
were different in each temperature interval.

Only the load pattern shown in figure 4b had an over rep-
resented customer profile that was among the three most over
represented customer profiles, present in all temperature inter-
vals. The commonly over represented customer profile for the
load pattern of figure 4b is {∗, DistrictHeat, Pre1975, ∗, ∗}.
The same customer profile was also over represented in the
load pattern of figure 4c, for all temperature intervals except
for T4, T6 and T7. Even the load pattern of the weekend
version of figure 4b had the same over represented customer
profile, for all temperature intervals except for T1 and T7.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

% of 63.41 62.90 58.10 52.48 50.09 44.44 43.39
cluster

% of 41.96 39.16 38.20 39.15 39.20 39.76 39.68

interval

% diff 21.45 23.74 19.90 13.33 10.89 4.68 3.81

TABLE II: The share of the customer profile
{∗, DistrictHeat, Pre1975, ∗, ∗} for the clusters in the
load patten seen in figure 4b.

The commonly over represented customer profile for the
load pattern in figure 4a is {∗, DistrictHeat, ∗, ∗,Medium}.
This customer profile was among the three most over repre-
sented customer profiles in all temperature intervals except for
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House Heat Constru. Area Nr of

Type Type Y ear Size Residen.

T1 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Post1975 Medium Low

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

T2 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

Row Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Low

T3 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 XLarge Medium

T4 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Post1975 Large Medium

T5 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 XLarge Medium

T6 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Large Medium

T7 D.Hou. Dist.Heat Pre1975 Medium Medium

D.Hou. Dist.Heat Post1975 Medium Low

TABLE III: The attributes of the most common customer
profile (excluding the ”unconcerned” value) in the largest
cluster, for weekdays.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

% of 10.87 10.50 10.41 9.67 8.39 18.94 9.33
cluster* 10.87 9.12 6.83 5.14 6.49 5.91 6.12

% of 54.35 88.67 78.68 84.49 92.79 76.58 72.59

temp 89.13 46.13 52.09 37.37 55.18 46.23 36.15

TABLE IV: The share of the two most customer profiles from
table III, represented in different datasets, for weekdays. *the
largest cluster.

T7. The exact same result applied to the weekend version of
the load pattern in figure 4a.

The percentage of over representation of the customer pro-
file for the load patterns in figure 4 and 5 are in range between
25% to 4%, compared to the customer profile’s representation
outside these load patterns. The share in percentage of the over
represented customer profile for the load patterns decreases as
the temperature increases, which is observed in table II.

The percentage of time each household belongs to its most
assigned cluster during the duration of time for a temperature
interval, differs between the different temperature intervals.
Similar results were noted for both weekday and weekend
partitioned temperature intervals.

None of the 230 customers belonged to its most assigned
cluster for more than 75% of the duration of time, for the
temperature intervals T3, T4 and T5.

Around 6% of the customers belonged to their most as-
signed cluster for more than 75% of the duration of time, for
the temperature interval T1. This number was the highest for
temperature interval T1, while the same number for T2, T6
and T7 is approximately 2%.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Load Patterns

The cluster centroids shows that certain load patterns are
reoccurring for the different temperature intervals, for both

House Heat Constru. Area Nr of

Type Type Y ear Size Residen.

T1 ∗ Dist.Heat ∗ Medium ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ Medium ∗

T2 ∗ Dist.Heat ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ Dist.Heat Pre1975 ∗ ∗

T3 D.Hou. Dist.Heat ∗ ∗ ∗
D.Hou. ∗ Pre1975 ∗ ∗

T4 ∗ HeatPump ∗ ∗ ∗
D.Hou. HeatPump ∗ ∗ ∗

T5 ∗ Dist.Heat Pre1975 ∗ ∗
∗ Dist.Heat Pre1975 ∗ Low

T6 ∗ ∗ Pre1975 ∗ Medium

∗ Dist.Heat ∗ ∗ Medium

T7 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Medium

∗ Dist.Heat Post1975 ∗ ∗

TABLE V: The customer profile with a larger share of
representation in the largest cluster, compared to the daily load
profiles outside the largest cluster.

weekdays and weekends. Commonly for all of the largest
clusters is that it has a centroid with peak load at around
18:00-19:00. This might imply that the load patterns with the
most frequent number of customers are similar, which was
observed earlier in figure 6.

The reoccurring customer load patterns in figure 4 and 5
proves that there are distinct load patterns that are consistent
despite the changes in temperature. There were only three
reoccurring load patterns for all temperature intervals during
weekends, the same number for weekdays.

There were around 12 − 13 clusters in each partitioned
dataset, which means that 23% − 25% of the clusters belong
to a reoccurring load pattern.

Many of the reoccurring load patterns have a similar shape
and peak, but a difference in the hour of the peak. This is
clearly seen in the plots in figure 4, where 4b looks like a time
delayed 4a. Some of the observed time delayed load patterns
often occurred during early morning, noon and afternoon.
This observation might be due to changes in daylight in
Sweden during the year. The hours of sunlight during a day
in Sweden varies greatly in between summer- and winter
solstice. Partitioning the dataset into temperature intervals
should remove the impact of sunlight hour on the customer
loads, since the partition is not monthly specified. Either this
observation is due to something else or it difficult to ignore
the impact of sunlight hours on Swedish household’s load
behavior.

B. Customer Profile Pattern

The attributes of the most common customer profile, exclud-
ing the unconcerned values, are similar for the largest cluster
in each temperature interval according to table III. It is seen
in the same table that the attribute category HouseType and
HeatType are the same amongst the most common customer
profiles. While the attribute category AreaSize varies greatly.
A varying value of AreaSize could be interpreted as that it
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

% of 55.43 85.08 53.16 23.61 45.90 41.96 52.19

cluster* 65.22 58.29 50.81 20.73 20.92 47.45 28.75

% of 40.53 65.35 46.58 13.77 39.61 26.70 46.07

interval 51.79 39.55 44.81 12.50 15.44 32.69 22.97

% diff. 14.90 19.73 6.58 9.84 6.29 15.24 6.12

13.43 18.74 6.00 8.23 5.48 14.76 5.60

TABLE VI: The share of the two most common customer types
from table V, represented in different datasets. *the largest
cluster.

does not influence the load pattern. A household with an area
size of 100m2 will have a similar load pattern as a household
with an area size larger than 200m2 according to table III.
This discovery is contrary to the belief that a larger household
would affect the load pattern, as it might require more lighting
and heating.

Almost all clusters had a similar customer profile as the
most common customer profile. These customer profiles were
also the most common customer profile outside the cluster, as
seen in table IV.

The largest type of customer profile represents up to 93%
of the daily load profiles in the partitioned dataset. The
clusters represents at most 13% of the daily load profiles in a
partitioned dataset. The low number of daily load profiles that
a cluster represents will result in each cluster receiving a share
of the most common customer profile in the dataset. The only
way that the most common customer profile in a dataset being
assigned to a specific cluster, is if the specific cluster’s share
of representation is larger than the common customer profile.

Lowering the number of clusters, K, for the cluster algo-
rithm will result in clusters with a large representation and
percentage of daily load profile. A consequence of this is that
the purpose of the clustering might be lost due to the badly
fitted loads in a cluster, since a low K-value will increase the
cluster distance. It seems as the share of each customer profile
in the original dataset affects the most common customer
profile in the clusters. This is a property of the original dataset
that cannot be altered.

C. Over Represented Customer Profiles

Identifying the reoccurring load patterns simplifies the clas-
sification of consumer load patterns, which could be consid-
ered as a basic load pattern. Based on the basic load patterns
they can be the basis for different decisions that the power
companies carry out in the electric grid, later affecting the
customers. One such example is the introduction of network
tariffs.

From the analysis of the clusters it is known that the largest
clusters represents about 13%− 9% of the daily load profiles
from the same partitioned dataset. The number of customers
that responds to an introduced network tariff at the hours of
peak load demand is not known. It might be more desirable
to specifically target a larger share of customers in a cluster
rather than customers outside the cluster. Since a network tariff
might cause an unexpected reduction in load demand when it

also includes other non-target customers. The electric power
system is built to handle a fluctuating power demand, but large
unwanted reductions in power demand might cause a waste of
electric energy from renewable energy sources since it cannot
be stored.

Reducing the affects of including other groups of non-
target customer profiles require a larger analysis of all pos-
sible groups of customer profiles, by the introduction of the
unconcerned value in each attribute category. This means that
a customer profile that represents a larger share of customers
in the cluster than in the remaining dataset would reduce the
impact of a network tariff on non-targeted customer profiles.
Seen in table V are the customer profiles that represents a
larger share of daily load profiles in the cluster than outside
the cluster. The percentage of the over represented customer
profiles in the largest cluster for each partitioned dataset is
seen in table VI.

Comparing the two tables IV and VI it is clearly seen that
when including customer profiles with unconcerned attributes
values it would lower the impact of affecting other non-target
customer profiles. These customer profiles with unconcerned
attributes values represents a larger set of daily load profiles
and customer profiles, compared to those without the uncon-
cerned attribute value.

For example the most common customer profile in T1 in
table V represents approximately 11% of the day profiles in
that cluster, while the same customer profile represents about
54% of the day profiles outside the cluster. The customer
profile {∗, DistrictHeat, ∗,Medium, ∗}, which is not the
most common customer profile in T1 would represent 55%
of the day profiles in the cluster while the same customer
profile represents 41% of the customers outside the cluster in
the same temperature and day interval. Meaning that it would
target a larger share of daily load profiles inside the cluster
than outside the cluster, with a difference of 14%.

An over represented customer profile was clearly observed
when analyzing the customer profiles among the reoccurring
load patterns in figure 4. Both the weekday and weekend
version of the load pattern in figure 4a had the same over
represented customer profile among the three most over rep-
resented customer profiles in all temperature intervals.

There were patterns amongst the over represented customer
profiles for the reoccurring load patterns in figure 4 and 5.
Both the weekday and weekend version of the load pattern in
figure 4a had the same over represented customer profile for
all temperature intervals, except T7. This clearly shows that
certain customer profile could be associated with a specific
load pattern.

The share of representation for the commonly over repre-
sented customer profile of the load profile in figure 4b reduces
as the temperature increases. Similar results were observed for
the over represented customer profiles of the load profile in
figure 4a. The share of the customer profile outside the load
pattern stays in the same range for all temperature intervals.
The reason for this observation is not clear.
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D. Cluster Belonging

When the temperature is at the extremes the households
are more likely to belong to a specific cluster, for a longer
time. During temperatures that are not at the extremes, the
households cluster belonging are often short and changes
frequently. This could be interpreted as the duration of cluster
belonging varies for these temperature intervals. Decisions
based on the results of the cluster- and data analysis should
take into account the level of uncertainty regarding households
cluster belonging.

Often during the analysis of the reoccurring patterns it was
observed that the customer profiles in temperature intervals
T1 and T7 often deviated from the other customer profiles.
This observation was not expected since earlier results showed
that the households were more likely to stay with a specific
cluster during these temperature intervals.

X. CONCLUSION

There was three reoccurring load patterns each for both
weekdays and weekends, for all temperature intervals. Com-
monly for all except one of the reoccurring load patterns is
that the peak occurs during afternoon or early evening.

The load profiles with the most frequent number of assigned
day profiles to it have a peak during afternoon and early
evening, but these loads are not among the reoccurring loads.

The attributes of the largest customer profile are not unique
or limited to a specific load pattern. An analysis of the most
common customer profile of the load with most assigned day
profiles to it, showed that there is a large variety of area size
among the customers during the temperature intervals. This
attribute category was the only one that varied compared to the
values of the other attributes categories. This means that the
area size of a household would not influence the household’s
load pattern, compared to other household attributes.

There are certain over represented customer profiles in
the reoccurring loads. These customer profiles are showed
to be associated with specific loads. The degree of over
representation reduces as the temperature increases, which
might diminish this discovery.

When the temperature is at the extremes, the households are
more likely to belong to a specific type of load pattern for the
duration of the temperature. This means that the household
load pattern is consistent and more predictable for the certain
temperature intervals. During the time when the temperature
is at the extremes it was discovered that the load patterns
would be different and deviate from load patterns in other
temperatures.
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THE NEXT BATTLE AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE  
MAY RAGE BENEATH THE WAVES 
WAVE POWER. There is no denying the immense power of the ocean. Imagine if we could harness the 
power that has the capability to literally rock an aircraft carrier and cause seasickness among the pas-
sengers of a cruise ship. The power of waves is a force of nature waiting to be utilized. 

Imagine if a bottom-dwelling wave power plant could harvest energy from these very same seasickness in-
ducing waves, working tirelessly to power a small town. To date, this power has been hard to tap, precisely 
because the oceans move so slowly. Several attempts have been made to find an effective way to extract this 
power but none have been commercially successful thus far. Most generator designs require a fairly high 
speed to be effective, and therefore they cannot be efficiently “plugged-in” to the power of the sea.

A new inventive design being developed by researcher Anders Hagnestål at the department of Electric Power 
and Energy Systems and students at KTH Royal Institute of Technology may be the start of a revolution in 
wave power generation. The new design is a type of a Transverse Flux Machine which has not yet been de-
veloped. However, if successful, we could tap into and harvest the energy of the oceans, a resource with the 
potential to provide 10 % of the world’s energy needs. This would reduce the global need for fossil fuels, which 
in turn would reduce carbon emissions.

In a way the design is simple, a long rod that is moved in and out of its housing by the rising and falling action 
of the ocean waves. This simplicity is key in reducing the likelihood of mechanical failure, which is expensive 
to mend at sea. Cheap maintenance is what gives our design a powerful advantage over other designs, who 
often requires regular upkeep due to the harsh and shifting environment in which the generators are located. 
Underneath this simplicity lies a complex and sophisticated design, a special arrangement of permanent mag-
nets that is the source of the machines competitive efficiency and commercial viability.

CONTEXT L: GENERATORS FOR WAVE POWER
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With the diminishing deposits of easily ac-
cessible fossil fuels, and increasing public 
awareness of the environmental impacts 

suffered by the past and ongoing usage of said fuels, 
the need for renewable and sustainable energy sourc-
es is paramount. Some of these sources are readi-
ly available and established across the globe, while 
some remain as reverse-salients in the global energy 
system. One of these reverse-salients is wave power 
generation. It differs from the many other developed 
technologies in that the velocity of the energy supply-
ing medium, in this case water, is low, while the force 
applied is enormous. In contrast, wind power gen-
erators make use of the high velocity and low force 
of wind. This causes a series of problems, where 
the main ones are inadequate power conversion ef-
ficiency and the lack of compatible components eas-
ily available on the market. These problems have, 
to date, made wave power generators unprofitable, 
halting further development and advancements. 

The objective of this context was to aid in the devel-
opment of a new type of wave power generator at the 
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden. 
This type of wave power generator is a double-sided 
linear Transverse Flux Machine which is designed 
to achieve a power conversion efficiency comparable 
to the generators used for wind and hydro power. 
The challenges in developing this type of wave pow-
er generator is to find a design such that losses are 
minimized to its maximum extent and to simplify the 
construction as the design is mechanically complex.

Project group L1 designed a laminated core for the 
generator. The goal was to look at potential losses in 
regards to the layout of individual sheets in the core 
and examine if the transition from a square core to a 
round one would cause additional losses. The losses 
were identified to be caused by magnetic fields from 
the translator leaking perpendicularly into the core 
in an undesirable way. This issue was addressed in 
the design of the sheets in a way that would greatly 
increase the efficiency of the generator. Final blue-
prints were developed mutually with researchers in 
the design team for compatibility with the rest of the 
machine.

Project group L2 aimed to minimize circulating cur-
rent losses within the generator windings. A single 
thick cable would result in high eddy current loss-
es. To reduce these the cable should be composed of 
around 40 insulated strands. This has the downside 
that these strands form closed loops around which 
circulating currents can flow. Different methods of 
twisting or braiding the cable were investigated to 
minimize the net induced magnetic flux through these 
loops and therefore minimize induced voltages. Prom-
ising solutions were analyzed regarding their sensitiv-
ity to changes in the shape of the magnetic field since 
the exact topology of the field was unknown.

Project group L3 focused on developing a mounting 
tool for magnets in a pole in the stator. Three magnet 
rows were to be placed next to each other, on elec-
trical steel, creating a pole in the stator of the wave 
power generator. The tool was made to simplify the 
placement of the magnets. The magnets needed to be 
placed in a way where they naturally repelled each 
other, making the construction difficult. Simulations 
of the magnetic flux density field and forces were 
made to examine the problems with mounting the 
magnets. A design of the tool was created, and mate-
rials for the tool were decided. 

Project group L4 aimed to design a tool to stack the 
magnetic poles assembled in project L3. To achieve 
an alternating magnetic field the generator used a 
translator to redirect the magnetic field of the poles. 
To achieve an alternating magnetic field the transla-
tor required phases of magnetic poles stacked with 
opposing magnetic poles. As the magnets were to be 
mounted with opposing magnetic poles, and there 
were strong magnetic forces involved, there was no 
obvious solution to the mounting tool. However, 
through thorough simulations and rigorous model-
ling, a simple, yet effective, solution was conceived. 

Regarding future projects an analysis should be 
conducted in order to investigate possible costs and 
benefits of implementing and establishing wave pow-
er systems on a large scale. Different factors, like ben-
thic fauna and flora, should be considered. 

Unexpected issues could be identified with the con-
struction of the prototype generator, some of  which 
may include increased losses, or insufficient me-
chanical solidity of the design. Future projects could 
therefore be needed to solve these new problems to 
achieve desired efficiency and structural strength.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
If wave power would become commercially viable 
it would affect our society on an individual, societal 
and environmental level.

The buoys marking the locations of wave power 
generators could be considered ugly, thus reducing 
the recreational value of surrounding environments. 
Other than that, consumers would greatly appreciate 
knowing the energy being used in their everyday life 
is environmentally sustainable.

Renewable energy sources have a problem of being 
more intermittent than fossil fuels. The power net-
work can become unstable if there are large fluctua-
tions in the amount of power produced. Wave power 
can help to solve this issue since it brings another 
level of redundancy to the network by providing a 
new independent source of renewable energy. This is 

CONTEXT L: GENERATORS FOR WAVE POWER
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good since a stable power grid is essential to modern 
society. 

Wave energy converters may have troublesome ef-
fects on marine wildlife, meaning one should tread 
with great caution while examining potential loca-
tions for grand scale generator parks. Looking into 
what species are present and how such a large change 
would affect them should be an initial step before pro-
ceeding with the enterprise. One should always take 
the extra step of trying to estimate a monetary value 
on the environment, making a cost-benefit analysis 
possible. Some examples of the trouble wave energy 
converters could bring may include; noise may dis-
rupt animals using noise as navigation, cables could 
entangle larger migrating species, the magnetic fields 
could affect the navigational capabilities of crabs, 
sharks, sea potatoes and other animals. There are, of 
course, many more factors that could be taken into 
account, such as flora and lighting above the surface 
of the water.

Wave energy causes no emissions, which makes it 
environmentally friendly, and it can replace some of 
the non-renewable energy producers. And, in long 
term, it can greatly aid the environment.  

As with off-shore wind parks, wave energy convert-
ers are a hazard for marine traffic. Furthermore, as 
they are not inherently visible they could pose a sig-
nificant risk. There are laws in place regarding buoys 
at sea which need to be followed to ensure the safe-
ty of marine traffic. Those constructing wave power 
plants are responsible to follow all such rules. As 
long as the buoys are maintained according to these 
standards, however, it is the responsibility of marine 
traffic to avoid the infrastructure.

The human race is requiring more energy today 
than ever due to our current standard of life, which 
has taken its toll on the climate and environment 
in general. In order for future generations to have a 
planet to live on this issue must be solved before it 
becomes irreversible. In our opinion the benefits of 
wave power greatly overweighs the disadvantages. 
With the addition of wave power to the collection of 
our nature friendly resources, we could reduce the 
usage of fossil fuels and help restoring the climate. 

CONTEXT L: GENERATORS FOR WAVE POWER
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Stator Core Design for a Linear Transversive Flux
Machine

Viktor Lönnroth and Tomas Arleklint

Abstract - Wave power is not an energy source taken
advantage of partly due to the lack of effective generators
for slow speeds. There is an ongoing project at the Royal
Institute of Technology in Sweden where a transversive flux
machine specialised for slow speeds is being developed.
This paper aims to design the core of this machine to
achieve high efficiency and low cost. The basic design is
presented along with the approach to the different aspects
of the manufacturing. After examining possible losses these
have been bypassed or minimised using various methods.
If this is not done properly, the losses will be too severe for
the machine to prove useful. A study of the results show
that a very high efficiency will be achieved, way superior
to that of currently existing wave power generators.

I. INTRODUCTION

GLOBAL warming is continuing to be a global issue that
needs to be solved. The leading cause of the global

warming is the continuous use of fossil fuels like coal and
oil as an energy source [1]. This results in huge amounts
of greenhouse gases, mostly carbon dioxide, being released
into the atmosphere, which is not sustainable. There are a
number of environmentally friendly substitutions, however,
for example, wind and hydro power. These are sustainable
environmentally friendly energy sources, which means that
they produce electricity by using a never ending power source
while not producing significant amounts of greenhouse gasses.
The optimal scenario would, of course, be if all the energy in
the world would be extracted from environmentally friendly
sources.

A renewable power source that has not yet been utilised
on large scale is wave power. One of the reasons is that
an effective wave generator has not yet been invented. The
main difference between wave power and wind and hydro
power is that wind and hydro power is being produced by
having a turbine spin at high speeds, which with the help of
a generator produces electricity. Waves, however, are moving
at much slower speeds. At high speeds, the resistive losses of
a generator are nearly irrelevant. At low speeds those become
very large, which means that a similar generator is poorly
suited for wave power applications if it is direct driven, as the
losses would be too great. This will be discussed further in
the paper.

A new type of generator designed for low speeds is currently
being developed at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Sweden [2]. Thanks to the design of the machine the winding
is much shorter and thicker compared to the winding of
standard generators designed for high speeds, which means

that the resistive losses, which comes from the windings, are
greatly reduced. A way to further reduce the total length of
the winding without decreasing the amount of turns is to
wind the coil around cylindrical legs instead of square ones,
which results in a shorter circumference and less bending
constraints on the rather thick winding. However, this creates
other problems. It leads to unwanted eddy currents and the
manufacturing of the core becomes impractical, as it would
require stacking completely different pieces instead of stacking
several rectangular pieces of the same size. Minimising these
eddy currents and achieving an approximately round shape
by designing the lamination sheets of the core is the focus
of this project. It also has to be implementable and within a
budget, and achieving a low cost solution is a general aim of
the project.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II existing
wave power generators are described. Section III explains how
a transverse flux generator works and in Section IV the theory
behind losses in electrical machines are explained. Section V
describes the method used and Section VI shows the results.
These results are discussed in Section VII and section VIII
concludes the paper.

II. EXISTING WAVE POWER TAKE-OFF

Several attempts with many variations have been made to
build wave power generators. However, none of the have
proven to be as efficient as the solutions for wind and hydro
power. Presently, they all share the issue with low efficiency.
The problem is the low speed, which can be dealt with in two
ways. One way is to try to build a direct drive generator with
high efficiency despite the low speed, and the other way is to
first convert the motion from low speeds to high speeds using
a gearbox or similar, and then using a standard generator.

A. Hydraulic Wave Power System

Constructions using hydraulics to produce electricity is
the most common version of wave power take-off systems
(PTO) today. There are various ways in which hydraulics is
used to produce wave power. One common way is with a
surface attenuator. A surface attenuator is a floating device,
constructed of several segments connected to each other. When
perpendicular to the waves, a flexing motion will emerge
between the segments which are resisted by a piston [3].

Another common type is an oscillating wave surge con-
verter. This consists of a paddle attached to a piston, with one
fixed point on the seabed. The other end will move back and
forth with the waves, while resisted by the piston [4].
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In both cases these pistons will drive generators to produce
electricity. If a problem arises with these kinds of construc-
tions, maintenance will be required, which is expensive out at
sea. An important environmental issue is that these hydraulic
systems will leak oil into the sea. Resorting to ecological oil
will result in lower performance.

B. Pneumatic Power Take-Off

An oscillating water column takes advantage of created
air pressure to push air through a turbine. Air is caught in
a capture chamber, which is a partly submerged enclosed
construction. When the sea level is rising with the waves, air
will be pushed up into the capture chamber. The increased
pressure will in turn push air through a turbine located at the
top of the chamber above the sea level. When the sea level
drops in between the waves air will flow back to the chamber
through the turbine as a result of the reduced pressure. The
turbine will, with a generator, produce electricity [5].

The main issue is the random element in waves. It is difficult
to produce a smooth power level from the generator as the
turbine continuously starts and stops spinning with irregular
speeds. There are ways to stabilise the air pressure by for
example releasing some of the air inside the pressure chamber
with valves, but the low efficiency issue remains.

C. Conventional Generators Using Gearboxes

A frequent method in attempting to harvest wave power
is with buoys and gear boxes. The buoys will float on the
surface while attached to a gear box via a rack. The rack will
be turning the gears in the gear box, which in turn will drive
an attached conventional generator. The gear box will change
the speed from the slow moving buoy to an optimal speed for
the generator.

Using gear boxes gives higher efficiency but it brings many
problems. The gear box has to be water proof as ocean water
is bad for the mechanical drive system. The box itself also
has to be robust to withstand the water pressure at the bottom.
Along with this frequent maintenance is also required as the
gearbox is continuously exposed for strong jerking motions.

III. TRANSVERSE FLUX MACHINE

The generator described in this paper is a transverse flux
machine (TFM) which is designed to be specialised for low
speed. This specific generator has been invented by Anders
Hagnestål [2], who also supervises the project. The main
difference between this generator and standard generators is
that it has a unidirectional magnetic flux, i.e. that all the flux
in one phase goes in the same direction. The generator is
a synchronous three phase machine with six coils. The flux
originates from permanent magnets and the field is being
changed by a large translator moving through the core. The
translator consists of electrical steel and structural material
oriented in such a way that it changes the amplitude and
direction of the magnetic flux in the core.

The core consists of two parts located on opposite sides of
the translator, as seen in figure 1. A top view cross section

Figure 1. Overview of the machine showing the outer stator and translator

Figure 2. Cross section of the machine inside the stator

of the translator and the inner stators can be seen in figure 2.
It has three legs on each side with windings on each leg,
representing the three phases. The flux travels through the
windings in a way representable as a sinus wave. The flux
is phase shifted by 120 degrees between the legs, as in the
case with a 3-phase transformer. The flux enters the core in
parts similar to a funnel. This collects and directs the flow into
the rest of the core.

This reasoning behind the invention of this type of generator
is that it maintains high efficiency even at low speeds [6]. This
is due to the fact that the ratio between the induced voltage
and resistance losses is kept low, which is discussed further
in the paper. This is a problem for conventional generators
and one of the reasons why efficiently harvesting wave power
has not yet been successful. Another advantage with this type
of generator is that the linear motion is naturally suitable for
waves. Therefore there is no need for additional mechanical
parts, which removes a source of losses and potential failure.

IV. THEORY

A. Eddy Currents

Eddy currents are a phenomenon occurring when a voltage
is induced by a magnetic field passing through a conductor
perpendicularly. If the conductor is a plate with a big area,
the current circulates through the plate and heats it due
to the resistance. This is a major source of losses in all
electric machines where magnetic fields are conducted through
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electrically conducting parts. This is described in the flowing
equation as the loss per weight unit.

Pe =
π2B2

P d
2f2

6ρD
, (1)

where BP is the peak magnetic flux density, f is the frequency,
d is width of the plate, ρ is the resistivity of the material and
D is the density of the material. The formula is from [7] with
the added density to get the losses per weight unit.

B. Leakage Flux

In an ideal electrical machine the flux will flow through the
core only. However, since the permeability for ferromagnetic
materials is not large enough compared to the permeability
for air, this is rarely a reality. Since air gaps are part of
the magnetic circuit and since sources of the magnetic fields
sometimes are in opposing directions, some of the flux will
form a closed loop around one of the coils in the air and
not through the core. This results in increased inductance
as some of the created flux is being completely wasted. It
also increases potential losses from eddy current losses and
circulating currents where the leakage flux passes through
different materials of the machine.

The leakage reactance, which is also called the secondary
short circuit reactance, according to [8], is given by

Xk2 = ωLk2 (2)

where ω is the angular velocity and Lk2 is the inductance. The
inductance is a factor dependent on the geometry. It can be
hard to calculate for a TFM, since it requires 3D finite element
simulations with a very large number of elements to calculate
the magnetic flux densities.

C. Hysteresis Losses

When a magnetic field is applied to ferromagnetic materials
such as electrical steel, the magnetic domains in the material
will align themselves with the field. When the magnetic field
is being removed some of the dipoles will stay in the same
position instead of going back to a random position. This
means that the material has become slightly permanently
magnetised. To reverse this, a magnetic field in the opposite
direction has to be applied. Some of the work done by this
field will be to simply reset the magnetisation of the metal,
which is what is called a hysteresis loss. The losses can be
approximated as

Ph = khfB
1.6
p (3)

where kh is a hysteresis constant that varies between different
materials, f is the frequency and Bp is the peak magnetic flux
density. [9].

There is a limit to how much a material can be magnetised.
This is called saturation. When a material has reached this
state the magnetisation will no longer be affected by an
increased magnetic field. The hysteresis and saturation effects
with respect to applied magnetic field and resulting magnetic
flux are seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. Hysteresis curves for different materials [10].

D. Resistive losses

At low speeds a lower electric field is induced along the
generator winding since it is directly proportional to the speed
in a standard synchronous generator, and an upper limit of the
induced electric field (not valid for TFM) is

Eind = vBavg (4)

where v is the speed of the generator and Bavg is the average
magnetic flux density.

In generators used for high speed, the ratio

Eres

Eind
, (5)

where Eres is the resistive voltage drop per meter winding and
Eind is the induced voltage per meter winding, is low since
Eind will be large. Eres depends on the current density and the
resistivity in the conductor material. For low speeds, the ratio
between Eres and Eind will increase as Eind decreases with
the speed. The current is the same in both cases, which results
in a constant Eres. To decrease the ratio a lower resistance per
induced Volt is required. The resistance in a wire is given by

R = ρ
l

A
(6)

The resistivity ρ is a constant so the length l and the area
A has to be altered to decrease the resistance of the winding.
This will in turn lead to lower Eres and a lower ratio between
Eres and Eind.

V. METHOD

In order to achieve a good result the approach was divided
into two parts. First, calculations were done to find how
possible losses would depend on the design of the core. Based
on these calculations the core was then designed to minimise
these.

A. Design

The goal with the design was to minimise iron losses with a
limited budget, with the condition to aim for cylindrical trans-
former legs instead of square ones, as this reduces resistance
losses to some extent. The most significant sources for losses
were identified and accounted for during the design process. A
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Figure 4. Comparison between different areas.

visit was paid to a manufacturer to learn of different methods
of cutting steel with varying price and quality, along with the
advantages and disadvantages of using different sorts of steel.
A balance was then found between cost and performance.

B. Significant Losses

The two most significant areas regarding losses were iden-
tified and investigated in the worst case scenarios. The first
area was the one where the core changes shape, from a square
cross section at the funnel to a cylindrical shape in the legs. In
order to calculate the affect of the eddy current the magnetic
flux causing it first had to be calculated. This was done for
two cases, for a circle and for an octagonal, for comparison. A
homogeneous magnetic field inside the steel was assumed. The
calculations were done by comparing a square and the shape of
interest with the same area. Since the areas are not completely
overlapping some of the magnetic flux will be relocated, which
in turn will create eddy currents. By calculating the percentage
difference of the area covered by the selected shapes, the
percentage of the magnetic flux causing eddy currents is also
obtained. The flux in areas marked A in figure 4 will, during
the transition, be moved to the areas marked B.

The eddy currents are dependent on the magnetic flux
density, which means that the eddy current also are dependent
on the area over which the flux will change direction. The
amount of magnetic flux density causing eddy currents is
therefore calculated as

B2 =
B1A1k

A2
, (7)

where B2 is the magnetic flux density causing eddy currents,
B1 is the total magnetic flux density in the core, A1 is the cross
section area of the core, k is the ratio between the diverging
flux and total flux and A2 is the area over which the flux
moves inside the core.

The second area was the part of the core that collects the
flow from the translator. Due to the difficulties of finding the
amount of flow entering the core perpendicularly a worst case
scenario was assumed when a solution for this problem was
adapted. This solution has been carefully examined, but is left
out in the text for patenting reasons.

VI. RESULTS

A. Calculated Losses

Using the methods described above, the losses that could
occur in the design was calculated. The worst case scenario
approach was employed.
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Figure 5. Eddy current losses without the solution.
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Figure 6. Eddy current losses with the solution.

During the project a way to reduce the losses from eddy
currents in this kind of generator was found, as mentioned in
section V-B. The method is very effective as can be seen in
the results. The details of the method can not be revealed in
this stage of development due to patenting reasons.

When the flux changes direction due to the change of
geometry in the legs, 9% of the flux passing through will, in
the worst case scenario, create eddy currents. With a total flux
density in core of 1, 7T, core radius of 0.16m and a frequency
of 60Hz, losses of up to 1.9kW/kg will be produced if no
loss reducing method is applied, calculated with equation 1.
With the derived method of reducing the eddy current losses
they are reduced to 4W/kg at the worst location. These losses
will only appear in certain areas of the core. Unavoidable iron
losses add up to 1.57W/kg at 60Hz, according to [11].

Graphs were plotted to examine the losses due to flux
leaking from the magnets in the stator for different amounts
of flux to get an understanding of the severity of the problem.
If nothing is done the losses will behave according to the
graph in figure 5, where the losses are overestimated since the
reduction in flux from the eddy currents is not regarded.

If the derived method of reducing eddy current losses is
used the graph will behave as in figure 6. This is a reduction
of losses by a factor of about 400.

B. Drawings

After visiting a manufacturer it was decided that oriented
electrical steel was worth the price, and that the best way to
manufacture the plates was to cut them using a laser cutter.

In figure 7 and 8 the whole stator core is shown. It is built by
adding several layers of thin sheets of the electrical steel on top
of each other until desired thickness is reached. The stator will
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Figure 7. The stator core.

Figure 8. The stator core.

consist of eight different layer sizes. There are two different
versions of lamination layers, each with several segments, as
shown in figure 9. The two different layers will be alternated
when stacked on top of each other. For the smaller lamination
layers the segmented pieces are simply scaled down.

The core will be held with electrically isolated bolts going
through all the plates and with wedges on the sides. To sim-
plify the construction, fiberglass pins will be placed through
the steel plates to assist with the positioning.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Design Choices

Several choices were made to optimise cost and efficiency
while designing the core. The transition from a square to a
cylindrical leg shape was decided at the beginning of the
project. This due to the decreased winding resistances with
a shorter length, while retaining a large cross cut area. This
induces additional eddy currents, but the effects of these can
be reduced. For a perfectly round leg shape, many different
shapes for the lamination would be needed. This increases the
price and the complexity of the construction. A balance had
to be found between the efficiency and the price, and eight
different sizes was deemed sufficient enough.

The outer legs of the core were bent inwards toward the
middle to reduce the amount of steel used. This brings a slight
increase in manufacturing complexity but is not deemed a

Figure 9. The segmentation of the lamination layers.

problem as they will be laser cut. The legs are designed so that
the windings will have enough room for sufficient thickness
and shortest possible length.

The decision to use grain oriented electrical steel is based
on that this steel has better magnetic properties than normal
steel in one of its directions, and the iron losses are reduced to
about 1/3 compared to non-oriented standard iron. [12]. This
is why the lamination layers are divided into several segments
along the core. The field will change direction in the core, so
to reduce losses the layers are designed so that the magnetic
flow will follow the grain orientation as often as possible. For
structural integrity there are two different layer layouts, had
the segmentation cuts been located in the same place through
all layers the core would fall apart.

B. Total Core Losses

There are several sources of losses related to the core and
affected by the design, as discussed in section IV. There will
be eddy currents both in the lamination direction and from
leakage and flux changing in the core. Losses from the leakage
flux from the coils and the decreased resistance losses in the
wires by winding the coils around the cylindrical legs are
negligible in comparison to the other losses.

The hysteresis losses are minimised by choosing grain
oriented high quality electrical steel. The core is dimensioned
so that there will be no problem with saturation of the steel
by giving the flux a big enough cross section area.

Eddy currents will always appear in electrical machines.
By laminating the core with sufficiently thin sheets the eddy
currents will be of an acceptable level, and how thin the
laminations should be made is in general a trade-off between
primarily losses and manufacturing cost.

Eddy currents caused by magnetic fluxes perpendicular to
the lamination sheets is found to be the largest potential source
of losses. By applying a solution found during the project these
losses were sufficiently minimised for the prototype so that
they became a small fraction of the total iron losses of the
machine. This solution is also applied for the eddy currents
occurring during the change of geometry. The solution cannot
be explained for patenting reasons.

C. Structural and Assembly Issues

Although the generator may look simple at a first glance,
the construction is very complex. One of the things to keep in
mind is that metal parts has to be used carefully. If some metal
by accident creates a conducting short circuit loop it would
gain an inductive like behaviour. If large magnetic fields are
in close proximity with these potential loops, large currents
appear in the structure and cause losses in heating. For this
reason, non-conducting materials like fiberglass would serve as
an acceptable replacement. However, these kinds of materials
have structural problems, regarding stiffness and creepage.
This all leads to issues regarding the construction, when the
core needs to be fastened and kept together.

Bolts will be needed to hold the core together. Isolation is
required for the bolts not to short circuit the sheets and create
eddy currents. A fibreglass structure will surround the core for
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stabilisation. This support structure is also used to attach the
core to the rest of the generator.

Another problem emerges regarding tightening the plates. In
order to prevent the plates from moving using friction there
needs to be substantial pressure. The pressure can damage
the coating of the electrical steel and cause increases in eddy
currents, which is reported in [13]. It is also stated that the
pressure also may create a change in magnetic properties and
increased hysteresis losses due to the deformation of the iron
structure in the plates. The specific iron losses may increase
with a few percent when increasing the pressure from 1MPa,
which is the standard, to 8MPa [14]. This may seam like a
lot but the specific iron are only a small portion of the other
losses.

D. Steel Plate Manufacturing

The decision to manufacture the steel plates for the pro-
totype using a fiber optic laser cutter was made as it would
be the cheapest and most efficient way. As shown in [15],
however, this will cause slightly higher losses than stamping
with a mechanical cutter. On a large scale it would for that
reason be beneficial to investigate if stamping could prove
more useful.

There are several ways to reduce the negative effects on the
steel when cutting. Since the design involves a large amount of
cutting, annealing is advised [15]. It might also be beneficial
to use some of the other methods proposed by [14] to fine
tune the laser to further decrease iron core losses.

Due to the cost of setting the laser up for new batches the
decision to only build eight differently sized layouts would
suffice for an approximated circular cross section of the legs.
In a large scale production several differently sized layouts is
advised for higher efficiency.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Designing the core of this type of TFM is proven to be
a crucial task not to be taken lightly. If not done properly
the losses will be too extreme for the machine to prove
effective. By employing different methods these losses can
be bypassed and minimised. Considering this design is for
a prototype the risks exist for overseen problems that might
require adjustments. However, using this sort of design for a
TFM is fully achievable and it might prove to be the next
standard for wave power generators as it proves way superior.
A prototype will be built during 2017.
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Development of the Winding Geometry for an
Efficient Wave Power Generator

Thomas Wall

Abstract—A method for twisting a stranded cable in order
to reduce losses due to circulating currents is investigated. A
theoretical model connecting the voltages over individual strands
to the magnetic flux through the cable is presented. A model
simplifying the geometry of the cable is developed. Twisting
solutions are investigated both analytically and through the use of
a computer model for a simplified magnetic field. The sensitivity
of these solutions to variation in the magnetic field is analysed
for a 40 strand cable. The limitations of the model and problems
associated with applying it to a cable of 110 strands are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE world still relies to a large extent on fossil fuels for
energy production. By far the greatest proportion of the

world’s energy demand comes from developed countries. The
energy demands of developing countries is rising and we can
expect that the energy demands of the world as a whole will be
far greater in the future than they are today [1, p. 2]. This is at
a time when we need to move from fossil fuels to sustainable
energy sources due to the effect of greenhouse gasses on our
climate and the simple fact that fossil fuels will run out.

Wave power is a potential renewable energy source that has
as yet not been commercialised at large scale [2]. There are
some significant challenges to harnessing this power source.
Waves are slow moving and existing generators are inefficient
at low speeds, and the fact that the energy conversion device
needs to be in the sea makes it simultaneously hard to maintain
and subject to harsh conditions leading to increased wear [3].
The attractive feature of Anders Hagnestål’s design [4] is that it
offers potentially commercially viable efficiency at low speeds
removing the need for a gearing system that would require
frequent maintainance.

The machine is however quite complex and there are a num-
ber of interesting technical challenges. This project focuses
on one of these challenges, trying to limit the losses due to
induced circulating currents in the generator windings.

A single winding consists of a cable wound around a
cylindrical iron core. A varying magnetic field through the
windings will give rise to eddy currents within the cable itself
and lead to losses that increase in proportion to the square
of the thickness of the cable. To combat this the cable will
consist of thin insulated strands but this in turn creates a
further problem. The cable strands, being connected in parallel
will form closed loops of differing sizes through which a
varying magnetic flux will flow, leading to induced voltages
and an uneven distribution of current in the cable strands. If
the strands are suitably arranged by twisting the cable the net
flux through these loops can be minimised and keep the losses
low.

z

r
Iron core

⊗J

B

l
h

Fig. 1. Approximation of the magnetic field in the windings using Ampere’s
law. The current in the windings is approximated as a constant current density
J.

The aim of this project is to investigate the losses in the
windings due to both eddy currents within individual cable
strands and from the flow of currents around the closed
loops formed by parallel connected cable strands. A suitable
arrangement of the cable strands will be proposed to minimise
losses.

There exists a commercially available wire called litz wire
that is specifically designed to minimise these sorts of losses,
primarily for high frequency components. For economic rea-
sons it is desirable to avoid purchasing litz wire and construct
the cable from cheaper, single-strand, aluminium wire. This
relies on the chosen twisting solution being sufficiently simple.
It is not intended to recreate the continuously twisted litz
wire, rather that the cable will be primarily laid untwisted
with discrete twists along its length. An important question
is whether this is a viable option or if it would be better to
purchase ready-made litz wire.

II. THEORY

A. The Magnetic Field in the Windings

At first the magnetic field was assumed to arise purely from
the induced current in the winding cable itself. The magnetic
field arising from the permanent magnets in the sliding portion
of the generator was assumed to flow entirely through the
winding core with no leakage into the windings themselves.

A first approximation of the field was obtained using
Ampere’s law. The current in the windings was approximated
as a constant free current density. For a closed path C, as
shown by the dashed line in fig. 1, the magnetic flux density
satisfies
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y
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Fig. 2. Calculation of eddy current losses for a thin sheet. A current is
considered around a closed rectangular path (dotted) with breadth l, thickness
dy, and length approximately 2b.

∮

C

B · dl = µ

∫

S

J · dS, (1)

where µ ≈ µ0 is the permeability of the aluminium windings
and the integral on the right hand side represents the total
current through the surface enclosed by the path C.

The magnetic flux density along the bottom leg of the path,
which lies along the surface of the core, was assumed to be
negligible due to the boundary condition that the tangential
component of the magnetic field intensity H is continuous
across the boundary between the core and the windings. Since
the relative permeability of the core is many times that of the
winding the magnetic flux density along this leg is several
orders of magnitude smaller than in the core. The smaller
radial component of the magnetic field was also ignored
meaning that the contribution from the top leg of the closed
path dominates. Assuming a constant current density, the first
approximation of the magnetic flux density is given by

B(h) ≈ µJhẑ, (2)

a field that is zero at the surface of the core and increases
linearly with radius.

B. Eddy Current Losses

For the calculation of the losses due to eddy currents within
a single strand the strand can be treated as a thin sheet as
depicted in fig. 2. A circulating current around the dotted path,
l wide and dy thick will encounter a resistance

dR = ρ
2b

l dy
, (3)

where ρ is the resistivity of the aluminium strand. The re-
sistance over the vertical legs of the path is ignored being
much smaller than over the width of the sheet. For a magnetic
field B(t) = B̂ sin 2πft the eddy current will be driven by a
voltage

urms = −dφ

dt
= 2yb · 2√

2
πfB̂, (4)

and the resulting power loss for such a path will therefore be

dP =
u2

rms

dR
=

u2
rmsl

2bρ
dy. (5)
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Fig. 3. Circuit model for an n-strand cable.

Integrating over thickness of the sheet gives the total power
loss

P =
4π2f2B̂2bl

ρ

∫ t/2

0

y2 dy (6)

=
π2f2B̂2blt3

6ρ
. (7)

For a strand with density δ the power loss per unit mass due
to eddy currents is therefore

P

m
=

π2f2B̂2t2

6ρδ
. (8)

C. Circuit Model of the Stranded Cable

The winding coil is formed from a rectangular cable com-
posed of around 40 insulated rectangular strands, with cross
section 4mm by 2mm. The strands are connected together at
either end of the cable forming many different combinations
of closed loops through which magnetic flux can flow. For an
n-strand cable there are n(n − 1)/2 loops. Fortunately, it is
unnecessary to consider every conceivable closed loop and it
is possible to solve for the circuit model voltages if the change
in magnetic flux through n− 1 of the loops is known.

The circuit model for an n-strand cable is shown in fig. 3,
with the fluxes for n−1 loops known. The inductance of each
strand is ignored in the model since the magnetic flux through
the loops from the circulating current in one pair of strands
is significantly smaller than the flux from the total current in
all strands. The electric field around a closed loop is related
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to the change in magnetic flux through the loop by Faraday’s
induction law, ∮

C

E · dl = −∂φ

∂t
. (9)

Comparing with the circuit diagram fig. 3 yields a linear
system of equations




u1 − u2 = −φ̇1

u2 − u3 = −φ̇2

u3 − u4 = −φ̇3

...
un−1 − un = −φ̇n−1

. (10)

Adjacent loops can be combined by summing the correspond-
ing equations in the equation system, yielding a maximum
of n(n − 1)/2 equations for all possible loops. Since this
operation does not yield any extra information about the
system it can be concluded that the circuit model can be
completely described by eq. (10).

The current flowing through each strand will be a superpo-
sition of the circulating currents flowing around closed loops
and the net current flowing through the cable corresponding to
the actual useful power output of the generator. Since only the
circulating currents are of interest in this model, the additional
condition

n∑
i=1

ui = 0 (11)

was imposed. The solution to the combined system eqs. (11)
and (16) yields only the voltages that will give rise to circu-
lating currents and results in a trivially solvable circuit where
the current in each strand is given by

ij =
uj

R
. (12)

For the case of the simple approximate magnetic field that
has only a component in the z-direction and only varies with
r it is relatively straightforward to calculate the fluxes needed
to solve for the circuit model voltages. Calculating the fluxes
becomes more complicated for more complicated magnetic
fields. The approach used to handle a more general magnetic
field is described in section III-A.

D. Twisting Solutions

The key to minimising losses due to circulating currents
is to minimise the magnetic flux through all possible closed
loops in the stranded cable. This is achieved by twisting or
braiding the cable. For a two strand cable a single twist in
the middle ensures that the flux before the twist cancels with
the flux after the twist leading to zero net flux through the
loop, and no circulating current, as shown in fig. 4 (a). To
begin with, the simple case of a magnetic field as described in
section II-A was investigated, one that is constant in the axial
and tangential directions, but increases linearly with radius.

At first it was imagined that performing a simple half
twist in the cable at suitable places along it’s length would
be an ideal solution for this simple case, resulting in no
circulating currents. For a simple twist many of the loops will

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

l

r

Fig. 4. Some possible ways of twisting a 4 by 1 cable. The shaded portion
shows the flux through one possible loop. The gradient of the shading shows
the magnetic flux density increasing with r but constant along the length of
the cable l . Except for the trivial case of a 2 by 1 cable (a), a single simple
twist will always have loops that are asymmetrical over the twist leading to
a non-zero net flux through the loop (b). For the two solutions (c) and (d) all
possible loops have zero-net flux through them.

be symmetrical across the twist and the flux before the twist
will cancel the flux after. However, because of the gradient
in the magnetic field, there will be loops like the one shown
in fig. 4 (b) that are asymmetrical across the twist and will
have a non-zero flux through them. These loops will result in
circulating currents. Not depicted in fig. 4 is that the area
enclosed by a loop increases with increasing radius. This
means that this asymmetry exists even for a magnetic field
that is constant in every direction.

Further twisting is necessary to achieve an ideal solution.
fig. 4 (c) and (d) show two possible solutions that achieve
zero net flux for all possible closed loops and therefore no
circulating currents.

In both of these solutions each strand travels over a quarter
of the top layer of the cable, and a quarter of the second, third,
and bottom layers. This makes sense since it is known from
eq. (11) that the sum of the voltages over each strand is zero,
and for this approximation of the magnetic field the electric
field is constant along any path of constant radius. Therefore
the voltage over any strand is

u =
u1

4
+

u2

4
+

u3

4
+

u4

4
= 0. (13)

It can be concluded that a good solution is one where each
possible height within the cable is covered an equal amount
of the time by each strand.

This idea can be extended to a rectangular M by N cable. If
the voltages over the paths taken by the strands in an untwisted
cable are labeled uij , a promising method of twisting the cable
is one where each path uij is covered an equal portion of its
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length by each strand. This method will result in zero voltage
along each strand when the electric field along each path is
constant.

When the magnetic field varies along the length of the cable
and the electric field along each path is therefore not constant
this solution is no longer ideal. If the function describing the
magnetic field is separable, B(r, w, l) = f(r, w)g(l), it is
possible to find an ideal solution resulting in no circulating
currents by simply varying the distance between twists. Al-
though the field is unlikely to be separable in this way, if the
interdependence between the variables is sufficiently low then
varying the distance between twists will help to compensate
for a changing strength in the magnetic field along the length
of the cable.

E. Litz Wire

Litz wire is commonly formed by successively twisting
together twisted bundles of wire. For example five single
strand wires may be twisted together to form a bundle. Five
such bundles may then be twisted together to form a larger
bundle of 25 strands, and these in turn twisted together to
form a bundle of 125 strands. For an ideal litz wire every
strand in the bundle is considered to be the same length, and
by the multiple levels of twisting to circulate through every
position in the bundle [5]. In this way a litz wire differs from
a large, simply twisted bundle of cable where the strands on
the outside of the cable stay on the outside and the strands in
the center stay in the center.

Analyses of litz wire examine losses from the skin effect
and the proximity effect both at the level of a single strand
and at the level of a bundle or multiple bundles of bundles [5,
6, 7]. The skin effect refers to the way current will tend to be
concentrated towards the surface of a conductor. The extent to
which the skin effect contributes to losses depends on the skin
depth, the depth at which the current density drops to 1/e that
at the surface. The skin depth is given by

δ =

√
ρ

πµ0f
, (14)

where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor, µ0 the permeability
of free space, and f the frequency of the sinusoidal current.
The skin effect becomes more relevant at higher frequencies.
For the lower frequencies of around 14Hz to 60Hz of interest
for this generator the skin depth is in the range of 10mm to
20mm. It can be safely ignored at the level of a single strand,
and at the bundle level for bundles of around 40 strands or
less. The skin effect has been ignored in the analysis presented
here.

The proximity effect refers to an uneven current distribution
within a strand, and between the strands in a bundle, resulting
from the magnetic field induced by the bundle as a whole in
addition to any other external magnetic field. At the bundle
level it is equivalent to the problem of circulating currents
around the closed loops in a multi strand cable that is examined
here.

In the analysis of the bundle level proximity effect provided
in [5], it is observed that the accuracy of the calculation on

these losses is sensitive to the accuracy of the diameter of
the bundle. For a given arrangement the losses scale with the
bundle diameter to the fourth power. The pitch of the bundle
twisting also has a large effect on the resulting losses due
to the periodic fashion in which the net flux is cancelled.
This matches with what was seen with the discrete twisting
solutions in section II-D where the spacing between discrete
twists can be seen as analogous to the pitch of a continuous
twist.

III. METHOD

A. Circuit Model for a General Magnetic Field

The cable strands form approximately helical paths around
the core. The largest deviations from this will be when the
cable winding begins a new layer before wrapping back on
itself and when the strands within the cable are rearranged. In
the model the effect of these large changes was ignored and
the helical paths were approximated as a series of circles. A
cable strand was assumed to follow a complete circular path
before switching to another one and for its total path to be a
succession of these circular paths.

For any two circular paths the difference in voltage around
one compared to the other is given by the rate of change in
magnetic flux through any surface having the pair of circles
as its boundary. According to Faraday’s induction law,

u1 − u2 = −∂φ

∂t
. (15)

For a system of n circular paths the voltages around each of
the paths will satisfy a linear system of n− 1 equations




u1 − u2 = −φ̇1

u2 − u3 = −φ̇2

u3 − u4 = −φ̇3

...
un−1 − un = −φ̇n−1

, (16)

where we are free to choose which pairs of circles we wish
to connect with which surfaces. The only condition being that
all of the circular paths must connect to each other through
the surfaces we define.

A set of paths was defined around the core spaced at regular
4mm intervals in the z-direction and 2mm intervals in the r-
direction, corresponding approximately to where the center of
each strand was expected to lie. fig. 5 shows a cross section in
a plane where θ is constant. The intersection of the surfaces
connecting the circular paths with this plane are shown by
dotted lines. All paths are connected to each other by a surface.
If the change in magnetic flux is known through every surface,
the difference in voltage around any two paths is known.

The surfaces shown in fig. 5 are a practical choice. The
surfaces depicted at the bottom of the diagram lie in a plane
where r is constant and are next to the curved surface of the
cylindrical iron core. The flux out of the core was assumed
to be negligible so these fluxes were taken to be zero in the
model. All the other surfaces lie in planes perpendicular to
the z direction. This choice of surfaces means that the path
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Fig. 5. Cross section in a plane of constant θ, showing the grid-like
positioning of circular paths around the cylindrical core (the points labeled
u1 to u30). The dashed lines show the locations of the surfaces chosen to
connect circular paths. The change in flux through a surface is related to
the difference in voltage around the two circles it connects, as described in
eq. (15). In the actual model around 1680 paths were used but the grid-like
arrangement and pattern of surfaces used to connect them is the same.

voltages can be solved for knowing only the z-component
of the magnetic field. All of these surfaces are annuli, mak-
ing integration of the magnetic field through them relatively
straightforward.

Through simulation of the magnetic field it was later found
that there is in fact significant flux leakage from the core. This
does not present a problem for the modelling method used here
since it is straightforward to integrate the flux over the surface
of the core.

B. Computer Model for the Twisted Cable

A computer model was constructed to solve for the path
voltages as outlined in section III-A. In this model the desired
magnetic fluxes were calculated using numerical integration
methods for a magnetic field specified as an analytic function.
The computer model was also capable of calculating the
surface integrals for discrete, numerical magnetic field data
using a combination of linear interpolation and the trapezoid
method.

The path of a cable strand in the winding was realised in the
model as proceeding along a succession of circular paths. A
strand would travel one complete circular path before hopping
to the next, and so on for as many paths were necessary to
complete a winding. In this way any arbitrary rearrangement
of the cable could be modelled as long as the rearrangements
occurred on every full turn of the cable around the core.

The computer model was tested on the first approximation
of the magnetic field outlined in section II-A for a winding
with no twisting of the cable strands. The resulting losses were
compared to an analysis using the circuit model described in
section II-C and were found to be in agreement. The model
was also tested on an ideal twisting solution as described in

section II-D both for the first approximation of the magnetic
field and for a purely radial field B = B(r, z)r̂. By these
means the computer model was confirmed to be giving ex-
pected results for these simple cases.

The sensitivity of the twisting solution to changes in the
variance of the magnetic field was tested using the computer
model. The magnetic fields dependence on both r and z was
changed by multiplying the amplitude of the magnetic field by
a normalised weighting function f(r) or g(z). Four different
weighting functions were used to vary the magnetic field in
the z-direction: a linear function, a quadratic function centered
symmetrically around the center of winding, a sine function
and a cosine function. Both sinusoidal functions covered a half
period over the length of the winding and were positioned with
z = 0 in the center of the winding. All the chosen weighting
functions were normalised over the length of the winding. The
linear and quadratic functions were also varied in how quickly
they varied with z.

Refinements to the twisting solution were made to lower
the losses for a field that varies with z. Many different types
of strand rearrangement were tried. The three that were the
involved in the most successful solutions were: a shift of the
strands in the r direction


1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16


 →



13 14 15 16
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12


 , (17)

a shift of the strands in the z direction


1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16


 →




4 1 2 3
8 5 6 7
12 9 10 11
16 13 14 15


 , (18)

and a reversal of the strands in the z direction


1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16


 →




4 3 2 1
8 7 6 5
12 11 10 9
16 15 14 13


 . (19)

The four winding solutions tested were as follows
a) A shift of the strands in the r direction, as in eq. (17),

every other turn.
b) A shift of the strands in the r direction every turn.
c) A shift of the strands in the r direction and a shift of the

strands in the z direction, as in eq. (18), every turn.
d) A shift of the strands in the r direction every turn and a

reversal of the strands in the z direction, as in eq. (19),
at the end of each winding layer.

IV. RESULTS

A. Losses due to Circulating Currents

The computer model was run on a 40 strand cable 8 strands
deep (r-direction) and 5 strands wide (z-direction). The wind-
ing in this simulation was 3 layers deep with 16 turns per layer.
The magnetic field used was the first approximation described
in section II-A for a current density Jrms = 0.45A mm−2, and
frequency f = 14Hz . If the cable is not twisted in any way
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of losses to a linear variation of the magnetic field with
z. The parameter ∆ describes the difference between the maximum and
minimum value of the linear weighting function.

the computer model showed losses due to circulating currents
of 0.658W kg−1 or around 33% of the losses due to the main
current in the cable.

B. Sensitivity to Axial Variation in the Magnetic Field

The sensitivity of the four most successful methods of
twisting the cable described in section III-B are shown in
figs. 6 to 8. The sensitivity of the losses to a linear variation
in the magnetic field with z are shown in fig. 6. There is little
difference between the first two solutions demonstrating that
there is little to be gained from shifting the cable strands every
turn as opposed to every other turn when the field increases
linearly with z. The best solution is where the cable strands
are shifted in both the r and z directions every turn.

The results for a quadratic variation in the magnetic field
are quite different, as shown in fig. 7. In this case there is
a large difference between the first two solutions and little
difference between the last three solutions. Solution (d) where
the strands are reversed at the end of each layer was the most
successful solution.

The results for a sinusoidal axial variation in the magnetic
field are shown in fig. 8. These how sensitive the different
winding solution are to whether the field is symmetrically even
around the center of length of the winding or whether it is odd.
For solution (a) there is little difference if the axial variation
of the field is odd or even, but for solution (b) there is a large
difference.

V. DISCUSSION

Initially it was thought that the cable would be around 20
to 30 strands. Later in the project this was increased to 40
strands, and ultimately it was found that the cable would need
to consist of 110 strands.

The method chosen to model the winding as a series of
circular paths is suitable for a cable with a relatively small
number of strands. Some of the approximations used in the
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity of losses to a quadratic variation in the magnetic field
with z. The parameter ∆ describes the difference between the maximum and
minimum value of the quadratic weighting function.
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of the four winding solutions described in section III-B to
either a sinusoidal variation in the magnetic field with z that is even about
the center of the length of the winding (cosine), or that is odd (sine).

model become worse as the number of strands increases. For
a smaller cable the helical path of a strand within the cable is
relatively tight and so treating this path as a series of circles is
a fair approximation. As the cable increases in size the helical
path it takes around the core becomes more stretched out and
the circular path approximation becomes less accurate.

The analysis in section II-D and the results from the
computer model showed that the more strands a cable has
the more rearrangement and twisting is necessary to minimise
the difference in voltage between strands. The model was
designed with a cable of 20 to 30 strands in mind where
the number of rearrangements was expected to be less than
or equal to the number of turns the cable took around the
core. It was therefore chosen to ignore the paths taken by the
strands during the process of twisting or otherwise rearranging
the cable. A thicker cable of 110 strands requires a greater
amount of twisting and rearranging. Rearrangements also take
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more space and strands travel greater distances during the
process of rearrangement. The approach used in the model
of only calculating the voltages along the paths between the
cable twists is likely to be inaccurate for a thicker cable.

A further practical problem with a thicker cable is that the
number of twists in the cable needs to be greater than the
number of cable turns around the core. The way that the model
was designed allows only for at most one twist every full turn.
It is possible to modify the model to allow for rearrangement
of the cable for fractions of a turn by finding the voltage
around a section of an annulus to give the difference in voltage
between the two associated arc segments. This would likely
involve further approximation, ignoring voltages along the
radial legs of the closed path that connect two arc segments.
This approximation will become worse as the length of the
arc segment decreases.

An analysis for a 110 strand cable has not been done in the
same manner as for the 40 strand cable. The general theory
outlined in section II-C is still applicable and an analysis using
this method could be appropriate. The difficulty is in finding
suitable surfaces over which to integrate the magnetic flux.
A possible approach would be use a change of variable to
represent the magnetic field in a coordinate space h, w, l
defined around the height, width, and length of the cable. In
this way it should be easier to find suitable surfaces that make
for easier integration of the magnetic flux.

It may even be necessary to drop the discrete twisting
model and analyse the cable as a continuously twisting bundle.
Useful analysis is provided in [6, 7] and most practically
in [5]. Further practical instruction on the construction of
litz wire is provided in [8, 9]. However this analysis is for
twisted, round strands and would need to be adapted for
strands with a rectangular cross section. The rectangular strand
cross-section poses some problems in the choice of bundle
sizes as it would be preferable to use square bundles if a
successive twisting arrangement as in litz wire were to be
used. As seen in section II-D and the analyses of litz wire it
is important that each strand cycle through all positions within
the complete cable. This could be achieved with braiding
patterns other than twisting, like fig. 4 (d). Such patterns that
do not necessitate twisting could be preferable for strands, and
bundles of strands, with rectangular cross section.

The results from the analysis of the 40 strand cable are
still instructive in identifying the affect of different methods
of rearranging the cable. It is interesting that increasing the
number of rearrangements, as in going from solution (a) to (b),
dramatically reduces the losses if the field is increasing along
the length of the winding as with the linear and sine weighting
function, but has little effect when the field is symmetrically
even around the center of the length of the winding, as in the
case of the quadratic and cosine weighting function. It may
be the case that reversing the direction of the strand shifts
halfway through each winding layer would yield a significant
improvement for these two cases.

The number of discrete twists per winding layer was also
found to be very important in determining the size of the losses
due to circulating currents. This is due to the requirement that
the strands circulate evenly through each position within the

cable, and can be seen from fig. 4 where the addition of an
extra twist in each case would have a dramatic effect on the
net flux through each of the possible strand loops. For a longer
cable consisting of a smaller number of strands it is possible
to cycle the strand positions so many times that the effect of
imperfect cancellation of the flux is small. For a short cable
of many strands the losses become much more sensitive to
the number of twists and their placement along the cable. A
similar effect was noted in [5] that the choice of pitch becomes
critical for a litz wire that is short compared to its diameter.

It was also discovered late in the project that the magnetic
field is significantly different from that expected. A simulation
of the magnetic field has shown that the assumption that
there will be negligible flux leakage from the core is in fact
incorrect. The simulation has shown that the radial component
of the magnetic field will in fact be stronger than the axial
component. This greatly affects the type of winding solution
that is needed to minimise losses, it being more important to
use rearrangements like eq. (18) where the strands are shifted
in the z direction.

VI. CONCLUSION

A method for rearranging the strands within the cable to
reduce losses due to circulating currents has been investi-
gated. A general circuit model relating the voltages over
individual strands to the magnetic fluxes through a subset
of possible closed loops has been found. This circuit model
is pleasingly simple, the difficulty being in calculating the
magnetic fluxes through surfaces that can be geometrically
complex. A model has been constructed that greatly reduces
the geometric complexity of the problem. This model has been
implemented in Octave/MATLAB in way that can handle an
analytic description of the magnetic field or a grid of discrete
data.

Several ways of twisting the cable have been investigated,
both analytically and using the computer model. The sensi-
tivity of these solutions to variation in the magnetic field has
also been explored.

The computer model has produced useful results for a 40
strand cable. It is however unfortunately not useful for dealing
with a cable of 110 strands. It has been shown that the
frequency with which the cable strands need to be rearranged
increases with the number of strands in the cable. This is
compounded by the fact that a thicker cable will also be
shorter. It seems likely that it will not be possible to limit
the twisting of the thicker cable to a number of discrete
rearrangements between sections where the cable lies flat and
unchanged. Such a cable may need to be continuously twisted
in order to keep losses within acceptable bounds.
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Abstract— At KTH Royal Institute of Technology, a novel type 

of transverse flux generator aimed for ocean wave energy 
conversion is being developed. This machine is complex to 
assemble, and the aim of this project was to develop a tool to aid 
in mounting neodymium magnets, fixed in rows, next to each other 
to create a single magnetic pole. The issue at hand is the orientation 
of said magnets. They are assembled in such a way as to constantly 
repel each other, and these induced repelling forces make complete 
assembly by hand impossible. Simulations were conducted to 
determine the optimal way to mount the magnets in the desired 
fashion, and a 3D-model of the tool, with respective drawings was 
then created.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 
he world’s fossil fuels are being depleted, and are a main 
cause of the greenhouse effect, having catastrophic effects 

on the environment. Thus, more sustainable energy sources are 
needed to ensure our future. A new wave power generator could 
be the next champion in the ongoing war on climate change. 
Anders Hagnestål, post-doctor at KTH, Royal Institute of 
Technology in Stockholm, is developing a new kind of wave 
power generator which is predicted to outperform all existing 
technologies today for conversion of low speed motion to 
electricity.[1] [2] 

The project, however, is not without speed bumps, who 
present themselves in a manner of different ways, some of them 
being; it is a complex machine, some design aspects are hard to 
implement, and internal resistive losses need to be minimized.  

Our task was to focus on the actual assembly of one small 
piece in the design; a magnetic pole in the stator of the wave 
power generator. The entirety of this assembly cannot be done 
by hand, and there are no conventional or easily accessible tools 
to complete it. We have therefore, in this project, developed a 
tool to aid in this matter. The mounting process can be seen in 
figure 8. 

The poles are comprised by three magnet rows that are placed 
next to each other as shown in figure 1, mounted with adhesive 
on an array of small electrical steel plates, acting as a bracket. 
The magnet rows are constructed by three or four magnets and 
are 0.315 m long in total. The reason why there are three and 
four magnets in a row is that it is difficult to make the magnets 
longer than 0.105 m. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. A 3D model of a complete pole with the thickness, d, for 
a magnet row. 

 
 
The magnets are neodymium magnets of type N48H. But 

why have several small ones, instead of a big one? These 
magnets are sensitive to heat, and they suffer from 
demagnetization at some corners if the temperature of the 
magnets exceed 60 °C [3]. The time-varying magnetic flux will 
induce eddy currents, which generate heat in the magnets. A 
way to lower the eddy currents in the magnets is to have ten 
separate magnets instead a singular big one, thus minimizing 
the generation of heat in the magnet. 

The heating power in the magnets caused by the eddy current, 
P, is proportional to the thickness of the magnets squared. 
Increasing their numbers and respectively reducing their 
thickness therefore reduces the total losses, provided that a non-
conducting coating is used on the magnets. It is therefore 
desirable to have several small ones, and not a big one.[4]  

 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝜋𝜋2𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃2𝑑𝑑2𝑓𝑓2
6𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘  

 
In this formula, d denotes the thickness (width) of the 

magnet. With divided   magnets the losses are around 1/9 
compared to one large magnet. We have a constant, k, which is 
set as 1 due to the geometry of the magnets (“thin” sheet).  
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The resistivity of the magnets, 𝜌𝜌, is approximately 1.5*10-6 Ωm, 
the peak magnetic flux density, Bp is approximately 0.13 T, the 
density, D, of the magnets is 7300 kg/m3, and in a worst case 
scenario the frequency, f, is 60 Hz.[3]  In this approximation the 
worst case power loss per kg of the magnets is approximately 
2.5 W/kg for the solution with separated magnets and 22.8 
W/kg for a single magnet. 22.8 would prove to be a troublesome 
heat problem. 

 

II. METHOD 
The project can be summarized by dividing it in three parts. 

The first step was to determine the best way to assemble the 
magnets. The second step was to invent a way to mechanically 
make the first step reality. The last and third step was designing 
a tool that was able to complete the assembly.  
 
A. Simulations for best result 

A series of simulations were conducted, using COMSOL 
Multiphysics, in order to ascertain the easiest way to mount 
these rows next to each other requiring the minimum amounts 
of separate steps. Two separate orientations of the magnets 
were constructed, as shown in figure 2. The constructs were 
given physical and magnetic properties, such as material 
composition, e.g. iron, and what electromagnetic laws applied 
to which material. A vital one being Amperes Law.[5] To 
obtain graphs showing the studied forces on the magnets in the 
different steps of the assembly, parameter sweeps were 
simulated with the sweeping parameter being distance. This 
makes the program displace one part of the construct, in our 
case a magnet, and then moving it a predetermined distance 
between the boundaries of a set interval. This produces a set of 
simulated points in which the forces can be examined. These 
simulations were conducted in 2D to decrease simulation times. 
COMSOL does however compute with one meter depth. This 
was taken into account when calculating the respective forces 
by multiplying the results with the actual depth of the real 
magnets/magnet rows.  

What was found as the easiest way to do it, after a continuous 
dialog with Anders, was this: Mount three rows by hand and 
glue the magnets short end to short end to fix them in place for 
later stages. As seen in figure 3, the peak force induced when 
pushing two magnets together is about 65 N, which will slightly 
increase as the magnets are moved even closer.  This force was 
also tested by live experiments and deemed surmountable by 
force of hand. The forces experienced when assembling three 
magnets are also, as seen in figure 4, able to be overcome by 
hand. 

When the adhesive has hardened enough for more handling, 
mount one row on one side of the steel bracket, and another row 
on the opposite side, using the same adhesive as earlier. The 
forces in the two cases presented are shown in figure 4 and 
figure 5, respectively. Looking at these graphs, it was 
concluded that these steps are also doable by hand. The first 
step, mounting the first row to the steel, is a pure attracting force 
which only gets hard to handle when the distance between the 
magnets is less than ¼ cm. When the magnet has latched itself 
to the steel, it can however be slid along the surface of the steel 
to fix it in place. 

 
Fig. 2. An explanatory picture to show the direction of forces 
in a) mounting of magnet rows on the steel, and b) assembling 
magnets to create a magnet row.  
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The repelling force when two magnets are pushed 
together. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. The force on the magnet that is being added changes 
when three magnets are pushed together.  
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Fig. 5. The variation of the attracting force, dependent on 
distance between the magnet and the iron, when one magnet 
row is placed on the electric steel by hand. 
 
 

When mounting the second row, the forces will be repelling 
up until a certain point of distance between the row and the 
steel of approximately ½ cm, at that point the direction of the 
force will shift and start attracting the magnet row. These 
forces, shown in figure 6, are still surmountable by hand, thus 
not requiring a tool to complete the assembly. 

With a near finished product, the last row of magnets is 
lowered down between the already mounted rows in a slow and 
controlled manner, already having applied the adhesive to the 
steel surface. However, this last step would require great 
precision and control, and the forces working on the magnets 
are of such magnitude that doing it by hand would be 
impractical, if not impossible, as seen in figure 7. Therefore, the 
purpose of the developed tool is to assist in this particular step. 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. A graph of how the force alters when a second magnet 
row is placed on the electric steel by hand. 

 
Fig. 7. A graph of how the force on the center magnet row alters 
when it is placed on the electric steel with the mounting tool. 
 
 

In summary, this process requires three steps, made visible 
in figure 8. The first being; assembling the rows. The second; 
mounting two rows to either side of a steel bracket. The third, 
and last, step; mounting the last row between the already fixed 
two rows. 

Analyzing the third step and its respective graph, the 
orientation of the magnets will result in a repelling force until 
they are almost in place. This means the tool would be required 
to push the magnets down. At a certain point the force will shift 
direction, pulling the magnets down. This means the tool will 
have to be able to handle this force, and keeping the process 
controlled, while lowering the magnet row into place. Because 
of this, using blocks about the same size as the magnets are 
envisioned to be used to keep the magnet row from “jumping” 
and crashing into the other ones. These blocks should be made 
in such a way as to make extraction easy. 
 
B. Development of mechanical model 

With a vision of how the magnets should be assembled, the 
process of developing a tool to aid in the third step of the 
assembly was started. The tool required simplicity, accuracy 
and strength. The final design was that of a pressing tool, made 
in non-magnetic materials such as, but not limited to, aluminum 
and extremely robust and hard plastics.  
The tool envisioned is comprised of two identical halves, as 
being shown in figure 9, aligned by four rods. Each half is 
composed of four different parts:  
 

1. The foundational rectangular plate, fitted with round 
holes for the rods, and an elongated hole for screws 
meant to hold the hook plates fixed to the rectangular 
bottom.  

2. A conceptual extension of the foundational plate, 
placed in the center of the longer sides, where the 
pressing force is meant to be applied, thus 
symmetrically distributing the force with which to 
press the two halves together.  
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3. An elongated plate with small off-shoots looking like 
ledges that are acting as hooks meant to align the steel 
brackets, keeping them straight, while also keeping 
them fixed to the foundational plate. This elongated 
plates’ bottom is also fitted with screw holes, matching 
the elongated ones on the foundational plate, to enable 
forcing it down. This prevents the top half steel bracket 
from falling off, and keeping the bottom half steel 
bracket from being lifted by the magnetic force.  

4. Another elongated plate, permanently fixed in place, 
fitted with screw holes. These screw holes (and 
screws) are meant to enable adjusting the steel 
brackets’ position in relation to each other by pushing 
the hooking plates, making it easy to align them while 
mounting the magnet rows.  

The method for pressing the two halves together is either by 
jacks mounted on either side, or by using levers. The jack is 
preferable due to its ability to maintain a strained position 
without giving in to the attracting force of the magnets, but not 
necessary. 

It is paramount that the steel brackets and the magnets are 
correctly aligned, not tilted along its longer axis, or displaced in 
regards to the upper and lower half. This would result in 
magnetic forces that are yet unaccounted for in this design, and 
could thus damage the tool or the magnets themselves. If the 
magnets were assembled, but not entirely level in all 
dimensions, the stator would not be symmetrical, making the 
force on the stator in the generator larger than zero,  which 
could bend the stator, making it collide with surrounding 
components and possibly destroying the generator. 

A company retailing high end glue for industrial purposes 
was supplied with the information needed to determine what 
adhesive would be best suitable for this project. The adhesive 
recommended was 3M EPXTM Epoxy Adhesive DP460, a two-
component epoxy glue, with more than enough strength to 
handle the given circumstances. It is also able to handle the 
estimated temperatures the generators will be exposed to, and 
can handle some humidity.  The product specification can be 
found in Appendixes.  
 
 

 
Fig. 8. An illustration of the three steps taken to assemble the 
magnets on the electrical steel (and the respective outcome of 
the mounting step), thus acquiring a complete magnetic 
pole(6.).  

 
 

 
Fig. 9. An explanatory picture to make clear the orientation and 
geometry of the four parts explained. 
 

 
C. Modeling of the tool 
A sketch was made to see if this concept would be feasible, 

and after consulting Anders, the design was approved. 3D-
modeling the design was done using Solid Edge ST8, a tool 
made for making models of e.g. machines and parts, and 
explodes and drawings of said models. The finished model can 
be seen in figure 10. 
 

III. RESULT 
The tool created was deemed acceptable for all its intents and 

purposes. Mounting the last row of magnet between the two 
already fixed ones, is done by putting the final row on the top 
half, and then lowering it down between the other two, shown 
in figure 11.  

 
 

 
Fig. 10. The finished concept tool. 
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Fig. 11. A front-side view of the tool pressing the middle magnet 
row in place. 
 
 

With the requirement of easy usage of the tool, the design 
also allows for easily extracting the magnetic pole, as displayed 
in figure 12. The tool is also made in such a manner as to be 
easily accessible from all sides, which would, in practice, make 
small adjustments possible without having to cancel the 
mounting process entirely.  

To keep the brackets from moving back and forth while the 
mounting is in process, we suggest using woodshop clamps, or 
a similar device, to force the brackets in place and aligning them 
with the short end of the foundational plate. 

 
 

 
Fig. 12. The finished model, showcasing its ability to allow for 
easy extraction of the magnetic pole. 
 

IV. ANALYSIS 
This tools application is not limited to this specific scenario 

of mounting magnets on brackets. Its ability to exert greater 
forces on a large flat surface (creating pressure) whilst holding 
the objects to be assembled firmly in place might be used in a 
number of ways. For example; with some small adjustments, 

like replacing the hooking plates with a component more fitting 
to the assembly at hand, it could be used to compress springs, 
or to press ball bearings in place. Given the right circumstances 
it could also be used in the opposite manner, forcibly pulling 
two components apart. 

Keeping in mind the strength of the magnets, handling them 
with your hands should be done with utmost care. While 
working with the magnets we strongly recommend using 
protective eye wear at all times, keeping electronic or 
magnetic devices at a safe distance, and, if needed, protective 
gloves to soften potential crushing of fingers. 

The magnets are protected by an epoxy coating, which is 
durable up to a certain pressure. Therefore, the magnets should 
not be pushed against any surface too hard, and scratching the 
surface should be avoided as much as possible. 

 

V. DISCUSSION 
All credit is not due the students of this project, many great 

ideas, such as the mounting of one magnet between two others, 
and fitting the foundational plate with screw holes, were 
Anders.  

We are quite content with the design. With the appropriate 
materials and force applying means it will make mounting the 
magnet rows easy and efficient. The downside would be the 
hardening time of the adhesive used. This is the limiting factor 
which makes this process time consuming. But because the 
tool is only required for one step of the assembly, one could 
make tens of rows, and use the tool continuously to make 
several poles in just a little more time than it would take to 
make just one.  

Additional studies should be made to determine the optimal 
materials with which to build the tool, the students who 
developed this tool have no prior experience with the 
mechanics of materials. One should take into account both the 
forces applied to the tool from the magnets and the external 
pressing force. The magnetic fields and how they may affect 
different materials is not negligible. A study may be 
conducted to determine if making the entire tool out of non-
magnetic materials is optimal, or if some part should be made 
in iron or the like, to divert some of the magnetic field from 
the surrounding environs. 

Keeping in mind that this project is aiding in the construction 
of a wave power generator, which purpose is to be sustainable, 
different studies could be conducted to determine how 
sustainable this particular part of the construction is. Looking at 
things like how much carbon emission equivalents are released 
from the amount of materials required, a potential Life Cycle 
Analysis (LCA), or an Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA), 
would be a good place to start. The results obtained may be 
added to the results of an equivalent study of the complete wave 
power generator, to increase its transparency and authenticity to 
investors and the public.  

If more time was available, simulations of the mounting 
processes could have been conducted in three dimensions, 
instead of two, to have more accurate scenarios with which to 
draw conclusions. The simulations conducted are entirely 
restricted to two-dimensional fluxes, disregarding all flows 
that are not shown in the exact plane of the construct  
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(see fig. 2). Much of the magnetic flux density can be found in 
the corners of the magnets, compromising the reliability of the 
results acquired from the simulations of pushing magnets 
together. These uncertainties are smaller when simulating 
mounting the magnet rows next to each other, due to a smaller 
portion of the forces being disregarded. This could also be the 
topic of an additional study. 
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Construction of a Tool for Assembling Inner Stator
Segments for a Wave Power Generator

Emelie Frost and Jonathan Fredberg

Abstract—A new type of wave power generator is being
developed at KTH. This generator has inner stator segments
which consist of strong neodymium magnets and electrical steel.
These are glued together in stacks with electrical steel separating
each magnet, and the magnets are oriented with opposing
magnetic fields to the nearest magnet above and below. In
this configuration, each piece of electrical steel connected to
the pole of a magnet becomes one pole. 19 magnets and 20
pieces of electrical steel compose one phase of 20 poles, and
three phases are then stacked with glass fibre spacers called
phase blocks, creating an inner stator segment. This project
aimed to design a tool suitable for assembling these strong
magnets into rows and eventually full inner stator segments.
To specify the problems and to analyse the different magnetic
forces present, electromagnetic simulations were made using the
software COMSOL Multiphysics. The results showed different
forces between the poles when varying the position of one pole.
Based on the results, conclusions were made of how the mounting
tool had to function. A design of the mounting tool was then
made, using the software SolidWorks. The tool was designed to
assemble one whole inner stator segment.

I. INTRODUCTION

A renewable energy source that has been developed for
many years is wave power. The problem that has made

it hard to come up with a good solution for wave power is to
be able to make a machine at low cost and high efficiency. It
should deliver power as efficiently as possible in the prevailing
weather conditions, but it also must be able to handle rough
weather. At KTH, a new type of generator for wave energy
is being developed by Anders Hagnestål, Post Doctor. It is
designed to meet needs for low cost and high efficiency in
low speed and high force applications, such as wave power
[1].

Generators generally use rapidly altering magnetic fields to
induce currents in coils. Their efficiency is heavily linked
to the frequency of the alternating magnetic field, where
the efficiency increases with the frequency. Therefore, most
generators require high speeds to function efficiently. Current
designs for wave power generators can be built to create
higher frequency alternating magnetic fields from low speed
movement, though this is done at the cost of an increased
internal resistance, resulting in a lower efficiency. Mechanical
gearing can also be used, though this introduces more friction
losses and moving parts that wear over time. What is different
with this generator, compared to the ones that are already
being developed, is its ability to generate a rapidly alternating
magnetic field from slow linear movement, without increasing
internal resistance, meaning it has the potential to generate
energy efficiently at low speed [1].

The inner stator consists of neodymium magnets, stacked
vertically with opposing magnetic poles with electrical steel
sandwiched in between each magnet. This allows a translator,
parallel to the inner stator to redirect the magnetic field through
blocks of electrical steel. This is shown in figure 1. As the
translator moves, blocks of electrical steel move past the poles
of the inner stator, resulting in them conducting the fields of
alternating poles, in turn resulting in an alternating magnetic
field [1].

Figure 1. Part of two inner stator segments separated by the translator. The
white arrows show the polarity of the magnets, and the black arrows show how
the magnetic flux is redirected by the electrical steel in the translator.

The magnets should be glued together with the electrical
steel, creating poles, as seen in figure 2. Then these poles
should be glued together into a stack of poles, repelling each
other, creating a phase, as seen in figure 3. There will be three
phases in one line, separated by glass fibre phase blocks and
end blocks, creating an approximately 2 m long inner stator
segment, with three phases [1].

One negative aspect of this generator is that it is complicated
to design. Therefore, it is important to study different assembly
methods and decide the optimal way to construct different
parts of the generator [1]. This bachelor thesis was focused
on finding a solution for the problem of mounting the poles
together into phases. It was important to consider different
scenarios that might occur when trying to put the poles
together. There might have been different forces acting on the
structures depending on how the poles were brought together.
It was also important to make sure that the poles were mounted
in a straight line since the translator will be moving linearly,
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parallel to the inner stator, separated only by a small air gap
of 1 mm. Contact between the translator and the inner stator
may cause catastrophic failure. A tool had to be designed to
construct the inner stator from the individual poles and it had
to be durable so that it could be reused, preferably many times
[1].

Figure 2. A pole consisting of 1. Electrical steel 2. Magnet and 3. Pole pin. 4.
The electrical steel has a small hook to interlock with the magnets.

Figure 3. A partial phase of four poles, with a fifth pole above, to be mounted.
Magnets have alternating polarity, meaning magnets 1. and magnets 2. will have
opposing polarity. 3. is a glass fibre phase block at the bottom of an inner stator
segment.

II. THEORY

A. The Poles

A pole consists of neodymium magnets and electrical steel.
The magnets are assembled from several smaller magnets,
glued together. This reduces losses due to eddy currents by
dividing the magnet into segments, electrically insulated from
each other. The electrical steel, which is built up of laminated
sheets to reduce eddy currents, is then glued onto the magnets.
This pole will have the dimensions: 51.5 mm · 25 mm · 315
mm, as can be seen in figure 2. The magnet is not as wide as
the electrical steel as the electrical steel has small ”hooks” on
the sides where the magnets are mounted. This is to help align

the magnets and keep the smaller segments of the magnets
together. (For further reading on constructing the poles from
these smaller magnets, read project L3 by Simon Lundgren
and Alexander Isakson, in the same context). The electrical
steel has the dimensions: 51.5 m · 15 mm and the ”hooks”
have the dimensions: 0.75 mm · 0.75 mm. The magnets have
the dimensions: 50 mm · 10 mm. There is a rectangular hole
through all the electrical steel plates with the dimensions: 20
mm · 3 mm. Through this hole there is a pole pin of glass
fibre (FR-4) which adds stability to the electrical steel plates.
The pole pins stick out about 10-20 mm of the pole on both
sides. This is also shown in figure 2. The magnetic field of
the magnets in the poles will either have the north pole on the
upper side or on the bottom side depending on where the pole
will be placed later.

B. The Magnets

The neodymium magnets are of the type N48H, with an
epoxy coating. A neodymium magnet is mostly made from
neodymium (Nd), iron (Fe) and boron (B), which is why the
magnets are also called NdFeB magnets [2]. The classification
of a neodymium magnet is denoted as a code like Nxxyy.
The N stands for Neodymium or Neo as the industry calls
it. xx is a number and yy is either empty or one to two
letters. The number stands for the maximum energy product
in Mega-Gauss Oersteds, MGOe, of the magnet. (1 MGOe
= 7958 kJ/m3). The letters show the intrinsic coercivity,
Hci, of the magnet. A magnet’s coercivity is its ability to
maintain its magnetisation when being exposed to an opposing
magnetic field. The coercivity is dependent on the temperature,
meaning that a magnet with a higher Hci can be used at higher
temperatures without being demagnetised than a magnet with
a lower Hci [3]. A graph of the demagnetisation curve for
a magnet of type N48H can be seen in appendix 1. From
the graph can be read the reverse magnetic field required to
demagnetise the magnet at certain temperatures. According
to Anders Hagnestål keeping the temperature below 60°C
is desirable for construction and operation. This must be
considered when choosing a glue so that it does not require a
high temperature to cure or create heat that will damage the
magnet while it is curing.

C. The Inner Stator Segments

The poles should be put together into long inner stator
segments, that will be mounted into the wave power generator.
One stator segment will be about 2 m long, 51.5 mm wide and
315 mm deep. It will start with one end block of glass fibre
(FR-4), approximately 100 mm high. Then there will be one
phase, which is a stack of poles. First, in the phase, there will
be a block of electrical steel, just as in the poles, and then there
will be 19 poles stacked together. This creates a phase with
20 poles. The magnetic fields of the magnets in the poles will
have different orientation and the poles will be put together
so that the magnetic fields are oriented in opposite directions,
in a flux concentrating setup.

After this phase, there will be a phase block of glass fibre
(FR-4) with the height of 218.33 mm. The height needs to be
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exact to align the phase blocks correctly. In case the phases are
measured to be the wrong length once constructed the length
of these blocks may be modified for proper alignment.

Following the phase block is another phase, and phase
block. In total, there will be 3 phases separated by phase
blocks, with small glass fibre blocks on either end.

On the short sides of the inner stator segments there will be
side beams, one on each side, attached to the pole pins, holding
the stator segments in place. They are complex with wheels
and other components to make the stator segments stable and
to allow the translator to move easily beside them.

The tool designed in this project should be able to put this
entire row of phases and glass fibre blocks together. It is very
important that all the components are in line with each other
and that the whole row is not twisted in any way. This is
because the translator in the wave power generator will be
moving linearly past these with a small distance to the inner
stator segments. The more the magnet rows are out of place,
the less margin there will be to maintain an air gap. If the air
gap vanishes the translator and stator will come in contact and
the machine will likely break.

D. COMSOL Multiphysics
In this project COMSOL Multiphysics, version 5.2a, was

used to analyse different magnetic forces that might occur
in different scenarios when assembling a phase. COMSOL
Multiphysics is a software designed to help users simulate
and analyse different physical problems. The software uses
different advanced numerical methods to calculate many types
of different physical states [4]. A model in 1, 2, or 3D can
be built with the software, or can be imported from another
software, for example SolidWorks. Different parts in the model
can then be set to different kinds of material with specified
properties. Then calculations can be made to calculate, for
example, the electromagnetic force acting on selected com-
ponents in the model. A sweep can be made where some
interesting measurements are being varied and a result of how,
for example, the distance between two components effect the
magnetic forces. The software can provide graphs and tables
of the physical phenomena that are being analysed.

E. SolidWorks
Another software also used in this project was SolidWorks,

the 2016 education edition [5]. SolidWorks is a computer
aided design (CAD) software which can be used to make
3D models and blueprints. One component can be made and
then used with other components to form an assembly with
mechanical properties. In this way, a functional prototype
can be built and tested. Modifications can then be made to
individual components, and all the dependent components can
then change automatically in the assembly. This makes it very
easy to build complex models and change dimensions or add
components afterwards.

III. METHOD

A. Simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics
To form an idea of how the mounting tool could function,

what features it had to have and how it could be constructed,

the magnetic interactions between the poles needed to be
studied. In COMSOL Multiphysics the 2D simulation tool was
used to simulate the magnetostatic interactions between the
magnets and electrical steel in various configurations.

The tests were performed with a limited number of poles
in the stack to reduce computation time. To confirm results, a
simulation was re-evaluated with several different numbers of
poles, 4 to 7. If these test results did not vary significantly they
were considered accurate. All simulations where evaluated
with 7 poles in the stack.

The test was also re-evaluated at varying mesh fineness.
A finer mesh theoretically yields a more accurate result, as
physics are evaluated for smaller segments. However, the
results did not converge as fineness increased. Therefore, the
finest possible mesh was used to give the most accurate results
possible.

One pole consisted of a magnetic block and a block of iron,
with the characteristics seen in table I. The material of the
magnets was set to air with the characteristics seen in table
II. The properties of air could be used to approximate the
magnets as its relative permeability is similar, and its electrical
conductivity is not relevant in magnetostatic simulations. The
magnets were set to be 10 mm high and have the width of 50
mm. The iron block had the same width, 50 mm, and a height
of 15 mm. The iron was thus approximated without a hole in
the middle for the pole pin and without ”hooks” sticking out.
A thin air gap representing a glue joint was added between
every block. It was set to 0.1 mm in height. To simulate an
environment around the poles, a box with height 1 m and
width 1 m was set with the material air. It had to be much
bigger than the poles, not to affect the simulations.

In some simulations, the iron simulating the electrical steel
would get unrealistically strong magnetic fields that, in reality,
would saturate the material. Where this happened, the material
was replaced with Soft Iron, with characteristics seen in
table III. Soft Iron has a non-linear HB-curve, allowing for
magnetic saturation, and as such requires heavier calculations.
To improve the accuracy of the simulation while keeping
simulation time down, this material was only applied to the
block representing the electrical steel on the top block, the
only part where the magnetic field reached levels that would
saturate the electrical steel.

TABLE I
IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IRON USED IN COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS.

Property Expression
Relative permeability 4000
Electrical conductivity 1.12 · 107 [S/m]
Relative permittivity 1

TABLE II
IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIAL FOR AIR USED IN

COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS.

Property Expression
Relative permeability 1
Electrical conductivity 0 [S/m]
Relative permittivity 1
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TABLE III
IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIAL FOR SOF IRON USED IN

COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS.

Property Expression
Magnetic field norm HB(normB) [A/m]
Electrical conductivity 0 [S/m]
Relative permittivity 1

The simulations were made with a set number of poles. 7
poles were stacked on the y axis, with alternating magnetic
fields. Another pole was then, depending on the test, moved
around in x and y directions. An example of a setup of the
poles for a test can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 4. An example of the setup of a stack of poles in in COMSOL
Multiphysics. The larger blocks are electrical steel and the smaller ones are
the magnets.

Settings of Ampère’s Law was set on all components, with
temperature 293.15 K and the pressure 1 atm. In the linear
region of the BH curve of the magnets, the relation between
the magnetic flux density B and the magnetic field intensity
H can be expressed as equation 1:

B = µ0µrH + Br (1)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability (4π ·107 N/A2) and µr is
the relative permeability which is specified for the materials in
table I, II and III. The remanent flux density for N48H magnets
is Br = 1.39 T. Since the magnetic fields of the magnets were
to have opposite orientation the remanent flux density was set
to Br = 0· x̂+1.39· ŷ+0· ẑ T on the magnet with the magnetic
flux pointing upwards, and Br = 0 · x̂ − 1.39 · ŷ + 0 · ẑ T, for
the ones pointing downwards.

The simulations included tests for the following:

1) Parallel Axis Force: This test determined the magnitude
of the attracting or repelling force acting on a pole directly
above a stack of magnets.

A free pole was suspended above a stack of poles at different
distances along the y-axis of a plane. The force acting on the
free pole was then observed depending on its offset along
the y-axis. As it was symmetrically placed, there should have
been no forces present along the x-axis, therefore forces along
the x-axis could give a general view of the accuracy of the
simulation.

2) Transverse Axis Force: This test determined the magni-
tude and direction of any transverse forces that may push the
magnet off-centre. A free pole was suspended above a stack of
poles with varying offset along the x-axis. The force acting on
the free pole along the x-axis was observed depending on the
free pole’s offset along the x-axis. Depending on the direction
and magnitude of this force, the free pole may need to be
restrained to only move linearly along the same axis as the
stacked poles.

3) Internal Forces: This test studied the forces between the
individual segments of magnets and electrical steel once they
had been stacked. It measured the force exerted on them along
the y-axis to determine the force and pressure in each joint.
Equation 2 and 3 were used in these calculations.

Fjoint =

∑n
i=1 Fi −

∑m
j=1 Fj

2
(2)

pjoint =
Fjoint

Ajoint
(3)

where n is the number of components (electrical steel and
magnets) below the joint, m is the number of components
above the joint, Fi, [N], is the force on the i:th component
below the joint, Fj , [N], is the force on the j:th component
above the joint, Ajoint, [m2], is the area of the joint, Fjoint,
[N], is the force in one joint and pjoint, [Pa], is the pressure
in one joint.

A segment of a phase block was simulated with a reduced
number of poles and the forces along the y-axis acting upon
each component were observed. The summation of all forces
above or below any given joint yielded the force applied on
the joint, from the direction of which the summation was
performed. To increase accuracy, the forces were averaged
from the top and bottom of the stack. The pressure could then
be calculated in each joint.

These forces were used to determine if the mounting system
had to keep the stacked pieces compressed while mounting or
if the magnetic forces were sufficient to keep them in place.

4) Internal Forces With Free Pole: This test studied the
forces on the highest pole in the phase while a new pole was
being placed.

The simulation was set up the same way as the test for
parallel axis force, with a free pole suspended above stacked
poles. The parallel force acting on the highest pole in the stack
was observed as the offset of the free pole was altered.

This test was used to determine how to fasten a phase during
construction. If the force on the top pole was positive at any
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point it had to be fastened as to not detach from the rest of
the phase.

B. CAD Modelling in SolidWorks

When the different scenarios and magnetic forces had been
identified in COMSOL Multiphysics the tool was designed.
This was done using SolidWorks. By making the design in
a CAD model it was easy to see how the construction could
work and how it would look.

1) Blueprints: When all the CAD models were done,
blueprints were made in SolidWorks. This was to make it
easier to construct the tool. The blueprints could also make
the tool and all its components more understandable.

C. Finding an Appropriate Glue

The poles and other parts of the inner stator segment were to
be glued together. This glue therefore had to adhere to specific
surfaces, work in specific conditions and be strong enough for
the construction. The surfaces that had to be glued together
was epoxy to iron and iron to glass fibre (FR-4). The shear
stress that the glue should handle was around 5-10 N/mm²
based on studies on the wave power generator, made by Anders
Hagnestål, where a safety factor of approximately 10-20 was
used. The glue also had to have a pot life and open time that
would be appropriate for the designed mounting tool. The pot
life is the time from when the adhesive has been mixed to
when it is not usable anymore. The open time is the time
from when the glue is spread on a surface until the other
material that will be glued on will not stick well anymore.
This happens when there is no, so called, wet tack but there
has formed a thin skin layer on the adhesive that will not stick
to the material to be glued on [6].

Some glues create heat while hardening. If it heats up too
much the magnets may take damage. This is described more
in depth in section II-B and with a graph in appendix 1.

Different companies, specialised on adhesives, were con-
tacted for expert advice. This was to find the best glue for the
construction.

IV. RESULTS

A. Results From Simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics

1) Parallel Axis Force: The free pole was moved along the
vertical axis and the forces on it was calculated. The results
from this simulation can be seen in table IV below:

TABLE IV
PARALLEL AXIS FORCE

Vertical Offset (mm) Parallel Force (N)
0 -408
1 -356
2 -262
5 -99
10 12
100 -33
300 -32

2) Transverse Axis Force: In table V the forces on the free
pole is shown. x and y show how much the pole was moved in
respective directions. These results are represented in a vector
graph in figure 5. The x and y axis represent the offset on each
axis respectively, and the vectors show the relative magnitude
of the forces acting on the free pole, and the angle of said
force.

TABLE V
TRANSVERSE AXIS FORCE

y (mm)
x (mm) 0 1 5 10

0 -408 -574 -1022 -1263
1 -356 -409 -695 -908
2 -262 -281 -498 -691 Force Y
5 -99 -112 -200 -338 (N)
10 12 11 -22 -95
100 -33 -32 -33 -32
0 19 297 475 463
1 19 158 405 424
2 18 127 348 393 Force X
5 15 69 233 312 (N)
10 14 41 137 213
100 14 14 16 18

Figure 5. Force vectors acting on a free pole depending on its offset from the
stack. It demonstrates angle and relative magnitude of the force.

3) Internal Forces: Below, in table VI, different forces can
be seen. The attracting forces in the joint between the electrical
steel and the magnet in a pole is specified by an integer (1,
2, 3, ..., 7). These poles are already glued together before this
assembly. The ranges of numbers (1-2, 2-3, ..., 7-end) show
the attracting forces in the joint between two preassembled
poles, which will be glued in this assembly. The simulation
was made with 6 and 7 poles and a block of iron on the
bottom.
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TABLE VI
INTERNAL FORCES

6 poles 7 poles
Joint in/between Pole Force (N)
1 805 838
1-2 418 475
2 164 148
2-3 297 250
3 375 423
3-4 292 388
4 290 248
4-5 374 248
5 296 388
5-6 163 423
6 417 251
6-7 804 149
7 - 475
7-end - 838

4) Forces on top Pole: Table VII shows the forces in x and
y direction on the top pole of the stack when moving a free
pole above it. The offsets in x and y direction of the free pole
is shown in the table.

TABLE VII
TOP POLE VERTICAL FORCE

y (mm)
x (mm) 0 1 5 10

0 124 298 725 945
1 29 42 364 566
2 -79 -56 157 343 Force Y
5 -257 -251 -163 -33 (N)
10 -395 -395 -364 -296
100 -468 -467 -467 -467
0 4 -267 -429 -434
1 22 -164 -385 -413
2 12 -104 -329 -387 Force X
5 9 -44 -218 -311 (N)
10 9 -21 -127 -217
100 9 8 4 -1

B. The Resulting Mounting Tool

Figure 6. The whole mounting tool with all of its components. 1. Base plate.
2. Straightedge tools (4 out of 8). 3. Stationary holder. 4. Movable holder. (Not
to scale).

The mounting tool that was designed can be seen in figure
6, with all of its components. The tool consists of a base

plate, straightedge tools, a stationary holder and a movable
holder. The different components are described below. All
the components should be of nonmagnetic material since the
magnets are very strong. It could otherwise be very hard to
get them off a magnetic surface.

The whole tool should be placed on a totally flat table with
the stationary holder outside the edge of the table. This way
the table and the straightedge tools will maximise the flatness
of the surface where the poles will be placed.

1) Base Plate: This component has the purpose of holding
the tool together, especially the straightedge tools, and can
be seen in figure 7. It also serves as a flat surface to press
the poles or other blocks against when they are being glued
together. It is important that the angle between the surface,
where small sides of the straightedge tools are, and the big
pressing surface is 90°. If it is desired to assemble the phases,
one at a time, without the glass fibre block, grooves have been
added to match the ”hooks” of the electrical steel plates. If
this is never desired the grooves does not have to be milled
out when constructing the base plate. The grooves match the
”hooks” on the poles with the exact same distance between
the grooves as between the ”hooks”. To easier get the pole to
match in the grooves the grooves have the width of 1.0 mm
instead of 0.75 mm which is the width of the hooks.

Figure 7. The platform holding the tool together at the bottom. 1. The optional
grooves that match the ”hooks” of the electrical steel. 2. Holes to fasten the
straightedge tools with screws.

2) Straightedge Tools: These are used to help the user to
put the poles together in straight lines. They are manufactured
to be straight and flat to minimise the errors. They should
be made in aluminium since it is nonmagnetic, can be made
fairly flat and straight and it will not be affected by moisture
or similar. Eight long straightedge tools, with dimensions: 3.0
m · 17 mm · 100 mm, have been bought which match the
model.

3) Stationary Holder: This component is important for a
safe assembly and can be seen in figure 8.
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Figure 8. The stationary holder holding the last fastened part. 1. The top part
can be moved by screwing the screws on the sides. 2. These screws hold the
stationary holder in place, by being screwed into the straightedge tools. 3. The
clamp is shaped to match the poles.

The stationary holder holds the last fastened part (e.g. a
pole) which prevents the whole row of poles, already been
put together, to move when a new pole is moved towards
it. Without this, the whole row would move uncontrolled
towards the new pole, which on impact could damage the
poles and place them askew. This holder is fastened in the
straightedge tools about 2.5 m from the base plate. It also
holds the straightedge tools together in this end similar to the
base plate. It can be removed when the movable holder has to
be moved in, past the stationary holder. The last part, which
this stationary holder holds, is fastened by screwing down the
top block of the holder. The top block is designed to match
the pole and can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9. A cross section of the top part of the stationary holder. The bottom
side is pushed down onto the pole. The part that is 14 mm long fits onto the
electrical steel and the 8 mm long one fits on the magnet.

Since magnet and electrical steel of the pole are of slightly
different widths, because of the ”hooks” on the electrical steel,
the block has been designed to hold tight to both. This will
make it easier to fasten all the poles in the same way, and thus
get a straighter inner stator segment. Also, the surface that

holds the poles, or other part on the opposite side is designed
in the same way, to match the pole. Some distances have been
added on the top block so that some shock absorbing material
might be added.

4) Movable Holder: This component holds the part (e.g.
a pole) that is being put on the already fasted row of poles.
A model of the component can be seen in figure 10. This is
to fasten it to the other poles straight and with good control
since the poles attract each other. When a whole row is
put together the movable holder is also pressed against the
row. The row is thus pressed between the base plate and the
movable holder. The part that this movable holder holds, is
fastened by screwing together the six blocks. They can be
screwed in easily with a spanner, a screw driver or other similar
tools. The blocks are designed to perfectly match the poles,
similar to the top block of the stationary holder, since the
magnet and the electrical steel are of slightly different widths.
There are two grooves in the holder which has the purpose of
holding the poles as straight as possible and to fit tight onto
the poles. These have the same dimensions as the optional
grooves in the base plates. By putting the ”hooks” in these
groves the holder should put all the poles in straight. Just like
the base plate this component should be made in aluminium
for the same reasons as the base plate. It is also important
that the angle between the surface, where small sides of the
straightedge tools are, and the big pressing surface is 90°.

Figure 10. The movable holder holding the part that is to be put on the row
of already fastened parts. 1. Screw to move the blocks holding the part to be
mounted. 2. Blocks holding the part to be mounted. 3. The blocks match the
contours of the pole as the magnet and electrical steel have different widths.
There are also grooves that match the ”hooks” in the base. 4. Holes in which
the movable holder slides on the straightedge tools.

C. Method for Mounting the Poles

Before starting to assemble an inner stator segment all
the components to the stator segment has to be prepared.
Depending on the glue, the surface (that will be glued) of
the magnet part of the pole (which is of epoxy) might have
to be lightly abraded, using fine grit abrasives. It might have
to be tested or consulted with a specialist on adhesives. Then,
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all the poles have to be double checked to ensure that they
have their magnetic field orientation in opposite directions.
Also, the different parts of the mounting tool, that will be
close to glued components, have to be protected to prevent
glue on vital parts of the mounting tool. It might result in the
tool not functioning properly. This may be done by covering
certain parts of the tool in thin plastic films or some kind of
substance which the adhesive will not adhere to. The tool has
to be put on a completely flat surface and there has to be
space for the stationary and movable holders to be outside the
surface for easier mounting. While assembling new parts of
the stator segments, only the four bottom straightedge tools
will be on the mounting tool. This is to simplify the work
for the assembler, since it will be easier to reach for different
parts and to add glue.

When the preparations have been done, the assembly can
be started. The inner stator segments will be assembled in the
order described in section II. The first part will be fastened by
the stationary holder and second part will be fastened in the
movable holder. After the adhesive has been put onto the first
part the second one will be moved, by the movable holder, to
meet the first part. Then both holders will be loosened and the
whole object that has been glued together will be shifted one
step towards the bottom holding plate. The stationary holder
will den fasten the second part, that just got glued on, and a
third one will be fastened in the movable holder to be glued
onto the second one. This is being repeated until all the parts
are in place. It is important that the phases are of the correct
length, and as such they will be measured during construction.
If they are too short, distancing material may be added to the
phase blocks to align the next phase better. If they are too long
the glue bonds may be adding to the length, and the phase can
be pressed together more to reduce length.

Depending on the adhesive, the whole inner stator segment
might not be glued together in one go. This is dependent on
the pot life and open time of the adhesive.

When as many parts of the inner stator segment as the
adhesive allows has been assembled, the stationary holder
should be removed. There will not be anything holding the
upper of the four straightedge tools in this end, when removing
the holder, so it has to be done carefully to prevent the
straightedge tools bending. Then the movable holder will be
put on the mounting tool and the whole inner stator segment,
or parts of it that has been glued together, depending on the
characteristics of the glue, will be pushed down to meet the
base plate. The remaining straightedge tools will then be put
onto the mounting tool and the upper two will be pushed down
and the side ones will be pushed together. This is to make the
stator segment as straight and flat as possible. It can be done
by putting flat materials on the straightedge tools and then
push them together with clamps. When the sides are fastened
together the bottom holding plate and the movable holder will
be pushed together with clamps as well. This will then be left
alone until the glue has hardened. If the stator segment has to
be glued together in different segments the part that has been
glued and hardened will be left on the mounting tool, since
the next part will be glued onto it.

When the whole inner stator segment is done the side beams

will be fastened on it. The movable holder can be moved a bit
and some straightedge tools can be removed to make it easier
to assemble the side beams.

D. Blueprints

Blueprints were made of all the components of the mounting
tool so that they could be constructed easily. They can be seen
in appendix 2.

E. Suitable Glue

After consultation with an expert on adhesives at SIKA, a
glue called SikaPower®-1548 was found to be suitable. It has
a pot life of 100 minutes, long open time and a shear strength
above 10 N/mm2 which fits the criteria. It also does not create
any troublesome heat while hardening which makes it suitable
for the magnets. The data sheet of the adhesive can be seen
in appendix 3.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In the start of this project the poles, of opposite magnetic
field orientation were suspected to strongly repel each other
at close range. This was quickly revealed by the simulations
in COMSOL Multiphysics, not to be the case. Instead both
magnets, in the poles, in close range and further away were
attracted to the electrical steel between them. It was enough
to cause an attracting force up to about 400 N between the
poles when centred, and up to 1.2 kN when off centre. As
this force can cause significant acceleration and subsequently
a strong impact, the mounting system should include some
form of dampening.

Simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics may take a long
time, depending on how fine the mesh is, the number of states
to solve, such as variations in x and y offset of a pole, and
other parameters which add complexities to the simulations.
Therefore, the different offsets in x and y have not been
measured with a greater number of data points. This might
have affected the analysis of the results since the forces are
only presented in some points. Since the forces in most cases
seem to follow a pattern, it has been judged that the data points
were accurate enough for the conclusions that needed to be
made.

The design of the mounting tool was made for fairly robust
poles. It was not yet known how strong the poles, that would
be made by a tool designed by project group L3, would be.
Therefore, the poles robustness has to be evaluated before
the final stage when using the mounting tool. The final stage
used the straightedge tools to press the inner stator segment
together. The straightedge tools were 17 mm wide on the
surface where they were being pressed onto the poles. The
area on the poles where these straightedges were pressed
onto was the row of the electrical steel plates. If these plates
were not stable enough they may have been shifted out of
place since the straightedge tools were only pressing on some
of them. If this would be a problem it could be solved by
adding a flat, nonmagnetic material between the poles and the
straightedge tools to increase the area and lessen the pressure
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on the electrical steel. The holes in the base plate, that fastened
the straightedge tools, may have had to be adjusted to make
room for this additional flat surface.

The base plate and the big part of the movable holder were
designed to be machined from one solid piece of material. It
might be hard to find this big blocks of aluminium to cut into
the desired shapes and therefore the components might have
to be redesigned to assemble in several parts. The tool can be
modified to work on the same principles, though constructed
with more readily available materials.

By studying the model of the mounting tool in SolidWorks,
problems and possibilities was easier to spot, then designing
it by drawing or other tools. The tool was changed and
remodelled many times to get an easy tool to construct, easy to
use and still assemble the inner stator segments with precision.

The pot life of the appropriate adhesive that was found,
means that the phases of the inner stator segments might have
to be assembled one at a time. The time to assemble a whole
inner stator segment is dependent on how easy the tool will
be to handle and how fast one part will be to mount.

VI. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

The simulations made in COMSOL Multiphysics showed
that it was important to hold both the top pole of the stack
and the free pole, that were to be glued together, in place,
since strong forces pulls them together and off centre. If
the parts that were to be glued together were fastened very
carefully, they would be put together as straight and neat as
possible. Then not much would have to hold them together
afterwards since they all attract each other. This lead to a fairly
simple construction. To be sure to make the whole inner stator
segment straight and flat, more components were added to the
tool to press the whole stator segment together. The glue that
was found matched the mounting tool since it had a long open
time. However, its open time will make it hard to assemble
the whole inner stator segment in one day. If the process is
divided into several steps, for example one phase at a time,
the glue needs some time to harden until the next phase can
be assembled.

For future analysis, the mounting tool can be evaluated and
optimised based on results after using it. Also, more glues can
be studied to try to find the most fitting one. Since this is a
mounting tool for a prototype generator it is possible that it
must be changed if the generator is redesigned. It might also
have to be changed for a more industrial usage if the wave
power generator would be produced in a greater scale.
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WIND POWER FROM ZERO TO HERO
WIND POWER. Wind power who was once seen as a minor energy source has now become the most at-
tractive sources of power on the market. Once it has been installed it produces “free” energy with little 
to no maintenance. The problem is that it is inconsistent. Luckily for us students at KTH Royal Institute 
of Technology are working to solve the issue with the inconsistent wind power.

Imagine a power system as a boat. Where power plants (producers) row on one side and the consumers row 
on the other. To maintain the balance in the power system,” keeping the assigned course”, the power plants 
and the consumers must row with the same power and frequency as each other. One can see wind power as 
an inexperienced rower whose strength changes on an hourly basis, just like the wind does. 

When we strive for a more sustainable way of life it might be beneficial for the environment, but other prob-
lems may erupt. And when things go south, you will be the one playing for it. The more wind power that is 
implemented into the power grid, the more unreliable the system becomes. In terms of balance, reliability and 
predictability.

Students at KTH Royal Institute of Technology are looking at possible scenarios where large quantities of 
wind power is implemented into the Swedish grid, together with the underlying problems wind power. Cur-
rently, 10% of Sweden’s electricity production is estimated to come from wind power, which was never thought 
possible before the millennium. Wind power has gone from zero to hero as the demand for renewable energy 
sources has become one of the world’s biggest trends. If the future vision of a “green” society is to become a 
reality, that figure as has to increase. 
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The focus in this context is on introducing more 
wind power plants into the current power grid. 
The integration of wind power brings a set of 

challenges, as wind is much less reliable than hydro 
or nuclear power in terms of energy availability.

The need for balance within the power grid is great-
er than ever before. What would life be without elec-
tricity? It has become more than a convenience in the 
modern life, it is a necessity. If the balance in pow-
er between production and consumption of electric 
energy is not kept in each given moment, the conse-
quences could be devastating. With this in mind, the 
constant fluctuation of wind power has to be coun-
teracted by other sources and it has to be fast and 
reliable. That means that the demand on the rest of 
the system is dramatically increased, both power 
producers and suppliers have to adapt. This means 
that when integrating wind power, it has to be done 
in a calculated manner so the power system does not 
collapse.

Transmission lines create the bloodstream of ev-
ery power grid, transporting the energy from pow-
er plants to the consumers. It also contributes to the 
total capacity of the grid.  With the increasing age of 
the current overhead lines and cables, the question 
to potentially expand the grid or to upgrade it arises. 
Building new lines is a time consuming and expen-
sive process, but have to be taken into consideration 
when implementing more and more unpredictable 
sources of energy. Fluctuations in energy flows have 
an impact on the voltage levels as well as the frequen-
cy in the system. Small changes in frequency and 
voltage can harm the transmission lines and cause a 
loss of efficiency while larger changes may result in 
damage to any equipment connected to the grid. 

The M1 project group has studied a regional grid to 
evaluate how the transmission lines affect a system 
capacity when integrating wind power. Numerical 
analysis of power flow balances during four weather 
seasons, represented by four days of operating condi-
tions, has been studied to test the effect on the system 
when wind is producing at its highest and lowest.

The Swedish energy production mainly comes 
from hydro and nuclear power. Because the nucle-
ar power is slow to regulate the natural choice for 
balancing the fluctuation of the wind power plants 
becomes hydropower. The hydro power plants are 
reliable and fast to regulate and make them a good 
candidate as a compensator. Hydro plants have to in-
crease their water flow when the wind plants cannot 
sustain enough energy input to the system. On the 
other hand they get time to recover their reservoirs 
while the wind parks produce enough to reach a cer-
tain threshold. Also, the water level has to be con-
trolled and simultaneously match the output flow to 
the market price to keep the plants profitable.

The M2 project group is looking into optimizing 
the water flow in hydro power plants to maximize 
the profit for the owners running the power plants. 
The group is taking into consideration the demands 
of the entire power system when running these simu-
lations. This has been done in close cooperation with 
the M1 project group, looking at the same system and 
seasonal conditions.

The M3 project group is investigating the flexibility 
of a power grid system with several different types of 
power plants. This is done through simulation and 
using optimization models to make the electricity as 
cost efficient as possible. By flexibility we mean the 
ability to sustain the balance within the power sys-
tem at all times even if there is a definite change in 
production, in this case the ability to compensate for 
the change in wind power. M3 is also looking into the 
negative impact that carbon tax has on the flexibility 
and the system together with means to increase the 
flexibility. With a higher flexibility it becomes less 
cost efficient to produce electricity. 

In today’s society, we see the impact of Global 
warming every day. The temperature of the planet is 
increasing and it is a fact that the carbon emissions 
from our industries are contributing to the global 
warming. Therefore, it is essential to find new solu-
tions to minimizing the effects our way of living has 
on the environment. Through finding new alterna-
tive energy sources for our production of electricity, 
we can open new doorways to a more environmental 
friendly power system. Wind power is a fairly new 
technology that is considered “green” as it does not 
emit any carbon dioxide when operating. Hence, we 
need to find ways to be able to integrate wind power 
in the electrical power grid in a safe and secure way. 
Eventually we need to replace the non-environmen-
tal friendly energy resources on a wider scale and 
overcome the flaws of irregularity in renewable 
sources. The grid is still in need of solutions for a 
larger scale production of wind power, with a much 
higher percentage of wind parks and solar plants 
that are implemented. More research has to be done 
to get the knowledge on how to balance such a big 
system. Research into how much total power can be 
of the more unreliable kind and also produced in a 
stable, efficient and profitable way, could be conduct-
ed, perhaps storing surplus energy in larger capacity 
batteries of the future.

ETHICAL REFLECTION
Wind power plants affect the environment in a 
number of different ways. In the global perspective 
wind powers main advantage is that once the plants 
are built they produce power without any need for 
fuel or and without releasing substances harmful to 
humans or the environment. It can therefore be ben-
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eficial to replace other more harmful ways of generat-
ing electricity like coal based combustion plants. Lo-
cally, though, the power plants can have an effect on 
both the ecosystem and quality of life for nearby citi-
zens. The large blades of the power plants are known 
to kill birds and bats which have caused some envi-
ronmentalists to be cautious about building these in 
certain areas. On the other hand, it has been shown 
that the offshore wind power can benefit the marine 
life, acting like protected reefs in otherwise barren 
underwater landscapes.

The increasing amount of wind power and their 
lack of reliability can cause problems with stability of 
the power grid and if loads have to be cut due to un-
der-production some consumers will suffer a power 
outage. But this risk might be outweighed by the re-
duction in emissions of greenhouse gasses which is 
beneficial to the future of the entire planet. These de-
cisions are so vast that they need to be processed by 
parliament which is also responsible for the stability 
of the grid. 

Wind power is beneficial with regard to the lack of 
long-term damage to the global and local environ-
ment. Fossil fuels burnt today will cause green-house 
gases to stay in the atmosphere for decades, whereas 
damage caused by the construction of wind power is 
miniscule in comparison. 

Some people do not want turbines close to their 
homes due to the noise and the impact on the land-
scape scenery. As many of the advocates and decision 
makers for wind power are living in the cities, this 
can create a divide in opinion as the affected popu-
lation resides rural areas. However, these concerns 
seem small in comparison to the environmental ben-
efits.

CONTEXT M: WIND POWER INTEGRATION
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Grid Capacity and Upgrade Costs
Joakim Nordin and Johan Rågmark

Abstract—In this study the incorporation of a larger wind power
park in an electrical system is studied. The study is based on
a simplified version of an existing grid in Jämtland, a province
in Sweden, and aims to analyse how to best integrate the wind
power regarding geographical, economical and system stability
factors. The base system consists of five hydro power plants,
four cities, four possible connections of wind power parks and a
connection to the national grid. The study is based on numerical
analysis in MATLAB using data sets of wind strength, power
consumption in the cities and generation from hydro power plants
in the area. Four days, each representing a season, are considered
and compared to give an insight to how the wind power could
affect the system during a year. It is shown that wind power can
be integrated in Jämtland’s grid without affecting the system
noticeably if building a grid based on 220 kV. For a 130 kV grid
the voltage level instability and losses are significantly increased.
With the 220 kV system the voltage variations from the wind
powers irregular production are heavily suppressed and instead
the losses from increased currents becomes the restricting factor.
When comparing locations for wind power parks it is shown that
it is more preferable with the wind parks located closer to the
center of the system where the main consumption lies.

I. INTRODUCTION

BALANCING the power flows in power grids have
become increasingly more difficult, partly in consequence

of the large increase in renewable energy sources. To keep the
reliability and quality of the grid, new strategies and control
systems are required [1]. The coal giant China recently
ordered eleven provinces to seize all operations in more than
one hundred coal-plants [2] instead opting for cleaner choices
such as hydro power and wind power. Wind power production
increased worldwide from 13.7 GW in 1999 to 283 GW in
2012, with an expected 760 GW in 2020 [3]. In Sweden
wind power represents over 10% of the total production and
it is being expanded all over the country [4]. In 2014 the
installations of wind power expanded by 53% compared to
the year before [5]. The biggest expansion was in Jämtland,
located in electricity area SE2 bolstering the fastest growing
expansion rate compared to the other areas, see figure 1.
Swedens population continues to grow, recently reaching the
ten million milestone. With more people comes a greater
demand of electrical power. The electricity consumption per
capita has grown significantly in Europe from 1980 to 2004
[6]. This is not only calling for expanded control systems and
accurate weather predictions but also increased capacity in
many of the old grids. Since the trend is going from power
sources with stable outputs like coal and nuclear power
plants towards more unpredictable sources like wind and sun
power the grids have to be able to handle more fluctuation [7].

Different power options in a power grid comes with challenges
to the system. For example, if the wind is high and there
is maximum water flow simultaneously, the grid system’s

capacity may act as a bottleneck for the amount of energy
that could be retrieved from the hydro and wind power
plants. As integrating wind power affects the grid this study
investigates how and where to integrate the power plants as
well as considering the profitability of upgrading a systems
transmission lines. Recent similar upgrades to the power grid
have been done in Austria in 2016 [8].

Fig. 1. Electricity Sectors in Sweden and nearby countries. [9].

1) Paper set-up: In section II we first explain the theory
behind the mathematical models used in our work. That
is followed by the case study in section III where details
of the project are presented such as the electrical grid
studied and how consumption and production are calculated
from the different villages and power plants. The method
of how the system is analysed is explained in section
IV and the results are presented in section V after which
a reflection of the results is made in the conclusion, section VI.

II. THEORY

A. Per-unit system
The per-unit system, or pu-system, is a convenient way of
normalising the physical quantities in a system to be easier to
handle. It builds on choosing a suitable base for the power,
voltage and impedance and normalising the entire system by
those bases [10]. When analysis of the system has been made
it is easy to convert the quantities back by multiplying the
different electrical parameters with its base. Sbase base power,
Vbase base voltage and Zbase base impedance respectively.
They are related as: Sbase =

V 2
base

Zbase
.
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B. Buses in power flow system
There are a number of buses with different characteristics
which makes up a power system. The slack bus keeps a
constant phase angle θ, usually 0, and a constant voltage level
of 1, in pu-units. This makes it act as the reference for the
entire system, hence its other name: reference bus. The slack
bus handles the abundance or lack of net power in the system.
Out of the variables in a load flow system, the slack bus’ net
active and reactive power are unknown, giving it the ability
to absorb or emit the amount of power in the system to keep
it stable. It does this by either sending power into the system
at times of low generated power, or draining the system when
there is an overflow.

TABLE I
POWER SYSTEM BUSES

Bus type Known parameters Unknown variables
Slack-bus V, θ P,Q
PQ-bus P,Q V, θ
PV-bus P, V θ,Q

The PQ-bus is generally a load bus, where the net active
and reactive power is known or are assumed to be, while the
voltage amplitude and voltage phase angle are unknown, and
are able to vary. If, however, the active and reactive power in
a PQ-bus is set to zero it can, among other things, represent
a connection between lines. PV-buses on the other hand has
its net active power generation and voltage amplitude known
serving as a generator bus. See table I.

C. Transmission lines
1) Shunt capacitance: Two conducting metal surfaces will act
as a capacitance which is also true for wires and transmission
lines. For shorter lines the capacitance can be disregarded
due to the small surfaces but for longer lines it may be
significant. The electric field of the line is largely decided by
the shape, structure, minerals in the soil and other parameters
of the ground. In equation 1 its the geometrical factor 2H

A that
decides the capacitance.

C =
10−6

18 · ln( 2HA · a
( d
2 )ekv

)
(1)

2) Resistance: Depending on the material of the conductor
there is a certain amount of resistivity . The most common
types are copper and aluminium where aluminium has about
60% of copper’s conductivity [11]. The choice between them
are taken from an economical point of view. More often than
not, aluminium wins the race since it is more affordable.
When analysing a system at normal frequency (50 Hz in
Sweden) with lines that have a small radius the AC resistance
is very close to the resistance when using DC current.

3) Inductance: Using the equation 2 the inductance of a trans-
mission line can be retrieved, if the material of the conductor
is aluminium or copper i.e non-magnetic. Furthermore the line
has to be twisted.

l = 2 · 10−4ln(
a
d
2

+
1

4n
) H/km, phase (2)

Fig. 2. Model used for calculating capacitance and inductance in transmission
lines.

Where a = (a12a13a23)
1
3 [m] is the geometrical mean

distance, d [m] is the diameter of the conductor and n is the
numbers of conductors in each phase of the line. From [10]
a typical value of the reactance was used to calculate the
inductance in each line impedance. See figure 2.

From the inductance of a line the reactance is found as:

x = ωl = 2πfl (3)

As can be seen it solely depends on the geometries of the
line when the frequency is constant. At normal frequency of
50-60Hz, the line reactance can vary between approximately
0.3 − 0.5 Ω/km,phase. Xl = 0.4 gives ll = 0.0013, from
equation 3.

D. Transmission line models

In rural areas the most profitable method of transmitting
energy between consumers and producers is using overhead
lines. All ground cables and transmission lines carry their
electrical characteristics evenly distributed along their lengths,
also known as distributed parameters. These include line
resistances r from the material used, inductance l from the
magnetic fields surrounding the line, shunt conductance c
from the electric fields between the lines and the ground,
and shunt conductance g due to the leakage current in the
insulation. All denoted by smaller case letters to show that
they are dependent on the length of the line.

1) Short line model: The model for short lines neglects the
shunt conductance and shunt susceptance since they have such
a small impact. Figure 3 shows a single phase equivalent of a
short, symmetrical, three phase transmission line.
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Fig. 3. Short line transmission line model.

2) π-model: For medium long lines the shunt capacitance can
not be ignored. To take it into account the π-model is often
used. It’s a model where half of the total shunt capacitance
is placed before the line impedance and half of it after. This
makes for a better approximation for medium long lines than
just using the line impedance. Where Ȳsh

2 = ysh = jbsh S
with complex notation.

Fig. 4. The π-model.

With notations Vk, Ik and Vj , Ij for voltage and current at
bus k and j respectively, see figure 4. Applying Kirchoff’s
current law in the buses gives:

Ik = Vk
Ykj

2
+ (Vk − Vj)(

1

Zkj
) (4)

Ij = Vj
Yjk

2
+ (Vj − Vk)(

1

Zkj
) (5)

In matrix form this can be written as:

[
Ik
Ij

]
=

[
(
Ykj

2 + 1
Zkj

− 1
Zkj

)

− 1
Zkj

(
Ykj

2 + 1
Zkj

)

] [
Vk

Vj

]
(6)

E. Bus-matrix

It is very convenient to use the so called Bus-matrix, or Y-
matrix, when doing power flow analysis on a network of buses.
By assuming a system of n buses we get a Y-matrix:




I1
I2
...
In


 =




Y11 Y12 ... Y1n

Y21 Y22

...
. . .

Yn1 Ynn







V1

V2

...
Vn


 (7)

Where the diagonal element Yii is the sum of all
admittances connected to ii and the non diagonal element
Ykj = −ykj = − 1

Zkj
, where ykj is the admittance between

the bus k and j. This means that the matrix is symmetric,
Yjk = Ykj . This matrix can be uniquely determined and is
singular due to I1 + I2 + · · ·+ In = 0 [10].

F. Power flow equations

Considering the π-model described earlier and regarding the
power going in and out of the buses a set of equations can
be derived. These are known as the load flow equations.
Using these the power flowing between buses k and j can
be calculated. Pkj and Qkj describes the active and reactive
power, respectively, flowing between the buses k and j through
a transmission line.

Pkj =
Rkj

Z2
kj

U2
k +

VkUj

Z2
kj

(Xkjsinθkj −Rkjcosθkj) (8)

Qkj = −bsh−kjU
2
k+

Xkj

Z2
kj

U2
k−

VkVj

Z2
kj

(Rkjsinθkj+Xkjcosθkj)

(9)
From these equations the voltage and phase differences θkj
can be decided from knowing the active and reactive power
in each bus.

G. Balancing the system

Using power balance in each branch of our system we get
a set of equations. PGDk and QGDk are the net active and
reactive power in a bus k, which equals to the sum of active
and reactive power coming in to the bus from connected buses.

PGDk = PGk − PDk =

N∑
i=1,i�=k

Pki (10)

QGDk = QGk −QDk =

N∑
j=1,i�=k

Qki (11)

Where Pk is generated power for bus k and Qk is consumed
power for bus k. Pkj and Qkj is equal to equations (6) and
(7) [10]. This means that in every bus there must be power
balance for both active and reactive power.

Pk = Vk

N∑
j=1

Vj [Gkjcos(θkj) +Bkjsin(θkj)] (12)

Qk = Vk

N∑
j=1

Vj [Gkjsin(θkj)−Bkjcos(θkj)] (13)

Where Gkj is the negative real part of Ykj while Bkj is the
imaginary part.
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H. Losses

In all transmission line systems there is a certain amount of
technical loss. This is due to several factors including; length
of the transmission line, characteristics of the conductor and
the amount of current flowing in the line. Using equation 14

Ploss = 3RkjI
2R (14)

Where Rkj is the resistance in a line, it is possible to find the
loss in a bus in a three phase system. It is also possible to
express the line losses without using the current.

I2 = Ī Ī∗ =
S̄∗

√
3V̄ ∗

S̄√
3V̄

=
S2

3V 2
=

P 2 +Q2

3V 2
(15)

Losses when using the π -model is described in equation 15

Pf = Rkj

P 2
kj + (Qkj + bsh−kjU

2
k )

2

U2
k

(16)

bsh−kjU
2
k describes the amount of reactive power being gen-

erated by a shunt capacitance at a bus k.

V = RI (17)

From equation 17 and 14 we can see that if increasing the
voltage by an amount c the current also has to decrease by
c. This means that by increasing the voltage by an amount c
the losses will decrease by c2 when operating with a given
amount of power. It is also seen in 16.

III. CASE STUDY

A. Electrical grid

The wind power integration and its impact on the grid is
studied in this report by simulating an addition of wind power
to the regional grid in Jämtland. A small system including
five hydro power plants and four villages makes up the base
of the grid. The base grid is studied and then four different
potential wind power parks are compared. See the system
map in figure 5. The most important factor when analysing
the system is to keep the voltage within acceptable levels
at the consumers, i.e. at the villages. An acceptable voltage
for this study is chosen to be within ±5% of what is intended.

A simplified schematic of the system can be seen in Figure
9, impedance symbols in the picture symbolises π-models. It
consists of fourteen buses that are connected to a transmission
line. There are four cities, D1-D4, five hydro power plants,
H1-H5, four buses for wind power integration, W1-W4, and
a connection to the national grid G1. The transmission line
properties are simulated using the π-model so the connections
between the producing and consuming buses with the main
transmission line creates ten additional buses.

The most substantial task in this study is to create a model
in MATLAB from which the simulations can be made. The
program handles large quantities of data and uses several
scripts to perform the different calculations needed to solve
the task at hand.

Since this report aims at studying the effects of wind power
on the electrical grid the geographical positioning of the
potential wind power parks were chosen to compare different
transmission line lengths, connection points and wind data.
Consideration as to whether wind power parks would be
suitable to these locations with regards to local circumstances,
such as topography or land ownership, were not taken.

B. Seasons

This study simulates variables of the system which changes
with each season. To represent these seasons, data from every
hour of a specific day in each quarter of the year is used, the
11th of January, April, July and October. When calculating
yearly variables, e.g. yearly losses, each of these days are then
multiplied by a factor of the number of days in that quarter
(normal year i.e not leap year) to represent a full quarter, or
in this case, a season.

C. The Consumption in cities

Svenska Kraftnät provides data sheets of energy produced and
consumed in the different electrical areas in Sweden. The
system studied is located in area SE2. From the data sheets the
total amount of power consumed by citizens in the area could
be calculated. Since only the total power in the whole region
was known, it needed to be scaled down to more accurately
describe the amount consumed in each of the decided upon
cities. In this study the power consumption is based on the
percentage of citizens from the SE2 region who lives in each
city. The population in SE2 is approximated to around 675
000 from population data of the included provinces [12]. The
population statistics from SCB also includes the population
numbers of the cities included in the study. A factor can
then be calculated for the amount of people in the cities as
compared to SE2 in general, a factor which can be used to
approximate consumption. In table II the data is presented,
the total yearly consumption in the table is calculated from
the estimated consumption. Östersund is the largest city in
the system with a population of 61 567, the other cities are
considerably smaller [12]. Jämtland together with Dalarna and
Swedens three big city areas constitute the five largest tourist
areas in Sweden [13]. Åre is one of Jämtland’s largest tourist
destinations and is largely populated by tourists and seasonal
work forces. Given this the consumption of Åre was multiplied
with 2.5 to get a better approximation.

TABLE II
CONSUMPTION

City Bus Population Yearly consumption [GWh]
Åre D1 10936 210

Krokom D2 14853 114
Östersund D3 61 567 474

Bräcke D4 6077 50

Hourly data [14] of power consumption in the SE2 area,
taken from one week each in January, April, July and October
respectively was used to create a day for each season. I.e. a
week in January was turned into one day that represented the
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Fig. 5. Map of Jämtland with grid marked out. The squares are hydro power plants, red dots villages, green stars wind power plants and the black circle is
the connection to national grid.

winter season. The same process was used for the remaining
ones. After which each city was multiplied with the factor of
inhabitants explained above. This means that every city in the
system shows the same changes throughout the day.

D. Wind power

The project description from the supervisor contained a model
of a wind turbine to be used to derive power from wind
speeds. Figure 6 shows the model in a graph. When the
wind speed is higher than 25 m/s the wind turbine will stop
producing power, as at such high speeds it may damage the
turbine. Using the given values a fitted curve was found
using the polyfit function in MATLAB. From which we could
input wind speed from different seasons to see how much a
single wind turbine would produce during the day. One of the
core problems with wind power integration in a grid is its
inconsistencies in produced power. Figure 8 clearly shows the
large discrepancies throughout a winter day. Hence the obvious
challenge of balancing voltage amplitudes when introducing
large quantities of wind power into a power grid system.

TABLE III
POWER GENERATED BY ONE TURBINE FROM DIFFERENT WIND SPEEDS.

[m/s] 1 2 3 4 5 6
[W ] 0 0 0 43 131 250
[m/s] 7 8 9 10 11 12
[W ] 416 640 924 1181 1359 1436
[m/s] 13 14 15 . . . 25 26
[W ] 1481 1500 1500 . . . 1500 0
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Fig. 6. Model of wind turbine power output depending on wind speeds.

E. Wind data

Wind power plant locations in this case study are based on
where wind speed data can be found from weather stations
in the near vicinity of the power grid. SMHI provides hourly
data of wind speeds and information were taken from 11th
of January, April, July and October 2016 to be used in the
study. The wind data retrieved were in the range of 0-10 m/s.
However, these measurements were taken from a height of
about 10m above the ground. An Adjustment was made to
account for the fact that wind turbines are at a higher altitude
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where the wind is more powerful, to get a mean value of 7.5
m/s throughout the year.

The wind data was taken from Åre, Korsvattnet, Hallhåxåsen
and Hunge for the wind power locations W1 to W4 respec-
tively [15]. Korsvattnet, W2, is the location with the strongest
winds for all seasons. W1 is not exactly geocraphically placed
were wind data was taken from, however, both Åre (weather
station location, not actual city) and W1 are located on
mountainous areas.

Fig. 7. Power output from one turbine in W1 to W3 during a day in season
2. The wind strength in W2 rises above 25 m/s during parts of the day.

Using wind data combined with the model of the power output
of a wind turbine we are able to simulate the generation of
a wind park. In figure 8 the results of a simulation of one
turbine during a day in January is presented.

Fig. 8. Example of power output from wind turbine in W3 during 24 hours.

F. Hydropower

The hydro power plants included in this study are located
along the river Indalsälven. The five plants are at Hissmofors,
Kattstrupeforsen, Granboforsen, Midskog and Näverede which
correspond to H1 to H5 respectively, see figure 5. The produc-
tion in the hydro power plants is based on the results from the

M2 report, which focus on maximising the economical returns.
The optimised production is often based on producing in all the
facilities during the day and sustaining a very small production
during the night. Hydro power plants are good at regulating
voltage while producing meaning that they are PV-buses in
the calculations. This is because they are using synchronous
generators which makes it possible to control the amount of
reactive power sent into the grid. When inactive, the hydro
power plants are treated as PQ-buses without either production
nor consumption. This means that if the power plants are
inactive the voltage level is not maintained which could be
problematic. During the winter, for example, the proposed
production during night hours is zero for all of the five power
plants meaning that the connection to the national grid is the
only bus steadily supporting the system. Since the slack bus
is located far from many of the villages it has a catastrophic
effect on the voltage levels, lowering the most distant villages
levels by as much as 70%. With this in mind it is decided to let
at least one of the hydro power plants produce and boost the
voltage to acceptable levels, see IV. B. Load flow simulations
on 130 kV system.

Fig. 9. Simplified schematic picture of system including all potential wind
power locations. Transmission lines are modeled using the π-model but are
presented as short line models in this image. Villages are denoted as D1-D4,
hydro power plants H1-H5, wind power as W1-W4, transmission line buses
T1-T10 and the connection to the national grid as G1.

G. Specific grid parameters

Resistance, inductance and shunt capacitance for the lines
were calculated by using standard values per km and
multiplying it with the length of the lines. In data sheets from
SVK [16] it is evident that there are several different kind of
lines with different resistances. However it is very hard to
find which type of line is being used in the system, therefore
the values used are chosen as typical values according to [10]
for overhead lines. A resistance per phase of Rl = 0.2 Ω/km
is used for each line, inductance as Ll = 0.0013 H/km and
shunt admittance as ysh−l = jbl = j2× 10−6 S/km [10].

Deciding the length of transmission lines was simply done
by measuring the shortest distance between the location of
connected buses. This was done using data from Google
Maps [17]. The total length of transmission lines in the
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TABLE IV
TRANSMISSION LINE PARAMETERS

Parameter Magnitude Unit
Resistance r 0.1 [Ω/km]
Inductance l 1.3 [mH/km]
Reactance x 0.408 [Ω/km]

Shunt susceptance bsh 2 [µS]

system was estimated to 473 km.

Since we are working with 24 buses our Y-matrix is 24x24 in
size. For example, the first object is Y11 = − 1

ZG1
+ ysh−G1,

where ZG1 is the impedance and ysh−G1 is the shunt admit-
tance connected to the bus G1. The base for the impedance

can be derived from Zbase =
V 2
base

Sbase
.

IV. METHOD

A. Numerical analysis

To apply the data and equations to our problem we use an
iterative numerical function in MATLAB. The function relies
on the built-in MATLAB script fsolve that solves F (x) = 0
for x, where F (x) corresponds to equations (18) and (19) and
x are the various voltages and phases for the buses fulfilling
equations (6) and (7). fsolve relies on guessed starting values
to be able to solve the function F (x). It tries to find values
of x starting with x0 as the first iteration [18], to get F (x) as
close to 0 as possible within the tolerance limit.

gx(k) = Pk − PGDk (18)

gx(k + n− 1) = Qk −QGDk (19)

Where n is the amount of buses in the system.

The X-vector that the fsolve function iterates is a list of the
voltages and phases of all PQ-buses. Due to the hydro power
plants changing between PV- to PQ-buses the size of the
vector with the number of unknown voltages, changes from
hour to hour.

The program is split in three dimensions, the top layer handles
all of the data as well as using the calculated voltages to find
the transmission losses, the second layer handles the running
conditions for each hour and the lowest layer is the fsolve that
returns optimised values for voltage and phases. The data sets
in the MATLAB function are large matrix containing data for
generated power, consumed power, impedance and admittance.

data = [PGtot , QGtot , PLDtot , QLDtot] (20)

The aim is to study the system during four days of different
conditions with data from each hour. Each row corresponds
to the running conditions of a specific hour and every column
contains 96 elements.

B. Load flow simulations on 130 kV system

The tests of the system starts at its most basic setup to evaluate
which base voltage is needed. Simulating for Vbase = 130 kV,
with the wind power buses deactivated PGwind = QGwind =
0. As can be seen in 10 the voltage levels in D1 to D3 dips in
the early hours of the day going as far down as 83% of Vbase.
These are the villages with the longest transmission lines in
the system. However, as explained in E. Hydro power, all of
the hydro power plants are shut down in the early hours of
the winter season. This causes the slack bus to push large
amounts of power into the grid, causing strong currents, which
in turn raises the transmission line losses to high levels (a
total of 534 MW per year, see fig 11). Even when the hydro
power plats were active and boosted the voltage at D1 is
out of the acceptable ±5%-limit. Seeing how the voltage is
unsatisfactory for 130 kV, wind power is not yet added.

Fig. 10. Voltage levels during winter at the villages in the system presented
in pu. D1 represents Åre, D2 Krokom, D3 Östersund and D4 Bräcke.

Fig. 11. Total active power losses for the different seasons.

C. Load flow simulations on 220 kV system

Seeing that having all of the five hydro power plants inactive
affects the system in such a dramatic way the simulations
are henceforth done with at least one plant being active
to maintain reasonable voltage. Granbofors, H3, was set to
produce at 0.5% of its capacity, just to keep the voltage as a
PV-bus.
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Fig. 12. 220 kV system, voltage levels in the cities during a day in the spring
season.

Considering the 220 kV grid with the addition of activating
bus H3, the voltage stays within ±2% in all the villages,
figure 12. Since the system is considered stable enough the
wind power can be introduced, in one bus at a time. The
addition of wind power plants on the 220 kV system does not
greatly affect the voltages in the cities even though a large
amount of turbines are installed. However, the transmission
line losses are increased, see table V.

TABLE V
POWER LOSSES IN 220 KV GRID, WITH WIND POWER PRODUCTION IN

DIFFERENT BUSES.

Bus Amount of Yearly Cost of loss
turbines losses [GW] per year [MSEK]

- 0 16.46 4.94
20 16.4 4.92

W1 40 16.5 4.95
60 16.8 5.04
100 17.7 5.31
20 15.0 4.50

W2 40 16.65 4.99
60 21.31 6.40
100 39.58 11.87
20 15.7 4.71

W3 40 15.6 4.68
60 16.1 4.83
100 18.8 5.64
20 19.4 5.82

W4 40 23.4 7.02
60 28.5 8.55
100 42.1 12.63

In table V Different amounts of turbines where used in each
bus where one turbine could produce a maximum of 1.5 MW
when the wind reaches the optimal speed, see figure 7. Worth
noting is the important differences in wind speeds at the
different locations, so while the amount of turbines might be
the same the production can be very different. In addition,
the transmission line length to the locations of W1 to W4 are
different, which affects the losses differently for each location.

D. Cost analysis

The investment cost of installing transmission lines of different
base voltages can be seen in table VI. The lines built for
higher voltages have a larger radius, requiring a greater amount
of material. For higher voltages the regulations also demands
larger safety distances meaning more trees have to be cleared
in wooded areas. When deciding which base voltage to use for
a system, the investment cost has to be weighed against the
increased amount of losses coming from using a lower voltage
with greater current flowing in the lines. The total length of
transmission lines in the system is 473 km.

TABLE VI
INVESTMENT COST OF DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION LINES WHEN USING

IRON ALUMINIDE 593mm2 CONDUCTORS

Voltage Tower type Investment cost Total cost
[kV] [MSEK/km] [MSEK]
36 Wooden 0.87 412
50 Wooden 0.90 424

72.5-82.5 Wooden 1.14 540
72.5-82.5 Steel 2.27 1069
123-170 Wooden 1.26 596
123-170 Steel 2.31 1009

245 Steel 2.44 1155

The 220 kV system is significantly more expensive when
comparing with a 130 kV, wood pole, system. Having a higher
base voltage in the system will, on the other hand, decrease
losses by lowering the currents. In table VIII a list containing
an example of weekly mean hour prices is presented [19]. The
price changes every hour and is highly varying but using mean
values can give an estimation to the potential cost of losses.
For the sake of clarity and simplicity a price of 300 SEK
per MWh was used to calculate the prices of yearly losses in
table VIII. To make it easier to see differences between the
scenarios.

TABLE VII
WEEKLY MEAN OF HOURLY PRICE FOR THE FIRST WEEKS IN 2017.

Week Electricity price [SEK/MWh]
1 323.56
2 288.97
3 308.25
4 287.21
5 306,84

V. RESULTS

The wind is very favorable in Korsvattnet, being much
stronger than in the other three proposed locations. Hence,
adding wind power plants at Korsvattnet is the most lucrative,
producing more power per turbine than at the other locations.
In table VIII it is also evident that the sum of losses in the
system is not greatly increased from having the production
in Korsvattnet. When installing 20 turbines the losses are
actually decreased in comparison to the grid without added
wind power. This is due to the power balance in the system,
having local production reduces losses. During night times
when the hydro power plants are inactive most of the
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power is transported from the connection to the national
grid, several hundred kilometers away. When wind power
is introduced at Korsvattnet the power is being produced
close to Åre and Krokom which reduces the currents in parts
of the transmission lines carrying power from the national grid.

Voltage levels and voltage phase angles for the 220 kV grid
proved to be inside the allowed scope. Adding large amounts
of turbines in any of the proposed wind power locations has
little effect on the voltage levels of the cities. Losses are, on
the other hand, quite varying.

TABLE VIII
PROFITS FROM WIND POWER TURBINES IN W2

Number of Revenue Increase in Profits
turbines [MSEK] cost of losses [MSEK] [MSEK]

100 251.22 6.94 244.28
80 201.00 3.75 197.25
60 150.74 1.46 149.28
40 100.49 0.05622 100.44
20 50.25 -0.4366 50.685

To put this in perspective a calculation of the total investment
can be made. Assuming that Jämtland’s council is to invest in
upgrading the entire system to 220 kV and building 60 wind
power plants, a total investment of about 2300 MSEK, and
having a required rate of return of 5% the investment will
break even in about 30 years.

A. Approximations

Reservations has to be made regarding the wind data. The
wind can vary very much depending on location, especially
when located in a topographical area.

The approximation for consumption in the villages is based
on the patterns of the entire SE2 area and its population
numbers which that might be unrepresentative of the actual
consumption. Especially regarding Åre which is a big tourist
destination but has a low amount of citizens.

Regarding transmission line losses it should be noted that
seasonal temperature is not considered. In a colder climate
the transmission lines can handle stronger currents. Resistive
losses in the transmission lines is the only type of loss that is
taken into consideration.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study set out to investigate how wind power could be
implemented in Jämtland’s regional grid, which upgrades
would have to be made and what the potential costs would
be. The study compares four locations and finds that the best
placement for wind power production is in Korsvattnet, due to
wind conditions and low losses as a result of the production
being closer to the cities. It is evident that building a grid
with a base voltage of 220 kV would be preferable, both
for keeping voltage levels within acceptable limits and for
lowering system losses. For a 220 kV system the voltage

swings caused by the irregular production from wind power
are relatively low. Instead the guiding factor to how much
wind power can be added, and where, is the magnitude of
losses in the system.

Relying on a 130 kV system would mean that the voltage
in the more distant villages would drop over the 5% deemed
reasonable. This could be acceptable, especially if installing
static VAr compensators that can boost the voltage, but if
the grid is supposed to handle large amounts of irregular
production the voltage variations of a 130 kV system would be
too large. The amount of wind power that could be introduced
to the system proved to be much larger than expected. Causing
only small fluctuations in the voltage levels in the city loads
D1-D4. It can be concluded that it is up to the investors to
decide how much money they want to channel into a possible
wind park project. More turbines leads to greater profits while
increasing the cost of losses in the system. Breaking even after
30 years is a long time for any investment, as calculated for
an investment of 60 wind turbines and a 220 kV grid. The
calculation regards building the entire grid system and power
plants without taking any subsidies into account and having
an expected return of 5%. Keeping the positive environmental
effects in mind it is a tempting investment as long as there is
liquidity for the initial cost.
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Coordination of Wind Power
and Hydro Power

Axel Solhall and Edvin Guéry

Abstract- The goal of this project was to calculate how 
much wind power could be balanced with hydro power in our 
designated area consisting of five hydro power stations, four
villages which consume power, possible locations for wind 
power and one connection to the national grid. To achieve this a 
simulation model was constructed in the GAMS software with 
the goal of achieving the maximum profit from the hydro power 
plants by considering electricity prices, inflow of water, the 
physical construction of the power plants and the time of year. 
When this was achieved, restriction for the maximum 
transmission load on the power grid was added as well as local 
wind power production as to simulate the implementation of 
new power sources on an old system and power grid. This would 
result in a maximum income in SEK as well as the most wind 
power which could be maintained and balanced by the 
designated system. This project shows how to find the optimal 
way to use hydro power and wind power as well as how the 
integration between different sources of electricity production 
could work, which is vital for a future powered by renewable 
energy and will help towards lowering emissions.

I. INTRODUCTION
he purpose of this assignment is to make an optimized 
schedule of power generation from hydro power 
plants considering the local wind power production as 

well as the price of electricity on the market, concerns of 
water flow and limitations of the electric grid. Thanks to this 
optimization the society can save resources and utilize the 
wind power to its fullest and efficiently use the water in the 
hydro power plants when needed. As this project looks on 
value in money this is most important for companies owning 
these hydro power plants as they want the highest return on 
investment.

The goal is to maximize income from the hydro power plants 
and to determine how much wind power production can be 
implemented locally and still be balanced by the hydro power 
plants. The water should be used as efficiently as possible to 
make the most from a given resource in the strive for a 
sustainable future. The first step is to gather the data required 
to be able to run the simulations. Examples of such data is 

installed effect on the power plants in question as well as 
water flow that fills the different reservoirs. This data will 
then be processed in a program called GAMS (General 
Algebraic Modelling System) which via a written program 
will take out the optimal times to release water through the 
turbines to maximize overall profit.

Figure 1. An image of the system and it’s five hydro power 
plants.[1]

Today, the demands on the current power system are 
changing as there are coming increasingly more new energy 
sources like wind power and solar power. These sources are 
the two mayor ones which are expanding in installed power, 
but they are also unreliable. Why these sources of energy are 
wanted is because they do not contribute to the climate 
change which is a hot topic now.[2] But the problem is their 
uncertainty, they do not work fulltime and we are dependent
on the weather which is one of the few things we as a society 
can’t control.[3] Therefore, these new types of energy 
sources brings good but unreliable energy to our systems. 
The balance between consumption and production in energy 
on the grid has to be maintained at all times, these 
uncertainties make it hard to do so.[4] That is why there must
be changes in how the old power plants act and they must
adapt to the new era where they have to compensate for the 
lack of wind power at times when the wind alone is not 
sufficient.[3]

T
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II. MODEL
• The hydro power turbines efficiency is assumed to 

lie between 92% and 96% [3].
• The earth's gravitation is assumed to be 9.82 m/s2.
• The density of water is assumed to be constant 1000 

kg/m3.
• The flow of water is assumed to take one hour to go 

from one hydro power plants to the next, meaning 
four hours to go through the entire system.

• The Gross heights of the reservoirs are assumed to 
be constant, even though the water levels are 
changing.

• The grid is assumed to be able to transmit 110% of 
the maximum power of the hydro power plants.

The optimization of hydro power will be made with the 
software GAMS. This data is gathered through phone calls to 
the owners of the power plants as well as information on their 
websites, articles and from other sources. The data is then 
handled by a written program that decides the best times to 
release water through the turbines to maximize the profit for 
the owners through linear Optimization. There are five 
different power plants used in this simulation that all lie after 
one another on a part of Indalsälven in Jämtland, Sweden. 
Three of these plants are called Hissmofors, Kattstrupeforsen 
and Granboforsen and are all owned by a company called 
Jämtlandskraft AB, the last two power plants, Midskog and 
Näverede, are owned by Vattenfall AB. Hissmofors borders
the big lake Stor sjön as seen in fig.1 which in this model is 
represented as a very big reservoir.

The prices of electricity are taken from Nordpool which 
handle the entire Nordic market of electricity.[5] Wind data 
was gathered from Svenska Kraftnät on their website Mimer 
where energy production numbers can be gathered.[6] Wind 
production data for our area will be scaled appropriately to 
simulate different levels of installed wind power so the 
impact on the power grid and the production of hydro power 
can be analysed. To gather the numerical data of the natural 
flow of water, we used the “Vattenwebb” at SMHI that 
shows the natural way that the water flows and watershed.[7]
The problem is a linear optimization problem which is rather 
simple but with too many variables for a human to handle so 
a computer is needed to get the calculations done in a 
reasonable time. GAMS give us raw data that is hard to read 
and the result data is therefore sent into excel to make cleaner 
sheets and readable plots and diagrams.

The total energy (E) that is converted into electricity is equal 
to the potential energy recovered in the fall times the 
efficiency (e) of the turbine meaning the gross height (h)
times the gravity (g) and the mass of water (m) passing 
through. As we are working with quantities of water we can 
get the mass by multiplying the cubic meter of water (q)
times the density (d) which have been assumed to be 
constant. This is shown in equation (1) below.

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ (1)

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐           (2)

The energy produced is then converted into income (I) by the 
simple multiplication with the current price (cp) of the 
electricity produced as show in equation (2). The total 
income is then the sum of the income gained for each power 
plant for every hour over these four days and the total of 96 
hours. The water balance is calculated through a balance of 
flow through the turbines (q), spillage (s), incoming water 
from rain and other sources (inflow) and the water kept in the 
reservoir (r) as shown in (3). The balance is calculated with 
an hourly timeframe (t) and having the hydro power plants 
numbered from one to five (p), one being Hissmofors at the 
top and five being Näverede at the bottom.

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) … + (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝−1) + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝−1))
−(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)) (3)

As seen in equation (3) the reservoir for each hour is 
calculated as the water that was there the hour before added 
with the water coming from the power plant higher up in the 
chain that was released the hour before as well as the natural 
inflow from the surrounding nature, for example rain. The 
water going out of the reservoir, the flow through the turbines 
and spillage of the hydro power plant that hold the water, is 
then subtracted. The water flow is restricted by the maximum 
flow capacity of the power plants and the reservoirs are of 
different sizes. 

The water left in the reservoir at the end of the day is 
calculated to go through the all the hydro power plants used 
in this simulation on its way down to the final output. This 
means that the water in the highest reservoir is worth more 
than water in lower reservoirs as it has more potential energy 
while the water that has already passed hydro power plants 
have lost some of its potential energy and therefore value.
But the same calculations have been done for the start of the 
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II. MODEL
• The hydro power turbines efficiency is assumed to 

lie between 92% and 96% [3].
• The earth's gravitation is assumed to be 9.82 m/s2.
• The density of water is assumed to be constant 1000 

kg/m3.
• The flow of water is assumed to take one hour to go 

from one hydro power plants to the next, meaning 
four hours to go through the entire system.

• The Gross heights of the reservoirs are assumed to 
be constant, even though the water levels are 
changing.

• The grid is assumed to be able to transmit 110% of 
the maximum power of the hydro power plants.

The optimization of hydro power will be made with the 
software GAMS. This data is gathered through phone calls to 
the owners of the power plants as well as information on their 
websites, articles and from other sources. The data is then 
handled by a written program that decides the best times to 
release water through the turbines to maximize the profit for 
the owners through linear Optimization. There are five 
different power plants used in this simulation that all lie after 
one another on a part of Indalsälven in Jämtland, Sweden. 
Three of these plants are called Hissmofors, Kattstrupeforsen 
and Granboforsen and are all owned by a company called 
Jämtlandskraft AB, the last two power plants, Midskog and 
Näverede, are owned by Vattenfall AB. Hissmofors borders
the big lake Stor sjön as seen in fig.1 which in this model is 
represented as a very big reservoir.

The prices of electricity are taken from Nordpool which 
handle the entire Nordic market of electricity.[5] Wind data 
was gathered from Svenska Kraftnät on their website Mimer 
where energy production numbers can be gathered.[6] Wind 
production data for our area will be scaled appropriately to 
simulate different levels of installed wind power so the 
impact on the power grid and the production of hydro power 
can be analysed. To gather the numerical data of the natural 
flow of water, we used the “Vattenwebb” at SMHI that 
shows the natural way that the water flows and watershed.[7]
The problem is a linear optimization problem which is rather 
simple but with too many variables for a human to handle so 
a computer is needed to get the calculations done in a 
reasonable time. GAMS give us raw data that is hard to read 
and the result data is therefore sent into excel to make cleaner 
sheets and readable plots and diagrams.

The total energy (E) that is converted into electricity is equal 
to the potential energy recovered in the fall times the 
efficiency (e) of the turbine meaning the gross height (h)
times the gravity (g) and the mass of water (m) passing 
through. As we are working with quantities of water we can 
get the mass by multiplying the cubic meter of water (q)
times the density (d) which have been assumed to be 
constant. This is shown in equation (1) below.

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ (1)

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐           (2)

The energy produced is then converted into income (I) by the 
simple multiplication with the current price (cp) of the 
electricity produced as show in equation (2). The total 
income is then the sum of the income gained for each power 
plant for every hour over these four days and the total of 96 
hours. The water balance is calculated through a balance of 
flow through the turbines (q), spillage (s), incoming water 
from rain and other sources (inflow) and the water kept in the 
reservoir (r) as shown in (3). The balance is calculated with 
an hourly timeframe (t) and having the hydro power plants 
numbered from one to five (p), one being Hissmofors at the 
top and five being Näverede at the bottom.
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−(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)) (3)

As seen in equation (3) the reservoir for each hour is 
calculated as the water that was there the hour before added 
with the water coming from the power plant higher up in the 
chain that was released the hour before as well as the natural 
inflow from the surrounding nature, for example rain. The 
water going out of the reservoir, the flow through the turbines 
and spillage of the hydro power plant that hold the water, is 
then subtracted. The water flow is restricted by the maximum 
flow capacity of the power plants and the reservoirs are of 
different sizes. 

The water left in the reservoir at the end of the day is 
calculated to go through the all the hydro power plants used 
in this simulation on its way down to the final output. This 
means that the water in the highest reservoir is worth more 
than water in lower reservoirs as it has more potential energy 
while the water that has already passed hydro power plants 
have lost some of its potential energy and therefore value.
But the same calculations have been done for the start of the 
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day, meaning that only the difference in water from start to 
finish counts. This makes so if the reservoir has more water 
at the end of the day then when it started, you will be able to 
use that for later and so it is a gain. If on the other hand you 
have used more water then has come in, you have used up 
some of your resources and it’s then counted as a loss. If this 
is the case though, the income made from using this water 
outweighs the loss in the reservoir if it was used correctly 
when the current electricity price was high.

Hydro power plants are always connected to a grid, either a 
small local grid or the big national grid, and these grids have 
limitations. Normally you build the local grids at the same 
time you build a power plant and make the grids capacity 
match that of the power plants, and possibly some more. The 
grid is not built with a massive overcapacity as it would be 
too expensive for the same result. This means that when wind 
power plants are now being built, the grid can’t always 
handle all the power that is getting pushed through the cables. 
There is a limit to how much power the grid can sustain at 
any given time and this model is based on bottleneck that the 
cables pose. The cables maximum amount of power that can 
be transmitted cannot be exceeded.

III. CASE STUDY
In the fig. 2 below, a clear picture of the system, with the big 
lake at the top of Hissmofors that then directly links into 
Kattstrupeforsen and Granboforsen, then into a smaller lake. 
The figure clearly shows the smaller lake before Midskog 
power plant has additional inflow from a river. This causes 
the flow at Midskog and Näverede to be higher than in the 
previous three power plants. The red inclosures is to show 
which power plants are affected by the same grid bottleneck. 
The three upper hydro power plants and wind power plants 
are limited by the inner bottleneck. The outer bottleneck 
encloses the entire system of five hydro power plants and 

separate wind power production inside of both the two 
bottlenecks. Where the connection to the national grid is 
located is irrelevant.

The main inflow of water comes from the lake that 
Hissmofors holds and from a connecting river that joins up 
just before Midskog which can be seen in the fig. 2 that 
shows total flow of water through the different plants. The 
graph in fig. 3 shows that there is almost no extra inflow at 
Kattstrupeforsen, Granboforsen and Näverede as the total 
amount of water flow stays around the same as the hydro 
power plant higher up in the river. The chart is showing the 
different flows the different dates added together, but they all 
follow the same pattern that is shown in the total result.

Figure 3. Total water flow at the five hydro power plants in 
cubic meters per second.[7]

These five power plants do not have any side flows for letting 
fish go upstream meaning all the water that goes though these 
power plants are either going through the turbines or just 
getting spilled in case of the reservoirs getting full. This is 
not a problem since salmon and other fish does not go this far 
upstream in Indalsälven.[8]

In the fig. 4, you can see the water level in the reservoirs 
throughout Sweden during an entire year. The red labels 
show the different selected dates and how full the average

Figure 4. Water storage in Swedish reservoirs during the 
year 2015-2016.

Figure 2. The system with its grid limitations in form of 
bottlenecks surrounding the upper part and the whole system.
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Swedish reservoir is throughout the year. These degrees of 
filling in percent of all Swedish hydro power reservoirs are 
set as the degree of how full the reservoirs in the system at
the start of each day to mirror real worlds time of year.[9]

The plot of fig. 5 shows the different prices during the day on 
these four chosen dates. Nordpool has divided Sweden into
four different segments and all these power plants lay in the 
segment of SE2 and that is the data used as well.[5] The price 
of electricity goes up during the day and falls to its lowest 
during the night, this follows the natural cycle of the day, as
most people and factories are active during the day and 
resting or unused during the night.

Figure 6. Wind power production as % of installed wind 
power on an hourly basis for area SE2.[6]

In the graph of fig.6 the percentage of wind power production 
over the four selected dates can be seen. The percentage was 
gathered by taking the wind power production in section SE2 
on an hourly basis from Svenska Kraftnät [6] and dividing it 
by the installed capacity in the same area SE2 [10]. This 

percentage is then easy to apply to chosen amounts of 
installed local wind power production, which then is used in 
the optimization to simulate the same conditions as the rest of 
SE2 where the system model is located.

The grid is assumed to be able to transmit 110% of the 
maximum power of the hydro power plants as the grid was 
built at the same time as the power plants and calculated for 
the hydro power plants production. The upper part of the grid 
which supports the three smaller power plants Hissmofors 
(60 MW), Kattstrupeforsen (60 MW) and Granboforsen (24 
MW), can support up to 158 MW. The lower part that 
connects both the upper part and the other two hydro power 
plants, Midskog (145 MW) and Näverede (68 MW), to the 
national grid can transmit up to 393 MW. These limitations 
are the bottlenecks of fig.2

The maximum power the grid can handle is also the 
maximum amount of wind power which can be installed
safely, meaning at the upper part of the grid there is a total of 
up to 158 MW of installed wind power and at the lower end a 
total of up to 235 MW.

Figure 7. Effect in MW from different power plants during 
the day of January, the balance between wind and hydro 
power can easily be seen in this graph.

The installed wind power then together meets the criteria of 
never overloading the cables even when working at peak 
efficiency. Any higher level of installed wind power may 
cause the grid to overload. The level of installed wind power
has then been evaluated to see how different levels of wind 
power would affect the spillage of the hydro power plants.

Figure 5. Market prices for group SE2 on the Nordic market 
for electricity in SEK/MWh for these four different dates.
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most people and factories are active during the day and 
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over the four selected dates can be seen. The percentage was 
gathered by taking the wind power production in section SE2 
on an hourly basis from Svenska Kraftnät [6] and dividing it 
by the installed capacity in the same area SE2 [10]. This 

percentage is then easy to apply to chosen amounts of 
installed local wind power production, which then is used in 
the optimization to simulate the same conditions as the rest of 
SE2 where the system model is located.

The grid is assumed to be able to transmit 110% of the 
maximum power of the hydro power plants as the grid was 
built at the same time as the power plants and calculated for 
the hydro power plants production. The upper part of the grid 
which supports the three smaller power plants Hissmofors 
(60 MW), Kattstrupeforsen (60 MW) and Granboforsen (24 
MW), can support up to 158 MW. The lower part that 
connects both the upper part and the other two hydro power 
plants, Midskog (145 MW) and Näverede (68 MW), to the 
national grid can transmit up to 393 MW. These limitations 
are the bottlenecks of fig.2

The maximum power the grid can handle is also the 
maximum amount of wind power which can be installed
safely, meaning at the upper part of the grid there is a total of 
up to 158 MW of installed wind power and at the lower end a 
total of up to 235 MW.

Figure 7. Effect in MW from different power plants during 
the day of January, the balance between wind and hydro 
power can easily be seen in this graph.

The installed wind power then together meets the criteria of 
never overloading the cables even when working at peak 
efficiency. Any higher level of installed wind power may 
cause the grid to overload. The level of installed wind power
has then been evaluated to see how different levels of wind 
power would affect the spillage of the hydro power plants.

Figure 5. Market prices for group SE2 on the Nordic market 
for electricity in SEK/MWh for these four different dates.
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With the wind data from fig. 6, installed maximum capacity 
of 393MW and the market prices of electricity from fig. 5, 
the net gain is 2.2 million SEK over these four days from the 
wind power. As can be seen in fig. 6 that was shown earlier, 
the day of January was particularly windy. On the other hand, 
this means that to keep the grid stable, the hydro power plants
had to slow down their production to not go over the grid 
limitations. This can be seen in fig. 7. If fig. 6 and fig. 7 is 
compared it can be seen how the high wind production did 
force the hydro power production to decrease. This means 
that less water is being used and is then stored in the 
reservoirs for later use.

The production of the hydro power plants for the four days of 
the simulation is dependent on the level of local wind power 
production. Different levels of the maximum capacity of 
installed wind power were tested and the results are shows in 
table I.

Table I. Here are the results from different levels of wind 
power implementations and the effects on the hydro power 
plants gain in income.

Installed wind 
power

0%
0M
W

25%
98M
W

50%
197M
W

75%
295M
W

100%
393M
W

Hydro income 7,28 7,27 7,12 6,86 6,50
Resevoir value -0,47 -0,46 -0,316 -0,06 0,27
Total gain 6,81 6,81 6,80 6,79 6,78

As can be seen in the table above, the income from the hydro 
power plants is only affected ever so slightly even with 
maximum variation of the local wind power production. This 
is mostly because with higher wind power production, more 
water can be saved in the reservoirs for a later date and the 
loss in income is therefore saved in water resources. Since 
the hydro power plants produce electricity when the price is a
variable higher than the reservoir price, saving water in the 
reservoirs will always reduce the profit compared to running 
on full production. Why the hydro income is not much deeper 
is likely because there were not that much wind except for 
the day of January shown in fig.7.

IV. DISSCUSSION
The point with this optimization is to determine how much 
wind power can be balanced and to maximize the income for 
the two companies owning these five hydro power plants, the 
income is calculated as a sum of all five individual incomes. 
This might seem weird because they are owned by competing 
companies and their incomes does not accumulate together 

but since the water flow through the power plants are 
controlled by Vattenregleringsföretagen AB and the power 
plants are located on the same river it makes sense. This is 
because the power plants up the river will determine the flow 
of water for power plants further down the river and since 
several of the plants have very limited reservoirs they would 
be forced to either run the water through the power plant or 
spill it by the side when the water arrives if the electric grid is 
already working at full capacity in a realistic scenario.
Through the central control of Vattenregleringsföretagen AB 
the entire system of power plants can be run in a way which 
is most efficient for the system as a whole, which allows for 
the sum of their incomes to be a valid assumption.

The entire computer simulated optimization and its results are 
mainly controlled by the assumed price on the active 
reservoir of water. This information could not be sourced 
from any power company so an assumption was made that
the price would be an average of the Nordpool price data 
each day. This price has a huge impact on the production 
since it decides if the hydro power plants should run on 
installed effect or save the water for a later time with higher 
prices on an hour by hour basis. If the current price is higher 
than the assumed price for the reservoir the hydro power 
plants will run on full power and if the current price is lower 
than no power will be produced. The price of the reservoir is 
assumed to be a mean value of the hourly prices.

The hydro power plants will maximize their income if they 
produce energy when the current electricity price’s is higher 
than that of the water reservoirs and only limit their 
production by the limitations of the power grid. This means 
the hydro power plants should run at their maximum power 
when the wind power production is low which leaves the grid 
available. But when the production of wind power increases,
the hydro power production will be forced to decrease to not 
overload the grid.

To make sure that water already released into the river and 
heading towards another power plant is not wasted if the 
wind power is high when the water arrive it is beneficial to 
never have the water reservoirs completely full. If the 
reservoir is full and the grid is working at full capacity due to 
high wind production the water must be spilled and this is of 
course a waste of resources and therefore lost income.
Though big reservoirs often aren’t full and this becomes 
more of a problem for hydro power plants with small or no 
reservoirs. Therefore, planning is very important and only 
releasing water from a higher reservoir when knowing that 
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the water can reach all the way down to the next big reservoir 
without any spillage having to be done is very important to 
waste neither resources or money.

The problem with spilling water due to an increase in wind 
power in combination with full water reservoirs is however 
not very relevant for this project. This is because GAMS do 
not calculate in chronological order, you could say it “knows
the future”. Spillage only happens when things don’t go as 
planned, so if we are taking fourth a plan, the spillage should 
be planned to zero. The future wind data and reservoir data is 
already available for the software and available before the
simulation starts. This allows the program to compensate for 
future events and never spills any water as it can compensate 
for changes in advance. In reality, future values are not 
known to 100% but can often be estimated to a good enough 
margin. This is what is called stochastic programming, a
framework for modelling optimization where the variables 
are only known to be within certain values. This may be non-
negative, or as in this case, the estimated energy price, and 
the estimated wind production. These values do not vary far 
from estimates and therefore low amount of spillage in the 
hydro power plants can be achieved. 

The value of the reservoirs has a huge impact on the income 
of the hydro power plants. And since the whole optimization 
boils down to the question, “do we run the turbines now, or 
can we get more money for the same work later?”, and that 
question is answered by setting a value on the saved water in 
the reservoir. The value was set to the mean value of the 
current day meaning it produced electricity at the day’s high 
peaks and saved it as active storage during the day’s lowest 
priced hours. But as no real answer to the question of how the 
value was set in real life could be obtained, the most logical 
solution was to set the value to a mean of the day.

The value of the reservoirs is calculated by taking the value 
of water at the end of each day and subtraction the days 
starting value. This allows evaluation of the value of changed 
storage in the reservoirs as well as the production of 
electricity. Why the value of the reservoir is so important is 
because if the saved water is not valued then there would be 
no consequences to constantly producing full power in the 
hydro power plants. The energy of the saved water is 
valuable therefore it must be valued so it is not wasted. But 
this somewhat hides the value of produced electricity and the 
changes of the income from running the hydro power plants
with different levels of wind power production.

The local wind power plants do not reduce the electricity 
prices since they are too small of a part of the Nordic electric 
market to affect the supply of power. What they do affect is 
the local grid capacity which has transmission limitations. If 
the grid does not have the capacity to handle full production 
of both the hydro power and the power coming for the wind 
power plants it will be overloaded and cables may take 
damage. This means that when the wind power is delivering a 
lot of effect to the grid some of the hydro power plants will 
have to reduce their production to not risk overloading the 
cables. The wind is an unreliable variable that must be 
considered since it can change from hour to hour and even 
though meteorologists try to predict the weather, it’s never 
truly accurate. This give arise to the risk of having to spill 
water due to full water reservoir and a grid working at full 
capacity. Spilling water would result in a loss of income and 
resources which is not beneficial for neither the owners of the 
power plants nor the environment as other sources of energy 
would be used in its stead, for example power plants using 
coal as fuel.

Something that can be done is spillage of wind. By turning 
the blades on the wind power plants and there how reduce the 
efficiency of the turbines. This would mean that higher 
amounts of wind power can be installed and a higher 
production value when the wind speed is considered low to 
medium. When reaching close to maximum capacity the grid 
would then not risk overloading as some spillage of wind
could be made by lowering the efficiency. This allows for 
much higher capacity of wind power to be installed as the 
spillage loss only happens with exceptionally high wind 
speeds whereas the normal conditions allow for full 
efficiency and higher production and gain in income for the 
wind power companies. To take it in consideration in this 
case study the amount of wind power could theoretically be 
as high as possible and always run at grid capacity with any 
little wind, but it would not be practical in reality as it would 
cost immensely to build that many wind turbines and to never 
run them at full efficiency would be a waste of resources.

But installing high amounts of wind power where they cannot 
always run at their maximum efficiency is an obvious waste
since wind power turbines are expensive. So, to maintain a 
cheap and efficient balance, the wind power production 
should be appropriately scaled to the limitations of the local 
grid and the other power plants connected to the same grid so 
the gain in production is larger than the loss that happens 
during the times when the wind has a high speed.
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the water can reach all the way down to the next big reservoir 
without any spillage having to be done is very important to 
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this somewhat hides the value of produced electricity and the 
changes of the income from running the hydro power plants
with different levels of wind power production.

The local wind power plants do not reduce the electricity 
prices since they are too small of a part of the Nordic electric 
market to affect the supply of power. What they do affect is 
the local grid capacity which has transmission limitations. If 
the grid does not have the capacity to handle full production 
of both the hydro power and the power coming for the wind 
power plants it will be overloaded and cables may take 
damage. This means that when the wind power is delivering a 
lot of effect to the grid some of the hydro power plants will 
have to reduce their production to not risk overloading the 
cables. The wind is an unreliable variable that must be 
considered since it can change from hour to hour and even 
though meteorologists try to predict the weather, it’s never 
truly accurate. This give arise to the risk of having to spill 
water due to full water reservoir and a grid working at full 
capacity. Spilling water would result in a loss of income and 
resources which is not beneficial for neither the owners of the 
power plants nor the environment as other sources of energy 
would be used in its stead, for example power plants using 
coal as fuel.

Something that can be done is spillage of wind. By turning 
the blades on the wind power plants and there how reduce the 
efficiency of the turbines. This would mean that higher 
amounts of wind power can be installed and a higher 
production value when the wind speed is considered low to 
medium. When reaching close to maximum capacity the grid 
would then not risk overloading as some spillage of wind
could be made by lowering the efficiency. This allows for 
much higher capacity of wind power to be installed as the 
spillage loss only happens with exceptionally high wind 
speeds whereas the normal conditions allow for full 
efficiency and higher production and gain in income for the 
wind power companies. To take it in consideration in this 
case study the amount of wind power could theoretically be 
as high as possible and always run at grid capacity with any 
little wind, but it would not be practical in reality as it would 
cost immensely to build that many wind turbines and to never 
run them at full efficiency would be a waste of resources.

But installing high amounts of wind power where they cannot 
always run at their maximum efficiency is an obvious waste
since wind power turbines are expensive. So, to maintain a 
cheap and efficient balance, the wind power production 
should be appropriately scaled to the limitations of the local 
grid and the other power plants connected to the same grid so 
the gain in production is larger than the loss that happens 
during the times when the wind has a high speed.

M2. COORDINATION OF HYDRO POWER

Grid limitations is vital to consider in our system of hydro 
power plants and wind turbines which is connected in a way 
that causes two major bottlenecks to the transmission 
capabilities of the grid. The first bottleneck is around 
Hissmofors, Kattstrupeforsen and Granboforsen hydro power 
plant as well as wind power plants, this is the inner 
bottleneck of figure 2. The bottleneck will force the hydro 
power plants to reduce their production when wind power 
production is high. Why the hydro power plants must cut 
their productions is because the water in the reservoirs can be 
saved for future production but the wind cannot be controlled
and saved. The second bottleneck includes all five hydro 
power plants and all wind turbines, this is the outer 
bottleneck of figure 2. This means the first bottleneck is 
inside of the second bottleneck.

When the data is inserted into GAMS, it becomes the all-
knowing one and knows both past and future as it calculated 
the optimal way to run the entire system of hydro power 
plants. This means that when the software does its 
simulations and answers the question of how to manage the 
local power plants it does so without any mistakes, as in zero 
spillage. It knows when and how strong the wind will blow at 
all times and can optimize the water flow to avoid the time 
where the system could suddenly be forced to spill instead of 
produce electricity to not overload the grid because of a 
sudden change in wind and rise in wind power production. 
This is the perfect world of GAMS where we would like to 
live, but when applied in reality, the future may have been 
foreseen incorrectly, and then the calculations are incorrect.
So, the wind might blow harder than expected and then the 
hydro power plants will be forced to spill as the reservoirs or 
grid will be at full capacity. But with good estimates in the 
stochastic programming as discussed earlier, no big losses or 
spillage should occur.

Possible future studies would be to run a double simulation, 
maybe in MATLAB alone or in combination with GAMS. To 
first make an optimization after how the future is believed to 
look and then run a simulation of how it really went and then 
run a “reality” that may run as foreseen at first but then 
diverse from the path and see how flexible the system is to 
changes it did not expect. Then spillage becomes an actual 
thing as this simulation we have done never had any reason 
to spill when it could work around it and had all the answers. 
GAMS is an optimization tool, and it is never optimal to 
waste a resource by spilling it and it will therefore 
successfully not be forced to do it, but like reality sometime 
do.

MATLAB could then possibly be used to make a loop that 
takes the hydro power plants through the day hour by hour 
without knowing what is next and trying to make the best out 
of a tough situation. GAMS and optimization tools can’t 
work with blind data, what may need to be done is to make a 
new optimization for each hour that passes that, depending on 
how the weather behaves, excepts a certain weather in the 
coming future. Then run it though the “real” weather and 
market price and see how much spill there is to then make a 
new optimization each hour that passes to recalibrate and 
change the weather and market price data accordingly. This 
requires more than just a way to optimize and to simulate the 
“real” time. I would require a way to adjust these input data 
to, hopefully, fit in on reality better as sudden changes 
happen. This way has a dynamic system and not just an
optimization a day and hope for the best, but have a system 
that adapts during the day.

What could be done in future studies is to make it a function 
of the water height. So, that when the reservoirs are almost 
full the reservoir value is low as it will then release water 
through the turbines even if the electricity price is low and 
therefore not risk the pons from overflow and spillage. While 
on the opposite side increase the reservoir value when the 
active storage is almost empty meaning it will not release the 
water at that stage to hinder the reservoir from going dry. 
This would be good for maintaining the water level and may 
hinder spillage, but as there was no spillage already it would 
probably only decrease the maximum income as it forces the 
hydro power plants to produce electricity when the price is 
low and hinder it when it’s high, the opposite of what we 
want to maximize income.

Using this method of simulating the hydro power plants may 
result in seeing the amount of spillage that may occur during 
changes in the weather and inconsistencies with the 
unforeseen weather. This can then be compared to the gain in 
wind power and be used to see how much wind power plants 
would be okay to install in an area without causing too much 
spillage in the local hydro power plants. They would not 
calculate any exact numbers as there are too many assumed 
conditions but still give a good idea of the amount and can be 
used in decision-making when looking at areas to expand 
with wind power generation.

What we have done in GAMS does give an answer to these 
questions with a single optimization via GAMS. But it only 
shows us how to run the schedule perfectly with the coming 
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conditions. This only applies to reality though if everything 
goes as the input data tells us, which often isn’t the case. 

As can be seen with the data gathered, the losses in the hydro 
power plants income is not that large. This is because the loss 
in production is gained in reservoir funds, expected to be 
used at a later date. This is money though because as the 
prices of tomorrow will not change much from today, in such 
a short amount of time it will follow a predictable pattern.
The actual loss is not that big either as it goes from around 
7.27 to 6.50 million SEK, so a little less than a million, but 
then if the income gained from the wind power (2.2 million 
SEK) is factored in, that gap is quickly filled and a loss is 
turned into a gain. Installing wind neglecting installment fees 
is a net gain that varies if calculating the water stored or not.

Even when spillage of wind is applied, meaning there can be 
as much wind power as there is space to build them, the grid
will never be overloaded as they adapt their efficiency to the 
grids demands. It could in a perfect world, theoretically, have 
the grid at max capacity at all times with only wind power, 
meaning the hydro power would never get to use its turbines. 
The hydro power plants would still have a gain in income, up
until the point where the reservoirs are full and they are 
forced to spill the incoming water, as the water that is filling 
up the reservoirs are counted as a gain in income. During 
these four short days, the results would still give us a gain 
even if we did not produce any electricity. Therefore, it 
should be looked upon on a larger scale, take a week, or 
month with days that are connected to each other and some 
smaller reservoirs and the problem with spillage would 
become much bigger and harder to handle with enough wind 
power production in the system.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The question of how much wind power can be balanced by 
existing hydro power is a hard one as the grid is what sets the 
boundaries for the wind power production, and what is 
profitable. GAMS optimization does not simulate time in a 
chronological order which allows the software to compensate 
for information that should only be available in the future.
This eliminates the spillage of water but with realistic 
stochastic programming spillage is already minimized. This 
together with the ability to spill wind, an amount of wind 
power could then be calculated to not have too much spillage 
in the hydro power plants but still have a good amount of 
energy coming from wind power plants. There may not be an 
exact number to answer but this is a good way to get a 

general idea of how much wind power there could be in a 
region to fit the local conditions.
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  M3. POWER SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY

Integration of Large Scale Wind Power and 
the Issue of Flexibility

Gabriel Claesson

Abstract - The increase of wind power in the power
grid system is becoming more noticeable. This is 
somewhat due to climate change and the need for 
more energy. As wind power is considered a green 
renewable energy resource and its one of the cheapest 
ways of generating power during operation, it has 
become more of a favorable energy resource.
Although, there are certain benefits of using wind 
power instead of the alternatives, wind power brings 
other factors to the power system that must be 
considered. 

The power grid system operator strives to always 
sustain the balance between the load and the supply in 
the power grid system. The more wind power that is 
integrated the more dependent on a resilient power 
grid system we become. This is due to the fact that
wind power is an unreliable energy resource, as it is 
always changing, and unlike other methods of 
generating power it lacks the control mechanisms and 
cannot be regulated. The more wind power integrated 
to the power system the more of a challenge sustaining
the balance becomes. If large amounts of wind power 
were integrated to the power grid system, a distinct 
drop in wind power could correspond to a shortage.
Therefore, it is necessary to construct a power system 
which is reliable and can at any time withstand 
definite changes in load and supply, if large amount of 
wind power is to be integrated. We define flexibility as 
the ability of the power system to always be able to 
compensate for the changes in load and supply, to 
sustain balance within the power system. 

In this bachelor thesis, the flexibility of a two-
area power system is investigated by using a 
mathematic optimization model. The author will also 
be looking into the impact of carbon policy 
instruments, such as carbon tax and carbon cap, on 
the power system together with enhancements to 
increase the flexibility of the power system. 

I. NOMENCLATURE 

Indices
t - Time-periods
n - Power system areas
u - Generator
m - Transmission line

Parameters

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Demand at node n [MW]
G - Generator size [MW]
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 - Ramp rate down (MW/min)
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 - Ramp rate up (MW/min)
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Variable cost [€/MWh]
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 - Transmission line capacity [MW]
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - CO2 emissions [ton/MWh]

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - PTDF matrix
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 - Generator location
F - Flow direction
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 -Wind power production in the initial state 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Wind power production in the final state
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 - CO2 emission tax [€/Wh] 
f - Fictitious cost for undelivered load
r - Interest rate
p - Probability of change
e - total carbon emission (with transmission limit) 
S - Carbon limit (decrease by percentage of Tot)
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 - Efficiency of water pump
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 - Efficiency of water generator
Qi,max - Size of the water reservoir
Qi,0 - Amount of water (MW equivalent)
in reservoir before initial state

Variables

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial flow
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Final flow
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Transition flow
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial dispatch cost
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Final dispatch cost
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Transition dispatch cost
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Total dispatch cost 
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial equilibrium dispatch [MW]
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Final equilibrium dispatch [MW]
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Transition dispatch [MW]
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial undelivered load [MW]
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Final undelivered load [MW]
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Transition undelivered load [MW]
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial over delivery
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Final over delivery
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Transition overdelivery
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - CO2 emissions initial state
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - CO2 emissions final state
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) - Transition CO2 emissions
e - Total CO2 emissions [ton/MWh]
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial electricity generation of pump storage
         plant 
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial electricity consumption of pump
         storage plant
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Final electricity generation of pump storage
          plant
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Final electricity consumption of pump 
           storage plant
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Transition electricity generation of pump
         storage plant
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Transition electricity consumption of pump 
             storage plant
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𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Initial amount of water (MW equivalent) in the 
        reservoir
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Final amount of water (MW equivalent) in the 
       reservoir
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 - Transition amount of water (MW equivalent)
      in the reservoir

II. INTRODUCTION

Wind power is arguably the fastest growing 
supplier of power today. In Sweden, the power 
generated from wind was around 11.5 TWh, year 
2014, and it is estimated to increase to around 20 
TWh, year 2020 [1]. According to the Global Wind 
Energy Council there was 433 GW wind power 
installed in the end of 2015 and an estimation of 
500 GW to be installed around the world [2]. It is 
due to several reasons; it is an environmental 
friendly energy resource and it is an economically 
beneficial energy resource to invest in. The wind 
power is growing and it is likely that its 
contribution of energy will increase even more in 
the future.

The issue with wind power is that it is an unreliable 
energy resource as it is depending on the wind 
which is always changing. The wind fluctuates and 
it is almost impossible to predict the exact amount 
of power that the wind power plants will put out on 
the power grid. This can cause imbalances within 
the power grid system. The power grid system 
seeks to maintain the balance between the 
consumption and the production to keep the 
frequency constant on the net, in Sweden the 
frequency is set to be 50Hz [3].

With the technology, we possess today, we 
cannot regulate the wind power production 
effectively which puts pressure on the rest of the 
power system. If there is a great amount of wind 
power lost or gained at one moment, the rest of the 
system must compensate for the missing or gained
power. This means that the other generators in the 
power system must be able to increase or decrease 
their production at any given time for the system to 
remain in balance. We define flexibility as the 
ability of the power system to always be able to 
sustain the balance between load and supply. 

It is essential for us to decrease our carbon 
emissions to prevent climate change from 
happening, if we want to keep living the way we do 
today. The European Union suggests that the 
emissions of green-house gases need to be cut by at
least 50% by the year of 2050 [4]. The carbon 
emissions must decrease in all the sectors. To 
decrease the carbon emissions in the power system, 
it is possible to replace the carbon polluting units 
with wind power as wind power does not emit any 
green-house gases during operation. 

Another way of decreasing the carbon 
emissions of a system is to use carbon policy 
instruments, such as carbon tax and carbon cap.
Carbon tax simply adds an extra cost for the carbon 
polluting units to produce power and by so making 
those units less attractive to be used. Carbon cap 
sets a maximum limit of carbon emissions on the 
system which cannot be exceeded. This is used to 
force the actors in the system to decrease their 
carbon emissions in a more direct way than when 
using a carbon tax.

The main aim of the project is to simulate and 
optimize the cost of electricity of an electric power 
grid, with different types of power plants, and 
investigate the flexibility of the electric power grid 
in the context of large scale wind power integration. 
The secondary aim, is to investigate the sensitivity 
of the power system by the usage of carbon policy 
instruments as well as looking into improvements 
of flexibility. 

I. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical model is divided into three 
states; the initial steady-state equilibrium, the 
transition state, and the final steady-state 
equilibrium. The transition state is where the 
transition from the initial steady-state equilibrium 
to the new steady-state equilibrium, final steady-
state equilibrium, occurs. We are interested in 
minimizing the cost for all of these three states and 
thereby imitate a purely liberal market. This means 
that the system chooses to generate power from the 
cheapest unit to the most expensive. We refer to 
this as the merit-order [5].

Let DC(s) be the dispatch cost for the power system 
per period in state s. We label the new steady-state 
as s’ which is reached after transition period. The 
dispatch cost incurring in the final steady-state we 
say is DC(s’). In the transition state, from s to s’, 
the system will go through a number of different 
states which each one is associated with a dispatch 
cost. We assume that the transition takes at most T 
time-periods. We define the present value of the 
additional cost before the transition from state s to 
s’ as 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 → 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′). [6]

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 → 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′) = � 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)−𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′�
(1+𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
                   …(1)

After the change in the power system St is defined 
as the new state in time-period t. In each time-
period, with the probability (1-p) of that there is no 
change in the system, the power system incurs the 
dispatch cost DC(s) and returns to the same state as
before. The system operator is to minimize the sum 
of the initial dispatch cost plus the expected 
dispatch cost of adjusting to the new steady-state 
equilibrium if the probability of a change in the 
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system is non-zero, this is shown in the following 
equation. [6]

(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) +  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 → 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′)                       …(2) 

The task for the system operator is to solve the 
following; where the expected dispatch cost is to be 
minimized with the set limits.

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐),𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)

  (1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)�𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+ �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
(1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+
1

(1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
 �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
                     …(3)

Subject to:

a) the production constraints:

0 ≤ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ≤ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  ,∀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
0 ≤ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) ≤ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺   ,∀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

0 ≤ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) ≤  𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ,∀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
                                                                          …(4)

b) the energy balance constraints:

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)) = 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) +  𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)) = 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

� 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   ,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
                                                                          …(5)

c) the network flow constraints:

�𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙   ,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

� 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)� ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙  ,
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

�𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) +  𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙   ,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

                                                                         …(6)
d) the ramp rate constraint

−𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

(where 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖0(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) =  𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the time between 
consecutive dispatch intervals)
                                                                          …(7)

e) the Carbon cap constraint

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) +  �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

                      …(8)

f) Storage

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,0 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 −
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖^ =  𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 −
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′ =  𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖^ +  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 −
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

0 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
0 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄^

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
0 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                         
                                                                          …(9)

g) The energy balance storage constraints:

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

� 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

�(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

= �𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

                    …(10)

a) The network flow storage constraints

�𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙   ,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

� 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
+ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙  ,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

�𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1
+ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔^𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙   ,∀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,∀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

                    …(11)

Table 1, Equation table for investigated cases

Initial
Carbon 
Tax

Carbon 
Cap

No transmission 
limit 3, 4, 5, 7
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Transmission 
limit

3, 4, 5, 6,
7

3, 4, 5, 6,
7

3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8

Demand 
Response

3, 4, 5, 6,
7

3, 4, 5, 6,
7

3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8

Storage
3, 4, 7, 9, 
10, 11

3, 4, 7, 9, 
10, 11

3, 4, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11

II. CASE STUDY

The system is designed as a “two-area” system 
where there are several types of power plants in 
each area. The two areas will be referred to as 
Mainland and Island. The total demand of power 
for the system is set at 1900 MW which is divided 
over the two areas. 1300 MW is set as the demand 
in the Mainland and 600 MW is set as the demand 
in the Island. There is a transmission line between 
the two areas with a set capacity of 100 MW. The 
total installed capacities in the Mainland and the 
Island are 1610 MW and 415 MW respectively. In 
the Island, we integrate large scale wind power and 
we investigate the flexibility of the power system 
by looking at whether the system can compensate 
for the changes in wind power or not[7].

Figure 1, represents the “Two-area” system which 
we investigate the flexibility in. Both the Mainland 
and the Island have a generation output and a 
demand for power.

Figure 1: The two-node power system

In Table 2, the data for the different types of power 
plants used in the model. The Gn was calculated for 
the Gas, Coal, Distilate, Waste and Hydro power 
plants by multiplying the fuel cost for each power 
plant with its heat rate and adding the O&M cost 
and then converting to € [1][8].The eg for each 
power plant was calculated by multiplying the 
carbon emission factor for each power plant with its 
heat rate. The variable cost for the nuclear power 
plant was calculated by multiplying the variable 
cost with the €/$ ratio [9][10]. The carbon 
emissions, eg and the carbon tax, ec used in the 
investigation are displayed but the tax does not 

apply to the Distilate and the Waste power plants
[11][12].

Table 2. The data of generation in the system
Gas Coal Distilate Waste Hydro Nuclear

G 200 560 124 126 215 800

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 Island Mainland Mainland Mainland Island Mainland

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 41,65 26,43 39,65 6,88 1 11,5

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 15 8 20 30 150 1,684

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 0,505 0,865 0,527 1,237 0 0

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 23,321 38,868 0 0 0 0

III. FLEXIBILITY ASSESSMENT OF THE 
CURRENT POWER SYSTEM

In this part, the flexibility of the current power 
system is evaluated where there is no transmission 
limit considered. We are interested in how flexible 
the current power system is when there is nothing 
that restricts it but the capacity of the different 
power plants and their respective ramp rates. The 
wind power integrated is set as a percentage of the 
total the demand of the power grid system. The 
wind power change is set as a decrease of the initial 
wind integrated by a percentage.

The table 3, displays the flexibility results for the 
current power system where the transmission limit 
is not considered. The different scenarios
investigated in will be referred to as S1 to S24 
throughout this study. The scenarios that are 
inflexible are shown in bold and will be shown in 
bold throughout this study.

Table 3, Assessment of current flexibility
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

The change in wind power is set as a decrease as 
the same results was acquired when the change was 
set as an increase in wind power. This is due to that 
the ramp rates of the power plants for the increase 
and the decrease in production are set the same.

a. Impact of Transmission Limit
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In this part, we investigate how the transmission 
limit, of 100MW, between the Mainland and the 
Island affects the flexibility of the system. Table 4,
shows the flexibility results of the power system 
where the transmission limit is considered. 

Table 4: Transmission limit flexibility
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

Comparing table 4 to table 3 we observe that the 
transmission line limit between the two-areas 
affects the flexibility in three scenarios as they shift 
from flexible to inflexible.

In scenario S4, there is a capacity problem. The 
power plants in the Island are producing at next to 
full capacity and when the wind power drops with 
60% of its initial state. The power plants cannot 
increase their production enough to compensate for 
the drop, due to their capacity limit and the
transmission constraint and this results in an 
undelivered load of 9 MW. 

In scenarios S13 and S17, there is an allocation 
problem. There is an overproduction of power in 
the initial state and the system is unable to 
distribute all the power. The 20% decrease in the 
wind generation causes 60 MW and 250 MW of 
undelivered load, in S13 and S17, due to lack of 
ramping capacity. We observe that if the market 
operator dispatches more production resources than 
the total net-demand, the power system can be 
operated without any flexibility problem. This 
makes storage an option to deal with the flexibility 
problem. 

Figure 2, illustrates the generation of each type of 
power plant from the initial equilibrium state to the 
final equilibrium state for scenario S10 in the 
system with the transmission limit considered. The 
number of transient states was set as 45, T = 45 to 
be consistent throughout the investigation as some 
scenarios took more than others to find the new 
steady-state equilibrium The figure shows that the 
generation is moved from Coal in the initial state to 
the Waste in the final state. It also shows that the 
Gas, Distilate and Nuclear power plants compensate 
for the change in wind power until the new 
equilibrium state is reached.

Figure 2, Generation S10, Transmission limit 
system

b. Impact of Carbon Tax

In this part, we investigate how a carbon tax would 
affect the power grid system in flexibility, carbon 
emissions and total operational cost, where the 
transmission limit is considered. It interesting to see 
how carbon policy instruments affect the flexibility 
of the system.

The carbon tax applied is different for each type 
of power plant. The tax depends on the type of fuel 
that is used to generate the power and whether the 
power plant is used for heating or not. Therefore, 
the carbon tax differs between the Gas and the Coal 
power plants. The Distilate and the Waste power 
plants are assumed to be used for heating and 
therefore the carbon tax is not applied to them [8].
We assume there are no carbon emissions from the 
hydro and then nuclear power plants.

We observe that the carbon tax did not have an 
impact on the flexibility of the power system. It 
only increases the total operational cost. This is 
because the carbon tax increases the marginal costs 
of the carbon pollution power plants which then 
changes the merit-order of the carbon pollution 
units.

Figure 3, Illustrates the generation of each type of 
power plant from the initial equilibrium state to the 
final equilibrium state for scenario S10 in the initial 
system with transmission limit and with the carbon 
tax applied.
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Figure 3, Generation S10, Transmission limit 
system with tax

Through comparing Figure 2 and Figure 3, we 
observe that there is a definite change in where the 
production of power is generated. The power 
production is moved from Coal to Gas and 
Distilate. There was next to no generation in the 
Distilate power plant before the carbon tax was 
applied, but with the carbon tax it is almost the 
same as the Waste power plant.

The expected dispatch cost in scenario S10
increased from €28065.398 to €42999.412 due to 
the carbon tax. On the other hand, the carbon tax 
reduces the carbon emissions by about 15%. It is 
interesting to see that the cost for decreasing the 
carbon emissions by 15% would incur an extra 53% 
cost in this scenario.

c. Impact of Carbon Cap

Carbon Cap is another method to reduce the carbon 
emissions. Carbon Cap means that the total carbon 
emissions should be lower than a set limit. We 
investigate the impact of Carbon Cap on the 
flexibility of the power system [13][14].

The Carbon Cap puts a requirement on the 
system of how much the carbon emissions are to be 
decreased. For the system to be able to meet the set 
requirement, the power production must be moved 
from one type of power plant to another. This puts 
pressure on the power system as more “green” 
energy is needed. The issue become whether the 
power system still can supply the load with this 
requirement.

We assume a that the total carbon emissions in all 
the scenarios are to be reduced by 20%. Therefore, 
we set the carbon cap at 80% of the total carbon 
emissions in all the scenarios. Table 5, shows the 
scenarios with the carbon cap of 80% applied to the 
power system.

Table 5: Transmission limit, Carbon Cap 80 %
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

We observe that, when comparing table 5 with table 
4, the introduction of the carbon cap to the system
for reducing the total carbon emissions by 20% 
affected the flexibility in three scenarios. Scenarios 
S1, S2 and S3, all three became inflexible when the 

carbon cap was applied. This is because the carbon 
polluting units cannot increase their production in 
order to cover the drop in the wind power 
production without the power system exceeding the 
carbon cap.

IV. ENHANCEMENTS OF FLEXIBILITY

In this part, we analyze the flexibility of the power 
system and discuss the methods to improve the 
power system flexibility. We investigate two ways 
to enhance the flexibility: (1) Demand response and 
(2) Storage.

a. Demand Response 

Demand response changes the power consumption 
to make it easier for the power system to balance 
the demand with the supply. There are certain limits 
like capacity and ramp rate but by decreasing the 
demand some power plants or generators may be 
used to adjust to the changes in the system instead 
of being used at their full capacity. This will make 
the system more likely to be able match the demand 
with the supply more efficiently and to adjust to the 
changes in the wind power production [14].

We model the demand response by introducing 
two fictitious generators at each area. The capacity 
of each generator is set as 5% of the demand at the 
location. The fictitious generators located in the 
Mainland has a marginal cost of 70 €/MWh and 
100 €/MWh. The fictitious generators in the Island 
have a marginal cost of 90 €/MWh and 120 
€/MWh. 

Table 6: Demand Response flexibility table
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

Table 6 shows that the demand response improves 
the power system flexibility. The power system in 4 
scenarios, which are reported inflexible in Table 4,
becomes flexible due to introduction of the demand 
response. We observe that demand response makes 
the power system flexible until 30% wind power 
integration independent from the decrease in the 
wind power production and the carbon policy. In 
other words, in our numerical results shows that 
until 30% wind integration, the power system is 
flexible whether a carbon tax or a carbon cap is 
applied.
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When the Demand Response is applied to the 
Scenario 2, all the cases from 10 % to 30 % wind 
power of total demand become flexible as the table 
above illustrates. The same occurs when the 
Demand Response is applied to the Scenario 3 and 
Scenario 4. This means that the Demand Response 
would make the system flexible for all these cases 
where 30% of the power comes from wind power. 

b. Storage

To enhance the flexibility of the power system we 
are interested in investigating the usage of storage. 
Storing energy is a favorable method to deal with 
flexibility issues as it can for example be used as an 
extra generation unit to help compensate for drops 
of power in the system. Although, it is possible to 
store energy in batteries it is not applicable in the 
power system. It would be hard to store energy to 
the extent that would benefit the power system. It 
would also mean that very large batteries would be 
needed which are probably very expensive to 
produce. This makes water storage a greater option 
to store energy. 

The concept is to use the power from the power 
grid and pump up water into reservoirs and then use 
the water to generate power out to the power grid. 
The idea is to buy power from the grid when the 
price is low to store water in the reservoirs and to 
sell the power when the price is high. In this way, 
the owner of the pump storage unit can make profit 
and the system operator has a fast and clean 
resource at his disposal to keep the balance in the 
system [15].
We assume that the efficiency of the water pump is 
0.9. and the efficiency of the generator is 0,8. The 
marginal cost of pup-storage unit is set to 0 
€/MWh. The capacity of the reservoir is set to 60
MW water equivalent.

Table 7, shows the results when the Storage was 
applied to the current system with the transmission 
limit and the carbon tax. Comparing this table to 4
scenarios S8, S11, S13, S14 and S15 became 
flexible. 

Table 7: Transmission Limit Storage Flexibility
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

Table 8 shows the results when Storage is applied 
the carbon cap. We observe that when table 5 and 8 
are compared we see that the scenarios S11, S13, 
S14 and S15 changed from inflexible to flexible. 
The scenario S10, we see that the operational cost 
did not change very much when the storage unit 
was applied. The cost changed from €29300.558 to 
€28212.941. This suggests that in general the 
storage does not decrease the operational cost a 
whole lot but it benefits the flexibility of the power 
system.

Table 8; Carbon Cap Storage Flexibility Table
Decrease in wind power [%]

Wind power 
of total 

demand [%] 20 30 40 60
10 S1 S2 S3 S4
20 S5 S6 S7 S8
30 S9 S10 S11 S12
40 S13 S14 S15 S16
50 S17 S18 S19 S20
60 S21 S22 S23 S24

When comparing table 7 and 8 we see that the 
scenarios S1, S2, S3 and S8 all change from 
flexible to inflexible which is because of the carbon 
cap. This may indicate that the carbon cap is not an 
efficient carbon policy instrument to use when only 
10% of the power is generated from wind power.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of the impact of the transmission limit 
between the two areas indicate that an allocation 
problem and a capacity problem can occur 
depending on the transmission limit. This makes 
investing in a transmission line an option to 
increase the flexibility of the system. It also makes 
it interesting to further look into the flexibility of 
the power system on a local level depending on 
whether the area can supply its load by itself or not. 
The carbon tax did not affect the flexibility of the 
power system like the carbon cap did but it was 
more expensive and it did not have as much of an 
impact on the carbon emissions of the power 
system as the carbon cap. Although, the carbon tax 
can be used without having an impact on the 
flexibility of the power system, the carbon cap 
makes for a greater option to decrease the carbon 
emissions when there is more wind power 
integrated to the system. 

The demand response and the storage 
enhancement tools both had a positive impact on 
the flexibility of the power system. Arguably, the 
demand response makes the system more reliable 
than the storage due to that the demand response 
was able to withstand more distinct changes in its 
initial wind power production than the storage was. 
The demand response gives this power system the 
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option to have 30% of power be produced by wind 
power. The storage is a favorable option to increase 
the flexibility of the power system if it is known 
that there won’t be any extreme drops of wind 
power. 

If the power system is to continue to expand 
the wind power sector it is necessary to increase the 
flexibility of the power system as the results have 
indicated. Further studies in the field of flexibility 
in the power system is needed if wind power is to 
potentially replace the alternative energy resources 
in the future.  
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THE SOLUTION TO DISTRIBUTION
MICROGRIDS. The system we use to distribute electricity has remained rather constant since the early 
20th century. Until now. New technology are forcing companies to consider new solutions.

Today, around 90% of all electricity transmission goes through high voltage AC lines. However, with an in-
crease in renewable energy sources, the transmission systems are becoming less and less efficient. Why is 
that?

When power is generated by a solar panel, it is in the form of DC. It is then converted to AC to be input to the 
national grid. When consumed it is often converted back, as many devices run on DC.

A microgrid distributes energy at higher efficiency than the current type of grids, since they eliminate these 
conversions. Microgrids are local power grids. They run on DC as opposed to AC and do not necessarily re-
quire a connection to the national grid. This is nothing new, but as solar becomes more and more common, a 
restructuring is becoming increasingly urgent.

For an individual, the successful implementation of a microgrid in combination with a renewable energy 
source to power a home can be very beneficial. As a result of producing the power one consumes, there is a 
great degree of energy-independence where a consumer not only can avoid paying an energy supplier, but 
even sell back surplus energy if connected to the grid. 

The implementation of microgrids also benefit societies on a larger scale. With a well-established microgrid 
system supported by self sustained energy production, a nation could avoid relying on foreign nations and ge-
opolitical situations for its energy needs. The more commonplace use on renewable energy that a widespread 
microgrid brings forth also results in households not only being seen as energy consumers, but possibly as 
power sources for green electricity. This entails a reduced need to expand large centralized, less environmen-
tally friendly, power plants as the power demand of tomorrow increases.  

CONTEXT N: MICROGRIDS FOR ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
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The investments in and demand for power, 
generated by renewable energy sources, is 
increasing rapidly in the 21th century. Along 

with the benefits of sustainable energy production, 
it is also bringing a number of challenges regarding 
the way electrical power is distributed. The current 
system is largely based on AC power sources, since it 
enables the use of transformers and simple mechan-
ical breakers. However, this paradigm is shifting due 
to an increasing use of both DC power sources and 
loads in households.

By reducing the number of conversions between AC 
and DC, where power is lost in the process, a higher 
distribution efficiency can be achieved.

Microgrids are local, small-scale power distribu-
tion systems, often integrated with some form of 
energy storage and renewable energy sources. They 
avoid unnecessary conversions to and from AC, as 
the electricity is generated, transmitted and con-
sumed as DC.

In developing countries without widespread na-
tional distribution systems, microgrids can help 
to electrify rural areas that could otherwise not be 
reached due to the high expansion costs of the na-
tional grid. This would increase the average living 
standards as well as eliminate the need for polluting 
diesel generators which are commonly used today.

The microgrid context covers the design and anal-
ysis of a microgrid, seeking to examine the general 
viability of a microgrid, more specifically a 4-person 
household in Sweden powered by solar panels, with 
and without a national grid connection.

Project N1’s goal is to approach the context on a 
broader scale, by simulating and analyzing the long 
term power balance and voltage regulation with re-
spect to geographical conditions and the residents 
power consumption pattern. 

The results indicate that a stand-alone microgrid in 
Sweden is not practical due to the power consump-
tion pattern and lack of solar irradiation during win-
ter. It is necessary to have national grid connection to 
achieve voltage and power stability without lowering 
the average consumption. 

For a future project, an advanced communication 
system between the microgrids components will be 
an interesting addition to the created model. This can 
optimize the consumption pattern with respect to the 
power generation where other renewable resources 
such as wind can be included.   

Project N2 is focused on identifying and designing 
the power electronic interfaces in a small scale mi-
crogrid both with and without a grid connection, to 

achieve high efficiency and stability. Through the use 
of Maximum Power Point Tracking, various convert-
er topologies and grid design, a microgrid, powered 
by an array of solar panels, was realized. Data re-
garding efficiency and output voltage, as solar input 
and load parameters fluctuate, show that the system 
is working properly and is efficient enough to be im-
plemented in real households in the future. 

The results from N2 help prove the viability of mi-
crogrids. They also provide an example of a func-
tioning solution and its efficiency. Furthermore the 
comparison between grid-connected and stand-
alone microgrids in both projects provide valuable 
information regarding the need of a connection to a 
national grid.

For a future assignment, further optimization of 
the microgrid designed by N2 would be appropriate. 
More research can be done regarding the efficiency of 
different setups of pulse width modulation frequen-
cies and transistor types

ETICHAL REFLECTIONS
A successful foundation for the establishment of 
microgrids will allow a greater degree of energy-in-
dependence and self-sustenance on both an individ-
ual and a societal level. In the case of a home being 
sufficiently powered by a renewable energy source in 
a microgrid, an individual is no longer dependent on 
the main grid and its costs, which could be argued to 
be a beneficial solution for the individual.

The degree of independence a microgrid can yield 
for an individual differs depending on the geographic 
location. If solar panels are used to power a microg-
rid, a home in a country with few sun hours is less 
able to rely on independent energy production than 
a country with many sun-hours per year. For exam-
ple, a home in Stockholm, which receives a stagger-
ing 84% less sun hours in  December than a city like 
Lisbon (33% less year-round), would either have to 
store  energy in the summer,  or be connected to an 
external grid in order to meet the energy demand in 
the winter months, which limits the benefits for the 
individual in such a situation.

On a larger societal scale, the successful establish-
ment of microgrids  provides means for a nation to 
acquire a more independent way of distributing en-
ergy to its population. 

From a military and social viewpoint this can be 
both beneficial and detrimental. An independent 
energy network makes a nation less vulnerable to 
indirect political pressure, which could prevent un-
favorable geopolitical situations such as the current 
natural gas dilemma between Russia and Europe. 
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Unfortunately, the reduced political leverage can 
potentially increase the number of direct conflicts 
as integrated energy transmission systems gives in-
centive for nations to cooperate. For example, energy 
independence from Russia during the annexation of 
Krim could have allowed the rest of the world to react 
in a more violent way, resulting in direct conflict. 

The future microgrid will rely on modern com-
munication technology, such as Wifi-connections 
and cloud based information storage. This raises 
the question of cyber-security as the system will be 
susceptible to hacker attacks and other forms of dis-
ruption. Energy companies could also use household 
metadata unethically for unfair surge-pricing or sell 
it to companies that want to monitor consumption 
patterns.

From an environmental perspective, microgrids 
will make renewable DC sources more viable, since 
it cuts out unnecessary and expensive conversions 
from generation to consumption. An increased vi-
ability of renewable energy sources means it could 
replace fossil based sources in the future. If imple-
mented on a larger scale microgrids compile a more 
decentralized power system which will result in an 
increased production rate of system components 
such as solar panels and batteries. These compo-
nents require specific raw materials, such as cobalt 
for batteries. The environmental and socio-economic 
impact of the mining of these resources needs to be 
taken into consideration when analyzing the envi-
ronmental impact of microgrids.

In summary, the implementation of microgrids 
brings forth a slew of social, economic, and environ-
mental outcomes on both an individual and a societal 
level. The overall result is according to the authors 
a beneficial paradigm shift that ushers society into a 
new era of electricity distribution.

CONTEXT N: MICROGRIDS FOR ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
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Dimensioning of a Residential Microgrid in Sweden
Joakim Larsen and Tobias Tunestam

Abstract—This project aims to evaluate through simulations
in Simulink whether an average power consuming, 4-person
household in Sweden, can be successfully supplied from a
microgrid system powered by solar panels. The goal is to achieve
a 48 V DC system and examine both its voltage stability and long
term power balance for stationary and transient conditions. The
simulations are based on weather data such as temperature and
solar irradiation as well as an estimated consumption pattern for
the household. Loads and sources in the system are identified as
well as possible algorithms for communication between nodes.
Two scenarios are tested, a standalone grid with optional energy
storage and a system connected to the main grid. The results
indicate that a Swedish household can not be supplied from
a standalone microgrid due to low irradiation values, without
an unreasonably large energy storage or change in consump-
tion. Although a continuous power supply is missing, voltage
stability and power balance is established for this scenario. With
connection to the main grid all requirements above are met.
The observed limitations of the methodology are analyzed. For
future projects a communication algorithm for load variation,
synchronized with irradiation inputs, can be implemented in the
model. Also, simulations can be done for alternative geographical
conditions to yield different results where alternative renewable
sources, such as wind and geothermal, can be included.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE the late 19th century, electrical power systems have
mainly been adapted to run on Nikola Tesla’s alternating

current (AC) as opposed to direct current (DC) promoted by
Thomas Alva Edison. The most evident reason to produce
and transmit power with AC is the simplification it brings
regarding voltage regulation and circuit breakers due to its
alternating properties and zero crossings [1].

AC systems enabled the use of magnetic transformers to
increase the voltage in long transmission lines to minimize
losses during transportation, which was not easily done with
DC at that time. The zero crossings enabled the use of simple
mechanical breakers, making it easier to isolate grid faults in
order to avoid major system failures [2].

The contemporary perception regarding the use of AC
versus DC for power distribution is starting to shift towards
using DC. Power sources producing DC, such as solar panels
and fuel cells, have become more frequent as well as the
usage of DC-loads for household applications, such as LED
lights, computers and electrical vehicles [1], [3]. DC loads
have always been present but required individual converters
for a connection to the standard AC grid. However, a DC
based system would make these energy consuming converters
redundant.

Short ranged, local DC-based grids, microgrids, are there-
fore an alternative to establish a more effective and self-
sufficient system where power is produced and consumed
locally. With this solution, unnecessary power consuming
AC/DC-conversions can be avoided and a higher efficiency,

cleaner power quality and less material usage can be achieved
[3].

These microgrids ensure a more stable power supply as they
can work both with and without a grid connection making
them less vulnerable to grid failures, thus allowing connected
households to be more energy independent.

As mentioned, microgrids can be operated in two modes,
island mode, more commonly referred to as standalone mode,
and grid-connected mode. If the circumstances allow for it,
microgrids are more frequently connected to the grid i.e. run
in grid-connected mode. This ensures that the energy demand
of the connected loads are met at all times. If power failure
occurs in the main grid the operation mode can always be
switched allowing the microgrid to be more resilient and
energy independent, ensuring a stable supply of power to the
loads. If this happens or if the microgrid simply is located too
far from a main grid it will have to operate in island mode,
entirely relying on its distributed generation (DG) units, such
as solar panels, wind turbines or fuel cells [4].

When in grid-connected mode, the main objective is to
operate the system to increase the economical benefits from
buying and selling electricity to the main grid. Operating in
standalone mode the priorities change to make sure important
loads are supplied with power when necessary [5].

Previous studies about microgrids often prove to be more
extensive and detailed regarding the size and structure of
their research [6] [7]. These studies include a larger set of
DG units and take into account more parameters regarding
operational costs for microgrids [4]. Here the goal normally
is to minimize these costs with different control methods
for energy management and even out the effects of power
fluctuations from intermittent energy sources [5].

This project however, aims to study the power flow in
a small microgrid consisting of a 4-person household with
roof-based PV panels, an energy storage and optional grid
connection. The main objective is to construct a 48 V DC-
based model of the microgrid in MATLAB Simulink and
examine voltage stability and long term power balance. The
simulations are performed in both mentioned operation modes
and an energy storage is implemented as a lead-acid battery
bank with realistic charge/discharge dynamics.

May 15, 2017

II. MICROGRID COMPONENTS AND THEORY

This section describes and illustrates the topology for a
microgrid, and the theory behind the different components.

A. Buck-boost converter

The buck-boost converter is a DC-DC converter that can
either decrease (buck) or increase (boost) the input voltage.

N1. SYSTEM BASED ISSUES FOR DC-MICROGRID
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As seen in Figure 1 the converter is an active switched
circuit, which means that the current flow and voltage act
differently depending on the controlled switch. When the
switch is on, energy is supplied directly to the load and
capacitor but also stored in the inductor. When the switch is
off, the inductor supplies energy to the capacitor and load
whilst discharging. By controlling the amount of time the
switch is on or off, the circuit can either raise or lower the input
voltage [8]. The relation between the in- and output voltage
is given by the relation

D =
Vo

Vi + Vo
(1)

where D is the duty-ratio, i.e the relation between the time the
switch is on and off.

Fig. 1. The topology of a buck-boost converter

B. Energy storage

As the energy production from renewable sources usually
fluctuate over time, it is wise to include an energy storage
in the microgrid to be able to meet the also fluctuating
consumption. Some of the most commonly grid connected
energy storages used are: compressed air, fly wheels, lead-acid
batteries, sodium sulfur batteries and lithium-ion batteries [9].

The most realistic energy source for a small household
however are batteries which is why a lead-acid battery is
chosen for simulations in this project.

C. Local energy source

Microgrids are often coupled with a local energy source e.g
solar, wind, hydraulic power, portable generators etc.

Solar power in the form of photovoltaic arrays (PV-arrays) is
used in the project, essentially converting incoming irradiation
into usable electricity [10].

The PV-array has a convoluted relationship between cell
temperature, irradiation and load which all affect the output
current and voltage, thus also the output power [11].

The load supplied from the solar panel usually has a certain
voltage requirement but can handle a varying amplitude of
current within certain limits. Between the solar panel and the
load there is a converter connected that matches its output
voltage to the load requirement while adapting its input voltage
in order to ensure maximum power output from the PV-array.
The latter is done by a maximum power point tracker (MPPT).
The MPPT is a mathematical algorithm that makes sure the
converter works in such a way that the solar panels produce

as much power as possible by increasing the current, while
keeping the specified voltage over the load [12]. In this project
however, a simplified MPPT is introduced using a formula that
gives roughly the same output ensuring maximum power from
the PV-array.

For example, a 100 W solar panel without converter and
MPPT has a nominal output voltage of 20 V and output current
of 5 A delivers power to a battery which require 15 V to
charge. The solar panel adjusts to the required voltage and
delivers 15 V and 5 A, i.e. the panels produce only 15 · 5 =
75 W . However, with a MPPT and converter the solar panel
can deliver 20 V , decrease it to 15 V by increasing the output
current to 100 W

15 V ≈ 6.67 A which the battery has no problem
to accept. The output power from the solar panels becomes
because of this 15 · 6.67 ≈ 100 W . The calculations are done
by applying Ohm’s law P = U · I

III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT, METHOD AND MODEL

Two different model types are used in order to achieve
the desired results. This section shows the topology of these
models, describes different parameters and components, and
presents the calculations involved.

A. Simulation environment

To simulate the given conditions for the microgrid an
integrated tool for model-based-design in MATLAB, called
Simulink, is used. This block diagram environment is the
platform for all simulations in this project. Depending of the
type of model being used, the operation mode is set to either
phasor, or continuous.

B. Method

The project starts with the gathering of irradiation and
temperature data for a suburb of Stockholm called Salem. This
data is retrieved from [13], [14] and is used to calculate the
maximum power that can be provided from the solar panels
at any given time during the simulations. Data for July and
January are obtained in order to simulate both extremes in
terms of weather conditions.

To simulate load variations, i.e. the consumption pattern
in the household, a scheme for a hypothetical family is con-
structed. In this scheme the family’s daily routine is described
to determine when different household appliances are activated
or turned off. Power consumption data for all the chosen
appliances are integrated with the constructed scheme using
Microsoft’s Excel. This way the total power consumption
of the household for every minute of the day is calculated.
All appliances are assumed to run on DC for simplification
purposes. The consumption data for these appliances are
obtained from various well know retail companies in Sweden.
The specific type of hardware is chosen roughly with regards
to the economic constraints of an average 4-person household.
For consumption data of the different appliances, see [15]–
[27].

To determine how much power constant loads consume per
minute, minor calculations are necessary. The chosen model

N1. SYSTEM BASED ISSUES FOR DC-MICROGRID
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of combined fridge/freezer has an average yearly consumption
of 233 kWh. The corresponding consumption per minute is
computed as shown below:

233 kWh

year
=

233 · 1000 · 60 Wmin

365 · 24 · 60 min
(2)

The sizing of the heat pump is calculated using a measure
of power per square meter living area (Pm2 ) according to
[28], where an average level of isolation is assumed. Together
with an average living area for a 4-person household (Ahouse)
according to [29], the sizing of the heat pump is computed
as shown in equation 3. In average, during the simulated time
period of 24 hours, the heat pump is assumed to work on 60
percent of installed capacity.

HPcapacity = Pm2 ·Ahouse (3)

where,
HPcapacity is Heat Pump capacity
Ahouse = 122 m2

Pm2 = 45 W/m2

With requirements for ceiling heights according to [30] and
assuming that the hypothetical house has two equally large
floors with an estimated attic ceiling height a 3D-model of the
house is constructed using Solid Edge ST8. Size measurements
of the specific PV-Module used in the simulations, Bosch Solar
Energy c-si M60 NA42117 250W [31], is incorporated in the
model to compute the maximum number of modules that can
be placed on the roof. Figure 2 below shows the 3D-model,
where the green rectangles symbolize the PV-modules. With a
measurement tool in the programming environment this area
is computed to 39.44 square meters.

Fig. 2. 3D-Model of household incorporated with PV-panels

According to [32], lead-acid batteries are a common battery
type used in solar-powered microgrids. Based on [32], the

design of the battery system is calculated using the following
equation:

Bcapacity =
Eday ·Dautonomy

ηrte ·DOD · Vbat
(4)

where,
Bcapacity is battery capacity
Eday is energy consumption per day
Dautonomy is the number of days of autonomy
ηrte is the round-trip-efficiency of the battery
DOD is the battery’s Depth of Discharge
Vbat is the nominal voltage of the battery system

The energy consumption per day is computed to 92.1 kWh
using the daily scheme. According to [33], the minimum
number of Days of autonomy for microgrids operating without
grid connection is 5 and varies depending on the amount of
solar irradiation per square meter delivered to the PV-array.

To investigate the sizing of the battery during grid-connected
mode, Dautonomy is set to 1, due to the fact that large power
failures in the national grid seldom last more than one day.
The round-trip-efficiency (RTE) of the battery refers to the
ratio of the energy input and output from the energy storage,
set to 90 percent according to [34]. The nominal voltage of
the battery system is set to 48 V to match the desirable DC
voltage in the simulated system.

C. Models

1) Model 1: Model 1 works by computing the simulation
equations using a variable-step solver integrated in Simulink.
The step size in these calculations is relatively high, resulting
in less accurate results but a faster simulation time. To sim-
ulate one day, Excel-files consisting of data for temperature
variations, solar irradiation values and load variation from the
daily scheme, are all reformatted to csv-files and imported to
MATLAB. With this input data it takes several days to simulate
24 hours. To avoid this the data that is changing each minute
is scaled down to fit in a time span of 0.1 seconds.

Figure 3 describes the detailed version of Model 1 operating
in island mode without an implemented energy storage.

The PV-array block in Figure 3 is pre-programmed to
generate an output voltage and current similar to that of real
solar panels with irradiation and temperature data as input. The
settings in this block are adjusted to mimic the specific model
[31]. The number of series-connected modules per string are
set to 6 and the total number of parallel strings to 4 according
to previous calculations from the 3D-model of the house.

The duty-cycle step computes the required duty-cycle to
be fed into the buck-boost in order to ensure an output
voltage of 48 V. The consumption variation in the household is
represented by a variable resistor whose values are computed
using the output voltage and current from the buck-boost step
together with the load variation data from the daily scheme
according to the following equation.

R =
U2

Phouse
(5)
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Fig. 3. Model 1, microgrid in island mode without implemented energy
storage

The battery is connected in the node between the PV-array
and the buck-boost step. Figure 4 describes the battery model
and state of charge (SOC) control implemented.

Fig. 4. Battery model and SOC-control

The battery block is also pre-programmed and the settings
adjusted to mimic a lead-acid battery bank with a nominal
voltage of 48 V and a capacity of 2661 Ah calculated using
equation (4). The SOC-control monitors the SOC and is set
to disconnect the battery when reaching values above 99.9
percent or below 20 percent to avoid damage.

2) Model 2: Model 2 is inspired by [35] and works by
computing with phasors i.e. calculating the equations with
the current and voltages maximum values. With a time step
of 60 seconds, the model is able to execute the calculations
with great speed, optimal for long-time simulations. Model 2
requires approximately one second to simulate 24 real hours.

Figure 5 represents a conventional two-phase residence. The
power consumed is represented as a current source connected
directly to the AC grid. The defined residence consumption is
divided randomly upon these two phases and then converted
with the power equation into a current. The current values are
transferred into the associated current source where it by the
power equation consumed the appropriate power.

P = U · Icons (6)

Icons =
P

U
(7)

where,
P is power the residence consumes
U is voltage the grid supplies to the residence
Icons is current that represents the power consumption

Fig. 5. Split phase system with controlled current sources representing the
residence’s power consumption

On the roof of the house there is a PV-array, covering
40 m2 of the roof’s surface, providing electricity to the
residence. The solar panels have the following specifications
[31]:
Pmp = 250 W
Vmp = 30.31 V
Imp = 8.25 A
Voc = 37.9 V
Isc = 8.82 A
γ = −0.44% ◦C -1

where,
Pmp is maximum power delivered from the solar panels
Vmp is voltage at maximum power production
Imp is current at maximum power
Voc is open circuit voltage
Isc is closed circuit current
γ is maximum power correction for temperature

It is assumed that the PV-array has a working MPPT and
the maximum power provided by the PV-array is calculated
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according to [10]

Pmp =
G

Gref
Pmp,ref [1 + γ(T − Tref )] (8)

where,
Pmp is the power output with MPPT
G is the incident irradiance
Gref is the 1000 Wm−2

Pmp,ref is the maximum power output under standard testing
conditions

T is the temperature
Tref is the temperature for standard testing condition

reference (25◦C)

The irradiation data used in the calculations, both for Model
1 and Model 2, is observed from a Meteosat satellite. Tem-
perature data is retrieved from the Swedish industry standard
for energy in buildings, SVEBY [14].

As the PV-array is connected to phase two of the house, it
is reasonable to connect the battery to this phase as well. In
Model 2 the battery is represented by a MATLAB function
block (M-file block), as seen in Figure 6, that registers the
energy consumption and the PV-array’s energy production.
If the production is higher than the consumption, the M-file
block will convert the excess energy from the PV-array into
an equivalent direct current with a converter loss represented
by an efficiency factor thus charging the battery. If the power
from the PV-array is lower than the house consumption, the
battery will discharge, providing the house with power equal
to the difference between house consumption and the solar
production until it reaches an unacceptable SOC. The battery
then disconnects and all the power the house needs will be
provided by the grid. The stored/supplied equivalent direct
current is calculated by the following equation:

IDCeqv = η · conj(2PDC

V2
) (9)

where,
η is the product of the battery’s RTE and AC-DC

converter efficiency
PDC is the DC power
V2 is the phasor voltage over the second phase

Fig. 6. Battery saving excess current from the PV-array via an M-file block

IV. RESULTS

A. Model 1

From the simulations operating in continuous mode with
Model 1 the following results are obtained.

Figure 7 shows the voltage stability over load without
battery implemented.

Fig. 7. Obtained voltage stability over variable load without battery imple-
mentation

Figure 8 shows the acquired plot for the variable resistor
simulating load variation.

Fig. 8. Computed load variation

Figure 9 shows the power delivered from the PV-array
without battery implementation.

Fig. 9. Input power from PV-array

Figure 10 shows power consumed by the variable load
without battery implementation.
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Fig. 10. Measurement of power consumed by load

Figure 11 shows voltage stability over load with battery
implemented.

Fig. 11. Obtained voltage stability when battery implemented

B. Model 2

Figure 12 shows the amount of solar power delivered to the
second phase with a working MPPT. The power is roughly
what is to be expected during a summer day in Sweden.

Fig. 12. Delivered solar power with MPPT

Figure 13 illustrates the residence’s power consumption on
the second phase. The power consumption is successfully
randomized over the two phases.

Figure 14 represent the amount of power delivered from the
grid to the second phase after the solar panels and battery is
implemented. The difference in load the second phase puts on
the grid is clear.

Fig. 13. Power consumption, second phase

Fig. 14. House consumption on the second phase after battery and solar
panels with a MPPT is implemented. As seen, no power is drawn from the
grid after the PV-array and battery is connected to the second phase.

As seen in Figure 15, the battery delivers current and there-
fore power to the residence when the irradiance is deficient
and stores excess solar power when irradiance surpasses the
residence’s power consumption. The excess solar power during
the day is not sufficient enough to bring the battery back to
its initial SOC.

Fig. 15. Battery discharge pattern

V. DISCUSSION

1) Model 1: When scaling down the minute by minute
changing input data for model 1 to 0.1 seconds, the simulation
only took a couple of minutes to complete. This was a decisive
factor for further work with the model. With some fine-tuning
of parameter settings in the different components in the buck-
boost and duty-cycle step both voltage stability and long term
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power balance was obtained, as shown in Figures 7, 9 and
10. Without battery implementation in the circuit, Figure 7
clearly shows when the irradiation levels are high enough
for the buck-boost step to be able to boost the power and
provide the desired 48 V over the resistor, i.e the house. The
opposite effect occurs when the irradiation input is too low in
the afternoon and the buck-boost converter’s input voltage is
too low for it to be able to deliver 48 V.

The load variation pattern, plotted in Figure 8, is as expected
when the control function for the variable resistor in the
circuit outputs a value according to Equation (5). Comparing
Figures 9 and 10 it is evident that the buck-boost step has
consumed some of the power supplied by the PV-array. The
output power from the array is on average 100 W after 0.02
seconds and throughout the day. The power consumed by the
load however, is on average 80 W. The buck-boost converter
has consumed 20 percent of the output power delivered by the
solar panels. According to [36], the efficiency of the converter
should be around 90-95 percent making the obtained losses
unreasonably high. This can be explained by the parameter
settings in the buck-boost step. Since minimizing the losses
in the converter step is not in the scope of the project, these
results are sufficient.

Model 1 met its limitations when simulating the battery dy-
namics. As mentioned before, the battery is pre-programmed
to simulate the dynamics of a real battery. It would normally
take several hours to drain the battery and reach a SOC of 20
percent. When scaling down the simulations to 0.1 seconds
the battery will act as an infinite energy source. Due to these
observations there is no further analysis of the apparently low
power values shown in Figure 9 and 10.

2) Model 2: As evident in Figure 15 the power provided
by the PV-array is not sufficient to provide the residence with
enough power to sustain the second phase without a grid
connection. The battery’s SOC does not return to its initial
state and we can therefore see that if we were to simulate for
several consecutive days, the battery would eventually have an
initial SOC equal to its lower limit. It would then charge up
when the PV-array provides sufficient power but return to its
lower SOC limit by the end of the day. To be able to have a
standalone system we would need to incorporate more solar
power and/or lower the consumption. Note that it would be
necessary to take the first phase into consideration as well,
further increasing the amount of needed solar power.

It is possible that the current solar panels could have
delivered more power to the system. The model takes only
the vertically incoming irradiation into consideration which
provides less power compared to e.g. solar panels designed
to track the sun’s movement and thus maximizing the power
production. Such a system is more expensive than passive solar
panels. It is also assumed that the PV-array’s inner temperature
is equal to the outside temperature. This is not the case in
reality and does have an impact on the results.

As the incoming irradiation is measured with a satellite
in orbit around the earth, it is quite clear that the incoming
irradiation used in this project does not correspond to the
actual incoming irradiation at ground level. It is less intense
due to clouds and the earth’s atmosphere.

These factors weighed together with the simplified MPPT-
formula, converter simplifications and lack of consideration of
battery dynamics would change the results of the simulation
but we argue that it does not have enough impact to change
the conclusion that the microgrid needs a grid connection.
The most important impact factor is a change in consumption
and potentially an implementation of an algorithm using
communication to optimize the load behavior.

VI. CONCLUSION

The shown results is based on a summer day in Sweden and
computations for input data matching that of a winter day is
not necessary to compile since such results does not change
any of the conclusions made in the project. For it to be relevant
to study a winter day, the constructed power demand should
be met at all times from the PV-array and the battery. Based
on the results, this is not the case.

As mentioned, Model 1 met its limitations when a necessary
downscaling of the time array used to simulated 24 hours
in a reasonable time span caused the battery to act as an
infinite energy source. The downscaling causes the input data
to vary much more dynamically than when using the minute
by minute changing csv-file input from the daily scheme. The
fact that the converter can handle such a small time step
and still outputs the desired voltage allows the conclusion
to be made that voltage stability can be obtained even with
simulations in the original time scale. The same logic applies
for the long term power balance. Furthermore, the fact that
the system works with these transient conditions we conclude
that it would support a stationary load and continuous energy
supply.

As demonstrated with Model 2, the microgrid integrated
with a PV-array and batteries is not able to sustain the
residence with enough power for a stand alone system. Due
to the irradiation and temperature in Sweden it is necessary to
have a grid connection for power stability.
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Abstract—In order to power a single home with solar panels a 
microgrid has been designed, modeled, and simulated. The hybrid 
solution for the microgrid that is implemented allows for DC 
appliances to be connected before the inverter step and for AC 
appliances to be connected after it, removing inefficiencies 
associated with the AC to DC conversion. The microgrid model 
has been designed so that it works with a grid connection as a 
complement to the solar panels, but also in standalone mode if no 
grid connection is available. In order to achieve the intended 
design the model went through several iterations to optimize the 
component parameters. Simulations were run on the model based 
on weather and load-usage data to validate its functionality. The 
simulations indicate that model achieves its intended values, but 
also suggest that the component configuration requires further 
optimization if this specific microgrid design is to be physically 
implemented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the beginning of the use of electricity as a source of 

energy society has relied on large scale power grids as a means 
of powering homes and industries. Electricity is generated on 
one end through for example the burning of fossil fuels or the 
harnessing of nuclear power, and is then transferred at high 
voltages to consumers where it is available in the form of AC 
electricity. This has been a beneficial solution for various 
reasons, such as the possibility to use transformers and reliable 
breakers. Historically, electricity was chosen to be supplied in 
the form of AC and most appliances therefore utilize electricity 
in this form. 

In recent years there has been a great shift for appliances 
towards the use of DC electricity rather than AC.  The result of 
this is that converters have to be introduced that rectify the 
electricity, generally from the 230 V AC that is supplied to 
consumers to a much lower DC voltage that the appliances 
require to function. This solution introduces a significant source 
of inefficiency, however, as much energy is lost in this 
converting step[1].  If electricity was to be supplied in the form 
of DC, these converters and the energy loss associated could be 
eliminated. 

Another recent development in the energy sector is one that 
concerns the production of electricity. As society has become 
more aware of its impact on the environment as it burns fossil 
fuels, the demand for environmentally friendly sources of 
energy has increased at a staggering rate[2].  A result of this is 
the immense research and funding that has been allocated 
towards renewable energy sources. This, in turn, has allowed us 
to develop technology for harnessing energy without negatively 

affecting the earth in the same way that many traditional sources 
do. These renewable energy sources generally produce 
electricity in the form of DC, and when coupled with the fact 
that electrical energy today is often consumed in DC, the 
question arises whether the century-old AC solution that is 
implemented for electricity distribution remains relevant in this 
day and age.    

An alternative solution is the use of microgrids, where DC 
electricity is produced, transferred, and consumed in a closed 
system that is normally disconnected from the main electricity 
grid. A microgrid can be implemented as a solution for both 
small- and large-scale scenarios that ranges from the supplying 
of energy to a single appliance to a regional grid for a larger 
society. 

One of the most interesting uses of a microgrid to consider is 
the one for a single house, where a local source of energy is 
used in an attempt to provide electricity to its residents. The 
implications of this particular situation are rather significant for 
various reasons. If successfully implemented an individual 
could provide energy required for his consumption without the 
need to connect to the main grid. Although there is an initial 
cost involved in this case it can bring economic benefits in the 
long term, especially when considering that excess energy can 
be sold back to the grid[3]. Another benefit is the independence 
that being energy self-sufficient brings with it. For example, if 
a self-sufficient microgrid is achievable in a certain location, a 
house could be built there without having to consider 
connecting it to the large scale energy grid, which could be very 
costly depending on the location. 

 It is this specific microgrid that has been considered for this 
project, and the question that been reflected upon is to what 
extent a microgrid can be used to sustain a single home. While 
the sources of energy that can be used in a microgrid ranges and 
can even be combined[4], this project has focused on the use of 
solar panels as a sole source of energy, with the possible 
connection to the main grid to complement it. In broad terms, 
solar panels convert the light energy of the sun into electricity 
by utilizing the photovoltaic effect which allows for matter to 
emit electrons when it interacts with photons[5]. 

To investigate the extent that solar panels can be used in a 
microgrid to power a small home, the microgrid itself must first 
be designed. Traditionally, to accommodate for the AC grid that 
is currently used, the DC electricity generated by solar cells in 
a home is converted to AC, and is thereafter converted back to 
DC in the large amount of cases where DC is required by loads.

Design of a Hybrid Microgrid for use With 
Solar Panels to Power a Home 

Alexander Carlsson and Linus Dahlgren 
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In this project an alternative solution is suggested, however. 
Upon realizing that both AC and DC electricity are in fact 
consumed by different appliances, a decision has been made to 
create a hybrid grid solution where both kinds of loads can be 
directly connected to the microgrid[6]. With this solution DC 
appliances are connected to the DC-bus that brings the 
electricity from its DC source, whereas AC appliances are 
connected to the AC-bus that comes after a conversion step. 
While this DC to AC conversion does bring forth a degree of 
inefficiency as previously discussed, the hybrid solution 
minimizes the need for DC to AC conversions and only requires 
it in the case where an appliance specifically runs on AC 
electricity.   

Once designed, this microgrid can be implemented in a 
simulation environment that can be subject to varying 
conditions. In this case Simulink and Matlab were used, and the 
suggested model can visually be seen in Fig. 10. The purpose 
of having this model for simulation is that it can easily be used 
with different data for solar input into the solar panels as well 
as consumption data for the different loads. In other words, 
instead of having to physically create the designed microgrid 
we can simulate its model and see how it performs in a real 
situation, and then evaluate it based on its performance  

In section II the theory behind the components used as well 
as the underlying concepts required for the understanding of the 
model will be explained. A detailed explanation of the 
microgrid design with justification for the component 
parameters will follow in section III, and a discussion for the 
simulation and the relevant input parameters follows in section 
IV. The data extracted from the simulations as well as the result 
analysis are discussed in section V. While the simulation 
procedure does allow for the evaluation of a hybrid microgrid 
for a home in a time efficient and relatively simple manner, it 
does however have certain limitations, and the discussion of 
these follows in section VI. In general, the simulation does give 
an indication of the feasibility of the proposed design and this 
is discussed briefly in the conclusion that is section VII. 

II. COMPONENT AND CONCEPT THEORY 
In AC grids, transformers are used to increase or decrease 

voltages. Since transformers cannot be used for DC, a different 
type of solution is needed to achieve the correct voltages in a 
microgrid. DC to DC converters are used for this purpose[7]. 
Different types of converters are able to step up or step down 
the voltage through the use of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
switched transistors and various passive components. 

A. Boost Converter 
A boost converter is a type of DC to DC converter used to 

increase the voltage in a circuit[8].  
The MOSFET transistor is controlled by a PWM-controller to 

open and close the MOSFET. The output voltage is controlled 
by the duty cycle, which is the ratio between the pulse width 
and the total period of the signal. For example if half of the 
cycle is high, the duty cycle is 0.5. The order of operation for 
the boost converter is as follows: 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  The boost converter circuit[8]. 
 
1) The control pulse is high, closing the MOSFET. Current 
flows through the inductor, then through the MOSFET and to 
ground, which charges the inductor. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.  The boost converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned on[8]. 
 

2) The control pulse is low, turning the MOSFET off. The 
quick shift in current causes the inductor to produce a back 
voltage in opposite polarity to keep the current flowing. The 
voltage before the diode then becomes the sum of the input 
voltage and the back voltage from the inductor. The current 
goes through the diode and over the load and the parallel 
capacitor. When the control pulse goes back to high and the 
MOSFET turns on again, the capacitor feeds the load and thus 
a stable voltage is supplied over the load. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The boost converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned off[8].   
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microgrid. DC to DC converters are used for this purpose[7]. 
Different types of converters are able to step up or step down 
the voltage through the use of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
switched transistors and various passive components. 

A. Boost Converter 
A boost converter is a type of DC to DC converter used to 

increase the voltage in a circuit[8].  
The MOSFET transistor is controlled by a PWM-controller to 

open and close the MOSFET. The output voltage is controlled 
by the duty cycle, which is the ratio between the pulse width 
and the total period of the signal. For example if half of the 
cycle is high, the duty cycle is 0.5. The order of operation for 
the boost converter is as follows: 
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Fig. 2.  The boost converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned on[8]. 
 

2) The control pulse is low, turning the MOSFET off. The 
quick shift in current causes the inductor to produce a back 
voltage in opposite polarity to keep the current flowing. The 
voltage before the diode then becomes the sum of the input 
voltage and the back voltage from the inductor. The current 
goes through the diode and over the load and the parallel 
capacitor. When the control pulse goes back to high and the 
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a stable voltage is supplied over the load. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The boost converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned off[8].   
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B. Buck Converter 
A buck converter is a DC to DC converter used to lower the 

voltage in a circuit[9]. It is also controlled by PWM to switch 
the current with a transistor. Its configuration and order of 
operation is as follows: 

 
1)   The pulse to the gate of the transistor is high, switching the 
transistor to on-mode. This allows current to flow through the 
inductor and charge it. The voltage over the capacitor C1 and 
the load increases gradually during the on-period. 

Fig. 4.  The buck converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned on[9]. 
 

2)  The pulse to the gate of the transistor switches to low. This 
blocks the current from the input and leaves the capacitor and 
inductor to power the circuit, while the diode closes the circuit. 
As the inductor discharges, the voltage over the load decreases 
during the off-period. 

Fig. 5.  The buck converter circuit when the MOSFET is turned off[9]. 
 

C. Buck-Boost Converter 
The buck-boost converter is a combination of the buck and 

the boost converters. It is able to both increase and decrease 
the output voltage in relation to the input voltage. As seen in 
Fig. 6, in boost mode switch S1 is closed while switch S3 is 
PWM switched. In buck mode S3 is left open and S1 is PWM 
switched. The advantage of a buck-boost converter is that it is 
more versatile than a buck or a boost converter by themselves. 
A slight disadvantage is that it is more difficult to control 
since it requires two control signals instead of one, and also 
contains more components and therefore higher losses. 

Fig. 6.  The conceptual circuit diagram of the buck-boost converter circuit and 
its modes of operation[10]. 

 

D. Maximum Power Point Tracking 
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is an algorithm 

used to extract the highest available power from a power 
source[11]. To understand what MPPT is, one needs to 
understand what a maximum power point is.  

The circuit in Fig. 7 is a simple model of a Photovoltaic (PV) 
panel connected to a resistive load. R1 and the voltage source 
V1 model the open circuit voltage of the PV panel and its 
internal resistance respectively, while R2 represents the load. 
The power P over R2 is calculated in the following way, where 
I is the current:                    

 
          𝑃𝑃 = 𝐼𝐼2 ∗ 𝑅𝑅2,                (1) 

  
                   𝐼𝐼 = 𝑉𝑉1

(𝑅𝑅1+𝑅𝑅2),                            (2)

                     

                          𝑃𝑃 = ( 𝑉𝑉1
(𝑅𝑅1+𝑅𝑅2))

2
∗ 𝑅𝑅2.                           (3) 

If this expression is differentiated with respect to R2, and set 
to zero to find the maximum power delivered to the load, then 

  
              𝑉𝑉12 ∗ ((𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)2 − 2 ∗ (𝑅𝑅1+𝑅𝑅2)𝑅𝑅2

(𝑅𝑅1+𝑅𝑅2)4 ) = 0.            (4) 
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This is only zero when the following is true: 
 

   (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)2 − 2 ∗ (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2) ∗ 𝑅𝑅2 = 0,
               (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)2 − 2 ∗ (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2) ∗ 𝑅𝑅2 = 0,         (5) 

𝑅𝑅12 + 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑅1 ∗ 𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑅22 − 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑅1 ∗ 𝑅𝑅2 − 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑅22 =
𝑅𝑅12 − 𝑅𝑅22 = 0,
<=> 𝑅𝑅12 = 𝑅𝑅22. 

Since R1 and R2 are resistances they must be positive, which 
means that R2 is supplied its maximum power when R1 equals 
R2, which is the so called maximum power point[12]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.  A simplified model for a photovoltaic panel powering a load. 
 

However, for an actual PV panel, it is more complex. The 
voltage V1 before the internal resistance of a PV panel is 
unknown during operation. Also, R2 needs to be able to be 
varied, as a PV system which only operates efficiently at a 
specific load would be rather useless. The solution for this is to 
acknowledge the fact that the system would still operate at a 
maximum power point when the voltage in the node between 
R1 and R2 is V1 2⁄ . This can be regulated by a converter 
adjusting the extracted current and voltage from the PV array. 
However, since V1 is unknown, an algorithm is used to 
determine when the maximum power is extracted. There are 
different types of algorithms, but they are all used to control the 
duty cycle of the PWM of a converter. 

The most commonly used algorithm is the Observe and 
Perturb method. It measures a sampled input power value and 
compares it with the input power of the previous sample time. 
If the power has increased, it repeats the last operation, if not, it 
performs the opposite operation. By doing this, it will 
eventually end up at and move back and forth over the point on 
the IV curve where any operation will decrease the power, 
which is the maximum power point. An example of this point 
can be seen in Fig. 11. 

E. Full Bridge Inverter and LCL Filter 
Full bridge inverters and LCL filters are best explained 

together as they work in unison to create a sinusoidal output 
from a DC input - in other words converting DC into AC. The 
full bridge inverter consists of four switches connected as an H 
with the load connected in the middle, as seen in Fig. 8. 

The mode of operation of the inverter is as follows. First the 
1st and 3rd switches are opened at the same time, allowing 
current to flow over the load. Then, they are switched off and 
instead the 2nd and 4th switches are switched on, allowing the 
current to flow in the opposite direction over the load. By 
repeating this operation a rectangular wave is output. This is 
where the LCL filter comes in to change the rectangular wave 
into a sinusoidal one. It is connected to the inverter as seen in 
Fig. 9. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8.  The Full Bridge Inverter as seen by its four MOSFET transistors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 9.  The LCL Filter as it is connected after the Inverter step. 

  
An LCL filter is a filter setup with two inductances in series 

and a capacitor in parallel between them. With correct passive 
component values and a rectangular wave as input, the LCL 
filter will output a clear sinusoidal wave[13]. 

III. MICROGRID DESIGN 
When it comes to the design of the microgrid there are 

several parameters that have to be defined for this specific 
scenario. The most prominent ones that the other parameters 
have to accommodate for are the voltage levels of the DC-bus 
and the AC-bus. These, in turn, were chosen in a logical way to 
suit the needs of the appliances used. For the AC-bus a voltage 
level of 230 V was chosen as this is the European standard. The 
highest voltage required from most DC appliances in a home is 
48 V, and this is therefore the sought after voltage in the DC-
bus. This can easily be stepped down with negligible losses in 
order to achieve a lower voltage for individual appliances. 
Another design choice was to be able to connect the microgrid 
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This is only zero when the following is true: 
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Fig. 9. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8.  The Full Bridge Inverter as seen by its four MOSFET transistors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 9.  The LCL Filter as it is connected after the Inverter step. 

  
An LCL filter is a filter setup with two inductances in series 

and a capacitor in parallel between them. With correct passive 
component values and a rectangular wave as input, the LCL 
filter will output a clear sinusoidal wave[13]. 

III. MICROGRID DESIGN 
When it comes to the design of the microgrid there are 

several parameters that have to be defined for this specific 
scenario. The most prominent ones that the other parameters 
have to accommodate for are the voltage levels of the DC-bus 
and the AC-bus. These, in turn, were chosen in a logical way to 
suit the needs of the appliances used. For the AC-bus a voltage 
level of 230 V was chosen as this is the European standard. The 
highest voltage required from most DC appliances in a home is 
48 V, and this is therefore the sought after voltage in the DC-
bus. This can easily be stepped down with negligible losses in 
order to achieve a lower voltage for individual appliances. 
Another design choice was to be able to connect the microgrid 
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TABLE III 
VALUES FOR BUCK CONVERTER 

Component Value/Kind 

MOSFET C2M0025120D 
Diode 

Inductor 
Output Capacitor 

Simulink Default 
0.2 mH 
20 mF 

 
   

 

TABLE II 
VALUES FOR BATTERY 

Parameter Value 

Nominal voltage (no grid) 260 V 
Nominal voltage (grid) 

Rated capacity 
State of charge (no grid) 

State of charge (grid) 

260 V 
30 Ah 
90% 

100% 
  

 

TABLE I 
VALUES FOR BOOST CONVERTER 

Component Value/Kind 

Input Capacitor 100 mF 
Inductor 

MOSFET 
Diode 

Output Capacitor 
 

0.2 mH 
C2M0025120D 

Simulink Default 
1mF 

 
 

to the main grid if needed, so that electricity can be used even 
if there is no sunlight and the energy storage is drained. A 
battery is necessary to stabilize the system when operating 
without a grid connection and MPPT is to be implemented to 
extract the highest available power from the PV array. The logic 
behind the converter placement is to only have two conversions 
from power generation to consumption for both DC and AC 
loads to keep the losses low. The top down design for the model 
can be seen in Fig. 10. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10.  A visualization of the hybrid microgrid design model. 

A. Solar array 
The type of solar panel used in the model is the Bosch Solar 

Energy c-Si M60 250 W[14]. Each panel has a surface area of 
1.64 m2 and they are arranged in four parallel strings with four 
modules per string for a total of 16 panels with a surface area of 
26.24 m2. No extensive research regarding the optimal PV panel 
choice was made since that was outside the scope of the project. 
The four by four setup was based on the roof area and the 
requirements for the power consumption of a standard house. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11.  The characteristics of a Bosch 250 W PV panel, highlighting the 
maximum power point for different temperatures for said panel. 

B. Boost converter 
The input and output capacitor were chosen after simulations 

on the boost converter alone. They were gradually increased 
until the voltage ripple was below 5% of the total output voltage 
at 3.9 KW from approximately 30 A and 130 V. The inductor 
was calculated to 0.2 mH when operating at a switching 
frequency of 50 kHz using equation 5 from Hauke’s report[15]. 
At a later stage the switching frequency was changed to 5 kHz 
as it proved to be more stable, but the inductor remained the 
same since the converter operated as desired. The MOSFET 
used is a SiC-MOSFET as it operates in the desired mid-range 
of voltages between where IGBT transistors and MOSFET 
transistors are most efficient. The particular model is the 
C2M0025120D from Cree which was chosen because of its low 
RDS(ON)[16]. No optimization was done regarding the rectifier 
diode, where the Simulink default diode characteristics were 
used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C. Battery 
The battery is modeled based on a Tesla Powerwall 2, 

however it is not identical. Rather, the Powerwall 2 serves as a 
proof of concept that battery technology exists to create a 
battery like the one used in the model. Both the Powerwall 2 
and the battery in the model has similar Ah characteristics and 
both are of the lithium-ion type. However, the main difference 
is the nominal voltage. Because the battery in the model 
controls the voltage before the inverter, the nominal voltage is 
chosen so there is a voltage of 230 V AC in the AC-bus. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Buck converter 
The MOSFET transistor in the buck converter is the same as 

in the boost converter as they operate at similar maximum 
voltage levels. The inductor is calculated to 0.2 mH using 
Hauke’s equations[15]. The output capacitor was increased 
until voltage ripple was below 5%. The diode uses Simulink’s 
default values. 
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TABLE IV 
VALUES FOR LCL FILTER 

Component Value 

Inductors 50 mH 
Capacitor 60 mF 

   
 

   
 

E. Inverter 
The inverter uses four C2M0025120D MOSFETS, as seen in 

Fig. 8, since it operates at the same voltage levels as the 
converters. The operation switches direction every 10 ms to 
achieve a 50Hz rectangular wave. It also switches at 5 kHz to 
divide the signal into rectangular waves[17]. Since the signal is 
split up, smaller passive components can be used in the LCL 
filter. 

F. LCL Filter 
The values for the passive components in the LCL filter in 

Fig. 9 were calculated iteratively. They were increased until a 
clean sine-shaped waveform was observed over the AC loads. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IV. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
When the described components are assembled according to 

the schematic in Fig. 10, the microgrid has been successfully 
modeled, and simulations can be run to evaluate the feasibility 
of this specific microgrid design. In order to run these 
simulations, the circumstances for them need to be defined. 
This means deciding on the loads located in the house and their 
usage throughout the simulation, the simulation timeframe, as 
well as the weather conditions that the solar panels will be 
exposed to.  

When it comes to the house itself, a decision was made to 
simulate the model based on a medium sized house in 
Stockholm, Sweden. This house allowed for, as previously 
discussed, a total of 16 solar panels in a four by four square grid. 
The input data into these panels has been extracted from 
databases with real solar values, in this case chosen for April 
29th of 2004, and the relevant parameters are temperature as 
well as solar irradiance[18]. The model could easily be used for 
simulations based on other conditions if so desired by varying 
the relevant simulation parameters. 

The loads were chosen in a way to model the normal 
consumption of a medium sized home. Rather than to combine 
all the loads into one resistance to model a constant 
consumption, individual loads have been modeled by individual 
resistors that are turned on and off through simple switching 
logic to model their usage throughout the day.  

The timeframe for the simulation of the electricity 
consumption and generation in the solar panels was chosen to 
be 24 hours, sampled at 1 minute intervals. By varying the 
consumption in the loads throughout this period the simulation 
will yield information regarding the stability of the microgrid, 
as the resulting voltage levels can be monitored as the 
consumption changes. 

For the connection to the grid a choice was made regarding 
how it was to be modelled. In this case it is modelled as a 
controlled current source connected in parallel to the AC-bus. 

V. DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS 
Once the model was designed and its simulation parameters 

had been set, the simulation could be run in order to extract 
relevant data regarding the design feasibility. The primary data 
sought from these simulations are the values corresponding to 
the design choices of the microgrid. In other words, the model 
is run over a period of time, and the microgrid parameters are 
checked to see if they behave as intended. This includes the 48 
V in the DC-bus, the 230 V in the AC-bus, as well as the 
sinusoidal nature of electricity in the AC bus. To make sure that 
the model indeed is a feasible one, the system efficiency is also 
sought after. In this case, this means comparing the output 
power consumed in the loads with the input power that is 
supplied from the sources. These values are plotted over time 
to ensure that the microgrid behaves as desired.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12.  Voltage supplied in the DC bus with and without grid connection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13.  The RMS voltage supplied in the AC bus with and without grid 
connection. 
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TABLE IV 
VALUES FOR LCL FILTER 

Component Value 
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Capacitor 60 mF 
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Fig. 8, since it operates at the same voltage levels as the 
converters. The operation switches direction every 10 ms to 
achieve a 50Hz rectangular wave. It also switches at 5 kHz to 
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split up, smaller passive components can be used in the LCL 
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clean sine-shaped waveform was observed over the AC loads. 
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resistors that are turned on and off through simple switching 
logic to model their usage throughout the day.  
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consumption and generation in the solar panels was chosen to 
be 24 hours, sampled at 1 minute intervals. By varying the 
consumption in the loads throughout this period the simulation 
will yield information regarding the stability of the microgrid, 
as the resulting voltage levels can be monitored as the 
consumption changes. 

For the connection to the grid a choice was made regarding 
how it was to be modelled. In this case it is modelled as a 
controlled current source connected in parallel to the AC-bus. 

V. DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS 
Once the model was designed and its simulation parameters 

had been set, the simulation could be run in order to extract 
relevant data regarding the design feasibility. The primary data 
sought from these simulations are the values corresponding to 
the design choices of the microgrid. In other words, the model 
is run over a period of time, and the microgrid parameters are 
checked to see if they behave as intended. This includes the 48 
V in the DC-bus, the 230 V in the AC-bus, as well as the 
sinusoidal nature of electricity in the AC bus. To make sure that 
the model indeed is a feasible one, the system efficiency is also 
sought after. In this case, this means comparing the output 
power consumed in the loads with the input power that is 
supplied from the sources. These values are plotted over time 
to ensure that the microgrid behaves as desired.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12.  Voltage supplied in the DC bus with and without grid connection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13.  The RMS voltage supplied in the AC bus with and without grid 
connection. 
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Fig. 14. The curve of the voltage in the AC-bus with and without a connection 
to the grid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. The current from the grid in the grid connected model. Positive current 
means current is consumed from the grid, negative current means current is 
supplied to the grid. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 16. The AC curve and the DC level before and after a load is switched on 
in either bus. 
 

The output data confirms that the system is supplying the 
specified voltages. Firstly, Fig. 12 shows that the voltage 

supplied to the DC-bus is at a steady 48 V, both with and 
without a grid connection. The voltage in the AC-bus is also 
within 220 to 240 V RMS for both grid connected and 
standalone simulations, as seen in Fig. 13. As the simulation 
proceeds with time, the battery charge is increased which 
increases the voltage slightly, as seen in the same figure. In the 
grid-connected simulation, the AC level is seen to oscillate 
more so than when there is no grid connection. For 
approximately the first 100 seconds of the simulation the 
battery supplies the power to the circuit, and while this is 
happening the grid is also supplying current to the circuit. 
Control logic for the grid calculates how much power to send 
to the circuit. Amongst other things, it measures the current 
from the battery. Since the current from the battery depends on 
the current from the grid, this causes an imbalance in the system 
where the grid current oscillates indefinitely due to limitations 
in its control feedback loop. The similar oscillation pattern seen 
in Fig. 15 strengthens this theory. Fig. 14 shows the 50 Hz 
sinusoidal nature of the voltage in the AC-bus. The time axes 
of the two curves are different since it takes slightly longer for 
the grid-connected system to reach steady state.  

The average efficiency of the standalone system was 
measured to be 93.13%, while the efficiency for the grid-
connected system was found to be 89.63%. Both values were 
found using Matlab and indicate that the model functions 
adequately in both cases when it comes to low losses. The 
discrepancy between the efficiency values for the two scenarios 
can be attributed to the way the grid logic works but should be 
further investigated. 

Upon closer inspection, it was discovered that the AC loads 
never switched properly during the simulation time. The data 
sheets for the simulation stretched for 1440 seconds, but 
because of how slow the simulation was it was terminated after 
300 seconds. The control signals for the AC loads were located 
in the 300-1440 second range, meaning they were excluded. 
When this was remedied, it became clear that when an AC load 
was switched on, the voltage on the AC-side dropped, as seen 
in Fig. 16. This is due to the models lack of controllability 
regarding the power flow to the AC side. When a load is 
switched on, the battery and the grid control are supposed to 
increase their output current to match the demand and to keep 
the voltage steady. Because of the lack of functioning control 
logic for both the battery and the grid, this does not occur and 
thus the voltage drops in the AC-bus to keep the consumed 
power at the same level. Because of this, the model is not able 
to supply varying AC loads as was intended. The DC level 
remains very close to constant after a load is switched on as 
intended, and this is due to the buck converter which directly 
regulates the voltage on the output side. In other words, it was 
found that the model can supply varying DC loads and a steady 
AC load, but struggles when AC loads are varied. 

VI. LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 
INVESTIGATION 

While the results indicate that this specific design for a 
microgrid is in fact a feasible one, there are several parameters 
and conditions that could be varied to yield a more complete 
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overview of the subject. Due to time constraints, much of the 
time available has been allocated to the design of the model 
itself. However, for future investigations the existing model 
could be used to create more data that investigate how the 
microgrid works if individual components and parameters were 
varied. For example, how does the efficiency of this model 
compare to the traditional one where only AC loads can be 
connected? How does the model scale for larger homes with 
more loads and a potential for more solar panels? How is the 
model dependent on battery performance? These are some of 
the topics that could be further investigated if the model was to 
be expanded on. 

Simulink and thus also the model does have some limitations. 
The most significant one is the lack of ability to simulate the 
rise and fall time of the transistors with the chosen components. 
This is convenient as it makes the design simpler - since shoot-
through does not need to be considered in the inverter design - 
but also a factor that increases uncertainty. However it also 
means it is impossible to determine the switching losses of the 
transistors, at least without an unfeasible amount of extra 
components. Thus, only the conduction losses are taken into 
account in this simulation. 

Furthermore, to no fault of Simulink, the model consists of 
ideal passive components. Equivalent series resistances (ESR) 
still need to be input into the model for a more realistic design. 
With this taken into consideration, it is safe to say that the 
efficiency of both models is optimistic, and that the actual 
efficiency achieved by this design is somewhat lower. 

Even though the model is working well there are several 
things that could be investigated for future projects. For 
example, a more advanced charge and discharge logic circuit 
for the battery needs to be designed. As of right now the battery 
is needed to control the voltage before the inverter. With a real 
battery this is not desirable as the lifetime and thus cost-
efficiency of a Lithium Ion battery is closely related to its 
number of cycles. This also causes problems when the AC loads 
are varied, as previously discussed. Another possible task 
would be to implement filtering of the sample signals that are 
input to the controllers. The oscillations seen in Fig.12, Fig.14 
and Fig.15 are propagated through the controllers which results 
in an overall less stable circuit, as well as oscillating output 
signals. 

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  
A hybrid microgrid has been designed with the purpose of 

powering a single home with the use of solar panels as a source 
of energy. The hybrid solution of having both an AC- and DC-
bus was implemented to accommodate for the use of both AC 
and DC loads while limiting sources of inefficiency from excess 
converters. While these simulations were done with a specific 
scenario in mind, the model can be used with varied input data 
to simulate based on different weather conditions, consumption 
rates, and sizes of homes. The data extracted from the 
simulations shed light on the feasibility of this specific 
microgrid model, and suggest that it is indeed one that could be 
used for a single home with or without a grid connection. The 
model had issues with stability as AC loads were switched on 

and off, however, and is therefore only able to reliably supply 
power to DC loads in its current state. While this flaw is one 
that can be remedied if the model is expanded on, it does 
highlight the benefits of having a simpler system that caters to 
either DC or AC electricity only. As more appliances are 
starting to rely on DC, it becomes evident that the current AC-
only grid implementation of today is becoming obsolete, and it 
can be suggested that a fully DC solution would result in a 
simpler and more efficient method for the distribution of 
electricity. 
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compare to the traditional one where only AC loads can be 
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more loads and a potential for more solar panels? How is the 
model dependent on battery performance? These are some of 
the topics that could be further investigated if the model was to 
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but also a factor that increases uncertainty. However it also 
means it is impossible to determine the switching losses of the 
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components. Thus, only the conduction losses are taken into 
account in this simulation. 
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still need to be input into the model for a more realistic design. 
With this taken into consideration, it is safe to say that the 
efficiency of both models is optimistic, and that the actual 
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is needed to control the voltage before the inverter. With a real 
battery this is not desirable as the lifetime and thus cost-
efficiency of a Lithium Ion battery is closely related to its 
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and Fig.15 are propagated through the controllers which results 
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scenario in mind, the model can be used with varied input data 
to simulate based on different weather conditions, consumption 
rates, and sizes of homes. The data extracted from the 
simulations shed light on the feasibility of this specific 
microgrid model, and suggest that it is indeed one that could be 
used for a single home with or without a grid connection. The 
model had issues with stability as AC loads were switched on 

and off, however, and is therefore only able to reliably supply 
power to DC loads in its current state. While this flaw is one 
that can be remedied if the model is expanded on, it does 
highlight the benefits of having a simpler system that caters to 
either DC or AC electricity only. As more appliances are 
starting to rely on DC, it becomes evident that the current AC-
only grid implementation of today is becoming obsolete, and it 
can be suggested that a fully DC solution would result in a 
simpler and more efficient method for the distribution of 
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